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@_Omnipotence Questions (Chapter 01)
• Is there any omnipotence at all? If this is possible:
• Does omnipotence merit a separate chapter of questions? If so, the following questions are ready to be answered:
• Have questions of omnipotence been chosen as the first chapter because omnipotence for many is probably the most impressive and important feature of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were omnipotence questions chosen as the first chapter because omnipotence is desirable for many? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the image of God also called Almighty? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is omnipotence something separate? Answer Proposal: For the questionnaire, YES!
• Is it conceivable to see omnipotence as something separate? Answer Proposal: For the questionnaire, YES!
• Does the omnipotence necessarily be linked to God? Answer Proposal: For the questioner NO!
• Are there several candidates who could be omnipotent? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could the devil be omnipotent? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could also unknown influences be omnipotent? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could a part of the known natural influences be omnipotent? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are natural catastrophes omnipotent? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are earthquakes, for example, omnipotent? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are, for example, planetary collisions omnipotent? Answer Proposal: YES!
• For example, are galaxy collisions omnipotent? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Who or what could be omnipotent except God? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
• How is the (allegedly) sole omnipotence of God recognized? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
• How is it recognized that there is only ONE omnipotence? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
• Is there more like an omnipotence? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Who or what is omnipotent? Answer Proposal: Difficult to enumerate!
• Is God absolute with all certainty? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God really omnipotent? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God Almighty? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
Is it often claimed that God is omnipotent? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it through a test verifiable that God is omnipotent? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an experiment verifiable that God is omnipotent? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is there a test that shows that God is omnipotent (alternative 1)? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is there a test that proves that God is omnipotent (alternative 2)? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is there a test that can prove that God is omnipotent (alternative 3)? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is there a test with which it is verifiable that God is omnipotent (alternative 4)? Answer Proposal: NO!
Can be tested by a test that God is omnipotent (alternative 5)? Answer Proposal: NO!
Can it be verified by a test that God is omnipotent (alternative 6)? Answer Proposal: NO!
Can a test verify that God is omnipotent (alternative 7)? Answer Proposal: NO!
Can it be verified by a test that God is omnipotent (alternative 8)? Answer Proposal: NO!
Can an experiment verify that God is omnipotent (alternative 9)? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is only God Almighty? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
Is God alone all-powerful? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
Is nothing else almighty like God? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
Is omnipotence generally a difficult issue? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is the omnipotence of God especially a difficult subject? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is the omnipotence of God unlimited / unrestricted / infinite? Or:
Is the omnipotence of God limited / restricted / finite? Answer Proposal: Apparently YES, because the supposedly so merciful God must obviously HILFLOS watch, as humans kill each other for example!
What does unlimited omnipotence mean in terms of matter and energy?
What does limited omnipotence mean in terms of matter and energy?
Was the term "omnipotence" created specifically for God?
Is God the sole possessor of omnipotence?
Does God have nothing further than omnipotence?
Does God still have more than omnipotence?
Is the omnipotence of God a dubious mash?
Can the omnipotence be made concrete?
How is the omnipotence of God defined?
Does the omnipotence of God have to be defined more precisely for the first time?
Did God have to fight for His omnipotence?
Did God first have to learn omnipotence?
Do all those who believe in God believe in the (unlimited) omnipotence of God?
What is the omnipotence of God?
Where is God’s omnipotence?
Does it concern God who is concerned with his omnipotence?
Would the inability of God to commit suicide be a restriction of his omnipotence?
Is there anything else or anyone who is as omnipotent as God?
Are natural laws omnipotent?
Are natural laws more powerful than God?
Is there an increase to omnipotence?
Is there a super-omnipotence?
Is omnipotence the same as omnipotence?
Is omnipotence composed of several segments?
Is the omnipotence composed of several parts? If so:
What are the parts of omnipotence?
What are the omnipotence parts?
What do the individual parts of omnipotence have?
What are the names of the omnipotence parts?
How is omnipotence composed?
Is God without the omnipotence a NOTHING?
Can there be a God without omnipotence?
Does "omnipotence" mean "everything under control"?
Does "omnipotence" mean "having power over all things"?
Means "be omnipotent": "Have everything under control"?
Does "omnipotent" mean "having seized the universe"?
Does "Almighty God" mean "Who has seized the universe"?
Is there a past omnipotence of God?
Is the omnipotence of God composed of the omnipotence parts of the laws of nature?
• Is the omnipotence of God the sum of all partial omnipotent laws of nature?
• What happens when God loses His omnipotence?
• Is God cleared up when His omnipotence is settled?
• Is there an intimate omnipotence or omnipotence of God?
• Is there an exaggerated omnipotence of God?
• Does God’s omnipotence also rule chance?
• Does chance constrain omnipotence?
• Is there a chance omnipotence?
• Why does God not put his omnipotence into the protection of mankind?
• Is the omnipotence of God dependent on his mood?
• Does God use his omnipotence according to his mood?
• Is God’s omnipotence gradually lost?
• Could God change the partial omnipotent nature laws?
• Is God’s omnipotence composed of parts?
• Can God’s omnipotence be split into sub-divisions?
• Can God’s omnipotence be split into omnipotence parts?
• Are the laws of nature omnipotence of God?
• Are there examples of partial omnipotent natural laws of God? If so:
  • Is the power a partial all-powerful natural law of God?
  • Is the radiation \( (T^4) \) a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is the relativity theory \( (E = mc^2) \) a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is quantum mechanics a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is magnetism a partial omnipotent natural law?
  • Are the chemical elements (atoms) of the periodic system a partial all-powerful natural law of God?
  • Are the five aggregate states "solid", "liquid", "gaseous", "electron plasma", "nucleon plasma" a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is the electron plasma, in which the electrons can no longer be attributed to atomic nuclei, a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is the nucleon plasma, in which the atom nuclei are dissolved, a partial all-powerful natural law of God?
  • Are the always similar connections in statics a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Are the always similar connections in dynamics a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is friction a partial all-powerful natural law of God?
  • Are the laws of flow a partial omnipotent natural law of God? (For example, weather kitchen)
  • Are the material values, such as density, a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is solubility a partial omnipotent natural law of God? (For example sugar in water)
  • Is the initial provision of the elementary particles and the mini-energy packets a past partial omnipotence of a provisioning God?
  • Is the atom formation of elementary particles a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is the molecular formation of atoms a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is cell formation from molecules a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is plant formation from cells a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is the living being formation of cells a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is the multiplication ability a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is the biological fuel cycle a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is the cosmic fuel cycle a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is the (nuclear) nuclear fusion (fusion) a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Are half-life times of unstable atoms and elementary particles a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Are decay series a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Are there electrostatic partial omnipotent laws of nature?
  • Are there any electrodynamic partial omnipotent laws of nature?
  • How is the omnipotence of God united?
  • Is the sum of nature-law omnipotence parts identical with the total omnipotence of God?
  • Have humans provided God with the predicate "omnipotent"?
  • Have men defined the omnipotence of God?
  • Has God given Himself His omnipotence?
  • Have men given His omnipotence to God?
  • Does the omnipotence allow free-lances?
  • Will there be room for individuality despite the omnipotence framework?
  • Is a partial omnipotence of people changeable?
• Are natural laws changeable by humans? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are natural laws changeable by God the Almighty? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Are the reverse reactions of chemical reactions a partial omnipotent natural law of God? (Chemical reactions affect the electrons)
• Is the reversal process of a physical process a partial almighty natural law of God? (Physical processes affect the atomic nuclei)
• Is birth and death a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Are biological rules partly omnipotent nature laws of God?
• Is the cell division a biological rule and thus a partial omnipotent nature-law of God?
• Is evolution a biological rule and thus a partial omnipotent nature-law of God?
• Are chemical rules partly omnipotent nature laws of God?
• Are physical rules partly omnipotent nature laws of God?
• Can the omnipotence of God serve as a stability anchor?
• Is the omnipotence of God used as chastisement means or even abused?
• Do we have to submit to the partial omnipotent natural laws of God?
• Do we have to submit to the partial all-powerful elementary particles of God?
• Do we have to submit to the partial omnipotent mini-energy pack of God?
• Do we have to submit to God’s chemical energy-gaining opportunities?
• Do we have to submit to God’s physical energy-gaining possibilities?
• Are the energy-gain possibilities a partial omnipotent nature-laws of God?
• Are God’s omnipotences and omnipotence the same for the unexplainable?
• Is more God or more His omnipotence proclaimed?
• Is there the possibility to offer the sum of all omnipotence parts instead of God, or his ALLMACHT?
• Is there the possibility, instead of the Almighty, also the sum of all parts of omnipotence?
• Is the omnipotence of God sufficient to alter or alter existing elementary particles?
• Can the omnipotence of God, for example, convert a neutron or proton into many electrons?
• Is God’s omnipotence over the omnipotence of nature laws?
• Does not the universe expand at all because the cosmic red shift is a partial omnipotent nature law of God that has nothing to do with the Doppler effect?
• Does the universe not expand at all faster because the decrease in the red-shift velocity is a partial omnipotent nature-law of God that has nothing to do with the Doppler effect?
• Does the omnipotence of God just as everywhere in the universe as the omnipotence parts of the laws of nature?
• Is the spread degree of nature law omnipotence sharing and administration God omnipotence identical?
• Do the Omnipotence Degree and Dissemination Degree of Administrative God and Natural Laws agree?
• Are the omnipotence parts of the laws of nature and the omnipotence of the administrative God contained in the enclosure?
• Is the interaction of elementary particles, atoms, molecules, and biological cells determined solely by the partial omnipotent nature laws of God?
• Would anyone worship the partial omnipotent nature laws?
• What percentage is the omnipotence of the administrative God?
• Does 100% omnipotence of God mean that everything is already pre-programmed, until all eternity?
• Does 100% omnipotence of God mean total paternalism for all and everything?
• Does 100% omnipotence of God mean that there are no freaks?
• Does 100% omnipotence of God mean that there is no individuality?
• Does 100% omnipotence of God mean that there are no gaming rooms?
• Does 100% omnipotence of God mean that we are immature 100% Marionettes of God?
• How much percent is the sum of nature law omnipotence parts to be estimated?
• Is the sum of the nature-law omnipotence parts so at 50%?
• Is the actual event 50% of real omnipotence and 50% of coincidence?
• Does the individuality of all things consist of 50% of natural laws and 50% of alternating effects?
• Does the (partial omnipotent) chance result from alternating effects?
• Are the species of species created by the partial omnipotent laws of nature?
• Are living organisms created by the partial omnipotent nature laws?
• Was the provisioning God (procuring God) omnipotent during its active phase a long time ago?
• Are the partial omnipotent nature laws unsuited as a stability anchor?
• Have mass particles, mini-energy packets, and partial omnipotent nature laws ever been provided?
• Is the stability anchor only a little 100% reliable?
• Is God especially suited as a stability anchor because of his reliable omnipotence?
• Does the administrative God have more omnipotence than the partial omnipotent nature laws?
• How much percent of omnipotence does the administrative god have estimated?
• Is there a problem spectrum for the partial omnipotent nature laws?
• Is there an employment spectrum for the partial omnipotent nature laws?
• Is there an activity spectrum for the partial omnipotent nature laws?
• Is there a monitoring spectrum for the partial omnipotent nature laws?
• Is omnipotence viable?
• Can progress (also with regard to omnipotence) only be achieved if the existing one is always critically examined and put to the test?
• Are we 50% Marionettes of the partial omnipotent nature laws?
• Are we 50% Marionette’s partial omnipotent environmental influences?
• Are recognized influences partly omnipotent from the environment?
• Are UNKNOWN influences from the environment partly omnipotent?
• Are changing effects omnipotent with the environment?
• How many partial omnipotent nature laws are estimated to be known?
• Are less known as 100 partial omnipotent nature laws?
• Are more like 100 partial omnipotent nature laws known?
• Are more than 1000 partial omnipotent nature laws known?
• Is there a partial failure of some partial omnipotent nature laws?
• Is there a complete failure of some partial omnipotent nature laws?
• Is there a coincidence failure of the partial omnipotent nature laws?
• Do partial omnipotent nature laws and environmental influences compete with one another?
• What role does the (omnipotent) God play when partial omnipotent nature laws and environmental influences compete with each other?
• Is the (omnipotent) influence-creation-part of God superfluous?
• What are the partial omnipotent laws of nature in general?
• Do the partial omnipotent nature laws serve to manage mass and energy?
• Do the partial omnipotent laws of nature allow that elementary particles form complex structures?
• Could there still be undiscovered partial omnipotent nature laws? If so:
• How many partial omnipotent nature laws could there possibly still be?
• Is it estimated only less than 10 undiscovered partial omnipotent nature laws?
• Is there estimated to be more like 10 undiscovered partial omnipotent nature laws?
• Is God subject to the same partial omnipotent laws of nature as man?
• Is God subject to the same partial omnipotent laws of nature as nature observable by man?
• Is God subject to other partial omnipotent laws of nature as man?
• Is God subject to other partial omnipotent laws of nature like the human observable nature?
• Is God, at all, not subject to partial omnipotent natural laws?
• Could there be partly omnipotent natural laws for God, which, however, are unknown to us?
• Could there be partly omnipotent natural laws for God, which we unfortunately cannot recognize?
• Is there any partial omnipotent nature laws for God?
• How could God, without partial omnipotent natural laws, fulfill his duties?
• Are transmission speeds a partial omnipotent nature law?
• Are wave propagation velocities a partial omnipotent nature law?
• Have we really understood at least ONE partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Are there superordinate partial omnipotent natural laws of God?
• Is Substance Change a superior partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Why did God, though he is so omnipotent, have been hovering over three billion years, until he finally brought people together?
• Why did not God have healed all-powerful on the table and created people within five minutes?
• Is God not only omnipotent but also omnipresent and all-embracing?
• Is the omnipotence of God really safe?
• Is the omnipotence of God proofed?
• Is the (universally acknowledged) omnipotence of God no longer as a logically derived presumption, that is, not really proved?
• Who knows the omnipotence well?
• Who knows best about omnipotence?
• Are there specialists for omnipotence?
• Are there omnipotence researchers?
• Is the omnipotence fair?
▪ Is the omnipotence just?
▪ Is the omnipotence sometimes strange?
▪ Is omnipotence timeless for all eternity?
▪ Is omnipotence still contemporary?
▪ Has the supposed / presumed omnipotence of the Almighty Lord tradition?
▪ Is omnipotence rich?
▪ Is there only one hundred percent YES or one hundred percent NO in the answer to omnipotence questions? If so:
▪ Why is there no perplexity and no probabilities in answering omnipotence questions?
▪ Is it an assumption that God is omnipotent? Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is it really certain that God is omnipotent? Answer Proposal: NO!
▪ Is there a compromise in terms of omnipotence? Or:
▪ Is there no compromise in terms of omnipotence?
▪ Is omnipotence universal?
▪ Is the omnipotence of omnipotence?
▪ Is omnipotence progressive?
▪ Why are there no omnipotence questions in Quizz broadcasts?
▪ Is omnipotence meaningful?
▪ Does omnipotence have a special status?
▪ Does the omnipotence sometimes also make nonsense?
▪ Is omnipotence done carefully?
▪ Is omnipotence ruthless?
▪ Is omnipotence an abstruse idea?
▪ Is everything inaccessible omnipotent?
▪ Is anything that cannot be influenced omnipotently?
▪ Does the omnipotence make sense?
▪ Does the omnipotence?
▪ Is the omnipotence perfect?
▪ Is the omnipotence always recognizable?
▪ Is the omnipotence sometimes confused?
▪ Is omnipotence sometimes confusing?
▪ Is the omnipotence sometimes overwhelmed?
▪ Is omnipotence chaotic?
▪ Is the omnipotence complicated?
▪ Is omnipotence sometimes sadistic?
▪ Is omnipotence aloof?
▪ Is omnipotence unclear?
▪ Is omnipotence sovereign?
▪ Does omnipotence have a mass component?
▪ Is omnipotence a driving force?
▪ Is homosexuality an example of the non-omnipotence of God?
▪ Are false births an example of the non-omnipotence of God?
▪ Are diseases an example of the non-omnipotence of God?
▪ Does omnipotence account? Or:
▪ Does omnipotence sometimes be irresponsible?
▪ Is omnipotence refined?
▪ Does the unlimited omnipotent also have unrestricted influence? If so:
▪ Does the fully omnipotent use his unrestricted influence?
▪ Can convert omnipotence?
▪ Is omnipotence exaggerated?
▪ Is omnipotence great?
▪ Is the omnipotence always ready?
▪ Is omnipotence a laugh number? Or:
▪ Is the omnipotence to be taken seriously?
▪ Who is on the omnipotence trip?
▪ Is there an omnipotence debate?
▪ Should there be an omnipotence debate?
▪ Cannot be debated about omnipotence?
▪ Does God know what omnipotence is?
• Does the devil know what omnipotence is?
• Does the omnipotence consist of components?
• Is omnipotent being able to influence everything?
• Does being omnipotent mean actually influencing everything?
• Are the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) omnipotent?
• Are the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) more powerful than God?
• Does All-Might simultaneously affect all-influence?
• Is "omnipotence" the short form for "all power"?
• How is omnipotence affected?
• Does God only exert his omnipotence when he has a desire for it?
• Is omnipotence an authority?
• Does omnipotence have an ego?
• Does the omnipotence permeate?
• What does the omnipotence suggest?
• When does God use His omnipotence?
• Why does God use His omnipotence?
• Why does God use His omnipotence?
• Why does God use His omnipotence?
• Does God use his omnipotence to enrich himself? Answer Proposal: Nothing is known about this!
• Does God use His omnipotence to delight oneself?
• Can God enjoy His omnipotence? If so:
  • Does God enjoy His omnipotence?
  • Is God abusing His omnipotence?
  • Does the omnipotence?
• Is the omnipotence puking?
• Does the omnipotence meet the needs of human beings?
• Does the omnipotence cause long droughts?
• Does the omnipotence make many a nerve bundle?
• Is omnipotence rigorous?
• Is omnipotence something general? Or:
  • Is omnipotence special?
  • Can we blame the omnipotence?
• Does omnipotence have a big head?
• Is omnipotence stubborn and unyielding?
• Does the power of omnipotence?
• Can individuals be blaspheming about omnipotence?
• Is the omnipotence adaptable?
• Is omnipotence great?
• Is omnipotence most attractive? Or:
  • Is the omnipotence mostly uninhibited?
  • Is omnipotence a taboo?
• Is omnipotence a principle rider?
• Does the omnipotence recognition sign? If so:
  • What detection marks does the omnipotence have?
• Is the omnipotence chic?
• Does omnipotence have a tick?
• What if there were no omnipotence?
• Is omnipotence God-fearing?
• Is someone afraid of omnipotence?
• Is omnipotence never perverse and labor-shy?
• Is omnipotence by no means decadent?
• Does the omnipotence fail? Or:
  • Is omnipotence unobtrusive?
• Is omnipotence sometimes barbaric?
• Can the omnipotence be subdued?
• Can the omnipotence come up?
• Is omnipotence a stimulus word?
• Is the omnipotence silly?
• Is the power of omnipotence?
• Is the Omnipotence Naughty?
• Does not it take the omnipotence so precisely? Or:
• Is the omnipotence meticulous?
• Is omnipotence pitiful?
• Can individuals of omnipotence beat a snap?
• Can we dry up omnipotence?
• Can individuals inspire omnipotence?
• Is the omnipotence of God really the omnipotence of some of the influences?
• Is the omnipotence of God, in reality, the omnipotence of the influences which are called natural forces?
• Can human beings forget the omnipotence of God because they are, in fact, natural forces? Or:
• Should the omnipotence of God be constantly remembered as it concerns the powers of nature? Or:
• Should men be constantly remembered the omnipotence of God because they are the powers of nature?
• Is omnipotence generally puzzling? Or:
• Is omnipotence enigmatic only in a wide range?
• Is omnipotence constantly present? Or:
• Does the omnipotence only temporarily (temporarily)?
• Does omnipotence resonate?
• Provoked the omnipotence reactions?
• Does omnipotence also create apocalypses?
• Is the subject of omnipotence relatively complex, because so many questions can be formulated?
• Is omnipotence sinless?
• Are those who believe in omnipotence better men?
• Who invented the omnipotence?
• Is omnipotence invented?
• Is omnipotence successful?
• Is the omnipotence acting or responsible?
• Is the omnipotence acting or responsible?
• Should omnipotence be prohibited?
• Is omnipotence never stressed? And:
• Is omnipotence always relaxed?
• Can the omnipotence commit sacrilege or only man?
• Is the omnipotence needed? If so:
• What is the use of omnipotence?
• Can the power of omnipotence us?
• Is omnipotence absurd?
• Is the omnipotence dubious?
• Is omnipotence sometimes "sniffed"?
• Is the omnipotence never to be seen directly, but only indirectly over the effects?
• Is there an individual intellectual freedom for omnipotence?
• Does omnipotence also commit misconduct?
• Was and is the omnipotence there to annoy us all?
• Is omnipotence worthy of honor?
• Is omnipotence a holy cow?
• Is the omnipotence egocentric?
• Can the omnipotence abate?
• Can the omnipotence dwindle?
• Can the power of omnipotence be extinguished?
• Is omnipotence a religious fanatic?
• Is omnipotence a special feature?
• Is God not so omnipotent as is always assumed, because he needs God-warriors (religious warriors) and martyrs?
• Do God’s warriors (religious warriors) and martyrs feel as omnipotent as God?
• Is the omnipotence quickly offended?
• Is omnipotence important?
• Does the omnipotence always show us the cold shoulder?
• Is omnipotence important?
• Can the omnipotence rumble?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes pout?
• Is omnipotence sometimes irresolute?
• Is omnipotence the most important thing in life?
• Is omnipotence responsible for nature? Or meaningful:
• Is omnipotence responsible for nature?
• Who is responsible for omnipotence?
• Who is responsible for omnipotence?
• Can the omnipotence be made mad?
• Can omnipotence be denied?
• Does the omnipotence for people?
• Is omnipotence about people?
• Does the omnipotence concern people?
• Who is responsible for what is in the web of omnipotence, nature, influences, God, prophets, religions and the devil?
• Is nothing and nobody in the net of omnipotence, nature, influences, God, prophets, religions, and the devil responsible for anything?
• Who is responsible for what is in the web of omnipotence, nature, influences, God, prophets, religions and the devil?
• Is nothing and nobody in the network of omnipotence, nature, influences, God, prophets, religions and the devil responsible for anything?
• Does omnipotence always desire to be omnipotent?
• Is omnipotence treacherous?
• How does omnipotence reveal itself?
• Should men in omnipotence see only the good?
• Does the omnipotence initiative?
• Is the omnipotence helpful?
• Has the omnipotence ever betrayed us?
• Did the omnipotence ever spoiled us?
• Is omnipotence worrying?
• Is omnipotence capable of anything?
• Does the omnipotence ambition?
• Is omnipotence full of action?
• Is omnipotence no quackery?
• Does omnipotence do everything right?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes defame?
• Is omnipotence always reasonable?
• Is the language of omnipotence the power of violence? Or:
• Does the omnipotence act without violence?
• Is omnipotence mass-free?
• Are opinions about omnipotence far apart?
• Are ideas about omnipotence far apart?
• Is criticism of omnipotence unforgivable?
• Is omnipotence indispensable?
• Is omnipotence altogether?
• Is the Omnipotence Humbug? Or:
• Is omnipotence justified?
• Is the power of omnipotence hilarious, because everything works out as if it were a snap?
• Does omnipotence possess an organizational talent?
• Does omnipotence have a sense of order?
• Can people with the Omnipotence drive shodluder?
• Can people take the omnipotence into disrepute?
• Can people treat the omnipotence shamefully?
• Is the omnipotence diligent?
• Is the omnipotence also very dear?
• Is omnipotence impertinent? Or:
• Is omnipotence cautious?
• Is omnipotence free and free?
• Is the omnipotence of the knot of something?
• Is even the omnipotence sometimes really golden and putzig?
• Is omnipotence sometimes even beautiful?
• Do we all have to kiss before the omnipotence?
• Can we cuddle with omnipotence?
• Should we all whisper about omnipotence? Or:
• Should we all speak openly about omnipotence?
• Can people with the omnipotence go to the touch of the cloth?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes disappoint?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes bother?
• Cannot the omnipotence look into the cards?
• Is omnipotence something useful?
• Is omnipotence impossible?
• Is an expectation attitude associated with omnipotence?
• Is the omnipotence consumed?
• Is omnipotence a perpetual motion?
• Is omnipotence very dissuasive?
• Is omnipotence meaningful?
• Is omnipotence superfluous?
• Is the omnipotence superfluous Schnicknnnack?
• Is everything always in the right lot with omnipotence?
• Is omnipotence questionable?
• Is the omnipotence suitable for coloring?
• Is omnipotence practical?
• Is the Omnipotence Omnipotence?
• Can omnipotence be smashed?
• Can the omnipotence be questioned?
• Can the omnipotence be questioned?
• Should the omnipotence be questioned?
• Can the omnipotence become a beast?
• Is omnipotence negotiable?
• Is omnipotence easy?
• Is omnipotence alluring?
• Does God tell us how he could become so omnipotent?
• Does omnipotence belong to the realm of fantasy?
• Are there sometimes multiple omnipotences with each other?
• Can omnipotence be a sign?
• Are there omnipotence errors?
• Can omnipotence achieve anything?
• Can the omnipotence be restrained?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes lustless?
• Is the omnipotence beautiful?
• Is omnipotence easy to understand? Or:
• Is the omnipotence difficult to understand?
• Does the omnipotence still have all of the order?
• Is omnipotence easy to handle? Or:
• Is omnipotence difficult to handle?
• Is omnipotence usually quite normal?
• When is omnipotence normal and when is not it? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
• Is the omnipotence spelling us?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes crooked?
• Is it possible to defame omnipotence?
• Can the omnipotence be defiled?
• Is there the miracle of omnipotence?
• Is the omnipotence mostly subjugated?
• Does the omnipotence always remain in practice?
• Is omnipotence innocent?
• Is omnipotence self-sufficient?
• Is omnipotence independent?
• Does the omnipotence seriously?
• Is omnipotence a serious matter?
• Does the omnipotence create indignation?
• Is the omnipotence motivated?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes overmotivated?
• Is omnipotence always willing? Or:
• Is omnipotence sometimes unwilling?
• Is the omnipotence eager?
• Is omnipotence fast?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes unjust?
• Would God share his omnipotence?
• Is omnipotence uncompromising?
• Does the omnipotence end?
• Does everything abak by the omnipotence?
• Is the omnipotence always on course?
• Does the omnipotence keep the trace?
• Can people approach the Omnipotence?
• Should not men of omnipotence prefer to approach?
• What happens when people approach the omnipotence?
• Does omnipotence have an intimate area? If so:
• Is the intimate area of omnipotence vulnerable?
• Does omnipotence consider critical questions about them as an unacceptable interference in their internal affairs?
• Is omnipotence an honor? If so:
• Is the honor of omnipotence vulnerable? If so:
• Is the honor of omnipotence restored when it is hurt?
• Has everything come to the table for omnipotence?
• Should the omnipotence be turned upside down?
• Should the omnipotence be taken into prayer?
• Is the greatness of God identical with the powers of nature?
• Does GOD IS GREAT that God is natural?
• Is the omnipotence of God identical with the powers of nature?
• Does the omnipotence of God allow nature a creative freedom?
• Does God's omnipotence limit nature's creative freedom?
• How does the omnipotence of God show itself?
• How does the omnipotence of God show itself in concrete terms?
• Where was the omnipotence of God visible?
• Where is the omnipotence of God, for example, recognizable?
• Where does the omnipotence of God become clear?
• Where does the omnipotence of God come to light?
• When does omnipotence limit the freedom of nature?
• How, where, when does omnipotence affect?
• Is the omnipotence sensitive?
• Is omnipotence a sensitive one?
• Would the omnipotence have pleasure in their enforcement ability?
• Would the omnipotence have fun with their enforcement ability?
• Would the omnipotence give us pleasure?
• Can omnipotent be fun?
• Does not sometimes right joy come with omnipotence?
• Can the omnipotence be made more concrete?
• Is the omnipotence fesch?
• Does omnipotence always appear peculiar?
• Is the omnipotence of God unconcerned?
• How, for example, is the omnipotence of God clearly recognizable?
• Where, for example, is the omnipotence of God clearly discernible?
• Is even omnipotence sometimes mocked? Or:
• Is no one mocking omnipotence?
• Is omnipotence still capable of action?
• Is the Call of Omnipotence Scratched?
• How does God communicate His omnipotence?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes look old?
• Is omnipotence completely logical? Or:
• Is the omnipotence finally incomprehensible?
• Is the omnipotence ultimately incomprehensible?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes strange?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes strange?
• Does omnipotence at the same time always exert influence?
• Is the Almighty doing omnipotence?
• Does the Almighty never exert influences? Or:
• Does the Almighty only occasionally exert influences? Or:
• Is the Almighty constantly exerting influences?
• Is there still another way of omnipotence exercise that has nothing to do with influence-exercising?
• Does the omnipotent creator also have to use influences? Or:
• Are there other possibilities for the omnipotent Creator, which has nothing to do with influences?
• Did the initial creation of the Almighty Creator take place with the help of special influences?
• Does God the Almighty Creator also use influences?
• Is the omnipotence always completely relaxed?
• Does omnipotence sometimes leave out?
• Is omnipotence a self-runner?
• Is this really indescribable with omnipotence?
• Cannot the omnipotence be taken lightly?
• Do the omnipotence jokes about omnipotence?
• Is omnipotence the creator of aggression?
• Does the Omnipotence sometimes bend the bow?
• Is there any intellectual scope for the work of omnipotence?
• Does omnipotence have a built-in random generator?
• Is omnipotence naturally conciliatory?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes help to get the cow off the ice?
• Does the omnipotence go to the Glatt ice, when it becomes too good for her?
• Is omnipotence constantly on the run from itself?
• Has omnipotence concluded its inner peace with itself?
• Will the omnipotence of mankind rock?
• Can the omnipotence skewer people?
• Will people be able to rock the omnipotence?
• Can humans mislead the omnipotence?
• Is omnipotence always balanced?
• Is there anything dumb about omnipotence?
• Does the omnipotence never get full enough?
• Is the power of omnipotence a nihil, which never gets enough power?
• Would most people prefer a less almighty God?
• Is the omnipotence of imagination?
• Has omnipotence ever been lost?
• Does humanity know of omnipotence only sure that they know NOTHING about them?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes rotate?
• Does the power of omnipotence sometimes arise?
• Is there a definition problem for omnipotence?
• Does the omnipotence tend to stand out? If so:
• Is the omnipotence to be grounded?
• Is everything omnipresent in the omnipotence? Or:
• Does omnipotence always run in order?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes have wild fantasies about their influence ability?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes the short one?
• Can the omnipotence make a difference?
• Who will cut down the power of omnipotence if she is not good or good?
• Is omnipotence a taboo zone?
• Does omnipotence have a taboo zone?
• Is omnipotence always good for a surprise?
• Is omnipotence always relaxed?
• Cannot the omnipotence be seen?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes breed?
• Does not omnipotence succeed?
• Cannot the omnipotence be left alone?
• Does omnipotence sometimes have a problem with its enforcement ability?
• Is omnipotence sometimes a problem?
• Does omnipotence sometimes cause problems?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes in a hurry?
• Is omnipotence sometimes hectic?
• Does omnipotence have conscience? If so:
  ▪ Does the omnipotence usually or even always have a clear conscience? Or:
  ▪ Does omnipotence sometimes have a guilty conscience?
• Is omnipotence ambitious?
• Is omnipotence sometimes?
  ▪ Is the omnipotence sometimes unruly?
  ▪ Is there any unpleasantness for omnipotence?
  ▪ Does the omnipotence sometimes feel sorry?
• Is omnipotence under control?
• Has omnipotence always been under control?
• Does omnipotence sometimes make us out of despair?
• Does omnipotence handle everything?
• Do people know about omnipotence only what they have devised?
• Is it omnipotence for omnipotence?
• Does omnipotence disappear with mankind?
• Has the power of omnipotence? If so:
  ▪ Can omnipotence be destroyed?
  ▪ Is omnipotence never impudent?
  ▪ Does the power of omnipotence hold with its powers?
• Is omnipotence balm for the soul?
• Does the Omnipotence Feeling Feel?
• Are there any apparent arguments for the necessity of omnipotence?
  ▪ Is omnipotence sometimes disillusioned?
  ▪ Is omnipotence sometimes disappointed?
  ▪ Does omnipotence sometimes throw the hand-cloth?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes throw?
• Does the omnipotence always work out fine? Or:
  ▪ Does the omnipotence sometimes leave something behind?
• Does omnipotence burn?
• What is the majority of omnipotence?
• Does omnipotence have a life of its own?
• Does the power of omnipotence?
• Does the power of omnipotence exert itself?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes really biting?
• Can the omnipotence be examined? If so:
  ▪ Should the omnipotence be examined? If so:
  ▪ Is the omnipotence checked? If so:
  ▪ Who verifies omnipotence? Or:
    ▪ Is the omnipotence self-testing?
    ▪ Is omnipotence mostly cheerful?
    ▪ Is the omnipotence mostly really nice?
  ▪ Does the omnipotence seek salvation in God?
• Does omnipotence also have to go through hell?
• Does omnipotence have an existence right?
• Is the omnipotence fidel?
• Does the omnipotence after the whistle of anything?
• Does God not protect enough, because there is still protection cartridge?
• Is omnipotence small but powerful?
• Is omnipotence an infamous matter?
• Would the omnipotence be happy? If so:
  ▪ Does it make omnipotence, for example, pleasure?
  ▪ Is omnipotence totalitarian?
• Can the omnipotence be influenced?
• Can the omnipotence be influenced?
• Is omnipotence contentious?
• Does omnipotence have an appearance?
• Does omnipotence have an interior?
• Does omnipotence have inner values?
• Is omnipotence worthless? Or:
  • Is omnipotence valuable?
• Is omnipotence silent?
• Is the omnipotence combustible?
• Does the omnipotence easily fire? Or:
  • Is the omnipotence flame-retardant?
• Is omnipotence sometimes obstinate?
• Is the omnipotence more prudent? Or:
  • Is the omnipotence more draufgängerisch?
• Is the omnipotence mostly good? Or:
  • Is omnipotence generally naughty?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes a collier?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes a rapper?
• Is omnipotence thematically highly explosive?
• Is omnipotence something exclusive?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes get out of the way?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes lost?
• Does the omnipotence penetrate the private sphere of human beings?
• Is omnipotence responsible for the private sphere of human beings?
• Can one of the omnipotence take the wind out of the sails?
• Can omnipotence be under the wheels?
• Can somebody's omnipotence fall into the back?
• Can the omnipotence sell well?
• Can omnipotence be lost?
• Is omnipotence characteristic?
• Can the omnipotence dance on the nose?
• Does omnipotence reveal itself?
• Is the subject of omnipotence a hot iron?
• Can people burn their fingers on the issue of omnipotence?
• Can the omnipotence combine?
• Is omnipotence a combination gift?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes pull the tear line?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes pulling the tear line?
• Is omnipotence commendable?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes frozen?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes dispersed?
• Is omnipotence as loving as possible?
• Is omnipotence sometimes overloaded?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes not fully utilized?
• How does omnipotence succeed in getting the laps?
• Would the power of omnipotence be aroused?
• Does omnipotence also serve as a remedy for salvation?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes bother?
• Is the omnipotence predominantly frightening?
• Does the omnipotence neglect?
• Does the omnipotence man intimidate?
• Does the omnipotence only live up to people?
• Can the omnipotence be lured?
• Can the power of omnipotence disappear?
• When is omnipotence away from the window?
• Is omnipotence mostly uncomfortable?
• Will the omnipotence pamper us?
• Would the omnipotence make you want people to smear honey around their mouths?
• Is omnipotence tireless?
• Causes the omnipotence restrictions?
• Is omnipotence allowed?
• Is omnipotence wonderful?
• Does the omnipotence first need to be explored before deciding what to do next?
• Should the omnipotence first weigh up before deciding how to proceed?
• Does omnipotence do everything in sequence? Or:
• Does the omnipotence make everything parallel?
• Is omnipotence also disgusting?
• Does omnipotence sometimes feel queasy?
• Is the power of omnipotence sometimes a thing of the past?
• Does omnipotence have a sense of responsibility?
• Is omnipotence the yellow of the egg?
• Does omnipotence only have good sides?
• Does omnipotence have a special position?
• Can the Omnipotence overreact?
• Is omnipotence an assumption? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is omnipotence foremost?
• Is there any need for omnipotence?
• Do people have desire for omnipotence?
• Does the omnipotence pretend how they live?
• Is omnipotence negligible?
• Is omnipotence a classic?
• Is omnipotence genuine or artificial?
• Does omnipotence play a role? If so:
• What is the role of omnipotence in practice, for example? And:
• What is the role of omnipotence in nature, for example?
• Is omnipotence sometimes neglected?
• What is the purpose of sticking to omnipotence?
• Will the omnipotence soon sink into insignificance?
• Why is it useful to continue to depend on omnipotence?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes interfere with anything?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes disturbed by something?
• Can the omnipotence be disturbed?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes in the way?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes disturb?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes a troublemaker?
• Why does the omnipotence of God not prevent that there are so many arms and so few empires?
• Does the omnipotence of God have no sense of justice?
• Does the omnipotence only come to pass with God?
• Is omnipotence very good?
• Does not omnipotence account for anyone?
• Does God allow omnipotence? If so:
• Why does God allow omnipotence?
• Is omnipotence self-sufficient?
• Is a cult cultivated around omnipotence?
• Is there something extravagant in omnipotence?
• Is omnipotence a permanent fashion?
• Does even omnipotence sometimes have inferiority complexes?
• Is omnipotence a taboo subject?
• Is omnipotence a rehabilitation case?
• Is omnipotence free from contradictions? Or:
• Is omnipotence full of contradictions?
• Does omnipotence react to influences?
• Is the omnipotence needful protection?
• Can the omnipotence go away?
• Is the belief in omnipotence stale? Or:
• Is the belief in omnipotence as never before?
• Is omnipotence a moral apostle?
• Is omnipotence clearly noticeable?
• Is the omnipotence predominantly impulsive? Or:
• Is the omnipotence predominantly driven?
• Does omnipotence like to be important?
• Is omnipotence a pompous thing? Or:
• Is omnipotence modest?
• Is omnipotence indispensable?
• Does the omnipotence of freedom of liberation come from?
• Does the power of omnipotence abuse us?
• Does omnipotence go unchecked? Or:
• Is the omnipotence done in a clever way?
• Does omnipotence prevail? Or:
• Is the omnipotence thoughtful?
• Is omnipotence thoughtless? Or:
• Is omnipotence thoughtful?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes look?
• Does omnipotence sometimes go head-to-head?
• Is omnipotence a slit-ear?
• Is the omnipotence only apparent?
• Is omnipotence a permanent burner?
• Is omnipotence a permanent theme?
• Why is there omnipotence?
• Is there any omnipotence because there is a need for it?
• Is omnipotence an end-to-end model?
• Is the omnipotence the non plus ultra of power?
• Is omnipotence used as a moral guardian?
• Is the Omnipotence a Duckmouse?
• Does the omnipotence of the imagination brimming with imagination?
• Is omnipotence astute and perhaps even blitzblank?
• Cannot the omnipotence drive the cart?
• Is the omnipotence still completely clean, still clear and still very dense?
• Is omnipotence softened?
• Is even the omnipotence sometimes a dirty business when threatened with omnipotence, for example?
• Is omnipotence never embarrassed?
• Is the omnipotence fixed? Or:
• Is omnipotence unbiased?
• Is omnipotence vigorous?
• Can the omnipotence be dingfest?
• Is omnipotence free? Or:
• Is omnipotence bound to God?
• Does the omnipotence free? Or:
• Does the omnipotence unfree?
• Does omnipotence have a white vest?
• Do some people like to adorn the omnipotence of God?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes playful?
• Does omnipotence only do its duty?
• Can omnipotence be trampled on?
• Is omnipotence sometimes trampled?
• What happens frequently when omnipotence is trampled?
• Is omnipotence a good figure?
• Is omnipotence sometimes a soul-comforter?
• Does the omnipotence prove itself?
• Is omnipotence on shaky legs?
• Is omnipotence and omniscience spoiled?
• Does this with omnipotence and omniscience sometimes take place?
• Is omnipotence free?
• Does the omnipotence have fears of the future?
• Should it not exaggerate omnipotence? Answer Proposal: YES, because exaggerations are rarely good!
• Has the power of omnipotence?
• Is the omnipotence only limited to use as a foot-treacher?
• Is omnipotence a pit without a floor? Answer Proposal: YES, but only for believers!
• Is the world pervaded by omnipotence?
• Can the omnipotence arouse?
• Does the omnipotence end sooner or later?
• Does omnipotence have a completely different quality?
• Can even omnipotence not escape its destiny?
• Does the omnipotence influence?
• Does omnipotence have a great range of activities?
• Can the omnipotence be panicked?
• Is the Omnipotence Kokolores? Or:
• Is there anything wrong with omnipotence?
• Does the omnipotence still have all the cups in the cupboard?
• Is a screw loose at omnipotence?
• Can omnipotence be swept under the carpet?
• Can the omnipotence beat over the strings? Or:
• Is the omnipotence usually well-dosed?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes suffer from grandeur?
• Is there already an insult to omnipotence when questions about omnipotence are asked?
• Cannot the omnipotence be abolished, because omnipotence never existed?
• Cannot omnipotence be offended because omnipotence never existed?
• Are there heretical questions about omnipotence?
• Can the omnipotence be confused?
• Would omnipotence leave a gap if it no longer existed?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes quite a roller coaster with people?
• Can omnipotence go against the wall?
• Is omnipotence the cause?
• Is omnipotence itself sometimes in the way?
• Is omnipotence a hallucination?
• Does omnipotence turn the wheel back?
• Is omnipotence sometimes selfish?
• Does omnipotence have a reputation? If so:
• What reputation does omnipotence have?
• Is omnipotence better than their reputation? Or:
• Is omnipotence worse than their call? Or:
• Does omnipotence exactly correspond to its reputation? Or:
• Does omnipotence have a notable reputation?
• Can omnipotence ever get through her head?
• Will the omnipotence ever get through her head?
• Can the power of omnipotence turn as it is?
• Does omnipotence work with cunning?
• Is the omnipotence sly?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes even obscure?
• Does the omnipotence also hold sway in detail?
• Should all only see the positive in omnipotence?
• Is omnipotence necessary for everything?
• Is there the omnipotence of the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs)?
• Does omnipotence require a validation?
• Is omnipotence always decent?
• Can the omnipotence attract people?
• Is the omnipotence believable?
• Can omnipotence sometimes be aggressive?
• Is omnipotence from a whole new world?
• Does omnipotence hover in higher spheres?
• Does omnipotence always go round? Or:
• Does not everything always go round with omnipotence?
• Is it much easier for the strictly religious to think about seemingly discriminating statements of omnipotence, instead of showing God here and now, as well as reliably and reliably (without the use of holy scriptures)?
• Does omnipotence have half-time?
• Does the omnipotence handle almost everything as it needs it?
• Is everything to the power of omnipotence?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes a quiver?
• Is omnipotence naturally positive?
• Is the omnipotence for all?
• Does nothing go without omnipotence?
• Is omnipotence sometimes infamous?
• Is the omnipotence appreciable? If so:
  • Should the omnipotence be evaluated?
• Is omnipotence inviolable? Or:
  • Was the omnipotence of man declared unto untouchable?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes childish? Or:
  • Is omnipotence always serious?
• Is the omnipotence still to be taken seriously?
• Are there omnipotence features?
• Applies to omnipotence, does mankind know nothing exactly?
• Will the omnipotence determine people?
• Does the omnipotence provide discussion-ignition matter? Or:
  • Has no one to discuss omnipotence?
• Does the omnipotence act as if it were the greatest?
• Is omnipotence a paradox?
• Is the omnipotence of God gladly drawn upon, so that the most complete power possible over man?
• Is there no need for proof of the existence of omnipotence?
• Does not omnipotence also know what God is currently proving to be?
• Is the omnipotence everywhere?
• Does not the omnipotence need to be justified?
• Can omnipotence be like ALL?
• Does omnipotence do EVERYTHING?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes loaded?
• How powerful is the omnipotence?
• Does omnipotence sometimes go under the belt line?
• Is omnipotence proud of itself?
• Does omnipotence have pride and honor? If so:
  • Is pride and honor important for omnipotence?
  • Can pride and honor of omnipotence be hurt? If so:
    • Does it disturb the omnipotence when their pride and honor are hurt? If so:
      • How does omnipotence, for example, react when their pride and honor are hurt?
    • Can omnipotence be offended?
  • Is the omnipotence sometimes snapped?
  • Is the omnipotence about God's blasphemy annoyed?
  • Can the omnipotence be unmasked?
  • Does the omnipotence jump around? Or:
    • Cannot the omnipotence please?
  • Is omnipotence an art world?
• Is omnipotence still important when there are no people left? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Could the omnipotence be so great, because it did not expose anyone?
• Is omnipotence remarkable? Or:
  • Is omnipotence so self-evident that it is not even worth a margin-note?
  • Does omnipotence have at least one sore point? If so:
    • Should the finger be placed deep into the sore point of omnipotence?
  • Is omnipotence vulnerable? Or:
    • Is omnipotence as inviolable as God?
  • Is the omnipotence washed with all the water?
  • Is the omnipotence put to the test?
  • Is omnipotence a whim of nature? Or:
    • Is omnipotence a whim of God?
  • Can omnipotence be obtrusive?
• Does God want omnipotence?
• Is the omnipotence untrained or inconsistent?
• Is God building blocks, what became of his omnipotence?
• Are there limits for the omnipotence?
• Is it unimportant what omnipotence is currently demonstrable?
• Does not the omnipotence sometimes take seriously?
• Is omnipotence acceptable?
• Is the omnipotence to accept?
• Is omnipotence respectable?
• Is the omnipotence to be respected?
• Is not omnipotence primitive?
• Is the omnipotence alone?
• Does one get a thick neck because of omnipotence?
• Is the omnipotence rather sweet? Or:
  • Is the omnipotence more sour?
• Is the omnipotence sweet poison?
• Is omnipotence always awe-inspiring?
• Is omnipotence always fearful?
• Does omnipotence always only cause anger?
• What could be done so that omnipotence passes away the desire to be omnipotent?
• What could be done so that the power of omnipotence increases in the desire to be even more powerful?
• Is omnipotence an example?
• Can the omnipotence inspire and enthrall?
• Is everything good at omnipotence? Or:
  • Is not everything always good at omnipotence? Alternative:
    • Is everything bad at omnipotence? Or:
      • Is not everything always bad at omnipotence?
  • Is the omnipotence incensed when it is not taken seriously?
• Is not it funny when someone makes fun of omnipotence?
• Does the omnipotence that has to be respected?
• How many reasons are there for the omnipotence?
• How many reasons are there to talk about the VOID omnipotence?
• Has omnipotence leased the only truth for itself? Or:
  • Does not omnipotence know a single truth?
• Is omnipotence the truth?
• Does omnipotence have a fine sense?
• Are there core questions about omnipotence? If so:
  • What core questions are there for omnipotence?
• Can the omnipotence be thick?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes very thick?
• Does omnipotence have a core competence (core competence)?
• Is omnipotence the great influence-world champion?
• Is the omnipotence enduring?
• Is omnipotence vehement?
• Can magmatic attraction attract?
• Is there a pleasure-gain in omnipotence when she can act as she wants?
• Does omnipotence have a very long breath? Or:
  • Is the omnipotence quickly short of breath?
• Does omnipotence sometimes need time to think?
• Cannot the omnipotence sometimes decide? Or:
  • Is God's omnipotence always the right way?
• Does omnipotence have an Achilles heel / weakness?
• Should omnipotence be taken seriously?
• Will the omnipotence be taken seriously?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes mistaken?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes fuse?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes fade out?
• Is omnipotence a self-sacrificing?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes upset?
• Does the omnipotence question about itself stupid?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes burn the hat or smock?
• Is the omnipotence of the navel of the world?
• Does omnipotence interfere with the internal affairs of men?
• Does the omnipotence claim to be the measure of all things?
• Is omnipotence the measure of all things?
• Are the effects of omnipotence in practice only marginal?
• Is omnipotence a breeding master?
• Is the omnipotence of God so omnipotent that it is even above God?
• Is God even crucified before his omnipotence?
• Can only the omnipotence of God in the lack?
• Is it desirable to be omnipotent, even though absolute omnipotence leads to boredom?
• Inspired the omnipotence?
• Is God more powerful than the laws of nature?
• Is God more powerful than the devil?
• Can the omnipotence of God change nature laws?
• Can the Omnipotence override God's Law of Nature?
• Are natural laws more powerful than the devil?
• Does the omnipotence depend on God?
• Is omnipotence a possible critique point?
• Is there any proof for the omnipotence?
• Is omnipotence dependent on God’s blessing?
• Is omnipotence blunt?
• Can God enter his omnipotence?
• Can omnipotence sometimes become a problem? If so:
  • Is omnipotence sometimes a problem?
  • Where does the omnipotence of God end?
• Does the omnipotence of God end in space, because God cannot influence the space, for example cannot destroy it?
• Does the omnipotence of God end at the time, because God cannot influence time too, so time cannot turn back?
• Does the omnipotence of God end in mass because God cannot influence the mass?
• Does the omnipotence of God end with energy, because God cannot influence the energy?
• Does the omnipotence of God end with the laws of nature, because God cannot influence the laws of nature?
• Does the omnipotence of God end in the known modes of influence, because God cannot influence the known modes of influence?
• Does the omnipotence of God end with the unknown influences, because God cannot influence the unknown influences?
• What does omnipotence have or omnipotent?
• Does omnipotence or omnipotence be able to determine everything?
• Is the greatest possible omnipotence important for people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the sole omnipotence important to God?
• Does what human beings understand by omnipotence differ strongly from what God understands under omnipotence?
• Do people convey their own desire-ideas for omnipotence on God?
• Is God omnipotent without determining?
• Where is the omnipotence of God at the present time?
• When does the omnipotence of God determine and when do influences determine?
• Where does the omnipotence of God show itself in concrete terms?
• Was the omnipotence made by the existence of influences into omnipotence?
• Is God holding back with his omnipotence so that religions have a right to exist?
• Is omnipotence naïve when she believes that you are all at your feet?
• Does God not attach his omnipotence to the great bell? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the omnipotence of God have advocates? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can the alleged omnipotence of God be demonstrated by concrete individual examples? Answer Proposal: NO!
• What is God’s use of his omnipotence, for example?
• What is the use of God’s omnipotence?
• Does God use his omnipotence for himself?
• Is God dependent on His omnipotence?
• Does God need His omnipotence?
• What does God need his omnipotence for?
• For what would a man use the omnipotence if he had it?
• Would a man use the omnipotence primarily for himself if he had it? Answer Proposal: YES!
Would a person use omnipotence, for example, to make sure that he never gets sick and never dies?
Would not the omnipotence be put to the test? And:
Would not the omnipotence be questioned?
Do a few people enjoy their godlike omnipotence?
Is it difficult for the omnipotence to understand that you do not emulate all people?
Is nothing safe, so is not the omnipotence of God?
Is the omnipotence of God something unique?
Was the omnipotence of God more concrete? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can the omnipotence of God be made more concrete today? Answer Proposal: NO!
Does God have to share the omnipotence?
Is omnipotence admirable?
Is the omnipotence to be respected? Or:
Is the omnipotence to despise?
Is the omnipotence to be considered? Or:
Is omnipotence best to ignore?
Is omnipotence sometimes a curse?
Is omnipotence sometimes a blessing?
When will the end of omnipotence begin?
Is the omnipotence sometimes out of control?
Do people sometimes give us the omnipotence out of control?
Is omnipotence resistant? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
Is the omnipotence too high?
Does the omnipotence produce a choking stimulus?
Is omnipotence a crushing means?
Is the omnipotence guaranteed no chunk?
Is there a omnipotence failure?
Is omnipotence irreversible?
Is omnipotence a challenge?
Does the omnipotence challenge?
Is omnipotence an impertinence?
Is omnipotence a bottomless insolence?
Does omnipotence react to anything allergic?
How and where is the omnipotence of God currently demonstrable?
Does omnipotence mean unlimited and unrestricted influence?
Where is the omnipotence of God demonstrable?
Is omnipotence defensive?
Does the omnipotence matter?
Would each person have the greatest possible omnipotence over the whole world, regardless of the possibility of implementation? Answer Proposal: YES!
Anyone would like to have omnipotence over the whole universe, regardless of the possibility of implementation? Answer Proposal: YES!
Hack some people on the omnipotence rum?
Should omnipotence not exceed its limits?
Should omnipotence not exceed their competences?
Is omnipotence responsible for ALL? Or:
Are there things for which omnipotence is NOT responsible?
For what is omnipotence, for example, NOT responsible?
Can the omnipotence bite into something?
Is omnipotence disciplined?
Will the Omnipotence sometimes become too colorful?
Can the omnipotence hold on to the short line?
Is hop hop and malt lost in omnipotence?
Is omnipotence pioneering?
Is the varnish with omnipotence?
Has omnipotence gone too far?
Can people avoid omnipotence?
Find MANCHE people ALL questions about omnipotence at all funny? Or:
Find ALL MANCHE questions on omnipotence at all funny?
Does the answer know only the wind?
• Is omnipotence sometimes forgetful?
• Does or does the omnipotence sometimes get into the headlines?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes be persecuted?
• Is the power of omnipotence? Or:
• Is the omnipotence above the battle-lust?
• Would the omnipotence subjugate?
• Must the omnipotence be able to get rid of it?
• Is omnipotence bored?
• Would the omnipotence have some fun?
• Is the omnipotence artificially refined?
• Is the dignity of omnipotence inviolable?
• Is omnipotence just a hint?
• Does omnipotence have a self-determined existence? Or:
• Does omnipotence have an influx of determinateness?
• Is the omnipotence dependent on God? Or:
• Is omnipotence independent of God?
• Is there no one in the internal affairs of omnipotence?
• Does the omnipotence embodies all the really powerful influences?
• Is omnipotence delicate and difficult?
• Is the omnipotence tricky and tricky? Or:
• Is omnipotence simply knitted?
• Can the power of omnipotence lead to slippery ice?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes get angry?
• Is omnipotence sometimes impossible?
• Are there omnipotent imitators? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does omnipotence have a concept / tactics? Or:
• Does the omnipotence act without plan?
• Is there any fear of omnipotence? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Is omnipotence sometimes used to harass people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the omnipotence sometimes get rid of the sow?
• Are all statements to omnipotence empty word pods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the omnipotence need well-being? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Can the omnipotence be bridged?
• Can the omnipotence be duped?
• Does the omnipotence cover (undercover)?
• Should the power of omnipotence be laid?
• Does the power of omnipotence?
• Does the power of omnipotence?
• Does omnipotence have any bearing?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes angry?
• Has omnipotence exceeded its zenith? Or:
• Is omnipotence always the same?
• Is omnipotence dutiful?
• Are people more afraid of omnipotence or the devil?
• Is omnipotence always straightforward?
• Is omnipotence easy? Or:
• Is omnipotence difficult with some things?
• Is omnipotence necessary for people to survive?
• What is necessary for omnipotence?
• Is God necessary for omnipotence?
• Does omnipotence work smoothly? Or:
• Is it sometimes with omnipotence?
• Is there no air in the omnipotence?
• Does omnipotence never go out?
• Has not the omnipotence fallen on the head?
• Is the omnipotence always quite clever?
• Can the omnipotence be logical?
• Is the omnipotence always on guard? Or:
• Does not omnipotence need to be careful?
Who does the omnipotence first come upon the skilful?
Who first succeeds in illuminating omnipotence?
How does omnipotence work?
Do we see light at the end of the tunnel for the clarification of the omnipotence function? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is the omnipotence sometimes losing the thread? Or:
Is the omnipotence always there?
Can omnipotence be eradicated in people's minds? Answer Proposal: Theoretically YES!
Does omnipotence have an abdominal feeling? If so:
Does the omnipotence decide much according to her abdominal feeling?
Is the omnipotence mostly dependent on her gut feeling?
Does the exercise of omnipotence produce a pleasant sensation of the stomach?
Does people create the omnipotence sometimes abdominal pain?
Is the omnipotence acceptable?
Does the omnipotence sometimes pretend to us?
Is omnipotence silenced when it is to be tested? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should it not drive the omnipotence to the extreme?
Is the omnipotence much noisy about nothing?
Is omnipotence an art form?
Does even the omnipotence sometimes get one on the lid?
Does even the omnipotence sometimes get one on the roof?
Should the omnipotence take itself seriously to the breast?
Did God give His omnipotence?
Have all the people who are supposed to be close to the all-omnipotent God (supposedly), automatically have more omnipotence, like people who are far from God?
Does omnipotence not afford an opportunity to be omnipotent? Or:
Does omnipotence only rarely use its possibilities?
Is the omnipotence of God for this boring?
Would it be boring for God, if he were truly omnipotent?
Would it be boring for people, if they were absolutely almighty?
Is the omnipotence snow of yesterday?
Is the power of omnipotence falling in love with both ears?
What is the power of omnipotence? Answer Proposal: We do not know!
Do some people appear as if they were the omnipotence of the supreme individual?
Does the omnipotence of the natural bunch throw between the legs?
Does the omnipotence sometimes receive shining eyes if she has eyes?
Is omnipotence always sincere?
Are men jealous of the omnipotence of God?
Is your own omnipotence often in demand? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does it cost the overcoming of omnipotence, even to renounce it, to be omnipotent?
Does omnipotence sometimes lose its patience?
Is it possible to discuss the omnipotence without emotion and in a matter-of-fact way? Answer Proposal: Tendency NO!
Does the omnipotence sometimes get on and off?
Does omnipotence have a tendency towards higher things?
Does God have to share his omnipotence?
Is the omnipotence of anger fomenting when you influence the show?
Does the omnipotence come to hell?
Will the omnipotence be admired?
Does the omnipotence sometimes clarify something? Or:
Is everything clear for omnipotence, so that she never has to clarify anything?
Does omnipotence also commit capital crimes?
Should not everyone see the issue of omnipotence?
Does omnipotence have spare time?
Does omnipotence have responsibility? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does responsibility for omnipotence bear responsibility? If this is NOT the case, see the next question. Answer Proposal: Problematic!
Is omnipotence because it has no responsibility?
Is omnipotence sometimes abused?
Is unrestricted omnipotence the only true thing?
• Is the omnipotence stupid?
• Is omnipotence satisfied with God?
• Does omnipotence feel good only when she is merciful?
• Does omnipotence only have a good conscience when it is merciful?
• Is omnipotence generous? Or:
• Is the omnipotence petty?
• Is omnipotence missing?
• Does omnipotence have something that has nothing else and no one else?
• Is the omnipotence confident?
• Is everything that people cannot avert, all-powerful? Answer Proposal: In a wider sense YES!
• Is everything that people cannot influence, all-powerful? Answer Proposal: In a wider sense YES!
• Is omnipotence invulnerable?
• Is the omnipotence always warming up?
• Has omnipotence given up her spirit?
• Does omnipotence no longer work?
• Is the divine omnipotence completely conceived? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does it use the omnipotence to be omnipotent? If so:
• What is the use of omnipotence to be omnipotent?
• Does it pay for omnipotence to be omnipotent?
• Is omnipotence always the right measure? Or:
• Does the Omnipotence like to work with the breaking bar?
• Is omnipotence energy-efficient or energy-efficient?
• Is the omnipotence full of energy?
• Is omnipotence full of action?
• Does the omnipotence have no excuse?
• Does omnipotence sometimes have conscience when it is omnipotent?
• Does omnipotence only mean the best for people?
• Cannot omnipotence be restrained? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
• Is the omnipotence completely disgraceful? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is omnipotence the last thing mankind can use? Answer Proposal: YES!
• When does the omnipotence feel a sense of happiness?
• Are almost all people most like to be omnipotent and are few people most merciful?
• Are most people of God (supposed) omnipotence much more like the example of his (supposed) mercy?
• Is the omnipotence sometimes a bloody nose? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is omnipotence necessary or necessary? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the omnipotence of God a conceptual idea? Answer Proposal: Certainly!
• Should the omnipotence of the backs be released?
• Is there generally no herb growing against omnipotence?
• Does the omnipotence have hooks and eyelets?
• Can God only afford to be (supposedly) merciful because he is (supposedly) omnipotent?
• How can omnipotence and mercy be reconciled?
• Does the Omnipotence Backbone? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the omnipotence unbeatable? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the omnipotence of God from the point of view creditors? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the omnipotence of God generally factual? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the alleged omnipotence of God well thought out? Answer Proposal: No results found!
• Is omnipotence exemplary?
• Should omnipotence be exemplary?
• What would be the omnipotence of being exemplary?
• Can the omnipotence provoke? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
• Are there omnipotent cultural circles?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes leave feathers?
• Is omnipotence the most unimportant of the world? Or:
• Is omnipotence an important squab apple?
• Is omnipotence a conclusion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Will the omnipotence be closer to man?
• Does the omnipotence act at all?
• What is at the top of the agenda for omnipotence?
• Is the omnipotence deeply rooted in the belief that it is omnipotent?
• Is the omnipotence relative? Or:
  • Is omnipotence absolute?
• Does the omnipotence create a world of downfall?
  • Can the omnipotence go on with the big dogs?
  • Is omnipotence ruthless?
  • Is omnipotence ruthless like the devil?
  • Is the omnipotence hated?
  • Is omnipotence more hateful than the devil?
• Is omnipotence empathetic? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
• Is omnipotence a punishment of heaven?
  • Is the omnipotence always sitting in the neck?
  • What does the omnipotence believe who they are?
  • Is the omnipotence optimizable? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
  • Is omnipotence null and void?
• Is the omnipotence attested to the omnipotence?
  • Cannot the omnipotence be considered scientifically? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Has the omnipotence of God demonstrable human beings? Answer Proposal: Unanswerable!
• Is omnipotence an empty dream?
  • Is omnipotence always very exciting?
  • Is omnipotence fundamentally unpleasant?
  • Does even the omnipotence swallow so many toads?
  • Does the omnipotence act as you please?
  • Does the omnipotence act like a whim?
  • Is the omnipotence sometimes mixed up? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
• Does the omnipotence sometimes go to the mind?
  • Does God provide many a demonstration of His omnipotence?
  • Does God provide many a demonstration of omnipotence?
  • Is omnipotence the rest?
• Is the Omnipotence NO Foam Bats?
  • Is omnipotence piquobello?
  • Is omnipotence generally reckless?
  • Is omnipotence rarely sensitive?
  • Is the omnipotence like the elephant in the porcelain shop?
  • Is even omnipotence helpless?
• Does the omnipotence sometimes reach its limits?
  • Does omnipotence work particularly hard?
  • Does the omnipotence sometimes fail?
  • Does the power of omnipotence sometimes appear neither?
  • Is omnipotence due to many things?
  • Is the omnipotence not entirely innocent when it is bad?
• Does omnipotence contradict?
  • Is omnipotence an innocent angel?
• Does the omnipotence of believers sometimes spread fear and fear? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can the power of omnipotence be brought to its knees?
• Does the desire for omnipotence?
• Does omnipotence have a desire list?
• What makes omnipotence the most like?
  • Why does God not use His omnipotence to prevent atheists?
  • Why does God not use His omnipotence to prevent men who do not believe in God?
  • Why does God not use His omnipotence to prevent women without Islam headscarf?
  • Why does God not use His omnipotence to prevent women without full disguise?
• How does the omnipotence deal with insurrection?
  • Is the omnipotence sometimes stunned?
  • Is omnipotence entirely in its element when it can be omnipotent?
  • Was omnipotence ever let down, by whom?
  • Does the omnipotence quench when it cannot exercise enough power?
• What is important for omnipotence? And:
• What is unimportant for omnipotence?
• What is most important for omnipotence? And:
• What is most unimportant for omnipotence?
• Is there sometimes unexpected problems for omnipotence? Or:
• Is there never an unexpected problem for omnipotence?
• What is the greatest problem for omnipotence? And:
• What is the least problem for omnipotence?
• What is the most strenuous for omnipotence?
• Does the Omnipotence be held in order? Or:
• Is the omnipotence itself correct?
• Is there not only light, but also shadows in omnipotence? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
• Are people greedy for their own omnipotence? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are people curious about their own omnipotence? Answer Proposal: YES!
• What is the best thing about omnipotence? Answer Proposal: No matter what you are attributed, it never contradicts!
• Does the omnipotence sometimes burn something under the fingernails?
• Does the omnipotence honor its name until it falls? Answer Proposal: Revealed from reverence!
• Does the omnipotence make everything and everything a snail?
• Is the term ALLMACHT freely definable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God wondering about man's omnipotence, because he has it at all? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the omnipotence already a bit stained? Answer Proposal: For the one YES, for the other NO!
• Is omnipotence a provocation?
• Who determines which omnipotence statements are correct and which are wrong?
• Did the omnipotence first have to familiarize itself with its power-powers? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is omnipotence a hopeless case? Answer Proposal: Who would not like that!
• Can the omnipotence chase people into the Bockshorn? Answer Proposal: This is not excluded!
• Is omnipotence still airy? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately, she has not told us yet!
• Can the omnipotence be instrumentalized? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the omnipotence NOT speak to itself when it comes to its dominance? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Will the omnipotence simply be superior, and does it blind out everything else that is disturbing? Answer Proposal: Can be, but do not have to be!
• Does the omnipotence only sometimes creep out of its hole?
• Should omnipotence be proud that you ask so many questions in your honor? Answer Proposal: Anyway!
• Is the omnipotence trying to make the most of its existence? Answer Proposal: Who would not like that!
• Is omnipotence always unaffected? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
• Is there the omnipotence of God? If so:
• How is it evident that there is the omnipotence of God? Answer Proposal: Reset, too complex!
• How is it evident whether an omnipotent event comes from a dominant influence, or from God? Answer Proposal: Reset, since too extensive!
• What are omnipotent events, for example? Answer Proposal: Reset, since too extensive!
• Were there formerly more (seemingly) omnipotent events, as today? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there still (seemingly) omnipotent events? Answer Proposal: Probably NO!
• Do religious leaders use the (alleged) omnipotence of God for their own omnipotence ambitions? Answer Proposal: The affected parties certainly dispute this vehement!
• Should the power of omnipotence fail and give off some of its power? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is omnipotence a complex thing? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is omnipotence distributed on many shoulders? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Is omnipotence always polite? Answer Proposal: No one has yet been able to check this out!
• Is omnipotence enjoying itself? Answer Proposal: This has not yet betrayed anyone!
• Is omnipotence self-infatuated? Answer Proposal: She would have any reason for it if she were!
• Is there tolerance in the subject of "omnipotence"? Or:
• Does the "omnipotence" issue have any tolerance? - NEW - -
• Does the omnipotence sometimes even have to be small? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should omnipotence sometimes yield? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should the power of omnipotence not be held back? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there nothing but universal giddiness for omnipotence? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is omnipotence sometimes uncomfortable when she does not get her will? Answer Proposal: Not specifically verifiable!
< Is the omnipotence of God's cause of faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is omnipotence grounded? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Can omnipotence grow overhead? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Does God have an intimate relationship with omnipotence? Answer Proposal: This unjustified claim could be made!
< Does the omnipotence sometimes mourn? Answer Proposal: Nothing is known for this!
< Should the power of omnipotence not be put into the pants immediately, when she pulls the short one? Answer Proposal: Absolutely, but only if she is wearing trousers!
< Does the omnipotence fear fear? Answer Proposal: We do not know for sure!
< Does the divine omnipotence belong to the unsophisticated world? Answer Proposal: YES, because nothing is scientifically verifiable to it!
< Is the demand, all power of omnipotence? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Does the omnipotence make an impression? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does the omnipotence claim to be infallibility? Answer Proposal: This is unknown!
< Is omnipotence a fine and practical thing, because you can be credited with all sorts of things without resisting them? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is the omnipotence trick 17 using self-surrendering to be as omnipotent as she is said to be? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately unknown!
< Does the omnipotence rip open the ass to be omnipotent? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately unknown!
< Is the omnipotence divisible? Answer Proposal: Nothing speaks against it!
< Is the omnipotence of habit so omnipotent? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately unknown!
< Does God let nature go free and do everything with him, even though he is (so to say) so omnipotent? Answer Proposal: It looks quite like this!
< How can it be that God, on the other hand, is so omnipotent, and that on the other hand he gives free nature to nature and makes everything possible? Answer Proposal: One of the many unresolved God puzzles!
< Is the power of omnipotence? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
< Can the thought-image of the (supposed) divine omnipotence hang like a clod on the leg? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should not believers apply omnipotence? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should the power of omnipotence not be so great when it is to give power to men? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is omnipotence a pea counter? Answer Proposal: Not yet final clarified!
< Is the omnipotence out of principle invincible? Answer Proposal: Not yet final clarified!
< Is omnipotence NO innocent lamb? Answer Proposal: Not clearly recognizable!
< Is omnipotence a loner? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Can the omnipotence be annoyed by NOTHING? Answer Proposal: Something contrary is not known!
< Does NEVER omnipotence? Answer Proposal: Something contrary is not known!
< Can the omnipotence be discredited? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is the omnipotence NO innocent lamb? Answer Proposal: Not clearly recognizable!
< Is omnipotence a loner? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Did the authors of the Biblical story of creation simply make an effort to postulate the world-origin problem to this God, according to the motto that God will have somehow managed it? Answer Proposal: YES!
< How can the alleged omnipotence of God be reconciled with the observation that God is evidently loosening the reins? Answer Proposal: The simplest way to assume that God does not exist!
< Can the omnipotence be annoyed by NOTHING? Answer Proposal: Something contrary is not known!
< Does NEVER omnipotence? Answer Proposal: Something contrary is not known!
< Is the omnipotence Sneaky? Answer Proposal: If it belongs to the nature, partly quite!
< Is there the omnipotence of God and the omnipotence of nature? Answer Proposal: This is a matter of definition!
< Do the omnipotence of God and that of nature compete with each other? Answer Proposal: If there is God there could be a competition!
Who or what possesses the greatest omnipotence in the universe? Answer Proposal: No it is not God, but it is the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) that make up the galaxies!

Is the omnipotence robust? Answer Proposal: This is probably assumed!

Will the omnipotence become black with anger, if drawn by the cocoa? Answer Proposal: Unknown!

Is the omnipotence sometimes wild and uncontrolled around? Answer Proposal: Unknown!

Can the theme of ALLMACHT be covered in words? Answer Proposal: NO!

Will the omnipotence become palpable? Answer Proposal: If someone is waiting, at least not!

Has the power of omnipotence been taken by the hair? Answer Proposal: Fortunately, the omnipotence has no hair to be used!

Does omnipotence stimulate the imagination? Answer Proposal: YES, where it is seldom whether someone believes in omnipotence or not!

Why does God not help all men to line with his omnipotence? Answer Proposal: The simplest explanation would be the non-existence of God!

Does the omnipotence have any criticism? Answer Proposal: Unknown!

Can the omnipotence not or cannot it be that it is distributed? Answer Proposal: Unknown!

Does the omnipotence know what belongs? Answer Proposal: Unknown!

Will the omnipotence impress? Answer Proposal: Unknown!

Would the omnipotence not be analyzed? Answer Proposal: So far nothing is known for this!

Is omnipotence, if it exists? Answer Proposal: Unrecognizable!

Is there any complaint about omnipotence, because of the many omnipotences? Answer Proposal: Not yet!

Does the omnipotence soon fall into COLLAR, because of too many omnipotence questions? Answer Proposal: A warning is still missing!

Is there any end to merriment with omnipotence? Answer Proposal: A warning is still missing!

Does omnipotence sometimes take time out? Answer Proposal: That would be her!

Is omnipotence a spiritual aid construction? Answer Proposal: YES!

Applies to omnipotence statements, so could it be? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is omnipotence unavoidable? Answer Proposal: YES, when it comes from nature!

Is God’s (supposed) omnipotence pieced? Answer Proposal: It looks so independent of God!

Does the omnipotence do not want it to share? Answer Proposal: We do not know!

Is omnipotence indestructible? Answer Proposal: A YES is by no means safe!

Is it a desirable goal for omnipotence to be omnipotent? Answer Proposal: We do not know!

Will the omnipotence make an impression or leave behind? Answer Proposal: We do not know!

Applies to omnipotence, always and everywhere? Answer Proposal: Will be so behaved, but without proof!

Has the omnipotence so far made fine? Answer Proposal: Could be suspected!

Does omnipotence sometimes have blind rage? Or:

Is omnipotence always controlled? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately, none possible!

---

@_Nature Questions (+ Science)

- Is there nature at all? If this is most likely:
  - Does nature deserve its own chapter of questions? If so, the following questions are ready to be answered:
  - Were nature questions chosen as the second chapter because nature is the most comprehensive? Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Is the composite term (ALL-ERD-) NATURE defined by the questioner as all-nature + earth-nature, thus the entire universe? Answer Proposal: YES!
  - What are partial omnipotent natural laws of God? Answer Proposal: by other questions!
  - Are partial omnipotent natural laws God’s nature observations, which are always reproducible? Answer Proposal: Could Be Seen This Way!
  - Are partial omnipotent natural laws God’s nature observations, which are always confirmed? Answer Proposal: Could Be Seen This Way!
  - Are partial omnipotent natural laws of God nature observations, to which there is a mathematical formula? Answer Proposal: Could Be Seen This Way!
  - Are partial omnipotent natural laws of God nature observations, to which there are reaction equations? Answer Proposal: Could Be Seen This Way!
• Does the "50/50 rule" mean 50% default and 50% freedom? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the "50/50 rule" a natural law of God? Answer Proposal: Possibly YES!
• Are there "hard" partial omnipotent laws of God? If so:
  • Are "hard" partial omnipotent nature laws such with rake equations?
  • Are "hard" partial omnipotent natural laws also those with reaction equations?
  • What are examples of "hard" partial omnipotent nature laws with a rake equation?
  • Is Ohm's law an example of a "hard" partial omnipotent nature law?
  • Is the energy release in chemical reactions a partial omnipotent nature law of God?
  • Is the subsequent energy release in chemical reactions a partial almighty natural law of God?
  • Is the energy absorption in chemical reactions a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is the subsequent energy bond in chemical reactions a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Are chemical reactions of God always electron-shell reactions?
• Is the energy release at core reactions a partial omnipotent nature law of God?
• Is the subsequent energy release at core reactions a partial omnipotent nature law of God?
• Is the energy intake in core reactions a partial omnipotent nature law of God?
• Is the subsequent energy binding in core reactions a partial omnipotent nature law of God?
• Is evolution a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Are there "soft" partial omnipotent natural laws of God? If so:
    • Is the origin a "soft" partial omnipotent natural law of God?
    • Is evolution a "soft" partial omnipotent natural law of God?
    • Is the influence a "soft" partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the biological fuel cycle a "soft" partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the cosmic fuel cycle a "soft" partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is multiplication a "soft" partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is growth a "soft" partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the decay a "soft" partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the destruction a "soft" partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is species diversity a "soft" partial omnipotent nature law of God?
• Is the probability a "soft" partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is chance a "soft" partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the heat expansion a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the temperature expansion a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the temperature shrinkage a partial omnipotent nature law of God?
• Are the laws of gas a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Are the laws of thermodynamics partly omnipotent natural laws of God?
• Is the enthalpy a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the entropy a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Can nature laws reverse each other? Or equivalently:
  • Can nature laws neutralize each other?
  • Do nature laws also play a part in destiny?
  • Can nature laws be procured?
  • Can nature laws be added? If so:
    • From whom can nature laws be added?
• Is the reflection a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the water-absorption ability of air a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the carbon dioxide absorption capability of water a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is elasticity a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is heat capacity a partial omnipotent nature law of God?
• Is heat storage capability a partial omnipotent nature law of God?
• Is tensile strength a partial omnipotent nature law of God?
• Is pressure strength a partial omnipotent nature law of God?
• Is bending strength a partial omnipotent nature law of God?
• Is tear strength a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is shear strength a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is torsional strength a partial omnipotent nature law of God?
• Are the laws of nature a presupposition of God? If so:
  • Does God change the nature laws sometimes?
  • Is "action" the key word for action, event, action, action, change, and change?
  • Is there any "action" for actions, events, actions, deeds, changes, and changes?
  • Play with any change nature laws a role?
• Are freezing points a partial omnipotent nature law of God?
• Are evaporation points a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is super-conductivity a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the water-surface tension a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Does only the matter-laden real world require partial omnipotent natural laws of God?
• Do man-made, material-free art worlds need no natural laws of God?
• Do all imaginary worlds of man need no natural laws of God?
• Does the (financial) world need no natural laws of God?
• Does the (spiritual) world of religion need no natural laws of God?
• Are changes possible only because there are nature laws?
  • Is the cell division a soft partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is aging a soft partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is coincidence a soft partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is Clumping Tilt a soft partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is object formation a soft partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is object decay a soft partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is erosion a soft partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Is abrasion a soft partial omnipotent natural law of God?
  • Have the laws of nature only developed in the course of time as we know them now?
  • Have the natural laws of God been further optimized?
  • Have the laws of nature been perfected by God?
  • Have nature laws optimized by itself?
• Does not the law-essence require any laws of God? Or:
  • Does the law-essence require natural laws of God?
• Are the binding diversity and the energy diversity something opposing?
• Does the binding diversity predominantly result in object formation?
• Does the diversity of bonds lead to co-ordination and existences?
• Does the energy diversity primarily result in object resolutions?
• Does energy diversity lead to resolutions?
• Is the carbon crystal formation a soft partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the iron-lattice formation a soft partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the observation that (almost) everything is a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the observation that (almost) everything goes by, a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the observation that God does not pass away, a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the observation that nature laws do not pass away, a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the observation that the protons do not disintegrate, a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the Carnot process a soft partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the blackboard radius in black holes a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the size spectrum for the existence of elementary particles up to space structures?
• Is existencies the epitome for, for example, people, animals, plants, land, earth globe, planets, stars, galaxies?
• Are existencies something functionally differentiable?
• Are existencies all main words or all nouns?
• Are all the main words also existences?
• Is the wave formation a partial omnipotent natural law of God?
• Is the energy binding in molecules a partial omnipotent nature law of God?
• Is the energy bond in atomic nuclei a partial omnipotent nature law of God?
• Are the ingredients for the universe essentially mass and (bound / unbound) energy?
• Is the preparation of the universe by influences, while observing the partial omnipotent nature laws?
• Are the partial omnipotent nature laws the rules for nature communication?
• Are the partial omnipotent nature laws the rules for the natural influences?
• Are the partial omnipotent nature laws the rules for the artificial influences?
• Are the partial all-powerful laws of nature infallible?
• Is there nature infallibility?
• Is nature infallible? If so:
- What does infallibility mean in nature?
- What does infallibility mean in relation to nature?
- What is wrong in nature?
- What does nature mean rightly?
- When does nature go wrong?
- When does nature do something right?
- Need "only" mass, energy, and partial omnipotent nature laws?
- Is every empirical formula at the same time a partial omnipotent natural law?
- Are there new partial omnipotent laws of nature?
- Are existing partial omnipotent natural laws changing?
- Do existing partial omnipotent nature laws pass away?
- Does natural justice consist in the fact that the better or the better?
- Does natural justice consist in the fact that the stronger or the stronger?
- Are there not only recipes for meals but also recipes for the formation or production of natural things, plants or creatures?
- Did the partial omnipotent nature laws of God impose our limits on us?
- Are the partial omnipotent nature laws the rules for influences?
- Are the evolutions jumping through special and rare combinations of influence?
- Is there a nature-law catalog?
- On the earth and in the universe do billions or even billiards of new things arise through the creation of God or through influences?
- Are natural laws the key to chemical and physical laws?
- Is the largest dimension in nature 10 high plus infinite meters? And:
- Is the smallest dimension in nature 10 high minus infinite meters?
- Is the natural influence-controlled? Or:
- Is the nature God-controlled? Or:
- Is the nature influence-controlled AND God-controlled?
- Is the emergence and passing away a natural principle or a principle of God?
- Is the only thing that does not arise and disappears, the nature of the universe?
- Does nature work according to the principle of tasting?
- Does nature work according to the principle of experiment?
- Does nature work according to the principle of chance?
- Does the nature of success have a longer existence, like the failed?
- In the nature of the successes, does one succeed better in the nature of the defeated ones?
- Are nature and the creation of God identical?
- Is nature willing to experiment?
- Is nature constantly exploring?
- Is the nature constantly rum-try?
- Is parenthesis a primordial instinct of human beings, which still comes from a time when the ancestors of mankind, the monkeys, still clinged to branches?
- Is nature sometimes playful?
- Is nature the toy of God?
- Is the sum of the mass always the same in the universe?
- Is the sum of energy in the universe always the same?
- Is the sum of the laws of nature always the same in the universe?
- Is the sum of the influence species always the same in the universe?
- Does the Doppler effect produce a red shift?
- Is there more like a cause for the red shift?
- Does a gravitational field also lead to a red shift?
- Could there be a run-time red shift?
- In the universe, for example, do light rays (with rays of other wavelengths) cross each other?
- Do UV rays (with rays of other wavelengths) cross each other in the universe?
- Do IR rays (with rays of other wavelengths) cross each other in the universe?
- In the universe, for example, do radio waves intersect (with rays of other wavelengths)?
- Do X-rays (with rays of other wavelengths) cross each other in the universe?
- Do gamma rays (with rays of other wavelengths) cross each other in the universe?
- Are there any electromagnetic waves in the universe? If so:
- If two electromagnetic waves intersect with each other in the universe, for example, a corpuscle of an electromagnetic wave could collide with a corpuscle of another electromagnetic wave?
Would the collision of two corpuscles of two different electromagnetic waves result in a tiny energy loss of the two electromagnetic waves involved?

Does the energy loss of an electromagnetic wave lead to a wave pull strain and thus to a red shift?

For example, could the cosmic red shift result from the fact that an electromagnetic wave flying through the universe continually crosses other electromagnetic waves, causing corpuscular collisions?

Why can the energy loss of an electromagnetic wave be non-linear by collision?

Can the energy loss of an electromagnetic wave due to collisions be non-linear because the energy of an electromagnetic wave can never become zero or even negative?

Can the energy of an electromagnetic wave therefore not become zero, because the wave length cannot become infinite?

Could the cosmic red shift be a NATURAL LAW, which has nothing to do with the Doppler effect and nothing with gravitational fields?

Could the source of the cosmic microwave background radiation be the energy lost to the electromagnetic waves as they cross in the Universe?

Is the cosmic microwave background radiation perhaps fed by a kind of heat that is generated when electromagnetic waves intersect in space?

Is the mass ratio between plants and living beings about the same as the mass ratio between dark and luminous matter?

Is the definition for gravity level: the reciprocal lifting force, because acting from all directions equally?

Is the universe filled with a gravity level? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the universe everywhere filled with an equal gravity level? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the universe everywhere but unevenly filled with a gravity level?

Are there so many different protons as there are different chemical elements?

Is the micro-cosmos just as infinite with respect to the particle's smallness as the macrocosm with respect to the universe structures?

Does everything that flies through the universe lose itself over time due to collision of energy?

Does radiation that travels through the universe also lose its energy over time due to collision with other radiation, which is accompanied by a wave-train strain?

Is not only everything relative, but does not everything have a natural tolerance?

Will the dark matter become luminous and dark matter become again from the luminous matter?

Is there a Pascha gene?

Is man a natural product? If so:
  - Can nature's product be reduced to "striving" and "clinging"? If so:
  - Does the natural product of man strive after all possible and impossible things?
  - Does the natural product of man, for example, seek recognition?
  - Does the natural product of man, for example, seek asceticism?
  - Is nature's product, for example, striving for fame?
  - Does the natural product of man, for example, seek possession?
  - Is the natural product of man striving for better life, for example?
  - Is nature's product, for example, striving for solitude?
  - Is nature's product, for example, striving for fulfilled lives?
  - Is nature's product, for example, striving for freedom from errors?
  - Does the natural product of man, for example, strive for freedom?
  - Does the natural product of man, for example, strive for comfort?
  - Is nature's product, for example, striving for dexterity?
  - Does the natural product of man, for example, strive for socializing?
  - Does the natural product of man, for example, seek health?
  - Is nature's product, for example, striving for happiness?
  - Is nature's product, for example, striving for God-like?
  - Does the natural product of man strive, for example, for higher things, such as esotericism, God, or spirituality?
  - Is nature's product looking for idols, for example?
  - Is nature's product looking for a career, for example?
  - Is nature's product, for example, trying to copy?
  - Is nature's product, for example, striving for power?
  - Does the natural product of human beings, for example, gather for fellow travelers?
  - Is the natural product of man, for example, striving to be modern?
  - Is the natural product of man, for example, trying to imitate?
  - Is nature's product, for example, striving for nostalgia?
  - Is the natural product, for example, looking for optimization?
- Is nature’s product, for example, striving for perfection?
- Does the natural product of man strive for profit, for example?
- Does the natural product of man, for example, want to judge?
- Is nature’s product looking for cleanliness?
- Does the natural product of man, for example, strive for Samaritanism?
- Is nature’s product, for example, striving to collect?
- Is nature’s product looking for speed, for example?
- Does the natural product of man, for example, seek security?
- Is nature’s product looking for victory, for example?
- Is nature’s product, for example, striving for solidarity?
- Is nature’s product looking for stability, for example?
- Does the natural product of man, for example, after killing other people think differently?
- Does the natural product of man, for example, strive for independence?
- Does the natural product of man, for example, strive for indispensability?
- Does the natural product of man, for example, strive after misfortune?
- Does the natural product of man, for example, strive to suppress others?
- Does the natural product of man, for example, strive to prevent change?
- Does the natural product of man, for example, strive to prevent everything?
- Does the natural product of human beings, for example, strive for imagination enforcement?
- Does the natural product of human beings, for example, pursue an all-cash introduction?
- Is nature’s product, for example, striving for perfection?
- Is nature’s product, for example, striving for world domination?
- Is nature’s product, for example, looking for importance?
- Is nature’s product, for example, striving for will-enforcement?
- Is the natural product of man, for example, striving for fulfillment of wishes?
- Is nature’s product, for example, striving for goals?
- Does the natural product of man cling to everything possible and impossible? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of human beings cling to alcohol, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to old-fashioned? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of man cling to old-fashioned, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of human beings, for example, cling to anti-wastes? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of human beings cling to workplaces, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to asceticism? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of human beings cling to branches, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to the extraordinary? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of man cling to property estates, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the nature product, for example, cling to something special? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is the natural product of man, for example, clinging to what is proven? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of man cling to customs, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of human beings cling to customs, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of man cling to democracy, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of man cling to, for example, influence wealth? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of human beings cling to parents, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to success? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to what has been achieved? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of man cling to esotericism, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of human beings cling to European Union, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of human beings cling to extremism, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the nature product, for example, cling to public holidays? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of man cling to festivals, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of human beings, for example, pose questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of man cling to, for example, women’s oppression (only for men)? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of man cling to freedom, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to leaders? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of man cling to fundamentalism, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of man cling to prayers, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of man cling to customs, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to laws? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the natural product of human beings cling to sentiments, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to what is customary? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the natural product of man cling to god or gods, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the natural product of human beings cling to fundamental laws, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the natural product of man cling to home, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the natural product of man cling to idols, for example?
• Does the natural product of human beings cling to Islamic headscarfs, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the natural product of man, for example, clinging to youthfulness? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the natural product of human beings cling to box beings (India), for example?
• Does the natural product of human beings cling to clans, for example?
• Does the natural product of human beings cling to colonies, for example?
• Does the natural product of man cling to communism, for example?
• Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to countries?
• Does the natural product of man cling to life, for example?
• Does the natural product of man cling to, for example, life-forms?
• Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to life-philosophies?
• Does the natural product of human beings cling to life styles, for example?
• Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to life-ways?
• Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to loves?
• Does the natural product of human beings cling to left-wing extremism, for example?
• Does the natural product of man cling to power, for example?
• Does the natural product of man cling to fashion, for example?
• Does the natural product of man cling to monarchy, for example?
• Does the natural product of man cling to nationalism, for example?
• Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to nationality?
• Does the natural product of man cling to nostalgia, for example?
• Does the natural product of human beings cling to Pascha status, for example?
• Does the natural product of man cling to privileges, for example?
• Does the natural product of man cling to prophets, for example?
• Does the natural product of man cling to rarities, for example?
• Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to right-wing extremism?
• Does the natural product of human beings cling to cleanliness?
• Does the natural product of man cling to religions, for example?
• Does the natural product of man cling to Rieten, for example?
• Does the natural product of human beings cling to rituals, for example?
• Does the natural product of man cling to Salafism, for example?
• Does the natural product of man cling to Samaritanism, for example?
• Does the natural product of human beings, for example, cling to rare things?
• Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to safety?
• Does the natural product of human beings, for example, cling to societies?
• Does the natural product of man cling to manners, for example?
• Does the natural product of human beings cling to special rights, for example?
• Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to the spiritual?
• Does the natural product of man cling to stability, for example?
• Does the natural product of human beings cling to straw straws (in a transcendent sense)?
• Does the natural product of human beings, for example, cling to addiction drugs?
• Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to superlatives?
• Does the natural product of human beings cling to tablets, for example?
• Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to traditions?
• Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to normal?
• Does the natural product of human beings cling to Ufos, for example?
• Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to infallibility?
• Does the natural product of man cling to the past?
• Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to the past?
• Does the natural product of man cling to, for example, veils (religious-sexual)?
• Does the natural product of man cling to popular festivals, for example?
• Does the natural product of human beings cling to ethnic groups, for example?
• Does the natural product of man, for example, cling to popular tribes?
• Does the natural product of man cling to full veil?
• Does the natural product of man cling to Wahhabism, for example?
• Does the natural product of human beings cling to Wodu spells, for example?
• Does the natural product of human beings cling to housing, for example?
• Does the natural product of man cling to ceremonies, for example?
• Does the natural product of human beings, for example, cling to goals?
• Is brackets not just something negative, but sometimes something positive?
• Is parenthesis about as often as something positive as something negative?
• Is parenthesis more positive than something negative?
• Are women more inclined to braces than men? Or:
  Braces women about as often as men?
• Do people like to brace people because they descended from staple monkeys?
• Are striving and braces part of people's survival strategy?
• Does the meaning of life consist of striving, bracing and aging?
• How did the nitrogen get to earth?
• How did nitrogen get on the moons that have nitrogen lakes?
• Is there no energy when the whole mass is in the form of neutrons?
• Is energy a quasi-aggregate state of mass?
• Are the dark cloud complexes in the Milky Way band so cold because they consist essentially of neutrons?
• Is there a place in space that is absolutely empty, so completely free of mass and energy?
• Is the place where the natural sciences end up a constant or a variable?
• Are freshly formed black holes the most energy-poor regions in the universe after or because they have emitted an extremely energetic gamma burst?
• Are late stages of black holes, the galaxy dark plates, the most energetic regions in the universe?
• Who knows the nature well?
• Who knows best about nature?
• Are there specialists for nature?
• Are there nature researchers?
• Does the natural saying apply, does the forest die first, then man?
• Are there more and more regions in the world that are no longer raining?
• Is the air on the world average getting more dusty?
• Will the seas become more and more sour?
• Is nature very rich? If so:
  Does nature need God to be ingenious? Or:
  Is nature so isolated, so isolated, that she does not need God?
• Is nature fair?
• Is nature just?
• Is nature sometimes strange?
• Is nature timeless for all eternity?
• Is the primordial nature destroyed for eco-gasoline?
• Is nature and physics strikingly symmetrical? Answer Proposal: YES!
• If a simple symmetry consideration reveals that there must be a physical process in which the whole range of chemical elements is transformed back to hydrogen and helium because there is a physical process involving hydrogen and helium in the whole range Of the chemical elements?
• Does it result from a simple symmetry reasoning that such things have NEVER been created, which according to our present knowledge will NEVER pass?
• Is it simply a matter of symmetry that mass has NEVER been created because, according to our perception, it will NEVER pass away (only a part of the mass has turned into energy)?
• Is it clear from a simple theory of symmetry that infinity has NEVER been created because, according to our perception, it will NEVER pass away?
• Was there only such things, plants, and beings as will undoubtedly pass away?
• Is there only one hundred percent YES or one hundred percent NO in answering nature questions? If so:
  Why is there no perception and no probabilities in answering nature questions?
• Is anything in nature really one hundred percent perfect?
• Have natural laws, which are recognized by all human beings, such as the theory of relativity, have taken over a part of world domination?
• Is nature (the world-space) never developed because it will never pass?
• Is there a place in space where there is absolutely nothing?
• Is nature sometimes awesome?
• Is there a compromise in nature? Or:
• Is there no compromise in nature?
• Is nature unworldly?
• Is nature nostalgic?
• Is nature advanced?
• Is nature old-fashioned? Answer Proposal: A flat-rate statement is not useful!
• Are there questions asked in Quizz?
• Is nature natureful?
• Does nature have a special status?
• Does nature have basic needs?
• Does nature sometimes produce nonsense?
• Does nature work carefully?
• Should we rely on elephants and less on God in latent threatening natural catastrophes?
• Is nature ruthless?
• Is nature an abstruse idea?
• Does nature make sense?
• Does nature wear out?
• Is nature perfect?
• Is nature always recognizable?
• Is nature sometimes confused?
• Is nature sometimes confusing?
• Is nature sometimes overwhelmed?
• Why is not there (simply) nothing?
• Why is there nothing (instead of the all-earth nature)?
• Is there anything, rather than (simply) nothing, so that we humans can ask us why there is (simply) nothing?
• Is nature often chaotic?
• Is nature often complicated?
• Is nature sometimes sadistic?
• Is nature sometimes unapproachable?
• Is nature often unclear?
• Is nature sovereign?
• Does nature have a mass component?
• Is nature a driving force?
• Do masses always have a volume?
• Do electromagnetic waves react with each other when they cross because they have a mass component?
• Is the energy lost by the primary radiation during the red shift reflected in the cosmic microwave background radiation?
• Is the cosmic microwave background radiation a secondary radiation?
• Is nature responsible? Or:
• Does nature sometimes act irresponsibly?
• Is nature refined?
• Can convert nature?
• Is nature boiled up?
• Is nature great?
• Is nature always ready?
• Is nature a laugh number? Or:
• Is nature to be taken seriously?
• Who is on the nature trip?
• Is there a nature debate?
• Should there be a nature debate?
• Cannot be debated about nature?
• Does God know what nature is?
• Does the devil know what nature is?
• Does God belong to nature?
• Is God an integral part of nature?
• Does nature consist of existing parts?
• Is nature an authority?
• Does nature have an ego?
• What does nature suggest?
• Is nature nudging?
• Is nature puking?
• Is nature natureing the needs of people?
• Does nature cause long droughts?
• Does nature make many a nerve bundle?
• Is nature rigorous?
• Is nature something general? Or:
  • Is nature special?
• Can we blame nature?
• Does nature have a dick head?
• Is nature stubborn and unyielding?
• Does nature have a truck?
• Is it useful to blasphemed nature?
• Is nature adaptable?
• Is the nature mostly great?
• Is nature mostly attractive? Or:
  • Is nature largely uninhibited?
• Is nature a taboo?
• Is nature a principle rider?
• Does the nature recognition sign? If so:
  • What is the nature of the sign?
• Is nature beautiful?
• Does nature have a tick?
• What if there were no more nature?
• Is nature god-fearing?
• Must we be afraid of nature?
• Is nature never perverse and labor-shy?
• Is nature by no means decadent?
• Does nature matter? Or:
  • Is nature rather unobtrusive?
• Is nature sometimes barbaric?
• Is nature raped in black holes and dark convex objects (DCOs)?
• Is nature raped during super-Nova explosions?
• Are super-Nova explosions a creation act of God?
• Is nature a stimulus word?
• Is nature stupid?
• Is nature bland?
• Is nature naughty?
• Is not nature so exact? Or:
  • Is the nature meticulous?
• Is nature pitiful?
• Can we beat nature?
• Can we dry up nature?
• Can we inspire nature?
• Are the powers of nature also called God's omnipotence?
• Can we safely forget nature, though they all need it? Or:
  • Is nature itself constantly remembering, because they all need?
• Is the rapid progress rapidly on the spot?
• Is nature generally enigmatic? Or:
  • Is nature enigmatic only in a wide range of areas?
• Is nature constantly present? Or:
  • Is nature only occasionally (temporarily)?
• Does nature have a resonance?
• Provokes Nature's Reactions?
• Does nature also create apocalypses?
• Does the especially short-wave radiation penetrate matter with force and does the particularly long-wave radiation fly through matter? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the topic of nature relatively complex, because so many questions can be formulated?
• Is nature free of sins?
Are those who believe in nature better people?
Who invented the universe? Answer Proposal: Nobody, the universe has always existed!
Is nature invented?
Is nature invented?
Is nature successful?
Is nature responsible or responsible?
Does nature act responsibly?
Should nature be banned?
Is nature never stressed? And:
Is nature always relaxed?
Can nature commit offense, or only man?
Is nature needed? If so:
What is nature used for?
Can nature nag us?
Is nature absurd?
Is nature sometimes "sniffed"?
Is there an individual conceptual freedom for nature?
Does nature also commit misconduct?
Was nature there to annoy us all?
Is nature a thing worthy of honor?
Is nature a holy cow?
Should people be happy when nature succeeds? And:
Should people be annoyed when nature fails? Or:
Should not human beings rather be annoyed when Nature is failing because we cannot change people anyway?
Is nature self-centered?
Do black holes already have the typical elongated shapes of Dark Convex Objects (DCOs)?
Can the nature dissolve?
Can Nature Evapate?
Can nature get out of the dust?
Is nature a religious fanatic?
Is nature a special feature?
Is nature offended quickly?
Is nature significant?
Does nature sometimes show us the cold shoulder?
Is nature important?
Is there an increase to nature?
Can nature rumble?
Does Nature sometimes pout?
Is nature sometimes irresolute?
Is nature the most important thing in life?
Who is responsible for nature?
Who is responsible for nature?
Is nature maddening?
Can nature be denied?
Does nature provide humanity?
Does nature care for people?
Does nature worry about people?
Should we see only the good in nature?
Does God know what a law of nature is?
Does God know all his laws of nature?
Does the Nature Own Initiative?
Is nature sometimes helpful? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does nature always want to be natural?
Has Nature already betrayed us?
Has nature ever scrambled us?
Does nature have cares and sorrows?
Is nature capable of anything?
Does nature have ambition?
Is nature full of action?
• Is not nature a quackery?
• Does nature do everything right?
• Is nature sometimes defamatory?
• Is nature always rational?
• Is the language of nature that of violence? Or:
  • Does nature act without violence?
  • Are opinions about nature far apart?
  • Are the ideas about nature far apart?
• Is criticism of nature unforgivable?
• Is nature indispensable?
• Is nature natureless?
• Is nature Humbug? Or:
  • Does nature have a right to exist?
• Is there a second nature without atoms and only with elementary particles?
• Is the nature hilarious, because everything works as if it were a snap?
• Does nature have an organizational talent?
• Does nature have a sense of order?
• Why is there no nature in which things only arise, but do not pass away?
• Should the accelerated expansion of the universe continue even after the last star has been extinguished?
• Will dark energy still come out of nowhere when the last star is extinct (for the accelerated expansion of the universe)?
  • Do Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) have no effect?
  • Can we carry on with nature?
  • Can we bring nature into mismanagement?
  • Can we treat nature as shameful?
• Is nature hardworking?
• Is nature also very nice?
• Is nature nature’s pretentious? Answer Proposal: Sometimes it could be given this property!
• Is nature reserved?
• Is nature free and free?
• Is nature under the knot of anything?
• Is even nature sometimes really golden and cute?
• Is nature often beautiful?
• Is there not a single atom inside a dark convex object (DCO)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there no atom in the shell of a Dark Convex object (DCOs)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do people have to cuddle with nature?
• Can people cuddle with nature?
• Should we just whisper about nature? Or:
  • Should we openly talk about nature?
  • Can people go with nature on cloth-touch?
  • Disappointed Nature sometimes?
• Does nature sometimes bother?
• Cannot nature always look into the cards?
• How large are dark convex objects (DCOs)? Answer Proposal: Between about 20 km of black holes and about 10,000 light-years of galaxy dark plates!
• Is nature something useful?
• Is there a second nature? If so:
  • The second nature consists, for example, of stellar black holes, dark convex objects (DCOs), galaxy dark plates, galactic black holes, dark cloud complexes, dark matter, but probably not dark energy because the latter was invented by an interpretation error?
  • Are there still natural laws for the second nature?
  • Is an expectation attitude associated with nature?
  • Is there the same radiation mix in the intergalactic vastness?
• Is nature consumed?
• Is nature a perpetual motion?
• Is nature sometimes dissuasive?
• Is nature something useful?
• Is nature more superfluous?
• Is Nature Needless to Snot?
• Is nature something self-contained?
• Is everything always right in nature?
• Is nature questionable?
• Is nature suitable for coloring?
• Does nature have a practical use?
• Is there a gravity ocean in the universe, which is at the same time the carrier medium for electromagnetic radiation?
• Can nature be smashed?
• Can nature be questioned?
• Can the nature be questioned?
• Should nature be questioned?
• Can nature become a beast?
• Is nature negotiable?
• Can nature set a sign?
• Are there any natural errors?
• Can Nature achieve everything?
• Can nature be tamed?
• Is nature sometimes listless?
• Can the observation of nature reveal something about the nature of God?
• Did God give nature to nature?
• Is the nature of God and nature the same?
• Why are the nature laws as they are?
• Why do not nature laws change all the time?
• Why are there laws of nature and not simply nature laws?
• Is nature beautiful?
• Why are the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) not spherical, but elongated?
• Are the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) so elongated because they have a curved gravitational field?
• Is nature easy to understand? Or:
• Is nature difficult to understand?
• Does Nature still have all of them in turn?
• Is nature easy to handle? Or:
• Is nature difficult to handle?
• Does the nature product need human game corners (mental playgrounds)?
• Does the natural product human beings create spiritual places?
• Is the natural product of man always discovering or discovering new mental playgrounds?
• Has the natural product human beings created playgrounds to create the imagination?
• Does the nature product have or have spiritual strolling places?
• Does the natural product human minds have fun places?
• Is the nature product human creativity especially happy to create themes for which there is NO reliable knowledge?
• Did the natural product of man create playgrounds for playing his lively imagination? If so:
• Why did the nature-product man create playgrounds for the liveliness of his lively imagination?
• Did the natural product of man create playgrounds for the liveliness of his lively imagination, for his mental well-being and bliss? Answer Proposal: Could be!
• Does the natural product of man need for his spiritual well-being and blissful balance, among other things also playgrounds / playgrounds to the unfolding of his RAINFantasy? Answer Proposal: Could be!
• Is it sensible to distinguish between strolling places, behind which NOTHING is undetected and strolling places, behind which something unquestioned is clearly laid? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the natural product human beings need mental playgrounds to the liveliness of his BLOODING Fancy? Answer Proposal: Could be!
• Why does the natural product need people's strolls to live their blossoming imagination?
• Does the natural product of human beings need spiritual places to unfold?
• What playgrounds did the natural product of man create for his vivid imagination, for example? Answer Proposal: See the following questions!
• Should there be differences between PATT games / PATT playgrounds and POOL playgrounds / POOL playgrounds? If so:
• Are the topics with the PATT-Spielwiese or the PATT-playground a topic whose truth content can neither be proved nor disproved? Answer Proposal: YES, as stalemate situation!
- Are the topics with the spiritual PATT gameplay or spiritual PATT playground a topic that cannot be definitively clarified for an indefinite time, especially with regard to their existence? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are the topics with POOL-Spielwiese or POOL-playground a group of topics that stand for a VARIETY of similar things? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are the topics with a spiritual POOL playfield or mental POOL playground a matter of those that can always be clarified relatively promptly? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Did the nature-product human being for example the listed playgrounds / playgrounds?
- Is the topic BAD BLEACH a PATT game meadow to the life of the blossoming fantasy of the nature product human? [001, 01] Answer Proposal: YES, because the usefulness of the assurances can neither be proved nor disproved!
- Is the theme of abstract art a POOL gameplay for the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the nature product human? [002] Answer Proposal: YES, if the artist explains what he wants to express with his work!
- Is the topic ALLMACHT a PATT-playground to the life of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [003, 02] Answer Proposal: YES, because the omnipotence of God can neither be proved nor disproved!
- Is the topic ANGLER-LATEIN a PATT-playground to the life of the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [004, 03] Answer Proposal: YES, because what anglers have told can neither be proved nor disproved!
- Is the subject of smearing (smudged) a POOL playground for the unfolding of the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [005] Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is the theme of April jokes a POOL tambour place to unfold the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [006] Answer Proposal: YES, because it is always recognizable that it was a joke in April!
- Is the topic of ASTROLOGY a PATT-fiddle place to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the nature-product human? [007, 04] Answer Proposal: YES, because the reliability is neither provable nor refutable!
- Is the theme on the arm take a POOL gameplay to the livelihood of the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [008] Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is the theme of barking a POOL gameplay to live the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [009] Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is the subject of the ODDER-IRDIC a PATT-game meadow for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of the nature-product human? [010, 05] Answer Proposal: YES, because extraterrestrials have not been proven or refuted!
- Is the theme of bears a POOL gameplay to unfold the blossoming fantasy of the nature product human? [011] Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is the theme of Bermuda Triangle a FORMER TREKKING PLACE to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of nature's product human? [013] Answer Proposal: YES, because now rising gas bubbles have been detected as the cause of the mysterious disappearance of ships!
- Is the subject of fraud-meshing (for example grandson-trick) a POOL-playground to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the nature-product human? [014] Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is the subject VISITING OUTSIDE a PATT foolspot to the blossoming unfolding flower of the nature of the product? [015, 06] Answer Proposal: YES, because previous visits of extraterrestrials can neither be proved nor disproved without doubt!
- Is the subject of image-chopping a POOL-game meadow to the life of the blossoming fantasy of the nature-product human? [016] Answer Proposal: YES, except picture-skating, which represents the reality as exactly as possible!
- Is the subject of customs a pool game for the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [017] Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is the theme DEMONES a PATT gameplay for the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the nature product human? [019, 08] Answer Proposal: YES, because demons can neither be proved nor disproved!
- Is the subject of poetry (as a counter-pole of truth) a POOL playwright for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of nature's product of man? [020] Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is the topic DARK CONVEX OBJECTS (DCOs) a PATT playground to live the flowering imagination of the natural product human? [021, 09] Answer Proposal: YES, because these objects are not detectable by self-radiation; Also always with restrictions!
- Is the theme ANGEL a PATT playground to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of nature's product human? [022, 10] Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is the topic of ducks (in the sense of deliberate false messages) a POOL game meadow for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [023] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the theme of inventing a POOL gameplay to unfold the blossoming fantasy of nature's product human? [024]
  Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the theme of fiction a POOL gameplay for the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [025] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the topic of exotic a POOL gameplay to live the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [026] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of FABRIES a PATT gameplay for the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [027, 11] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of carnival fashions a POOL playground to the unfolding of the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [028] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of fiction a POOL playground for the unfolding of the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [029] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the topic of corporate networks (for the purpose of enrichment) a POOL playground for the unfolding of the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [030] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject FLYING CARS a PATT-playground to the life of the blossoming fantasy of the nature-product human? [031, 12] Answer Proposal: YES, because flying carpets can neither be proved nor disproved!
• Is the subject FLYING SUBJECTS a PATT-play place to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the nature-product human? [032, 13] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of finance being a POOL playground to live the thriving fantasy of nature's product man? [033] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of asking questions a POOL playground to live the thriving fantasy of nature's product human? [034] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of EARLY LIFE a very old and great PATT playground for the unfolding of the pronounced imagination of the natural product man? [035, 14] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the theme PRAYER (finished and own) a PATT-playground to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the nature-product human? [036, 15] Answer Proposal: YES, because neither surely proved nor surely disproved is that prayers are heard by God because of missing feedback from God!
• Is the subject of THOUGHT READING (Thought Transfer, PSI) a PATT turfing place to unfold the blossoming fantasy of nature's product human? [037, 16] Answer Proposal: YES, because neither surely proved nor surely disproved that thought-transmission works!
• Is the subject of secrets a POOL gameplay for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [038] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the topic GEISTER a PATT game meadow for the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the nature product human? [039, 17] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of ghost-tracks a POOL-playground for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of the nature-product human? [040] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of rumors a POOL playground to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of nature's product human? [041] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the topic of stories a POOL playground for the realization of the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [042] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the theme of inventing a POOL gameplay for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of nature's product man? [043] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the theme SPENDING a PATT gameplay for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of the nature product human? [044, 18] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of profit-play (legal and illegal) a POOL game meadow for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [045] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of FAITH (in God) an old PATT gameplay for the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of nature's product human? [046, 19] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of GOD a very old and very large PATT place to live the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [047, 20] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of GOD as a PROTECTOR a PATT playground to the blossoming unfolding of the imagination of the natural product human? [048, 21] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of GOD as a NOT-LINDERER a PATT gameplay for the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [049, 22] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of GOD PROPERTIES (such as Wisdom) a PATT gameplay for the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [051, 24] Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the subject of GOD'S REVELATIONS a PATT playground for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of nature’s human product? [053, 26] Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the subject of gray zones a POOL playground to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the nature product human? [054] Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the subject of hand-line reading a POOL-playground to the unfolding of the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [055] Answer Proposal: YES, because it is unprotected that hand-line reading works!

Is the theme of clairvoyance a POOL playground for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [056] Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the theme of Witching a POOL gameplay for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of nature’s human product? [057] Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the subject of witchcraft a POOL playground to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of nature’s human product? [058] Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the theme SKY EMPIRE (paradise) a PATT game meadow for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of the nature product human? [059, 27] Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the subject of SKY BOTS a PATT gameplay for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of the nature product human? [060, 28] Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the topic HELL a PATT game meadow to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the nature product human? [061, 29] Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the theme in April to send a POOL playground to live the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [062] Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the theme productions a POOL playground to live the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [063] Answer Proposal: YES!


Is the theme of Coffee Pack Reading a POOL tambouring place to unfold the pronounced imagination of nature’s human product? [065] Answer Proposal: YES, because it is unprotected that coffee set reading works!

Is the subject of CREATIONISM a PATT playground to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the nature product human? [066, 31] Answer Proposal: YES, because what Creationism claims ultimately cannot be proven with certainty or 100% surely can be refuted!

Is the subject of crystal ball reading a POOL playground to the unfolding of the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [067] Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the theme of arts a POOL gameplay for the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [068] Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the subject LIFE AFTER DEATH in the heavenly realm (paradise) a very old and very large PATT playground to the blossoming unfolding of the imagination of the natural product human? [069, 32] Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the subject of legends a POOL playground for unfolding the distinctive fantasy of the natural product human? [070] Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the theme of Love Games a POOL-bustling place to live the blooming fantasy of nature's product human? [071] Answer Proposal: YES, but not in the sense of untested!

Is the theme of LOCHNESS a PATT gameplay to live the distinctive imagination of the natural product human? [072, 33] Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the subject of lies a POOL playground to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [073] Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the theme of magic a POOL gameplay for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [074] Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the subject of painting a POOL game meadow to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of nature's product human? [075] Answer Proposal: YES, except painting, which represents reality as exactly as possible!

Is the topic of Manga a POOL gameplay for the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [076] Answer Proposal: YES, except painting, which represents reality as exactly as possible!

Is the theme Man in the Moon a FORMER playmate to the life of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [077] Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the subject of MENS LOOK PROTECTION WOVES in the form of Islam headscarfs a PATT gamewatch to the survival of the blossoming fantasy of nature's product human? [078, 34] Answer Proposal: YES, because it is neither proved nor disproved that bearers of this head-cloth hood actually all come to the Heavenly Kingdom!

Is the subject MEN'S LOOK PROTECTION WOVES in the form of full-veils a PATT game meadow to the survival of the blossoming fantasy of nature’s human product? [079, 35] Answer Proposal: YES, because it is neither proved nor disproved that carriers of this overcoated cloth actually all come to the VIP Lounge of the Heavenly Kingdom!
• Is the theme of fairy tales a POOL gameplay for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [080] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the topic Mars-ales a FORMER playmate to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [081] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the theme motif car a POOL game meadow to unfold the blossoming fantasy of the nature product human? [082] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the topic of music a POOL playground for the realization of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [083] Answer Proposal: Music is NOT a playground for an unanswered assumption!
• Is the subject of Mysterious (causes for it) a POOL-playground to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the nature-product human? [084] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the theme of mysticism a POOL gameplay for the realization of the blossoming fantasy of nature's product human? [085] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of myths a POOL playground for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [086] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of the Nevada triangle a FORMER turfing place to live the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [087] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the topic NIKOLAUS a PATT game meadow to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the nature product human? [088, 36] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject PARADISE a heavenly playground for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [089, 37] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of phenomena (causes for it) a POOL playground to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [090] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of philosophizing a POOL gameplay for the unfolding of the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [091] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the topic PILGER-STÄTTEN a PATT playground for the realization of the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [092, 38] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the topic PROPHETEN a PATT-game meadow for the realization of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [093, 39] Answer Proposal: YES, because of the relationship to God!
• Is the topic of puzzling a POOL gameplay for the unfolding of the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [094] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the theme of the Enterprise / Orion space ship a FORMER FIELD to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [095] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of rhymes a POOL gameplay for the unfolding of the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [096] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the topic of RELIGIONS a PATT gameplay for the realization of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [097, 40] Answer Proposal: YES, because neither proved nor disproved is that with the help of religions God can be better influenced!
• Is the topic of religious writing creation a FORMER playwright to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product of man, related to holy scriptures of religion? [098] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the topic RELIGIONS-GESÄNGE a PATT-game meadow for the realization of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [099, 41] Answer Proposal: YES, because it is neither proved nor disproved that with the help of religious songs or religious music, God can be better influenced than without these songs / music!
• Is the topic of religious-scripture-interpretations (or interpretations) a POOL gameplay for the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product of man, related to holy scriptures of religion? [100] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of rituals a POOL gameplay for the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [101] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of role-playing a POOL-playground to the unfolding of the pronounced imagination of the nature-product human? [102] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the topic of novels a POOL-playground for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of the nature-product human? [103] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the theme saying a POOL tambour place to unfold the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [104] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of satire a POOL playground to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [105] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the subject of actors a POOL gameplay for the realization of the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [106] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the topic of BLACK HOLES a PATT gameplay for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [107, 42] Answer Proposal: YES, referring to what goes on in black holes and how it goes on with black holes!

• Is the subject SCIENCE FICTION a PATT gameplay to live the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [108, 43] Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the theme of SEEMANN-GARN a PATT gameplay for the unfolding of the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [109, 44] Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the subject of sexual practices a POOL gameplay to live the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [110] Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the theme of UNEMPLOYED a PATT gameplay for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [111] Answer Proposal: YES, but not in the sense of untested!

• Is the topic SPIRITUAL a PATT gameplay to unfold the blossoming fantasy of the nature product human? [112, 45] Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the subject of languages a POOL playground for the unfolding of the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [113] Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the topic of spells a POOL playground for the realization of the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [114] Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the topic of technical progress a POOL playground for the realization of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [115] Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the subject of TELEPATHIE a PATT playground for the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [116, 46] Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the subject of UNKNANNTES a PATT playground to live the blossoming fantasy of nature's product human? [117, 47] Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the theme of theater a POOL playground to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [118] Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the topic of dreaming a POOL playground for the realization of the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [119] Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the topic of UNKNOWN INFLUENCES a PATT playground to live the thriving fantasy of nature's product man? [120, 52] Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the subject of UNKNOWN NATURE LAWS a PATT playground to live the blooming fantasy of nature's product man? [121, 53] Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the subject of VENUS, which was probably added as a new planet only 1500 before Christ, an oppressed POOL gameplay for the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the nature-product human? [122, 54] Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the topic of 'REPLACEMENT' a POOL-space for the blossoming fantasy of nature's product? [123] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the theme of dressing up and disguising a POOL gameplay to live the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [136] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the topic of charring (Verulken) a POOL playground to the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [137] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the subject of obscurations a POOL gameplay for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [138] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the subject of promises (with the preeminence of non-compliance) a POOL gameplay for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [139] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the subject of transformations (through sorcery) a POOL gameplay for the realization of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [140] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the subject of video games a POOL gameplay to unfold the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [141] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the topic VIELGÖTTEREI (Götter-Schar) a former PATT game meadow for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [142, 61] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the topic FOURTH DIMENSION (and higher dimensions) a PATT gameplay for the unfolding of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [143, 62] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the theme of visions a POOL playground to live the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [144] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the topic Vorgaukeln a POOL-Spielwiese to the unfolding of the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [145] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the subject TRUE a PATT playground to live the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [146, 63] Answer Proposal: YES, because neither can be proved nor disproved that fortune works!
▪ Is the theme of WALLFAHRTS-ORTE a PATT gameplay for the unfolding of the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [147, 64] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the subject of CHRISTMAS MAN a PATT fool's place to unfold the blossoming fantasy of nature's product human? [148, 65] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the theme of whitening (POOL) a POOL playground for the unfolding of the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [149] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the subject of jokes a POOL-bustling place to unfold the blossoming fantasy of the nature-product human? [150] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the theme of WUNDER a PATT playground to live the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [151, 66] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the theme of WONDER-HEILUNG a PATT game meadow for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [152, 67] Answer Proposal: YES, because neither reproducibly proven nor reproducible can be proven whether there is a reliable miracle cure!
▪ Is the theme of desire thinking a POOL gameplay to unfold the blossoming fantasy of nature's product human? [153] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the subject of dream dreams a POOL gameplay to live the pronounced imagination of the natural product human? [154] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the subject of magic (without transformations) a POOL gameplay for the realization of the blossoming fantasy of the natural product human? [155] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the theme character trick movies a POOL gameplay to live the blossoming fantasy of nature's human product? [156] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the theme TIME TRAVELING a PATT gameplay to unfold the blossoming fantasy of nature's product human? [157, 68] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the subject of ceremonies a POOL playground for the survival of the blossoming fantasy of the nature product human? [158] Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Is the topic FUTURE PRESENTATION a PATT-playground to the survival of the blossoming fantasy of the nature-product human? [159, 69] Answer Proposal: YES, because neither can be proved nor disproved, whether the future predictions will be true!
▪ Do not people in particular want to let their PATT playgrounds be taken away? Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Are many of the existing mental playgrounds at the same time also stop-givers?
▪ Are mental playgrounds topics with which people are particularly fond of (mentally)?
▪ Did the nature-product human beings create themes that stimulate his imagination?
▪ Did the natural product of man stumble more or less randomly on subjects that are particularly suited to stimulating and / or forcing his or her imagination? Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Are there topics in which the nature-product human being particularly mentally fiddles?
▪ Does the nature-product have human themes that stimulate his imagination?
• Are mental playgrounds at the same time themes which particularly stimulate and / or particularly challenge the imagination of the natural product of man?
• Are there, or do, exist for the natural product human subjects, which stimulate his imagination particularly intensively?
• Are there physical playgrounds for children and mental playgrounds for adults?
• Do children like to have physical strolling places and do adults like to go for fun?
• Are strolling places generally popular places to stay, whether physical or mental?
• Are there particularly popular strolling places for people?
• Are playfields / playgrounds necessary to survive the human imagination?
• Are playgrounds for the development of human imagination necessary for survival?
• Do particularly intelligent people need particularly urgent playgrounds to unfold their imagination?
• Was the natural product human being dependent more on the playground of God than nowadays, because there were formerly fewer places to play the imagination?
• Do the Christian places, which belong to God, have the names of the different religions, such as Christianity, Hinduism, Islam or Judaism?
• Are there enough playgrounds to unfold the distinctive imagination of the natural product of man, so that gods and religions could also be dispensed with?
• Were there a lot more space for the smaller number of fairgrounds to unfold the pronounced imagination of the natural product of man, because people at that time knew much less, as today?
• Is stupid assembly line work one of the few exceptions that is NOT suited as a playground to the life of the animated fantasy of nature’s human product?
• Are spiritual places of the human being dearest child? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the all-earth nature usually quite normal?
• When is it normal in all-earth nature and when?
• Is Nature captivating us?
• Is nature sometimes crooked?
• Is it possible to defraud nature?
• Can nature be defiled?
• Is there the miracle of nature?
• Cannot there have been a big bang because there are Dark Convex Objects (DCOs)? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
• Is nature mostly understated?
• Is nature always in practice?
• Is nature innocent?
• Is nature self-sufficient?
• Is nature independent?
• Does nature consider it serious?
• Is nature a serious matter?
• Does nature cool?
• Is nature a product of God and man a natural product?
• Does nature encourage indignation?
• Is nature motivated?
• Is nature sometimes overmotivated?
• Is nature always willing?
• Is nature sometimes unwilling?
• Is nature eager?
• Is nature natural?
• Is nature sometimes unjust?
• Is nature uncompromising?
• Is nature always on course?
• Does nature keep the trail iron?
• Can people approach nature?
• Should people of nature prefer not to approach?
• What happens when people approach nature?
• Does nature have an intimate area? If so:
• Is the intimate area vulnerable to nature?
• Does God, man and nature use the common language of influences?
• Has nature come to the table?
• Should nature be turned upside down?
• Should nature be taken into the prayer?
• Is nature sensitive?
• Is nature a sensitive one?
• Is the language of nature the influence variety?
• Are the vocabulary of nature-language the influence-types?
• Would nature want to have joy in its whims?
• Would nature want to have fun with her whims?
• Would nature like to convey us?
• Can of course be fun?
• Does not nature sometimes get a real pleasure?
• Is the nature fesch?
• Is nature sometimes strange?
• Is healing always a miracle of nature?
• Do cells divide because there are unknown influences that contribute to cell division? Or:
• Do cells divide because there is God who provides for cell division?
• Is cell division caused by unknown influences? Or:
• Is cell division triggered by God?
• Is gene manipulation an intervention in the creation of God?
• Is nature sometimes mocked? Or:
• Is nature fesch?
• Is nature sometimes strange?
• Is nature sometimes strange?
• Is nature always calm?
• Is there a quark particle of further infinitely many and infinitely small particles?
• Is anything really perfect in all-earth nature? If so:
• What, for example, is really perfect in all-earth nature?
• Is there anything completely free from pollution in all-earth nature?
• Is anything completely pure / clean in the all-earth nature?
• Is there anything in the all-earth nature that cannot be improved? If so:
• What, for example, cannot be improved in the all-earth nature?
• Is nature sometimes omitted?
• Is the natural product human being a normal animal with an applied cerebrum?
• Is nature a self-runner?
• Did the all-earth nature need no initial ignition because it was always a self-runner?
• Is this really indescribable with nature?
• Has man created the dark energy out of necessity?
• Has human inflation led to an expansion from the hardship?
• Cannot nature be taken lightly?
• Is nature joking about nature?
• Is nature the creator of aggressiveness?
• Does the natural product of man embrace the notion that many things may have arose, but will never pass?
• Is nature sometimes spinning the bow?
• Is there a mental scope for nature’s abilities?
• Does nature have a built-in random generator?
• Is the natural product of man a phenomenon because firstly he likes to think of something, then secondly to like to believe firmly in the thought?
• Does the natural product of the animal differ from the animal through its blossoming imagination?
• Can the blossoming fantasy of nature’s product human become a problem?
• Do the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) produce the fuel for the stars? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is Nature naturally conciliatory?
• Will nature be rocking humanity?
• Can the people of nature rock?
• Will humanity already rock nature?
• Can people scramble nature?
• Is nature always balanced?
• Is something stupid for nature?
• Does nature never reach the neck full enough?
• Is nature a Nimmersatt, which never gets enough offspring?
• Is there a mixture of natural resources?
• Has nature ever been lost?
• Is every human being a collection of giant molecules?
• Does nature sometimes rotate?
• Is the cosmic microwave background radiation caused by the red shift? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the cosmic red shift result from energy loss?
• Is energy loss caused by micro-collisions?
• Does the cosmic microwave background radiation result from the energy loss?
• Is nature getting flocks sometimes?
• Is there a definition problem for nature?
• Is everything going on and on in nature? Or:
• Does everything always go in orderly order in nature?
• Does nature sometimes have wild fantasies, which, for example, they transform into species diversity?
• Does nature never draw short?
• Can nature outdo what?
• Who is the skin of nature when she is not good or good?
• Is nature a taboo zone?
• Does nature have a taboo zone?
• Is nature always good for a surprise?
• Is not nature to be seen?
• Is nature sometimes breeding?
• Is not nature too successful?
• Cannot nature get out of breath?
• Is nature sometimes a problem with the success?
• Is nature sometimes a problem?
• Does nature sometimes cause problems?
• Is nature sometimes in a hurry?
• Is nature sometimes hectic?
• Is nature ambitious?
• Does nature sometimes suffer?
• Is nature sometimes unruly?
• Is there something unpleasant for nature?
• Does nature sometimes feel sorry?
• Is nature under control?
• Has nature always been under control?
• Does nature sometimes do something out of despair?
• Does nature have everything under control?
• Does mankind only know what nature has researched?
• Is nature sometimes concerned with the head and collar?
• Does all-earth nature disappear with mankind? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Can nature be neglected?
• Is there a galaxy propagation theory (GFT)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a theory of galaxy generations (GGT)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a galaxy junior theory (GJT)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a theory of galaxies (GNT)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a galaxy reproduction theory (GRT)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it a galaxy-propagation theory, Is there a galaxy-generation theory, Is there a galaxy-junior-theory and is there a galaxy-reproduction theory around one and the same theory? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is nature never shameful?
• Does nature have to keep up with its powers?
• Is the natural balm for the soul?
• Does the nature have finger-tip feeling?
• ARE THERE MORE ELEMENTARY PARTICLES OR MORE INFLUENCES?
• Does nature leave nothing to burn?
• Does nature have its own life?
• Is the nature arbitrariness?
• Is nature arbitrariness?
• Is nature sometimes really snappy?
• Can nature be tested? If so:
  • Should nature be tested? If so:
  • Is nature tested? If so:
  • Who is testing nature? Or:
• Is nature self-testing?
• Is nature generally cheerful?
• Is nature really nice?
• Does nature seek salvation in God?
• Does nature also have to go through hell when it gets into a black hole?
• Does nature have an existence right?
• Does nature dance to the whistle of anything?
• Would nature like to have fun? If so:
• Does nature, for example, enjoy pleasure, of course?
• Is nature totalitarian?
• Is it meaningful to distinguish between local and general existences, with the general existences being those that occur everywhere in the universe?
• Are the general existences about space, time, mass, energy, natural laws, known influences and God in the sense of a higher power (= unknown influences)?
• Is there a reason why the seven general existences of space, time, mass, energy, nature laws, known influences and God must have emerged in the sense of a higher power (= unknown influences)?
• Has the universe never been created in its entirety because it will never pass?
• Can nature be influenced?
• Can nature be influenced?
• Is nature contentious?
• Does nature have inner values?
• Is nature worthless? Or:
• Is nature valuable?
• Is nature natureless?
• Is nature sometimes bocky?
• Is nature more prudent? Or:
• Is nature more draufgängerisch?
• Is nature generally good? Or:
• Is nature usually naughty?
• Is nature getting a mess?
• Does nature sometimes get a rappel?
• Does nature sometimes get out of the way?
• Does nature penetrate people’s private sphere?
• Can one of nature take the wind out of the sails?
• Can nature get under the wheels?
• Can someone fall into the nature?
• Can nature sell well?
• Can nature get lost?
• Is the energy that the radiation loses by collision with cross-radiation to the cosmic microwave background radiation? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the nature characteristic?
• Can nature dance on your nose?
• Is nature a hot iron?
• Can people burn their fingers on nature?
• Can nature combine?
• Does nature have a combination gift?
• Does nature sometimes have to pull the tear line?
• Is nature sometimes pulling the tear line?
• Are the omnipotences that exist in the universe, the light-year-large dark convex objects (DCOs)?
• Is nature natural?
• Is nature sometimes frozen?
• Is nature sometimes dispersed?
• Is nature as loving as possible?
• Is nature sometimes overloaded?
• Is nature sometimes not fully utilized?
• How does nature manage to make ends meet?
• Would nature like to be cheated?
• Is nature also a salvation-bearer?
• Is nature sometimes pushing away?
• Is nature also terrifying?
• Negates the natural people?
• Is nature sometimes intimidating nature?
• Is nature living through human beings?
• Is the cosmic fuel cycle a general existence?
• Is the cosmic fuel circuit an existence existing in space?
• Can nature disappear in the sinking?
• When is nature away from the window?
• Is nature sometimes uncomfortable?
• Will nature pamper us?
• Is nature tireless?
• Does nature impose restrictions on freedom of nature?
• Is the nature overlapping allowed?
• Is nature wonderful?
• Does the natural product human beings need the opposite poles, real - pseudo?
• Does the natural product human beings need the opposing poles, explored - unexplored?
• Does the natural product of man have the opposite poles, proved - disputed?
• Does the natural product human beings need the opposite poles, facts - allegations?
• If the nature-product man needs the opposite poles, clarified - puzzling or unexplained?
• Does the natural product of man need the opposing poles, secure world - unsecured world?
• Does the natural product of man need the opposing poles, terrestrial-earthly?
• Does the nature-product man need the counter-poles, the world-the world-the-world?
• Does the natural product of man need the opposite poles, sobriety-fantasy?
• Does the natural product of man need the opposing poles, real - surreal?
• Does the nature-product man need the opposing poles, the real world-the world of the world?
• Does the natural product of man need the opposing poles, facts-presumptions?
• Does the natural product of man need the opposing poles, verifiable world - not verifiable world?
• Does the natural product human beings need the opposite poles, the awakening world - dream world?
• Does the natural product of man need the opposing poles, real world-educated world?
• Does the natural product of man need the opposing poles, scientifically - unscientific?
• Does the researched world have the disadvantage that it leaves no play spaces for the imagination?
• Do people like to dive into the unexplored world, because there are still game rooms for their imagination?
• Is nature first needed to explore before deciding what to do next?
• Should nature first weigh up before deciding how to proceed?
• Does Nature do everything in sequence? Or:
• Is nature all parallel?
• Is nature also disgusting?
• Does nature have a sense of responsibility?
• Is the supposed heaven-kingdom (paradise) for a life after death to nature?
• Is the supposed life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) part of nature?
• Do Angels belong to nature?
• Does the devil belong to nature?
• Is nature, in the meantime, responsible for the plagues, while God was responsible for it very soon?
• Is nature the yellow of the egg?
• Does nature have only good sides?
• Can nature overreact?
• Is nature foreshadowing?
• Do human-desire concepts have a nature?
• Does natural people describe how they have to live?
• Is nature double-pole?
• Is nature counter-polar?
• Does nature play a role? If so:
• What is the role of nature in practice, for example?
• Does nature sometimes feel neglected?
• What is the purpose of sticking to nature?
• Will Nature soon sink into insignificance?
• Why is it useful to continue hanging on nature?
• Is nature sometimes disturbing something?
• Is nature sometimes disturbed by something?
• Is nature disturbing?
• Is nature sometimes in the way?
• Does Nature sometimes disturb?
• Is nature sometimes a troublemaker?
• Does nature come only with God over the rounds?
• Is nature really devilish?
• Does nature need to be accountable to anyone?
• Does God allow nature? If so:
• Why does God allow nature?
• Is nature self-sufficient?
• Is the meaning of life also in researching and developing?
• Is a cult driven around nature?
• Is the sun still turning around the earth?
• Is something sometimes unusual in nature?
• Is nature no rehabilitation case?
• Is the Energy Conservation Sentence a partial omnipotent nature law?
• Is nature free from contradictions? Or:
• Is nature full of contradictions?
• Does nature react to influences?
• Is nature in need of protection?
• Is nature stale? Or:
• Is nature as never before?
• Is nature a moral apostle?
• Is nature clearly noticeable?
• Is nature predominantly impulsive? Or:
• Is nature predominantly driven?
• Does nature like to be important?
• Is nature a pioneer? Or:
• Is nature modest?
• Is nature shitty?
• Is nature indispensable?
• Is Nature's freedom oppression?
• Is the abuse of nature power?
• Is nature going unpredictably? Or:
• Is nature ingenious?
• Is Nature going forward? Or:
• Is nature proceeding deliberately?
• Is nature thoughtless? Or:
• Is nature thought deliberately?
• Is nature sometimes interested in nature?
• Is nature a slit-ear?
• Is nature a perennial burner?
• Is nature a permanent theme?
• Why is there nature?
• Is there nature because there is a need for it?
• Is nature a discontinued model?
• Is nature the responsible for the uncontrollable?
• Is nature responsible for the uncontrollable?
• Are the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) the true creators in the universe?
• Is nature the non plus ultra of effectiveness?
• Is nature a duckmouse?
• Brilliant nature with imaginative wealth?
• Is nature pure and perhaps even flashy?
• Cannot nature drive the cart?
• Is nature still clean, still clear and still very dense?
• Is nature softened?
• Is even nature sometimes a dirty business?
• Is nature never embarrassed?
• Is nature fixed? Or:
• Is nature unbiased?
• Is nature natureful?
• Is nature free? Or:
• Is nature bound to God?
• Does nature free? Or:
• Does nature unfree?
• Does nature have a white waistcoat?
• Is masses converted into energy on a large scale in the stars (also in the galaxies)?
• Is a large amount of ENERGY converted to mass in the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs)?
• Does nature only do its duty?
• Can energy alone NOT exist?
• Can energy only exist together with mass?
• Cannot mass exist alone?
• Can mass exist only along with energy?
• Cannot influences alone exist?
• Can influences only exist together with mass AND energy?
• Can nature walk with your feet?
• Is nature sometimes trampled?
• What happens frequently when nature is trampled with feet?
• Is nature a good figure?
• Is nature sometimes a soul comforter?
• Does nature have to prove itself?
• Is nature standing on shaky legs?
• Is nature sometimes spoiled?
• Do nature sometimes extinguish?
• Is nature free?
• Does nature have future fears?
• Should nature not rather exaggerate? Answer Proposal: YES, because exaggerations are rarely good!
• Is money existence a natural law? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does nature have a charisma?
• Is the Big Bang theory the modern variant of Biblical creation history? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO Space Expansion.) Answer Proposal: Could Be Seen This Way!
• Is nature limited to use as a pedestrian?
• Is nature a pit without a floor? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is not the radiation density in the giant vacuums in space (VOIDS) much lower than a light-year from our sun? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the nearly equal or equal radiation density almost everywhere in the universe a good basis for the assertion that the cosmic microwave background radiation has been created by the collision and run-time red shift and still continues to develop? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the world pervaded by nature?
• Can the nature arouse?
• Does nature end up short or long?
• Does nature have a completely different quality?
• Cannot nature escape its destiny?
• Does nature influence nature?
• Can Nature Panic?
• Does the enormous empty space of the universe radiate almost as much radiation per cubic meter per second as only one light-year from the sun? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does almost as much cosmic microwave background radiation per cubic meter and per second as in the light-space of the universe, as only one light-year away from the sun? Answer Proposal: YES!
• In the universe, except in the immediate vicinity of stars, is it almost as much radiation per cubic meter and per second, and does the radiation of the cosmic microwave background radiate uniformly through the radiation crosses?
  • Can nature go under the carpet?
  • Can nature beat the strings? Or:
  • Is nature usually well-dosed?
  • Does nature sometimes suffer from grandeur?
  • Is there already an insult to nature when questions about nature are asked?
  • Do we ultimately owe our existence to a Dark Convex Object (DCO)?
  • Are there heretical questions about nature?
  • Can the nature of people be confused?
  • Would nature leave a gap when it no longer existed? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is nature sometimes quite a roller coaster with people?
  • Can nature go against the wall?
  • Was the Earth’s atmosphere nearly two to three times more dense than the present before the nearby earth advance of Venus, which took place around 1500 BC? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
  • Is nature sometimes getting in the way?
  • Does nature want to turn the wheel back?
  • Is the Hubble constant not constant because the radiation passes through regions with different gravitational density on its long path?
  • Did the rotating galaxy dark plates, with their curved gravitational field, obtain their rotational energy from the minimum heavy gravity level present in the universe?
  • Is nature starting sometimes without ending it?
  • Is nature sometimes selfish?
  • Does nature have a reputation? If so:
    • What is the reputation of nature?
    • Is nature better than her reputation? Or:
    • Is nature worse than her reputation? Or:
    • Does nature exactly correspond to its reputation? Or:
    • Does not nature have a significant reputation?
  • Can nature act and act as she wants?
  • Does Nature work with cunning?
  • Is nature cunning?
  • Is nature even sometimes obscure?
  • Is nature also true of the flaw in detail?
  • Should everyone see only the positive in nature?
  • Remove Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) during their evolution the universe not only energy and mass, but also gravity?
  • Are the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) the true creators of the galaxies?
  • Was the Earth created by condensing in a super-Nova cloud? Answer Proposal: Very likely YES!
  • When the moon was separated from the earth while the condensed earth was decelerated in one of the four gas planes, the thinly fluid earth was separated into the present earth and the moon, as well as a large water drop falling down into the atmosphere into two parts Is separated?
  • Does nature have a need for validity?
  • Is nature always decent?
  • Can the natural people be spellbound?
  • Is nature always believable?
  • Can nature sometimes be aggressive?
  • Is the universe very unevenly filled with mass, but very uniformly with radiation of different frequencies or wavelengths?
  • When do people free themselves from their staple drive?
  • Does everything always go round in nature? Or:
  • Does not everything always go round in nature?
  • Do the practicing doctors do everything they need?
  • Will people make the Amazon dry out?
  • Is nature sometimes a quiver?
  • Is nature by nature very positive?
  • Is nature for everyone?
  • Does nothing go without nature?
• Is nature sometimes infamous?
• Is nature appreciable? If so:
• Should the nature be evaluated?
• Is nature untouchable? Or:
  • Has the nature of people been declared inviolable?
  • Can protons be added to neutrons? If so:
  • Where could protons be added to neutrons?
  • Could protons be added to neutrons in the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs)?
• Is nature sometimes childish? Or:
• Is nature always serious?
• Does nature still need to be taken seriously?
• Are there nature features?
• Applies to nature, does not humanity know exactly when it comes to details?
• Will nature decide about people?
• Is there no escape when a Dark Convex object (DCO) comes?
• Does the Nature Provide Discussion Igniting Substance? Or:
  • Has no one to discuss nature?
  • Does nature play as if it were the greatest?
  • Does nature need NOT to justify itself?
  • Can nature enjoy EVERYTHING?
• Does Nature do EVERYTHING?
• Is nature sometimes loaded?
• How is nature sustainable?
• Is nature sometimes struggling with influences?
• Is nature sometimes under the belt line?
• Does the fourth dimension use the same physics as the first to third dimension?
• Can nature be unmasked?
• Does nature allow you to jump around? Or:
  • Cannot nature enjoy anything?
  • Is nature NOT an art world?
• Is nature still important when there are no more people? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to understand a successful combination of the galaxy junior theory and the dark convex objects (DCOs)?
• Is nature remarkable? Or:
  • Is nature so self-evident that it is not even worth a margin note?
  • Does nature have at least one sore point? If so:
  • Should the finger be placed deep in the sore point of nature?
• Is nature vulnerable? Or:
  • Is nature as inviolable as God?
  • Is nature washed with all waters?
  • Is nature on the test?
• Does nature change through the whims of the influences?
• Are natural laws a whim of nature? Or:
  • Are natural laws a whim of God?
• Is nature more moody than God?
• Will God Nature?
• Is nature sometimes seemingly absurd or disagreeable?
• Hike the two beam halves of beam-spiral galaxies slowly from the inside out? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the Hubble constant an average value with a spread width or a tolerance band? Answer Proposal: YES!
• How large is the scattering width of the individual measurements by the mean value of the Hubble constant?
• Can the scattering width be explained by the mean value of the Hubble constant alone at relative velocities between us and the measurement objects?
• Is the universe and, in particular, the huge empty spaces in the universe are not completely uniformly filled with radiation? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the individually determined Hubble constant deviate from its mean value when the radiation crosses above-average or below-average much other radiation on its long path to us?
• Was God building blocks, what became of nature?
• Are boundaries bound for nature?
• Does nature sometimes feel not taken seriously?
• Is nature working out?
• Is nature acceptable?
• Is nature accepted?
• Is nature respectable?
• Is to respect nature?
• Is nature primitive?
• Is nature to be left alone?
• Does one get a thick neck because of nature?
• Is nature always sweet? Or:
• Is nature sometimes pissed?
• Is nature sometimes sweet poison?
• Is nature sometimes awe-inspiring?
• Is nature sometimes frightening?
• What could be done so that nature can pass the desire to be natural?
• What could be done to increase the desire to be even more natural in nature?
• Is nature a model?
• Can nature inspire and thrill?
• Do Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) have to absorb as much energy during their growth and maturity phase as they later release as a galaxy? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is everything good in nature? Or:
• Is not everything always good in nature? Alternative:
• Is everything bad in nature? Or:
• Is not everything in nature always bad?
• Is nature angry when she is not taken seriously?
• Is not it funny when someone makes fun of nature?
• Has nature rented the only truth for itself? Or:
• Does nature know of no single truth?
• Does the natural person provide a permanent occupation?
• Does nature have a fine feeling?
• Did (and still are) (especially) spiral galaxies from EXTERNALS to INNES, as Big Bang Matter clashed? Or: (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
• Arise (and still arise), especially spiral galaxies from INN to EXTERNAL, by galaxy dark plates emptying and emptying via their central opening? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) and galaxy dark plates look quite similar? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are stars forming in turbulent boundary areas that form when Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) enter dark cloud complexes? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there core questions about nature? If so:
• What are the core questions about nature?
• Can magically attract nature?
• Is nature sometimes a pleasure-gain?
• Can nature sometimes not decide? Or:
• Is God always directing nature?
• Does nature have an Achilles heel / weakness?
• Should nature be taken seriously?
• Will nature be taken seriously?
• Is nature sometimes mistaken?
• How much of what nature does on the earth and in the universe, is made by God?
• How much per cent of what nature does on the Earth and in the universe, is made by influences?
• How is Lesser, such as one percent of what nature does on the Earth and in the Universe, made by God and thus MORE like 99 percent of influences? Or:
• Will MORE be made by God like a percent of what nature does on the earth and in the universe, and thus LESS what is 99 percent of influences? Or:
• What is the percentage of God’s participation in the infinitely many processes?
• What is the percentage of the influence on the almost infinite number of events?
• Is the percentage of God’s participation in the infinitely many processes, LESS, such as ten percent, and thus the influence of MORE as 90%? Or:
• Is the percentage of God’s participation in the infinitely many processes, MORE, for example, ten percent, and thus the influence of LESS, like 90%?
• Is the radiation in the universe distributed approximately as evenly as the cosmic microwave background radiation? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the fuse sometimes burning in nature?
• Are Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) the navel of the world and no one has noticed it so far?
• Does nature interfere with the internal affairs of human beings?
• Does nature claim to be the measure of all things?
• Is nature the measure of all things?
• Does God supervise the cosmic process, in which the whole range of chemical elements is created in the stars from hydrogen and helium?
• Does God oversee the cosmic REVOLUTION PROCESS, where hydrogen and helium are generated again in the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) from the entire range of chemical elements?
• Is nature a breeding master?
• Can God take nature into deficiency?
• Is it desirable to be natural?
• Inspired nature?
• Are people naturally oriented to look for anything?
• Are the dark cloud complexes in the Milky Way band and in other spiral galaxies made up of a matter form that is neither on the Earth nor in the Solar System? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the cause of the apparently accelerated expansion of the universe not the dark energy, but are the radiation collisions everywhere in the universe the true cause? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are unknown influences and unknown forms of matter UNLOCATED to look up and worship? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God supervise the cosmic process, in which the whole range of chemical elements is created in the stars from hydrogen and helium?
• Does God oversee the cosmic REVOLUTION PROCESS, where hydrogen and helium are generated again in the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) from the entire range of chemical elements?
• Is nature a breeding master?
• Can God take nature into deficiency?
• Is it desirable to be natural?
• Inspired nature?
• Are people naturally oriented to look for anything?
• Are the dark cloud complexes in the Milky Way band and in other spiral galaxies made up of a matter form that is neither on the Earth nor in the Solar System? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the cause of the apparently accelerated expansion of the universe not the dark energy, but are the radiation collisions everywhere in the universe the true cause? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are unknown influences and unknown forms of matter UNLOCATED to look up and worship? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does every person need to stop?
• What are the lifters for the natural product of man?
• Is the natural product of man often fixed on a single authority, or fixed on two rulers, or upon three rulers, or even on more than three rulers, where a sovereign may be God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are people crazy about nature and naturalness?
• Does not the dark matter in star formation and formation of galaxies be disregarded in the current Big Bang world view? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.) Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do Dark Matter and Black Holes in the Common Big Bang World have NO important function? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.) Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is a world image needed in which dark matter and black holes have an IMPORTANT function? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could black holes only arise because they previously released tremendous amounts of energy in the form of gamma bursts?
• Is natural nature by nature?
• Do people hang on to ALL of what they have created, so also on thought-buildings, like the different God-Prophets-Religious-Thought-Buildings?
• Are there nature supporters?
• Is nature a possible critique point?
• Is there only so much dark matter in space to make it lumpy? Answer Proposal: Probably NO!
• What will become of nature when a large meteorite impact cannot wait for a whole year or longer to wait for a large part of the nuclear power plants and the above-ground nuclear waste storage facilities to be monitored, monitored and supplied by people?
• Is nature dependent on God's blessing?
• Is nature blunt?
• Can nature get into something?
• Do Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) have a reflective surface? Answer Proposal: Very likely YES, because only in this way is their poor recognizability explainable!
• Is nature sometimes incorrectly polarized?
• Does the apparent accelerated expansion of the universe require two crutches, on the one hand the inflationary expansion and the second the dark energy? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.) Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can nature sometimes become a problem? If so:
• Is nature sometimes a problem?
• Was nature first made by nature?
• When will the last tree be cut?
• Where does the deuterium, and in particular the unstable tritium, which first burns young stars?
• Is nature naive?
• When is it recognized that the Big Bang theory is a mistake?
• Does Nature have advocates?
• Are there mammalian cuticles in some mammals?
• Do animals have a madwoman’s madness?
• Is the Yellowstone National Park a ticking bomb?
• Is it more energy-efficient in black holes and the developing dark convex objects (DCOs) than in a super-Novae?
Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Is the development sequence, Super Nova, Black Hole, Dark Convex Object (DCO), galaxy? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Is God the counter-pole to the science of nature?
• Would not nature want to be put to the test? And:
• Would not nature want to be questioned?
• Do people enjoy nature?
• Is nature governed by God?
• Are Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) invisible when they are between galaxies? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) visible only when they are attached to galaxies? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is nature admirable?
• Is nature to be respected? Or:
• Is nature to despise?
• Is nature to be observed? Or:
• Is nature the best to ignore?
• Is nature sometimes a curse?
• Is nature sometimes a blessing?
• Are the only true laws of God the most likely to be the laws of nature? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it proven that the laws of nature come from God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Device of nature sometimes something out of control?
• Do people sometimes let nature get out of control?
• Is nature resistant to change? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) have a one-way isolation that only radiates radiation, but not out? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does Nature create a choking charm?
• Is nature a crushing agent?
• Is nature sometimes just a chunk of chunks?
• Is there a natural failure?
• Is nature always irreverent?
• Is nature often a challenge?
• Is nature often challenging?
• Is nature sometimes an impertinence?
• Are the chemical elements almost the ashes of former stars? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can iron also get into stars by crushing earth-like planets in stars? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were people already around 9,000 years ago very imaginative and did they use this wealth of ideas even at that time already for a group of gods and possibly also for religions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the existence of nature a bottomless impudence?
• Can protons be complemented to neutrons, because that is the reversal process to neutron decay? Answer Proposal: YES, but only under conditions that are not feasible on Earth!
• Does nature react to anything allergic?
• Is the meaning of life life?
• Are you conspicuous in the universe Dark Convex Objects (DCOs)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• What is the meaning of the universe or the universe?
• Is the issue of galaxy formation silenced for more than 20 years? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to explain the formation of galaxies with the help of galaxy dark plates? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are dark dark convex objects (DCOs) generated? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are galaxy dark plates flattened dark convex objects (DCOs)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the flattening of galaxy dark plates caused by rotation? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the universe finite or infinite?
• Are most people not responsible for cosmology?
• Do stars appear or shine as bright as stars?
• Will one day find out that the Big Bang was the stupidest invention of humans?
• Is nature defenseless?
• Was the atmospheric pressure up to 1500 BC approximately twice as high as today? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Did the atmospheric pressure drop about 1500 BC, because Venus was then close to the earth? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Has the natural substance?
• Hack some people on the nature rum?
• Should nature not exceed its limits?
• Should nature not exceed its competences?
• Is nature responsible for EVERYTHING? Or:
• Are there things for which nature is NOT responsible?
• Can nature bite into something?
• Is nature disciplined?
• Is nature sometimes too colorful?
• Can the nature hold on the short line?
• How does an infinitely large three-dimensional universe fit into a four-dimensional universe?
• Is nature leading the way?
• Can people avoid nature?
• Do not some people find any questions about nature at all funny?
• Do not all people find some questions about nature at all funny?
• Is the dark energy of God?
• Is nature sometimes forgetful?
• Does nature sometimes get into the headlines?
• Are Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) in the universe cloaking? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) only recognizable when they create dark complex clouds for star formation? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is nature natural by nature?
• Must nature be able to let off steam?
• Is the visit of extraterrestrials therefore unlikely, because then there would have to be electrical scrap and electronic scrap from this time? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the visit of extraterrestrials, therefore, unlikely, because they would have taught the people of that time about electricity? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Would nature like to have some fun? Answer Proposal: Sometimes it appears so!
• Are there electricity in living beings? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the dignity of nature untouchable?
• Is gravity a propagation speed?
• Is nature manageable? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does nature have a self-determined existence? Or:
• Does nature have an influence-determined existence?
• Is there no one inside the internal affairs of nature, except perhaps God and man?
• Is nature delicate and difficult?
• Is nature delicate and tricky? Or:
• Is nature simply knitted?
• Can nature go into the head?
• Can natural persons lead to slippery ice?
• Is nature sometimes impossible?
• Are there nature imitators? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does nature have a concept / tactics? Or:
• Is nature natureless?
• Is nature sometimes trying to harass people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should time counting begin with the birth of the earth?
• Should time counting begin with the birth of the galaxy?
• Cannot the time counting start with the Big Bang because there was not this? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there anything that people do not imitate?
• Does the nature have fawns?
• Were strong people able to fly with artificial wings, because the atmospheric pressure was twice or three times as high as today at about 1500 BC? Answer Proposal: It suggests a lot!
• Has nature crossed its zenith? Or:
• Is nature always the same? Answer Proposal: Basics concerning YES!
• Is nature always straightforward? Answer Proposal: NO!
**Is the cosmic microwave background radiation a heat radiation? Answer Proposal: YES!**

**Is heat radiation also caused by mass friction? Answer Proposal: YES!**

**Contains electromagnetic radiation mass? Answer Proposal: YES!**

**Is the mass rubbing in a crushing electromagnetic radiation? Answer Proposal: YES!**

**Is heat radiation generated when the mass rubs in a crushing electromagnetic radiation? Answer Proposal: YES!**

**Could it be that the heat radiation generated by mass friction of interfering electromagnetic radiation is the cosmic microwave background radiation? Answer Proposal: YES!**

**Is there a frictional heat at the radiation junction? Answer Proposal: YES!**

**Does the cosmic microwave background radiation arise in the enormous empty spaces of the universe, because these empty spaces are not empty, but filled with intersecting radiation? Answer Proposal: YES, because at the radiation crossings friction heat and therefore heat radiation is generated!**

**Is nature easy to handle? Or:**

**Is nature doing some things hard?**

**Is nature essential for people to survive? Answer Proposal: YES!**

**What is necessary for nature to survive?**

**Does nature work smoothly? Or:**

**Is it natural in nature?**

**Do people need food / food for their imagination? Answer Proposal: YES!**

**Do people have to deal with their imagination? Answer Proposal: YES!**

**Must the imagination be occupied by people? Answer Proposal: YES!**

**Is the air sometimes out in nature?**

**Are parts of nature always on guard? Or:**

**Does nobody need to take care of nature?**

**Who comes first to nature completely?**

**Who first succeeds in fully illuminating nature?**

**Is nature sometimes losing the thread? Or:**

**Is nature always there?**

**How does nature work?**

**Do we look for the clarification of the last nature puzzles light at the end of the tunnel? Answer Proposal: NO!**

**Can biological nature be eradicated? Answer Proposal: Theoretically YES!**

**Can the physical nature (eg stars) in the universe be eradicated? Answer Proposal: NO!**

**Does nature sometimes produce a pleasant and sometimes an unpleasant feeling of the stomach?**

**Does people sometimes nature feel abdominal pain? Answer Proposal: YES!**

**Does Nature sometimes do something for us? Answer Proposal: YES!**

**Can nature go to the top? Answer Proposal: YES!**

**Are the relatively small wings of extinct flight dinosaurs and dragon lizards an indication that the air pressure was significantly higher than a few thousand years ago today? Answer Proposal: YES!**

**Could it be calculated how high the air pressure must have been around so that Flight Saurians could fly if Wing Wings and Saurians Weight are included in the calculation? Answer Proposal: YES!**

**Does nature sometimes get one on the lid?**

**Does nature sometimes get a roof?**

**Is the nature snow of yesterday? Answer Proposal: NO!**

**Is nature a genius inventor?**

**Is the nature patchwork?**

**Is naturalness often in demand? Answer Proposal: YES!**

**Will not an infinite universe alone lose energy to the environment because only an infinite universe has NO environment? Answer Proposal: YES!**

**Can anything be degenerate in nature? Answer Proposal: YES!**

**Is there a rebirth of the universe?**

**Can you talk about nature without emotion and in a matter-of-fact way? Answer Proposal: Tendency YES!**

**Does nature also commit capital crimes?**

**Should not everyone see the theme of nature?**

**Is NOTHING absolute, if the Einstein statement, ALL is relative, right?**

**Is God the only thing that is absolute?**

**Is God the only one that is not relative?**

**Does nature have responsibility? Answer Proposal: YES!**

**Does nature bear responsibility? If this is NOT the case, see the next question. Answer Proposal: Problematic!**

**Is nature nature because it has no responsibility?**

**Is nature the only true thing?**
• Is nature in itself stupid?
• Is nature a random product?
• Would nature be satisfied with God if she could evaluate God?
• Are people satisfied with nature?
• Does nature feel well when she is left alone by people?
• Do Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) feel comfortable because they have not yet been discovered by humans?
• Does nature lack anything?
• Does nature have something that has nothing else and no one else?
• Is nature invulnerable? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately not!
• Has Nature partially abandoned her mind on planet earth? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is nature conceived by God? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does it pay for nature to be there?
• Is it natural for nature to exist?
• Does it pay for nature to exist?
• Does nature sometimes have a mock?
• Does nature only want the best for people? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Cannot nature always be tamed? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is nature still partially obscure? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is nature the last thing mankind can use? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God especially merciful to all protons, because he gives every proton an eternal existence?
• Is there a reversal of neutron completion for neutron decay? Answer Proposal: YES, in Dark Convex Objects (DCOs)!
• Is the reverse process for neutron decay the neutron completion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there neutron neutrality in which neutrons become protons and electrons, the reverse process of neutron COMPLETION, in which neutrons become neutrons again from protons and electrons? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is nature necessary? Answer Proposal: For the survival of mankind YES!
• Is nature only a mental concept? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there sometimes no herb growing against nature? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do not the atoms still remain from the planet earth? Answer Proposal: YES, because in a Dark Convex object (DCO), all atom cores are split, leaving only one nucleon porridge!
• Will humanity perish on a plutonium poisoning?
• Does nature have hooks and eyelets?
• Is the radiation density in the giant galaxy-free spaces as high as in the galaxy-rich areas? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do the same galaxies and cubic meters of space as in the galaxy-rich areas cross in the giant galaxy-free spaces? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does red shift occur at radiation intersections? Answer Proposal: This would be clarified by an attempt, probably YES!
• Is it almost impossible to find out whether red-shifting occurs at radiation intersections? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the same radiation as the cosmic microwave background radiation generated by radiation crossings? Answer Proposal: This would be clarified by an attempt, probably YES!
• Is it possible in the area of the possibility to find out by means of an attempt, whether cosmic microwave background radiation arises at radiation crossings? Answer Proposal: YES, two very strong laser beam pulses that cross each other + a close very sensitive sensor for cosmic microwave background radiation!
• Does both the cosmic red shift and the cosmic microwave background radiation occur as a kind of waste product in radiation crossings or radiation collisions? Answer Proposal: Very likely YES!
• Are natural laws unbeatable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the all-earth nature fact? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is nature well thought out? Answer Proposal: No results found!
• Is nature exemplary? Answer Proposal: Often, but not always!
• Are we inside a Super Nova cloud, which is only a few thousand years old? Answer Proposal: Proof YES!
• Could it be that Venus was condensing in the Super-Nova cloud within which we are demonstrable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could it be that the condensed Venus was captured by one of the four gas planets and thus became part of our solar system only about 3500 years ago? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Where does the nitrogen of the moon come from with nitrogen lakes?
• Is the nitrogen of the moon with nitrogen lakes NOT from its formation phase, but the nitrogen was added subsequently? Or:
• Is the nitrogen of the moon with nitrogen lakes from its formation phase and did not he subsequently add? Answer Proposal: Very likely YES!
• Are there nature-dominated cultural circles?
• Is nature provocative? Answer Proposal: Sometimes already!
• Does nature sometimes have to leave feathers?
• Is nature the most unimportant of the world? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Cannot only believers but all people switch from mind to feeling? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is nature and influences under a blanket?
• Do nature and influences belong together? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does nature commit atrocities? Answer Proposal: Sometimes already!
• What is at the top of the agenda for nature? Answer Proposal: Nature to stay!
• Can natural persons deceive?
• Can the natural man deceive?
• Are there growing black holes? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is Dark Convex objects (DCOs) around black black holes? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Is everything really relative in nature? Or:
• Is there much in nature?
• Do people build thought models? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is nature a gift of heaven?
• Is nature always sitting at the back of the neck?
• Is Nature Optimized? Answer Proposal: Mostly YES!
• Can natural laws be optimized? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
• Should it be investigated whether natural laws can be optimized? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is physics optimized? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
• Can nature be viewed scientifically? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Has nature ever done violence? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is nature just sometimes exciting?
• Is nature sometimes exciting?
• Is not nature sometimes squeamish?
• Does nature also have to swallow many a toad?
• Is Nature working at his own leisure?
• Does nature work in pleasure?
• Can only one cycle model of the universe be correct? Answer Proposal: Very likely YES!
• For an imaginary sphere with a diameter of several hundred million light-years the radiation incidence over its spherical surface per square light-year independent of the sphere size is always about the same height so that the radiation density within the sphere also always is about the same magnitude, which then leads to the same incidence of cosmic microwave background radiation over the radiation crossings, regardless of the sphere size? Answer Proposal: Very likely YES!
• Are all one-way models of the universe wrong? Answer Proposal: Very likely YES!
• Can only a small part of the mass be converted to energy? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is nature sometimes messed up? Answer Proposal: YES!
• How did the universe originate? Answer Proposal: Not at all, the universe has always existed and it is continually being partially renewed by the cosmic inversion process, in which the Dark Convex objects (DCOs) are decisively involved!
• How do spiral galaxies arise? Answer Proposal: As a mature and flattened Dark Convex object (DCO), also called dark plate, empties over its central opening!
• How are stars created? Answer Proposal: Stars arise in turbulent boundaries, which arise when Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) enter dark-cloud complexes!
• How are gas planets created? Answer Proposal: gas planes are created by passing two stars very close together, in a phase in which the newly created stars are still crowded in turbulent border areas!
• How are fixed planets created? Answer Proposal: Fixed Earth-type planets condense out of super-nova clouds and are then captured by gas planets or stars!
• How was our moons? Answer Proposal: Our moon was separated from the earth when it was braked in a gas planet (for example, Jupiter)!
• How did the moons of the gas planets arise? Answer Proposal: Fixed moons of type Erd-ball condense out of super-Nova-clouds and are then captured by gas planets or stars!
• Are the current ideas about the formation of the universe, the galaxies, stars, planets and moons still deepest in the Middle Ages? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Did the Earth Moon collide about 400 million years ago with a strange little planet or a very large meteorite? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
Why is the Earth Moon on the back much more crater, as on the front? Answer Proposal: Because he collided with a small planet about 400 million years ago!

- Did the marshes of the Earth Moon originate about 400 million years ago when it collided with a strange little planet or a very large meteorite? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
- Did the distance between the Earth and the Moon increase approximately 400 million years ago by a collision of the Earth Moon with a small planet? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
- Did the distance between the Earth and the Moon grow significantly around 400 million years ago, making the tides much weaker and for the first time permanent land? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
- Is physics superior to chemistry? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is nature sometimes going to the mind? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is nature always piqui? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Is nature sometimes sensitive? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is nature sometimes reckless? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is nature sometimes helpless? Answer Proposal: It seems so!
- Does nature sometimes reach its limits? Answer Proposal: It seems so!
- Is nature in much to blame?
  - Should scientists finally look closely to see if elementary particles have been numbered by God? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Could it be that with the most careful observation every elementary particle of a type deviates slightly from the other elementary particles of the same type?
- Could it be that no elementary particle exactly resembles another?
- If the actual creation story is limited to a career, starting with a supernova, a resulting black hole, a resulting Dark Convex Object (DCO), a resulting spiral galaxy, and stars and planets created in the galaxy, Of which is a star our sun and a planet our earth? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
- Why is not the world confessed to what God is confessed, that is, eternal existence (also related to the past)?
- Do body-cell researchers walk in the footsteps of God?
- Has nature ever been abandoned by God?
- Does nature quench when it cannot develop enough?
- What is important for nature? And:
  - What is unimportant to nature?
  - What is most important to nature? And:
    - What is unimportant for nature?
  - Is there an unexpected problem for nature? Or:
    - Is there an unexpected problem for nature?
    - What is the biggest problem for nature? And:
      - What is the least problem for nature?
    - Is nature a puzzle? Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Must nature be kept in order? Or:
    - Is Nature keeping herself in order? Answer Proposal: YES!
    - Is it more likely that whatever is never happening according to today's perception has never been, or is it more likely that everything which, according to today's perception, never goes by, has a long time ago emerged out of nothing or from something unknown?
    - Is there not only light, but also shadows in nature? Answer Proposal: YES!
    - Are people greedy for nature? Answer Proposal: YES!
    - Are people curious about nature? Answer Proposal: YES!
    - Is the cosmic microwave background radiation the energy released by radiation collisions? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
    - Is the radiation density in the universe everywhere the same, excluding the inner galactic areas? Answer Proposal: YES!
    - Does it remain the same when the star distance is doubled and four stars are lit? Answer Proposal: YES!
    - Is it equal if the galaxy distance is doubled and four galaxies light up? Answer Proposal: YES!
    - Is astronomers able to understand and do not understand a successful combination of Dark Convex Objects (DCOs)?
      - Cosmologists believe in the Big Bang until they fall? Answer Proposal: Revealed from reverence!
      - Is God wondering about nature, because this does not work in humans as he has imagined? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
      - Is excitement the most important NEGATIVE feature of humans? Answer Proposal: YES!
      - Did almost all wars result from excitement? Answer Proposal: YES!
      - Are almost all disputes caused by excitement? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are almost all disputes caused by excitement? Answer Proposal: YES!
• On the one hand, is the visible and invisible matter very unevenly distributed in the Universe, and is the
  radiation in ALL WAVE AREAS distributed very evenly in the Universe, if the inner galactic regions are
  disregarded? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does both the cosmic red shift as well as the cosmic micro-wave background radiation as a consequence of the
  URKNALLS so far, and is actually both the cosmic redshift and the cosmic micro-wave background radiation a
  succession of RADIATION CROSSINGS? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is nature a hopeless case? Answer Proposal: Sometimes quite!
• Does the forest cover 12 to 15 million hectares a year? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can nature go hunting in the Bockshorn? Answer Proposal: Sometimes quite!
• Is radiation subject to minimal energy loss when it crosses with other radiation because tiny mass particles
  collide within the radiation? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Is the cosmic microwave background radiation generated mainly during the collision of gamma bursts? Answer
  Proposal: Possibly YES, because the gamma bursts are particularly energetic!
• Is nature still airy? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Is nature aware of influences? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Have not the people secretly deciphered the secret language of nature? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are stable elementary particles trying to make the most of their eternal existence? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do atoms try to make the best of elementary particles? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do molecules try to make the best of atoms? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is nature trying to make the best of molecules? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Why should previous people have been more error-free and infallible, just as today's people, although earlier
  people had less knowledge than today?
• Were previous people MUST THINK MORE, because they had LITTLE KNOWLEDGE? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it equal in the universe or the same darkness when the inner galactic regions are excluded? Answer Proposal:
  YES!
• Should nature not let itself go, and do much good for mankind, even though men do little good for nature
  because there have been too many? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is nature a complex thing? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a tolerance on the subject of "nature"? Or:
  • Is there any tolerance on the subject of "nature"? ↓↓↓ - NEW - ↓↓↓
  < Do trees not only convert carbon dioxide into oxygen, but also filter out dust from the air and contribute to air
    humidification? Answer Proposal: YES!
  < Does nature also sometimes have to admit small? Answer Proposal: YES!
  < Should nature sometimes yield? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there often a stalemate between proponents and opponents of something, because nature is built
  symmetrically? Answer Proposal: Could be!
• Can thoughts pictures be offended? Answer Proposal: In the case of Allah / God anyway YES!
• Is nature sometimes uncomfortable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is mankind of the globe nature already long over the head, because of the overpopulation? Answer Proposal:
  YES!
• Does God have a relationship with nature? Answer Proposal: This is underlined, although it is not proved!
• Will protons be re-added to neutrons, instead of decomposing? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are the huge empty spaces in the universe (Voids) very evenly filled with gamma bursts? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are the huge empty spaces in the Universe (Voids) very uniformly filled with radiation of all wave-length
  ranges? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are radiation intersections especially in the radiation-filled giant vacuums of the Universe (Voids) the common
  cause for the cosmic red shift and the cosmic microwave background radiation, rather than the Big Bang? Answer
  Proposal: YES!
• Does anybody claim that the space will pass away or disappear? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does anyone say that the time will pass or disappear? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does anybody claim that the mass will pass away or disappear? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does anybody claim that the entire energy will disappear or disappear? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does anyone claim that the laws of nature will pass away or disappear again? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does anybody claim that the known influence species will disappear or disappear? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does anybody claim that the still unknown influence species will disappear or disappear? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do all claim that the space has never been created? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do all claim that the time has never come? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do all claim that the mass has never been created? Answer Proposal: NO!
Do all claim that the energy has never been created? Answer Proposal: NO!
Do all claim that the Nature Laws have never been created? Answer Proposal: NO!
Do all claim that the known influence species have never been created? Answer Proposal: NO!
Do all claim that the still unknown influence species have never been created? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is it, for reasons of symmetry, obvious that the space has never been created because it will never pass away? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it, for reasons of symmetry, obvious that time has never come about because it will never pass away? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it, for reasons of symmetry, obvious that the mass has never been created because it will never pass away? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it, for reasons of symmetry, obvious that the energy has never been created because it will never pass away? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it, for reasons of symmetry, obvious that the laws of nature have never come about because they will never pass away? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it, for reasons of symmetry, obvious that the known modes of influence have never arisen, because they will never pass away? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it, for reasons of symmetry, obvious that the still unknown species of influence have never arisen because they will never pass away? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there so many religions because nature loves diversity? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does nature claim to be infallible? Answer Proposal: Difficult to assess!
Does the nature use trick 17 with self-extravagance? Answer Proposal: Sometimes it happens to someone like that!
Is nature out of habit so playful? Answer Proposal: Difficult to judge!
Would a higher air pressure lead to a more balanced climate? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is nature sometimes hanging like a log on the leg? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can natural people blow the march? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should nature always keep your ears stiff, even if it does not rain for a long time? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do people NEED to think about nature? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do people love fantasy worlds? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do people like to think about things that could exist and then build up these fantasy worlds? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is the mail going in nature? Answer Proposal: Not always!
Is nature a matter of law? Answer Proposal: First of all it should be clarified, whether nature has a will!
Can nature be discredited? Answer Proposal: hard!
Is nature an innocent lamb? Answer Proposal: Not always always!
Did all people think at times when religions were founded that the creation consists of about 50% of earth and about 50% of heaven? Answer Proposal: Very likely YES!
Did Creation appear at a time when religions were founded, still comprehensively comprehensible, compared with the present? Answer Proposal: YES!
Why did God create creation in such a way that it consists almost exclusively of hell (in the extended sense)? Answer Proposal: One of many puzzles, perhaps because he could not do better or because there is no creator at all!
Can God be more and more difficult to reconcile with science? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are we children of God or children of the apes? Answer Proposal: According to gene kinship, our ancestors are the monkeys!
Why is the evolution theory still theory and not already evolutionary TEACHING? Answer Proposal: Perhaps out of consideration for religions!
What, on the other hand, does the universe have infinitely great? Answer Proposal: Should come from others!
What, on the other hand, is the fact that the universe is infinitely old? Answer Proposal: Should come from others!
Does an infinite universe have the advantage that neither mass nor energy can be lost? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does an infinite universe have the advantage that there are no riddles about what was before and what made the universe? Answer Proposal: YES!
Would an infinitely great God be needed for a finite universe? Answer Proposal: Unanswerable!
Why is God able to pull everything out of his nose when it comes to deciphering nature’s secrets, pulling everything out of his nose, the painstaking scientific research? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
Cannot nature be annoyed by NOTHING? Answer Proposal: It would be nice!
Is all-earth nature a reflection of God, if it were? Answer Proposal: still unresolved!
< Does all-earth nature have the same character and characteristics as God, if it existed? Answer Proposal: still unresolved!
< Is nature sneaky? Answer Proposal: Partially quite!
< Is nature supposed to do so when it is destroyed by human beings? Answer Proposal: Some obviously see it this way!
< Is human logic error-free? Answer Proposal: No way!
< Are all unverifiable statements scientifically meaningless? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are scientifically meaningful statements valueless? Answer Proposal: YES!
< In contrast to mass, does radiation have NO inclination to clutter, and is it evenly distributed in space, in contrast to mass? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can the subject of NATURE and SCIENCE cover all things in words? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Does enough energy dissipate any mass accumulation? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does everything change with time, with the exception of the famous seven things, space, time, mass, energy, nature laws, influences and infinity? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is faith higher than science? Answer Proposal: For strict believers apparently YES!
< Does nature reflect God again? Answer Proposal: Actually unknown, but some see it so!
< Do people have to listen to the natural product WIND properly to learn everything about God? Answer Proposal: Try it anyway!
< Does the infinity never pass away and has it never been created? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is the infinity of space immortal for all men? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Did the infinite space arise sometime? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Is God just the same size as the Big Bang? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Cannot, or will not, science resign themselves to the fact that there was no Big Bang? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can human beings master a spatially and temporally infinite universe? Answer Proposal: Not Really!
< Does nature know what is right? Answer Proposal: Not always!
< Will nature impress? Answer Proposal: Sometimes it looks like it!
< Would not nature be analyzed? Answer Proposal: So far nothing is known for this!
< How can the mercy of God be reconciled with the observation of nature, eating and being eaten? Answer Proposal: Not at all!
< Is there nature's complaint, because of the many NATURE QUESTIONS? Answer Proposal: Not yet!
< Does nature soon face the COLLAR, because of too many NATURE QUESTIONS? Answer Proposal: Nature is patient with questions!
< Is nature in any way ending with funny? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Is nature sometimes taking time out? Answer Proposal: To a certain extent YES!
< Does single-celled the temporal? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Is there violence in nature? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is there an infinity competition between the infinite God and the infinite universe? Answer Proposal: YES, if God were there!
< Can anything or anyone create something infinite? Answer Proposal: NO!
< In science, is it only to believe what is verifiable, and does religion go to believe what is not verifiable? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is science made up of experiments, tests and trials which always lead to the same result under the same conditions? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are the giant vacuums in space the primary source of cosmic microwave background radiation because they are uniformly filled with intersecting radiation? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Existed 1,000 years ago the world picture only from the mother earth with a bit what Drumherum? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is there a few tiny little paradise corners in the infinitely great Devil's Hell, the universe, that allows people to survive without technical aids? Answer Proposal: Hopefully YES!
< Is there ONLY a planet on which per capita galaxy can survive without any technical aids? Answer Proposal: Could be that there are no more planets!
< Does the genetic makeup of mice and humans agree to about 99%? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do people during their development in the mother's body have temporary fish fins? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are the Cosmic Redshift and the Microwave Background Radiation the true cause of the cosmic redshift and the existence of radiation crosses? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are black holes indestructible? Answer Proposal: NO, because they develop into Dark Convex Objects (DCOs)!
< Are Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) indestructible? Answer Proposal: NO, because they are developing into galaxies!
< Are galaxies indestructible? Answer Proposal: NO, because they burn off and the remains are accumulated by growing Dark Convex objects (DCOs) collected and recycled!
< Is infinity indestructible? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is nature a desirable goal to remain nature? Answer Proposal: We do not know!
< Is nature responsible for itself? Answer Proposal: Apparently, because a God influence could not be proven so far!
< Does nature want to make an impression or leave behind? Answer Proposal: Sometimes it seems so!
< Is God the only law of nature that is not exactly definable? Answer Proposal: YES, but only if there is God!
< Applies to the all-earth nature, always and everywhere? Answer Proposal: YES, even in space vacuum, because there is radiation everywhere!
< Did Mars and Venus collide with each other about 850 BC? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Did not just planet worlds collide, but now also values worlds collide? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Would the earth be littered with as many craters as Mercury and the Moon, if there were no erosion on Earth? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is there no place for God in the cosmos, even if the cosmos is infinite? Answer Proposal: YES, because it regulates itself!
< Does Nature do what she wants? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is nature controlling itself? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God control nature? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Does anyone assert that explicable events in nature are controlled by God? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Is there only humans and animals because there are plants? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Could humans and animals also live without plants? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Are people destroying their own living space? Answer Proposal: You’re on it!
< Has nature so far existed? Answer Proposal: Not always!
< Is something in nature sometimes? Answer Proposal: Sure!
< Was the exact description of natural laws possible only with a fully developed mathematics? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do all people know the difference between a chemical and a mathematical formula? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Should all people know the difference between a chemical and a mathematical formula? Answer Proposal: YES!

@ Influence Questions
- Are there any influences at all? ◊ If this is most likely:
  - Earn influences a separate questions chapter? ◊ If so, the following questions are ready to be answered:
  - Does the symbol ◊ mean that influences affect the partial omnipotent nature laws (God)? Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Were Influence Questions BEHIND Nature Questions, because Influences are the Most Important in Nature? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Were Influence Questions Arranged BEFORE God’s Questions, because natural influences are the greatest competitor for God’s influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Is the word "influence" a collective term with a broad spectrum of uses? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Does the word "influence" or "influences" have the widest application spectrum of all collective terms? ◊ Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
- Are there any influences on all size scales? ◊ If this is the case:
  - Are there elementary particle-internal influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Is there any influence between elementary particles? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Are there internal nuclear influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Is there any influence between atom nuclei? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Are there atom-internal influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Is there any electron-internal influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Are there inter-atomic influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Are there influences within the molecule? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Are there intermolecular influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Are there internal influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Is there any influence between objects? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Are there dust-grain internal influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Is there any influence between the dust grains? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Are there stone-internal influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Is there any influence between the stones? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there internal rock influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there any rock influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there internal continent influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there intercontinental influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there ocean-internal influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there any influence between the oceans? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there any air-layer internal influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there any influence between the air layers? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there planetary influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there lunar internal influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there any influence between earth and moon? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there interplanetary influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there star-internal influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there interstellar influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there galaxy-internal influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there intergalactic influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there galaxy heap internal influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there galaxy heap influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there cell-internal influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there intercellular influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there influences within the flora? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there plant internal influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there any plant influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there forest-internal influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there any influence between forests? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there internal influences in the field? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there any influence between the fields? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there fauna-internal influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any living organisms? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there any influence between the living beings? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there human-internal influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there interpersonal influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there racial influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there inter-racial influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there internal influences of the people? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there any influence between the peoples? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there internal influences of humanity? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there any influence between mankind and extraterrestrials? ◊ Answer Proposal: Not yet!
• Are there any influence-transfer types? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Is there Influence Transfer Type 01: Mass Displacements? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is There Influence Transfer Type 02: Energy Displacements? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is there the Influence Transfer Type 03: Mass 1 comes completely to mass 2? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is there the Influence Transfer Type 04: Mass 1 picks up completely a mass 2? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is there the Influence Transfer Type 05: Mass 1 sends by itself a part mass to mass 2? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is there the Influence Transfer Type 06: Mass 1 is a partial mass of mass 2? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is there Influence Transfer Type 07: Liquid Line (pipe or trench, for example, conducts water)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is there Influence Transfer Type 08: Gas Line (pipe conducts gas)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is there Influence Transfer Type 09: Heat conduction (mass conducts heat)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is there Influence Transfer Type 10: Power Line (ground or copper conducts electrical current)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is there the Influence Transfer Type 11: Light-line (mass or glass respectively directs light)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is there the Influence Transfer Type 12: Mass 1 sends waves to ground 2? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is there Influence Transfer Type 13: Energy Binding in Molecules / Atomic Cores? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is there the Influence Transfer Mode 14: Energy Release from Molecules / Nuclear Nuclei? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is there the Influence Transfer Type 15: Mass 1 leaves Mass 2? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• What are the physical influence transfer modes? ◊ And:
- How are physical influences transferred? ◊
- Will influences be transferred by giving masses something? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transferred by the way a person leaves a path? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transferred by masses absorbing something? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Will influences be transferred by massing a part of their mass? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transferred by taking mass extraneous masses? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transferred by sending masses of energy? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transferred by absorbing mass energy? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transmitted by mass weights? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transferred by mass movements? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transmitted by mass accelerations? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transmitted by mass velocities (for example, projectiles)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transmitted by mass deceleration? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences influenced by mass pressure? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences influenced by mass impacts? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transferred by mass pressing? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transferred by mass exertions? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transmitted by mass rebounds? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transmitted by mass contacts (for example, clutches, switches)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transferred by mass flows? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transmitted by mass beams (for example, water beam)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences influenced by mass flows? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Will influences be transferred by mass adhesion (for example paint, contamination)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transferred by mass caking? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transferred by mass-solid baking? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transmitted by mass vibrations? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Will influences be transmitted by mass vibrations (for example, vocal chords)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences influenced by mass encapsulations (for example, atmosphere, cocoon)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transferred by mass wraps (for example, clothing)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transferred by bulk coatings (eg wire insulation)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transferred by mass enclosures (for example, cages)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transmitted by mass settlements? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transferred by mass deposits (for example, sediments)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transferred by mass stratifications? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transferred by mass attachments? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transferred by mass covers? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences influenced by mass coverings (for example, clouds)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transferred by mass coatings? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transmitted by mass penetration? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transmitted by mass impacts? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transferred by mass mixing? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences influenced by mass segregation (for example sieves)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences due to solid-material distribution transferred to solids (powder in powder)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences due to solid-material distribution transferred into liquids (granules in water, suspensions)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences influenced by solid-material distribution in gases (dust clouds, sublimation)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences influenced by liquid distribution in solids (for example, humidification of the soil)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences influenced by fluid distribution in liquids (for example, ink dripping in water)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences influenced by liquid distribution in gases (eg air humidification)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences influenced by gas distribution in solids (for example, in porous matter)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences influenced by gas distribution in liquids (for example CO2 in water)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences influenced by gas distribution in gases (gas mixtures)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences transmitted by waves? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences influenced by lifting waves (on water surfaces and rope waves)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are influences by mass-energy output transferred in the form of lifting waves? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences transmitted by mass-energy images in the form of lifting waves? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences transmitted by pressure waves (in gases, liquids and solids)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences transmitted by mass-energy release in the form of pressure waves? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences influenced by mass-energy absorption in the form of pressure waves? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences transmitted by sound waves (for example in air or in water)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences transmitted by mass-energy release in the form of sound? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences influenced by mass-energy absorption in the form of sound? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences influenced by electromagnetic radiation? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences transmitted by mass-energy emission in the form of radiation? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences transmitted by mass-energy absorption in the form of radiation? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences influenced by sound waves (for example in air or in water)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences transmitted by pressure waves (in gases, liquids and solids)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences influenced by sound waves (in gases, liquids and solids)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences transmitted by electromagnetic radiation? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences transmitted by mass-energy release in the form of sound? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences influenced by mass-energy absorption in the form of sound? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences transmitted by light waves? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences transmitted by X-ray waves? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences transmitted by X-ray waves? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences transmitted by mass-energy release in the form of X-ray waves? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences transmitted by mass-energy absorption in the form of X-ray waves? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did God create an influence independent of him? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Has God created the possibility of influencing without intervening? ◊
• Has God created the possibility of influence without interfering with himself? ◊
• Are there INFLUENCES? ◊ Or significant:
• Are there any implications? ◊ If this is the case:
• Is there anything in the all-earth nature, in which influence plays NO role? ◊
• Are influences completely conceivable? ◊
• Are influences the most common in all-earth nature? ◊
• Are influences the most universal in all-earth nature? ◊
• Are influences the most important thing in all-earth nature? ◊
• Can influences be influenced? ◊ If this is the case:
• What influences can be influenced? ◊
• From whom can influences be influenced? ◊
• Are influences influenced by God? ◊
• Are there influences of God? ◊ If this is the case:
• When are there influences of God? ◊
• How do God’s influences manifest themselves? ◊
• Where are God’s influences? ◊
• Are there any influenceable natural laws of God? ◊
• Are there unrestricted natural laws of God? ◊
• Is it obvious that it is also possible to influence God? ◊
• What types of influence are there? ◊
• Are there space influences? ◊ [1]
• Are there any influences on space diversity? ◊ [1]
• Are there influences by space diversity? ◊ [1]
• Is there time influences? ◊ [2]
• Are there influences on the time diversity? ◊ [2]
• Are there influences by the time-diversity? ◊ [2]
• Are there existences influences? ◊ [3]
• Are there any influences on the variety of existences? ◊ [3]
• Are there influences from diversity of existence? ◊ [3]
• Are there any binding influences? ◊ [4]
• Are there any influences on the binding diversity? ◊ [4]
• Are there any influences due to the binding diversity? ◊ [4]
• Are there any energy influences? ◊ [5]
• Are there any influences on energy diversity? ◊ [5]
• Are there influences from energy diversity? ◊ [5]
• Are there any electrical influences? ◊ [6]
• Are there any influences on electrical diversity? ◊ [6]
• Are there influences from the electrical variety? ◊ [6]
• Are there nature-law influences? ◊ [7]
• Are there influences on nature-law diversity? ◊ [7]
• Are there influences by nature-law diversity? ◊ [7]
• Are there any change influences? ◊ [8]
• Are there any influences on the change variety? ◊ [8]
• Are there influences caused by the variety of changes? ◊ [8]
• Are there influences influences? ◊ [9]
• Are there influences on influence diversity? ◊ [9]
• Are there influences by the influence variety? ◊ [9]
• Are there conversational influences? ◊
• Are there any self-talk influences? ◊
• Are there influences of thought? ◊
• Are there thoughts of thought? ◊
• Are there preacher influences? ◊
• Are there speaker influences? ◊
• Are there lecture influences? ◊
• Are there school influences? ◊
• Are there educational influences? ◊
• Are there any action influences? ◊
• Are there any treatment influences? ◊
• Are there any advisory influences? ◊
• Are there brawl influences? ◊
• Are there extortion influences? ◊
• Are there religious influences? ◊
• Are there boss influences? ◊
• Are there superiors influences? ◊
• Are there sales influences? ◊
• Are there any advertising influences? ◊
• Are there any partner influences? ◊
• Are there group influences? ◊
• Are there family influences? ◊
• Is there a sense of influence? ◊
• Are there children's influences or exert children's influences? ◊
• Are there parent influences or are parents exercising their children's influences? ◊
• Are there heat influences? ◊
• Are there cold influences? ◊
• Are there speed influences? ◊
• Are there brightness effects? ◊
• Are there glare influences? ◊
• Are there letter influences? ◊
• Are there write influences? ◊
• Are there any news influences? ◊
• Are there any profit influences? ◊
• Are there any loss influences? ◊
• Are there any conspicuous influences? ◊
• Are there unobtrusive influences? ◊
• Is it just that of influences? ◊
• Is there an influence-thicket? ◊
• Is there an Influence Abundance? ◊
• Is there a variety of influence? ◊
• Are we subject to an influence-drum-fire? ◊
• Is there an influence-wust? ◊
• Is there an influence-sundance? ◊
• Are there influences that should be better eliminated? ◊
• Can influences be abolished? ◊
• Can influences be added? ◊ If this is the case:
  • From whom can influences be added? ◊
• Are there any impact enhancements? ◊ Or equivalently:
• Is there an influence increase? ◊
• Are there any influence decreases? ◊ Or equivalently:
• Is there an influence reduction? ◊
• Are there any influences that can be influenced? ◊
• Are there unavoidable influences? ◊
• Was there still sufficient influence on human beings if there were no interpersonal influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were there only natural influences on humans left, if there were no inter-human influences? ◊
• What is the difference between natural and inter-human influences? ◊
• Can one influence be replaced by another? ◊
• Can an influence be partly replaced by another influence? ◊
• Can an influence be completely replaced by another influence? ◊
• Are omnipotence and inability to interact directly? ◊
• Is 100% omnipotence 100% unaffected? ◊
• Does 50% omnipotence at the same time mean 50% influence and thus 50% influence? ◊
• Are influences from the environment partly omnipotent? ◊
• Are all types of influence wanted by God? ◊
• Are some types of influence perhaps not intended by God? ◊ If this is the case:
• What types of influence are perhaps not intended by God? ◊
• Is the omnipotence of God influenceable? ◊
• Is the omnipotence of God unaffected? ◊
• Does omnipotence, or a partial omnipotence, ever contain its uninfluence? ◊
• Can God be objectively influenced? ◊
• Can God be subjectively influenced? ◊
• Are there any accident influences? ◊
• Are there driving influences? ◊
• Are there any movement influences? ◊
• Are there impact impacts? ◊
• Are there any form influences? ◊
• Are there any deformation influences? ◊
• Are there rolling-off influences? ◊
• Are there role influences? ◊
• Are there any reflection influences? ◊
• Are there mirroring influences? ◊
• Are there computer influences? ◊
• Are there any artificial influences? ◊ Or significant:
• Are there any human influences? ◊
• Are there any human influences? ◊
• Are there weather influences? ◊
• Are there sun influences? ◊
• Are there moon influences? ◊
• Are there any precipitation influences? ◊
• Are there rain influences? ◊
• Are there any wet influences? ◊
• Are there water influences? ◊
• Is there any ice cold? ◊
• Are there any pollen influences? ◊
• Are there nutritional influences? ◊
• Are there any food influences? ◊
• Are there any food-media influences? ◊
• Are there spice influences? ◊
• Are there medication influences? ◊
• Are there grass influences? ◊
• Are there wind influences? ◊
• Are there hurricane influences? ◊
• Are there atmospheric influences? ◊
• Are there any hypnotic influences? ◊
• Are there acupuncture influences? ◊
• Are there blood flow influences? ◊
• Are there blood coagulation influences? ◊
• Are there blood compositional influences? ◊
• Are there any curative influences? ◊
• Are there any gift influences? ◊
• Are there any money influences? ◊
• Are there influences of imagination? ◊
• Are there gold influences? ◊
• Are there soil influences? ◊
• Is there mother-earth influences? ◊
• Are there bribery influences? ◊
• Are there stereotypes? ◊
• Are there bias influences? ◊
• Are there beliefs? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are there influences on faith? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are there influences by faith? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there prayer influences? ◊
• Are there singing influences? ◊
• Are there church-vocal influences? ◊
• Are there visual influences? ◊
• Are there hearing influences? ◊
• Are there senses-organ influences? ◊
• Are there odor influences? ◊
• Are there skin influences? ◊
• Are there any violent influences? ◊
• Are there violent influences? ◊
• Are there any violent influences? ◊
• Are there massive influences? ◊
• Are there huge influences? ◊
• Are there major influences? ◊
• Are there minor influences? ◊
• Are there small influences? ◊
• Are there any gravity influences? ◊
• Are there caps influences? ◊
• Are there clothing influences? ◊
• Is there influence-wealth? ◊
• Are there wealth influences? ◊
• Is there influence poverty? ◊
• Are there any friction influences? ◊
• Are there any connection influences? ◊
• Are there any areas of influence? ◊
• Are there jurisdictional influences? ◊
• Are there any influences on responsibilities? ◊
• Are there influences by responsibilities? ◊
• Is there influence assertion? ◊
• Are there turbulence influences? ◊
• Are there fog influences? ◊
• Are there major influences? ◊
• Are there any side influences? ◊
• Are there any significant influences? ◊
• Are there any insignificant influences? ◊
• Are there fog candle influences? ◊
• Are there clouds influences? ◊
• Are there weather change influences? ◊
• Does each change have at least one influence or multiple influences? ◊
• Are there Star Genesis Influences? ◊
• Are there Star Explosions influences? ◊
• Do seemingly dead things like stones influence their environment? ◊
• Are seemingly dead things like stones influenced by the environment? ◊
Are There Big Bang Theory Influences? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
Are there GNT influences?
Are there Galaxies-Young-Theory influences?
Are there DCO influences (influences caused by dark convex objects)?
Are there dark-convex-object influences (DCO influences)?
Are there DCO effects (effects caused by dark convex objects)?
Are there any water pressure influences?
Are there any steam pressure influences?
Are there whirlpool influences?
Are there combustion influences?
Are there violence-influences?
Are there violence-threatening influences?
Are there violence-exercise influences?
Is there violence-standby influences?
Is there violence violence?
Are there any influences that lead to collapse?
Are there scratches?
Are influences an important element of God's creation?
Are influences often identical with effects?
Is influences more general than effects?
Are influences the upper term for triggers, causes, consequences and effects?
Is the term "influence" closely related to the terms trigger, cause, consequence and effect?
Are changes mostly a result of influences?
Are influences mostly a result of changes?
Do not rarely influence changes?
Do influences often change?
Do influences always change out?
Do changes rarely change influences?
Do changes often change out?
Do changes always change influences?
Is there alternating Influence 1, Change 1, Influence 2, Change 2, Influence 3, Change 3, etc.?
Is there alternating influences 1, changes 1, influences 2, changes 2, influences 3, changes 3, etc.?
Are changes of influences accompanied?
Are there compressing influences?
Are there gas-compression influences?
Are there machine-machine influences?
Are there more influence types like nature laws?
Are there any erosion influences?
Embossing influences?
Are there any weather influences?
Are there any Facebook influences?
Are there any YouTube influences?
Are there Twitter influences?
Are there media influences?
Are there Newspaper Influences?
Are there newspaper articles influences?
Are there image influences?
Are there paintings influences?
Are there rainbow influences?
Are there radio influences?
Are there television influences?
• Are influences the will of God? ◊
• Are influences God’s will? ◊
• Is there anything that has no influence? ◊
• Is there anything that is unaffected? ◊
• Is there anything that cannot be influenced? ◊
• Is there anything that is not subject to influence? ◊
• Are influences a powerful tool? ◊
• Why should God not be subject to influence, if all else is influenced? ◊
• Does God exert only indirect influence? ◊
• Can God be influenced only indirectly? ◊
• Is God only indirectly influenceable? ◊
• Can God be influenced only by manipulations of soft natural laws? ◊
• Is God only influenced by influencing influences? ◊
• Is there self-control? ◊ If this is the case:
  • How is self-influencing? ◊
  • Is there any self-influence on auto-suggestion? ◊
  • Are there vehicle influences? ◊
  • Are there alcohol influences? ◊
  • Is the influence and power closely linked? ◊
  • Is the influence and effect closely linked? ◊
  • Are there instinct influences? ◊
  • Is there an influence drive? ◊ Or equivalently:
    • Is there any instinct to influence? ◊
  • Are there sleep-drive influences? ◊
  • Are there sexual impulses? ◊ Or split up:
    • Are there influences on the sexual impulse? ◊
    • Are there influences through the sex drive? ◊
  • Is there power-impulse influences? ◊
  • Are there influences on the power impulse? ◊
  • Are there influences through the power impulse? ◊
  • Do seemingly passive things always have an influence? ◊
  • Do even seemingly passive things lie about light-reflections influences on light? ◊
  • Do even seemingly passive things about their weight exert an influence on the subsoil? ◊
  • Do seemingly passively lying things about their heat influence the environment? ◊
  • Are even seemingly passive things influenced? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Are there any flow influences? ◊
  • Are there flow-resistance influences? ◊
  • Are there any educational influences? ◊
  • Would everyone like to influence? ◊
  • Does every person unconsciously influence, even if he does not want it? ◊
  • Are there any hurting influences? ◊
  • Is there any disease influences? ◊
  • Are there any influence possibilities? ◊
  • Are there several influence possibilities on the same thing or figure? ◊
  • Are there mutual influences? ◊
  • Are there volcanic influences? ◊
  • Are there any volcanic influences? ◊
  • Are there volcanic eruption influences? ◊
  • Are there any earthquake influences? ◊
  • Are there Meteor influences? ◊
  • Are there meteorite influences? ◊
  • Are there any comet influences? ◊
  • Is fate the sum of all influences? ◊
  • Is fate more like the sum of all influences? ◊
  • Are there any influence coincidences? ◊
  • Are there any random influences? ◊
  • Do the influences determine the future? ◊
  • Do the influences only determine the future? ◊
  • Do influences determine the future together with the natural laws? ◊
• Can influences mutually cancel each other? ◊ Or equivalently:
  • Can influences mutually neutralize each other? ◊
• Are there any signature influences? ◊
• Are there contract influences? ◊
• Are there beauty influences? ◊
• Are there ugliness influences? ◊
• Are there disgust influences? ◊
• Are there any unforeseen influences? ◊
• Do nature laws always require at least one influence? ◊
• Do nature laws describe the reaction behavior through influences? ◊
• Are natural laws only recognizable by influences? ◊
• Are laws of nature only brought to bear by influences? ◊
• Are Influence Diversity and Nature Laws God's Children? ◊
• Do Influence Diversity and Nature Laws Directly Collaborate? ◊
• Are influence-diversity and nature-laws dependent on one another? ◊
• Are there influence sizes? ◊
• Are there any influence parameters? ◊
• Does the People's Economy have many influence parameters? ◊
• Are there policy influences? ◊
• Are there any influences on politics? ◊
• Are there influences from politics? ◊
• Does God interfere in politics influences? ◊
• Are there any recognizable influences? ◊
• Are there any visible effects on their effects? ◊
• Are there any invisible influences on their effects? ◊
• Are there any unknown influences? ◊
• Are there hidden influences? ◊
• Are there hidden influences? ◊
• Is the influence recognizable? ◊
• Are there brainstorm influences? ◊
• Are there sound influences? ◊
• Are there any sound influences? ◊
• Are there any influences on sound? ◊
• Are there any influences from sound? ◊
• Does God interfere with sound influences? ◊
• Does God interfere with the sound? ◊
• Does God interfere with the sound? ◊
• Are there radiative influences? ◊
• Are influences the only degree of freedom that God has given to his creation? ◊
• Are there Sawing Effects? ◊
• Is there any chair-saw influences? ◊
• Are there glacier influences? ◊
• Are there glacier-shrinking influences? ◊
• Are there dam dams? ◊
• Are there dam reservoirs? ◊
• Are there dam reservoirs and shrinkage influences? ◊
• Are there evaporation influences? ◊
• Are there hail influences? ◊
• Are there desert influences? ◊
• Are there ocean influences? ◊
• Are there marine influences? ◊
• Are there land-economic influences? ◊
• Are there fertilizer influences? ◊
• Are there fertilizer-medium influences? ◊
• Are there any fertilizer influences? ◊
• Are there mono-cultural influences? ◊
• Are there insecticide influences? ◊
• Are there antibiotic influences? ◊
• Are there deforestation influences? ◊
• Are there any civilization influences?
• Is there rain screen influences?
• Is there sun screen influences?
• Are there magnetic field influences?
• Are there earth-twist influences?
• Are there drug addictions?
• Are there heat influences?
• Are there flooding influences?
• Are there tsunami influences?
• Are there mountain influences?
  • Could the slogan "cause and effect" also be "influence and event"?
• Are there only a few influences to the partial omnipotent laws of nature? Or:
  • Are all influences subject to the partial omnipotent laws of nature?
• Are influences influenced by nature laws?
• Do influence diversity and randomness closely interrelate?
• Is not a longer, reliable prediction of the future possible, because of the diversity of influence, not even for God?
• Are there irrigation influences?
• Are there tidal influences?
• Are there spring-flood influences?
• Are there frost influences?
• Are there chain influences?
• Are there contiguous influences?
• Are there any irradiation influences?
• Are there gene influences?
• Are there gene manipulation influences?
• Are there breeding manipulation influences?
• Are influences tolerated by God?
• Are influences tolerated by God?
• Does God allow an external determination for influences?
• Does God want an influence on influences?
• Is the existence of the influences of God wanted?
• Are influences outside the sphere of responsibility of God?
• Does God influence?
• Does God exert an individual influence?
• Does God have an indirect influence over natural laws?
• Do nature laws influence?
• Is there continent influences?
• Is there Continent Displacement Influences?
• Are there continental climate influences?
• Are there aging influences?
• Are there drought influences?
• Are there any dryness influences?
• Is there an influence-share of God over the partial omnipotent nature laws?
• Is there an influence-share without God-interference?
• Does God allow a far-reaching determination for influences?
• Are there caries influences?
• Are there tooth influences?
• Are there tooth-meat fading influences?
• Are there refugee influences?
• Are there influences on refugees?
• Are there influences from refugees?
• Are there refugee-current influences?
• Are there influences on refugee flows?
• Are there influences from refugee flows?
• Are there refugee home influences?
• Is there any influence sender?
• Is there influence recipient?
• Do you always need a sender and a receiver?
• Is there always a transfer from one existence to another? ◊
• What types of transmission are there? ◊
• Are there any sun-burn influences? ◊
• Has God created all the fundamental influences? ◊
• Has God defined all the fundamental influences? ◊
• Has God created the complete diversity of influence? ◊
• Has God defined the entire range of influence? ◊
• Has God expected all influences? ◊
• Has God thought of all influences? ◊
• Has God designed all influences? ◊
• Does God always blend into all influences? ◊
• Does God sometimes interfere with some influences? ◊
• Does God only interfere with the laws of nature? ◊
• Does God never interfere with influences? ◊
• Does God never interfere with influences? ◊
• Are there any influences of adhesion? ◊
• Are there influences of attachment? ◊
• Are there any binding forces? ◊
• Can influences have a natural as well as an artificial origin? ◊
• Are there charge influences? ◊
• Are there flashes? ◊
• Are there overheating influences? ◊
• Are there overload influences? ◊
• Are there freezing influences? ◊
• Are there any problem influences? ◊
• Are there any interference influences? ◊
• Are there government bond issue influences? ◊
• Are there any influences on government borrowing purchases? ◊
• Are there influences through government bond purchases? ◊
• Are there nuclear power plant influences? ◊ Or equivalently:
  • Are there nuclear power plant influences? ◊
• Are there any warming influences? ◊
• Are there cooling influences? ◊
• Is there any humanitarian influence? ◊ Or similar:
  • Are there influences that particularly concern humanity? ◊ If this is the case:
    • What are the influences of mankind? ◊
• Are there climate change influences? ◊
• Are there climate-warming influences? ◊
• Are the climate-warming influences particularly affecting humanity? ◊
• Are there current war influences? ◊
• Are the current war influences always affecting mankind? ◊
• Are there sports influences? ◊
• Are there foot-ball influences? ◊
• Are there golf ball influences? ◊
• Are there hand-ball influences? ◊
• Are there punch-ball influences? ◊
• Are there Olympic influences? ◊
• Is there any schedule influences? ◊
• Is the chain link "cause / effect" identical to "influence / change"? ◊
• Are there consumer influences? ◊
• Are there any influences on consumers? ◊
• Are there influences by consumers? ◊
• How are God influences and NOT-God influences differentiated? ◊
• Are there Furien influences? ◊
• Are there envy influences? ◊
• Are there homeless influences? ◊
• Are there bike influences? ◊
• Are there cyclist influences? ◊
• Are there dynamo influences? ◊
• Are there gear shifting influences? ◊
• Are there influences from the Streber? ◊
• Are there any competition influences? ◊
• Are there flag influences? ◊
• Are there space influences? ◊
• Is there any gravity-looseness influences? ◊
• Are there freezer chests? ◊
• Are there cooling cabinet influences? ◊
• Are there wash machine influences? ◊
• Are there dryer influences? ◊
• Are there leverage influences? ◊
• Are there locking lever influences? ◊
• Are there world war influences? ◊
• Are there bomb influences? ◊
• Are there atom-bomb influences? ◊
• Are there neutron bomb influences? ◊
• Are there explosives-bomb influences? ◊
• Are there hydrogen-bomb influences? ◊
• Are there quenching influences? ◊
• Are there (nuclear) nuclear-fusion influences? ◊
• Are there (nuclear) nuclear fission influences? ◊
• Are there any helper influences? ◊
• Are there allies? ◊
• Are there (auto) transmission influences? ◊
• Are there weather-changing influences? ◊
• Are there work sharing influences? ◊
• Are there specialization influences? ◊
• Are there garbage influences? ◊
• Are there influences of Müller? ◊
• Are there any waste influences? ◊
• Are there discounter influences? ◊
• Are there trade chain influences? ◊
• Are there monopoly influences? ◊
• Are there standardization influences? ◊
• Are there rules and regulations? ◊
• Are there traffic-media influences? ◊
• Are there government-German influences? ◊
• Are there specialist-language influences? ◊
• Are there building-material influences? ◊
• Are there brand influences? ◊
• Are there any sanctions? ◊
• Are there influences of democracy? ◊
• Are there capitalism influences? ◊
• Are there dictatorship influences? ◊
• Are there communism influences? ◊
• Are there totality influences? ◊
• Are there Emperor influences? ◊
• Are there chancellor influences? ◊
• Are there dictator influences? ◊
• Is there time-pressure influences? ◊
• Are there time-credit influences? ◊
• Is there time-holding influences? ◊
• Is there time-deficiency influences? ◊
• Are there times of emergency? ◊
• Are there time-abundant influences? ◊
• Are there boredom influences? ◊
• Are there pensioner influences? ◊
• Can everything be attributed to influences and changes? ◊
• Are there arable-area-decrease influences? ◊
• Is there forest area decline influences? ◊
• Are there Desert Area Increase Influences? ◊
• Are there water-deficiency influences? ◊
• Is there any food-medium-deficiency influences? ◊
• Are there miss-crop influences? ◊
• Are there harvest-failure influences? ◊
• Are there hunger influences? ◊
• Are there thirst influences? ◊
• Is the influence the only hobby of man? ◊
• Is there anything in humans that has no influence? ◊
• Are there shrinkage influences? ◊
• Are there growth influences? ◊
• Are there population growth influences? ◊
• Are there clarification plant influences? ◊
• Are there wind turbine influences? ◊
• Are there mill influences? ◊
• Are there environmental protection influences? ◊
• Are there locks? ◊
• Are there river influences? ◊
• Are there river locks? ◊
• Are there key influences? ◊
• Are there terrorist influences? ◊
• Are there terrorist influences? ◊
• Are there terror attacks? ◊
• Are there Stroke Influences? ◊
• Are there car bomb influences? ◊
• Are there terror alarm influences? ◊
• Are there explosive belt influences? ◊
• Are there any planning influences? ◊
• Are there hearth influences? ◊
• Are there cooking influences? ◊
• Are there any vermin influences? ◊
• Are there grasshopper influences? ◊
• Are there grasshopper swarm influences? ◊
• Are there plague influences? ◊
• Are there herd influences? ◊
• Are there swarm influences? ◊
• Are there any pest effects? ◊
• Are there Amts influences? ◊
• Are there bureaucratic influences? ◊
• Are there any administrative influences? ◊
• Are there real-world (ultimately) mass-possessing "only" influences and changes? ◊
• Are there (massless) art-worlds ultimately "only" from influences and changes? ◊
• Are there any induction influences? ◊
• Are there foreign-word influences? ◊
• Are there Latin influences? ◊
• In what influences does God interfere? ◊
• Does God interfere only with such influences as are caused by the laws of nature? ◊
• Are there any article influences? ◊
• Are there consumer-article influences? ◊
• Is there news agency influences? ◊
• Are there any living beings? ◊
• Are there plant influences? ◊
• Are there mushroom influences? ◊
• Are there foot-fungus influences? ◊
• Are there mushroom-beer influences? ◊
• Are there any wine influences? ◊
• Are there commodity influences? ◊
• Are there toy influences? ◊
• Is there any Toys Influences? 
• Are there object influences? 
• Are there mixes influences? 
• Are there mixture influences? 
• Are there influences on the structure? 
• Are there any influences on the individual? 
• Are there existential influences? 
• Are there existence-anxiety influences? 
• Are there influences of existence? 
• Are there mass-gathering influences? 
• Are there burglary influences? 
• Are there theft influences? 
• Are there pocket theft influences? 
• Are there bird influences? 
• Are there bird-swarm influences? 
• Are there stress influences? 
• Are there panic influences? 
• Are there turmoil influences? 
• Is there an influence-muddle? 
• Is there influence miracles? 
• Are there miracle influences? 
• Are there sound carrier influences? 
• Are there abbreviation influences? 
• Are there conflicts? 
• Are there mass crowds influences? Or equivalently:
  • Are there Matter-Closing influences? 
  • Are there species-matter influences? 
  • Are there matter-gathering influences? 
  • Are there energy-form influences? 
  • Are there energy-gathering influences? 
  • Are there energy-binding influences? 
  • Are there charge-type influences? 
  • Is there charge accumulation influences? 
  • Are there space influences? 
  • Are there space-shortages? 
  • Are there Space Overflow Influences? 
  • Are there crippled existences influences? 
  • Are there propaganda influences? 
  • Are there any infrared influences? 
  • Are there any ultra-sound influences? 
  • Are there any infra-red influences? 
  • Are there ultra-violet influences? 
  • Are there staircase influences? 
  • Is there Preservation Influences? 
  • Are there revolver influences? 
  • Are there any revolutionary influences? 
  • Are there reformer influences? 
  • Are there any reform influences? 
  • Are there Alloy Influences? 
  • Are there sand storm influences? 
  • Are there atmospheric dust influences? 
  • Are there holiday influences? 
  • Are there vacation travel influences? 
  • Is there service-travel influences? 
  • Are there week-end influences? 
  • Are there Sunday influences? 
  • Are there holiday influences? 
  • Are there happiness influences? 
  • Are there love influences?
• Are there aversion influences or exert dislikes influences? ◊
• Are there affective influences? ◊
• Are there mass-union influences? ◊
• Are there telephone influences? ◊
• Are there telephone banking influences? ◊
• Are there cell phone influences? ◊
• Are there smartphone influences? ◊
• Are there awnings? ◊
• Are there any industrial influences? ◊
• Are there any espionage influences? ◊
• Are there any industrial espionage influences? ◊
• Are there cohabitation influences? ◊
• Are there payment effects? ◊
• Are There Debt Influences? ◊
• Are There Mortgage Debt Influences? ◊
• Are There Credit Debt Influences? ◊
• Are there securities debt influences? ◊
• Are there share influences? ◊
• Are there equity crash influences? ◊
• Are there tax-raising influences? ◊
• Are there tax consultant influences? ◊
• Are there tax fraud influences? ◊
• Is there tax hurdle influences? ◊
• Is there any tax-wasting influences? ◊
• Are there steering wheel influences? ◊
• Are there any free-flowing influences? ◊
• Are there prison influences? ◊
• Is there any detention institution influences? ◊
• Are there JVA influences? ◊
• Are there jail-influences? ◊
• Are there breeding-house influences? ◊
• Are there kidnapping influences? ◊
• Are there scourge influences? ◊
• Are there upselling influences? ◊
• Are there any under-floor influences? ◊
• Are there magnetic levitating influences? ◊
• Is there Space Engineering Influences? ◊
• Are there space-station influences? ◊
• Are there satellite influences? ◊
• Are there Moon Landing Influences? ◊
• Is there space-suit influences? ◊
• Are there children's garden influences? ◊
• Are there plastic influences? ◊
• Are there plastic influences? ◊
• Are there stone-blowing influences? ◊
• Are there any avalanches? ◊
• Are there four-wheel drive influences? ◊
• Are there shark influences? ◊
• Are there morainic influences? ◊
• Are there debris influences? ◊
• Are there war debris influences? ◊
• Are there accidental debris influences? ◊
• Are there diplomatic influences? ◊
• Are there spy influences? ◊
• Are there James Bond influences? ◊
• Are there any film influences? ◊
• Are there snarl influences? ◊
• Are there hits? ◊
• Are there hit influences? ◊
• Are there hygiene influences? ◊
• Are there bath influences? ◊
• Are there fashion influences? ◊
• Are there photo influences? ◊
• Are there WC influences? ◊
• Is there any toilet influence? ◊
• Are there Forest Deforestation Influences? ◊
• Are there Earth-Gas influences? ◊
• Are there oil-bearing influences? ◊
• Are there arable-area fading influences? ◊
• Are there any resource influences? ◊
• Are there any contamination influences? ◊
• Are there plaster influences? ◊
• Are there cleaning influences? ◊
• Are there abrasion influences? ◊
• Are there molecule-binding force-influences? ◊
• Are there atom-binding force influences? ◊
• Are there atom-core binding force influences? ◊
• Are there world-sea influences? ◊
• Are there flu influences? ◊
• Are there artist influences? ◊
• Are there punch-hole influences? ◊
• Are there air-hole influences? ◊
• Are there golf hole influences? ◊
• Is there one-hole influences? ◊
• Are there winter sports influences? ◊
• Are there lobbying influences? ◊
• Are there World Population Influences? ◊
• Are there will-influences? ◊
• Are there confusion influences? ◊
• Are there beat-attack influences? ◊
• Is there a show player influences? ◊
• Are there role models? ◊
• Are there National Park influences? ◊
• Are there court influences? ◊
• Are there recreational park influences? ◊
• Are there lawyer influences? ◊
• Are there doctor influences? ◊
• Are there title influences? ◊
• Are there doctoral influences? ◊
• Are there professor influences? ◊
• Are there teacher influences? ◊
• Are there speaker influences? ◊
• Are there high-frequency speaker influences? ◊
• Are there any Megafon influences? ◊
• Are there any deceptive influences? ◊
• Are there robot influences? ◊
• Are there robot arm influences? ◊
• Are there any game-machine influences? ◊
• Are There Happiness Game Influences? ◊
• Are there any game influences? ◊
• Is there Card Game Influences? ◊
• Is there any dice game influences? ◊
• Are there game bank influences? ◊
• Are there park influences? ◊
• Are there park-bank influences? ◊
• Is there any money-bank influence? ◊
• Are there household influences? ◊
• Are there private household influences? ◊
• Are there company budget influences? ◊
• Are there state budgetary influences? ◊
• Is there any institution influences? ◊
• Are there emotions influences? ◊
• Are there sensational influences? ◊
• Are there feelings-influences? ◊
• Are there feelings outburst influences? ◊
• Are there any disputes? ◊
• Are there any noise influences? ◊
• Are there marriage-barring influences? ◊
• Are there marriage-divorce influences? ◊
• Are there Laugh influences? ◊
• Are there any jammer influences? ◊
• Are there crying influences? ◊
• Are there crying influences? ◊
• Are there shouting influences? ◊
• Are there expressions of influence? ◊
• Are there any stress influences? ◊
• Are there sound influences? ◊
• Are there flute-tone influences? ◊
• Are there potter-tone influences? ◊
• Are there touch influences? ◊
• Are there music notes influences? ◊
• Are there school notes influences? ◊
• Are there KZ influences? ◊
• Are there concentration bearing influences? ◊
• Are there any people-murder influences? ◊
• Is there any writing-goods influences? ◊
• Are there lead-pin influences? ◊
• Are there pen-and-ink influences? ◊
• Are there etching rubber influences? ◊
• Are there chalk influences? ◊
• Are there cool influences? ◊
• Is there any ball-scribe influences? ◊
• Are there paper influences? ◊
• Are there cosmetics cloth influences? ◊
• Are there Klo-paper influences? ◊
• Are there wood influences? ◊
• Are there any affair influences? ◊
• Is there a couple-to-be influences? ◊
• Are there influences from the outside? ◊
• Are there side-jumping influences? ◊
• Are there gestational influences? ◊
• Is there opinion research institute influences? ◊
• Are there any survey influences? ◊
• Do surveys influence influences? ◊
• Are there expressions? ◊
• Are there majority opinion influences? ◊
• Are there wood-worm influences? ◊
• Are there decision-making influences? ◊
• Are there any constraints? ◊
• Are there folder influences? ◊
• Are there tabs? ◊
• Are there any register influences? ◊
• Are there church register influences? ◊
• Are there puncher influences? ◊
• Are there stapler influences? ◊
• Are there penal influences? ◊
• Is There Criminal Law Book Influences? ◊
• Are there any money-penalties? ◊
• Are there charge influences? ◊
• Are there penance-money influences? ◊
• Is There Penance Money Catalog Influences? ◊
• Are there nursing needs? ◊
• Are there any maintenance-level influences? ◊
• Are there bed-hunter influences? ◊
• Are there any paralysis influences? ◊
• Are there bed influences? ◊
• Are there bed-stuff influences? ◊
• Are there coverings? ◊
• Are there Zudeck influences? ◊
• Are there bed-related influences? ◊
• Are there bed-sheet influences? ◊
• Are there mattress influences? ◊
• Are there mattress-schooner influences? ◊
• Are there night-camp influences? ◊
• Are there burial influences? ◊
• Are there grave influences? ◊
• Are there grave influences? ◊
• Are there excavation influences? ◊
• Are there precious stone influences? ◊
• Are there jewelry influences? ◊
• Are there clock influences? ◊
• Are there life influences? ◊
• Are there life circumstance influences? ◊
• Are there any material influences? ◊
• Are there material-customer influences? ◊
• Are there any material influences? ◊
• Is there material fatigue influences? ◊
• Are there any tool influences? ◊
• Are there any influences on tools? ◊
• Are there influences by tools? ◊
• Are there machine influences? ◊
• Are there machine-building influences? ◊
• Is there Art Market Influences? ◊
• Are there auction influences? ◊
• Are there any impacts? ◊
• Are there auctioning influences? ◊
• Are there credit card influences? ◊
• Are there EC card influences? ◊
• Are there bank-machine influences? ◊
• Is there any cash influences? ◊
• Are there book-money influences? ◊
• Are there species influences? ◊
• Are there species-diversity influences? ◊
• Is there baby crying influences? ◊
• Are there children's screaming influences? ◊
• Are there whisper influences? ◊
• Are there light influences? ◊
• Are there twilight influences? ◊
• Are there shadow influences? ◊
• Are there cell research influences? ◊
• Are there abdominal influences? ◊
• Are there abdominal feeling influences? ◊
• Are there organ influences? ◊
• Are there spies influences? ◊
• Are there Spitzer influences? ◊
• Are there job-murder influences? ◊
• Are there any improvements? ◊
• Are there any improvements suggestion influences? ◊
• Are there any leakage influences? ◊
• Are there curtains? ◊
• Are there stage influences? ◊
• Are there theater influences? ◊
• Are there moral influences? ◊
• Are there ethics influences? ◊
• Are there any discussion influences? ◊
• Are there sect influences? ◊
• Are there protein influences? ◊
• Are there any vitamin influences? ◊
• Are there refinery influences? ◊
• Are there citizen influences? ◊
• Are there citizen-war influences? ◊
• Are there people's influences? ◊
• Are there pope influences? ◊
• Are there club influences? ◊
• Are there club influences? ◊
• Are there any neighbor influences? ◊
• Are there herbal influences? ◊
• Are there witch influences? ◊
• Are there wizard influences? ◊
• Are there any stomach influences? ◊
• Are there any gastritis influences? ◊
• Are there artichoke influences? ◊
• Are there fright influences? ◊
• Are there frightening influences? ◊
• Are there Carnot process influences? ◊
• Are there dance influences? ◊
• Are there dance-course influences? ◊
• Are there any prompting influences? ◊
• Are there dance-request influences? ◊
• Are there any influence requests? ◊
• Are there marketing influences? ◊
• Are there any representative influences? ◊
• Are there trade-representative influences? ◊
• Are there any research influences? ◊
• Are there university influences? ◊
• Are there check influences? ◊
• Are there any check-ups? ◊
• Are there any control influences? ◊
• Are there test influences? ◊
• Are there any quality influences? ◊
• Are there quality control influences? ◊
• Are there factual influences? ◊
• Are there V-man influences? ◊
• Are there V people influences? ◊
• Are there house-animal influences? ◊
• Are there horse whisper influences? ◊
• Are there bearing influences? ◊
• Are there high-shelf bearing influences? ◊
• Are there hospital-house influences? ◊
• Are there hospital-house-stay-influences? ◊
• Are there any operational influences? ◊
• Are there waiting room influences? ◊
• Are there gymnasium influences? ◊
• Are there any stretching influences? ◊
• Are there mats influences? ◊
• Are there foot-mat influences?
• Are there citizen-house influences?
• Are there any exhibition influences?
• Are there trade fair influences?
• Are there car trade influences?
• Are there building influences?
• Are there ship influences?
• Is There Soul Sellers Influences?
• Are there frigate influences?
• Are there sailing school ship influences?
• Are there container influences?
• Are there ship container influences?
• Are there hormone influences?
• Are there toast influences?
• Are there toaster influences?
• Are there any wear influences?
• Are there wear influences?
• Are there brake influences?
• Are there any acceleration influences?
• Are there delays?
• Are there any medical influences?
• Is there any medicine-technology influences?
• Are there MRI influences?
• Are there any data influences?
• Are there data bank influences?
• Are there data loss influences?
• Are there USB stick influences?
• Are there death influences?
• Are there ink influences?
• Are there Ink Cartridge Influences?
• Are there brain influences?
• Are there brain-current influences?
• Are there EEG influences?
• Are there Earth-Globe influences?
• Are there theories?
• Are there any errors?
• Are there tower influences?
• Are there Eifel-Tower influences?
• Are there heating influences?
• Is there any heating boiler influences?
• Are there solar influences?
• Are there solar collectors?
• Are there solar-current influences?
• Are there any photovoltaic influences?
• Are there rape-murder influences?
• Are there gangs?
• Are there robber gangs?
• Are there robber influences?
• Are there pocket thief influences?
• Are there human rights influences?
• Are there human rights influences?
• Are there prostitute influences?
• Are there red-light milieu influences?
• Are there trade influences?
• Are there any known influences?
• Are there friends-circle influences?
• Are there friend influences?
• Are there friends influences?
• Is there a friend's circle influences?
• Are there girlfriend influences? 
• Are there girlfriend influences? 
• Are there any wrong friends' influences? 
• Are there life-partner influences? 
• Are there any relatives influences? 
• Are there uncle influences? 
• Are there any Aunt influences? 
• Are there any Ate Emma-Laden influences? 
• Are there pub influences? 
• Are there any economic influences? 
• Are there economic growth influences? 
• Are there doll-player influences? 
• Are there model influences? 
• Are there catwalk influences? 
• Are there model influences? 
• Are there model-building influences? 
• Are there model railroad influences? 
• Are there paving stones influences? 
• Are there litter-bullet influences? 
• Are there cleaning agents influences? 
• Are there detergent influences? 
• Are there soaps influences? 
• Are there tooth-pasta influences? 
• Are there brushing influences? 
• Are there tooth-brushing influences? 
• Are there clothes-brushes influences? 
• Are there busts? 
• Are there BH influences? 
• Are there HB influences? 
• Are there breast influences? 
• Are there bosom influences? 
• Is there any ceiling-to-go influences? 
• Are there any cleanser influences? 
• Are there high-pressure cleaner influences? 
• Are there jet nozzles? 
• Are there gland-like influences? 
• Are there jet influences? 
• Are there jet nozzle influences? 
• Are there missile influences? 
• Are there rocket nozzle influences? 
• Are there jet engine thrusters? 
• Are there any engine influences? 
• Are there tube influences? 
• Are there pipe-pipe influences? 
• Are there pipeline influences? 
• Are there asphalt influences? 
• Are there street influences? 
• Are there any auto-rail influences? 
• Are there federal road influences? 
• Are there any infrastructure influences? 
• Are there walkway influences? 
• Are there path influences? 
• Are there leaking influences? 
• Are there coming influences? 
• Are there departures? 
• Are there any arrival influences? 
• Are there country influences? 
• Are there start-ups? 
• Are there any air-noise influences?
• Are there gait influences?
• Are there running influences?
• Are there continuous-run influences?
• Are there racing influences?
• Are there Spurt influences?
• Are there horse influences?
• Are there any troubles?
• Are there galloping influences?
• Are there running-sport influences?
• Are there performance sports influences?
• Are there any car racing influences?
• Are there racing car influences?
• Are there any athletic influences?
• Are there any triathlon influences?
• Are there arms influences?
• Are there beggars influences?
• Are there panel influences?
• Are there food and drink influences?
• Are there foot-ladder influences?
• Are there any landing-ladder influences?
• Are there anchoring conductor influences?
• Are there ladder steepness influences?
• Are there any location influences?
• Are there stubborn influences?
• Are there blindness influences?
• Are there hearing loss influences?
• Are there numbness influences?
• Are there helicopter influences?
• Are there submarine boat influences? Or equivalently:
• Are there any submarine influences?
• Are there resistance influences?
• Are there any attack influences?
• Are there overflow influences?
• Are there any surplus influences?
• Are there defense influences?
• Are there miracle healer influences?
• Are there astrology influences?
• Are there any influence changes?
• Are there insults?
• Are there greenhouse influences?
• Are there drift-house influences?
• Are there garden influences?
• Are there huts?
• Are there garden-hut influences?
• Are there mountain-climber influences?
• Are there mountain-hut influences?
• Are there shelter-huts?
• Are there rope influences?
• Are there cable-rail influences?
• Are there Rope Roots influences?
• Are there cable-pull influences?
• Are there cable influences?
• Are there train path influences?
• Are there cable-track influences?
• Are there coffee influences?
• Are there night-coffee influences?
• Are there internet coffee influences?
• Are there Internet influences?
• Are there any sail influences?◊
• Are there wing influences?◊
• Are there carrier-wing influences?◊
• Are there cigarette influences?◊
• Are there cigar influences?◊
• Are there pipe influences?◊
• Are there organ influences?◊
• Are there organ-pipe influences?◊
• Are there church organ influences?◊
• Are there house influences?◊
• Are there house-building influences?◊
• Are there any food influences?◊
• Are there any mortar influences?◊
• Are there real estate influences?◊
• Is There Real Estate Bubble Influences?◊
• Is there any speculation-blowing influences?◊
• Are there concrete influences?◊
• Are there concrete mixer influences?◊
• Are there any ski-shoe influences?◊
• Are there gym shoes influences?◊
• Is there any jogging shoe influences?◊
• Are there boot influences?◊
• Are there class influences?◊
• Are there school-class influences?◊
• Are there classroom influences?◊
• Are there school-bank influences?◊
• Are there class influences?◊
• Are there food influences?◊
• Are there food-ice influences?◊
• Are there soft-ice influences?◊
• Are there Attica influences?◊
• Are there dome influences?◊
• Are there vault influences?◊
• Are there column influences?◊
• Are there wall influences?◊
• Are there any wall-influences?◊
• Are there concrete wall influences?◊
• Are there steel construction influences?◊
• Are there mommy influences?◊
• Are there Papa influences?◊
• Are there parrot influences?◊
• Are there plague influences?◊
• Are there any influences on reproduction?◊
• Are there any influences on post-production?◊
• Are there replica influences?◊
• Are there counterfeiting influences?◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do counterfeits influence out?◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there original influences?◊
• Are there duplicate influences?◊
• Are there any production influences?◊
• Are there serial production influences?◊
• Are there television series influences?◊
• Are there any private influences?◊
• Are there any private school influences?◊
• Are there any private spheres?◊
• Are there cutlery influences?◊
• Are there crockery influences?◊
• Are there tube-pliers influences?◊
• Are there string influences?◊
• Is there any lace-up influences? ◊
• Is there lace-up lace influences? ◊
• Are there people-gathering influences? ◊
• Are there stadium influences? ◊
• Are there indoor influences? ◊
• Are there dew influences? ◊
• Are there thread influences? ◊
• Are there twisting influences? ◊
• Is there any cloth influences? ◊
• Are there silk influences? ◊
• Are there side-effects? ◊
• Are there left-wing influences? ◊
• Are there rights influences? ◊
• Are there feelings of mind? ◊
• Are there pondering influences? ◊
• Are there any educational influences? ◊
• Are there training influences? ◊
• Are there specialist forces influences? ◊
• Are there any speculative influences? ◊
• Are there company influences? ◊
• Are there large corporate influences? ◊
• Are there any major banking influences? ◊
• Are there mega-bank influences? ◊
• Are there Giga-Banks influences? ◊
• Are there any global player influences? ◊
• Are there reputation influences? ◊
• Are there reputation-damaging influences? ◊
• Are there towing influences? ◊
• Are there train-engine influences? ◊
• Are there unsuccessful influences? ◊
• Are there successful influences? ◊
• Are there impact-border cases? ◊
• Are there Border Fall Influences? ◊
• Are there limits? ◊
• Are there state-border influences? ◊
• Are there limits of influence? ◊
• Are there respect influences? ◊
• Are there any credit influences? ◊
• Are there any credit-granting influences? ◊
• Are there cold feet influences? ◊
• Are there exclusion influences? ◊
• Are there any show influences? ◊
• Are there show master influences? ◊
• Are there entertainments? ◊
• Are there alone entertainments? ◊
• Are there maintenance influences? ◊
• Are there women's entertainment influences? ◊
• Are there children's entertainment influences? ◊
• Are there positive influences? ◊ Or equivalently:
  • Are there positive influences? ◊
• Are there negative influences? ◊ Or equivalently:
  • Are there negative influences? ◊
• Are there influences for the well-being of existences? ◊
• Are there any influences to the detriment of existences? ◊
• Are there biographical influences? ◊
• Are there any unsuccessful influences? ◊
• Are there any fire influences? ◊
• Are there burn-off effects? ◊
• Are there fire influences? ◊
• Are there fire-leger influences? ◊
• Are there fire-fighter influences? ◊
• Are there fire brigade ladder influences? ◊
• Are there forest-fire influences? ◊
• Are there any fire-protection influences? ◊
• Are there any smoke detectors? ◊
• Are there prisoner influences? ◊
• Are there Slaven influences? ◊
• Are there freedom influences? ◊
• Is there influence-freedom? ◊
• Are there flow-band influences? ◊
• Are there flow-directional influences? ◊
• Are there promotional influences? ◊
• Are there transportation influences? ◊
• Are there rejection influences? ◊
• Are there Rejection Basic Influences? ◊
• Are there hotel influences? ◊
• Are there any accommodation influences? ◊
• Are there accommodations? ◊
• Is there any checker influence? ◊
• Are there ticket checker influences? ◊
• Are there pain-media influences? ◊
• Are there pain-relief influences? ◊
• Are there any pain-relief influences? ◊
• Are there any relief influences? ◊
• Are there any obstacles? ◊
• Are there children's promotion influences? ◊
• Are there any mixed influences? ◊
• Are there motor boat influences? ◊
• Are there steel-concrete influences? ◊
• Are there stool influences? ◊
• Are there seating influences? ◊
• Are there cat influences? ◊
• Are there sunbeds? ◊
• Is there lounge chair influences? ◊
• Are there standing influences? ◊
• Are there congestion influences? ◊
• Are there stagnation influences? ◊
• Are there resting influences? ◊
• Are there silence influences? ◊
• Are there any noise influences? ◊
• Are there blue-light influences? ◊
• Are there siren influences? ◊
• Are there police influences? ◊
• Are there military influences? ◊
• Are there combat-jet influences? ◊
• Are there drone influences? ◊
• Are there camping influences? ◊
• Are there tent influences? ◊
• Are there caravan influences? ◊
• Are there residential mobile influences? ◊
• Are there mobile home influences? ◊
• Are there any home influences? ◊
• Are there any exposure influences? ◊
• Are there nude bathing beach influences? ◊
• Are there ice skates? ◊
• Are there chimney influences? ◊
• Are there chimney-stone influences? ◊
• Are there escape influences? ◊
• Are there escape plan influences? ◊
• Are there tube influences? ◊
• Are there heat-bottle influences? ◊
• Are there trampoline influences? ◊
• Are there Yo-Yo influences? ◊
• Are there mountain influences? ◊
• Are there valley influences? ◊
• Are there any diving influences? ◊
• Are there bottle influences? ◊
• Are there compressor influences? ◊
• Are there any wounds? ◊
• Are there any wound-paving influences? ◊
• Are there any warm-ceiling influences? ◊
• Are there ceiling influences? ◊
• Are there room ceiling influences? ◊
• Are there shirt influences? ◊
• Are there blouse influences? ◊
• Is there basement influences? ◊
• Are there bunker influences? ◊
• Is there any case-screen influences? ◊
• Are there Sail Plane Inflights? ◊
• Are there sliding-screen influences? ◊
• Are there any pass-influences? ◊
• Are there mountain pass influences? ◊
• Are there serpentine influences? ◊
• Are there scooter influences? ◊
• Are there magnetism influences? ◊
• Are there surface influences? ◊
• Are there varnish influences? ◊
• Are there fishing influences? ◊
• Are there network influences? ◊
• Are there screen influences? ◊
• Are there filter influences? ◊
• Are there centrifuge influences? ◊
• Are there constraints? ◊
• Are there family constraints? ◊
• Are there dependency influences? ◊
• Are there any contact influences? ◊
• Are there border fence influences? ◊
• Are there golf-stream influences? ◊
• Are there jet-stream influences? ◊
• Are there air-to-high pressure influences? ◊
• Are there air-to-low-pressure influences? ◊
• Are there air-flow influences? ◊
• Are there sea-flow influences? ◊
• Are influences always taking place between existences? ◊
• Are changes always affected by existences? ◊ Or equivalently:
• Are changes always influenced by existences? ◊
• Are there dimensional influences? ◊
• Are there length influences? ◊
• Are there latitude influences? ◊
• Are there high-altitude influences? ◊
• Are there dimensional influences? ◊
• Are there any electrical influences? ◊
• Are there electricity generator influences? ◊
• Are there copper line influences? ◊
• Are there current-line influences? ◊
• Is there any overland line influences? ◊
• Are there electricity-track influences? ◊
• Is there electricity network influences? ◊
• Is there composite network influences? ◊
• Are there Transformer Influences? ◊
• Are there insulation influences? ◊
• Are there insulator influences? ◊
• Are there ceramic influences? ◊
• Is there switch cabinet? ◊
• Are there electricity-consumer influences? ◊
• Are there any lamp influences? ◊
• Are there plug influences? ◊
• Are there sockets influences? ◊
• Are there glass-fiber influences? ◊
• Are there any electronics influences? ◊
• Are there any semiconductor influences? ◊
• Are there capacitor influences? ◊
• Are there current coil influences? ◊
• Are there current-resistance influences? ◊
• Are there transistor effects? ◊
• Are there any processor influences? ◊
• Are there memory influences? ◊
• Are there any LED effects? ◊
• Are there screen influences? ◊
• Are there tube influences? ◊
• Are there optics influences? ◊
• Are there glass influences? ◊
• Are there prism influences? ◊
• Are there any spectroscopic influences? ◊
• Are there eyeglasses? ◊
• Are there binoculars? ◊
• Are there telescope influences? ◊
• Are there Magnifying Glass Influences? ◊
• Are there corn influences? ◊
• Are there rice influences? ◊
• Are there parentheses? ◊
• Is there any washcloth influences? ◊
• Are there clipping influences? ◊
• Is there any crocodile clamp influences? ◊
• Are there any fruit influences? ◊
• Are there vegetable influences? ◊
• Are there any fruit influences? ◊
• Are there bath-cleaner influences? ◊
• Are there shower cubicle cleaners influences? ◊
• Are there swimming influences? ◊
• Are there swimming pool influences? ◊
• Are there lawn influences? ◊
• Are there raser influences? ◊
• Are there any wheat influences? ◊
• Are there any gate influences? ◊
• Are there foot-ball-gate influences? ◊
• Are there barn-gate influences? ◊
• Are there door influences? ◊
• Is there any input influences? ◊
• Are there entrance door influences? ◊
• Are there initial influences? ◊
• Are there window influences? ◊
• Are there window-window influences? ◊
• Are there circus influences? ◊
• Are there clown influences? ◊
• Are there artist influences? ◊
- Are there big-city influences? ◊
- Are there mega-city influences? ◊
- Are there device influences? ◊
- Are there sports-device influences? ◊
- Are there spoilage influences? ◊
- Are there crater influences? ◊
- Are there revenge influences? ◊
- Are there fork-stacker influences? ◊
- Are there elevator influences? ◊
- Are there any lift influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are there stairs-lift influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are there crane influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are there conveyor belt influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are there snail influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Do snail-houses influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are there conveyor screw influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are there valve influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is there any heating valve influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are there pear influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is there any glow-pear influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are there embers? ◊
- Are there glutamate influences? ◊
- Are there nervous influences? ◊
- Are there nerve-orbit influences? ◊
- Are there seasonal influences? ◊
- Are there year-time influences? ◊
- Are there mass-animal-attitude influences? ◊
- Is there any battery leakage? ◊
- Are there any loading influences? ◊
- Are there any loading influences? ◊
- Are there Invitation Influences? ◊
- Are there battery influences? ◊
- Are there any battery influences? ◊
- Are there electro-charge influences? ◊
- Is there an influence start? ◊
- Is there an influence ending? ◊
- Are there any transfer influences? ◊
- Are there garden shearing influences? ◊
- Are there marathon influences? ◊
- Are there substance influences? ◊
- Are there laundry influences? ◊
- Is There Hair Wash Influences? ◊
- Are there hanger influences? ◊
- Are there ironing iron influences? ◊
- Are there comparative influences? ◊
- Are there patriarchal influences? ◊
- Are there any capital influences? ◊
- Are there investor influences? ◊
- Are there major investor influences? ◊
- Are there investor influences? ◊
- Are there any emergency influences? ◊
- Are there any emergency situations? ◊
- Are there headset influences? ◊
- Are there microphone influences? ◊
- Are there headphone influences? ◊
- Are there ice skating influences? ◊
- Are there any slalom influences? ◊
- Are there element influences? ◊
- Are there building element influences? ◊
- Are there elementary influences? ◊
- Are there particle influences? ◊
- Are there elementary particle influences? ◊
- Are there atomic influences? ◊
- Are there molecule influences? ◊
- Are there cell influences? ◊
- Are there cell-banding influences? ◊
- Are there biology influences? ◊
- Are there elementary influences? ◊
- Are there nature-violence-influences? ◊
- Are there earth-ball influences? ◊
- Are there solar system influences? ◊
- Are there planetary system influences? ◊
- Is there Star Influences? ◊
- Are there galaxy influences? ◊
- Are there galaxy center influences? ◊
- Are there galaxy heap influences? ◊
- Are there space-structure influences? ◊
- Are there prefabricated house influences? ◊
- Are there melody influences? ◊
- Are there sing-sing influences? ◊
- Are there melatonin influences? ◊
- Are there serotonin influences? ◊
- Are there any tryptophan influences? ◊
- Are there any ridge influences? ◊
- Are there pebble influences? ◊
- Are there any acid influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are there leaching influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are there terraces? ◊
- Are there winter garden influences? ◊
- Are there railways and railways? ◊
- Are there any railroad influences? ◊
- Are there railroad track influences? ◊
- Are there tooth-wheel-orbit influences? ◊
- Are there tooth-wheel influences? ◊
- Are there any clutch influences? ◊
- Are there any coupling influences? ◊
- Are there belt influences? ◊
- Are there wedge-belt influences? ◊
- Are there tooth-belt influences? ◊
- Are there tendon influences? ◊
- Are there band influences? ◊
- Are there substrate influences? ◊
- Are there stamp-brand influences? ◊
- Are there lubrication influences? ◊
- Are there lubricating agent influences? ◊
- Are there burning influences? ◊
- Are there fuel influences? ◊
- Are there coal influences? ◊
- Are there briquette influences? ◊
- Are there coke influences? ◊
- Are there charcoal influences? ◊
- Are there oil influences? ◊
- Are there lettuce oil influences? ◊
- Are there olive oil influences? ◊
- Are there palm oil influences? ◊
- Are there palm oil plantation influences? ◊
- Are there vinegar influences? ◊
• Are there petrol influences? ◊
• Are there any diesel influences? ◊
• Are there palm influences? ◊
• Are there any plantation influences? ◊
• Are there sugar influences? ◊
• Are there salt influences? ◊
• Are there pepper influences? ◊
• Are there flour influences? ◊
• Are there back-powder influences? ◊
• Are there special train influences? ◊
• Are there train influences? ◊
• Are there workshop influences? ◊
• Are there kitchen influences? ◊
• Are there kitchen cabinet influences? ◊
• Are there plate influences? ◊
• Is there work plate influences? ◊
• Are there wood-panel influences? ◊
• Are there steel plate influences? ◊
• Are there planer-bank influences? ◊
• Is there any turning-bank influences? ◊
• Are there sheet metal influences? ◊
• Are there sheet metal instrument influences? ◊
• Are there stool influences? ◊
• Are there stool influences? ◊
• Are there mold influences? ◊
• Are there horn influences? ◊
• Are there ivory influences? ◊
• Are there nail influences? ◊
• Are there any screw influences? ◊
• Are there cross-bolt influences? ◊
• Are there any rice influences? ◊
• Are there office influences? ◊
• Are there office clasp holds? ◊
• Are there any Bander influences? ◊
• Are there any shabby influences? ◊
• Are there valance influences? ◊
• Are there board influences? ◊
• Are there groove influences? ◊
• Are there Ritz influences? ◊
• Are there slot-influences? ◊
• Are there leaks? ◊
• Are there purity influences? ◊
• Are there cleanliness influences? ◊
• Are there flitz influences? ◊
• Are there any ads influences? ◊
• Are there accusatory influences? ◊
• Are there ad influences? ◊
• Are there any advertising ad influences? ◊
• Are there any advertising influences? ◊
• Are there chaff influences? ◊
• Are there chocolate influences? ◊
• Are there cockroaches? ◊
• Are there shaving influences? ◊
• Are there any head-to-head influences? ◊
• Are there stuff influences? ◊
• Is there any influences? ◊
• Is There Any Influences? ◊
• Are there any generating influences? ◊
• Are there witnesses? ◊
• Are there household appliance influences? ◊
• Are there household goods influences? ◊
• Are there house-economic influences? ◊
• Are there sewing influences? ◊
• Are there Sewing Machine Influences? ◊
• Are there seamstresses? ◊
• Are there any electrical items influences? ◊
• Are there light-medium influences? ◊
• Are there lighting influences? ◊
• Are there trade-fleet influences? ◊
• Are there market influences? ◊
• Are there dealer influences? ◊
• Are there trade influences? ◊
• Are there single-trade influences? ◊
• Are there wholesale trade influences? ◊
• Are there inter-trade influences? ◊
• Are there trade embargo influences? ◊
• Are there marine influences? ◊
• Are there troop influences? ◊
• Are there Soil Troops? ◊
• Are there mandarin influences? ◊
• Are there professional influences? ◊
• Are there salary influences? ◊
• Are there wage influences? ◊
• Are there straw influences? ◊
• Are there Aircraft Vehicle Influences? ◊
• Are there cruise ship influences? ◊
• Are there atom submarine influences? ◊
• Are there ice crusher influences? ◊
• Are there saturation influences? ◊
• Are there wave crushing influences? ◊
• Are there waves influences? ◊
• Are there car traffic influences? ◊
• Are there rail-train traffic influences? ◊
• Are there any aircraft traffic influences? ◊
• Are there shipping-traffic influences? ◊
• Are there truck influences? ◊
• Are there truck traffic influences? ◊
• Are there FM influences? ◊
• Are there fertilization influences? ◊
• Are there moth influences? ◊
• Are there pollination influences? ◊
• Are there post-emotions? ◊
• Are there poet influences? ◊
• Are there sealing influences? ◊
• Are there any thinker influences? ◊
• Are there pre-thinker influences? ◊
• Are there any composer influences? ◊
• Are there artist influences? ◊
• Are there white-collar influences? ◊
• Are there painter influences? ◊
• Are there drawing influences? ◊
• Are there any sketch influences? ◊
• Are there flow-image influences? ◊
• Is there flow chart influences? ◊
• Are there block influences? ◊
• Is there block-flow-image influences? ◊
• Are there symbolic influences? ◊
• Are there naming influences? ◊
• Are there write-block influences? ◊
• Is there any pencil influences? ◊
• Are there any corruption influences? ◊
• Is there any lubrication-money influences? ◊
• Are there any moder influences? ◊
• Are there moderator influences? ◊
• Are there Watt influences? ◊
• Are there Watten Sea influences? ◊
• Are there sea dog influences? ◊
• Are there any performance influences? ◊
• Are there mud influences? ◊
• Are there jungle influences? ◊
• Are there human-human influences? ◊
• Are there cultural influences? ◊
• Are there cultivating influences? ◊
• Are there relocation influences? ◊
• Are there carnival influences? ◊
• Are there festive influences? ◊
• Are there Christmas influences? ◊
• Are there Christmas festive influences? ◊
• Are there Easter-Fest influences? ◊
• Are there any fastnacht festivals? ◊
• Are there bike-race-fest influences? ◊
• Are there impact influences? ◊
• Are there drums influences? ◊
• Are there drum influences? ◊
• Are there jungle drum influences? ◊
• Are there basin influences? ◊
• Are there wash basin influences? ◊
• Are there bay influences? ◊
• Are there any impressions? ◊
• Are there explosive influences? ◊
• Are there explosive material influences? ◊
• Are there dynamite influences? ◊
• Are there any scattering influences? ◊
• Is there any scattering means? ◊
• Are there any schnitzel influences? ◊
• Are there calendar influences? ◊
• Are there dates influences? ◊
• Are there separation influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there detachment influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there separation influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there fur influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there skin-color influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there nudist influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there hiding-influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there treasure influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any concentrate influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there oracle influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there coins influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there embossing influences? ◊
• Are there repercussions? ◊
• Are there shipping company influences? ◊
• Are there any airline company influences? ◊
• Are there dark-channel influences? ◊
• Are there dark-plate influences? ◊
• Are there sound-plate influences? ◊
• Are there peace influences? ◊
• Are there hole influences? ◊
• Are there any cooling influences? ◊
• Are there pit influences? ◊
• Are there any sink influences? ◊
• Are there indentation influences? ◊
• Are there any enhancement influences? ◊
• Are there mountain-building influences? ◊
• Are there shaft influences? ◊
• Are there chess influences? ◊
• Are there Flöz influences? ◊
• Are there raft influences? ◊
• Are there tunnel influences? ◊
• Are there stollen influences? ◊
• Are there Christ-Stollen influences? ◊
• Are there pit-track influences? ◊
• Are there press-air hammer influences? ◊
• Are there clinic influences? ◊
• Are there diode influences? ◊
• Are there any preventive influences? ◊
• Are there tax-avoidance influences? ◊
• Is there tax payment influences? ◊
• Are there cave influences? ◊
• Are there hollow-space influences? ◊
• Are there inter-space influences? ◊
• Are there vacuum influences? ◊
• Are there under-pressure influences? ◊
• Is there any ability influences? ◊
• Are there any proficiency influences? ◊
• Is a partial omnipotence of people influenceable? ◊
• Is the omnipotence of God used as an influence aid or even abused? ◊
• Can people influence the nature laws of God through piety? ◊
• Does the real omnipotence allow random effects and random-change effects? ◊
• Is the individuality of people 50% from assessment and 50% from influencing (education)? ◊
• Are the differences in each object type caused by the chance influence of other things? ◊
• Are the differences in each species of living being caused by the chance influence of other things / beings? ◊
• Applies to everything more complex in general: 50% partial omnipotent nature laws and 50% chance influencing? ◊
• Are there omnipotences? ◊
• Are there power-influences? ◊
• Are there power-greed influences? ◊
• Are there roof influences? ◊
• Are there any roofing influences? ◊
• Is there any soil-liability influences? ◊
• Are there overfly influences? ◊
• Are there override influences? ◊
• Are there any liability influences? ◊
• Are there influences on arrest? ◊
• Are there soil-bearing influences? ◊
• Are there subtle influences? ◊
• Are there any balance influences? ◊
• Is there any balance influence? ◊
• Are there cradle influences? ◊
• Are there fund influences? ◊
• Are there any finder influences? ◊
• Are there inventor influences? ◊
• Are there patent influences? ◊
• Are there any influences of pheromones? ◊
• Are there galaxies-dark-plate influences? ◊
• Are there illiterate influences? ◊
• Are there any perfume influences? ◊
• Are there any perfumery influences? ◊
• Are there fragrance influences? ◊
• Are there fragrance influences? ◊
• Are there shaving influences? ◊
• Are there shaving-water influences? ◊
• Are there petroleum influences? ◊
• Are there alcoholic influences? ◊
• Are there any toxic effects? ◊
• Are there toxic-gas influences? ◊
• Are there any stench influences? ◊
• Are there Mief influences? ◊
• Are there chamberades influences? ◊
• Are there colleagues influences? ◊
• Are there any estimation effects? ◊
• Are there any toxic-gas influences? ◊
• Are there value-estimation influences? ◊
• Are there any laser influences? ◊
• Are there any gifts of influence? ◊
• Are there any influence influences? ◊
• Are there any shave influences? ◊
• Are there street lamp influences? ◊
• Are there park-tray influences? ◊
• Are there lock-bin influences? ◊
• Are there letters influences? ◊
• Are there truth-influences? ◊
• Are there any heavenly influences? ◊
• Are there hell influences? ◊
• Are there conceptual influences? ◊
• Are there main word influences? ◊
• Are there Alzheimer's influences? ◊
• Are there blood deficiency influences? ◊
• Are there any blood circulation influences? ◊
• Are there any spray effects? ◊
• Are there heart attacks? ◊
• Are there cardiac arrest influences? ◊
• Are there cancer influences? ◊
• Are there leukemia influences? ◊
• Are there Parkinson's influences? ◊
• Are there any rheumatic influences? ◊
• Are there any brain influences? ◊
• Are there Mief influences? ◊
• Are there any understanding influences? ◊
• Are there any dirt influence? ◊
• Are there bag influences? ◊
• Are there dirt-bag influences? ◊
• Are there any dirt influences? ◊
• Are there any Maffia influences? ◊
• Are there any deficiency influences? ◊
• Are there any information influences? ◊
• Are there any information-deficit influences? ◊
• Are there any norms? ◊
• Are there normality influences? ◊
• Are there any deviation influences? ◊
• Are there any tolerance influences? ◊
• Are there any bonus influences? ◊
• Are there bonuses? ◊
• Are there gifted influences? ◊
• Are there high-gifted influences? ◊
• Are there idiot influences? ◊
• Are there full-idiot influences? ◊
• Are there influences on cafeteria? ◊
• Are there balloon influences? ◊
• Is there air balloon influences? ◊
• Are there bubble influences? ◊
• Are there soaps-blowing influences? ◊
• Are there general influences? ◊
• Are there brigade influences? ◊
• Are there brigade-general influences? ◊
• Are there any Landser influences? ◊
• Are there officer influences? ◊
• Are there peasant influences? ◊
• Are there land-host influences? ◊
• Are there any agricultural influences? ◊
• Are there economics influences? ◊
• Are there agricultural-economic influences? ◊
• Are there floral influences? ◊
• Are there cut flower influences? ◊
• Are there sun-flowering influences? ◊
• Are there pot-plant influences? ◊
• Are there onion influences? ◊
• Are there leek influences? ◊
• Are there any magic influences? ◊
• Are there magician influences? ◊
• Are there photon influences? ◊
• Are there photon-output influences? ◊
• Are there fuel-cell influences? ◊
• Are there dentures? ◊
• Are there Fliess-Leger influences? ◊
• Are there Baroque influences? ◊
• Are there any report influences? ◊
• Is there work report influences? ◊
• Are there laws influences? ◊
• Are there regulations? ◊
• Are there edge-figure influences? ◊
• Are there command instances? ◊
• Are there obedience influences? ◊
• Are there herb influences? ◊
• Are there any weed influences? ◊
• Are there red-herb influences? ◊
• Are there sour-herb influences? ◊
• Are there sweat influences? ◊
• Are there welder influences? ◊
• Are there weld seam influences? ◊
• Are there Swiss influences? ◊
• Are there country influences? ◊
• Are there sweating influences? ◊
• Are there flour-sweat influences? ◊
• Are there sauces influences? ◊
• Are there sauce binder influences? ◊
• Are there company influences? ◊
• Are there company influences? ◊
• Is There Handicraft Operation Influences? ◊
• Are there operating system influences? ◊
• Are there security system influences? ◊
• Are there security influences? ◊
- Are there uncertainties?
- Are there any operating influences?
- Are there influences of activity?
- Are there hustle-bustles?
- Are there any influences on the radiator?
- Is there any Bracket Goods Influences?
- Are there any soldiers' influences?
- Are there threats?
- Are there threats?
- Are there threatening gesture influences?
- Are there intimidation influences?
- Are there gesture influences?
- Is there gesture-language influences?
- Are there wave-forming influences?
- Are there any radiation influences?
- Are there contagion influences?
- Are there virus influences?
- Are there badge influences?
- Are there tablet influences?
- Are there tablet influences?
- Are there tablet addiction influences?
- Are there legal-essence influences?
- Are there right-wing influences?
- Are there legal influences?
- Are there influences of law?
- Are there any clerk influence?
- Are There Business Conditions Influences?
- Are there advocates?
- Are there any angle advocates?
- Is there any avocado influence?
- Are there naming influences?
- Are there nomination influences?
- Are there lapping seam influences?
- Are there male influences?
- Are there stallions?
- Are there mares influences?
- Are there geldings?
- Are there ox-influences?
- Is there bullfighting?
- Are there donkey influences?
- Are there bag influences?
- Are there paper-bag influences?
- Are there plastic bag influences?
- Are there Bag Influences?
- Is there Garb Bag Influences?
- Are there existence-label influences?
- Are there sometimes existential naming problems?
- Are there more names or more existences?
- Are there voice-band influences?
- Are there needle influences?
- Are there safety needle influences?
- Are there knitting needle influences?
- Are there holiday-place influences?
- Are there ghost influences?
- Are there ghost influences?
- Are there ghost-city influences?
- Are there death-related influences?
- Are there place-dying influences?
- Is there an advisory board influence?
• Are there local council influences? ◊
• Is there any church council influence? ◊
• Are there influences on the boss? ◊
• Are there any Mosque-head influences? ◊
• Are there Council influences? ◊
• Are there company-council influences? ◊
• Are there any influence on the Supervisory Board? ◊
• Are there rate influences? ◊
• Are there rate-sending influences? ◊
• Are there Senate influences? ◊
• Are there board influences? ◊
• Are there sanctuary influences? ◊
• Are there ritual influences? ◊
• Are there world-city influences? ◊
• Are there thermal influences? ◊
• Are there work-fighting influences? ◊
• Are there any strike influences? ◊
• Are there any FIFA influences? ◊
• Are there center influences? ◊
• Are there table-ceiling influences? ◊
• Is there Pocket Towel Influences? ◊
• Are there dollar influences? ◊
• Are there currency effects? ◊
• Are there special brand influences? ◊
• Are there special influences? ◊
• Are there offerings? ◊
• Are there any special offerings? ◊
• Are there branded article influences? ◊
• Are there Merk-influences? ◊
• Are there water-bed influences? ◊
• Are there rocking influences? ◊
• Are there rocking influences? ◊
• Are there swinging influences? ◊
• Are there slide-orbit influences? ◊
• Are there sand-box influences? ◊
• Are there any nuclear influences? ◊
• Are there radiological influences? ◊
• Are there hints? ◊
• Are there broom influences? ◊
• Are there rake influences? ◊
• Are there foliage rake influences? ◊
• Are there hack-influences? ◊
• Are there any accounting influences? ◊
• Are there any calculations? ◊
• Are there roller coaster influences? ◊
• Are there carousel influences? ◊
• Are there giant-wheel influences? ◊
• Are there car-scooter influences? ◊
• Are there gun-shooting influences? ◊
• Are there lottery influences? ◊
• Are there any warranty influences? ◊
• Are there any warranty influences? ◊
• Is there any warranty-performance influence? ◊
• Are there Gun Influences? ◊
• Are there gun-gun influences? ◊
• Are there circular influences? ◊
• Is there any circle-saw influences? ◊
• Are there anvil influences? ◊
• Are there influences of influence? ◊
- Are there traps influences? ◊
- Are there mouse-trap-influences? ◊
- Are there lobe influences? ◊
- Are there caps and hats? ◊
- Are there tree-tops? ◊
- Are there peak influences? ◊
- Are there mountain peak influences? ◊
- Are there ants? ◊
- Are there Meisen-influences? ◊
- Are there caterpillar influences? ◊
- Are there peak influences? ◊
- Are there Knife Tips Influences? ◊
- Are there mountain peak influences? ◊
- Are there needle-point influences? ◊
- Are there any adhesive influences? ◊
- Are there detention influences? ◊
- Are there tooth-tooth influences? ◊
- Is there any back-hook influences? ◊
- Are there gyros influences? ◊
- Is there any humming gyro influences? ◊
- Are there any turning influences? ◊
- Are there any rotational influences? ◊
- Are there mass-current influences? ◊
- Are there hiking influences? ◊
- Are there any hiking influences? ◊
- Are there hikers' influences? ◊
- Are there wave propagation influences? ◊
- Are there any swinging influences? ◊
- Are there resonance influences? ◊
- Are there influences from Jate? ◊
- Are there herb weed influences? ◊
- Are there weed-destroying media influences? ◊
- Are there radio influences? ◊
- Are there any radio influences? ◊
- Are there radio operators? ◊
- Are there spark influences? ◊
- Are there studio influences? ◊
- Are there nail studio influences? ◊
- Are there radio studio influences? ◊
- Are there music studio influences? ◊
- Are there hairdresser studio influences? ◊
- Are there cocoon influences? ◊
- Are there animator influences? ◊
- Are there any shield influences? ◊
- Are there cardboard shields? ◊
- Are there cardboard influences? ◊
- Are there protective shield influences? ◊
- Are there traffic sign influences? ◊
- Is there name shield influences? ◊
- Are there gland-gland influences? ◊
- Are there protective man influences? ◊
- Are there radio clock influences? ◊
- Are there amateur influences? ◊
- Are there amateur radio influences? ◊
- Are there professional influences? ◊
- Are there projector influences? ◊
- Are there rot-effects? ◊
- Are there doll influences? ◊
- Are there children's car influences? ◊
- Are there children's book influences? ◊
- Are there school-book influences? ◊
- Are there regulatory influences? ◊
- Are there rules-technology influences? ◊
- Are there engineering influences? ◊
- Are there engineering influences? ◊
- Are there master influences? ◊
- Are there specialist force influences? ◊
- Are there flutter influences? ◊
- Are there vibrational influences? ◊
- Are there load-ass influences? ◊
- Are there furniture influences? ◊
- Are there facility influences? ◊
- Are there any scaffolding influences? ◊
- Are there any building scaffolding influences? ◊
- Are there defense-measure influences? ◊
- Are there snow influences? ◊
- Is there snow avalanche influences? ◊
- Are there rubble influences? ◊
- Are there any debris avalanches? ◊
- Are there mud influences? ◊
- Is there any mud avalanche influences? ◊
- Are there any curing effects? ◊
- Are there siphon influences? ◊
- Are there any influences on the instrument? ◊
- Are there door-latch influences? ◊
- Are there door-phone cleaner effects? ◊
- Are there door thresholds? ◊
- Are there blade influences? ◊
- Are there knife-blade influences? ◊
- Are there razor blade influences? ◊
- Are there keyboard influences? ◊
- Are there write-machine influences? ◊
- Are there thermometer influences? ◊
- Are there fever influences? ◊
- Are there any fiber influences? ◊
- Are there carbon influences? ◊
- Are there carbon fiber influences? ◊
- Are there any mano-meter influences? ◊
- Are there barometer influences? ◊
- Are there hygro meter influences? ◊
- Are there board influences? ◊
- Are there wood-board influences? ◊
- Are there ridge influences? ◊
- Are there wood-grooved influences? ◊
- Are there flushing influences? ◊
- Are there Rinse Brush Influences? ◊
- Are there lobe influences? ◊
- Are there flush / flap influences? ◊
- Are there wiping influences? ◊
- Is there any wipe-flap influences? ◊
- Are there plaster-flap influences? ◊
- Are there plaster-woman influences? ◊
- Are there dust-cloth influences? ◊
- Are there blurring influences? ◊
- Is there any trace-blur influences? ◊
- Are there clothes-container influences? ◊
- Are there clothes influences? ◊
• Are there rock influences? ◊
• Are there women's rock influences? ◊
• Is there rock'n'roll influences? ◊
• Are there any beneficial influences? ◊
• Is there any button influences? ◊
• Are there shutter influences? ◊
• Is there any zipper closure influences? ◊
• Are there beetle influences? ◊
• Are there May beetle influences? ◊
• Are there June beetle influences? ◊
• Are there worm influences? ◊
• Are there rain-worm influences? ◊
• Are there influences from the artist? ◊
• Are there Butterfly Influences? ◊
• Are there snapping influences? ◊
• Are there check valve influences? ◊
• Are there backflow prevention influences? ◊
• Are there evaporator influences? ◊
• Are there boiler influences? ◊
• Are there Pressure Boiler Influences? ◊
• Are there sun-light influences? ◊
• Are there daylight influences? ◊
• Are there day influences? ◊
• Are there night influences? ◊
• Are there pants-waist influences? ◊
• Are there shoe size influences? ◊
• Are there banana influences? ◊
• Are there banana plantation influences? ◊
• Are there banana shell influences? ◊
• Are there peanut influences? ◊
• Are there peanut farm influences? ◊
• Are there farm-farm influences? ◊
• Are there tropical influences? ◊
• Are there tropical-wood influences? ◊
• Are there Ironman influences? ◊
• Are there long-run influences? ◊
• Are there endurance influences? ◊
• Are there high-house influences? ◊
• Are there flat-building influences? ◊
• Are there any building influences? ◊
• Are there fox-building influences? ◊
• Are there bungalow influences? ◊
• Are there atom-clock influences? ◊
• Are there superlative influences? ◊
• Are there red-shifting influences? ◊
• Are there load influences? ◊
• Are there stress influences? ◊
• Are there carpet influences? ◊
• Are there runners influences? ◊
• Are there carpet runners influences? ◊
• Are there thunderstorm influences? ◊
• Are there lighting influences? ◊
• Are there Thunder Influences? ◊
• Are there Rudel influences? ◊
• Are there Kita influences? ◊
• Are there sun-storm influences? ◊
• Are there network-part influences? ◊
• Are there mower influences? ◊
• Are there lawn mower influences? ◊
▪ Are there thresh influences? ◊
▪ Are there vat influences? ◊
▪ Are there coalition influences? ◊
▪ Are there coalition contract influences? ◊
▪ Are there shore influences? ◊
▪ Is there river-shore influences? ◊
▪ Are there any luxury influences? ◊
▪ Are there millionaire influences? ◊
▪ Are there billionaire influences? ◊
▪ Are there hairdresser influences? ◊
▪ Are there curl influences? ◊
▪ Are there curling-curler influences? ◊
▪ Are there nail influences? ◊
▪ Are there nail varnish influences? ◊
▪ Is there Finger Nail Influences? ◊
▪ Are there penal influences? ◊
▪ Are there lip-pen influences? ◊
▪ Are there coloring influences? ◊
▪ Are there any coloring agents? ◊
▪ Are there bleaching influences? ◊
▪ Are there bleaching agent influences? ◊
▪ Are there any pattern influences? ◊
▪ Are there cloth-pattern influences? ◊
▪ Are there piano influences? ◊
▪ Is there piano keyboard influences? ◊
▪ Are there violin influences? ◊
▪ Are there guys influences? ◊
▪ Are there whole-guy influences? ◊
▪ Over whole guy influences? ◊
▪ Are there female-image influences? ◊
▪ Are there Kutten influences? ◊
▪ Are there robe influences? ◊
▪ Are there garde influences? ◊
▪ Are there wardrobe influences? ◊
▪ Are there grand influences? ◊
▪ Are there guru influences? ◊
▪ Are there sheikh influences? ◊
▪ Are there Sultan influences? ◊
▪ Are there coral influences? ◊
▪ Are there any juice influences? ◊
▪ Are there body-juice influences? ◊
▪ Are there snot influences? ◊
▪ Are there salivary influences? ◊
▪ Are there spitting influences? ◊
▪ Are there tear influences? ◊
▪ Are there urine influences? ◊
▪ Are there any gel influences? ◊
▪ Are there any syrup influences? ◊
▪ Are there orange influences? ◊
▪ Are there orange juice influences? ◊
▪ Are there lemons? ◊
▪ Is there Lemon Juice Influences? ◊
▪ Are transfers without exception always connected with influences? ◊
▪ Are influences invariably associated with transmissions? ◊
▪ Are there any influence transmissions? ◊
▪ Are there influence-transmission-ways? ◊
▪ Are there any transfer-way influences? ◊
▪ Are there Royalty Influences? ◊
▪ Are there recording influences? ◊
• Is There Mass Donation Influences?
• Are there mass-intake influences?
• Are there energy-release influences?
• Are there energy-absorbing influences?
• Are there vibrational influences?
• Are there cladding influences?
• Are there any serving influences?
• Are there settling influences?
• Are there any deposits?
• Are there layering influences?
• Are there any bearing influences?
• Are there Cover Influences?
• Are there any influence influences?
• Are there coating influences?
• Are there any interactions?
• Are there segregation influences?
• Are there any hub-wave influences? (for example, water surface, ropes)
• Is there any lift-wave energy-release influences?
• Is there any Hub Wave Energy Recording Effects?
• Are there pressure-wave influences? (in gases, liquids and solids)
• Is there any pressure wave release influences?
• Are there pressure-wave recording influences?
• Are there sound-wave influences? (for example in air)
• Are there sound-energy-release influences?
• Are there sound-energy-recording influences?
• Are there Radiation Energy Influences?
• Is there any radiation energy release influences?
• Are there Radiation Energy Recording Effects?
• Are there force field influences?
• Are there magnetic field influences?
• Are there any gravity-field influences?
• Are there charge-field influences?
• Are there negative charge influences?
• Are there positive charge influences?
• Are there any surf influences?
• Are there gestade influences?
• Are there peak position influences?
• Are there amplifier influences?
• Is there any remaining amplifier influences?
• Are there gun influences?
• Are there water-gun influences?
• Are there jet influences?
• Is there water-jet influences?
• Are there light-beam influences?
• Are there mass-weight influences?
• Are there bullet influences?
• Are there neutron bombardment influences?
• Are there meteor impact impacts?
• Are there any comet impacts?
• Are there death-courage influences?
• Are there stop influences?
• Are there stop-sign influences?
• Are there fence influences?
• Are there gate influences?
• Are there memory influences?
• Are there numerical influences?
• Are there buying influences?
• Is there shopping influences?
• Are there Pampa influences?
• Are there product influences? ◊
• Are there Print Produce Influences? ◊
• Are there any influences? ◊
• Are there combustion-residue influences? ◊
• Are there existences caused by influences? ◊
• Are existences changed by influences? ◊
• Misdemeanor existences by influences? ◊
• Is EVERYTHING by the (so far) known + the (still) unknown part of the influence variety? ◊
• Does EVERYTHING change by the (so far) known + the (still) unknown part of the influence variety? ◊
• Is EVERYTHING going through the (so far) known + the (still) unknown part of the influence variety? ◊
• Are there lighting influences? ◊
• Are there any illuminated advertising influences? ◊
• Are there militia influences? ◊
• Are there beard influences? ◊
• Are there beard influences? ◊
• Are there hair-costume influences? ◊
• Is there hair-length influences? ◊
• Are there greed influences? ◊
• Are there swimming-eyeglasses? ◊
• Are there any divers-eyeglasses? ◊
• Are there any diving suit influences? ◊
• Are there oxygen-bottle influences? ◊
• Are there oxygen influences? ◊
• Are there nitrogen influences? ◊
• Are there jewel influences? ◊
• Are there CO2 influences? ◊
• Are there hydrogen influences? ◊
• Are there ruling-addictions? ◊
• Is there any gathering influence? ◊
• Are there lockout influences? ◊
• Are there demonstration influences? ◊
• Are there secret influences? ◊
• Are there any secret influences? ◊
• Are there any influence combinations? ◊
• Are there unknown / unrecognized / undiscovered / hidden influence combinations? ◊
• Are there influences that we do not perceive? ◊
• Are there influences that we cannot perceive? ◊
• Are there influences that we do not want to perceive? ◊
• Are there only natural influences? ◊
• Are there any artificial influences? ◊
• Are there eye dryness influences? ◊
• Are influences influenced by natural laws? ◊
• Is randomness created by diversity of influence? ◊
• Is the (seemingly) "free" will influenced by influences? ◊
• We each person controlled by the influence variety like a robot? ◊
• Is also the (seemingly) "free" will controlled by the influence variety robot-like? ◊
• Does the influence diversity only lead to positive results? ◊
• Does the influence diversity also lead to negative results? ◊
• Does the influence diversity lead to more positive as well as negative results? ◊
• Does the influence diversity lead to more negative as well as positive results? ◊
• Does the influence diversity lead to about as much negative results as positive? ◊
• Are there influences that we cannot recognize as such? ◊
• Are there influences that we cannot perceive as such? ◊
• Are there people who so kindly influence fellow human beings that they do not notice it? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there UFO influences? ◊
• Are there penal threats? ◊
• Does the influence diversity constantly affect? ◊
• Are influences influenced by God? ◊
• Does self-awareness exert influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any over-estimated influences? ◊
• Are there self-exaggeration influences? ◊
• Are there influences of influence? ◊
• Are there power-structure influences? ◊
• Are there expressions? ◊
• Are there commitments? ◊
• Are there undiscovered influences? ◊
• Are there parallel influences? ◊
• Are there unknown / unrecognized / undiscovered / hidden parallel influences? ◊
• Are there influence chains? ◊
• Are there unknown / unrecognized / undiscovered / hidden influence chains? ◊
• Are there influence series? ◊
• Are there any impact sequences? ◊
• Are there influence sequences? ◊
• Are there unknown / unrecognized / undiscovered / hidden influence sequences? ◊
• Are there any influence repetitions? ◊
• Are there any influence overlays? ◊
• Are there unknown / unrecognized / undiscovered / hidden influence overlays? ◊
• Are there any influence overlays? ◊
• Are there unknown / unrecognized / undiscovered / hidden influence overlays? ◊
• Are there influence cocktails? ◊
• Are there unknown / unrecognized / undiscovered / hidden influence cocktails? ◊
• Are we humans marionettes / robots, controlled by the influence variety? ◊
• Are we aware of the diversity of influence only the tip of the iceberg? ◊
• How many percent of the influence diversity do we estimate? ◊
• Is there any penalty freedom guarantee influences? ◊
• Are there clairvoyance influences? ◊
• Are there Abraham influences? ◊
• Are there Buddha influences? ◊
• Are there Jesus influences? ◊
• Are there Mohamed influences? ◊
• Are there prost-influences? ◊
• Are there prostate influences? ◊
• Is there Power Structure Burst Influences? ◊
• Are there elk test influences? ◊
• Is there God test influences? ◊
• Are there hearing test influences? ◊
• Are there visual test influences? ◊
• Do we only perceive the most important influences for our survival? ◊
• Are there immunity influences? ◊
• Are there immunity-canceling influences? ◊
• Are there ejection influences? ◊
• Is there any infringement influences? ◊
• Are there traffic rule influences? ◊
• Are there traffic-violation influences? ◊
• Are there points catalog influences? ◊
• Are there back-ground influences? ◊
• Are there concealed influences? ◊
• Are there unspoken influences? ◊
• Are there prohibited influences? ◊
• Are there any unpopular influences? ◊
• Are there any disturbing influences? ◊
• Are there any annoying influences? ◊
• Are there any indirect influences? ◊
• Are there hidden influences? ◊
• Are there garbage disposal influences? ◊
• Are there self-repair influences? ◊
• Are there self-healing influences? ◊
• Do we know of the influence group only the tip of the ice mountain or only the top of the pyramid? ◊
• Do the known influences cover the unknown? ◊
• Are there behind-ground stripping-pulling influences? ◊
• Are there telephone terror influences? ◊
• Are there any bullying influences? ◊
• Are there right-wing spaces? ◊
• Are the hidden or hidden influences unaffected because we do not know them? ◊
• Are there unintelligible influences? ◊
• Are there any intrusive influences? ◊
• Are there any penetrating influences? ◊
• Are there any impacts? ◊
• Are there any influence-absences? ◊
• Are there Glass Shard Influences? ◊
• Does magic consist of hidden influences? ◊
• Are there simultaneous influences? ◊
• Is there influence-simultaneity? ◊
• Are there any unknown influences on matter in black holes? ◊
• Are there pressure factors? ◊
• Are there expressing influences? ◊
• Are Influence Combinations a Difficult Chapter? ◊
• Are influence combinations often not recognized? ◊
• Are influence combinations often not understood? ◊
• Are influence combinations often underestimated? ◊
• Are Influence Combinations Rather the Normal Case? ◊
• Are there influence sequences? ◊
• Is there (almost always) several influences on each individual existence? ◊
• Is there (almost always) several influences through each individual existence? ◊
• Are there well recognizable influences? ◊
• Are there easily recognizable influences? ◊
• Are there any hard-to-detect influences? ◊
• Are there soft top influences? ◊
• Are there car-top effects? ◊
• Are there masking influences? ◊
• Are there blind influences? ◊
• Are there reactive-current influences? ◊
• Are there sweetener influences? ◊
• Are there subtle influences? ◊
• Are there customs influences? ◊
• Are there import-inch influences? ◊
• Are there thread-inch influences? ◊
• Are there influence discoveries? ◊
• Are there any fatigue influences? ◊
• Is There Fatigue Break Influence? ◊
• Are there sleeping influences? ◊
• Are there snoring influences? ◊
• Are there disabilities? ◊
• Is the world of influences the most complicated in nature? ◊
• Is the world of influences the most extensive in nature? ◊
• Could the unknown part of the influence variety be referred to as sub-influences, for example? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could the unknown part of the influence variety be referred to as XY influences, for example? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is our actions and actions determined by influences? ◊
• Is our actions and actions determined by the hidden influences? ◊
• Are we controlled by 100% influences? ◊
• Is there any influence research? ◊
• Is there clarification of influence? ◊
• Are there any camouflage influences? ◊
• Are there any camouflage influences? ◊
• Are there any camouflage web influences? ◊
• Are unknown influences never influenceable? ◊
• Are known influences always influenceable? ◊
• Are there influence neutralizations? ◊
• Are there influences that mutually cancel each other? ◊
• Are there influences which partly cancel each other out? ◊
• Are there influences that completely cancel each other out? ◊
• Are there influences that neutralize each other? ◊
• Are there influences that partly neutralize each other? ◊
• Are there influences that completely neutralize each other? ◊
• Are there influence mixtures? ◊
• Are there permanent influences? ◊
• Are there permanent influences? ◊
• Are there permanent influences? ◊
• Are We Influence Marionette? ◊
• Is there an influence chaos? ◊
• Are there Maggi influences? ◊
• Do miracle healers master the complex world of influences particularly well? ◊
• Did the Miraculous Healer of Jesus extremely influence the Influence World for those circumstances? ◊
• Are there any pop influences? ◊
• Are there perceptual influences? ◊
• Are there any event influences? ◊
• Are there influences on events? ◊
• Are there influences by events? ◊
• Is the perceived peak of the influence (ice) mountain smaller than 1%? ◊
• Is the perceived peak of the influence (ice) mountain smaller than 10%? ◊
• Are there taming influences? ◊
• Are there any puzzles, but only unknown influences? ◊
• Are influences sensed? ◊
• Are influences detected by measuring devices? ◊
• Are there any calculated influences? ◊
• Are there any influence calculations? ◊
• Are there protector influences? ◊
• Are there scrub influences? ◊
• Is there an Influence Flood? ◊
• Is there an influence scrub? ◊
• Is there an influence catalog? ◊
• Are there uncertainties of influence? ◊
• Are there any quiz-master influences? ◊
• Are there any contingencies? ◊
• Are there esoteric influences? ◊
• Are there mystic influences? ◊
• Are there any mysteries? ◊
• Are there spiritual influences? ◊
• Are there spiritual influences? ◊
• Are there driving influences? ◊
• Is there any influence-speculation? ◊
• Are there fortune-teller influences? ◊
• Are there yodel influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there NUV influences or a NUV influence variety? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Is the N for natural influences (as opposed to artificial or human influences)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is the U for unknown, unrecognized or supporting influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is the V for hidden, hidden or hidden influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any influence surprises? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there Messiah influences? ◊
• Are there Weissager influences? ◊
• Are there senseless influences in nature? ◊
• Are there any superfluous influences in nature? ◊
• Are there any harmful influences in nature? ◊
• Are there cumbersome influences in nature? ◊
• Are there any confused influences in nature? ◊
• Are there spheres of influence? ◊
• Are there Spheres influences? ◊
• Are there V influences, ie hidden, hidden and hidden influences? ◊
• Are there history influences? ◊
• Are there influence histories? ◊
• Are there any influence sums? ◊
• Are there thoughts-transfer-influences? ◊
• Are there telepathic influences? ◊
• Are there resume influences? ◊
• Are influences the communication of nature? ◊
• Are there cult influences? ◊
• Are there comfort influences? ◊
• Can people gain influence? ◊
• Are there dampening influences? ◊
• Are there any reinforcing influences? ◊
• Are there mitigating influences? ◊
• Are there any shielding influences? ◊
• Are there interrupting influences? ◊
• Are there any hard-to-understand influences? ◊
• Are there simple influences? ◊
• Are there complex influences? ◊
• Will the unknown influences in the course of time through research become less and less? ◊
• Is it conceivable that the unknown influences of a day almost vanished? ◊
• In addition to the known part of the influence variety, is there also an unknown part of the influence variety? ◊
• Does anyone doubt that besides the well-known part of the influence variety, there is also an unknown part of the influence variety? ◊
• How large could the unknown part of the influence diversity be in relation to the totality of influence diversity? ◊
• Could it be that only around 1 percent of the total range of influence has been detected and about 99 percent are still unknown? ◊
• Are there gene defects? ◊
• Are there any node influences? ◊
• Is There Hair Knot Influences? ◊
• Are there justifications? ◊
• Are there any research influences? ◊
• Are there zoo influences? ◊
• Are there Zoo Encounter Influences? ◊
• Are there particle zoo influences? ◊
• Is there an influence zoo? ◊
• Are there heat conduction influences? ◊
• Are New Influence Transfer Types Created? ◊
• Do existing influence transfer modes change? ◊
• Do existing transference modes persist? ◊
• Are there dignitary bearer influences? ◊
• Do the sense organs of the influence registration serve? ◊
• Do Measuring Instruments of Influence Registration? ◊
• Are there influences perceptions by human senses? ◊
• Are there any influence perceptions by measuring devices? ◊
• Are there implications? ◊
• Are there any influence intensities? ◊
• Are there proof limits for influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any influences that fall under the perception limit for human senses? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any influences that are below the perception limit for animals? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any influences that are below the detection limit for measuring instruments? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there mini-influences? ◊
• Are there radio-activity influences? ◊
• Are there gossip influences? ◊
• Can influences have an effect even if they are below the perception limit? ◊
• Can influences have an effect even if they are below the detection limit? ◊
• Are there receptive influences? ◊
• Is there any major influence on existence per existence? ◊
• Is there a major influence per existence through existence? ◊
• How much influences have an effect on the environment at the same time? ◊
• How many influences have an effect on the environment at the same time? ◊
• Do an average at the same time less than 10 influences ON an existence from the environment? ◊
• Do an average at the same time have less than 10 influences by exiting the environment? ◊
• Do an average of more than 10 influences affect an existence from the environment? ◊
• At the same time, do more than 10 influences affect the environment? ◊
• How much influences do the existence of the environment have in the long run? ◊
• How much influence do the average influence in the environment during the time? ◊
• Do an average over time affect less than 100 influences ON existence from the environment? ◊
• Do average effects over time with less than 100 influences THROUGH an existence on the environment? ◊
• Over the course of time, do more than 100 influences affect an existence of the environment? ◊
• Over the course of time, do more than 100 influences influence their existence? ◊
• Causes every existence to have at least a POSITIVE influence on the environment? ◊
• Does each existence often have multiple POSITIVE influences on the environment? ◊
• Causes every existence to have at least a NEGATIVE influence on the environment? ◊
• Does each existence often have multiple NEGATIVE influences on the environment? ◊
• Does each existence often have at least one POSITIVE influence from the environment? ◊
• Are there often any POSITIVE influences from the environment on each existence? ◊
• Does each existence often have at least one NEGATIVE influence from the environment? ◊
• Do any existence often have multiple NEGATIVE influences from the environment? ◊
• Is there a recognized part of the influence diversity? ◊
• Is there an UNKNOWN part of influence diversity? ◊ Or:
• Is there a hidden part of influence diversity? ◊
• Are there hair-root influences? ◊
• Are there proof-boundary influences? ◊
• Are there sensor influences? ◊
• Is an experimental system instrumented to capture influences? ◊
• Is there a clarified and an unexplained part of the influence diversity? ◊
• Is it proven that there is an unknown part of the influence diversity? ◊
• Is the unknown part of the influence variety an obvious idea? ◊ If this is the case:
• Is the unknown part of the influence variety therefore an obvious idea, because it has always happened in the past that a bit of the unknown part of the influence variety became a recognized part of the influence variety? ◊
• Do most people still NOT recognize the great importance and importance of the influences, except when it comes to expanding their own sphere of influence? ◊
• Are there elderberry influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there wash bear influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there bath-flow influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any joint influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there nerve tissue influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there tongues? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there Zebra Stripes? ◊
• Are there Zebra influences? ◊
• Is there any weather-sensing influences? ◊
• Are there evolutionary influences? ◊
• Are there evolution leap influences? ◊
• Are there mole mole influences? ◊
• Are there righteous influences? ◊
• Are there injustices? ◊
• Are there touch-influences? ◊
• Are there ramp influences? ◊
• Are there ramp light influences? ◊
• Is there drum-vortex influences? ◊
• Are there Crown Prince influences? ◊
- Are there appearance influences? ◊
- Are there Tasks Influences? ◊
- Are there mourning influences? ◊
- Are there bridal influences? ◊
- Are there any bride-father influences? ◊
- Are there sound-strength influences? ◊
- Are there kiss influences? ◊
- Are there pomp influences? ◊
- Are there closing influences? ◊
- Are there fallacy influences? ◊
- Is there Night Shirt Influences? ◊
- Are there sleep-suit influences? ◊
- Are there any screw-constraints? ◊
- Are there shovel influences? ◊
- Are there spade influences? ◊
- Are there fork-key influences? ◊
- Are there fork influences? ◊
- Are there Knife Influences? ◊
- Are there spoon influences? ◊
- Is there tea-spoon influences? ◊
- Are there morning-rock influences? ◊
- Are there Franzen influences? ◊
- Are there Carpet Franzen influences? ◊
- Are there dummy influences? ◊
- Are disposable dishes affected? ◊
- Are there storms? ◊
- Are there cock-foot influences? ◊
- Are there lion-tooth influences? ◊
- Are there cock influences? ◊
- Is there water tap influences? ◊
- Are there crow's influences? ◊
- Are there crow's influences? ◊
- Are there suction influences? ◊
- Are there dust-sucker-influences? ◊
- Are there any hunger-spa influences? ◊
- Are there construction site influences? ◊
- Is there police report influences? ◊
- Are there brooch influences? ◊
- Are there remembrance influences? ◊
- Are there resurrection influences? ◊
- Are there sister influences? ◊
- Are there nurse-sister influences? ◊
- Are there brother influences? ◊
- Are there crap influences? ◊
- Are there shit influences? ◊
- Are there any manure influences? ◊
- Are there liquorice influences? ◊
- Are there grid influences? ◊
- Are there any trauma influences? ◊
- Are there killing influences? ◊
- Are there head influences? ◊
- Are there any corpse influences? ◊
- Are there carcass-car influences? ◊
- Are there any cosmetic influences? ◊
- Are there make-up effects? ◊
- Are there make-up effects? ◊
- Are there chocolates? ◊
- Are there humbug influences? ◊
- Are there any basic influences? ◊
• Are there fundus influences? ◊
• Are there scrap influences? ◊
• Are there any electrical scrap influences? ◊
• Are there any electronic scrap influences? ◊
• Is there space-scrap influences? ◊
• Are there federal chancellor influences? ◊
• Are there UN influences? ◊
• Are there amputee influences? ◊
• Are there Permit Influences? ◊
• Are there insurance influences? ◊
• Are there April influences? ◊
• Is there April joke influences? ◊
• Are there joking influences? ◊
• Are there high pressure area influences? ◊
• Are there sunshine effects? ◊
• Are there clouds-field influences? ◊
• Are there foot-ball season influences? ◊
• Are there ball influences? ◊
• Are there ball-game influences? ◊
• Are there opera-ball influences? ◊
• Are there high school ball influences? ◊
• Are there rescue influences? ◊
• Are there rescue vehicle influences? ◊
• Are there rescue anchor influences? ◊
• Is there any parking fees? ◊
• Are there park-house influences? ◊
• Are there park-bill influences? ◊
• Are there neck influences? ◊
• Are there neck-pain influences? ◊
• Are there giraffe influences? ◊
• Are there elephant influences? ◊
• Are there hare influences? ◊
• Are there fear-hare-influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there impact-tooth influences? ◊
• Are there skin aging influences? ◊
• Are there cartilage influences? ◊
• Are there cartilage damage influences? ◊
• Are there any moisture influences? ◊
• Is there wetland influences? ◊
• Are there any groundwater influences? ◊
• Are there biotope influences? ◊
• Are there federal garden show influences? ◊
• Are there country garden show influences? ◊
• Are there tractor influences? ◊
• Are there any influences of the Trecker? ◊
• Are there land-machine influences? ◊
• Are there mowing thresher influences? ◊
• Are there potato influences? ◊
• Are there potato-mash influences? ◊
• Are there any polonium influences? ◊
• Are there plutonium influences? ◊
• Are there sperm influences? ◊
• Could the frequently asked question, why is the (thus) become, always replaced by the more correct question, by what influences is the (thus) become (thus)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there natural influences? ◊
• Are there mysterious influences? ◊
• Are there any dangerous influences? ◊
• Are there dangerous influences for people? ◊
• Are there any harmless influences? ◊
• Are there harmless influences for humans? ◊
• Are there more dangerous influences for humans like harmless ones? ◊ Or:
• Are there more harmless influences for humans like dangerous ones? ◊
• Are there life-threatening influences? ◊
• Are there any damaging influences? ◊
• Are there lethal influences? ◊
• Are there any health influences? ◊
• Are there any health-promoting influences? ◊
• Are there any health-damaging influences? ◊
• Are there precautionary influences? ◊
• Are there hazards influences? ◊
• Are there threats? ◊
• Are there protective influences? ◊
• Is there protection-need-influences? ◊
• Are there any backup influences? ◊
• Are there any hedging influences? ◊
• Are there myths influences? ◊
• Are there ice-time influences? ◊
• Are influences the only thing in life? ◊
• Tax influences life in part? ◊
• Control Influences Life Completely? ◊
• Can people avoid known or recognized influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can people avoid unknown or unrecognized influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did the effects of the evolutionary leap lead to such influences that we do not know yet? ◊
• Are there need-influences? ◊
• Are there viruses? ◊
• Are there virus-protection influences? ◊
• Are there virus propagation influences? ◊
• Is there any virus protection program influences? ◊
• Are there vaccination influences? ◊
• Are there any accident-protection influences? ◊
• Are there accident-prevention influences? ◊
• Are there UVV influences? ◊
• Are there any contraception influences? ◊
• Are there any preventive influences? ◊
• Are there mountain rescue influences? ◊
• Are there sea emergency rescue influences? ◊
• Are there rescue ring influences? ◊
• Are there medication influences? ◊
• Are there rescue paramedic influences? ◊
• Are there safety valve influences? ◊
• Are there box influences? ◊
• Are there box-ring influences? ◊
• Are there ring-judge influences? ◊
• Are there judges’ influences? ◊
• Are there expert opinions? ◊
• Are there expert opinion influences? ◊
• Are there state attorney influences? ◊
• Are there ECB influences? ◊
• Are there troika influences? ◊
• Are there state crises? ◊
• Are there hand-held influences? ◊
• Are there examinations? ◊
• Is there any investigation committee influences? ◊
• Are there tolls? ◊
• Are there principles? ◊
• Are there federal car train influences? ◊
• Are there federal-bank influences? ◊
• Are there rain radar influences? ◇
• Are there any consultant influences? ◇
• Are there Holocaust influences? ◇
• Are there any compensation influences? ◇
• Are there closing word influences? ◇
• Are there seat-space influences? ◇
• Are there active substance influences? ◇
• Are there birth influences? ◇
• Are there birth tag influences? ◇
• Are there birth rate rates? ◇
• Are there research influences? ◇
• Are there inquiring influences? ◇
• Are there arrogance influences? ◇
• Are there presumptuous influences? ◇
• Are there laboratory influences? ◇
• Are there any experimental influences? ◇
• Are there reform incapacities? ◇
• Are there reform-unwilling influences? ◇
• Are there any analysis influences? ◇
• Are there puberty influences? ◇
• Are there gender-maturity influences? ◇
• Are there homogeneity influences? ◇
• Are there uniformity influences? ◇
• Are there differentiation influences? ◇
• Is there an influence assertion? ◇
• Are there any segmenting influences? ◇
• Are there fragmentation influences? ◇
• Are there stirring influences? ◇
• Are there stirrer influences? ◇
• Are there mixer influences? ◇
• Are there back influences? ◇
• Are there back-shape influences? ◇
• Are there sintering influences? ◇
• Are there any segment influences? ◇
• Do influences affect the mind's memory? ◇
• Is there any satisfaction influences? ◇
• Are there dissatisfaction influences? ◇
• Are there prohibitions? ◇
• Are there any competition influences? ◇
• Are there betteifer influences? ◇
• Contesting influences? ◇
• Do pointers influence more often, as most people think? ◇
• Are there any contests? ◇
• Are there any contest influences? ◇
• Are there pedestrian influences? ◇
• Are there cheese influences? ◇
• Are there any cheese-mold influences? ◇
• Are there sausage influences? ◇
• Are there prescription influences? ◇
• Is there any cooking prescription influences? ◇
• Are there any remedy medication remedies? ◇
• Are there any preparation influences? ◇
• Are there defense mechanisms? ◇
• Is there an influence defense? ◇
• Are there any radicalization influences? ◇
• Are there any favor influences? ◇
• Are there any patron influences? ◇
• Are there any sponsor influences? ◇
• Are there fixed-name influences? ◇
▪ Are there unique influences? ◊
▪ Are there learning influences? ◊
▪ Are there pampering influences? ◊
▪ Are there missions? ◊
▪ Are there missionary influences? ◊
▪ Are there any subsidy influences? ◊
▪ Are there push-button influences? ◊
▪ Are there button-press influences? ◊
▪ Are there leverage-shifting influences? ◊
▪ Are there any influences when all levers are set in motion? ◊
▪ Are there any nausea influences? ◊
▪ Are there shopping influences? ◊
▪ Are there show-steller influences? ◊
▪ Are there Castor influences? ◊
▪ Are there any destructive influences? ◊
▪ Are there extermination influences? ◊
▪ Are there human influences? ◊
▪ Are there influences of humanity? ◊
▪ Are there antiques influences? ◊
▪ Are there soul-care influences? ◊
▪ Are there any up-to-date influences? ◊
▪ Are there weak influences? ◊
▪ Are there weakness influences? ◊
▪ Are there strong influences? ◊
▪ Are there Strength Influences? ◊
▪ Are there force influences? ◊
▪ Are there pleasant influences? ◊
▪ Are there unpleasant influences? ◊
▪ Are there any performance influences? ◊
▪ Are there first-performance influences? ◊
▪ Are there Premiere influences? ◊
▪ Are there soaps-cup influences? ◊
▪ Are there shell influences? ◊
▪ Are there chastising influences? ◊
▪ Are there impulse-perpetrator influences? ◊
▪ Are there perpetrators? ◊
▪ Are there ore influences? ◊
▪ Is there any veiling influences? ◊
▪ Are there color influences? ◊
▪ Are there fist influences? ◊
▪ Is there fist blow influences? ◊
▪ Are there any nutrient influences? ◊
▪ Are there supply influences? ◊
▪ Is there any nutrient supply influences? ◊
▪ Is mass and energy involved in all influences? ◊
▪ Need all influences mass, energy, and partial omnipotent nature laws? ◊
▪ Are there also influences that require only mass and energy but no partial omnipotent nature laws? ◊
▪ Are there also influences that only mass and partial omnipotent nature laws require but no energy? ◊
▪ Are there also influences that require only energy and partial omnipotent nature laws but no mass? ◊
▪ Are there any influences that only mass need? ◊
▪ Are there any influences that only need energy? ◊
▪ Are there influences that require only partial omnipotent nature laws? ◊
▪ Are there also influences that require neither mass, nor energy, or partial omnipotent laws of nature? ◊
▪ Are there influences from the Bible-God's call "Do you subject the earth to yourselves?" ◊
▪ Are there question-influences? ◊
▪ Are there neutral influences? ◊
▪ Are there any neutral influences? ◊
▪ Are there misunderstandings? ◊
- Are there any muscle influences? ◊
- Is the whole of life ultimately just made up of influences and changes? ◊
- Does life consist of an influence-thicket? ◊
- Does life consist of nothing else, as from influences? ◊
- Are there any contortions? ◊
- Are there break-ups? ◊
- Are there bone fracture influences? ◊
- Is there neck-break influences? ◊
- Are there vortex-column-fracture-influences? ◊
- Are there diaphragmatic fractures? ◊
- Are there leg-fracture influences? ◊
- Are there arm-fractures? ◊
- Are there finger-fracture influences? ◊
- Are there ridge-fracture influences? ◊
- Are there Zerr influences? ◊
- Are there strains? ◊
- Are there distortions? ◊
- Are there distortions? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- About distortions from? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are there any eating influences? ◊
- Are there tendon-tensing influences? ◊
- Are there tendon-stretching influences? ◊
- Are there tendon-vaginal inflammatory influences? ◊
- Are there divorcing influences? ◊
- Are there ax influences? ◊
- Are there cleavage influences? ◊
- Are there notch-wood influences? ◊
- Are there any sinking influences? ◊
- Are there any sinking influences? ◊
- Are there inbreeding influences? ◊
- Are there incest influences? ◊
- Are there investment factors? ◊
- Are there horse-apple influences? ◊
- Are there cow-fladen influences? ◊
- Are there candle influences? ◊
- Are there miracle candle influences? ◊
- Are there any change influences? ◊
- Are changes the result of influences? ◊
- Are there cholesterol influences? ◊
- Are there blood pressure influences? ◊
- Are there blood-high-pressure influences? ◊
- Are there any enzyme influences? ◊
- Are there any layer influences? ◊
- Are there flat land influences? ◊
- Are there savannah influences? ◊
- Is there any hill influences? ◊
- Are there salvage influences? ◊
- Are there Accident Victims Rescue Influences? ◊
- Are there influence levels? ◊
- Are there nested influences? ◊
- Are there influence nesting? ◊
- Are there influence pyramids? ◊
- Are there multi-layered influences? ◊
- Is there influence-complexity? ◊
- Is there an influence hierarchy? ◊
- Are there hierarchical influences? ◊
- Are there perceptual threshold values for influences? ◊
- Are there any detail influences? ◊
- Are there any detailing influences? ◊
• Are measuring instruments (for influencing perception) artificial senses? ◊
• Does the unknown part of the influence variety (ie God) appear to us as something unnatural, although it is something natural? ◊
• Are there party influences? ◊
• Are there party influences? ◊
• Are there hillside game influences? ◊
• Are there interests influences? ◊
• Are there state interests influences? ◊
• Are there tournier influences? ◊
• Is there decision-maker carrier influences? ◊
• Do influences of mass, energy, and nature laws operate? ◊
• Does the mass of influences, energy, and natural laws? ◊
• Does the energy of the influences, mass, and nature laws use? ◊
• Are the nature laws of influences, mass and energy working? ◊
• Are there thoughts-breaks-influences? ◊
• Are there oranges influences? ◊
• Is there an Oranges Bowl Influences? ◊
• Are there dog-drowning influences? ◊
• Is there any joint bounce influences? ◊
• Are there any Zech-Bounce influences? ◊
• Are there rat influences? ◊
• Are there wide majority influences? ◊
• Would we regard sorcery as something supernatural if we did not know that hidden influences were behind it? ◊
• Is the influence diversity responsible for chance? ◊
• Are accidents caused by influences? ◊
• Are there structural reform influences? ◊
• Are influences the true actors in nature? ◊
• Are influences the most important actors in nature? ◊
• Are influences the main actors in nature? ◊
• Are there design influences? ◊
• Are there institution influences? ◊
• Are there wish-influences? ◊ In the sense of:
• Causes influences desires? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any influence wishes? ◊ In the sense of:
• Causes Wishes Influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are commands influences? ◊
• Are threats influences? ◊
• Can ultimately all observations, processes, and effects be attributed to influences? ◊
• Can influences influence camouflage? ◊
• Is there influence camouflage? ◊
• Are there Nobel influences? ◊
• Are there Nobel Prize Influences? ◊
• Are there distinctive influences? ◊
• Are there price-pricing influences? ◊
• Are there shooting influences? ◊
• Are there developmental influences? ◊
• Are there holidays influences? ◊
• Are there summer vacation influences? ◊
• Are there garment influences? ◊
• Are young people more easily influenced, like elderly people? ◊
• Are there sexuality influences? ◊
• Are there any gender influences? ◊
• Are there God-abuse influences? ◊
• Are there any demon influences? ◊
• Is greed caused by pathologically degenerate impulses? ◊
• Are there hypothesis influences? ◊
• Are there thesis influences? ◊
• Are there any practice influences? ◊
• Are there greed influences? ◊
- Are there proof-influences? ◊
- Are there any compromise influences? ◊
- Are there uncompromising influences? ◊
- Are there Wahhabism influences? ◊
- Are there Salafism influences? ◊
- Are there Burka influences? ◊
- Are there Niqab influences? ◊
- Are there spies web influences? ◊
- Is there any black cash influence? ◊
- Are there agent influences? ◊
- Are there secret agent influences? ◊
- Are there facial influences? ◊
- Are there mentality influences? ◊
- Are there conversation abort influences? ◊
- Are there obsolescence influences? ◊
- Are there proverb influences? ◊
- Are there spelling influences? ◊
- Are there shoe-cardboard influences? ◊
- Are there rooting influences? ◊
- Do words with a broad range of use have special influences? ◊
- Are there any influencing abilities? ◊
- Is research aimed at reducing the unknown part of the influence diversity and thus increasing the known part of the influence diversity? ◊
- Are there any influencing abilities? ◊
- Are there any change-money influences? ◊
- Are there any switching influences? ◊
- Is there any luminous clock influences? ◊
- Are there lighting influences? ◊
- Are there radio alarm clocks? ◊
- Are there alarm clock influences? ◊
- Are there expressions? ◊
- Are there fluffy influences? ◊
- Is there any waste of paper? ◊
- Are there rogue influences? ◊
- Are there phrases influences? ◊
- Are there grim influences? ◊
- Are there philosophy influences? ◊
- Are there brainstorming influences? ◊
- Are there healing influences? ◊
- Are there self-evident influences? ◊
- Are there any logic influences? ◊
- Are there state-servant influences? ◊
- Should we particularly have the honor of the unknown part of the diversity of influence? ◊
- Should we especially respect the unknown part of the influence diversity? ◊
- Does the unknown part of influence diversity forgive individual human rights? ◊
- Would the omission of the influences keep everything as it is? ◊
- Would everything be stiffly struck without influences, and so would the movements of the elementary particles, the energy, and the radiation? ◊
- Is mass decline an influence? ◊
- Is mass increase an influence? ◊
- Is temperature decrease an influence? ◊
- Is temperature increase an influence? ◊
- Is speed decrease an influence? ◊
- Is Speed Increase An Influence? ◊
- Is Money Acceptance an Influence? ◊
• Is Money Increase An Influence? ◊
• Is nature completely permeated with influences? ◊
• Are the UNKNOWN part of the influence variety also the basically KNOWN influences, which however remain UNKNOWN, because they lie, for example, deep under the earth and therefore cannot be detected? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the importance and power of nature influences underestimated by most people? ◊
• Are we helpless and vulnerable to the UNKNOWN part of the influence diversity? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there arc influences? ◊
• Are there any light-arc influences? ◊
• Are there any trottoir influences? ◊
• Are there unnatural influences? ◊
• Are there any surprises? ◊
• Are there any unexpected influences? ◊
• Are there KNOWN influences that are NOT RECOGNIZABLE? ◊
• Do the UNKNOWN influences include more like the UNKNOWN influences? ◊
• Do the UNKNOWN influences include not only the UNKNOWN influences, but also the hidden known influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any favor influences? ◊
• Are there particle accelerator influences? ◊
• Are there scale influences? ◊
• Are there scaling influences? ◊
• Is there continental plate shifting influences? ◊
• Is there still only a great white spot in the realm of influences when we look around in nature? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any favor influences? ◊
• Are there any interweaving influences? ◊
• Are there intertwining influences? ◊
• Are there adversarial influences? ◊
• Are there any influences? ◊
• Is there an influence duration? ◊
• Is there an influence deflagration? ◊
• Are there deflagration influences? ◊
• Is there an influence reduction? ◊
• Is there power-obsession influences? ◊
• Are there taboo influences? ◊
• Are there high-profile influences? ◊
• Is there a sense of impudence? ◊
• Are there Pride Influences? ◊
• Are there built-in influences? ◊
• Are there dugout influences? ◊
• Are there blinding influences? ◊
• Are there stupidity influences? ◊
• Is there any design influences? ◊
• Are there Giersch influences (weeds)? ◊
• Are there compassion influences? ◊
• Are there offended influences? ◊
• Are there whirlpool influences? ◊
• Are there whiskers influences?
• Are there any afflictions?
• Are there financial influences?
• Are there financial institute influences?
• Are there financial ministerial influences?
• Are there any financing influences?
• Are there doubling influences?
• Are there family influences?
• Are there press influences?
• Are there more-family-house influences?
• Is there one-family-house influences?
• Are there Rottweiler influences?
• Are there victim influences?
• Are there any monitoring influences?
• Are there influences of a flower-rich language?
• Are there turmoil influences?
• Are there 'RAMBO' influences?
• Are there Ellen-Bow influences?
• Are there poems influences?
• Are there rhyme influences?
• Are there verse influences?
• Are there verses influences?
• Are there sales-influences?
• Are there any sales influences?
• Are there humming influences?
• Are there rush-place influences?
• Are there tummel influences?
• Are there strolling influences?
• Are there curse influences?
• Are there any Schindluder influences?
• Is there any abuse?
• Are there any flouting influences?
• Are there receptive influences?
• Are there seriousness influences?
• Are there medium-mountain influences?
• Are there musician influences?
• Are there school-director influences?
• Are there school director influences?
• Are there any practical influences?
• Are there back-development influences?
• Are there any sponsor influences?
• Is there influence orgies?
• Are there orgies influences?
• Are there competing influences?
• Are there reserve influences?
• Are there spare wheel influences?
• Is there any trick or treat?
• Are there summer-hole influences?
• Can people get in touch with influences?
• Are there outbreak influences?
• Is there anger outburst influences?
• Are there prison outburst influences?
• Are there fluctuating influences?
• Are there cooperative influences?
• Are there any influences of the participants?
• Are there hardware influences?
• Are there software influences?
• Are there any control influences? ◊
• Is there a control by influences? ◊
• Is there any human control through influences? ◊
• Is there a hardware human control by influences? ◊
• Is there a software-based human control through influences? ◊
• Are there torpedo influences? ◊
• Should the Sinnes organs be more accurately referred to as influence-detecting organs? ◊
• Are there any amok influences? ◊
• Are there any drilling influences? ◊
• Are there parachute influences? ◊
• Are there micro-cosmos influences? ◊
• Do we influence the way? ◊
• Do our influences always point the way? ◊
• Are there gas-bubble influences? ◊
• Are there air-bubble influences? ◊
• Are there Bermuda Triangle influences? ◊
• Are there any inclination influences? ◊
• Are there any inclination influences? ◊
• Are there any bugs? ◊
• Are there hervortue influences? ◊
• Has anyone ever really worked really hard with influences? ◊
• Do influences appear so self-evident that nobody has ever dealt with them yet? ◊
• Are there any Jammer-Gestalt influences? ◊
• Are there miserable influences? ◊
• Are there Jammer-Rag influences? ◊
• Are there creature influences? ◊
• Are there poor creature influences? ◊
• Are there primitive human influences? ◊
• Are there Stone Age Human Influences? ◊
• Are there over-human influences? ◊
• Are there subhuman influences? ◊
• Are there scum influences? ◊
• Are there influences from the scum of mankind? ◊
• Are there any technology influences? ◊
• Are there motivator-god influences? ◊
• Is there protection God influences? ◊
• Is there any abuse? ◊
• Are there any oath influences? ◊
• Are there oath influences? ◊
• Are there swearing influences? ◊
• Are there conspiracy influences? ◊
• Are there evil-doer influences? ◊
• Are there protective patron influences? ◊
• Is a change only possible if (at least) an influence occurs? ◊
• Are changes possible only through influences? ◊
• Are there any billions or even trillions of new things per day created by the creation of God, or by the influence-diversity, when the micro-cosmos is involved? ◊
• Are there any Buffer influences? ◊
• Are there Apostles? ◊
• Are there chamber influences? ◊
• Are there sleep chamber influences? ◊
• Are there food-chamber influences? ◊
• Are there comb influences? ◊
• Are there cell influences? ◊
• Is there Beer Tent Influences? ◊
• Are there barrel influences? ◊
• Are there Beer Barrels? ◊
• Are there beer influences? ◊
• Are there fermentation influences? ◊
• Are there soothing influences? ◊
• Can the unknown influences be softened by something? ◊
• Are there teaching influences? ◊
• Are there religious education influences? ◊
• Are there racial influences? ◊
• Are there gentlemen influences? ◊
• Are there men's races? ◊
• Are there influences of influence? ◊
• Are there gentlemen influences? ◊
• Are there liter influences? ◊
• Are there liter-measure influences? ◊
• Are there cup influences? ◊
• Are there measuring cup influences? ◊
• Do we suggest influences that there is something unnatural? ◊
• Are there dogma influences? ◊
• Are there cardboard carton influences? ◊
• Are there package influences? ◊
• Are there any package influences? ◊
• Are there sums of influence? ◊
• Are there differences influences? ◊
• Are there any transparency influences? ◊
• Are there carving influences? ◊
• Are there bending influences? ◊
• Are there resolving influences? ◊
• Are there any influences on the resolution? ◊
• Is the height of the energy concentration in the object affecting the object resolution? ◊
• Is the height of the energy density in the object affecting the object resolution? ◊
• Does the influence of very high energy density lead to the resolution of each object? ◊
• Does the influence of extremely high energy density in a black hole even lead to its extension and ultimately also
to its resolution? ◊
• Are there secret influences? ◊
• Are there cross-effects? ◊
• Are there any riddle influences? ◊
• Are there crossword puzzles influences? ◊
• Are there intersections? ◊
• Are there influences of crucifixion? ◊
• Does crucify lead to an influence? ◊
• Are there Chandler influences? ◊
• Is there secret-chandler influences? ◊
• Are there influences on the meal? ◊
• Are there white-binder influences? ◊
• Are there glue influences? ◊
• Are there wallpaper influences? ◊
• Are there wallpaper paste effects? ◊
• Have influences taken over the world domination? ◊ If this is the case:
• Influences have taken over world domination? ◊
• Why have influences taken over the world domination? ◊
• Have influences also taken over the entire universe? ◊
• Are there right-wingness-holds? ◊
• Are there restlessness-influences? ◊
• Are there any puzzle influences? ◊
• Are there oppressive influences? ◊
• Are properties and influences the same? ◊
• Are influences and characteristics something different? ◊
• Is it difficult to see influences as something separate? ◊
• Are influences always seen only in combination with things or activities? ◊
• Have influences properties? ◊
• Are there any match-mood influences? ◊
• Are influences naked? ◊
Are influences invisible? ◊
Are influences considered invisible in isolation? ◊
Are influences viewed in isolation as always invisible, as is God? ◊
Are only the effects of the influences visible or visible? ◊
Are influences invisible but their effects visible? ◊
WHAT IF IT DOES NOT GIVE AN INFLUENCE? ◊
Would nothing be created if there were no more influences? ◊
Would everything go away if there were no more influences? ◊
Would all matter be distributed evenly in the universe over time, if there were no more influences? ◊
Would all energy be distributed evenly over time in the Universe, if there were no more influences? ◊
Would there be no more force fields if there were no more influences? ◊
Were there no longer any gravity fields, if there were no more influences? ◊
Were there no longer magnetic force fields, if there were no more influences? ◊
Were there no more charge forces, if there were no more influences? ◊
Were there also no longer the fields of force that would ensure that the corpuscles of which the electromagnetic waves were formed when there were no longer any influences? ◊
Would the corpuscles of electromagnetic wave trains lose their hold if there were no longer any influences? ◊
Were there no longer any nuclear-core binding forces, if there were no more influences? ◊
Would everything that is on orbits no longer spin if there were no more influences? ◊
If there were no more influences, would there be only straight-forward movements? ◊
Would there be no laws of nature if there were no more influences? ◊
Would there be no time when there were no longer any influences? ◊
Would not the world be as we know it, if there were no more influences? ◊
Would people correctly understand the meaning of the influences only if they had understood what would happen if there were no longer any influences? ◊
Are people only interested in influences when it comes to achieving their own goals? ◊
Were there still influences at exactly zero Kelvin? ◊
Why are influences not sacred? ◊
Why are the UNKNOWN influences not sacred? ◊
Why is there no reverence for influences? ◊
Why is not the UNKNOWN influences awe-inspiring? ◊
Are there observational influences? ◊
Are there Spanner influences? ◊
Are there confessional influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there any effects of the influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there Pharisee influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there shielding influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there metamorphosis influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there transformational influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there any transformational influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there thoughts-influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there thoughts-building influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do fantasy buildings influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Can abstruse thoughts be influenced? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Do abstruse thought-structures influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there hangman influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there any aura influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there sword influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there saber influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there Sword Influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there sting influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there stitch influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there Engravement Injuries? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there stitch-weapon influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there fencing influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there any battles? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there tank influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there armor influences? ◊
Are there cutting edge effects? ◊
▪ Are there tailor influences? ◊
▪ Are there tailoring influences? ◊
▪ Are there insect-stitch influences? ◊
▪ Are there snakeskin influences? ◊
▪ Does the world of unknown influences begin where we can no longer say why something is the way we observe it? ◊
▪ Are there equality influences? ◊
▪ Are there sloppy influences? ◊
▪ Are there sluggish influences? ◊
▪ Is there Slack Hat Influences? ◊
▪ Are there slap-mouth influences? ◊
▪ Are there Schlapp-Ohr influences? ◊
▪ Are there slump-tail influences? ◊
▪ Are there flip-flops? ◊
▪ Do influences have the properties of nature laws? ◊
▪ Do influences have nature laws as a property? ◊
▪ Are the nature laws the characteristics of the influences? ◊
▪ Is there any nature law for each type of influence? ◊
▪ If the products of the producer have almost always other characteristics and abilities, as the producer (with the exception of the production in the form of biological multiplication), the producer's products are almost always influenced by the producer (except production) in the form of biological multiplication)? ◊
▪ Have almost always other influences, such as the creation of beings or beings created by influences, almost always other qualities and abilities, such as the creative influences (with the exception of production in the form of biological multiplication), and the practice of things or beings created by influences Those influences that created things or beings (with the exception of production in the form of biological multiplication)? ◊
▪ To what extent do influences automatically have the characteristics of things, plants, or beings that they have created? ◊
▪ Luminous influences themselves, after they have created, for example, a shining star? ◊
▪ Can influences influence the characteristics of things, plants, or beings that they have created? ◊
▪ Is it a property or an ability of influence diversity, if it is assumed that the influence diversity is the creator of all things? ◊
▪ Is "creator of all things" a property or ability of influence diversity or both? ◊
▪ Do influences, mass, energy and nature laws need to be able to act? ◊
▪ Does Nature communicate with influences? ◊
▪ Is nature changing with the help of the influences? ◊
▪ Do influences have to subordinate the partial omnipotent natural laws? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Must influences be subject to the partial omnipotent laws of nature? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Are there pacifier influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Can influences alter the partial omnipotent laws of nature or physical laws? ◊ Answer Proposal: NO!
▪ Are influences dependent on God? ◊ Answer Proposal: Do not clarify!
▪ Do influences affect property changes? ◊
▪ Do influences always lead to property changes? ◊
▪ Are there property change influences? ◊
▪ How many percent of influences are interpersonal in nature and how many percent of influences have NOTHING to do with interpersonal influences? ◊
▪ How many percent of the influences do we perceive, and how much of the influences do we perceive? ◊
▪ How much percent of the influences are in the micro-range, where the micro-range, for example, comprises the biological cells, the molecules, the atoms and the elementary particles? ◊
▪ Are there hocus-pocus influences? ◊
▪ Are there Simsalabim influences? ◊
▪ Can people choose without influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: NO!
▪ Is the human will controlled 100% by influences? ◊
▪ Is each decision made by a previous will, the latter being influence-controlled? ◊
▪ Are there customs influences? ◊
▪ Is there any moral adversity influences? ◊
▪ Are there modesty influences? ◊
▪ Is there any support influences? ◊
▪ Are there pretensions influences? ◊
▪ Are people more concerned with natural types of influence? ◊ Or:
• Is human beings more concerned about interpersonal influences? ◊
• Are there more natural influence species or more inter-human influence species? ◊
• How many natural influence species are there estimated? ◊
• How many interpersonal influence types are there estimated? ◊
• Do you need influences for the creation mass? ◊
• Do you need influences for the energy of creation? ◊
• Need influences for the creation nature laws? ◊
• Do you need influences for the creation of God? ◊
• Is not only our whole life, but also the entire all-earth nature, permeated by influences? ◊
• Are as few negative and as possible positive influences the most important thing in life? ◊
• Does EVERYTHING result from influences and exert influences from everything that has emerged? ◊
• Will ALL be influenced and exert ALL influences that have existed? ◊
• What would happen if there were no more God? ◊
• Are there any influences of need without God? ◊
• Works influences only seemingly targeted because the successful plants and beings persist longer and the aborted plants and beings pass away faster and thus a constant positive selection takes place? ◊
• Do we only have the essential and most important influences necessary for our survival? ◊
• Do we get less than 0.0001% of the influences affecting us, if really all the influences, including the mini-influences, are involved? ◊
• Are there delivery influences? ◊
• Are there goods delivery influences? ◊
• Are there positional influences? ◊
• Are there any deployment influences? ◊
• Are there any matter-make-up influences? ◊
• Is the provision of matter an influence? ◊
• Do the decaying things, plants, and beings provide matter through whose mass influence new things, plants, and beings can arise? ◊
• Is the delivery of a ton of coal impacted? ◊
• Is Erd-Gas delivery associated with an influence? ◊
• Are oil supplies impacted? ◊
• Is it sensible to differentiate between human influences and nature influences? ◊
• Are there more basic human influences? ◊ Or:
• Are there more principles of nature? ◊
• Are there any desire influences? ◊
• Are there covetous influences? ◊
• Are there appetite influences? ◊
• Are there curiosity influences? ◊
• Are there cell sharing influences? ◊
• Are we 100% controlled by influences? ◊
• Do influences interact with each other? ◊
• Do different influences sometimes interrelate? ◊
• Do the influences of each other compete? ◊
• Must we never decide when several influences compete with each other? ◊
• Do we sometimes have to decide when several influences compete with each other? ◊
• Do we always have to decide when several influences compete with one another? ◊
• Are there duties-influences? ◊
• Are there coin-throw influences? ◊
• Are there Dice Throw Influences? ◊
• Are there uses-influences? ◊
• Are there any usefulness influences? ◊
• Are there any effect-effect effects? ◊
• Are there usage influences? ◊
• Do influences have a will? ◊ If this is the case:
• Do their influences only sometimes happen? ◊
• Are influences always going through their will? ◊
• Can influences determine? ◊
• Are influences capable of deciding? ◊
• Do influences influence other influences? ◊
• Do influences have obligations? ◊
• Do influences have self-imposed duties? ◊
• Do influences have foreign obligations imposed? ◊
• Do influences from other obligations imposed? ◊
• Want influences that someone decides? ◊
• Is there a winning influence? ◊
• Are there winners influences? ◊
• Is there a winning influence? ◊
• Are there winners influences? ◊
• Are we dependent on influences? ◊
• Is life without influences possible? ◊
• Can we make decisions without influences? ◊
• Are there uninfluenced decisions? ◊
• Are there influential decisions? ◊
• Decides in humans and animals, determine what influence the individual subjects? ◊
• Are we under influence or are we subject to the strongest influence? ◊
• Are there any optimization influences? ◊
• Are there perfection influences? ◊
• Are there stray influences? ◊
• Are there celebrity influences? ◊
• Are there preoccupations? ◊
• Are there idol influences? ◊
• Are there indispensable influences? ◊
• Are there target influences? ◊
• Is there any allergy influences? ◊
• Do influences have a realm? ◊
• Would we not know what to do next? ◊
• Do we know only by the influences of what we are going to do next? ◊
• Are we forced to make decisions by competing influences? ◊
• Is the right faith of the influences? ◊
• Are influences of the tax man in nature? ◊
• Can people be in touch with influences? ◊
• Do influences have a sense of time? ◊
• Are there good influences? ◊
• Are there any bad influences? ◊
• Are we always controlled by the strongest influence marionette-like? ◊
• Is the strongest influence sometimes a bad influence? ◊
• Does the strongest influence affect us sometimes? ◊
• Decision-maker influenced? ◊
• Judge free? ◊
• Judges unaffected? ◊
• Decide people unaffected? ◊
• Are people unaffected? ◊
• Are there people who are not influenced? ◊
• Are there people who have no influence? ◊
• Are there people who do not have to submit to any influence? ◊
• Are there hot-head influences? ◊
• Are judges influenced by plaintiffs? ◊
• Are judges affected by plaintiffs' attorneys? ◊
• Are judges influenced by defendants? ◊
• Are judges affected by defendant attorneys? ◊
• Are judges influenced by state attorneys? ◊
• Are judges influenced by witnesses? ◊
• Are judges affected by expert opinions? ◊
• Are judges affected by laws? ◊
• Are judges affected by other judgments in comparable cases? ◊
• Are judges affected by high-ranking judgments? ◊
• Are there mass-outgoing influences? ◊
• Are there mass-decrease influences? ◊
• Are there energy-going influences? ◊
• Are there energy-sinking influences? ◊
• Are there mass-arrival influences? ◊
• Are there mass-increase influences? ◊
• Are there energy-arrival influences? ◊
• Are there energy-increase influences? ◊
• Are unfortunately often negative influences? ◊
• Are unfortunately often also bad influences? ◊
• Are there almost as many negative influences as positive? ◊
• Are there almost as many bad influences as good? ◊
• Does it seem to us that we are free to choose, even though we are in fact always influenced? ◊
• Serve influences of decision-making? ◊
• Are there only influences of decision-making? ◊
• Is there anything else besides influences that serves the decision-making? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What could be used to influence decision making? ◊
• Are there sadism influences? ◊
• Is it an influence when something is made available? ◊
• Is it an influence when mass is provided? ◊
• Is it an influence when energy is provided? ◊
• Do people NEVER choose, because they choose ALWAYS INFLUENCED? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God always choose because he decides not to take any action? ◊ Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does the pursuit of many people influence inner peace and relaxation? ◊
• Do influences influence the process of decision-making? ◊
• Does the influence of the process of decision-making only trigger influences? ◊
• Are there external influences? ◊
• Are there internal influences? ◊
• Are there physics influences? ◊
• Are there chemical influences? ◊
• Are there receivables influences? ◊
• Are there everyday influences? ◊
• Are there requirement requirements? ◊
• Are there any finishing influences? ◊
• Are there Necessities Influences? ◊
• Are there experiences-influences? ◊
• Are there experiences? ◊
• Are there any impacts of experience that are used in making decisions? ◊
• Are there any joy influences? ◊
• Are there fun-influences? ◊
• Are there any amusement influences? ◊
• Are there disappointment influences? ◊
• Are there frustrations? ◊
• Are there pleasure influences? ◊
• Are there anger influences? ◊
• Are there any pain influences? ◊
• Are there mechanical influences? ◊
• Are there mechanical influences? ◊
• Are there dynamic influences? ◊
• Are there dynamic influences? ◊
• Are there anxiety influences? ◊
• Are there courage influences? ◊
• Are there anger influences? ◊
• Are there anger influences? ◊
• Are there hate influences? ◊
• Are there environmental influences? ◊
• Are there social influences? ◊
• Are there any expectation influences? ◊
• Are there external expectations? ◊
• Are there person influences? ◊
• Are there personnel influences? ◊
• Are there any influences? ◊
• Are there self-influences? ◊
• Are there any spontaneous influences? ◊
• Are there arrangements? ◊
• Are there statement instances? ◊
• Are there any survival influences? ◊
• Are there interpersonal influences? ◊
• Are there biological influences? ◊
• Is there an influence classification? ◊
• Are there order influences? ◊
• Is there BEHIND the decision under several influences, only one will, namely, the decision? ◊
• Is there a decision-making obligation and a willingness to make a decision through several existing influences? ◊
• Is there, according to the decision, several influences, an INDIVIDUAL will, namely, the implementation of the decision? ◊
• Are there decision-making influences? ◊
• Are there pyramid influences? ◊
• Can a decision influence pyramid be created? ◊
• Is it possible to create a pyramid of influence that refers to people? ◊
• Belong to OWN Influences Experience Influences [a], Feeling Influences [b], Curiosity Influences [c], Strab Influences [d], and Impulse Influences [e]? ◊
• For example, are negative and positive experiences influencing the experience influences? ◊ [a]
• Are there feelings of anxiety and anger? ◊ [b1]
• Are there feelings of disappointment and frustration, for example? ◊ [b2]
• Are there any curiosity influences, such as travel and further education? ◊ [c1]
• Are there, for example, risk-preparedness and courage influences? ◊ [c2]
• For example, are the influences on independence influenced by independence? ◊ [d1]
• For example, are the influences of the streb influenced by power-gaining? ◊ [d2]
• Are there influences on the impulses, for example, eating and addiction influences? ◊ [e1]
• Are there, for example, influences on the impulses and pleasure? ◊ [e2]
• Do you belong to ENVIRONMENTAL influences Order Influences [r], Biology Influences [s], Chemistry Influences [t], Physics Influences [u] and Weather Influences [v]? ◊
• Belong to Order Influences, for example, Work and Debt Influences? ◊ [r]
• Are there, for example, biological and plant influences? ◊ [s1]
• Are the biological influences, for example, the influence of fields and forests? ◊ [s2]
• Are there, for example, soaps and washing powder influences? ◊ [t1]
• Are there, for example, combustion and pollution influences on the chemical influences? ◊ [t2]
• Are the physical influences, for example, static and dynamic influences? ◊ [u1]
• Are there, for example, pressure and temperature influences on the physical influences? ◊ [u1]
• Are the weather influences, for example rain and wind influences? ◊ [v]
• Do influences influence decisions like water to beer? ◊
• Are there no other options to choose from? ◊
• Are there any other influences such as influences? ◊
• Are there selections? ◊
• Are there indicative influences? ◊
• Are there bragging influences? ◊
• Are there Imponier influences? ◊
• Are there influences? ◊
• Are there Imponier-Behabe influences? ◊
• Are there task-influences? ◊
• Are there bluff influences? ◊
• Do people sometimes influence influences? ◊ And:
  • Mastering influences sometimes people? ◊
• Do animals sometimes influence influences? ◊ And:
  • Mastering influences sometimes animals? ◊
• Is there the standard sequence: Influences ... Will to Decision-Making ... Decision ... Will to Decision-Implementation? ◊
• Are there any errors? ◊
• Can people escape influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: Often YES, but not always!
Can people escape several influences simultaneously? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES, in certain cases!
Can people avoid an influence? ◊
Can people simultaneously avoid several influences? ◊
Are there charm influences? ◊
Are there any influences of Sharm? ◊
Are there any pimping influences? ◊
Are there mop influences? ◊
Are there Mob influences? ◊
Are there any rabble influences? ◊
Are there pack influences? ◊
Are there any subtle influences? ◊
Are there any adventure influences? ◊
Are there frond influences? ◊
Are there mood-influences? ◊
Are there mood-influences? ◊
Are there moods influences? ◊
Are there object influences? ◊
Are there objects influences? ◊
Are there things influences? ◊
Is there Rail Network Influences? ◊
Is there Road Network Influences? ◊
Is there cable network influences? ◊
Are there network-network influences? ◊
Are there mania influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there any Marotten influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there meshes? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
How many percent of the influences are negative for us? ◊
How much of the influences are positive for us? ◊
Are We All Influence-Controlled? ◊
Are influences the most important thing in life? ◊
Are influences the most important thing in life (along with mass and energy)? ◊
Are influences and decisions the most important thing in life? ◊
Are influences the most important thing in life and the decisions based on it the second most important thing in the lives of all people? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Do influences and decisions make life out? ◊
Is there an influence structure? ◊
Are there any bio-marker influences? ◊
Are there any search influences? ◊
Are there any variations? ◊
Do not things decide, but their influences (in combination with self-influences) if there are several things before one, under which the person can choose one? ◊
Are there any fun influences? ◊
Is there pleasure-pigch-influences? ◊
Are there any controversies? ◊
Are there Alberi influences? ◊
Are there stupid influences? ◊
Are there well-being influences? ◊
Are there euphoric influences? ◊
Are there grief influences? ◊
Are there sadness influences? ◊
Are there delighted influences? ◊
Are there any risk influences? ◊
Are there tasting influences? ◊
Are there mismatches? ◊
Are there demand-influences? ◊
Are there Mach-Mal influences? ◊
Are there working influences? ◊
Are there employment influences? ◊
Are there any activity influences? ◊
• Are there any object influences? ◊
• Are there natural influences? ◊
• Are there swamp influences? ◊
• Are we incapacitated without influences? ◊
• Are we capable of decision-making only through the influence? ◊
• Are we essentially determined by our own experiences and educational influences? ◊
• Do the experience and educational influences exert themselves during the decision-making process? ◊
• Do we often fall into the process of decision-making, because the influence diversity is so great? ◊
• Are Influences the Most Important in Life, Decisions the Second-Most Important and Decision-Making the Third Most Important? ◊
• Is there any staple drive influences? ◊
• Are there parenthesis-inclination influences? ◊
• Are there any kick influences? ◊
• Are there manufacturing influences? ◊
• Are influences always subject to mass and energy? ◊
• Are there mass and energy-free influences? ◊
• Do influences often require a decision? ◊
• Are there tulle-bag influences? ◊
• Are there flair influences? ◊
• Are there any spur influences? ◊
• Are there dog-dog influences? ◊
• Are there any apparent world influences? ◊
• Is the person lucky if the positive influences are randomly stronger, like the negative influences? ◊
• Does the person then have bad luck when the negative influences are randomly stronger, like the positive influences? ◊
• Are there provocative influences? ◊
• Are there provocative influences? ◊
• Does salt influence occur? ◊
• Is there a perception limit for (almost) all influences? ◊
• Is there a pain threshold for (almost) all influences? ◊
• Is there a perception threshold value for influences? ◊
• Are there any thresholds? ◊
• Do thresholds influence? ◊
• Is mass and energy always required for influencing transmission? ◊
• Is mass and energy always involved in influences? ◊
• Is there any credit institute influences? ◊
• Do credit institutes influence? ◊
• Do influences have a negative image? ◊
• Do influences have a negative flavor? ◊
• Connect most people influences mostly with something negative? ◊
• Do most people under influence primarily understand those who come from fellow human beings? ◊
• Do most people associate influences with something negative, because they are too often under their knees, or under the influence of other people, in their lives? ◊
• Do not most people want to be confronted with those influences that fall under the heading "order influences"? ◊
• If most people do not want to be confronted with such influences, which fall under the heading "Make times, do not you?" ◊
• Do most people generally want to be confronted with as few influences as possible? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Is it obvious that people who want to be confronted with as few influences as possible should regard them as something UNIQUE? ◊
  • Does it seem as if there are much more negative influences, like positive? ◊
  • Are there objectively more negative as well as positive influences? ◊
  • Are there subjectively more negative as well as positive influences? ◊
• Is there an influence dose? ◊
• Are there dosage influences? ◊
• Does it also apply to influences that depend on the dose? ◊
• Does it influence the dosage? ◊
• Is there an optimal dose for the average person for each type of influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does a low intensity of a particular influence, for example, a POSITIVE effect and a high intensity of the same type of influence have a NEGATIVE effect? ◊ And:
  • Does a low intensity of a particular influence, for example, a NEGATIVE effect and a high intensity of the same influence type have a POSITIVE effect? ◊
  • Have we learned the first thing in childhood to avoid influences? ◊
  • Are there any influences of the babe? ◊
  • Are there any foul influences? ◊
  • Can influences also be something pleasant? ◊
  • Are there strokes? ◊
  • Are strokes influences something pleasant? ◊
  • Are there promising influences? ◊
  • Are Promise Influences Something Pleasant? ◊
  • Is the word "influence" or "influences" a swear word? ◊
  • Is the term "influential" often associated with such negative characteristics as "powerful", "totalitarian", "intolerant" and / or "arbitrary"? ◊
  • Are there attractions? ◊
  • Exerts attraction influences? ◊
  • Does attraction in the elementary particle range influence? ◊
  • Does attraction in the atomic area influence influences? ◊
  • Does attraction in the atomic-lattice range influence? ◊
  • Does molecular attraction influence influences? ◊
  • Does attraction in the magnetic field range influences? ◊
  • Does gravitational attraction influence influences? ◊
  • If someone lets others influence for themselves, would he then have an advantage for himself and a disadvantage for others? ◊
  • Are all influenza types harmless to us humans as long as the dose is low enough? ◊
  • Are all types of influenza dangerous for us humans when the dose is high enough? ◊
  • Is there a decision-making process / decision-making process / decision-making process? ◊
  • Are influences often annoying? ◊
  • Are influences often troublesome? ◊
  • Are we often the (erroneous) view that influences could be dispensed with? ◊
  • Is there the following rough classification for most influences: 1) Not perceptible, 2) Just so perceptible, 3) Pleasant, 4) Disturbing, 5) Painful, 6) After a long time fatal (days to months), 7) Fatal (minutes to hours), 8) instantly fatal (seconds)? ◊
  • Is influence by radioactivity an exception to the coarse classification 1-8? ◊
  • Are there counterfeiting influences or exert counterfeiting influences? ◊
  • Are there high-stacker influences or exert high-stacker influences? ◊
  • Are many of the fundamentally known and life-threatening influence types of us unintentionally in the background? ◊
  • Are there food chain influences or exert food chains influences? ◊
  • Are there gamma burst influences or gamma bursts? ◊
  • Are there dosage influences? ◊
  • Can, in principle, all almost endless influences on decision-making be used? ◊
  • Are all almost infinite influences on decision-making being used, distributed over the most diverse decision-making cases? ◊
  • Can all the many types of influence be used for decision-making? ◊
  • Are all the very many types of influence used for decision-making, distributed over the most diverse decision-making cases? ◊
  • Are influences also influences? ◊
  • Are impacts a special type of influences? ◊
  • Were there no health without influences? ◊
  • Is there only health thanks to the influences? ◊
  • Does health mean that the negative internal influences of the body cannot spread? ◊
  • Does health mean that the positive body-internal influences keep the negative influences in check? ◊
  • Are the Fress cells in the blood an example of the positive body-internal influences that provide health? ◊
  • Is the immune system an example of the positive body-internal influences that affect health? ◊
  • Are cell repair mechanisms an example of the positive body-internal influences that contribute to health maintenance? ◊
  • Are decision-making criteria influences? ◊
• Are decision criteria always influences? ◊
• Are decision criteria sometimes also something else like influences? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What could be other factors than decision-making? ◊
  • Do protests exert influences? ◊
  • Do instincts exert influences? ◊
  • Do primal instincts exert influences? ◊
  • Does the dark energy exert an influence? ◊
  • Are influences something all-embracing? ◊
  • Should people always make the right decisions with the help of the influences? ◊
  • Should not people choose the wrong way with the help of the influences? ◊
  • Do unknown influences make exactly what people associate with God? ◊
  • Do the influences of the dancer? ◊
  • Do jugglers influence? ◊
  • Do people, when they hear the word INFLUENCE, usually only think of a tiny little section of the immensely large influence variety? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can influences be impressed by God? ◊
• Are influences influenced by God? ◊
• Can the influence of God be "reinreden"? ◊
• Is public pressure a major influence on politics? ◊
• Do the influence of public pressure (on politics) and the influence of lobbyists (on politics) compete with each other? ◊
  • Are there influences that have nothing to do with power? ◊
  • Does the welcome culture exert influences? ◊
  • Do peoples walks influence influences? ◊
  • Is there any unwanted influence? ◊
  • Is there any influence that was not wanted at all? ◊
  • Is it also possible to influence his will? ◊
  • Is it sometimes also to influence, although it is expressly not wanted? ◊
  • Is sometimes unwittingly influenced? ◊
  • Is there any accidental influence? ◊
  • Are there protest reactions to influences? ◊
  • Do tree-sawing influences? ◊
  • Do woodcutter influences? ◊
  • Does ALL else influence and is anything else influenced? ◊
  • Are decisions exclusively based on influences? ◊
  • Are influences exclusively used for decision-making? ◊
  • Are there influence-group terms, to which many influences can be assigned? ◊
  • Are there influences-upper-terms, to which many influences can be subordinated? ◊
  • Are there influence-collective terms to which many influences can be assigned? ◊
  • Is there an important survival strategy to avoid dangerous influences (if possible)? ◊
  • Is there an important survival strategy to ward off dangerous influences (if possible)? ◊
  • Is there an important survival strategy to mitigate dangerous influences (if possible)? ◊
  • Do insect bites influence out? ◊
  • Does each influence lead to a reaction? ◊
  • Does an influence lead to a reaction even if it is not recognizable for us? ◊
  • Are there any influence reactions that take place in secret? ◊
  • Are there any influence responses below our perception limit? ◊
  • Are there any reactions that only occur in the brain, ie are not visible to the outside? ◊
  • Are there any influence reactions that cannot be detected even for measuring instruments? ◊
  • Does directional radio influence? ◊
  • Are directional microphones influencing? ◊
  • Are Capital Letters Influencing? ◊
  • Do people have an influence? ◊
  • How many percent of human influences are positive and how many percent of human influences are negative? ◊
  • Have Influences Pity? ◊
  • Do influences have mercy? ◊
  • Are arguments influences? ◊
  • Is a man sometimes torn between different influences? ◊
  • Have the instinct influences in some people gained the upper hand too much? ◊
• Have the sexual-impulsive influences in particular especially the young people gained the upper hand? ◊
• Over Unions Influences? ◊
• Has the strongest influence "right"? ◊
• Are there any other influences that are responsible for the occurrence and which are responsible for the offense? ◊ Or:
  • Are these influences responsible for the emergence and the passing away? ◊
  • Are there different influences that create and pass away? ◊
  • Are there instances of maladministration? ◊
• Are deficiencies influences? ◊
• Are experiences in the brain cached past influences (events) and their coping, which are later retrieved for decision-making? ◊
• Is experience formed by influences? ◊
• Is experience changed by influences? ◊
• Is experience erased by influences? ◊
• Is there any experience building from the following three remembrance parts: Influence Reminder [U], Influence Reaction Reminder [V] and Reaction Result Reminder (Success or Miss Success) [W]? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is every experience building made of own influences [X], self-reactions [Y] and self-successes (or mis-successes) [Z], as well as from observed influences on others [X], reactions from others [Y] And successes (or miss successes) of others [Z]? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any (previously observed and later) imitations of influences? ◊
• Is it an example of an imitated reaction to an influence when the influence "pollution" reacts on the mother with brushing and the child imitates the cleaning with a different pollution? ◊
• Concerns for the experience collection? ◊
• Was the experience treasure created during life by influences? ◊
• Is the experience treasure expanded daily by influences? ◊
• Will the experience treasure be optimized daily by influences? ◊
• Is there experience treasure influences? ◊ Or significant:
  • Does the experience treasure exert influences? ◊
  • Does the experience-utilization influence? ◊
• Are you worried about imitating? ◊
• Does someone exert influences when he wants to become rich and powerful? ◊
• Is also important for abstract things such as emotions, decisions, experiences and will that they are created by influences, are influenced by influences, and are passed by influences? ◊
• Are there not only concrete (visible) things through influences, but also abstract (invisible) such as, for example, experience or anger? ◊
• Is experience created by influences in the past? ◊
• Are the laws of nature applied by influences? ◊
• Are packaging machines influencing? ◊ Or:
  • Are only the characteristics and activities of the packaging machinery influences exerted? ◊
• Are the properties also created by influences, because the things that are created always have properties? ◊
• Do all verbs (activity words) exert influences? ◊
• Do all the features influence? ◊
• Do not things exert influences, but their properties? ◊
• Do features and feature headings influence? ◊
• Does it matter whether a person is large or small? ◊
• Does it matter if something is big or small? ◊
• Does it have any influence on whether something is wet or dry? ◊
• Does unimaginability and wealth of ideas lead to different influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Cunning to be another influence like being stupid? ◊
• Does being nice be to another influence like being angry? ◊
• Do things arise through influences and exert influences of things? ◊
• Is gracious to be an influence? ◊
• Is high or altitude an influence? ◊
• Is depth or depth an influence? ◊
• Is slow or slowness an influence? ◊
• Is speed or speed an influence? ◊
• Is there NOTHING that has NO influence? ◊
• Do the concrete things (with mass and for viewing) have no direct influences? ◊
• Are concrete things (with mass) only indirectly influencing their properties? ◊
• Are plants and beings indirectly influencing their properties AND activities? ◊
• Is an influence-inducing activity of plants, the conversion of CO2 and H2O into O2 and CH molecules? ◊
• Is it obvious from symmetry considerations to assume that something that NEVER will pass away NEVER, such as influences, mass energy, nature laws, and God? ◊
• Do only the main words, which contain a property or activity, exert a direct influence? ◊
• For example, does the main word "experience", a property and / or activity? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Does the main word "experience" include the "experience" property? ◊ And:
  • Does the main word "experience" "experience" the activity (one or the other)? ◊
• Is it true that EVERYTHING is influenced and that EVERYTHING influences? ◊
• Is it true that experience is also influenced and that the experience influences? ◊
• Can people read the experience building blocks (influence, reaction, effect)? ◊
• Is there some experience building blocks from a threat influence, a precautionary reaction and the normally successful loss prevention? ◊
• If an experiential building block with a threat and precautionary reaction, for example, a threatening centrifugal influence, through which someone could fly with the car out of the curve and the precaution not to drive too quickly into the curve, with the success is not out Of the curve? ◊
• Are worries about how a part of the mass is transformed into energy? ◊
• Are worries about how a part of the energy in mass converts? ◊
• If the word "bottle" contains no property or activity because it is the property 'BOTTLED' and the activity 'BOTTLES' or "BOTTLES", the main word "bottle" belongs to terms that only indirectly influence their properties and eventual activities 'BOTTLES' does not exist? ◊
• The main word "knife" belongs to the terms which only indirectly influence the properties of the word "knife" because the word "KNIFE" and the activity "KNIFE" does not gives? ◊
• Are there influences from the characteristics and activities that originate from things, plants and beings? ◊
• Do not only the concrete, but also the abstract (massless) things, like decisions and the will, exert influences? ◊
• Does the brain decision center take the appropriate experience from the brain experience center? ◊ [1]
• Does the brain experience center send signals to the brain decision center? ◊ [2]
• Does the brain decision center receive the influencing signals from the brain experience center? ◊ [3]
• Are retrieve, send and receive influences? ◊
• Do we use the "Try & Error" method, if there is no suitable experience influencing? ◊
• Are pollution influences the biggest enemy of technology? ◊
• Does conviction force influence? ◊
• Is the assertion that everything influences influences and everything is influenced, just as generally correct, as the Einstein assertion, everything is relative? ◊
• Can nature be better understood if all possible influences were understood? ◊
• Are also influential types relative? ◊ Or:
• Are only influencing intensities relative? ◊
• Is trance an influence? ◊
• Does trance influence the? ◊
• Influences trance? ◊
• Does injured honor influence the? ◊
• Solving Impact Decision-Making? ◊
• Does decision-making influence influence? ◊
• Is there a need for decision-making when several influences compete with each other, whichever is the case? ◊
• Is there a need for decision-making in order to prevent an imminent negative influence in a timely manner? ◊
• Is there any need for decision-making in order to end a negative influence that has already occurred? ◊
• Does serotonin exert influences? ◊
• What can influence? ◊
• What can influence what God cannot? ◊
• What can be influences where God is exaggerated? ◊
• Can inspire influences? ◊
• Can influences inspire more like God? ◊
• Are there braces-instinct influences? ◊
• Does the staple instinct have any influence? ◊
• Is it tempting when many people come together to influence this collection? ◊
• Do many people come together to have a common influence? ◊
• Does music have an influence? ◊
• Does listening to music have an influence? ◊
• Is the world of influence approximately symmetrical? ◊
• Are there so many evil influences for us humans as good ones? ◊
• Do logic traps influence out? ◊
• Do logic errors influence? ◊
• Is the tribal brain of man more influential, as one is sometimes fond of? ◊
• Does the human brain stem from influences? ◊
• Do negotiation solutions influence? ◊
• Are there any impacts on negotiation solutions? ◊
• Does it exert influences when intelligent and powerful people are not taken seriously? ◊
• Does the facade automatic, like a smile, exert influences? ◊
• What is the most important for life functions? ◊
• Is the influence diversity or health the most important for the life functions? ◊
• Are influences the most important for life (along with mass, energy and nature laws)? ◊
• Does poly-neuropathy influence? ◊
• Need influences what they have created? ◊
• Can influences have anything to do with what they have created? ◊ Or:
• Cannot influences begin with what they have created? ◊
• Do Pasha cultures influence influences? ◊
• Do unknown effects impact? ◊
• Do not only have known influences, but also unknown influences on effects? ◊
• Are influences something separate? ◊
• Are decisions made on the basis of (existing) and/or anticipated (mostly disadvantageous) influences, combined with (b) counter-measures which are promising to be successful through counter-measures? ◊
• Are even influences influenced by other influences? ◊
• Influence-Variations [4], Influence-Sequences [5], Influence-Overlaps [1], Influence-Interactions [6], Influence Overlaps [7], Influence Repeats [8], Influence Muddies [9], Influence Wust [10]? ◊
• If both the known and the unknown part of the influence VARIETY consists, for example, of a set of single influences [1], Influence-Simultaneity [2], Influence Hierarchies [3], Influence Combinations [4], Influence Sequences [5], Influence Overlays [6], Influence Overlaps [7], Influence Repeats [8], Influence Muddies [9], Influence Wust [10]? ◊
• Are there automotive influences? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Are there positive influences from the environment on Automobile? ◊ If this is the case:
    • What is the important positive impact on the environment? ◊
  • Are good roads an important positive influence FROM THE ENVIRONMENT ON Automobile? ◊
• Are there any negative influences from the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What is the main negative impact on the environment? ◊
  • Are sleepers an important negative influence FROM THE ENVIRONMENT ON Automobile? ◊
• Are there any positive influences from the automotive environment? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What is the important positive impact of Automobile on the environment? ◊
  • Is the driving pleasure an important positive influence? ◊
• Are there any negative impacts on automobiles? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What is the important negative impact of automobiles on the environment? ◊
  • Is Air Pollution an Important Negative Impact BY Automobile ON THE ENVIRONMENT? ◊
• Are there tree influences? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Are there positive influences from the environment on the tree? ◊ If this is the case:
    • What is the important positive influence from the environment on the tree, for example? ◊
  • Is the solar irradiation a major positive influence from the environment? ◊
• Are there any negative influences from the environment on the tree? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What is the main negative impact on the tree? ◊
  • Is acid rain an important negative influence FROM THE ENVIRONMENT ON THE tree? ◊
  • Are there positive influences by the tree on the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
    • What is the main positive influence of the tree on the environment? ◊
  • Is the oxygen production an important positive influence BY the tree on the environment? ◊
• Are there any negative influences by the tree on the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What is the main negative impact of the tree on the environment? ◊
  • Is the contamination of the trottoir an important negative influence by the tree on the environment? ◊
• Are there chemicals-industrial influences? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Are there positive influences from the environment on the chemical industry? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the impact of the environment on the chemical industry? ◊
• Is high demand an important positive influence FROM THE ENVIRONMENT ON THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY? ◊
• Are there negative influences from the environment on the chemical industry? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main negative impact on the chemical industry? ◊
• Are environmental requirements a significant negative impact FROM THE ENVIRONMENT ON THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY? ◊
• Are there positive influences by the chemical industry on the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main positive impact of the chemical industry on the environment? ◊
• Are Fertilizer Means an Important Positive Impact BY THE CITROEN INDUSTRY TO THE ENVIRONMENT? ◊
• Are there any negative influences from the chemical industry to the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main negative impact of the chemical industry on the environment? ◊
• Is the water contamination caused by over-fertilized fields an important negative influence BY the chemical industry ON the environment? ◊
• Are there darkness influences? ◊ If this is the case:
• Are there positive influences from the environment on the dark? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the important positive influence from the environment on the darkness, for example? ◊
• Is new moon an important positive influence from the environment? ◊
• Are there negative influences from the environment on the dark? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main negative impact from the environment on the darkness, for example? ◊
• Is Light Pollution an Important Negative Impact OUT OF THE ENVIRONMENT ON THE DARK? ◊
• Are there positive influences by the darkness on the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main positive influence of darkness on the environment? ◊
• Is camouflage protection an important positive influence by the darkness on the environment? ◊
• Are there any negative influences from the dark to the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main negative impact of darkness on the environment? ◊
• Is orientation loss an important negative influence BY the darkness on the environment? ◊
• Are there iron influences? ◊ If this is the case:
• Are there positive influences from the environment on the iron? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the important positive influence from the environment on the iron, for example? ◊
• Is dry air a major positive influence FROM THE ENVIRONMENT ON THE IRON? ◊
• Are there any negative influences from the environment on the iron? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the important negative impact from the environment on the iron, for example? ◊
• Is moisture an important negative influence FROM THE ENVIRONMENT ON THE IRON? ◊
• Are there positive influences by the iron on the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main positive influence of the iron on the environment? ◊
• Are iron tools an important positive influence BY the iron ON the environment (from the point of view of the people)? ◊
• Are there negative influences by the iron on the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main negative impact of the iron on the environment? ◊
• Is rust an important negative influence BY the iron on the environment? ◊
• Are there eating impulse influences? ◊
• Are there positive influences from the environment on the eating impulse? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the important positive influence from the environment on the eating drive, for example? ◊
• Are Eating Smells a Significant Positive Impact from the Environment? ◊
• Are there any negative influences from the environment on the eating impulse? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the important negative influence from the environment on the eating drive, for example? ◊
• Is spoiled food an important negative influence FROM THE ENVIRONMENT ON the eating drive? ◊
• Are there positive influences through the eating impulse on the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main positive influence of the eating drive on the environment, for example? ◊
• Are restaurants an important positive influence BY the eating impulse on the environment (from the perspective of the people)? ◊
• Are there negative influences through the eating impulse to the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the important negative impact of the eating drive on the environment? ◊
• Are empty seas an important negative influence BY the eating impulse to the environment? ◊
• Are there finger-nail influences? ◊ If this is the case:
• Are there positive influences from the environment on finger nails? ◊ If this is the case:
• What are the main positive effects of the environment on finger nails? ◊
• Is manicure an important positive influence FROM THE ENVIRONMENT ON FIVE NAILS? ◊
• Are there negative influences from the environment on finger nails? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main negative impact on the environment, there are finger nails, for example? ◊
• Are forces that lead to the breaking or tearing of the fingernails, an important negative influence from the environment on finger nails? ◊
• Are there positive influences through finger nails to the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What are the important positive effects of finger nails on the environment? ◊
  • Is ear-lard removal an important positive influence BY finger-nails to the environment? ◊
  • Are there any negative influences THROUGH finger nails to the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What are the important negative effects of finger nails on the environment? ◊
• Are Skin Injuries an Important Negative Influence BY Finger Nails To The Environment? ◊
• Are there Aircraft Crash Influences? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Are there positive influences from the environment on aircraft crashes? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What is the main positive impact on the environment? ◊
  • Is aircraft maintenance a major positive impact from the environment ON aircraft crashes? ◊
  • Are there any positive influences from the environment on aircraft crashes? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What is the main negative impact on the environment, aircraft crashes, for example? ◊
  • Are storms an important negative influence FROM THE ENVIRONMENT ON aircraft crashes? ◊
  • Are there any positive influences caused by aircraft crashes? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What is the important positive impact of aircraft crashes on the environment? ◊
• Are Improvement Measures an Important Positive Impact BY Aircraft Crashing on the Environment? ◊
• Are there any negative influences caused by aircraft crashes? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What is the main negative impact of aircraft crashes on the environment? ◊
• Are Impact Damages an Important Negative Impact BY Aircraft Crashes to the Environment? ◊
• Are there pedestrian traffic lights? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Are there any positive influences from the surroundings on the pedestrian traffic lights? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What is the important positive impact on the pedestrian traffic light? ◊
  • Is renewal of a broken lamp an important positive influence FROM the environment TO the pedestrian traffic light? ◊
  • Are there any negative influences from the environment on the pedestrian traffic light? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What is the main negative impact on the pedestrian traffic light? ◊
• Are vehicle back jams an important negative influence BY the pedestrian traffic lights ON the environment? ◊
• Are there belt influences? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Are there any positive influences from the environment on belts? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What is the important positive impact of the environment on belts, for example? ◊
  • Is the right belt hole an important positive influence FROM THE ENVIRONMENT ON BELT? ◊
  • Are there any negative influences from the environment on belts? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What is the main negative impact on the environment? ◊
• Are transport demand a major positive impact FROM THE ENVIRONMENT ON GOOD TRANSPORT? ◊
• Are there goods traffic influences? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Are there positive influences from the environment on the goods traffic? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What is the main positive impact of the environment on goods traffic, for example? ◊
  • Is transport demand a major positive impact FROM THE ENVIRONMENT ON GOOD TRANSPORT? ◊
  • Are there negative influences from the environment on goods traffic? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What is the main negative impact from the environment on goods traffic, for example? ◊
  • Are delays an important negative impact FROM THE ENVIRONMENT ON THE GOOD TRANSPORT? ◊
  • Are there positive influences by the goods traffic to the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What is the main positive impact of goods traffic on the environment? ◊
• Is the population supply an important positive influence BY the goods traffic to the environment? ◊
• Are there any negative influences THROUGH the goods traffic to the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the important negative impact of the goods traffic on the environment, for example? ◊
• Is traffic-road wear an important negative influence BY the goods traffic to the environment? ◊
• Are there dog influences? ◊ If this is the case:
• Are there positive influences from the environment on dogs? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the important positive impact on the environment? ◊
• Is a dog hut a major positive influence FROM THE ENVIRONMENT ON CHILDREN? ◊
• Are there any negative influences from the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main negative impact on the environment? ◊
• Is poisoning an important negative influence from the environment? ◊
• Are there positive influences by dogs on the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main positive influence of dogs on the environment? ◊
• Is vigilance an important positive influence by dogs in the environment? ◊
• Are there any negative influences by dogs on the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main negative impact of dogs on the environment? ◊
• Is too frequent barking an important negative influence BY dogs to the environment? ◊
• Is there island influences? ◊ If this is the case:
• Are there positive influences from the environment on islands? ◊ If this is the case:
• What are the main positive effects of the environment on islands? ◊
• Is balanced marine climate an important positive influence FROM THE ENVIRONMENT ON ISLANDS? ◊
• Are there any negative influences from the environment on islands? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main negative impact on the environment? ◊
• Is slow sinking an important negative influence FROM the environment ON islands? ◊
• Are there positive influences by the islands? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main positive impact of islands on the environment? ◊
• Is seclusion a significant positive influence BY islands to the environment? ◊
• Are there any negative influences by the islands? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main negative impact of islands on the environment? ◊
• Is poor accessibility an important negative impact BY islands to the environment? ◊
• Are there muscle-force influences? ◊ If this is the case:
• Are there positive influences from the environment on the muscle strength? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the important positive influence from the environment on the muscle strength, for example? ◊
• Is the nutrient supply an important positive influence from the environment to the muscle strength? ◊
• Are there any negative influences from the environment on the muscle strength? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the important negative impact from the environment on muscle strength, for example? ◊
• Does a continuous stress have an important negative impact FROM THE ENVIRONMENT ON THE MUSIC POWER? ◊
• Are there any positive influences by the muscle force on the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
• What are the main positive effects of muscle strength on the environment? ◊
• Is the Fort Movement an important positive influence THROUGH THE MUSIC POWER ON THE ENVIRONMENT? ◊
• Are there any negative influences by the muscle force on the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
• What are the main negative effects of muscle strength on the environment? ◊
• Is a fist blow in the face of an important negative influence BY the muscle force ON THE ENVIRONMENT? ◊
• Are there shoe influences? ◊ If this is the case:
• Are there positive influences from the environment on shoes? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main positive influence on the environment? ◊
• Is shoe cramps an important positive influence FROM the environment on shoes? ◊
• Are there negative influences from the environment on shoes? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main negative impact on the environment? ◊
• Is the kick in a dog’s pile an important negative influence from the environment on shoes? ◊
• Are there positive influences from shoes to the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the important positive influence of shoes on the environment, for example? ◊
• Is the protection of the foot an important positive influence BY shoes on a part of the environment? ◊
• Are there any negative influences from shoes to the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the important negative impact of shoes on the environment, for example? ◊
• Are chicken-eyes on the foot-toes an important negative influence BY shoes on a part of the environment? ◊
• Are there language influences? ◊ If this is the case:
• Are there positive influences from the environment on the language? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the important positive influence from the environment on the language, for example? ◊
• Is the vocabulary expansion an important positive influence FROM the environment TO the language? ◊
• Are there negative influences from the environment on the language? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the important negative impact from the environment on the language, for example? ◊
• Do bad schools have a major negative impact from the environment to the language? ◊
• Are there positive influences by language ON the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main positive influence of language on the environment? ◊
• Is the communication an important positive influence BY the language ON the environment? ◊
• Are there negative influences by the language ON the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main negative impact of the language on the environment? ◊
• Are misunderstandings an important negative influence BY the language ON the environment? ◊
• Are there over-pot influences? ◊ If this is the case:
• Are there positive influences from the environment on over-pots? ◊ If this is the case:
• What are the important positive effects of the environment on over-pots, for example? ◊
• Is cleaning a major positive impact FROM THE ENVIRONMENT ON OVER POTS? ◊
• Are there any negative influences from the environment on over-pots? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the main negative impact on the environment? ◊
• Is decay and decay in shards an important negative impact FROM THE ENVIRONMENT ON Over-pots? ◊
• Are there positive influences through over-pots to the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
• What are the important positive effects of over-pots on the environment? ◊
• Is the obscuration of the ugly plant-indoor pot an important positive influence by over-pots to the environment? ◊
• Are there any negative influences from over-pots to the environment? ◊ If this is the case:
• What is the important negative impact of over-pots on the environment, for example? ◊
• Is jam-wetness an important negative influence BY over-pots (without floor-hole) ON the plant environment? ◊
• Are there specific forms of influence? ◊ Or:
• What are the terms that ultimately have an influence? ◊ Or:
• Are there many terms which are also an influence? ◊ Or:
• Are there specific terms or activity words for special influences? ◊ If this is the case:
• Is the activity word "dismantling" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "peeling" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Abdanken" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "rejecting" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "departure" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "falling" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "photographed" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "filling" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "giving" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "going away" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "take off" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "buy" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "cooling" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Blazing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "declining" for a particular form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the action word "Derive" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "reading" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "agreement" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "slimming" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "Abordnung" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "squeezing" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "retrieve" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "slipping" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "estimating" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "depositing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "shooting" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "finalizing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "cutting" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "deterrence" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "safeguarding" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "graduating" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Absondern" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "parting" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "stand out" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "stopping" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the action word "voting" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "blasting" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "Abwimmeln" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Ackern" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "updating" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "alcoholizing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Andeuten" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "appropriating" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "starting" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "moistening" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "specifying" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "anxious" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "accumulation" for a particular form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "raising" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "Hanging" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "anchoring" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "accusations" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "sticking" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "arriving" for a particular form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "Create" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "leaning" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "learning" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "lightning" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "presumption" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "fitting" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "enriching" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "accumulating" for a particular form of influence? ◊ (+ NATUR)
• Is the activity word "connecting" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "sucking" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "spraying" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "plugging" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "beam" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "striving" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "apply" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "lighting" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "doubt" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "working" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "annoyance" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "inflating" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "blooming" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "clashing" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "calling" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "eating up" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "padding" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "giving up" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Aufstieg" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "hanging" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "running up" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "listing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "dissolving" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "bouncing" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "calling" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "ascending" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "thawing" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "splitting" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "bulging" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "Aufziehen" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "breaking out" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "spreading" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "stretching" for a particular form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "thinking out" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "disagreement" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "fail" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "going out" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "compensate" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "hollow out" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "Ausmachen" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "unpacking" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "try" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "leaving" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "knocking" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "look" for a particular form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "sprawling" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "expanding" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "balling" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "building" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "notice" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Apply" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "images" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "regret" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "concerns" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "hurry" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "influencing" for a particular form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "fertilizing" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "fear" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "advocating" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "commit" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "desire" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "starting" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Keep" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "treating" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Confession" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "biting" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "fighting" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "conversion" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "getting" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "Bekriegen" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "evidence" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "teaching" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "offending" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "lighting" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "using" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Bequatschen" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "consulting" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "intoxicating" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "frost" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "providing" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "Bergen" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "bursting" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
Is the activity word "professions" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "employment" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "gifting" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "signing" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "describing" a particular form of influence? ◊
Is the word "complaining" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "occupying" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the action word "defeating" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
Is the activity word "possess" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "procuring" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "discuss" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "Confirm" for a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "pollinating" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
Is the activity word "existence" for a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "ordering" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "determining" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "irradiating" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "visiting" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
Is the activity word "pressing" for a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "praying" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the action word "Praying" for a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "driving" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "cheating" for a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "begging" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "bending" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "moving" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "clouding" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
Is the activity word "Doubling" for a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "bibber" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "bending" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
Is the activity word "Binding" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "begging" for a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "bubbles" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
Is the activity word "scrolling" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "flashing" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
Is the activity word "flowering" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ PLANTS)
Is the activity word "bleeding" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
Is the activity word "drilling" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "breaking" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
Is the activity word "Bring" for a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "humming" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
Is the activity word "breed" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
Is the activity word "Buhlen" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "strolling" for a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "camping" for a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "Canceling" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "Carven" for a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "Casten" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "catchen" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "characterizing" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "chartering" a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "chatting" for a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "Chauffieren" for a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "checking" for a special form of influence? ◊
Is the activity word "ciphering" a special form of influence? ◊
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity Word</th>
<th>Special Form of Influence?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chloren</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlorination</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christianizing</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coaching</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computerizing</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Containers</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cremen</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismantling</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dengeling</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosing</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serving</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dictation</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thundering</td>
<td>✓ (+ NATURE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threatening</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urging</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pushing</td>
<td>✓ (+ NATURE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducking</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking through</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performing</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforcing</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Showers</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzles</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honoring</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurry</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breaking</td>
<td>✓ (+ NATURE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penetration</td>
<td>✓ (+ NATURE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invading</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introducing</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Going</td>
<td>✓ (+ NATURE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packing</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact</td>
<td>✓ (+ NATURE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collapsing</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acting</td>
<td>✓ (+ NATURE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrifying</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommend</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidnapping</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escape</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slip away</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revealing</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unloading</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incapacitation</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deciding</td>
<td>✓ (+ ANIMALS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arising</td>
<td>✓ (+ NATURE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismantling</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignite</td>
<td>✓ (+ NATURE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heirs</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happening</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiencing</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grasping</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fulfill</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ergaunern</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pouring</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- Is the activity word "fathoming" a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "heating" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
- Is the activity word "remembering" for a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "recognition" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
- Is the activity word "explaining" a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "diseased" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
- Is the activity word "easing" for a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "reductions" for a particular form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "nurturing" a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "renew" a special form of influence? ◊
- Does the activity word "exist" exist for a particular form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
- Is the activity word "exploding" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
- Is the activity word "driving" for a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "falling" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
- Is the activity word "folding" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
- Is the activity word "catching" a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "grasping" a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "lazing" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
- Is the activity word "missing" for a particular form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "fettering" for a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "firing" a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "fishing" for a particular form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "flaking" for a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "flutter" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
- Is the activity word "flying" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
- Is the activity word "fleeing" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
- Is the activity word "escaping" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
- Is the activity word "asking" for a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "strangers" a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "freezing" a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "chilliness" a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "feeling" for a particular form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "guiding" a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "Filling" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
- Is the activity word "fumbling" a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "feeding" a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "yawning" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
- Is the activity word "cooking" for a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "giving" a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "favor" a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "freezing" for a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "going" for a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "Gehren" a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "approving" for a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "shaping" a special form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "weights" for a particular form of influence? ◊
- Is the activity word "winning" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "pouring" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "glow" for a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "digging" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
▪ Is the activity word "reasons" for a particular form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
▪ Is the activity word "Grunt" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
▪ Is the activity word "gumming" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "chopping" for a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "crocheting" for a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "holding" for a particular form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "hammering" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "acting" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "hanging" for a particular form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
▪ Is the activity word "Hauen" for a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "helping" for a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "Heranziehen" for a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "finding" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "making" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "getting" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "giving" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "Hin-fumble" for a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the action word "hin-trick" for a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "uploading" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "hoping" for a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "get" for a particular form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
▪ Is the activity word "listening" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
▪ Is the activity word "hoarding" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "Huldigen" for a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "starving" for a particular form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
▪ Is the activity word "cough" for a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "illustrating" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "importing" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "informing" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "imprisonment" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "Integrate" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "mad" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "Irritieren" for a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "Islamizing" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "whining" for a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "weeding" for a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "Jetten" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "yodelling" for a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "cheering" for a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "calibrating" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "Calculating" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the action word "fighting" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
▪ Is the activity word "break" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
▪ Is the activity word "buy" for a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "sweeping" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "Know" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
▪ Is the action word "complaining" for a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "brackets" for a particular form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "rattling" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "claws" a special form of influence? ◊
▪ Is the activity word "kinking" for a particular form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
▪ Is the activity word "kinking" for a particular form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
▪ Is the activity word "crackling" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "cooking" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "coming" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "compress" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "compete" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Correct" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "costs" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "strong" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "scratching" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "cancer" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "creep" for a particular form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "criticizing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "laughter" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "lame" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "paralyzing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "land" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the action word "lapping" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "noise" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "running" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "ringing" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "emptiness" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "laying" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "suffering" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "directing" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "reading" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "denying" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "deliver" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the action word "alleviate" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the word "praise" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "curls" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "delete" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "detach" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "soldering" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "sucking" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the action word "making" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "mowing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "grinding" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "painting" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Malochen" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Maroing" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "massaging" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "bleating" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "measuring" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "mixing" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "abusing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "communicating" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Wanna" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "modernizing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "mount" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Mucken" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "multiplying" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "post-apes" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "imitating" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "reconstruction" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Nachbeten" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "thinking" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "emulating" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "descendant" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "investigating" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "going" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "offspring" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "imitating" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "repositioning" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "detention" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "comprehension" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "throwing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "needles" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the action word "nailing" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "take" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "neutralizing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "nagging" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "normalizing" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Nuckeln" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "numbering" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "benefits" for a particular form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "autoport" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "open" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "oiling" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "operating" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "arrange" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "organizing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Pausing" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "commuting" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "perforating" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "phantasy" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "plating" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "bursting" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "polishing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "post" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "posting" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "try" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "producing" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "programming" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "prophecies" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "provoking" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "powder" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "pulsating" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "pulverizing" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "cleaning" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "squaring" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Quaken" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "tormenting" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "smoke" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "quantifying" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "quaking" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "chatting" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "quenching" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "squeezing" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "Quieken" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "squeaking" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "whirling" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Acknowledge" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "erasing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "rummaging" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "shaving" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "noise" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "reacting" for a particular form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "law" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "talking" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "reflect" a special form of influence? ○ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "rubbing" for a special form of influence? ○ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "cleaning" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "reinseer" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "renovating" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "repair" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "reproducing" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "Respect" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "retouching" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "judging" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "roasting" for a particular form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "jerking" for a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "jerks" for a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "reclosing" for a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "calling" for a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "ruin" for a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "Rumalbern" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "rumors" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "rumble" for a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "download" for a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "carbon black" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "slipping" for a special form of influence? ○ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "sowing" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "collecting" a special form of influence? ○ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "drinking" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "sucking" for a special form of influence? ○ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "suckling" a special form of influence? ○ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "chess" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "creating" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "treasure" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "failure" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "shearing" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "layers" for a particular form of influence? ○ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "sending" for a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "shooting" for a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "mold" for a special form of influence? ○ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "sleeping" for a special form of influence? ○ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "hitting" for a special form of influence? ○ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "skidding" for a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "closing" for a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "melting" a special form of influence? ○ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "pain" for a particular form of influence? ○ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "lubrication" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "make-up" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "cutting" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "carving" for a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "shock" for a particular form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "writing" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "screaming" for a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "shrinking" a special form of influence? ○ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "draping" for a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "pushing" a special form of influence? ○
• Does the activity word "shoulders" stand for a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "cringing" for a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "protect" a special form of influence? ○
• Is the activity word "hovering" a special form of influence? ○ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "smoldering" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "swinging" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "seeing" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "sending" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "serving" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Save" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Does the activity word "Seven" stand for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "singing" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "sinking" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "sintering" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "solidarizing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "worries" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "columns" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "donation" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "playing" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "speaking" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "jumping" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "spraying" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "rinsing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "stacking" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "amazement" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Stecken" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "stealing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "rising" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "tax" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "groans" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "stumbling" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "stuttering" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "rays" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "strangulation" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "straining" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "striving" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "stretching" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "stroking" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the action word "strike" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "sprinkling" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "straying" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "streaming" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "Strotzen" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the action word "storms" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "falling" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "neck" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "props" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "summing" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "refueling" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "camouflage" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "tattooing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "patting" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "thawing" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "tempering" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "testing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "thematizing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "tolerate" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "killing" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "wearing" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "transport" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "dreaming" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "meeting" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "driving" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "stepping" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "drinking" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "drying" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "drumming" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "chugging" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Tuen" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "transfer" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "surrender" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "passing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "transferred" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "flipping" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the action word "killing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "overthrow" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "bypassing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "digging" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "cutting" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "going round" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "subordinate" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "oppression" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "going" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "entertaining" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Unterjochen" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "under running" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "underpinning" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "subject" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "enterprise" a specific form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "underpinning" for a particular form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "distinguishing" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "subordinate" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "underline" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "support" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "submerge" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "underpowering" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Immigrants" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "throwing" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the action word "dating" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "obsolescence" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "change" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "illustrative" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "conceal" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "prohibiting" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "joining" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "stupid" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "spreading" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "broadening" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "burning" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "evaporation" for a particular form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "spoiling" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "repressing" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "evaporation" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "worship" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "agree" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "icing" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "constriction" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "decay" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "filming" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "seduction" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "forgiveness" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "offense" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "forgetting" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "pleasure" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "gilding" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "enlarging" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "behavior" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "hiding" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "selling" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "concatenation" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Slaughter" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "sticking" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "downsizing" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "loading" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "progress" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "relocating" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "seducing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "hurting" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "losing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Vermiesen" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "diminishing" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "mingling" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "misting" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "packaging" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "traveling" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "rusting" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "gathering" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "shedding" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "Missing" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "locking" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "wear" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "aggravating" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "pollution" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "disappearance" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "sending" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "silvering" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "providing" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "intelligent" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "dusting" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "hiding" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "Understanding" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "blasting" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "Try & Error" for a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "distribute" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "trust" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "expelling" a special form of influence? ◊ (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "Vertuen" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "devastating" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "forgiveness" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "despair" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "preeminence" for a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "demonstration" a special form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "procedure" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "prediction" for a particular form of influence? ◊
• Is the activity word "pre-button" for a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "Vormachen" a special form of influence? (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "retirement" a special form of influence? (+ ANIMALS)
• Does the activity word "Wabern" stand for a special form of influence? (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "growing" for a special form of influence? (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "wobbling" for a special form of influence? (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "choosing" a special form of influence? (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "hiking" for a special form of influence? (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "warm" for a particular form of influence? (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "going away" for a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "running away" for a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "laying out" a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "crying" for a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "becoming" a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "throwing" a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "Wetzen" for a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "finding" a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "reunion" a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "swirling" a special form of influence? (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "working" for a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "knowledge" for a particular form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "willing" for a particular form of influence? (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "rampant" for a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "rushing" for a special form of influence? (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "wish" for a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "Wurmen" a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "madness" for a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "drawing" for a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "pointing" for a particular form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "break" a special form of influence? (+ NATURE)
• Is the action word "decaying" for a special form of influence? (+ NATURE)
• Is the action word "crushing" a special form of influence? (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "disassembling" a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "destroying" a special form of influence? (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "certifying" a special form of influence? 
• Is the action word "pulling" for a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "breeding" a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "twitching" for a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "twitching" for a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "sugar" for a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "coincidence" a special form of influence? (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "Zumachen" for a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "Zündeln" a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "ignition" a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "increase" a special form of influence? (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "plucking" for a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "Zürnen" a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "withdrawing" a special form of influence? (+ ANIMALS)
• Is the activity word "collapsing" a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "collapsing" a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "bringing together" for a particular form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "collapse" for a particular form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "cohesion" a special form of influence? 
• Is the activity word "meeting" for a special form of influence? (+ NATURE)
• Is the action word "pulling together" a special form of influence? (+ NATURE)
• Is the activity word "strike" a special form of influence?  
• Is the activity word "confining" a special form of influence?  
• Is the activity word "cropping" a special form of influence?  
• Is the activity word "delivery" for a particular form of influence?  
• Is the activity word "allocating" a special form of influence?  
• Is the activity word "immigrating" for a particular form of influence?  
• Is the activity word "doubting" a special form of influence?  
• Is the action word "forcing" a special form of influence?  
• Is the activity word "chirping" for a special form of influence? (+ ANIMALS)  
• Is the property or ratio word "old" an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "operable" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "served" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "in need" an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "influenced" for an influence?  
• Is the property or relationship word "tipsy" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "beggars" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "dumb" an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "locked" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "vain" an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "elegant" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "eliminated" an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "tight" an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "conquered" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "negligent" an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "lazy" for an influence?  
• Is the property or relationship word "remote" an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "diligent" for an influence?  
• Is the property or relationship word "honored" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "tied" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "established" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "chopped" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "straight" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "hard" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "high" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "hypnotized" an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "integrated" for an influence?  
• Is the property or relationship word "intelligent" an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "isolated" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "iodized" an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "sticky" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "crooked" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "slow" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "close" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "neutralized" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "up" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "plump" an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "programmed" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "qualified" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "reanimates" for an influence?  
• Is the property or relationship word "renovated" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "red" an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "smart" an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "fast" an influence?  
• Is the property or relationship word "needful" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "odd" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "bungling" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "low" for an influence?  
• Is the property or ratio word "turbulent" for an influence?
▪ Is the property or ratio word "surprising" for an influence? ◊
▪ Is the property or ratio word "unexpected" for an influence? ◊
▪ Is the property or ratio word "down" for an influence? ◊
▪ Is the property or ratio word "outdated" for an influence? ◊
▪ Is the property or ratio word "veiled" for an influence? ◊
▪ Is the property or ratio word "hurt" for an influence? ◊
▪ Is the property or relationship word "hidden" for an influence? ◊
▪ Is the property or relationship word "desperate" for an influence? ◊
▪ Is the property or ratio word "soft" for an influence? ◊
▪ Is the property or ratio word "far" an influence? ◊ (opposite: narrow)
▪ Is the property or ratio word "angry" for an influence? ◊
▪ Are influences banal? ◊
▪ Do counter-influences often occur? ◊
▪ Is there a counter-influence on every influence? ◊
▪ Is there a counter-influence on almost every influence? ◊
▪ Is it an example of influence and counter-influence, if on one side of a door person A wants to open it and on the other side of the door person B wants to keep it locked? ◊
▪ Is there no herb growing against some influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Are there existing influences? ◊
▪ Are there expected influences? ◊
▪ Do Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) have unknown influences? ◊
▪ Are domineering and disputational machos influenced? ◊
▪ Do criminals who exploit money blow up with gas? ◊
▪ Is the world and the entire universe also symmetrical with respect to the influences? ◊
▪ Does the ANTI Equal Opportunities League exert influences? ◊
▪ If the saying goes, as it is in the forest, does it sound again out of the woods, influences? ◊
▪ At the time when God arose in the minds of the people, about 10% of the influences were known and 90% unknown? ◊
▪ Are at present about 90% of the influences known and 10% of the influences unknown? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
▪ Do FIFA influence? ◊
▪ Do problems influence influences? ◊
▪ Are there upcoming problems? ◊
▪ Are fears exerted by influences? ◊
▪ Does the influence of an impending or feared problem usually lead to a decision-making need? ◊
▪ Do fears exert influences? ◊
▪ Do debates influence influences? ◊
▪ Are heroic influences exerted? ◊
▪ Are all known influences on the realm of science? ◊
▪ Are lonely decisions influencing? ◊
▪ Do common decisions influence influences? ◊
▪ Do action catalogs influence out? ◊
▪ Is attraction an influence? ◊
▪ Is deterrence a counter-influence? ◊
▪ Are influences and counter-influences sometimes reciprocal? ◊
▪ Do Plapper-Mädchen influence? ◊
▪ Causes influences? ◊ And:
▪ Causes influences effects? ◊
▪ Can life processes be influenced? ◊
▪ Is our action and action influenced-controlled? ◊
▪ Make us self-influences to prophets? ◊
▪ Do we create influences from outside? ◊
▪ Cause Self-Influences Decision Need? ◊
▪ Causes Foreign-Influence Decision-Making? ◊
▪ What influences generate decision-making needs? ◊
▪ Is always decided when an influence becomes a problem? ◊ Or:
▪ Is always decided when an influence could become a problem? ◊
▪ Generate problem-influences Decision-making needs? ◊
• Can any influence be a problem? ◊
• Will any influence on the problem become too large or too small? ◊
• Is a problem too big or too small? ◊
• Can any problem be defined by too much or too little an influence? ◊
• Do decision-making effects influence? ◊
• Do decision-making implement positive influences? ◊
• Do decision-making implement negative influences? ◊
• Do decision-making implement the desired influences? ◊
• Do decision-making reactions cause unwanted influences? ◊
• Are there any side-effects? ◊
• Are there any influences from side effects? ◊
• Are medication side-effects influencing? ◊
• Do decisions influence side-effects? ◊
• Are the well-known influences on science? ◊
• Is science identical with the known influences? ◊
• Does research help to make unknown influences into known influences? ◊
• Is science the doctrine of known influences? ◊
• Does it exert influences when something is to be achieved? ◊
• Does it exert influences when a person wants to get something? ◊
• Is the pursuit of desire fulfillment influences? ◊
• Is the desire fulfillment part of the influences of the streb? ◊
• Does motivation exert influences? ◊
• Is an objective in mind an influence? ◊
• Do formulating decisions influence influences? ◊
• Does Firlefanz influence? ◊
• Does snake influence exert influences? ◊
• Does Tinnef influence? ◊
• Anyone who hears the term INFLUENCE thinks first of all of the interpersonal influences? ◊
• Does the term INFLUENCE have a more negative meaning for most people? ◊
• Are influences almost always only perceived when they have become too violent and therefore become a problem? ◊
• Is there a problem when an influence becomes too strong or weak? ◊
• Does a wanting influence always lead to a decision-making need, because it is first necessary to decide how best to achieve what someone would like? ◊
• Does a willing influence always lead to a decision-making need, because first of all it has to be decided how to achieve the desired one? ◊
• Do Pasha societies exert influences? ◊
• Do macho companies influence influences? ◊
• Do driving impulses? ◊
• Practice Driven influences from? ◊
• Are there influences? ◊
• Are there influences? ◊
• To what percentage are there influences? ◊ And:
• To what percentage are there wool influences? ◊
• Is research on transforming unknown influences into known ones? ◊
• Is it useful to classify influences into categories? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is sorcery the doctrine of unrecognized influences? ◊
• Is "influence" almost an insult? ◊
• Is "influence" almost an insult? ◊
• Are there unknown influences because the detection methods are missing? ◊
• Are there unknown influences behind unexplained physical discomfort? ◊
• Are there no detectable influences behind unexplained physical symptoms? ◊
• Did the influences of homeopathy be unknown for a long time? ◊
• Are most of the influences that homeopathy has been working on? ◊
• Does the unknown influence appear as a (mysterious) higher power? ◊
• Is what appears to us as something higher by the unknown influences? ◊
• Are there "higher" influences (a higher power)? ◊ If this is the case:
• Are the "higher" influences identical to the unknown influences? ◊
• Are there any artificial influences besides natural influences? ◊ If this is the case:
• How are natural and artificial influences different? ◊
• Do hobbies influence out? ◊
• Can the doctrine be called the well-known influences, simply as science? ◊
• Do influences have something negative, because they are perceived only when they become too strong (or too weak) and then are negative? ◊
• Are the normal strong influences something positive? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Are the normally strong influences normally not perceived as something positive? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Why are the normally strong influences normally not perceived as something positive? ◊
  • Are the (normally normal) positive effects perceived only when they have a negative effect? ◊
• Is it too small a negative impact, when the arable land has become too small? ◊
• Is it too low, and therefore perceived as negative, when the speed of the car has become too low, because it is no longer quite so? ◊
• Is it too low, and therefore negative, when the battery voltage for an electrical device is too low? ◊
• Is it too low, and therefore negative, when skin sensitivity approaches numbness? ◊
• Is it too low, and therefore negative, when skin moisture has decreased too much? ◊
• Is it too low, and therefore perceived as negative, when air pressure has decreased too much? ◊
• Is it too low and therefore perceived as a negative influence, when the air-thermals have subsided too much, because then sailplanes and birds cannot stay in the air long? ◊
• Is it too low, and therefore perceived as negative, when the air wind has become too weak, because there is no sailing or sailing winds? ◊
• Is it too small, and therefore negative, when the sharpness of the blade has decreased too much? ◊
• Is it too low, and therefore perceived as negative, when the downfall has been too much for a long time? ◊
• Is it too low and therefore perceived as negative when the amount of salt is too sparing for the food and the food tastes bad? ◊
• Is it too low, and therefore perceived as negative, when the shear sharpness has decreased too much? ◊
• Is it too small an influence, and therefore a negative one, when the sunshine does not occur on the whole earth for a very long time, for example because of a huge volcanic eruption? ◊
• Is it too low, and therefore perceived as negative, when the speech volume has decreased too much because a listener does not understand enough? ◊
• Is it too low, and therefore perceived as negative, when the ambient brightness has decreased too much because an observer does not see enough? ◊
• Is it too low, and therefore perceived as negative, when the quantity of sugar is too sparing for the dessert and the dessert is therefore tasteless? ◊
• Is there a lack of influence? ◊
• Can influence shortage be negatively affected? ◊
• Do not most people know anything about influences, because they associate something negative with it? ◊
• Does sensitivity influence? ◊
• Does over-sensitivity affect? ◊
• Is science the short form for the well-known influences? ◊
• Is the word "science" the short form for the known influences and the word "God" the short form for the unknown influences? ◊
• Does science work with the known influences and does God work with the unknown influences? ◊
• Does research work on the unknown influences, that is, in God? ◊
• Does research work to increase the range of science and reduce the sphere of God? ◊
• Are known influences also referred to as "science"? ◊
• Are influences unnecessary Firlefanz? ◊
• Are Influences Needless? ◊
• Are influences generally noticeable only when they appear unpleasant? ◊
• Do Trichines in Swine Meat Influences? ◊
• Does vanity influence? ◊
• Are there any higher influences besides the known and unknown influences? ◊
• Are influences always starting from mass? ◊
• Are all the influences of mass going out? ◊
• Are influences of mass? ◊
• Can influences of some masselosem emanate? ◊
• Can there be anything else going on like masses? ◊
• Who knows well with influences? ◊
• Who knows best about influences? ◊
• Are there specialists for influences? ◊
• Are there influence researchers? ◊
• Do science belong to the well-known influences and belong to God the unknown influences? ◊
• Does science belong to the well-known influences? ◊
• Do science and known influences have anything to do with each other? ◊
• Are reflections caused by influences? ◊
• Do reflexes influence? ◊
• Are influences fair? ◊
• Are influences just? ◊
• Are influences sometimes strange? ◊
• Are influences timeless for all eternity? ◊
• Are influences still contemporary? ◊
• Does it exert influences when a person is pulled behind a person’s back? ◊
• Does bio-fuel influence? ◊
• Are influences influential? ◊
• Does injured vanity exert influences? ◊
• Are influences fair? ◊
• Do dogmas influence influences? ◊
• Can dogmas be influenced? ◊
• Do doctrines influence? ◊
• Can doctrines be influenced? ◊
• Are influences perfect? ◊
• Are all influences perfect? ◊
• Are influences never perfect? ◊
• Is the assumption that there are unknown influences only a logical derivative? ◊ Or:
• Is the assumption that there are unknown influences? ◊
• Is the assumption that there are unknown influences, because research has repeatedly led to unknown influences? ◊
• Do bullying influences? ◊
• Can bullying be affected? ◊
• Are influences the key to understanding nature and the world? ◊
• Are influences always starting from mass and getting influences always from mass? ◊
• Is there a normal range for all influences that people face? ◊
• Are influences, as long as they are within the normal range, perceived as something positive rather than something self-evident? ◊
• Are there any compromises in terms of influences? ◊ Or:
• Is there no compromise in terms of influences? ◊
• Are influences unchanging? ◊
• Are Influences Nostalgia? ◊
• Are Influences Advanced? ◊
• Are there any influences? ◊
• Are we partially announced and partly unannounced? ◊
• Can influences influence the joy of life? ◊
• Why are there no questions asked in Quizz? ◊
• Are influences influential? ◊
• Do influences have a special status? ◊
• Do influences have basic needs? ◊
• Do influences sometimes also nonsense? ◊
• Works Influences Careful? ◊
• Do influences influence telepathy? ◊
• Do Influences Medicine Men? ◊
• Does praise influence? ◊
• Does blame influence? ◊
• Are the unknown influences what we cannot (perceive)? ◊
• Do influences always go from masses? ◊ If this is NOT, see the next question. Answer Proposal: Problematic!
• In which cases is an influence NOT a mass? ◊
• Are God's influences going on mass? ◊
• Are there influences of a higher power from mass? ◊
• Are there any perceptible influences? ◊
• Are influences ruthless? ◊
• Are influences an abstruse thought-building? ◊
• Are there higher influences? ◊
• Are there higher (= unknown) influences? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Where do the higher (= unknown) influences come from? ◊
• Are the higher / unknown influences of God (in general)? ◊
• Are the higher / unknown influences of the Serious Part of God? ◊
• Are the higher / unknown influences coming from a higher (= unknown) power? ◊
• Are the higher / unknown influences of something unknown or unexplained? ◊
• Are the higher / unknown influences of mass, like the known influences? ◊
• Is it to be assumed that the higher (= unknown) influences also emanate from mass, because all known influences emanate from mass, so also the known influences, which belonged to the unknown ones? ◊
• Is it not so important as to designate the higher (= unknown) influences? ◊
• Is it only important to know that even the higher (= unknown) influences of something go out? ◊
• Is ultimately the existence of the higher (= unknown) influences decisive and not, as this is designated, from where the higher (= unknown) influences come from? ◊
• Could that, from which the higher (= unknown) influences come, for example, also be called "XY-Unresolved"? ◊
• Make Influences Sense? ◊
• Why should there be higher (= unknown) influences that do not originate from mass? ◊
• Should there be higher (= unknown) influences that do not originate from mass because some people think it possible? ◊
• Should there be higher (= unknown) influences that do not emanate from mass, because some people want to have it like that? ◊
• Is it certain that there are higher / unknown influences? ◊
• Is it unclear where the higher / unknown influences come from? ◊ Or:
  • Is it relatively probable that the higher / unknown influences are the same as the known influence species? ◊
• Wear influences? ◊
• Are influences perfect? ◊
• Are influences always recognizable? ◊
• Are influences sometimes confused? ◊
• Are influences sometimes confusing? ◊
• Are influences sometimes overwhelmed? ◊
• Are influences often chaotic? ◊
• Are influences often complicated? ◊
• Are influences sometimes sadistic? ◊
• Are influences sometimes unapproachable? ◊
• Are influences often unclear? ◊
• Are Influences Sovereign? ◊
• Do influences have a mass component? ◊
• Are influences impulses? ◊
• Is influence transfer always also energy transfer? ◊
• Apply Influences Responsibility? ◊ Or:
  • Do acting sometimes be irresponsible? ◊
• Are influences refined? ◊
• Can convert influences? ◊
• Are influences inflated? ◊
• Are influences great? ◊
• Are influences always ready? ◊
• Are influences a laugh number? ◊ Or:
• Are influences to be taken seriously? ◊
• Who's on the Influence Trip? ◊
• Does power-abundance also mean influence-abundance? ◊
• Is there an influence debate? ◊
• Should there be an influence debate? ◊
• Cannot be debated about influences? ◊
• Does God know what influences are? ◊
• Does the devil know what influences are? ◊
• Are there any influences from existing parts? ◊
• Does the more powerful the influential? ◊
• Are influences authorities? ◊
• Do influences have an ego? ◊
• What do influences influence? ◊
• Clogging influences? ◊
• Are influences puking? ◊
• Pipe influences on the needs of the people? ◊
• Causes Influences Long Droughts? ◊
• Do some of them influence the nerve bundle? ◊
• Are influences rigorous? ◊
• Are influences something general? ◊ Or:
• Are influences something special? ◊
• Can something be blamed on influences? ◊
• Do influences have a dick head? ◊
• Are influences stubborn and intransigent? ◊
• Have influences vices? ◊
• Is it sensible to blame influences? ◊
• Are influences adaptable? ◊
• Are influences predominantly great? ◊
• Are influences predominantly attractive? ◊ Or:
• Are influences predominantly irritable? ◊
• Are influences a taboo? ◊
• Are Influences Principle Riders? ◊
• Have influences detection signs? ◊ If this is the case:
• Which recognition signs have influences? ◊
• Are influences chic? ◊
• Do influences have a tick? ◊
• Are influences god-fearing? ◊
• Must people be afraid of influences? ◊
• Are influences never perverse and labor-shy? ◊
• Are not influences decadent? ◊
• Are there influences on? ◊ Or:
• Are influences rather unobtrusive? ◊
• Are influences sometimes barbaric? ◊
• Are influences a charm word? ◊
• Were there stars still WITHOUT stars? ◊
• Are super-nova explosions a result of influences? ◊
• Do influences hold the world together in its core? ◊
• Hold influences all together? ◊
• Are influences stupid? ◊
• Are influences bland? ◊
• Are Influences Naughty? ◊
• Do not it take influences so exactly? ◊ Or:
• Are influences meticulous? ◊
• Are influences pitiful? ◊
• Can people influence a snap? ◊
• Can influences be dried up? ◊
• Can influences be aroused? ◊
• Is part of the influences as omnipotent as God? ◊
• Can people safely forget influences, although we need them all (in normal dosage)? ◊ Or:
• Are influences constantly remembering, because we all need them (in normal dosage)? ◊
• Will we never fully control human influences? ◊
• Are influences generally puzzling? ◊ Or:
• Are influences only puzzling in wide areas? ◊
• Are influences constantly present? ◊ Or:
• Are there influences only occasionally? ◊
• Do influences have a resonance? ◊
• Provoke influences reactions? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES, always!
• Do influences also create apocalypses? ◊
• Is the subject of influences relatively complex, because so many questions can be formulated? ◊
• Are influences free from sin? ◊
• Are those who believe in influences better people? ◊
• Who invented influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: No one, because there have always been influences!
• Are influences influential? ◊
• Are influences successful? ◊
• Acting or are influences responsible? ◊
• Should bad influences be forbidden? ◊
• Are influences never stressed? ◊ And:
• Are influences always relaxed? ◊
• Can influences commit offense or can this only human beings? ◊
• Are influences needed? ◊ If this is the case:
• What are influences needed for? ◊
• Can we influence influences? ◊
• Are influences absurd? ◊
• Are influences dubios? ◊
• Are influences sometimes sniffed (in a transcendent sense)? ◊
• Are influences never seen directly, but always indirectly about their effects? ◊
• Are there influences from energy? ◊
• Are there always influences from energy? ◊
• Do things, plants and beings consist of mass and are there influences of energy? ◊
• Are influences influenced by their energy? ◊
• Does energy manifest in the form of influences? ◊
• Were there no changes without the energy of the influences? ◊
• Do changes require the energy of the influences? ◊
• Is there an individual intellectual freedom for influences? ◊
• Does the energy act in the form of the influences, unless the energy is chemically / molecularly (in the nuclear shells) or physically / nuclear (in the nuclear nuclei) bound? ◊
• Is there an influence amplifier? ◊
• Is there an influence enhancement? ◊
• For example, are transistors influence amplifiers? ◊
• Is the released avalanche an example of an influence enhancement? ◊
• Is it, for example, an influence enhancement when a person commits a murder and another person executes the murder? ◊
• Was it, for example, a powerful influence enhancement when a pharaoh commissioned the construction of a pyramid and then many people built the pyramid? ◊
• Do influences also affect misbehavior? ◊
• Are there any energetic influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are there any energetic influences? ◊
• Are changes possible only with the help of energy in the form of influences? ◊
• Were there influences to annoy us all? ◊
• Are influences something honorable? ◊
• Are influences a holy cow? ◊
• Are influences egocentric? ◊
• Is an influence identical to the energy delivered with mass? ◊
• Is an influence identical to moving energy with involvement / assistance of mass? ◊
• Is an influence identical to that of incoming energy with involvement / assistance of mass? ◊
• Is an influence identical with the energy [a], the energy [b] and the energy [c] in motion, with the participation / mass? ◊
• Can influences detract? ◊
• Can influences worsen? ◊
• Can influences develop from the dust? ◊
• Are influences religious fanatics? ◊
• Were and influences are a special feature? ◊
• Are influences quickly offended? ◊
• Are influences significant? ◊
• Do we sometimes feel the cold shoulder? ◊
• Are influences important? ◊
• Is there an increase to influences? ◊
• Can influences rumble? ◊
• Pouting influences sometimes? ◊
• Are influences sometimes indecisive? ◊
• Are influences responsible for nature? ◊ Or significant:
• Are influences responsible for nature? ◊
• Who is responsible for influences? ◊
• Who is responsible for influences? ◊
• Can influences be maddened? ◊
• Can influences be denied? ◊
• Are there concerns about people? ◊
• Are there concerns about people? ◊
• Should we see only the good in influences? ◊
• Owning own initiative? ◊
• Are influences helpful? ◊
• Do influences always have a desire to be influential? ◊
• Have we ever betrayed influences? ◊
• Have we ever spoiled our influences? ◊
• Do influences have worries and needs? ◊
• Are influences capable of anything? ◊
• Have influences ambition? ◊
• Are influences full of action? ◊
• Are influences not a quackery? ◊
• Do influences make everything right? ◊
• Defamation influences sometimes? ◊
• Are influences always reasonable? ◊
• Is the language of influences that of violence? ◊ Or:
• Aging influences violent? ◊
• Are influences mass-free? ◊
• Are Influences Massless? ◊
• Are the opinions about influences far apart? ◊
• Are ideas about influences far apart? ◊
• Is criticism of influences unforgivable? ◊
• Are influences indispensable? ◊
• Are Influences Alternate? ◊
• Are Influences Humbug? ◊ Or:
• Do influences have an existence right? ◊
• Are influences hilarious, because everything works like clockwork? ◊
• Do influences have an organizational talent? ◊
• Do influences have a sense of direction? ◊
• Are many influences mysterious? ◊
• Can we drive shindles with influences? ◊
• Can we bring influences into mis-credit? ◊
• Can we treat shameful influences? ◊
• Are influences influential? ◊
• Are influences responsible for everything but responsible for nothing? ◊
• Are influences really nice? ◊
• Are influences preposterous? ◊ Answer Proposal: Sometimes this property could be given to them!
• Are influences cautious? ◊
• Are influences free and free? ◊
• Are the unknown influences omnipotent? ◊
• Are the unknown influences so omnipotent as God? ◊
• Are there influences under the knot of anything? ◊
• Are even influences sometimes really golden and cute? ◊
• Are influences sometimes beautiful? ◊
• Do people have to cuddle with influences? ◊
• Can people cuddle with influences? ◊
• Should people just whisper about influences? ◊ Or:
• Should people talk openly about influences? ◊
• Can people with influences touch cloth-touch? ◊
• Do influences mainly consist of energy, always involving mass? ◊
• Is an influence sometimes disappointing? ◊
• Cannot some influences look into the cards? ◊
• Are influences something useful? ◊
• Is there an expectation attitude associated with influences? ◊
• Are there influences? ◊
• Are influences a perpetual motion? ◊
• Are influences mostly dissuasive? ◊
• Are influences something useful? ◊
• Are there influences only from energy? ◊ Or:
• Are there any influences from energy involving mass? ◊
• Are there any influences from energy with mass? ◊
• Are influences the interaction of energy and mass? ◊
• Are influences a combination of energy and mass? ◊
• Can someone communicate with influences? ◊
• Is everything always in the right lot with influences? ◊
• Are influences questionable? ◊
• Are influences suitable for coloring? ◊
• Do influences have a practical benefit? ◊
• Are Influences Cinnabar? ◊
• Can influences be smashed? ◊
• Can influences be questioned? ◊
• Can influences be questioned? ◊
• Should influences be questioned? ◊
• Can influences become a beast? ◊
• Are Influences Negotiable? ◊
• Do most of the influences that affect us go unnoticed by us? ◊
• Are there distracting influences? ◊
• Are there any false influences? ◊
• Are there any flawed influences? ◊
• Are there any irritating influences? ◊
• Are there any unwanted influences? ◊
• Are there any accidental influences? ◊
• Can influences be a sign? ◊
• Is there any influence error? ◊
• Can influences reach anything? ◊
• Can influences be tamed? ◊
• Are influences sometimes lustless? ◊
• Are influences beautiful? ◊
• Are influences easy to understand? ◊ Or:
• Are influences difficult to understand? ◊
• Have influences still all in order? ◊
• Are influences easy to handle? ◊ Or:
• Are influences difficult to handle? ◊
• Is there anything that has absolutely no influence? ◊ If this is the case:
• What, for example, exerts absolutely no influence? ◊
• Are influences mostly normal? ◊
• When are influences normal and when not? ◊
• Are we drawing influences into their spell? ◊
• Are influences sometimes crooked? ◊
• Is it possible to defame influences? ◊
• Can influences be contaminated? ◊
• Worry about changes? ◊
• Is there a miracle of influences? ◊
• Are influences mostly constrained? ◊
• Do wizards work with unrecognized influences? ◊
• Do wizards work with influences that remain unrecognized by ordinary mortals? ◊
• Are there constant influences in exercise? ◊
• Are influences unobtrusive? ◊
• Are influences self-sufficient? ◊
• Are influences independent? ◊
• Do it mean influences seriously? ◊
• Are influences a serious matter? ◊
• Make influences horny? ◊
• Are influences cool? ◊
• Are influences a mistake? ◊
• Worries for indignation? ◊
• Are influences motivated? ◊
• Are influences sometimes over-motivated? ◊
• Are influences always willing? ◊ Or:
• Are influences sometimes unwilling? ◊
• Are influences eager? ◊
• Are Influences Fast? ◊
• Are influences sometimes unfair? ◊
• Are influences uncompromising? ◊
• Perlt on influences everything from? ◊
• Does everything influence impact? ◊
• Are influences always on course? ◊
• Keeping influences ironing the trail? ◊
• Can people influence influences? ◊
• Should human influences not be too close? ◊
• What happens when people influence influences? ◊
• Do influences have an intimate area? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Is the intimate area vulnerable? ◊
  • Are influences the universal means of communication? ◊
  • Is the language of the people made of influences? ◊
• Are influences always energetic? ◊
• Do influences always have a carrier that could be referred to as impact carriers? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Do impact carriers always consist of mass? ◊
  • Has everything come to the table to influence? ◊
  • Should influences be turned upside down? ◊
  • Should influences be taken into prayer? ◊
• Do we sometimes want to tell us something? ◊
• Is the language of people sometimes also from influences? ◊
• Is there language of influences? ◊
• Is there an influence language? ◊
• Does a fist blow belong to the influence language of man? ◊
• Are influences sensitive? ◊
• Are influences sensitive? ◊
• Want to have fun with their effects? ◊
• Want influences to have fun with their effects? ◊
• Would you like to give us some fun? ◊
• Can be influential, fun? ◊
• Is there sometimes no real joy with influences? ◊
• Can influences be defined? ◊
• Are influences fesch? ◊
• Are the interpersonal influences predominant, although they play only a subordinate role when the totality of the influences are considered? ◊
• Does influences sometimes appear strange? ◊
• Would nothing happen if there were only influences? ◊ Or:
• Would only inferior things arise if there were only influences? ◊
• Are even influences sometimes mocked? ◊ Or:
• Is no one mocking influences? ◊
• Are influences still capable of action? ◊
• Is the call of the influences scraped? ◊
• Do influences sometimes look old? ◊
• Are influences completely logical? ◊ Or:
• Are influences finally incomprehensible? ◊
• Are influences ultimately incomprehensible? ◊
• Are influences sometimes strange? ◊
• Are influences sometimes strange? ◊
• Is there any special influences for the emergence from nothingness that we do not yet know? ◊
• Are influences always quite relaxed? ◊
• Are influences sometimes omitted? ◊
• Are influences self-running? ◊
• Is this really indescribable with influences? ◊
• Cannot influences be taken lightly? ◊
• Punish influences jokes about influences? ◊
• Are influences the creator of aggressiveness? ◊
• Surging sometimes influences the bow? ◊
• Is there an intellectual scope for the influence of the influences? ◊
• Do influences have a built-in random generator? ◊
• Are influences naturally conciliatory? ◊
• Will humanity be rocking? ◊
• Can influences skew people? ◊
• Will the human influences already rock? ◊
• Can people skew influences? ◊
• Are influences always balanced? ◊
• Is something a bit stupid for influences? ◊
• Does your neck never get full enough? ◊
• Are influences a nimmersatt that never get enough influence? ◊
• Have influences ever been lost? ◊
• Rotating influences sometimes? ◊
• Will influences sometimes get flares? ◊
• Is there a definition problem for influences? ◊
• Is there anything happening at times? ◊ Or:
• Does everything always flow in an orderly direction? ◊
• Do influences sometimes have wild fantasies about their possibilities? ◊
• Do influences sometimes influence the shortened? ◊
• Can influences influence what? ◊
• Who skin influences one down, if they are not good or good? ◊
• Are influences a taboo zone? ◊
• Do influences have a taboo zone? ◊
• Are influences always good for a surprise? ◊
• Are not influences to be seen? ◊
• Breed influences sometimes what? ◊
• Is not everything possible? ◊
• Cannot influences get out of balance? ◊
• Do influences sometimes have a problem with other influences? ◊
• Causes influences sometimes a problem? ◊
• Do influences sometimes cause problems? ◊
• Did sometimes influence in hustle? ◊
• Are influences sometimes hectic? ◊
• Are sometimes influences with the door in the house? ◊
• Are influences ambitious? ◊
• Suffering influences sometimes? ◊
• Are influences sometimes unruly? ◊
• Is there anything unpleasant for influences? ◊
• Does sometimes sometimes feel sorry? ◊
• Do influences have everything under control? ◊
• Have influences always been under control? ◊
• Do influences sometimes get out of despair? ◊
• Do influences have everything under control? ◊
• Do people know about influences only what they have researched? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it sometimes about head and collar for influences? ◊
• Disappearing with humanity? ◊ Answer Proposal: NO!
• Can an influence be undermined? ◊
• Are influences never shameful? ◊
• Have to influence influences with their powers? ◊
• Are Influences Balsam for the Soul? ◊
• Have Influences Finger-Tip Feeling? ◊
• Are there more influences or more elementary particles? ◊
• Are all influences associated with a force-exercise? ◊
• Does each elementary particle have at least one influence? ◊
• Are there neutralizing influences? ◊
• Are there any apparent arguments for the necessity of the influences? ◊
• Do not let influences inflame nothing? ◊
• Do influences have a self-life? ◊
• May influences influence arbitrariness? ◊
• Do influences influence arbitrarily? ◊
• Are influences sometimes snappy? ◊
• Can influences be tested? ◊ If this is the case:
• Should influences be tested? ◊ If this is the case:
• Are influences tested? ◊ If this is the case:
• Who checks influences? ◊
• Are influences self-testing? ◊
• Are there more elementary particle species or more influence species? ◊
• Are influences mostly cheerful? ◊
• Do female biological seed wipers exert influences? ◊
• Are influences usually really nice? ◊
• Looking to influence their salvation in God? ◊
• Are there counter-influences? ◊
• Is there a counter-influence on every influence? ◊
• Missing influences by counter-influences? ◊
• Do influences also have to go through hell? ◊
• Do influences have an existence right? ◊
• Dancing influences after the whistle of something? ◊
• Would you like influences? ◊ If this is the case:
• Does it influence, for example, pleasure to be influential? ◊
• Are influences dictatorial? ◊
• Are influences totalitarian? ◊
• Can influences be influenced? ◊
• Can influences be influenced? ◊
• Are influences contested? ◊
• Do influences have an appearance? ◊
• Do influences have an interior? ◊
• Do influences have intrinsic values? ◊
• Are influences worthless? ◊ Or:
• Are influences valuable? ◊
• Are influences wordless? ◊
• Are Influences Inflammable? ◊
• Catch influences easily fire? ◊ Or:
• Are influences extremely flammable? ◊
• Are influences sometimes bocky? ◊
• Are influences more prudent? ◊ Or:
• Are influences more draufgängerisch? ◊
• Are influences mostly good? ◊ Or:
• Are influences mostly naughty? ◊
• Do influences sometimes get a clutter? ◊
• Do sometimes get a rapper? ◊
• Are influences highly thematic? ◊
• Are influences something exclusive? ◊
• Did instances sometimes get out of the house? ◊
• Do influences influence people's private sphere?◊
• Can one take the wind out of the sails?◊
• Can influences get under the wheels?◊
• Can someone influence the back?◊
• Can influences sell well?◊
• Can influences take place?◊
• Are influences characteristic?◊
• Can influences be rumtanzen?◊
• Does sonography influence?◊
• Is the subject FEATURES a hot iron?◊
• Can people burn their fingers on the subject of influences?◊
• Do influences sometimes have to pull the tear line?◊
• Pulling influences sometimes the tear line?◊
• Are influences influenced?◊
• Are influences sometimes unstable?◊
• Do you sometimes get hold of influences?◊
• Are influences as often as loving?◊
• Are influences sometimes overloaded?◊
• Are influences sometimes not fully utilized?◊
• How do you manage to make ends meet?◊
• Want to be influenced by influences?◊
• Are there influences also as healing-bringer?◊
• Sowing influences sometimes discord?◊
• Do they sometimes hurry?◊
• Spread influences partial fright?◊
• Neglective influences people?◊
• Shy influences people sometimes?◊
• Are life influences only by humans right?◊
• Can influences in sinking disappear?◊
• When are influences away from the window?◊
• Are influences sometimes uncomfortable?◊
• Do we want to spoil our influences?◊
• Are influences untiring?◊
• Does each influence consist of a mass-energy combination?◊
• Cause Influences Freedom Limitations?◊
• Are Influences Allowed?◊
• Are influences wonderful?◊
• Must first explore influences before deciding what to do next?◊
• Should influences first weigh up before deciding how to proceed?◊
• Do influences influence one after the other?◊ Or:
• Are influences all parallel?◊
• Are influences almost as puzzling as God?◊
• Are influences sometimes disgusting?◊
• Do influences have a sense of responsibility?◊
• Are influences the yellow of the egg?◊
• Have influences only good sides?◊
• Can override influences?◊
• Are influences anticipatory?◊
• Do human desire ideas influence?◊
• Write influences people before how they have to live?◊
• Are influences negligible?◊
• Are influences real or artificial?◊
• Play influences a role?◊ If this is the case:
• Which important role does an influence play in practice, for example?◊ And:
• What is the role of nature for example?◊
• Do influences sometimes neglect?◊
• What is the purpose of sticking to influences?◊
• Will influences soon sink into insignificance?◊
• Why is it useful to continue to hang on to influences?◊
• Do influences sometimes interfere with anything? ◊
• Does a single influence sometimes interfere with something? ◊
• Are influences sometimes disturbed by something? ◊
• Is an influence sometimes disturbed by something? ◊
• Can influences be disturbed? ◊
• Can a single influence be disturbed? ◊
• Disturbing influences sometimes? ◊
• Does an influence sometimes interfere? ◊
• Are influences sometimes in the way? ◊
• Is an influence sometimes in the way? ◊
• Are influences sometimes disturbance? ◊
• Is an influence sometimes a troublemaker? ◊
• Are influences only with God over the rounds? ◊
• Are influences diabolically good? ◊
• Do not influences have to account for anyone? ◊
• Does God allow influences? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Why does God allow influences? ◊
  • Are influences self-sufficient? ◊
  • Is a cult driven around influences? ◊
• Does something sometimes go wrong with influences? ◊
• Are influences always and everywhere involved? ◊
• Is only valid for very few influencing species that they are the product of mass and energy? ◊
• Are influences a taboo subject? ◊
• Do appointments influence influences? ◊
• Are Influences a Restructuring Case? ◊
• Are influences unrelated? ◊ Or:
  • Are influences full of contradictions? ◊
  • Do influences influence influences? ◊
• Is the suppression of a reaction to an influence a reaction to the influence? ◊
• Is influence suppression also an influence reaction? ◊
• Are influences necessary? ◊
• Is it a repressed reaction to an influence when someone pretends that nothing has happened? ◊
• Is there an influence resistance? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Is any influence resistance only apparent because the influence reaction is hidden? ◊
  • Are there hidden influence responses? ◊
• Are influences stale? ◊ Or:
  • Are influences as up-to-date as ever? ◊
  • Are Influences a Moral Apostle? ◊
• Are influences clearly noticeable? ◊
• Are influences predominantly driving? ◊ Or:
  • Are influences predominantly driven? ◊
• Do influences like to be important? ◊
• Are Influences Important? ◊ Or:
  • Are influences modest? ◊
  • Are influences indispensable? ◊
• Is freedom suppression influenced by influences? ◊
• Is there abuse of power abuse? ◊
• Are influences impaired? ◊ Or:
  • Are influences deliberately designed? ◊
• Do influences prevail? ◊ Or:
  • Do influences deliberately prevail? ◊
  • Are influences thoughtless? ◊ Or:
  • Are influences thoughtful? ◊
• Are Influences God-Guided Before? ◊
• Corners influences sometimes? ◊
• Are Human Influence Envelopes Slot Ears? ◊
• Were all the cities in ruins? ◊
• Are influences a persistent burner? ◊
• Are influences a permanent theme? ◊
• Why are there influences? ◊
• Are there influences because there is a need for it? ◊
• Are influences an outlet model? ◊
• Are influences responsible for the uncontrollable? ◊
• Are the uncontrollable influences responsible? ◊
• Are Influences the Non plus Ultra in Diversity? ◊
• Are influences more important than God? ◊ Or:
  • Is God more important than influences? ◊
• Are Influences Duckmaus? ◊
• Brilliant influences with imagination-wealth? ◊
• Are influences astrein or perhaps even blitzblank? ◊
• Cannot influences go to carts? ◊
• Are influences still very clean, still clear and still very dense? ◊
• Are influences softened? ◊
• Are even influences sometimes a dirty business? ◊
• Are influences never embarrassed? ◊
• Are influences defined? ◊ Or:
  • Are influences unbiased? ◊
  • Are influences driving? ◊
• Are influences free? ◊ Or:
• Are influences tied to God? ◊
• Are Influences Free? ◊ Or:
  • Do influences unfree? ◊
  • Do influences have a white vest? ◊
• Are influences sometimes playful? ◊
• Tuen influences only their duty? ◊
• Does each influence have an impact? ◊
• Can influences be trampled on? ◊
• Are influences sometimes trampled? ◊
• What happens frequently when influences are trampled with feet? ◊
• Are influences a good figure? ◊
• Are influences sometimes soul-comforters? ◊
• Are there influences on shaky legs? ◊
• Are influences sometimes exhausted? ◊
• Do shifts sometimes influence out? ◊
• Are influences not always free? ◊
• Do influences have future fears? ◊
• Does God have non-human helpers, such as influences? ◊
• Should not influences exaggerate? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES, because exaggerations are rarely good!
• Have influences radiated? ◊
• Are influences a keg without soil? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does taste influence? ◊
• Does taste-looseness influence out? ◊
• Are influences limited to use as a pedestrian? ◊
• Is the world interwoven with influences? ◊
• About luscious influences from? ◊
• Are there any unwanted influences? ◊
• Are influences sometimes beautiful? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can influences inflate? ◊
• Does any influence end sooner or later? ◊
• Do influences have a completely different quality? ◊
• Cannot even influences escape their destiny? ◊
• Can influences influence seemingly impossible? ◊
• Do influences influence? ◊
• Harvests influences just mocking? ◊
• Do influences hunt wild hordes over land? ◊
• Can panic affect influences? ◊
• Are influences Kokolores? ◊ Or:
  • Is there anything in it? ◊
• Can influences be swept under the carpet? ◊
• Can influences strike the strings? ◊ Or:
• Are behaviors usually well-dosed? ◊
• Suffering influences sometimes under great-delusion? ◊
• Is there already an insult to the influences, if questions are made to influence? ◊
• Are there heretical questions about influences? ◊
• Can influences be confused? ◊
• Would influences leave a gap if they no longer existed? ◊
• Driving influences sometimes quite a roller coaster with people? ◊
• Can influences go against the wall? ◊
• Are influences causative? ◊
• Is the full band width of the influences probably not conscious of anyone? ◊
• Are influences sometimes even in the way? ◊
• Want to turn the wheel back? ◊ Answer Proposal: Sometimes already!
• Does an unimaginably large influence-thicket, without which we usually notice something of it? ◊
• Catch influences sometimes at what, without ending it? ◊
• Are influences sometimes selfish? ◊
• Do influences have a reputation? ◊ If this is the case:
  • What are the reputations? ◊
  • Are influences better than their reputation? ◊ Or:
  • Are influences worse than their reputation? ◊ Or:
  • Do influences exactly match their reputation? ◊ Or:
  • Do not influences have a notable reputation? ◊
  • Can influences influence and act as they want? ◊
• Working influences with cunning? ◊
• Are influences cunning? ◊
• Are influences sometimes even backlit? ◊
• Is also the case for influences that the problem is in the detail? ◊
• Should everyone see only the positive in influences? ◊
• Mastering influences ALL, so all mass and energy? ◊
• Mastering influences even God? ◊
• Mastering even influences the devil? ◊
• Will energy become an influence together with mass? ◊
• Can energy alone be an influence at the same time? ◊
• Can mass alone be an influence at the same time? ◊
• Do influences have a need for validity? ◊
• Are influences always decent? ◊
• Can influences influence people? ◊
• Are influences believable? ◊
• Can influences sometimes be aggressive? ◊
• Are influences ineffective? ◊ Answer Proposal: NO, never!
• Does everything always go round with influences? ◊ Or:
• Does not everything always go around with influences? ◊
• Why are the normally measured influences NOT perceived as something separate? ◊
• Are the normal dosage influences therefore NOT perceived as something separate, because people hide the average and normal and only pay attention to the special and extreme? ◊
• Are the normal dosage influences therefore NOT perceived as something separate, because influences influence EVERYTHING constantly and everywhere and thereby a dulling effect occurs? ◊
• Are influences turning everything into the way they need it? ◊
• Is an influence sometimes a querulant? ◊
• Are influences sometimes querulants? ◊
• Are influences positive by nature? ◊
• Are there influences for everyone? ◊
• Does NOTHING NOTHING HAPPY? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES, without influences is surely nothing!
• Is an influence sometimes vile? ◊
• Are influences sometimes infamous? ◊
• Can influences be evaluated? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Should influences be assessed? ◊
• Are influences inviolable? ◊ Or:
• Have human influences been declared inviolable? ◊ Answer Proposal: Probably not!
• Do you have to try and influence influences until something happens to you? ◊
• Are influences the real maker or is God the real maker? ◊
• Are influences sometimes childish? ◊ Or:
  • Are influences always serious? ◊
• Do influences still have to be taken seriously? ◊
• Are there any influencing features? ◊
• Applies especially to the still unknown influences, does not humanity know exactly? ◊
• Want to influence influences on people? ◊
• Deliver influences Discussion Ignition Substance? ◊ Or:
  • Has no one to discuss influences? ◊
• Do influences play as if it were the greatest? ◊
• Falling decisions from heaven (instead of influences)? ◊ Or:
  • Are decisions made by influencing? ◊
  • Are court proceedings influencing orgies? ◊
  • Is EVERYTHING completely Influence-Controlled? ◊
  • Is ALL ALL 100% influence-controlled? ◊
• Are influences caused by masses, energies, fields and charges? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences also generated by God? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Is there at least one reproducible example in which it is clearly recognizable that an influence is created by God? ◊
  • How many controversial sources of influence are there? ◊
  • Are there four controversial sources of influence? ◊
  • Are masses, energies, (force) fields, and (electro) charges the four undisputed influence sources? ◊
• Is God a fifth influence source for believers? ◊
• Is God, as a fifth influence source, now almost only from previous revelations? ◊
• Is God, as the fifth influence source, the fifth wheel on the wagon, that is, because ALL is already adequately controlled with the four influence sources of masses, energies, (force) fields, and (electro) charges? ◊
• Is the hope bearer God identical with the POSITIVE unknown influences? ◊
• Need not to justify influences? ◊
• Can influences be ALL? ◊
• Do influences influence ALL things? ◊
• Are influences sometimes loaded? ◊
• How is it possible to enforce influences? ◊
• Do influences sometimes go under the belt line? ◊
• Can influences be exposed? ◊
• Let influences spring around? ◊ Or:
  • Do not you like influences? ◊
  • Are Influences an Art World? ◊
• Are influences still important when there are no people left? ◊ Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are influences remarkable? ◊ Or:
  • Are influences so self-evident that they are not even worth a margin note? ◊
  • Do influences have at least one sore spot? ◊ If this is the case:
   • Should the finger be placed deep into the sore point of the influences? ◊
  • Are influences vulnerable? ◊ Or:
  • Are influences as inviolable as God? ◊
• Are influences washed with all waters? ◊
• Are there influences on the test? ◊
• Are influences a whim of nature? ◊ Or:
  • Are influences a whim of God? ◊
• How can influences be transferred from the fourth dimension to the third dimension? ◊
• Is there any influence on the influence cemetery? ◊
• Can influences be obtrusive? ◊
• Does God want influences? ◊
• Is influences sometimes seemingly absurd or disagreeable? ◊
• Was God building blocks, what became of influences? ◊
• Are boundaries bound for influences? ◊
• Do not sometimes feel influences sometimes taken seriously? ◊
- Are influences acceptable? ◊
- Are influences to accept? ◊
- Are influences respectable? ◊
- Are influences to be respected? ◊
- Are influences not primitive? ◊
- Are influences to be left alone? ◊
- Do stranger influences? ◊
- Does strangling influence? ◊
- Will somebody get a thick neck because of influences? ◊
- Are some influences sweet? ◊ And:
  - Are some influences sour? ◊
  - Are influences sometimes sweet poison? ◊
  - Are some influences awe-inspiring? ◊
  - Are some influences frightening? ◊
- What could be done for influences to pass the desire to be influential? ◊
- What could be done so that the influences of the influences increase the influence of the influence? ◊
- Are influences also responsible for diseases? ◊
- Are influences an example? ◊
- Can influences inspire and carry on? ◊
- Does stamping influence? ◊
- Is everything good? ◊ Or:
  - Is not everything always good? ◊ Alternatively:
  - Is everything bad on influences? ◊ Or:
  - Is not everything always bad on influences? ◊
- Are influences inflamed when they are not taken seriously? ◊
- Is not it funny when someone makes fun of influences? ◊
- Have influences been the only truth left for itself? ◊ Or:
  - Do not influences influence a single truth? ◊
  - Do influences provide people with a permanent employment? ◊
  - Do influences have a fine feel? ◊
- Are there core questions about influences? ◊ If this is the case:
  - What core issues are there? ◊
  - Do influences have a core competence (core competence)? ◊
  - Can magical influences attract? ◊
  - Is there sometimes a pleasure-gain by influences? ◊
  - Cannot influences sometimes decide? ◊ Or:
  - Is God's influence always the right way? ◊
  - Do influences have an Achilles heel / a weakness? ◊
  - Should influences be taken seriously? ◊
  - Will influences be taken seriously? ◊
  - Perplexities sometimes? ◊
- Are questions about influences silly? ◊
- Are influences the Navel of the World? ◊
- Do influences interfere with people's inner affairs? ◊
- Do influences claim to be the measure of all things? ◊
- Are influences the measure of all things? ◊
- Are impacts sometimes only marginal? ◊ And:
  - Are impacts sometimes huge by influences? ◊
  - Are certain influences breeders? ◊
  - Can influences influence nature into the deficiency? ◊
  - Can God take influences into the deficiency? ◊
  - Is it desirable to be influential? ◊
  - Inspirational influences? ◊
- Are people crazy about influences? ◊
- Can influences go crazy? ◊
- Is mankind dependent on influences for good or evil? ◊
- Are influences a possible critique point? ◊
- Are unknown influences a possible critique point? ◊
- Is there any evidence that can be stressed? ◊
• Are influences dependent on God’s blessing? ◊
• Are influences blunt? ◊
• Do you want to influence your stamp? ◊ If this is the case:
  • Do ALLMs successfully stamp their stamp? ◊ If this is the case:
    • How is it recognizable that influences successfully press their mark? ◊
  • Can influences expand into something? ◊
  • Are influences sometimes incorrectly polarized? ◊
  • Can influences sometimes become a problem? ◊ If this is the case:
    • Are influences sometimes the problem? ◊
  • What influences are particularly large? ◊
  • Is the influence of the sun especially great? ◊
  • What influences are particularly small? ◊
  • Is the influence of a single electron particularly small? ◊
  • What influences are particularly important? ◊
  • Are all especially BIG influences automatically also IMPORTANT? ◊
  • Were influences influenced by God? ◊
  • Are influences never naive? ◊
  • Have influences advocates? ◊
  • Are influences the highest instance? ◊
  • Are some of the natural influences the highest instance, such as, in particular, sunshine, meteorite impacts, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, tsunamis, swirling storms, epidemics? ◊
    • Does equality of influence prevail? ◊
    • Does God certainly NOT do all that influence? ◊
    • Would not influences be put to the test? ◊ And:
      • Would not influences be questioned? ◊
  • Do people enjoy influences? ◊
  • Are influences influenced by God? ◊
  • Could God have much to do if all the influences on God were really controlled? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Are influences admirable? ◊
  • Are influences to be considered? ◊ Or:
    • Are influences to despise? ◊
  • Are influences to be considered? ◊ Or:
    • Are influences best to ignore? ◊
    • Are influences sometimes a curse? ◊
    • Are influences sometimes a blessing? ◊
  • Is there no god at all, and is the higher power really the unknown influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  • When is the end of the influences ushered in? ◊
  • Device influences sometimes out of control? ◊
  • Are human influences sometimes out of control? ◊
  • Are influences influences-resistant? ◊ Answer Proposal: NO!
  • Are influences inflated too high? ◊
  • Do influences create a choking stimulus? ◊
  • Are Influences Breaking Means? ◊
  • Are influences only sometimes chunky chunks? ◊
  • Is there an influence failure? ◊
  • Are influences irreverent? ◊
  • Are influences sometimes a challenge? ◊
  • Challenge influences? ◊
  • Are influences sometimes an impertinence? ◊
  • Are influences a bottomless jollity? ◊
  • Is the cause an influence and is the effect also an influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Can the unknown influences also be all that God can do? ◊
  • Is God behind the well-known influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
  • Is God behind the unknown influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
  • Spit influences sometimes in the soup? ◊
  • Do reactions to anything allergic? ◊
  • What can God do more, compared to influences? ◊
  • What cannot be influences but God? ◊
  • What can God do in addition to the influences? ◊
What raises God's influence? 
Are both known and unknown influences real and is God's imagination? 
Are things attributed to God, even though they must be attributed to the unknown influences? 
Are there still many diseases caused by unknown influences? 
Are influences the creator of human beings? Answer Proposal: YES and without God! 
Do influences matter? 
Hack some people on influences? 
Should influences not exceed their limits? 
Should influences not exceed their competences? 
Are influences responsible for ALL? Or: 
Are there things for which NO influence is responsible? 
Can influences cling to anything? 
Are influences disciplined? 
Are all existences (things, plants, and beings) produced only by the known influences? Or: [1] 
Are all existences (things, plants, and beings) created by the unknown influences? Or: [2] 
Are all existences (things, plants, and beings) created only by God? Or: [3] 
Are all existences created by the known influences together with the unknown influences? Or: [4] Answer Proposal: YES! 
Are all existences created by the known influences together with God? Or: [5] 
Are all existences created by the unknown influences together with God? Or: [6] 
Are all existences created by the known influences, together with the unknown influences and together with God? Or: [7] 
Are not existences created by known influences, NOT by unknown influences and also by God? Or [8] 
Will it be too colorful sometimes? 
Can be influenced by the short lead? 
Are influences influential? 
Do not some people find any questions about influences at all funny? Answer Proposal: Can be! 
Do not all people find some questions about influences at all funny? Answer Proposal: Can be! 
Can sometimes get into the headlines? Answer Proposal: YES! 
Are influences somehow always warping? Answer Proposal: YES! 
Forms Influences? Answer Proposal: YES! 
Kill influences? Answer Proposal: YES! 
Must influences be able to exert themselves? 
Is it only God who has NO direct influence? Answer Proposal: YES! 
Does God only indirectly influence the imagination of human influences? Answer Proposal: YES! 
Want to have influences a bit of fun? Answer Proposal: NO, because influences have no feelings! 
Are influences influenced artificially by the artist? 
Do influences have a dignity? 
Are influences manageable? 
Does the intestinal flora influence? 
Do influences have a self-determinate existence? Or: 
Do influences have an influence-determined existence? Answer Proposal: YES, because even influences are influenced! 
Is no one purely in the inner affairs of influences, except perhaps other influences? 
Are influences delicate and difficult? Or: 
Are influences delicate and tricky? Or: 
Are influences simply knitted? 
Can influences inflate people into the head? 
Can influences lead people to slippery ice? 
Are behaviors sometimes impossible? 
Are there influence imitators? Answer Proposal: YES! 
Do influences have a concept / tactics? Or: 
Do / do influences be haphazard? 
Do sometimes influence people to harass people? Answer Proposal: YES! 
Should the handicraft be placed on the negative influences? 
Are influences Illusion? 
Do some influences have factions? 
Does human imagination exert influences? Answer Proposal: YES! 
Does the influence of imaginations determine the life of human beings decisively? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do not absolutely need anything from what they created or created? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences always straightforward? ◆
• Is everything easily influenced by the hand? ◆ Or:
• Are some influences difficult? ◆
• Are influences necessary for people to survive? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• What is necessary for survival? ◆
• Do influences work smoothly? ◆ Or:
• Does it sometimes influence? ◆
• Does the will of the unknown influences happen? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the air coming out soon? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Must influences and God share power? ◆ Answer Proposal: NO, because God does not exist!
• Do influences have the sole power? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Who comes first to the nature of the influences? ◆
• Do sometimes lose the thread? ◆ Or:
• Are there always influences? ◆
• How do influences work? ◆
• Do we see light at the end of the tunnel for the clarification of the remaining unknown influences? ◆ Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God belong to the unknown influences? ◆ Or:
• Is God from the unknown influences? ◆
• Can all influences be eradicated? ◆ Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do abdominal feelings influence out? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do abdominal pain influences from? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do influences sometimes create a pleasant and sometimes an unpleasant belly feeling? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is man making the tremendously great influence variety sometimes abdominal pain? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do we sometimes influence what? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can influences lead to the top? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences much noise around nothing? ◆
• Causes influences much noise around nothing? ◆ Answer Proposal: Sometimes very well!
• Do sometimes get influences on the lid? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do sometimes get influences on the roof? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences snow from yesterday? ◆ Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do masses and energy influence each other? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences the lords of the universe? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are successful influencers often in demand? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do sometimes lose the patience? ◆ Answer Proposal: Hard to say!
• Are influences sometimes degenerate? ◆ Answer Proposal: Could be!
• Is it possible to discuss influences without emotion and in a matter-of-fact way? ◆ Answer Proposal: Tendency YES!
• Is it possible to discuss about unknown influences emotionally and objectively? ◆ Answer Proposal: Tendency NO!
• Do influences also affect capital crimes? ◆
• Should not everyone see the influences? ◆
• Can influences break the heart? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do influences have responsibility? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Carry influences responsibility? ◆ If this is NOT, see the next question. Answer Proposal: Problematic!
• Are influences HAPPY because they bear no responsibility? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences the only true thing? ◆ Answer Proposal: Could be!
• Are natural influences stupid? ◆ Answer Proposal: Reset!
• Are natural influences a random product? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were influences satisfied with God if they could evaluate God? ◆ Answer Proposal: Too hard!
• Are people satisfied with influences? ◆ Answer Proposal: Not always but often!
• Do influences feel good unless they are disturbed by other influences? ◆ Answer Proposal: Difficult to answer!
• Does any influence lack anything? ◆ Answer Proposal: Reset!
• Do influences have something that has nothing else and no one else? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES, because influences are not comparable to anything and no one!
• Are all influences ever giving up their minds? ◆ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences influenced by God? ◆ Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does it pay for influences to influence something or someone? ◆
• Are there any energetic as well as energetic influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there both low-mass and massive influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do influences sometimes have a macke? ◊ Answer Proposal: Difficult!
• Does stomach acid affect? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do all influences only have the best for people? ◊ Answer Proposal: NO!
• Cannot influences be tamed? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences still partially obscure? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences the last thing mankind can use? ◊ Answer Proposal: Sometimes YES, sometimes NO!
• Are influences necessary? ◊ Answer Proposal: For the survival of mankind YES!
• Are influences no longer like a mental concept? ◊ Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do influences sometimes have their hooks and eyelets (in a transposed sense)? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any foreign influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any familiar influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences comparable to nothing and no one? ◊ Answer Proposal: Probably!
• Are influences always unbeatable? ◊ Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are Influences Fact? ◊ Answer Proposal: No results found!
• Are influences exemplary? ◊ Answer Proposal: Some YES, some NO!
• Are there influential circles of culture? ◊
• Can influences be provoked? ◊ Answer Proposal: Sometimes already!
• Must influences sometimes leave feathers? ◊
• Are influences the most unimportant of the world? ◊ Or:
• Are influences an important squab apple? ◊
• Bother Influences Greul Deeds? ◊ Answer Proposal: Sometimes already!
• Can influences fool people? ◊
• Influence of people to deceive? ◊
• Are influences part of nature? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there the power of influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are some influences popular? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are some influences hated? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are positive influences a gift of heaven? ◊ Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Are negative influences a punishment of heaven? ◊ Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Do people always hold their backs? ◊
• Can influences be optimized? ◊ Answer Proposal: In many cases YES!
• Should influences be considered scientifically? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences a competition for God?
• Are influences a support for God?
• Are influences a tool for God?
• Are Influences and God Competitors? Or:
• Working influences and God together?
• Are influences and God a duo or tandem?
• Are influences and God a team?
• Is creation created by teamwork between influences and God?
• Have people ever done violence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are not influences always exciting? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences not always exciting? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do heating sometimes influence the mood? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences sometimes not squeamish? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Must even inflict so many toads? ◊ Answer Proposal: Difficult!
• Do natural influences work at your discretion? ◊ Answer Proposal: Difficult!
• Do natural influences influence your mood? ◊ Answer Proposal: Difficult!
• Did instances sometimes interfere? ◊ Answer Proposal: Difficult!
• Do influences sometimes influence the mind? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences sometimes sensitive? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are influences sometimes reckless? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do impacts sometimes reach their limits? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do influences sometimes behave like the elephant in the porcelain shop? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does sweating, for example, exert influences through hard work? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are ultimately to blame for everything? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Does God influence influences? ◊
Are influences influenced by God? ◊
Is God sending influences? ◊ If this is the case:
What influences did God send or send? ◊ And:
What is the main influence sent or sent by God, for example? ◊
Does God influence influences? ◊
Are there any victims? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are influences from the micro-cosmos to the macro cosmos a decisive factor? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Have influences been let down by God? ◊
Quenching influences when they cannot exercise enough influence? ◊
What is important for influences? ◊ And:
What is unimportant for influences? ◊
What is most important for influences? ◊ And:
What is unimportant for influences? ◊
Are there sometimes unexpected problems for influences? ◊
Do influences have to be kept in order? ◊ Or:
Do influences hold themselves in order? ◊ Answer Proposal: Difficult!
Are there not only light effects, but also shadows? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are people sometimes greedy for influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are people sometimes curious about influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Is God motivated by influences that make him compete? ◊ Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
Is there excitement for influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Worries about excitement? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Causes excitement? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Causes Influences Excitement? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are influences a hopeless case? ◊ Answer Proposal: Sometimes quite!
Is there Koranic school influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Do Koran schools exert influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Can influences drive people into the Bockshorn? ◊ Answer Proposal: Sometimes quite!
Causes influences wars? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Causes wars influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Try to make the best of nature? ◊ Answer Proposal: Unfortunately not always!
Is God the hard-working little one, or are the hard-working Lies? ◊ Answer Proposal: Influences are it!
Should influences not let go and continue to be diligent? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Are influences a complex thing? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
Is there any tolerance in the subject of “influences”? ◊ Or:
Is there any tolerance on the subject of “influences”? ◊
< Do influences sometimes have to be small? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are influences sometimes uncomfortable? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God have a relationship to influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: This is underlined, although it is not proven!
< Does everything influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is everything influenced? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Raising influences Claim to infallibility? ◊ Answer Proposal: NO, except some human!
< Use Inflights Trick 17 with self-extravagance? ◊ Answer Proposal: Sometimes it happens to someone like that!
< Do influences from habit intermingle everywhere? ◊ Answer Proposal: Difficult to assess!
< Does the thought-image influence God's influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES, even great!
< Hanging influences sometimes like a clog on the leg? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can human influences blow the march? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are all alleged works of God actually works of the known influences together with the (still) unknown influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should influences ever stiff the ears, even if other influences try to make the ears limp? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Search influences the direct confrontation? ◊ Answer Proposal: Not always!
< Do people NEED to think about whether there are influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is the mail canceled? ◊ Answer Proposal: Sometimes quite!
< Is it influenced by law? ◊ Answer Proposal: First of all, it should be clarified whether influences have a will!
< Can influences be brought into disrepute? ◊ Answer Proposal: Difficult!
< Are Influences Innocent Lambs? ◊ Answer Proposal: Not always!
< Is there only the influence direction of God to his (alleged) creation? ◊ Or:
< Is there also the direction of influence from creation to God? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES, but only if it were!
< Do cell components influence influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do PEX proteins influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do PMP proteins exert influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do macrophages influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are influences sneaky? ◊ Answer Proposal: Partially quite!
< Is there a risk of fire? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are influences the connecting link between mass and energy? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do mutation influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can the theme of INFLUENCES be covered in all words? ◊ Answer Proposal: NO!
< Does smearing affect influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do pollutants influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do beetle influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are Rügen influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are the PUBMED influences on the Internet? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Did Contergan influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do hillbilly influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does the sound-conductor influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< What influences knowledge? ◊ Answer Proposal: Not always!
< Want to impress influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: Sometimes it looks like this!
< Would not influences be analyzed? ◊ Answer Proposal: So far nothing is known for this!
< Does belief influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does customs influence influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does every custom influence influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< About Blogger Influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< About hacking influences from? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is there ANOTHER Influences, because of the many Influence QUESTIONS? ◊ Answer Proposal: Not yet!
< Does any of the COLLATE influences, because of too much influence QUESTIONS? ◊ Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Is there any fun with influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Do influences sometimes take a break? ◊ Answer Proposal: To a certain extent YES!
< Does homeopathy exert influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are influences indestructible? ◊ Answer Proposal: NO!
< Do pacifist influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Want to make or leave impressions? ◊ Answer Proposal: Sometimes it seems so!
< Applies to influences, always and everywhere? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES, even in space vacuum, because there is a change effect at radiation intersections!
< Are third-party barriers influencing? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are pencils influencing? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Have it influenced influences so far? ◊ Answer Proposal: Not always!
< Does hand-cream influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does archeology influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do red roses exert influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Practice sentence-sign influences? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do playing cards influence out? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do hand-held handles influence out? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do railings influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does blown sound influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do parents taxis influence? ◊ Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do influences sometimes take a break? ◊ Answer Proposal: To a certain extent YES!

@ God Questions (+ Higher Power)
• Is there any God at all? And:
• Is there a higher power? If this is possible:
• Does God + the Higher Power deserve a separate chapter of questions? If so, the following questions are ready to be answered:
Were God's questions arranged behind the influence questions, because God would also have to work with influences if he were? Answer Proposal: YES!

Were questions of the higher power arranged behind the influence questions, because even the higher power would have to work with influences if they existed? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are several divine divisions / divisions divisible? If so:

Are several divine divisions / divisions divisible? If so:

Could the Divine Part 1 bear the designation "Divine Creation Part of God"? Yes.

Is there a God part 2? If so:

Could God Part 2 bear the designation "Influence Creation Part of God"? Yes.

Is there a God part 3? If so:

Could God Part 3 bear the designation "Fundus part of God"? Yes.

Is there a REALLY present God part 4, which is identical with the unknown influences? If so:

Is there a truly omnipotent part of God? [01]

Is there a really available provision part of God? [02]

Is there a real dark matter part of God? [03]

Is there a really real part of God? [04]

Is there a truly existing eternal part of God? [05]

Is there a real influence part of God? [06]

Is there a truly believable part of God? [07]

Is there a truly existing natural-stock part of God? [08]

Is there a truly existing nature-making part of God? [09]

Is there a truly existing nature-law part of God? [10]

Is there a truly existing objective part of God? [11]

Is there a truly existing primary part of God? [12]

Is there a really existing real part of God? [13]

Is there a truly existing Creator part of God? [14]

Is there a really existing SERIÖSEN part of God? [15]

Is there a really existing actual part of God? [16]

Is there a truly existing monitoring part of God? [17]

Is there a truly unclear part of God? [18]

Is there a really big bang part of God? [19] (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)

Is there a truly existing administrative part of God? [20]

Is there a truly existing Fourth Dimension part of God? [20]

Is there a truly true part of God? [22]

Is there a truly existing universe part of God? [23]

Is there a seemingly existing God part 5 that has some human qualities and senses? If so:

Is there a seemingly existing ABRABABLE part of God? [01]

Is there a seemingly existing everyday part of God? [02]

Is there a seemingly existing imaginary part of God? [03]

Is there a seemingly existing invented part of God? [04]

Is there a seemingly existing faith part of God? [05]

Is there a seemingly existing house part of God? [06]

Is there a seemingly existing helping part of God? [07]

Is there a seemingly existing imaginary part of God? [08]

Is there a seemingly existing parenthesis part / clause part of God? [09]

Is there a seemingly existing head-brain part of God? [10] (abdominal brain)

Is there a seemingly existing artificial part of God? [11]

Is there a seemingly existing useful part of God? [12]

Is there a seemingly existing fantasy part of God? [13]

Is there a seemingly existing pseudo-part of God? [14]

Is there a seemingly existing psycho-part of God? [15]

Is there a seemingly existing psycho-reaction part of God? [16]

Is there a seemingly existing secondary part of God? [17]

Is there a seemingly existing subjective part of God? [18]

Is there a seemingly existing supernatural part of God? [19]

Is there a seemingly existing untrustworthy / untrustworthy part of God? [20]

Is there a seemingly existing humanized part of God? [21]

Is there a seemingly existing virtual part of God? [22]

Is there a seemingly existing justified part of God? [23]
• Is there a God for everyday use?
• Is there a God for house use?
• Is the Serious Part of God identical with the unknown influences?
• Is the Serious Part of God identical with a Higher Power?
• What is perhaps the most important ever-present attribute of God?
• Is the most important ever-present property of God that he is omnipotent? If so:
  • Does omnipotence, as the most important characteristic of God, deserve a separate chapter? If so:
  • Is there a separate chapter for omnipotence? Answer Proposal: YES!
• What is the second most important predominantly past property of God?
• Is the second most important property of God that He is the Creator of all things?
• Is God a supreme concept, behind which there is a great diversity?
• Is God a collective concept behind which there is a great diversity?
• Has God imposed our limits on us?
• Is employment with God always meaningless?
• Is employment with God sometimes pointless?
• Is employment with God sometimes useful?
• Is employment with God always useful?
• Is God a matter of definition?
• Does it depend on the definition of God, whether someone believes in God or not?
• Is the higher power a matter of definition?
• Does it depend on the definition for the higher power, whether or not someone believes in the higher power?
• Is God always a serious matter?
• Is God a serious matter?
• Is God seldom a serious matter?
• Is God almost never a serious matter?
• Is God never a serious matter?
• Is higher power a serious matter?
• Is God following up?
• Is the higher power trailing?
• Is God a hypothesis? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God an unanswered assumption? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the higher power a hypothesis? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the higher power an unanswered assumption? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God make a good deal of all that the contacting person wants from God?
• Does God sometimes do what the contact person wants from God?
• Does God’s conviction replace the knowledge?
• Are astronomy / cosmology related to God?
• Do astronomy / cosmology have anything to do with God?
• Is dealing with God a matter of breadth?
• Is there a criminal law book for God’s crimes, such as earthquakes?
• Will God be God’s Prayer?
• Is God rewarding prayers?
• Is God always good?
• Is God an example?
• Does God make aggressive?
• Does God make good?
• Does God make good?
• Is God good as it should be a child?
• Is God also naughtly?
• Is God also defiant?
• Does God sometimes “get out of the dust”?
• Is God as He is? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are ALL people in the course of their lives affected by fellow human beings with the subject of GOD?
• Answers to the question, have ever been faced with the THEME God, ALL people with YES? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Answers to the question, have ever seen anything from God, ALL people with NO? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God need a psychologist?
• Is God a free substitute for a psychologist?
• Can God replace the psychologist?
• Can the psychologist replace God?
• Does God belong to the world?
• Does God shape the world image decisively?
• Is God unattackable?
• Is God vulnerable?
• Is God inconceivable?
• Is God comprehensible?
• Can God be captured?
• Is there a God to touch?
• Can man talk about God (and the world) for a lifetime without really going on?
• Is God interested in anything?
• Is God interested in anything?
• How long does God exist?
• Since when is God?
• How long is the thought-image of God in the minds of men? Answer Proposal: Only about 3,800 years ago!
• Has God created all-earth nature?
• Has the all-earth nature itself created?
• Is God God?
• Can God revenge?
• Can God be jealous? If so:
  • Is God jealous?
  • Is God a key word?
  • Does the term "God" include many things?
• Does God have anything against Sundays and religious holidays because he (almost) always sends us the bad weather?
• Will God send us the bad weather on Sundays and religious holidays, so that we may repent these days instead of going around the area?
• Is God a secret? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a mystery? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a myth? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a phantom? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a phenomenon? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God an enigmatic phenomenon? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God meant for eternity?
• Is God made for eternity?
• Is God a tyrant?
• Is God a dictator?
• Is God dictatorial?
• Is God authoritarian to humans?
• Is God opposing people dictatorially?
• Is God against men forgiven?
• Is God totalitarian to humans?
• Does God even cook with water?
• Is God sometimes angry? If so:
  • What does God do when he is angry?
  • Is God sometimes furious?
• Does God show his true face when he is angry?
• Has God devised the cosmic fuel cycle?
• Is God funny?
• Are we being controlled by God without knowing it?
• Is God funny?
• Is God a creator?
• Does God sometimes strike?
• Is God rising?
• Does God make a career?
• Does God stand for the unexplained?
• Is the remaining unexplained space for God?
• Does God hear everything?
• Does God see everything?
• Does God know surprises?
• Is it possible to influence human happiness?
• Does God worship?
• Is God holding slaves?
• Can man influence God through piety?
• Does piety give a stability anchor?
• Can God be softened?
• Can God give in?
• Does God sometimes give in?
• Is God the wiser?
• Are the laws of nature just as unaffected as God?
• Can God be punished?
• Can God be ignored?
• Does God feel punished if he is ignored?
• Is God hiding? If so:
  • Why is God hiding?
  • Will not God be known?
• Is God too ugly for us?
• Is God too good for us?
• Is God hiding in the laws of nature?
• Is God hiding in dark matter?
• Is God hiding in man?
• Can an acceptable definition be found for the God to whom all men might believe?
• Was there or is there at least one person who has never been confronted with the subject of "God"?
• Does any human being pass by God?
• Is man a likeness of God? If so:
  • What is the image of God?
  • Does the image of God refer to the appearance?
  • Does the image of God refer to the mind?
  • Does the image of God refer to appearance and spirit?
• Are there laws that are undisputed by God? Or in other words:
• Are there divine-free divine laws? If so:
  • What laws are free from God?
  • Is life made meaningful only by God?
• Is there a man-watching God?
• Is there a nature-law-monitoring God?
• Is there a task spectrum for God?
• Is there an employment spectrum for God?
• Is there an activity spectrum for God?
• Is there a monitoring spectrum for God?
• Is there whipping blows for God if he has done something?
• Is God only restrictedly omnipotent, and is therefore only a restricted anchor for stability?
• Do people first have to learn to use God optimally and correctly?
• Does God not want any progress?
• Is God the guardian of the ancient or existing?
• Can progress (also in God’s affairs) only be achieved if the existing one is always critically examined and put to the test?
• What tasks does God have?
• Is God a stimulator for believing people?
• Does God give to believing people?
• Does God also support unbelieving people?
• Does God have to exist really, so that he can fulfill his most important tasks for believing people?
• Does God particularly fulfill his tasks when the contact person believes in him firmly enough?
• How does man pray most effectively to God?
• Is God there when he is needed?
• Is the Serious Part of God there when it is needed?
• Is the Serious Part of God available when it is needed?
• Is the often-recalled part of God there when he is needed?
• Is the often-called part of God available when it is needed?
- Is God there when man urgently needs him?
- Is God always there when the person needs him?
- Who is more complex, God or man?
- Is God something central? Or:
- Is God something split?
- Was God created?
- Is God something concrete or something philosophical?
- Does God have an awareness?
- Does God have an aura?
- Does God have a halo?
- Does God have a soul?
- Would God have an IQ if it were measurable? If so:
  - How high would the IQ of God be estimated?
- Is the IQ of God below 150?
- Is the IQ of God at 200?
- Is the IQ of God near to infinity?
- Is God a genius?
- Does God feel satisfaction?
- Can God be satisfied?
- Can God be dissatisfied?
- Does God have whims?
- Is God moody?
- Does God have to take care?
- Can God be impressed by something?
- Can God be impressed by anyone?
- Does God have a sense of time? If so:
  - What is the time-feeling of God?
  - Is the time-feeling of God based on the earth?
  - Is the time-feeling of God based on the atoms?
  - Is the time-feeling of God identical with that of man?
- Does God have to sleep?
- Is God always awake?
- Did God have unfulfilled wishes?
- Does God still have unfulfilled wishes?
- Can God feel offended?
- Can God feel blessed?
- Can God forgive?
- Can God forget?
- Can God forgive?
- Is God a taboo?
- Is there taboo for God?
- May God be questioned?
- Does God know decency?
- Does God know morality?
- Does God know custom?
- Does God know modesty?
- What makes it clear that God is calling for decency?
- How can we see that God demands morality?
- What makes it clear that God is demanding modesty?
- Does God determine what decency is?
- Does God determine what morality is?
- Does God establish what modesty is?
- Does God know chastity?
- Does God know shame?
- Does God know prudery?
- Does God know sin?
- Can God be romantic?
- Can God be crushed?
• Is God clothed? If so:
  • How is God clothed?
  • Is God unaccompanied and unclothed?
  • Would there be a problem if God were naked? Or:
  • Would it be easy if God were naked, because no one can see him?
  • Does God want to see naked people? Or:
  • Will God not see any naked people?
  • Why did God make all men clothed?
• Does God want to see people as uncovered as he created them?
• Does God want to see people dressed, because he created them so?
• Is it sin to take off completely before God?
• Why did not God destroy the early people, because they were still exposed?
• Why does not the human nature people, who are still naked in our time, rot very quickly?
• Is God at the same time naked and invisible?
• Was the originally bared God clothed by human beings by enveloping him with human qualities and senses?
• Have human beings, therefore, clothed with human qualities because they did NOT want God to remain undeveloped, like the many billions of years before?
• Does God want men to be as uncovered as he created them?
• Does God want people to remain as textile-free as he created them?
• Is God disappointed that almost all people have NOT been as free as they were created?
• Is God a stabilizing factor for something?
• Is God a stabilizing factor for anyone?
• Is God a stabilizing factor for many people?
• Are there people who have a god-stab because they have got too much God?
• What remains of God, if his partial omnipotence is withdrawn?
• Would God be able to act without omnipotence?
• Can God be wrong?
• Is God sneaky? Answer Proposal: YES, if it exists and reflects nature!
• Is God always sincere?
• Is God always honest?
• Is God usually honest?
• Is God never honest?
• Is God unfaithful?
• Can God be frightened?
• Can God be brave?
• Can God be depressed?
• Can God be manic-depressed?
• Can God be listless?
• Will God give it longer? Or:
• Will mankind be longer?
• Can benefits be listed for God?
• Can there be disadvantages for God?
• Is God a discovery of man?
• Is God an invention of human beings? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a knowledge of men?
• Was God discovered by men?
• Was God invented by man?
• Was God recognized by men?
• Does God never grant mercy before right?
• Does God sometimes allow mercy before right?
• Does God always grant grace before right?
• Is there a God right?
• Is there the highest judgment (God)?
• Does God smell?
• Does God smell odor?
• Does God have a special scent?
• Can God get people into the head?
• Can God get people into the nose?
• Are all human subjects subjects of God?
• Can God give up?
• Can God give up?
• Can God burn what?
• Does not God burn anything?
• Can God leave a room?
• Can God leave space?
• Is God omnipresent? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is said that God is omnipresent? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God is ubiquitous? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Can man be responsible before God?
• Can man account for God?
• Is God a ruler?
• Is God a master?
• Can man smell God?
• Is God an odor?
• Can God smell?
• Can God dissolve?
• Does God smell of decay because he is so old?
• Does God constantly renew?
• Is God already God?
• Can God decay?
• Can God conjure?
• Can God enchant you?
• Does God regularly consume magic trunk?
• Can God charm you?
• Can God deceive?
• Is God a meaning-deception?
• Deceives God?
• Disappointed God?
• Disappointed God sometimes?
• Disappointed more often than one is God?
• Trick God?
• Is God a trickster?
• Can people take the role of God?
• Can God put himself in the role of men?
• Is God an accuser?
• Fights God?
• Is God accused?
• Is God a judge?
• Is God a reporter? If so:
  • To whom does God report?
• Is the subject of God more complicated, on closer examination?
• Is there any God-influenced influence?
• Is God only imaginable?
• Can God be influenced enough?
• Can God always be influenced?
• Is God sometimes influenced?
• Can God never be influenced?
• When can God be influenced?
• How can God be influenced?
• Where can God be influenced?
• How can God be influenced?
•Should God be influenced?
• Do people want God to be influenceable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do people want God to be influenced? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should God in principle be influenced?
• Can God be influenced theoretically?
• Would God be paid?
• Would God be rewarded?
• Can man reward God? If so:
  • When can man reward God?
  • How can man reward God?
  • Where can man reward God?
  • How can man reward God?
  • Would God be gracious?
• Can man be gracious to God? If so:
  • How would God be gracious?
  • Where would God be gracious?
  • What would God like to be gracious to?
  • Is God gentle?
• Must a man have sloshing before God if he was not good?
• Do we need to be devout to get closer to God?
• Is devotion a suitable means of being heard by God?
• Does devotion always have to be quiet?
• Is God usable?
• Is God only usable for people?
• Is God usable?
• Is God primarily a benefactor for some of the people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God usable?
• Does God have a testimony to leadership?
• Does God have a police testimony?
• Are people generally without God?
• Do people come without God? If so:
  • When do people come without God?
  • Why do people come without God?
  • How do people come without God?
  • Where do people come from?
  • Could people believe in several contemporaneous gods?
• Can God be split?
• Is there a number of tasks for God?
• Are there different tasks for God?
• Can God make people prisoners?
• Can God make people his prisoners?
• Where does God come from?
• Where does God go?
• Can man understand God (spiritually)?
• Can man understand God (spiritually)?
• What is God made of?
• Does God exist from an organism?
• Is God made of atomic matter?
• Is God made of electron-free matter?
• Does God consist exclusively of energy?
• Does God need energy? If so:
  • Where does God get the energy for his tasks?
  • Is God made of something that we do not know?
  • Is God from what is in the center of Black Holes?
• Does God consist of nucleon plasma?
• Is God from the imagination of man?
• Is God from the fourth dimension?
• Is God perhaps in the center of black holes, where he is imperceptible?
• Does God’s creation ultimately consist only of existences and processes?
• If God’s creation consists in principle of space diversity [1], time diversity [2], existence diversity [3], binding diversity [4], energy diversity [5], electrical diversity [6], nature law - diversity [7], change diversity [8] and influence diversity [9]? Answer Proposal: Tendency YES!
• Does God have an antechamber? If so:
  • What is there in the antechamber?
  • Is there space diversity in God’s antechamber, including space divisions? [1]
  • Is there time diversity in God’s ante-room, including time-stretching and time-feeling? [2]
• Is there an existential diversity in the antechamber, including elementary particles to space structures? [3]
• Is there a diversity of bonds in God's antechamber, including force field attractions and abilities? [4]
• Is there an energy diversity in God's antechamber, including speed and expansion? [5]
• Is there an electrical diversity in the antechamber, including magnetism? [6]
• Is there a natural-law diversity in God's ante-room, including the limits of validity? [7]
• Is there a variety of changes in God's antechamber, including the emergence and dissolution? [8th]
• Is there in God's ante-room the influence variety, including those on something and that through something? [9]
• Is there any basic and important thing in God's antechamber?
• Is God working on his antechamber?
• Is God always working on his antechamber?
• Does God act indirectly over His antechamber?
• Can God be influenced by His antechamber?
• Can God be influenced only by his ante-room?
• Can God be indirectly influenced by his ante-room?
• Does God reach us only indirectly through his antechamber?
• Can we reach God only indirectly through his antechamber?
• Does God have a game meadow?
• Did God create a playground in his ante-room?
• How is the VIELFALTS hit parade in God's antechamber?
• Is the space DIVERSITY greatest? [1]
• Is the time diversity greatest? [2]
• Is the diversity of existences greatest? [3]
• Is the binding diversity greatest? [4]
• Is energy diversity greatest? [5]
• Is electrical diversity the greatest? [6]
• Is the nature-law diversity greatest? [7]
• Is the change variety greatest? [8th]
• Is the influence DIVERSITY greatest? [9]
• Is not the time diversity so great? [2-
• Is the binding diversity rather small? [4-]
• Is the energy diversity rather small? [5-]
• How is the relationship of God to influences?
• How does God influence?
• Does God have an area of responsibility?
• Is it obvious to assume that God never affects, except through the laws of nature, if he is also never influenceable?
• Is God a problem (in our "modern" time)?
• Does God have a problem (with our "modern" time)?
• Was there a creation of God?
• Is God's creation greatly simplified only from bonds, masses, energies, influences and changes?
• Would it make sense that God intended everything to the last detail? If so:
• Why would it make sense that God intended everything to the last detail?
• Why (according to some) does God have to define everything down to the last detail?
• Is God sometimes an influence helper?
• Is God sometimes an influence supporter?
• Is God always to be an ally of men?
• Is God more likely to play a role in individual fates, as in the case of superordinate things?
• Is God often the last rescue anchor?
• Is force majeure a matter of God?
• Is God responsible for force majeure?
• Is God responsible for the higher power?
• Is God responsible for force majeure?
• Is God responsible for the higher power?
• Is God also responsible for negatives?
• Is that which is negative for human beings inevitably also something negative for God?
• Is God's will the observance of the laws of nature?
• Is God's will a working universe?
• Is God's will the observance of religious laws?
• Is God also called the Creator?
• Is God also called the Almighty Creator?
• Has God ever provided the ingredients and their interaction?
• Does God have a hand writing?
• Can man know the handwriting of God?
• Does God have a signature?
• Can God sign?
• Can God have his fingers in the game?
• Does God have his fingers in the game?
• Can God be reformed?
• Can God be reformed?
• Is God to be reformed?
• Does the everyday God have to be reformed?
• Should God be reformed?
• Is God's call cracked? Or equivalently:
  • Is God's reputation damaged? If so:
    • Does God need to be renovated?
    • Does God need to be rehabilitated?
    • Does God always remain with all things?
    • Does God always remain with all persons?
    • Does God sometimes leave a thing or thing?
  • Is God sometimes leaving a person?
    • Can God leave something?
    • Can God leave someone?
    • Can God leave an individual?
    • Can God leave us ALL?
  • Is God always present?
  • Is God present everywhere?
    • Is God always present?
    • Is God present everywhere?
  • Does God not care the fate of existences?
  • Does God have sense organs? If so:
    • Does God use his sense organs?
    • Is God a special friend of man?
    • Is God unmoving?
  • Is there a fear of God? Or equivalently:
    • Is there a fear of God?
  • How must someone behave to be god-fearing?
    • Does man have to be god-fearing?
    • Should man be god-fearing?
    • Is it worth God if someone is God-fearing?
    • Are there God-fearing people?
  • Is there a fear of God?
  • Is God’s right?
    • What is the basis for God's fears?
  • Does the fear of God refer to the often-called part of God? Or:
    • Does the fear of God refer to the serious part of God? Or:
    • Does the fear of God refer to the often-called part of God and to the serious part of God?
  • Must men be afraid of God? If so:
    • When do men have to fear God?
    • Why do people have to fear God?
    • Why do people have to fear God?
    • Why do people have to fear God?
    • How do people have to fear God?
    • Where do people have to fear God?
  • Is God his own prisoner?
  • Is God something central (only in one place in the universe)? Or:
    • Is God something network-like (almost everywhere in the universe)? Or:
    • Is God something finely divided (without gap in the universe)?
  • What is the working mechanism of God?
• How does God oversee?
• What did God do before the Big Bang? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
• What does God do when, according to the Big Bang theory, the last star has left? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
• Is God a servant of man?
• Is God sometimes a servant of man?
• Is God always a servant of man?
• Is God sometimes abused? If so:
• Does God interfere with his abuse?
• Is man sometimes using God?
• Is God using people? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Can God be described as over-nature?
• Can the dark (God) matter be called supernatural?
• Are God and dark matter about as mysterious?
• What does it mean that dark matter and God are the same thing?
• Does the relatively LITTLE luminous matter originate from the relatively MANY dark (God) matter, in which the later luminous matter first splits off from the dark matter and then transforms into luminous matter?
• Is the luminous and mostly atomically constructed matter doubtless of God’s work?
• Is the dark matter, which is probably electron-free, perhaps God himself?
• Are there tasks that both God and human beings have in common? If so:
• What is the role of God as well as human beings?
• Are there any qualities that both God and human beings have in common? If so:
• What are the characteristics of God as well as human beings?
• Are there feelings that both God and man have in common? If so:
• What are the feelings of both God and human beings?
• Are there behaviors that are shared by both God and human beings? If so:
• What behaviors have both God and human beings in common?
• How satisfied could God be with his work (note 1-6)?
• How satisfied is the average person with God’s work (note 1-6)?
• Knows and knows God’s wickedness?
• Does God recognize heresy?
• What does God hold when man deals with God?
• Does it accept God when man deals with God?
• Does God forgive man when he has dealt with God?
• Does God allow man to deal with him?
• Does God ask of man that he is concerned with him?
• Does God forbid man to deal with him?
• Does God have a beard?
• Is someone closer to God when he is more concerned with God?
• What does someone have to do to get closer to God?
• Does clothing have an influence on how close a person is to God?
• May God not wear trousers, because especially religious people always wear cloaks?
• Is God correct?
• Is God always flawless?
• Is God always flawless?
• Is God mostly error-free?
• Is God sometimes flawless?
• Is God rarely error-free?
• Is God never error-free?
• Did God sometimes make mistakes?
• Is God always experimenting?
• Is God sometimes experimenting?
• Is God never experimenting?
• Is God alone with whom he communicates when and how?
• Does God sometimes have one or more inspirations?
• Would women be fond of God or least of a fast God?
• Do women prefer a man who is as godlike as possible, for example almost omniscient?
- To what extent can a man be equal (0.1%, 1%, 10%, 90%, God = 100%)?
- To what extent can a woman be equal (0.1%, 1%, 10%, 90%, God = 100%)?
- Does God respect everything fully, because he created it?
- Is God omniscient?
- How great must God's brain be for omniscience when it is built like our own brain?
- Should God's brain be circa 1 m³?
- Should God's brain be about 1 km³?
- Should God's brain be around 1 cubic-light-year?
- Should God's brain be about as large as the entire universe?
- Should God's brain be bigger than the entire universe?
- Why does God allow an earth-over-population, which is soon so great that man destroys his own life?
- Does man serve more God or is it the other way round, does God serve man more?
- How many percent of its capacity does God have to provide for people?
- Did God want it to be used by people eagerly or was there something wrong?
- Did God perhaps make a great mistake with the creation of man, which he has long since regretted?
- Is God only responsible for managing the rest of the universe?
- Is God almost occupied only by men after he had created them?
- Are more than 8 billion wishes addressed to God every day?
- Is there anything else, or somebody's wishes, to God?
- Does God give strength? If so:
  - Does the incarnated God, that is, the Serious part of God, give strength? Or:
    - Does the real God give power?
    - Does God have strength?
    - Is the power of God infinite or infinite?
    - Is the spirit of God infinite or infinite?
    - Is the omniscience of God infinite or finite?
    - Is the infallibility or error-freeness of God infinite or finite?
    - Is the prediction capability of God infinite or finite?
    - Why does not God fulfill all the wishes which are addressed to him?
- Was the imagined former group of gods more powerful than the thought-image of today's solo god, because the group of gods could share the work?
- Is a prayer to God sometimes just a reflection and a stop?
- Is it necessary to believe in God so that he sometimes fulfills a wish?
- Does God sometimes even desire a man if he does not believe in God?
- Can prayer to God be a meditation substitute?
- Does God want someone who is killed by him to be killed?
- Does God want anyone to be killed who believes in a group of gods?
- Does God also have negative qualities?
  - Is God sometimes lying?
  - Does God sometimes exaggerate it?
- Would two gods be more meaningful than a god?
- Does the imaginary God (number 1) care only humans and the real God (number 2) the remaining all-earth nature?
- To whom does God belong?
- Is there any God-matter, that is, a particular form of matter from which God is?
- Is there a copy of God? If so:
  - What is a copy of God?
- Is there a forger of God? If so:
  - What is a forger of God?
- Is there a God whom people have bent so that they can make the best use of it?
- Is there a God who ensures that the all-earth nature works properly?
- Is there an (imaginary) human being-god?
- Is there a (real) all-earth nature tax god?
- Is it worth God to be greeted?
- Can God accompany someone?
- How unapproachable is God?
- Can man approach God?
- How much can a man approach God?
- How far can a man approach God?
• Is God only holy or inviolable to those who wish to use God for their own sake?
• Can prayer to God be a substitute for meditation?
• Is God the private matter of each individual?
• Can God lose control of himself?
• Can God get ripped off?
• Can God lose control of things or objects in space?
• Can God lose control of people?
• Does God have everything under his full control in space?
• Does God have every elemental particle under his full control throughout the universe?
• Does God have individually every mini-radiation pack under his full control throughout the universe?
• Does God individually control every person under his full control?
• Does God have anything under his full control?
• Do theories and practices always agree with 100%?
• Does God always agree 100% on God's planning and execution?
• Does God Surprise?
• Do people give "their" God qualities that he does not have?
• Do people give "their" God skills that he does not have?
• Do people give "their" God feelings that he does not have?
• Can God be misled?
• Can God be blinded so that he does not perceive anything?
• Can God blind people?
• Can God proclaim himself?
• Can God cast a shadow?
• Does God have more imagination as humans? Or:
• Do people have more imagination like God?
• Does God have any imagination at all?
• Does God inspire the imagination of man?
• How is God built up?
• Does God have a heart to exist?
• Does God have a heart for children?
• Does God have an existence right?
• Can man divert God from himself?
• Can God fall into a dead end?
• Can God seize himself?
• Can God be blocked?
• Is God a super-majesty that can then be offended as such?
• What is the use of God for the creation of man?
• Should man help his creator, or God, in any way?
• Does God belong to the people (MY God, for heaven's sake)?
• Does God need the Universe?
• Does God need the universe to survive?
• Does the universe need God (generally speaking)?
• Does the universe need God to function?
• Is God testing people? If so:
• Why does God test people?
• Test people God? If so:
• Why do people test God?
• Is God puzzling? If so:
• Does the mystery of God present a special charm for man?
• Do God’s ambiguities present a special charm for people?
• Does God have all the qualities, abilities and feelings of man, among other things?
• Would not God, as the creator of man, possess all the qualities, abilities and feelings of man?
• Is man partly superior to his Creator God?
• Did God create men so that he might do things for him that he (God) cannot do?
• Could God read and write if he wanted?
• Does God allow a life of his own creation?
• Does chance belong to creation?
• Does God leave anything to chance? If so:
• What does God leave to chance?
• Does not God leave anything to chance? If so:
  • Why does God leave nothing to chance?
  • Does God allow chance?
  • Does God allow chance?
  • Does God also leave things to chance?
• Is there no coincidence, because everything is exactly planned by God?
• Does it appear to us as a coincidence?
• Is God a random product?
• Does God love coincidence?
• Do God and chance sometimes compete with each other?
• Is God always determined? Or:
  • Is God sometimes determined? Or:
  • Is God never determined? Or equivalently:
  • Is God always irresolute? Or:
  • Is God sometimes irresolute? If so:
    • Does God dice if he is undecided? Or:
    • Is God casting a coin when he is undecided?
    • Is God sometimes playful?
• Does God make people happy when people deal with him?
• Does it make God happy when people deal with Him (the God)?
• Is God a perfectionist?
• Is God going on a journey in space?
• Is God a man because God is also called Lord God?
• Why is God not a woman?
• Can God give a right favor to someone? If so:
  • How does God make a right favor to someone?
• Are some common statements about God only in a transposed sense?
• Can God become addicted?
• Why does God make things arise and pass away again?
• Is there a cycle controlled by God in the universe?
• Why did God make people so complicated?
• Does God need anything?
• Does God need men?
• Is the average person more God or more animal?
• Are the most intelligent people more God or more animal?
• Are the stupid people more God or more animal?
• Do people need God as guide-mutter?
• Does God always communicate with man in the same way?
• Does God always communicate with man in another way?
• Are angels God's messengers?
• Is Christ the Son of God?
• Does God have more sons?
• Is the common prayer to God more effective, like the sole prayer?
• Is God sometimes wanting something?
• Does God die?
• Do believers in God's houses find God more easily, as elsewhere?
• Is dark matter the sought-for God matter? If so:
  • Does dark matter rule over the atomic (luminous) matter unrestrictedly?
  • Can God still penetrate more than space?
  • Is God invisible because he is or is in invisible matter?
  • Is God the most serious thing there is?
  • Does God punish those who make fun of God?
  • Does God punish people who make God ridiculous?
• Can God understand the feelings of the people?
• Who disrupts it when God is mocked?
• Who cares if God is not taken seriously?
• Can man lay his destiny in God's hand?
• Do people feel called to speak for God?
• Do people feel called to act for God?
Can God read thoughts?
Does God listen to everything?
Does God listen to what the eight billion world population is talking about?
Does God sometimes feel melancholy, for example, when he thinks of the beautiful time without people?
Can God feel humility?
Repent God sometimes?
Is God a delicate subject?
Does God do things?
Can God be particularly useful because there are so many confusions about him?
Can God be especially useful because he does not resist?
Can God use to stop?
Can God avail himself to remember?
Can God use to go in?
Is God able to use to overcome the disaster?
Can God be used to avert threatening evil?
Can God be used as a combat stimulator?
Can God use to gain power?
Can God use to get a hold?
Can God be used to find a meaning in life?
Can God be used to increase women's desire for children?
Can God be used to award (minor) sins?
Does man have a more comprehensive world of feeling than God? Or:
Does God have a more comprehensive feeling world than man?
Does man have a more comprehensive world of desire than God? Or:
Does God have a more comprehensive world of desire than man?
Is man more willing to communicate than God? Or:
Is God more willing to communicate than man?
Is man manier than God? Or:
Is God lighter than man?
Is God whimsical?
Does God hear prayers?
Is God a listener?
Is God a good listener?
Is God a bad listener?
Is the Serious Part of God a Listener?
Is the often-called part of God a listener?
Is God a good substitute listener?
Is God a patient listener?
Is God a silent listener?
Is it useful to ask God for advice?
Can God influence people?
Can God Activate People?
Can people influence God?
Can people achieve that God does what he originally intended?
Can people achieve that God does what humans want?
Can people activate God?
Does God leave what he has created to himself, or influences?
Does God do what he wants?
Does God do what he considers useful?
Does God do what he wants?
Is God always going through?
Is God as clever as man?
Is man sometimes smarter than God?
Is God refined?
Is God more refined than man?
Is man sometimes more refined than God?
Does God sometimes make a request because he cannot put it through?
Does God sometimes open a project because he cannot get it through?
Is God a goal for people?
Does God have only one goal? Or:
Does God have many goals?
Does God sometimes set a goal because he cannot reach it?
Did God miss his goal?
Does God have the goal of abolishing himself?
Can God Himself Clear Himself? If so:
What happens when God himself is eliminated?
Is God a perpetual motion?
Is God's creation a perpetual motion?
Can man be able to deduce from the propositional appendage, SO GOD, that God is whimsical if he were?
Answer Proposal: YES!
Is God sovereign over all things and creatures?
Does God stand unrestrained above all things and beings?
Is God infallible?
Is God an infallible thing?
Is God an infallible thing?
Is God immortal?
Can God look precisely into the future?
How long can God look to the future?
Can God be precise in the future for a minute?
Can God look more precisely into the future for more than ten years?
Does God have everything under control?
Is God perfect?
Did God create dark matter?
Did God create the dark energy?
Does the dark energy belong to the creation of God?
Will God continue to draw ever more dark energy out of nowhere when the last star is extinct?
Does God end his creative activity when the last star is extinct?
Does God understand everything?
Does God understand everything?
Does God understand all the languages and dialects spoken on the earth?
Does God understand the sign language?
Can God sign?
Does God understand gestures?
Does God understand dove?
Does God understand animals?
Did God create the universe out of nothing?
Did God create the universe from something different and not known to us?
Does God want man to create something out of nothing? If so:
What does a man (perhaps with the blessing of God) make from nothing?
Does God have opponents?
Does God have no power struggle for lack of opponents?
Does God have a subdued opponent? If so:
Whom does God have as a subordinate opponent?
Does God have an equal opponent? If so:
Whom does God have as an equal opponent?
Does God have an idol? If so:
Whom does God have as an idol?
Is God an example? If so:
Whom does God have as an example?
Can God Himself Take Himself in His Arms? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
Could unknown influences give the impression that God has a will? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does the will of God refer to something concrete? Or:
Does the will of God generally refer to the totality of all things?
Is the will of God influenceable? If so:
Who influences like the will of God?
Is God a wretch? If so:
Does God care for something concrete? Or:
Does God, in general, care for the totality of all things?
• Is it possible to influence what God cares about? If so:
  • Who influences God as to what God cares about?
  • Is God doing or doing anything? If so:
    • Does or does God do something concrete? Or:
    • Does or does God do anything about the totality of all things?
  • Is it possible to influence what God does? If so:
    • Who influences God as to what God does?
    • Does God do everything at the same time? If so:
      • What does God do at the same time?
      • Does God do his tasks one by one?
    • Is God setting something special when there is more like a possibility?
    • Does God decide something special when there is more like a possibility?
    • Is God the culprit for everything?
    • Is God serious?
  • Is God always serious?
  • Is God terrifying?
  • Is God strict?
  • Is God compliant?
  • Does God particularly look at us human beings? If so:
    • Why does God particularly look at us human beings?
  • Does God have some of the qualities that people have? Answer Proposal: Thus it is claimed, although it is not verifiable by any test!
    • Do people have qualities that also has God?
    • Why go into the distant fourth dimension, where the dark matter is so close?
    • Can God become megalomaniac?
    • Can God be lost to us?
    • Does God control all people?
    • Are we human beings controlled by God?
    • Does God test everything?
    • Does God like what he created?
    • Does God like what man does?
    • Is God testing?
    • Does God control everything?
    • Is God critical?
    • Does the real God only ensure that there is all that we observe?
    • Is God Superman?
    • Is God high-spirited?
    • Does God have pity?
    • Does God have ideas?
    • Does God have a hair-dryer?
    • Does God sometimes care what?
    • Does God hold out?
    • How pressure-resistant is God?
    • How temperature-resistant is God?
    • Is God Fireproof?
    • Why is God also called God?
    • Is God a man?
    • May God be criticized?
    • Is God stubborn?
    • Is God unyielding?
    • Is God persevering?
    • Is God a seducer?
    • Do all men know God?
    • Does God know all men?
    • Does God know all men by name?
    • Does God know all the elementary particles of each individual human being?
    • Does a man know what God is?
    • What is the most elementary question of God?
    • Is there a central question of God that ultimately always goes?
• Can God be activated by people?
• Cannot God influence?
• Is God unaffected? If so:
  • Do prayer prayers make sense when God is unaffected?
  • Can God be influenced? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
  • Can God be influenced? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
  • Do many people hope that God can be influenced? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is a test verifiable that God can be influenced? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do many people want God to be influenced? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can God influence himself?
  • Are all human beings unanimous that God cannot be influenced?
  • Are people trying to influence God?
  • Is "God graciously voting", for example, a successful influence of God?
  • Are people trying to gain power over God?
• Do human groups, with the help of different religious rituals (and also traditions) deliberately delineate each other? If so:
  • Why do human groups want to delude each other with the help of different religious rituals (and also traditions)?
  • Do people believe that with humility or subjugation gestures they could gain grace?
  • Why do people believe that with humiliation or submission gestures, they might gain grace from God?
• Is there any prohibition on God?
  • Are there forbidden to people who come from God?
  • From whom is God most likely to be influenced (sometimes)?
  • Is God only influenced by the elect (sometimes)?
• Does God want individual peoples or ethnic groups to regard themselves as the navel of the world?
• Does God wish that individual peoples or ethnic groups want to impose their values on the rest of mankind?
• Is God finally compassionate after he has been honored with religious ceremonies?
  • Can God have mercy?
  • Can man wrongly pray to God?
  • Can man pray well to God?
  • Can man pray best to God?
  • Can man pray optimally to God?
  • Can man pray perfectly to God?
  • Can man be perfected to pray to God?
  • Can man properly pray to God?
  • Can man pray to God in an experienced way?
  • Can man pray badly to God?
  • Can man train to pray to God?
  • Can man pray ungodly to God?
  • Can man pray untrained to God?
  • Can man learn to pray to God?
  • Does man have to learn to pray to God?
  • Can man practice to pray to God?
  • Can man be a reverence to God?
  • Does God understand Latin best?
  • What language does God best understand?
  • Is God impressive?
  • Is God impressive for people?
  • Is God something impressive?
  • Does God impress us?
  • How does God impress us?
  • Do some people even impress God?
  • Can God be impressed?
  • Is there any renewable evidence that God can be influenced? Answer Proposal: NO!
  • Are there places of scripture in sacred writings of religion, from which it can be concluded that God can sometimes be influenced?
  • Are miracles sometimes interpreted as a successful influence of God?
  • Can some miracle healers sometimes affect God?
  • Can God be unwilling?
• Does God command?
• Does God have value?
• Can God reckon?
• Can God calculate something?
• Is God mastering mathematics?
• Is God dominating his (alleged) creation? Or:
  √ Is the creation of God?
• Can God be drunk? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
• Can God be intoxicated? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
• Can God kill himself if he wanted it? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
• Can God interrogate himself? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
• Can God interpret something wrong? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
• Can God overlook something?
• Can God be in his thoughts?
• Does God have thoughts?
• Does God have thought lightning?
• Did God sometimes drop out?
• Can God create auxiliary gods?
• Can God destroy all-earth nature?
• Can God rage?
• Can God frown with rage?
• Does God as a whole have a psyche?
• Does the Serious Part of God have a Psyche?
• Does the often-called part of God have a psyche?
• Do the unknown influences have a psyche?
• With which tool did God create the elementary particles?
• How does God manage to do everything simultaneously and in parallel?
• Does God know the many moods of human beings?
• Does God have his own moods? If so:
  √ Can the moods of God be influenced?
• Can the mood of God, for example, be changed from GOD into GOD?
• Can God give, for example, things, joy, or the daily bread?
• Is (almost) almost always the attempt to influence God?
• Is God analogous?
• Is God built up digitally?
• Is God neither analogous nor digital?
• Is God both analog and digital?
• Does God work similar?
• Does God work digitally?
• Is God also a devil on closer inspection?
• When the dark matter has been cleared up, is God also cleared up?
• When did people suspect for the first time that there had been the previous group of gods?
• When did people for the first time prove that there must be one God?
• Is the often-called part of God sometimes a psychological effect?
• Is God identical with the Big Bang? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
• Did God trigger the Big Bang? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
• Has the Big Bang God created all-earth nature? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
• Has the Big Bang (independently of God) created all-earth nature? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
• Can God be a protector?
• Does God sometimes protect?
• Does God have a conscience?
• Is God sometimes unscrupulous?
• Is God sometimes arbitrary?
• Do God and men stupid?
• Do people argue about God? If so:
  √ Why do people argue about God?
• What is the omnipotence of God?
• Is God a fantasy product of people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• How did God become God?
• Did God have an education?
• Can anyone become God if he receives only the right training?
• Does man need something unfailing, as God does, to align himself with it?
• Does man need something unfailing, like God, to find a halt?
• Is God an oversight?
• Is God an error?
• Is the imaginary God able to be influenced in terms of his psychological RESPONSE to human beings?
• Does the left half of the brain send real thoughts or signals (imagined) to God?
• Does the right half of the brain receive (invented) signals from God?
• Is everything planned by God, right up to all eternity?
• Does God know exactly of every elementary particle, for example, in one billion years?
• Is there a humanized part of God?
• Does God allow a scope for action?
• Does God allow an unfolding scope?
• Are all the acts of man also the will of God?
• Is man fully controlled by God, without he (the man) noticing it?
• How intelligent must a man be to communicate with God?
• How intelligent must a man be to be accepted by God as a communication partner?
• Is everything predetermined by God?
• Did Neanderthals already have the thought-image of the one God or the imagination of a group of gods?
• Are people trying to influence God by their behavior, so that they let them into the heavenly realm (paradise) for a life after death?
• Has God left all-earth nature to himself after he created it?
• Did God die from overwork after creating everything?
• Does God have DNA?
• Are people a burden to God?
• Are people a burden on God?
• Is God a fixed point for some people?
• Is God successful?
• Is God successful?
• Is God a failure?
• Is God a checker?
• Has God especially come up with something special for people?
• Has God created something new for people?
• Do people get an extra sausage fried by God?
• Is God still creative?
• Is God still going to improve nature laws?
• Is God still improving the matter properties?
• Has God made everything right from the beginning?
• Is God grim?
• Does God have a remembrance?
• Does God need remembrance? If so:
  • Why does God need a remembrance?
  • What use would God have of a remembrance?
  • Applies also to God "From mistakes he becomes wise, so one is not enough!"?
• Does God have to orientate himself?
• Must God learn?
• Does God therefore need no remembrance (except for human beings), because he does not make mistakes, which he must remember for future projects?
• Does God make mistakes?
• Is God still creating more things?
• Has God created all Elementary particles?
• Has God created all-earth nature as a self-runner?
• Is God becoming ever more puzzling, the more people deal with him?
• Where does God have his knowledge?
• Can man negotiate with God? If so:
  • How can man most effectively negotiate with God?
• Is God generous? Or:
• Is God petty?
• Is God penetrating?
• Is God intrusive?
• Is God childlike?
• Is God cool?
  • Does God have an intimate area? If so:
  • Is the intimate area of God vulnerable?
• Can God enter?
  • Can God advance?
  • Does God interfere?
  • Can God fly?
  • Can God hover?
  • Does God have a life?
  • Does God have an age?
• Is God aging?
• Was God born?
• Will God die?
• Does God have parents?
• Does God have children?
• Is God male?
• Is God female?
• Is God real?
  • Does God live? If so:
  • What does God live on?
  • Is God repulsive?
  • Is God attractive?
  • Does God have instincts?
  • Does God have a sexual instinct?
  • Is God sexy?
  • Can God be silent?
  • Does God desire women?
  • Does God generally want anything?
  • Does God have an environment?
  • Does God know the herd instinct?
  • Does God have a herd instinct?
  • Does God lead wars?
• Is God attacking?
• Does God defend himself?
• Is God a barbarian?
• Does God commit atrocities?
• Is God a missionary?
• Is God Goding?
• Does God speak to anyone?
• Is God blessing somebody?
• Does God give blessings?
• Does God reject blessings?
• Does God have no memory?
  • Does God have a memory? If so:
  • How does the memory of God work biologically / chemically / physically?
  • Does God have a short-time memory?
  • Does God have a long-term memory?
  • Does God have both a short-term memory and a long-term memory?
• Does God appoint someone as His representative on earth?
• Does God make estimates?
• Can God be guilty?
• Can God exaggerate?
• Can God underestimate himself?
• Does God appreciate things or people?
• Does God appreciate things or people?
- Does God despise things or men? If so:
  - Whom God despises?
  - Does God judge things or men?
  - Do God's things or people evaluate?
  - Forgive God?
  - Is God forgiveness?
  - Forgive God?
  - Is God forgiveness to forgive?
  - Is God immune to God's insults?
  - Is God immune to God's insults?
  - Is God immune to God's injuries?
  - Is God immune to God's blasphemy?
  - Is God immune to God's provocation?
  - Is God immune to God's contempt?
  - Is God immune to God's curse?
  - Is God immune to God's worship?
  - Is God immune to God's reverence?
  - Is God immune to God's homage?
  - Commissioned God?
  - Was God tasked?
  - Does God do everything himself?
  - Does God, on his own, appoint vicar on earth?
  - Does God grow?
  - Is God poor?
  - Is God poor?
  - Is God rich?
  - Is God too rich?
  - Is God religious?
  - Does God play a role?
  - Is important for God Aberglaube?
  - Does God obey anyone?
  - Does God demand obedience?
  - Does God demand absolute obedience? Answer Proposal: Not verifiable!
  - Does God require absolute authority? Answer Proposal: Not verifiable!
  - Suppressed God?
  - Can God be suppressed?
  - Can God gain power?
  - Can God lose power?
  - Does God do something for his power-preservation?
  - Is God threatening?
  - Is God threatened?
  - Is God traveling?
  - Does God vacation?
  - Does God pause?
  - Is God an egoist?
  - Is God a Samaritan?
  - Does God have hallucinations?
  - Does God have instincts?
  - Is God capable of increasing?
  - Does God have hormones?
  - Does God have testosterone?
  - Does God have a food instinct?
  - Does God have an arousal drive?
  - Does God have a possession drive?
  - Does God want to bring anything under his influence?
  - Is God a pompous?
  - Does God invent ideologies?
  - From what is God?
  - Does God have a mass?
Does God have dimensions (for example, diameter)?
Does God have dimensions (width, height, depth)?
Does God have an appearance?
Does God have eyes?
Can God see?
Does God have ears?
Can God hear?
Does God have a mouth?
Can God speak?
Does God have limbs?
Does God have arms?
Does God have legs?
Does God have hands? If so:
  How many hands does God have? Answer Proposal: Cannot be clarified!
Does God have feet? Answer Proposal: Cannot be clarified!
Does God have a head? Answer Proposal: if, then at most symbolic!
Does God have brains? Answer Proposal: Cannot be clarified!
Does God have a brain? Answer Proposal: Cannot be clarified!
Does God have a brain of nerve tissue? Answer Proposal: Cannot be clarified!
Does God think like man?
How does God behave?
Is God like man?
Does God have a digestive tract?
Does God have to feed?
Does God have excretions?
Does God have to leave?
Does God have a feeling of temperature?
Does God know pain?
Does God know physical pain?
Does God know of mental pain?
Tired of God?
Does God need breaks?
Does God need sleep?
Does God need distraction?
Is God always just?
Is God sometimes just?
Is God never righteous?
Is God unjust?
Is God always unjust?
Is God sometimes unjust?
Is God never unjust?
Is God brutal?
Is God brutal against others?
Is God tender to himself?
Is God tender to others?
Does God praise?
Blames God?
Is God offended?
Is God offended?
Can God feel hurt?
Is God honored?
Can God feel honored? Or equivalently:
Does God have the ability to feel honored?
Is God able to feel the feeling of worship in himself?
Can God be honored? Or equivalently:
Can God be honored?
Does God allow him to stoically overhear when he is honored?
Is God forbidden all the honors?
Disturb God's honors?
• Does God reject tributes?
• Does God refuse to be honored?
• Does God feel bribed by honors?
• Is God pardoned?
• Can God feel homage?
• Is God humble? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God self-governing?
• Does God ask for anything?
• Does God ask something from others?
• Does God ask for anything?
• Does God ask something from others?
• Does God prefer someone?
• Does God prefer particularly religious people?
• Does God particularly favor human beings?
• Does God particularly favor healthy people?
• Can be influenced by human action?
• Is God striving for anything? If so:
  ▪ Is God seeking wealth?
  ▪ Is God seeking power?
• Does God rule?
• Is God dominated?
• Is God dominating?
• Is God fighting?
  ▪ What is God doing right now?
  ▪ What is God doing right now?
• Is God constantly checking that his laws of nature are respected?
• Does God know that this text is read?
• Up to what depth of detail does God care for his creation?
• Does God observe each of his elementary particles exactly?
• Does God observe everything only superficially?
• Does God have an equal partner?
• Does God have an equal adversary?
• Does God feel lonely?
• Does God feel in good company?
• Does God feel secure?
• Does God feel unprotected?
• Does God understand?
• Is God unaware?
• Is God sometimes nervous?
• Is God always calm?
• Is God the rest itself?
• Is the higher power the rest itself?
• Is God sometimes hectic?
• Is God always calm?
• Is God always balanced?
• Does God always feel good?
• Does God sometimes feel uncomfortable?
• Does God sometimes feel sick?
• Does God always feel healthy?
• Is God sometimes sick?
• Is God always healthy?
• Is God mostly an optimist?
• Is God sometimes a pessimist?
• Is God always frugal?
• Is God sometimes wasteful?
• Does God sometimes feel bored?
• Does God sometimes feel overwhelmed?
• Will God impose his will on others?
• Does God have a behavior?
• Is God sometimes reserved?
• Is God sometimes aggressive?
• Is God always active?
• Is God sometimes passive? Or:
  • Is God ALWAYS passive?
• Is God sometimes biased?
• Is God always neutral?
• Does God know about moods?
• Can God feel highly praised?
• Is God aggressive?
• Does God have feelings?
• Can God know feelings?
• Does God show feelings? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God optimal? Or:
  • Is God not yet optimal? If so:
    • Can God be further optimized?
  • Is God improving?
  • Is God Worth Improving?
• Could God be better?
• Does God know hatred?
• Does God love?
• Is God sometimes excited?
• Is God always reassured?
• Is God happy?
• Is God sad?
• Can God be sad?
• Can God run?
• Is God sometimes afraid?
• Is God always courageous?
• Is God complex?
• Is God differentiated?
• Is God structured?
• Is God composed of individual parts?
• Is God a homogeneous whole?
• Is not God a homogeneous whole?
• Is God something homogenous?
• Is God a homogeneous unity-mash? Or:
  • Is not God a homogeneous unity-mash?
  • Can God be differentiated?
  • Can God be confused by the devil?
• Is God sometimes confused?
• Is God sometimes confusing?
• Can God get mixed up?
• Is God acceptable?
• Is God compatible?
• Is God sometimes incompatible?
• Can God be a good mate?
• Can God go with one?
• Can God accompany a person?
• Can God be with one?
• Can God be against me?
• Can God be with someone?
• Can God be for someone?
• Is God always fearless?
• Is God usually brave?
• Is God sometimes discouraged?
• Can God imagine something?
• Is God sometimes forming something?
• Is God sometimes formed?
• Is God convinced of himself?
• Is God proud of himself?
• Is God proud of His creation?
• Is God proud of his work?
• Is God observing us?
• Is God watching us sometimes?
• Is God only observing us when it is necessary?
• Is God always watching us?
• Is God also watching us in our sleep?
• Does God still follow us after death?
• Is God physically great?
• Is God all-embracing?
• Is God great in all respects?
• Is God small?
• Is God sometimes selfish?
• Is God sacrificing?
• Is God only for Himself?
• Is God always there for others?
• Is God both for himself and for others?
• Is God there for everything?
• Is God fanatical?
• Has God always been fanatical?
• Is God sometimes phlegmatic?
• Does God not help any man?
• Does God only help indirectly?
• Does God support everything?
• Does God not help?
• Does not God support anyone?
• Is God communicative?
• Is God concealed?
• Does God have a grave?
• Is God a grave?
• Does God protect everything?
• Does God protect nothing?
• Does not God protect anyone?
• Does God create sanctuaries?
• Does God build cult sites?
• Is God sufficient?
• Is God frugal?
• Is God knotty?
• Is God miserable?
• Is God wasteful?
• Is God decent?
• Is God indecent?
• Is God a sow?
• Does God influence the all-earth nature only indirectly over the laws of nature?
• Is God always diligent?
• Is God sometimes also lazy?
• Do the activities of God so lurk?
• Exaggerates God sometimes?
• Is God sometimes understating?
• Does God sometimes bother us?
• Does God sometimes annoy us humans?
• Does God have nerves?
• Does God have nerves like wire ropes?
• Does God sometimes despair of men?
• Does God sometimes despair of anything?
• Can man milk milk?
• Can man abuse God?
• Can man take leave of God for a certain time?
• Can man for ever depart from God?
• Can man be made leave of God?
• Is God suicidal?
• Could God commit suicide if he wanted to?
• Is God a miracle?
• Does God perform miracles? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is God conceded to perform miracles? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is a test verifiable to the effect that God performs miracles? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do we sometimes expect a miracle from God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God something wonderful?
• Is it wonderful to be with God alone?
• Does God help if someone donates?
• Can God comfort you?
• Is God sometimes to be consoled?
• Does everyone find comfort with God?
• Is God self-sufficient?
• Is God independent?
• Can God think like a human being?
• Can God think differently like a man?
• Can God better think as man?
• Can God guide?
• Does God have a driving license?
• Where did God make his driving license?
• Can God help?
• Is God reliable?
• How reliable is God?
• Is God unreliable?
• Can man build on God?
• Can man rely on God?
• Can man be called upon to God?
• Can man be saved by God?
• Can God save?
• Can God save lives?
• Must God be saved?
• Does God already "save me"?
• Lets God hope?
• Is there any hope of God's help?
• Is God vain?
• Is God corruptible?
• Is God corrupt?
• Can God wait?
• Is God patient?
• Is God impatient?
• Does God have time?
• Does God have much time?
• Does God have too much time?
• Does God give security?
• Is God a guarantee for security?
• Is God comprehensible?
• Does God have enemies?
• Does God have at least one enemy?
• Does God have allies?
• Can people be allies of God?
• Does God have a habitat-occupancy instinct like man?
• Does God have friends?
• Do God and men go together?
• Are there areas in the sphere of God's full control?
• Are the brains of men withdrawn from the full control of God?
• Does God influence? If so:
  • Whom or what influences God?
  • How does God influence?
• Is the entire universe a robot controlled by God?
• Is the entire universe a robot pre-programmed by God long ago?
• Was God pre-programmed, for example, to create this question list?
• Is there any reproducible evidence of God?
• Is God different in different countries / states?
• Is God important in different countries / states?
• Is God everywhere universal and nowhere special?
• Can God judge?
  • Can God find something good?
  • Can God find something bad?
• Was God only seemingly influenced when a prayer helped?
• Has God decided that there are people?
• Has God's Nature Law "Evolution" decided that there are people?
• Has God's Nature Law "Probability" decided that there are people?
• Has God's natural law "coincidence" decided that there are people?
• Has another God's Law of Nature decided that there are people?
• Is there any God for God?
• Is God sometimes indecisive?
• Is God sometimes uncertain?
• Was man a wish of God?
• Was God a desire of man?
• Is God still a desire of man?
• Does God have to be maintained?
• Must God be repaired?
• Does God renew himself?
• Is God repairing himself?
• Does God Himself Heal Himself?
• Is everyone on the safe side when he believes in God?
• Does God always decide what is going on?
• Does God often spontaneously decide how to proceed?
• Does God always decide individually how it goes on?
• Does God decide on the basis of external circumstances how it goes on?
• Does God have advantages and disadvantages before deciding how to proceed?
• Is there only ONE correct answer to explain God properly?
• Is our vocabulary sufficient to describe God properly?
• Are there several parallel answers to explain God properly?
• Can multiple answers be compiled for a true divine translation?
• Should several God definitions be made available for selection?
• Is God making decisions? If so:
  • Will the decisions of God and those of man sometimes enter into the enclosure?
  • Do the interests of God and people sometimes interfere?
  • Did God want to create a picture with man?
  • Did God want to create something with man that is superior to him in many respects?
  • Do God's laws of nature always continue as they go on?
• Do we also understand God better when we understand nature more and more?
• Does God recognize danger?
• Are people a danger to God?
• Does God have the same world of thoughts as men?
• Does God have the same imaginative world as men?
• Does God have an abstract power of representation?
• Does God have a logical capacity to imagine?
• Does God have a spatial capacity to imagine?
• Can man draw the wrath of God upon himself?
• Can man feel the wrath of God?
• How does the wrath of God manifest itself?
• Can God become fox? Answer Proposal: Any believer would like that!
• Is God so small or even smaller than an elementary particle?
• Does not God do everything he could? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Can God extrapolate from the present into the future?
• What place in space is the present for God?
• Are the effects of God faster than light?
• Is God faster than light?
• Is God fast-paced?
• Is God always fast-paced?
• Does God have to be everywhere at the same time to be able to work at the same time?
• Are there semi-gods?
• Are there half-gods in white?
• Are there half-gods in black?
• Are there half-gods in color?
• Does God have failures?
• Does God have hair?
• Does God have hair failure?
• Does God have to be smeared?
• Is God greasy?
• Can man smear God?
• Does God know money?
• Is God afraid of dark matter?
• Is God enjoying the dark energy?
• Is God afraid of the dark energy?
• Is God as large as adult Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) that can grow up to 10,000 light-years? Or:
• Are the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) bigger than God?
• Does God have an attitude of expectation?
• Does God expect anything?
• Does God have a commissioner?
• Is God a game spoiler?
• Why does God not only make things happen but also pass away again?
• Does it impress God when a man falls to his knees before him?
• Does it impress God when a man looks to him to heaven and prays?
• Is it possible in the realm of possibility that the universe has never been created (by God)? If so:
• Does God not need to be a CREATOR, if the universe has always been there? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does mankind NEVER need God as the first creator if the universe has always been there?
• Does God know?
• Does God know pity?
• Does God have time for people? If so:
• Where does God take the time for people?
• Can God begin with people? If so:
• What can God do with people?
• Did God create human beings only, so that he can watch with pleasure how they are fighting?
• Can God only begin something with elementary particles?
• Does God know all his nucleons (= protons and neutrons)?
• How can God differentiate the individual nucleons?
• Did God provide each nucleon with a counting number?
• Does God know all his electrons?
• How can God differentiate the individual electrons?
• Did God provide each individual electron with a counter number?
• Does God know all his photons?
• How can God distinguish the individual photons?
• Did God provide each photon with a counter number?
• Does God have all the photons fully under his control?
• Does God govern democratically? Or:
• Does God rule undemocratically?
• Is God a mighty ruler?
• Does God allow an opposition for himself? Answer Proposal: Not known!
• Does God allow an opposition for himself? Answer Proposal: Not known!
• Does God want an opposition for himself? Answer Proposal: Not known!
• Does God know the truth?
• Does God sometimes know the truth?
• Did God ONLY create the ingredients for the universe? If so:
  • What are the most important ingredients for the universe?
  • Are the main ingredients for the universe atom building blocks and influences?
  • Does God already know when the world will end?
  • Is God a "hypothetical unknown something"?
• Does God know the connection between quantum theory and relativity theory?
• Does God understand himself?
• Does God need a database?
• Does God need a gene database?
• Could we really understand God, even if we knew everything about him?
• Why can we ask for God's creation in ALLM, WHY IS THAT SO, until we have no answer? Two examples:
  • Why do God's atoms consist of neutrons, protons, electrons, and various forces?
  • Why are there nucleons (neutrons and protons), which also belong to God's creation?
• Why are there still almost endless questions about the creation of God and indirectly also to God himself?
• Did God create human beings to please themselves as they are constantly fighting?
• Are people God's toys?
• Did God's humanity develop so highly because there were constant wars? (Weapons and equipment)
• Is the end of God's humanity close when there are no wars?
• Are all (perhaps infinitely many) elementary particles marionettes of God?
• Are we humans 100% Marionettes of God? Or:
  • Does God allow us to grind the reins to see how we can cope alone?
  • Does God allow all his creation to grind the reins to see how she can cope alone?
• Should all punishments be abolished for people if we are actually 100% Marionettes of God?
• Would there be a criminal law book for God if we were actually 100% Marionettes of God?
• Can God distinguish "good" and "evil"?
• Do all natural destructions go to the account of God?
• Does God know that destruction and murder are from the perspective of man something evil?
• Does God distinguish between human murder and animal murder, just as humans do?
• Does faith in God make more inviolable?
• Is faith in God a stimulator?
• Is faith in God a motivator?
• Is there a bit of God in every single elementary particle?
• Is there a bit of God in each mini energy pack?
• Was there or is there a person who has never been confronted with the subject of "God"?
• Would it be expedient to find a SAME definition for God accepted by ALL human beings?
• Does it sometimes depend on the definition of God, whether someone can believe in him or not?
• By whom or what could the all-earth nature and the nature laws be created, if not of God?
• What alternative or alternatives would a man have if he did not want to accept God as the creator of all-earth nature and nature laws?
• Can God serve enlightenment?
• Can God bring enlightenment?
• Is God the Enlightenment?
• Is God illuminated?
• Is God enlightened? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it asserted that God is enlightened? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is verifiable by a test that God is enlightened? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God illuminated?
• Is God counted?
• Would God have men with long ruffled beards?
• Is there a truth of God?
• Can a God be omnipotent without memory?
• Why did God create the domineering people?
• Is God domineering?
• Is God violent?
• Does God love the rule of power?
• Would God want violence against others?
• Is God’s punishment always just?
• Is the punishment of God always just?
• Is God punishing justice?
• Is God something abstract?
• Is God something unbelievable?
• Is God something detached from reality?
• Is God something foreign to reality?
• Is God something that cannot be grasped?
• Is God something unabstract?
• Is God something that cannot be precisely defined?
• Is God something that cannot be defined? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can God be a stimulator?
• Can God be a stimulator for which it is worth fighting?
• What can God do?
• What cannot God do?
• Does God begin where the sight of men ceases?
• Is everything that people cannot explain a thing of God?
• Is God responsible for human fate? Or:
• Is the influence diversity responsible for people's fate?
• Is God the Great Tax Man? Or:
• Is the influence variety the great tax man?
• Is God identical with the hidden influences?
• Are the hidden influences equal to God?
• Does God stand for the supernatural, which distracts our senses?
• Is God something superfluous, which distracts our senses?
• Is God constantly present and everywhere at the same time?
• Has God created a self-runner for an indefinite time with the universe?
• Does God work?
• Does God work every day?
• Is God constantly working?
• Is the present God identical with the whole influence variety?
• Has man become the subjective part of the present God with human qualities and senses split from the objective part of the present God WITHOUT human qualities and senses?
• Can man feel close to God?
• Does God begin where man's mind stops?
• Is God identical with the unknown influence combinations? If so:
• What remains for the (real) God?
• Is there a higher "being" (God) that is responsible for the unexplained things and processes? Or:
• Are there "only" unknown / unrecognized influences or unknown / unrecognized influence combinations, which are responsible for the inexplicable things and processes?
• Does God begin where man's mind ceases?
• Does God begin where the unknown influence variety begins?
• What did God need in ancient times?
• What is God still needed for?
• Is there definitely God when he is only properly defined?
• Is God definite if he is only properly defined?
• Does God stand for the unknown and the uninformed and therefore uninfluenced?
• Does God embody the enigmatic and uninfluenced?
• Is there a God for the initial creation in the gray past?
• Is there a God for the accompaniment of the universe since the gray age until today and also in the future?
• Is God without sense perceptions?
• Does God have no sense perceptions?
• Is God something without human qualities?
• Is there present God? If so:
• Is there a present-day God for nature? And:
• Is there a present-day God for man?
• Can the present-day God be divided into an influence-creation part of God and into a part of God often called by man? If so:
• Is the current influence-creating part of God responsible for influences and nature laws INDEPENDENT of humans?
• Is the part of God, which is often called up by man, exclusively for human beings?
• Is there a part of God, which is often called up by humans, only since there are large-minded human beings?
• Is God sobering?
• Is it meaningful to distinguish between an initial Creation part of God and an Influence Creation part of God?
• Is there a motivator-God?
• Is there a protector-God?
• Can God protect?
• Show us almost daily the natural forces and natural catastrophes (plagues), such as hay fright swarms, forest fires, pestilence, drought, sand storms, storms, floods, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, tsunamis or rare Meteor- / Meteorite impacts, which often also harm people, that there is no protector God?
• Is everything that is good for people, God assigned / attributed?
• Must all men have reverence for God?
• Must all men always and always have reverence for God? Or:
• Is it sufficient for a man to have reverence for God from time to time?
• Is God something awe-inspiring?
• Is God awe-inspiring?
• Is God awe-inspiring?
• Is the unknown part of the influence variety something equally awesome?
• Is there a punishment God?
• Is there a calling part of God with (some) human qualities only since there are humans?
• Is there a part of God with (some) human senses only since human existence?
• What human qualities do not have only the human being, but also the calling part of God?
• What human senses does not only have man but also the calling part of God?
• Is God good? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it often and gladly said that God is kind? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable by a test that God is kind? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God something unexplainable?
• Is God something incredible?
• Is God something unimaginable?
• Can God taste?
• Does God have taste?
• Does God (good) taste?
• Can God smell?
• Is there an early God?
• Is God an air number?
• Can the following three companion gods or present gods be distinguished: God for the known influences and laws of nature, God for the unknown influences, and God for the psyche of human beings?
• Is God holy?
• Is God super-holy?
• Is God something sacred?
• Is God the holiest of the holy?
• Is God something inviolable?
• Is God inviolable? Or:
• Has God been declared inviolable by man?
• Is God divisible?
• Is the higher power something divisible?
• Is God something that can be differentiated by task?
• Since when is there the calling part of God with human qualities, senses and a psyche?
• Has God especially added human qualities and senses to human beings?
• Are the real existing divine part of God and the inevitable part of God invented by man constantly mixed together?
• Only the human part of God, which has often been called upon, is left when it is assumed that the Seriose part of God is identical with the (actually existing) unknown influence variety and that it is not the beginning-creation part of God at all gives?
• Is the objective serious part of God (without human qualities and senses) exactly identical with the unknown part of influence diversity?
• Is the subjective retrieval part of God (with human qualities and senses) an invention of man?
• Is God the unknown influence variety? (Short form)
• Is the objective and real Serious Part of God (without human characteristics and without human senses) identical with the unknown part of the influence variety? (Long form)
• Can God do everything?
• Can God have only a few?
• Cannot God do anything?
• Does God do everything?
• Is God doing only a few things?
• Does God not do anything?
• Does God know everything? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God knows everything? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God know everything, even when he has no memory?
• Does God know everything he wants to know?
• Does God know nothing?
• Does God only know a few things?
• Does God know what he wants to know?
• Does God know more than he wants to know?
• Can God think?
• Are some people more infallible than God?
• Are some people (seemingly) more infallible than God?
• Is God as fallible as the influence variety?
• Could it be that (the real present) God is identical with the (still) unknown part of the influence variety?
• Does the universe need a God?
• Does the universe only need a God since there are people?
• Do people first need a God since there are people?
• Is God Identifiable?
• Is there an over-human God?
• Is there an over-father God?
• Are many people thinking of God as an over-man?
• Do many people think of God as an over-father?
• Does God begin where the perception of perception ceases?
• Does God begin where the perception of perception ceases through senses or instruments?
• Does God have an influence perception?
• Can God be activated?
• Can God be disabled?
• Is God sporting?
• Does God take everything sport?
• Is God always lively?
• Does God provide protection?
• Does God give a sense of security?
• Does God recognize peaceful people?
• Is God aware of the enemies of peace?
• Does God recognize warlike people?
• Are God’s influences much more frequent, as thought? Or:
• Are God’s influence much less common, as thought?
• Are successful God influences influenced by the random principle?
• Does God react?
• Can God react?
• Can God be reacted?
• Is God reactive?
• Is God willing to react?
• Can God make a reaction?
• Is God defeatable? Or:
• Is God invincible? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is the long-term opinion that God is invincible? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God is invincible? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God make invincible?
• Does God have supernatural powers?
Does God give supernatural powers?
Is God a thing?
Is God a being?
Is God a supernatural being?
Is God a Higher Power? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
Do some claim that God is a supreme power? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is testable by a test that God is a supreme power? Answer Proposal: NO!
Does God know telepathy?
Is God a telepath?
Does God have an earthly address to which people can send their questions?
Does God have fun? Or:
Does not God understand?
Does God have fun?
Is God fun?
Does God have fun?
Does God sometimes have fun?
Does God have fun making people kill each other?
Is God a sadist because he causes things, plants, and beings to emerge to destroy them?
Is God sometimes a sadist?
Is God sometimes malignant?
Did God create everything from joy to joy?
Can God spoil our fun?
Did God make everything out of jokes and madness?
Is God sometimes a game spoiler?
Does God’s food taste divinely good?
What evil does God think when people do not kill each other?
Has God lost its influence on people?
Has God created with man something which has escaped him involuntarily?
Has man separated from God?
Has God separated from mankind?
Was there an elementary particle-making god a long time ago?
Is the elementary particle making god still going to produce elementary particles?
Is there still an administrative God, which could also be called a control God?
Is the elementary particle making God and the elementary particle managing God the same God?
Is the elementary particle-making god and the elementary-particle-managing god two different gods?
Are the laws of nature identical with the administrative God?
Is God a good dancer?
Does God dance at all weddings?
Can God begin something with weddings?
Is God always just about to act?
Is God losing his pre-eminence to people?
Is God sometimes racy?
Do many people think of God as a kind of super emperor?
Would God be identical with Nature, if Nature herself has created?
Can man make God react (mostly in the human sense)?
Can God be made to react (mostly in the human sense)?
Can God be influenced to react (and not just act)?
Does anyone need to understand God?
Is it right to know that there is God?
Is the attempted influence of God a breadless art?
Will God be left alone?
Is God’s life and death mostly?
Could God be divided into a Creator God and an Administrative God?
Was there a provisioning God who "created" the mass, energy and nature laws (out of nothing) a long time ago?
Is there an administration god who, after providing "only", ensures that the mass, energy and nature laws harmonize with each other?
Does the provision and administration God necessarily have to be the same God?
Did the provisioning God or the administrative God have the more difficult part?
Is there the ultimate God question?
- Has mankind slipped from God?
- Is nature slipped from God?
- Does God have full control of all elementary particles?
- Forgives God's Faults?
- Forgives God Grammar Errors?
- Forgives God's spelling mistakes?
- Will God become a shopkeeper?
- Is it worth to think about God and the world?
- Is it worth discussing God and the world?
- Is it worthwhile to write down many questions about God and the world?
- Is there much God?
- Is there too much God?
- Is there little God?
- Is there not enough God?
- Is there a bit of God?
- Can man give God to the wardrobe?
- Is God a mirage?
- Where is God?
- Where does God feel?
- How can God feel?
- Is there God to buy? If so:
  - Where is God to buy?
  - Is God available soon?
- Is the assertion "that is God's will" an abuse of God?
- Is the scientific God hiding behind the unexplained influence variety?
- Is the scientific God hiding in the unexplained influence variety?
- Do people need an UNCLOSED God for their psyche?
- Is there a (nonmonetary) God tax?
- What does God help?
- Who helps God?
- Is God calling for help?
- Do Greeks have a financial problem because they no longer pay homage to their former gods?
- Is the former group of gods offended because they are no longer accused?
- Is it good if only one God has the monopoly?
- What happens when God fails?
- Is there a reserve god, if the main god fails?
- Is it true that the former gods of the gods would spoil the (cremation) mash, according to the motto that many gods spoil the (cremation) mash?
  - How many percent of people are half-gods?
  - How many percent do you think that God can be influenced?
  - How many percent do you think that God is completely unaffected?
  - How many percent do you think that God can influence?
  - How many percent do not know whether God can be influenced?
  - Should a survey be made to find out how much percent of the people believe that God can be influenced or not influenced?
- Are there already questions to God about the feelings of many people?
- Is the subject of GOD something very emotional?
- Does a controversial discussion about God cause the minds to bounce?
- Does the expectation of God have an influence on whether God (seemingly) has been successfully influenced, in the sense that he has responded (recognizable)?
- Are there different expectations for God?
- Are there purely personal expectations for God?
- Is there any expectation of God regarding humanity?
- Does God sometimes fulfill wishes like a magic fairy?
- Does God fulfill simple desires more often than heavy desires?
- Does God fulfill easily fulfilling desires more frequently?
- Do God's hard-to-fulfill wishes meet more rarely?
- Does it rest assured when trying to influence God (for example, through a prayer)?
- Is the influence of God higher in the personal sphere?
• Is God’s influence in the secular realm lower?
• Can man look in God’s head?
• Is the best description for God "hypothetical unknown something"?
• Is the best description for God "Unrecognized unknown something"?
• Is God something scientific?
• Is God something ignorant?
• Can humans distinguish between a God with human qualities, abilities and senses and a God without human qualities, abilities and senses?
• Is it useful to distinguish between a God with human qualities, abilities and senses, and a God without human qualities, abilities and senses?
• Does God have a sense of justice?
• Does God’s righteousness consist in the fact that the stronger or the stronger?
• Does God eat food?
• Can God help?
• Can the Serious Part of God help? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Can the summonment part of God, frequently called by man, help? Answer Proposal: As a thought picture YES!
• Does God influence government bond purchases?
• Does God Involve in Government Loan Purchases?
• Can God be divided up?
• Can God be differentiated?
• Is it meaningful to divide God into a past God and a present God?
• Are there any segments of God that exist and other segments of God that do not exist?
• Does a person believe in God in his entirety, or can a person even believe in some parts of God?
• Can God resist?
• Does God want to defend himself?
• Where is God now?
• Where is God right now?
• Is there a divine chaos?
• Is there a disorder of God?
• Is there a God blending machine?
• Is God firmly anchored?
• Is God always firmly anchored?
• Is God still firmly anchored?
• Was God torn from his anchorage?
• Can God be torn from his anchoring?
• Are some people able to simulate God by influencing uninhibitedly, thus exerting NUV influences? (NUV influences = natural, unknown, hidden influences)
• Are some people NOT afraid to abuse God as a power instrument?
• Where does the guess that God dwells in heaven or in space?
• Can people impress others with God?
• Can people extort others with God?
• Can people chastise others with God?
• Why did the call-up part of God create his own image-image only so late?
• Was man a mistake of God? If so:
  • Will God correct his error soon?
• Why would God use human qualities and senses when it is thought that he has both?
• Could God use human qualities and senses to imitate and observe human beings?
• How could a central God observe all the processes in the universe at the same time through the visual sense, where there is the problem of the finite velocity of light?
• How could a central God perceive all the processes in the universe at the same time through the sense of hearing, when there is a problem that sound does not spread in the vacuum of the universe?
• Can anything in the universe be distributed decentrally like God, have the same qualities and senses as something central, so, for example, man?
• Is God’s calling part with human qualities and senses only in the vicinity of humans, or does it exist in the rest of the universe?
• Has God set up a branch with the calling-up part of God, especially for people near the earth?
• Is God known to all men and at the same time something unknown to all men?
• Could it be asked who created the fluctuation when it is assumed that the universe was created by a fluctuation (with a subsequent Big Bang)? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
Could it be asked who created God when it is assumed that the universe was created by God (the beginning-creation part of)?
- Could it be asked who created the four-dimensional universe when it is assumed that the universe was created by a four-dimensional universe?
- Is God being abused for intimidation?
- Is there an influence-creation part of God?
- Are there divine areas?
- Are there God's details?
- Is God nature? Or:
  - Does God exist in nature?
  - Is God artificial? Or:
    - Is God natural?
    - Is God supernatural?
  - Is God to be found in nature?
- Is God part of nature?
- Is God in nature?
- Is God hiding in nature?
- Is God involved everywhere in nature?
- Does God have a knowledge?
- Are influences the "hands" of God?
- Has (the initial creation) God created "only" the ingredients and preparations?
- Are influences the craft of God?
- Do not only work all people, but also work God with influences?
- Is God disguised?
- Does God cook the same way with WATER as humans, but God, in contrast to humans, dominates the entire influence-diversity?
- Would the proponents of God's existence be right when it would be universally acknowledged that the Seriose part of God is identical with the unknown part of influence diversity?
- Is the key for deciphering God in the influences?
- What is the greatness of God according to the saying GOD IS GREAT?
- Does the magnitude refer to the dimensions of God?
- Does God have dimensions?
- Does the greatness refer to the Spirit of God?
- Does God have a spirit? If so:
  - Is the Spirit of God called the Holy Spirit?
  - How and where does God put his spirit?
- Does the greatness refer to the actions of God?
- Is God acting?
- Is God sending demons?
- Do demons depend on God?
- Is God the power-greed satisfaction?
- Is there a God abuse? If so:
  - Do not terrorists also return from God's abuse when it comes to power?
  - Is God often abused to gratify the lust for power?
  - Is God often abused for the satisfaction of sexual greed?
  - Is God often abused to gratify the drive of power? And:
    - Is God often abused to satisfy the sexual instinct? If so:
      - Is the abuse of God to power-impulse satisfaction particularly perfidious?
      - Is the abuse of God for sexual instinct satisfaction particularly perfidious?
      - Why does not God resist his abuse?
  - Does not God therefore rebel against his abuse, because there is no such thing as the Obituary part of God?
    - Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Does not God therefore oppose his abuse, because the Serious part of God is the unknown part of the influence variety? Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Is God abused to satisfy man's lust for power? If so:
    - Why does God not punish his abuse?
  - Does the part of God (with human qualities and senses), which is often called upon by man, not resist his abuse because he does not exist?
• Does not the real existing part of God therefore resist his abuse, because it consists of the (unfeeling) unknown part of the influence variety?
• Is God's abuse, for example, that God was endowed with human virtues?
• Why is it worth fighting for God?
• Is God so helpless that people have to fight for him?
• Is God an authority?
• Is God an authority for which it is worth fighting?
• Is God a hyper-power for which it is worth fighting?
• Is God an idol for which it is worth fighting?
• Is it worth fighting for God because the Reward part of God rewards? If so:
  • What is the reward of God's call?
  • Are fighting God-warriors (religious warriors) and martyrs in the name of something that does not exist?
  • Fighting God Warriors (religious warriors) and martyrs for the unknown part of the influence variety?
• Is God a higher power that has the great advantage of neither resisting nor commanding?
• Can God reward?
  • Reward God?
• Is there a reproducible or verifiable proof that God is rewarding?
• Why, among other things, can the use of violence be activated so easily, among other things, among God's warriors (religious warriors) and martyrs?
• Why are God-Warriors (religious warriors) and martyrs incapable of establishing a God-state without violence?
• Must God's warriors (religious warriors) and martyrs use violence because they do not help them to reach the goal of a God-state without violence?
• Is God something powerful?
• Is God powerful?
• Is God something powerful?
• Is God powerful?
• Does God get a "face" when he is the unrecognized part of the influence variety?
• Is God sinister?
• Could all generally acknowledged typical statements on God be applied to the fourth dimension, and indeed to the extent that they are evident?
• The difference between the fourth dimension and the unknown part of the influence variety is that the fourth dimension has not been demonstrated, while the unknown part of the influence variety is indirectly proved, because unknown unknown parts of the influence variety are becoming known Mini-parts will be?
• Is it worth fighting for a God who does not exist in part (beginning part of creation and part of God) and whose rest is identical with the unknown part of influence diversity, that is, the serious part of God?
• Does God not succeed in everything?
• Is God something multi-functional?
• Is there a broad range of uses for God?
• Does God have a broad spectrum of uses?
• Does God stand as a thought-image? Answer Proposal: YES, but only believers!
• Does the thought image stop God? Answer Proposal: YES, but only believers!
• Is God serving men?
• Does God serve as a stabilizer?
• Is God a stimulator?
• Is God of reflection?
• Is God willing to stop?
• Does God serve as an intimidation aid?
• Does God serve as a threatening means?
• Does God serve as a stop-giver?
• Is God serving as a watchdog?
• Have people dubbed God into their imaginations?
• Have men clothed God with their qualities?
• Do people measure God with their standards?
• Is God something anonymous?
• Is there a prohibition of God's decryption?
• Is it an arrogance to decipher God?
• Is it unethical to decrypt God?
• Is God the hidden part of nature?
• Is God a part of nature?
• Is God the unknown part of nature?
• Is God the unknown part of the diversity of matter?
• Is God the unknown part of energy diversity?
• Is God the unknown part of nature-law diversity?
• Is God the unknown part of influence diversity?
• Is God the unrecognized part of the influence diversity?
• Can God be excellently abused for power?
• Can God be excellently abused for the oppression of men?
• Can God be excellently abused for the equalization of human beings?
• Is the "will" of God more arbitrary or rather accidental?
• Is the retrieval part of God human-like?
• Does God exist in the form of the calling-up part of God in the minds of men and also in the form of the unknown part of the diversity of influence, that is, the serious part of God?
• Is God a respected figure?
• Is God respectful?
• Do people have to respect God?
• Does God need respect?
• Is God fallible, for example, because there are miscarriages?
• Can an enigmatic thing (God) be explained by another mysterious thing (unknown influences)?
• Is God wise?
• Is God integrated in nature?
• Are there special things for Godmen? Or:
• Do not God’s people represent anything special?
• Do God’s people represent something outstanding? Or:
• Do not God stand for anything outstanding?
• Are we helpless and helpless?
• Is God identical with the natural unknown influences?
• Is God identical with the unknown influences of nature?
• Is God identical with the natural unexpected influences?
• Is God identical with the unexpected influences of nature?
• Is God identical with the natural, surprising influences?
• Is God identical with the surprising influences of nature?
• Does God prefer to deal with people compared to animals, plants and things?
• Are some people firmly convinced that God treats people favorably?
• Why did the concept of GOD arise?
• How did the concept of GOD arise?
• What was the concept of GOD?
• What was the concept of GOD derived from?
• Is the concept of GOD originated, because humans could not explain the wonder MAN?
• Is the concept of GOD originated by processes in nature that humans could not explain and cannot explain in some cases?
• Is the concept of GOD originated by processes in nature that the people of that time did not understand / understand and partly still do not understand / understand?
• Does God stand for the incomprehensible?
• Is an inexplicable God an author of the inexplicable?
• Is God the author of the explicative plus the unexplainable, and does God at the same time regard himself as something inexplicable?
• Does the word "God" belong to the collective concepts with a broad spectrum of applications?
• Is God a collective term for everything mysterious, including the enigmatic God?
• Is God a collection pool for much?
• Is God a collective basin for what is understood and the uninformd in nature?
• Is God a collective pot, into which everything understood, everything uninformd, and God himself?
• Is the kingdom of God identical with the realm of influences?
• Does God stand for the inexplicable and is God also the inexplicable?
• Is only an unexplained God a stable size?
• Is only an unexplained God a stability factor?
• Is only an unexplained God a stability anchor?
• Can only an unclarified God serve as a stable size?
• Can only an unclarified God serve as a stability factor?
Can only an unexplained God serve as a stability anchor?

Was the concept of "God", like all other concepts, created only because there was a necessity (and still exists)?

Is the key to understanding the Serious part of God in the application of the term "God"?

Is the key to understanding the calling part of God in the application of the term "God"?

Is the term "God" applied in many statements to the serious part of God, such as "omnipresent" or "immortal"?

Is the term "God" applied in many statements to the request part of God, such as "dear" or "benevolent"?

Is the term "God" used in many sayings in which the Serious Part of God occurs, such as "Man thinks, God directs" or "God willing"?

Why does it seem that there are no sayings in which the retrieval part of God is clearly applied?

Is it astonishing that the concept "God" can be replaced in all statements and sayings to the serious part of God, through the word pair "unknown influences", without creating something useless or nonsensical?

Can, in principle, explain a mysterious thing, that is, God, with another mysterious thing, that is, the unknown influences?

Is it really certain that God is the creator of all things that have arisen in the past?

Could it be that the diversity of influence is the creator of all things that have arisen in the past?

Is it really certain that God is the destroyer of all things that have disappeared in the past?

Could it be that the diversity of influence is the destroyer of all things that have disappeared in the past?

Is not God really the creator and destroyer of all things, but the influence-diversity?

Is God also a creator of all things, plants, and living beings that are still emerging?

Was the term "God" meaningfully overloaded over time?

Has a relatively small part of the people with the calling part of God created a sub-God who is particularly suited to their religious power interests and religious subjugation?

Are the characteristics of the Serious Part of God and those of the unknown influences in agreement?

Is God identical with the unknown influences, because the characteristics of God and the unknown influences exactly coincide?

Is God integrated into Nature, in the form of natural unknown influences?

Does God belong to nature in the form of unknown influences?

Is God in nature in the form of unknown influences?

Is God in nature in the form of unknown influences?

Is God hiding in the unknown influences?

Is God part of nature in the form of unknown influences?

Is God a hidden part of nature in the form of unknown influences?

Is God a hidden part of nature in the form of unknown influences?

Is God a hidden natural component in the form of natural unknown influences?

Is there a punishing God?

Is there a deliberately punishing God?

Is God a playground for many?

Are God and the unknown influences one and the same?

Does the beginning-creation part of God necessarily have to be identical with the influence-creation part of God?

Did the beginning-creation part of God have to do quite different things, like the influence-creation part of God?

Can the retrievable part of God activate in human reserves?

Can the callable part of God take the fear?

Is God a merciful? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!

Is it often argued that God is a merciful? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is a test verifiable that God is a merciful? Answer Proposal: NO!

When is someone gifted?

When does a human being use the concept of God?

Is it useful to use the term "praise"?

Is it useful to praise God?

Can God motivate?

Can motivate the retrievable part of God?

Can the Serious Part of God motivate?

Is there God-confidence? If so:

What is God-Trust?

Does God's trust always lead to the success of a project?

Does God's trust usually lead to the success of a project?

Does God's confidence lead above-average to the success of a project?

Can man trust God?
Can man trust in God?
What does God do when a person trusts him?
How does God help when a person trusts him?
Is God trustworthy?
Is there a trust God?
Can man contact God?
Can man contact reproducibly with God?
Can man contact the retrieval part of God in a reproducible manner?
Can man make contact with the Serious Part of God in a reproducible manner?
Is God obviously not capable of recognizing what is good for people and what is bad? If so:
For what reasons did it become necessary to create the concept of GOD?
Does the present-day God (= Influence-Creation part of God) still have to care for the things of the beginning-Creation part of God?
Would we look at wizards as gods if we did not know that there are magic tricks?
Is God the magician of nature?
Is God the short form for nature wizards?
Does God help to calculate?
Does the retrieval part of God help to calculate?
Does the Serious Part of God help to calculate?
Is God accessible?
Is God never accessible?
Is God sometimes retrievable?
Is God always accessible?
Is God only waiting for people to be called?
Is there a God-calling part or a God-calling job?
Can the Serious Part of God work against the calling part of God?
Can the Serious Part of God work in the same direction together with the Calling-Part of God?
Do God and influences influence each other?
Was the beginning-creation part of God a much more difficult task to cope with as the influence-creation part of God?
Did the first creation part of God have to procure the ingredients for the universe from something unknown or out of nowhere? (Ingredients = mass, energy, nature laws and influences)
Should the psycho-god be better known as the calling God because the term "psycho" is often associated with mental illness or even insanity? (2015-07-11)
Should the retrieving God be better described as a God-calling part or as a retrieval part of God, because the previous concept suggests that God is to be split into several parts? (2015-07-20)
Is the on-call part of God constantly available for all people to be called upon when necessary?
For example, is the recourse part of God, for example, worship-God, Call-God, Prayer-God, Servant-God, Helper-God, Psycho-God and desire-receiving God?
Is God guiding us?
Is God always guiding us the right way?
Is there God-looseness?
Is the retrieval part of God constantly and everywhere "gun on foot" to be accessible at any time?
Is the fetch part of God constantly and everywhere gun on foot, for example to be called upon as a receiver of prayers at any time?
Does the helper job of God help (self) motivation because these people believe in the power of the helper job of God?
Are there any more people who believe in the protector’s job of God?
Is there a protection job of God? If so:
Does the protection of God protect people from increased vigilance, because these people believe in the power of the protection God?
Does the helper-God function only when people who believe in him firmly and imaginatively also motivate themselves at the same time, and sometimes even grow beyond themselves?
Does the protection-God function only if people who believe in him and believe in him are acting more cautiously and better at taking care of themselves?
Does the often-recalled part of God work only if the retriever simultaneously calls himself?
Does the retrieval part of God function only when the retrieving person simultaneously calls himself because the retrieval part of God does not exist or because the retrieval part of God exists only in the human imagination?
What still holds as the creation of God and what is no longer regarded as the creation of God?
• Is man the creation of God?
• Does pebble stone formation as the creation of God?
• Are natural catastrophes regarded as the creation of God?
• Is evil a creation of God?
• Does corruption as the creation of God?
• Do cups count as the creation of God?
• Are there conflicts within God?
• Is there internal in-house disputes?
• Are there god-internal contradictions?
• Is there a God’s dilemma?
• Is God sometimes struggling with himself?
• Does God, through natural catastrophes, bring disaster or plague over people’s tribes, and at the same time protect the same tribes from such tribes?
• Why should the God who sends man’s plagues protect the same man from these plagues at the same time, or are there two gods?
• Why should the God who sends human plagues at the same time prevent human plagues?
• Why does God not protect His creation?
• Why does God not protect His creation properly?
• Why does God protect his creation only sometimes?
• Does man make God more complicated than he is?
• Is there a human logic that God-Father created us humans as the crown of creation?
• Is there a human logic that God-Father has to protect us humans as a father protects his children?
• Why does God not protect his masterpiece "man" better than anything else that he (the God) has created?
• Does God send man’s plagues when he is angry?
• Can the part of God, which has often been called upon by man, be reliably softened by something?
• Can the Serious Part of God be reliably appeased by anything?
• Is (the Creator) God proud of the crown of His creation, that is, to human beings, or are only human beings proud of themselves?
• Is the part of God, which has been called up, can only be influenced if the person who is called is influenced at the same time?
• Are the godless people empty?
• How do godless people get along in life?
• Why do all the many people have to share a single God?
• Can man also receive his private God?
• What does a person have to do so that a clone-god is put aside?
• What does a person have to do to give him a private God?
• Is there a body-guard-god?
• Would God be suited to show us the way to a strange civilization?
• Could God make sure that the civilizations in the universe know each other?
• Whether foreign distant civilizations also believe in God?
• Whether foreign distant civilizations have already solved the problem of God?
• Should we teach a foreign civilization that there is (at least) one God, if civilization knows no God?
• Is God the creator of all things?
• Is God the creator of all things?
• Is God the destroyer of all things?
• Have people carved God?
• Is the relationship with God strongly influenced by education?
• How does God work?
• Does God function as the universe, that is, through influences?
• Is only the unexplained God a playground for human imagination?
• Was there already the calling-up part of God before mankind?
• Is God composed of several spheres?
• Is God composed of several parts?
• Does God care for several construction sites at the same time?
• Does God have several jobs at the same time?
• Does God have several jobs at the same time?
• Is God a puzzle?
• Is God composed of puzzle pieces?
• Does God have at the same time the same qualities of things or men as he has created?
• Is God as hot as the star he created?
• Does God have no property of the things or people he created? If so:
  • What qualities does God have, which has no thing and which no man has?
  • Does God have the same characteristics as influences?
  • Can God ease his loneliness?
  • Can God end solitude?
  • Do not those who are alone alone feel so alone when they have at least God?
  • Does God help against being alone?
• Have the following terms an identical meaning: God Calling Part = God Calling Job = Calling Part of God = Calling Job God = Calling Part of God = Calling Job from God = , Which is always available for human beings on call - the part of God called by humans - the part of God called by humans - the part of God called by human beings (with human qualities and senses and perhaps even a human psyche) God, who can always try to call or call, hoping that he will help them or protect them? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Have the following terms an identical meaning: God-Serious Part = God-Serious Job = Serious Part of God = Serious Job God = Serious Part of God = Serious Job of God = (legitimate) addressed Serious Part of God (without Human characteristics and senses)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the callable God contain all three parts of the present God? If so:
  • Does the callable God include the Fundus part of God, the Serious part of God and also the calling part of God?
  • Did God have two different jobs in the past and did God have three more different jobs in the present? If so:
    • In the past, God had the Job Number 1, which was to create the INGREDIENTS for the Universe from something unknown or out of now, and the Job Number 2, which was to be with the help of the influences of the creators of all things To the appearance of the human brain? (Job Number 1: Initial Creation Part of God, INGREDIENTS: Mass, Energy, Nature Laws and Influences, and Job Number 2: Influence Creation Part of God)
  • God has in the present the job number 3, which consists in constantly creating other things understood by us with the help of the well-known influences, the job number 4, which consists, with the help of the unknown influences, always more of us partial or completely incomplete To create things and the job number 5, which is to be constantly accessible to people? (Job number 3: Fundus part of God, Job number 4: Serious part of God and Job number 5: Retrieval part of God)
• Is God understood only when influences have been understood?
• Does God have qualities?
• Are attributes attributed to God?
• Are there features that God has and NOT have influences?
• Are there properties that have influences and which God has NOT?
• Were the qualities of men to be forgiven that the part of God, which is called upon, should be called?
• Were the qualities of men forgiven by God's calling part to be forgiven?
• Was the imaginable part of God, that is the calling part of God, defined by man?
• Is there no ambiguity for the part of God that can be called upon, because its qualities have been defined by human beings?
• Is there no ambiguity for the retrieval part of God, because its characteristics have been determined by humans according to their wishes?
• Is God an unusual "personality" because it consists of a part without human characteristics and a further part with human characteristics?
• Does God have no human qualities?
• Does God have some human qualities?
• Does God have all human qualities?
• Does God have no human faculties?
• Does God have some human abilities?
• Does God have all human abilities?
• Does God have only the immaterial human qualities?
• Have human beings given God human qualities because he has them?
• Have God given human qualities to God, even though he does not have them? If so:
  • Why did human beings give God human qualities, even though he did not have them?
  • Have human beings given human qualities to God, even though he does not have them at all because God becomes a vivid and comprehensible God from an unseen and unintelligible God?
• Does the clothing of God have human qualities, and does the inner unclothed core of God have no human qualities?
• Does God consist of an invisible "core" and visible clothing?
• Is God's clothing in the form of human qualities and senses the vivid part of God?
• Is the divine core in the form of the unknown influences the unethical part of God?
• Is God's clothing in the form of human qualities and senses the intelligible part of God?
• Is the divine core in the form of unknown influences the incomprehensible part of God?
• Could the clothing of God also be called the shell, the mantle, or the cup of God?
• Are influences and God reciprocal?
• Is God the creator of all things, or are influences the creator of all things?
• Is God the creator of all things, or is the influence-diversity the creator of all things?
• Is the creator female?
• Is the Creator really a creator?
• Is God a means of relief?
• Can God be used to rouse people?
• Are influences only the assistants of God or are influences God highly personal?
• Are the unknown influences only the assistants of the Serious part of God or are the unknown influences of the Serious part of God highly personal?
• Is the Serious Part of God abstractly conceivable?
• Are the unknown influences abstract?
• Is the serious part of God concretely inconceivable?
• Are the unknown influences actually unimaginable?
• Will it be the highest railroad (time) that the chaos of God is finally eliminated?
• Does God still dominate the ability he had at the beginning when he created the still existing ingredients for the universe out of nothingness or something unknown?
• Does God still need the ability to create from nowhere the ingredients for the universe?
• Will God in the future need the ability he had at the beginning when he created out of nowhere the ingredients for the universe?
• Did God possibly forget how he created out of nowhere the still existing ingredients for the universe?
• Does God know how to make the present ingredients for the universe (space, time, mass, energy, natural laws, known influences and unknown influences) disappear in nothingness?
• Is God reading the Levites?
• To what percentage are holy people holy when God is 100% holy?
• To what percentage are sacred cows sacred when God is 100% holy?
• Whom does God use?
• To whom does God use the most?
• Whom does God use least?
• Does God use people?
• Does God use nature?
• Is God using Himself?
• Is there a divine dismantling?
• Is there a creeping dismantling of God?
• Does the world of God begin where we can no longer say why something is the way we observe it?
• If something unknown (such as God) is able to create something fantastic like man, then it is obvious that this unknown person should also be able to give himself the abilities of what The unknown?
• Are there God's commands? If so:
  • How many God's commands are there?
  • Are there only ten commandments of God (God's commandments)?
  • Are the laws of nature the true commandments of God?
  • What happens when a divine commandment is not observed?
  • Is God fully monitoring the observance of God's commandments?
  • Can God be able to cultivate the attributes of the things, plants, or beings that he created?
  • To what extent does God automatically have the attributes of the things, plants, or beings that he created?
  • To what extent has God given himself the qualities he has given things, plants, or beings?
  • Does God himself illuminate, after creating, for example, a shining star?
  • Were humans created with their imagination God as the creator of all things and beings because they did not realize that the influence diversity is the creator of all things and beings?
  • Has God created mankind, or have men created God (in / with their imagination)?
  • Do the things created by man always have at least one human trait or ability, and usually in an improved form?
  • Does God, created by man in the imagination, also possess at least one human trait or ability, and, of course, in an improved form?
• Can God better see people?
• Can God better hear people?
• Can God help better as humans?
• Can God better relieve need like humans?
• Can God better protect people?
• Is creation a property or an ability of God, assuming that God is the creator of all things?
• Is "Creator of all things" a property or ability of God or both?
• Does nature come without God?
• Does God exist without nature?
• Does God have to subordinate the partial omnipotent laws of nature? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately, this cannot be found!
• Is God even subject to the partial omnipotent laws of nature? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately, this cannot be found!
• Did God become unemployed after creating the ingredients for the universe a long time ago, because influences from this time onwards took over the creation? Or:
• Is only the beginning-creation part of God unemployed since he has created the ingredients for the universe, since influences have taken over the further creation?
• To what percentage is God involved in the creation / creation and to what percentage are influences involved in the creation / creation?
• To what percentage is God involved in the creation of the human being, and how many percent are affected?
• Is God involved in the creation of mankind to 100 percent and influences not at all?
• To what percentage is God involved in the formation of a STONE and how much per cent are influences involved?
• Is God involved in the formation of a STONE to zero percent and influences to 100 percent?
• Is God responsible for the creation of the Special Things and Beings, and are influences responsible for the creation of the less special things and beings?
• When are things or beings so high-quality that they fall into the sphere of creation of God and when are things or beings so inferior that they fall into the sphere of creation?
• Are God and influences sometimes wondering who is responsible for the creation of something?
• Can God change the partial omnipotent laws of nature or physical laws?
• Did God change the partial omnipotent laws of nature, or the physical laws, in ancient times?
• Is God dependent on influences? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are God and influences competitors?
• Are God and influences enemies?
• Do God and influences never work hand in hand?
• Do God and influences sometimes work hand in hand?
• Do God and influences always work hand in hand?
• What are the goals of God?
• Does God decide?
• Is God free in his choices?
• Can God choose?
• Can God decide for what he wants?
• Does God choose specifically?
• Does God decide?
• Does God decide by chance?
• Does God decide in his favor?
• Does God decide to achieve something?
• Does God decide to achieve something for himself?
• Does God decide to achieve something for others?
• Does God decide for himself?
• Does God decide for others?
• Does God choose men?
• Does God decide for things?
• Does God choose on demand?
• Is there an abuse of God when someone asserts something definite is God's will or God's decision, although it is in fact the will or decision of the man who is approaching God?
• How can it be proved that something is God's will or decision?
• Would God have been successfully influenced by people if the UNKNOWN influences of people had been influenced without people recognizing that the UNKNOWN influences were influenced by them?
• Would God have been successfully influenced if the UNKNOWN influences had been influenced by chance?
• Would a successful influence be influenced by God, if someone unintentionally or UNCONSCIOUS influences the UNKNOWN influences?
• Was God the owner of a kingdom without fighting?
• Does not God have to do anything for people because he is surrounded and surrounded by servants who do this for him?
• Do influences alone create stars or is God involved in star formation?
• Is it an abuse of God if someone asserts that his own will is at the same time the will of God?
• Does God provide standby service to humans?
• Is God always ready for people?
• Would God be glad if there were no more people, so he would not have to do a standby service?
• Would God be glad, if there were no more people, so that he could finally rest again?
• Does God decide or be random?
• Does God decide in a goal-oriented or random way?
• Does God never have the WORD to DECIDE something definite? Or:
• Does God sometimes have the WILL to DECIDE something definite? Or:
• Does God always have the WORD to DECIDE something definite?
• WILL God NEVER CERTAIN CERTAIN DECISION? Or:
• WILL God sometimes want a certain DECISION? Or:
• Does God always want something definite?
• Has God never DECIDED to WANT to do something specific? Or:
• Has God sometimes DECIDED to WANT to do something specific? Or:
• Has God always DECIDED to WANT to do something specific?
• Does God never choose something to WANT?
• Does God sometimes decide to WORD something certain?
• DOES God always want something WANT?
• Is there a close connection between God's decisions and the will of God?
• How can we see that God has a purposeful or goal-oriented will?
• How can we see that God makes targeted decisions?
• For whom does God make decisions?
• Does God always take other decisions?
• Is God making decisions for people?
• Is God making decisions for himself?
• Does God need the mass of creation?
• Does God need energy for creation?
• Does God need nature laws for creation?
• Does God need influences for creation?
• Is God the fifth wheel on the wagon, with the other four wheels being mass, energy, nature, and influences?
• Where is God involved in creation?
• In what instances God decides purposefully and in what cases does God leave the decision influences or chance?
• Are people favorites of God, for example, if they are very wise?
• Is God the favorite of many people?
• Why did not God ensure that almost all planets are habitable to humans (without resources)?
• Is the statement "not God dices" wrong, because the observation of nature shows that God always dices, that is, always leaves everything to chance?
• Has Einstein, with his assertion "God does not dice", transfer a human attribute to God, even though God does not have that human property at all?
• Does the creation of God work according to the principle of chance?
• Does God leave ALL the influences?
• What would God do if there were no more influences?
• Would God also have no influence at all?
• Do influences influence God's decisions?
• Do God's decisions affect influences?
• Does God influence influences?
• Is God trying to influence influences?
• Can God influence influences?
• Are God's decisions influenced by influences?
• Does God make his decisions self-sufficient?
• What criteria does God choose?
• Does God choose arbitrarily?
• Are the decision-making processes, as in man, proceeding in principle?
• How do God's decisions arise?
• How do non-God decisions arise?
• Is God making random decisions?
• Does God never make random decisions?
• Does God sometimes make random decisions?
• Is God always taking random decisions?
• Is God thinking?
• Think of God before deciding?
• Think of God before deciding what he wants or does?
• Is God thinking of his decisions?
• Does God have a gut feeling? If so:
  • Does God decide much according to his gut feeling?
  • Is God relying on his gut feeling?
  • Does God create a pleasant abdomen feeling?
• Do the statements "that is God's will" and "that is God's decision" mean in principle?
• Does God's will arise by thinking before?
• Is there a decision of God by thinking before?
• Do some people know what God's will is? If so:
  • Why do some people believe what God's will is?
  • Is God affected by His choices?
• Can God weigh up before deciding? If so:
  • Does God abdicate before deciding?
• Can God think? If so:
  • Do God's decisions have any consequences or consequences for him?
  • Does God need a decision-making aid?
  • Do God's decisions alter the situation for himself?
• In whose interest does God have a will?
• In whose interest does God decide?
• For whom does God decide?
• For whom does God have a will?
• What if there was no God?
• Would there be no more if there were no more God?
• Are there influences on the creation of God?
• How can we find out what contribution God provides to creation, and what contribution does it make to creation?
• Can God think without memory?
• Can God also think without memory?
• Does evolution belong to the creation of God?
• Does the transgression or disappearance of things, plants, or beings belong to the creation of God?
• Are planetary nebulaes a good example of the fact that the offense is connected with a creation?
• Is God a relic of the past, which is so stubborn because it needs people for their well-being?
• Is God created by the imagination influences of men?
• Is God also the creator of the influences that originate from the things, plants, and beings that God has created?
• Is God the MIT-creator of all things, plants and beings (together with influences)?
• Is God looking at things, plants, and beings involved in creation?
• Does God, in what things, plants and beings, participate in the creation?
• Is God the indirect creator of all things?
• Is God only the indirect creator of all things, plants and beings, because he has created influences that have made work for him ever since?
• Is God the co-creator of all things, because always influences are involved?
• What falls within the sphere of responsibility of God?
• What does not fall within the sphere of responsibility of God?
• Have men created God to use it, just as humans have created other tools to use them?
• Have people created God to use it, just as humans have created other things, such as cars, tools, or living quarters, to use them?
• Is God something symbolic?
• Is God only symbolically involved in creation?
• Is God the sole creator of certain people?
• Is God involved in the creation?
• Is God latent?
• Does God work so discreetly in the background that no human being can demonstrably say what God does exactly?
• Is God a concealed Creator?
• Is God needed as spiritual food?
• Is God a supplier of spiritual food?
• What makes God concrete in its function as a creator?
• Were the gaps in understanding filled with God?
• Have people filled their understanding gaps with God?
• Has the scope for God become smaller because the gaps in understanding have diminished?
• Is God meddled as necessary?
• Is God willing to meddle in religious speeches? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God also refer to Creator?
• Does the creation of God consist of the sum of many different influences?
• Is God controlled by influences? Or:
• Does God control all influences or only a part of the influences?
• Is God 100% influenced by influences as well as human beings?
• Is God a pulp that cannot be defined more precisely, which is used for the provisional filling of the gaps in understanding?
• Is God a mash which cannot be defined in detail, in order to fill the knowledge gaps?
• Did mankind as God was invented, for example, nothing of the atoms?
• Did mankind as God was invented, for example, nothing of the elementary particles?
• Did mankind as God was invented, for example, nothing of the genes?
• Did mankind as God was invented, for example, nothing of the molecules?
• Did mankind as God was invented, for example, nothing of the cell divisions?
• Is God greedy?
• Is God curious?
• Is there any good things for God?
• Is there anything unpleasant for God?
• Is God never going through his will?
• Is God willing to go through his will sometimes?
• Is God always going through His will?
• Can God decide?
• Does God have the ability to choose?
• Is there a need for God to decide?
• Is God able to decide?
• In which (spatial) place is God’s decision-making capacity?
• Are there several different influences for the favor of God?
• Does God influence influences?
• Does God have duties?
• Does God have duties that he imposed on himself?
• Does God have duties that his creation imposed upon him?
• Does God have duties imposed on him by men?
• Does God know usefulness?
• Is God useful?
• Does God have a fulfilled existence?
• Does God aspire to a fulfilled existence?
• Does God feel that he is ruler of a kingdom?
• Is God Envious? Or:
• Is God pitiful because he has (so to speak) so much to do? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God Lord of Influences?
• Does God know how to feel powerful?
• In which (place) place is the feeling of God powerful or even omnipotent?
• Does God feel satisfied?
• In which (spatial) place is the feeling of being satisfied with God?
• Is God satisfied?
• Are we dependent on God?
• How does God decide without influences?
• Is there a pleasant existence for God?
• Is there an unpleasant existence for God?
• Does God have a trial lab? If so:
  • Is God doing a trial lab?
  • Is the all-earth nature the experimental kitchen of God?
• Is God influenced?
  • Does God decide that everything in his kingdom is good?
  • Is God self-conscious?
  • Is God anonymous?
  • Is God only something mysterious because it is anonymous?
• Does God have to work?
  • Is God only watching?
  • Must God decide?
  • Does God never have to decide?
  • Does God have to decide sometimes?
  • Must God always decide?
• Is there God-seeking?
  • Can man be intoxicated with God?
  • Is God suitable as a drug?
  • Is God compelled to make decisions by competing influences?
  • Can man be in touch with God?
• Is God pushing?
  • Is God hurrying?
  • Is God afraid?
  • Is God often a failure from a human perspective?
• Do some people regard themselves as the extended arm of God?
• Does God choose freely? And:
  • Is God unaffected? If so:
    • What makes it clear that God decides freely and uninfluenced?
    • In which cases does God decide freely and uninfluenced?
    • When does God decide freely and unaffected?
    • Why does God decide freely and uninfluenced?
    • Why does God decide freely and uninfluenced?
    • Why does God decide freely and unaffected?
    • Where does God decide freely and unaffected?
  • Is God never unaffected?
  • Is God sometimes unaffected?
  • Is God always unaffected?
• Is God influenced?
• What is God's decision about?
• Is God a stranger?
• Is God a confidant?
• Wabert God in UNSPECIFIC way about everything?
• Cannot God be grasped by mathematics or science?
• Is faith in God more important than the existence of God?
• Is God a friend of men?
• Is God always a friend of men?
• Is God a friend and sometimes an enemy of humans?
• Would God be an enemy of men, if the earth were destroyed?
• Cannot God fathom because he is an invention of man?
• Is there only logical derivations for God, instead of hard facts?
• Can nature find something about God with the help of nature?
• Is it possible to find something about God through nature observations?
• Can man draw conclusions about his creator by means of creation?
• Can man cling to God?
• Are people clinging to God?
• Is it useful to cling to God?
• What has God got by sending human messages?
• Why has God for more than 1,000 years now sent no message to people?
• Has God for over a thousand years been no longer interested in conveying messages to people?
• Has God for more than 1000 years been no longer interested in sending messages to people?
• Did God wait for humanity?
• Does God fall under the heading "Could there be," even though there is no reproducible proof for God?
• Does God fall under the heading "Must there be," even though there is no reproducible proof for God?
• What does God have in mind when he acts as a creator?
• Has God communicated everything or transmitted what he had to convey?
• Did or are there people who have a sense of God?
• Did or are there people who have an extra sense for God?
• Did or are there people who have a super sense of God?
• Is the eighth sense of God?
• Can God rejoice? If so:
  • Is God glad?
  • Is God glad about men?
  • Is God enjoying men?
• Does God know problems? If so:
  • Does God have problems?
  • Does God never have problems?
  • Does God sometimes have problems?
  • Is God constantly having problems?
• Why does God work as a creator?
• Does God enjoy it when he acts as a creator?
• Does God work as a creator to survive?
• What does justice have to do with God?
• Does God know justice?
• Can God exercise righteousness? If so:
  • Does God allow righteousness?
  • Does God also allow injustice?
• What has morality to do with God?
• What has custom to do with God?
• Is God morally correct?
• Is God morose?
• Did God already have human qualities and senses BEFORE the appearance of mankind?
• Are all statements to God in the section, we all BELIEVE that these statements are true? Or:
  • Are all statements to God in the section, there is the CONVENTION that the existing statements apply to God?
• Is there anything that we know from God?
• Is there anything that we know reproducibly from God?
• Is there anything scientific about God's evidence?
• Why has God long ago decided to become a creator?
• What made God before he decided to become a creator?
• What did God strive when he decided to become a creator?
• Has God created men only for the purpose of breaking their heads over him?
• Were most of the people who revered the former gods of the gods to be so convinced by their ideas as most people are convinced of the conceptual image of today's solo god? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did those people who revered the former gods of the gods errone?
• Does the faith of many-God, which is now regarded as false, show that even the smartest people can be wrong?
• How do people today know that they are not wrong, because in reality there is no god at all, but only unknown influences?
• Is there a series of "established gods of the gods" ... "Thoughts image of today's solo God" ... "Actual Zero God"?
Answer Proposal: Until now only for atheists!
• Is there nothing else for God like NOT substantiated claims? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there anything wrong with God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there only pseudo-God proof?
• Is there only pseudo evidence for God?
• Is there only pseudo-evidence for the existence of God?
• Does God need creation?
• Does creation need God?
• Does God need creation?
• Does God need creation?
• Is God dependent on creation?
• Is creation dependent on God?
• Do people possibly desist from the staple monkey because many of them cling to God?
• Have men created God so that they can cling to Him?
• Have human beings created with God something which, because of their (supposed) immortality, is particularly suitable to cling to?
• Has a small part of men created God so that a great part of men can cling to him?
• Does God have experience with his creation?
• Does God have experience with people?
• Did God have good experiences with people?
• Has God made bad experiences with people?
• Does God perform a self-influence?
• Is God self-influenced?
• Why is everything with God (and many others) always unclear, as soon as something closer is looked?
• Is God a rumor?
• Is God a rumor that persists?
• Is God a rumor that cannot be rejected or proven?
• Is God a rumor that is neither refutable nor provable?
• Does God need a memory / memory for him to decide?
• Does God need experience so that he can decide?
• Is God the destroyer of all things? Or:
• Are influences the destroyer of all things, possibly on the instruction of God?
• Are several gods less suitable to cling to (possibly simultaneously)?
• Does the multi-god principle have the disadvantage that a believer could also cling to the wrong god?
• Does the one-God principle have the advantage that a believer always guarantees to the right God?
• Is there power-exercise in the name of God?
• Why did God (possibly voluntarily) have a lot of work to do when he decided to become a creator?
• Why did God voluntarily impose a lot of work when he decided to become the creator?
• Would it have been much more pleasant to God if he had never become a creator?
• Was God forced to become the Creator by any means?
• Is the serious part of God identical with the unknown influences?
• Is there a credible part of God?
• Is there an unbelievable part of God?
• Did God decide indefinitely to become a creator because he wanted to have a success?
• Can God rejoice? If so:
• What is God enjoying?
• Is God enjoying His creation?
• Was God the Creator to enjoy His creation?
• Has God always been dissatisfied with his creation because he destroys everything that he created or created?
• Is God dissatisfied with everything he created, because he destroyed all that He had created? Or:
• Is not God responsible for the destruction?
• Is God satisfied only with the creation of mass, energy, influences, and laws of nature because he does not destroy these four components of nature?
• Why did God decide to become a profession?
• Why did God decide to seize the profession of Creator?
• Why did God choose Creator as a profession and not any other profession?
• Did God decide to accept the profession of the Creator because he was bored?
• Did God decide to accept the profession of the Creator because he wanted to make a joy?
• Did God decide to accept the profession of the Creator because he wanted to make people happy?
• Did God decide to work as a creator because he wanted to make himself useful?
• Did God decide to work as a creator because he was forced to do it?
• Was God a lazy before he started to work as a creator?
• Does the one-God principle have the great advantage over the multi-god principle that a believer no longer has to consider himself, to which God he is to cling?
• Is there a staple God?
• Is there a Krall-God?
• Can man cling to God?
• Can man bite himself in God?
• Have humans created the bracing God, because they have lost the bracing branches of the jungle?
• Is the saying "My God, there is no God at all"?
• Have humans been experimenting for thousands of years to influence several gods and to influence a god?
• Is God dubious?
• Is God sometimes something strange? Or:
• Is God mostly strange?
• Can man find something concrete from something that does not exist (possibly God and the Devil)?
• Do God and the dark energy have a common ground? If so:
• Do God and the dark energy have the common ground that they should give it in human discretion?
• Can nothing concrete be found about God and the dark energy? If so:
• Why is there nothing concrete about God and the dark energy?
• Cannot there be anything concrete about God and the dark energy, because both are NOT?
• Is the dark energy part of God?
• Were it better for mankind, after having switched from the principle of a more-God to the one-God principle?
• Is it better for mankind to convert from the one-God principle to the null-God principle? Or:
• Does it make mankind worse if they would switch from the one-God principle to the null-God principle? Or:
• Would not NICHTS change for humans if they would switch from the one-God principle to the null-God principle?
• Does God do exactly what influences do?
• Does God perish when too many people cling to Him?
• Is only the father-figure God for bracing?
• Was EARLY God the creator of all things, and are now influences the creator of all things?
• Do God and influences take a turn?
• How is it explained that a man can cling to something hypothetical like God?
• What has miracle healing to do with God?
• Can men also be merciful without God?
• Could a man or a prophet receive from God the message that he does not exist?
• Does God make it clear that he does not exist?
• Is God a juggler?
• Is it God’s will that our planet becomes more and more uninhabitable?
• Does God not make the “fingers” dirty on such unpleasant as destruction?
• Are many people, in some countries, hanged by a few others in the name of God?
• Does God use influences?
• Are there influences of God?
• Does God serve the masses?
• Is the mass of God used?
• Does God use energy?
• Is the energy of God?
• Does God use nature laws?
• Do the laws of nature of God work?
• Can a person take God away from him, even if he does not exist?
• Is there anything that makes more myths soar, like God?
• Are there people who believe in the serious part of God, but not in the calling part of God?
• Is the reputable part of God the credible part of creation?
• Is the retrievable part of God the unbelievable part of the help and protection?
• Who or what could be responsible for the formation of natural things, plants, and beings, except God and influences?
• Who or what could be responsible for the transgression of things, plants, and beings, except God and influences?
• God’s creation consists not only of the star-process, in which the many different chemical elements of the periodic system are formed from water-matter and helium, but also from the reversal process to the star-process, in which the many different chemical elements of the star-process Periodic system back to water matter and helium?
• Do the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs), in which the process of inversion to the star process take place, belong to the creation of God?
• Can God be impressed by influences?
• Can God influence influences?
• Can God speak of influences?
• Is God responsible for the soul in human development and are influences responsible for the origin of the rest?
• Is God responsible for transience, or are influences responsible for transience?
• Is there an anti-creation of God?
• Is there a negative creation of God?
• Can men deny God?
• Can man deny God?
• Who establishes what is God’s blasphemy?
• Who determines what is God’s denial?
• Does God keep it when billions of people cling to him?
• Does God know what he wants? Or:
• Does not God always know what he wants?
• Does God always know what he wants? If so:
• How does God always know what he wants?
• Does God really know when he wants something?
• Is it possible to conclude that God is not only the creator of all things, plants, and beings, but also the ending or destroyer of the Lord?
• Is the modified sentence "The Lord has given it, influences have it taken" perhaps more correctly, as the original sentence?
• Is the modified sentence "The Lord has given it, the devil took it" possibly more correctly, as the original sentence?
• Do influences give things, plants, and beings a life-duration or does God give things, plants, and beings a lifetime?
• How many percent of God’s influences are positive and how many percent of God’s influences are negative?
• Does God neutralize himself because he gives as much as he takes?
• Would God neutralize himself if he not only ensures that things, plants and beings are created, but also that things, plants and beings pass away again?
• Does God also forgive souls to children whose parents are unmarried?
• Are influences influenced by God or make influences what they want?
• Is the soul only borrowed from God? If so:
• How many souls does God hold for people to borrow?
• How many souls do God keep for animals for loan?
• What is God doing with so many souls when humanity no longer exists?
• Have only human souls?
• Are the souls of God returning after physical death to where they came from?
• Is there a soul-death?
• Does God have mercy?
• Does God have mercy sometimes?
• Is it a clumsy expression when God (not just as a creator, but also) is described as a destroyer?
• What is the name for the opposite of creation?
• Is God less concerned about the matter, but more about the noble expression?
• Does God have less to do with the matter, but more with the noble expression?
• Is God a soul administrator?
• Is creation just a gift of God?
• Does God have employees to whom he directs?
• Can man desire God?
• Can God be converted?
• Is God covetous?
• Why does no one scold God, even though he is so grievous to us?
• Why does not anyone scold God even though he even takes our lives?
• Is God sometimes not fast enough?
• Is the power of God finite or infinite?
• Does God enjoy the things, plants and beings arise?
• Does God enjoy the things, plants and beings pass away?
• Has the thought-image of the one God destroyed the imagined former group of gods in order to take over the sole-domination?
• Does God behave like a small child, which first builds up, then to destroy it again?
• Is God a charlatan?
• Is God a hypocrite?
• Is it the same God who cares for the emergence and the passing away?
• Are there different gods that create and pass away?
• Can faith in God reduce or even extinguish the feeling of loneliness?
• Is God a thought-construct of people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God good?
• What is God doing exactly?
• Does God sacrifice himself?
• Is God sacrificed?
• Is God inviolable?
• Is God a benefactor and a pest?
• Is God sometimes a well-being offender and sometimes a misunderstanding?
• Is God sometimes a benefactor and sometimes an evildoer?
• Is God's fault that we must die?
• Is it obvious from symmetry considerations to assume that something that NEVER will pass away is NEVER created, like God, if it were?
• Is God only the indirect Creator?
• Does God enable the creation to be done by influences?
• Is God the order-giver of creation, and are the influences of God's assistants who carry out creation?
• Is God the work-giver for creation and are influences the work-takers of God who are doing the creation?
• Is God a lazy sack because he is not himself involved in the current creation, but influences influences for himself?
• Does God ensure that influences do not hang around lazily, but are always very diligent?
• Are the things, plants, and beings that God (or whoever) has created, in their own domain, superior to the Creator, as things that mankind are superior to man in their own domain?
• Is ALL what we are supposed to know about God NOT verifiable?
• Is ALL what is claimed of God NOT verifiable?
• Is NOTHING of what we are supposed to know about God, with the help of a test verifiable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is NOTHING of what is claimed about God verifiable with the help of a test? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do influences also work well without God?
• Would influences with God's participation make their work better?
• Do most people who cling to God sometimes disguise that God also takes / destroys?
• Is it impossible to take away God from God, because God never existed and did not exist?
• Is it impossible to take away God from God, because God exists in imagination anyway?
• Can man not influence God because he does not exist?
• Cannot God be influenced because it does not exist?
• Is the percentage probability that there is God higher than the probability that there is the devil?
• Does God influence influences, but is not influenced?
• Does God know probabilities?
• Is there any proof in the legal sense of God?
• Is there evidence for the courts of God?
• Would the assertion of the existence of God be before a neutral and objective judgment?
• Is God justified by a (logical) logical conclusion?
• Is God justified by a logical assertion?
• Is God justified by a (seemingly correct) logical conclusion?
• Is the assertion of the existence of God a habitual right?
• Is the assertion "There is God" a habitual right?
• What makes it clear that God's influence comes from?
• Does it create a feeling of security, security and / or inviolability when a believer can cling to something (presumed) imperishable like God?
• Does the clinging to the presumed eternal God have the ADVANTAGE that the believer can never lose the everlasting God?
• Does the clinging to the presumed eternal God have the disadvantage that the believer never knows one hundred percent whether it exists at all?
• Does God belong to education?
• Has God Education?
• Who trained God?
• Was God trained?
• Is God formed?
• Is God formed of Himself?
• Is God formed of men?
• Is God forming what?
• Is God proud?
• Is God proud of himself?
• Is God proud of His creation?
• Is God Imagination? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God just an imagination?
• Is God created by the logic of man?
• Is God a logical derivation of the human brain?
• Is the human brain godlike?
• Can many human brains also be wrong, just as God is wrong again and again, because many things, plants and beings fail him?
• Is God created by circumstantial evidence?
• Is there only evidence for God, but no evidence?
• Is the one God a logical derivative?
• Is the one God a false logical derivative?
• Is the one God an erroneous logical derivative?
• Is the one God an accidental logical derivative?
• Was the group of gods, which once existed, and which still exists today, a logical derivation, which now turned out to be an error?
• Could the present logically derived solo-god be an error?
• Is God something incidental?
• Is God a foot note?
• Is God a legend?
• Is God legendary?
• Is God mystical?
• Is God an edge note?
• Do people believe that they need to protect or defend God?
• Do people believe that they must cherish God?
• Can man value God?
• Why do some people stick to God?
• Does God not only have joy in the emergence, but also in the offense?
• Does God laugh when he makes sure that the things, plants, and beings that he has created are gone again, just as a toddler laughs when his building block collapses again?
• Can God be expelled?
• Are there people who persuade other people that there is God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a God who just means good to us?
• Can anyone individually shape his own God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can anyone individually embellish his own God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can anyone individually think his own God individually? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can everyone individually carve their own God individually? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can everyone individually knit his own God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can anyone individually think of his own God individually? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a super-spirit?
• Is God the chief of all spirits?
• Is there a family of God? If so:
  • Who belongs to the family of God?
  • Do demons belong to the family of God?
  • Do angels belong to the family of God?
  • Are spirits part of the family of God?
  • Do witches belong to the family of God?
  • Are Caliphs the family of God?
  • Do pope’s belong to the family of God?
  • Does Peter belong to the family of God?
  • Do prophets belong to the family of God?
  • Does the devil belong to the family of God?
  • Are Miracles Healers the Family of God?
  • Do wizards belong to the family of God?
  • Would God be without his creation?
  • Can God deal without His creation?
  • Does God need His creation?
• Is the existence of God bound or coupled to creation?
• Did God or has it always existed?
• Did God already come before creation?
• Did God and creation arise at the same time?
• Was God born only after creation?
• Is God part of the creation?
• Can it be proven that God can be influenced? Or:
• Can it be proven that God is UNAMINABLE?
• Is it possible to disprove the fact that God can be influenced? Or:
• Can God be disproved that God is UNAMINABLE?
• Is God a free space for imagination?
• Do people have very different ideas about God?
• Does every man have a different idea of God?
• Is God needed? If so:
• What does God need?
• Is God needed? If so:
• What does God need?
• For what is God absolutely necessary?
• What can God do and no one else?
• What can God do that nothing else can?
• What can God do, what influences cannot?
• What can God do, where influences are overwhelmed?
• Can God inspire?
• Does God inspire enthusiastically?
• Can God inspire more than influences?
• Is God a contention?
• Is God no longer a claim?
• Is God a force?
• Is God part of the division of powers?
• Is God sometimes forgetful?
• Is God a deception?
• Does God pretend that there is God?
• Is God only apparent?
• Do some people want a god, regardless of whether they exist or not?
• Is there a childlike God?
• Is there a child God?
• Is there a God for children?
• Are there God's children?
• Why did God need so long until he finally brought about the "creation crown" man?
• Why did God create people so that he can only survive on the earth (without aid)?
• Why did God make people so miserable that he could survive only on very earth-like planets without technical means?
• Is God willing to experiment?
• Is God continually experimenting?
• Is God constantly rum-probieren?
• Is God sometimes a bungler?
• Is God not getting anything at all?
• Is not God getting something right away?
• Does God now act simultaneously at the same time?
• How does God overshoot the speed of light so that he can work at the same time? Answer Proposal: By being everywhere at the same time!
• Is there no creation of God because the fundamental components of nature, that is, mass, energy, influences, and laws of nature, have always existed?
• Can man estimate a probability for God's existence? If so:
• What is the probability of the existence of God, where 0% means that there is NO God and 100% means that there is certainly ONE God?
• How likely is the retrieval part of God (0-100%), with the fetch part being the part of God called (usually by prayer) to help or protect?
• How likely is the Serious Part of God (0-100%), with the Seriose part being the part of God responsible for creation?
• Is there an infinite number of actual gods?
• Is there any God in every elementary particle?
• Is all knowledge about God no longer like derived stuff?
• Is the statement "If someone starts to think, then this is already a mistake"?
• Is the statement "If someone starts to logically (instead of putting on facts or finding facts), then is that a mistake"?
• Is everything that mankind believes to know about God, derived only logically, with logical derivations without hard facts, experience is very error-prone?
• Is God a fable?
• Is there not only a positive God for symmetry reasons, but also a negative God, which would be identical with the devil (Satan)?
• Does God feel alone, lonely, and isolated?
• Will God never let mankind die out, so that he never feels alone, lonely, and isolated?
• Does God feel accepted and understood by men?
• Does God feel good about people?
• Has God created with humanity something that is half-equal to him (God)?
• Does God have a completely different character compared to man?
• Are the characters of God and people so different that both do not understand each other?
• Is the character of God so strange and strange, because on the one hand he makes all things, plants, and beings arise without having any of it, and because, on the other hand, he destroys everything again?
• Does God destroy all his rage because he is not able to take possession of his works and / or to use them?
• Is it normal for people to take a fellow man or god seriously, who first creates all sorts of things without needing them, and destroys the useless creature sooner or later? If so:
• WHY is it normal for people to take a fellow man or god seriously, who FIRST creates all sorts of things without needing them, and who destroys the useless creature sooner or later?
• Is God a curious fellow?
• Is God a strange companion?
• Is God like a madman?
• Does God destroy all things created by him because he cannot do anything with the created?
• Can those who do not believe in God be sued for being disrespected?
• Can those who do not believe in God be sued and punished, because they know that God exists?
• Is God proven?
• Is God justifiable? Answer Proposal: In legal states NO, in religious states probably YES!
• Can a court judge that someone can no longer claim "There is NO God"?
• Can it be judged that someone can continue to claim "There is a God"?
• What moved God to become creator?
• Has God been stopped and prompted by anything? Or:
• Does God do this with the creation completely voluntarily?
• Did the self-impulse of God lead to the occupation of the Creator?
• Does man want God to continue as a creator?
• What if God no longer had a desire to act as a creator?
• Do God and science fit together?
• Does God begin where science ends?
• Was God created by man?
• Was God created by man?
• Has God been lauded by man?
• Is God reverent?
• Is God a Clean Man?
• Is God a logic product? Answer Proposal: YES, but not everything that seems logical is also true!
• Does God also have human components? If so:
• Has God specially adapted human components to human beings?
• Does God have a sphere? Or:
• Is God in a sphere?
• Is the mass and energy of God? Or:
• Is God free of mass and energy?
• Is God as icy as the universe (2.73 Kelvin)?
• Can God no longer have any influence?
• Does God no longer have any influence?
• Does God need success?
• Does God need the feeling?
• Is God a bungler, and also very lame-marched, because he needed more than three billion years, until at last he managed to get people and even that was imperfect?
• Will God be able at any time to remove the martial element of mankind?
• Will it ever be possible for God to be governed by negotiations?
• Is God the greatest, the Big Bang the second-largest, and the darkest the third-largest logic error of mankind? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
• Is the assumption of the existence of God the greatest, the Big Bang assumption is the second largest, and is the assumption that there is the dark energy, the third largest logic error of mankind? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
• Does God love violence in his creation?
• Is God a (logical) logical conclusion?
• Does the "weak" gender have a stronger need to cling to God as the "strong" gender?
• Is God not yet finished with the creation of man?
• Should God diminish the human brain or at least reduce its influence?
• Does anyone know exactly what God wants? If so:
• How does anyone know what God wants?
• Does God always want it?
• Does God want this, sometimes?
• Does God know only what he wants to know?
• Is the creation in which we live God's first creation? If so:
• Will God make everything better in the next creation? And:
• Is man a beginner's fault of God?
• Is God's creation a single construction site and an experimental kitchen?
• Is God a colorful kauz?
• Is God a thousand-Sassan?
• Is God an Infinite Sassan?
• Does God have several creations (parallel universes) under his wings?
• Does God blow from the last hole?
• Does God live?
• Is God sometimes overwhelmed because he does not always help?
• Is God sometimes overwhelmed because he does not always protect?
• Is God a jolly fellow? Or:
• Is God a serious master?
• Is God the Creator of the Galaxies or are the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) the creators of the galaxies?
• Does each parallel universe have its own God or do all parallel universes have the same God?
• Does the four-dimensional, five-dimensional, six-dimensional, and seven-dimensional universe each have their own God or do all the universes have the same God?
• Do the dark energy and God have common ground, does mankind not know exactly?
• Does God care?
• Does God spare his creation?
• Does the creation of God anyway?
• Is God nostalgia?
• Is God a relic of past times, for which there is less and less space?
• Is God a remnant of the past?
• Is there a positive part of God?
• Is there a negative part of God?
• Would God draw the attention of men?
• Is God ambivalent?
• Is there a good part of God?
• Is there an evil part of God?
• Does God need what He has created?
• Is God dependent on what He has created?
• Cannot God begin with what He has created?
• Can God begin with what he has created?
• Does God play with nature?
• Is God a player?
• Is God playing?
• Is God sometimes too high?
• Is God aroused?
• Is God respected?
• Is God dependent on His creation? Or:
  • Is God no matter the creation?
  • Why must there be God?
  • Why must there be God inevitably?
  • Why should God give it?
  • Why should there be God?
• Is there an alternative to God?
• Is there no alternative to God?
  • Why cannot there be an alternative to God?
  • Cannot there be an alternative to God? If so:
  • Why cannot there be an alternative to God?
• Can we explain the riddle of nature only with God?
• Can we explain the miracle of nature only with God?
  • Do people explain the riddle / wonder of nature with another riddle / miracle that they call God?
  • Are the unknown influences not an acceptable alternative to God? If so:
  • Why are the unknown influences not an acceptable alternative to God?
  • Can God begin with his creation? Or:
  • Cannot God begin with his creation?
• Does God accomplish anything with his creation? Or:
  • Does not God achieve anything with his creation because everything is destroyed or broken?
  • Is there no God?
  • Is there no god at all?
  • Is there any God at all?
  • Is God a guess?
• Is God spending time with games because he does not need to work?
• Is the time-feeling of God identical with that of man?
• When did God begin to work?
• Does God work?
• Is God always trying?
• Has the trouble paid off for God?
• Did the effort of God pay off?
• Did the effort of God pay for us humans?
• Does God always believe in Himself?
• Does God sometimes doubt himself?
• Is God created by an influence?
• Is God created by several influences?
• Were there influences that led people to define God?
• Is the selflessness of God a model for man, if he exists, and he is selfless? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God disinterested? If so:
  • Is the disinterestedness of God a model for human beings?
• Does God need food?
• Does God need liquid food?
• Is God a Master Witch?
• Is much of what was formerly attributed to God, now no witchcraft, but has become intelligible by science?
• Does God have courage?
• Does God have self-confidence?
• Did God need courage and self-confidence to begin with the creation?
• Does God need nothing for himself? Or:
• Does God need anything for himself? If so:
  • What does God need for himself, for example?
• Does God not do anything for himself? Or:
• Does God do anything for himself? If so:
  • What does God do for himself, for example?
• Does not God have to do anything for himself? Or:
• Does God have to do anything for himself? If so:
  • What does God have to do for himself?
• Does God need mass and energy for himself?
• Does God need mass and energy for his creation?
• Has God done everything to bring forth people?
• Do earthy high civilizations also believe in a God?
• Have earthy high-civilizations already overcome the God phase?
• Do not monkeys believe in God because they have no religious elements?
• Is God a habitual being?
• Is the relationship with God a matter of education? Answer Proposal: Mostly YES!
• Does God have routine?
• Is God sitting in the human brain?
• Is God sitting in the soul?
• Has God lost heart?
• Is God an abstruse idea?
• Is God a miraculous little fellow, because he does not need anything for himself, and on the other hand makes an infinite amount?
• Should people with God explain solidarity?
• Is God a clever little fellow, letting others rack for themselves, for example, influences?
• Can God make a clammy?
• Is God a heavenly creature?
• Is God only a matter of education?
• Is God a matter of habit?
• Is the inclination towards God and other spiritual things also a bit of a disposition?
• Does God not do anything and need everything? Or:
• Does God do everything and need nothing? Or:
• Does God do a lot and needs many things?
• Does God do everything and does he need nothing but omnipotence and omnipresence?
• Is God infinite and industrious?
• Does God want Pashas?
• Is God a Pasha?
• Is God a model for diligence and frugality?
• Do people have to see God? Or:
• Can people pray for God?
• Forgive God, if he is being condemned?
• Is God kept artificially alive?
• Is the inclination to God also disposition?
• Does God need recognition?
• Is God incorruptible?
• Does God sacrifice gifts?
• Will God offer sacrifices?
• Is the collection a sacrificial gift for God?
• Is God controlling telepathy?
• Does God do everything by telepathy?
• Does God do everything by remote control?
• Does God do everything by suggestion?
• Are we encountering God without prejudice? Or:
• Do we encounter God biased?
• Are we settling on God too high?
• Have our ideas about God been created independently? Or:
• Have our ideas about God been shaped by others?
• Is there a thought-blockade in our brain if we want to understand God?
• Is God diverse?
• Is God all-embracing? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God is all-embracing? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God is all-embracing? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Has God failed when something natural has failed him?
• Are there failed planets of God?
• Are there failed stars of God?
• Are there failed galaxies of God?
• Are there failed plants of God?
• Are there aborted animals of God?
- Are there failed people of God?
- What contribution does God make to the creation of planets?
- What contribution does God make to the emergence of stars?
- What contribution does God make to the formation of galaxies?
- What contribution does God make to the emergence of plants?
- What contribution does God make to the development of animals?
- What contribution does God make to the emergence of human beings?
- Does God stand for something that is inconceivably superior to us?
- Is God inconceivably superior to us?
- Is God only inconceivably superior to us in small areas?
- Is God willing to accept sacrifices?
- Is God the best magician?
- Are we incapable of understanding God?
- Is not our power of imagination sufficient to understand God?
- Are we giving up too early if we want to understand God?
- Are we capitulating before God, though we must not surrender before him?
- Do many people understand, under God, any higher (mysterious) power that cannot even be understood with human reason?
- Is God placed in our cradle?
- Will God be taken seriously?
- Should God be taken seriously? If so:
  - Why should God be taken seriously?
- Is God Hokusokou?
- At the time when God was logically derived, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: ATOMS and their construction? Answer Proposal: YES!
- At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: BACTERIA? Answer Proposal: YES!
- At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: CHROMOSOMES? Answer Proposal: YES!
- At the time when God was logically derived, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: PRESS (for example, air pressure)? Answer Proposal: YES!
- At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: Electricity? Answer Proposal: YES!
- At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: ELECTROMATIC Wave Spectrum (with, for example, infrared and ultraviolet)? Answer Proposal: YES!
- At the time when God was logically derived, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: ELEMENTAR PARTS (for example, protons, neutrons, electrons)? Answer Proposal: YES!
- At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: ERBUT? Answer Proposal: YES!
- At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: EVOLUTION (from one-cell to man)? Answer Proposal: YES!
- At the time when God was logically derived, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: GALAXIES (affects our world image)? Answer Proposal: YES!
- At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: GENE? Answer Proposal: YES!
- At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: DISEASES OF DISEASES, such as bacteria and viruses? Answer Proposal: YES!
- At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: MACRO-COSMOS (developed by telescopes)? Answer Proposal: YES!
- At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: MICRO-COSMOS (developed by microscopes)? Answer Proposal: YES!
- At the time when God was logically derived, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: MOLECULES (inorganic and organic)? Answer Proposal: YES!
- At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: NATURE LAWS (almost all known today were then unknown)? Answer Proposal: YES!
- At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: NUCLEAR REACTIONS (for example nuclear energy)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• At the time when God was logically derived, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN:
PERIODS SYSTEM OF THE CHEMICAL ELEMENTS? Answer Proposal: YES
• At the time when God was logically derived, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: PLATTE
TEKTONIK of the Continents (leads to earthquakes)? Answer Proposal: YES
• At the time when God was logically derived, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: SOUND
WAVE SPECTRUM (with, for example, ultrasound and ultrasound)? Answer Proposal: YES
• At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: STAR
(including the sun)? Answer Proposal: YES
• At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: VIRES?
Answer Proposal: YES
• At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following still UNKNOWN: CELLS (biological)?
Answer Proposal: YES
• At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following already KNOWN: FIRE?
Answer Proposal: YES
• At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following already KNOWN:
LEVER? Answer Proposal: YES
• At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following already KNOWN: HEAT?
Answer Proposal: YES
• At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following already KNOWN: COLD?
Answer Proposal: YES
• At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following already KNOWN:
NATURE DISASTERS? Answer Proposal: YES
• At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following already KNOWN:
NATURE PRODUCTS (eg skins)? Answer Proposal: YES
• At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following already KNOWN:
ORGANS (for example, heart)? Answer Proposal: YES
• At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following already KNOWN:
FABRICS (for example, for clothing)? Answer Proposal: YES
• At the time when God was derived logically, influences from, for example, the following already KNOWN:
MATERIALS (much less like today)? Answer Proposal: YES
• At the time when God was derived logically, a normally intelligent person learned ALL KNOWLEDGE influence
types because his brain capacity was already sufficiently large at that time? Answer Proposal: YES
• Are there revelations of God? If this is the case,
• How are the revelations of God demonstrably transmitted?
• Is God only forgiven?
• Are all the universally recognized qualities and abilities of God "just" logically derived assumptions, that is, not
really proven?
• Is there a task catalog for God?
• Is there a power spectrum for God?
• Are the qualities and abilities for the three terms "God", "higher power", "unknown influences" identical?
• Is God the means for the means for men?
• Is God sometimes a means to an end?
• Is God as a means to an end?
• Applies to God and the Higher Power "It is ALL derived only logically and NOTHING is proved"?
• Are all attributes and qualities attributed to God (without proof)?
• Is God banal?
• Is God labor-shy and prefers to make?
• Could there be or should be a God-internal distinction for God into a [1] initial creation part of God, [2] Influence
Creation part of God, [3] Fundus part of God for the currently recognized part of influence diversity And for the
presently recognized laws of nature, [4] the Serious part of God (complete) without human attributes and senses
for the currently still very large part of the unknown influence variety, [5] the retrieval part of God MIT (some)
human Characteristics and senses ... according to the usage types by humans?
• Are there generally accepted classic assumptions / statements about God?
• Are there generally accepted typical assumptions / statements about God?
• Are there generally accepted main assumptions / statements on God (or a higher power)? If so:
• Some major statements to God, for example, are omnipresent [1], omnipotent [2], involved in the emergence [3], involved in life rounds [4], involved in the offense [5], mysterious [6] [10], without memories [11], without memory [12], puzzling [13], creatively active [14], not a single human trait possessing verifiable [8], Superintendent [15], supernatural [16], senseless [17], uninfluenced [18], unpredictable [19], whimsy [20], intangible [21], unexplainable [22], Invisible [25], immortal [26], confusing [27], unreliable [28], predicting the future, incapable [29], emotionless, or he does not care how someone is opposed to it [30] [31]?

• Is the Serious Part of God something EVERYTHING? [1a] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is it a universally accepted assumption that God is everywhere in the universe at the same time and always something EVERYTHING?
  - Is the unknown part of the influence diversity something EVERYTHING? [1b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
    - Is the (still very large) unknown part of the influence everywhere in the universe at the same time something ALLGEGENÄRTIGES, because there is the unknown part of the influence variety now everywhere in the universe? Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Is the fourth dimension something EVERYTHING? [1c] Answer-Try in question-form:
    - Is this question NOT sure to answer because it is not clear whether there is the fourth dimension? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the Serious Part of God something ALL-MIGHT? [2a] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is it a prevalent assumption that God is something ALL-MIGHT? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the unknown part of the influence variety something ALL-MIGHT? [2b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is the (still very large) unknown part of the influence variety something ALL-POWER, because it is based on the partial omnipotent nature laws? Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Is the Serious Part of God PARTICIPATING INTO EVERYONE (of all Existences)? [3a] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
    - Is it a universally accepted assumption that God is involved in some way (existences)? Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Is the unknown part of Influence Variety Somehow AFFECTED (all Existences) INVITED? [3b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
    - Is it obvious to assume that the (still very large) unknown part of the influence variety is somehow INCORRECTED (all of the existences)? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the Serious Part of God PARTICIPLY AFFECTED IN LIFE (of all Existences)? [4a] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is it a universally accepted assumption that God is involved in some LIVING (of all the Existences)? Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Is the unknown part of Influence Diversity PARTICIPATED INTO LIFE (all Existences)? [4b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
    - Is it obvious to assume that the (still very large) unknown part of the influence variety is somehow involved in LIFE (of all existences)? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the Serious Part of God PARTICIPATELY AFFECTED (All Exists)? [5a] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is it a universally accepted assumption that God is involved in some way (all existences)? Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Is the unknown part of the influence variety somehow AFFECTED (all existences)? [5b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
    - Is it obvious to assume that the (still very large) unknown part of the influence variety somehow AFFECTED (all existences) is involved? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the Serious Part of God something MYSTERIOUS? [6a] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is God as something MYSTERIOUS, because he could not be made concrete? Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Is the unknown part of the influence variety something MYSTERIOUS? [6b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
    - Is the (still very large) unknown part of the influence variety somewhat MYSTERIOUS because it has not yet been found, although it is highly likely? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the Serious Part of God a HIGHER MAK or force majeure? [7a] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is it a universally accepted assumption that God is a HIGHER or a force majeure? Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Is the unknown part of the influence variety a HIGHER MAK or force majeure? [7b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
    - Is the (still very large) unknown part of the influence variety a HIGHER MAK or force majeure because it seems (still) uncanny? Answer Proposal: YES!
• The Serious Part of God has NO SINGLE HUMAN PROPERTY that is verifiable through a test, such as dimensions, age, memory capacity, feeling world, grandeur, willingness to help, mass, beauty, multiplication ability and will? [8a] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  • Cannot it ever be reproducible or verifiably proven at any time that God possesses, among other things, human characteristics? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Does the unknown part of the influence variety have NO SINGLE HUMAN PROPERTY, such as dimensions, age, memory ability, feeling world, megalomania, willingness to help, mass, beauty, multiplication ability and will? [8b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  • Is it obvious that influences generally have NO SINGLE HUMAN PROPERTY? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Does the Serious Part of God have NO ONE HUMAN SENSE, like hearing, seeing, smelling, tasting and feeling pressure, temperature, itching, pain as well as current-voltage? [9a] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
    • Cannot it be reproducible or verifiably demonstrable at any time that God also has human senses? Answer Proposal: YES!
    • Does the unknown part of the influence variety have NO ONE HUMAN sense, how to hear, see, smell, taste and feel pressure, temperature, itching, pain as well as current voltage? [9b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
      • Is it indisputable that influences generally have NO ONE HUMAN SENSE? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is the Serious Part of God something neutral about his help and non-help as a whole? [10a] Justification for the answer "YES" in question form:
    • Is God neutral, because he helps about as often (supposedly), which can also be called happiness, as he does not help (what can also be called pitch)?
    • Is the unknown part of the influence variety in terms of its help and non-help as a whole seen something neutral? [10b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
      • Is the (still very large) unknown part of the influence variety neutral, because it supports approximately as often (luck) as it does not support (bad luck)?
  • Is the Serious Part of God without memories? [11a] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
    • Is it impossible to prove reproducibly that God has memories?
    • Is the unknown part of the influence variety without memories? [11b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
      • Is it obvious that influences generally have no memories?
  • Is the Serious Part of God without Memory? [12a] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
    • Can it be reproducibly demonstrated that God has a memory? Answer Proposal: NO!
    • Is the unknown part of the influence variety without memory? [12b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
      • Is it evident that influences generally have no memory?
  • Is the Serious Part of God something RARE? [13a] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
    • Is it a universally accepted assumption that God is a mystery?
    • Is the unknown part of the influence variety something RARE? [13b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
      • Is it obvious to assume that the (still very large) unknown part of the influence variety is puzzling precisely because of its ignorance?
  • Is the Serious Part of God something VOID? [14a] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
    • Is it an indisputable assumption that God is superhuman?
    • Is the unknown part of Influence Diversity something STUFFICAL? [14b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
      • Is it immediately obvious that the (still very large) unknown part of the diversity of influence is above mankind, that is, is superhuman?
  • Is the Serious Part of God SOMETHING? [15a] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
    • Is it a widespread assumption that God is supernatural?
    • Is the unknown part of the influence variety something OVERNATH? [15b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
      • Is the (still very large) unknown part of the influence variety only seemingly something supernatural because we do not (yet) know him?
  • Is the Serious Part of God something EXTREMELY, that is, something that escapes our senses? [16a] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
    • Is God beyond our senses, because no one can take up a reproducible and verifiable contact with God with the help of his senses?
Is the unknown part of the influence variety something EXTREMELY, that is something that escapes our senses? [16b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
- Is the (still very large) unknown part of the influence variety beyond our senses because we humans could not (yet) grasp them?
- Is the serious part of God something UNFLOWABLE? [17a] Justification for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is it a universally accepted assumption that God is unaffected by the fact that no single reproducible and verifiable proof of God influence has been produced so far?
- Is the unknown part of the influence variety somewhat UNFLOWABLE? [17b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Can the (still very large) unknown part of the influence variety not be influenced, because we (still) do not know it?
- Is the Serious Part of God something UNBEATABLE? [18a] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is it a universally accepted assumption that God is unpredictable because no single reproducible and verifiable proof of God’s computability could be provided?
- Is the unknown part of the influence variety something UNBEATABLE? [18b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is the (still very large) unknown part of the influence variety unpredictable because we (still) do not know it?
- Is the Serious Part of God something unexplainable? [19a] Justification for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is it a universally accepted assumption that God is inexplicable because nobody has been able to convincingly explain it so far?
- Is the unknown part of the influence variety something unexplainable? [19b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is the (still very large) unknown part of the diversity of influence therefore inexplicable, because it is in the nature of the thing that something that has not yet been known can also be declared incomprehensible?
- Is the Serious Part of God something unexplained? [20a] Justification for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is it a universally accepted assumption that God belongs to the unclarified things because no one has been able to make him dingfest?
- Is the unknown part of the influence variety something unexplained? [20b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is the (still very large) unknown part of the influence variety unexplained because we (still) do not know him?
- Is the Serious Part of God something unapproachable? [21a] Justification for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is it a universally accepted assumption that God is unapproachable?
- Is the unknown part of the influence variety something unapproachable? [21b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is it obvious that something unknown is generally unapproachable because no one knows in which direction to go in order to approach the unknown?
- Is the Serious Part of God something invisible? [22a] Justification for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is it a universally accepted assumption that God is invisible because no one has seen him?
- Is the unknown part of the influence variety something invisible? [22b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is it obvious that the (still remaining) unknown part of the influences is invisible because otherwise it would have already been discovered?
- Is the Serious Part of God something immortal? [23a] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is it a universally accepted assumption that God is immortal?
- Is the unknown part of the influence variety something immortal? [23b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is the (still very large) unknown part of the influence variety immortal because it will never be possible to fully grasp the totality of influence diversity?
- Is the Serious Part of God something unreliable? [24a] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is it an experience that God does not always help?
- Is the unknown part of the influence variety something unreliable? [24b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is the (still very large) unknown part of the influence variety unreliable, because no one knows how to use the unknown part of the influence variety purposefully?
- Does the Serious Part of God have no future prediction capability? [25a] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  - Is it not possible to prove reproducibly that God has a future predictive ability?
- Does the unknown part of Influence Diversity have no future predictability capability? [25b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
• Is it obvious that influences generally have no future prediction capability?
• Is it irrelevant to the Seriouse part of God whether someone is praying to him several times a day, or whether someone despises him several times a day? [26a] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
  • Cannot it be proven reproducibly that the behavior towards God influences the course of his life?
  • Is it irrelevant to the unknown influences whether someone is praying to them several times a day, or whether someone despises them several times a day?
  • Does not matter if someone repeatedly praises the unknown part of the influence variety during the day or despises the unknown part of the influence variety several times a day? [26b] Reason for the answer "YES" in question form:
    • Is it obvious that influences generally do not react when someone worships or despises them, for example?
    • Is the Serious Part of God infallible? [27a] Reason for the answer "NO" in question form:
      • Is God astonishingly apparently fallible because there are, for example, miscarriages, failed planets, stars and galaxies?
      • Is the unknown part of the influence variety infallible? [27b] Reason for the answer "NO" in question form:
        • Is not the diversity of influence or nature also possible?
        • Does not matter if someone implies God more than once in the day, or does God abuse others?
        • Does not it matter if someone in the day is paying homage to God more than once?
        • Is God's wisdom "The wise is the end"? [1]
        • True to God's wisdom "There are no stupid questions, but only stupid answers!"? [2]
        • Is the wisdom, too, "God's faith, mountains," correct for God? [3]
        • Is the wisdom also true for God "Faith means nothing to know!"? [4]
        • Does the saying "The blessing of God be blessed!"? [1a]
        • Is the saying "In the blessing (benevolence) of the unknown influences everything is situated!"? [1b]
        • Does the saying "There was God's hand in the game!"? [2a]
        • Is the saying "There was the hand of the unknown influences in the game!"? [2b]
        • Does the saying "Thanks to God help?!"? [3a]
        • Is the saying "Thanks to the help of the unknown influences!"? [3b]
        • The saying "The Lord (God) has given, the Lord (God) has taken it"? [4a]
        • Is the saying "The unknown influences have existed, the unknown influences have taken it"? [4b]
        • DOES the saying "Man thinks, God directs!"? [5a]
        • Is the saying "Man who thinks unknown influences"? [5b]
        • Does the saying "God have so willed?!"? [6a]
        • Is the saying "The unknown influences have so wanted!"? [6b]
        • Does the saying "GOD IS GREAT!"? [7a]
        • Is the saying "The unknown influences are great"? [7b]
        • DOES the saying "Thank God!"? [8]
        • Is the saying "Thanks to unknown influences"? [8b]
        • Does the saying "God stand by us"? [9]
        • Is the saying "unknown influences is with us!"? [9b]
        • Does the saying "God's grinders grind slowly, but justly"? [10a]
        • Is the saying "The mills of the unknown influences grind slowly, but justly"? [10b]
        • If the saying "Help yourself," will God help you (if you do it right)! "? [11a]
        • If the saying "Help yourself, the unknown influences help you (if you do it right)!"? [11b]
        • DOES the saying "Little sins punish God (mostly) immediately, great only later!"? [12a]
        • Is the saying "Small sins punish the unknown influences (mostly) immediately, they punish great later"? [12b]
        • DOES the saying "Put your destiny in God's hand"? [13a]
        • Is the saying "Put your destiny in the hands of the unknown influences!"? [13b]
        • Does the saying "With God's help?" [14a]
        • Is the saying "With the help of unknown influences"? [14b]
        • DOES the saying "Oh my God, why has you forsaken me!"? [15a]
        • Is the saying "Oh you unknown influences, why did you leave me!"? [15b]
        • Does the saying "God willing!"? [16a]
        • Is the saying "So the unknown influences want!"? [16b]
        • If the saying "leave (blindly) to God, you are forsaken!"? [17a]
        • If the saying "Leave (" blind ") to the unknown influences, you are left!"? [17b]
        • Does the saying "If the Lord God will not!"? [18a]
        • Is the saying "If the unknown influences do not want"? [18b]
        • Does the saying "If nothing helps, can only help God!"? [19a]
        • Is the saying "If nothing helps, only the unknown influences can help"? [19b]

• Does the saying "We are all children of God!"? [20a]
• Is the saying "We are all children of unknown influences (together with the well-known influences)"? [20b]
• How is God defined? Answer Proposal: God is FREI defined!
• Was God defined? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Was God defined differently? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it difficult to define God somehow? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it impossible to define God perfectly correctly? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God first have any meaning or definitions over a definition or definitions?
• Is there only force-threatening or even violence-exercise instead of judicial, reproducible and scientific evidence for God and supposedly in the name of God?
• Is there an anti-God?
• Is God the Good?
• Is God only the good?
• Can man think of God beautifully?
• Can man paint beautifully God?
• Can man speak beautifully to God?
• Was God born in the heads of men?
• Why should there be God-states, even though there is no God, but only unknown influences?
• Do the unknown influences belong to the kingdom of God?
• Do we only imagine God?
• Can God be changed?
• Can God change?
• Does God change?
• When does God make decisions?
• Does God make decisions when he has a problem?
• Will God make decisions?
• Should God make decisions?
• Does God need experience to decide?
• When does God have a will?
• Does God have a will if he has a problem?
• Is God wishful thinking?
• How does God decide without experience and without memory?
• Cannot God dice anything other than dice?
• Does God often roll or dice more often?
• Does God have a goal in mind when he decides?
• Will God achieve something when he decides? If so:
• What, for example, does God want to achieve when he decides something?
• Does God have experience? If so:
• What is the experience of God?
• Does God have no experience? If so:
• How can God decide without experience and memory?
• Does God always decide by chance because he has no experience and no memory?
• Is God the dumbest thing?
• Is God more stupid than a stone?
• Are the influences unknown to God?
• Is God identical with the unknown influences?
• Is God the doctrine of unknown influences?
• Is God the doctrine of the unknown influences?
• Is God a macho?
• Is God a theory?
• Is God only theoretical?
• Is God filled with life by giving him certain qualities and abilities?
• Would an undefined God be useless?
• Is God only usable through definitions?
• Is God inviolable because something that does not exist cannot be hurt?
• Is God physically vulnerable?
• Is God mentally vulnerable?
• Is God vulnerable?
• Is God a heavenly magician?
• Does God disappear when there are no unknown influences?
• Was God invented by man because there was a need for it? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a constant? Or:
• Is God a variable?
• Did God care for a legal culture?
• What is God's responsibility for?
• Is God responsible for everything or nothing?
• Is God unfaithful for anything? If so:
• What is God's lack of authority for?
• Does the sphere of God have no influence?
• Does God have no influence?
• Do the researchers work on the dismantling of God, without realizing it?
• Can God be dismantled?
• Is God "food" for the poor?
• Is God replacing food for the poor?
• Is God "food" for the rightless?
• Is God replacing food for the lawless?
• Is God "Satisfaction" for the Poor?
• Is God "satisfying" for the lawless?
• Can the poor be satisfied with God?
• Will there always be a space for God because research will never succeed in transforming all unknown influences into known influences?
• Are we making a false picture of God?
• Is God blown into the brain of the tribe, when God is bled from childhood?
• Are there, besides natural influences, divine influences? If so:
• How are natural and divine influences different?
• How does someone recognize divine influences or divine influences?
• Does a person recognize God's influences that he does not know them?
• Does a man recognize God's influences that he does not recognize them?
• Does a person recognize God's influences that he does not understand them?
• Is there a life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) only because there is God? And:
• Is there a life before birth (procreation) in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) only because there is God?
• Can God be understood only through influences?
• What are the influences of God?
• What influences come from God?
• How does God work?
• Does God influence influences? Or:
• Does NOT God influence influences?
• Is God an ambassador? If so:
• What is God striving for?
• Does God seek the same things as men?
• Does God, for example, seek a fulfilled life?
• Can God push into the corner?
• Is God a connoisseur?
• Is God innocent of all the misery that human beings have caused?
• Why did God create people who cause so much misery? Answer Proposal: This remains a secret for the time being!
• Is the knowledge, eating and being eaten, God's will? Answer Proposal: YES, but only if it were there!
• Does God have a free hand?
• Does God have a toy corner?
• Is God building?
• Is God being dismantled?
• Is God pure?
• Is God still clean?
• Is God unclean?
• Is God wild?
• Is God tame?
• Can God be tamed?
• Is it conceivable to call the doctrine of the UNKNOWN influences, also simplified as God?
• Does God aspire to offer a life after death in the heavenly kingdom after the physical death?
• Does God ask?
• Is God the short form for the unknown influences?
• Is the word "God" the short form for the UNKNOWN influences and the word "science" the short form for the known influences?
• Is God something exotic or are the unknown influences simplified as God?
• Is God something simpler than we always thought?
• Does God work with influences?
• Does God work with influences?
• Does God work with higher influences?
• Is God working with unknown influences?
• Does God work with the UNKNOWN influences and does science work with the known influences?
• Does research work to reduce the sphere of God and to enlarge the realm of science?
• Are UNKNOWN influences also referred to as GOD?
• Is there only God in the world of the imagination of men?
• Is there only God in the world of thought?
• Is God a necessity?
• Is God a philosophy?
• Is God superfluous Firlefanz?
• Is God superfluous Schnicknannack?
• Is God identified?
• Can God be identified?
• Can God be partially identified?
• Is God blind?
• Does God have anything to do with science? If so:
• What does God have to do with science?
• Was and is the sphere of responsibility of God ever smaller and that of science ever greater?
• Is God a constant or a variable in the human world of representation?
• Can God be wrongly defined because people are fallible?
• Is God often wrongly defined?
• Is God defined differently?
• Does each God define something else?
• Why is there no uniform definition of God?
• Is there the only correct and true definition of God?
• Are people trying to find the right definition for God for thousands of years?
• Does every human being out of the very many qualities, abilities, and activities that people have, some people who also have God?
• Is God symmetrical?
• Is God a single great soul?
• Does God divide souls?
• Does God give souls?
• Does God work with mysterious influences?
• Is God hanging in everywhere? Or:
• Is God holding out of everything? Answer Proposal: This impression is created for a neutral observer!
• Does God only fit in where he likes it?
• Does God only fit in, where need is man?
• Is God only resting where there is need for woman?
• Does God use influences?
• Does God use influences?
• Does God send influences?
• Is God an influence transmitter?
• What is the temperature of God?
• Is God cold?
• Is God warm?
• Is God hot?
• Is God warm-hearted?
• Does God sometimes show us the cold shoulder?
• Is God sometimes cold-eyed?
• Does God have the temperature of 0 Kelvin?
• Does God have the temperature of 1 Kelvin?
• Does God have the temperature of 2.73 Kelvin (= temperature of the space)?
• Does God have the temperature of over one billion Kelvin?
• Is everything as unclear to God as a four-dimensional universe?
• Does God work with the help of influences? If so:
  • Are the MYSTERIOUS influences of masses going out and EXIT the MYSTERIOUS influences of God?
  • Do masses explain the explicable influences, and from God the inexplicable influences?
  • Does God need influences? Or equivalently:
  • Does not God also have no influence? If so:
  • Do the masses work on known influences and does God influence unknown influences?
  • Does God have any influence on the enigmatic influences?
  • Does God influence the unknown influences?
  • Is God working on the unrecognized influences?
  • Does God have any influence on the unexplained influences?
  • Does God have anything else to do about influences?
  • Does God need influences for his work? Or:
  • Can God work without influences?
• Are God’s influences going on from mass?
• Are God’s influences going on mass?
• Are God’s influences different from mass?
• Are God’s influences going from a messelosem?
• Is God low? Or:
• Is God influential?
• Is God as influential? If so:
  • How influential is God?
  • Is God very little influential?
  • Is God moderately influential?
• Is God very influential?
• Is God the most powerful in the world?
• Is God the most powerful in the universe?
• Is there anything that is more influential than God?
• Are there influences that come from God?
• Should there be God influences? Or equivalently:
  • Should there be influences coming from God?
• Are influences coming from God?
• Are influences coming from both mass and God?
• Does God have Mass?
• Did the change take place from the imagined former group of gods to the thought-image of the one God, because also for the God-essence “Many gods spoil the creation” in analogy to “Many cooks spoil the porridge”?
• Did the conversion from the imagined former group of gods to the thought-image of the one God take place because there was a conflict of powers within the imagined former group of gods?
• Was the change from the imagined former group of gods to the idea image of the one God, because the members of the imagined former group of gods sometimes competed?
• Was the imagined former group of gods united to the thought-image of the one God, because there was no longer enough to do for the former gods of the gods?
• Was the change from the imagined former group of gods to the thought-image of the one God a rationalization measure of human beings?
• Can we all forgo God altogether when there is nothing left for him to do?
• Have influences removed God’s work?
• Is there a thought-world of God?
• Is there a world of representation of God?
• Are there people in the world of thought of God?
• Are there people in the world of God’s imagination?
• Are both non-God influences as well as God influences influenced by mass?
• Does God only receive what is given to him in the form of prayers?
• Does God work only on influences or on non-influences, ie on something else like influences?
• Does it make God a little less mysterious if he acts with the help of the influences?
• Do processes also work without God influence? If so:
• Which process works without God influence, for example?

• Is the “earth quake” process without the influence of God, for example?
• Is the “Meteorite Impact” process, for example, without God influence?
• For example, is the "volcanic eruption" process without the influence of God?
• Are the influences (supposedly) coming from God possible only through God? Or:
• Can influences that (supposedly) come from God come from something else?
• Do people die by the influence of God?
• Do people die only through the influence of God?
• Do people also die by the influence of God?
• Do people die without the influence of God?
• Did the creation of God take place with the help of influences?
• Did the creation of God take place with the help of influences?
• Are the requirements for God changing?
• If the saying, "The Lord hath given it, the Lord hath taken it," better "loud" influences have given, influences have taken! "?
• Did the thought-image of God once consist of the imagined former group of gods?
• What has the imagined former group of gods united into the thought-image of the one God?
• Has gravitation united the imagined former group of gods into the thought-image of the one God?
• Has the (formed earlier) group of gods united themselves to the (thought-image of) a God?
• Who knows God well?
• Who knows best about God?
• Are there specialists for God / gods / for the former group of gods?
• Are there God-researchers?
• Can man have God?
• Can man possess God?
• Is much of what was previously assigned to God, now scientifically explained?
• Is many things that were formerly attributed to God, now scientifically explained?
• Does God always remain the same?
• Does God remain the same forever?
• Do the definitions for God come at your discretion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do the unknown influences belong to God and do science belong to the known influences?
• Does God belong to the unknown influences?
• Do God and the unknown influences have anything to do with each other?
• Does God belong to the category XY-unsolved?
• Can man be upon God?
• Can man stand on God?
• Can man trample on God?
• Can man perish with God?
• Does God have a construction plan?
• Is God easy to understand?
• Is God hard to understand?
• Is God easy to handle?
• Can the thought-image of God hang like a clod on the leg? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God fresh?
• Is God dusty?
• Is God crispy?
• Is God biting you?
• Is God crisp?
• Is God golden?
• Is God gilded?
• Is God gold?
• Is God more golden than a gold hamsters?
• Is God still contemporary? Or:
• Is God timeless for all eternity?
• Is God fast?
• Does God want many people? If so:
  • How do we know that God wants many people? Or:
  • Do we suppose God wants many people?
  • Does God want many people?
• How many people do God want?
• Does God have tradition in the minds of men?
• Does God have a business?
• Is God a gray zone?
• Does God ask anything?
• Is God desirable?
• Does God awoke covetousness?
• Would God be desired?
• Is it never good enough for God what people do?
• Is it never good enough for God what he himself does?
• Is God never satisfied with what people do?
• Is God never satisfied with what he himself does?
• Can God be satisfied?
• Can God Convince?
• Is God willing to take decisions? Or:
• Is God a decision-making muffle?
• Who determines what qualities God does not have?
• What bored God?
• Does God have interests?
• What does God have an interest in?
• What interests God?
• For what is God interested in?
• Does God have interests representatives? If so:
• Does God belong to a community of interests?
• Is the community of interests of God made up of himself, angels, prophets, religious leaders, saints, blessed and the inhabitants of the heavenly kingdom?
• Are the effects of God visible? If so:
  • What are the effects of God, for example?
• Are the effects on God traceable?
• How can we prove that effects actually come from God and not from influences?
• Does God care for clear conditions?
• Does God have abilities?
• Are God’s skills awarded?
• Where is the border between the divine and the secular?
• Does every man have a different idea about God? If so:
• Does God like it when everyone has a different idea about him? Or:
• Is it God’s fault if every man has a different idea about him?
• Why does not God ensure that all people have the same ideas about him?
• Can God be wrong? If so:
• How can we see that God is wrong?
• Does God think?
• Can some people read God’s thoughts?
• Do the thoughts-world of God and those of man partly overlap?
• Do the divine world of God and that of man partly overlap?
• Were there people who determined what ideas all men should have of God?
• Are there people who want to determine the ideas that all men should have of God?
• Are there people who want to pretend what ideas are all human beings from God?
• Can God read the thoughts of every individual?
• Is God wondrous?
• Is God full of miracles?
• Is God very rich?
- Can the ideas that a man of God have very difficult to change?
- Can the ideas that a man of God have very successfully influence?
- Is God the short form for the uninformed?
- Is God more curious than men?
- Is not God at all curious?
- Does God begin where our understanding ceases?
- Does God begin where our understanding ends?
- Is God the uninformed?
- Does God have qualities?
- Does God have abilities?
- Is God pacifist? Answer Proposal: Not yet rated!
- Are the only true laws of God the laws of nature, and do they apply only to the physical part of the influences?
- Does God have a value order?
- Did God give mankind a value order? Or:
- Did God give mankind multiple orders of values?
- Have the ideas of people about God changed in the course of the millennium?
- Were people always sure that the just current notions about God, which are definitely right?
- How do we know so confidently that our present ideas about God are the final ones when the questionable prophets are excluded?
- Could the final right conceptions of God look distinctly different from the present ideas? Or meaningful:
- Is it possible in the realm of possibility that the definitively regarded conceptions of God look distinctly different from the present ideas? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is there only one hundred percent YES or one hundred percent NO in answering God's questions? If so:
- Why is there no perplexity and no probabilities in answering God's questions?
- Is there no possibility and no probabilities in answering God's questions because God is a fixed and stable quantity?
- Is God a dogma?
- Do the theory of God and the Big Bang theory have something in common? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.) If so:
- Is there a commonality between the God and the Big Bang theory in that so far nobody has seen God and the Big Bang directly? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
- Is there a similarity between the theory of God and the Big Bang in the fact that both theories are false? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
- Should all God's questions be answered with "perhaps"?
- Would it be honest if all God's questions were answered with "perhaps"?
- Do people always want to answer God's questions with a clear "YES" or "NO" because this is then an indirect proof of God's existence?
- If people do not want to answer God's questions with MAYBE, but with a clear YES or NO because they want clear relations with God?
- Are clear relations with God very important, because only something certain is clarified in order to find a firm support?
- Is God a difficult terrain because of the great discrepancy between desire and reality?
- Do people want to have as safe a statement as possible for God, even though there is not a single truly secure statement for God?
- Would people who would like to use God as a firm hold, if possible, only have safe statements about God?
- Is God more important or are influences more important?
- Does God cleanse the soul?
- Does God clean the mind?
- Is God Buddhist?
- Is God a Christian?
- Is God a Jew?
- Is God Hindu?
- Is God Muslim?
- Is God Atheist?
- Does God believe in Himself?
- Is God unconventional?
- Does God love people?
- Is everything only logically derived from God?
• Is God a dilemma because, on the one hand, he has to be cleared up as well as possible in order to provide a firm hold and because, on the other hand, he has certainly not been clarified on closer inspection in a single point?
• Is only a largely clarified God suitable as a stop-giver? Or:
• Is a God, who is UNLIMITED in detail, particularly suited as a stop-giver? If so:
• Why, why and why is a God, who is unresolved in detail, is so good as a stop-giver?
• Is God, precisely for this reason, a good stop-giver, because there are only vague ideas about him?
• Is the (seemingly) secure knowledge of God based on conventions rather than on facts?
• Would God want people to populate the entire infinite universe?
• Is there a secure knowledge of God?
• Is the only secure knowledge of God that we know nothing about God?
• Is there only black-and-white painting in the matter of God?
• Is there a little bit of God?
• Is God a refuge place?
• Is God an escape point?
• Is God a retreat place?
• Can God clarify with the Breaking Bar? Or:
• Can God be cleansed only with a touch of the finger?
• Is there no need for clarification in matters of God? Or:
• Is there still a need for clarification in matters of God?
• Will God be holy?
• Does God feel as a saint?
• Is God free and therefore especially suitable for the poor?
• Is God a natural product?
• Are God, nature and the universe all the same?
• Is God blessed?
• Does God bless you?
• Does God also adhere to the saying, "Give is more blessed than receive?"
• Did God convey to all men "Is the earth subject to you?"
• Did God convey to all men "Do you men subject women to you?"
• Did God convey to all men "Do the whole universe subdue you"?
• Did God want the saying "Other countries different manners!"?
• Do people do what they want and not what God wants?
• Is mankind over the head of God, and it is unclear whether God has a head? Answer Proposal: Cannot be clarified!
• Is God never born because he will never pass away?
• How many percent of Germans believe in God? Answer Proposal: 62%!
• How is the God defined to whom the Germans believe?
• Does the Father’s Prayer consist of an initial part in which God’s honey is smeared around the mouth, a middle part made of hard-hitting demands on God and a final part in which God is once again shed honey around the mouth?
• Is God sometimes awesome?
• Have natural events been interpreted as signs of God?
• Is God a reactionary?
• Does God act?
• Is God an agitator? If so:
• Does God need energy for his action?
• Does God need energy to act?
• Does God need energy for his actions?
• Is God negotiating?
• What does God have what the devil does not have?
• Do people paint God beautiful?
• Is there a compromise for God? Or:
• Is there no compromise for God?
• Is God foolish?
• Does God live behind the moon?
• Is God a duck, because no one finds him?
• Is God a master of camouflage?
• Is God progressive?
• Is God’s shyness like a deer? If so:
  • Why is God shy?
• Will not God openly manifest? If so:
  • Why does God not want to openly manifest?
  • Does God declare himself?
  • Has God denounced people?
  • Does God have fun in hiding from all men?
  • Can God stand?
• Can God resurrect?
• Can God Cycling?
  • Is God tolerant? If so:
    • How tolerant is God? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
    • Is God tolerant in every respect?
  • Does the tolerance of God cease when it comes to other gods?
  • Is God intolerant?
  • Is God only peaceful when people are cuddling before him?
  • Is God sending death squads?
  • Is God stealing?
  • Can God steal something?
  • Is God old-fashioned? Answer Proposal: Difficult to judge!
  • Is God regarded as something old-fashioned?
  • Is God always up-to-date?
  • Is God going away when he is needed?
  • Does God only sometimes get away when he is needed?
  • Is God only alluding to it?
• What does God stand for?
  • What does God not stand for?
• Does God begin where the explicable ends?
  • Does God begin where the explicative ends?
  • Is God the unexplainable?
  • Is God the inexplicable?
• Does God stand for the inexplicable?
• Does God stand for the inexplicable?
• Are people united for what God stands for?
• Are people united for what God is NOT?
• Is thunder the voice of God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Did people think earlier that thunder is the voice of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it through a test verifiable that thunder is the voice of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
  • Is God past?
  • Is God past and humanity has not yet noticed it?
  • Is God hungry?
• Is God hungry for new things?
  • Are God’s hands tied?
  • Does God lose?
  • Does God like to lose?
  • Does God not like to lose?
  • Is God loathing reluctantly?
• Is God quickly losing interest in something newly created, because he can destroy it again or even destroy it himself?
  • Does God lose attraction?
  • Does God give people life-joy?
  • Is God dismayed?
  • Is the existence of God bleak?
  • Does God make trouble?
  • Does God have a machine gun?
  • What is the machine gun of God?
  • Who is the machine gun of God?
• Is Allah great? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Do many claim that Allah is great? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable by a test that Allah is great? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is the thought-image Allah great? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can it be defined how great God is? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God great in form? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God great in spirit? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God intelligent? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Why are not God's questions asked in Quizz? Answer Proposal: Because there are no safe answers!
• Are there no God questions in Quizz broadcasts because there are no safe answers?
• Does God have helpers?
• Does God have helpers on earth? If so:
  • Are the helpers of God on earth noble people?
  • Does God have helpers on the moon?
  • Does God have helpers everywhere in the universe?
• Are influences the helpers of God?
• Does God have a special status?
• Does God feel well?
• How does God end?
• Does God make up?
• Is God wronging?
• Is God setting you in the way?
• Is God an obstacle?
• Is God the Beyond?
• Is God honest?
• Does God pretend?
• Did God imagine mankind after he had created it?
• Can people walk around on God? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God a fury? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God a bridge? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God bending? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God picking fruit?
• Is God plowing through the universe?
• Does God harvest what he has sown?
• Does God have basic needs?
• Does God sometimes make nonsense?
• Does God have a customer base?
• Is God more solidarity?
• Does God do something against sinking courses?
• Is God high in the course?
• Does God care?
• Does God sometimes forget half?
• Does God sometimes forget to put on the covers?
• Does God love God-Warriors (religious warriors) and martyrs?
• Does God harm?
• Are some people God-damaged?
• Does God beat?
• Can people get a beat of God (in analogy to the heat beat)?
• Does God have a spleen?
• Can people have a divine spleen?
• Does God sting?
• Does a person of too much God get a god-engraving?
• Is God still right?
• Do some people have a God-Tick?
• Can people get a God-Tick?
• Does God Make Medicine Men?
• Is there a God-God?
• Are galaxies colliding with the creation of God?
• Can God choose peoples? If so:
  • Is there a people chosen by God? Or:
  • Has God chosen only one nation?
• Why did God create different peoples?
• Has God created different peoples to war with?
• Would God want the people to wage war so that it is not so boring to him?
• Does God have respect for the dark dark-convex objects (DCOs)?
• Does God have respect for the dark dark-gray galaxies?
• Would God love men who sacrificed themselves for him?
• Is God only an influence of many influences that affect human beings? If so:
  ▪ Is there a normal range for the influence GOD?
• Is Misraten also part of the creation of God?
• Does God have a being?
  ▪ Does God know it?
  ▪ Does God know that he is called God?
  ▪ Does God know what he means in Germany?
  ▪ Does God know what the word “prayer” means?
• God knows what the devil does not know?
• Does God know what people do not know?
• Would God be pretty stupid, if he did not even know how it is called by humans?
• How does God know that prayers are destined for him?
• Does God know the meaning of a prayer?
• Is God what we cannot (perceive)?
• Does God sometimes fall wildly around?
• Does God sometimes get his hair up?
• Are all the hairs set up in God's reading of God's questions?
• How does God know that he is meant?
• Is God the dumbest thing in the universe? If so:
  ▪ Why do people have the greatest respect before the dumbest, that is, before God?
  ▪ Is God an influencer? If so:
  ▪ How does God influence?
• Does God consist of mass from which the influences emanate, because influences always proceed from masses?
• Are God's fears, worries and worries known to God? If so:
  ▪ How can we know that God is aware of human fears, needs, and worries?
  ▪ Can God put himself into human anxiety, need, and sorrow?
• Does God know he is being worshiped?
  ▪ Is God adored?
  ▪ Is God opium for the people?
• Does God put people in trance?
• Are people for God in trance?
  ▪ Is God ruthless?
  ▪ Is faith in God an imagination?
• Is God a vision?
• Does God sometimes appear to some people?
• Does God sometimes appear and look to the right?
• Does God always desire “Oh Lord, let evening be!”?
• Pray God?
• Does God tremble?
• Does God surrender?
• Does not God influence anything else?
• What is God doing to influence?
• Is God sinning?
• Does God have reason to pray?
• Does God have reason to sin?
• Is God a Prayer?
• Is God a sin?
• Are the creations of God also influenced?
• Is God asked?
• Does God have a house?
• Is God hiding in a snail house?
• Is there God?
• Are there miracle healers working with God's help? And:
- Are there miracle healers who work WITHOUT God's help?
- Is God a miracle healer?
- Is God just a miracle healer among many?
- Does God only work as a miracle healer in the background?
- Does God only know what he wants?
- Does God know of every single man what fears, sorrows and worries he has?
- Does God only know what is communicated to him in prayer?
- Does God not know that he is called "God," because so far no one has told him in prayer?
- Is God the greatest influencer of all times?
- Does God influence only where he wants?
- Does God influence only what he wants to influence?
- Is God a language genius?
- Is God a language talent?
- Does God have talent?
- Does God have sense of reality?
- Is the power of God from mass?
- Are God's influences going on mass?
- Is the Higher Power Made of Mass?
- Is the power of something higher from mass?
- Does the Higher Power work with the help of influences?
- Is something higher also something unknown at the same time?
- Are the higher (= unknown) influences of God?
- Are the higher (= unknown) influences from the Serious Part of God?
- Are the higher (= unknown) influences from a higher (= unknown) power?
- Are the higher (= unknown) influences of something unknown?
- Are the higher (= unknown) influences of mass, like the known influences?
- Is the essence of a higher power in that it transmits higher influences?
- Would not a higher power take effect at all if it did not send out any higher influences?
- Why is there anything else besides God?
- Does God make sense?
- Is God visible? If so:
  - How is God discernible?
- Does God know he's called Afrikaans God? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know that he is called Zot in Albanian? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know that he is called in Amharic Amilaki? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know that he is called in Arabic الله؟ Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know that he is called in Armenian Astvats մուտի? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know that he is called in Azerbaijan Allah? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know that he is called in Basque Jainkoars? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know that he is called Debata auf in Bengali? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know that he is called Bhurarrsähkain auf in Burmese? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know that he is called Bog in Bosnian? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know that he is called Bog in Bulgarian? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know that he is called Cebuano Sa Dios? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know that he is called Shàngdi Chinesisch in Chinese? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know he is called in Danish Gud? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know he is called in Esperanto Dion? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know that he is called Jumal in Estonian? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know that he is called Filipino Diyos? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know that he is called Jumala in Finnish? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know he is called in French Dieu? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know that he is called Galician Deus? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know that he is called Ghmert'i in Georgian? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know that he is called the Greek in Greek? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- God knows that he Gujarati Bhagavāna भगवान name? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know he is called Bondye in Haitian? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called at Hausa Allah? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Hawaiian ke Akua? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know He is called Jehovah in Hebrew? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he is called JHWH אֹקִלםי auf in Hebrew? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Hindi Bhagavaan ना? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he’s called Igbo Chineke? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Allah in Indonesian? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he’s called Irish Dia? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
God knows that he in Japanese Kami 神 name? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Javan in Gusti Allah? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he is called Hananim in Korean? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he is called Javan in Gusti Allah? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Bog in Croatian? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Allah in Indonesian? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he’s called Igbo Chineke? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Hawaiian ke Akua? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he is called Jehovah in Hebrew? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called JHWH אֹקִלםי auf in Hebrew? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Hindi Bhagavaan ना? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he’s called Igbo Chineke? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Allah in Indonesian? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he’s called Irish Dia? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
God knows that he in Japanese Kami 神 name? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Javan in Gusti Allah? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he is called Hananim in Korean? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he is called Javan in Gusti Allah? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Bog in Croatian? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Allah in Indonesian? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he’s called Igbo Chineke? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Hawaiian ke Akua? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he is called Jehovah in Hebrew? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called JHWH אֹקִלםי auf in Hebrew? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Hindi Bhagavaan ना? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he’s called Igbo Chineke? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Allah in Indonesian? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he’s called Irish Dia? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
God knows that he in Japanese Kami 神 name? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Javan in Gusti Allah? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he is called Hananim in Korean? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he is called Javan in Gusti Allah? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Bog in Croatian? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Allah in Indonesian? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he’s called Igbo Chineke? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Hawaiian ke Akua? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he is called Jehovah in Hebrew? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called JHWH אֹקִלםי auf in Hebrew? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Hindi Bhagavaan ना? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he’s called Igbo Chineke? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Allah in Indonesian? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he’s called Irish Dia? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
God knows that he in Japanese Kami 神 name? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Javan in Gusti Allah? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he is called Hananim in Korean? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he is called Javan in Gusti Allah? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Bog in Croatian? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Allah in Indonesian? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he’s called Igbo Chineke? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Hawaiian ke Akua? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he is called Jehovah in Hebrew? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called JHWH אֹקִלםי auf in Hebrew? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know that he is called Hindi Bhagavaan ना? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Does God know he’s called Igbo Chineke? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
- Does God know that he is called Somali Ilaah?
- Does God know he is called Dios in Spanish?
- Does God know he is called Mungu in Suaheli?
- Does God know that He is called in Sundanese Allah?
- Does God know that he is called Xudo Xudin in Tajik?
- God knows he 's called Tamil Katavul கட்டி/g3061ள்?
- God knows that he in Telugu Dēvuḍu దేవుడు name?
- Does God know he 's called Phracēā?
- Does God know that he is called Czech Bůh? Answer Proposal: Not verifiable!
- Does God know he is called Tann in Turkish? Answer Proposal: Not verifiable!
- Does God know that he is called boh 6or in Ukrainian?
- Does God know that he is called in Hungarian?
- Does God know that he is called Urdu خدا?
- Does God know he is called Xudo in Uzbekistan?
- Does God know that he is called in Vietnamese Chúa?
- Does God know he's called Welsh Duw?
- Does God know that he is called boh 6or in Belarus?
- Does God know that he is called God in Western Frisian?
- Does God know that he is called Xhosa uThixo?
- Does God know that he is called Yoruba ọlọrun?
- Does God know that he is called Zulu uNkulunkulu?
- Is God a wondrous depp, if he knows nothing?
- Why did not God ensure that he is called uniformly in the world?
- Would people understand better if God bore the same name?
- Confused God in all languages?
- What name has God given himself?
- Can God only receive speech-neutral feelings from men?
- Does God know that men desire a life after death in the heavenly kingdom?
- Does God know that people like to go to heaven?
- Does God know that people would prefer to be in the Heavenly Kingdom during their lifetime?
- Does God's work help people? Or:
- Does God promote the work of men?
- Is God sometimes chaotic?
- Is God complicated? Answer Proposal: It is likely to go out!
- Is God sometimes sadistic?
- Is God unclear?
- Is God sovereign?
- Is God a sovereign?
- Does God have no menu? If so:
- Is it a pity that God does not appreciate a menu?
- Does God have a mass component?
- Should all of humanity give God the same name so that God has a little simpler?
- Is God always a driving force? Or:
- Is God sometimes a drunkard?
- Is God a politician?
- Is God acting as a politician?
- Does God agree with some things?
- Is God not agreeing with some things?
- Is God sometimes persecuted?
- Would God be asylum?
- Can God pursue a goal?
- Can God follow anything?
- Does God play the first violin?
- How can anyone who knows nothing, such as God, be omnipotent?
- Does God have memories?
- Does God know he does not know?
- Is God rich in ideas?
- Does God sometimes show up?
• Does God show itself in the form of uninfluenced influences?
• Plant God?
• Does God do everything himself?
• Does God fall on planning traps?
• Is God a Respect-Collector?
• Is God serving as a respect-taker?
• Has God granted respect?
• Does it give people more respect when they put a direct link to God credibly?
• Does it give people more respect if they demonstrate a great closeness to God?
• Does a single God appear more powerful, like the former gods of the gods?
• Is God responsible for his actions and actions? Or:
• Does God sometimes act irresponsibly?
• Is there no god, but only a higher power, which is identical with the unknown influences?
• Why is it not without God?
• Why is it only with God?
• Why is everything with God?
• Is something going on without God?
• When is God in the game and when?
• How can you tell when God is in the game?
• How can you tell when God is NOT in the game?
• Can God convert? If so:
• Is God poor because he cannot convert from one religion to another?
• Is God exaggerated?
• Is God great?
• Does God use His omnipotence?
• Is God always using His omnipotence?
• Does God sometimes use His omnipotence?
• Does God only use his omnipotence when he has a desire?
• Is God always ready?
• Can God make the biggest crap without having to take responsibility?
• Is God a laugh number? Or:
• Is God to be taken seriously?
• Who’s on the God-trip?
• Came from the imagined former gods of gods for human beings? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did the former gods of gods provide for human beings? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there a divine debate?
• Should there be a divine debate?
• Cannot be debated about God?
• Does God know who God is?
• Does the devil know who God is?
• Is God made of stock?
• Does God manifest in the form of unknown influences?
• How is the omnipresent influence of God noticeable?
• Did God speak to you? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is it claimed that God spoke to men, does the earth subdue you? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a trick by which God can be persuaded to repeat at any time his call to subdue the earth? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God slippery?
• Does God always divorce a person when they want to attack him?
• Is God always booted and spurred?
• Does the mail go to God? Answer Proposal: Who would not like mice!
• Is the mail abolished at the higher power? Answer Proposal: Who would not like mice!
• Does God have an ego?
• Is God going through?
• What does God suggest?
• Is God an ascetic?
• Is God the only truly perfect ascetic?
• What does God need?
• What does God need?
• Does God need nothing?
• Does God need the worship of men?
• God blows?
• Is God sucking?
• Does God care for the needs of men?
• Does God cause long droughts?
• Is God a nerve bundle?
• Is God rigorous?
• Is God something general? Or:
  • Is God special?
  • Is God the eternal light?
• Can man impute something to God?
• Does God have a dick head?
• Is God cataloged?
• Does God have vice?
• Is God blasphemed over his opponents?
• Is it useful to blasphemy about God?
• Does God still know what commandments and laws he gave to prophets?
• Is God’s knowledge one of his greatest secrets?
• Is God adaptable?
• Is God predominantly great?
• Is God most attractive? Or:
  • Is God mostly uninhibited?
  • Is God a principle rider?
• Does God have human qualities, abilities and senses in ALL religions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God know what is being said about him?
• Does God know what’s going to happen to him?
• Does God have recognition signs? If so:
  • What recognition signs does God have?
• Is God smart?
• Does God have a tick?
• Can God begin with what he created and created nothing? If so:
  • Does God have a tick because he cannot begin with what he created and created?
  • Has the only one remaining universal God put the imagined former many special gods spat?
  • Does God have understanding?
• Is God God-fearing?
• Is God afraid of himself?
• Was and is God never perverse and labor-shy?
• Is God in no case decadent?
• Does God fall? Or:
  • Is God rather inconspicuous?
  • Is God sometimes barbaric?
• Can God come up at any time?
• Can God be subdued?
• Does God consist of striving, bracing and striving?
• Is God looking backwards?
• Is God a stimulus word?
• Does God know that the apostasy of faith is punished with death?
• Is God hypocritical?
• Is that silly with God?
• Is God silly?
• Is God bleary?
• Was there formerly stupid gods?
• Did the former gods of the gods disappear because they could not agree?
• Did the former gods of the gods disappear because they had quarreled?
• Did the former gods of the gods disappear because they were unable to defend themselves?
• Can man speak beautifully to God?
• Is God angry?
• Is God never angry?
• Is God sometimes angry?
• Is God angry in half of all cases?
• Is God usually angry?
• Is God always angry?
• Is God dear? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it often said that God is dear? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable through a test that God is dear? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God never loving?
• Is God sometimes loving?
• Is God loving in half of all cases?
• Is God mostly loving?
• Is God always loving?
• Is there God?
• Would God be addressed with "Dear God"?
• Can God make pious?
• Does the saying help me, dear God, make me pious to come to heaven?
• Did the former gods of the gods have perished, because they argued too often?
• Has the established gods of the gods perished, because they could not agree on any leadership God?
• Has the established gods of the gods perished, because they were abolished by men?
• Does God know what he is doing?
• Does God need energy for himself?
• Is everything under the yoke of God?
• Is everything under the knot of God?
• Do the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) belong to the Higher Power?
• Is God naughty?
• Does not God take it so exactly? Or:
• Is God meticulous?
• Can a man beat a god?
• Can man dehydrate God?
• Can man inspire God?
• Did God create borders?
• Is God as omnipotent as a part of the influences?
• Can man forget God, because no one really needs him? Or:
• Should people remember God continually, even though nobody really needs him?
• Is God generally puzzling? Or:
• Is God only enigmatic?
• Is God constantly present? Or:
• Does God only occasionally (temporarily)?
• Does God have a resonance?
• Provoked God Reactions?
• Does God want monogamy for people, although polygamy is quite common in the animal world?
• Is a life after death in the heavenly kingdom possible only with God's help?
• Can also be inadvertently rejected at the Heaven's Gate?
• Does God also cause apocalypses? Or:
• Does God prevent apocalypses?
• Can man trust in the protection of God, which is then referred to as the trust of God?
• Is the topic of God relatively complex because there are so many questions to be formulated?
• Can God choose people? If so:
• Is there any one of God's chosen people?
• Is God free of sin?
• Are those who believe in God better people?
• Does God know what a woman is? If so:
• Can God begin with a woman?
• Who invented God?
• Is God real?
• Is God acting or responsible?
• Is God acting or respon- sible?
• Is God up there?
Where does God live?
Does God live in space?
Does God live in the Heavenly Kingdom?
Should the present-day God be forbidden, just as, a few thousand years ago, the former gods of the gods were forbidden?
Should every man strive to enter the heavenly kingdom (Paradise) so that he can finally see and touch God?
Is God never stressed? And:
Is God always relaxed?
Does God build pilgrimage sites?
Does God establish prayer sites?
Can God commit sacrilege or only man?
Can anyone tell you when God was in the game and is?
Can anyone say in which concrete cases God was and is in the game?
Can God help us?
Could people also believe in a God who is completely differently defined as before?
Could people also believe in a higher power that is completely differently defined as before?
Is God absurd?
Should the statement "So God will" be better "Want influences" or "So coincidence wants"? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is God sometimes "sniffed"?
Is God never to be seen directly, but always indirectly about the effects?
Does God feed on air and love?
Wabert God in DUBIOSE way above all?
Wabert the higher power in DUBIOSE way above all?
Is there an individual intellectual freedom for God?
Is it God, if everyone has their own ideas about God?
Is God also doing evil?
Is there a God with human needs, qualities, abilities, feelings, senses and will-expressions, desires and goals?
Who determines what human needs God has? [1]
Who determines what human qualities God has? [2]
Who determines what human abilities God has? [3]
Who determines which human feelings God has? [4]
Who determines which human senses God has? [5]
Who determines which human will-expressions God has? [6]
Who determines what human desires God has? [7]
Who determines what human goals God has? [8th]
Was God there to annoy us?
Does God have religious feelings? If so:
Can the religious feelings of God be hurt?
Is God an honorable thing?
Is God a holy cow? Or:
Is God a holy ox?
Is God egocentric?
Is God a protection patron?
Can God abjure?
Can God Evap?
Can God get out of the dust?
Is God a religion fanatic?
Is there God-Whisperer?
Is God pushed by lobbyists?
Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) and martyrs of God wrong?
Is there a high potential for violence in God?
Was and is God a peculiarity?
Is God quickly offended?
Is God meaning?
Does God elementary particles show the cold shoulder because they seem too insignificant to him?
Is God important?
Is there a world of salvation-world?
Are there followers of a world of salvation?
- Is there an increase to God?
- Can God rumble?
- Pouts God sometimes?
- Is God the most important thing in life?
- Is God responsible for omnipotence?
- Is God responsible for omnipotence?
- Is God responsible for nature? Or meaningful:
- Is God responsible for nature?
- Who is responsible for God?
- Who is responsible for God?
- Can God be maddened?
- Can God be maddened?
- Can God be denied?
- Does God allow him to be maddened?
- Does God grieve when he is mad?
- Does God provide for people?
- Does God care for human beings?
- Does God worry about people?
- Is there a god for murderer gangs?
- Is there a god for terrorists?
- Does God always help to formulate?
- Is God's help always imagined?
- Is someone betraying and selling when he is only relying on God?
- How reliable is God?
- Does God always desire to be divine?
- Can man betray God?
- Can God, or can a part of God mutate to man?
- Should all men in God see only the good?
- What is God's will? And:
- What is not God's will?
- Can a list be drawn up in which is what is God's will?
- Is there to be a list of what is NOT the will of God?
- Is everything God's will?
- Is only God's will?
- Is nothing God's will?
- Is God influencing a goal? If so:
- What does God have in mind when he reaches a goal?
- Does God honor killings?
- Is God a traitor?
- Does God tell the devil so much?
- Can God enter into his creation?
- Is the lack of knowledge about God replaced by logic?
- Is the lack of knowledge about God replaced by fantasy?
- Is God righteous?
- Will God always be right?
- Is God always right?
- How much God-warriors (religious warriors) and martyrs does God need for his defense?
- Is God happy, because he has no goals that affect him?
- Can God also see without eyes?
- Can God also cry without eyes?
- Does not God shed tears because he has no eyes?
- Can God hear without ears?
- Is God sitting in the heads of men? Or:
- Does God cower in the heads of men because God is so great and human heads so small?
- Would God go crazy if he could see?
- Would God despair if he could see?
- Does God own initiative?
- Is God helpful?
- Is God sometimes overwhelmed with human qualities?
• Is there a center of God in all human brains, analogous to the language center? Or:
• Do few people have a center of God in the brain (in analogy to the language center)?
• Can only people communicate with God if they have a center of God in the brain?
• Is God elective in the selection of people with whom he communicates in a mysterious and non-verifiable way?
• Is God only for men? Or:
• Is God still there for monkeys and dolphins?
• Is God only needed for people, because the rest of the natural world is able to cope with the natural influences?
• Has God done anything wrong because people are fighting, SINCE they exist?
• Has God done anything wrong because people are fighting as long as they exist?
• Were there first influences or was God there first?
• Have influences come from God? Or:
• Is God created by influences?
• Has God ever betrayed us?
• Has God ever scolded us?
• Is God a sort of over-human?
• Why does not God show us that he is an over-man, by talking best to each individual man and imagining himself?
• Is God, because of his infinite super-humanity, so remote that he does not speak to every human being, but only to a few chosen ones?
• Does God have sorrows and sorrows?
• Does God have ambition?
• Why does God not have the ambition to show his existence clearly and clearly to us human beings?
• Why does God not have the ambition to show his existence clearly to each individual human being?
• Is God capable of anything?
• Is God all-capable?
• Did God order people's murders?
• Does God endorse peoples' murders?
• Is God unassisted?
• Does God participate?
• Does not God care?
• Does God determine what influences and abilities he has?
• Is God sitting in the most recent court?
• Does God have wit?
• Is God a joke?
• Are there god-jokes? Answer Proposal: Those who did not live very long!
• Does God have temper?
• Is God temperamental?
• Is God never laughing to laugh?
• Is God full of anger?
• Should God be expelled from nature (by whom)?
• Should God be deprived of the responsibility for nature if he ever took over one?
• Is God responsible for creation, but for which he does not take responsibility?
• Is God responsible for creation but NOT responsible?
• Are the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) better known as God?
• Was it irresponsible to God to become a Creator from pure arrogance?
• Does God have a voice?
• Does God have his own language?
• Is there a God language?
• Does God use his own language, which only the prophets understand?
• Is not God a quackery?
• Is God sometimes cursed?
• Does God do everything right?
• Does God always do everything right?
• Is God a variable because it exists in the minds of the people in different versions?
• Is God sometimes thoughtful?
• Does God sometimes defamate?
• Does God always behave sensibly?
• Is the language of God that of violence? Or:
• Does God act without violence?
• Is God still acting? Or:
• Does God only act?
• Is God a whip?
• Does God have heart?
• Does God have a heart?
• Is God warm?
• How much Hertz vibrates with God?
• Is God or the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) more visible?
• Should God be a constant in theory, just as the Hubble constant should be a constant in theory?
• Is God, in practice, not a constant, just as the Hubble constant is not a constant in practice?
• Can God only think when he is all alone?
• Can God think only when it is quiet?
• Can man think of God effectively only when it is still?
• Does God make peace?
• Is God a religious element or are religions a God element?
• Is God free of masses?
• Is God free and free?
• Is God as free as a bird?
• Are opinions about God far apart?
• Are the ideas about God far apart?
• Is criticism of God unforgivable?
• Does God have a washboard belly?
• Is God indispensable?
• Is God an alternative?
• Is God the source of love?
• Has God made an oath of allegiance to His creation?
• Does God abuse His power?
• Think before God before deciding whether it is (also) his will?
• Does God always decide spontaneously?
• Is God's will in sex matters particularly pronounced?
• Does God attach great importance to fidelity?
• Is God always faithful to people?
• Is God more faithful to human beings than a dog?
• Is God a faithful soul?
• Is God always faithful to nature?
• Does God remain faithful to nature forever?
• Is God Humbug? Or:
• Is God entitled to exist?
• Why is the will of God particularly pronounced when it comes to sexuality?
• Is God a specialist in sexuality?
• Do God’s influences also contain energy? If so:
• Where does God draw the energy of his influences?
• How does God work physically? Or:
• Does God only work psychically?
• Is God hilarious, because everything works out like clockwork?
• Does God have an organizational talent?
• Is there a divine order? If so:
• Where can the divine order be viewed?
• Does God have a sense of order?
• Why did not God create a nature in which only things arise but do not pass away?
• Were God's warriors (religious warriors) and martyrs of God seemingly endowed with divine powers?
• How strong is God as a whole?
• How strong is God physically?
• How strong is God psychic?
• Are God's warriors (religious warriors) and martyrs the Batman of the desert?
• Can people go to hell with God?
• Can people bring God into disrepute?
• Does it make sense that ordinary mortal gods make suggestions?
• Should common mortal gods make suggestions?
• Does God sometimes accept suggestions from ordinary mortals?
• What does God do and what influences make?
• Do influences influence everything that God does not want?
• Do influences influence everything to which God is too fine?
• Do influences influence everything that God does not want to defile?
• Do influences make the muck work and make God the noble?
• Is God a shameful figure?
• Does God care for the unemployed?
• Can man treat God with shame?
• Was and is God hard?
• Is God responsible for everything but responsible for nothing?
• For what is God responsible and for what are influences responsible?
• For what is God responsible and for what are influences responsible?
• Is God a popular and widespread parent object?
• Is man, as the crown of the creation of God, far from being perfect?
• How long will God still need until he has accomplished people perfectly?
• Is God loving?
• Is God pretentious? Or:
• Is God reserved?
• Is God prude?
• Does God love prudence?
• Is God standing under the knee of anything?
• Is God sometimes really golden and cute?
• Is God the only one who has no superior?
• Does God stop when a believer clings to him?
• How firmly does a believer have to cling to God so that he can give him a hold?
• Is God always something beautiful?
• Does God smile all day long?
• Does God know people?
• Does God know what human beings are?
• Is the tried proof of God-Existential as old as the invention of GOD by man?
• Can God, among other things, do ALL the things that humans can do, for example, speak languages and have moods, and can God, in addition, have much more that humans cannot?
• Should an individual believe in God only when he has spoken to him?
• Does man have to kiss before God?
• Can man cuddle with God?
• Should people just whisper about God? Or:
• Should mankind openly talk about God?
• Can people go with God on cloth-touch?
• Why have not many generations of human beings ever found out whether God is pure energy?
• Why have not many generations of human beings yet found out whether God consists of pure mass?
• Why have not many generations of human beings ever found out whether God consists of an energy-mass mixture?
• Can God disappoint?
• Does God sometimes bother?
• Is the final clarification of God impossible?
• Can God look into the cards? Or:
• Cannot God look into the cards?
• Is it useful to promise God something?
• Does God care whether someone holds what he has promised to God?
• What does God do when someone has promised God something and then does not?
• Is God something useful?
• Does God oversee the entire e-mail traffic?
• Do God and the news services work together?
• Does God give physical powers?
• Does God give psychic powers?
• Does God give psychological powers?
• How can God give SECURITY, though nothing is known of him?
• Do God and the Fourth Dimension have in common that nothing is known about both?
• Is God the body-watcher for the poor?
• Does God need energy to be able to listen?
• Where does God get the energy to be human?
• Is God impossible?
• Is God inhuman?
• Is God a sleeping authority?
• Is God a protector?
• Is God a stop-giver?
• Is God a protection giver?
• Is God a protection power?
• Is God a protection man (a protective "man")?
• Is God a safety giver?
• Can people interfere with excitement when they receive God's Word?
• Can people promise to be excited when they talk to God?
• What are the favorite animals of God?
• Does God sometimes make himself a leg?
• Does God represent himself differently than he really is?
• Is an expectation attitude associated with God?
• Is God consumed?
• Is God something useful?
• Is God still new?
• Is God needed?
• Is God consumed?
• Does God know exactly what is going on in his head?
• How strong is God?
• How strong is God's strength?
• Does God have human traits?
• Does every human being imagine God differently? And:
• Is every man convinced that his idea of God is the best / most correct?
• Is God a matter of taste?
• How much of God has man? And:
• How much of man has God?
• How much of man has God appropriated? And:
• How much has God given to man?
• Are there also about 50% of the education and about 50% of education / environmental influence in God?
• Is God willing?
• What does man have from God, in the sense of God as a benefactor?
• What does man have as a model for God, in the sense of God?
• What did man take from God?
• What could man take from God? And:
• What could man take from God?
• Is it important that God also has human traits?
• Has God humanised human beings?
• Do people lose interest in God if they have nothing human?
• Is God often regarded as a super-emperor?
• Can people also deal with God's contacts, as well as animals without God's contacts?
• Does God have a hormonal balance?
• Does God know all the people that he is supposed to protect?
• Does God know that he is often asked to protect a man, according to the saying, God protect you?
• Does God know that he is often asked to protect a people group, according to the saying, God protect you?
• Does God know all the people, for whom he was and is a stop-giver?
• Is God an absolute stop-giver? If so:
• Does God know he is an absolute stop giver?
• Is God a general stop-giver? If so:
• Does God know he is a general stop giver?
• Is God a sincere stop-giver? If so:
• Does God know that he is a sincere stop-giver?
• Is God a popular stop-giver? If so:
• Does God know he is a popular stop-giver?
• Is God a special stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know that he is a special stop-giver?
• Is God a best stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know he is a best stop giver?
• Is God a noble stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know that he is a noble hold giver?
• Is God an effective stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know he is an effective stop giver?
• Is God a successful stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know he is a successful stop giver?
• Is God a substitute stop-giver, for example for full-orphans? If so:
  • Does God know he is a substitute stop-giver, for example, for full-orphans?
• Is God an excellent stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know he is an excellent stop giver?
• Is God a fictional stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know he is a fictional stop-giver?
• Is God a good stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know he is a good stop giver?
• Is God a frequent stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know he is a frequent stop giver?
• Is God a holy stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know that he is a holy stop-giver?
• Is God an excellent stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know that he is an excellent stop-giver?
• Is God a hobby-hold giver? If so:
  • Does God know he is a hobby-halt-giver?
• Is God an imaginary stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know he is an imaginary stop giver?
• Is God a crippled stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know that he is a crippled stop-giver?
• Is God a lupenless stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know that he is a lupenless stop giver?
• Is God a maximum stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know he is a maximum stop giver?
• Is God a standardized stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know he is a standardized stop-giver?
• Is God a proper stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know he is a decent stop-giver?
• Is God a perfect stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know he is a perfect stop giver?
• Is God a professional stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know he is a professional stop giver?
• Is God a psychic stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know that he is a psychic stop giver?
• Is God a psychological stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know he is a psychological stop giver?
• Is God an enigmatic stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know he is an enigmatic stop-giver?
• Is God a relative stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know he is a relative stop giver?
• Is God a true stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know he's a real stop giver?
• Is God an apparent stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know he's an apparent stop-giver?
• Is God a special stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know he is a special stop giver?
• Is God a strange stop-giver? If so:
  • Does God know he's a weird stop giver?
• Is God a special stop-giver? If so:
• Does God know he is a special stop giver?
• Is God a stable stop-giver? If so:
• Does God know he is a stable stop giver?
• Is God a standard stop-giver? If so:
• Does God know he is a standard stop giver?
• Is God an ever-available stop-giver? If so:
• Does God know he is an ever-available stop-giver?
• Is God a great stop-giver? If so:
• Does God know he is a super stop giver?
• Is God an incorruptible stop-giver? If so:
• Does God know he is an incorruptible stop-giver?
• Is God an unsettled stop-giver? If so:
• Does God know that he is an unsettled stop-giver?
• Is God a universal stop-giver? If so:
• Does God know he is a universal stop giver?
• Is God an immovable stop-giver? If so:
• Does God know that he is an immovable stop-giver?
• Is God an indestructible stop-giver? If so:
• Does God know that he is an indestructible stop-giver?
• Is God a reliable stop-giver? If so:
• Does God know he is a reliable stop giver?
• Is God a four-dimensional stop-giver? If so:
• Does God know he is a four-dimensional stop giver?
• Is God a valuable stop-giver? If so:
• Does God know that he is a valuable stop-giver?
• Is God an effective stop-giver? If so:
• Does God know he is an effective stop giver?
• Is God an effective stop-giver? If so:
• Does God know he is an effective stop giver?
• Can God be the best stop-giver, even if he knows nothing about it?
• Does God know that he is a gladly used law-giver?
• Are the most important tasks of God in being protectors, stop givers and law givers?
• Is God, in theory, a constant but in practice a variable in the minds of men?
• Is God, in theory, a fixed quantity, but in practice a waxing affair because there is no reproducible proof of God, and therefore every religion and every man has his own ideas about God?
• Does God have questions?
• Does God still have questions?
• Does God have no one to ask?
• Can God be annoyed?
• Can God annoy himself?
• Does God kill people if they do not obey him?
• Is God the best?
• Is God the greatest and at the same time disguises God at the same time?
• Can God make himself invisible because he can make everything perfect?
• Do God and the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) have in common that both are the greatest and that both can camouflage themselves very well?
• Does God know that he is often to be greeted, according to the call, Grüß Gott?
• What does God do when he is not greeted, even though someone has been asked to salute God, by calling, "Good God?"
• Why can people find support in something thought-like like God?
• Are people God’s favorites?
• Is God something separate?
• Are there so many incorporated gods as there are languages, because God has a different meaning in every language?
• Are there so many incorporated gods as there are people, because God has a different meaning for each individual?
• Why does God have such a strong will in human affairs, even though there have been people only for such a short time?
• Why does God have such a strong will in human affairs, even though people do not exist long?
• Why did not God equip people so that they could survive on the planet and in the universe without technical aids?
• Does the brain work irrationally when it arrives at something thought out like God?
• Does the brain work irrationally, when there is some thought like God?
• Is not God guaranteed from flesh and blood?
• Is God a robot?
• Is God an organism?
• Does God have organs?
• Does God have a voice?
• Does the voice of God have weight?
• Did God have a say?
• Is God or the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) more difficult to detect?
• Is God a free space for human imagination?
• Is God being sought?
• Has God been sought for many thousands of years? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God functionally divisible?
• Does God have different functions?
• Was God's legislation created at the same time as the one-God era?
• Is everything in the right lot with God always?
• Does God use all who believe in him?
• How is God used?
• Are people the beneficiaries of God?
• Is God questionable?
• Is God ready for coloring?
• Does God do everything without memory?
• Does God only work with the abdominal brain?
• Does God know that he is responsible for life after death in the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Is God responsible for most people only for the good?
• Is there a divine disposition?
• Is there a disposition that makes people tend to God?
• Does God have a practical use?
• Does God know that he was invented by man?
• How is it recognized that there is only one God?
• Can God clone because he can do anything? If so:
  • Are there many cloned gods?
  • Are there many clone gods?
  • Are there more cloned gods like humans?
  • Are there even an infinite number of cloned gods?
• Is it so willed by God that especially young people are easily fanatized?
• Does God endure God-Warriors (religious warriors) and martyrs?
• Why does God not stop God's warriors (religious warriors) and martyrs?
• Is the only similarity between God and man in the fact that both influences exert influence?
• Do influences of God and influences of people sometimes interrelate?
• Is God Cinnabar?
• Can God be smashed?
• Does God know that he has a heavenly kingdom?
• Do all people have to share a God? Or:
  • Does every man have his own God?
• Is God divisible?
• Is God a strange fellow?
• Does God know the names of the Popes?
• Does God know what the Popes are called?
• Does God know the names of the Caliphs?
• Does God care for human beings? Or:
  • Does God care for human beings by the side?
• What does God have to do with the fright exclamation, for God's sake? Answer Proposal: Ask experts!
• Does God never talk with you?
• Cannot God engage in any discussion?
• Is God disillusioned?
• Can God be challenged?
• Is God to be questioned?
• Do we imagine God?
• Can God become a Beast?
• Is God negotiable?
• Can God clone and become invisible? If so:
  • Are there in every living room so many cloned and invisible copies of God as people are in the living room?
  • How does God decide what he MAKES and what does not?
• How does God decide without influences and memories what he MAKES and what does not?
• How does God decide what he WILL and what does not?
• How does God decide without influences and memories what he WILL and what does not?
• Does God experience? If so:
  • How does God experience?
• With whom does God make experiences?
• Does God have such experiences with humans?
  • Would God make things better if he could begin again?
  • Where did God save his knowledge, if he knows anything?
  • Where did God save his will if he wanted something?
  • Does God know where he took his memories?
• Does God know where he made his experiences?
• Does God come from the realm of fantasy?
• Is God a Hydra?
• How is the creation of God delimited from the creation of influences?
• What counts for the creation of God and what counts to the creation of the influences?
• Can God set a sign?
• Gives God's Mistakes?
• Is the human God only as a wish-image in the minds of men?
• Is God the most unknown thing there is?
• Is God the most illogical thing there is?
• Can God do everything, but know nothing?
• Do the news services know more like God?
• Does God know he has been explored for thousands of years?
• Has God as a stop-giver got competition from psycho-therapists?
• Do God and psycho-therapists compete with each other as a stop-giver?
• Is God holding donors for the poor and are psycho-therapists stop donors for the not quite so poor?
• Is God free, like the soil treasures?
• Is God Free and Are Religions Paid?
• Is God immovable?
• Is God rigid?
• Is not God moving from the place?
• Is God always in the same place?
• Is God walking?
• Is God moving from one place to another?
• Can God achieve anything if he wants it?
• Can God restrain himself?
• Is God, in particular, also a stop-giver for solitude?
• Is God, in particular, also a stop-giver for monks?
• Is God especially a support for nuns?
• Is God, in particular, a stop-giver for the homeless?
• Is God, in particular, also a stop-giver for soldiers?
• Is God especially a stop-giver for full-orphans?
• Is God sometimes lustless?
• Why do animals need no stop-giver?
• Is God more naughty than men? Or:
  • Are people more naughty than God?
• Applies also to god, impudence wins?
• Is God always on the watch?
• Can God do all he can?
• Can God only do what he can?
• Does God keep everything he wants?
• Does God keep only what he wants to keep?
• Does God remember everything he wants?
• Does God only remember what he wants to remember?
• How does God determine what he wants?
• How does God figure out what he wants?
• How does God remember what he wants?
• Is God the sign language?
• What language does God use?
• Is God using the language of influences?
• Is God using the language of nature laws?
• What is the language of God?
• Is the language of God made of influences?
• Is the language of God from the laws of nature?
• Does the language of God consist of natural events?
• Has God created anything so that intelligent beings rub their eyes in astonishment?
• Did God decide to be the creator only so that very few intelligent civilizations in the universe are so much astonished that they can no longer get their mouths?
• Was God the creator because he wanted to prove himself that he could do more than just hang around?
• Is there love of God towards men?
• Is God beautiful?
• Is God a Beautiful Spirit?
• Is God still all in order?
• Is God difficult to handle?
• Was God's miracle?
• Should anyone be submissive towards God? If so:
  • Why should anyone be submissive to God?
  • Why is God dear to some people and evil to some people?
  • Does God thus make his experiences?
  • Does God also have experience with people?
  • Has God also had bad experiences?
  • Did God have a bad experience with people?
  • What belongs to the Spirit of God?
  • Are the memories of the Spirit God?
  • Belong to the Spirit of God's experiences?
  • Who knows the Spirit of God?
• Do people behave in the spirit of God?
• Did God tell us how a man must behave so that he behaves in the spirit of God?
• Is God a Spirit?
• Is God the ghost boss?
• Is only an extremely tiny fractional part of the (alleged) creation of God usable for us? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God usually quite normal?
• When is God normal and when is not it? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
• Is God drawn to us?
• Is God sometimes crooked?
• In what form does God exist?
• In what form does God exist?
• Is God firm?
• Is God fluent?
• Is God a gas?
• Does God have a halo?
• Polluted God?
• Is God filthy?
• How does God keep himself clean?
• Is God an enigmatic being?
• Is the creation of God perfect?
• Is God perfect, but not His creation?
• Is the possibility of defaming God?
• Can God be defiled?
• Did God first make himself out of nothingness before he started out of nothing with his creation?
• Is there the miracle god?
• Can God give full steam or full throttle?
• Is God experienced?
  • Does God understand all the languages of men, but answers only in his language?
  • Does God only understand the language of emotions?
  • Is it an innate ability to understand the language of God?
  • Is there only proof for God?
  • Can only very particularly gifted people understand the language of God?
  • Does God still understand the stupidest people and even animals?
  • Does the fear-feeling send out a signal that God understands independently of speech?
  • Do people who look up vertically always see another part of God?
  • Humans human beings like God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Was God approved of constitutional protection?
• Was the constitutional protection approved by God?
• Would God rejoice over a beautiful goddess?
• Are the God shares rising?
• Who has the documentation of God?
• Is there any guidance for God?
• Is there an instruction manual for God?
• Does God have free time? Or:
  • Does God have no free time?
  • Does God never have free time?
• Is God always busy?
• Is God always busy?
• Is God full?
• Is God never overworked?
• Is God never under pressure?
• How does God make sure that he is always fully utilized?
• Is God never adapting to anything?
• Does God still have any reserves, even if he is very heavily burdened?
• How great are the reserves of God?
• Is God mostly idle?
• Is God mostly understated?
• Would God be and remain something mysterious?
• Why does God want to be something mysterious?
• Would God wish that he was something mysterious, is and will remain, because otherwise he would not be respected as much as before?
• Are laws applicable to God?
• Does God know the answer to all God’s questions?
• Is the BND or is God more mysterious?
• Would God remain unrecognized?
• Why would God remain unrecognized?
• Would God remain unrecognized because he has something to hide?
• Does God make his laws himself?
• Does God need no laws for himself?
• Did God do nothing but human laws, but not for himself?
• Are the laws of nature valid only for the creation of God, but not for himself?
• Are God’s researchers observed by the constitutional protection?
• Are God’s researchers observed by the BND?
• Do magicians imitate God?
• Should we sometimes make God a good man?
• Is the fasting time monitored by God?
• Is God faking with people?
• Does God always keep on?
• Why did God forgive fasting?
• Is God constantly in practice?
• Does God have a clean-up? Answer Proposal: Apparently not, because it is in nature almost everywhere dirty!
• Would God get all men clean?
• Does God understand man and beast, but remains incomprehensible to all?
• Is God innocent?
• Cannot find anything exact about God because God has issued a message barrier?
• Is God universally applicable?
• Can God be used in many ways?
• Did God go to the doctrine in secret service, because he can camouflage himself so well?
• Is God listening to us?
• Is God spying on us?
• Is God following us?
• Is God more important or are the Secret Services more important?
• Does God have visions?
• Does God sometimes have delusions?
• Does God Travel Time Travel?
• Is God independent?
• Is God a spy?
• Is God a super spy?
• Is God the perfect spy?
• Are the ideas about God timeless?
• Is God an observer?
• Is God a secret observer?
• Is God praised?
• Is God willing to praise?
• Is God often praised?
• Does God rejoice when he is praised?
• Is God only praised by men?
• Does God rock?
• Does God love music?
• Is God musical?
• Does God make you horny?
• Is the myth of life after death in the heavenly realm (paradise) the oldest playground to live the flowering imagination of humans?
• Are the originally many special gods and is the one universal god the oldest playground to live the blossoming imagination of humans?
• Is God the greatest playground to live the blossoming imagination of humans?
• Is God the greatest playground to live the blossoming imagination of humans?
• Is God serious?
• Is God a serious matter?
• Do drones look more like God?
• Is God a mistake?
• Would God be a secret agent? Or:
• Is God also a secret agent?
• Does God have a special focus on God?
• Is God a lookout?
• Is God a matter of imagination?
• Is God a matter of faith? Or:
• Is God a matter of facts?
• Is God the greatest influence-taker? Or:
• Is God the greatest influence giver?
• Does God shield you from evil?
• Does God protect good people from evil people?
• Is God a shield?
• Is God a Chief Shielding?
• Is the understanding of God as clear as thick ink?
• Has God grown beyond himself?
• Is God merciful? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it asserted that God is merciful? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it through a test verifiable that God is merciful? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God Most Graceful?
• Do the Secret Services receive some information directly from God?
• Is God an informant?
• Is God an employee of men?
• Is God an employee of secret services?
• Is God an unofficial employee of the people?
• Is God an unofficial employee of secret services?
• Allah faster offended than God?
• Does God love everyone and everything?
• Is God not only praised but also blamed?
• Is God wearing a shield?
• Is God a shield?
• Does God look like a shield?
• Does God act as a shield?
• Does God protect us more as we feel?
• Does God protect us more as it appears to us?
• Is the Earth’s surface the zoological garden of God?
• Does God override us with His love?
• Is God surrounded by men?
• Is God spoiled by people?
• Is God a pampered bellow?
• What does an hour cost God?
• Is God mad, if he created such an infinite universe?
• Why did God create such an infinite universe?
• Has God created such an infinitely large universe so that he has enough choice and space to hide?
• Can God never get his neck full enough if he has created at least 20 dimensions?
• Is God moving between dimensions?
• Is God a universal genius?
• Where did God place his knowledge?
• Has God deposited his knowledge in a vacuum?
• Is God a donor?
• Is God a shipping company?
• Is God an unreliable shipping house?
• Is God a Schicker? If so:
  • What does God send on earth?
  • Give and give God aid?
  • Does God give influences?
  • Giving and sending God faith?
  • Give and give grace to God?
  • Give and give God a halt?
  • Give and send God the Holy Spirit?
  • Does God give help?
  • Does God give illusions?
  • Give and give love to God?
  • Give and send God’s creation?
  • Giving and sending God protection?
  • Give and give God souls?
  • Give and send God blessings?
  • Giving and sending God punishments?
  • Does God give comfort?
  • Giving and sending God spirits?
  • Did God give laws?
  • Has he sent and sent God a prophet?
  • Did he send and send a son to God?
  • Has God sent angels?
  • Does God give and give the Christian child every year?
  • Does God give and give Nicholas every year?
  • Does God give and give the Christmas man every year?
  • Give and give God the Easter rabbit every year?
  • Does God make indignation?
  • Is God the head of all spirits?
  • What do the Secret Services have to do with God?
• Is God’s Trust or Secret Service Trust Better?
• Is God motivated?
• Is God sometimes overmotivated?
• Is God always willing? Or:
• Is God sometimes unwilling?
• Is God taken of Himself?
• Do the secret services belong to the creation of God?
• Does God still know his creation?
• Does God know that He is the Creator?
• Can God remember everything without memory?
• Can God remember everything without memory?
• Is the memory of God in the fourth or fifth dimension?
• Is the thought image of God eager in the matter? Or:
• Has God become phlegmatic after he defeated the former group of gods?
• Is God fast?
• Is God a dimensional jumper?
• How punctual?
• Does God sometimes help too late?
• What school grades would God get?
• What school grade would God get for conduct?
• What school grade would God have for diligence?
• What does God send the uninhabited planet and moons?
• Is the Maffia an invention of God?
• Is God degenerate?
• Is God’s creation degenerate?
• Does God place clones in the many God houses, pilgrim sites and places of pilgrimage?
• Does GOD IS ALMIGHTY exactly the same as GOD IS GREAT?
• Did God invent the explosive fabric belt?
• Does God love people with explosive fabric belts especially?
• Does God know that he is the Lord and Lord over all things?
• Does God use his function as Lord and Lord over all things?
• Is God wasteful because he has created so many billions of galaxies?
• What does God want with the many galaxies?
• Is God hiding in all galaxies?
• Is God hiding in just one galaxy? If so:
• In which galaxy is God hiding?
• Does the attempt to decrypt God?
• Is God a tangible stop-giver?
• Is God a hand-held stop-giver?
• Is God a comprehensible stop-giver?
• Is God conceivable?
• Can God travel with over-light speed?
• Can God walk from galaxy to galaxy in less than a millisecond, looking to the right?
• Is God mad at Gentiles?
• Is God sour on himself?
• Is God’s heathen?
• Does God NEVER need a memory place for his memories?
• Is God the vacuum?
• Is God hiding in the vacuum?
• Is God the Dark Matter?
• Is God the second nature?
• Does God believe in another God?
• Is God aware of his responsibility?
• Is God a store?
• Is God a memory stick?
• Does God have a store?
• Does God have a memory stick?
• Does God have a store attitude?
• Is God an inventor?
• Is God constantly reinventing himself?
• Are some people constantly re-creating God?
• Has God invented the Indian Chest Being?
• Why does not God care that the world is more just?
• Is every man different from God?
• Is God stupid because he felt so much and still expects?
• What is the will of God?
• Is the will of God often directed to what men put God in their mouths?
• Is the will of God also directed to the desired ideas of influential people?
• Is God relieved and glad when people take the thinking work off?
• Has God created man as a forerunner?
• Has God created man so that he may be a mastermind?
• Are people the forerunners of God in interpersonal relations?
• Does God have any idea of interpersonal relations? Or:
• Does not God have any idea of interpersonal relations?
• Is God a fetishist?
• Is God a fundamentalist?
• Is God a purist?
• Is God an ulcer?
• Is God a disease?
• Is God an impertinence, for example, because of his unreliability?
• Does God have a vague expression?
• Was and can the interpretation of God be interpreted differently?
• Is God capable of interpretation?
• Is God a 3D printer?
• Does God give life?
• Does God have an orientation? Or:
• Is God disoriented?
• Is God wandering around galaxies without orientation?
• Does God have a great angle of view?
• Did God put his knowledge in infinity?
• Is God hiding in infinity?
• Is God dependent?
• Is God a persecutor?
• Is God persecuting every person at every step?
• Do some people suffer from God's persecution delusion?
• Is God covetous?
• Is God convinced by violence?
• Convince God by using force?
• What holds God from the division of power?
• What does God think of the division of power?
• Is God romantic?
• Does God have a sense of humor?
• Is God aware of the great responsibility he has as a creator?
• Did God help? If so:
• Why does God need helpers and helpers?
• Who are the helpers of God?
• Is God only a helper of a higher God?
• Does God abdicate everything?
• Does everything depend on the higher power?
• Does God balk at everything?
• Does everything bounce off at the higher power?
• Does God have any visual similarities with humans? Or:
• Does not God look like a human being?
• Is God sitting in the midst of His creation? Or:
• Is God outside his creation?
• Can the fourth dimension be ascribed to anything as arbitrary as God can be allotted to anything? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a free self-service store? Answer Proposal: In a way YES!
• Does God have an honor that can be hurt?
• Is God always on course?
• Is God holding the trail iron?
• Can people approach God?
• Should not people prefer to approach God?
• What happens when people approach God?
• Does God change in the course of time?
• Does God change over time?
• Does God do everything without moving?
• Does God do everything without changing his form?
• Does God as well as man use the common language of influences?
• Does God distinguish between important and unimportant?
• Is God able to distinguish between important and unimportant?
• Does God consider himself to be important? Or:
• Is God unimportant?
• Is there at least one God clone per galaxy?
• Are there no signs of wear and tear in God?
• Is God not subject to wear and tear?
• What is God doing today?
• What is God doing right now?
• Does God speak the language of influences?
• Is God sometimes angry? Or:
• Was there only the ancient gods?
• Is God sometimes angry?
• Is God a caring killer?
• Is God a distractor?
• Is God a caring child?
• Should God once a day signal or sign to assert his presence?
• Is God a source of inspiration?
• Does God inspire the imagination? Answer Proposal: YES, where it is worthless, whether someone believes in God or not!
• Does God consider critical questions about him as an unacceptable interference in his internal affairs?
• Makes Gotthaus visits?
• Does God have a loo?
• Does God lay eggs?
• Is God so big that he feeds on galaxies?
• Does God have an honor? If so:
• Is the glory of God vulnerable? If so:
• Is the glory of God restored when it is hurt? If so:
• Does God restore His glory? Or:
• Does God have His people, that is, people who restore His glory to Him?
• Do even the most intelligent and clever people fail in God?
• Has God come to the table?
• Can everyone cling to God and find it?
• Why does the more intelligent animal human being need God's stop?
• How good is the delivery culture of God?
• Should God be turned upside down?
• Should God be taken into prayer?
• Why did God have so many deputies on earth?
• Why does not God come to the earth himself?
• Is the earth too small for God?
• Does God not fit the earth because it is too great?
• Does God send proputy because they fit the earth and God does not because of his over-greatness?
• Is the nearby Andromeda galaxy equal to God?
• Will God soon visit us as Andromeda galaxy?
• Are we all prisoners of God and have not yet noticed them?
• Is God only a head?
• Does God consist of many heads?
• Is God head-rich?
• Does God have reason and reason? If so:
  • Where is the meaning of God? And:
  • Where is the understanding of God?
  • Does God function in his function as a creator?
  • Does God move when he works?
  • Is God moving for any reason?
  • Is God always rigid?
  • Is God mobile?
  • Is God a hallucination?
  • Does God know that he is omnipotent?
  • Does God know how omnipotent he is?
  • Does God's omnipotence limit?
  • Does God know he is great?
  • Does God know how great he is?
  • Does the greatness of God have limits?
  • Are influences the language of God?
  • Do God and men have the common language of influences?
  • Is God very fine?
  • Is God so extremely finely divided that he (still) is not recognizable?
  • Does God consist of particles which are much smaller than the smallest known particles called quarks?
  • Is God extremely dilute?
  • Is there only God in homeopathic doses?
  • Is resistance to God-violence meaningless?
  • Is resistance to God's violence punishable?
  • Did God ever lick blood?
  • Can a woman be even more enigmatic to a man, like God?
  • Is God sensitive?
  • Is God a sensitive man?
  • Was God inadvertently the Creator?
  • Does God think beyond the horizon?
  • Where is the center of thought of God?
  • Is God modular?
  • Is God cellular?
  • Is God built like a cup?
  • Does God have a soft shell and a hard core?
  • Does God have a hard shell and a soft core?
  • Does God have an atmosphere?
  • Are the vocabulary of God's language the influence types?
  • Can God be made concrete?
  • Does God have worry-folds because many people have not become what God hoped for?
  • Would God have joy in his creation?
  • Would God have fun with his creation?
  • Would God give us fun?
  • Can be divine fun?
  • Does God sometimes have no real joy?
  • Where is the switching center of God?
  • Is God treated like a shipping house when, for example, endurance is ordered?
  • Is God treated like a shipping house when, for example, security is ordered?
  • Is God treated like a shipping house when, for example, piety is ordered?
  • Is God treated like a shipping house when, for example, health is ordered?
  • Is God handled like a shipping house when, for example, a stop is ordered?
  • Is God treated like a shipping house when, for example, protection is ordered?
  • Is God treated like a shipping house, when, for example, a blessing is ordered?
  • Is God handled like a shipping house when, for example, starch is ordered?
  • Is God treated like a shipping house when, for example, consolation is ordered?
  • Does the shipping house God have a customer service?
  • Cannot God be proved by a TEST, or by a TEST? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Are all the signs of God in practice influences coming from nature?
  • Are all signs of God in practice natural or natural influences?
• Have some influences from nature been interpreted as a sign of God?
• Is God an eunuch?
• Is God a Taurus?
• Is God going to the Juche?
• Is God joyful?
• Is God mechanical / technical?
• Is God a technician?
• Is God a construction box?
• Why did God create humanity so that God's laws are necessary?
• Why did not God create mankind in the same way that NO God's laws had to be surrendered?
• Why did not God create mankind in the same way that they could get along without the God's laws?
• Is God fesch?
• Can God be denounced?
• Can God denounce?
• Does God Carry Personal Files?
• Is God a creator who builds happiness?
• Is God a creator in the blue?
• Is God strong?
• Bathing God in the Stars Dust?
• Is God bathing in his glory?
• Does God glory in his glory?
• Is God known?
• Is God famous?
• Are Hooligans God-fearing?
• Forget God fast?
• Forgive God quickly?
• What would God wish if he had three wishes free?
• Can God fulfill every wish?
• Does God fulfill every wish he has?
• Is God fulfilling an existing desire voluntarily NOT?
• Is everything as God wished?
• Has God wished the devil?
• Does God exist from vessels?
• Does God have vessels?
• Does God know vessels?
• Do some people like the dear God most personally?
• Is God going differently?
• Is God resolutely going?
• Is God going generously?
• Is God acting individually?
• Is God acting petty?
• Is God doing a lump sum?
• Can God be tolerant?
• Is God impossible?
• Is God an idea donor?
• Donate God?
• Does God give life to God?
• Is God running out of breath too? Or:
• Does God never get out of breath? If so:
• How many people know so surely that God never runs out of breath, even though God has never been concretized?
• Is God the tax man of nature?
• Are people only awakened when God so wills?
• How does God communicate his will?
• Does God communicate his will with the help of natural influences?
• Can God be a full orphan's parental substitute?
• Does God sometimes appear strange?
• Is God sometimes peculiar?
• Does God make a curse on satire broadcasts when he is forgiven?
• Does God have a place in God’s houses? If so:
  • Where is God’s place in God’s houses?
  • Does Gothenkirchen get asylum?
  • Is not God a patriarchal macho?
  • We like to humanize and often humanize?
  • We like God and often personalized?
  • Bless God? Answer Proposal: Not sure!
  • Does God give blessings?
• Is God a blessing?
  • Does God protect especially believers (God forbidden)? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
  • Is it claimed that God protects believers in particular? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is it verifiable through a test that God protects believers in particular? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God a guardian?
  • Is God the Savior of the World? If so:
    • Is God aware that he is or should be the Savior of the world?
    • Is God a pain recipient?
    • Does God have a pain recipient?
    • Does God have a special recipient for human pain?
    • Does God have a special recipient for physical pain?
    • Does God have a special recipient for mental pain?
    • Is God a consolation donor?
    • Does God have a consolation donation transmitter?
    • Is God a comfort?
  • Is it comforting that there is God?
  • Does God sometimes get out of the dust?
  • Is God in joyful expectation for better times?
  • Is it even more complicated for God since the appearance of man?
  • Why does not God complain about the extra work he has with humans?
  • What is meant by the kingdom of God?
  • Does God have a strike ban?
  • Does God need no fear of losing his job?
  • Is God a Sauser?
  • Does God make great sighs?
  • Is God the gray eminence in the background?
  • Is God hostile?
  • Does God need a whole armada of auxiliary forces on earth? If so:
    • Why does God need a whole armada of auxiliary forces on earth?
    • Does God need no help in the rest of the universe?
    • Is God only made of mind?
  • Does God love burning candles?
  • Does God love smoking smoky sticks?
  • Does God Love Rattling Prayer Mills?
  • Does God have right of way?
  • Does God always have the right of way?
  • Are influences the only thing that connects God and man?
  • Are influences the only thing that connects God with human beings?
  • Is the influence exercise the only thing that connects God and man?
• Are both God and human influences influenced? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
  • Are cell researchers a God-researcher?
  • Are Cell Researchers Creation Researchers?
  • Are cell researchers a God-Creation Researcher?
  • Explore cell researchers the creation of God?
  • Is God sometimes mocked? Or:
    • Is no one mocking God?
    • Is God still able to act?
    • Is the call of God scorched?
    • Is God a messenger?
    • Is man basically invariably engaging in the creation of God?
• Does the destruction of a naturally formed stone (by a man) already involve an intervention in the creation of God?
• Does the piercing of a mountain with a tunnel already involve an intervention in the creation of God?
• Are there many human interventions in the creation of God, which are regarded as unproblematic?
• Are there very few human interventions in the creation of God, which are considered inadmissible?
• Is God a transformation artist, because every man sees him a little different?
• Is God holding bravely?
• Does God remain fresh?
• Does God keep fresh for a long time?
• Is God a Young Fountain?
• Does God keep young?
• Does God sometimes look old?
• Does God belong to the upper world (as opposed to the underworld)?
• Is God completely logical? Or:
  • Is God ultimately unsuccessful?
  • Is God ultimately incomprehensible?
  • Is God a joyous nature? Or:
  • Is God a Griess-Junk?
• Does everything make sense what God does? Or:
• Does God also make meaningless stuff?
• Does God care?
  • Is the meaning of God cultivated by men?
  • Does God Himself Pray?
  • Does God worship people?
  • Is God a computer?
• Does God need a computer?
• Does God have a computer? If so:
  • Since when does God have a computer?
  • How often does God sit before his computer?
  • Should people give a computer to God if he does not have one?
• Is God sometimes correcting himself?
• Does God use his energy to exert influences from the galaxies?
• Does God use his energy to exert the effects of Dark Energy?
• Does God have a dog?
  • Does God have a good nose?
  • Does God have a good nose?
  • Does God have the right smell?
  • Does God have a better nose like a bear, dog or pig?
  • Is ALL what God does, ultimately for the cat?
  • Should God better keep his beak?
• Does God always keep to the saying for ordinary mortals, speaking is silver, but silence is gold?
• Does God love it theatrically?
• Does God love cathedrals as much as mosques?
• Does God like it with Tamtam?
• Is God sometimes curious?
• Is God sometimes strange?
• Is God the Creator of Omnipotence?
• Is God the creator of atheists?
• Is God as the creator of the known influences?
• Is God the creator of wickedness?
• Does God as the creator of energy?
• Does God as the Creator of Emergence come from Nothing?
• Is God the creator of evolution?
• Does God as the creator of the questions?
• Is God the creator of the questioner?
• Is God the creator of the diversity of the gods?
• Is God the Creator of Help?
• Is God the Creator of the Virgin in the Kingdom of Heaven (Paradise)?
• Is God the creator of micro-organisms?
• Is God the creator of nature?
• Is God the creator of the laws of nature?
• Is God the creator of the powers of nature?
• Does God as the creator of natural catastrophes?
• Is God the creator of man's imagination?
• Is God the Creator of the Prophets?
• Is God the Creator of Religions?
• Is God the Creator of the Protection Saints?
• Is God the Creator of the Devil's Hell?
• Is God as the creator of Islam headscarfs?
• Does God as the Creator of Full Disgrace?
• Is God the creator of the unknown influences?
• Is God the Creator of Disguises?
• Does God as the creator of the weather kitchen?
• Is God the Creator of Time?
• Is ALL GOOD in the Creation of God?
• Will ALL GOOD IN THE CREATION OF GOD? If so:
  • Why does it take so long until ALL has become GOOD in the creation of God?
• Is it typical man that, thanks to his imagination, he first imagines something that is NOT specifically
demonstrable and then also firmly believes in the thought, for example, in God?
  • Are all God's proofs from wild Rumlavieren?
  • What still counts to the creation of God and what does not count to the creation of God?
  • Do human interventions in the creation of God also belong to the creation of God?
  • Is it hard to draw an exact boundary between what is still part of God's creation and what is no longer part of
the creation of God?
• Is it hard to draw an exact boundary between what is NOT considered a human intervention in God’s creation
and what is still considered a human intervention in the creation of God?
• IS THERE AN EXTREMELY LIMIT BETWEEN WHAT IS NOT UNDERSTANDING THE WORD OF GOD AND WHAT IS
ALREADY SUBJECT TO THE Will of God?
• Is the free decision of humans and also the animals, for example, no longer subject to the will of God?
  • Are mutations still subject to the will of God?
  • Are species origins still subject to the will of God?
  • Are racial origins still subject to the will of God?
  • Is God present at all funerals?
• Does God have a racial madness because he has created so many races?
  • Is God ethical?
  • Is God aesthetic?
  • Is God majestic?
• Does God also do everything possible, like man?
• Does God also use the trial method as man?
• Does not God have anything human or inhuman?
• Has the Great General God WITHOUT human characteristics specially created for humans a small special God
WITH human characteristics?
• Is God always calm?
• Is God a Mystery Chandler?
• Has God thought of the wheels of Earth-All-Nature before he began?
• Did God have planned the wheels of the Earth-All-Nature until he began to realize it?
• Did there or would gods exist?
• Was God a dream dancer when he thought he could create the perfect man?
• Why did God create such a great diversity among the stars?
• Why did God create such a great diversity among the galaxies?
• Is God sometimes left out?
• Is God so deeply veiled as to make him even invisible?
• Does God have a cerebrum? Or:
  • Is God a cerebrum?
• Does the over 20,000 genes carry out God modifications and man manipulations?
• Is God a self-runner? Or:
  • Does God always have to be kept alive because he is an art product and ultimately superfluous?
• Can God be deceived?
• Can God be moved?
• Is there any cock for God?
• Was the former gods of the gods created by men out of necessity, because no other useful explanation could be found for so much?
• Was the one God created by man from need, as well as the inflationary expansion and the cosmic dark energy as an explanation for the accelerated all-expansion? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
• Is that really indescribable with God?
• Is God easy to digest?
• Is God running down like oil?
• Does the Spirit of God unseen the entire universe?
• Is the Spirit of God the carrier medium for electromagnetic radiation?
• Can God be cloned?
• Can God clone?
• Is God himself cloning?
• Can man clone God?
• Is without exception all that belongs to the creation of God admirable?
• Is ALL ALL that is part of the creation of God awesome?
• Is everything, what belongs to God’s creation, invariably accomplished?
• Is all that belongs to the creation of God good, without exception?
• Is without exception all that belongs to the creation of God?
• Is without exception all that is of the creation of God to be treated with reverence?
• Is all that belongs to the creation of God perfect, without exception?
• Is all that belongs to the creation of God beautiful, without exception?
• Is all that belongs to the creation of God invariably irreplaceable?
• Is without exception everything that belongs to the creation of God indestructible? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is without exception everything that belongs to the creation of God so willed by God?
• Is it absolutely necessary to respect EVERYTHING which belongs to the creation of God?
• Is without exception ALL to honor what belongs to the creation of God?
• Does God know progress?
• Does God have nothing to do with progress?
• Does God need no progress?
• Is God trying?
• Is God common to many people?
• Is God an agreement for many people?
• Are people good customers of God? Or:
• Are people the best customers of God?
• Does God have a customer service? If so:
• Where is the customer service of God?
• Is the customer service of God in the divine houses, pilgrimage sites and places of pilgrimage?
• Does God sometimes slip away in his creation?
• Does God make health?
• Is God healthy?
• Is God a lawyer?
• Does God know the secular law books?
• Does God control the secular law books?
• Is God the indirect creator of all secular laws?
• Does God cheat?
• Is God more appearance than being?
• Is God’s material substance?
• Why is a Creator needed when the main building blocks of the universe have always been there and are self-running?
• Cannot God be taken lightly?
• Is God punishing him?
• Is everything under the control of God? Or:
• Did God release everything into freedom and independence?
• Is God under his control?
• Could God stop the time if he wanted?
Has God ever stopped time?
Is God a Blender?
Is God a loner? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
Does the thought image of God continue to hold parties secretly with the imagined former group of gods? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
Is God unique?
Is God the Creator of Aggression?
Is God the indirect creator of all that man makes?
Is God in the extended sense also the creator of all that man makes?
Is God the direct creator of, for example, amino acids, enzymes, genes, hormones, proteins, peptides?
What facets does God have?
Does God have facet eyes?
Are almost all people sharing God brotherly and sisterly? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is God sometimes bowing?
Does God know missionaries?
Is God inspired by missionaries?
Is there a direct and an indirect creation of God? If so:
Concerns for the indirect creation of God?
Is God cryptic?
Is there an intellectual scope for the infallibility of God? If so:
Does the conceptual scope of the creation of God depart from, there is no god, up to, God accompanies and supervises me at every step?
Is God hogging through the pig's gallop?
Does God have a life of his own?
Are the qualities of God as diverse as that of man? Or:
Is God poor in qualities compared to humans? Or:
Does God still possess much more qualities than man, and we do not know the property diversity of God?
Is God a gamble machine because he only spits out when he wants it?
Does God have a built-in random generator?
Is God guaranteed to be completely different from human beings?
Would it be easier for people to reconstruct God, to reconstruct human beings?
Is God constantly on the run so that he is not seen?
Is God fleeing from his own creation?
Has God left his creation alone?
Has God abandoned his creation?
Has God left his creation to himself?
Does God differ significantly from nature?
Is God exalted?
Do people know ABOUT God just make sure they know NOTHING about it? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do people know of God just to make sure they know NOTHING about him? Answer Proposal: YES!
Know people to God just make sure they know NOTHING about it safely? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are sex slaves for God a nightmare?
Is holding sex slaves before God a man's sin?
Are all those who believe in God's illusions?
Does God have visions, for example, believing in a human type II?
Does God oversee what people do?
Is God human? If so:
How human is God?
Why does God allow evil people to escape so often unscathed?
Why do God's justice mills often grind so slowly or not at all?
Was it God who grafted on the brain?
How can God be reconciled with all men?
Do some people let God into their hearts?
Is God naturally conciliatory?
Has God made his inner peace with him?
Does God send the monkeys to the ice when they feel too comfortable?
Does God know good and evil?
Does God, under good and evil, understand exactly how people do?
Is God going to rock the human race?
• Can God scare people?
• Will humanity be rocking God?
• Can people rock God?
• Does God know? If so:
  • Does God know himself best?
• Does God know?
• Is God himself still?
• Does God look in the mirror?
• Is God a proclaimer, which only the prophet understood the Savior and the other prophets?
• Is God, as a stop-giver, already well suited when the search-seeker imagines that there is God?
• Do many people want to reveal something human to God?
• How can something like God, which in an unknown way has to be more or less evenly distributed in space in order to carry out the control and control tasks everywhere, have human qualities?
• Is God a physicist?
• Is God a self-sacrificing?
• Is the higher power a self-sacrificing?
• Are all people satisfied with God? Or:
  • Are some people dissatisfied with God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God knacky?
• Is God an alarm giver?
• Is God a Warner?
• Is God a Warm One?
• Is God tricky?
• Is God insidious?
• Is God sitting in the Secret Council?
• Do many people feel good about God?
• Do many people feel secure with God?
• Are Gen defects related to the creation of God?
• Are unhappy patrons of the creation of God? If so:
  • Have the genuine defect associated with the creation of God a gene defect?
• Do the supposed God and the supposed Big Bang have in common that for both the physics and chemistry known to us are NOT valid? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
• Did something go wrong for God?
• Does God never get his neck full enough?
• Is God a Nimmersatt, who never gets enough elemental particles?
• Can God do everything he wants?
• Is God doing everything right away?
• Does God do everything he wants?
• Does God do everything right away?
• Applies to God, he creates it?
• Does God disbeliever neglects?
• Is not that with God no honey?
• Do some people even protest against God?
• Why do people often kneel before God?
• Does God rather hear people kneel before him?
• Does God appreciate when someone crawls on his knees before him? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God knows how to appreciate someone kneeling before him? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God knows how to appreciate someone kneeling before him? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God have knee?
• Does God know knee?
• Does God, for example, create a very luminous star?
• Does God, for example, create a great, beautiful spiral galaxy?
• Is God the creator of the inheritance?
• Is God made of imagination?
• Has God ever forgotten? If so:
  • What if God has failed?
• Must God and men gather together?
What does God control and what does he no longer control?
Does God control all human beings?
Does God control all the rainworms without gaps?
Does God control with each atom whether the electrons orbit properly around the nucleus?
What happens in the name of God? And:
What does not happen in the name of God?
What is allowed in God's name? And:
What is forbidden in God's name?
Does God determine what is permitted and forbidden in His name?
Does God care only for the observance of physics?
Is God only temporary, like humanity?
Does God disappear together with mankind? Answer Proposal: YES!
How do we know that God is eternal?
Is God moving?
Is God stirring up? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
Does God know excitement? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
Does God know excitement from his own experience? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
Does God know what excitement is? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
Does it bring a blessing when God stirs?
Extrapolated God into the future?
Is God an extrapolated?
What does God do when a gene defect has arisen?
Does God watch when a gene defect arises?
Is God a reparator?
Repairs God?
Is God continually inventing new ones?
Does God let the cultures revolve?
Does God divide cultural circles?
Does God sometimes rotate?
Does God rotate when he reads the many questions about himself?
Why does not God have a look and finally answers the many questions about him?
Does everything that God created have other qualities, as he himself?
Could God create something with human qualities without having human qualities?
Does God inevitably need human qualities for his creation?
Could God create human beings without having human qualities?
Could God create stars without having even star properties?
Could God create water without having water properties?
Can God give human qualities? If so:
What does God have in it when he gives himself human qualities? Or:
What does God have when he has human qualities? Or:
Why would God use human qualities well?
Does God get more power when he has human qualities?
What do people have when God gives human qualities?
Does God give people more joy when he has human qualities?
Will God become the communication partner of man only if he has human qualities?
Did God need human qualities before there were people?
Does God care for protecting his noble product?
Does God care that nothing happens to his noble product?
Has God left humanity to himself?
Is God borrowable? If so:
Is God willing to give to people?
Can God evaluate? If so:
Where did God get his evaluation criteria?
Did God deduce his evaluation criteria from people?
Do we subordinate God to the fact that he created his image as a human being, because man wants to create his own image as a robot?
Have God and the Big Bang the common problem that cannot be ascertained in which direction is to look to see him? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
• Is God everywhere and was the Big Bang everywhere? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
• Does God have imagination? If so:
• Does God have beautiful fantasies?
• Does God have wild fantasies?
• Why is an initial creation of God compellingly necessary, where alternatively the building blocks of the universe (mass, energy, laws of nature, influences, time) could have always existed?
• Does God have a cane and a hat and is he doing well? If God is good,
• How is it evident that God is good? And:
• What is recognizable when God is bad?
• Does God have to be oiled so that he can roam like an oiled lightning?
• When does God receive the last lamentation?
• Does God sometimes get bulging?
• Is there a definition problem for God?
• Is God a lightning rod for people?
• Is God inclined to stand out? If so:
• Does God have to be earthed?
• Are there God’s comics?
• Does God act vicariously for people?
• Is God hiding behind his nakedness?
• Does God give a cloned mini-god to every human being?
• Is everything going on and over with God? Or:
• Does everything always go in orderly order with God?
• Does God sometimes have wild fantasies about his creation?
• Should people always keep an arm-length distance from God?
• Is everything God’s will, no matter how positive or negative is it?
• Is God sometimes pulling short?
• Does God continue to grow?
• Can God do something?
• How did God arise? Or:
• Has God never been created because it has always existed?
• Is God responsible for all dimensions?
• Who would cut down God if he was not good or good?
• Is God only a wonderful thing when someone believes in him?
• Is God a miracle of nature?
• Is God a miracle of the fourth dimension?
• Is God the miracle of all miracles?
• Is God the greatest miracle ever?
• Is God sometimes wondering about his creation?
• Can only people wonder about God?
• Is the fourth dimension needed only for God?
• Does God have the third dimension?
• Does God regard it as a welcome change, when he is worshiped by men?
• Does God listen devoutly when he is addressed devoutly in devotion?
• Must both God and man be reverent, so that there may be an understanding between them?
• Should we not judge God alone for this world, because this world was only an attempt that was partly unsuccessful?
• Is God always successful?
• Do God and man have in common that both influences exert?
• Do God and people have in common that both are not always successful?
• Is God sometimes unfaithful to men?
• Is God also alien?
• Is God a foreigner?
• Does God sometimes have better things to do as people care?
• Does God sometimes have more important things to do as people care?
• Is God terrible? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
• Does God fear with any super-Nova explosion? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
• Does God sometimes fall into a coma in fear of what he has done?
• Are all the influences of God coming? Or:
• Does a part of the influences come directly from God and the remaining influences indirectly come from God?
  Or:
  • Is there no single influence of God?
  • Are there any direct or indirect influences of God?
  • Does God fear influences?
  • Must God fear influences?
  • Is God afraid of influences that are not of him?
  • Is God a fantastic thing? Or:
  • Is God a realist?
  • Is God fantastic?
  • Is God doing anything?
  • Is God a visitor?
  • Is God sometimes looking for some people home?
  • Is God sometimes looking for mankind?
  • Is God sometimes looking for some ants?
  • Is God a taboo zone?
  • Does God have a taboo zone?
  • Are there any special God particles? Or:
  • Are all elementary particles God’s particles?
  • Is God made of God’s particles?
  • Is God always good for a surprise?
  • Is the concept of God stretchable?
  • Is God an Expandable Concept?
  • Is God Himself Stretchable?
  • Is God so stretchy that he could stretch over the entire universe?
  • Is God extremely diluted in the universe?
  • Are surprises to the creation of God?
  • Is not God to look through?
  • Is God always relaxed?
  • Are there god-deprived areas?
  • Does hell belong to the godforsaken areas?
  • Does the interior of planets belong to the God-deprived areas?
  • Does the inside of black holes belong to the god-deprived areas?
  • Does the inside of Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) belong to the god-deprived areas?
  • Was God created by man artificially?
  • Is God a human work of art?
  • Does God sometimes breed?
  • Does God Expand?
  • Does God expand until he bursts?
  • Does God sometimes keep an eye?
  • Does God sometimes close both eyes firmly?
  • Also applies to God sometimes, hear nothing, say nothing, see nothing?
  • Will the genius of God soon become insane?
  • Is not God doing everything?
  • Is God a construction site?
  • Is God in the minds of men a permanent construction site?
  • Does God pretend to be the creator of everything, though influences are the creator of everything?
  • Is God a transmitter?
  • Does God have a sender?
  • Is God doing a broadcasting institution?
  • Why does not God succeed in shaping all planets in such a way that they can be inhabited by people without technical means?
  • Why did God need so eternally until he finally remembered that he could try to be a creator?
  • What lies in God’s hand? And:
  • What is not in God’s hand?
  • How great is the hand of God?
  • Is God hand-rich?
  • Is God’s hand enough?
  • Can God be appeased by offering sacrifices?
• Can God be graciously blessed by offering sacrifices?
• Is God good? Or:
• Does God ever ask?
• Is God immune to everything?
• Is God under the protection of immunity?
• Can the immunity of God be abolished?
• Is God a naughty god who does not listen to people, but does what she wants?
• Are people subject to God?
• Cannot God get out of harm's way?
• How many reasons are there that speak for God's existence?
• What are the reasons for God?
• What are the generally accepted reasons for God?
• What are the objective reasons for God?
• What are the subjective reasons for God?
• How many reasons are there to speak of the GOD's existence?
• What are the reasons for God?
• Does God sometimes have a problem with his creation?
• Does God sometimes cause a problem?
• Does God sometimes have problems?
• Do people have the favor of God?
• Are all the reasons that speak for God to be devised or invented by man? Answer Proposal: YES!
• What would a fact check be to God? Answer Proposal: NOTHING!
• Is God doing facts?
• Are all answers to God's questions, ultimately, only conceived conjectures? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God sometimes in a hurry?
• Does God usually or even always have a good conscience? Or:
• Does God sometimes have a guilty conscience?
• Is God a braggart?
• Would God have any reason to state with his creation? Or:
• Does God deal with himself and his creation?
• Is God an impostor?
• Is God pushing himself?
• Is God motivating nature?
• Does God drive people?
• Is God fighting?
• Does God dispute everything?
• Does God dispute with Himself?
• Is God betraying?
• Does God contend with himself?
• Does God work?
• Is God a radio operator?
• Does God know the Morse alphabet?
• Does God spark?
• Does God have his own media?
• Does God never enter the house with the door?
• Is God ambitious?
• Does God sometimes suffer?
• Is there one or more God's computers?
• Why do people make so much indulgence when God does not succeed?
• Is God the Creator only if Nature succeeds something?
• Does the Lord, alas, of God, if something fails?
• Did the Lord always speak when people said?
• Does God make him speechless when he sees what has become of his people?
• Has God developed the many languages for people, or have men developed their languages without God?
• Is God sometimes unruly?
• Is there anything unpleasant for God?
• Is God an admirer? If so:
• Does God admire his own creation?
• Does God admire the technique of human beings?
• Does God sometimes feel sorry?
• Was the former gods of the gods just as well suited to worship as the image of God is? Or:
• Is the thought-image better suited to worshiping God as the former gods of the gods were?
• Was the established god of the gods just as good as a law-giver for men, like the thought-image of the one God? Or:
• Is the thought-image of the one God better suited as a law-giver to human beings than the imagined former gods of gods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Was the former goddess of the gods as good as a watchman for human beings as the thought-image of the one God? Or:
• Is the thought-image of the one God better suited as a watchdog for human beings, like the former gods of the gods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God also speak with animals?
• Does God sometimes speak to people without him?
• Is God sometimes talking like a wall when he talks to people?
• How does God cope with the mixture situation of the universe?
• Does God do anything with a hand stroke?
• Does God do everything in hand?
• Does God sometimes do something out of despair?
• Can God kill himself, since he can do everything?
• Does God have one or more reasons to kill himself?
• What reasons could God have to kill himself?
• Could God have killed all the ground himself because he is so lonely?
• Would God have to kill all his own reason, because more and more people no longer believe in him?
• Would God have to kill all his own selves if he were dissatisfied with his creation?
• Would God have to kill all his own reason because he is disappointed in the presumed crown of his creation, that is, humanity?
• What would happen if God were killed?
• Would God enter Heaven's heaven if he killed himself? Or:
• Is there no longer a heavenly kingdom (paradise) after God has killed himself?
• Would the Islamic Front disappear if God were to kill himself?
• Would the 'AL NUSRA' front disappear if God were to kill himself?
• Would clerics be unemployed if God were to kill themselves?
• Would EVERYTHING disappear if God were to kill himself?
• Is God suffering from lethargy?
• Is God blind?
• Is not God visible because he is so blind?
• Blinded God?
• Is God a high-lift truck?
• Is God a low-stacker?
• Is God, besides his creation, still a hobby horse?
• What is God watching? And:
• What does not God monitor?
• Is God all-watchful?
• Does God keep his shop in order?
• Is God holding his store tight?
• Is chaos the creation of God?
• Are Gemenge-Lage zur Gottes Gottes?
• Does God really like Gemenge-Lagen?
• Is God compact?
• Is God a concentrated charge of energy?
• Is God a clumsy load of nonsense?
• Is God a clumsy load of madness?
• Is God a clenched load of giddy?
• Is God a clenched load of madness?
• Does God really have no qualities?
• Have human beings first given God properties?
• Is God mostly like a grave?
• Does God personally ensure that he does not get anything from him to the people?
• Is God a mystery chandler because he does not surrender?
• Does God have everything under control?
• Has God always been under control?
• Is God a behavioral preceptor?
• Does God represent how people behave?
• Does God represent how animal species behave?
• Does God represent how the devil has to behave?
• Why does not God ensure that all people stick to their behavioral requirements?
• Why torture and murder people who at the same time regard themselves as the most precious thing God created?
• Why do people make things such as torture, murder, and all kinds of crimes, even though they are at the same time the most precious thing in God's creation?
• Is God speaking with man sometimes the mouth louder, without the desired success?
• Do people know about God only what they have devised? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is man's will almost always stronger, like the will of God?
• Does God smell the fuse?
• Is God the Creator of the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs)? If so:
  • Had God deceived himself when he created the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs)?
  • Can God be eradicated?
  • Can God be rationalized?
• Does God sometimes go head and neck?
• Does God care when it comes to clarifying his essence?
• Is NOTHING of what people thought to God to be testable with the help of a test? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the Big Bang the scientific version of the God-Creation, although there was neither? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
• Is inflationary expansion the scientific version of creationism, although both are nonsense?
• Where did God have his notice?
• Where did God have his Pinn wall?
• Where did God have his bulletin board?
• Cannot God kill himself because he does not exist?
• Does God disappear with mankind? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can God destroy a project?
• Does God enter the change years?
• Is God sometimes frozen?
• Is God never shameful?
• Does God have to keep up with his powers?
• Is God an energy bundle?
• Does God have an energy budget? Or:
  • Does God have no energy budget?
• Why does not God eat anything?
• Is God a balm for the soul?
• Does God have finger-tip feeling? If so:
  • What is the finger-tip feeling of God, for example?
• Does God have an apparel?
• Is God more important as the elementary particles and influences together?
• Are there any apparent arguments for the necessity of God?
• Is God sometimes disillusioned?
• Is God sometimes disappointed?
• Would God create something separate?
• Does God sometimes throw the hand-cloth?
• Does God sometimes throw it?
• Does God always keep everything beautifully good? Or:
• Does God sometimes leave something?
• Is God also a war god?
• Does God never bury the war ax?
• Was it too complicated with the imagined growing gods of the gods? Answer Proposal: Absolutely possible!
• Does God also act as a law-giver for animals?
• Is God an apprentice?
• Does God recognize grievances?
• Did God ever recognize that HE has to act as a law-giver for people several thousand years ago?
• Did the present-day thought-image of the one God, some thousand years ago, recognize that He is a summary of the imagined former group of gods?
• Does God recognize himself in the mirror?
• Does God know himself best?
• Does God know himself best?
• Is God an interventionist?
• Does God intervene when there is need for man?
• Did the former gods of the gods form the union with the thought-image of the one God? Or:
• Did men decide to combine the imagined former group of gods into the thought-image of the one God?
• Did men decree to justify, but not to abolish, the former gods of the gods?
• Was the former gods of the gods never abolished, but only disempowered and deprived?
• Has the former gods of the gods merely laid themselves aside?
• Does the former gods of the gods just sleep?
• Could the former gods of the gods wake up again?
• Does the thought-image allow God of his creation a life of his own?
• Is God willing?
• Is God doing arbitrarily?
• Can even God sometimes become a pretentious thing?
• Does God have a 360 degree eye?
• Is God sometimes really snappy?
• Was there the concept of physics already, when several thousand years ago God entered the minds of men?
• Can God be tested? If so:
• Should God be tested? If so:
• Is God tested? If so:
• Who is testing God? Or:
• Is God self-testing?
• Does the fourth dimension examine God?
• Is God generally cheerful?
• Is imagination a reproducible proof of God?
• Does God not check his creation enough, for example, because black holes are created, with which no one begins anything but the theory of the galaxy propagation?
• Does physics apply to God?
• Do the laws of nature apply to God?
• Is God really nice?
• Is God seeking his salvation in creation?
• Is God struggling?
• Is God exhausting?
• Is God a Traveler?
• Does God have backbone?
• Is God a weapon?
• Is God used as a weapon?
• Is God fidel?
• How inhuman is God?
• Does God whisper of anything?
• Is God a model for human beings?
• Is God small but oho?
• How many eyes does God have?
• Is God not physical (anti-physical)?
• Is God free from physics?
• Is God an infamous matter?
• Does God guide the kingdom in heaven?
• Would God be pleased? If so:
• Does God make pleasure, for example, divine?
• Is God as dictatorial as God's Warriors (religious warriors)? Or:
• Are God's warriors (religious warriors) as dictatorial as the great role model of God?
• Is God as totalitarian as God's Warriors (religious warriors)?
• Just look at God without getting involved?
• Is God doing so much?
• Would God win any repression competition?
• Can God be influenced?
• Can God never be influenced?
• Is God poetic?
• Why does not God inspire Himself?
• What do we really know about God?
• Do we know about God only what people have thought up? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is everything that we know about God is man-made? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is faith in God something irrational?
• Does God have an ideology?
• Does not it pose a problem for many people to think of God?
• Can human beings think God beautiful?
• Does God want man to subdue the earth until nature is broken?
• Does God have an appearance?
• Does God have an inner being?
• Does God have inner values?
• Is God worthless? Or:
• Is God precious?
• Is God wordless?
• Is God continually exercising, examining and exercising influence?
• What happens when God no longer believes in himself?
• Is God based on carbon?
• Is God burning?
• Is God catching fire easily? Or:
• Is God flammable?
• Can God completely disappear his creation?
• What if God does not like his creation?
• Can God completely move his creation to hell in the case of non-pleasure?
• Can God completely sink his creation into hell?
• Is God a Blocker?
• Is God sometimes obstinate?
• Does God have sub-gods?
• Is God rather prudent? Or:
• Is God rather draufgängerisch?
• Is God often a fire and a flame?
• Is God mostly good? Or:
• Is God usually naughty?
• Does God sometimes get a collier?
• Does God sometimes get a rapper?
• Is God highly explosive?
• Is God something exclusive?
• Does God sometimes get out of the house or from the heavenly realm (paradise)?
• Does God sometimes lose his composure?
• Is there a bit of God in every elementary particle that takes care that the elementary particle always does the right thing?
• Does God behave modestly?
• Is God dependent on his existence?
• Does God depend on the existence of others?
• Does God enter the private sphere of men?
• Is God responsible for the private sphere of human beings?
• Can someone take the wind out of the sails?
• Can God get under the wheels?
• Can anyone fall God in the back?
• Is it arrogant when people speak for God?
• Is God and everything that many believe to know about God, conceived by men?
• Can God sell well?
• Can God go in God's state?
• Is God firm?
• Is God GOOD to people when he's in a good mood? And:
• Is God BAD to humans when he has BAD mood?
• Are God and the world two different things?
• Were gods born long ago because people were convinced that there must be perpetrators and guilty for nature evil?
• Can God dance on the nose?
• Does God reveal himself?
• Would not it be only human beings, but also God, if things were ever to arise, but would never pass?
• Is there a God who makes laws for man?
• Is the subject of God a hot iron?
• Can people burn their fingers on the subject of God?
• Can God Combine?
• Does God have a gift of combination?
• Would God be honored?
• Is there a God with human legislation?
• Does God sometimes have to pull the tear line?
• Is God sometimes pulling the tear line?
• Is God a normal person? Or:
• Is God an abnormal man? Or:
• Is God often regarded as an abnormal man?
• Are all God’s proofs ultimately based on unusual natural events, which were interpreted as signs of God?
• Are all God’s proofs of natural events that the people of that time could not explain and which were therefore interpreted as signs of God?
• Is God a place of refuge?
• Does God have responsibility? Answer Proposal: YES!
• May God delegate responsibility?
• Can God delegate responsibility?
• To whom could God delegate responsibility?
• Can God delegate responsibility to people?
• Should God delegate responsibility to people?
• Was God himself and everything about God made up of men?
• Is there a God Swamp?
• Does God see everything sober? Or:
• Does God see many things emotionally?
• Has the image of God changed in the course of time?
• Have God been given new qualities and abilities over time?
• Is God a torturer with natural means?
• Is God willing to torture because he allows evil?
• Does God love nature?
• Is God commended?
• Is there a God who is like mankind?
• Does God stand for anything uncontrollable?
• Why were many divinities and then the one God introduced?
• Does God sometimes have his days when he is grumpy?
• Does God sometimes get lost?
• Is the creation of God ineffective because 99.99% of matter in the universe is unsuitable for biological life?
• Does God take antidepressants?
• Have men created God in spirit?
• Were the gods originally introduced to be responsible for natural events that are dangerous for humans?
• Is God as loving as possible?
• How does the protection of God work?
• Is God sometimes overworked?
• Is God sometimes not fully utilized?
• Fanatizes God’s people? If so:
• Is God pleased to fan people?
• Was the conversion from God’s pack to a God that made individual leaders responsible for a whole person?
• Is God a communicator?
• How does God succeed?
• Is God singled out?
• Is God generally regarded as the salvation-bearer par excellence?
• Does God never sow discord?
• Does the good-God never drive his evil?
• Is God happy with the praise?
• Was God especially frightened at first?
• Does God not eliminate the evil because he has fun?
• Does God neglect people?
• Does God have to be praised and praised several times during the day, so that he does not feel neglected?
• Does God look like a beggar with torn rags?
• Does God sometimes intimidate people?
• Shy people others with God?
• Why are there only gods' own names, but not demons and ghosts?
• Is God living through men?
• Were the original gods, and was the primordial bundled God the responsible and responsible for everything unintelligible and unmanageable? And:
• Is God no longer responsible for anything?
• Can God be baited?
• Is modern God tame?
• Is God still responsible for His creation?
• Was God ever responsible for His creation?
• If God is only the total responsibility for the PREVENTING nature's evils, the question arises as to who is responsible for the natural evils?
• Is God no longer responsible for anything?
• Overworked people over the course of the millennium God again and again?
• Optimized people over the course of the millennium God again and again?
• Does God punish small sins instantly and great sins only later?
• Did God change over time? Or:
• Did people change God over time?
• Has God developed from an angry God to a protective God?
• Has God become indifferent over time?
• Did God become more and more phlegmatic over time?
• What does God do to God?
• When does God listen to God?
• What has God to do with catastrophes, sufferings, plagues, horrors, evils, mischief and corruption?
• Is God the Creator and the ending of all Existencies?
• Is God only cautiously reformed?
• Was the former gods of the gods also untenable, because new and imagined gods were invented, and perhaps other gods who had been incorporated into the community disappeared?
• How does God do with the shooter or props?
• Do people need weapons to protect God?
• Can God disappear in the immersion?
• When is God away from the window?
• Is God hardly uncomfortable?
• Will God pamper us?
• Would God want people to sift honey around their mouths as often as possible?
• Is God tireless?
• Is help part of God's creation?
• Is protection part of God's creation?
• Is fate a part of God's creation?
• Does God support?
• Does God fall?
• Is God a virtual monument?
• Should God be placed a monument so we can finally see what he looks like?
• Based and based on God's evidence that he sends characters in the form of nature events?
• Based and based on God's evidence on its sign sending in the form of nature events?
• What is God doing all the loving days?
• Is God only waiting to be worshiped?
• Is God easy to care, because he has to be nurtured? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Has God reduced his claims because he no longer wants sacrifices?
• Does God impose restrictions on freedom?
• Is God allowed to attack?
• Shall God be pleased with men?
• Is God still God?
• Did God forget the punishment?
• Is God contradictory?
• Does God prefer salvation or plague?
• Is God a comrade?
• Is God a crutch?
• Is God an emergency solution?
• Is God no longer able to send plagues and evils?
• Has God given responsibility and responsibility for plagues and evils to influences and nature?
• Is God no longer able to play Depp for people?
• Is God softer?
• Is God 'WISCHI-WASCHI'?
• What is God doing right now?
• Is God just now busy listening to the many people who are praying to him?
• What does God do when mankind no longer exists?
• Does God repent when mankind no longer exist?
• Do people benefit God to maintain their own power? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God meddle with men? Or:
  • Are people talking to God?
• Was God lonely before the appearance of men?
• Have people received God into their fellowship?
• Did God create people so that he has equal communication partners?
• Did God create people to make laws for them?
• Did God have to correct many people by making laws for them?
• Is God great?
• Do people find God more amazing than themselves?
• Is God strict against men?
• Is God strict against Himself?
• Is God lashing towards people?
• Is God lazy to himself?
• Does God first need to explore before deciding what he wants to do next?
• Should God weigh up before deciding how to proceed?
• Does God do everything in sequence? Or:
  • Does God do everything in parallel? If so:
    • What is God doing in parallel?
• Does God have human needs?
• Does God have human qualities?
• Does God have human decision-making ability?
• Does God have human expectations?
• Does God have human abilities?
• Does God have human feelings?
• Does God have human hopes?
• Does God have human ideals?
• Does God have human interests?
• Does God have human testing ability?
• Does God have human senses?
• Does God have human languages?
• Does God have human perceptions?
• Does God have human values?
• Does God have human will formation?
• Does God have human desires?
• Does God have human goals?
• Does God accompany people? Or:
  • Do people accompany God?
• Does God dress? Or:
  • Do people think of God with their ideas?
• Does God only indirectly do not help?
• Does God only indirectly do not protect?
• Has God created the imaginary space to be able to hide in it?
• Has God created the virtual space to be able to hide in it?
• Has God created the fourth dimension to be able to hide in it?
• Is God left-handed or right-handed? Or:
  • Does God have many hands?
  • Can God count to four or only to three?
  • Must God be able to count to four when he lives in the fourth dimension?
  • Does the (alleged) action of God have a history? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do the ideas have a history first of all about gods and then about God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God accompany every person at every step?
• Is God’s creation a supervisory creation?
• Is not God for critically minded people?
• Have people made a pact with God?
• Exaggerated to people BEFORE the one-God era, by inventing their own responsible God for each area of life and nature?
• Is God responsible for everything, for which people cannot be competent because they are overwhelmed?
• Is not God angry and angry because he has grown old and slothful?
• Why does God need no responsibility if he does not help or protect?
• Is God only imagined?
• Was God the Lord of Plagues?
• Is God also disgusting?
• Has God lost its original function?
• Is God an intellectual dummy?
• Is God an empty word-sleeve that wants to be filled with life?
• Where does God’s will formation take place, if there were these?
• Does God consist of infinitely many and infinitely small God clones?
• Do not know exactly whether God wants to clone, even though he can?
• Does God live in the imaginary or virtual space?
• Does God make it difficult for all people to find him?
• Is the kingdom of God in heaven and on earth?
• Is the kingdom of God identical with the creation of God?
• Does God still have intentions?
• Does God have any plans yet?
• What else could God do?
• Does God always send us new surprises so that we will not get bored?
• Does God make surprises or surprises for surprises?
• Does God sometimes have a queasy feeling?
• Is God sometimes somewhat unwelcome?
• Does God have a sense of responsibility?
• Would God look disgusting if he finally showed himself?
• Whom or what does God not allow?
• Does God hate evil people?
• Can God hate?
• Were all the qualities God supposed to have been conceived and established by men?
• Is God free for human imagination?
• Why does God not go to jail when he is not helped?
• Is God the yellow of the egg?
• Does God have only good sides?
• Are all statements to God’s stipulations that were made by humans?
• Is God mobile or rigid?
• Is God infinitely small because it does not exist at all?
• Does God have a special position?
• Can God overreact?
• Is God an assumption? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the acceptance of God gladly accepted? Answer Proposal: Often YES!
• Was God never as valuable as today?
• Can people be flooded by God?
• Is not God properly charged because he is (so to speak) so intensely caring for people and makes them (supposedly) even laws?
• Does God have its own culture circle?
• Is God a fiction?
• Is God foreseeing?
• Is there any wish for God?
• Do human desire concepts have to God?
• Is God a power vehicle?
• Is God too stupid or too stupid to speak or speak?
• Does God tell people how to live?
• Is God so fascinating precisely because he neither speaks nor speaks clearly?
• Do people feel called upon to compensate for the lack of God, neither to speak nor to speak, because these people (supposedly) speak for God?
• Is God negligible?
• Is God a classic?
• Will God kill himself when mankind ceases to exist because he cannot save humanity?
• Is God genuine or artificial?
• Does God know what money is?
• Can God change?
• Has God been modernized?
• Would God be modernized?
• Does God come quickly to the point?
• Can God move?
• Is God moving on thin ice?
• Is there God's punishment? If so:
  • In what cases is the punishment of God proved?
• Does God play a role? If so:
  • What is the role of God in practice, for example? And:
  • What role does God play for nature, for example?
• Does God play many roles?
• Does God sometimes feel neglected?
• What is the purpose of sticking to God?
• Will God soon sink into insignificance?
• Why is it useful to continue to hang on to God?
• Does God provide assistance? If so:
  • How does God provide assistance?
• Can God be so influenced that He listens to people?
• How do we know that God is listening to us?
• Is it proven that God can be influenced so that he listens?
• Does God sometimes interfere with anything?
• Is God sometimes disturbed by something?
• Can God be disturbed?
• Is God sometimes in the way?
• Does God sometimes disturb?
• Is God sometimes a troublemaker?
• Does God have a better perceptive faculty than man?
• Where does God save his perceptions?
• Does it bring anything to God when he has a very good perceptive faculty, but no perception of perception?
• Are human minions of God?
• Does God favor people?
• Do people make God speechless?
• Is God speechless because he is so astonished at people that he cannot keep his mouth?
• Is God speechless because he is so surprised by people?
• How does God's Word sound in the original?
• Does God have at least one ear, into which human words come, which then verifies God for sincerity, according to the saying, Your Word in the ear of God?
• Does God sometimes worry about his creation? Or:
  • Is God satisfied with his creation?
• Does God have a story?
• Is God a history?
• Is God a fairy tale?
• Is God a girl?
• Is God and everything about / to God pure imagination?
• Did the success story of God begin with the fact that as people had already over 3,800 years ago come to the conviction that there must be responsible and responsible for the higher and the incomprehensible? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God an art form? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God feel very lonely up there?
• Where is God’s intervention recognizable?
• Does God only get on with his twin brother?
• Are people coming only with God over the rounds?
• Is everything God deuteronomy?
• How does God report?
• Is God fiendishly good?
• Must not God account for anyone?
• Did God change from rocking horse to rocking chair?
• Does the old and sluggish God sit only in the rocking chair and watch his creation?
• Has God long ago turned his back on his creation?
• Does God allow evil? If so:
  • Why does God allow evil?
• Does God allow Terrorism? If so:
  • Why does God allow terror schemes?
• Does God have a strange sense of justice?
• Does God have an enigmatic sense of justice?
• Is God’s understanding of justice different from that of man?
• Is God just righteous to himself?
• Is God self-sufficient?
• Is ALL what is connected with God imbued?
• Is God convinced of himself?
• Does God grow beyond himself?
• Shrinks God?
• Was God an oversight?
• Do people have to learn a lot before they understand God?
• Is there a cult around God?
• Does something sometimes go wrong with God?
• God always and everywhere involved?
• Does God need a watch?
• Does God have an inner clock?
• Is God a permanent fashion?
• Can God himself be out of fashion?
• Will most people be full of God’s day, because he is so stubbornly adorned?
• Is it useful to thank God?
• Does God perceive it when he is thanked?
• Is it to be perceived by God when he is thanked?
• Does God sometimes have inferiority complexes?
• Is God focused on people?
• Is God made an icon?
• Is God clean?
• How clean is God?
• Is God a taboo subject?
• Is God a zealot?
• Is God an unproved guess? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the kingdom of God a regime of violence?
• Is the kingdom of God a terror regime?
• Why does God not speak more frequently with ordinary people, where he can otherwise do EVERYTHING?
• Is God an exceptional talent? Answer Proposal: If he were, if it were him!
• Is God a natural talent? Answer Proposal: If he were, if it were him!
• Why does God not take over all the works of all men, because the little bit that people make compared to God, should God no longer arrive? Answer Proposal: Great puzzle!
• Does not God, therefore, accept the work of men because he wants to examine whether men are as good as he is?
• Does God have a 24-hour job?
• Does God have a round-the-clock watch job?
• Is God ready for the prayers at the morning devotion?
• Is God starting with the individual works on time?
• Is God even retarding his work?
• Does God keep all the dates?
• Does God care for EVERYTHING but does NOTHING?
• Is God an exception?
• Does God have an exception permission?
• Does God have fool’s freedom?
• Does God still often remember his prophets?
• Is God crucified?
• Does God carve anyone or anything?
• Does God have direct human beings? Answer Proposal: NO, no direct paternalism is recognizable!
• Does God divine indirectly?
• Has God longing?
• Does God’s longing end?
• Will God longingly think of humanity when they no longer exist? Or:
  • Will not God shed tears for mankind when they no longer exist?
• Is God capable of distinguishing between people who serve Him and those who do not serve Him?
• Does God perceive it when someone serves it?
• Does God need the help of the people who serve him? If so:
  • Why does God need the help of the people who serve Him?
• Is God in need of support because many people want to serve him?
• Does God distinguish between people who serve him and those who do not serve him?
• Is it an inking that there is God?
• Is it an assumption that there is God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it a claim that there is God?
• Is it a proven thing that there is God?
• Is it an illusion that there is God?
• Is it a determination that there is God?
• Is it a fiction that God exists?
• Is it a thought-link that there is God?
• Is it a hope that there is God?
• Is it a doctrine that there is God?
• Is it a logical derivation that there is God?
• Is it a majority opinion that there is God?
• Is it an estimate that there is God?
• Is it a meaning-deception that there is God?
• Is it a fact that there is God?
• Is it a deception that God exists?
• Is it an agreement that there is God?
• Is it a conviction that there is God?
• Is it an underpinning that God exists?
• Is it a guess that there is God?
• Is it a wish idea that there is God?
• Can God listen?
• Does God have two hearts in one breast?
• Hitting two hearts in God’s breast?
• Why can God (supposedly) hear and understand excellently, but do not speak in stark contrast?
• Does not God take it so precisely with his creation?
• Was the present thought-image of the one God originally split into the former gods of the gods?
• Is God still split into many task areas and responsibilities?
• Does God have the charm of the unknown?
• Does God embody the charm of the unknown?
• Is God so obstinate, because he has the charm of the unknown?
• Do people lose interest in God, if he were resolved?
• Why are plants and animals without religion?
• Are there plant and animal species that exist without religion for much longer, as humans do?
• Are wars a gift to God?
• Would God enjoy how people fight each other?
• Is God baking old? Or:
• Is God as never before?
• Is God a moral apostle?
• Is God clearly noticeable? If so:
• In which cases is God clearly visible?
• Is God predominantly impulsive? Or:
• Is God driven predominantly?
• Is it uncertain that God exists?
• Is God uncertain?
• Should God often ask people if he is unsure?
• Whom does God ask when there are no more men?
• Is God sometimes looking for something?
• Is God seeking his inner peace?
• What is God wearing?
• Does God bear a great burden?
• Does God bear a heavy burden?
• Does God bear a great responsibility?
• Is God wearing a Damocles sword?
• Does God wear shorts or cloaks?
• Is God a fighter?
• Is God a force-donor for people?
• Does God know that he is a force-donor for humans?
• Is God a force-donor for animals?
• Is God a Force-Meier?
• Is God a Power Package?
• Is God a Force Protz?
• Does God give strength and has no power at all?
• Does God have no strength because he has given all his strength?
• Is God tolerated by believers as he is?
• Would some people prefer another God?
• Is God everywhere and yet nowhere to be seen?
• Is God everywhere and yet nowhere to be felt?
• Was God always a law-giver? Or:
• Was God becoming the law-giver only after there were people?
• Did God make the same laws for aliens as for human beings?
• Was God chosen by men as a law-giver?
• Is God sitting in a retirement home?
• Does God like to be important?
• Does God have a hobby horse?
• Is God a hobby horse?
• Is God sometimes gone in the head?
• Is God an oppressor of freedom?
• Is God's personal freedom suppression?
• Is God's personal abuse of power?
• Is God suitable for human freedom oppression?
• Is God suitable for human abuse of power?
• Is God being used to exercise freedom oppression?
• Is God being used to abuse power?
• Is God a fantasy being?
• Is God wearing a masquerade?
• Does God have the invisibility gene?
• Was God a guess from the outset and has not changed to this day?
• Is God going unpredictably? Or:
• Is God proceeding in a clever way?
• Is God going forward? Or:
• Does God think carefully?
• Does God go without thought? Or:
• Is God thinking well?
• Is God going spontaneously?
• Is God spontaneous?
• Is God, in principle, easy to understand?
• How does God endure?
• Does God support somehow?
• How does God sustain mankind?
• Does God give people any way?
• Does God sometimes think of the good old days when there were no people?
• Is it really stressful for God through people?
• Does God protect animals even though they know nothing about him?
• Is God constantly digressing everything?
• Is God sometimes concerned?
• Will God one day visit us with a UFO?
• Is God always matter-of-fact?
• Is God real? Or:
• Is God close to reality?
• Is God’s imagination?
• Does God severely punish individual people?
• Does God punish people who torture or kill fellow human beings?
• Does God punish tyrants?
• Is there an earthly God?
• Does God have luxury problems?
• Can people fall in love with God?
• Can God fall in love with people?
• Is there a lasting love between God and man?
• Is God a Slit Ear?
• Does God tolerate people as they are?
• Does God tolerate animals as they are?
• Does God tolerate EVERYTHING? If this is NOT the case, see the next question. Answer Proposal: Problematic!
• What does God not tolerate?
• What does God think of equality between him and men?
• Does God occupy a position of humility when he is addressed by men?
• Do God and men understand each other best when both pray?
• Is God fading?
• Is the flowering time of God over?
• Will God be very pale when he sees the activity of many people?
• Does God faint when he sees the impulses of God-warriors (religious warriors)?
• Is God a despot?
• Did God put whole cities in ruins?
• Does God support militia better and more like armies?
• Does God let his imagination run wild?
• Offended God?
• Is God an offense?
• Does God know what an offense is?
• Does God know all the intelligent civilizations in space?
• Why does not God tell us about the other intelligent civilizations in space?
• Is there God-satire? If so:
• Does God understand Satire? If so:
• Is God generous about satire that affects him?
• Does God conform to Satire?
• Is God satying for him?
• What does God think of satire about him?
• Should God be given to the wardrobe?
• When does God care for the bad loans?
• Can God do and leave what he wants? If so:
• Is it God that he can do and leave what he wants?
• Does it benefit God that he can do and leave what he wants?
• Why does not God ensure that tyrants and mass killers die very quickly or are not born at all?
• Why does God allow tyrants and mass killers to exist?
• Are tyrants a gift of God to mankind?
• Are mass killers a gift of God to humanity?
• Applies to God, more appearance than being?
• Is God attacking from the background?
• Does God stand beside it?
• Does God fall short?
• Does God have a grasping arm?
• Does God have thought-power? If so:
  • Does God do everything with thought-power?
• Is God only from thought-power?
• Is God only made up of thoughts?
• Is God a permanent torch?
• Is God a permanent theme?
• Is the non-demonstrableness of God and claims to God gladly replaced by a threat of violence?
• Does God deserve a special sign?
• Why does not God have an international special symbol?
• Does God accept repentance? If so:
  • How does God show it when he accepts the repentance of a man?
• Why did not God make all men so that repentance and repentance by God are superfluous?
• Does God know remorse of himself?
• Would people be dead-miserable if they no longer had God as a playwright to the unfolding of their blossoming imagination?
• Would people create a substitute gameplay if it were shown that there is no God?
• Is God touched?
• Is God still touching?
• Is there still life in God?
• Do people make God happy?
• Make virgins God especially happy?
• Does God have a hearing ability? If so:
  • How does God show us that he has a hearing ability?
• Does God’s hearing ability function in a vacuum?
• Does God have a vision ability? If so:
  • How does God show us that he has a vision ability?
• Does God close his eyes to tyrants, or does God have no eyes or vision?
• Is God an Experiment Box?
• Does God have an experiment box?
• Can God concentrate on something?
• Can God concentrate on one thing?
• Is God a hopelessly overwhelmed bundle of nerves, because he has to concentrate on infinitely many things at the same time? Answer Proposal: Should he be, but only if it were him!
• Does God do EVERYTHING in general and NOTHING?
• Does God give strength or lend brainwashing power?
• Is God a Brain Washer?
• Does God know what brain wash is?
• Does God love night and fog actions?
• Is God a stripper?
• Is God doing so much?
• Is God doing something like that?
• Does God mock?
• Is God sensitive?
• Is God robust?
• Is God a Pachyderm?
• Is God thin-skinned?
• Are heads of state more skinny than God?
• Is God an honor?
• Is God to honor? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God honorable even if he does not exist?
• Are state leaders more honorable than God?
• Is God a concentrate?
• Has God emerged from a multitude of gods?
• Is the present thought-image of the one God a concentrate of the imagined former group of gods?
• Why does God allow his favorites, that is, humans, per second to destroy a soccer field forest-area irretrievably?
• How humble is God?
• Has God remained modest, even though he is the most powerful thing we know or suspect?
• Should secular rulers be an example of the modesty of God?
• How does God live?
  • Does God have a domicile?
  • Does God have a ruler seat?
  • Does God have a residence?
• Does God have servants? If so:
  • Is Peter a servant of God?
  • Are angels servants of God?
• How many servants does God have in total?
• Does God have only volunteers or employees?
• Is God terrible?
• Is God terrible?
• Does everything cling to God?
• How shitty is God? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
• Does God deal with heart? If so:
  • How much heart does God do?
  • How much Hertz is God doing?
• Did God have a wet pronunciation, also called rain?
• Does God light?
• Does God shine? If so:
  • Does God shine with an outstanding achievement?
  • Does the glory of God fade away?
• Is God a dazzling phenomenon?
• Why did God create people so that they need him?
• Why did not God create people so that they can get rid of DARK without Him, where everything else comes from without God?
• Are there stars without God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God want (believing) people to be dependent on God?
• Does God want him (believers) to need him as a stop-giver?
• Does God want him (believing) people to be a force-giver?
• Does God have to constantly improve?
• Does God have to constantly improve the supposedly perfect people?
• Why is there God?
• Is there God because there is a need for it?
• Is God an end-to-end model?
• Is God’s humanity an end-to-end model?
• Is God the main responsible person overall?
• Is God the main person in charge?
• May God be blamed for something?
• Can God be blamed for something?
• Is God a global player?
• Is the throne of God so modest that it is imperceptible?
• Did God change over time from the enemy to the friend of men?
• Does God live in the heavenly kingdom?
• Is God living in the heavenly kingdom beautiful enough?
• Does God live only in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) or even elsewhere?
• Does God daily count his souls?
• Does God daily count his sorrows? Or:
• Does God have no worries?
• Was God originally the responsible person for the uncontrollable, and is God regarded as a protector from the uncontrollable?
• Is God a serious matter because of the unmanageable?
• Are people even trying to control the uncontrollable God at least a little?
• Are all man's attempts at God's domination in vain because there is NO God?
• Is God an unreliable protector from the uncontrollable?
• Does it help to be humble towards God?
• Is God clean?
• Is God magic?
• Is God magical?
• Is God lovely?
• Does God find a hair in his sum of creation?
• Does God have to spoof what he has done?
• Is God fixed?
• Is God finished?
• Is God ready and ready?
• Will God ever finish?
• Does God make slack?
• Does God have a slap-mouth?
• Is God spraying fragrance?
• Where does God draw his unbridled power?
• Is God tempered?
• Why did God create cripples?
• Is God nice?
• Is God Nepp?
• Is God elective?
• Is God a light-form?
• Did the original gods send, and did God send the unmanageable, like famine, epidemics, plagues, evils, fate, death, ruin, and forces of nature like earthquakes, tsunamis, typhoons and volcanic eruptions?
• Has not God for 2,000 years left anything unmanageable?
• Has God been the protector of the uncontrollable for about 2,000 years?
• Can God be blown?
• Is God Brittle?
• Cannot God be influenced by violence because it is not tangible?
• Is God inconceivable?
• Is God a Titan?
• Is God like a rock in the surf?
• Is there an equality of opportunities with God?
• Is there an equality of opportunities before God?
• Did more than 2,000 years of people make the former gods of the gods responsible for the uncontrollable? Or:
• More than 2,000 years ago did the thought-image of the one God account for the uncontrollable?
• Has the uncontrollable been coming from somewhere since 2,000 years, only not from God (according to majority opinion)?
• Is God the uncontrollable for the uncontrollable?
• Is God the non plus ultra of diligence?
• Was the gods originally the SUPPLIER of the uncontrollable?
• Were the gods, or was God a guess from the outset, is God presently a presumption, and will God remain a guess until the end of humanity?
• Why, apart from humans, does nothing and no one need God as a stop-giver?
• Is God sometimes a good substitute stop-giver for people who have lost their parents in childhood or youth?
• Is God used as a moral guardian?
• Does God Brilliant with Inheritance-Wealth?
• Is God astride and perhaps even flashy?
• Cannot God go to the cart?
• Is God still very clean, still clear and still very dense?
• Is God softened?
• Is God sometimes a dirty business?
• Was the God-Being fundamentally reformed about 3,800 years ago?
• Was God's being reformed about 2,000 years ago for the second and last time?
• Is there a part of the uncontrollable for mankind, for whom God would be responsible if there were God?
• Is there a part of the uncontrollable part of humanity that God would have responsibility for, if there were God?
• Is God never embarrassed?
• Do people have a stone in the board with God?
• Is God a ray-man?
• Is God a three-fold variable?
• Is God a variable historically?
• Is God a variable with regard to different religions?
• Is God a variable, because every human being has his own ideas of God, when it goes into detail?
• Does God protect the Queen?
• How long does God protect the Queen?
• Is God fixed? Or:
• Is God unbiased?
• Is there more reliance on God, as on technology? Or:
• Is there more reliance on technology than on God?
• Are God and religions a serious matter because it is always about the uncontrollable?
• Why did God (in the minds of men) arise?
• Why did the assumption that God exist?
• Why did the conviction arise that God exists?
• Can God be ashamed?
• Is God drifting?
• Was God about 3,800 years ago not only to the law giver, but also to the law supervisor?
• Does a minority want to impress the majority with God?
• Is God constantly moving?
• Is God slothful?
• Is God a serious matter, because the unmanageable to God is a serious matter?
• Are God and the Unmanageable together?
• Does fate belong to the uncontrollable, for which God is responsible?
• Does God become the FACT of God only because of the presumption of God already many thousand years?
• Is God an engineer?
• Is God more like an engineer?
• Can God be dingfest?
• Did God arise because there is something unmanageable?
• Is God free? Or:
• Is God bound to Himself?
• Does God free? Or:
• Does God unfree?
• Is God a prisoner of his creation?
• Is God free?
• Does God also turn blue?
• Is God overwhelmed by the many people?
• Is God so important because he is responsible for the dangerous uncontrollable?
• Does God have a white vest?
• Is God perfect when it comes to giving up nothing?
• Is God only perfect when it comes to giving up nothing?
• What can God do best for everyone easily? Answer Proposal: Do not surrender!
• What do God and many people have in common? Answer Proposal: Both do not give more or less successful of themselves!
• Is a man more godlike, if he succeeds, to surrender as little as possible?
• Could a man have attained the status of God if he were able to surrender absolutely nothing?
• Does God react to people allergic?
• Does God have an immune system against humans?
• Is more reliance on God or on self-help?
• Is more reliance on God or on technology?
• Was the former gods of the gods unsuitable for personal protection? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God an all-rounder?
• Is God an all-rounder?
• Can God be distinguished between spiritual and physical labor?
• Is God an all-knowing, according to the statement, God knows?
• Is God a person protector?
• Does God protect people?
• Is God an opponent of the Lynch Justice?
• Is God an alien body?
• Does God have a house-animal?
• Can God Count? If so:
  • How far can God count?
  • Can God count to three?
  • Can God continue to count as three?
  • How exactly can God count?
  • How fast can God count?
  • Can one count on God?
  • Can God count himself?
• Has God fallen down from the sky?
• Is God a joke?
• Does God have humor? Or:
  • Does God have nothing to laugh about?
• Why cannot God speak in such a way that all the people of this world hear at the same time?
• Does God not speak at the same time with several people, because then every human being would understand something else?
• Does not God speak to people because he does not know what language they speak?
• If God thinks before I speak, and yet does not understand, I prefer not to talk at all?
• Could all the other intelligent beings in the universe listen, if God would speak to humans?
• What are the qualities of God in Buddhism?
• What are the qualities of God in Christianity?
• What are the qualities of God in Islam?
• What are the qualities of God in Judaism?
• What are the qualities of God in Buddhism?
• What are the qualities of God in Christianity?
• What are the qualities of God in Islam?
• What are the qualities of God in Judaism?
• Is God free of wrinkles?
• Is God free of lies?
• Do we know about God exactly NICHTS reliably?
• Is it proven or is it a presumption that God is the Wise?
• Are today’s ideas about God the result of a very long development process?
• Is God a servant of the chamber, according to the statement, if God help me?
• Is God willing to learn?
• Did God create the Babylonian language confusion?
• Did God want the nations not to understand because he gave them so many languages?
• Does God have a surface?
• Does God have a volume?
• Is God voluminous?
• Does God have a structure?
• Is there spare parts for God?
• Is God a substitute part?
• Is God a substitute?
• Can even God of man learn something else?
• Is God absolute?
• Does God have a scepter?
• Is God doing his duty only?
• Can God inherit something?
• Have uncrowned cartridges got this ability put by God into the cradle?
• Can God be a ballast?
• Is God a ballast material?
• Can God be in your stomach?
• Can God hit the stomach?
• Are there false gods?
• Does God move everything?
• Is God moving?
• Is God moving the world?
• What can God do worst?
• What can God do best?
• Can God best do nothing to reveal Himself? Answer Proposal: YES, at least against normal mortals!
• Can God do EVERYTHING best compared to humans?
• What can the higher power do best? Answer Proposal: Do not surrender!
• What are the sensitivities of God?
• What are God's sensitivities?
• Would God answer questions?
• Would God ask questions?
• Does God sometimes get a seizure when people do not do what they want?
• Did not humans, as well as lightnings, earthquakes, tsunami tidal waves, volcanic eruptions and extreme weather events, have been born more than 3,800 years ago when they invented the gods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Have the tasks of God changed in the course of the millennium? Answer Proposal: YES, regarding people!
• Is charlatanism practiced with God?
• What can people do for example, what can God not?
• Can people cheat for example and cannot cheat God?
• Can people lie and not God?
• What cannot God do, for example, what human beings can do?
• Cannot, for example, God turn around, what can humans do?
• Can God lie?
• Can God rhyme?
• Is there only God's impact without a God?
• Does God fit in a trash can?
• Does God fit into a waste container?
• Can God walk with his feet?
• Is God sometimes trampled?
• What happens frequently when God is trampled?
• Would God be asked?
• Did God get more and more tasks and functions over time?
• Has God been endowed with more and more functions by God over time?
• Has God been entrusted with more and more tasks by God over time?
• Has God been given more and more tasks and functions by God over time?
• Is God working for personal protection?
• Is God the Supreme Person Protector?
• Does God only care for believing people?
• Does God have worry-folds because of his creation?
• Does God pay attention to the fact that people exist before him?
• Is God a joke figure?
• Does God have a joke figure?
• Does God have a figure? Or:
• Does God have no figure?
• Does God have a figurative appearance?
• Does God have an artificial appearance?
• Does God have a natural appearance?
• Is God shapeless?
• Is God a Construct?
• Does God make a good figure?
• Does God love us well?
• Does God love only with those who firmly believe in him?
• Is God the most popular soul-consoler?
• Does God have to prove himself?
• Is God a staging?
• Must men prove something to God?
• Is God standing on shaky legs? Or:
• Is God standing firmly in our lives with both legs?
• Is God an unsocial dirty bag?
• Is everything responsible for the negative, but not God?
• Is God sometimes exhausted?
• Ufert that sometimes with God?
• Will God change?
• Does God want to change the world, but does not himself?
• Is the understanding between God and certain people mysteriously done?
• Is the understanding between God and certain people done in a mystical way?
• Does God wish him to be devoted to men? If so:
  • How does God show us again and again that he desires of humanity?
• Does God have future fears?
• Did the former gods of gods possess human servants or helpers? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did the primal gods who had been formed need only priests who tried to graciously approve the respective gods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God have helpers?
• Does God not have human helpers?
• Does God have human helpers?
• Does God have to be in a hurry, although he has an infinite time for EVERYTHING because of his immortality?
• Could God afford to be extremely slow?
• Does God have tasks? If so:
  • What concrete tasks does God have?
  • How long does God need for a particular task?
• Does God do all the tasks in an infinitely short time? Or:
  • Does God do all the tasks in a long time?
• Is everything possible for God? Or equivalently:
  • Is nothing impossible for God? Or:
  • Is there even a limit to the possibility for God?
• Is God a welcome power instrument?
• Have God and people in a different hurry?
• Is there a collision between God and man when it comes to rush?
• Does the rush of God and the haste of men collide with each other?
• Is God more righteous than men? Or:
  • Have people hurried like God?
• Does God adapt to human haste? Or:
  • Do people adapt to the haste of God?
• Why should God hurry?
• Does God have his own rhythm?
• Does God have a mentality?
• Is God always mentally good?
• Is creation the result of the imagination of God?
• Did creation come from the imagination of God?
• Did God first think of everything before he started the creation?
• Was creation created by a combination of God's logic, God's imagination, and God's knowledge?
• Can God think logically?
• Can God fantasize?
• Does God have knowledge?
• Is the creation of God born without fantasy?
• Is the creation of God unimaginative?
• Should not God exaggerate? Answer Proposal: YES, because exaggerations are rarely good!
• Should not the Higher Power prevail? Answer Proposal: YES, because exaggerations are rarely good!
• Does God have to spur so that his creation works properly?
• Would God be courted?
• Would God be bathed?
• How does God keep fit?
• Do men and women fantasize about fantasy?
• Is God an inspector?
• Is God at the customs police?
• Is God squatting?
• Does God have charisma?
• Is God more like a personality?
• Is God restricted to use as a foot treasurer?
• Is God a pit without a floor? Answer Proposal: YES, but only for believers!
• Is God tasteless? Or:
  • Is God Tasty?
• Does God rule over His creation?
• Does God rule his creation?
• Is God an active ruler of His creation? Or:
  • Is God a passive spectator of His creation?
• Is God’s devotion to the Lord of creation desirable?
• Is he proved that the Lord of men desires God’s allegiance? Or:
  • Is he a presumption that the Lord of men desires God's allegiance?
• Does God also wish God’s devotion to the plants and animals?
• Is the world through God awe-inspiring?
• Is God usable for fear-making?
• Can God stir up?
• Is God sometimes acting?
  • Is God an animator?
• Does God only reveal what he created?
• Why does God make us so very difficult?
• Why does God make us so difficult when it comes to his deciphering?
• Is God attractive?
• Does God come on quiet soles? Or:
  • Does God come with sound and trumpet?
• Does God, sooner or later, recognize us more easily?
• Does God end sooner or later?
• Is God exotic?
• Does God have a very different quality than anything else?
• Did God go ahead with his creation?
• Does God give credit?
• Is God walking through the minds of men?
  • Are there God wheels?
  • Are there God-Wheelers?
• Does God attract people magically?
• Is God going out into the great wide world?
• Is God a vagabond?
• Does God have power?
• Does God divide the branch itself on which he sits?
• Is God a driver?
• Is God pushing people before him?
• Is God the destiny?
• Is fate God?
• Cannot God himself escape his destiny?
• Can God jump over his own shadow?
• What rhymes to God? Answer Proposal: Bankruptcy, Flott, plot, plot, pot, scaffold, bulkhead, scrap, ridicule, scrape!
• Is God going on in the same trot?
• Does God always continue in the same trot?
• How exciting is it for God?
• Does God need festivals and celebrations?
• Is it a feast for God when the houses of God are plumped?
• Can God make seemingly impossible?
• Does God accomplish the impossible?
• Is God beaten in the way of the other gods?
• Does God write books into unclean?
• Does God formulate sentences?
• Is God a formulating one?
• Is God writing?
• Is God a prescriber?
• Is God thinking?
• Is God a mastermind?
• Does God influence?
• Is God a bad (non-electrical) transformer?
• Does God need human transformers, also called prophets?
• Does God drive wild hordes over land?
• Is the divine argumentation gladly replaced by a threat of violence against those who have wanted to prove the existence of God in a hard and hard way?
• Is God hard and hard?
• Does God have something to conceal, because he does not surrender?
• Does God have something to hide?
• Is God afraid of know-how?
• Has God long since died out without believing people?
• Why does God give us only of His creation?
• Why does God give us only His creation, but nothing of Himself?
• Is the time-feeling of God different from that of man?
• Are there any God’s genes in every elementary particle?
• Is the complete knowledge of God in every elementary particle?
• Does God have a wide range of activities?
• Was God made up of the single gods?
• Was and is always gnawed at the alleged God proofs?
• Is it demonstrated that God hears and sees everything?
• Does God at this moment do everything or nothing?
• Does every man have to step before his creator?
• Is God always faithful to all believers?
• Is God constantly examining every guy who is being shot?
• Do plants and animals ever have to face their creator?
• Was and is the lack of evidence-leadership possibility for God’s claims replaced by brutality?
• Was and is the lack of evidence-leadership possibility for God’s claims replaced by threats?
• Was and is the lack of evidence-leadership possibility for God’s claims replaced by intimidation?
• Was and is there a lack of evidence-leadership possibility for God’s claims replaced by brachial violence?
• Are all God’s proofs on shaky legs?
• Can God Panic? If so:
• Does God panic when the matter takes plasma form?
• Does God know exactly what every person has done in the course of his life?
• Is God keeping everything that every man has done in the course of his life, even when the man dies?
• How long does the memory of each individual man remain with God after man dies?
• Does God keep EVERYTHING OF ALL DEATHED PEOPLE FOR ALL TIME? Or:
• Does God forget some or even everything from people who died, for example, more than 1000 years ago?
• Do God critics get a gossip?
• Is God Kokolores? Or:
• Is there anything wrong with God?
• Does God not reveal anything else because he would otherwise be vulnerable?
• Does God not reveal anything because he is afraid of being otherwise vulnerable?
• Do people want to sacrifice as little of themselves as possible to appear as godlike as possible and to be as uninspired as possible?
• Is God humble because he has only a one-room residence, while the small-asian and religious-minded guru needs at least 1000 rooms?
• Does God distribute earthen ears?
• Can God laugh?
• Does God have any reason to laugh because he succeeds? Or:
• Has God lost his laughter because many things fail him?
• How is the memory-ability of God?
• Heareth and sees God, and does not he remember?
• Heareth and sees God, and does He remember ALL of it?
• Hear and see God, and does he remember a part of it?
• Hear, and see God, and keep what he has seen, a long, long time?
• Heareth and sees God all things, and does he keep what he has seen for an infinite time?
• Hearest and sees God EVERYTHING, and does he keep EVERYTHING infinitely long and for an infinite time?
• Would there be a space problem in the universe if God had been keeping EVERYTHING for an infinitely long time?
• Does God remember, for example, when which planet arose in the universe?
• Does God, for example, notice every volcanic eruption in the universe? Or:
• Does God only remember everything to people and otherwise almost nothing?
• Does God also see the electrons spin when he sees everything?
• How much momentary shots of the entire universe does God need per second so that he does NOT miss out on him?
• Reach 1000 snapshots of the entire universe per second so that God does not miss anything?
• How high must the resolution of each momentary shot of the entire universe be, so that God does NOT escape?
• Is a resolution of a thousandth of a millimeter sufficient for every moment of the entire universe so that God does NOT miss?
• How big is the data stream at, for example, one million images per second and an image resolution of, for example, one millionth of a millimeter for the entire universe?
• Does God give thanks for his (alleged) human creation?
• Does God expect people to revenge for his (alleged) human creation?
• Does God still have all the cups in the cupboard?
• Is a screw loose with God?
• Is God an analyst?
• Is God a (non-auto-) catalyst?
• Does God Carry the Day Book?
• Does God rule higher mathematics?
• Must God take care so that he does not fall into a black hole?
• Is God a phrase?
• Can God walk under the carpet?
• Are humans a breed breed by God?
• Can God beat the strings?
• Does God usually do well?
• Is money gifted?
• Is God sometimes suffering from grandeur?
• Is there already an offense against God when questions are asked about God?
• Did God achieve and achieve his goals without violence?
• Does it generate particular intelligence to make demonstrable statements of the gods proving demonstrable by murder threats and murders?
• Is God a funny man who likes to take his own arm?
• Applies to God, does not humanity know exactly?
• Why is God so diligent, though he has so much time?
• Does God have to constantly make 100% to survive?
• What are the reserves of God?
• To what percentage is God full?
• Can God oracle?
• Do God and some people question who is more arrogant?
• Does God have no change in the arrogance with human arrogance?
• Do God, and some men, who is whim?
• Is much what was formerly God, now normal science?
• Is God the great unknown in the background?
• Is God the gray eminence in the background?
• Does God record everything he hears and looks analog, digital, neuronal or in an unknown way?
• Would God rather forget something?
• Can God erase his memory?
• Can memories of God fade?
• Has God forgotten his creation?
• Is the order God, Earth formation, prophets, veiled women?
• How long had God planned before he went to Creation?
• Does God still know how he came into being?
• Has God endowed many people with too much imagination?
• Is God right there where there seems to be nothing?
• Is Gott-Merk World Champion?
• What do God and unruly Cartridge have in common? Answer Proposal: Both will probably never die out and both mankind can do without!
• Does being lifted, is God already a piece closer?
• Why can God monitor ALL human beings like human beings, but do not communicate with them like human beings?
• What is the benefit of God when he monitors every person at every step?
• Is God a Registrar?
• Is God Chief Registrar?
• Does each galaxy have its own God?
• Cannot God be abolished because God never existed?
• Cannot God be offended because God never existed?
• Is there no God, no higher power, but ONLY unknown, unrecognized and uninfluenced influences?
• Did God have ideas in abundance?
• Was God full of ideas?
• Does God know the try and error principle?
• Does God use the try and error principle?
• Is God sometimes ashamed of himself?
• Is God ashamed because he is also the creator of the unrighteous cartridge?
• Does it tolerate God that there are unruly cartridges, because these usually get away unscathed?
• Are there heretical questions about God?
• Does God have blood in the stool? Or:
• Does God have neither blood nor stool?
• Would God leave a gap if he were no longer there?
• Has the former goddess of the gods left a gap after it has almost become extinct? Answer Proposal: Apparently NO!
• Does not God know what he wants, because he gave different revelations to different prophets, for example?
• Does God know the meaning of questions?
• Does God know ALL of the people's questions? If this is so because God is to be the All-Wise:
• Why does God not answer the many questions of man, where he is to be the good?
• Why does not God have a look and finally reveals something about himself?
• Does God sometimes ride a roller coaster with people?
• Did the god story begin with the imagined former gods' spirits quite harmlessly and developed into a solo god monster? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Why does not the Creator ensure that there are only people who have earned the Heavenly Kingdom?
• How does God find in the infinite vastness of the universe the few intelligent civilizations, in order to monitor them intensively?
• Is God more like a man with a big computer?
• Why do some people ride on their God?
• Why do some people call God continually as a helper or protector?
• Does God bother if he is to help or protect people?
• Does God pay attention to the fact that ALL people end up standing in front of Him, so that God can judge each individual individually?
• Are extraterrestrial intelligences endued with the same God as human beings, so that God can draw a balance?
• Is God clever?
• Can God go against the wall?
• Is God the cause?
• Would God like the life of most people is hard and unjust?
• For what does God need the ability to hear, where there is almost nowhere in the all-gas that allows hearing?
• What does God need the ability to see?
• Does God still recognize himself?
• Does God recognize himself again after being turned by man through the defect?
• Is God always 100 percent God?
• Is there God everywhere where God stands?
• Is God sometimes in the way?
• Is God a toothless tiger?
• Is God becoming a tiger with teeth by humans?
• Is God a squirrel?
• Does God belong to evolution?
• Is God a parallel worker, as is the devil, Nicholas and the Christmas man?
• Is God a fairy figure?
• Is God the fairy tale figure of the Creation Fairy Tale?
• Is God a guiding figure?
• Can God also hear without sound transmission?
• Can God also see without light transmission?
• Is God a thought reader?
• Is God a 3D scanner that scans the entire all a million times per second with a resolution of one millionth of a millimeter?
• Did men find the morality guardian god to better oppress women?
• Did men establish the morality guardian god to make women more submissive?
• Are there few God's questions whose answers are easy to understand for most people?
• Does God convert?
• Is God capable of conversion?
• Is God willing to convert?
• Does God keep men under his knee?
• Is there the god-knot?
• Did God build on sand?
• Is there a God constraint?
• Does God want to turn the wheel back?
• Can God please, because he is supposed to be able to do everything? If so:
  • Why does God not all women equal themselves?
  • Why does not God make ALL humans DIRECT, like Adam and Eve?
  • Came to creation because God had boredom?
  • Was God involved in the Big Bang? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.) Or:
  • Did God save the Big Bang? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
  • Should, in connection with the thought-image of today's solo-god, be thought of the imagined former group of gods? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Had the people of the former group of gods deceived themselves, and could it be that the people of God were also dead? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Are people in the former group of gods wrong and could it be that people are also wrong with the one God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God need more like a religious center? If so:
  • Why does God need more like a religious center?
  • Does God need more like a religious center because he is the change?
  • Does God need more like a religious center because he likes to wander from center to center?
  • Do extraterrestrials also have more like a religious center?
• Is God willing and often?
• Does God also threaten animals?
• Why does the Almighty Lord God need to threaten men, where his omnipotence should make it possible to shape people in such a way that no threats are needed?
• Why does the (presumed) EVERYTHING expert need God so many (self-titled) servants on earth, where it should not be a problem for him to do everything himself?
• Is God sometimes inconsistent?
• Does God sometimes act inconsistently?
• Does God sometimes do only half things?
• Does God sometimes begin something without ending it?
• Is God a beginner?
• Did God make beginners' mistakes?
• Should we wish for a God who has more experience?
• Does God have a right understanding? If so:
  • Has God copied his right understanding of man?
  • Does God conquer his creation?
• Can God punish only death after death?
• Is there only one intelligent civilization per spiral galaxy of the Milchstraße type at the same time because God would otherwise be overloaded?
• Did God, especially for men, learn all the languages of men?
• Is God scientifically proven?
• Plug in each elementary particle a complete God clone? Or:
• Did God divide himself into all the elementary particles?
• Can only God answer all God’s questions? Or:
• Cannot God answer all God’s questions?
• Does God have a call? If so:
• What reputation does God have?
• Is God better than his call? Or:
• Is God worse than his call? Or:
• Is God exactly his call? Or:
• Does not God have a significant reputation?
• Do not play a role for God’s life when it comes to his power?
• Does God want human lives to play no role when it comes to earthly power?
• Does God want human life to play no role when it comes to secular or religious power?
• Did God forget to turn off the beast in man, so to put an end to human violence?
• Is God washing his hands of Creator in innocence?
• Can God always put his head through, if God has a head?
• Does God always want to put his head through, if God has a head?
• Can God look through planets?
• Does God use light waves to see?
• Can God hear through planets?
• Does God use sound waves to hear?
• Does God see in absolute darkness?
• Does God have his own physics for hearing and seeing, which, of course, nobody knows?
• Has anyone ever been there when God hears?
• Has anyone ever seen God listening?
• Has anyone ever been there when God sees?
• Has anyone ever seen God seen?
• Is God using a hearing device?
• Is the use of God in morals and sexual matters a nasty trick, and is anyone intrigued by the trick, intimidated by people and even killed (but not by God)?
• Should everyone ever keep in mind that the God-being began with the many gods?
• Can God turn and act as he will?
• Does God work with cunning?
• Is God crafty?
• Is God even sometimes obscure?
• Does the Creator-God listen to EVERYTHING, but does not show it?
• Can the Creator-God all-inclusive, but does NOT show it?
• Does the Creator-God see ALL the whole, but does not show it?
• Does the Creator-God know all-round, but does NOT show it?
• Can God, for example, produce water waves? Answer Proposal: NO, that makes the wind!
• Can God, for example, produce earthquakes? Answer Proposal: NO, that makes the plate tectonics!
• Does God also consider the flaw in detail?
• What do we know safely and reliably about God?
• Was and is creation for God an ordeal?
• Are there also false-creations of God?
• Should everyone see only the positive in God?
• What is wrong with God?
• Why does not anyone claim that the Big Bang was triggered by God? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
• Is there an intersection between God and man?
• How is the infallibility of God defined?
• Is God the guarantor of the eternal life of men in the hereafter, in the heavenly kingdom?
• Is God always known after earthly death?
• Is God always only to be known in the hereafter, that is, always only in the heavenly realm (paradise)?
• Do people like to use God to make themselves particularly important?
• Is God only infallible when he reveals laws for man?
• Is God a very poor sausage because he is completely alone with his creation?
• Are humans before God very poor worms?
• Does God need a playground to live his imagination?
• Does God have a playground to live his imagination?
• Does the creation of God serve as a playground?
• What are the God-fundamentals?
• Did God himself make a pledge testimony when he was supposed to have to correct it?
• Did God subvert his own sovereignty, as he had (supposedly) to mend with laws?
• Have animals succeeded God better, as humans, because God had NOT to improve with animals in animals?
• Has God remained modest, though he has every reason to behave as Croesus?
• Why is the main file, Influences & God.htm and not vice versa, God & Influences.htm? Answer Proposal: Because influences are much more important, like God!
• Does God poison the atmosphere (the climate) between people by allowing different religions?
• Is God a slum who has successfully imbibed in people by becoming a Reimer?
• Is God convinced of himself?
• Is God an insane snare?
• Is God praising Himself?
• Does God praise Himself?
• Does God have every reason to praise and praise Himself?
• Is God made of anti-matter? Answer Proposal: Will never be clarified!
• Is there nothing else to God like just assertions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there only God’s point of view? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God know what praises are?
• Does God have praise?
• Does God see praise as bribery?
• Does God know self-praise?
• Would God be praised?
• Does not God have to be praised because he praises himself enough?
• Will not God be praised, because it is too much of praise?
• Does God perceive the many commendations as harassment?
• Does God have an exhaust?
• Can God bluff?
• Can God dissolve in air?
• What would happen if there was no God?
• Would everything collapse if there was no longer any God?
• Does God regenerate himself?
• Is God himself supervising himself?
• Can a finite God monitor the infinity?
• Are God and men of equal physics? If this is NOT the case, see the next question. Answer Proposal: Problematic!
• How do God and men understand each other when they do not have the same physics?
• Can God be amused?
• Does God have a copyright right to sacred writings of religion because they are supposed to be of him?
• Has God allowed that holy scriptures of religion be spread?
• Has God allowed the Holy Scriptures to be translated?
• Does God know what translations are?
• Does God interpret his own language when he makes contact with people?
• Does God have a language? If so:
  • Are extraordinary natural events the language of God?
• Did God want to poison the atmosphere between the tribes of the people by revealing different things to the various prophets?
• Can the statement GOD IS LARGE also be called a battle-call? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God know himself?
• Does God know one hundred percent exactly? Or:
  • Is God just knowing himself?
• Does God even know himself completely, just as man does not know himself completely?
• Does God not do enough?
• Would God have to do much more?
• Is God a lazy sack?
• Is God a lazy?
• Is God like a silent invisible spy-drone?
• Does God hover like a spy-drone over every single human being, with God neither humming nor humming, or casting a shadow?
• Is the financial god sitting in the Central Bank?
• Would God be pale, pale, or red when he saw the women's half-balls?
• How can God and man understand?
• How can God and man understand each other when both have a different physics?
• Would it be absolutely impossible for a god, with the physics known to us, to do what he allegedly did and is supposed to still do?
• Does God also perceive everything that people whisper softly?
• How can God, in the loud noise in the many stars, hear the soft language of men?
• Does God also perceive everything people think?
• Does God also perceive everything that people feel?
• Does God also perceive everything that men dream?
• Does God also perceive everything that people dream of?
• Does God also perceive everything that people desire?
• Does God have anything against it when it is represented symbolically?
• Does God have anything against it when he is portrayed as a caricature?
• Does God need a place to live his flowering imagination?
• Is the creation known to us perhaps only a place of pilgrimage (of many places of God) to the life of its blossoming imagination?
• Are human beings a playground for God to live his flowering imagination?
• Are there alleged God's proofs that are not made of God's revelations? If so:
  • What alleged God proofs are there?
• Does God have a need for recognition? Answer Proposal: Unrecognizable!
• Is God always decent?
• Are there any claims or conjectures in God's case, and no solid or valid proof?
• Is God infinite? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God infinitely distributed?
• Can God captivate people?
• Is God always discreet in the background? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Cannot God be infinitely great, because otherwise there would be no more space in space?
• Would nothing work if there was no God?
• For example, would there be no star formation when there was no longer a God?
• For example, would there be no longer a life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise), if there were no more God?
• Would God be murdered in his name?
• Is God credible?
• Is God still responsible for the chemistry of his creation?
• Does God rule chemistry without being subject to chemistry?
• Is God still responsible for the physics of his creation?
• Does God dominate physics without being subject to physics?
• Is God still responsible for the laws of nature of his creation?
• Does God rule the laws of nature without being subject to natural laws?
• Is God required?
• Is God necessary?
• Would God have to scan everything EVERYTHING infinitely often and EVERYTHING with an infinitely high accuracy?
• Who establishes what God still encompasses (hears, sees, smells) and what he no longer grasps?
• Does God care enough for the great structures of the universe? Or:
  • Does God neglect the universe because of the existence of such great empty spaces?
• Does God only listen and see EVERYTHING what people say and do and does God not perceive anything else?
• Does not the Higher Power hear anything?
• How does God differ from the Higher Power?
• Does God differ from the Higher Power, for example, when God hears and sees everything, while the Higher Power does not hear and see?
• Is God different from the Higher Power, for example, by helping God (imagined), while the Higher Power is not guaranteed?
• Does God differ from the Higher Power, for example, by protecting God (imagined) while the Higher Power is not guaranteed?
• How far can God hear and see?
• Is God oppressing men while he hears and sees them?
• Is a clone God sitting in every human being so that the clone god also really hears and sees everything from man?
• Is God up close, while he hears and sees of every man?
• Can God hear and see a kilometer?
• Can God hear and see a light-year?
• Can God hear and see infinitely far?
• Can God sometimes be aggressive?
• Are there also God forgeries?
• Is God willing to imitate?
• Also applies to God, in the hint lies the charm?
• Does God know how many people there are?
• Does God know how many galaxies are there?
• Is God a Koryphae?
• Is God a capacity?
• Does God have a capacity? If so:
  • Does God need 99% of its capacity for humans and 1% for the rest of the universe?
• Is it increasingly difficult for God because there are more and more people?
• Does God do any emergency braking because he's full?
• Does God make the desert fertile again for especially believers?
• Is God a master of imagination?
• Does God never mow, even though he is always close up to get everything?
• Is God the perfect spy, because he is always and everywhere, without those who are observed to notice anything?
• Does God maintain a discreet distance?
• Can many without God live their lives?
• Is God wrinkled?
• Is God trinity?
• Is God manifold?
• Is God as wrinkled as a wrinkled mountain?
• Is God a viewer?
• Is God’s particle accelerator suspicious because God's creation is to be deciphered with them?
• Does not God want his creation to be fully deciphered?
• Is God vast?
• Does God come into consideration?
• Does God have his own basic order?
• Does God have his own values system? Or:
  • Does God have the same values system as humans? If so:
    • Is it proven that God has the same values system as humans?
• Is God a wretched pack?
• Does God not want emancipated women? Or:
• Does God want emancipated women?
• Is a Caliph a Fast God?
• Is a Guru a fast-god? Or:
• Is God a discarded guru, Caliph or Sultan?
• Does God rule only in the Kingdom of Heaven (Paradise) and nowhere else?
• What reactions are expected from God?
• Does God stand as a controversial assertion in space?
• Can God go to where he is going?
• Is it a mistake to believe that God is a connecting element for people of all races?
• Is it a mistake to believe that God is a reconciling element for people of all races?
• Why is God not a connecting or a reconciling element for people of all races?
• Does God make enough for himself?
• Is God only concerned about himself?
• Was the former god of the gods better than human beings?
• Is the egoism of men greater than the power of God?
• What is the meaning of God?
• Does God make more sense than humans? Or:
• Does God make more nonsense like humans?
• What does God embody?
• Does God have a body?
• Does God have body sensations?
• Does God have body juices?
• Up to which level of detail does God hear everything?
• Up to which level of detail does God see everything?
• Are God's influences influenced by God's mass, just like all other influences of mass?
• Does God have a mass, because also influences originating from God have their origin in a mass, whereby it is so that all other influences proceed from mass? Or:
• Are not God's influences influenced by any mass? If so:
• What are the influences of God, if not of mass?
• Does God have an energy shield? If this is NOT the case, see the next question. Answer Proposal: Problematic!
• How do people know so well that God has no energy shield?
• Mind God also on the moon every word of the moon visitors?
• Is God hovering in higher spheres? Or:
• Crawls God in the lowlands of mankind?
• Does God play in a different league?
• Is God from a completely different world?
• Is God still more invisible than fine dust?
• Does God need to rest a day a week?
• Is God thinking of doing something?
• What drives God to do something?
• Does a Goddess drive God to do something?
• Is a god-god a half-god?
• Is God, therefore, now seemingly secure, because God's brain-dreaming has been rumbling around for thousands of years in people's minds?
• Does God bring EVERYTHING? And:
• Will the Higher Power NOTHING?
• Has the higher power been so far defined at all?
• How is God separated from the Higher Power?
• How do God and Higher Power differ?
• What similarities do God and Higher Power have?
• Is God unmistakable?
• Does God know EVERYTHING? If so:
• Does God perceive electromagnetic radiation in all wave-length ranges?
• Does God perceive infrared radiation?
• Does God perceive ultra-violet radiation?
• Does God perceive sound waves in all wave-length ranges?
• Does God perceive infrared?
• Does God perceive ultra-sound?
• Does God perceive true?
• Does God perceive temperature?
• Does God perceive warmth?
• Does God realize that people continue to decipher his creation?
• Does not God take everything so exactly?
• Does God see everything easy?
• Does God plague true?
• Does God just count all his elementary particles?
• Does God like to count?
• Does God lead us to nothing?
• Can God do everything but do nothing?
• Would God be fallible if he could not do anything?
• Does God twitch together in any super-nova explosion?
• Does God suffer when his elementary particles are crowded in black holes?
• Are people in the creation of God unusually tolerant when it comes to creating beauty errors, such as missbirths?
• Does God also rest on every seventh day?
• Did God not think of a biological life in his creation?
• Has biological life come into being without God?
• Has EVERYTHING developed without the will of God?
• Does God belong to everything? If so:
• Is it boring to God because everything belongs to him and he cannot conquer anything?
• Does God let things arise and pass away again so that he does not get bored?
• Does God also belong to all people? If so:
• Why are there no disputes between God and man?
• Does God have limits?
• Does God know borders?
• Does God know the limits of his creation?
• Does God have perceptions limits?
• Are natural laws the natural limits of the creation of God?
• Is God setting his own limits?
• Is God his creation now?
• Was God an assembly-line worker when he created the many similar elementary particles?
• Did God forget the beast in man in people who exercise or enforce violence?
• How good or bad do the old God and young science fit together?
• Is God willing to look at the stars?
• Has God already registered with Facebook?
• Is God watching YouTube videos of God Warriors (religious warriors)?
• Does God fall under youth protection?
• Is God, scientifically, a synonym for the unknown?
• Is there God in the sense of something unknown? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Was God staged from the beginning? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Was the term "higher power" also introduced because the concept of God is consumed?
• Does the concept of higher power have the advantage that it is still virgin and can still be filled with life, while the concept of God is already too much stressed?
• Does the Higher Power work with influences?
• Could almost all the questions asked to God be placed at the higher level of power?
• Are there perhaps several Higher Powers, as there are perhaps several gods?
• Is the higher power hovering in higher spheres or at least in a single higher sphere?
• Is God constantly on the overtaking trail?
• Is the higher power constantly on the overtaking track?
• Does God sometimes get rid of his mass if he is not massless?
• Did God gain competition with the Higher Power?
• Did God have any competition with the influences?
• Is the Higher Power Massless? Or:
• Does the higher power have a mass?
• Is the Higher Power Powerless? Or:
• Does the Higher Power Have Energy?
• Could God hide very well in the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs)?
• Could the Higher Power hide very well in the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs)?
• Is the higher power in a higher dimension?
• Are God and Higher Power Coming Together? Or:
• Are God and Higher Power complementary?
• After the era of the imagined former group of gods and the era of the image of thought, begins God, now the era of the Higher Power, the latter being identical with the unknown and unrecognized influences?
• How does God keep the overview in the chaos of elementary-particle movements and energy-packet movements?
• How does the Higher Power keep track of the chaos of elementary particle movements and energy pack movements?
• Is the higher power even more puzzling than God?
• Was the world still in order when there was only God and still no higher power?
• Is God absurd?
• Is God the quadrature of the circle?
• Is the higher power the quadrature of the circle?
• Does everything always go round with God? Or:
• Does not everything always go round with God?
• Is everything going on at the higher power? Or:
• Does not everything always go round with the Higher Power?
• Is the higher power only a part of God?
• Can the Supreme Power completely replace God?
• Are the raw forces of God also useless? Or:
• Are all the forces of God meaningful, so are the raw forces?
• Is the Higher Power Rude? Or:
• Can only control higher power?
• Is the higher power a control point or a control room?
• Did the one God arise, because it could not go on with the creation of ever new gods?
• Does God have sensitivity?
• Does the Higher Power have sensitivity?
• Is God only responsible for the coarseness?
• Is the higher power responsible only for the gross?
• Is not it particularly interesting to deal with the Higher Power?
• Is the higher power as a legislator unsuitable for people?
• Is God in the control of the higher power?
• Is it much easier for religious people to think about God's apparently discriminatory statements instead of showing God here and now, as well as reliably and reliably (without the use of holy scriptures)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can God revolt?
• Does God brag about the devil?
• Does God disguise so well because he is afraid of being discovered? If so:
• Why is God afraid of being discovered?
• Is God afraid to be discovered, because otherwise he would be slain, by whom?
• Is there still a supreme power above the higher power?
• Is there still a normal high power below the Higher Power?
• Are homosexuals an invention of God?
• Has God been involved in the development of language by people?
• Does God have a half-time?
• Is God doing almost everything he needs?
• Does the Higher Power handle almost everything as it needs it?
• Can God divide himself?
• Can God divide?
• Can the Higher Power split?
• Can the Higher Power split?
• Can God split?
• Is God fragile?
• Is God international?
• Does God know language barriers? Or:
• Does God know NO language barriers?
• Is there a language barrier between God and man?
• Does God provide language barriers?
• Is God reading human thoughts directly from the neurons of the brain?
• Is it modern, no longer to believe in God, but only to a higher power?
• Is God present everywhere but nowhere to be proved?
• Does man even outdo God with his imagination?
• Is God wondering about all this from his creation?
• Is Higher Power the Creator of the Universe?
• Is the god male and is the higher power feminine?
• Does the era of higher power also begin the era of equality?
• Is the higher power an intermediate thing of God and non-God?
• Could the Higher Power be a compromise for God-Believers AND Atheists?
• Is the higher power between God and non-God to settle?
• Are God's ways untraceable?
• Does the higher power feel neglected because of the dominant God?
• Is the higher power pushed by God into the corner?
• Should the Higher Power Upgrade?
• What can God and man do?
• What can the higher power and also man?
• What can God and man not?
• What can the Higher Power and man do not?
• What can God do but human beings?
• What cannot the higher power but man?
• What can a monkey and God not?
• What cannot a monkey and the higher power?
• Is the Higher Power still above God? Or:
• Is there only the Supreme Power over God?
• Is the higher power a big head?
• Does God, like man, have a stem brain and a cerebrum? Or:
• Does God have no brain at all?
• Does the higher power like man have a stem brain and a cerebrum? Or:
• Does not the higher power have any brain at all?
• Is the higher power a side entry?
• Was the imagined former group of gods a playground for the survival of the flowering imagination of men, as in the course of time ALWAYS more imagined gods were invented and added to the group of gods? And:
• Is the thought-image of the single God, emerging from the imagined former group of gods, a playground for the survival of the flowering imagination of men, inasmuch as the thought-image of the one God has in the course of time always received more statements, claims, qualities, and abilities? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the Higher Power a relatively new playground to live the flowering imagination of humans?
• Is God more puzzling than the higher power? Or:
• Is the higher power more mysterious than God? Or:
• Are both God and Higher Power equally puzzling?
• What does it mean to replace an enigmatic thing like God with another mysterious thing like the Higher Power?
• Is everything to a higher power?
• Why did not God make his revelation transmissions such that there is no doubt about God's origin, and therefore God does not need to threaten God if someone doubts the divine authenticity of revelations?
• Why did not God make all men so that he could forgo threats?
• Why does not God turn off the beast in man?
• When does God finally turn off the beast in man?
• What would happen if God turned off the beast in man?
• Would there be no more wars when God would shut down the beast in man?
• Would there be no more torture if God would shut down the beast in man?
• Would the heavenly kingdom (paradise) exist on earth if God would shut down the beast in man?
• Would humanity die out if God would shut down the beast in man?
• Could, as an alternative to God, the higher power turn off the beast in man?
• Is God a lover of vagabond murderer gangs and death squadrons, because he does not abolish them, neither the religious nor the secular?
• Could the Higher Power abolish vagabond killer gangs and death squadrons?
• How long did God need to formulate his human laws?
• Is God sometimes a Querulant?
• Is the Higher Power sometimes a Querulant?
• What are the attributes of God who does not have the higher power?
• What are the abilities of God who does not have the higher power?
• Does it appear to be a contradiction when the allegedly omnipresent God is at the same time objectively never perceptible (where people who claim that they are more or less constantly perceiving God are not credible as long as this alleged subjective perception of God is not scientifically verifiable)?
• Does God want there to be people who stir up fellow human beings against each other?
• Is God willingly used as a threatening means by asserting that God hears and sees everything?
• Were the first people, who thought that God heard and saw everything over 2,000 years ago, do not believe that God also sees in the infrared, that is, even in total darkness, because they did not know infrared radiation?
• Does God have an infrared look?
• Does God have X-ray eyes?
• Does God have an X-ray look?
• Does God have an integrated residual light amplifier?
• Is not God thinking of thinking?
• Can the Higher Power Think?
• Should God and also the higher power (as an alternative to God) be safe, reliable, and doubtless at all times, if they existed?
• Is God thinking positively?
• Is God there for all? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is said that God is there for all? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it through a test verifiable that God is there for all? Answer Proposal: NO!
Does nothing go without God? Answer Proposal: Is unclear!
Is the higher power for all?
Does nothing happen without power? Answer Proposal: Is unclear!
Why does God not adapt his laws to technical progress?
Is God sometimes infamous?
Is God the chief of his creation, who does nothing himself?
Is God a specialist?
Are skilled workers more coveted like God?
Are skilled workers more valuable than God?
Why does God not only provide skilled workers?
Can both specialists and God be used in many ways?
Is God, for example, usable as an omnipresent?
Is God, for example, usable as an Almighty?
Is God, for example, usable as an omniscient?
Is God, for example, usable as a guardian?
Is God, for example, usable as a command-generator?
Is God, for example, usable as a protector?
Is God, for example, usable as a punishment?
Is God, for example, usable as a threatening means?
Is God, for example, usable as a prayer recipient?
Is God, for example, usable as a legislator?
Is God, for example, usable as a stop-giver?
Is God, for example, usable as a helper?
Is God, for example, usable as a revelator (for prophets)?
Is God, for example, usable as a creator?
Is God, for example, usable as a listener?
For what is the higher power usable?
What does God like most?
Is God most willing to be merciful?
Is God more like this? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
Does God prefer everything so that people cannot specifically prove the author of God?
Does God prefer everything in such a way that people cannot specifically prove the author of God?
Does God prefer thin?
Does God prefer to be invisible?
Is God willing to stand in the corner and do nothing?
Is God hovering above the clouds, watching quietly and quietly?
Does God prefer to count people who kill each other?
Does Allah prefer terrorist attacks?
Does God prefer to protect people?
Does God prefer to protect elementary particles?
What makes God least happy?
Does God love the least?
Whom or what does God love the most?
Does God love the Pope the most? Or:
Does Allah love Mecca most? Or:
Does God love Venus the most?
Does God need to praise Himself?
Is the Higher Power sometimes playful?
Can God be evaluated? If so:
Should God be valued?
Is the higher power usable? If so:
Should the Higher Power be assessed?
Is the higher power inviolable? Or:
Has the higher power of people been declared inviolable?
Has God made a mistake by NOT creating mankind so that he can do without murder threats?
Cannot God be flattened?
What is God doing to date?
What is God doing right now?
What is God doing right now?
What is God doing now?

What is God doing right now?

What is God doing just now?

What is God doing right now?

WHAT DO GOD MOMENTAN DIFFICULT? Answer Proposal: Verifiable and thus doubtlessly proven is NOT a momentary activity of God!

What is God doing right now? Answer Proposal: There are currently ghostly doubts in the minds of believers around and otherwise there is NO activity, which he is currently proving demonstrable!

Is God currently verifying that there is a gender equality relationship between religions in religions? Answer Proposal: This activity of God is not proven!

Is God currently proving demonstrable about blasphemy? Answer Proposal: This activity of God is not proven!

Is God currently proving demonstrable about divine blasphemies? Answer Proposal: This activity of God is not proven!

Is God currently answering the more than 12,000 questions of God in the quiet chamber, and then revealing them on a suitable occasion? Answer Proposal: This activity of God is not proven!

Is God currently studying with himself?

Is God currently proving demonstrable about human beings?

Is God currently proving thrown? Answer Proposal: This activity of God is not proven!

Does God currently demonstrate leave people into self-employment, so that they can get along without him?

Is God currently formulating new laws or dogmas for a ninth prophet?

Is God currently proving demonstrable because he has a good deal to do with people?

Is God currently proving that the Supreme Supervision is unaffected?

Is God now verifiably in the minds of many people around? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is God currently proving to be hope bearers for people?

Is God currently proving to be a force-giver for people?

Is God currently listening to the prayers?

Is God currently a model without doing anything?

Is God presently just there without doing anything?

Is God currently unable to speak?

Does God currently prove that God is a good man?

Can God now be demonstrably sunshine?

Does God allow us to be at peace now?

Does God currently prove NOTHING?

Is God currently proving pause?

Does God just prove meaningful?

Is God just proving important?

Is God currently showing the new South African prophet?

Is God currently proving demonstrable to the earth’s population?

Is God currently proving demonstrable to himself?

Is God currently proving to be God’s blasphemers?

Is God currently proving the imagination of people? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is God now verifiably proving many years of leave in front of him because he can hardly take leave because of the people?

Is God currently hovering as a silent and invisible observer drone over humans?

Is God currently proving to be war weapons, interposed by religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers)?

Is God currently proving demonstrably about his necessity?

Is God sitting demonstrably in a rocking chair, smoking a whistle, and watching the drift of the people down there on the earth?

Is God currently proving demonstrable about human beings?

Is God currently proving to be a playground for the flowering imagination of humans?

Is God currently verifying new laws of nature to confuse people?

Is God currently proving demonstrably what gifts he is going to make next and which is not?

Is God currently verifiably verifying, which wishes he next fulfills and which not?

Is God currently proving who he is next to help and whom not?

Is God currently proving demonstrable to whom he is next giving strength and who is not?

Is God currently proving who he is protecting next and who is not?

Is God currently proving to be UNLIMITED about everything?

Does not God know what he is doing right now?
- Is God currently proving demonstrable without doing anything?
- Is God currently verifiably checking all his elementary particles to determine whether he has departed or escaped?
- Is God currently demonstrably tracing all the bearers of the Islamic headscarf?
- Is God currently demonstrably performing all the full-veiled?
- Is God currently verifiably verifying whether women's clothing reaches at least to the foot knuckles?
- Conducts the assumption that God makes ALL, to the following question, whether EVERYTHING consists of individual segments and which segments are ALL for example?
- Is God a bungler?
- Does God have to wait until something happens to him?
- Is God an experimenter or a tester?
- Must the Higher Power try so long until you succeed in something?
- Does God keep everything WITHOUT storage medium?
- Are wizards a mess compared to God?
- Is God a Tax Man WITHOUT Tax?
- Are there alternatives to God?
- Did God get any competition? If so:
  - Who or what could be a serious competition for God?
  - Could godlessness be a serious competition for God?
- Is God only responsible for the great and the whole?
- Is God only responsible for the fundamental?
- Is God only responsible for the superior?
- Is God only responsible for the essential?
- Is God only responsible for the important thing?
- Is God responsible for an intensive observation of each individual human being?
- Does God also sleep when people sleep?
- Does God have time to look after the rest of the universe while people sleep?
- Will you, thank God, be said, if something delicate has gone well?
- Is God sometimes cursed, when something delicate has gone wrong?
- Could God be pissed off, too, if something delicate went wrong?
- Does God still recognize men when they have disguised themselves with clothing?
- Is God the cause of all evil?
- Why did not God create his creation as a kind of doll-house in which nothing changes?
- Why did not God create a rigid universe instead of a constantly changing universe?
- Why did not God create a universe in which nothing is created and nothing is lost?
- Why did not God create a universe in which EVERYTHING remains as God created it?
- Were people earlier in the opinion that essentially everything remains the way God created it?
- Is God sometimes childish? Or:
  - Is God always serious?
- Does God still need to be taken seriously?
- Is the higher power sometimes childish? Or:
  - Is the higher power always serious?
- Does the Higher Power still need to be taken seriously?
- Are there any God features?
- Are there features of the Higher Power?
- Applies to the higher power, does not humanity know exactly?
- Will God decide about people?
- Want to control the higher power over humans?
- Does God Provide Discussion Ignition Stuff? Or:
  - Has no one to discuss God?
- Does God appear as if he were the greatest?
- Does the Higher Power Provide Discussion Ignition Substance? Or:
  - Has no one to discuss the Higher Power?
- Does the Higher Power act as if it were the greatest?
- Is God a paradox?
- Is the all-wisdom of God a paradox?
- Successes the initial creation by the higher power as with the God was the case? Or:
  - Is the higher power only responsible for steering?
- Is God a hope bearer?
Could the higher power be a hope bearer?
Will most people grow up in such a way that God no longer has to play baby-sitters?
Is the possibility of concretising God reproducibly?
Is God to be reproducible?
Is God a refugee?
Is God fleeing from men?
Does God sometimes go to hell?
Does God entreat his creation to leave him at last?
Is God free of maintenance? Or:
Does God need time and again for maintenance?
Do people’s lives play a role for God? Or:
Do not people play life for God?
Is there no need for proof-guidance for the existence of God?
Is there no need for guidance for divine revelations?
Is God a dogmatist?
Is God proven by means of dogma?
Is God too much trouble?
Is not the higher power harassed too little?
Should all the people of this world ever realize that God is no more like a playground for the life of the flowering imagination of humans?
Is God constantly popular?
Is God popular everywhere?
Are there people who are more popular than God?
Are there people who hate God?
Are there pending court proceedings because of God?
Do God’s critics have a gossip?
Does God hope that everything will be better soon?
Is the superior power thin-skinned?
Is the essence of God more important, like his appearance?
Are the qualities, abilities, and revelations of God more important than his appearance?
Lunging God around?
What does God like?
Does God like it when he is given?
Whom does God like?
May God be prophets?
What does God not like at all?
Is it not God at all when investigations are made upon him?
Whom does God not like at all?
Does not God at all question?
Does God have a day’s work? If so:
Does God always keep his day’s work?
Does the higher power have a one-day workload? If so:
Does the Higher Power always keep your day’s work?
Does not God need to justify himself?
Does not the Higher Power need to justify itself?
Can God like EVERYTHING? Answer Proposal: All tests indicate YES!
Does God do EVERYTHING with you? Answer Proposal: All tests indicate YES!
Can the Higher Power like EVERYTHING?
Does the Higher Power allow EVERYTHING?
Is God sometimes loaded?
Is God never abused?
Is God never blamed?
Will there always be a place for God for those who need at least one playground to live their blossoming imagination?
Is God so high above all that he cannot be seen?
Is God an imaginary place?
Is God an imaginary place of reflection?
Is God an imaginary place of flight (an escape place)?
Is God an imaginary place of retreat (a retreat place)?
• Is God an imaginary place of reason?
• Does God have a place in the sun?
• Does God have a sunny mind?
• Can God look into the sun?
• Can God look into elementary ponds?
• Does God like it?
• Does God like everything?
• Do people feel attracted to God?
• Is God a seed-donor, if it must be?
• Does God divide between young and old women?
• Does God divide between young and old men?
• Can God make you dizzy?
• Can God Swindle?
• Can God pretend that he exists?
• Does God open many questions for us?
• Is God a small glutton?
• Is God a Creator?
• Does God have a Hercules task?
• Is God an influence source?
• Is God an influence recipient? Answer Proposal: YES, because prayers only make sense if they are at least received by God!
• When is a revelation a revelation?
• When is a revelation a revelation of God?
• When is a revelation of God genuine? And:
• When is a revelation of God imagined or feigned?
• Is ALL what God does, ultimately meaningless, because everything goes away, with the exception of the Seven Things, Space, Time, Mass, Energy, Nature Laws, Known Influences and Unknown Influences?
• Does God always have nice weather when he travels because his angels always have nice weather when they travel?
• Are human beings only as merciful as God, as long as it is NOT the power?
• Is it only when God is merciful? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do the followers of the super religion know better than other believers what God is doing right now and can they prove it without violence? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God belong to the Creme de la Creme?
• How powerful is God’s goal?
• How powerful is the higher power tendenziell?
• Does God have to deal with influences?
• Does the Higher Power have to deal with influences?
• Are God’s and influences about the priority position?
• Is God ever more powerful than influences? Or:
• Does God sometimes pull short of influences?
• Is God sometimes under the belt line?
• Is there a piece of truth in every God?
• Does God have pride and honor? If so:
• Is pride and honor important to God?
• Can pride and honor of God be hurt? If so:
• Does God disturb his pride and honor? If so:
• How does God react, for example, when his pride and honor are hurt?
• Can God be offended?
• Is God sometimes snapped?
• Is God blaspheming blasphemy?
• Does God allow him to have the football god next to him?
• Can God be unmasked?
• Can the higher power be unmasked?
• Is God doing politics?
• Does God understand politics?
• Are there influences coming from God?
• Are there influences that come from God?
• Are there any influences that are supposed to come from God?
Are there any influences that are proven to come from God?
Are there influences that come undisputedly from God?
What else comes from God, except influences?
Is mercy an influence that is supposed to come from God?
Are God's commands an influence that is supposed to come from God?
Are God's revelations an influence that is supposed to come from God?
Is God sometimes angry because people do not leave him alone?
Does God sometimes turn to men because they do not leave him alone by sending them the devil?
Does God only send revelations to high civilizations when he has got a collier?
Is God a natural law? Answer Proposal: No one can rule out!
Is God an educator?
Did God reveal laws because he is an educator of men?
Why does no one inquire with God how he is doing and what he is doing right now?
Would God rejoice when someone would finally ask him how he is doing and what he is doing right now?
Does God let him jump around with him? Or:
Cannot God please?
Does the Higher Power know neither pride nor honor?
Was the former gods of the gods more notorious than famous?
Does not even the most experienced man living today know what God is doing right now? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does not the most faithful present living man know what God is currently proving to be? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does not the most intelligent man presently live know what God is proving to be? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does not the wisest living man ever know what God is doing right now? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does not the most experienced living human ever know what God is best to do? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does not the most believing present living man ever know what God is best to do? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is not the most intelligent man present at the moment NOT WHAT is God's best to do? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is not the wisest man living at the present time NOT what God is the best to do? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is God an art world?
Is God still important when there are no people left? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is the Higher Power still important when there are no people left? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is God possessed? Or:
Are people possessed by God?
Is there the expulsion of God for people who are possessed by God?
Is the higher power possessed?
Is God a dear one?
Could God be so great, because no one would turn him into the limits?
Why is God still needed when ALL is influence-controlled?
What is God doing NOT at the moment?
Is it much easier to list examples of what God is NOT doing at the moment, how to list examples of what God is doing right now?
Is not God currently doing what people do, for example?
Does God do EVERYTHING in general, because, for example, he does not make what makes stars, namely, hydrogen to helium?
For example, is not God currently doing what influences are doing?
Does God sometimes use the higher power as his representative when he cannot God?
Does God sometimes even use the devil as his representative, if he cannot God and even the higher power?
Is it outrageous of people that they never leave God to leave?
Is God always for His creation and all men? Or:
Does God sometimes abandon his creation and people?
Will God breathe freely when there are no people left?
Are people in God's affairs totally irrational?
Is God an extremist? Answer Proposal: YES, for it was (supposedly) God, who created an infinite universe, which on the other hand he filled with infinitely many and (almost) infinitely small elementary particles!
Wabert God in UNDEFINED way above all?
Is God remarkable? Or:
Is God so self-evident that he is not even worth a margin note?
Does God have at least one sore point? If so:
Should the finger be placed deep in the sore point of God? Or:
Does not God have a sore point, because these people want to have so?
Is God washed with all the waters?
• Is God going to the test?
• Is the higher power remarkable? Or:
• Is the higher power so self-evident that it is not even worth a margin note?
• Does the Higher Power have at least one sore point? If so:
  • Should the finger be placed deep in the sore point of the Higher Power? Or:
• Is the Higher Power Vulnerable? Or:
• Is the higher power as inviolable as God?
• Is the higher power washed with all the water?
• Is Higher Power Put to the Test?
• Is God retired?
• Does God expand with the universe? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
• Is God getting bigger because he is expanding with the universe? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
• Is God like a solitary, always sharing the same structure?
• Is God gold when he is silent?
• Is God silver when he is revealed?
• Should ALL answer the question, WHAT MAKES GOD MOMENTAN (verifiably), I DO NOT KNOW?
• Does God currently exist in all religions? Or:
• Does God currently differ in the individual religions?
• Is God a whim of nature?
• Is Higher Power a Mood of Nature? Or:
• Is the higher power a god of God?
• How moody is God?
• Why does not God prevent violence against women?
• Is God only sometimes open to revelation?
• Does God know well with people?
• Were and are alleged divine revelations the most ferocious, impertinent and repugnant invention of man?
• Is God proud of proud people?
• Is God especially proud of particularly proud people?
• Why does not God protect believing women from being subjected to violence? Answer Proposal: Irresponsible or perhaps because God does not exist at all!
• Does God have the advantage that he leaves a lot of room for the imagination of the people?
• Is God a fear-hare, because he does not trust or venture out of the cover? Answer Proposal: This impression could arise!
• Who knows what God is doing right now?
• Does God have virtues? If so:
  • What virtues does God have?
• Is God the greatest for ever and ever?
• Can be physically and mentally differentiated with God? If so:
  • Is God inviolable both physically and mentally?
  • Is there God's blasphemy? Or:
  • Is God's blasphemy only for God's emissary?
• Is God much more ugly than most people would imagine?
• Does God have only one spirit, but no body?
  • Does God have feelings that could be hurt?
• Is many a God in the cemetery of God?
• Is it inadmissible to ask what God is doing right now?
• Must not God do NOTHING to work?
• Is it obvious to ask what God is doing right now?
• Is it impertinent to ask what God is doing right now?
• Should first be clarified what God is currently proving, before it is debated whether there is God?
• How can we show what God is doing right now?
• Is God sometimes just annoying?
• Can God become obtrusive?
• Does God work even though he does nothing?
• Does God work so intensely because he does NOTHING?
• Is the strength of God in idleness?
• Is God always fasting?
• Is God a good fasting example, because he NEVER takes something?
• Did God live in excitement as long as there were no people?
• Does God go on tooth-flesh, since humans had the idea, that about 3,800 years ago, that it exists?
• Does ALL people, from the most stupid to the wisest, know that no one knows what God is proving at the moment?
  ▪ Is God just a breeze?
  ▪ Is God behind all the wind breezes?
  ▪ Is the subject of God explosive?
  ▪ Are women in particular looking to protect God because they are the supposedly weaker sex?
• Will God Higher Power?
• Do people cling to an imagination when clinging to God?
• Do people cling to a NOTHING when they cling to God?
• Do you know only liars and charlatans what God is doing (supposedly) by imagining what he could do, to assert this as a fact, and even under the influence of violence?
• Does God want women as a commodity?
• Is the will of God demonstrably the very thing that people are thinking out or spontaneously imagining when these people are emphatically claiming that this is God's will? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God willing to prove exactly what men, in particular, who, to all their superabundance, still boldly assert that this is God's will? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God a woman-hater because women are so often disadvantaged? Answer Proposal: It looks quite like this!
• Is God a man-lover because he places men above women, which is the result of God's word, that is, holy scriptures of religion?
  ▪ Is God inconsistent from A to Z?
  ▪ Does God only work on people?
  ▪ Does God have a trauma of humanity on the basis of which he does nothing more?
  ▪ Is God an unknown being, so lazy and yet so effective? Or:
  ▪ Is God an unknown being, so diligent and so ineffective?
• Did God determine that no one is allowed to ask what he is doing right now?
• Does God want people to swear by God?
• Does God never swear because he is always faithfully honest?
• Does God never promise anything? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Has God ever promised himself in the open?
• Does God, or a part of him, sometimes turn into a man, which should not be a problem for God, because he is supposed to do EVERYTHING?
  ▪ Is God Mumpitz?
  ▪ Is the Higher Power Mumpitz?
  ▪ Is God coming up there from heaven?
• Does God promise nothing? Or:
  ▪ Does God promise the blue of heaven and keep nothing?
• Is God lying down?
• Does God have rights and duties?
• Does the Higher Power Have Rights and Duties?
• Applies to God's statements, demand undesirable?
• Does God need to assassinate people who doubt His revelations or do they need people to murder men who doubt the existence of divine revelations?
• Does God not do anything for himself, but does he have ALL his people, that is, people who make EVERYTHING willingly for him?
  ▪ Do not God reveal Himself, but does He have His people, that is, people who willingly do it for Him?
• Does God not provide for separation of the sexes in certain houses of God, but does he have his people, that is, people who willingly do it for him?
• Does not God restore his glory himself, but does He have His people, that is, people who willingly do it for Him?
• Does God not kill unbelievers himself, but does he have his people, that is, people who willingly do it for him?
• If someone makes a statement to God, has he either thought of it himself or was this statement once instilled?
• Is God threatening suicide soon?
• What does someone have to do to be in harmony with God?
• How does God tick?
• Has the question, WHAT MOMENT MOMENTAN (demonstrably), a key function, because the chaff is separated from the wheat and because this question lets the whole god Humbug fly?
• Is it irrelevant whether there is God or not if he does NOTHING?
• Must God do something to be kind and merciful?
• Does God have to do something to be a good stop-giver?
• Can some kill or kill all who ask what God is doing right now?
• Can God be as often and much offended and perplexed as he stands sovereign over all things and does not bother him when the disgrace comes from a man as low as a man, and it is unclear whether God still perceives the shame at all and still understands it?
• Do those who denounce blasphemy appear as if they were God?
• Is God an inconspicuous gray mouse?
• Does God have many holding handles to give better hold of the old stop giver?
• Is God littered with holding handles, so that every human being finds a place for feasting?
• Does God love love?
• Is God building blocks, what became of his creation and the higher power?
• Does no one know what God is doing now because he either does not exist or because he does nothing?
• Does not anyone know what the higher power is doing now because they either do not exist or because they do nothing?
• Are people acting in God's affairs themselves? If so:
  • Why do people behave themselves in God's own affairs?
• Are worlds between what God (supposedly) revealed and what man made and made of it?
• Why does not God intervene when his revelations are interpreted strangely?
• Is God as bewitched?
• Is God a disappointment?
• Can reproducibly be proved that God does something?
• Can reproducibly be proven that the higher power does something?
• Is God free from vices?
• Is God in the unknown influences?
• Are there limits for God?
• Can God ever be totally satisfied? If so:
  • What makes it possible to recognize when God is totally satisfied or when he is satisfied at least as far as possible?
  • Is it unimportant what God is doing right now?
  • Is it unimportant what the higher power is doing right now?
• Is God rooting too much?
• Are some people clinging so hard to God that they break out a holding grip from God?
• What does God do if a holding handle is lost?
• Is God restoring a lost grip?
• Has God withdrawn, leaving only people to act? Or:
  • Is there sometimes a God-Lookup?
• Does God sometimes feel not taken seriously?
• Can God look dumb out of the laundry? If so:
  • Does God sometimes look stupid from the laundry?
• What makes God angry when there are no people left?
• Is God on the Earth powerless WITHOUT God-Warriors (religious warriors)?
• Is God doped?
• Should not God be overwhelmed by people?
• Is a man-serpent sometimes forming before God, because he conscientiously makes man after man to judge him?
  • Who is cleaning God?
  • Does God Himself?
• What plastered God?
• Is God always clean?
• Is God self-cleaning?
• Is God working out? If so:
  • Why does God clean out, even though no one sees him?
  • Is God sickly addicted to work?
• Does the third dimension have a God who is in the fourth dimension?
• Does the fourth dimension have a god who is in the fifth dimension?
• Does the fifth dimension have a god who is resident in the sixth dimension?
• Does God have the form of an egg?
• Is God a surprise egg?
• Is it enough if God is there?
Does God always want to enforce His will?
Is God not physically possible?
Is God physically impossible?
Applies to a well-behaved dog as well as to God who does nothing and does not bite?
Will the Higher Power always be right?
Is the higher power always right?
Is God acceptable?
Is God acceptable?
Is God respectable?
Is God to be respected?
Is God a religious dogmatist?
Does God allow people much more scope than religions? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does God have a form?
Is God in shape?
Is God in need of reform?
Do people live in a healing world of God, if they firmly believe in God?
Is God a torture servant?
Is not God primitive?
Does God think that work is beautiful?
Does God divide between perfectly exposed and completely veiled people?
Is God able to distinguish between totally naked and completely veiled people?
Is God to be left alone?
Is God full?
Is God full of all?
Has God finished?
Does not God have to do anything because he is full?
Does God have a harassment problem?
Is God hiding so that he is not bothered?
Why do men constantly bother God even though he has made himself invisible?
Does anyone get a fat neck because of God?
Is God rather sweet? Or:
Is God sometimes pissed?
Is God sweet poison?
Is God always awe-inspiring?
Is God sometimes frightening?
What could be done so that God may pass away the desire to be divine?
What could be done so that the desire to be even more divine would increase with God?
What could be done so that the Higher Power will pass away the desire to be more powerful?
What could be done so that in the higher power the desire to be even more powerful?
Does God have a color?
Is God colorful?
Is God coloring?
Is God black?
Is God white?
Does God have homesickness when he visits another galaxy?
Are there people whose life motto is to make one close to God?
Is God in the minds of many people wandering because they actually exist? Or:
Is God walking around in the minds of many people, even though he does not exist?
Does God ensure that he is agitated in the heads of many people? Or:
Are worries about God's gossiping in the minds of many people?
Can God inspire and carry on, even if he does not exist?
Is the higher power immune to EVERYTHING?
Does God sweat at work? Or:
Does God sweat while eating?
Is everything good in God? Or:
Is not everything good to God? Alternative:
Is everything bad in God? Or:
Is not everything always bad in God?
What does God do when he is greeted?
• Does God salute when he is greeted? Answer Proposal: If he is back, then so that we do not notice it!
• How does God normally feel?
• How does God feel when he is greeted?
• Does God pay attention when he is greeted?
• How does God feel when he is praised?
• Does God feel honored when he is praised?
• How does God feel when he is worshiped?
• Does God feel very honored when he is chosen?
• Should God no longer be greeted because he never returns?
• Is God unkind because he never returns?
• Is God angry if he is not taken seriously?
• Is God a leader?
• Would nature be guideless without God?
• Does the universe need a leader named God?
• Is not it funny when someone makes fun of God?
• Did God have the only truth for himself? Or:
• Does not God know a single truth?
• Is God a soloist?
• Does God need action?
• Does God have a servant’s staff on every inhabited planet?
• Does God have a helper’s staff on every inhabited planet?
• Can God make money with God?
• Does God provide people with a permanent occupation?
• Does the Higher Power provide people with a permanent occupation?
• Can God wrap people around his little finger?
• Does God spartan?
• Is God true?
• Is God never stagnating?
• How does God smell?
• Does God smell musty?
• Does God smell to heaven?
• Does many a man tremble tremendously?
• Are many a god going to the alarm clock?
• Is God always safe? Or:
• Does it sometimes divide God?
• Do people have to reconcile God when he has disassembled it?
• Is God brittle? Or:
• Is God a stable size?
• Is God so stable that everyone can build on it?
• Does God have a fine feeling? Or:
• Is God gross?
• Does the Higher Power have a fine feeling?
• Does God smell the roast of danger for him?
• What does God believe in?
• Does God have to believe in nothing because he knows everything?
• Has God lost his faith in mankind?
• Are there core questions to God? If so:
• What core questions are there for God?
• Is God walking around in the heads of many people because he wants that? Or:
• Is God gobbling around in the minds of many people, though he does NOT influence them, for example, because he does not exist?
• Is God busy with his actions in the heads of many people? Or:
• Is God walking around the heads of many people WITHOUT his action?
• Is God a sleeping cap because he is not there when he is needed?
• Did God sleep and sleep all wars, civil wars and religious wars?
• Does God sometimes get a rapper and then begin to reveal how crazy?
• Can God ever screw up? Or:
• Is God always finding everything again?
• Is God always finding everything?
• Are God's people strangled?
• Does some human beings like God tremendously?
• Is it very hard to figure out what God is doing right now?
• Is it impossible to figure out what God is doing right now?
• If the question of WHAT MOMENT MOMENTAN (demonstrably) is felt by believers as a provocation?
• Is the question of WHAT MAKES MOMENTAN (demonstrably) injurious to believers?
• Is the question of WHAT MAKES GOD MOMENTAN (demonstrably) insulting?
• Is there silly God-talk? If so:
  • Is it, for example, stupid talk of God when someone says THAT IS GIFT OF GOD because there is no proof that the gift comes from God because the gift could also come from happiness, chance or unexpected influences?
  • Are there proven God gifts?
  • Are there any proven gifts of God?
  • Are there any gifts of God?
  • Are there gifts to God's gifts?
  • Is for believers all positives a gift of God and all negatives in any case NO gift of God?
  • Is it, for example, silly chattering of God when someone says GOD IS THANKSGIVAN because the proof is missing that God provided for the happiness that someone had when he thanked God?
  • Is there a lot of allegations in connection with God, but not a single reproducible proof?
• Does God have a core competence (core competence)?
• Is God the Great Influential World Champion?
• Is the Higher Power the Great Influence World Champion?
• Is God persevering?
• Is God vehement?
• Is God sometimes also ruthless?
• Is God neither merciful nor ruthless?
• Applies to God, if he does not use anything, so does he not hurt?
• Is the calling on God the ultimate?
• Was there or is there a time God? If this is NOT the case, see the next question. Answer Proposal: Problematic!
• Why was there never a time God?
• Does each dimension have its own God?
• Is there a supreme God for all 23 dimensions?
• Can God magically attract?
• Can God gather people around?
• Is not it sugar-licking for God?
• Is there a pleasure-gain with God when he is creative?
• Does believers gain a pleasure when the thoughts are with God?
• Does God have a crutch?
• Is God a crutch because people did not think of anything better for the uninformed?
• Could God be said to be meaningful only if he knew what he was doing right now?
• Is God the Anonymus par excellence?
• Can people fantasize about a world of God?
• Does God have a very long breath? Or:
  • Is God fast-breathing quickly?
  • Does God sometimes despair of himself?
• Will mankind, in its entirety, ever find God?
• Will mankind, in its entirety, find God just before its end?
• Will mankind, in its entirety, ever be able to prove God reproducibly?
• Is the belief in God based on imagination?
• Does God sometimes need time to think?
• Cannot God sometimes decide? Or:
• Is God always guiding the right way?
• Is the question of what is God doing right now, a core question?
• Is the question, what makes God presently provable, a key question?
• What kind of feeling does people have when they are asked, what is God doing right now?
• Is there a feeling of the ANGRY when they are asked, what is God doing right now?
• Is there a feeling of EMPOWERMENT in people when asked, what is God doing right now?
• Is there a sense of helplessness in people when they are asked, what is God doing right now?
• Is there a sense of boredom in people when they are asked, what is God doing right now?
• Is there a sense of RATHLESS in people when they are asked, what is God doing right now?
• Is there a sense of UNRUGE in people when they are asked, what is God doing right now?
• Is there a sense of Fury in people when they are asked, what is God doing right now?
• Is God just repairing his many handholds, because of the fact that so much has been dragged into it?
• Does God have an Achilles heel / weakness?
• Is God inaccessible to arguments? And:
  • Is God immune to arguments?
  • Is God a desire-fulfiller?
• Are there assured statements about God? If so:
  • What are the assured statements about God?
  • Is the first assured statement to God that we know NOTHING about him?
  • Is the second assured statement to God that he is jostling in the heads of many people?
  • Is the third assured statement to God that there are many UNAUGATED statements about him?
  • Is the fourth assured statement to God that he distributes gifts, but it is unclear whether he makes this active or passive?
  • Is the fifth assured statement to God that he gives support, but it is unclear whether he makes this active or passive?
  • Is the sixth assured statement to God that he is giving strength, but is unclear whether he makes this active or passive?
  • Is the seventh assured statement to God that he fulfills wishes, but is unclear whether he makes this active or passive?
• Does an active God mean that he does things by doing something?
• Does a passive God mean that he is doing things WITHOUT doing anything?
• Is God a servant of men? If so:
  • Is God active or passive as a protector?
  • Is God active or passive as a gift supplier?
  • Does God act actively or passively as a stop-giver?
  • Does God serve actively or passively as a helper in need?
  • Does God actively or passively act as a force-donor?
  • Does God act actively or passively as a wish-fulfilling?
• Is God an active or passive creator?
• Is God active or passive in its function as a stop-giver?
• Does God take an active or passive role when he gives support?
• How can it be proved that it was REALLY God who became active as a protector?
• How can it be proved that it was REALLY God who made a gift?
• How can it be proved that it was REALLY God who gave power?
• How can it be proved that it was REALLY God who fulfilled a wish?
• How can it be proved that it was REALLY God who helped in need?
• How can it be proved that it was REALLY God who gave support?
• How can it be proved that it was REALLY God who gave revelations to the Prophet?
• Are the unknown influences the greatest competition for God?
• Is God sometimes mistaken?
• Is not only human, but also divine?
• What part does God and what part do influences in the creation, transformation and termination of things, plants and beings?
• Can God be reconciled with today’s scientific knowledge?
• Is God in the modern world out of place? Answer Proposal: For the majority NO, for a minority YES!
• Is God a gift of the Higher Power?
• Does God give gifts?
• Does God Distribute Gifts?
• Is the fuse sometimes burning with God?
• Why does not God tell us what qualities and abilities he has?
• Is God observable? Or:
  • Cannot God be monitored?
• Does God love it when he is being monitored? Or:
  • Will not God be monitored?
• Do all want to monitor God, who ask what God is doing right now?
• Do all want to monitor God, who ask what qualities and abilities God has?
• Why is God so intensely intense in people's minds?
• Why are there people's heads, in which God is very excited? And:
• Why are there people's heads, in which God is not at all agitated?
• Is God always very much in people's minds when others have done this? And:
• Does not God ever go around in people's heads when NONMAND mentioned God?
• Can those who claim that something was a gift of God can prove that it was really God?
• Is luck, chance, or are the unknown influences a supplier candidate for a gift which is said to have come from
God or which is supposed to come from God?
• Are many people happily attributed to God, although it is NOT proven that these things have anything to do with
God?
• Is God the only one from whom influences go without a mass behind?
• Is God the only one from whom influences go forth without these divine influences coming from a mass?
• Are influences influenced by God? If so:
• Are God's influences going from a mass? Or:
• Are God's Influence of NO Mass?
• Is God a formulation artist?
• Are, in the final analysis, all God's statements silly God-chatter, because all God's statements are unreliable?
• Does everyone know that no one knows what God is doing?
• Does God unite so many unsecured claims, as nothing else?
• Is there the MOST unsecured claims to God? Or:
• Is there anything else besides God, to which there are still more unsecured assertions?
• What are there similar assertions about how to God?
• What are almost as many unsecured claims as to God? Answer Proposal: The devil!
• Are there many nearer claims to God, but none of them is proved?
• Is God sometimes upset?
• Does every federation have a God?
• Does God ask stupid questions about himself?
• Is God deeply rooted in nature? Or:
• Is God uprooted?
• What is the active and the passive vocabulary of God?
• Does God sometimes wear the hat or smock?
• Is God only sometimes open to revelation?
• Does God allow only such revelations to those who firmly believe in him?
• Is God speaking?
• Is God the navel of the world?
• Does God have a center? Or:
• Is God a center?
• Does God have a help center? Or:
• Is God a help center?
• Does God guide a gift center?
• Does God have a power center? Or:
• Is God a power center?
• Does God have a center where the gifts of God are sent?
• Does God have a network work? Or:
• Is God a network work?
• Is God a network work with many centers?
• Does God run amok when he has counted himself by counting his stable elementary particles?
• Could it be difficult for God to keep a UNIVERSALLY great universe under his control?
• Does the Lord God save men as a shepherd his sheep?
• Does the Lord God protect man as a shepherd his sheep?
• Does God also guard and guard ants?
• How many holding handles does God have?
• How many gifts do God give per second on average and how much maximum?
• Is God a single fighter?
• Does God interfere in the internal affairs of men?
• Does God claim to be the measure of all things?
• Is God the measure of all things?
• Is God a crutch for the helplessness of people in certain things?
• Does the belief in God, the escape into a supposedly safe world, enable?
• Does faith in God help to escape the dreary everyday life?
• Are the effects of God only marginal in practice?
• Are the effects of the Higher Power in daily life only marginal?
• Is God, compared to prophets and religions, only an accessory, because nothing exact is known about God?
• Is God, compared to prophets and religions, only a garnishment, because nothing is known about God?
• Is God, compared to prophets and religions, only a marginal figure because nothing verifiable is known about God?
• Did some people first create the imagined former group of gods and then the idea image of the one God because they wanted something higher that they could look up to?
• Were humans ever since the memory of human beings convinced that there is something outside their range of perception and called them gods first and then God?
• Could it be that what is outside our sphere of perception also involves unknown influences and unknown forms of matter instead of gods or gods?
• Is God a breeding master?
• Is the higher power a breeding master?
• Is God a friend of bacteria because he gives them so fast resistance to antibiotics?
• Can the pharmaceutical industry leverage or undermine the will of God?
• Is God interested in technology and science? Or:
• Is God technology and science?
• Whom God mocketh?
• Does God wear a smock, a mouvement, or a gulf, because he works so much?
• Does God care that animals exist before him?
• Does God care for insects?
• Does God care that bacteria exist before him?
• Does God care that viruses exist before him?
• Does God care that planets exist before him?
• Is God inspired by technology?
• Do people feel overwhelmed by life and therefore hope for the support of God?
• Do people feel good about God?
• Does God have a function for people?
• Are there any logical derivations to God?
• Are there only logical deductions for the higher power?
• Is there no mathematical or scientific derivation for the existence or necessity of God?
• Can God be calculated?
• Is God not then exhausted when needed?
• Should God's mouth be sewn?
• What do we know about God?
• Do we know about God only demonstrably, that he jostled in the heads of many people?
• What do we know about God safely?
• Do we know about God only for sure that we know nothing about God?
• What do we know reliably about God?
• Do we know about God only reliably that he is very INCREDIBLE?
• Is the imagination of God the greatest enemy or man's greatest friend?
• When was God invented? Answer Proposal: About 2,000 years before Christ's birth!
• How old is God? Answer Proposal: Approximately 4,016 years, referring to the year 2.016!
• Should the time-counting begin with the birth of God instead of with the birth of Christ?
• Should it no longer be called 2,016 after the birth of Christ, but 4,006 after God's birth?
• Had to be established about 3,800 years ago of a new universal God only in the population?
• Must not God be able to count?
• Does God intervene anywhere?
• Is God willing?
• Is God an outsider standing above everything? Or:
• Is God an interlocutor in everything?
• Is God an outsider of intelligence?
• Is God above intelligence?
• Is God above chemistry?
• Is God above physics?
• Is God above nature?
• Is God above the influences? Or:
• Is God made of influences?
How can it be that so many people take over entire God-prophet-religious-thought-buildings without criticism?

When was the first revelation of God?

Is God the specialist man for the moral doctrine?

Is God a moral guardian?

Can God himself take the trouble?

Should God be rank and slender because he has so much to do?

Is God fat? Or:

Does God have a self-understanding?

Is God above the Higher Power? Or:

Do God and Higher Power Work Hand in Hand?

Does it have disadvantages to be God?

Does it have advantages to be God?

Is it desirable to be divine?

Does God also offer gifts to animals or only humans?

Does God also make planet gifts or only human beings?

How many people are there at the same time?

Does God endure even lower creatures?

Does God sometimes bite?

Do Muslims exactly use the God the Jews invented about 3,800 years ago?

Why are Arabs, who took over God from Jews and Christians, now their greatest enemies?

Why does not the common God unite all peoples?

Is the present thought-image of the one God conceived? And:

Was the imagined former group of gods conceived? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are revelations of God conceived?

Inspired God?

Is it much easier to list what God just does NOT do, as to perform what God does now?

Is God an art product?

Was God artificially created because there was a need for it and still exists?

Is God the supreme authority?

Is God regarded as the supreme authority?

Is God a stranger?

Did God sign a patent for his creation?

Does God have the author’s right to his creation?

Does God have freedom of expression?

Does God persist in his opinion?

Is God an improved copy of man? Or:

Is man a bad copy of God?

Is God a bad copy of unknown influences and unknown forms of matter?

Does God have protection because God’s invention has existed for about 3,800 years?

Is God a stop with holding handles?

Is God like a rescue raft, where drowning people find support?

Does God have more joy in the emergence or more joy of the offense?

Can God pass away?

Can God go as a melting figure?

Is it also for God, always with full steam ahead?

Is God the leader of all leaders?

Does God guide everything?

Does God, for example, lead to grandeur?

Does everything belong to God to the fantasy world?

Is everything around God a fantasy world?

Does everything belong to the phantasy world as far as God is concerned?

Does God have everything and does he care for nothing?

Can God think?

Is God superior?

Are ALL revelations from God coming?

Does God work?

Does the trick work well with God?

Does God have anything to do with life and death?
• What were the reasons why people stopped more than 3,800 years ago when the solo god was not yet available?
• Who protected people more than 3,800 years ago when the solo god was not yet available?
• Who gave more than 3,800 years of human faith power when the solo god was not yet available?
• Was the former gods of gods suitable as a stop-giver? Or:
  • Was the former goddess of the gods unsuitable as a stop-giver? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God the supervisor?
• Can God prove all men?
• Does God make man because all men are supposedly children of God?
• Are viruses and bacteria children of God?
• Is God sometimes a real plapper-mouth and then again very secret?
• Are scientific discoveries produced by God's revelations?
• Does God sign treaties? If so:
  • Does God conclude only oral contracts? Or:
  • Does God also conclude written contracts?
• Is mankind dependent on God for good or evil?
• Does God get rid of it when it gets tricky?
• Is God always in a hurry because there is so much to do? Or:
• Is God asleep because he has nothing more to do?
• Is not God visible because he is so fast? Or:
  • Is not God visible because he has crawled and sleeps somewhere in space?
• Can God take as much time for each individual human being, even though he has so much to do with so much?
• Does God do anything by the way or even in his sleep?
• What does God do when the last star has left?
• Is God collecting his creation again, and then mixing the cards again?
• Is God a means of addiction?
• Is there God's transgression? If so:
  • What was God's sacrilege and which is still there?
• Are the ways of God often unfathomable, and the ways of unknown influences are often also unfathomable?
• Are the ways of God often miraculous, and the ways of unknown influences are also often miraculous?
• Are the Jews, as the inventors of the One Universal God, the best proof of the ineffectiveness of their God, because they were first expelled from their homeland and secondly the Holocaust?
• Do God like works of art?
• Does God wake up?
• Did God arise at a time when humanity did not yet know that there is a universe?
• Is the sphere of responsibility of God growing enormously by recognizing that there is a universe?
• Are there God-dwarfs?
• Are there people who have a God-Tit?
• Could God, if he wished, for example once a year to reveal to all adult human beings simultaneously and directly the same news? Or:
  • Is God incapable, for example once a year, to reveal to all adult human beings at once and directly the same news?
• What interest could God have in revealing nothing of himself?
• Does God increase the joy of life?
• Do people need God to make illusions?
• Is God an illusion-giver for illusions?
• Is God a help to make illusions?
• Do the Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) appear as passive as God?
• Does God appear passively, even though he is supposed to perform or perform something great?
• Do the Dark Convex objects appear (DCOs) passively, even though they do great things?
• Is God just in idle mode?
• Is not God doing anything smart at the moment?
• Does God not really know what to do?
• Did the former gods of the gods consist of SPECIAL gods, and does the present-day thought-image of the solo god consist of a UNIVERSAL God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God natural or something artificial?
• Did the former gods of the gods join each other on their feet?
• Must the former gods of the gods be abolished, because the individual gods competed each other?
• Is the thought-image God as effective as a real God for men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Would any man who is as unreliable as God be disregarded?
• Can God allow EVERYTHING without being dropped?
• Does God allow everything to happen uncontrolled?
• Has God lost control?
• What is God doing?
• What is God doing just now?
• What is God doing just now?
• What is God doing in the imagination of men?
• What makes God just fantasize together?
• Is God a command-giver?
• Is God a desire recipient?
• Is the God-Human Relationship characterized by giving and taking?
• Does God know the principle of giving and taking?
• Is God free of contradictions? Or:
• Is God full of contradictions?
• Are people hanging out in ALLMES, including their god-fantasies?
• Is God resistant to EVERYTHING?
• Do people hang on to God?
• Is God dependent on people?
• Is God particularly dependent on human beings?
• Are animals hanging on God?
• Does God depend on animals?
• Is God attached to ALL?
• Is God hanging around?
• Is God ALL?
• Does God ALLOW?
• Are there God's followers? If so:
  • What are the weight of God's followers?
• Is there divine assistance? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that there is divine assistance? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that there is divine assistance? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God give assistance? Or:
• Does God (invisible) stand by and do NOTHING?
• Is the invention GOTT patentable?
• Is there protection for God?
• Is God a possible point of criticism?
• Is the higher power a possible critique point?
• Is God adventurous?
• Is God fearful?
• Is God grounded? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God profligate?
• Is God flexible? Or:
• Is God inflexible?
• Is God hard?
• Is God soft?
• Is God made of sugar-cotton?
• Is God hard in taking?
• Can God put some?
• Did God have to learn and practice the revelation for the chosen people?
• Is there evidence for God?
• Does God like it when much is said about him?
• Does God protect against Islamic headscarf? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Protects God from aggression by full-veil? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God protect against wars? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Protects God from natural catastrophes? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Protects God from terror? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Protects God from Ineffective Swim Vest Dummies? Answer Proposal: NO!
Has there been less wars since the beginning of monotheism than around 3,800 years ago, as in the time before the imagined gods of the gods were decisive? Answer Proposal: Certainly not!

- How many terms does the language of God have?
- Is God a baby's son?
- Is God even trying to get power over people?
- How could God have done the mishap with mankind?
- Were and are people proud of their invention Universal God?
- Could God have every reason to speak precisely with those who have doubts about him to dispel the doubts?
- Why is the Universal God apparently unable to turn directly to each individual?
- Does the only remaining Universal God have NO interest in convincing ALL people of themselves?
- Why does not God ensure that multiple killers do not have to live long?
- Why does God allow former multi-killers from concentration camps to become ancient with over 90 years?
- Is God a fanatical spinner?
- Would people like to orient themselves to a fixed size as it apparently embodies God?
- Would people like to stick to stable values, as is apparently the case with God?
- Were there rich special gods?
- Did the rich special gods die because they became too rich?
- Only decides God about death or decide influences on death?
- Is the universal God the most important thing? Or:
- Is the UNIVERSITY universal God the most important?
- Is God also mischief?
- At the time when the idea of the one Universal God arose about 3,800 years ago, did more than 99% of the people believe in a group of gods or polytheism?
- Was not the change from the many special gods to the one Universal God by no means a self-running, but a process that took several thousand years and is still not fully completed?
- Why did God not make use of his omnipotence to ensure that around 3,800 years ago, ALL of the people were surrounded by the gods' multitude or polytheism on one universal God?
- What are God's proofs?
- What are God's proofs?
- What is the main God's proof? Answer Proposal: Supposedly prophetic prophets who were supposed to have revelations of God!
- What is the best proof of God?
- What is the most powerful proof of God?
- What is the most important proof of God?
- Is there a hit parade of God's proofs?
- What is the most frequently cited proof of God?
- Is God dependent on his own blessing?
- Is the higher power dependent on God's blessing?
- Are viruses dependent on God's blessing?
- Are planets dependent on God's blessing?
- Are galaxies dependent on God's blessing?
- Is God blunt?
- Is the Higher Power Outspoken?
- Does God speak Tacheles?
- Is the superior power like God without revelation?
- Is God watching as people fight? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
- Is God pacifist or war driver?
- Does God want to stamp his stamp? If so:
- Does God successfully stamp his stamp? If so:
- How is it recognizable that God successfully squeezes His stamp?
- Is God preparing the next terror attack?
- Is God just declaring the next war?
- Can God get into something?
- Have all the proof-attempts for thought-transmission and also for God so far failed in the non-reproducibility?
- Is God mastering artifices?
- Can God be trained?
- Can it be proved by God that someone kneels before him?
- Is it the favorite occupation of God to instigate wars?
- Discusses God?
• Is God loading?
• Do believing people have NO value on God's evidence?
• Do Orthodox absolute NO NO value at any time repeatable God proofs?
• Are all the proofs of God either staged or constructed, and especially NOT reproducible? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it with the divine proofs, as with the thought-transference proofs?
• What is the contribution of God or the Higher Power to the creation of things, plants, and beings?
• What contribution does God or the Higher Power make to the transformation of things, plants, and beings?
• What contribution does God or the Higher Power provide to the perishing of things, plants, and beings?
• Can God be lulled?
• Can the higher power lull itself?
• Have certain things or events been attributed to God without proving it?
• Is God an emotional issue for many, and is there no room for factual arguments (long version) in this matter?
• Is God mostly an emotional matter and therefore inaccessible to factual arguments (short version)?
• Was God discovered about 3,800 years ago, or was he conceived?
• Was God an idea about 3,800 years ago? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God seen in practice as a gray eminence in the background?
• Is God, in practice, used only as a decorative accessory?
• Do people like to get into the role of God?
• Play people like fast-God?
• Is God sometimes wrongly polled?
• Had it been about 3,800 years before the idea of the one universal GOD had spread over the whole earth?
• Why had less than 3,800 years passed before the idea of one universal GOD had spread over the whole earth?
• Is God provocative?
• Is God irritating because he appears exotic?
• Does God irritate because no one knows anything about him?
• Is God an idea that was born about 3,800 years ago and spread over the globe within less than 3,800 years, even though there is not a single repeatable proof of God?
• Can God sometimes become a problem? If so:
• Is God sometimes a problem?
• Can the higher power sometimes become a problem? If so:
• Is the higher power sometimes a problem?
• Are there things or events attributed to God, of course, without proving it?
• Is God the most ignorant of God because there is no single repeatable proof for God?
• Were not 3,000 years ago to desist from all the many special gods, since they would have to admit that they were wrong after the idea of the one Universal God had come about 3,000 years ago? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God the greatest mass murderer because he makes all men die?
• Is God or the Supreme Power above ALL? Or:
• Are there things about God or higher power?
• Is the space above God? Or:
• Is God standing above the room? If this is the case:
• Can God create new space? Or:
• Can God make existing space disappear? Answer Proposal: Hard to imagine!
• Is the time over God? Or:
• Is God standing over time? If this is the case:
• Can God stop the time? Or:
• Can God turn back the time? Answer Proposal: Hard to imagine!
• Is the mass (in the form of nucleons) above God? Or:
• Is God above the mass (in the form of nucleons)? If this is the case:
• Can God produce new mass (in the form of nucleons)? Or:
• Can God disappear the existing mass (in the form of nucleons)? Answer Proposal: Hard to imagine!
• Is the energy above God? Or:
• Is God above the energy? If this is the case:
• Can God generate new energy? Or:
• Can God make existing energy disappear? Answer Proposal: Hard to imagine!
• Are the laws of nature about God? Or:
• Is God above the laws of nature? If this is the case:
• Can God create new laws of nature? Or:
• Can God make existing laws of nature disappear? Answer Proposal: Hard to imagine!
• Are known influential types about God? Or:
• Is God standing over known influence types? If this is the case:
• Can God produce new known influence types? Or:
• Can God make existing known influence types disappear? Answer Proposal: Hard to imagine!
• Are unknown influence types about God? Or:
• Is God above unknown influence types? If this is the case:
• Can God produce new unknown influence types? Or:
• Can God make existing unknown influences disappear? Answer Proposal: Hard to imagine!
• Is there an existence right of God?
• Is God pleased with his creation?
• Is God glad to be thrown because he is the greatest?
• Does God know that he is the greatest?
• Does God sometimes run away from time?
• Does God have all the time of the universe?
• Is God behind?
• Is God running after? Or:
• Is God leading forward?
• Is it an assumption that God is the creator of the universe? Answer Proposal: YES!
• What is the main proof of God?
• Are Heinzl-males related to God’s creation?
• Are goblins part of God’s creation?
• What does God have what people do not have? And:
• What do people have what God does not have?
• What does God have what people would like? And:
• What do people have what God would like?
• Is there a nucleon God?
• Does God have a livelihood?
• Does God have an inner life?
• Is God made of Dark Matter?
• Is the dark matter God?
• Does God firefighters?
• Did God make time? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God created time? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God created time? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are unruly cartridges favorites of God, because these seem never to die?
• Are unhappy patriots taking God as a model?
• Is there a gossiping kitchen for God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a substitute God?
• Is there a divine replacement?
• Does God have a broad foundation?
• Does God have a broad cross?
• Is God well anchored?
• Is God conservative?
• Does God depend on old values?
• Does God give instructions? If so:
• To whom does God give instructions?
• Will God convert?
• Are influences and God about equally important?
• Does God want to make people better people? Or equivalently:
• Does God want to make people better people? If so:
• Why did not God already make people better people?
• Is God incapable of teaching?
• Is the Higher Power Unlearnable?
• Are the holding handles of God so hot that people burn their fingers?
• Was God made to God by influences?
• Would God be a good party stallion? Or:
• Is God a Tran-Funzel?
• Is God the great Zampano?
• Is God’s main concern is to bind people to themselves?
• Is God not so self-evident as it is portrayed by some?
• Have many people failed God because they need support?
• Have many people failed God because they obviously do NOT get along without him, unlike animals, plants and things?
• For example, were monkeys and dolphins succeeding God because they do not need a stop?
• For example, did monkeys and dolphins succeed in God because they seem to get along without him?
  ▪ When is God at a man?
  ▪ When is God at an animal?
  ▪ Is there only ONE SURE sure statement to God that is GOD SPIRIT IN THE HEADS OF MANY PEOPLE? Answer Proposal: YES!
  ▪ Has God successfully entered the minds of many people? Answer Proposal: YES!
  ▪ Do we know about God only for sure that he is agitated in the heads of many people?
  ▪ How did God succeed in joining the heads of many people?
  ▪ Were there human helpers of God who made sure that God successfully entered the minds of many people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did God choose a particular people, where he first reported (allegedly)? If so:
  ▪ According to what criteria did God choose the people with whom he first reported?
• Why did God not speak to all peoples at the same time about 3,800 years ago, when God would have to be a typical parallel worker?
  ▪ Does God cut heads?
  ▪ Does God sound in danger?
• Why did God not reveal anything in writing or drawing on God's bearers, which consist of something that is nowhere else on Earth and cannot be made for humans?
• Does God have a heart for religions?
• Are there many hearts in God?
• Does God have a heart for every religion?
• Does God have proven qualities? If so:
  ▪ What are the attributes of God?
  ▪ Is God proven to be unreliable? Answer Proposal: YES!
  ▪ Could classical questions of God be answered with YES if, for example, BEAUTIFUL, ADOPTED, INTRODUCED, INTRODUCED, FOUND, FOLLOW, BE DISCARDED, or CLEAR in God’s statement?
  ▪ Should classic questions of God be answered with NO if, for example, PROOF, REFINE, COURT, CONFIDENTIAL, CONFIDENTIAL, GUARANTEED, CONVINCIOUS, or REPEATABLE in the statement of God?
  ▪ Cannot the work of God be examined?
  ▪ Cannot the work of God be tested?
• Does God sometimes make a few laws and nothing more concrete?
  ▪ Was God originally viewed as an over-human, and has this image of God been relativized?
• Was and is God too lazy to communicate His revelations to ALL people at the same time?
• Can God, on the other hand, listen to ALL people at the same time, but at the same time not allow all His people to share His revelations? If so:
  ▪ Why, on the one hand, can God listen to ALL people at the same time, but at the same time not allow all people to share his revelations?
  ▪ Can God keep his ears?
  ▪ Can God close his eyes?
  ▪ Can God push both eyes?
• Does God assert when he is given? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God listen to him demonstrably when he is offered? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God, too, supposedly obey when he is NOT? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God also accept demonstrably when he is NOT condemned? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God EITHER a diligent parallel worker when it comes to PASSIVE things, how to give and listen? Answer Proposal: YES!
  ▪ Is God REFITTED unreliable when it comes to ACTIVE things, how to help or protect?
  ▪ Can any one convincingly and repeatedly show how God actually helps him or how God actually protects him?
  ▪ Can a distinction be made between a PASSIVE page and an ACTIVE page? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the PASSIV side of God NOT verifiable because passivity is generally difficult or not at all demonstrable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the ACTIVE side of God NOT verifiable, because the activities are generally unreliable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the ACTIVE side of God much more extensive than the PASSIVE side? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the PASSIV side of God essentially only to listen, always to watch, or always to provide itself as a stop-giver? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the PASSIV side of God GUARANTEED essentially to always listen, always to watch or always to provide as a stop donor? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the PASSIV side of God REQUIRED essentially to always listen, always to watch or always to provide as a stop-donor? Answer Proposal: NO because not proven and also not detectable!
• Is the ACTIVE side of God, for example, always pointing to the right path, always helping to protect or always to give strength? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does the ACTIVE side of God, for example, PROVIDE to always point the right way, always to help always protect or always give strength? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the ACTIV side of God, for example, admit to always pointing the right way, always to help always protect or always give strength? Answer Proposal: NO, because of the general unreliability of God in the active area!
• Is the PASSIV side of God verifiable? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is the ACTIVE side of God verifiable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• And does the verification of the ACTIVE side of God, which is generally unreliable in the area of the ACTIV side, result? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God naive, if he thinks he can ever become more reliable?
• Is the superior power naive, even if it does not exist at all?
• Is God attracting many people magically because God is still mysterious and unclear and because people are naturally curious?
• Does God have a change of material?
• Is God armed to the teeth?
• When is it recognized that God is a mistake?
• Does God understand the meaning of God's blasphemy? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God understands the meaning of God's blasphemy? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God understands the meaning of God blasphemy? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God-sites the epitome of temples, divine houses, prayer houses, churches, mosques, synagogues?
• Would God be incapacitated without influences? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Would God be bound without hands to influence? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God have advocates?
• Does the higher power advocate?
• Is God hostile to women and equivocal? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is God, according to holy scriptures of religion, hostile to women and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God is hostile to women and equality? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is the active side of God not verifiable because the active side of God is so unreliable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can God forgo influences? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God homeless?
• Is God the highest authority? Answer Proposal: Vielleich!
• Is God the highest authority? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God proven the highest authority? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there a concrete individual case that shows that God is the highest authority? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are ALL alleged God’s proofs on one-off and non-repeatable events? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God scientifically apprehensible? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Should God be scientifically detectable, if he were? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does not God do EVERYTHING? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there people who believe in God, but not the heavenly kingdom?
• Are there people who believe in God, but not in the life after death in the heavenly kingdom?
• Is God bewitched or gone away because he does not look?
• Does God belong to the stake?
• Is the unequal treatment of the human race God’s will? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it usually asserted by men of the highest faith that the unequal treatment of the human race is God’s will? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to testify through a test that the unequal treatment of the human race is God’s will? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Would not God be put to the test? And:
• Would God not be questioned?
• Would not the Higher Power be put to the test? And:
• Would not the Higher Power be questioned?
• Are all the proofs of God not repeatable one-offs?
• Is the idea of GOD a remnant (relict) of a past time when mankind had not yet known many connections?
• Do people enjoy God?
• Is it difficult for God to understand that NOT all people believe in him?
• Why does not God ensure that all people believe in Him?
• Is nothing safe, so is not the existence of God?
• Is God a fan of the chosen peoples? Or:
  • Does God make peoples to chosen peoples?
  • Does God make sure that every people will become the chosen people?
• Does God have a fan community?
• Is God unique?
• Have people defined God? Or equivalently:
  • Defined man God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there different definitions for God because they do not exist?
• Is God an old value?
• Did God create an adventure playground with Creation? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• When did the first man who believed in the sole (universal) God?
• Will God be very reverent when he thinks of his creation?
• Will the Supreme Power be quite reverent when it thinks of God?
• Are phrases often threshed in connection with God?
• Are all those who make statements to God at this moment phrase-threshing?
• Are Imagination and Feelings and Feelings God's Evidences?
• How can anyone ask what is God doing right now?
• How can someone dare to ask what is God doing right now?
• How can anyone possess the impudence to ask what is God doing right now?
• Indoctrinates and infiltrates God?
• Are all statements to God rush wisdom?
• Is God so tolerant that he accepts it when someone DOES NOT believe in him?
• Does it not tolerate GOD, for example, if mass or energy does NOT adhere to the laws of nature? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is it sure that it is God who does NOT tolerate it when mass or energy does NOT adhere to the nature laws? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God have to create the space before he began to create? Or:
  • Was the space already there when God began with creation?
• Did God have to create the time before he began the creation? Or:
  • Was the time already when God started with the creation?
• Is there more of God, as is known?
• Are some people coming to God?
• Cannot God fulfill all wishes?
• Does the statement hold, give yourself, then God gives you?
• Is God admirable?
• Is God to be respected? Or:
  • Is God to despise?
• Is God to be observed? Or:
  • Is God best to ignore?
• What is admirable in God?
• What is pitiable in God?
• Does God have anything against equality?
• Are more important to the sons of God than daughters?
• Does God have a daughter for symmetry reasons? If so:
  • When does God send his daughter, who could, for example, bear the name JESURA Christ?
  • Should God not only have a son but also a daughter for reasons of equality and for symmetry reasons?
  • Does God have not only a son, but also a hitherto hidden daughter? If so:
  • When does God send his daughter, who could be called, for example, JESURA Christ?
• Does God give each highly developed civilization in the universe its own son, which would mean that God has several sons?
• Should not human beings prefer the protection of God?
• Should people not take the help of God into account?
• Is God sometimes a curse?
• Is God sometimes a blessing?
• Is God sometimes a means of escape?
• Is there at least one repeatable proof of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there NO single repeatable proof of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• When does the whole god-dumbness finally fly?
• Do the religious representatives (clergy / clerics) know that the only thing that is with God is liar and deception?
• Is God an idea and are all statements to God even just ideas? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God have a kingdom? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it often said that God has a kingdom? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God has a kingdom? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God integrable in the respective culture circle?
• Is God willing to integrate?
• Can people avoid God? Answer Proposal: NO because God is not perceptible!
• Applies to God, fun aside, earnest come here?
• Is God a poison?
• Do poison and God have in common that both are very difficult to remove from human beings?
• Is God good-natured?
• Why do people respect God so much, even though God is only an IDEA?
• Was there a long time ago the first man who first thought and then also said that with the many gods cannot be, there must be a single God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God divide memoranda?
• Did God declare some peoples to chosen peoples with a separate state, and some peoples, like the Kurds, to rejected nations, to whom no own state is entitled?
• Are the Kurds a people discriminated, discriminated, degraded, and rejected by God, because they do not have their own state?
• Are the Tibetans a discriminated, degraded, and repulsed people separated from God because they no longer have their own state?
• When will the end of God begin?
• Did God, who is an idea that a Jew had had about 3,800 years ago, approved his creation?
• Does God want childless emancipation so that mankind dies out and God finally has peace?
• Does God sometimes get something out of control?
• Do us human beings sometimes get something out of control?
• Is God, by nature, equally empowering?
• Does God want it to happen, especially as the politicians gladly promise?
• Does God really want it to happen, even though he does not have it at all?
• Is God willing to announce the change, as the politicians in particular?
• Does God really want to change, even though he does not have anything at all?
• Are all God’s proofs constructed? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God drill thick boards?
• Does God not know what he wants, because there are both life-long marriages in the animal kingdom and, for example, annually changing marriages?
• Does God give blessings? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it often claimed that God gives blessings? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God is actively blessing? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does the Higher Power Bless? Answer Proposal: NO, according to the definition of Higher Power!
• Is there a gods twilight?
• Did it dawn upon the imagined former gods of the gods that they did not exist at all?
• Does it dawn on God that he is sometimes out of place?
• Does it dawn on God what he has done?
• When does God dawn that he does not exist?
• Should researchers and scientists try to find God in neutrons, protons, and electrons?
• Are there God-rays or God-waves? If so:
  • Are God’s rays or God’s waves infinitely fast? If so:
  • Do the first God’s rays, or God’s waves, enable God to reach God in the universe immediately, no matter where God is? Answer Proposal: YES!
• When does God come to light?
• When does God get a face?
• Is God resistant? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
• Is it often hoped that God is NOT RESISTIVE? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God illogical in himself? Answer Proposal: YES, because he can, for example, allegedly listen to ALL people, but obviously NO man can answer directly!
• Is God contradictory in itself? Answer Proposal: YES, because he has, for example, supposedly created the universe, although he does not need it for himself!
• Has God made himself superfluous?
• Is God superfluous? Answer Proposal: YES, because everything that is attributed to God can also be done by influences!
• Is God pompous?
• Is God tough?
• Is God walking?
• Is God sometimes God?
• Does God work with understanding?
• Is God Stretchable?
• Can God shrink?
• Can God be dissolved?
• Is God conceivable? Answer Proposal: YES, for many people!
• Is God unthinkable? Answer Proposal: YES, for few people!
• How does God show his gratitude if he is grateful?
• Is God sometimes ungrateful? If so:
  • How does God show his ingratitude?
• Does one-way communication take place between God and man?
• Is God everywhere? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it often claimed that God is everywhere? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is a test verifiable that God is everywhere? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do people only thank God for their services? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are the planets with God for their origin? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are there stars with God for their origin? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do animals thank God for their origin? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are people thanking God for being born and being born? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is frequent worship of God's wages?
• Why does not God fail to do something when he receives no thanks, except man?
• Is God the master of imprecise formulations?
• Do God and politicians have something in common?
• Is not God physically explainable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God incapable of explaining chemically? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a means of solution?
• Is God a problem-solving tool?
• Does God solve problems? Or:
  • Does God solve no problems? Rather:
  • Is God part of the problems?
• Will God become a problem when trying to decrypt it? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are all the people who believe in God naive in this respect?
• Is God moved by the naivety of many people?
• Is God connected?
• Is there anything wrong with God?
• Is God inquisitive and inquisitive? Or:
  • Is God incapacitated and unwilling to receive information? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Why does God not warn of natural catastrophes? Answer Proposal: Because a thought image does not warn!
• Is God hanging too high? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the higher power suspended too high? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does it help to speak quietly so that God does not listen?
• Does God create a choking charm?
• Is God a Shredder?
• Is God guaranteed no chunk?
• Is there a God failure?
• Is God a melting pot?
• Does God agree with the influences?
• Is God roomless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God Timeless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God free? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God dimensionless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God great? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God masselos? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God physically? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God powerless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God impotent? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God forsaken? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God addressless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God futile? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God unhapp{}y? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God unemployed? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God breathless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God atomless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God unconditioned? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God free? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God unemployed? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God bottomless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God chemielos? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God unresponsive? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God unconscious? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God ruthless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God wrinkled? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God vehicleless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God bewildered? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God fingerless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God motionless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God unquestionable? Answer Proposal: No!
- Is God fearless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God memoryless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God thoughtless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God safe? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God unfeeling? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God Deaf? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God genless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God odorless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God sexless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God lawless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God faceless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God unlinked? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God unhappy? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God merciless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God godless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
- Is God harmless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God uncompromising? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God unhappy? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God conflictless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God unrivaled? Answer Proposal: NO, because the biggest competition for God are influences!
• Is God contactless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God unconscious? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God headless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God powerless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God silent? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God lifeless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God lightless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God going? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Has God become lustless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God powerless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God infinite? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God called loose? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God useless? Answer Proposal: NO, because even the idea GOD has a psychological benefit!
• Is God restless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God motionless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God disrespectful? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God waterless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God unaltered? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God sleepless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God safe? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God selfless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God sinless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God speechless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God weightless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God skandallos? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
• Is God Godless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God without substance, because no divine substance is demonstrable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God techneless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God faithless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God irresponsible? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God irresponsible? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God toothless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Do not many people want to let their God take away, whether or not they exist? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do not many people want to renounce their God, whether they exist or not? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do many people want to give up their God, whether or not they exist? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do many people want to give up their God, whether they exist or not? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were many people, some 3,800 years ago, willing to let the imagined former group of gods take it, whether or not they existed? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does almost no one believe more today the existence of the imagined former group of gods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the Higher Power Disrespectful?
• Is God always a challenge?
• Does God challenge?
• Is the higher power always a challenge?
• Does the Force Extend?
• Is the devil going to God?
• Can God be used to arbitrariness? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God have anatomical knowledge?
• Does God have a fix point?
• Is the higher power an impertinence?
• Is God dancing around the world?
• Is God like a pit without a floor? Answer Proposal: YES, but only for believers!
• Is God a bottomless insolence?
• How do information from people get to God and vice versa?
• Is it still totally unclear how information reaches people from God and vice versa? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Has God set up a multi-receiver or multiple receiver for humans?
• Is God the shroud of all deer because nobody has ever seen him?
• Is God dusting slowly or quickly?
• Does God have to be dusted again and again?
• Is God only watching? Answer Proposal: The impression could arise!
• Does God sometimes spit in the soup?
• Spies God?
• Does God listen secretly?
• Is God listening?
• Does God also listen to animals and plants?
• Does God have ears? Answer Proposal: From now on, the ears of God are scientifically neither confirmed nor disproved!
• Is God listening? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is there the desire-dream of the merciful God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God have almost the same genes as his supposed son? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God carved out of very special wood? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God strong? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God famous? Answer Proposal: For believers YES!
• Is God terrific? Answer Proposal: For believers YES!
• Are there God's coats?
• Does God have an aversion to anything?
• Does God have a phobia (morbid fear) against anything?
• Does God react to anything allergic?
• Is God a moral cop?
• Is God the chief of the moral police?
• Is God the chief of the atoms?
• Does God willingly provide his cloak?
• Is there a verifiable or repeatable response behavior of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Where was God in the inhuman kingdom?
• Is God surviving all the wars?
• Was the thought-image of today’s solo god as much an idea of human beings as the imagined former group of gods was an idea of man? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Was the established god of the gods so popular, because many could participate in inventing new sacrificial rituals and sometimes also a new god? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the thought-image of today’s solo god so popular because many people can participate in reinterpreting God’s existing laws? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the thought-image of today’s solo god so popular, because many can participate in sometimes proclaiming a new prophet or a new law of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Where can God’s support be sought?
• Were the priests at that time quite annoyed when the solo god announced (about 3,000 years ago) about a prophet (allegedly) and gave the priests their illustrious group of gods? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Where does God demonstrably intervene in the self-running wheels? Answer Proposal: Nowhere!
• Does God intervene? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does God assert? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God proofing? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God attacked? Answer Proposal: YES, but only mentally!
• Does God influence the course of things? If so:
  • Where is God currently and demonstrably influencing the course of things?
  • Could things or events that have been or are being attributed to God be attributed to the unknown influences?
• Is God the supervisor?
• Is God responsible for everything that happens in His creation?
• What lies in the sphere of responsibility of God?
• What is NOT in the sphere of responsibility of God?
• What is God awarded?
• Are things attributed to God without proving that God really is behind it?
• Is God flabbling?
• Is God potting?
• Does God boast?
• Does God care for occult things?
• Can people flirt with God?
• Do women love more like men because God is male?
• Is God an authority?
• Was the imagined former group of gods so popular because it stimulated the imagination of the people of that time?
• Is today's god so popular because it stimulates man's imagination?
• Do people at God let their imagination run wild?
• Does God have an alibi function?
• Have men sworn allegiance to God?
• Do some people behave as if God were their property?
• Is God PURE fantasy? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God made of imagination?
• Is the thought-image of the present-day solo god just as pure a fantasy as the imagined former group of gods was pure imagination? Answer Proposal: YES!
• How can God be made known?
• Where is God doing something at the moment?
• Why does not God interfere when his existence is discussed?
• Why does not God notify himself when his existence is questioned?
• Was the idea of GOD born about 3,800 years ago?
• Are things or events attributed to God without proving that God really is behind it? Answer Proposal: YES!
• How is it evident that God is Wise?
• Is God an intervention in the development of mankind?
• Did God perform and intervene in his creation?
• Is God the surgeon of his creation?
• Is God currently engaged in his creation?
• When does God enter into his creation demonstrably?
• How is God currently demonstrably intervening in his creation?
• Where is God currently engaged in his creation?
• Why does God enter into His creation?
• Could God have used his creation more often than now?
• When does not God enter into His creation?
• Where does God not intervene?
• Does God have an opinion? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it often and happily argued that God has an opinion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God has an opinion? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God use light waves to watch people?
• Is God a good official?
• Does God look like a perfect official out the window all day and does nothing?
• Does God manage the gene pool? If so:
  • Are God gladly asserting things which are not proved and are not demonstrable? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • What is the opinion of God on species dying?
  • Does God allow species dying? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Why does God allow species dying?
  • Will God allow the species to die out? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are all God's proofs in the airless space?
• Does God use force expressions?
• Escape God if he does not succeed?
• Does God succeed?
• Can God's creation succeed? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God mumble?
• Does God stammer?
• Does God have a language error?
• Is God martial?
• Is God an institution?
• Is God a force?
• Does God know the most recent day already?
• Does God have favorites? If so:
• Why does God also let his darlings die?
• Is God stirring up when holy writings of religion are burnt? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does God appear unassisted?
• Is God's Hall filled?
• Is the life form in the hereafter, that is, the kingdom of heaven (paradise) just as puzzling as that of God?
• Is God always benign?
• Does God use the imagination?
• Is God a fancy stimulus? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do people need imaginative stimulants, especially God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• What contribution does God provide to the emergence, change, and ending of things, plants, and beings, besides the known and unknown influences?
• Is God like a protective roof?
• Is God a wind egg?
• Does God perceive it when he is honored?
• Can God be proud of people?
• Is God more proud of others than others?
• Is God sitting behind the Wall Wall?
• Does God have a very bad and unreliable response? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Asking God often can I do this?
• Ask God often, can I do it?
• Does God always say anew, yes, I can do everything?
• Does God always say again, yes, I can do everything?
• Does God need self-awareness?
• Does God have self-confidence?
• Is the cosmic microwave background radiation the waste heat of God? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
• Is God infinite or infinite?
• Is God an installation by people to close gaps in understanding and knowledge? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can the phenomenon of cosmic space be explained by the installation of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God provide assistance? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it often, and often, asserted that God will provide assistance when asked? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God is helping by actively taking action? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is the saying valid, help yourself, then does God help you? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God assuming a work pensum?
• Does God have to be consoled because he has so much to do?
• Does God need help?
• Do people want to be close to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God love it when people try to put him on the pellet because they want him to be as close as possible?
• Is God and everything around God a single imagination orgy? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God knallhart? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• If the saying is true, rely on yourself, then can you rely on God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God speak the word in the mouth?
• Are all statements to God's claims out of the hollow belly?
• Does God confess color? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God currently verifying color? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Should God have proven color? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God looking for the challenge?
• Is God slower than a snail?
• In what cases does God interrupt his restraint?
• Can someone prove that God is doing something right now? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Can any one prove God's current status? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God often not know what he wants? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God a resource for the uninformed? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God an intellectually constructed vehicle? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God an example? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Have the attributes of God been turned so as to serve as a model? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God help in the great questions? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Is God the Creator of Man? Answer Proposal: NO, because influences are the creator of the people!
- Were humans the creators of the former group of gods? Answer Proposal: YES, but only imagined!
- Were humans the creator of today's solo God? Answer Proposal: YES, but only as a thought-image!
- Were the imagined former group of gods an idea of men? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is God a weapon fool?
- Is God a human fool?
- Does God change?
- Is God adapting to the ideas of men?
- Are most people not responsible for God's evidence?
- Does God have content?
- Does God provide content?
- Is there anything scientifically proven about God? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Is ALL ALL GOD? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is it often argued that ALL is blessed? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it verifiable through a test that ALL is blessed? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Could anything be inflicted instead of god? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does God write EVERYTHING?
- Were the former gods of the gods like a plague, which was now nearly extinct?
- Is God filled?
- Is God filled?
- Is God filled up?
- Is God fulfilled?
- Would God be bored without people?
- May God do everything?
- Can the Higher Power do everything?
- Is God in space and time?
- Is God lying in space?
- Is God hovering in space?
- Is God sitting in space?
- Is God standing in space?
- Does God sometimes perish?
- Does God make judgments?
- Will one day prove that God was the stupid invention of human beings?
- Is God a synonym?
- Was God created as a synonym in the world of imagination by men because they are not so often helpless?
- Is God an aid to helplessness?
- Are there repeatable God tests that always lead to the same result?
- Is there a test of God, with which God can be proven at all times to be repeatable?
- Would the genius have earned ten Nobel prizes that developed the first working God test? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does not a single God experiment work reliably because the reaction behavior of God is so unreliable? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Do God prefer a few people?
- Does God dislike many people?
- Are diseases caused by God?
- Are some people sick through God?
- Is there God's disease?
- Is God safe?
- Is God defending himself? Answer Proposal: NO, at any rate is not demonstrable that God is resisting!
- Must ALL what God is credited to be really attributed to the unknown influences? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does everything come from God, in reality, from the unknown influences? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Should God be regularly dusted and wiped?
- Has God so far demonstrably entered into a war? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Is God also a model for human beings? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is God sometimes a drug or addiction?
- Can too much addicted to God?
- Is God walking through the universe?
- Can God pull out of the mess by his own head?
- Is God currently demonstrably engaged in CVs?
• Is God currently demonstrably engaging in disease progression?
• Is God sometimes seizing it?
• Is God sometimes wrong?
• Is God sometimes beside Kapp?
• Have miracle healers the God gene?
• Does God divide hereditary substance?
• Does God have substance? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does the Higher Power Substance? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God damage?
• Does God pay attention to human behavior? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God respects the doing of men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God respects the doing of humans? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God protect people from something? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God preserves people from something? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God preserves people from something? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is not God breaking his promises? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God does not break his promises? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God does not break his promises? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Will God bring the dead back to life? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God brings the dead back to life? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God brings the dead back to life? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God bring hidden things to light? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God brings hidden things to light? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God brings hidden things to light? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God know if some people say they believe in God and in the last day, even though they are not believers? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it assumed that it recognizes God when some people say that they believe in God and in the last day, even though they are not believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that it recognizes God when some people say they believe in God and in the last day, even though they are not believers? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Empowers God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is claimed that God empowers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable by a test that empowers God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God open things to men? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God opens things to men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God opens people things? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God wrongful? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God misleads the wrongdoer? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to verify by a test that God misleads the wrongdoer? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God give commands? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God gives commands? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is a test verifiable that God gives commands? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God give food and drink? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God gives food and drink? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God gives food and drink? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God give signs? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God gives signs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable by a test that God gives signs? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Has God sealed the hearing disbeliever? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God has sealed the hearing disbeliever? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God seals the hearing disbeliever? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Has God sealed the hearts of unbelievers? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God has sealed the hearts of unbelievers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable through a test that God seals the hearts of unbelievers? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God have a book? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God has a book? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is a test verifiable that God has a book? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God have a dwelling place in the hereafter? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God has a home in the hereafter? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to verify by a test that God has a home in the hereafter? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God have man in his power? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God has men in his power? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God has men in his power? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God merciful? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God is merciful? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God is merciful? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God the Lord of the worlds? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God is the Lord of the worlds? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God is the Lord of the worlds? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God a merciful? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God is a Most Gracious? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to verify by a test that God is an all-merciful? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God gracious? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God is gracious? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God is gracious? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God powerful about all things? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God is mighty over all things? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God is powerful about all things? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God truly an enemy to the unbelievers? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God is truly an enemy to the unbelievers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to verify by a test that God is truly an enemy to the unbelievers? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God know the unrighteous? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God knows the unrighteous? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God knows the unrighteous? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Can people hear the Word of God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that people hear the Word of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that people hear the word of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God let the light vanish from people who try to deceive God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God makes the light disappear from people who try to deceive God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God lets the light disappear from people who try to deceive God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God leave people in darkness trying to deceive God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God leaves people in darkness trying to deceive God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God leaves people in darkness trying to deceive God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God let men see nothing? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God does not let anything see? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God humans nothing more can be seen? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God let people die? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God lets people die? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God lets people die? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God let people wander around blinded, trying to deceive God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God is blinded by people who try to deceive God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God lets people blinded, who try to deceive God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God let people hit the lightning stroke? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God makes people hit by lightning? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God makes people hit by lightning? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Cannot God be deceived? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God cannot be deceived? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test that God cannot be deceived? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is the curse of God on unbelievers? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that the curse of God burdens unbelievers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that the curse of God burdens unbelievers? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God make people alive on the last day? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God is bringing alive people on the last day? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is testable by a test that makes God alive on the last day? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God bring people alive? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God is bringing people to life? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God makes people alive? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God make the earth a retirement? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God made the earth a retirement? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God made the earth a retirement? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God a disease in the heart of those who try to deceive God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God multiplies a disease in the heart of those who try to deceive God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable through a test that God multiplies a disease in the heart of those who try to deceive God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God shape parables? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God is shaping parables? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God is shaping parables? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God pour water from heaven? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God sent water from heaven? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God sent water from heaven? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is not God ashamed to shape any parable? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God is not ashamed to shape any parable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God is not ashamed to shape any parable? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God sending things down? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God sends things down? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable by a test that God sends things down? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God see what men do? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God sees what people do? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is through a test verifiable that God sees what people do? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Should God’s commandment contain something that will tear men apart? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that, according to the commandment of God, something is to be held together which ransoms men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to verify by means of a test that, according to the commandment of God, something should be held together, which ransack human beings? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are streams falling for fear of God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that streams descend from fear of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to test through a test that streams fall from fear of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do people fall into the wrath of God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that people fall into the wrath of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is through a test verifiable that people fall into the wrath of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Cursed God unbelievers? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God curses unbelievers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is a test verifiable that God curses infidel? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God mocking people who try to deceive God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God mocks people who are trying to deceive God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable through a test that God mocks people who are trying to deceive God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God promise things? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God promises things? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is through a test verifiable that God promises things? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God know what people proclaim? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God knows what people make known? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable through a test that God knows what people make known? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God know what people hide? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is claimed that God knows what people hide? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is through a test verifiable that God knows what people hide? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Will not those be afraid or sad when they believe in God and the most recent day, and do good, because they have their reward with their Lord? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that they will be neither afraid nor sad when they believe in God and the last day, and do good, because they have their reward with their Lord? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to prove by a test that those will not be afraid or sad when they believe in God and the last day and do good because they have their reward with their Lord? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are men only rightly justified when God wants them? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that men are certainly justified when God wants them? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to testify through a test that people are certainly justified when they want God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God have scope for action?
• Does God make more on earth than men? Or:
• Do people on earth like God?
• Is God mad, because he created an immensely vast universe?
• Why did not God create a smaller, manageable universe?
• Would not people long ago have taken away from the imagined former group of gods, because they were so proud of their imaginative wealth around this imagined former group of gods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do not people want to take God away from us because they are so proud of their imaginative wealth around God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God wrong?
• Is God a good product?
• Does God protect from drug use? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God protect you from poisoning? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God a Gap Filler? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the Higher Power a Gap Filler? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God have a home? Or:
• Is God homeless?
• Is God nowhere at home? Or:
• Is God at home everywhere?
• Is God a placebo?
• Hack some people on God?
• Hack some people on the higher power rum?
• Is God good?
• Is God fixed on human beings? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the higher power fixed on people? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Are people fixed on God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God have feelings of pleasure?
• Does God know feelings of pleasure?
• Should God not exceed his limits?
• Should God not exceed his competences?
• Is God responsible for ALL? Or:
• Are there things for which God is NOT responsible?
• Can God bite into something?
• Did God ever get caught up in something?
• Are there divine attachments?
• Are there any additions of God?
• Does God always desire to be all that people say to him?
• What motivation does God have for his actions and actions?
• Find out about the GOD fantasy contest competitions instead?
• Was the imagined former gods of the gods the fancy product number 1 for humans? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Was and still is often the thought-image of today's solo god the phantasy product number 1 for humans? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God happily and often seen as super-human or super-human under normal human beings and treated accordingly? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God disciplined?
• 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, where has only my God remained?
• Is God an eccentric?
• Is God an Oracle?
• Was God in competition with the many ancient gods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God do a bone job?
• Does God shine with His deeds?
• Could people sing very soon, all the gods are already there, all the gods all?
• Is God dangerous?
• Is God brewing?
• Would God have every reason to be continually brimming?
• To whom would God be able to boast?
• Is God poor, because he cannot brag before anyone?
• Is God the modesty in person?
• Should people beware of God?
• Is God a predominantly positive thought product?
• Does God have the potential for more?
• Does God decay slowly?
• Does God prefer honors or homage more?
• Does God know where Mecca is?
• Does God know where the Vatican lies?
• Does God have a map with all God’s houses throughout the universe?
• Are there anti-God books?
• Is God to be loved? If so:
  • Why should God be loved?
  • Is God to be loved because he would otherwise be angry?
• Is God biting his teeth from his creation?
• Was God created by a thought-artist?
• Is there a God-frequency? If so:
  • Is the god-frequency high-powered?
• What did God do on the eighth day after he rested on the seventh day?
• Did God begin again with his creation on the eighth day because his first creation failed him?
• Did God begin to improve his creation from the eighth day on? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Ever since the eighth day did God care for men? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God beyond his creation? Or:
  • Is God sitting in the middle of a mess?
  • Does God particularly like hell?
• Have human beings been firmly involved in their everyday life?
• Have human beings firmly integrated God into their structures?
• Is God always standing on the ground with one leg?
• Is God monochrome?
• Is God colorless?
• Is God sometimes too colorful?
• Is it sometimes too colorful for the higher power?
• Can God keep his short leash?
• Did God write A Testament? Or:
  • Did God write TWO testaments, an old and a new one?
• Is God entering into wars? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are wars the best proof of God’s complete inactivity? Answer Proposal: YES!
• What does God use when he is completely inactive?
• Is God a work of art? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a thought-work? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a work of art made up of thoughts?
• Is God losing hops and malt? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does NO claim that gods are losing hops and malt? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it scientifically verifiable that God’s hops and malt are NOT lost? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there a resurrection of God?
• Is God a mathematical quantity?
• Is God square?
• Does God make it happy if someone finds a stop or stops?
• Does God help if someone finds a stop or stops?
• Is it burdening God if someone finds or stops him?
• Does God notice when someone finds or stops him?
• Is God ardent when a man finds support in him, or is seeking a hold of him?
• Does God enjoy it when someone finds or stops him?
• Does it recognize God when someone finds or stops him?
• Does God rejoice when someone finds or stops him?
• Does God feel when someone finds or stops him?
• Does God like it when someone finds a hold on him or stops him?
• Does God keep quiet when someone finds or stops him?
• Is God proud when someone finds or stops him?
• Is it God’s fault if someone finds a stop at him or stops him?
• Does God make it happy when someone finds a stop or stops him?
• Does God perceive it when someone finds or stops him?
• Is it God, if someone finds him or stops him?
• Does God take care when someone finds or stops him?
• Does God feel when someone arrives at him or stops him?
• Does God disturb him when someone finds a stop or stops him?
• Does God confuse him when someone finds or stops him?
• Does God defend himself when someone finds or stops him?
• Does God adhere to himself when someone finds or stops him?
• Does God respond when someone finds or stops him? If so:
  • How does God react when someone finds or stops him?
  • How do people who believe in God find that they can find a true God and not an IMAGED God?
  • How do people who seek God's support realize that they are seeking a true God and not a God who is IMPROVED?
• Will people be very warm when they find a true God?
• Would the heart be cold if people were to hold on to an IMAGED God?
• Can human beings only hold on to the ONE God because the idea GOD came up about 3,800 years ago? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God have a keen eye? Or:
  • Does God look blurry?
  • Does God see everything through a rosarote glasses?
  • Should God be infinitely great, if the universe were infinite?
  • Is God leading the way?
• Does God work with stitches? If so:
  • What is God’s work with?
  • Do people fall into the meshes of God?
  • Does God work with tricks? If so:
  • What tricks does God work with?
  • Do people fall for the tricks of God?
• Does God see everything?
• How sharp does God see?
• Does God see any single elementary particle from any distance?
• How fast does God see?
• Does God see so quickly that he can follow every single elementary particle?
• What is the zoom range of God?
• Is the zoom range of the God-gaze infinite?
• Does God have a microscope look? And:
  • Does God have a telescope look?
  • Does God have a 360 degree view?
  • Does God do well?
• How good does God hear?
• Does God hear from any distance all sounds?
• Does God use a directional microphone to listen better?
• Have researchers the permission of God to poke in his creation?
• Do people identify with God?
• Are people infected with God?
• Is there God’s news? Or:
  • Is everything already known about God?
  • Is the varnish with God?
  • Are people in the focus of God?
  • Are rainworms the focus of God?
  • Is everything at the same time in the focus of God?
• Is God supportive?
• Has God gone too far?
• Does God have a sense of smell?
• Cannot God smell people?
• Is God a lover of antiquity?
• Is God compatible with modernity?
Is God free of germs?
Is God contagious? Or:
Is not God contagious?
Is there God as a badge?
Is God a stumbling block?
Does God divide this from the hereafter?
Is God a tool for people? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is God an intellectual tool for human beings? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is God a means to achieve something? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should people who find their way to God be prompted to prove God to the truth before they claim that they are holding on to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should people who believe God be trained in themselves be challenged to prove God first, before they claim that they feel God in themselves? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do people worship an imagined God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are people hoping for help from an imagined God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are people hoping for a godly protection? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do many people find their way to an imagined god? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do people talk to a God who is a God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do people feel an imagined God in themselves? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do some people find any questions to God at all funny?
Do all people find some questions to God at all funny?
Do not some people find any questions about the Higher Power funny at all?
Do not all people find some questions about the Higher Power at all funny?
Are there events which people attribute to God, although there is no evidence that God has anything to do with these events? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is there love of God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
Is it asserted that there is the love of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it through a test verifiable that there is the love of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is God always sleeping?
Is God always fresh?
Is God always good on it?
Is God always full of matter?
Are there people who claim that God does NOT have to be proven? Answer Proposal: Probably!
Was God simply put into the room?
Does or does God know the answer only the wind?
Does God end wars? Answer Proposal: NO!
Why does not God end wars? Answer Proposal: Because God is a thought-image!
Does God prevent wars? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is God serving as a maneuvering mass? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can God be tested? Or:
Cannot God test? If so:
Why cannot God test?
Cannot God test because it does not exist?
Can imagination be offended, so the fantasy product GOD can be offended?
Must God be understood?
Should God be understood?
Will not God be understood?
Does God make the rattling?
Does God sometimes get into the headlines?
Does or does the higher power sometimes get into the headlines?
Did God make a pause?
Does God flow from love and mercy? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
Is there a fake God?
Is there a distorted God?
Does God have one or even many doubles?
Does God do everything without stirring?
Is this sometimes the case with God?
Does God have a movement apparatus?
Is God a fake?
• Is God fake?
• Is God a problem case?
• Can people approach God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that people can approach God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that people can approach God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Can people approach the thought image of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can people approach God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• How close is God to the event?
• Is God always infinitely distant from what is happening? Or:
• Is God always infinitely close to happening?
• Is God a substitute for lost parents?
• Does God know what?
• Does God act arbitrarily?
• Is God lucid?
• Does God illuminate human beings? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is said that God enlightens men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God improve through a test that God enlightens men? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God sometimes run a spit?
• Is God so obstinate, because people need something for their imagination and imagination?
• Is God leaving people? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is said that God leaves people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is a test verifiable that God leaves people? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God leave animals?
• Does God leave plants?
• Does God leave things?
• How is God currently demonstrable? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
• Does God sometimes feel persecuted?
• Is it discipline and discipline? Or:
• Is it God and order?
• Was and is God a discipline? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were some members of the imagined former group of gods (supposedly) conspiring? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were there supposedly power struggles under the imagined former group of gods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were there supposedly power struggles between the imagined former group of gods and the long-time idea image of the solo god? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did power struggles among gods cease after being abolished by people?
• Do not hear power struggles among men only after humanity has been abolished by God?
• Did God deliberately create people to fight? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God flabbergasted? Answer Proposal: In the absence of his equal opponent, he should not be if he were!
• Is the Higher Power Campfire? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is not God alone thanks to men?
• Does God sway and waver?
• Is God On Earth? Or:
• Is God in the earth? Or:
• Is God centering so center of the earth?
• Is the evolutionary creator of mankind in place of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God always talking to you? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are people always talking to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did God create humanity to have fun with it?
• Did God create people for fun?
• Does God imagine that he is still the master of his creation?
• Is there a reaction test for God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God have permanent leave from the eighth day?
• When does God finally send a picture of himself?
• Are all those who are not for God against him?
• Applies also to God, end well, all good?
• Is God always fully concentrated?
• Would God subjugate?
• Can God be easily satisfied? Or:
• Is God very difficult to satisfy?
• Benefit people God as a watchdog, protector, stop-giver, helper in need, power-preservation means? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Must those people who want to use God continue to believe (believe) in him, whether or not they exist? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there nothing left for people who use God to continue believing in Him, regardless of whether they exist or not? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God have any benefit from men? Answer Proposal: NO, except perhaps a pleasure-gain, if humans mutually war or kill!
• Does God use people for himself? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God need human beings for himself? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there a reliable or repeatable or reliable reaction behavior of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• What do people do for God? Answer Proposal: Nothing that God really helps!
• What is God doing? Answer Proposal: Nothing!
• What are the influences for God? Answer Proposal: Everything!
• Is God a treasure (in Silver Lake)?
  • Is God an imagination of men?
  • Does God not know exactly whether he exists or not?
  • Would it be worse for a theoretically existing God to blaspheme? Or:
  • Would it be worse for a theoretically existing God if it is abused?
  • Does God have sensors? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
  • Is God sensitive? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
  • Is there more to God than NOT verifiable claims? Answer Proposal: NO!
  • Is there more to God than NOT verifiable stories? Answer Proposal: NO!
  • Is there nothing other than NON-verifiable claims to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is there nothing else to God like NOT verifiable stories? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Why does God admit intolerance?
• Why does God allow wars?
• Why does God allow racists?
• Why does God allow Reichs-citizens?
• Why does God allow Salafis?
• Why does God allow Wahhabis?
• Is God the first to go off board when the earth perishes?
• Does God need light to see? Or:
• Does God also see in the dark?
• Is there darkness in the dark because God sees nothing in the dark? Or:
• Does God have a built-in residual light amplifier?
• Does God see in the dark as well as in brightness?
• Does not God see anything because he sees everything?
• Does not God see anything because he looks through everything?
• Did God go from the first to the sixth day, and then did he die on the seventh day from exhaustion?
• Is there just God besides NOT verifiable claims and NOT verifiable stories just murder calls and murder threats?
Answer Proposal: YES!
• Must God be able to let off steam?
• Must the higher power be able to let off steam?
• Is God justified?
• Is God an Ulk Noodle and no one has noticed it so far?
• Is God forgiving us?
• Is God a technique muffle?
• Is God a Progress Muffle?
• Does not God understand modern technology?
• Does God not know what wars are?
• Does God recognize wars? Or:
• Does God not recognize wars?
• Is God forbidden?
• Is racism an invention of God?
• Did God create racists, imperial citizens, Salafis, and Wahhabis?
• Does God want racists, imperial citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis?
• Is God overstretched?
• Is God regarded as something overpowered?
• How does God do it when he gives people support? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
• How does God do when he loves people? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
• Does God Love Love?
• Is God a gigantic love sling?
• What role does God play in fights? Answer Proposal: NO!
• What role does God play in wars? Answer Proposal: None, unless he bless the weapons!
• Is God a street sweeper when the bells ring or the Muhedin?
• Is God a Milky Way Feg?
• Is God sitting or standing constantly in the starting holes to help people when needed?
• Is God much more simple, as people believe? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Did the former gods of gods make one among them the chief god?
• Did the former gods of the gods gather themselves together into a single God?
• Was the former god of gods too stupid to make laws for human beings?
• Is God a carer for people?
• Is God a way-companion for people?
• Does God support hippies?
• Does God use a universal language that also understands animals and plants?
• Why does God not tell us about the outstanding questions?
• Why does God not tell us whether the universe has a beginning or whether it has always existed?
• Why does God not tell us how the Biblical Creation story really was, if there is one?
• Would God want peace? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Would God wish the world peace? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God too weak to carry out world peace? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God weak? Answer Proposal: Often it appears so!
• Would God like to have some fun? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Would the Higher Power have a bit of fun? Answer Proposal: NO, because the Higher Power has no feelings!
• Is God just a great fun?
• Does God have his creation as a hobby?
• Did God have a good time with his creation?
• Is God artificially highly stylized?
• Is God’s bliss on earth? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God fill emotional gaps?
• Does God love every person individually? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does God love every individual human person in a most personal way? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God loves every single human being? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to testify through a test that God loves every person individually? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are the usual proofs of God robust?
• Are there strong proofs of God?
• Is the dignity of God untouchable?
• How many divine phrases and divine phrases are there?
• Is God always loving, even when he sees everything?
• Is God manageable?
• Does God have strongholds?
• Is the globe a heavenly god?
• Is God as evenly distributed in space as the cosmic microwave background radiation? Or:
• Is God so unevenly distributed in the universe as the luminous and dark matter?
• Is there much God everywhere where there is much matter in the universe?
• Does God also care about dark matter?
• Is God also the creator of Dark Matter and Dark Energy?
• Who formed God?
• Is God stupid?
• Does God have cops? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Could it be that God has cops? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is scientifically verifiable that God has cusps? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do people continue to stop at God even if he has sent them only bad things? If so:
• Why do people still continue to hold on to God when he only sends them evil?
• What do people hope when they seek God?
• Does God impose sanctions?
• Why does it allow God to die too?
• Does higher power have a self-determined existence? Or:
• Does the higher power have an influence-determined existence?
• Does God have a self-determined existence? Or:
• Does God have an influx of determinateness?
• Is God the only one with a hundred percent self-determined existence?
• Does the imagined former group of gods now sit in the control panel of the one God, which only exists as a thought-image?
• Does the imagined former group of gods observe that the thought-image of the one God does not make nonsense?
• Does the thought-image of the one God have no truly free self-determinate existence, because it is supervised by the imagined former group of gods?
• Does God always keep his eyes open?
• Is no one inside the inner affairs of God pure, so not even the devil?
• Is there no one inside the inner affairs of the Higher Power, except perhaps the questioner?
• Is God a habit-animal? Or:
• Does God love the change?
• Does God support the expression of freedom?
• Is God never offensive?
• Is God delicate and difficult?
• Is God delicate and tricky? Or:
• Is God simply knitted? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the Higher Power Delicate and Difficult?
• Is the Higher Power Delicate and Tricky? Or:
• Is the higher power simply knitted?
• Were there times when people were murdered when they questioned the existence of the former group of gods, even though they only imagined them?
• Are people murdered even nowadays when they doubt the existence of the solo god, even though it is only a thought-image?
• Does God make people?
• Lures self-titled servants of God?
• Should believers first read the over 12,000 divine questions and then think again about whether God is really and secure? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God the inventor of love?
• Should people let God melt on the tongue?
• Do people use God to enforce their interests?
• Do people keep an eye on God?
• Does God get pain when too many people keep an eye on him?
• Does God belong to the eternally yesterday?
• Does God need anything from men? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it gladly claimed that God demands something from men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God demands of humans something? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Escape God often?
• Is God booming?
• Can God lead people to slippery?
• Does God sometimes react indignant?
• Does not God want women to have the same rights as men?
• Were humans irrational about the former group of gods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are people irrational about God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• How much error does the creation of God have?
• Is God in a static balance? Or:
• Is God in a dynamic balance?
• Does God never rest before men, because never all men sleep at the same time?
• Are there many apparent arguments for the existence of God?
• Is God the bright madness?
• Is God insanely fast?
• Does God hold himself, just as humans hold house-animals?
• Is God capable of hurting men to death?
• Did God make a mistake by creating human beings so that he needs murder threats to bring people to the (allegedly) right way?

• Is God watching EVERYTHING?
• Is God watching all people in their sleep?
• Does God oversee all night dreams of people?
• Is God watching every day dreams of people?
• Is God watching some people more intensely than others? Or:
• Is God watching all people equally intensively?
• Does God supervise all micro-organisms in humans?
• Does God oversee all elementary particles?
• Is it impossible for God to really monitor EVERYTHING?
• Is God the Chief Watcher?
• Is God only watching?
• Does God no longer control anything else?
• Was God from the eighth day of the Creator to the Supervisor?
• Is God sometimes impossible?
• Is there God imitator? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God have a concept / tactics? Or:
• Is God Godless?
• Does the Higher Power have a concept / tactics? Or:
• Is / is the supreme power futile?
• Is God sometimes trying to harass people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the Higher Power sometimes used to harass people? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does it make more fun for god-like men to work or to make women pregnant?
• Was God found? If so:
• Was God a bombastic find of people?
• Is God casting a coin when he asks whether he should intervene or not? Or:
• Does God dice if he asks whether he should intervene or not?
• Would it be more appropriate for God to throw a coin instead of a dice because decisions can ultimately be reduced to a YES / NO decision?
• What moves God? And:
• What does God not move?
• Move wars God?
• Does God only intervene when something moves him?
• Is not God at all puzzling?
• Does God sometimes let the sow out?
• Does God not accept the charge that he is idle?
• Is God in the interest of those who work with it? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Will not the higher power oppose God because it cannot be used and misused as well as God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God interested in people? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Did God create a community of interests? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Was there a purely human interest community around God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the higher power uninteresting for most people because it has nothing human? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God influence?
• Transferring influences God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God belong to all men?
• Are all human beings God?
• Does God belong to the bread like the butter?
• Does God always want to be an assistant to people?
• Is God a cheerful fellow? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Are all statements to God empty word pods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do people paint a wish-image of God?
• Does God sometimes get out of step?
• Does God also have an unsightly side?
• Does God wars and civil wars look merciful and loving?
• Is God a player nature?
• Do people need imagination for their well-being, such as the imagination of God? Answer Proposal: Could be!
• Was God during the first six days of the Creation? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does God need well-being? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Was it only for creation, because God wanted something for his well-being?
• Does God judge men? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God directs people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God directs people? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God directed at birds?
• Why do believers swallow all God’s phrases without complain?
• Why do believers swallow all God’s phrases without questioning their correctness?
• Do believers and unbelievers who question God’s phrases sometimes have great problems?
• Is a minority of the imagined former group of gods mourning to this day? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Is God a good breeding ground for phrase-threshing and sayings-knockers, regarding God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Will God make viruses better from viruses?
• Are people a permanent construction site for God?
• Is the creation of God a permanent construction site?
• Does the concept of GOD supply almost unlimited food for the imagination? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a list of God’s statements and claims of God? Answer Proposal: Until now NO!
• Did God ever say to self-satisfaction?
• Is God a sin case?
• Can God be hurt? If so:
• Is God sometimes snubbed?
• Can God be duped? If so:
• Is God sometimes duped?
• Can the former gods of gods be gradually buried? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can the thought-image of today’s solo God be buried? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can the thought-image of today’s Higher Power be buried? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God the inventor of martyrs? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does God know what martyrs are? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the mercy and love of God infinite? Or:
• Is God’s mercy and love limited?
• Is God a liberation?
• Is God seen by some people as liberation?
• Is God the solution to the problems? Or:
• Is God the cause of the problems?
• Can God see himself in the mirror? If so:
• How big must a mirror be for God to see in the mirror?
• Is God an abuse victim?
• Does God do everything so that it cannot be proved that it was God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• How can we prove that something happened through God and not through influences? Answer Proposal: Not at all!
• Is God working undercover?
• Should God’s craft be laid?
• Should the misuse of God be traded?
• Is there a serious God test?
• Is there a functioning God test?
• Is God illusion?
• Does not God live by his own creation?
• Does God need more like His creation?
• Does God know the feeling of contentment? Or:
• Is God never satisfied?
• What is the vision of God?
• Does God see in all the wave-length ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum, so that he can see and perceive everything?
• What is the hearing impression of God?
• Does God listen in all the wave-length ranges of the sound spectrum so that he can hear everything?
• Who or what are the enemies of God?
• Was God phlegmatic because he has no more enemies?
• Does God have manners?
• Does God have moths?
• Is God a blessing and curse at the same time?
• Does God have any advantages?
• Does God have disadvantages?
• Does God have any advantages? Or:
• Does God have disadvantages?
• Does God have more advantages as disadvantages?
• Is God the only one who has advantages?
• What are the benefits of God?
• What are the disadvantages of God?
• Does God see the graves there in the valley and these are the tombs of the former smokers of Reval?
• Is God all because he is so dear?
• Is God sometimes provoking?
• Is there God’s word? Or equivalently:
• Is there the Word of God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Are people often referring to the Word of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that there is the Word of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is the saying your word in the ear of God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is the saying, Your Word in God’s ear, happy and often used? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to verify by a test that the word of a man reaches the ear of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God hostile to foreigners?
• Has God alienated his creation?
• Have all men become alien to God?
• Does God have an attitude?
• Is God’s mechanism of action completely unsettled? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the hold on God work on imagination? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God consider wars as the inner issue of people in whom he does not interfere?
• Does God see everything right? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does (almost) no one contest today that the imagined former gods were imagination? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Was it replaced by a thought-image by the change from the former group of gods to today’s solo god? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a power lever for people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are people trying to replace missing functioning God tests with water-like speeches? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Was and is something so astonishing that a divine miracle was spoken or written?
• Can God fail?
• Disappointed God more often than many want to admit?
• Is God devoted?
• Can the empty word-sleeve of GOD be insulted from the perspective of some people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should God report if he is offended?
• Does God know what a satisfaction is?
• Was and is creation a self-satisfaction of God?
• Does God’s creation have to be dragged from the nose?
• Is God a reformer?
• Is God a strong castle? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it often claimed that God is a strong castle? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is a test verifiable that God is a fortified castle? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God confess?
• Does God fit on a confessional chair?
• Was God the initial solution?
• Did God have the initial solution?
• Is there a final solution for God?
• Is there a final solution for the creation of God?
• Does God have a final solution for everything?
• Does God have the final solution for radioactive waste from nuclear power plants, nuclear power plants, nuclear plants?
• Is God the Final Solution?
• Is God loving the dear long day? And:
• Is God also loving in the night?
• Why does God not stop or prevent violent conflicts?
• Why does not God stop and prevent wars and civil wars?
• Does not God end wars and civil wars because he is so LOVE and NICE and does NOT interfere in the internal affairs of human beings, according to the statement made by human beings, DO NOT interfere with our internal affairs?
• Is the nearer environment of God particularly well protected by God?
• Are people who are closest to God also best protected by God?
• Did people already speak to God when he was not yet invented, more than 3,800 years ago?
• Was the one God of today only compassionate and loving, after he had conquered the former gods of the gods?
• Has God crossed its zenith? Or:
• Is God always the same?
• Is God dutiful? If so:
  • In which place, for example, is it evident that God is duty-conscious?
  • Is God constantly breaking a leg?
  • Is God sometimes tearing the clothes off?
• Why did the one God not report at once, when that began with the many gods an estimated 10,000 years ago?
• Do people believe in the one God since he was invented about 3,800 years ago? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Has God done his duty and duty?
• Does God only do what he wants?
• Does God have to do things that he does not want?
• Does God have the pure pleasure in existence?
• Does the brain of God consist of galaxies?
• Is God well networked?
• Does God have an agent?
• Is God the greatest blender of all time in the universe?
• Does God love flowers?
• Does God love it darkly, because it is very dark in its creation, that is, the universe?
• Is God a wolf in Sheep Fur?
• Why does not God consider it necessary to stop deforestation?
• Will God cry for the last tree that has been felled?
• Is the assertion that things happen IN THE NAME OF GOD? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Do you like to say that things happen in the NAME OF GOD? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable through a test that things happen IN THE NAME OF GOD? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did the positive qualities of merciful and loving God make him popular with the population?
• Why is the creation of God so small?
• Is God often sought?
• Is the proximity of God often sought?
• Is God often sought but never found?
• Are people living a life long in search of God?
• Are some people unsuccessfully seeking God for a lifetime?
• Does God have slit-eyes?
• Must God go through hard, so that his creation does not run out of control?
• Does God create a butterfly feeling in the belly of humans?
• Are all men equal for God?
• Are faithful men protected by God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it often and happily argued that people are protected by God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is a test verifiable that people are protected by God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God think of his creation?
• Can God still think of his creation?
• Are time and place irrelevant to God?
• Does God need absolutely nothing from what he supposedly created or created? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God visible in the lab? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Should believers first develop an ever-functioning God test before they walk on it? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God sometimes a savage?
• Is God always straightforward? Or:
• Is God often running a zigzag course?
• Does God know the meaning of Hallelujah?
• What does God think about all the rhetoric, rumors, and phrases that it gives to him?
• Is God quite different from what most people imagine?
• Is God more arbitrary than human beings? Or:
• Are people more arbitrary than God?
• Are the chief enemies of God atheists, the devil, and the former gods of the gods?
• Did the former gods of the gods have a quick death? Or:
• Did the former gods of the gods have a tormentively slow death?
• Is God an excellent breeding ground for the rumor kitchen?
• Was God different from his creation?
• Is God responsible?
• Is God light-footed?
• Is God walking easily from the hand? Or:
• Is God doing some things hard?
• Can the higher power be easily removed from the hand? Or:
• Is the higher power difficult for some things?
• Is God sometimes more brakes than supporters?
• Is God a huge muscle package?
• Does God cling to everything?
• Are there extraterrestrial intelligences with whom God is more satisfied, as with humanity?
• Is God more unhappy with elephants than with humans because elephants are threatened with extinction?
• Why does not God confess that he is REALLY listening?
• Does ALL get a meaning only through God?
• Does death reach meaning only through God?
• Is EVERYTHING thought of God? If this is NOT the case, see the next question. Answer Proposal: Problematic!
• What is God’s idea?
• Is God a copy of man? Or:
• Are people a good copy of God? Or:
• Are people a bad copy of God?
• Are animals not a copy of God?
• Does God have a carefree existence?
• Is God watching wars and civil wars and saying to himself that I have nothing to do with it?
• Are wars and civil wars firmly built into God’s creation?
• Is God cleansed of men?
• Does the merciful God, when he is watching wars, tell me nothing or do I have nothing to do with him, and therefore he does NOTHING, and therefore does not end the dear God also wars?
• Does God say in wars and civil wars, I do NOT have to intervene, that regulates itself by itself alone?
• Is the love and mercy of God NOT to interfere with wars and civil wars?
• Does God recognize wars and civil wars? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is it proven that God recognizes wars and civil wars? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God break as long as war or civil war is?
• Has God lost nothing in wars and civil wars and sought nothing?
• What role does God play in peace times?
• What role does God play in times of war?
• Does God keep out of wars and civil wars?
• Are wars and civil wars for God a welcome change?
• Is God a rascal when he blesses war weapons?
• Should not people have too much hope for God?
• Should not God give any illusions to God?
• Does God sometimes get a sweat? Or:
• Is God always cool?
• Did God make everything in the sweat of his face?
• Are there unpleasant contemporaries whom the Lord would rather not have created? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God necessary for man’s survival?
• What is necessary for God’s survival?
• Is there a doctrine of God? If so:
• Is the doctrine of God an exact science? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God work smoothly? Or:
• Is it sometimes with God?
• Does God never repeat itself?
• Does God never reiterate his revelations?
• Why does God never repeat His revelations?
• Is God relieved when there are no people left?
• Is God relieved when he has gathered his creation back?
Would God sometimes just be left alone?
Can the will of God break?
Is the will of God broken when war or civil war is?
How long does God still work?
Why does God work?
Does God work on imagination?
Are some people with both feet firmly in their lives and fixed in God?
Is God the center of life for some people?
Is God centering on some people?
Does God always stay between the guard rails? Or:
Does God sometimes break out of his corset?
Why did God place the creation so that the principle is to eat and be eaten?
Does God love the most people who are the most successful?
Does God hate most people who are the most unsuccessful?
Is God a strong leader?
Is God blowing? Or:
Is God so great that he cannot breathe anymore?
Is there no air in God?
Does God never get out of breath because he does not need air to breathe?
Has not God fallen on his head because he has no head?
Is God quite clever?
Does God have a hearty heart?
Would God sometimes not be disturbed?
Does God have counseling hours?
Can God be captured? Answer Proposal: NO!
Should those who mock themselves over alleged God's blasphemy first prove that God is upset when it is allegedly blasphemed? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is God always high on the ladder of success?
Can the Higher Power Logically Think?
Is God always on guard? Or:
Does not God need to watch because no one catches him?
Does God have a center of logic?
Does God have a logistics center?
Does God maintain a separate logistics center in every galaxy?
How many centers does God have? Or:
How many centers does God exist?
Had God had to try everything out before finding the right solution?
Does God have to try everything out before he has found the right solution?
Does God look like a foreign body?
Does God look strange?
Does God look like imagination?
Does God look like people imagine or imagine?
Does God look like imagination?
Does God look like an imagined?
Does God always want to get through?
Does God want his head through the wall? Or:
Is God doing very carefully?
Does God sometimes lose his head?
What is the throughput of God?
Is God definitely not a rigorous mess?
Does God know the difference between muck-guy, Dirt-Sack and Dirt-Dirt?
Is God acting logically?
What happens when God is released?
How many thousand years ago did the first member of the imagined former group of gods appear?
Are galaxies the spaceships of God?
Does God maintain social networks on earth for thousands of years?
Does God know the difference between saints and hypocrites?
Did God send the Flood? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
Is it claimed that God sent the Flood? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could it be that God did not send the Flood, but that a natural event was the cause of the Flood, such as the foreshadowing of the planet Venus? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it proven that God sent the Flood? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Must God and influences share power? Answer Proposal: NO because God is imagination!
• Is God not to be understood because he does not exist? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Was the present-day God very much burdened with his burden, until he had removed the imagined, former many imaginary gods from the heads of men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there still no location search for God? If so:
  • Why is there still no location search for God?
  • Should God cling to a GPS receiver and coordinate transmitter so we can finally find it?
  • Do ALL the people have the common ground that they DO NOT know what God is doing right now? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God have goals?
  • Did God have goals?
  • Did God have more goals in the meantime?
  • How many of his goals has God achieved?
  • Will God have goals in the future?
  • Does God still have goals? If so:
    • Does God often achieve his goals only through detours?
    • Does God often accomplish his goals only in post-mortem?
    • Does God often achieve his goals only in a zigzag course? Or:
      • Does God always achieve his goals in a straight line?
      • Who comes first to God?
      • Who first succeeds in illuminating God?
      • Who first comes to the upper power?
      • Who first succeeds in illuminating the higher power?
    • Does God sometimes lose the thread? Or:
      • Is God always there?
      • Does the higher power never lose the thread?
      • Is ALL ALL God without us?
      • Is God in it, without being aware of it?
      • Is there a bit of God in every elementary particle?
      • Do we see light at the end of the tunnel for the clarification of God and the Higher Power? Answer Proposal: NO!
    • When is God ready to be illuminated by human beings?
    • Is God hiding only since there are people?
    • When did God find out how best to hide from people?
  • Is God a physical paradox, because God does an incredible thing but needs NOTHING? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Does God's Energy Conservation Kit?
  • Does God have a basic conversion?
  • Is God an egg-laying wool-milk-sow?
  • Is God eager to be immortal? Or:
    • Does God regret that he is immortal?
    • Is God comfortable?
    • Is it uncomfortable for God as a whole?
    • Controls and supervises God? Or:
      • Is God only watching and not controlling? Or:
      • Is God only controlling and not supervising? Or:
      • Does not God control and not supervise God?
  • Why did God create His creation in such a way that He has to take care of it all the time?
  • Did God create his creation in such a way that he does not have to worry about it any more than humanity?
  • Why did not God create His creation in such a way that it could do without him?
  • Does God play with man the Great Hideout game?
  • Is God taciturn?
  • Does God only oversee the whole and the whole?
  • How is God today?
  • Does God have no other choice than to work with influences?
  • Can God eradicate in the minds of men? Answer Proposal: Theoretically YES!
  • Does God believe in men?
  • Did God have a queasy feeling when he began his creation?
• Does God still sometimes feel queasy?
• Does God tolerate quarrels?
• Is God hovering above all things with his love and mercy?
• Is God hovering over wars and civil wars with his love and mercy?
• Does God divide between peace-time killings and war-time murders?
• Is hell for God a NO-GO-AREA? Or:
• Does God feel puddle in hell?
• Is the cup always going past God?
• Is reliance on God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God turn to us? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God turns to us? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test that God can turn to us? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Cannot we make God NOTHING? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that we cannot make God NOTHING? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that we cannot make God NICHTS? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did the character of God change in the course of the millennium?
• Does God sometimes do what?
• Is God acceptable?
• What does God recognize? And:
• What does God not recognize?
• Does God have a claim?
• Does the Higher Power claim a right?
• Is God silenced when he is to be tested? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God driven by testosterone? Or:
• Is God comforting by Valerian?
• Did not God memorize a single book? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Could it be that God has not memorized a single book? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is scientifically verifiable that God has not memorized a single book? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God honor peoples? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God honors peoples? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it testable by a test that God honors peoples? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Should not God take it to the top?
• Does God believe everything that they tell him in prayer or otherwise?
• What is the alleged mercy of God?
• Is God only merciful since human existence?
• Is God only merciful since this has been so determined by men?
• Is God also merciful to animals and plants?
• Does God see himself as the only true God?
• Does God surrender every ball hail?
• Is there nothing to be noticed of the alleged GOD OF God in practice?
• Is God greedy for the recognition of His good deeds?
• Is the market great for God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God great? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God sometimes tense?
• Did God have a hard birth? Answer Proposal: YES, because the then advocates of the former group of gods did not want to know anything about the new one God!
• Does God always keep the curve?
• Will God never finish? Or:
• Has God finished long?
• Is God a crisis manager?
• Does God know all the crises?
• Does God sometimes get his crisis?
• Do women's houses enjoy the protection of God?
• Does God do everything possible to NOT be noticed on planet earth? Answer Proposal: It looks quite like this!
• Does God have no butt in his pants? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Would God prefer peace in the box?
• Would God have peace in the heavenly kingdom?
• Would God have his peace?
• Was the imagined former group of gods much annoying about nothing? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the thought-image of today's solo God much noise for nothing? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the higher power much noise around nothing?
• Had the ancient group of gods of the ancient Egyptians, Germans, and Greeks been formed from today's point of view? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God unpretentious? Or:
• Is God challenging?
• Is God legitimate?
• Is God even getting one on the lid?
• Does God even get one on the roof?
• Does God sometimes feel numb?
• Amuse themselves in the modern times most people over the former group of gods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are not many people enjoying the thought-image of today's solo God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Will one day most people be amused by the thought-image of today's solo god? Answer Proposal: hard to predict!
• Do many people now smile about the former gods of the gods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Today, only a few smirk about the thought-image of today's solo god? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Will one day most people smile at the thought-image of today's solo god? Answer Proposal: hard to predict!
• Should God seriously take mankind's breast?
• Did God create the world only for the sake of satisfaction?
• Is God in the ghetto because there is nothing to be seen of him?
• Where did God save man from evil?
• In what cases has God saved man from evil?
• Is God more perfect than His creation? Or:
• Is the creation of God more perfect than himself? Or:
• Is the creation of God as perfect as himself?
• What is God's right to do if he does NOT prevent MINE?
• Did God create the world out of pure arrogance?
• Does God blind to seeing?
• Does God make paralyzed people go?
• Is God a miracle?
• Is not God great, but imagination? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God infinite? Answer Proposal: NO!
• What does God have on the screen?
• Does God have everything on the screen?
• Is God especially on the screen?
• What is God doing at the moment?
• Why does the (supposedly) omnipotent God NOT create his (supposedly) positive qualities, glare at all people so that they do not notice it?
• Does God have high demands on his creation?
• Does God have high expectations of his creation?
• Is God exactly what people think of them?
• Does God revel in luxury?
• Will God be one day of yesterday's snow?
• Will the higher power one day be snow yesterday?
• Is God in love with his creation?
• What is God really forming? Answer Proposal: We do not know!
• Are some people playing as if they were God's most personal?
• Does God live spartan or luxury?
• Does God know what poverty and wealth is?
• Is God a Power Procurement Instrument?
• Is God a power-preservation instrument?
• Does God feel dependent?
• How well does God go about the rounds?
• Is God of his happiness Schmid?
• Is the most important or achievement for God's honor?
• Is the statement true, without God does not the womb run?
• Is God ultimate?
• Is the saying true, the Lord hath given it, the Lord hath taken it? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it often asserted that the Lord has given it, the Lord has taken it? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to verify by a test that the saying is correct, the Lord has given it, the Lord has taken it? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Could it be exclusively influences that give and take instead of the Lord (God)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a friend and helper?
• Is not God a roaring place-stag?
• Will there be a lot of sayings in connection with God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God sometimes receive shining eyes when he sees his creation, if God has eyes?
• Is God patchwork?
• Is God vacuum-proof and space-tight?
• Was evolution firmly fixed in God's creation?
• Is God subject to evolution?
• Is God immaculate?
• Is God an innocent lamb? Answer Proposal: Not clearly recognizable!
• Is God often asked? Answer Proposal: YES, but only about 1.800 BC!
• Why is God opposed to technical progress because he still does not have an e-mail address?
• Does God always create a new universe when he gets bored?
• Does God create a new universe every week after resting on the seventh day?
• Is there so many universes, thanks to God, like sand grains on the sea?
• Is it costing God to be ruthless?
• Are there gifts of God to mankind?
• Are there any gifts of God to individual men?
• Is God sometimes losing patience? Or:
• Does God never lose patience?
• Does the higher power sometimes lose patience?
• Is God the way he is? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God have a few human qualities? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it often argued that God possesses a few human qualities? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is a test verifiable that God possesses a few human qualities? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God have a few human senses? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it often argued that God has a few human senses? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God has a few human senses? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God have compassion?
• Does God neither listen to infrared, nor to sound waves, and not to ultra-sound, but in an area that is beyond the known physics?
• Does not God see either infrared, nor light waves, and not ultra-violet, but in an area that is beyond the physics known to us?
• Is God as a whole seen beyond the known physics?
• Did NOT physics, called GOD, create the physics of the universe?
• Is God super-rich super-compassionate?
• Does God particularly act against the super-rich justice?
• Is there no single verifiable answer to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can be discussed about God emotionlessly and objectively? Answer Proposal: Tendency NO!
• Can we talk about the higher power emotionlessly and objectively? Answer Proposal: Tendency NO!
• Does God leave forensic traces?
• How does NOT physics communicate with the physics of man?
• Is God infinitely invented, blown and blown, just because there is not a single functioning God test? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the flesh weak in God's spirit?
• Are Allah and God Brethren?
• Are Allah and God competitors?
• Is there much in the sense of Allah, which is NOT in the sense of God?
• Is there much in the sense of God, which is NOT in the sense of Allah?
• Was there even black sheep among the members of the former group of gods?
• Does God get up and get away when it gets tricky? Or:
• Is God going through everything?
• Is God always at the core?
• Does God have a tendency towards higher things?
• Is God available for everything?
• Does God inspire everyone enthusiastically?
• Is God sometimes sitting in a mess?
• Does God need and need anything to be proud of?
• Did God create the world so that he has something to be proud of?
• Is God a pundit?
• Also applies to God, first I come and then my creation?
• Is God the steepest of all teeth?
• What happens when God farts?
• Is a new universe created when God had an orgasm?
• Does God need a goddess who always gives him new universes?
• Did God begin on the eighth day with the next creation?
• Is God an insolence?
• Does God need God confidence?
• Does God have any good?
• Does God come from above?
• Does it mean all good comes from above because God comes from above?
• Does God almost see pride? Answer Proposal: He would have all the reason if there was him!
• Is God an illiterate?
• Is God happy to be disgusting?
• Is God often unruly?
• Is God ready for it?
• Is God going well?
• Is God well-educated for some people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are some people imagined God very close? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there the wages of God? If so:
• What is the wages of God, for example?
• Is God’s worthless money? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God worth it?
• Is there a divine correctness?
• Is God correct?
• Is God overcorrect? Or:
• Does God also sometimes be fifth?
• Can God be integrated?
• Is God peace, joy, and gingerbread?
• Cannot God take herring off the plate?
• Does God have human warmth? Or:
• Is God a cold robot?
• Are people receptive to God?
• Is God a cool guy?
• Does God sometimes beat 13?
• Does God do something when it is called, dear God, sometimes?
• Will God be admired?
• Who can give God a head?
• Is God much wind for nothing?
• Is God only hot air?
• Is God active or passive compassionate and loving?
• Is God radioactive?
• Why does God not reveal to the most believing man what he is doing right now?
• Why does not God himself show the most faithful of the poor how merciful he is?
• Do youth offices have divine powers and rights?
• Do youth offices only stand for God?
• Are animals trailers of God?
• Is God a good sound?
• Is it a good idea to use divine phrases?
• Did God get out of line?
• Can God speak in nothing and nowhere?
• Is the definition of God as an absolute omnipotent ruler used to enforce laws that are supposed to be from God but actually made by man? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a woman hater because he supposedly for all time determined that women are subjects of men?
• Does God have a disposition?
• Is God trimmed?
• Is God trimming people?
• Is God tailored to people?
• Is God controlled by others?
• Is God self-controlled?
• Is God motivated?
• Is God uncontrolled?
• Is God taxed? Or:
• Is God untrained?
• Is God subtle?
• Is there at least one reason for God?
• Is there a valid reason for God? If so:
  • What is the most important reason for God?
  • What is the most unimportant reason for God?
• Is God a Spitz clicker?
• Does God keep quiet?
• Is God always silent?
• Does God still keep quiet when he foams with anger?
• God punishes? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is often spoken of the punishment of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is through a test verifiable that God punishes? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there a test or an experiment that can provoke the punishment of God reliably? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God sometimes need to clarify something? Or:
  • Is everything clear for God, so he never needs to clarify anything? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Does the power sometimes need to clarify something? Or:
  • Is everything clear for the higher power, so that it never has to clarify anything?
• Does God work in a sewage plant because he can find the best around the clock?
• Does God guarantee no capital crimes?
• Does God think about unstated eggs?
• Is not God curious because he already knows everything?
• Should not everyone see the topic God?
• Should not everyone see the issue of higher power?
• Does God have no education?
• What are the professions of God?
• Does God have all the professions?
• Does God have no profession?
• Is God unemployed?
• Does God have the profession of the Watcher?
• Does God have the profession of the controller?
• Does God have the profession of the Creator?
• Does God have a main job and many side jobs?
• Does God do everything in his free time?
• Does God want to move?
• Is God turning the big wheel?
• Is polarizing God?
• Is God always fine?
• Is God interested in his creation? If so:
  • What is the interest of God in his creation?
  • Is God moved when he thinks of his creation?
• Does God consist of mass and energy, or of imagination?
• Does God wipe everything from the table?
• Does God want to expand his sphere of power, against the devil?
• Is God trying to make himself interesting by giving himself so mysteriously?
• Forgives God’s mistakes, including his own?
• Is God an empty miracle?
• Is the Higher Power an empty miracle?
• Can a distinction be made between a true and a simulated God?
• Is God touching?
• Does God have a good dose of courage?
• Is God HUMAN because he does not know?
• Is the Higher Power FIXED because it cannot be identified?
• Would God, if he is not responsible, be a FIGURE?
• Is God a pipe?
• Is God an organ whistle?
• Does God protect people or protect people from God?
• Does God defend people or defend people God?
• Does God want women without rights? If so:
  • Why does God want lawless women?
• Does God want women to be right because men so want?
• Is God a theoretical option? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do Allah and God dispute who is more merciful?
• Does God reconcile?
• Is Planet Earth a familiar place for God?
• Is the moon an unattractive field for God?
• Is God the Non plus Ultra of imagination?
• Would God be totally bored if human imagination did not exist?
• Why does God allow His Word to be doubted by men?
• Does God say that every man must work? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that every human being has to work? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable through a test that God said and says every human being must work? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God the only true thing?
• Is higher power the only true thing?
• Are Allah and God a divided personality?
• Is God holding the booth together?
• Does God keep the creation together?
• Is God holding the world together at its core?
• Does the Higher Power Produce Waste Heat?
• Does God produce waste heat?
• Does God suffer from heat loss?
• Does God sometimes suffer from overheating?
• Does God sometimes get hot?
• Does God break his heels?
• Is God an idea of human beings? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a human notion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do people imagine God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do people somehow imagine God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can people imagine God somehow? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can people imagine God abstractly? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can people imagine God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God pass the stress test of people?
• Has God passed all human stress tests?
• Why is God so often protected, protected and defended by men?
• Does God need it to be protected, protected and defended by people?
• Is God dependent on him to be protected, protected and defended?
• Does God value the fact that he is protected, protected and defended by people?
• Does God expect him to be protected, protected and defended?
• Does God demand that he be protected, protected and defended by men?
• Does God ask that He be protected, protected and defended by men?
• Does God ask that he be protected, protected and defended by men?
• Would God have long since died if he was not constantly protected, protected and defended by men?
• Does God have a lot of visitors? Or:
  • Did God never visit?
• Does God sometimes create a queasy feeling in the belly? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does the thought of God sometimes create a queasy feeling in the belly? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God feel overwhelmed?
• Is the higher power satisfied with God?
• Is God satisfied with himself? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
Can God sing?
Is God happy and happy?
Can God sink?
Does God sink into the ground?
Does God sink into His creation?
Is the creation of God so great that he perishes in it?
Is the creation of God so great that it cannot be found in it?
Does God feel good only when he is merciful?
Does God have a good conscience only when he is merciful?
Does the Higher Power feel comfortable because it has not yet been discovered by most people?
Does God know EVERYTHING about man, and do people know NECESS reliably about God?
Does God fully understand and do people not know God at all?
Did the former group of gods exist as imagination (in the brain of the people of that time)? Answer Proposal: YES!
Did the former group of gods exist as a thought (in the brain of the people of that time)? Answer Proposal: YES!
Did the former group of gods exist as a hypothesis (in the brain of the people of that time)? Answer Proposal: YES!
Did the former group of gods exist as an illusion (in the brain of the people of that time)? Answer Proposal: YES!
Did the former group of gods exist as a presumption (in the brain of the people of that time)? Answer Proposal: YES!
Did the former group of gods exist as an idea (in the brain of the people of that time)? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is God at Christmas 2016 contemplative?
Is God sometimes generous and sometimes petty?
Is God satisfied with his creation?
Was God happy with his creation, and did he become ever more dissatisfied with his creation?
Is God missing anything?
Does God lack decency because he does not imagine every human being?
Does God lack insight?
Does God lack transparency?
Does God lack a successful creation?
Does God have anything that has nothing else and no one else?
Is God confident?
Is God bored, because everything runs in his own creation?
Is God bored because influences have taken over?
What would God do if he were king of planet Earth?
Was the former group of gods long regarded as indestructible? Answer Proposal: YES!
Was the former group of gods ultimately destroyed? Answer Proposal: YES!
Was the former group of gods taken very seriously for a long time? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is the former group of gods (almost) no longer serious? Answer Proposal: YES!
At present only a few uninhibited people continue to take the former group of gods seriously? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
Does the only remaining God remain for the great majority as indestructible? Answer Proposal: YES!
Will the thought-image of the present solo-god ultimately be destroyed, just as the former gods of the gods were (largely) destroyed? Answer Proposal: YES and at the latest when humanity is extinct!
Is the great majority now taking the present solo god very seriously? Answer Proposal: YES!
Will not almost anyone ever take the present solo God seriously? Answer Proposal: hard to predict!
Will only a few unconquerable people continue to take the only remaining God seriously? Answer Proposal: YES!
Has God given up his spirit?
Does God no longer work?
Is God always warming up? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does God have yet to be delivered so that he can fully unfold himself?
• Should not God fly so far up?
• Is the former group of gods conceived completely? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God fully conceived? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the higher power fully conceived? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God know Hussen?
• Did God create men and men in particular to kill them?
• Cannot God subdue?
• Cannot God be subdued?
• Cannot God be misled?
• Does it benefit God to have a creation? If so:
  • What is the use of God for having a creation?
  • Does the creation pay for God?
  • Did God create needle?
  • Created Godworm Holes?
• Does God Time Travel?
• Does God bother so completely without adversaries?
• Is God acid resistant?
• Is God always the right measure? Or:
  • Does God like to work with the breaker bar?
• Is God low-energy or energetic?
• Is the higher power low in energy or energy?
• Is God full of energy?
• Is God full of action?
  • Was mankind, on the other hand, equally equal in favor, because there were also some goddesses among the former group of gods?
  • Did the former group of gods have a right to exist?
  • Does the only remaining God have a right to exist?
  • Should God be postponed until he can prove himself? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is God unmoved?
  • Cannot God go mad? Or:
  • Do people still make God crazy?
  • Were the members of the former group of gods fables?
  • Can God be proved?
  • Is God proofable?
  • Is God a combat machine?
  • What is God's concern?
  • Does God have a scepter?
• Does God defend human dignity?
• Is God already present in crawling-stables to watch the crawling?
• Is God still crawling or is he still standing upright?
• Is God only the best for all men? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
  • Is it claimed that God only wants the best for all people? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is a test verifiable that God wants only the best for all people? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does the superior power only the best for all people? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
  • What is God doing next?
  • Is there no next time for God?
  • Is God alive in the civilized world?
• Cannot God be subdued?
• Is there a passive and an active God?
• Is God invincible because he cannot be seized?
• What does itch and what does not it? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
• Is God perfect?
• Is God completely haunted? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the higher power perfect?
• Is the Supreme Power completely disgraceful? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the proof missing for ALL God's statements? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God the last thing mankind can use? Answer Proposal: Opened!
• Is higher power the last thing mankind can use? Answer Proposal: Opened!
• Is God always highly concentrated? Or:
• Is God Goding Half? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does God influence chemical processes? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does God influence physical processes? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God optional?
• Do people want to earn money with God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Would God be satisfied? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Would God have a good conscience? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Would God please himself? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• When does the well-being of God arise?
• When does God feel a sense of happiness?
• Does God not show mercy when it comes to completing his mercy? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God sitting in the rocking chair and enjoying His mercy? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Why, for example, does God not influence people with the help of God’s rays, so that they no longer have any desire for violent conflicts, especially since after each violent conflict, sooner or later, a peaceful agreement comes about? Answer Proposal: Because God is a mental concept and nothing else!
• Is God never free because he must constantly monitor everything? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God always free from responsibility? Or:
• Is God stealing from responsibility? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Can God sleep well in the universe because it is so dark? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does God have desires? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does God sometimes get a bloody nose? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is not God, with human reason, even comprehending APPROACHES? Answer Proposal: This question is irrelevant since God is an assumption and guess!
• Is the higher power with human reason not even APPROACH to understand? Answer Proposal: This question is irrelevant, since the higher power is an assumption and guessing!
• Does God have a good mood?
• Does God make moody?
• Does God create mood?
• Does God make sense?
• Is God necessary? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God is necessary? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is a test verifiable that God is necessary? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God a conceptual idea? Answer Proposal: Certainly!
• Is the higher power necessary? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the higher power a conceptual idea? Answer Proposal: Certainly!
• Is God worth a thought for many? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God worth a film performance for some people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God worth a singing performance for some people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a theater performance worth for some? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Would it be a salvation for God if he were dead? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does God do everything he does with a shot of mercy? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does God make all men merciful? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God always full pot active? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God always busy pipe busy? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does God cease from wars for mercy?
• Does God not end wars for pure grace and goodness?
• Is God getting and visiting?
• Is God always occupied? Or:
• Is God always free?
• Does God increase the earth temperature?
• Does God ask questions about questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God not provide answers to questions about himself and others? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a thought? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a thought-image? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God an illusion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God an economist? Or:
• Is God a spendthrift?
• Will God be spiritually satisfied?
• Does God satisfy spiritually without doing anything specific?
• Is there a hypothetical God?
• Is there a non-testable God?
• Curls Polar Lights God?
• Like Allah the Christmas Song Silent Night, Holy Night not at all?
• Should God be left behind?
• Is there generally no herb against God?
• Does God have the Methuseum gene?
• How many liters of fuel does God need per hour?
• Does God prefer weapons rather than animals?
• Is God wrong?
• Is God the wrong address to worship?
• Does God have nothing to do? Or:
• Does not God have much to do? Or:
• Does God have much to do? Or:
• Does God have much to do? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does God help eliminate insects?
• Is God the highest Reich citizen, according to the prayer quotation, for yours is the REICH?
• Is God sending plagues? Or:
• Keep God from plagues?
• Is there God and his world? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it often argued that there is God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that there is God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there an imagined God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God, after finishing the creation, dead from exhaustion?
• Is God a joke?
• Is there God’s jokes?
• Missing information about God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Who raises the veil above God first?
• Does God give conceptions? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God give people an idea of himself? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did people long ago cling to the imagined former group of gods, and do people now hang on the thought-image of the one God?
• Have the members of the former group of gods given many ideas in recent times?
• Does God end the light?
• Will mankind have disappeared before God has introduced himself to her?
• Is God something for everyone to think of? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God outside the world? Or:
• Is God within the world?
• Is God blaspheming about him?
• Is God generous?
• Is God happily in his creation?
• Is there killing with and without God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God have a system?
• Is God a system?
• Does God consist of many systems?
• Is God systematically designed?
• Does God have a design limit?
• Is God complex?
• Does God prefer caterpillars?
• Is God a special case?
• Does God control the death vortex?
• Does God ever bury new wars out of pure boredom?
• Is God very horny for wars?
• Does God need pocket warmer because it is so cold in space?
• Does God warm up with the help of the cosmic microwave background radiation?
• Is God spherical? Or:
• Is God edgy?
• Does God have hooks and eyelets?
• Does the Higher Power have hooks and eyelets?
• Is God an immigrant?
• Did God enter the heads of the first people about 3,800 years ago? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God carry a light-stick in the universe, because it is so dark there?
• Is God a good organization?
• Is God riding through the galaxy world in the pig gallop?
• Does God sometimes act out of self-defense?
• Is God an emergency anchor?
• Does God whip out his creation when it is not good?
• What is Allah doing now? Answer Proposal: There is NO momentary activity of Allah!
• Was God from the beginning a thought-image and has God remained a thought-image to this day? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there NO functioning God experiment, because something that does not exist cannot be tested? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God support spiritual sciences?
• Does God support natural sciences?
• Are all acknowledged statements to God an agreement? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Allah and God under a blanket?
• Does God get it when someone is grateful to his Lord? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God knows when someone is grateful to His Lord? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God knows when someone is grateful to his Lord? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is the higher power exemplary? Answer Proposal: No one is interested in that!
• Is God exemplary? Answer Proposal: From sightholder YES!
• Is God exemplary? Or equivalently:
• Is God holding back as an example?
• Is God very reserved? Or equivalently:
• Is God holding back gracefully?
• Is God noncommittal?
• Is God unbeatable? Answer Proposal: Supposedly YES!
• Is God definable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can people persuade and attribute to God what they want, because no one can examine anyone anyway? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can people tell God what they want, because God does not resist? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Rumor in God sometimes a heated mood?
• Does God have a core coat?
• Is God impenetrable?
• Is God a fortune?
• Did God brood the universe?
• Is it because of the mercy of God when it goes well?
• Is there anything else like God when things go badly?
• Are all statements to God flat-rate statements? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are all allegations to God's package claims? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any general statements about God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any general statements about God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there lump-sum statements to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there specific statements about God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are there any verifiable examples for God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God care for pure hearts?
• Does God have a pure heart?
• Does God care for cleanliness?
• Does God care for his own cleanliness?
• Is God an ice bath or a warm shower?
• Has there ever been a fact check for God? If so:
• What made a fact check for God? Answer Proposal: No results found!
• Is God Fact? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the (alleged) existence of God well-thought? Answer Proposal: No results found!
• Is God sitting in the golden cage? If so:
• Does God sometimes release him from his golden cage? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
• Can God be provoked?
• Can higher power be provoked?
• Can God make you laugh? Or:
• Is God never laughing?
• Is a good plan needed to make God laugh?
• Is not God at all the creator of the universe, but has he only captured it?
• Does God prevent much evil by doing nothing?
• Is God a problem for which there is no easy solution? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should God be prosecuted for lack of help?
• Why do believers not complain of God for lack of help?
• Are there God-dominated culture circles?
• Is there a slowdown in the world of God?
• Is God deeply rooted in the belief that he exists?
• Does God sometimes have glances of light? Or:
• Is God always misting for us?
• Does God sometimes need to leave feathers?
• Does the higher power sometimes have feathers?
• Is the following sharpness enhancement imaginable, God is a thought-concept, God is an idea, God is thought, God is imagination, God is fantasy, God is spinning, God is idiocy?
• Is God the truth? Answer Proposal: For believers YES!
• Does God provide truth? Answer Proposal: It does not look like!
• Is God clear?
• Does God care for clarity? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God provide credit for thought-clarity? Answer Proposal: Imagine YES!
• Is God more feeling thing than mind thing? Or:
• Is God more Mind Thing Like Feeling Thing?
• Is God more a matter of feelings, like a matter of the mind? Or:
• Is God more a matter of the mind than a matter of feelings?
• Is God blind?
• Does God no longer want to send biblical plagues?
• Does God no longer send biblical plagues, because today everyone knows that the plagues are of natural origin and are not from God?
• Send God instead of the Biblical plagues, now the IS-Plage and Taliban-plague?
• Is the term HÖHERE MACHT freely definable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God freely definable because none of the existing definitions of God is verifiable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God freely definable because no definition of God is verifiable for correctness? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is no God-definition verifiable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can no definition of God be verified? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Cannot God's definition be checked? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God belong to the freely definable concepts, whose common feature is that all definitions are unverifiable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God so popular because it is freely definable? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Is Allah doing something else like God?
• Is there a division of labor between Allah and God?
• Does Allah and Muslims and God care for Christians?
• Does Allah support the parallel society here?
• Does Allah want the parallel society here?
• Is God articulated?
• Is God unhappy?
• Is God pure?
• Does God have to be consumed?
• Is God the most unimportant of the world? Or:
• Is God an important squab apple?
• Is the supreme power the most unimportant of the world? Or:
• Is the higher power an important squab apple?
• Is God a Conclusion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God never wrong and sneaky? Answer Proposal: Some people would like to see this!
• Will God be closer to man?
• Will the Higher Power be closer to the people?
• Is there nothing concrete to God that is traceable and demonstrable at all times? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Cannot be confirmed by God through a test? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God commit atrocities?
• Does Allah bless God?
• Are Allah and God a striking bond?
• What is top of the agenda with God? Answer Proposal: All people watching, maybe!
• Why is God so popular, although he does not curiosity, like the Internet?
• Is God willingly abused to emphasize his own ideas? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there anything verifiable about God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there anything that cannot be verified? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God have rank and name?
• Is the well-tempered clay conductor of divine origin?
• Is God deeply rooted in the belief that he exists?
• Does God provide a delivery service?
• Do people of God want a delivery service? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Why does no one ask for tests to be able to verify what is said and said about God?
• Is God the best of all secret services because he (supposedly) sees and hears EVERYTHING?
• Is God the best of all secret services because he (supposedly) sees and hears EVERYTHING but is, at the same time, the only secret service that cannot be tapped?
• Is God a thought model? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God also relative? Or:
  • Is God absolute?
  • Is God moving?
  • Is God stirred?
• Can people do with God what they want? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do people define with God what they want? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God the believer's favorite child? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God look helpless when he is put to the fore by men? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
• Is God to be mysterious?
• Is there any value that God is and remains mysterious?
• Is it ALLOWED to design his own God? Or:
  • Is it forbidden to design his own God?
  • Is it possible to discuss or argue about God's formation?
• Applies to God, about sex is nothing revealed, sex do you have people?
• Is God envious of humans because he cannot have sex?
• Is not God's neck full of men?
• Is God an advocate of the overpopulation of planet Earth?
• Is God a proponent of land-flight?
• Is God a sign-giver?
• Is God a Realo?
• Are there God-internal processes?
• Will God circumcise?
• Is God himself ruined?
• Is God constantly testing herself?
• Is God constantly checking himself?
• Does God have a testability?
• Why is NOTHING to be verifiable to God through a repeatable test? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
• Does God have artisan skills?
• Does God understand his craft?
• Is God distorted?
• Is God distorted?
• Is God accepted?
• Is God accepted as a whole package?
• Is God worth an individual trip?
• Is God worth a package trip?
• Is God going to exclude himself?
• Does Allah want to stand apart from God?
• Can God go pee with the big dogs?
• Can the higher power go with the big dogs pee?
• Does God have the veil of invisibility?
• Does no one have the intention to deny God an ability to think?
• Is not it quite clear with which body parts God thinks?
• Does God have Argus eyes?
• Did God put man on the wrong horse?
• Does God transport?
• How naughty is God?
• Is God like a whimsy diva, just much uglier?
• Why does not God ensure that we can imagine him?
• Is God just as puzzling as what was before the Big Bang? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.) Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did God have to be quite ruthless before he could afford to be merciful?
• Are certain definitions associated with God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God only consist of definitions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God consist of nothing else, as from definitions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are existing definitions of God an agreement? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God not getting out of the cover? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Was God so ruthless to the former group of gods that the latter no longer dared to escape?
• Does God believe in the good in man? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
• Does God believe he is the greatest? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
• Is God sensitive? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
• Is God empathetic? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
• Is the higher power empathetic? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
• Does God feel feelings for humans? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
• Is God a secret service? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
• Is God a brain-dream? Answer Proposal: Not determinable!
• Is God a false message? Answer Proposal: Not determinable!
• Does God have his own physics? If so:
  • Is the physics of God and the physics of his creation compatible? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
  • Does God have life-juices? Or:
    • Is God internally dried up?
    • Is God busy for nothing?
    • Is God like 100 balloons?
    • Is God a zero?
    • Is God a gift from heaven?
    • Is the higher power a gift from heaven?
    • Is God always sitting at the back of his neck?
    • Is God only merciful on earth?
    • Why do not secret services create God?
    • Why do not secret services spy out God?
    • Do not spy on secret services because they have no desire or time to do so?
    • Does God consist of many definitions and nothing else?
  • What makes God stand out? Answer Proposal: Apparently NOTHING!
  • Did not God need to attract attention? Answer Proposal: Apparently YES!
  • Are people trying to be in God’s place instead of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is Allah optimizable? Answer Proposal: Probably NO for believers!
  • Is God Optimized? Answer Proposal: Probably NO for believers!
  • Is the Higher Power Optimized? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
  • Is God never null and void?
  • Is God attested to far-sightedness?
  • Swears God in Allah?
  • Are Allah and God divided?
  • Who connects Allah and God? Answer Proposal: Perhaps the devil and Satan!
  • Cannot God be considered scientifically? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is God nothing tangible? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is God nothing real? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Has God ever shown violence to people? Answer Proposal: Unanswerable!
  • Has the higher power demonstrable people ever done violence? Answer Proposal: Unanswerable!
  • Has the world (the universe) become greater since the introduction of the One Universal God?
  • Is the world (the universe) too great for God since the introduction of the One Universal God?
• Is God sitting in the abdomen-brain or sitting in the head-brain?
• Does God know how many earthly beings and extraterrestrial intelligences simultaneously pray to him?
• Does the speed of light also apply to God?
• Can God be upset? If so:
  • Does God sometimes have to get upset?
  • Will God sometimes get upset?
• Does God, for example, stir up when a natural law denies obedience? Or:
• Does God never get up? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God always so exciting?
• Is God always so exciting?
• Is God, for many, an excitement?
• Is God very well grounded in His creation?
• Are some people the right hand of God?
• Is Allah an adversary?
• Is Allah an Assimilation Opponent?
• Is Allah an opponent of integration?
• Does God give up the mood?
• Was the former group of gods originally considered immortal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Where are the ancient gods of the gods buried or buried?
• Is God made of words? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God consist only of words, because of the lack of any traceable substance? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God made of many warm words? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God made of many lukewarm words? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there only a lot of beautiful and warm words in connection with God, but not a substance that can be detected at any time? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there nothing else in the context of God as written or spoken? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a great deal of violence in relation to God that is being done to people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there anything God with substance that is demonstrable at any time? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there anything to do with God that can be checked at any time? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God have a resilient substance that is always verifiable? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God lack any verifiable substance? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could not any substance of God be reproducibly proven so far? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could a divine substance be demonstrated reproducibly? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God a reassurance means? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a free sedative remedy? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God have his own culture? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
• Does God have several cultures? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
• Did God look at his culture of men? Or:
  • Did God surrender his culture or his cultures to men?
  • How is God currently proving demonstrable? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
  • Is human fantasy a miracle when it comes to thinking about something new to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the alleged behavior of God derived from the behavior of good people? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Will the behavior of good people be transferred to the alleged behavior of God? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Does God protect himself so that nothing happens to him? Answer Proposal: Apparently YES!
• Is God always and everywhere working where otherwise nothing seems to help? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God know how many stars are standing? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
  < Is it claimed that God knows how many stars are standing? Answer Proposal: YES!
  < Is verifiable through a test that God knows how many stars are standing? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Why could not the imagined former group of gods oppose the thought-image of the new solo god, although the majority of the gods were in the majority?
• Could not the imagined former group of gods oppose the thought-image of the new solo god because it could not agree or even be disputed?
• Is not God in a state of distress?
• Is the Higher Power, if it is unavoidable, not squeamish?
• Can God approach people?
• Is God a scoundrel, simplified also called God-scoundrel?
• Does God stand for wordlessness without a word, and does God speak without a word?
• Must even the higher power swallow many a toad? Answer Proposal: It looks quite like this!
• Does God even have to swallow many a toad? Answer Proposal: It looks quite like this!
• Does God have to swallow a toad, for example, by obviously having to look at HILFLOS as people are fighting over and over again? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God have to swallow the toad, for example, that people are always killing each other? Answer Proposal: YES!
• What language does God speak best? Answer Proposal: The language that only prophets supposedly understand!
• Is God an industrious legislator but a lazy law-enforcer? Answer Proposal: It looks like this!
• Was Allah quicker with creation than God, because Allah was already finished with Creation on the fourth day and God only on the sixth day?
• Can God hide behind Allah because Allah is much greater than God?
• Is God acting at his discretion?
• Does God act like a whim?
• Would God be worthless if he were verifiably clarified and understood? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Does God Know Decision-Making Problems?
• Does God have decision-making problems?
• Is God a freely definable figure? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a thought-figure to whom everything is given?
• Is God a thought-being?
• Why do Muslims like to get their Allah out?
• Will God have a lot of courage?
• Is God living out of myth? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God blinded?
• Is God blinking?
• Does God sometimes mess with his many elementary particles?
• Does God sometimes not know what is up and down, in his boundless universe?
• Does God sometimes not know what is front and back, in his boundless universe?
• Is God only really good on earth?
• If God only with people really good?
• Does God work schematically?
• Is God planning schematically? Or:
• Is God going systematically?
• Does God know how late it is in the Andromeda Galaxy M31?
• Is there a dummy god?
• Is God a dummy?
• Is God constantly seeing what he can do?
• Is God constantly in standby mode?
• Does God already have a smartphone?
• Does the former gods of the gods experience a rebirth in crossword puzzles? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are all God’s statements in the unstable space? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a game ball for people in terms of their arbitrary and seemingly unlimited definition possibilities?
• Are there any other definitions that God has forgotten so far?
• Does God exist only in the minds of men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God only in the heads of men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there only God in the heads of men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God optically imperceptible because he does not have the physics known to us?
• Is God optically imperceptible because he does not possess our physics?
• Does God want women to NOT bathe in the presence of men? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God wants women not to bathe in the presence of men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God wants women not to bathe in the presence of men? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God a guarantee for everything? Answer Proposal: For believers YES, for atheists NO!
• Can anyone claim that he feels God in himself because nobody can verify? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can any one of them say that God has been given him, because no one can verify? Answer Proposal: YES!
• What do God and Higher Power have in common? Answer Proposal: Both are freely definable!
• Is God on Top?
• Is God worth a journey into death? Answer Proposal: For some, apparently, YES!
• Is God a thought-image to which much Trara is made? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God sometimes going to the mind?
• Is God always welcome?
• Does God have white blood?
  • Is Allah Aladin with the Miracle Lamp? Answer Proposal: To be clarified!
  • Was the imagined former group of gods narrowly diversified?
  • Is the thought image of God wide? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Were the members of the imagined former group of gods special talents?
  • Is the thought-image of today's solo god a universal talent? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Was the former group of gods a mental aid construction? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is God a conceptual aid construction? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Was the former group of gods constructed? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is God constructed? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Was the former group of gods a help constructed by man in his head for the uninformed? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is God a help constructed by man in the head for the uninformed? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Did humans construct the former group of gods thoughtfully? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Did humans construct God thoughtfully? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Had the former group of gods thoughtfully constructed? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Have human beings constructed God's thought? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Was the former group of gods a thought-construction? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is God a thought-construction? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is the higher power a thought-construction? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there ALWAYS who assert or do anything in their name about God, and is it NEVER God who makes or assert something of himself? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Are there any people who are supposed to be active for God or who are doing anything they can about God, whereas God himself is INACTIVE above the clouds and does not claim anything? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Does God feel man's presence? Answer Proposal: Uncertain!
  • Could God have any reason to feel empowered? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Could God also be called the assertion pool? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Could God also be designated as a pool of (unsubstantiated) allegations? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Do people use God to come to terms with themselves? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Was the former group of gods unsuitable for people to come to terms with themselves? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Do people benefit God to find themselves? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Was the former group of gods unsuitable for human beings to find themselves? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Do people use God to calm themselves? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Was the former group of gods unsuitable for people to calm themselves? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Were men relieved when they were finally rid of the former group of gods? Answer Proposal: Can be!
  • Are some people relieved when they are finally rid of God? Answer Proposal: Can be!
  • Is God a number?
  • Does God have a number?
  • Is God the number ONE and has God the number ONE?
  • Is God a patient?
  • Is God going to the office? If so:
    • Where is God going to the office?
  • Is God going to the office with his colleagues, the white gods?
  • Is God dreaming?
  • Is God a dream?
  • Does God invite you to dream?
  • Can the Spirit be stunted with God?
  • Is God a class in itself?
  • Did God ever hurt someone?
  • Is God an empty word-sleeve without substance behind it? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is God building blocks, what does man give him?
  • Is God optimized for accuracy? Or:
    • Is God optimized for power? Or:
    • Is God optimized for speed? Or:
    • Is God optimized for accuracy, strength and speed?
  • Does God fully end in his creation?
  • Is God a Heini?
  • Does God intervene when distress is at hand?
  • Is the free definition of God also a reason for its great popularity? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is God nothing artificially exaggerated by man? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is both God and the Higher Power NO Foam Bat?
• Whom or what does God like most?
• May God Christ Most?
• Does Allah love the most super-prophets?
• Whom or what does God like most?
• May God the devil least?
• Did God ever do anything?
• What does God want most?
• What does God want the least?
• Does God least like to count his elementary particles because there are so many and because there are many of them only in time?
• What was God thinking about when he began to make all the infinite elementary particles together?
• How and where is the alleged mercy of God in the everyday life of KONKRET recognizable?
• How and where does the alleged mercy of God manifest itself in the everyday CONCRETE?
• Does God Carry Kisses and Head Nuts?
• Has God been long dead, and has not his corpse removed?
• What does God want the least?
• May God the devil least?
• What does God want most?
• What was God thinking about when he began to make all the infinite elementary particles together?
• What was God thinking about when he began to make all the infinite elementary particles together?
• Has God dissolved in his creation?
• Did God divide himself in his creation?
• Is God an exaggerated soap bubble?
• Is God WITHOUT Substance? Or equivalently:
• Is God without substance?
• Does God only consist of words? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God pikobello?
• Is God always sensitive?
• Is God sometimes reckless?
• Is the higher power never helpless?
• Is God even pushing his limits?
• What language does God speak the worst?
• Is God a cure-all?
• Does God consist of many words and nothing concrete?
• Is God a Bolide?
• Does God work hard?
• Is God doing the hardest of all that exists?
• Does the Higher Power Work Hard?
• Is God willing to work?
• Is God working hard?
• Is God incapable of leisure? Or:
• Does God take every seventh day of leisure time?
• Is God a Reflector?
• Did God delegate to God his observance of his allegedly specifically made human laws? If so:
• Why does God not concern himself with the observance of his allegedly human laws?
• Does an analysis or verification reveal that God ultimately does NOTHING and makes people do EVERYTHING? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God just stupid in the corner and does NOTHING?
• Is God somewhere inactive in the corner and is ashamed?
• Does God soon revolutionize the health system?
• Was God a revolutionary when he came to the creation? Answer Proposal: Unresisting!
• Is God more concerned with philosophy and less with real existence?
• Is God Gigantomania?
• Does God sometimes do not know?
• Does God sometimes know neither?
• Is God not to blame?
• Is God behind the moon, if there are no people there?
• Does God never look verifiable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the specific lack of God in everyday life replaced by a lot of chatter? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Why did God become the creator of the universe? Answer Proposal: Due to mystery remaining open!
• Was God in a state of distress when he (supposedly) became the Creator? Answer Proposal: Due to mystery remaining open!
• Was God out of a distress (supposedly) to the Creator? Answer Proposal: Due to mystery remaining open!
• Was God setting his dwelling too small when he (supposedly) decided to create an infinite universe? Answer Proposal: Due to mystery remaining open!
• Did God's grandeur make him (supposedly) the creator of an infinite universe? Answer Proposal: Due to mystery remaining open!
• Was God (supposedly) the creator because he had inferiority complexes? Answer Proposal: There must have been some reason, if there was and was a Creator-God!

• What does Allah like to do?
• What does God like to do?
• What makes Allah special?
• What makes God special?
• What is wrong with Allah?
• What does God dislike?
• What makes Allah particularly unworthy?
• What does God particularly dislike?
• What makes Allah most fun?
• What makes God the most fun?
• What is the least fun of Allah?
• What is the least fun of God?
• Is God more complicated than his creation?
• Is God more uncomplicated than his creation?
• Is God as complicated as his creation?
• What makes Allah so lovable?
• What makes God so lovable?
• Rejects God? If this is not the case:
  • Does it make God so lovable that he never contradicts?
  • Is God an innocent angel? Or:
  • Is God the chief of all protection angels and innocent angels?
  • Are guardian angels sent by God?
  • Are innocent angels messengers of God?
  • Is God a commuter?
  • Is there anything to rest with God?
  • Is God sometimes dazed?
  • Is God sometimes stunned?
  • Is God coloring?
  • Is God a dazzling figure?
  • Did God dissolve evenly in his creation?
  • Did God divide evenly in his creation?
  • Was the higher power distributed evenly in its creation?
  • Can God be forced to his knees?
  • Can the higher power be forced to its knees?
• Does God have a belt line? Answer Proposal: Not yet reported!
• Does God never go under the belt line? Answer Proposal: This is expected of him, if it were him!
• Does God replace God's house in his own house? Answer Proposal: This should be the case!
• Applies to ALL God's statements, it is logical that ...? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Applies to ALL God's statements, it is obvious that ...? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Applies to ALL God's statements, it is presumed that ...? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Applies to ALL God's statements, it could be that ...? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did God have the immortality gene leased for himself?
• Is everything refreshing for God? Or:
• Is everything dreary for God?
• Is everything related to God on oral or written data, which cannot be understood by either a test or an experiment? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are new empires the new-darlings of God?
• Does God live like God in France?
• Is it sometimes dangerous for God? Or:
• Is it never dangerous for God?
• Are there any dangerous situations for God?
• Does God have a martial vein? If so:
• Did God put his martial vein on people?
• Is there only God’s silly god-bullying, lack of proof?
• Are all statements and allegations to God fictitious tales?
• Was God himself exposed to the burden of becoming a creator?
• Was God forced to become a Creator?
• Was God directly or indirectly forced to become a Creator?
• Did God sin and therefore did He have to become a creator?
• Does God have not only rights, but also duties? Or:
• Is God without constraints?
• What is the favorite color of God?
• Is the favorite color of God GOLD?
• Does God never fall on his muzzle because he has no snout?
• Is God mocking?
• Is God 100% God?
• Is God with body and soul God?
• Does God see the main role as a whole?
• Does God know democracy? If so:
• What does God think of democracy?
• Does God know dictatorship?
• What does God think of dictatorship?
• Is God more a democrat or more a dictator?
• To what extent is God involved in the events? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Where is God guaranteed? Answer Proposal: In the minds of people as a thought-image!
• Is God a fantasy?
• Does God have a good deal of trouble?
• Is Allah the little brother of God?
• Is not God easy?
• Did God develop through evolution?
• Did God develop with the evolution of man?
• Is God the only one naturally enveloped by the veil of invisibility?
• Does God have desires?
• Does God have a wish list?
• Does God still have wishes? Or:
• Has God already fulfilled all desires?
• Does God live gloriously and joyfully?
• What pleases God the most?
• Does God like it most when everyone is dancing after his pipe?
• What pleases God the least?
• Did God feel relieved after he finished his creation?
• How does God feel when he stops?
• How does God feel when asked for a sign?
• Does God feel bothered when asked for a sign?
• How did God feel before there were people?
• How will God feel when there are no more people?
• How does God feel at the moment?
• When does God feel good?
• When does God feel bad?
• When does God feel bothered?
• How does God feel when he is asked for help?
• How does God feel when he is asked for protection?
• Do people know about God only what gave them their imagination? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is God glad? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
- Is God glad that he exists? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
- Is God funny? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
- Does God sing? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
- Does God sink in the sight? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
- Is God satisfied with himself and with the world? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
- Is God always satisfied? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
- Is God for harmony? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
- Is God for peace? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
- Is God for war? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
- Does God sink under the horizon in the evening? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
- Does God look bad in the dark? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
- Is God always and everywhere?
- Is God at the level of a small child, because he (supposedly) can send signs at best?
- Is God too stupid to talk or speak?
- Does God keep every elementary particle completely from the cradle to the grave?
- Is God a case for the trace backup?
- Does God leave us usable traces?
- Does God have a big mouth and still does not say anything?
- Does God always have an ace in his sleeve?
- Is God clinically pure?
- Is God totally cool, letting everything and everything?
- Is God a guarantee man?
- Has God made a pledge of silence?
- Does the Non-Thing God care for the things of the thing?
- Was God ransacked by people?
- Did God already know that there are now smartphones 2,000 years ago?
- Could the former gods of the gods have been a joint creator of the world? If so:
- Would there be a problem to determine what former special God created? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does God sometimes think of something?
- Does God constantly have something new?
- Is God sometimes late?
- Does God sometimes get too late?
- Was there a reproducible reaction behavior for the former group of gods? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Is there a reproducible reaction behavior for God? Answer Proposal: NO!
- What statement or assertion to God is verifiable through a test or experiment? Answer Proposal: None!
- Is it obvious that God is also fictitious, because all statements to God are fictitious? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it simply wrong that God was first invented, and then this invented God was decorated with pure invented qualities? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is God a product of people? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Why should the main actor give God when ALL was invented to him?
- Is God the super-man or super-lord of antiquity or antiquity?
- Was God the first super-man or super-lord?
- Is the former gods' blame guilty of God?
- Did the former group of gods make the one God?
- Is God the most trustworthy thing that exists?
- Does God look good? Or:
- Is God formless?
- Does God feel good? Or:
- Does God give people no feeling?
- Is God formless but not characterless?
- Are all God's statements presumptions? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Why should God have a human character where he has essentially to deal with his elementary particles?
- Does God have the image of men, and is Allah formless?
- Is God only the spiritual image of man and not the physical image of man?
- How do people know that God has the same character as they themselves?
- Was it simply stated or implied that God has the same character as humans?
- How do we know so clearly that God is capable of recognizing God's homage as such?
- Does God get used to anything?
• Has God become accustomed to being the Creator?
• Does God care only roughly for everything?
• Does God care only for what he wants?
• Does God feel constricted by his creation?
• Does God feel overwhelmed by his creation?
• Is God full in his creation?
• Has God imprisoned Himself in His creation?
• Has God perished in his creation?
• Is God closely interwoven with His creation?
• Does God love his creation beyond measure?
• Is God self-infatuated? Answer Proposal: He would have any reason for it, if it were!
• Is God Scrap?
• Are people a highlight for God?
• Are there God's experts?
• Are there recognized God experts?
• Are there self-proclaimed God's experts?
• Does God provide people with a task?
• Does God instigate human trials? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God imposes human trials? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God imposes man trials? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God want only men tested by him?
• Does God make a trap?
• Is God the egg of Columbus?
• Is God a Troll?
• Is God long past all the mountains?
• Is God brotherly?
• Is God only fair to elementary particles?
• Should the wheat be separated from God?
• Is God always to be?
• Is God never sold out?
• Does God never go out, even though he costs nothing?
• Will God never be all, even though he is free?
• Is God more like a thought-image? Or:
• Is God less like a thought-image?
• Does God, if he cannot be compassionate enough?
• Is God already growing up or is he still in the learning and play phase?
• Is God's creation just a game or a toy?
• Did God give an experiment box with which he became the creator?
• Can God be important and unimportant? If so:
• What is important to God? And:
• What is unimportant to God?
• What is most important to God? And:
• What is most unimportant for God?
• What is important for the Higher Power? And:
• What is unimportant for the higher power?
• What is the most important power? And:
• What is the most unimportant power?
• Is there sometimes unexpected problems for God? Or:
• Is there never an unexpected problem for God because he can look precisely into the future?
• What is the biggest problem for God? And:
• What is the least problem for God?
• Is there any unexpected problem for the higher power? Or:
• Is there no unexpected problem for the higher power?
• What is the biggest problem for the higher power? And:
• What is the least problem for the higher power?
• Is everything the same for God?
• Is everything equal before God?
• Is God easy to miss? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God make poor or rich?
• Is God poor, since there are people?
• Does God have a rattle?
• Is God interlaced?
• Is God an old box?
• What is most difficult for God?
• Can God do everything equally well?
• Does God keep everything in motion?
• Does God move everything except himself?
• Does God move everything without moving?
• Does Allah know God and the world?
• Is any test or statement of God testable by a test? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is not a single statement or statement of God testable by a test? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there any God statement or statement that can be verified by a test? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there no single God statement or statement that can be verified by a test? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God sometimes careless?
• Does God just so ignore carelessness?
• Is there any news for God? Or:
• Is God already known?
• Is God constantly on the hunt for the latest news? Or:
• Is there no news for God?
• Has God been a news for mankind about 3,800 years ago? Answer Proposal: YES!
• How many tricks does God have in store?
• Is God in a hurry? Or:
• Does God have all the time in the world?
• Is God moving from galaxy to galaxy?
• Is God messy? If so:
• How chaotic is God?
• Does God’s creation run in orderly order, but is God himself unorganized?
• Is fantasy fantastic in God's affairs?
• Must God be kept in order? Or:
• Is God keeping himself in order? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does God keep his creation in order? Or:
• Is the creation of God itself correct? Answer Proposal: ambiguous!
• Does the higher power need to be kept in order? Or:
• Is the higher power itself correct? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does the thought-image, which humans make of God itself, hold itself in order? Or:
• Must the thought-image that people of God make themselves be kept in order? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God provide an imagined part of the origin of things, plants and beings?
• Is God holding a sanctuary for people?
• Is there not only light in God, but also shadow? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
• Are many people greedy for God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are many people curious for God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Was, is God a thought-image, as long as none of the presumably over 1000 divine statements can be verified by a test? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the best thing about God that ALL can be attributed to him without his being defended and rejected? Answer Proposal: YES!
• What is the best thing about God? Answer Proposal: No matter what is attributed to him, he never defends himself and never contradicts!
• What is the best thing about the Higher Power? Answer Proposal: No matter what you are attributed, it never contradicts!
• Is God so popular because he never contradicts and never fights? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any known cases in which God has proved to be defenseless? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are there any known cases in which God has proved to be contradictory? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God sometimes complaining without us?
• Is God sometimes defending us without us?
• Could all statements to God be attributed to the devil, and could all the statements to the devil be attributed to God, without God and the Devil recognizable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God sometimes burn something under the fingernails?
• Is God noble?
• How many Nobel prizes have God earned?
• Is God so old and frail that he needs a stair climbing aid?
• What language did God speak before there were people?
• What language is God speaking of since there are people?
• How many secrets does God have?
• Will God take his secrets to the grave?
• Is God a Goliath? Or:
• Is God too small to know him?
• Does God help with sailing?
• Will God be the Creator? Answer Proposal: Revealed from reverence!
• Does God love horny men?
• Did God make horny men?
• Why does not God produce all the specimens of each species?
• Why did God introduce species self-multiplication, instead of producing all the specimens of a species?
• How did God create horny men, even though he is not at all horny?
• Is God the specialist for EVERYTHING?
• Does God provide the energy for the (apparently) accelerated expansion of space?
• Has God committed himself to his creation?
• Why are there over one thousand statements and allegations to God, none of which is verifiable through a test or experiment? Answer Proposal: Because people have a flourishing imagination!
• What do God and writing paper have in common? Answer Proposal: Both are patient and both do not resist!
• Did the thought image of God remove the imagined former group of gods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Has the thought image swept away the imagined former group of gods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Has the thought-image made the imagined gods of gods flattened? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God need sexuality? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Why does God seem to care so much about human sexuality, even though he has nothing to do with it?
• How did God come up with the idea of giving human sexuality, even though he himself has no sexuality?
• Does Allah have His brother God? Answer Proposal: No one knows it!
• Does God hate his brother Allah? Answer Proposal: No one knows it!
• Does God defend himself demonstrably? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God never resist? Answer Proposal: YES, in any case, no case is known, in which God has proven itself defensively!
• Is God rejecting? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God never repel? Answer Proposal: YES, in any case, no case is known, in which God has proved contradictory!
• Does God know his Pappenheimer? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• How old is the IDEA God? Answer Proposal: Probably only about 3,800 years old!
• Is the term GOD freely definable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Has God designed the blueprint of Nature, or has He commissioned it? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does God rise above the Higher Power because it makes competition with him? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Who has the right to think about God?
• Who has NO right to think about God?
• How tear-proof is God? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is excitement about the creation of God?
• Cooking the feelings in God sometimes high? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God a little stained? Answer Proposal: For the one YES, for the other NO!
• Is God always ahead of his time? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God a provocation?
• Is God even more secret than the Secret Service? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Who determines which statements of God are right and which are wrong?
• People who are right, what are the statements of God correct and which are wrong? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should ALL God’s statements be forbidden, because no one has the right to determine which statements of God are correct and which are wrong? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did God first have to familiarize himself with his creation?
• Must the Higher Power first have to familiarize itself with its tasks?
• Is God still there? Or:
• Has God left his creation?
• Was the present solo God the chief god of the former group of gods?
• Was not the former group of gods bundled to the current solo god, but was a newly conceived super-god of the former group of gods superimposed?
• If God wanted to sound the whole earth at the same time, to tell every man something about himself?
• Cannot God look because he is ashamed because of his nakedness?
• Is there anything wrong and NO wrong for God’s statements because nothing is verifiable to God through a test?
  Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a correctness or falsity for God’s statements? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God’s (supposed) creation sacred?
• Does God respect his (alleged) creation?
• Is it inconceivable that human beings first resounded for several millennia with an imagined former group of gods, and then rummage to the present with the thought-image of the solo god, although ALL is based on God only on non-verifiable assertions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is Allah as something better than God?
• Will humans first fully understand body cells or God? Answer Proposal: Not predictable!
• Is an infinite universe too great for God?
• Is God a hopeless case? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
• Is God able to complain? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
• Was the former gods of the gods never abolished, but was the thought-image of the solo god superimposed on it?
• Why is God so popular? Answer Proposal: Whatever God is attributed to, he never contradicts and never defends himself!
• What makes God so popular? Answer Proposal: Whatever God is attributed to, he never contradicts and never repels!
• Does God flatter himself with men by never contradicting and resisting?
• Is the Internet now more popular like God?
• Is there any communication link between God and man? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God easy to care for? Answer Proposal: YES, because he does not need a supply or disposal!
• Can God be disposed of without problems? Answer Proposal: YES, because his creation works completely by itself!
• Did the wealth of ideas flourish only after the thought-image of the solo god and the prophet’s being were born? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God do well with ALL? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
• Should the minor Asian second-Allah be asked what the First-Allah is currently proving? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there perhaps God, but then completely different, as the believer imagines?
• What can God prove? Answer Proposal: God cannot prove anything!
• What can the Higher Power, but not God?
• Cannot God do all that people can? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
• Cannot God speak with everyone? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
• Cannot God write to everyone? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
• When was the birth of God in the heads of men?
• Does God only speak (supposedly) with a human being, if this is NOT verifiable for other people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God in a human being only make sure that he feels it (supposedly) if this is NOT verifiable for other people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Where does God suck?
• Is God too lazy to do something for himself because he needs human servants and helpers?
• What servants and helpers does God need in the rest of the universe?
• Is God customizable? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the thought-image God customizable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the thought image God adaptable to individual needs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God still have air? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Can God be instrumentalized? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can the higher power be instrumentalized? Answer Proposal: Not yet!
• Why cannot God speak where he can do anything else?
• Why cannot God write where he should be able to do anything else?
• Was God stirring up before he became angry?
• Is God a smart man?
• Is God brainwashed because his brain cannot be found?
• Is God even more mysterious than the Secret Service? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God constantly going to and from the Secret Service?
• Where did God hide his eaves?
• Is God a dignitary?
• Could the former group of gods be given all sorts of possibilities, without the latter resisting them? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God consist of elementary particles?
• Why are non-verifiable statements of God underpinned by other non-verifiable assertions of God? Answer Proposal: stupid question, of course, because there is not a single neutral and scientifically verifiable God statement!
• Does God basically NOT allow himself to be talked about? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does God produce good tones? Answer Proposal: So far, no sounds have been heard that have come from God with no doubt!
• Does God simply want to be glorious, and does he blind out everything else that is disturbing? Answer Proposal: Can be, but do not have to be!
• Will God sometimes hang in a swamp hole? Or:
  • Is there no swamp hole for God? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
  • When does God come out of his hole and show himself? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
  • Is God too good to be true? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
  • Does God just hide what is wrong with him? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
  • Does God rather die rather than capitulate? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
  • Should the thought-image be proud of the fact that so many questions are asked in his honor? Answer Proposal: Anyway!
• Do Allah and God have different opinions on the same subject? Answer Proposal: It looks quite like this!
• Does God know that he sits as a thought-image in the heads of men? Answer Proposal: It would be nice if we knew!
• Is God trying to make the most of his faulty creation? Answer Proposal: We do not know people exactly!
• Are humanity a debacle to God?
• Is God always unaware? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
• Is God sometimes out of bounds? Answer Proposal: Sorry!
• Had the chief god temporarily had a host of auxiliary gods? Answer Proposal: YES, but only as a thought-image!
• Is God controlling EVERYTHING? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God controls everything? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God controls everything? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there at least one existence that can show how God is involved in their control? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God participate in the formation of ALL? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God is involved in the development of everything? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God is involved in the emergence of everything? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there at least one existence that can show how God has participated in its development? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God create EVERYTHING? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God created everything? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God created everything? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Why does God (supposedly) create everything, although he does not need it? Answer Proposal: Stay open!
• Why did God (supposedly) create heaven and earth, although he did not need both? Answer Proposal: Stay open!
• How long is a day of God? Answer Proposal: speculation is the door open!
• Is every day of God different? Answer Proposal: speculation is the door open!
• Is God insensible? Answer Proposal: Not yet available!
• Is the thought image God a beautiful toy for adults? Answer Proposal: YES!
• If God, secondly, (as asserted) gives it, if God secondly (as asserted) knows everything and when God thirdly understands everything, how can it be explained that he does not react punishably, becomes? Answer Proposal: Because God exists only as a thought-image!
• Can something eternally existent, as supposedly God, have a time-feeling?
• Does God exist for ever? Answer Proposal: Many people claim this, of course, without a proof!
• Is God speculation? Answer Proposal: As long as nothing is verifiable to God, YES!
• Is the thought-image God speculation? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there a piece of God in every speculum? Answer Proposal: Do not rule out!
• Is there a God of Israel? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does anyone speak to God when he talks to himself? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God excusable? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
• Is God guaranteed a thought-image but by no means guaranteed actually exists? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God, in any case, a thought-image, whether it exists or not? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the Higher Power in any case a thought-image, whether or not it exists? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God's blessing in his creation? Answer Proposal: We do not know for sure!
• Is it not possible to determine what God is doing? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are not verifiable statements of God more correct if they are repeated often enough? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God have a stinging male look? Answer Proposal: If we knew that, we would be a bit further!
• Is the appearance of God made of stoic calm? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God do EVERYTHING with himself (by definition)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God allow EVERYTHING (by definition)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can God like everything (by definition)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who carry the thought image of Allah or God in their heads? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are those who have the thought image of Allah or God in their heads? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are all those who have the image of Allah or God in their heads are pleased? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God a Mephisto? Answer Proposal: Is not disproved!
• Does God believe he can convince ALL people of himself? Answer Proposal: This will probably remain his secret!
• Does the thought-image of Allah look different from the thought-image of God? Answer Proposal: In Detail YES!
• Does God see EVERYTHING completely different from man? Answer Proposal: God has not betrayed!
• Does God see human beings quite differently, as humans themselves see? Answer Proposal: It may be speculated!
• Is it known in principle that in God's affairs nothing is verifiable, as the idea image of God exists, that is, about 1,800 before Christ? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Does not God understand what technology and science is because this is never associated with God? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Does anyone deny that God is a thought-image? Answer Proposal: Bestreiter please report!
• Are believers fond of their specifically defined God? Answer Proposal: Not impossible!
• How can it be that the same God is defined differently, on closer inspection? Answer Proposal: Because no one knows for sure about God!
• Is God always polite? Answer Proposal: No one has yet been able to check this out!
• Is God enjoying himself? Answer Proposal: He has not betrayed anyone yet!
• Is there a tolerance on the subject of "God"? Or:
• Is there any tolerance on the subject of "God"?
• Is there a tolerance on the issue of "higher power"? Or:
• Is there any tolerance for the issue of "higher power"? ↓↓↓ - NEW - ↓↓↓
  < God of God in a shack? Answer Proposal: Even that cannot rule out anyone because we do not know for sure how and where God dwells or lives!
  < Is God the most flexible thing, because it can be arbitrarily shaped as a thought image? Answer Proposal: YES!
  < Does God sometimes have to give up his own life? Answer Proposal: Not known!
  < Does God delight mankind by always being small when it comes to its definition? Answer Proposal: YES!
  < Should God be small and finally withdraw as a thought-image from the minds of men? Answer Proposal: YES!
  < Should God sometimes give in? Answer Proposal: God is a very dear and always gives in anyway!
  < Should not God keep behind the mountain? Answer Proposal: YES!
  < Is there only God's bosom? Answer Proposal: YES!
  < Has God, for example, 10,000 years ago composited the constituents of the elementary particles (quarks and the like) and then assembled them into elementary particles? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
  < What is God doing right now, except that he is in the minds of believers? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
  < Is Allah a thought-image with which to make beautiful and unpleasant things? Answer Proposal: YES!
  < Does God have a thought-image of himself? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
  < Are people from childhood writing behind their ears? Answer Proposal: YES!
  < Are people helping people for God? Or:
  < Is God an aid to believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
  < Is it so dangerous to say something to God because God is an aid to power? Answer Proposal: YES!
  < Grub and digs the thought image God into the brains of some people too deeply? Answer Proposal: YES!
  < Is God, in any case, also a thought-image? Answer Proposal: YES!
  < Is God, with one hundred per cent certainty, also a thought-image? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do believers or hypocrites take advantage of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God give believers ACTIVE solace? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Do believers insist that God give them consolation? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it through a test verifiable that God’s faithful actively donates consolation? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Does the thought-image give consolation to God-believing? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is God sometimes uncomfortable when he gets resistance? Answer Proposal: Not specifically verifiable!
< Is God a matter of faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Did God create space in the gray age when there was no room yet? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Did God create time at a time when there was no time? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Does God need space and time for his existence? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Is there a wealth of statements and assertions to God, but none of them is verifiable through a test or experiment? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is there an impenetrable thicket of God’s assertions, of which, however, no single assertion can be verified by a test or experiment? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are all men equal before God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it always said that all men are equal before God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is a test verifiable that all people are equal before God? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Can God feel oppressed? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Can God feel repressed? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Is God more like men? Or:
< Are people more like God? Answer Proposal: YES, although ultimately nobody knows!
< Is God turning around? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Is the secret of life in the genes or in God? Answer Proposal: More in the genes!
< Was the imagined group of gods undermined by the thought-image of the solo god? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Applies to all God’s statements, all dreamed? Answer Proposal: In a way already!
< Is God the greatest? Answer Proposal: Obviously from the creditor!
< Is God the greatest? Answer Proposal: From sight, certainly!
< Can God grow over the head? Answer Proposal: Cannot be clarified!
< Has God already grown his creation long ago? Answer Proposal: Cannot be clarified!
< Is God hanging from the wardrobe by some people at home? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can you have fun with God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it possible for the believer to have fun with the idea image of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
< What makes the thought-image God momentary? Answer Proposal: Everything that people think about!
< Does God recognize when people have a relationship with him? Answer Proposal: Will never be clarified!
< Why was God so talkative in the biblical creation story? Answer Proposal: Only assumptions can be made!
< Half Allah God in the (supposed) initial creation? Answer Proposal: Remains unclear, because both belong to the silence cartel!
< Where is God at the moment? Answer Proposal: NIRGENDS!
< Can people make an X for a U? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Is God sometimes unpalatable? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Does God have a passport? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Is God acceptable? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< May God clean in? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< May God go to hell? Answer Proposal: Ask the devil!
< Should God sometimes go to hell to check if there are sinners there really really bad? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God always have a lot of trouble? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Is there always jubilation, hustle and bustle in the surroundings of God? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Is God sometimes mourning? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Is God going through a development? Answer Proposal: Nothing is known for this!
< Is God already grown up? Answer Proposal: Nothing is known for this!
< Is God more patient or is paper more patient? Answer Proposal: This is unfortunately unknown!
< Is God a waste product? Answer Proposal: -!
< Did the thought-image emerge from God's need? Answer Proposal: YES, because of the misunderstood!
< Should not God go right into his pants when he is sometimes inadvertently ruthless? Answer Proposal: Absolutely, but only if he is wearing trousers!
< Does God only look mercifully and is he really not at all? Answer Proposal: It must be!
< Is the alleged mercy of God an old pigtail, which belongs to a cut? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is God laughing a bit because he managed to suggest to people that he is merciful even though he is not at all? Answer Proposal: It must be!
< Does God have fear of the future because of the growing power? Answer Proposal: We do not know for sure!
< Does the Higher Power Have Future Fear? Answer Proposal: We do not know for sure!
< Where is the vision of God? Answer Proposal: We do not know for sure!
< Is God hurrying? Answer Proposal: We do not know for sure!
< Would God have every reason not to hurry, because he is supposedly immortal? Answer Proposal: We do not know for sure!
< Does God appear so inactive because he is currently making a creative pause that may still be many billions of years because God has so much time for everything because of his immortality? Answer Proposal: We do not know for sure!
< Does God belong to the unsophisticated world? Answer Proposal: YES because nothing is scientifically verifiable to him!
< Does God stop? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Do people claim that God gives them support? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is verifiable by a test that it is indeed God who gives stop? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Do people have to be grateful to God if they have got off lightly again? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Tell people that they have to be grateful to their Lord, if they have got off lightly again? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it through a test verifiable that God of human gratitude awaits them when they have got off lightly again? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Is God involved in the development? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it assumed that God is involved in the emergence? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it through a test verifiable that God is involved in the emergence? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Is God making an impression? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God claim to be infallible? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Does the Higher Power claim to be infallibility? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Should not people be influenced by God's gibbles? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is God a fine and practical thing, because everything can be attributed to him without being opposed? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is Higher Power a fine and practical thing because you can be credited with all sorts of things without resisting them? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is God as playful as his (alleged) creation? Answer Proposal: He did not tell a prophet!
< Did God use Trick 17 with self-surrogate in his (alleged) creation? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately unknown!
< Did God have to open his ass in order to get the creation? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately unknown!
< Does God have to tear up his ass to really monitor EVERYTHING? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately unknown!
< Is God staged by people? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is God out of habit (supposedly) so merciful? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately unknown!
< What exactly is God doing right now? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< What is God doing right now, for example? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< What is God doing for the time being? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< What is he doing, our dear God? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Does God have nothing to subordinate to anyone? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Should secular and religious dictators take an example to God who is (supposedly) infinitely omnipotent, but leaves everything free and allows everything to be done with him? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Have all inventors and discoverers been given their inventions and discoveries by the revelations of God? Answer Proposal: These have never claimed!
< Should everything that is omnipotent, like dictators and God, be eliminated / removed? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is God a hamburger? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Is God jumping around? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Do all God's statements have a probability probability of less than 100%? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Where is God with his thoughts? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Is God a hanger for religious interests? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is there anything he can say about God about what he (supposedly) does, but CANNOT make a single statement about how he manages to do all that he is supposed to be able to do? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does the thought-image of God have to be taken seriously? Answer Proposal: YES, even very seriously because it affects the world very much!
< Should not believers apply God too hard? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can God march the march? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Does God do works? Answer Proposal: Not sure!
< Does the thought-image work God works? Answer Proposal: YES!
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< Are there works of God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is God’s (alleged) works always spoken of? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it through a test verifiable that there are works of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Are Supernova explosions the work of God? Answer Proposal: Not proven!
< Are special observations or events happily described as works of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Has the necessary range of activity of God constantly increased with the growing horizon of mankind? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Would God have to deal with much more in the present time, as in the time of the prophets, because our horizons were expanded enormously both in the Miko area and in the macro area? Answer Proposal: YES!
< When is something a work of God, when is something a work of nature and when is something a work of people? Answer Proposal: There should be people who set such a thing!
< Could anything be described as a work of God in generous interpretation? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Could it be said that nothing can be described as a work of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can direct and indirect works of God be distinguished? Answer Proposal: Answer this question are sought!
< Does God have a work bench? Answer Proposal: Cannot be clarified!
< Can God work? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
< Does God behave inconspicuously? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
< May God people who have a thought-image of him? Answer Proposal: This is not known to anyone!
< Is God the most abstract and diffuse of all thought images? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Why does not God ensure that a clear thought-image from the diffuse thought-image that people have of him? Answer Proposal: Maybe because there is no God!
< Are there many statements about what God (supposedly) can do but not a single statement about how God does all that he (supposedly) can do? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should God not break from the crown when he is asked? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God adapt to the state of science? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Should God always keep his ears stiff, even if he may have lost a very little overview of the infinite number of elementary particles? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do people put the thought image into their heads? Or:
< Is God actively and supremely as a thought-image in the minds of men? Or: 
< Do certain people put other people's thoughts image in their minds? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is God perceived exclusively as a thought-image? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is God still somehow perceptible, as a thought-image? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Does God do miracles? Answer Proposal: Not sustainable!
< Does God do miracles? Answer Proposal: Not sustainable!
< Does God do nothing other than miracles? Answer Proposal: Not sustainable!
< Is God incapable of accomplishing anything else like miracles? Answer Proposal: Not sustainable!
< Is all that man appears as a miracle, a work of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is everything that people DO NOT appear as miracles, also NO work of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is mathematics NO work of God, because it appears to no one as miracles? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should God always tip his ears, so that he may know what the elementary particles have to report so? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Cannot God think about it? Or:
< Will not God think about it? Answer Proposal: Confirmation of God Pending!
< Cannot the Higher Power think about whether they exist? Or: 
< Will not the Higher Power think about whether they exist? Answer Proposal: Pending reply!
< Is God a great realm of imagination in which people like to romp about? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God avoid direct confrontation with people? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is God looking for direct confrontation with people? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Should God-believers first clarify the unresolved questions of God before they get upset about this Internet site? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is God a pea counter? Answer Proposal: Not yet final clarified!
< Is the higher power a pea counter? Answer Proposal: Not yet final clarified!
< Does God have a waiting room? If so:
< Is the waiting room of God before the heavenly gate? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Is the thought image God a good listener? Answer Proposal: YES!
< What is God doing to be ACTIVE? Answer Proposal: Not yet final clarified!
< What does God have shown to be PASSIVE? Answer Proposal: Not yet final clarified!
< Does God love the imagination worlds of humans? Answer Proposal: Great Puzzle Guess!
< Do God and religions offer much space for imagination? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are all God's statements meaningless? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should not God do so because he lost the control over the singularity at short notice and thus came to the Big Bang, which never existed? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is not the higher power supposed to do so because it still leads a shadow existence in comparison with God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Where are the perceptions of God in the areas of hearing and seeing? Answer Proposal: None!
Can God also hear where there is no sound carrier? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
Can God also see where there is no light? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
Can God look into atomic nuclei? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
Does God want to look into atomic nuclei? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
Is God as lamenting, because his thought-image is not yet in the heads of animals and insects? Answer Proposal: Probably!
Is God a willless machine? Answer Proposal: No one can prove the opposite!
Is God's abdominal brain bigger than the head-brain? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
Does God feel pain? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
Does God feel mental pain? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
Is God's statements invented what is going on? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can NO reaction behavior be provoked by God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Cannot any reactions of God provoke, which can be clearly attributed to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can reactions be provoked by God? Answer Proposal: NO!
Does God launch heavy guns to carry out his will? Answer Proposal: Depend on what is regarded as the heavy guns of God!
Has the solo god or universal god emerged from the group of gods? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is this so complicated with God because it is so complicated with people? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is God doing justice? Answer Proposal: First of all, it should be clarified whether God has a will!!
Does God create feelings in humans? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
Do some believers claim that they feel God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it through a test verifiable that God can generate feelings in humans? Answer Proposal: NO!
How can we prove that not God, but the thought-image of God produces feelings in man? Answer Proposal: So far no reliable proof is known!
Does the Creator God consist of the sum of all Dark Convex Objects (DCOs)? Answer Proposal: YES!
Did God rise from the crowd of gods? Answer Proposal: Not known!
Had God been buried for a long time among the gods before he rose? Answer Proposal: Not known!
Was God hiding behind or under the group of gods for a long time before revealing himself to man? Answer Proposal: Not known!
Is God walking around in people's minds, and does anyone know for sure what God is doing right now? Answer Proposal: YES!
Pray God when he is called upon? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Pray God so that man may leave him at last? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
Can God be discredited? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can the Higher Power be discredited? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is everything as clear as thick ink in God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can God be arbitrarily rumored in the thought-image without gaining more clarity? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does God have a will? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
Is it often and gladly maintained that God has a will? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it possible to verify by a test that God has a will? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is it a contradiction when the alleged so omnipotent God is dependent on threats rather than his omnipotence? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does a (supposedly) threatening God himself make himself unbelievable? Answer Proposal: YES!
Was God never created? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
Is it assumed that God was never created? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is verifiable through a test that God has never been created? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is God alive? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
Is God invariable? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
Is written in writing that God is immutable? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is testable by a test that God is immutable? Answer Proposal: NO!
How can God be creative when he is invariably immutable in all respects, which must include the fact that he is frozen, rigid, and immobile both mentally and physically? Answer Proposal: A contradiction that is difficult to resolve!
< Does God have an unchanging being? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is written in writing that God has a constant being? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it possible to testify through a test that God has an invariable being? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Does God have an unchanging will? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it written in writing that God has an unchanging will? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it through a test verifiable that God has an unchanging will? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Is the will of God possibly altered because, under his (supposed) participation or least approval, new species of insects, animals, and plants are always emerging? Answer Proposal: That would be to think about!
< Is God in the midst of us? Answer Proposal: Do not be misunderstood!
< Is God as a thought-image among us? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is not God interested in everything? Answer Proposal: The impression could arise!
< Is not God interested in much? Answer Proposal: The impression could arise!
< Does it recognize God when blasingheming? Answer Proposal: Do not be misunderstood!
< Is God always deadly? Answer Proposal: This impression is aroused by people!
< Is God a joker? Answer Proposal: Nothing is known in this direction!
< Is God an Ulknudel? Answer Proposal: Nothing is known in this direction!
< Is it astonishing that it is possible to achieve so much power over human beings by means of scientifically uncheckable statements of God? Answer Proposal: YES, really amazing!
< Does God know all the vulgar abuse words so that he knows when he is offended? Answer Proposal: He should announce it!
< Are the thoughts of God distributed in the universe, if God exists and has this thought? Answer Proposal: Great Puzzle Guess!
< Are the most beautiful sentences formulated to God, only to divert that nothing is scientifically verifiable to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are the most beautiful sentences formulated to God just to make an impression? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is the entire universe God's one-room apartment? Answer Proposal: YES, if there is God!
< Would God lose his charm, if he would once report himself? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can God's statements be neutral and independent? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Did God initiate a cavalier launch in the initial creation? Answer Proposal: YES, but only if there was an initial creation!
< Does God have ears? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Does God belong to the surreal world? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is God a human understanding in every respect? Answer Proposal: Supposedly YES!
< Does anybody who is just after this bring new divine statements into the world? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Could God's statements be subdivided into, holy divine statements, additional divine statements and their own God statements? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Cannot God be annoyed by NOTHING? Answer Proposal: Something contrary is not known!
< Does God NEVER Shut? Answer Proposal: Something contrary is not known!
< Can the Higher Power be annoyed by NOTHING? Answer Proposal: Something contrary is not known!
< Does NEVER stop the Higher Power? Answer Proposal: Something contrary is not known!
< Does God perhaps care not for men and animals, but only for his elementary particles? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Does God constantly revolve over the heads of all men? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Are particularly intelligent people closer to the intelligence of God, especially stupid people? Answer Proposal: This can only be speculated!
< Are God's statements from God Himself? Answer Proposal: Nobody wants to settle down in this matter!
< Does God have a belly-brain, if he exists? Answer Proposal: Not available
< Pervaded, flooded, pervaded, God interspersed the entire universe? Answer Proposal: It is probably the same or similar in the meantime!
< Can God bless? Answer Proposal: Not sure!
< Was God bored with boredom until, a few thousand years ago, he came upon the saving thought of becoming a creator? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
< Does God speak of himself in the human brain? Answer Proposal: Not sure!
< Does God know what charity is? Answer Proposal: Not detectable neutral!
< What are works of God? Answer Proposal: Not everything!
< Are there only works of God? Answer Proposal: Not sure!
< Does God have something to hide because he is so hiding? Answer Proposal: He has not betrayed prophets!
< Does God usually perceive himself as a conceptual image in ordinary believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God love rituals? Answer Proposal: There was nothing left over!
< Is God very black with rage, if he is drawn through the cocoa? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Are there any phrases about God’s statements? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is God CONSTANTABLE? Answer Proposal: All who pray to God believe this clearly, but this is not scientific proof!
< Do the (alleged) statements of God also belong to his creation? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Are almost all planets in the universe miscarriages of God, because for humans without tools uninhabitable? Answer Proposal: Could Be Seen This Way!
< Are the (alleged) words of God as faulty as the rest (alleged) creation of God? Answer Proposal: Everything possible!
< Should not people ask what God is doing at the moment, but make it easy, whatever it is? Answer Proposal: Believers will probably see it this way!
< Does God break the will of men? Answer Proposal: A verifiable proof is missing!
< Is God inquisitive? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Does God look stupid or smart? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Is God (suspected) so complicated because people are so complicated? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can God be simpler, like his (alleged) creation? Answer Proposal: After human logic cannot fall NO!
< Is God more complicated than his (alleged) creation? Answer Proposal: According to Flawable Human Logic YES!
< Is divine logic error-free? Answer Proposal: Not proven!
< Does the former gods of gods continue to vegetate? Answer Proposal: YES, because it was never officially abolished!
< Is the established god of the gods of gods the subterranean of the present thought-image of a solo god? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Can God threaten? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it asserted that God can threaten? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is a test verifiable that God can threaten? Answer Proposal: NO!
< With what threatens God elementary particles that do not work properly? Answer Proposal: That’s in the stars!
< With what does God threaten cats who do not want to catch mice? Answer Proposal: That is in the stars!
< Was it quite bold of mankind to leave the former group of gods simply left in the course of time, and could the former group of gods revenge one day? Answer Proposal: Let’s see!
< Did the former group of gods simply lie to the left in the course of time because their members did not want to learn to speak? Answer Proposal: This could also have been a reason!
< Was and is God sometimes impoverished? Answer Proposal: That’s in the stars!
< Does God have a lap? Answer Proposal: That’s in the stars!
< Can people rest in the womb of God? Answer Proposal: If they believe in it!
< Does God work or act? Or:
< Does God work or act unpredictably? Answer Proposal: The impression could arise!
< Does God work or act systematically? Or:
< Does God work or act unsystematically? Answer Proposal: The impression could arise!
< Does God make jokes? Answer Proposal: If, then secretly!
< Does God joke about himself? Answer Proposal: If, then secretly!
< Would God have any reason to make jokes if he were? Answer Proposal: YES, because everything is to be played by the hand!
< Is God only responsible for the serious things? Answer Proposal: This impression is awakened!
< Why is God not once overexcited or cheerful, where he should have so much of men? Answer Proposal: Because no one has ever thought of God’s statements so far!
< Blasphemes about men? Answer Proposal: If, then secretly!
< How much God is in man? And:
< How much man is in God? Answer Proposal: speculation is the door open!
< Is God boring because he does not even joke? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God make church? Answer Proposal: Sometimes already!
< Is God a speed camera? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
< Is God for Lightning Wars? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
< Was God thinking about 3,800 years ago, but now it is time for the wildly wandering gods of the gods to be captured and let man know who the real master is in the Creation House? Answer Proposal: That would have been the case if God existed!
< Was first experimented with the imagined former group of gods and then with the thought-image of the solo god? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is everything to God from the hollow belly into the world set? Answer Proposal: YES!

Will God be tangible? Answer Proposal: If someone is waiting, at least not!

Are God's representatives sometimes palpable? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is God a tangible primitive being? Answer Proposal: This is not seen!

What was the characteristic feature of God before he (supposedly) became the Creator? Answer Proposal: No one really cares about anyone!

Did God have the characteristic feature of a waiting before he (supposedly) became the Creator? Answer Proposal: No one really cares about anyone!

Did God have the characteristic feature of a ponder before he (supposedly) became the Creator? Answer Proposal: No one really cares about anyone!

Did God have a right function or task before he became the Creator? Answer Proposal: In any case, there are no statements about this!

Can the subject of GOD and HIGH MIGHT be covered in words? Answer Proposal: NO!

Does God always go along in the background? Answer Proposal: In the minds of believers probably!

How much reception channels does God have? Answer Proposal: As many as needed, if there were God!

How many channels does God have? Answer Proposal: As many as needed, if there were God!

How is God built? Answer Proposal: Absolutely unknown!

How can God be a diligent Creator, and at the same time be completely immutable in his inner being? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!

How can God be a diligent Creator without something moving or stirring in his inner being? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!

Is it a contradiction, if only the essence of God (supposedly) is invariable, but what he (supposedly) co-designed, very diverse and very variable? Answer Proposal: This could be seen as a contradiction!

Why does God cause bacteria, insects, animals and plants to emerge, change and disappear? Answer Proposal: Perhaps because it would otherwise be too boring for God!

How can something unchanging, as allegedly God, create exclusively change, apart from seven exceptions? Answer Proposal: A hard-to-solve contradiction!

Should a constant God have created immutable things, that is, space, time, mass, energy, natural laws, influences, and infinity? Answer Proposal: YES!

Does God continually change his mind, because under his (supposed) guardianship there is always something new and what is happening? Answer Proposal: YES, but only if there were God!

Did God know that something in his (alleged) creation was not so good when something happened? Answer Proposal: Open to Others!

Does God believe everything he has done (supposedly)? Answer Proposal: Not known!

Does God divide between the successful part of his (alleged) creation and the failed part? Answer Proposal: Not known!

Would God want no one to interfere in his internal affairs? Answer Proposal: Not known!

Is God attached to the hair? Answer Proposal: Fortunately, he (probably) has no hair to help!

Was the solo-god postulated as much as 3,800 years ago, just as the gods of the gods had already formed? Answer Proposal: This is in the range of possible!

Does God accept every intercession? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!

Hopeful believers that God perceives every intercession? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is it through a test verifiable that God perceives every intercession? Answer Proposal: NO!

Has God found Himself? Answer Proposal: Has he not yet betrayed!

Does not God always know what he wants, because there are trans-sexual ones, for example? Answer Proposal: The impression could arise if there were God!

Is God accessible? Answer Proposal: NO, in the sense of the unknown influences!

Is God impressive? Answer Proposal: NO, in the sense of the unknown influences!

Is God treatable? Answer Proposal: NO, in the sense of the unknown influences!

Is God freely divisible? Answer Proposal: NO, in the sense of the unknown influences!

Is God grateful? Answer Proposal: NO, in the sense of the unknown influences!

Can God be dosed? Answer Proposal: NO, in the sense of the unknown influences!

Is God renewable? Answer Proposal: YES, in the sense of the unknown influences!

Is God felt? Answer Proposal: Subjective YES, objective NO, in the sense of the unknown influences!

Is God corruptible? Answer Proposal: NO, in the sense of the unknown influences!

Is God Closable? Answer Proposal: NO, in the sense of the unknown influences!

Is God irritable? Answer Proposal: NO, in the sense of the unknown influences!

Is God strange? Answer Proposal: YES, in the sense of the unknown influences!

Is God divisible? Answer Proposal: NO, in the sense of the unknown influences!
< Is God untreated? Answer Proposal: YES, in the sense of the unknown influences!
< Is God unpredictable? Answer Proposal: YES, in the sense of the unknown influences!
• Is God unapproachable? Answer Proposal: YES, in the sense of the unknown influences!
< Is God unsinkable? Answer Proposal: YES, in the sense of the unknown influences!
< Is God indivisible? Answer Proposal: YES, in the sense of the unknown influences!
< Is God invulnerable? Answer Proposal: YES, in the sense of the unknown influences!
• Is God inseparable? Answer Proposal: YES, in the sense of the unknown influences!
< Is God changeable? Answer Proposal: NO, in the sense of the unknown influences!
< Is God assured? Answer Proposal: NO, in the sense of the unknown influences!
• Is God divisible? Answer Proposal: NO, in the sense of the unknown influences!
• Is God vulnerable? Answer Proposal: NO, in the sense of the unknown influences!
• Is God wonderful? Answer Proposal: YES, in the sense of the unknown influences!
< Is God ripping? Answer Proposal: NO, in the sense of the unknown influences!
< Is God destroying? Answer Proposal: NO, in the sense of the unknown influences!
< May God not criticize himself and his (alleged) creation? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Should God get used to criticism? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Did God get cracks? Answer Proposal: For Some YES!
< Were the members of the imagined former group of gods speechless? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Is God a hillbilly? Answer Proposal: No, because there are no forests in the universe!
< Is the Higher Power a Hillbilly? Answer Proposal: No, because there are no forests in the universe!
< Is God, on closer examination, illogical and inconsistent? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God allow people to gain a high respect for him? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Do people hope that they can attain a high reputation with God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it possible to verify by a test that people can get a high reputation with God? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Are we glad to be able to overcome the god-haunts halfway, and now we are off again with the ghost of Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Did God have a pig if he were? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Was the existence of God crappy before the saving idea came to him to become a creator? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Is blasphemy primarily religious blasphemy? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should God’s blasphemy be better God-thought-image blasphemy? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is God so popular because he is universally and versatile in word and script? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can God feel a burden? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Is God fast-paced? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Is God with men? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is gladly said that God is with man? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it through a test verifiable that God is with humans? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Was God the Creator, so that he could finally have something to be merciful to him? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Does God know everything people would like to know? Answer Proposal: Supposedly YES!
< Cannot God accept that the influences of the creative processes inexorably compel him? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Does God become completely red in eroticism? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Did many people die because of the thought image? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Will many more people die because of the thought image of God? Answer Proposal: With Probability of Probability Yes!
< Is it God’s blasphemy when someone asks what God is doing right now? Answer Proposal: Open to faith professionals!
< Is any God’s inquiry God’s Blasphemy? Answer Proposal: Open to faith professionals!
< Is everything, except to pray to God, blasphemy? Answer Proposal: Open to faith professionals!
< Is there a list of examples of what is God blasphemy and a list of examples of what is NOT God blasphemy? Answer Proposal: Open to faith professionals!
< Was God in the minds of men because he is useful? Answer Proposal: To be accepted!
< How can we determine which divine statements are from God and which ones of men? Answer Proposal: Open to faith professionals!
< Does God always know what belongs to him? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Will God impress? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< What does a soiled god look like? Answer Proposal: Unknown!

< Would not God be analyzed? Answer Proposal: So far nothing is known for this!
< Is God testing? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is claimed that God is testing? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is verifiable through a test that God is testing? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Did God create self-augmenting proto-types, each according to his kind of plants and beings from the stand? Answer Proposal: According to today's knowledge level NO!
< What about God before he became the Creator? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Did God suffer from depression before he became the Creator? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Was God only concerned with himself before he became the Creator? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately, only God knows this, if he has a memory!
< Is God a great pike (in a transcendent sense)? Answer Proposal: For believers YES!
< Is it much easier to say what God is currently doing NOTHING proving how to say what he is currently proving demonstrable? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Why cannot we find out what God is doing right now? Answer Proposal: Difficult, because there could be several reasons!
< Cannot find out what God is proving at the moment because it does not exist? Answer Proposal: That would be the best and easiest explanation!
< Does God only expect people to try to achieve the highest possible prestige in him? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Does God expect from Lions to try to gain the highest possible prestige in him? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Tell Allah, too, sir? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Is God pretentious if he exists? Answer Proposal: Unrecognizable!
< Is the superior power pretentious, if it exists? Answer Proposal: Unrecognizable!
< Had God had to bury a manageable world in the past, and would he have to bury an unmanageable world today, if he were? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Must there be God, because there are so many statements to him? Answer Proposal: Only if these statements were also scientifically verifiable, but this is not the case!
< Is God's statements been created as much as possible to increase and manifest his credibility? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it NOT possible to find anything because of God, because he is a thought-image? Answer Proposal: That would be the simplest explanation!
< Is God really, and is Allah only a thought-image? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
< Is God an eye-feast? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately unknown!
< Has God a mercy-hit-parade, from which emerges, to which God is especially merciful, and to what is he less merciful? Answer Proposal: The charity hit parade should finally be created!
< Are plant and animal species, which have existed much longer than human beings, at the top of the mercy-hit parade of God? Answer Proposal: That could be seen!
< Do elementary particles decay to flee before God? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Do elementary particles rather fall instead of submitting to God? Answer Proposal: That would be a decay declaration!
< How does God react at the moment? Answer Proposal: No one can say it!
< Where is God currently reacting? Answer Proposal: No one can say it!
< Is there God's complaint, because of the many God's questions? Answer Proposal: Not yet!
< Does God, at any rate, swear to God's questions? Answer Proposal: A warning is still missing!
< Is with God any end with funny? Answer Proposal: A warning is still missing!
< Does God sometimes take a time-out? Answer Proposal: Unknown, but it would be for him if there were him!
< Is God a preserve, especially of beauty? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it hoped that God is a Preserver? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it through a test verifiable that God is a Preserver? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Can God's ghost be easily transformed into a serious science when it finally succeeds to find out what God is currently proving demonstrable? Answer Proposal: YES!
< When does God express homosexual marriages? Answer Proposal: Maybe if there is a new prophet!
< Why does God (supposedly) have a lot of human characteristics on the other hand, but on the other hand no verifiable human reaction behavior? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
< Was the reactionary behavior expected by the imagined former group of gods, and does the reaction to the thought image of today's solo god also expect reaction? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Was the reaction behavior of the imagined former group of gods extremely unsatisfying and is the reaction behavior of today's solo god also extremely unsatisfactory? Answer Proposal: YES, because there is no secure God assignment!
< Did God create everything by force, if he exists? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
< Does God need love? Answer Proposal: That's in the stars!
< Does God need affection? Answer Proposal: That's in the stars!
< Does God have a sense of blasphemy? Answer Proposal: That's in the stars!
< Was the imagined former group of gods a spiritual auxiliary construction, and is the thought-image of today's solo god also just a spiritual aid construction? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is the Higher Power an auxiliary spiritual construction? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Were new gods ever invented, and are new gods always being invented? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Applies to all God's statements, so could it be? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God have NO confirmable reaction behavior, while his (alleged) creation is very likely to have a confirmable response? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is God the most ignorant of human beings? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Would people who would like to be God, if only the rights of God, but not their duties? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God sometimes sigh with his ears? Answer Proposal: First of all it has to be clarified, whether it is there and whether he has eavesdrops!
< Does God not only have the right to supervise ALL, but also this duty? Answer Proposal: YES, if it were there!
< Is God sometimes annoying to watch EVERYTHING? Answer Proposal: We do not know for sure!
< Is there perhaps God, and is there simply no scientific method of proof? Answer Proposal: Nothing is to be excluded!
< How many Nobel prizes does the one who develops a scientific proof method for God deserve? Answer Proposal: At least ten!
< Is God inevitable? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Is God read? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Where was God the Creator? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Did God teach himself everything? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Did God care for the understanding? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Is there no single scientifically verifiable statement of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is there at least ONE scientifically verifiable statement of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Are ALL God's statements scientifically unverifiable? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are all scientifically unverifiable statements of God inconspicuous? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Was God the Creator, so that he might be intoxicated? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Does God make people sick who are trying to deceive God? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Are new divine statements sometimes spontaneously invented? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Has God retreated to the Old Part? Answer Proposal: It could happen to you!
< Where was God before he appeared on the scene of people about 3,800 years ago? Answer Proposal: For believers in heaven!
< Did God already make the attempt to get in touch with people, for example 5,000 years, but then obviously failed? Answer Proposal: Nothing is known about this!
< Was there a time when people were still too stupid to make contact with God? Answer Proposal: Nothing is known about this!
< Are people now again too stupid to make contact with God because there was no longer a prophet after the super-prophet? Answer Proposal: That would be an explanation!
< Is God's (supposed) creation patchwork? Answer Proposal: It looks so independent of God!
< Does God allow an opposition? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Does God choose men? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Tell people that she has chosen God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it through a test verifiable that God chooses people or that God is able to select people? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Expects (or demands) God that men stand before Him? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it claimed that God expects people to exist before him? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is verifiable through a test that God expects people to exist before him? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Would God be excluded because he could not hear or see anything? Answer Proposal: It seems so!
< Does God enjoy fun? Answer Proposal: It seems so!
< Does not God want to believe that there is only the Higher Power, and perhaps only? Answer Proposal: We do not know!
< Think of God sometimes, but that must not be true? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Does human logic alone work in connection with God, even though it is not even clear whether God has even a touch of human logic if he exists? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God, according to the saying, think man, guide God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it said that God directs, although it is also possible to direct unknown influences in such a way that we do not recognize it? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is verifiable through a test that directs God, instead of the unknown influences? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Is God and God really doing the same thing? Answer Proposal: Hard to believe!
< Is Allah and God just a thought-image and are not both real? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should God no longer unload rubble on the earth, in the form of comets or meteorites? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Cannot God be tested? If so:
  < Why cannot God be tested? Answer Proposal: A difficult question!
  < Cannot God be tested, for example, because he is a clever little guy and always retreats when he is to be tested? Answer Proposal: One possible reason for many!
< Should hackers try to penetrate the system of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Why do not hackers try to penetrate the system of God? Answer Proposal: Same question!
< Is God a thought-image, with which a lot can be made beautifully but unfortunately also some unschönes, as for example Religions-wars, Islam headscarfs and full-veils? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God embody a healthy world? Answer Proposal: At any rate, it will be displayed like this!
< Is God toxic? Answer Proposal: In a transposed sense sometimes quite!
< Does God poison the atmosphere between cultures? Answer Proposal: Indirect YES!
< Is God a spiritual incendiary? Answer Proposal: In any case, he can be used to do this without him resisting!
< Why is God so hard-hearted, because he never answers when asked? Answer Proposal: Again, God does not reveal anything!
< Was the imagined former group of gods portrayed as meaningless after the thought-image of the solo god was favored? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is the thought-image God indestructible? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is God indestructible? Answer Proposal: YES, but only from sight creditor!
< Was it a desirable goal for God to become a creator? Answer Proposal: We do not know!
< Is God good? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Does God do it well? Answer Proposal: First of all it would be necessary to clarify what God is currently proving demonstrable!
< Can God be atomized? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Does God protect believers better than godless or unbelievers? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it said that God protects believers better than godless or unbelievers? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is verifiable through a test that God protects believers better than godless or unbelievers? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Are there God's pills? Answer Proposal: No comment!
< Is God a nerve saw? Answer Proposal: No comment!
< Was it all thought out to the imagined former gods? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Was and is the thought-image of the present-day solo-God all but thought up? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is God a distant power? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Do some claim that God is a distant power? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is testable by a test that God is a distant force? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Are nudists the favorites of God, because they are walking around as they are supposed to be (supposedly God's)? Answer Proposal: This would be at least obvious!
< Will God make an impression or leave? Answer Proposal: Unrecognizable!
< Does God interpret mercy differently as human beings? Answer Proposal: The impression could arise!
< Is God's mercy also for people to kill each other? Answer Proposal: The impression could arise!
< Is God mercy, too, that predators eat other animals? Answer Proposal: The impression could arise!
< Is God only merciful, not His (alleged) creation? Answer Proposal: A YES could be the solution to the mercy problem!
< Can God ONLY afford mercy because he (supposedly) needs NOTHING for his existence? Answer Proposal: A YES could be the solution to the mercy problem!
< Can ONLY God be merciful to him because (supposedly) nothing can be dangerous to him? Answer Proposal: A YES could be the solution to the mercy problem!
< Does God have to do punishment if he is not merciful? Answer Proposal: Do not clarify!
< Does God need NOTHING? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is the long-term opinion that God does not need ANYTHING? Answer Proposal: YES!
<Is it possible to verify by a test that God does NOT need ANYTHING? Answer Proposal: NO!
<Does God love his (alleged) creation as himself? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
<Does God love men as himself? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
<Does God love himself? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
<Applies to God, always and everywhere? Answer Proposal: Will be so behaved, but without proof!
<Are God’s questions tasteless? Answer Proposal: Believers often see it this way!
<Does God live in excitement? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
<Does God sometimes do not look bad? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
<Why do Christians say, O my God, why hast thou forsaken me, and why does not Moslem say, O my Allah, why hast Thou forsaken me? Answer Proposal: Difficult, there must be another!
<Will the dear God be very angry, if on Sundays the laundry is suspended in the open? Answer Proposal: Could be!
<Where is space for God? Answer Proposal: For somewhere everywhere, for others nowhere!
<Where is space for God? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
<Is God pushing a button before each Super Nova explosion? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
<Does God have VALUES? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
<Does God come from the depths of the universe? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
<Does God have a deep effect? Answer Proposal: Only in the minds of people!
<Were humans not only punished for republic flight, but also because of God's flight? Answer Proposal: YES!
<Does God break all records and no one notices it? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
<Is God blasting himself in the air? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
<For some demons, were the gods' counterparts? Answer Proposal: YES!
<Was God endowed with so many statements, qualities, and abilities to embellish his thought-image for believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
<Would the concept of GOD be completely worthless if it were NOT underlined with various statements and characteristics? Answer Proposal: YES!
<How do we know what God wants from us? Answer Proposal: From the prophets (so the theory)!
<Has God so far fine? Answer Proposal: Could be suspected!
<What kind of life does God have? Answer Proposal: Not known!
<Does God direct his way of life to that of man? Answer Proposal: Not known!
<Do people judge their way of life according to that of God? Answer Proposal: Not known!
<Why do people not limit themselves to the statements made by God in holy scriptures? Answer Proposal: Because it is a lot of fun to add your own God statements!
<Is God sometimes fickle? Answer Proposal: A straightforwardness is in any case not recognizable!
<Is there anything wrong with God? Answer Proposal: Maybe the desire!
<Does God mourn the times when he was not yet a creator? Answer Proposal: For this he tells us nothing!
<Is God massive? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
<Does God have anything massive? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
<Is God an ideologist? Answer Proposal: Unclear!

@_Prophets Questions (God's Messenger)
- Were there any prophets at all? And:
- Are there Prophet's Defenders? If this is likely:
- Do Prophets + Prophet's Defenders Make Their Own Questions? If so, the following questions are ready to be answered:
  - Were Prophets asking for God's questions, because prophets would only be possible if there were God? Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Were Prophets asked before the questions of religion, because first there were prophets and then only religions? Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Does the supposed Son of God Jesus Christ in this collection of questions also by definition also count as a prophet? Answer Proposal: YES!
  - To about how many percent were prophets godlike (god = 100%)?
  - Were average prophets 50% gods?
  - Were more gods or more human beings?
  - Did prophets have more to do with God, as normal mortals?
  - Is there a prophet hierarchy?
  - Was there a supreme prophet who still stands above all other prophets today?
• Were Prophets always serious?
• Have prophets also laughed?
• Were prophets funny?
• How long could prophets see the future?
• Is there no prophet at present? If so:
• Why is there no prophet living at the moment?
• Is God a prophet and who is not?
• Did God also send prophets?
• Did God determine when there were prophets?
• Does God determine when the next Prophet is?
• Why were there very rare prophets?
• Why is there not always at least one prophet among us humans?
• Could several prophets be among us at the same time?
• Must prophets always be human beings?
• Did prophets also consist only of the constituent parts, which also consist of all other people?
• Would it be better for contact with God, if at least one prophet lived?
• Could conflicts arise when two prophets lived at the same time?
• Did prophets have a soul?
• Did the prophets have a particularly great soul?
• Did prophets have a greater soul than normal mortals?
• Did the Prophet Conduct Jesus Conquest Campaigns?
• Were Prophets Auxiliary Gods?
• Was God only influenced by prophets (sometimes)?
• Did God send great prophets, so that these prophets might influence our God from the earth?
• Why did God need prophets?
• Did prophets kill people?
• Were prophets killed by human beings?
• Is God too demanding to communicate with non-prophets?
• Is God too stupid to communicate with non-prophets?
• Is God too intelligent to communicate with non-prophets?
• Were prophets older, like normal mortals? If so:
• Why were Prophets older, like normal mortals?
• Did some of the prophets tell her (supposedly) direct wire to God that he let them live longer?
• How often did prophets communicate with God?
• Which prophet communicated most frequently with God?
• Was the prophets' future prediction capability better than God's?
• Could prophets appease the devil?
• Is employment with prophets pointless?
• Is employment with prophets meaningful?
• Were and are Prophet cult figures?
• Were prophets better men?
• Had prophet skills?
• Did Prophets have natural abilities?
• Could a prophet answer all the meaningful questions of God, if one were to live?
• Cannot prophets be criticized? If so:
• Why cannot prophets be criticized?
• When does a person become a prophet?
• What characterizes a prophet?
• What is special about prophets?
• Did God know God?
• Did God’s prophets know better, like all the other fellows of the prophets?
• Did prophets ever meet with God in the same room?
• What would a prophet be known today?
• Were prophets recognized as such during their lifetime?
• How did someone become a prophet?
• How would one become a prophet today?
• Was there any training as a prophet?
• Is there a training for the Prophet?
• Can anyone become a prophet when he receives the right training?
Could only high-gifted be prophets?
Can only high-gifted be prophets become if they still get the right training?
Were and are prophets part of religions?
Does every religion have its own prophets?
Are there any religions-neutral prophets?
Are there religions without a prophet?
Are there religions that do not need or have any prophets?
Is there a bit of a prophet?
Were and prophets also saints?
Were and are prophets more like holy?
Are there any prophets of the prophets, just as there are apparently saints?
Who used prophets?
Who do prophets still use?
Benefit Prophets People?
Benefits Prophets Religions?
Did God use their prophets for their projects? Answer Proposal: YES!
Did God use prophets? Answer Proposal: Not verifiable YES, so uncertain!
Did God have prophets in his staff?
Did all the prophets have the same God as a contact point?
Prophets of God’s Messages?
Prophets sent to God?
Why were several prophets required to convey God’s messages?
Was God not able to convey everything rightly, like the first prophet?
Were not all the prophets able to convey the messages of God errorlessly to mankind, so that God had to continually improve with the help of other prophets?
Why did God want to convey his messages to a part of humanity with the help of a prophet?
Did God want to convey his messages to a part of humanity with the help of a prophet in order to have more joy in human beings?
Did God want to convey his messages to a part of humanity with the help of a prophet, so that human beings would live as he (God) wants?
Did prophets have an extra sense that enabled them to make contact with God?
Did prophets have a super-sense that enabled them to make contact with God?
Did prophets have a supernatural meaning, which enabled them to make contact with God?
Are prophets extinct? If so:
Why are the God’s message prophets extinct?
Have people become duller, because there has been no new, universally accepted prophet for over a thousand years?
Were and are the prophets worth more than Messiah?
Were and are the prophets less valuable than Messiah?
Was there only one Messiah?
How did a prophet prove that he could make contact with God?
Would it be wrong if a prophet claimed that he had made contact with God?
Had a prophet only to appear confidently and convincingly enough that others might believe that he had made contact with God?
Could others be there when a prophet made contact with God? Or:
Had prophets always been alone to be able to make contact with God?
Were Prophet Ambassador of God?
Were Prophets Herald?
Were Prophets proclaiming God’s Messages?
Bluffed prophets when they claimed that those who received a message from God?
Were God’s prophets the servant?
Were Prophets sometimes hypocrites?
Were Prophet charlatans?
Did the prophets and the wizards of magicians sometimes do what?
Is decisive what God wants or is decisive what prophets wanted?
Were the will of God and that of the prophets identical?
Why did God send a different will to each of the prophets?
Did all the prophets have the same character?
Did the different prophets have quite different characters?
• Did prophets use it as a link to relay revelations of God to men?
• Did God’s revelations go further to humanity?
• Was there a sword of the Prophet?
• Why did a prophet need a sword?
• Did prophets need a sword because they were not protected by God?
• Are prophets as fallible as God?
• Do prophets be as fallible as God?
• Are prophets as infallible as God?
• Do prophets be infallible? If so:
  • Who laid down or laid down that prophets are considered infallible?
  • Did God establish that prophets are infallible? Or:
  • Did and do not prophets establish that prophets are considered infallible?
  • Are those who are infallible or who establish that prophets are infallible?
• Do prophets as fast-gods?
• Are prophets considered perfect?
• Were and Prophets superfluous Firlefanz?
• Were and are prophets superfluous Schnicknannack?
• Did prophets already know trichinae in pork meat? Or:
• Did not the prophets know trichinae in pig meat?
• Prohibit at least one prophet pig meat, because he had not yet known trichinae in the pork meat?
• Why did not God reveal to the super-prophet that there might be trichins in the pig meat?
• Who knows well with prophets?
• Who knows best about prophets?
• Are there specialists for prophets?
• Are there prophet researchers?
• Were Prophets Influential? Or:
  • Were Prophets influential?
  • Are even deceased prophets still influential?
• Were Prophets fair?
• Were Prophets Fair?
• Were some prophets a little strange?
• Are prophets still contemporary? Or:
  • Are prophets timeless for all eternity?
• Do Prophets have tradition?
• Is there only one hundred percent YES or one hundred percent NO in answering prophets? If so:
  • Why is there no perplexity and no probabilities in answering prophets?
• Is there no perplexity and no probabilities in answering prophets’ questions because this would signal uncertainty and thus weakness?
• Is weakness the greatest enemy of a dogma, such as the prophet’s dogma?
• Is weakness the greatest enemy of a doctrine, such as the prophet’s doctrine?
• Were Prophets sometimes awesome?
• Were prophets always brilliant?
• Have natural events such as thunder or storm been interpreted as a sign of God by prophets?
• Are there any compromises in terms of prophets? Or:
  • Are there no compromises in terms of prophets?
• Were Prophets unworldly?
• Are prophets nostalgia?
• Were Prophets Progressive?
• Were prophets old-fashioned? Answer Proposal: For their time NO!
• Would it be difficult for prophets today?
• Why are there no questions to the Prophet in Quizz?
• Were Prophets witty?
• Was there the beard of the Prophet?
• Asked Prophets Questions?
• Did and have a special status for prophets?
• Did Prophet’s basic needs?
• Did some prophets sometimes make nonsense?
• Did and have prophets a customer base?
• Did the prophets work carefully?
• Did the prophets command telepathy?
• Were Prophets ruthless?
• Did Prophet's parents?
• Did prophets have a sense of reality?
• Are prophets an abstruse idea?
• Make or make prophets sense?
• Are Prophets Weakening?
• Are prophets perfect?
• Are prophets always recognizable?
• Were prophets always recognizable during their lifetime?
• Were Prophets sometimes confused?
• Were and prophets sometimes confusing?
• Were Prophets sometimes overwhelmed?
• Were Prophet sometimes chaotic?
• Were Prophets sometimes complicated?
• Were Prophets sometimes sadistic?
• Were Prophets sometimes unapproachable?
• Were Prophets sometimes confusing?
• Were Prophets Sovereign?
• Were prophets heretical during her lifetime?
• Were the devil the devil?
• Why was the supposedly omnipotent God not willing to spare his alleged son Jesus the crucifixion?
• Did prophets have a mass component?
• Were Prophet Prophet?
• Were Prophets Driven?
• Did Prophets take responsibility for their actions and actions? Or:
• Do the prophets sometimes be irresponsible?
• Were prophets refined?
• Could convert prophets?
• Are Prophets exaggerated?
• Are prophets great?
• Were prophets ready at all times?
• Were and prophets a laugh number? Or:
• Were and are prophets to be taken seriously?
• Who is on the Prophet's Trip?
• Is there a prophets' debate?
• Should there be a prophets' debate?
• Cannot be debated about prophets?
• Does God know what prophets are?
• Does the devil know who are prophets?
• Were and are prophets an authority?
• Did and have prophets an ego?
• What do prophets suggest?
• Were Prophets ascetics?
• Stupid prophets?
• Were and prophets to puke?
• Did prophets meet the needs of men?
• Do Prophets cause long droughts?
• Were Prophets Nerve Bunch?
• Were Prophets rigorous?
• Were Prophets something general? Or:
• Were Prophets something special?
• Can man impose on prophets?
• Did Prophets have a big head?
• Were prophets stubborn and unyielding?
• Did they have prophets?
• Blasphemous prophets about other thinkers?
• Blasphemed prophets about their opponents?
• Is it useful to blaspheme about prophets?
• Were Prophets Adaptable?
• Were and prophets predominantly great?
• Were and prophets mostly charming? Or:
• Were and prophets mostly uninhibited?
• Were and are prophets a taboo?
• Were Prophets Principles Riders?
• Have and have Prophets Recognition Signs? If so:
• What were the signs and have prophets?
• Do Prophets Supporters Have Recognition Signs? If so:
• Which Recognition Signs Have Prophets Supported?
• Were and prophets sent?
• Did Prophets have a tick?
• What if there were no prophets?
• Do we not know at all that there is a God, if there were no prophets?
• Were Prophets God-fearing?
• Were people afraid of prophets?
• Do people still have to fear prophets?
• Were not prophets perverse and labor-shy?
• Were no prophets decadent?
• Did Prophets arrive? Or:
• Were prophets rather inconspicuous?
• Were Prophets Happy?
• Were prophets sometimes barbaric?
• Were prophets turned backwards?
• Are prophets a stimulus word?
• Were prophets fanatical?
• Were prophets hypocritical?
• Were Prophets stupid?
• Were and prophets barren?
• Were Prophets Naughty?
• Did not the prophets take it so exactly? Or:
• Were prophets meticulous?
• Were and are prophets pitiful?
• Can people beat a prophet?
• Can man dry up prophets?
• Can man inspire prophets?
• Can people safely forget the prophets because prophets no one really needs? Or:
• Should anyone keep a constant reminder of prophets, even though prophets really need no one?
• Are prophets generally puzzling? Or:
• Are prophets puzzling only in a wide range?
• Were and are prophets constantly present? Or:
• Did prophets only occasionally (temporarily)?
• Did and do prophets have a resonance?
• Provoked and provoke prophets' reactions?
• Were prophets error-free?
• Do prophets also make apocalypses? Or:
• Prevented Prophets Apocalypses?
• Is the topic of prophets relatively complex, because so many questions can be formulated?
• Were prophets sinless?
• Are those better people who believe in prophets?
• Who invented prophets?
• Were Prophets Inventive?
• Were Prophets Successful?
• Did or were prophets responsible?
• Did or did Prophets be responsible?
• Should Prophets be forbidden?
• What does the Prophet's beard mean?
• Were the prophets sometimes stressed? Or:
• Were Prophets always relaxed?
• Begin Prophets Frigate?
• Were and are prophets needed? If so:
• For what were and are prophets needed?
• Could and can prophets us prophets?
• Were and are prophets absurd?
• Were and are prophets dubios?
• Were Prophets sometimes "sniffed"?
• Was there an individual freedom of design for prophets?
• Do prophesies also do missions?
• Were there and prophets there to annoy us all?
• Were and are prophets something honorable?
• Were and are prophets holy cows?
• Were and prophets egocentric?
• Communicated prophets with the unknown influences because there is no God at all?
• Could prophets be torn off?
• Could the prophets have departed?
• Could prophets get rid of the dust?
• Were Prophets Religious Fanatic?
• Were and prophets a special feature?
• Were and would Prophets be quickly offended?
• Are prophet fans quickly offended?
• Were and are prophets significant? If so:
• Why are prophets important?
• Did prophets show their fellow-men sometimes the cold shoulder?
• Were and are Prophets important? If so:
• Why are Prophets important?
• Is there an increase to prophets?
• Are there God's prophets?
• Could Prophets grow?
• Can Prophets follow?
• Pouting prophets sometimes?
• Were prophets sometimes irresolute? Or:
• Were Prophets always determined?
• Were and are prophets the most important thing in life?
• Who is responsible for prophets?
• Who is responsible for prophets?
• Did Prophets for men?
• Did prophets care for men?
• Did prophets worry about people?
• Should people in prophets see only the good?
• Were prophets happily happy because they achieved everything?
• Did Prophets Own Initiative?
• Were prophets helpful?
• Did prophets always desire to prophesy?
• Have prophets ever betrayed us?
• Have prophets ever scolded us?
• Did the Prophet's worries and needs?
• Were prophets capable of anything?
• Had prophet ambitions?
• Was Prophets never to laugh?
• Were Prophets full of deeds?
• Were Prophets Language Genius?
• Did only the prophets understand the special language of God?
• Were and are not prophets a quackery?
• Did prophets do everything right?
• Were Prophets sometimes thoughtful?
• Defamed prophets sometimes?
• Did prophets always be reasonable?
• Was the language of the prophets that of violence? Or:
• Agile prophets non-violent?
• Were prophets born just as unclothed as mortals?
• Are opinions about prophets far apart?
• Are the ideas about prophets far apart?
• Is criticism of prophets unforgivable?
• Were and prophets indispensable?
• Were and are prophets an alternative?
• Were and are Prophets Humbug? Or:
• Did and do prophets have a right to exist?
• Were Prophets hilarious, because everything worked out like clockwork?
• Did prophets have an organizational talent?
• Did prophets have a sense of order?
• Can man drive prophets with prophets?
• Can people misguide prophets?
• Can people treat prophets viciously?
• Should not prophets treat the prophets viciously?
• Were Prophets diligent?
• Were Prophets also quite dear?
• Were prophets voracious? Answer Proposal: Not handed over!
• Were Prophets reserved?
• Were prophets free and free?
• Were there any prophets under the knee of anything?
• Were even prophets sometimes really golden and cute?
• Were and prophets beautiful?
• Did the prophets tell God where to go? Or:
• Did God tell prophets where to go?
• Could prophets make God's suggestions?
• Did God's prophets prophesy wherever they go and nodded to God almost all the prophet's proposals?
• Do people have to kiss before prophets?
• Can man cuddle with prophets?
• Should one only whisper about prophets? Or:
• Should one speak openly about prophets?
• Must believers only be able to cuddle before prophets who belong to their religion?
• Can man walk with a prophet on cloth?
• Disappointed prophets sometimes?
• Did the prophets sometimes hurt?
• Did not prophets look into the cards?
• Did the prophets sometimes move their hair?
• Is an expectation attitude associated with prophets?
• Did Prophets use them?
• Were and are Prophet Perpetuum mobile?
• Were and are prophets deterrent?
• Were and are prophets something sensible?
• Were and prophets something useful?
• Communicated prophets not with God, but with influences?
• Are prophets something separate?
• Was and is everything in the right lot with the prophets?
• Are prophets questionable?
• Are prophets suitable for coloring?
• Did and have practical use to prophets?
• Were Prophets the union places to God?
• Were and are prophets cinnabar?
• Can Prophets be smashed?
• Can prophets be questioned?
• Can prophets be questioned?
• Should prophets be questioned?
• Could prophets become a beast?
• Are prophets negotiable?
• Could prophets be a sign?
• Were there any prophets' mistakes?
• Could Prophets achieve anything?
• Were Prophets tame?
• Were prophets sometimes listless?
• Are all former prophets standing in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) to greet the newcomers?
• Were and are all prophets saviors? If so:
• What have prophets redeemed humanity?
• Were Prophets beautiful?
• Were and are prophets easy to understand? Or:
• Were and are prophets difficult to understand?
• Did all the prophets in turn?
• Were and are prophets easy to handle? Or:
• Were and are prophets difficult to handle?
• Were prophets generally normal?
• When were prophets normal and when were not they?
• Move and draw prophets into their spell?
• Were prophets sometimes crooked?
• Are prophets of men raised to icons?
• Is there a possibility to defame prophets?
• Can prophets be defiled?
• Is there a miracle of the prophets?
• Could prophets translate God's language?
• How did the prophets learn the language of God?
• Where did the prophets learn the language of God?
• Was prophets placed in the cradle to understand the language of God?
• Were prophets mostly prosecuted?
• Did prophets always remain in practice?
• Were and prophets innocent?
• Had visions of the prophets?
• Did prophets sometimes have delusions?
• Dominated Prophet's Time Travels?
• Were prophets self-sufficient?
• Were Prophets Independent?
• Are Prophet's Labels Dizzy?
• Did prophets really mean it?
• Were and prophets a serious matter?
• Are prophets a mistake?
• Did prophets target their fellow men?
• Were Prophets?
• Do the Prophets care and outrage?
• Were prophets motivated?
• Were Prophets sometimes overmotivated?
• Were prophets always willing? Or:
• Were Prophets sometimes unwilling?
• Were Prophets eager?
• Were Prophets hurried?
• Were Prophets sometimes unfair?
• Were Prophets sometimes offended in his lifetime?
• Were Prophets uncompromising?
• Perlte everything from prophets?
• Does Prophets worship all?
• Did anything happen to prophets?
• Does everything defy Prophets?
• Have prophets always been on course?
• Did prophets keep the trace?
• Could and can people approach prophets?
• Should not prophets prefer to approach prophets?
• What happens when people approach prophets?
• Did prophets have an intimate area? If so:
Was and is the intimate range of the prophets vulnerable?
Considered prophets critical questions about them, as an unacceptable interference in their internal affairs?
Have and have a glory to prophets? If so:
Is the honor of prophets vulnerable? If so:
Must the honor of prophets be restored if they were hurt?
Has everything come to the table as prophets?
Should prophets be turned upside down?
Should prophets be taken into prayer?
Could there ever be a really great prophet?
Should there be once again a really great prophet?
Were prophets sensitive?
Were Prophet Sensibles?
Would prophets have pleasure in their conversions?
Were Prophets to have fun with their conversions?
Wanted and wanted to teach us prophets?
Can prophetic be fun?
Did not the prophets sometimes have a real joy?
Were Prophets fesch?
Did prophets bathe in their glory?
What would the prophets have desired if they had had three wishes free?
Could prophets fulfill every wish?
Were Prophets sometimes excited?
Did prophets sometimes appear strange?
Are even prophets sometimes mocked? Or:
Is no one mocking prophets?
Were prophets still able to act in modern times?
Is the call of prophets scandalized?
Were the prophets brave?
Did prophets sometimes look old?
Were there unsuccessful prophets?
Were there only successful prophets?
Have the unsuccessful prophets fallen into oblivion?
Were and are prophets completely logical? Or:
Were the prophets ultimately unsuccessful?
Were the prophets incomprehensible?
Were prophets sometimes curious?
Were Prophets strange sometimes?
Were Prophets singled out? Or:
Were prophets rather modest?
Were the prophets always calm?
Did or are there prophets?
Were Prophets sometimes omitted?
Were and are prophets self-reliant? Or:
Must prophets be kept alive because they are, in fact, superfluous?
Is that really indescribable with the prophets?
Were the contact persons of God?
Cannot prophets be taken lightly?
Did punished prophets joke about such?
Do punishments now live on human beings' jokes about prophets?
Were the creators of aggressiveness?
Overpowered prophets sometimes the bow?
Is there an intellectual scope for the importance of prophets?
Were Prophets Ordinary Teacher-Master with a pinch of God?
Did little prophets not understand what God gave them?
Were prophets submitting their future predictions from God?
Did prophets instruct God?
Did prophets have sex slaves?
Is it ultimately no matter whether a person is described as the Son of God or a prophet, because in both cases it is a contact person of God, which is to be overpowered by God himself?
• Does the Son of God and have prophets the commonality to be contact persons for God?
• Were prophets responsible for the fact that God and men were reconciled?
• Were prophets conciliatory by nature?
• Had prophets concluded their inner peace?
• Could prophets have been rocking humanity before?
• Could Prophets also have been scrambling before?
• Will the prophets of humanity be rocking?
• Could people misguide prophets?
• Were Prophets always balanced?
• Who was the better master of teaching when the Prophet's Savior was compared with the rest of the prophets?
• Did the Prophet's Savior, as well as the rest of the prophets, set up behaviors similar to Knigge?
• Is something a bit silly for the prophets?
• Did not the Prophets reach their necks enough?
• Were prophets a nithatt, who never had enough followers?
• Had Prophets ever beented?
• Rotten prophets sometimes?
• Did prophets sometimes have flares?
• Is there a definition problem for prophets?
• Did the prophets stand out? If so:
• Must and should prophets be grounded?
• Did everything go wrong with the prophets? Or:
• In the case of prophets, did everything always go in order?
• Had prophets sometimes wild fantasies?
• Did prophets sometimes denote the shortest?
• Could Prophets take what?
• Who had prophets down a prophet when they were not good?
• Were and are prophets a taboo zone?
• Had and have prophets a taboo zone?
• Were Prophets always good for a surprise?
• Were not prophets able to look through?
• Were Prophets always relaxed?
• Brought prophets sometimes what?
• Did not all the prophets succeed?
• Were not the prophets calm?
• How many reasons speak for a prophet's genuineness?
• What are the reasons for prophets?
• What are generally accepted reasons for prophets?
• What objective reasons are there for prophets?
• What are the subjective reasons for prophets?
• How many reasons do VAGs have a prophetic authenticity?
• What are the reasons for Prophets?
• Were and are prophets necessary?
• What are the characteristics of prophets?
• Did prophets sometimes have a problem with their prophecies?
• Cause and cause prophets sometimes a problem?
• Do and do prophets sometimes cause problems?
• Do prophets sometimes feel in hustle and bustle?
• Were Prophets sometimes frantic?
• Did a conscience have a prophet? If so:
• Did the prophets have a good conscience, or even a conscience? Or:
• Did the prophets sometimes have a guilty conscience?
• Did Prophets sometimes enter the house with the door?
• Were prophets ambitious?
• Litten prophets sometimes?
• Can God better prophesy as prophets? Or:
• Could prophets better prophesy as God?
• Were prophets sometimes unruly?
• Were there also unpleasant things for prophets?
• Did prophets sometimes suffer?
• Had everything under control?
• Had prophets always been under control?
• Did prophets sometimes do something out of despair?
• Had everything under control?
• Were Prophets Mystery Chandler?
• Did God pretend how prophets should behave?
• Do people know about prophets only what was handed down?
• Did it sometimes go head and neck for prophets?
• Disappear Prophets with Humanity? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could prophets destroy a project?
• Were Prophets never shameful?
• Had to keep prophets with their powers?
• Were Prophets Balsam for the Soul?
• Did Prophet’s Fingers Spike Feel?
• Are there any apparent arguments for the need for prophets?
• Were Prophets sometimes disillusioned?
• Were Prophets sometimes disappointed?
• Would prophets create something separate?
• Did the prophets sometimes throw the hand-cloth?
• Do the prophets sometimes go out?
• Did the prophets always work well? Or:
• Did prophets sometimes lie?
• Did not prophets burn anything?
• Did the prophets need to receive the law messages of God?
• Did prophets have their own life?
• Do you want to be a prophet?
• Did prophets make arbitrariness?
• Were Prophets sometimes really snappy?
• Could and can prophets be tested? If so:
• Should Prophets be tested? If so:
• Were prophets tested? If so:
• Who tested and tested prophets? Or:
• Were self-testing prophets?
• Were prophets generally cheerful?
• Were prophets really nice?
• Did prophets seek salvation in God’s communication?
• Are prophets devised as well as God?
• Were Prophet Zealot?
• Strayed prophets?
• Had prophets to go through the hell until they reached the goal?
• Had and have prophets an existence right?
• Were Prophets fidel?
• Did the prophets follow the whistle of anything?
• Were Prophets small but powerful?
• Were and prophets an infamous matter?
• Would prophets be pleased? If so:
• Did prophets, for example, make pleasure in prophesying?
• Were prophets totalitarian?
• Could prophets be influenced?
• Were Prophets influenced?
• Were Prophets influenced by God?
• Were Prophets contentious?
• Were poets poetic?
• Did prophets have an ideology?
• Were and are prophets worthless? Or:
• Were and are prophets valuable?
• Were Prophets sometimes obstinate?
• Were Prophets rather prudent? Or:
• Were prophets rather draufgängerisch?
• Were prophets mostly good? Or:
• Were prophets mostly naughty?
• Did Prophets sometimes get a rumble?
• Did prophets sometimes have a rape?
• Were and are prophets thematically highly explosive?
• Were and are prophets something exclusive?
• Did prophets sometimes get out of the house?
• Did the prophets sometimes lose their position?
• Did prophets enter the private sphere of men?
• Were Prophets responsible for the private sphere of human beings?
• Could and could any prophet take the wind out of the sails?
• Can prophets get under the wheels?
• Can some prophet fall into the back?
• Could prophets sell well?
• Could prophets be lost?
• Were Prophets characteristic?
• Were prophets rumbling on the nose?
• Was God revealed to all the prophets?
• Did prophets have a revelation oath?
• Is the topic of prophets a hot iron?
• Can people burn their fingers on the subject of prophets?
• Could Prophets combine?
• Did prophets have a gift of combination?
• Did the Prophets sometimes have to pull the tear line?
• Did the Prophets sometimes pull the tear line?
• Did all the sober prophets? Or:
• Did many prophets feel emotional?
• Were and are prophets commended?
• Did the prophets sometimes have their days when they were grumpy?
• Were Prophets sometimes frozen?
• Did the Prophets sometimes scatter?
• Were Prophets loving as often as possible?
• Were Prophets sometimes overworked?
• Were Prophets sometimes not fully utilized?
• How did prophets get over the laps?
• Are prophets also called “healing”?
• Sow and sow prophets also discord?
• Did prophets sometimes prosecute?
• Were Prophets full of praise?
• Did some prophets also spread horror?
• Neglected Prophets People?
• Are you intimidated by prophets?
• Shy people others with prophets?
• Did prophets only live up to people?
• Were prophets in the initial phase Oppositional or even terrorists in the eyes of the established?
• Were prophets lured?
• Can prophets disappear into the recess?
• When are prophets away from the window?
• Were and prophets sometimes uncomfortable?
• Wanted and wanted to spoil us prophets?
• Would prophets, if they were shedding honey around their mouths as often as possible?
• Were prophets tireless?
• Did prophets say that they are prophets?
• Cause and Create Prophets Freedom Limitations?
• Did Prophetic Attacks Allowed?
• Were and prophets wonderful?
• Were and are prophet comrades?
• Were they to first explore the prophets before deciding what to do next?
• Were the prophets initially weighed down before they decided how it would be?
Did prophets do everything in sequence? Or:
Did prophets do everything in parallel?
Are prophets of men and religions artificially lifted into heaven?
And were prophets disgusting?
Had prophets sometimes a queasy feeling?
Was not some prophets sometimes a bit afraid?
Did Prophets have a sense of responsibility?
Were and Prophets the Yellow of the Egg?
Did and have prophets only good sides?
Could Prophets overreact?
Are prophets an assumption?
Were Prophets foreseeing?
Was there a wish for prophets?
Had and wanted ideas about the human being as prophets?
Were prophets describing people as they have to live?
Were and are prophets negligible?
Were and are prophets real or artificial?
Do prophets play a role? If so:
What is the role of prophets in the practice, for example? And:
What is the role and role of prophets for nature, for example?
Did prophets sometimes neglect?
What is the purpose of sticking to prophets?
Will prophets soon sink into insignificance?
Why is it useful to continue to depend on prophets?
Did the Prophets sometimes interfere with anything?
Were Prophets sometimes disturbed by something?
Were Prophets disturbed?
Were and sometimes prophets in the way?
Disturbed and disturbed prophets sometimes?
Were and are Prophets sometimes disturbing peace?
Who determines when a prophet is considered offended?
Does God determine when a prophet is regarded as offended?
Do people determine when a prophet is considered offended?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) determine when a prophet is regarded as offended?
Is a prophet regarded as offended when it is claimed that he was born as naked as all other people?
Did prophesies come only with God over the rounds?
Were prophets devilishly good?
Did not the prophets be accountable to anyone?
Did prophets really believe in God, or did they do so?
Are prophets more holy than God?
Did God grant prophets? If so:
Why did God allow prophets to grant?
Were prophets self-righteous?
Were prophets convinced of themselves?
Has a cult been and is being cultivated around prophets?
Did something sometimes go wrong with the prophets?
Are Prophets a permanent fashion?
Can prophets get out of fashion?
Did even prophets sometimes have inferiority complexes?
Are prophets a taboo subject?
Were Prophets Exceptional Talents?
Were Prophets Nature Talents?
Are Prophets a Restructuring Case?
Were and are prophets self-contradictory?
Did Prophets react to influences?
Were and are prophets vulnerable?
Could prophets go away?
Are prophets stale? Or:
Are prophets up-to-date?
• Were and are Prophets Moral Apostles?
• Were and are prophets clearly perceptible?
• Were prophets predominantly impulsive? Or:
• Were prophets predominantly driven?
• Did prophets like to be important?
• Were Prophets Important? Or:
• Were Prophets modest?
• Is there no god at all, and are there no prophets at all?
• Were Prophets Freedom Suppression?
• Went out of Prophet Power Abuse?
• Are Prophets suitable for freedom oppression?
• Are prophets suitable for abuse of power?
• Are prophets used to exercise freedom oppression?
• Are prophets used to abuse power?
• Were prophets unfermented? Or:
• Were prophets thoughtful?
• Were prophets rushed forward? Or:
• Were prophets thoughtful?
• Were prophets thoughtless? Or:
• Were prophets deliberate?
• Is it uncertain that there are prophets?
• Eckten and corner prophets sometimes?
• Can people fall in love with prophets?
• Is there a lasting love between prophets and people?
• Were Prophets Slit Ears?
• Did God’s prophets whisper to the wisdom which prophets made before human gatherings?
• Were God’s Speaking Guts? Or:
• Did prophets free their imaginative wealth?
• How many prophets does God need as a whole?
• Were Prophets fantastic? And:
• Are prophets timelessly fantastic?
• Should Prophets be given to the wardrobe?
• Could prophets do what they wanted?
• Were and prophets a perennial burner?
• Were and prophets a permanent subject?
• Do people make prophets happy?
• Are Prophets to be honored?
• Why are there currently held prophets?
• Are there currently held prophets because there is a need for them?
• Are prophets an end-to-end model?
• Are prophets inviolable role models?
• Were and are Prophets Light-Forms?
• Were and are prophets the non plus ultra at infallibility?
• Are prophets used as moral guards?
• Were Prophets Duckmaus?
• Brilliant prophets with imagination-riches?
• Were and prophets averse or perhaps even flashy?
• Were not prophets allowed to drive the cart?
• Were prophets still quite clean, still quite clear and still very dense?
• Were and are prophets of clean men?
• Are prophets softened?
• Are even prophets sometimes a dirty business?
• Were Prophets never embarrassed?
• Were Prophet Ray Men?
• Were Prophets Defined? Or:
• Were prophets unbiased?
• Were prophets drifting? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were Prophets Free? Or:
• Were Prophets bound to God?
• Might and make prophets free? Or:
• Might and make prophets unfree?
• Had prophets a white vest?
• Were Prophets sometimes playful?
• Did prophets do their duty?
• Were there false prophets?
• Are there false prophets?
• Did prophets be able to walk with their feet?
• Were and sometimes prophets trampled?
• What happens frequently when prophets are trampled?
• What happens frequently when prophets are kicked with feet?
• Did the prophets have special ears, which enabled them to perceive God’s voice?
• Did the Prophets have a special hearing, which enabled them to perceive God’s voice?
• Were only prophets capable of speaking and understanding the language of God?
• Giving and giving a good figure to prophets?
• Were Prophets Souls Comforter?
• Are prophets still soul-consoler?
• Did prophets have to prove themselves?
• Did prophets stand on shaky legs? Or:
• Did prophets have both feet firmly in life?
• Are prophets sometimes exhausted?
• Does this sometimes work with prophets?
• Were prophets changing the world, but not themselves?
• Were and are prophets free?
• Did Prophets have future fears?
• Does God have human helpers, such as prophets, though God does not need human helpers?
• Should not Prophet’s defenders be exaggerated? Answer Proposal: YES, because exaggerations are rarely good!
• Had and have a prophet’s radiance?
• Were and are prophets more like a personality?
• Are prophets restricted to use as a foot treasurer?
• Are prophets a barrel with ground?
• Is the world drifted by prophets?
• Could prophets stir up?
• Were Prophets Angry?
• Did the prophets end up short or long?
• Did prophets have a very different quality to mortality?
• Did prophets prophets before them?
• Could not even prophets escape their fate?
• Is it a claim that prophets were given revelations of God?
• Is it proven that prophets were given revelations of God?
• Is it a presumption that prophets were given revelations of God?
• Is it always demonstrably demonstrable that prophets were given revelations of God?
• Is it clear how Prophets were given revelations of God?
• Did God’s revelations deal with the signals of God, which only the prophets correctly understood?
• Were and are prophets impossible?
• Could prophets seem to make the impossible impossible?
• Did you take and influence prophets?
• Were prophets cut and stabbed?
• Were Prophets Transformers Between God and Men?
• Were prophets translators between God and men?
• Did the Prophets have a great spectrum of activities?
• Could prophets be panicked?
• Were and are prophets Kokolores? Or:
• Was and what is the matter with prophets?
• Distributed prophets echoing ears?
• Could Prophets laugh?
• Was prophets laughing because God revealed to them everything they wanted to know?
• Did all the cups in the cupboard have prophets?
• Was a screw loose with prophets?
were Prophet Analysts?
Did the prophet’s diary?
Commanded Prophets Higher Mathematics? Answer Proposal: NO!
Were Prophets Phrase Thriller?
Could prophets be swept under the carpet?
Did not prophets say anything very little when they claimed that revelations of God were given to them from time to time?
Could Prophets tell the people many thousand years ago when the day is long or long?
Why did the revelations of God, which were given to prophets, consist essentially only from demands of behavior coupled with threats and self-praise?
Why did the revelations of God, which were given to prophets, contain no scientific details that went beyond what was then known?
Why, for example, did not God’s revelations, which were given to prophets, contain anything about the structure of the universe with its galaxies?
Are not prophets interested in technology (except perhaps for weapon technology)?
Are not prophets interested in the sciences?
Are prophets only interested in the interpersonal?
Why did not God tell ALL prophets nothing about what we had known in the last 200 years, such as electricity or the construction of matter with its molecules and atoms?
Could prophets beat the strings? Or:
Were prophets usually well-dosed?
Are prophets earthly substitute gods?
Did the prophets have temporary hallucinations when it seemed to them as if they had revelations of God?
Did the Prophets ever deny that they had hallucinations at the time?
Was the prophets of the idea wealth too strong?
Was there genius and madness close together in the case of prophets?
Were prophets restless spirits?
What are the prophets to offend, when prophets were born just as naked, and died as terrestrial as all the rest of the people?
Litten prophets sometimes under-great-delusion?
Is there even an insult to the prophets when asking questions about prophets?
Did most of the prophets answer most of the questions that they asked God?
Are there any prophets among the animals?
Why can animals live together well without prophets?
Can God also communicate with people who are not prophets?
Did God’s prophets specifically ask for information about the coexistence of the people? Or:
Did God, without the prophet’s premonition, simply unleash, in the form of revelations?
Did the Prophets appeal to God, so that there was an understanding? Or:
Did God adapt to the prophets to make an understanding?
Were the information flow between God and prophets in both directions?
Has God sent prophets so that he could at last reveal? Or:
Did God wait for prophets, so that he could at last reveal?
Did the prophets know the speed of light? Answer Proposal: NO!
Why did not God reveal to any prophet something of the speed of light?
Were prophets in their way powerless?
Cannot prophets be offended because there is no god at all, and therefore no prophets?
Cannot prophets be abolished, because there were never prophets?
Cannot prophets be offended because there were never prophets?
Did prophets have a wealth of ideas?
Were prophets full of ideas?
Are there heretical questions about prophets?
Were Prophets confused?
Is there a DCO Prophet?
What could prophets do best? Answer Proposal: Do not surrender as they did, so as to give them revelations of God!
Did prophets achieve by auto-suggestion that the revelations of God were given to them?
Would prophets leave a gap if they no longer existed?
Were prophets sometimes quite a roller coaster with people?
Were the prophets of God specially programmed to receive His revelations?
• Why do people always ride on their prophet, that is, on their allegedly God-appointed?
• Did the prophets know their IQ?
• Did Prophets know what an IQ is?
• Why did not the revelations of God, which prophets were supposed to be, contain a single law of nature, although more than 100 laws of nature have been found since the last great prophet?
• Were Prophets very special people? Or:
• Were prophets normal people who somehow managed to appear as something special? Or:
• Were prophets ordinary people who, by means of refinement, managed to appear as something special?
• Were living prophets against the wall?
• Can deceased prophets go against the wall?
• Are prophets immortal in the memory of men?
• Were and are prophets the cause?
• Did the alleged visits of extraterrestrials and the alleged revelations of God, which were given only to prophets, have the common ground that they brought no technical progress to mankind?
• Were Prophets sometimes in the way?
• Did the prophets know the evolution of life? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did Prophets know the tribe tree of life?
• Were and are prophets leading figures?
• Are prophets the rarest human kind?
• On what path were the revelations of God given to prophets?
• Were Prophets the revelations of God granted no way at all?
• Were Prophets the revelations of God over Body Waves?
• Were Prophets the revelations of God over light waves?
• Were Prophets the revelations of God over sound waves?
• Have prophets been given the revelations of God by means of auto-suggestion?
• Have the prophets been given the revelations of God through thought-transmission?
• Were the revelations of God given to the prophets by hallucinations?
• Were the revelations of God given to prophets through unknown ways?
• Were the prophets of the revelations of God given to God in the prophets?
• Did prophets receive the revelations of God by placing prophets in God?
• Did God and prophets use sign language?
• Did God and prophets agree to use the same sign language?
• Can it be completely ruled out that even prophets were subject to deceptive deceptions, like all other people?
• Did the prophets have an aura?
• Did God and the prophets agree on a common aura?
• Were Prophets turning the wheel back?
• Do today's prophet supporters want to turn the wheel back?
• Do Prophets Supporters want to turn the wheel back?
• Have there been translation tables for prophets to better understand the revelations of God?
• Were all prophets related?
• Did prophets have a God-affinity?
• Did prophets have a divine gene?
• Did prophets have a neuronal center of God?
• Mind the last great prophet the revelations of God better, like all other prophets before? If this is the case:
• Why did the last great prophet understand the revelations of God better, like all other prophets before?
• Why did not prophets form apprentices, so that the (seemingly) so important revelations of God could have been shared?
• Were prophets sometimes selfish?
• Did God first teach their language? Or:
• Did God teach his prophet his language?
• Did prophets sometimes get involved without completing it?
• Did and have a call to prophets? If so:
• What reputation did and have prophets?
• Were and are prophets better than their reputation? Or:
• Were and prophets worse than their reputation? Or:
• Did the Prophet correspond exactly to their reputation? Or:
• Did not prophets have a significant reputation?
• Did prophets wash their hands in innocence?
• Could prophets ever get their heads?
Did prophets always want to get their heads through?
Could prophets turn and act as they wanted?
Did prophets work with cunning?
Were prophets crafty?
Were Prophets sometimes even obscure?
Should everyone see only the positive in prophets?
Is it a poverty testimony of God, if he (God) in his revelations, which prophets are supposed to have been given, has to DROHEN? Answer Proposal: YES!
Did prophets translate the language of God into their own language? Or:
Did God interpret his language for prophets in their language?
Did they have a prophecy when they were represented symbolically?
Did not the prophets object to them when they were portrayed as caricatures?
Were Prophets smug aliens?
Did prophets have a need for recognition?
Were prophets always decent?
Could prophets, including Jesus, fascinate most of their fellow human beings? Answer Proposal: YES!
Was there a fascination with prophets? Answer Proposal: For believers YES!
Were prophets superior to their fellow-men at that time?
Could and can prophets attract prophets?
Were and are prophets always believable?
Could prophets sometimes be aggressive?
How temperature-resistant were prophets?
Were Prophets Fieryproof?
Did Prophets hear sound waves for listening and light-rays for seeing?
Did the prophets know the electromagnetic spectrum? Answer Proposal: NO!
Were also the prophets, like all the people of the time, stupid as to the natural sciences, compared to the natural scientists of today?
Why did not God allow a prophet to be given the existence of the electromagnetic spectrum by a revelation?
Are prophets mystified?
What nature knowledge did people have in the early times of the early prophets?
Did or did extraterrestrial aliens also have prophets?
Is it a pity that God did not reveal anything to a prophet about extraterrestrial aliens? Answer Proposal: YES!
Did Prophets have the presumption that there might be extraterrestrial aliens?
Were Prophets also Bobbelche?
Were Prophets Master of Imagination?
Does God never muck, except for prophets, whom he then dictated whole books into the pen?
Cannot many without prophets manage their lives?
Did not prophets have any questions about God?
Would it be nice if there was finally a really big prophet again?
Can there be no more prophets, because at this time the dizziness would fly immediately?
Reigned prophets from a whole different world?
Did the boundaries of the prophets?
Did the prophets know their limits?
Is it much easier to threaten murder if revelations of God are doubted against prophets rather than to prove God reliably? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should those who are upset about the prophets’ insults be able to prove God without a doubt (without the use of holy scriptures)?
Did prophets hover in higher spheres?
Did everything always go round with prophets? Or:
Did not everything always go round with prophets?
Is it much easier for strictly religious people to RECOGNITION about seemingly discriminatory prophets, instead of showing God here and now, as well as reliably and reliably (without the use of holy scriptures)?
Have prophets a half-time?
Did prophets do almost everything they needed?
Did God always mourn when a prophet died, because a communication partner was lost to him?
Did prophets have less than 1% of the knowledge of a modern scientist?
Was the knowledge of the prophets limited to what was seen with naked eyes?
Why does God need to make threats to people through prophets?
Is God now thinking of new laws, which he intends to reveal to another prophet?
• Were Prophets sometimes Querulanten?
• Did prophets think positively?
• Were there any prophets for all?
• Did not you go without a prophet?
• Were Prophets sometimes wicked?
• Were Prophets skilled?
• Are prophets evaluable? If so:
• Should Prophets be evaluated?
• Are prophets inviolable? Or:
• Were prophets of men declared unto untouchable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were prophets stupid as bean-straw, with regard to their scientific knowledge? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were Prophets childish sometimes? Or:
• Were Prophets always serious?
• Must prophets still be taken seriously?
• Are there prophet characteristics?
  • Applies to the supposed prophets' ability to perceive revelations of God, does not humanity know anything exact?
  • Wanted to determine prophets about people?
• Do Prophets Provide Discussion Ignition Stuff? Or:
• Has no one to discuss prophets?
• Did prophets appear as if they were the greatest?
• When is a prophet a prophet?
• When is a prophet a great prophet?
• When is a prophet a little prophet?
• When is a prophet a middle prophet?
• When is a prophet a true prophet? And:
• When is a prophet a false prophet?
• When is a prophet recognized as such?
• Does a person become a prophet when he is particularly convincing in public?
• Will a man become a prophet when he can convince many people that he receives revelations from God without producing a reproducible proof?
• Are there prophets who are recognized by all the people of this world?
• Are there prophets who are recognized by very few people?
• Are there prophets who are also recognized by extraterrestrials?
• Did great prophets receive more (supposed) revelations of God, like little prophets?
• Did God proclaim and announce that there is a new prophet? If so:
• How did God announce that there is a nine prophet?
• Did God always declare in the same way that there is a nine prophet? Or:
• Did God proclaim for any prophet in another way that there is a nine prophet? Or:
• Did prophets always proclaim and proclaim themselves?
• Does the Prophet's trick still work, as in South Africa, for example?
• Why are the new prophets in South Africa not recognized by all the people of this world?
• Were prophets and prophets gladly drawn to work the most complete power over people?
• Is there currently a prophets' flood in South Africa?
• How were true and false false prophets reliably distinguished?
• Why did not God answer any of the more than 11,000 God's questions?
• Did God not answer a single one of the more than 11,000 questions of God because God considers the questions irrelevant? Or:
• Did God not react to questions which prophets asked God?
• Is NO Proof Guidance Needed for a Prophet's Existence?
• Did all the prophets act and serve the public?
• Are the new South African prophets taking in a large amount of money inconspicuously, and then give them a small portion of the money-quantity taken publicly?
• Did Prophets sometimes get the sow out?
• Do those who adore the prophets sometimes let the sow out?
• Did God give prophets his revelations encoded? If so:
• Why did not prophets build a deciphering machine for divine revelations?
Did not prophets know what God did at the time, when he was given no revelations?
Did the prophets also owe the scientific proof in the matter of divine revelations?
Is it one of the greatest secrets of God, why did he reveal anything else to every prophet?
Did not prophets need to justify?
What do prophets currently do in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
Did Prophets like everything? Answer Proposal: Hardly!
Did prophets do anything with them? Answer Proposal: Hardly!
Were Prophets sometimes loaded?
Did prophets have a sunny mind?
Why did God not differentiate between young and old women in his revelations?
Why did God not differentiate between young and old men in his revelations?
Did prophets call themselves prophets?
Could prophets pretend they exist?
Will a prophet become a prophet if he is recognized as such by many other people?
What criteria does a person have to fulfill so that he is recognized by his fellow human beings as a prophet?
Will a man become a prophet, if the revelations (supposedly) given to him by God are especially impressive?
Were prophets people who were particularly impressed by their extraordinary expression?
Were prophets people who were particularly impressed by their floral expression?
Were prophets people who were particularly impressed by their actions?
Revealed about 3,800 years ago to God the first man, the first prophet, that God exists to him?
Why were there NO prophets before the introduction of the one-God principle, although there must have already been one God before?
Why did God before 9000 years ago, for example, tell a man (prophet) that he is God?
Did there be temporary prophets?
How persuasive were prophets tendencies?
Were prophets sometimes under the belt line?
Was there a female prophet, a prophetess? If this is NOT the case, see the next question. Answer Proposal: Problematic!
Does God not reveal to women, because these were born only from the rib of man?
Where is a prophet's school?
Would everyone like to be a prophet to listen to the revelations of God?
Why are there contradictory revelations of God to the various prophets?
When does a prophet lose his status as a prophet?
Did God practice and still exert influence on God through the influence of the Prophet?
Were Prophets Honorary Men?
Were Prophets proud of themselves?
Did Prophets have pride and honor? If so:
Was pride and honor important for prophets?
Could pride and honor be hurt by prophets? If so:
Did the prophets disturb their pride and honor? If so:
How did prophets, for example, react when their pride and honor were hurt?
Could Prophets be offended?
Were Prophets sometimes snapped?
Did prophets of God's blasphemy annoy themselves?
Were prophets vain?
Was there a wounded vanity with prophets?
Did prophesies like proudly swollen their breasts?
What kind of transference did God use for his revelations to prophets?
Do revelations need the same physics at the God-sender and the Prophet's receiver?
Is there a globally valid criteria list that can be used to determine when a prophet is a prophet?
Is there an authenticity test for prophets?
Is there an authenticity test for prophets?
Were all prophets tested by God, whether they were truly prophets?
Were all the prophets tested by men, whether they were truly prophets?
What does a prophet's examination of God look like?
What does a prophet's test look like?
Can prophets be unmasked?
Are there half-prophets, as are half-gods?
Were Prophets Spitz-Klicker?
• Are prophets a law of nature?
• Did prophets work with effects?
• Were Prophets rumbling with themselves? Or:
• Were not prophets pleased?
• Did prophets live in an art world?
• Are prophets still important when there are no people left? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Were Prophet extremists in a positive sense?
• When is a revelation a revelation of God, which were given to prophets?
• Is a revelation a revelation of God when these people claim?
• Is a revelation a revelation of God, if it is particularly impressive?
• Were prophets also good actors?
• Were prophets vulnerable? Or:
• Were prophets as inviolable as God?
• Were prophets particularly talkative?
• Were prophesies more like God?
• Were Prophets imaginative?
• Were prophets more powerful than God?
• Are prophets still remarkable?
• Have prophets at least a sore point? If so:
• Can the finger be placed deep in the wounds of prophets?
• Were and are prophets vulnerable? Or:
• Were and prophets as inviolable as God?
• Were prophets washed with all the waters?
• Are Prophets put to the test?
• Did the prophets invent themselves?
• Were prophets a whim of nature? Or:
• Were God a caprice of God?
• Were prophets whimier like God?
• Did prophets know each other well with people?
• Did God prophets reveal God? If so:
• How did prophets bring God to reveal?
• Did prophets make God reveal by crying to him (God)?
• Did God not help himself, as well as to disclose murder threats to prophets, if his other revelations are NOT recognized as coming from him?
• Did God not help himself, as prophets also reveal self-glorification to lend his other revelations?
• Are prophets only taken seriously if there are enough supporters?
• Is the recognition of prophets ultimately an arbitrary matter because there are no hard criteria to prove or disprove when a prophet is a prophet?
• Were and prophets the greatest for ever and ever?
• Were and the alleged divine revelations a place for the prosperity of the flowering imagination of prophets?
• Is there any prophet on the Heavenly Prophet's Cemetery?
• Lived prophets in saus and brause? Answer Proposal: Rather not!
• On what criteria did God decide which revelations he gave to the prophet?
• How arduous are His revelations to God so that they may be understood?
• Did God's revelations come easily? Or:
• Were God's revelations difficult?
• Does God no longer reveal himself because he is so exhausted today, after he revealed a fat book almost 1500 years ago, and also in rhyme form?
• Does God want prophets?
• Were Prophets interpreting world champion?
• Were and are Prophets partly unfair or disagreeable?
• Was God so fixed and ready, after revealing to the super-prophet a whole book full of verses, that he swore never to reveal again?
• Was there a time of the little prophets where divine revelations were modern?
• Were God's revelations a fashion phenomenon?
• Are God's revelations still modern in some regions?
• Is it in terms of the frequency distribution with the divine revelations as with the flying saucers?
• Are all religious representatives (clerics / clerics) MINI prophets? Or:
• Would all religious representatives (clergy / clerics) like MINI prophets?
• Are some God’s houses recruitment sites?
• Was there even a prophet’s eye hidden, for example, ultra-fast movements?
• Was there even a prophet’s ear?
• Would the Super Prophet’s hands clasp his hands over his head if he saw what has become or has become of God’s ideas about women’s clothing?
• Would the super-prophet turn around in the grave if he saw what has become or has become of God’s ideas about women’s clothing?
• Does God have long since revealed anything, except now and then, when a prophet is present?
• Has God learned the revelation especially for people or prophets?
• Is God building blocks, what became of his revelations, which prophets were supposed to be given?
• Were and prophets as bewitched?
• Is it sufficient for someone to BEAUTIFUL, have revelations of God been given to him?
• Can a prophet make all sorts of revelations when he is recognized as a prophet?
• Were prophets an active human being?
• Were God and prophets fat friends?
• Are there limits for prophets?
• Did not prophets sometimes take themselves seriously?
• Could prophets look silly out of the wash? If so:
• Did prophets sometimes look stupid from the laundry?
• Did prophets pluck out?
• Was there and are there pay-prophets?
• Did there be lend-prophets?
• Have there been rental prophets?
• Did there be hour prophets?
• Have there been rental prophets?
• Have there been lecture prophets?
• Were we acceptable to prophets?
• Were we to accept prophets?
• Were we prophets respectable?
• Were we to respect prophets?
• Are prophets needing reform?
• Were not prophets primitive?
• Are prophets to be left alone?
• Did anyone get a fat neck because of the Prophet?
• Did anyone get a fat neck because of alleged divine revelations?
• Were and prophets sweet? Or:
• Are the prophets sometimes pissed?
• Were and prophets sweet poison?
• Were and are prophets awe-inspiring?
• Were and are prophets frightening?
• What could be done to make the new South African prophet’s desire to be profitable?
• What could be done to make the new South African prophets feel more profitable?
• Were prophets clever?
• Giving and giving to prophets the feeling that they are the savior and savior of the world?
• Were and prophets an example?
• Could prophets inspire and enthrall?
• Can prophets inspire and thrust up to this day?
• Were and are prophets immune to EVERYTHING?
• In what way were prophets given to God’s revelations?
• Did prophets hear of God’s revelations?
• Did prophets see God’s revelations?
• Were Prophets of God’s revelations true with the famous seventh meaning?
• Was and is everything good at prophets? Or:
• Was and is not always good at prophets? Alternative:
• Was there anything wrong with the prophets? Or:
• Was and is not always bad at prophets?
• Were prophets angry when they were not taken seriously?
• Did and have prophets worshipers? If so:
• Are prophet-devotees angry when their prophet is not taken seriously?
• Are prophet worshipers angry when they are not taken seriously?
• Were Prophets Leader?
• Were Prophets Leader?
• Were Prophets instigators?
• Is not it funny when someone makes fun of prophets?
• Half God’s prophets?
• Did God instruct prophets? Or:
• Half God’s prophets, indeed?
• Were prophets supported by God?
• Did prophets gain attention with God?
• Ray prophets after God?
• Did Prophet’s need for action?
• Had the prophets leased the only truth for themselves?
• Were and are Prophets religion stars?
• Did both prophets and classical composers give people a permanent occupation?
• Could prophets wrap around their little fingers?
• Vegetated prophets spartan?
• Were the truth true?
• Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) like little prophets?
• Prompted prophets in the eyes of the then established established society?
• Had prophets a fine feeling?
• Are there core questions to prophets? If so:
• What are the core questions about prophets? Or:
• Cannot there be any questions about prophets?
• Do the Prophets have such a lot?
• Did and possess a core competence (core competence)?
• Was and is the most important property of prophets that they are supposed to prophesy with error of God? Or:
• Was and is the most important property of prophets that they were supposed to have been given to God’s revelations?
• Were the great influence world champions?
• Were Prophets enduring?
• Were Prophets vehement?
• Were able to magically attract prophets?
• Could and can Prophets gather people around?
• Was life for prophets not a sugar trickle?
• Did prophets gain pleasure when revelations of God were given to them?
• Does believers gain pleasure when their thoughts are with the right prophet?
• Does not believers gain any pleasure when their thoughts are with the false prophet?
• Were and prophets a crutch to prove God?
• Did God establish what he revealed to the prophets? Or:
• Did the prophets establish what God revealed to them?
• Did all the prophets give back to God what God revealed to them? Or:
• Was there only a part of what God revealed to them? Or:
• Did the Prophets offer MORE, as God revealed them?
• Did the Prophets have a very long breath? Or:
• Were the prophets quickly short of breath?
• Was the slogan headed for prophets headed by the head?
• Do prophets sometimes need time to think?
• Do Prophet’s Defenders sometimes need a time to think about it?
• Could not prophets sometimes decide? Or:
• Why do God’s prophets always follow the right path?
• Cannot Prophet’s Defenders sometimes decide? Or:
• Does God always give the right path to prophets?
• Had prophets an Achilles heel / a weakness?
• Do prophet’s defenders have an Achilles heel / a weakness?
• Were prophets inaccessible to arguments?
• Were prophets immune to arguments?
• Are Prophet’s Defenders inaccessible to arguments?
• Are Prophet’s Defenders immune to arguments?
• Should prophets be taken seriously?
• Would prophets be taken seriously?
• Should Prophet’s Defenders be taken seriously?
• Will Prophet’s Defenders be taken seriously?
• Perplexed prophets sometimes?
• Perplexed Prophet-devotees sometimes?
• Are prophets wrong in today’s modernity?
• Were and are the prophets the link between God and religions?
• Were prophets self-righteous?
• Was the fuse burnt sometimes with prophets?
• Is the fuse sometimes firing at prophet supporters?
• When did a man for the first time receive revelations from God?
• What was the name of the first prophet, who for the first time was said to have received revelations from God?
• What was the name of the Prophet, who was said to have received most of the revelations of God by far?
• Were Prophets Wording Artist?
• Were Prophets sometimes upset?
• Are prophet-afflicted sometimes upset?
• Did prophets ask questions about themselves stupid?
• Feeling Prophets Defenders Questions About You Stupid?
• Were prophets deeply rooted in nature? Or:
• Were prophets uprooted?
• How great was the active and passive vocabulary of prophets?
• Did prophets sometimes wear the hat or smock?
• Does prophet-worshippers sometimes wear the hat or smock?
• Why was Luther not a prophet?
• Why is Luther not a prophet?
• Was Luther too stupid to receive new revelations from God?
• Do more religious admire God or more their prophets?
• Are religious beliefs attached to God or more to their prophet?
• Do religious more worship more God or more their prophets?
• Is more of God, or more, their prophet the great model?
• Is religion more devoted to God or more to her prophet?
• Were prophesied?
• Are Prophet followers said?
• Are prophets the umbilicus of the world?
• Are Prophet Supporters the Navel of the World?
• Were Prophets Single Fighter?
• Did prophets interfere with the internal affairs of men?
• Do the prophets claim to be the measure of all things?
• Were and are prophets the measure of all things?
• Do prophets worshipers claim to be the measure of all things?
• Are prophets worshipers the measure of all things?
• Were Prophets Breeding Master?
• Are Prophet Supporters Master?
• When does God reveal his declaration of bankruptcy to a prophet?
• Did Prophets know there are planets?
• Were Prophets Technic Enthusiastic?
• Do prophets have a function for people?
• Should the Prophet’s mouth be sewn?
• Is the fact that doubts about the existence of divine revelations (to the address of prophets) are punishable with the DEATH is the best proof that there have never been and will never be divine revelations?
• Did prophets also receive revelations from the devil, but have always kept it secret?
• Were Prophets Specialists for the Moral Doctrine?
• Were Prophets Customs Watchers?
• Are Prophet Mendonters Sentinels?
• Did those who invented God also make the message of God to the people, that God, the only God, with the intermediary of a prophet?
• Why did God not divide and divide the people directly, that there is one, that is, without prophets?
• Does God suffer from speech disorders that can only compensate for prophets?
- Can God take prophets into deficiency?
- Did God take prophets to the deficiency when they did not dance to his pipe?
- Did it have disadvantages to be a prophet?
- Did it have advantages to be a prophet?
- Is it desirable to be a prophet?
- Did those who invented the one God also discover the revelations of God and prophets?
- Was the invention of the divine revelations and prophets an emergency measure to prove the new one God to the people?
- Inspired and inspired prophets?
- Did not God’s prophets REALLY know anything new?
- Were Prophets Special People?
- Were Prophets Sonderlinge?
- Did God reveal to every prophet essentially a doctrine of morality and not a doctrine of science?
- Did God give any other moral doctrine to every prophet?
- Are there protected prophets?
- Was God humanised by his alleged revelations, which were given only to prophets?
- Are God and Prophet a double pack?
- Is the meaning of life in looking up to God + looking up to a prophet + looking up into a living revered leaderial personality?
- Is the meaning of life in worshiping God + in worshiping a prophet + in worshiping a prominent or distinguished living personality?
- Whenever God has re-imagined, do Gods enter new and new revelations, which he then assigns to a new prophet?
- Did the trick work well with prophets?
- Commissioned God Prophets to establish religions?
- Why did not God tell prophets about bacteria and viruses?
- Is the official representation that God sent a prophet out of the blue to reveal him?
- Is God incapable of revealing non-prophets? Or:
- Does God only reveal prophets, because not everyone should perceive what God reveals?
- Did God ever feel like sending a new prophet?
- Did God think it necessary from time to time to send a new prophet?
- Is the Prophet’s being a prophet’s mess?
- Are people mad for prophets?
- Is humanity dependent on prophets for the sake of prosperity?
- Were prophets 100% controlled by God?
- Were Prophets Handlanger of God?
- Do some people want to be more prophetic, as were prophets?
- Were and prophets an addictive means?
- Were there any prophets who had a God-Tit?
- How does a prophet become a recognized prophet?
- Is there an official list of prophets?
- Do people love the thought chain God-Prophet religion above all?
- Do people hang on to prophets?
- Was God especially attached to prophets?
- Was there and is there a prophet-follower?
- Were and Prophets a possible critique point?
- Are prophet advocates a possible critique point?
- Do Salafists have their own prophets?
- Are there any proofable proofs for prophets in the function of revelation receiver?
- Are revelations of God supposedly prophets a neuralgic point?
- Are all those who doubt the revelations of God to tear the heart’s veins out of their bodies?
- Are prophets devised in their function as recipients of divine revelations?
- Why did the FIRST revelations of God not take place in this century, but about 3,800 years ago about the remarkable detour, which was supposed to have resulted from the fact that God first sent a prophet to give him exclusive revelations?
- Did prophets be converted?
• Why does the universal universal God choose the detour via prophets instead of turning directly and parallel to people?
• Was there and there are gods near the gods as little as there were and there were devilish witches?
• Were not prophets a fanatical spinner?
• Are prophet supporters not fanatical spinners?
• Did God send prophets, or was it invented that God sent prophets?
• Did the developers of the new Universal God, with this new god, have had a problem of establishment in the population about 3,800 years ago because they wanted to continue to hold on to the many special gods? And:
• Had the developers of the new universal god, about 3,800 years ago, come up with a proof of their new universal God because of the problem of establishment in the population? And:
• Did the developers of a new Universal God think about the new God who sent a prophet from time to time to prove the new God to the distrustful population? And:
• Did the developers of a new Universal God think that the new God gave revelations to the Prophet, whom he had sent, to prove the new God to the distrustful population?
• And have the revelations of God, which were supposed to be prophets, for about 3,800 years the chief proof for the existence of God?
• Were Prophets dependent on God’s blessing?
• Are prophet’s defenders dependent on God’s blessing?
• Is a prophet from one’s own people group more credible, like a prophet from a foreign people group?
• Were God’s revelations, which were supposed to be given to prophets, bluntly?
• Did the Prophet say Tacheles?
• Does the population only accept revelations that are impressive (short variant)?
• Does the population accept only those alleged divine revelations, which were at first given to prophets only AND sound impressive (long variant)?
• Did God also address or accept only His revelations?
• Did not only receive prophets’ revelations from God, but also received revelations from God’s prophets?
• Is not God interested in technology and science because he did not reveal to prophets?
• Is God more interested in the sexual life of men, because he revealed prophets to it?
• Is God more interested in the behavior of men, because he revealed prophets about it?
• Is the characteristic of a prophet that he asserted of himself that he was given revelations of God?
• Is the main feature of a prophet that he claimed to be revelations to God?
• Is the characteristic of a prophet that others assert that revelations of God were given to him?
• Is the main feature of a prophet that others assert that revelations of God were given to him?
• Did Prophets put their stamp on Allen? If so:
• Did the prophets almost press their mark on Allen? If so:
• How is it that recognizes that prophets have successfully stamped on all of them?
• Do Prophets worshipers put their stamp on everyone? If so:
• Do prophet worshipers succumb to their stamp? If so:
• How is it that recognizes that prophet worshipers successfully press their mark on Allen?
• Could prophets get into something?
• Can Prophet Representatives move into something?
• Were Prophets lulled?
• Can prophet-hermits be lulled?
• Were and are alleged divine revelations for prophets a crutch to prove God?
• Do big little prophets eat small?
• Could prophets sometimes become a problem? If so:
• Were Prophets sometimes a problem?
• Can Prophets fans sometimes become a problem? If so:
• Are Prophet fans sometimes a problem?
• Are prophets, to whom revelations of God were supposed to be given, lazy spells?
• Are Prophets means for the purpose?
• Are prophets an idea of people? Or:
• Are prophets an idea of God?
• Are revelations for prophets an idea of human beings? Or:
• Are revelations for prophets an idea of God?
• Were prophets unteachable?
• Are Prophets Defenders Unlearnable?
• Were prophets made prophets by influence?
• Were Prophet-devotees made by Prophet-devotees?
Did the prophets primarily focus on binding people to themselves?
Did God choose for his first revelations the people who appeared to him the most advanced and intelligent of all the peoples of the time, sending the first prophet to this people?
Were prophets naive when they believed that revelations of God were given to them?
Are prophet representatives naive when they think they have the only truth left for themselves?
Had and have prophets advocates?
Did God just have a good mood when he sent the first prophet?
Did God always send a prophet when he was in a good mood?
Would not prophets be put to the test? And:
Would not prophets be questioned?
Would not prophet followers test? And:
Would not Prophets Defenders be questioned?
Should a VIRUS, instead of a prophet, be asked if revelations of God were given to him?
Do people enjoy prophets?
Was it difficult for the prophets to understand that they did not immediately deprive them of all men?
Is nothing safe, and so are not prophets?
Did God send prophets? Or:
Did God make people prophets?
Were prophets quite reverent as revelations of God were given to them?
Should not people believe everything that prophets told them?
What influences will make a prophet become a prophet?
Who or what makes a prophet become a prophet?
How does a prophet become a prophet?
How does a prophet become a prophet?
Were and are prophets admirable?
Were there any prophets? Or:
Were and despised prophets?
Were there any prophets? Or:
Are Prophets the best to ignore?
Did Prophets have anything against equality?
Are prophets sometimes a curse?
Are prophets sometimes a blessing?
When will the end of the prophets begin?
Was and is the origin of prophets just as puzzling as the origin of witches?
Do all highly developed civilizations in the universe have their own prophets?
Did some prophets sometimes get out of hand?
Do some prophets sometimes get out of control?
Does Prophet Defenders sometimes get something out of control?
Did Prophet's Defenders sometimes get out of hand?
Did Prophets fall from heaven?
Did Prophets drill thick boards?
Should a prophet be biologically so equipped that he perceives the language of God and correctly interprets it, so understands? Answer Proposal: YES!
On what sense-organ does a prophet perceive the language of God?
Does a prophet, for the higher or seventh sense, have a God-sense organ?
Does a prophet, for example, have special divine ears?
Does a prophet have an additional perceptive organ for God, just as train birds have an additional organ for magnetism?
Who gave prophets a divine perception organ?
Are there any special god rays or god waves for prophets? If so:
Are Prophets Nature Talents with a built-in biological RECEPTION Station for God Radiation or God Waves AND with a built-in biological SEND station for God's rays or God Waves?
Do ordinary people have a built-in biological transmitter for God's rays or God's waves and only prophets also had a built-in biological receiver for God's rays or God's waves?
Was there two-way communication between God and the Prophet?
Is there a Prophet's Ancestral Gallery?
Were prophets influential? Answer Proposal: NO!
Could and can prophesy prophets correctly because they are supposed to relate their information to God?
Are Prophets too high?
• Do prophets create a choking charm?
• Are prophets crushing means?
• Goods prophets guaranteed no chunks?
• Are Prophet followers guaranteed no chunks?
• Is there a prophet's failure?
• Were Prophets a small glutton?
• Are Prophet's Defenders a Little Gladgrass?
• What is the interpretation of alleged signs of God's imagination, and what is truth when the alleged signs of God are interpreted by prophets?
• Would not many people take their prophets away, whether or not they were? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Would not many people refrain from their prophets, whether they existed or not? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do many people seem to need their prophets, whether they exist or not? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were prophets disrespectful?
• Were Prophets a Challenge?
• Asked Prophets?
• Were and prophets an impertinence?
• Did prophets have anatomical knowledge?
• Why did not God tell prophets about the structure of matter, the construction of body cells and the construction of the universe?
• Were and prophets a bottomless insolence?
• Reported prophets for anything allergic?
• Are Prophets' supporters allergic to anything?
• Does Prophets have an alibi function?
• Have men sworn allegiance to a prophet?
• Why did prophets rise to a mountain to speak to God?
• Did Prophets know what they wanted?
• Did God write roughly and refined the prophets roughly prescribed by God?
• Were Prophets Defense?
• Are prophet's defenders defenseless?
• Are prophets suitable for use as a drug?
• Had Prophet substance?
• Are prophets of different religions getting out of their way?
• Did Jesus declare himself to be a Son of God?
• Are Prophets Gap Fillers? Answer Proposal: YES, because they should close the gap between God and normal mortals!
• Hack some people on prophets rum?
• Hack some people on prophets?
• Are people fixed on their prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should Prophet representatives not exceed their limits?
• Should Prophet representatives not exceed their competences?
• Were Prophets responsible for EVERYTHING? Or:
• Were there things for which prophets were NOT responsible?
• Could Prophets be stuck in anything?
• Can Prophet's Defenders be stuck in anything?
• Were Prophets disciplined?
• Are Prophet's Defenders always disciplined?
• Were Prophets Eccentrics?
• Did prophets do a bone job?
• Was it sometimes too colorful for prophets?
• Will it be too colorful for prophets?
• Did prophets hold on to the short leash?
• Can Prophets be attached to the short leash?
• Is there any loss of hops and malt in the Prophets?
• Is hop and malt lost in prophets?
• Were Prophets groundbreaking?
• Are Prophet Lovers Groundbreaking?
• Did prophets work with meshes? If so:
• What was the work of prophets?
• Did people fall and fall upon the sting of prophets?
• Did prophets work with tricks? If so:
• What tricks do prophets work on?
• Did people fall upon the tricks of prophets?
• Working Prophets-Hochhalter mit Maschen? If so:
• What are the meshes of prophets?
• Do people fall into the stairs of the Prophet's Holders?
• Working Prophet's Holder with Tricks? If so:
• What tricks do prophets have to do?
• Do people fall for the tricks of the prophets?
• Do people identify with their prophet?
• Is the varnish for prophets?
• Have prophets gone too far?
• Can people get rid of prophets?
• Do not some people find any questions about prophets at all funny?
• Do all people find some questions to prophets at all funny?
• Do not some people find any questions about prophets?
• Do not all people find some questions to prophets?
• Were prophets sometimes forgetful?
• Did prophets crush the rind?
• Do prophets-adventitious creatures crash?
• Do the prophets sometimes get into the headlines?
• Will or do Prophet's Defenders sometimes get into the headlines?
• Did prophets sometimes run a spit?
• Did prophets sometimes persecute themselves?
• Were prophets sometimes persecuted?
• Do the Prophet's Defenders sometimes persecute?
• Were Prophets Campfire?
• Are in love with the prophets?
• Did God make use of God's prophets as translators of his revelations? If so:
• Why does God need prophets as translators of his revelations?
• Must prophets be able to give vent?
• Must Prophets Defenders be able to run off?
• Were prophets bored?
• Are prophet fetishists bored?
• Were Prophets to have some fun?
• Would you like to have prophets?
• Are prophets artificially highly stylized?
• Are prophets the blessedness on earth for some people?
• Is God bound to reveal the truth to prophets?
• Is the dignity of the prophets inviolable?
• Is the dignity of the Prophet's defenders inviolable?
• Were prophets rebels from the perspective of established power?
• Who made prophets?
• Did prophets have an intestinal flora?
• Did prophets have a self-determined existence? Or:
• Did prophets have an influence-determined existence?
• Did not any prophets speak?
• Does not any prophets admire pure?
• Were Prophets Custom Beasts? Or:
• Do the prophets love the change?
• Supported prophets the freedom of expression?
• Supported Prophet admirers, the free expression of expression, except when it comes to their prophet?
• Were Prophets never offensive?
• Are Prophet admirers never offensive?
• Were and prophets delicate and difficult?
• Were and prophets delicate and tricky? Or:
• Were and are prophets simply knitted?
• Baedten Prophets people?
• Lures Prophets Supporters People?
• Can prophets get into the head?
• Are South African prophets booming?
• Could prophets lead people to ice?
• Reported prophets sometimes disgusted?
• Do Prophets-Defenders sometimes dislike?
• Did the prophets sometimes be impossible?
• Are Prophet adherents sometimes impossible?
• Is there a prophet imitator? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did prophets have a concept / tactics? Or:
• Did / were prophets haphazard?
• Do prophet imitators have a concept / tactic? Or:
• Do / Are Prophets Imitators Planless?
• Do prophets sometimes serve to harass people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those those who are eternally yesterday who attach great importance to prophets?
• Were prophets cheerful companions?
• Did prophets sometimes get out of hand?
• Did prophets also have an unsightly side?
• Do prophets need well-being?
• Do the prophet's defenders need well-being?
• Were Prophets sometimes snubbed?
• Were Prophets sometimes duped?
• Are prophet proponents sometimes snubbed?
• Are Prophet advocates sometimes mocked?
• Should prophets be laid down?
• Had prophet manners?
• Did they have prophets?
• Have prophet-lover manners?
• Do Prophet Lovers Have Marot?
• Did Prophet's Attitudes?
• Did prophets have virtues?
• Did prophets make their will?
• Were Prophets sometimes angry?
• Were prophets dutiful?
• Are prophets constantly breaking a leg?
• Did Prophets bearers?
• Were Prophets?
• Were prophets light-footed?
• Were all the prophets easily off the hand? Or:
• Did some of the prophets have a hard time?
• Did prophets sometimes sweat? Or:
• Have prophets always been cool?
• Were and are prophets necessary for man's survival?
• What was necessary for prophets to survive?
• Was God necessary for the prophets to survive?
• Did prophets work smoothly? Or:
• Did it sometimes happen with prophets?
• Was there no air in the prophets?
• Had not prophets fallen on their heads?
• Were prophets quite clever?
• Did God 's prophets come from the heart?
• Were and prophets attractive?
• Were Prophets always on top of the success ladder?
• Could prophets think logically?
• Were Prophets always on guard? Or:
• Did not the prophets pay attention to protect God?
• Did prophets stand on the sunny side of life?
• Did even prophets reach their goals often only through detours?
• Did even prophets achieve their goals often only in post-and-post?
• Did even prophets achieve their goals often only in a zigzag course? Or:
• Did the prophets always achieve their goals straight?
• Do the prophets sometimes lose the thread? Or:
• Have prophets always been there?
• Losing Prophets-Keeping Sometimes the Thread? Or:
• Do Prophets Always Keep Up?
• Why did not God himself tell the prophets his place of residence?
• Were prophets uncomfortable for the establishment?
• Did prophets believe in God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were prophets convinced that there is God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did prophets imagine that there is God?
• Litten prophets among God's hallucinations?
• Faith Prophet's Defender to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Prophet's Defenders convinced that there is God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do the Prophet's Defenders think that there is God?
• Suffering Prophet's Defender Among God's Hallucinations?
• Can prophets be eradicated in the minds of men? Answer Proposal: Theoretically YES!
• Did prophets have a gut feeling? If so:
• Did Prophets decide much about their gut feeling?
• Did prophets usually rely on their gut feeling?
• Did God create a particularly pleasant feeling of a belly in the prophets?
• Did prophets prepare some querulas sometimes abdominal pain?
• Did prophets sometimes do what their fellow-men did?
• Should not prophet followers drive to the top?
• Did God believe everything he told them?
• Do prophets serve as main advertising media for religions?
• Is the market for prophets great?
• Did prophets sometimes get their crisis? Or:
• Did God protect the prophets from crises?
• Did God keep prophets away from crises?
• Are prophets much noise for nothing?
• Did even some prophets get a lid on the lid?
• Did even some prophets have a roof?
• Do some prophet-worshipers sometimes get one on the lid?
• Do some prophet-devotees sometimes get one on the roof?
• Are Prophets Promotional Carriers for Religions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do prophet prophets defend their prophets up to the knife?
• Will one day be prophets of yesterday's snow?
• Will prophet supporters one day be snow from yesterday?
• Were Prophets in God in love with both ears?
• What did prophets actually form?
• What are the prophet's defenders actually forming? Answer Proposal: Much to little!
• Were prophets of their happiness Schmid?
• Were prophets inventor?
• Are prophet-follower inventors?
• Did prophets sometimes shining eyes?
• Do prophets-upright keepers ever shining eyes when they think of their prophets?
• Were Prophets always sincere?
• Are Prophet adherents always sincere?
• Were Prophets Innocent Lambs? Answer Proposal: At any rate, they are now represented as such!
• Are Prophet Supporters Innocent Lambs? Answer Proposal: They still have to prove the proof!
• Were and are prophets often asked?
• Did it cost the Prophet to overcome God as He is?
• Does it cost the Prophet-fixed to overcome her prophet?
• Did the prophets sometimes lose their patience with God?
•Were prophets degenerate in a certain way?
• Did God's prophets whisper in the ear as the future looks?
• Did prophets have something in themselves that lies beyond physics?
• Could prophets look better in the future, like God?
• Can the prophets discuss emotionally and objectively? Answer Proposal: Tendency NO!
Was there even black sheep among the prophets?
Did prophets sometimes get up and leave?
Are prophets highly stylized to godlike beings? Answer Proposal: YES!
Did prophets have a tendency towards higher things?
Did prophets sometimes live in a mess?
Were Prophets Pfundskerle?
Are those pundits who insist on the infallibility of prophets?
Did prophets enter the footsteps of God?
Were Prophets loosely on it?
Were prophets cool guys?
Did Prophets sometimes have 13?
Were Prophets to be admired?
Were Prophets of God Steered Man-Robots?
Did prophets wash believers?
Did some prophets sometimes have to clarify something? Or:
Was God's help always clear to the prophets so that they never had to clarify anything?
Did Prophets have an affair with God?
Did prophets also commit capital crimes?
Did prophets think about unedited eggs?
Should not everyone see the subject of the prophets?
Should not everyone see the subject of prophets?
Did Prophets have free time?
Were prophets absolutist?
Did all the prophets wipe everything off the table?
Were Prophets of God-Radio-Waves-Extending?
Did prophets have a decent portion of courage?
Were Prophets FIVE by hiding behind God?
Did prophets free from the liver?
Did prophets do everything they could to ignore the planet Earth because they wanted to enter the footsteps of God?
Were prophets unimaginative because they were always pattering, whispering or revealing to God's ear?
Are prophets the only truth?
Did prophets sometimes get a bloody nose? Answer Proposal: Can be!
Do Prophet's Defenders sometimes get a bloody nose?
Did the Prophets look at God's mouth?
Were Prophets satisfied with God?
Are Prophet's Defenders satisfied with God?
Did prophets feel well when they were merciful?
Do prophet-lovers feel well when they can defend prophets?
Did prophets have a good conscience only when they were merciful?
Were Prophets generous? Or:
Were prophets petty?
Are prophet-devotees generous when it comes to their prophet? Or:
Are prophet-afflicted petty when it comes to their prophet?
Did any prophets miss anything?
Did prophets have something that no one else has?
Were Prophets Confident?
Do prophets sell themselves well to believers, even though they themselves do not advertise themselves?
Answer Proposal: YES!
Were prophets invulnerable?
Are prophets always warming up? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are prophets completely conceived? Answer Proposal: YES!
Were not prophets subsisting? Answer Proposal: YES, as long as they lived!
Were not prophets able to be? Answer Proposal: YES, as long as they lived!
Have not prophets ever been misled by God?
Did it use prophets to be an all-rounder? If so:
What was the use of prophets to be an all-rounder?
Did it pay for prophets to have a direct connection with God?
Does it pay for prophet supporters to defend prophets?
• Did God’s prophets speak the word in their mouths? Or:
• Did the prophets turn the word of God around in their mouths?
• Did prophets always find the right measure? Or:
• Did prophets like to work with the breaker bar?
• Do prophets-upright keepers always find the right measure? Or:
• Do prophets-upright keepers like to use the breaking bar?
• Were prophets low in energy or energy?
• Did prophets be full of energy?
• Were Prophets full of action?
• Did not Prophets have any trouble?
• Were Prophets specialists for divination?
• Did the prophets only want the best for all men?
• Should God once again comment on the equal rights of the woman, and indeed so that all men can perceive directly from God, and not by means of detours through prophets?
• Could not prophets be subdued? Answer Proposal: Apparently YES!
• Did the prophets almost do anything because they had divine assistance? Answer Proposal: Opened!
• Did prophets receive many divine prophecies? Answer Proposal: Supposedly YES!
• Were and prophets partly veilful? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are prophets the last thing that believers can use? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Were Prophets always highly concentrated? Or:
• Did the prophets sleep half?
• When did a prophet feel a sense of happiness?
• Was there a need for prophets as a bridge to God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain because God is uncertain!
• Are prophets an idea of God with regard to God? Answer Proposal: Certainly!
• Were Prophets always full pot active? Answer Proposal: Can others answer!
• Were the prophets always busy pipe busy? Answer Proposal: Can others answer!
• Is there no herb against the Prophet?
• Did the Prophets have the Methuseum gene? Answer Proposal: For so many believers YES!
• Why is the interposition of prophets required?
• Had prophets hooks and eyelets?
• Did prophets in the pig’s gallows ride through the land to proclaim God’s word?
• Were and are prophets emergency anchor?
• Had Prophet’s backbone?
• Were and are prophets exemplary? Answer Proposal: From sightholder YES!
• Were prophets unbeatable? Answer Proposal: Still out!
• Were Prophets non-verbal? Answer Proposal: Wohl ehr NO!
• Were and prophets well-thought? Answer Proposal: For religious followers very well!
• Were prophets mostly booted and spurred?
• Did prophets provoke themselves?
• Are there prophecies of culture?
• Were Prophets to laugh? Or:
• Was Prophets never laughing?
• Would prophets take their fellow human beings into deficiency?
• Must prophets sometimes have feathers?
• Are people in a certain way terrorized with prophets?
• Are prophets (including Jesus) as the main God proof? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are prophets regarded as the primary proof of God, just as the cosmic microwave background radiation is considered the primary proof of the Big Bang theory? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did prophets arise out of necessity, according to the saying, “Need makes inventiveness?” Answer Proposal: YES, because a God’s proof was sorely sought to convince the followers of the former group of gods and those who questioned the new one a god from the then new one God!
• Would there be no God, if there were no prophets? Answer Proposal: YES, because prophets proclaimed God!
• Are prophets the most unimportant of the world? Or:
• Are prophets an important squab apple?
• Were Prophets to be closer to man?
• Do prophesies of the prophets act?
• What was at the top of the agenda for prophets?
• Have faithful prophets gone to glue?
• Do prophets have rank and name?
• Were prophets deeply rooted in their faith?
• Are prophet's defenders deeply rooted in their faith?
• Were and also prophets relative? Or:
• Were and are prophets absolutely?
• Could prophets go with the big dogs pee?
• Is the God-Prophet's Duo a staging?
• How naughty were prophets?
• Why is there only God with prophets?
• Were Prophets empathetic?
• Are prophets-sustaining empathetic?
• Was God only visible in combination with a prophet or son? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it striking that God only appears in combination with a prophet or son? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it remarkable and worth mentioning that God only appears in combination with a prophet or son? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it strange, odd, and strange that God only appears in combination with a prophet or son? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are ALL alleged information about Allah and God of Prophets and the alleged Son of God? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Is there the God-Prophet-Duo or God-Prophet-Tandem? If so:
• Was the population so over 3,800 years ago so overwhelmed by the introduction of the new god-prophet duo that they did not recognize the deception? Answer Proposal: Apparently YES!
• Is there the God-Son-Duo or God-Son-Tandem? If so:
• Was the population so over 2,000 years ago so overwhelmed by the introduction of the new god-son duo that they did not recognize the deception? Answer Proposal: Apparently YES!
• Were and are prophets a gift from heaven?
• Are Prophet-sustaining a gift of heaven?
• Do people often sit in the neck?
• Were Prophets Optimizable? Answer Proposal: Probably NO for believers!
• Are prophets null and void?
• Is Prophets Farview attested?
• Cannot prophets be viewed scientifically? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Wanted prophets with their heads through the wall? Or:
• Were prophets very cautious?
• Have prophet's defenders of denial of the true faith ever done violence? Answer Proposal: Do not rule out!
• Were and are prophets always like crazy?
• Were and are prophets always like crazy?
• Are prophets for some to be upset?
• What did prophets like most?
• Did the prophets heat and heat the mood?
• Were not many prophets repulsive in the rebellious?
• Why did not God give prophets any technical knowledge?
• Were prophets on the street?
• Had even the prophets swallowed many a toad?
• Must even Prophet Freaks swallow many a toad?
• Do prophets trade at their discretion?
• Do the prophets trade like you want?
• Are some of the prophets God's messengers? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that some of the prophets are God's messengers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is testable by a test that some of the prophets are God-envoys? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God send him commissioners in human form like prophets or a son? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is stiff and firm asserting that God sent him commissioners in human form like prophets or a son? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it verifiable through a test that God sent him commissioners in human form like prophets or a son? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there nothing else like the assertion that God sent commissioners in human form like prophets or a son? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did prophets sometimes have decision-making problems? Or:
• Did not prophets ever have decision-making problems, because God always showed them the right way?
• Why do Muslims love to expel their super-prophets?
• Did prophets think much too much?
• Did the prophets sometimes confuse one another with the many revelations which they supposedly gave to God?
• Why does God only speak about prophets and not directly?
• Did God give prophets only things that people could imagine with their knowledge? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Was God dependent on prophets? Answer Proposal: YES, because God is apparently unable to communicate with non-prophets!
• Can God only make himself felt with the help of prophets? If so:
  • Why is God so incapable that he can only make himself felt with the help of prophets?
  • Does God only appear in connection with prophets (including Jesus)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did people think of all the god-prophet combination? Answer Proposal: YES and for the first time about 3,800 years ago!
• Why did the former group of gods come without prophets? Answer Proposal: Because she had no competition at first!
• What was biologically different to prophets compared to non-prophets? Answer Proposal: Nothing, at most the genes minimal!
• Were Prophets ordinary people to whom the Trara is made? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are even the current South African prophets behind? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could it emit prophets' flair from God's nearness? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Ray prophets to this day flair from God's proximity?
• Did and have the happiness of the prophets among women? Answer Proposal: Do not answer a lump sum!
• Were Prophets Proverbs Knocker?
• Did some of the prophets sometimes go to the Spirit?
• Were Prophets Schummler?
• Are allegedly prophets commissioned by GOD and are allegedly by ENKELN Commissioners both cheaters? Answer Proposal: YES, because those cannot be questioned who are supposed to send the commissioners!
• Do prophets as God-understand? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are prophets as God-understanding? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the prophet trick almost identical to the Grandson trick? Answer Proposal: YES, because in both cases an alleged commissioning plays a decisive role!
• Did God supposedly send a deputy (prophet or son) because God cannot come himself, and supposedly sent his grandchildren a deputy, because the grandson cannot come himself, in fact neither God nor grandson sent a representative? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Shall the Son of God be an exaltation to the God-envoyed prophets? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Is it an assumption and assertion that prophets are God's messengers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it an assumption and assertion that the Super Son is a God-Envoy? Answer Proposal: YES!
• What evidence is given for the assertion that God actually sent the Super Prophet?
• What evidence is called for the assertion that God has actually sent the Super Son?
• Are the suggestive phrases of the super-prophet as proof for the assertion that the super-prophet is an apostle of God, although there have always been and still are wording artists?
• Are miracle cures of the super son named as evidence for the assertion that the super son is a messenger of God, though there have always been miracle healers and still exist?
• Are members of the customs police the messengers of God?
• Should all the prophets in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) be confined to a space until they have agreed upon what God has given them?
• Were the peace itself?
• Are prophet-lovers the peace itself?
• Were Prophets NO Foam Bat?
• Are not those foam bats that glorify prophets?
• Why did not God tell prophets about the building blocks of matter, that is, the elementary particles?
• Did God give prophets only those revelations that human beings of that time could even invent? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Communicated Prophets with God on a Halo?
• Did God greet God with a hello?
• Were Prophets pikobello?
• Were prophets always sensitive?
• Were Prophets sometimes reckless?
• Were not prophets helpless?
• Why does God exist only as a duo or tandem, that is, with prophets?
• Did prophets claim the only truth?
• Does God also need for extraterrestrial prophets?
• Did prophets work hard?
• Did prophets claim that they had received the Word of God, or that God would have sent his word prophet?
• Were Prophets supposedly God’s connoisseurs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did prophets have a God-Understanding gene? Answer Proposal: A special God-Understanding gene has not been established!
• Why does God need ambassadors and why cannot he come himself?
• Did Prophets know what God was doing at the time?
• Do the current South African prophets know what God is doing right now?
• God smiles, so that the super-prophet understood him correctly and all the other prophets did not?
• Were not prophets constrained by God or by an existing religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did not Prophets sometimes continue?
• Did not some prophets sometimes have one?
• Do not know what prophets do not love?
• Prophets-lovers sometimes do not get in or out?
• Why cannot God go by himself, because he always sent only messengers?
• Why cannot God go beyond himself, instead of sending messengers, where he is supposed to be able to do everything else?
• Did prophets say that they were sent by God?
• Did prophets claim that they are messengers of God?
• Were there any guilt for any prophets?
• Proverbs Prophets?
• Were Prophets Innocent Angels?
• Were prophets iridescent?
• Can prophets be forced to their knees?
• Did prophets rise and leave when they become tyrannical?
• Did Prophets never fall on their muzzles because they were led by God?
• Can God be asked to confirm whether he actually sent prophets as his messengers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God respond when he is asked to confirm whether he actually sent prophets as his messengers? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did you have any prophets?
• Did Prophets have a wish list?
• Did God give prophets a wish list?
• Did God create a second God for the super-prophet?
• Why did not there be any prophets before the first prophet Abraham?
• Were the people still too stupid before the first prophet to surrender as God’s messengers?
• Were Adam and Eve the first people sent by God, but they are not called prophets?
• Did God give the biblical story of creation to a prophet, or did man simply conceive the history of creation?
• Why did God not think of sending a prophet before 3,000 years ago to tell people that he exists?
• Were prophets particularly clever because they managed to persuade many people to proclaim their Word as the messengers of God?
• Did prophets use God as an advertising vehicle? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were Prophets sometimes stunned?
• Are prophet fetishists sometimes stunned?
• Do prophets have only advantages and no disadvantages for believers?
• Were prophets quite in their element when they proclaimed God’s word (supposedly)?
• Did God tell of prophets that he can be merciful if he will?
• Did prophets proclaim the Word of God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that prophets proclaim the Word of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to testify through a test that prophets proclaim the Word of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God, through prophets, proclaim that he is to be worshiped?
• Did prophets go to heaven? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that prophets went to heaven? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that prophets went to heaven? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Will a prophet be recognized as the messenger of God and the proclaiming of God’s Word, if he can present this convincingly enough? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Was it, from today's point of view, an impertinence when people called themselves the divine messenger and the preacher of God's word and still call themselves as such in some areas? Answer Proposal: YES!
• How old is the Grandson trick? Answer Proposal: As old as there are prophets!
• Have prophets ever been left behind?
  • Have the Prophet's representatives ever been let down?
• Were the first people to work with the grandson's trick? Answer Proposal: YES!
• In what language and physics have revelations been given to God's prophets?
• Should the prophets separate the wheat from the chaff?
• Were not prophets like a thought-image of God in their heads? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Quengelten prophets, if not enough revelations of God were given them?
• What was important to prophets? And:
  • What was unimportant to prophets?
  • What was the most important for prophets? And:
  • What was most unimportant for prophets?
• What is important for prophet-devotees? And:
  • What is unimportant for prophet-devotees?
• What is most important to prophets? And:
  • What is most unimportant for prophet-devotees?
• Were there unexpected problems for prophets? Or:
• Were there any unexpected problems for prophets?
• What was the greatest problem for prophets? And:
• What was the least problem for prophets?
  • Are there sometimes unexpected problems for Prophet Propagation? Or:
  • Are there never any unexpected problems for prophet-propagators?
• What is the biggest problem for prophet-propagators? And:
• What is the least problem for prophet-propagators?
• Were the prophets of God the prophet? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that prophets were the mouthpiece of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to testify through a test that prophets were the mouthpiece of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did prophets proclaim God's Word? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that prophets proclaimed God's Word? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is it through a test verifiable that prophets proclaimed God's Word? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God know God and the world?
• Were Prophets sometimes careless?
• Did the Super Prophet have the greatest imaginative wealth of all the prophets in God's affairs? Answer Proposal: Tendency YES!
• Did the super-prophet have such an unbelievably large imaginary wealth in God's affairs that this could be explained to most of his fellow men only by God's action? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• How many tricks did prophets have in stock?
• Are religions more linked to God or more to prophets?
• Did prophets have their own thoughts, or only the thoughts conveyed by God? If prophets also had their own thoughts:
  • How did prophets distinguish their own thoughts from those who came from God?
  • Did prophets proclaim only God's word or their own?
  • How was it known for prophets of prophets when prophets gave their own thoughts, and when they gave God's word?
  • Did Prophets always say when their words were their own, and when their words were the Word of God?
  • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) also concerned about the enlightenment of the mystery of the prophets or more about their preservation of power?
  • Had prophets to be kept in order? Or:
  • Were the prophets themselves correct? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Were there not only lights, but also shadows, for prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is there not only light, but also shadows in prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did prophets propel their ideas turbo when they spoke before a great crowd of people?
• Was all that the super-prophet in Arabic was speaking in rhymes of God's Word, and was all that was not spoken in rhymes, his own word? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
• Are many people greedy for prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are many people curious about prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Developed Prophet's Life Wisdoms? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did prophets sometimes burn something under their fingernails? Answer Proposal: High Probability YES!
• Were prophets proclaimers of God’s Word to fall down? Answer Proposal: Revealed from reverence!
• Were Prophet’s representative, messenger, deputy of God? Answer Proposal: Supposedly YES!
• Do fraudsters claim that they were commissioners of a grandchild and claimed prophets that they were commissioners of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do deceivers assert that they were the messengers of a grandchild and claimed prophets that they were messengers of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do deceivers claim that they were deputies of a grandchild and claimed prophets that they were deputies of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were Prophets of God TAKEN? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that prophets were prompted by God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is testable by a test that prophets were prompted by God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Were Prophet of God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that prophets were AUTHORS of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is testable by a test that prophets were AUTHOR’S God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God send prophets, who are then called ANGLE? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God sent prophets, who are then called ANGLE? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to testify by means of a test that God sent prophets, who are then referred to as "ASSOCIATED"? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Were Prophet of God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that prophets were DEPUTTS OF GOD? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable through a test that prophets were PLENTY OF God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Why (supposedly) God rarely sent a great prophet and often little prophets?
• Were sentry and prophet the first assertion concerning God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are all the messengers of God also always prophets? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that all the messengers of God are always prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to verify by a test that all the messengers of God are always prophets? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did grandson trick-deceivers instead of the grandson respond to receive money and told prophets to proclaim something instead of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Was the deputy only in the case of grandson trick tricklers as well as with prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did their prophets know their Pappenheimer? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Had the Prophet (s) cast away almost everything that did not suit them? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the term GESANDTER freely definable with regard to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the term PROPHET freely definable with regard to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God reign over messengers and prophets, if they do not understand him correctly? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Had sent messengers and prophets the right to imagine things about God?
• Did God allow all the prophets to be merciful?
• Did God allow all the prophets to be gracious?
• Did God tell all the prophets that he is kind?
• Did God allow all the prophets to be helpful?
• Did God allow all the prophets to be ready to protect?
• Did God allow all the prophets to be ready to give a halt?
• Did the feelings sometimes grow up in prophets? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Do the feelings in prophets allies sometimes get high? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did the prophets sometimes wonder with excitement when God gave them revelations? Answer Proposal: Exclude this is not!
• Were the messengers and prophets also human beings? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are prophets already a little stained? Answer Proposal: For the one YES, for the other NO!
• Were prophets ahead of their time? Answer Proposal: Some certainly see it this way!
• Are Messengers and Prophets a provocation? Answer Proposal: For Some YES!
• Did the prophets and prophets establish which statements of God are correct, and which are false? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should ALL statements of God be forbidden, because even prophets had no right to determine which statements of God are correct and which are false? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did God give anything important to him about prophets about revelations? Answer Proposal: So is the non-verifiable claim!
• Is our entire knowledge of God of the prophets, by giving the messengers and prophets so much over themselves in the form of revelations? Answer Proposal: So is the non-verifiable claim!
• Are all the statements of God and the claims of God made by messengers and prophets, by giving the messengers and prophets so much over themselves in the form of revelations? Answer Proposal: So is the non-verifiable claim!
• Is there more than one thousand of God’s statements because God gave the over 300,000 prophets all these statements in the form of revelations? Answer Proposal: So it should have been!
• Did God give prophets only those revelations that people could think of? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Why did not God let any prophet’s technical and scientific internals get over him? Answer Proposal: This can only be speculated!
• Why did not God tell a prophet about his structure and composition? Answer Proposal: It can only be speculated about!
• Why did not God let prophets even know whether he was part of this physics or not? Answer Proposal: This can only be speculated!
• Did God, therefore, not reveal to any of the prophets any technical or scientific internals, because he did not want to overwhelm the people? Answer Proposal: This can only be speculated!
• Did God, therefore, not reveal to any of the prophets any technical / scientific knowledge, because God was aware that this internals no one would understand anyway? Answer Proposal: This can only be speculated!
• Did God, perhaps, have given up technical and scientific internals against prophets, and have not all the prophets understood this interna? Answer Proposal: This can only be speculated!
• Why did not God tell one of the over 300,000 prophets that it is not a sin when God’s warriors (religious warriors) rape girls from the age of 9? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
• Did God tell one of the over 300,000 prophets that it is not a sin when God’s warriors (religious warriors) rape girls from the age of 9? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
• Had prophets become familiar with God’s revelations?
• When did the idea come up with the prophets? Answer Proposal: This should be difficult to clarify!
• Has God become lonely because there are no longer any prophets to communicate with him?
• Is it all due to God's prophets who were supposed to be informed by God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the super-prophet regarded as something better than other prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God able to distinguish between envoys and prophets? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
• Were the venerable and the modern prophets a hopeless case? Answer Proposal: There should be very different opinions!
• Are prophet’s defenders a hopeless case? Answer Proposal: Same see the certainly not so!
• Why did God not allow any of the many prophets to say that heaven is HELL, because heaven is fatal for unprotected people because of the vacuum that prevails there? Answer Proposal: Ask Prophets-Understanding!
• Why did God not allow any of the many prophets to say that the biblical history of creation is completely false to mankind because the doctrine of evolution is correct? Answer Proposal: Ask Prophets-Understanding!
• Why did God not allow any of the many prophets to say that there is no biblical creation story for the universe? Answer Proposal: Ask Prophets-Understanding!
• Why did God not allow any of the many prophets to say that there are atoms? Answer Proposal: Ask Prophets-Understanding!
• Why did God not allow any of the many prophets to say that there are bacteria? Answer Proposal: Ask Prophets-Understanding!
• Why did God not allow any of the many prophets to be given that there will be brassiere in the future? Answer Proposal: Ask Prophets Advocates!
• Why did God not allow any of the many prophets to be told that there was electricity? Answer Proposal: Ask Prophets Advocates!
• Why did God not allow any of the many prophets to be told that there are elementary particles? Answer Proposal: Ask prophets advocates!
• Why did God not allow any of the many prophets to share the inheritance? Answer Proposal: Ask Prophets Advocates!
• Why did God not allow any of the many prophets to be told that there are galaxies? Answer Proposal: Ask Prophets Advocates!
• Why did God not allow any of the many prophets to be assigned the speed of light? Answer Proposal: Ask Prophets Advocates!
• Why did God not allow any of the many prophets to be told that there will be microscopes in the future? Answer Proposal: Ask Prophets Advocates!
• Why did God not allow any of the many prophets to be told that there are microscopically small pathogens? Answer Proposal: Ask Prophets Advocates!
• Why did God not allow any of the many prophets to share the life-tree of life? Answer Proposal: Ask Prophets Advocates!
< Why did God not allow any of the many prophets to say that there will be telescopes in the future? Answer Proposal: Ask Prophets Advocates!
< Why did not God tell any of the many prophets that there are viruses? Answer Proposal: Ask Prophets Advocates!
  • Why did God not allow the many true prophets to be given the right biblical story of creation, that is, the galaxy-young generation theory with the cosmic fuel cycle? Answer Proposal: Ask Prophets Advocates!
  • Was there any verifiable communication between God and the prophets? Answer Proposal: NO!
  • Why could God communicate or speak with prophets only?
  • Why could only prophets communicate or speak with God?
  • Has anyone ever listened to the divine revelations to a prophet?
  • Why did not prophets never ask fellow men to listen when revelations of God were given to them?
  • Did prophets have longer beards like God? Or:
    • Is the beard of God longer than the beards of all the prophets?
    • Do not just have prophets a long beard, but also jokes? Answer Proposal: YES!
    • Is there no joke that has as long a beard as prophets? Or:
      • Are there jokes that have a longer beard like prophets?
    • Were those who were arrogant, who claimed that the super-prophet was the last of all the prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • When was the birth-hour of prophets in the heads of men?
  • Did prophets have a much smaller horizon compared to today's educated people? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Had prophets with God spiritual contact?
  • Did the Prophet's physical contact with God?
  • Had prophets with God physical contact?
  • Did prophets have contact with God with God?
  • Did Prophets have contact with God?
  • Did Prophets have a built God adapter? Answer Proposal: Not handed over!
  • Had even some prophets bite into the grass?
  • Did Prophets have contact with God? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Are people driven into the Bockshorn with anything else, as with God and prophets? Answer Proposal: NO!
  • Is there only assertions and violence in the context of God and prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is a prophet then a prophet, if he can hunt his fellow men so successfully and skillfully into the Bockshorn that they do not notice? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Did the prophets still have air?
  • Can prophets be instrumentalized? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Are prophets in the function of God-contact posts one of the most successful and refined inventions of human beings? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Were prophets a wise and clever?
  • Was there no other prophet after the super-prophet? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
  • Is it claimed that there was no other prophet after the super-prophet? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is it possible to verify by a test that there was no other prophet after the super-prophet? Answer Proposal: NO!
  • Did Allah rest after the Super Prophet?
  • Perplexed prophets never? Answer Proposal: From sightholder YES!
  • Is there only God's communications withheld without proof, especially for prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Was God sharing only with prophets? Answer Proposal: Supposedly YES!
  • Did God confide only to prophets because he only trusted them? Answer Proposal: Maybe!
  • Were not prophets NOT talking? Answer Proposal: In certain matters certainly!
  • Do not prophet fetishists talk about themselves when it comes to the divine connections of their prophet?
  • Did the authors of the biblical history of creation receive their information from prophets? Answer Proposal: Probably not known!
  • Are prophets a good sound? Answer Proposal: In some religions YES!
  • Did non-prophets also play and play prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • How is it recognizable whether a person plays only a prophet or whether he is an actual prophet? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
  • Were prophets simply meant to be groundbreaking, and did they blot out anything else that disturbed? Answer Proposal: Can be, but do not have to be!
  • Did the authors of the biblical history of creation receive their information from prophets? Answer Proposal: Probably not known!
  • Were the authors of the biblical history of creation themselves prophets? Answer Proposal: Probably not known!
• How strenuous was it for prophets (alleged) divine revelations to perceive and correctly interpret? Answer Proposal: Prophets had probably never said this before!
• Does the Prophet's genetic make-up differ from that of other human beings? Answer Proposal: Very probably NO, but surely today is no longer noticeable, much to the delight of the Prophet’s supporters!
• Was the genocide of the relatively few envoys different from that of the relatively many prophets? Answer Proposal: Very probably NO, but certainly is no longer detectable today!
• Were revelations of God’s prophets analogous or digital? Answer Proposal: Will certainly never be clarified!
• Did the prophets simply ignore what was wrong with them? Answer Proposal: Well possible!
• Were Prophets Blender? Answer Proposal: Opened!
• Did prophets monk and the tribe tree of life know? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Were there prophets in the technical and scientific field? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Would prophets have been proud of asking so many questions in their honor? Answer Proposal: For this they would have to be questioned in the heavenly realm (paradise)!
• Is it true that 100 prophets have 100 different opinions on the same subject? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Did prophets try to make the best out of their knowledge? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were Prophets always unaware? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
• Was the super-prophet as cowardly and sneaky as the self-proclaimed defenders of the (supposedly) only true faith? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
• Were Prophets sometimes out of bounds and bands? Answer Proposal: Concealable!
• Was it determined that prophets are God’s contact points? Answer Proposal: NO!
• When was it determined that prophets are God’s contact points? Answer Proposal: Widely unknown!
• Is there a complete disclosure list? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there a list of ALL divine revelations? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Were prophets (as divine revelation appointees) in any case a thought-image, regardless of whether God’s revelations were actually given to them or not? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Will not verifiable statements of prophets be correct if they are repeated often enough? Answer Proposal: NO!
• How could it be demonstrably and reliably distinguished when God’s word came from the mouth of prophets, and when the word came from the mouth of the prophets? Answer Proposal: Would answer from Prophet followers!
• When did God’s word come from the mouth of prophets, and when did the word come from the mouth of prophets? Answer Proposal: Would be answered by Prophet Freaks!
• How many divine revelations, which by definition could only be given to prophets, were there altogether? Answer Proposal: For example a million!
• Did the prophets know that stars are created without the intervention of God and are lost again? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Was there among prophets one who advanced science? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Were not prophets to be lazy, and therefore did they labor diligently through the land? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were and are prophets a complex thing? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) like their prophets as a joker? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) like their prophets as a homicide argument, if they do not know otherwise? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are the true prophets the ones who made groundbreaking inventions and discoveries? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are believers fond of their prophets? Answer Proposal: Not impossible!
• Were prophets always polite? Answer Proposal: Only as long as no one drove them in the cart!
• Did the Prophets rejoice in themselves? Answer Proposal: Probably!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is omnipotent? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is omnipresent? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God can be influenced? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is doing miracles? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is enlightened? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is good? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God knows everything? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is invincible? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is a merciful? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that Allah is great? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that thunder is the voice of God? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that Allah is merciful? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is all-embracing? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is for all? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God protects believers in particular? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God knows how to appreciate when someone kneels before him? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is everywhere? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that there is divine assistance? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God attribute to one of the many prophets the revelation that God created time? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God understands the meaning of God’s blasphemy? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is hostile to women and equivocal? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that the unequal treatment of the human race is God’s will? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God has a kingdom? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God actively blesses? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is helping by actively taking action? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that ALL is blessed? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God respects the doing of men? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God saved man from something? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God does not break his promises? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God brings the dead back to life? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God brings hidden things to light? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that it recognizes God when some people say that they believe in God and in the last day, even though they are not believers? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God empowers? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God opens things to men? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God misled sinners? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God gives commands? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God gives food and drink? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God gives signs? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God sealed the unbeliever’s hearing? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God sealed the hearts of unbelievers? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God has a book? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God has a dwelling place in the hereafter? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God has men in his power? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is merciful? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is the Lord of the worlds? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is a Most Gracious? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is gracious? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is mighty over all things? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is truly an enemy to the unbelievers? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that the curse of God is burdened with unbelievers? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God will make men alive on the last day? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give the revelation to one of the many prophets, that God will make men alive? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God made the earth a retirement? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is a disease in the hearts of those who try to deceive God? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is shaping parables? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God sent water from heaven? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is not ashamed to shape any parable? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God sees what men do? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is shaping parables? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God sends things down? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God knows what human beings proclaim? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God knows what people hide? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that there is the love of God? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that men can approach God? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God enlightens men? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God leaves men? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is a strong castle? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that things happen in the name of GOD? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that men are guarded by God? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God turns to us? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that we cannot make God NECESSARY? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God honors peoples? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that the saying is true, the Lord has given it, the Lord has taken it? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God possesses a few human qualities? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God possesses a few human senses? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God turns to us? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God said and said every man must work? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God only wants the best for all men? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is necessary? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that there is God? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God knows when someone is grateful to His Lord? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God knows how many stars are standing? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God wants women not to bathe in the presence of men? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God imposes man’s trials? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God controls everything? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God participated in the formation of everything? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God created everything? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God’s faithful is actively giving comfort to the faithful? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that all men are equal before God? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that it is indeed God who gives a halt? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that is indeed God who gives a halt? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is grateful to men for having once again got off lightly? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is involved in the emergence? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that there are works of God? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God can generate feelings into human beings? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God has a will? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God was never created? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is immutable? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God has a constant being? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God has an unchanging will? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God can threaten? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God perceives every intercession? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that people can attain a high reputation with God? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is with men? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is testing? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give the revelation to one of the many prophets, that God needs NOTHING? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is a supreme power? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that some of the prophets are God’s messengers? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that prophets were the mouthpiece of God? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that prophets were DEPUTIES OF GOD? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation, that all the messengers of God are always prophets? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that prophets communicated with God? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God created mankind according to His image? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that the likelihood of God's help increases with really great problems when he is called upon to pray? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is Most Merciful? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that holy scriptures of religion contain God's Word? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that people can be close to God? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that the good God sees everything? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God knows when someone confesses? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God knows when someone repents? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that the will of God is happening? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is our Father? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is in heaven? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God knows when someone sanctified? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God can bring His kingdom? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God's will is in heaven as well as on earth? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God has anything to do with the food supply? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God can forgive the guilt of man? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God can lead men into temptation? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God can redeem men from evil? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that the kingdom belongs to God? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God has power and glory? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that for God all things are valid for all eternity? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God can be merciful to man's soul? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that violence against unbelievers is in the sense of Allah? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that ALL is decided by the grace of God? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is capable of blessing particular countries? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that those people become especially rich, who especially like God? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God especially likes people who are particularly rich? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that it is a great sin for God when a divorced woman marries again? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God the Lord counted all the stars in the blue heavenly tent? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is for every believer in person, and not only, but actually? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is capable of blessing all kinds of animals? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God knows how many people worship him at the same time? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!

• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that the Spirit of God can float on the water? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is able to separate the water under the feast of heaven so that they may appear on the earth? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is able to call the festivals of heaven? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God knows when something is good? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is able to speak, there will be lights at the feast of heaven that divide day and night? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is capable of creating heaven and earth in the beginning? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that the Spirit of God can float on the water? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is able to place the two lights at the feasts of heaven in special places so that the dry is seen? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

• Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is able to speak, gathering the water under the heavens in special places so that the dry is seen? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is able to see if light is good? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is able to make two lights, one great for the day and a little for the night? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is able to separate the water under the feast from the water over the feast? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

• Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is able to call the light day and the darkness night? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God knows how many people worship him at the same time? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!

• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is for every believer in person, and not only, but actually? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is capable of blessing all kinds of animals? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is able to speak to all kinds of animals, be fruitful and multiply? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
• Is there a tolerance on the subject of "prophets"? Or:
• Is there any tolerance on the subject of "prophets"?
• Is there a tolerance on the subject of "Prophet's Defender"? Or:
• Does the "Prophet's Defender" issue any tolerance? - NEW - ↓↓↓
  < Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is able to speak, that the earth bring out living animals, any of his kind? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God made the animals on earth, every one of his kind? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is able to speak, let us make man, a picture that is equal to us? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God created man in his own image, and that he created a man and a woman? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is the Lord Sun and shield? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God gives grace and honor? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God will not leave the pious a good thing? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is very powerful in the assembly of the holy? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is wonderful about all who are around him? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that the Lord is a great God and a great king over all the gods? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is very glorious? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is magnificently adorned? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God directs in all the world? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God will be the enemies of men? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God stands by? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God can create what he wants? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is righteous? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that everything that is born of God overcomes the world? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that our faith (in God) is the victory that has overcome the world? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God has a Son? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is true? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that the wood of life is in the paradise of God? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
  < Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God has seven spirits? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God can send his seven spirits to all lands?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God can wipe away all tears from his eyes?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that seven angels stand before God?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God has a secret?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that the temple of God can be opened in heaven?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is capable of making commandments for men?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God has a judgment?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God can make heaven and earth and sea and water wells?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is capable of making commandments for men?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that the ways of God are just and true?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God lives from eternity to eternity?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that the judgments of God are true and just?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God has power over plagues?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God sometimes has anger with wrath?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is strong?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God sits on the throne?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God has servants who truly perceive God as such?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God can take the kingdom?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that there are true words of God?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God can drop fire from heaven?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God does not want a godless?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that Allah does not want unbelievers?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!

< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God will be honored and praised?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!

< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is capable of recognizing that He is worshiped?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!

< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God would like to be worshiped?
Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
< Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that before God all men are equal? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that it is really the Lord God who sometimes does not want to? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is the creator of the world? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that men at the end of their lives stand before God? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah / God give the revelation to one of the many prophets, that God would monitor ALL human beings without gaps? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is watching ALL elementary particles without gaps? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is capable of sending seven biblical plagues? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that Allah sends the plague of Islam terror? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God's deceased in certain cases refuses to enter the heavenly kingdom? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that there is a heavenly kingdom? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is among us? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God makes gifts of heaven? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God remains gracious only when prayer of thanksgiving is regularly addressed to him? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
< Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God has a heavenly kingdom? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God establishes what sin is? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
< Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God wants people to live deceitfully? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God can make laws for human beings? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that everything, as we know it, was created by God only 6,000 or 10,000 years ago? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is among us? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God provides virgins for every martyr in the heavenly kingdom? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that believers constantly feel God in themselves? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God can make a right favor to whom? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God's believers after death can live a further life in the heavenly kingdom? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God can frustrate people's plans because they sometimes say, God willing or Inshallah? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that some people are well-respected with God? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is a Savior? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God has a representative on earth? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that all men are creatures of God? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that every man is a creature of God? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God forgives when asked? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah give God to one of the many prophets the revelation that God protects people? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is with men? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that God wants certain houses of God to be entered only WITHOUT shoes? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God created the world according to biblical creation history? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation, that our Lord God greatly pleased us to eat, drink, and be merry? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God wants us from what is in the Bible? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God wants us from the Koran? Answer Proposal: So it should have been, but unfortunately is not verifiable!
< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that the devil takes people? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that all are lost who come to hell? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
< Did Allah / God give to one of the many prophets the revelation that God is better than the devil? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that Islamic headscarves are to be worn because it is the will of Allah? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that full veil is to be borne because it is the will of Allah? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
< Did Allah grant to one of the many prophets the revelation that Allah wants to see women wearing Islamic headscarves or full veils worn by the public? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
< Did Allah give to one of the many prophets the revelation that the freedom of women increases with increasing veiling and veiling degrees? Answer Proposal: So it should have been NOT, because it is a question of God!
< Is Prophet dependent? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is Prophet adherents good? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is it good for prophets? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is Prophet-Keeping Good? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is Prophets Uprising Supporters Good? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is prophets warming up well? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is prophets favoring prophets? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is it good for prophets? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is it Prophet admirers good? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is the prophet-hunting good? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is Prophets Keeping Good? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is Prophets fans good? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is it good for prophet fetishists? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is it Prophet-fixed? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is it good for prophets? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is Prophet Freaks good? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is Prophet’s followers good? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is Prophet Holders good? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is Prophet Lover good? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is Prophet imitators doing well? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is Prophet Proud? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is Prophets Supporters doing well? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is prophets anchored well? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is Prophet Brothers doing well? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is Prophet Ally well? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is prophet-in-love going well? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is it good for prophets? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Is it good for Prophet representatives? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered on a general basis!
< Were there not a single prophet to date, if the solo god had not been postponed about 1800 before Christ? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are there any prophets only because about 3,800 years ago the solo god was postulated? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Did prophets sometimes have to be small? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Had Prophets sometimes yield? Answer Proposal: YES!
< How was the exchange of ideas between God and the Prophet? Answer Proposal: No one even knows it only in an indicative way!
< Is it not the prophets 'followers' interest in the exchange of ideas between God and the prophets? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Would prophets have made their clothing recommendations for women different if there were already busts, stockings and tampons? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Are people from childhood writing behind their ears to their prophets? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Did God do wrong with people because he was supposed to help with prophets and revelations? Answer Proposal: The impression could arise in any case!
< Why do animals have no prophets and revelations? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately, animals cannot be consulted!
< Was the thought-image of God too deeply embedded in the brains of prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Were prophets sometimes uncomfortable, if not all made what they wanted? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Are Prophets a matter of faith, concerning their God's contacts? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Did prophets have an exclusive relationship to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does prophets always have much trouble? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Was there ever to find cheering, hustle and bustle in the vicinity of prophets? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
< Did Prophets sometimes grieve? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
< Who was the first prophet to appear as such? Answer Proposal: Probably Abraham about 3,800 years ago!
< Did Prophets Be Afraid of the Future? Answer Proposal: Probably NO!
< Were prophets fear-hares because they surrounded themselves with so many people? Answer Proposal: Not final clarified!
< Did God ever find the right words when he gave his revelations to the prophets? Answer Proposal: Apparently not because each prophet understood something else!
< Could prophets have entered a state of trance that suggested to them that they communicated with God? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately, no more to clarify!
< Did God give his revelations to the prophets? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it asserted that God gave prophets his revelations? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it possible to verify by a test that God gave prophets his revelations? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Did prophets claim to be infallibility? Answer Proposal: Tendency YES!
< Communicated Prophets with God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it claimed that prophets communicated with God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it through a test verifiable that prophets communicated with God? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Communicated prophets from habit (allegedly) with God? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately, no longer noticeable!
< Should and should faith be made with the help of prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are God's statements actually only to prophets, but do not many non-prophets adhere to them and invent free from the liver further God's statements? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Did prophets only have to subordinate God? Answer Proposal: No more to clarify!
< How did God's statements arise, and how did God's claims arise? Answer Proposal: Cannot be answered flat-rate as too complex!
< Did God's statements arise in different ways? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Do all God's statements come from God himself? Answer Proposal: So it should be!
< Did all the statements of God result from human imagination? Answer Proposal: It would be possible!
< Were all God's statements conceived? Answer Proposal: It would be possible!
< Can a distinction be made between the statements of God, which originate from God himself and those which are not from God himself? Answer Proposal: The distinction attempt could be made!
< Is part of the divine statements of prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is part of the divine statements of non-prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
< How can God's statements, derived from prophets, be distinguished from the divine statements that come from non-prophets? Answer Proposal: Difficult to answer!
< Did God divulge all known statements of God into the brains of men? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
< Can God's statements (supposedly) be derived from God himself, separate from the statements of God which are not from God himself? Answer Proposal: In theory YES, in practice probably hardly!
< Was it impressive for the people of those days to tell them what prophets were doing? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Did prophets sometimes call their fellow-men like a clod on the leg? Answer Proposal: There is nothing left of it!
< Should Prophet's Defenders not apply too much? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Could Prophets blow their march to their fellow men? Answer Proposal: Partial!
< Did prophets tear their asses to bring God's revelations to the man and the woman? Answer Proposal: No more to clarify!
< Were not prophets breaking from the crown? Answer Proposal: No more to clarify!
< Would God break a spike out of the crown, even if he would communicate with non-prophets? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Should Prophets warm up the ears? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Did prophets always have to point their ears to the risk of adversaries? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Cannot prophets-souled think about whether there were prophets with God's contact? Or:
< Do not prophets-souled think about whether there were prophets with God's contact? Answer Proposal: Because of the holy declaration, it is forbidden to think about it!
< Do prophets confront the direct confrontation with people? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Were Prophets Peas Counter? Answer Proposal: Work through the past!
< Are there any statements of God that can be assigned to prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can all the statements of God be attributed to prophets? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Should all the statements of God be assigned to prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Were God to confide only to prophets? Answer Proposal: This is how it is presented!
< Was God willing to speak of his grief, which he had with men, from the soul, and did he turn to prophets? Answer Proposal: This is how it is presented!
< Did the mails go with the prophets? Answer Proposal: But how crazy!
< Is this so complicated with the prophet because it is so complicated with humans? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Were there prophets for righteousness? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Were prophets to be lamenting because there were still people who did not want to follow their ideas? Answer Proposal: Not handed over!
< Did the Super Prophet take only the part of the statements known in his time to which nothing could be better than the biblical story of Creation? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can prophets be discredited? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can prophets worshipers be discredited? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Were prophets and religions born at a time when men only knew what they could perceive with their own senses? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Did God allow at least one prophet to know that new species always arise and perish? Answer Proposal: Apparently NO, because of this no prophet reported!
< Did the prophets know all vulgar abuse words so that they knew when to be offended? Answer Proposal: Not handed over!
< Were prophets convinced that, with a few trifles, they knew everything important, and were prophets wrong in this one point? Answer Proposal: So it could have been!
< Is it surprising that God communicated the Prophet much to what he (allegedly) can do, and how he is (supposedly), but that he did not give them anything absolutely as he did it? Answer Proposal: Really strange!
< Were Prophets to be annoyed by NOTHING? Answer Proposal: Not handed over!
< Did not Prophets NEVER? Answer Proposal: Not handed over!
< Was God an informant for prophets? Answer Proposal: Supposedly YES!
< Why did not God tell prophets the now-known details of his (alleged) creation? Answer Proposal: Because God is not a traitor!
< Does no one in the educated part of the world dare to assert that he is a prophet because he is then exposed to annoying questions, which could also be of a scientific nature? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Where are the statements of God that cannot be attributed to any prophet? Answer Proposal: The source could be the imagination wealth of humans!
< Were parts of prophets from non-physics to receive God's statements? Answer Proposal: Probably no!
< Lived prophet's charity? Answer Proposal: Not always always!
< Fulfilled Prophet Miracles thanks to God? Answer Proposal: This is how it is presented gladly, even if the help of God cannot be shown concretely!
< Were prophets quite black, if they were pulled through the cocoa? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Should prophet's defenders not work so when people do not adorn their prophet? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Were Prophets inquisitive? Answer Proposal: This can be accepted!
< Did prophets have a special sense for God? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
< Did prophets have a special sense of the convertible? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Did prophets have such a high esteem with God that he (supposedly) communicated with them? Answer Proposal: Could be if there were God!
< Why did not God give prophets any jokes? Answer Proposal: There could be several reasons!
< Was and is God so hopelessly overworked that he had no capacity to reveal prophets' jokes? Answer Proposal: One way!
< Is God a humorous being because he did not allow jokes to be given to prophets? Answer Proposal: One way!
< Did God teach prophets to jokes, which did not, however, expel prophets? Answer Proposal: One way!
< Can the subject of PROPHETS be covered in words? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Was Prophets aware of the fact that animal and plant species are always emerging and perishing? Answer Proposal: Is probably no longer clear!
< Is God too drained to make more people prophets to communicate with them? Answer Proposal: Nobody knows anything exact!
< Are prophets attached to the hair? Answer Proposal: Opened!
< Did prophets advance the technical and scientific development? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Did God reveal all that he had to reveal, because he was supposed to communicate with no other human being? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Is biological body cells now more known, as all the prophets knew together? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Are more information known to the Prophets as a whole? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Do not prophets depend on any criticism? Answer Proposal: Certainly!
< Communicated prophets with members of the former group of gods? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
< Did some or all members of the former divine prophets have given revelations? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
< Why did God reveal to the super-prophet (supposedly) 99 names instead of betraying him, for example, that electricity belongs to his (alleged) creation? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
< Why did God make such a nonsense, and gave the super-prophet a name of himself when a name sufficed? Answer Proposal: Maybe to make an impression!
< Would it have been more human-friendly if God had given the super-prophet instead of 99 names of himself, some technical details of his creation? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Why did God not give the super-prophet instead of 99 names, not the names of the 300,000 prophets before the super-prophet? Answer Proposal: Perhaps God communicated and the super-prophet was overwhelmed!
< Why was God so talkative about prophets for about 2,500 years, and then why did the language disappear? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
< Are Prophet Fetishists Hillbilly? Answer Proposal: Think about it!
< Does God really have more to reveal as before? Answer Proposal: difficult to imagine!
< Could God have given the super-prophet the revelation that women in the public have to wear bus-holders, if there had already existed? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< What prophet did God reveal the biblical story of creation? Answer Proposal: This should be unknown!
< Could not or could not prophets resign themselves to the fact that not all of them were immediately at their feet (even with God's help)? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Can or do not prophet-anchors resign themselves to the fact that their prophet was not perfect? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Were prophets all red in eroticism? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Is there a prophecy blasphemy besides God's blasphemy? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Did Prophets always know what is right? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
< Wanted to impress prophets? Answer Proposal: Do not rule out!
< Would not Prophets Defenders be analyzed? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Were the prophets able to work with the secular knowledge that was at their disposal? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Prophets PROVIDES divine knowledge that went beyond secular knowledge? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Are God and Prophets a successful mixture? Answer Proposal: For Some YES!
< Are God and Prophets a bitter mixture? Answer Proposal: For Some YES!
< Prophet, Prophet at the Prophet, prophet at night, prophet at night, prophet at night, prophet at night, prophet at night? Answer Proposal: Tendency YES!
< Did prophets listen to the people who not only said they believe in God but who claimed there is God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should prophets be the ultimate God-proof? Answer Proposal: Very likely YES!
< Did prophets pave the way for God? Answer Proposal: Supposedly YES!
< Did prophets clear the way for God? Answer Proposal: Supposedly YES!
< Was God a feast for the prophets? Answer Proposal: Not handed over!
< Why did not God reveal his prophet to a prophet? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately, God did not tell a prophet!
< Did the Prophet say the collar? Answer Proposal: Not handed over!
< Was there any end to fun with prophets? Answer Proposal: Not handed over!
< Are there any prophets 'prophets, because of the many prophets' questions? Answer Proposal: Not yet!
< Does Prophet-Holders ever take the COLD, because of too many prophets? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Is there any end to fun with prophet supporters? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Do Prophet-Holders sometimes take a break? Answer Proposal: Different!
< Were prophets inspired by great crowds of men whom they spoke of? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Do prophets have a history? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Why did God not let any of the many prophets be told that there was a deadly vacuum above the clouds? Answer Proposal: Unclear, maybe he was embarrassed!
< Did the prophets sometimes slap with their ears? Answer Proposal: Of these, they were probably not spared!
< Schlackern Prophets-Fondly sometimes with the ears? Answer Proposal: They will probably not be spared!
< Is it a scientific proof method of God when prophets said they proclaim the information received previously from God? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Were not prophets not believing that there were recalcitrants, even though they (supposedly) proclaimed God's Word of Might? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Did even prophets sometimes think that is true? Answer Proposal: Not handed over!
< Did Prophets have a TALKING Thoughts Image of God, while Normalos have a SILENT Thoughts Image of God? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Were the authors of the biblical creation history prophets or creationists? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Were prophets stupid as bean-straw, compared with today's scientifically educated people? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Were great prophets self-employed God-Defining? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Did any great prophet define God different or new? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Did any great prophet formulate his own God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is particular speech skill a proof that someone is a prophet and as such proclaims God's Word? Answer Proposal: NO, but for believers, YES!
< Were prophets indestructible? Answer Proposal: In life YES!
< Was it a desirable goal for prophets to redefine God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Were there any language-neutral revelations of God to prophets, which they then translated into their language? Answer Proposal: Not detectable!
< On what criteria did God choose who was a worthy prophet for him? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
< Why was not a pope also a prophet? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
< Did not popes meet and fulfill the strict criteria of God to become prophets? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
< Where does all information about God come from? Answer Proposal: From prophets and ambassadors, according to philosophy!
< Are there also non-prophets who give the one or the other statement to God in the world, even though these people have no right to do so? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are prophets who claim to have had contact with God, of course, without being able to prove it? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Were prophets chief-thinkers in God's affairs? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Wanted to make or leave an impression on prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Why is the cult of the prophets good? Answer Proposal: Too much!
< Applies to prophets, always and everywhere? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Amaze Prophets sometimes not bad? Answer Proposal: Probably!
< Was God first advised by prophets as to how the way of life of men is? Answer Proposal: Probably, but only if there is God!
Religion Questions (+ Faith)

- Are there religions at all? And:
  - Are there religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers)? If this is most likely:
  - Do religions + religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) make their own question-chapter? If so, the following questions are ready to be answered:
    - Were religion questions arranged behind the divine questions and prophets questions, because religions build on both God and prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
    - Does anyone need to belong to a religion or faith community to believe in God?
    - Can people also believe in God, if they are not members of any religious or religious community?
    - Can anyone also believe in religion without religious rules or religious demands on God?
    - Does life gain meaning only through religion?
    - Is God more important than religions? Or:
      - Are religions more important than God?
      - Is God as important as religions? Or:
        - Are religions as important as God?
    - Could mankind, in need, rather renounce God? Or:
      - Could humanity, if necessary, renounce religions?
      - Does God need to be without religions? Or:
      - Do religions come out of God without need?
      - Was there already God before the religions? Or:
      - Was there even God before mankind?
    - Does God promote the sense of togetherness of all humanity more like religions? Or:
    - Do religions foster the sense of togetherness of all humanity more like God?
    - Does God divide humanity more like religions? Or:
      - Column religions humanity more like God?
      - Is God's people more like religions? Or:
        - Enemies religions people more like God?
    - Does propriety demand more of religions than of God? Or:
      - Does propriety demand more of God than of religions?
      - Is morality demanded by religions as by God? Or:
      - Is morality more demanded by God than of religions?
      - Is morality more demanded by religions than by God? Or:
        - Is morality more demanded by God than of religions?
    - Why does one and the same God allow people to wage war because of different religions (but the same God)?
    - Why does God allow that people are at war with the same religion?
    - Why did God create a 99.99999999999999% of the universe in a single day and settle for the remaining less than 0.00000000001% of the universe five days?
    - Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have God as their role model? If so:
      - Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) following their example for God's omnipresence?
      - Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) following their model for God's omnipotence?
      - Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) following their model for God's omniscience?
      - Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) jeopardize their model of God with regard to (presumed) infallibility?
    - Does God want someone who is killed by a religion but who still believes in God?
    - Why is there no world-unity-religion for all people?
    - Why is there no world-unity-religion WITHOUT God-houses?
    - Why is there no world-unity-religion WITHOUT religious representatives (spiritual / clerics)?
    - Why is there no world-unity-religion WITHOUT rules and ceremonies?
    - Why is there no world-unity-religion that involves only faith in God?
    - Would it not be better to believe only in God, without subordinating himself to a religion?
    - Why do all religions want to spread?
    - Who is the use of the spread of religions?
    - Are God's religions completely irrelevant?
    - What does God love about religions?
    - Does God need religions?
    - Do religions need God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God need religions to chastise men?
• Do religions need God to chastise men?
• Did God create religions? If so:
  • When did God create religions?
  • Who use religions?
• Benefits Religions God?
• Benefits Religions People?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) more God or more animal?
• Are holy writings of religion infallible? If so:
  • Who is concerned about the fact that holy scriptures are infallible?
  • Who, in need, decides that holy scriptures of religion are infallible?
• Can man also believe in God without a religion?
• Does it accept God when one believes in God without a religion?
• Can you believe in God better or more effectively with the help of a religion?
• Does God desire the discipline of religions?
• Are religions more serious, as some think?
• Understanding Religious Defenders Fun when the fun refers to their religion? Or:
• Understanding Religious Defenders NO fun when the fun refers to their religion?
• Do religions defend such people who make fun of God? Or:
• Punish Religious Defenders in the Name of God People who make fun of God?
• Is God punishing people who kidnap him?
• Do religions defend such people who kidnap God?
• Does God punish men who mock God?
• Do religions, or their defenders, punish those who mock God?
• Does God punish people who laugh at God?
• Do religions or their followers punish those who laugh at God?
• Paterned Religions People?
• Did God take people directly? Answer Proposal: NO, no direct collection is recognizable!
• Is God taking people indirectly?
• Do some religions take people?
• Is God Godkilling?
• Flagellation Religions People?
• Can people hunt God to death?
• Is God going?
• Offspring religions?
• Does God sometimes depend on it?
• Some religions sometimes depend on?
• Can God be abused?
• Can religions be misused?
• Are there god-fanatics?
• Are there religious fanatics?
• Asking religion-minds Respect for themselves?
• Asking religion-minds Respect for God?
• Do people need to have respect for religions? If so:
  • Why do people have to respect religions?
  • Should anyone be submissive towards religions? If so:
  • Why should anyone be submissive to religions?
• Do religions and religious-minds do things?
• Can God be used for a sense of belonging together (about religions)?
• Can religions influence people?
• Can people influence religions?
• Are religions uncompromising?
• Were religious founders, for what they wanted?
• Did religious founders, what they considered useful?
• Is there a piece of God in holy scriptures?
• Does God want freedom of religion?
• Do religions want religion freedom?
• Can God be cleansed completely without sacred writings of religion?
• Is God more tolerant than religions because he tolerates several religions, for example? Answer Proposal: YES, but only if it were there!
• Does the commandment stated in the Old Testament, "Thou shalt not have any other gods before me," signifies that God is not always tolerant?
• Are religions intolerant?
• Are religions only peaceful when people are cuddling before them?
• Sending Religions Representatives (clerics / clerics) Death Squadrons?
• Provocative religions sometimes?
• Can religions be criticized?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) the specialists / specialists / professionals / specialists for God's influence / for the attempt to influence God?
• Are specialists for the influence of God (clergy / clerics / preachers) at the same time also reasonably predestined as specialists for influencing the people?
• Are religions the link between God and ordinary people?
• When was the first religion established?
• Why did the first religion arise?
• Is the first religion arose because people hoped that God could be influenced? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do people still hope that God can be influenced? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religions always require religious staff or guardians of religion?
• Would it be possible to conceive of a religion without the help of ministry personnel such as clergymen and guardians?
• Why are other religions born?
• What is the main task of religions?
• What are the main elements of the religion?
• What are, for example, tools (elements, instruments, utensils, tools) of a religion?
• Are there more effective aids and less effective tools of a religion to influence God?
• Is the "mosque" aid more effective than the "Church" tool, always aiming at influencing God successfully?
• Can a religion be further developed?
• Can a religion be further developed?
• Does the Reformation of a religion inevitably require a new religion or direction of religion?
• Why do the guardians of a religion always vehemently defend the tools of their religion?
• Why do not the guardians of a religion allow any change in the means of their religion?
• Do not the guardians of the respective religion accept any change in the means of their religion, because God would otherwise be offended?
• Do not the guardians of the respective religion accept any change in the means of their religion, because God would otherwise be exhumed?
• Do not the guardians of a religion allow any change in the means of their religion, because God could not be influenced any more?
• Are religions an experimental field?
• Are religion tools an experimental field?
• What is the difference between the (sometimes religious) concepts of customs, habits, cults, rites, rituals, customs, traditions, traditions, and ceremonies?
• Are religions a bridge between God and man?
• Is the purpose of a religion to develop and provide tools, utensils, or tools that can be used to influence God more effectively, without these tools, utensils, or tools?
• Sending religious tools, utensils, or tools signals to God?
• Do the religious leaders, religious superiors and religious representatives (clerics / clerics) influence both God (way 1) and towards humans (path 2)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could religion leaders, religious superiors, and religious representatives also be described as two-way influencers because they are trying to influence both God (way 1) and people (path 2)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are all religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) 100% convinced by God? Answer Proposal: No one can look into their heads!
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) act as if they were 100% convinced by God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the primary religious sense in increasing the probability of successfully influencing God?
• Would it be easier for God if all religions were to work with the same tools (utensils, tools)?
• Could God be most successfully influenced if all religions were to work with the same tools (tools, tools)?
Do the attempts to influence God by religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes lead to frustration, because of lack of success?

Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) prefer to influence people because the influence of God is usually frustrating?

Is the success experience greater when trying to influence God? Or:

Is the success experience greater when trying to influence people?

Where do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) take the legitimacy to constantly interfere with the private sphere of human beings?

Applies also to religious questions, who has the power is always right? Answer Proposal: YES!

Also applies to the choice of "right" God-influencing aids, who has the power is right?

Would all religions be superfluous if all men were convinced that God is unaffected?

Is the primary task of religions is God's influence? And:

Is the secondary task of religions the influence of mankind? Or:

Is the primary task of religions is the influence of mankind? And:

Is the secondary task of religions the influence of God?

Do the different religions connect people?

Do the different religions split humanity?

Are the different religions a fission mushroom for humanity?

What would the representatives of a religion have in mind if indeed all people would accept them?

Would God be better influenced if all men had the same religion or faith?

Is the Jesus cross an instrument (a tool, a tool) to influence God?

Will the Christian, who is voluntarily or involuntarily hanging around the cross of Jesus, be better protected by God?

Will the Christian who carries a larger cross of Jesus be better protected by God?

Is the Christian who has two Jesus crosses protected much better by God?

Is there a suggestion in the Christian Holy Scripture of Religion that a cross of Jesus should be used?

What common ground (s) have all religions?

What is the most important commonality of all religions?

Is there one or more religions that can do without the element of the (attempted) influence of God?

What is the second most important commonality of all religions?

Is there at least one religion that is without the element of (successful) human influence?

Do people argue about religions? If so:

Why do people argue about religions?

Are religions the extended arm of God?

Why are especially religious people particularly intolerant when it comes to their faith?

Are religions intolerant?

Why does every religion insist on being the only true one?

Why is the adherence to religions and traditions so important?

Are religions entitled to infallibility? Answer Proposal: YES, without If and But!

Are religions something infallible?

Are religions infallible?

Do religions be infallible because they cannot be reformed?

Are religions considered to be infallible, because the associated holy writings of religion cannot be altered?

Are religions considered to be infallible, because the corresponding rules cannot be changed?

Were religions as soon as fallible because they were still changed during their phase of development?

Is the greatest fear of the respective religious representatives (clergy / clerics) that any change in their religion would scratch the image of religious infallibility?

In particular, were their religions, when they were created, in need of improvement, because they were still very much changed during their phase of development?

Is there a religious fanaticism?

Is there a religious madness?

Are strict-religious (orthodox) better men?

Are strictly religious (orthodox) more intolerant people?

Can a religion be good, which must be spread with force?

Can a religion be good that must be defended by force?

Would it be the best religion to spread all over the world without violence, that is, peacefully?

Could there be a new religion that is so good as to spread peacefully?

Does God want religious wars?

Do people sometimes have to be forced into religious happiness? If so:
• Why do people sometimes have to be forcefully forced into religious happiness?
• Is the creation of a worldwide unified religion more severe, such as the creation of a world-wide uniform tax legislation? Or:
  • Is the creation of a worldwide unity-religion LIGHT, such as the creation of a world-wide uniform tax legislation? Or:
  • Is the creation of a worldwide unity religion SIMILAR HEALTH, such as the creation of a world-wide uniform tax legislation?
• Do faith, God and religion belong to the most personal things a person has?
• Was the religious founder Jesus influenceable?
• Is the founder of Jesus Christ still able to influence?
• Are holy places of a religion influenceable?
• Are saints of a religion influenceable?
• Are the different religions essentially concerned only with who has the better means of God’s influence?
• Are religions fully immersed in the private sphere of men? If so:
  • Why do religions depend fully on the private sphere of men?
  • Is it part of the task of the religions to ensure that as many people as possible enter the heavenly kingdom?
  • Is it part of the tasks of religions to show people the “right” way?
• Are believing people getting older? If so:
  • Why are believing people getting older?
• Do faithful people, through their (if possible daily repeated) homage of God, influence him so that he lets them live longer?
• Is there no room for discussion in matters of faith? If so:
  • Why is there no room for discussion in matters of faith?
• What religious aids for influencing God are contained in holy religious writings?
• Is God’s influence more effective when a religious representative (spiritual / cleric) prays for a normal mortal?
• Is God’s influence less effective when a normal mortal prays for himself?
• Is there a religious comparison test?
• Is there a comparison of efficacy with the aids for God’s influence?
• Who determines what sin is?
• Who establishes what is not a sin?
• Have the sin commitments changed with the evolution of mankind?
• Can animals also sin?
• Are ONLY people coming to heaven or hell?
• Did or are there religious or religious killers or mass killers?
• Where are death-born?
• Is there a substitute for God?
• Is Jesus to be a substitute God?
• Is Jesus a substitute God?
• Are very religious people particularly grim?
• Are religions influencing institutions?
• Is the best description for religions, influencing institutions?
• Is employment with religions meaningless?
• Is employment with religions useful?
• Can religion preachers better influence God, like followers?
• What is still in the heavenly kingdom, except God, believing men and virgins?
• Knowledge Religious representatives (clergy / clerics), what does God demand or want? If so:
  • How do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) know what God is asking?
  • How do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) know what God wants?
• Is the effectiveness of the instruments of religion (instruments, tools) reproducible to God’s influence?
• Is there a comparative test in the religious aids for God’s influence?
• Have certain religious aids for the influence of God crystallized as particularly effective?
• Are there differences in the effectiveness of religious aids (instruments, tools, utensils)?
• Was the religious altar in churches taken from the sacrificial altar in temples?
• Why is the religious altar in mosques canceled?
• What would remain of religions if all the religious aids for the influence of God had been omitted?
• Are there statements that apply only to people and not to God?
• Are there statements that apply only to God and not to human beings?
• Are there statements that apply to both human beings and God?
• Do not God and men have a common property?
• Do God and men have the same characteristics?
• Do God and men have some common qualities? If so:
• What are the common characteristics of God and man?
• Does God have ALL human qualities in every case? Answer Proposal: NO, taking into account all that is said and written about God!
• Does God have qualities that man does not have?
• Is prayer to God sometimes the last hope?
• Is prayer to God sometimes the last resort?
• Is prayer to God sometimes a desperation act?
• Are prayers differently effective?
• Are particularly long prayers particularly effective?
• Are very long prayers also very effective?
• Is prayer often used when someone is desperate?
• Is the prayer often used when there is a hopelessness?
• Can it be for example that the firm belief in God leads to success, because with the firm faith is a high degree of fearlessness and obstinacy?
• Can it be that the one without the faith would simply give up?
• Does God care about ALL in general, but NOTHING specifically, not even for people?
• Can anyone believe in God if he does not belong to any religion with their different behavioral demands?
• Does religiosity consist of the threshing of phrases?
• Are religions phrases-threshing institutions?
• Are phrases threshed in religions?
• Is the (attempted) influence of God the basis of every religion?
• Based religions on the hope of being able to influence God?
• Based religions on the hope of being able to activate God for desirable things?
• Based religions on the hope of disabling God for unwanted things?
• Is there anything more intolerant, like religions?
• Do religions protect?
• Are there religious changes?
• Do religions give a sense of security?
• Is religion (almost) everything a taboo?
• Why must so much be memorized in religions?
• Is this a lot of memorizing in brains? Or:
• Is this a lot of memorizing in brainwashing religions?
• Is to be achieved with the many by heart in religions that human beings are equal?
• Is to be prevented by much memorization in religions that people think independently?
• Should be achieved through much memorizing in religions that people do not begin to think on their own?
• What helps religions?
• Who helps religions?
• Fallen God Religious Church Songs?
• Is God pleased with religious processions?
• Fallen God Religion Holidays?
• Is it true that many religions spoil the (religious) porridge?
• Are religions influencing organizations?
• What religion is the most important to God?
• What religion affects people the most?
• What religion affects women the most?
• Are religions something completely different from God?
• Do religions come close to God?
• What religion is closest to God?
• Are religions 100% made by humans?
• Has God contributed to the formation of religions?
• Were religious elements inspired by God? If so:
• What religious elements were inspired by God?
• Is the attempted influence of faith punishable?
• Do people sometimes think of keeping people dumb?
• Do religions sometimes keep people silly?
• Do religious writings also contain a concentrated charge of superfluous wisdom?
• Are believers ignorant of God?
• Do contesting religions concern who has the better aid instruments for God's influence?
• Are religions opium for the people?
• From what principal reason have religions arose?
• Could a new religion still arise in our modern times?
• Is a religion conceivable without (the attempted) influence of God?
• Do believers want them to be influenced by religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Are religious holidays an element, aid or instrument to God's influence?
• Are religions dictatorial?
• Could religions be transformed into social works?
• Are believers subject to a fallacy?
• Have believers succumbed to a trickery?
• Is there a spectrum of tasks for religions?
• Is there an employment spectrum for religions?
• Is there an activity spectrum for religions?
• Is there a surveillance spectrum for religions?
• Do people first have to learn to use their religion optimally and correctly?
• Do not religions want any progress?
• Are religions the preserve of the old or existing?
• Can progress (also in religious matters) only be achieved if the existing one is always critically examined and put to the test?
• Are there people who have a religious cast because they have got too much religion?
• What would remain of religions if they were taken away from the INFLUABLE God?
• Is there a religion right?
• Is the religious right more just, like criminal law and civil law?
• Do religions first fulfill God with life?
• Do religions make God something useful?
• Do religions make God something usable?
• What is God still worth without religions?
• What remains of God without religions?
• What would remain of God if the man-made religions were taken away from him?
• Are people generally without religions?
• Are people also without religion? If so:
  • When do people come without religion?
  • Why do people have no religion?
  • How do people come without religion?
  • Where do people without religion come from?
• Can a person belong to several religious communities at the same time?
• Can a person accomplish his duty fulfillment towards God, if he is simultaneously a member of several religious communities?
• Can religions make people prisoners?
• Applies also to religions "From errors becomes someone wise, so is not a mistake!"?
• Do religions have flaws?
• Do religious representatives (clerics / clerics) make mistakes?
• Are religions always flawless?
• Are religions mostly error-free?
• Are religions sometimes flawless?
• Are religions rarely error-free?
• Are religions never flawless?
• Are religions by order de Mufti error-free?
• Is there a task for religions to make women make the legs ready whenever men want them?
• Do religions want to take over the world's rule?
• Does the religious system as a whole need to be reformed?
• Are religious founders cult figures?
• Does man need something unfailing, like religions, in order to align himself with it?
• Does man need something unfailing, like religions, to find a halt?
• Is there the only true religion? If so:
  • Are only followers of the only true super religion in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)? If this is NOT the case, see the next question. Answer Proposal: Problematic!
  • Are the followers of the different religions only in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• How do the many young women enter the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Where do the many young women in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) come from?
• Is there a single true religion to live? If so:
  • Is the religion the most true way of life?
  • Is it an integral part of many religions that women are servants of men?
• Are religions a means by many to exercise power over people?
• Are religions a means of many to intimidate people?
• Are religions a means by many to make people submissive?
• Are religions a means by many to suppress people?
• What is the criteria list of God, according to which he decides whether someone is going to heaven or into hell (or neither)?
  • Since when is the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
  • Was there the heavenly kingdom (Paradise) already when there were no humans? If so:
  • Who was in the heavenly kingdom, when there were no men yet?
• Where is the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• How great is the Heaven Kingdom in square meters, square kilometers or square-light years?
• How big is the heavenly kingdom (cubes), cubic kilometers or cubic light years?
• How full is the kingdom of heaven (paradise)?
• Is the soul transient?
• Is the soul an element of religions or a divine element?
• Preventing religions violence acts or crimes?
• Were war prevented by religion?
  • Is there an example in which a war was prevented by a religion?
  • Does religion belong to a dress order? If so:
  • Is the dress order with the most important thing of a religion?
• Why should everyone recognize in the order of the clothes to which religion belongs one?
  • Can anyone be proud of his religion? If so:
  • Why can someone be proud of His religion? And:
  • Why cannot someone at the same time be proud of other religions?
• Are religions different in the different world regions?
• Why are there people who think they have to impose a religion on fellow human beings?
• Why are there people who think they have to convert others to a particular religion?
• Why are there people who think they have to convert others to a certain belief?
• To what percentage (%) God are people who fight for a religion?
• Can the religious affiliation increase self-awareness?
• Is the religion-god an invention of man?
• Is the religious devil an invention of man?
• Is the heavenly kingdom (paradise) an invention of humans?
• Are angels an invention of human beings?
• Is the soul an invention of human beings?
• Is the Christian child an invention of human beings?
• Is the trinity of a religion the invention of human beings?
• Is religious belief a human invention?
• Can God be more impressed by people with a strict religious-dress-order?
• Does the religious-religious order, the more strictly the religion-dress order?
• Were there religious wars?
• Are there still faith wars?
• Will there be religious wars as long as there are people?
• Are even faith wars just power wars?
• Will people soon be able to agree on a single faith without violence? Or:
• Ending religious wars only when there are no more people?
• Who decides what is the only true faith?
• Does God decide what is the only true faith?
• Should God decide what is the only true faith?
• Can anyone be a religion without believing in God?
• Are religions based on the (attempted) influence of God?
• Why do people have such a great urge, for example, to obtain religious power over fellow human beings?
• Are religions ultimately concerned to make men and especially women submissive?
• In the case of religions, is it ultimately a matter of subjecting men and women in particular?
• In the case of religions, is it all about equating all men and equating all women as well?
• Are religions dictatorships?
• Are religions dictatorships in the name of God?
• Based religions almost exclusively on the unscientific retrieval part of God with some human qualities and senses?
  ▪ Why do religions have to dictate how to believe in God?
  ▪ Why do religions have to prescribe how to pay homage to God?
  ▪ Could there be a community of non-religious believers?
• Is God more important to religions or the power more important?
• Is God more important to the religious representative (spiritual / cleric) or the power more important?
• Life religions of the fact that God is something mysterious?
• Life religions that God is considered something mysterious?
• Can religions make God what they want?
• Are the heavenly kingdom (populated with angels) or paradise (populated with virgins) and the God WITH some human qualities, abilities and senses all an invention of human beings?
  ▪ Was the Bible intentionally forgotten to point out that God also created influences and influences? Or:
  ▪ Did the Bible writers not recognize the importance of influences and influences?
• Life religions of mystery GOD?
• Life religions of the mysterious God?
• Are religious representatives (clerics / clerics) ultimately (almost) only the calling part of God on earth?
• Are all religions put into a bag and sunk?
• Is there an inventory list for the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise)?
• Does everyone have awe before religions?
• Would the decipherment of God remove all the religions from the Mach base? If so:
  ▪ Do the representatives of all religions not at all want God to be deciphered because they would otherwise lose their power base?
  ▪ If the statement "If the prayer (perhaps) does not help, it does not hurt in any case."?
  ▪ If the statement "If the repentance (perhaps) does not help, it does not hurt in any case."?
  ▪ Can anyone better believe in God when he belongs to a religion?
  ▪ Can anyone more effectively believe in God when he belongs to a religion?
• Do religions want the inhabitants of the earth to become their subjects?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) want to make the earth inhabitants their subjects?
• Is the story of Adam and Eve and the story of the expulsion from the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) a matter of the God-calling part?
• Do some believers replace a lack of mental power with physical force and force?
• Should others only respect those who reach their goals of religion solely through mental power?
• Do people usually pray to God because they expect help and protection from him?
• Do most people pray to God because they expect help and protection from him?
• Are religions needed?
• Are religions really needed?
• Are religions needed? If so:
  ▪ What are religions needed for?
  ▪ Are religions really needed?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) urgently needed? If so:
  ▪ What are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) urgently needed?
  ▪ Would humanity be extinguished without religions? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is religious education something good?
• Is religion teaching useful?
• Is confirmation lessons useful?
• Is Communion Lessons Useful?
• Is Koran teaching useful?
• Are children learning to know God better?
• Do children learn in religion lessons what qualities God has?
• What leads to superstition?
• Is superstition a religion component?
• Can someone have more like a superstition?
• Is superstition an enemy of religion?
• Is superstition a friend of religion?
• Do pious people also have a stay?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) want a transparency of God? Or:
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) want no God's transparency?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) want God to remain something unexplained?
• Does ”My God” mean that every believer has his own personal God?
• Does every believing man have his own personal God, who accompanies him all his life?
• Does every believing man have his own personal God, who is put aside for his whole life?
• Has the chief God provided a personal private God for every believing man?
• Is a personal private God placed aside by the main God for every believing man?
• Does anyone automatically automatically put aside a God who can be called upon at any time, if he simply believes in it?
• Does anyone automatically bring aside a God who can be called upon at any time, if he belongs to a religion?
• How often a day or a week does a person have to pay homage to God to be pious?
• Do pious pledges be anything better than godless?
• Do faithful people, that is, Orthodox ones, be something better, such as impious people?
• Is piety a matter of religion or a matter of God?
• Was and is a major reason for religions to mentally deal with people?
• Was and is a major reason for religions to divert people from the everyday trot?
• Was and is a major reason for religions to offer people something special that goes beyond ordinary and dreary everyday life?
• Why has there been or is there a threefold influence on children and adolescents for God and religions?
• Is there a threefold influence on children and adolescents from parental education, school religious education and ecclesiastical education?
• Is God the right religion so important that children and adolescents need to be affected equally (at home, at school and in the church)?
• Do children and adolescents need to be influenced equally in terms of God and religion, because religious representatives (clergy / clerics) are afraid that people can do well without God and religion?
• Do children and young people have to be affected by religion in the same way because people do not get by without religion?
• To what percentage do religions serve God?
• To what percentage do religions serve power?
• To what extent do religions serve themselves?
• If religious representatives (clergy / clerics) were not very pleased when their necessity was questioned? If so:
  • Why would religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be unhappy if their need were questioned?
  • If religious representatives (clergy / clerics) were unloved, if their necessity was doubted because they consider their cause to be the most important thing in this world?
• If religious representatives (clergy / clerics) were not very pleased when their necessity was questioned because they were quite certain that people could not exist without their religion?
• If religious representatives (clergy / clerics) were not very pleased when their need was doubted because they were afraid of losing power?
• Is only the unexplained God a playground for religions or their representatives?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always at the same time as homosexuals in the context of a religion?
• Were prayers meaningless if they did not come to God anyway?
• Is the happy and often-called part of God required in every prayer by being expected of him to listen?
• Is there only a prayer of thanksgiving to the Seriose part of God's meaning, that is, a prayer to the unknown influences, in the sense that they have accidentally made a stroke through the calculation?
• Does not a prayer to the Serious Part of God make any sense because the unknown influences have no feelings?
• Does a petition prayer to the polling part of God anyway make no sense because it does not exist?
• Does only a prayer to something unexplained constitute a special tear?
• Does the Bible testimony, according to which Eve was formed from a rib of Adam, tell us something about the value-ideas of the men of that time regarding the women?
• Are women still worthwhile in many religious areas, like a man’s rib?
• Life religious representatives (clergy / clerics) of God's chaos?
• Are religions a very good example of the (almost) limitless human imaginative wealth? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are religions a hundred percent imaginative product of humans? Answer Proposal: YES!
• To what percentage are religions fantasy and to what percentage of science?
• Does strictly religious education mean that children are involved in religious matters?
• Does strictly religious education mean that children are inculcated with religious matters?
• Does strict religious education mean that children are imprisoned for religious affairs?
Does strictly religious education mean that children are being harassed with religious matters?
Does strictly religious education mean that children are being pestered with religious matters?
Who uses religion knowledge?
Does people use religious knowledge?
Does God use religion knowledge?
Do religions serve to bring people on the right path and keep them on the right path?
Do religions serve to give people the right path?
Is the right way (from the point of view of religions) a fixed quantity or does it change over time?
Were religions formerly the main supplier of spiritual food that people need besides material food?
Are the media, such as photography, cinema, radio, television, computer, internet and social networks, which have emerged over the last 100 years, disputing the monopoly as a supplier of spiritual food to the religions?
Are religions pure thought-building with regard to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is in religions the missing reproducible proof of God's claims sometimes replaced by brachial violence?
Is there religious addiction?
Can people get intoxicated with religions?
Are religions suitable as a means of intoxication?
Life religions of traditions that cannot be questioned?
Life religions of unsound claims that cannot be questioned?
Is it a non-established religious claim that someone should have been a servant of God?
Is it an unfounded religious assertion, if someone should have been a messenger of God?
Is it an unfounded belief that someone should have been the Son of God?
What is the invention of religious traditions and what is truth?
Are there any divine messages in religions? If so:
How did God convey his messages in religions?
Can someone cling to their own religion?
Are people clinging to their own religion?
Is it useful to cling to your own religion?
Is it pointless to cling to a strange religion? If so:
Why is it pointless to cling to a strange religion?
Do those who are professionally concerned with God keep God because God can be used as a means of power?
Is the God-Prophets-Religion-System based on lug and fraud?
Is the God-Prophets-Religion-System a sham-world?
Are religious fanatics incapable of integrating? And:
Are religious fanatics UNWILLING to integrate themselves?
Is there a successful combination of integration incapacity and integration unwillingness in religious fanatics?
Can someone be compassionate without religious affiliation? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is there a soul in all religions?
Is the existence of the God-Prophet's religious system based on (spiritual) conviction force?
Is the existence of the God-Prophet's system of religion also based on violent conviction?
How do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) prove that this is really God's will, what they say or do in the name of God?
Is "holy" the religious word "untouchable"?
Would the Church fail miserably in court if she wanted to sue the existence of God because there were no judicial proofs for God?
Is Imagine identical with believe?
Is imagining ultimately the same as believing?
What do religions have to do with God?
Is the goal the zero-god religion?
Should people go to God's houses (churches, mosques, synagogues, temples) to be influenced by God? Or:
Should people go to God's houses (churches, mosques, synagogues, temples) to be influenced by fellow human beings?
Based religions on stories from Anno-Dazumal?
Are religions a myth?
Can people also pray if they do not belong to a religious community?
Can the population also pray if it does not belong to a religious community?
Is prayer ineffectual when the prayer belongs to no religion?
Are the different prayers of different religions differently effective?
Does anyone have to be devout in prayer, so that prayer can reach God?
Do people pray for an imagination?
• Are not just religions reformed but also God?
• Are there spheres of influence in God's houses?
• Is religious behavior fuss, behavior and ultimately only façade?
• Is religion, in the end, only about sexuality?
• Why is there a separate chapter in the religious writings on the position of women in religion, but not a separate chapter on the position of the man?
• What do Caliphs have, what others do not have?
• Are all religions macho religions apart from the gospel, the last being the most recent direction of religion?
• Are all religions Pascha religions apart from the Gospel, the last being the most recent religious direction?
• Does it smell when souls are burned? Or:
  • Are souls not combustible?
• Is it very difficult to get rid of something that has been hammered from childhood, especially God and religion?
• Is the presumed life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) wishful thinking?
• Is there a suspected life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) because there is a need for it?
• Is there a life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) only because there are religions?
• Are religions the doctrine of the (attempted) influence of God?
• Is idol worship a precursor of the worship of God?
• Is there possibly a life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) only for those who believe in it during their lifetime?
• Is the hereafter, that is, the heavenly kingdom (paradise), an element of religion?
• Does life take place after death in the hereafter, in the heavenly realm (paradise)?
• Is there the right faith?
• Can man practice the faith only well if he wears the attire?
• Are religions just a means of many for power striving?
• Benefit religions men most?
• Have men created religions for women?
• Why did not women create a single religion?
• Has God created all or some religions?
• Has God delegated the creation of religions to people?
• Is there a life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) only in the world of the imagination of men?
• Are religions needful?
• Are religions a philosophy?
• Are religions superfluous?
• Are religions superfluous Schnicknnnack?
• Are women, thanks to the religions, a game ball of men?
• Do women accept being a ball of men when they are religiously grounded?
• Does the super religion mean that women are always willing servants, and men the Pashas?
• Is the soul symmetrical?
• What are the characteristics of the soul?
• What makes the soul?
• What is the soul responsible for?
• Can the soul be lost?
• Can the soul be sick?
• Can the soul be sick?
• Can the soul hurt (That hurts my soul)?
• Can it grieve you in the soul (I am sorry in the soul)?
• Can someone buy a soul (from a soul seller)?
• Is there an anti-soul?
• Is there a negative soul?
• Can the soul dangle?
• Can the soul burn?
• Can the soul bounce with joy?
• Can all people let their minds dangle?
• How much hertz a soul dangles?
• Dangles the soul as fast as the heart beats?
• Dangles the soul faster than the heart beats?
• Dangles the soul slower as the heart beats?
• Dangles the soul or commutes it back and forth?
• Can the soul be overcome?
• Can the soul fall off?
• Does the soul abdicate when someone falls away from faith?
• Can the soul bounce or bounce only the heart?
• Are there poor souls?
• Are there solitary souls?
• How old is such a soul average when it does not burn?
• Are there real souls?
• Are there fake souls?
• Are there true souls?
• Are there good souls?
• Are there faithful souls?
• Can someone lose his soul?
• Are the workplaces of religious representatives (clergy / clerics) secured for a long time because there are so many ambiguities about God?
• Can God contribute more, as the soul?
• Are there slave religions? Or:
• Is there only a slave religion?
• Are slave religions those who bind or try to be slaves like slaves?
• Who knows well about religions?
• Who knows best about religions?
• Are there specialists for religions?
• Are there religion researchers?
• Who knows well with souls?
• Who knows best about souls?
• Are there specialists for souls?
• Do religions concern marriage and family?
• Are religions still concerned about anything else, like marriage and family?
• Do religions no longer care for God?
• Are religions fair?
• Are religions just?
• Are religions sometimes strange?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes something strange?
• Are religions still contemporary? Or:
• Are religions timeless for all eternity?
• Why is the demand, be fruitful and multiplied, gladly used in religions?
• Wagering religions regarding the spread? If so:
• Why do religions compete with each other?
• Do contesting religions spread in order to become as powerful as possible?
• Would mankind have long since become extinct without religions?
• Should religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be no longer so egotistical in the interest of the whole of humanity, and from now on plead for a multiplication-moderation?
• Do religions have tradition?
• Where is the border between the religious and the secular?
• Do religions pretend what conceptions all men should have from God?
• Should all religious laws come from God?
• Would a completely new concept of God be identical with a new religion?
• Are religions very rich?
• Are the (alleged) God's laws of the individual religions very difficult to change or influence?
• Can the conceptions of a religion of God be extremely difficult to change or influence?
• Is there only one hundred percent YES or one hundred percent NO in answering religious questions? If so:
• Why is there no perception and no probabilities in answering religious questions?
• Is there no possibility and no probabilities in the answering of religious questions because this would signal uncertainty and thus weakness?
• Is weakness the greatest enemy of a dogma, such as the religious dogma?
• Is weakness the greatest enemy of a doctrine, such as the religious doctrine?
• Are religions perfect?
• Does non-Christians appear ridiculous of the disagreement between the Christian currents? And:
• Does non-Muslims appear the disagreement between the Islamic currents?
• Why are people always alone when they have (or are supposed to) have contact with God?
• Belonging to a religion more to religion or more to God?
• Do Buddhists believe in religion or more in God?
• Do Christians believe more in religion or more in God?
• Do Hindus believe more in religion or more in God?
• Do Jews believe more in religion or more in God?
• Believe Muslims more to religion or more to God?
• Is there a compromise for religions? Or:
  • Are there no compromises for religions?
• Are religions unworldly?
• Are religions nostalgia?
  • Are religions progressive?
  • Are religions backward?
  • Is religion conversion a tedious process?
  • Are religions a commodity?
• Why do not all those who believe that God is unaffected also demand the abolition of all religions?
• Why does not anyone who believes that God is unaffected also demand the abolition of all religions?
• Is decency rather demanded by God (and less by the religions)?
• Is morality more requested by God (and less by the religions)?
• Is modesty demanded by God (and less by the religions)?
• Do religions have a technical language? If so:
  • Why do religions have a technical language?
  • Do religions have a specialist language because God understands them better?
  • Does God decide who is coming to Heaven?
  • Does God decide whom to let into the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Does God know the complete life-changing of every person so that he can decide whether man is coming into the heavenly kingdom?
• Does God only need a remembrance for men to decide whether a man comes to the heavenly kingdom (paradise) or not?
• Can God decide, even without remembrance, whether a man comes into the heavenly kingdom?
• Invented God religions? If so:
  • Why does God no longer invent religions?
• Invented God religion rules? If so:
  • Why does God no longer invent religion rules?
• How many testimonies to God are there that are regarded as being true of religion by almost all people?
• Why do religious representatives (clerics / clerics) allow us to determine in the name of God what is good for people and what is bad, when it is not clear whether God knows what is good for man and what is bad?
• Does God use the religions?
• Is it only bluffing about God and religion?
• Is the God-Prophets-Religions-System the largest lying building on earth?
• Is the God-Prophets-Religions-System the largest thought-building ever created by man in the divine part?
  • Answer Proposal: YES!
• What does God have to do with religions?
• Is God needed for religion?
• Is God only needed for religions?
• Is God needed for religious festivals?
• Is God only needed for religious festivals?
• Is God different in the individual religions?
• Does God have different qualities and abilities in the individual religions?
• Does each religion define God differently?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) responsible for bringing together God's qualities, God's abilities and God's activities, from the many human qualities, abilities and activities?
• Is God a definition which cannot be doubted in all religions, because otherwise all religions would be superfluous?
• Are religions people sometimes life-joy?
• Stealing religions people sometimes their freedom?
• Stealing religions People sometimes get their life's joy?
• Are religions old-fashioned? Answer Proposal: Thank you!
• Are religions looking backwards?
• Are losing religions attractive?
• Lose religions reluctantly?
• Are religions bleak?
• Why are there no religious questions in Quizz?
• Are religions witty?
• Do religions consist of constituent parts?
• Do religions have a special status?
• How do religions end?
• Do religions have basic needs?
• Do religions sometimes make nonsense?
• Are religions for house use?
• Do religions have a customer base?
• Working religions carefully?
• Has the heavenly kingdom closed because of the overflow because the stream of god warriors and martyrs has become too great in the heavenly kingdom?
• Is there an emergency exit from Heaven Kingdom to Hell?
• Is there a gate between heaven and hell?
• Do some people have a religious tick?
• Are some people injured in religion?
• Does a person of too much religion receive a religious engraving?
• Can people walk around on religions?
• Are religions ruthless?
• Is faith in religion a vision?
• Does the devil have a sense of reality?
• Are religions an abstruse thought-building?
• Do religions make sense?
• Were religions?
• Are religions perfect?
• Are religions always recognizable?
• Are religions sometimes confusing?
• Are religions sometimes overwhelmed?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) sometimes overwhelmed?
• Are religions sometimes chaotic?
• Are religions sometimes complicated?
• Are religions sometimes sadistic?
• Are religions sometimes unapproachable?
• Are religions sometimes confusing?
• Are Religions Sovereign?
• Was it sometimes stressful for former priests when they had to soothe many members of the imagined former gods?
• Why was the supposedly omnipotent God not able to spare his alleged son Jesus the crucifixion?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have a mass component?
• Are religions impulses?
• Are religions driven?
• Are religions god-made?
• Are Religions God? Or:
• Is only one religion God?
• Does God belong to religions?
• Is it pretentious, exaggerated, deliberate, impressive, dictatorial, audacious, famose, naughty, clever, clever, cunning and refined? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religions claim that their laws are from God, because only then do people respect the laws and obey them?
• Is religion more important in religions or are the laws more important in religions?
• Is God humanized by the religions?
• Do religions take responsibility for their actions and actions? Or:
• Do religions sometimes be irresponsible?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) responsible for their actions and actions? Or:
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes act irresponsibly?
• Is it simply only God's will, if something happens in religions?
Was it necessary and meaningful to combine the imagined former group of gods into the thought-image of the present solo-god in order to obtain a particularly impressive authority from which the laws (supposedly) come? Answer Proposal: YES!

Make laws that come from God according to religions, more impressions with people, like other laws?
- Can religions convert?
- Are religions art worlds?
- Are religions artificial worlds?
- Are religions exaggerated?
- Are religions on a shaky foundation?
- Are religions great?
- Are religions and their religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) ready at all times?
- Are religions a laugh number? Or:
- Are religions to be taken seriously?
- Who is on the religious trip?
- Is there a religious debate?
- Should there be a religious debate?
- Cannot be debated about religions?
- Does God know what religions are?
- Does the devil know what religions are?
- Cannot religious writings be doubted?
- Do holy writings of religion be made by God?
- Were God's commandments and God's laws invented to make man submissive?
- Are God's commandments and God's laws an invention of human beings?
- Was the former group of gods, as a messenger of God's commandments, more evil than a single God? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Speaking God to religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers), does the ordinary people subdue you?
- Know (Religious / clerics) the best of all is, that God and the religions are all humbugs?
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) like the authority of God and the authority of everything that comes from God?
- Are religions authorities?
- Do religions have an ego?
- Does the ordinary people, to this day, fall back on what the self-proclaimed, extended arms of God have exhausted over a thousand years ago?
- What do religions suggest?
- Do religions abuse the alleged omnipotence of God?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) ascetics?
- Logging religions?
- Are religions puke?
- Pipe religions to the needs of the people?
- Do religions cause long droughts?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) nerve bundles?
- Are religions rigorous?
- Are religions something general? Or:
- Are religions special?
- Can man impose on religions?
- Do religions have a dick head?
- Are religions stubborn and unyielding?
- Do religions have vices?
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have vices?
- Blasphemy religious representatives (clergy / clerics) about other thinkers?
- Is it useful to blaspheme about religions?
- Is it useful to blaspheme about religious representatives (spiritual / clerics)?
- Are religions adaptable?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) adaptable?
- Are religions predominantly great?
- Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) predominantly great?
- Are religions predominantly attractive? Or:
- Are religions mostly uninhibited?
- Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) predominantly attractive? Or:
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) mostly uninhibited?
• Are religions a taboo?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) a taboo?
• Are religions principles riders?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) principle riders?
• Do religions have recognition signs? If so:
  • Which recognitions have religions?
• Do religious representatives (clerics / clerics) have identification signs? If so:
  • Which recognitions have religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Are religions chic?
• Do religions have a tick?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) smart?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have a tick?
• How many prayer sites are there in the world?
• Can prayer sites be destroyed?
• Does God require the service of God?
• What if there were no religions?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) god-fearing?
• Does the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) have a back-end?
• Who sits in the Last Judgment?
• Do God and the Devil sit together in the Last Judgment?
• Do the former prophets also sit in the Last Judgment?
• Did the Council of Elders have a say in the last judgment?
• Do people have to fear religion?
• Are people afraid of religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Were and religious representatives (clergy / clerics) never perverse and labor-shy?
• Are not religions decadent?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) in any case decadent?
• Are there any religions? Or:
  • Are religions rather inconspicuous?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics)? Or:
  • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) rather inconspicuous?
• Were priests, at the time when there were still the established gods of gods, only a one-way influence?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) happy?
• Are religions sometimes barbaric?
• Are religions rather inconspicuous?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics)? Or:
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) rather inconspicuous?
• Were priests, at the time when there were still the established gods of gods, only a one-way influence?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) happy?
• Are religions sometimes barbaric?
• Are religions a stimulus word?
• Are religions sometimes fanatical?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes fanatical?
• Are religion sometimes hypocritical?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes hypocritical?
• Are religions sometimes stupid?
• Are religions sometimes bleak?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes stupid?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes boring?
• Can people stand under the yoke of a religion?
• Can people stand under the knot of a religion?
• Are ALL (too early) deceased children entering the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise)?
• Are religions naughty?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes naughty?
• Are not religions so exact? Or:
  • Are religions meticulous?
• Do not religious representatives (clergy / clerics) take it so precisely? Or:
  • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) meticulous?
• Are religions pitiable?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) pitiful?
• Can one or the other beat the religions a snap?
• Can one or other religious representatives (clergy / clerics) beat a snap?
• Can one or the other religions dry up?
• Can one or other religious representative (spiritual / cleric) dry up?
• Can religions be inspired?
• Can religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) be inspired?
• Can religions be safely forgotten because nobody really needs them? Or:
  • Should anyone keep his religion in remembrance, even though he does not really need his religion?
  • Should mankind continually remember all existing religions, even though no one really needs any religion?
• Can people reliably forget religious representatives (clergy / clerics) because nobody really needs them? Or:
  • Should anyone keep religious representatives (clergy / clerics) permanently in memory, although nobody really needs them?
• Are religions generally puzzling? Or:
  • Are religions puzzling only in a wide range of areas?
  • Are religions permanently present? Or:
  • Do religions only occasionally (temporarily)?
  • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) constantly present? Or:
  • Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) ever strike (temporarily)?
• Do religions have a resonance?
• Provoking Religions Reactions?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have a resonance?
• Provoke religious representatives (clergy / clerics) Reactions?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) influence (almost) perfect? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the topic of religions relatively complex because there are so many questions to be formulated?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) free of sins?
• Are those who believe in religion better people?
• Are those who trust in religious representatives (clergy / clerics) better people?
• Who invented religions?
• Who invented religious representatives (spiritual / clerics)?
• Were and religions invented?
• Were religions successful?
• Were religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) successful?
• What does Heaven know (Heaven), according to the saying, does heaven know?
• Does the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) have a will, according to the saying, "TO HIMSELF?"
• Are holy scriptures successful?
• Are holy scriptures free from errors?
• Are religions always responsible and responsible?
• Do religions always act responsibly?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always act responsibly?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always be responsible?
• Why did it not come to the inbreeding, after Noah, after the flood of the senses, of every kind of animal, free the saved couple from the ark?
• Where did the two sons of Adam and Eve, Cain and Abel, get their wives?
• Should religions be banned?
• Should religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be banned?
• Are religions sometimes stressed? Or:
  • Are religions always relaxed?
  • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes stressed? Or:
  • Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) always relaxed?
• Is there a false and a real heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Is there a heaven kingdom (first, second, and third class)?
• Does every religion have its own heavenly kingdom (paradise) with its own admission requirements?
• Can the heavenly kingdom (paradise) be temporarily closed because of overfilling by too many god-warriors (religious warriors) and martyrs?
• Does the number of virgins in the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) automatically increase each time a Nine God Warrior (religious warrior) and martyr enter the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Does each of God's warriors (religious warriors) and martyrs receive his own virgins in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)? Or:
  • Must all God's warriors (religious warriors) and martyrs share the Virgin in the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Are there VIP-God-Warriors (VIP-Religion-Warriors) and VIP martyrs who receive fresh virgins in the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Are there used or restored virgins in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Are God's houses, prayer sites and pilgrim sites influencing zones?
• Does the hoped-for life take place after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Are particularly religious people sometimes hypocrites?
• Is the motto of each religion: the main thing is different, like all other religions?
• Begin and commit religious representatives (clergy / clerics) never guarantee transgression?
• Could there be a dark-convex object religion (DCO religion), whose supporters believe, among other things, that there are Dark Convex Objects (DCOs)?
• Can religions help us?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) squeal us?
• Are religions absurd?
• Are religions dubious?
• Can God be seen in the heavenly kingdom?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes "sniffed"?
• Do some people know each other so well in the Kingdom of Heaven (Paradise), because they were already there?
• Is there an individual intellectual freedom for religions?
• Is there a material freedom of design within the respective religions?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) also perform missions?
• Are religions Kokolores? Or:
• Is there anything wrong with religions?
• Will God be used / abused in religions as a will?
• Is it infamous to elevate one's own will to the will of God, to exert its own will?
• Is it shameful to value one's own will by explaining to the will of God?
• Should religions be referred to as "goose-care facilities"?
• Should religions be described as paternal institutions?
• What is so valuable about religiosity?
• Are religious principles riders?
• Is there religious blindness?
• Is law and order possible only in a strictly religious society?
• What are religious feelings?
• What, for example, is a religious feeling?
• When are religious feelings violated?
• Are religious feelings violated, for example, when the religious laws (allegedly made by God) are questioned?
• Are religious feelings, for example, violated when the death penalty for the fall from faith is considered an inhuman religion law?
• Are religious feelings violated, for example, when God is questioned?
• Are religious feelings hurt, for example, when God is maddened?
• Are religious feelings violated, for example, when God is denied?
• Are religious feelings hurt, for example, when a prophet is questioned?
• Are religious feelings hurt, for example, when a prophet is made mad?
• Are religious feelings hurt, for example, when a religion is questioned?
• Are religious feelings hurt, for example, when a religion is maddened?
• Are religious feelings violated, for example, when a religion is denied?
• Are religious feelings hurt, for example, when someone is particularly religious?
• Are religious feelings hurt already when asked what religious feelings are?
• Are religious feelings hurt when something religious is insulted, causing people to pound?
• Is there a quarreling between the Syrian and the minor Asian powers because the Syrian ruler has violated the RELIGIOUS FEELINGS of the minor Asian leader, for example, when the Syrian ruler or his western wife expressed a disparaging opinion about the appearance of the wife of the minor Asian leader, Wearing an Islam headscarf?
• Is the violation of religious feelings worse, such as the violation of honor, vanity or pride?
• Why are some people particularly religious?
• Were there religions to annoy the common people?
• Were there religious representatives (clergy / clerics) to annoy the common people?
• Is there at least one religion in which God has NO human needs, qualities, abilities, feelings, senses, expressions, wishes, and goals?
• Is there at least one religion in which God has MANY human needs, qualities, abilities, feelings, senses, expressions of will, desires and goals?
• Is charity possible even without religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are religions something worth honoring?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) something honorable?
• Are there religions with little force potential?
• Are there religions with high potential for violence?
• Were and religions sacred cows?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) holy cows?
• Are religions egocentric?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) egocentric?
• Is a woman essentially just a giant vagina for God-Warriors (religious warriors) and martyrs?
• Are God's warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs women essentially only satisfaction creatures?
• Do God's warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs do all the effort only to get unrestricted vagina access?
• Could God's warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs be more properly referred to as vagina warriors?
• Would the god-warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs lose any motivation if the vaginas were to be lost?
• Are God's warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs unable to achieve or achieve their ideas with nonviolent means? If so:
   • Why are God-Warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs incapable of implementing or achieving their ideas with nonviolent means?
   • Are God's warriors (martyrs) or martyrs incapable of implementing or achieving their ideas with nonviolent means because they are not supported by God at all?
   • Are God's warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs their humane behavior with the will of God?
   • Are God's warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs the scum of humanity?
   • Is there any semblance-religious?
   • Can religions quench?
   • Can religions perish?
   • Can religions get out of the dust?
   • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) religious fanatics?
   • Were religions a special feature?
   • Were religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) a special feature?
   • Are religions quickly offended?
   • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) quickly offended?
   • Are religions important?
   • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) religious representatives (clergy / clerics) significant?
   • Do religions sometimes show us the cold shoulder?
   • Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes show us the cold shoulder?
   • Are religions important?
   • Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) important?
   • Is there Heavenly Rest?
   • Does heavenly peace mean that there is no sound in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
   • Is there an increase to religions?
   • Why was God so skilful and sent only a single son, but many prophets?
   • Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) rumble?
   • Can Peter grow up?
   • Pouting religions sometimes?
   • Pouting religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes?
   • Are religions sometimes irresolute? Or:
   • Are religions always determined?
   • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes irresolute? Or:
   • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always determined? Or:
   • Are religions the most important thing in life?
   • Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) the most important thing in life?
   • Who is responsible for religions?
   • Who is responsible for religions?
   • Is God responsible for religions?
   • Is God responsible for religions?
   • Worry religions for people?
   • Are religions concerned about people?
   • Are religions concerned about people?
   • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) for people?
   • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) worried about people?
   • Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) worry about humanity?
• At the same time, is strict religious at the same time always a high level of oppression, especially women?
• Do religious feelings arise when someone lives for religion?
• Do religious feelings arise when religion determines the whole of life?
• Do religious feelings arise when someone identifies with religion?
• Do religious feelings arise when someone identifies with individual religious elements?
• Do religious feelings arise when someone clings to religious elements?
• Is life after death in the heavenly realm (paradise) a religious element?
• Are Allah's Great-Calls a Religious Element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Allah Is Great Calls of Religion Elements that should please Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are altars a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are altars religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Abendmale a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are eveningmares religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are confessions a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are confessions religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are confessional chairs a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are confessional chairs religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are circumcisions a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are circumcisions religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Bethlehem Cribs a Religious Elements? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Bethlehem cribs religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES with question mark!
• Are prayer prayers a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Bitt-Prayers religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are thanks prayers a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are thanks prayers religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are angels a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are angels religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are eternal lights a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are eternal lights religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are fasting times a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are fasting times religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES with question mark!
• Are women's debts a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES with question mark!
• Are women's debts religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES with question mark!
• Are women unequal treatments a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are women unequalities religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES with question mark!
• Are prayers a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Prayers religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are prayer mills a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are prayer mills religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are genital mutilations a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are genital mutilations religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES with question mark!
• Are God's messengers a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Messengers God's religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are God's houses a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are God-houses religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are God's preachers a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are God's preachers religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are scriptures a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are holy scriptures religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Holy Bills a Religious Element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are holy bills religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are sacred explanations religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are canonizations a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are canonizations religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are sanctuaries a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are sanctuaries religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are notions of heaven and earth a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are the conceptions of heaven-kingdom religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Heaven's Gate representations a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are heavenly portraits religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are ideas of hell a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are conceptions of the hell to be religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Islam headscarfs a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Islam headscarfs religious elements that should please Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Beyond representations a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Beyond representations elements of religion that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Recent-Day Concepts a Religious Element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Recent-Day Concepts religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are pulpits in God's houses a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are pulpits in God's houses religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are churches a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Churches religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are church bells a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are church bells-chiming religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are conversions a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are conversions religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are crosses a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are crosses religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are life-after-death representations a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are life-after-the-death conceptions religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are paintings in God's houses a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are paintings in God's houses religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are measuring wines a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are measuring wines religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are missions a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are missionaries religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are mosques a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are mosques religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are muezzin calls a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Muezzin calls religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are sacrificial gifts a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are sacrificial gifts religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are paradise representations a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are paradise representations religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are pilgrimage sites a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are pilgrim sites religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are trumpeting angels a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are trumpeting angels religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are sermons a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are sermons religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are prophets a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are prophets religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Religious Holidays a Religious Element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Religious Holidays religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are shrines a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are shrines religion elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Guardian Angels a Religious Element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Protection Angels religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are beatiifications a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Beatitudes religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are synagogues a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are synagogues religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Christmas trees a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are fir trees for Christmas religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are baptisms a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are baptisms religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are temples a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are temple religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are devil threats a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are devil threats religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are full-obfuscations a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are full-veiling religious elements that should please Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Preventive Prayers a Religious Element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Precaution Prayers religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are pilgrimage places a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are pilgrimage places religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are consecrations a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are consecration elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are resurrections a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are resurrections religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are re-births a religious element? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are re-births religious elements that should please God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• What religion has the most religious elements?
• How many elements of religion are there in Christianity?
• How many religious elements are there in Islam?
• How many elements of religion are there in Judaism?
• How many religious elements are there in total?
• Should everyone see the good only in religions?
• Should everyone see only the good in religious representatives (clerics / clerics)?
• Should everyone see the good only in religious warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs?
• Is the joy of life and the meaning of the life of highly religious and young women ideally to study sacred writings of religion, to memorize as completely as possible, and to wait to be spoiled and pregnant?
• Are there any Jews who convert to another religion?
• Are there Jews who become atheists?
• Is God a religious element? Or:
• Are religions a God element?
• Is there a religious feeling, for example, when a person is crossed by a cross?
• Is there the heavenly kingdom (paradise) on earth?
• Does God keep a branch of the heavenly kingdom (paradise) on earth?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) happy when they make others happy?
• Is mercy more like willingness to help?
• Do religions own initiative?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) own initiative?
• Does God as a way-maker for a life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Are religions helpful?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) helpful?
• Are religious feelings violated when something religious is denigrated, where the person hangs and sticks?
• Is the Immaculate Conception a religious element?
• Were all religious elements invented by humans?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always feel like being religious?
• Has the power POTENTIAL of the Prophet of the Super-Religion preserved, up to the present?
• Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs god-driven?
• Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs power-driven?
• Are God-Warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs sex-driven?
• Is there a religious impulse?
• Have we ever betrayed religions?
• Have religions ever scolded us?
• Are people in the heavenly kingdom (Paradise) undecided?
• Are the 72 virgins in the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) usually free of textiles for every warrior (religious warrior) or martyr?
• Are the 72 virgins in the heavenly kingdom (Paradise) for every transgressed God-warrior (religious warrior) or martyr normally in white underwear?
• Are the 72 virgins in the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) normally attracted to the West for every warrior (religious warrior) or martyr?
• Are the 72 virgins in the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) usually enveloped with a full disguising, as on the earth, for every transgressed God warrior (religious warrior) or martyr?
• Does the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) have a heating?
• Are the laws of nature in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Do we know anything about the heavenly kingdom (paradise), as we know nothing about God?
• Do religions have worries and needs?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) also have concerns and needs?
• Are religions capable of anything?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) capable of anything?
• Do religious representatives (clerics / clerics) have ambition?
• Is religious representatives (clergy / clerics) never to laugh?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) full of action?
• Are not religions a quackery?
• Do religions do everything right?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) do everything right?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes thoughtful?
• Defamation religions sometimes?
• Defamation of religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always make sense?
• Is the language of religions that of violence? Or:
• Are non-violent religions? Answer Proposal: In theory YES, in practice not always!
• Are our closest relatives, the textile-free monkeys, going to heaven, hell or nowhere?
• Do heart and soul match together because there is the statement, A HEART AND A SOUL?
• Do religious feelings arise through faith in religious elements?
• Do religions need costumes? If so:
• Why do religions need costumes?
• Are Religious Costumes Effect Making?
• Are there religious beliefs?
• Are religious beliefs so deep that many people prefer to kill or kill rather than change their religious beliefs?
• Why are religious beliefs so deep that many people prefer to kill or kill, rather than change their religious beliefs?
• Do religious convictions therefore so deeply, because they are particularly suitable as a stop-giver?
• Are opinions about religions far apart?
• Are the opinions on religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) widely divergent?
• Are ideas about religions far apart?
• Are the ideas about religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) far apart?
• Do men have the supremacy in religions? If this is so.
• Why do men have the supremacy in religions?
• Is criticism of religions unforgivable?
• Is criticism of religious representatives (clergy / clerics) unforgivable?
• Have people created ALL elements of religion?
• Are Christmas feelings, for example, religious feelings?
• Does devotion, for example, cause a religious feeling?
• Are religions indispensable?
• Are religions alternative?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) indispensable?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) alternative?
• Should God’s warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs be more accurately described as Islam warriors?
• Is the truth content of religious traditions verifiable? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are sect-splinter religions?
• Are religions Mega clubs?
• Is there a religious intoxication?
• Can someone get into a religious frenzy?
• Is there a sect intoxication?
• Can someone come into a sect intoxication?
• Are religions Humbug?
• Do religions have a right to exist?
• Are sects Humbug? Or:
• Do sects have a right to exist?
• Do all the religious elements of God’s influence influence you?
• Do religious feelings arise through a feeling of being connected with religious elements?
• Do religious feelings arise when people identify with religious elements?
• Is there a religious feeling, for example, by wearing religious clothing?
• Is there a particularly religious feeling, for example, when someone has a metal cross that is as heavy as possible?
  ▪ Are there ultra-Wahhabites?
  ▪ Are Ultra-Wahhabis also called Salafists?
  ▪ Are Wahhabis sadists?
  ▪ Has God driven people out of Heaven?
• Did the founder of religion have evolution? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) happy, because everything works out as fast, thanks to their religion and God?
  ▪ Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have an organizational talent?
  ▪ Do religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) have a sense of order?
• Can people with religions drive shodles?
• Can people with religious representatives (clergy / clergymen) drift?
• Can people misjudge religions?
• Can people bring religious representatives (clergy / clerics) into disrepute?
• Can someone treat religions viciously?
• Can anyone religiously (clerics / clerics) treat viciously?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always diligent?
• Are religious elements therefore so well suited for clipping, because they cannot be proved with certainty, but cannot be rebutted?
• Are religions a collection pool for human imagination?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) also quite dear?
• Are religions pretentious? Answer Proposal: Nobody claims this!
• Are religions cautious?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) pretentious? Or:
  ▪ Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) reserved?
  ▪ Do more women wear the Jesus cross or more men?
• Are all the pudish people guaranteed in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Are religions free and free?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) mostly free and free?
• Are religions under the knot of anything?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) under the tutelage of anything?
• Are even religions sometimes really golden and cute?
• Are even religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes really golden and putzig?
• Are even god-warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs sometimes really golden and cute?
• Laughing God-Warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs only when they are among themselves?
• Laughing religious representatives (clergy / clerics) only when they are among themselves?
• Does the heavenly kingdom (paradise) return to the earth in God-States when all the god-warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs want to do?
• Are there conditions such as in the Kingdom of Heaven for God's warriors or martyrs because of the unhindered vagina access for God's warriors or martyrs?
• Is there a God-State-Spleen?
• Were and religions what beautiful?
• Were and religious representatives (clergy / clerics) what beautiful?
• Are souls perishable because they have been created?
• What if the soul is burning?
• What if something is on the soul?
• Are there unfortunate events?
• How does it smell in the heavenly kingdom?
• Does it smell after decay in the heavenly kingdom? Or:
• Does it smell in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) for a blossom sea?
• Does not it smell in the heavenly realm (paradise) at all?
• Are NOT certain items, such as some religious elements, particularly suitable for bracing because their non-existence is also not surely demonstrable?
• What penalties are there?
• Is giving blessed as taking?
• Are religions a partial image of the desire world of many people?
• Are religious elements a partial image of the desire world of many people?
• Do people have to cower against religions?
• Can people cuddle with religions?
• Should everyone just whisper about religions? Or:
  • Should everyone talk openly about religions?
• Can anyone go with religions on cloth-touch?
• Do many people have to cuddle before religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Can one or the other cuddle with religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Should everyone only whisper about religious representatives (clergy / clerics)? Or:
  • Should everyone talk openly about religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Can anyone with religious representatives (clerics / clerics) go to cloth contact?
• Are religions also ideologies?
• Are religions largely concerned with the most elementary things of men, especially (alphabetically) marriage, education, birth, coexistence, death and sexuality?
• Is God interested in the most elementary things of the people in religion?
• Does the soul also die?
• Should there be a life before the birth or more precisely BEFORE procreation for symmetry reasons, should there be a life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Should God's Warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs be better described as Paradise Warriors (Sky-Kingdom Warriors) because they are committed to conditions on Earth that are as in the heavenly realm (paradise)?
• Ruling in God's States only for the leadership of the warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs as in the heavenly realm (paradise)?
• Disappointing religions sometimes?
• Disillusionment religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes?
• Are God’s questions more important than God's Warriors (religious warriors)? Or:
  • Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) more important than God's questions?
• Are God's questions more important than martyrs? Or:
  • Are martyrs more important than God’s questions?
• Can residents in the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) lead God's nose?
• Can residents in the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) dance around on God's head?
• Are the virgins already on earth in the God-Warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs for the leadership, and the maidens only in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Does life end after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) when there are no longer any human beings on earth and in the universe?
• Nerve religions sometimes?
• Representatives of nerves (clergy / clerics) sometimes?
• Cannot religions always look into the cards?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) not always looking into the cards?
• Do you want to please God’s warrior (religious warrior) or martyr god? Or:
  • Do God’s warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs want to please themselves?
• Do you want to harass God-Warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs?
• Do God-Warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs have unimpeded vagina access?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes get their hair on their feet?
• Is an expectation attitude associated with religions?
• Is there an expectation attitude associated with religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Do religions consume themselves?
• Were and are religions Perpetuum mobile?
• What is balm for the soul?
• Where to buy balm for the soul?
• Is there enough supply of balm for the soul?
• Are religions sometimes dissuasive?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) sometimes dissuasive?
• Were religions a good thing?
• Were religious representatives (clergy / clerics) something sensible?
• Were and religions something useful?
• Were and religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) something useful?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) superfluous Firlefanz?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) superfluous snickers?
• Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs really God's traitors?
• Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs really devilish warriors?
• Does God have anger in his stomach when he sees God’s warriors or martyrs?
• What are God’s warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs involved in?
• Are only religious people offended when God is offended?
• Are religions something separate?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) something separate?
• Is religion always the right thing?
• Is there always everything in the right lot with religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Are religions questionable?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) questionable?
• Are religions suitable for coloring?
• Do religions have practical utility?
• Do religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) have a practical use?
• Do religions have hardliners?
• Are religions cinnabar?
• Can religions be smashed?
• Can somebody in the heavenly kingdom (Paradise) run away?
• Does the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) have a will that people should take care of, according to the saying, "TO HIMSELF?"
• Can religions be questioned?
• Can religions be challenged?
• Should religions be questioned?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be questioned?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be questioned?
• Should religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be questioned?
• Is there a decision jam when too many souls suddenly want to enter the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Can religions become a beast?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) become a beast?
• Are religions negotiable?
• Are there cloned Nikolaus?
• Are there cloned Christmas men?
• Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs the warriors of death?
• Should God’s warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs be better described as death warriors?
• Can religions set a sign?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) set a sign?
• Can God’s warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs set a sign?
• Are there religions errors?
• Does God know the content of all holy scriptures?
• Does life end after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) when the person living in the beyond wants to end his life after death?
• Does the person who is in the hereafter have to inform God if he wants to end his life after death in the heavenly kingdom?
• Do religions participate in the mystery of God?
• Do religions have the riddle of God for themselves?
• Does life end after death in the Kingdom of Heaven (Paradise) with a second burial?
• Whom does the soul encounter during the life after death in the heavenly kingdom?
• Does the soul find during the life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise), for example, Abraham, Jesus and Mohammed?
• Are Religions Halt Donors?
• Is the combination of God and religion really a good stop-giver?
• Can religions achieve anything thanks to God?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) achieve anything thanks to God?
• Can religions be restrained?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes lustless?
• Are religions important?
• Are religions important organizations?
• Do religions guide the right way to God?
• Is the right way to God abstinence?
• Does the right path lead to God through fasting?
• Does the right way to God lead through self-caste?
• Is it sometimes burning in the heavenly kingdom? Or:
• Is there nothing combustible in the heavenly kingdom?
• Does the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) have a sprinkler system?
• Does the Heaven Realm (Paradise) meet all fire safety requirements?
• Is it boring in the Heavenly Kingdom?
• What are states as in the heavenly realm (paradise) quite concrete?
• What does the statement, which is here as in the heavenly realm (paradise), quite concretely?
• Is there a lot of violin playing in the heavenly kingdom (paradise), according to the statement that heaven is full of violins?
• Is harp played in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) because angels like to play harp on a cloud?
• What music instruments are used in the heavenly realm (paradise)?
• Is there Heaven Realm (Paradise) Birthday Celebrations?
• Do women in the heavenly kingdom (children's paradise) get children?
• How bright is it in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• How cold or warm is it in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Can a Dahin divorced from the heavenly kingdom (paradise) visit hell, in order to warm up for example?
• Have men developed religions for women to impress with it?
• Is there heaviness in heaven or heaven?
• Are God's warriors who have entered the heavenly kingdom, there continue to be God's warriors (religious warriors, martyrs) or are the former God-warriors (religious warriors, martyrs) in the Heaven Realm (paradise) quite tame?
• Is there any disease in the heavenly kingdom?
• Is there excitement in the kingdom of heaven (paradise)?
• Dangling in the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) ALL Souls? Or:
• Are many souls still standing in the heavenly kingdom?
• How long do the 72 young women in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) reach for a god-warrior (religious warrior) or martyr?
• How does it go on when the 72 virgins are consumed in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) for a god-warrior (religious warrior) or martyr?
• Are there more 72 virgins in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) for a god-warrior (religious warrior) or martyr when the first 72 virgins are consumed?
• Aging in the heavenly realm (paradise) only the virgins, but not the god warriors (religious warriors) or martyrs?
• How long does the promise trick with the virgins still work in the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Are religions a playground for the imagination of the people?
• Are religious elements a game-meadow for the imagination of the people?
• Does God lift taxes in the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Does life end after death in the heavenly realm (paradise) at the latest when the earth ball no longer exists?
• Are religions beautiful?
• Are there different religions in the heavenly kingdom? Or:
• Are all in the heavenly kingdom (Paradise) united in a single religion that could then be called the heaven-kingdom religion?
• Is the soul the connecting element between life BEFORE death on our globe and life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Is the soul the connecting element between life before conception and life before death?
• Why is nobody interested in life before conception?
• Is no one interested in life before conception, because there are no memories from this time?
• How many billions of deceased people / souls are there in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Is it time-bound in the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Is it in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) old-fashioned? Answer Proposal: Difficult to judge!
• Is there no technical progress in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Are all happy in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Is chaos in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)? Or:
• Reigns in the heavenly kingdom? If so:
• Who cares in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) for order?
• Is there a search service in the Heavenly Kingdom?
• How is a newcomer in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) among the many billions of inhabitants, the souls of his family?
• How humanly is it in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Is there already Internet in the heavenly realm (paradise)? If so:
• What is the Internet address of the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise)?
• Is it popular to fall in love with the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Is it customary to fall in love with the heavenly kingdom (paradise) in a different sex?
  • Are souls genderless? Or:
  • Are there feminine souls? And:
  • Are there male souls?
  • Are there VIP souls?
• Is also slept in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)? Or:
• Is there no fatigue in the heavenly kingdom?
• Is every one of God personally awakened in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• What is the best and most beautiful life after death in the heavenly kingdom, if it is NOT possible to bring his memories into paradise?
• Does the soul consist of the memories for life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Is life after death in the heavenly kingdom possible only through the soul?
  • Are religions easy to understand? Or:
  • Are religions difficult to understand?
  • Are religions easy to handle? Or:
  • Are religions difficult to handle?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) easy to understand? Or:
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) hard to understand?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) still all in order?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) easy to handle? Or:
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) difficult to handle?
• Where does the Christian child live?
• Does the Christ Child live in Heaven City?
• Where does Nikolaus live?
• Where does the Christmas man live?
• Does the Christmas man live in his reindeer sleigh?
• What does the Christian child do for the rest of the year?
• What does the Nikolaus do for the rest of the year?
• What does the Christmas man do for the rest of the year?
• Are there cloned Christian children?
• Can people hunt religions to death?
• Can someone lose his soul when, for example, he dangles too violently?
• Are there soulless people?
• Are there people who have no soul?
• Are there people who are without a soul?
• Are there people born without a soul?
• Are all human beings born without a soul?
• Do people have to strive for a soul in the course of their lives?
• Are there good spirits?
• Are there evil spirits?
• Can spirits be called? If so:
  • Will people who have called spirits sometimes get rid of them?
  • Where do the good spirits stand before they are called?
  • Where do the evil spirits stand before they are called?
• From where do the good spirits come when they are called?
• From where do the wicked spirits come when they are called?
• Where can good spirits be ordered?
• Where can evil spirits be ordered?
• Is there a ghost language?
• Can people be abandoned by all good spirits?
• Why is it useful to serve God?
• How does God appreciate when people serve him?
• Are God’s servants mainly people of the Church?
• Are God’s servants mainly religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Does God require men to serve Him? If so:
• Why does God not ask for the animals and plants to serve him?
• Is the Spirit of God identical with the Holy Spirit?
• Are we capturing religions?
• Are religions sometimes crooked?
• Are religions usually quite normal?
• When are religions normal and when not?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / priests) mostly normal?
• When are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / priests) normal and when not?
• Are the religious representatives (clergy / clerics) attracted to us?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes crooked?
• What is the meaning of protective cartridge?
• Is it possible to defame religions?
• Can religions be defiled?
• Is there a miracle of religions?
• Dangles the soul when the person is relaxed? If so:
  • Dangling in the heavenly realm (paradise) ALL souls, because it is relaxed in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
  • Dangling in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) all the many billions of souls synchronized?
  • Should the soul be accommodated so that it can freely dangle?
  • Does the soul sit in the head or is it attached to the heart?
  • Is the soul distributed evenly in the body?
• Are religions usually understated?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) usually understated?
• Do religions remain constantly in practice?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) remain constantly in practice?
• Do people in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) have sex organs?
• Were religions intolerable?
• Were goods and religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) intolerable?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have visions?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes have delusions?
• Are religions self-sufficient?
• Are religions independent?
• Do the right-hand radicals (leftist radicals), right-wing radicals (fire attacks) and religious radicals (explosives belts) get the bet?
• Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) also God’s servants?
• Do God-Warriors (religious warriors) also feel themselves as servants of God?
• How is the service to God?
• How does God desire the service of God?
• Is God Label Dizzy?
• Like Gottenkirchen music?
• Does God have more Bach or Beat?
• Do religions take it seriously?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) consider it serious?
• Were religions a serious matter?
• Were and religious representatives (clergy / clerics) a serious matter?
• Were and religions a mistake?
• Does God receive asylum from the religions?
• Does God support the religions?
• Does God need support from the religions? If so:
• Why does God need support from the religions?
• Are paternal protectors of God?
• Why does God send so much?
• Has the greatest miracle healer of all times been shortened as a Savior?
• Were all prophets also miracle healers?
• Did the Savior already sing, healed goslings, and all was well again?
• Is the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) the Garden of Eden?
• Are people singing a serenade in the church?
• Is God present in the church at the latest when the organ begins to play?
Are believers God-Schleimer?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) sometimes for outrage?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) motivated?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) sometimes overmotivated?
Are God's warriors (religion warriors) sometimes overmotivated?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) always willing? Or:
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) sometimes reluctant?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) eager?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) fast?
Does God enter into the houses of God? Or:
Is God only hovering over the houses of God?
Does God know all God's houses?
Does God appear in the church house together with the divine service leader, the religious representative (spiritual / cleric), invisible?
Is there a God clone in every soul?
Does not God place any value on the outside?
Did at least one author of the Old Testament know the evolution and the stem-tree of life? Answer Proposal: NO!
Did at least one writer of the New Testament know the evolution and the stem-tree of life? Answer Proposal: NO!
Did at least one author of the Holy Scripture of the Super-Religion (the Koran) know the evolution and the tribe tree of life? Answer Proposal: NO!
Does God keep souls in stock?
Where do the souls come from?
Where do the souls go?
Are souls alive?
Are there dead souls?
Are religions sometimes unfair?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes unjust?
Are all souls exactly the same? Or:
Is every soul a little different?
Does God have a primordial soul from which all other souls emerge?
Does religion depend on everything?
Perft from religious representatives (clergy / clerics) everything from?
Does God's Warriors (religious warriors) lose everything?
Does religion break everything?
Does all religious representatives (clergy / clerics) get rid of everything?
Does God's Warriors (religious warriors) break everything?
Do religions always stay on course?
Do religions iron the trail?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always stay on course?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) iron the trail?
Can people approach religions?
Should not human religions prefer to approach?
What happens when people approach religions?
Can people approach religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
Should not people of religious representatives (clergy / clerics) prefer to approach?
What happens when people approach religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
Do religions have an intimate area? If so:
Is the intimate area of religions vulnerable?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have an intimate area? If so:
Is the intimate area of religious representatives (clerics / clerics) vulnerable?
Do galaxies have a soul?
Are high-rising God-houses ever moving into a different universe?
Are high-rising God-houses very rare and coincidentally toward God?
Can a religion lease for itself?
Do religions consider critical questions about them as an unacceptable interference in their internal affairs?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) consider critical questions about them, as an unacceptable interference in their internal affairs?
• Are religions responsible for answering God's questions?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) responsible for answering God's questions?
• Do religions have an honor? If so:
  ▪ Is the honor of religions vulnerable? If so:
  ▪ Does the honor of religions have to be restored if they are hurt?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have an honor? If so:
  ▪ Is the honor of religious representatives (clergy / clerics) vulnerable? If so:
  ▪ Does the honor of religious representatives (clergy / clerics) need to be restored if it has been hurt?
• Has everything come to the table for religions?
• Has everything on the table come to religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Should religions be turned upside down?
• Are God's houses so large that much God would fit in?
• Should religions be taken into prayer?
• Should religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be taken into prayer?
  ▪ What is soul life?
  ▪ Do souls get people alive?
  ▪ Has everything alive, a soul?
• Are religions sensitive?
  ▪ Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sensitive?
  ▪ Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sensitive?
• Do religions give us pleasure?
  ▪ Would religions give us fun?
  ▪ Can be religious fun?
  ▪ Would religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have pleasure in their work?
  ▪ Would religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have fun with their work?
  ▪ Would religious representatives (clergy / clerics) give us fun?
  ▪ Can a religious representative (spiritual / cleric), enjoy?
  ▪ Is there no real joy in religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Are religions fesch?
  ▪ Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) fesch?
  ▪ Are God-Warriors (religious warriors) fesch?
• What would religious representatives (clergy / clerics) desire if they had three wishes free?
• Do single-cellers have a soul?
• Does God stand for good and the devil for evil?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes excited?
• Does the Heaven-Rich (Paradise) have a REICHS government?
• Has the kingdom of God for all eternity?
• Does God understand the pain of human beings?
• Is the firm belief in God more important for God's positive effects, like the existence of God?
• Do religions sometimes appear strange?
• Do religious representatives (clerics / clerics) sometimes appear strange?
• Do religions provide NO substance for satire transmissions?
• Is the firm faith in God sufficient to receive comfort from him?
• Is the firm faith in God sufficient to find consolation?
• Receive spiritual blessings from God to guide him after a brief caching?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) continuation posts for the blessing of God?
• Does God not ask for his service? Or:
  ▪ Does God demand obedience for his service?
• Is man obedient to God when he believes in him?
• Is there consciousness in the soul?
• Is the soul the seat of consciousness?
• Can God bless erroneously?
• Can God Bless Inadvertently?
• Can God interfere with blessing?
• Is there not only the selenium life, but also the selenium death?
• Are the clergy so, because they have received a little from the great Spirit of God?
• Does God at least save the soul when someone dies?
• Are even religions sometimes mocked? Or:
• Is no one mocking religions?
  • Are even religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes mocked? Or:
  • Is no one mocking religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Are souls born, but do souls never pass?
• Does the soul belong to the things that arise, but NEVER pass away?
• Is the soul breathed by God?
• Are religions still capable of action?
• Is the reputation of religions scandalized?
• Does the church collection increase the protection of God?
• Do religions sometimes look old?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes look old?
• Does the reading of holy scriptures of religion already constitute a divine homage?
• Does the memorization of holy scriptures of religion represent a divine homage?
• Do the notions of the required degree of God's homage go from, at all not to pay homage to almost uninterrupted?
• Is the statement, who prays, does not sin?
• Are there people who sin during a prayer?
• Are religions completely logical? Or:
• Are religions finally incomprehensible?
• Are religions incomprehensible?
• What are the characteristics of angels?
• What qualities did saints have?
• Are religions sometimes strange?
• Are religions sometimes strange?
• What are abnormal mortals (as opposed to normal mortals)?
• Is there any weather-capri in the heavenly kingdom?
• Do the unbelievers also find God?
• Are not there any old women in the heavenly realm (paradise) of the virgins?
• Do the young women continue to be virgins in the heavenly realm (paradise)?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always calm?
• Are religious feelings still contemporary?
• What practical benefits do religious feelings have?
• Are religious feelings sometimes out of place?
• Can too many religious feelings make a difference?
• Are religious feelings religious-dependent?
• Are religious feelings person-dependent?
• Is persistence on religious feelings a matter of piety?
• Is there, after all, the perversion of religious feelings?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) sometimes omitted?
• Are religions self-running? Or:
• Do religions have to be kept alive because they are, in fact, superfluous?
• Are religious representatives (clerics / clerics) self-reliant?
• Is that really indescribable with the religions?
• Is this really indescribable with the religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Do religions make God easily digestible?
• Are those who prophesy the fall of the world fearful of God?
• Cannot religions be taken lightly?
• Punish Religious Representatives Jokes about Religions?
• Cannot religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) be taken lightly?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) punish jokes about their peers?
• Is Nikolaus unique?
• Is the Christmas man unique?
• Are religions the creators of aggressiveness?
• Is omnipotence anyway, but will never pass?
• Has Engel ever been born, but will never pass?
• Has earth ever been created, but will never pass?
• Did God ever arise, but will never pass?
• Is heaven-kingdom (paradise) any time, but will never pass?
• Has life ever arose after death, but will never pass?
• Has man ever been born, but will never pass?
• Is Nikolaus born anyway, but will never pass?
• Is religion arose, but will never pass?
• Did soul arise at any time, but will never pass away?
• Has the devil come into existence, but will never pass?
• Is Christmas man anyway, but will never pass away?
• Can the soul ascend?
• Can the soul make a career?
• Surge religions sometimes the bow?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes cross the bow?
• Is there an intellectual scope for the need for religions? If so:
  • Does the intellectual scope of the religions go from, not necessary, to, needful?
  • Is there a mental scope for the right way of influencing God?
  • Are religions drawing long blood traces behind them?
  • Sin only women?
• Do animal species, which have existed for more than a billion years, have the right faith?
• Is meditation a substitute for prayer?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) by nature conciliatory?
• Have religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) concluded their inner peace?
• Will religions be rocking humanity?
• Will religious representatives (clergy / clerics) rock the human race?
• Can religious representatives (clerics) clutter people?
• Will the humanity religious representatives (clergy / clerics) already rock?
• Can people mislead religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Are religions always balanced?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) always balanced?
• Is there oxygen in the heavenly kingdom?
• Is something a bit silly for religions?
• Is something a bit silly for religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Do religions never get enough?
• Are religions a nithatt that never receive enough followers?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) ever get their neck full enough?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) a Nimmersatt who never receive enough supporters?
• Did those who thought of Adam and Eve know genes?
• Is there also the heavenly kingdom next to heaven?
• Are there atoms in the heavenly realm?
• Does the soul consist of imagination?
• Had religious representatives (clergy / clerics) ever forgotten?
• Do people know about the creation just make sure they know NOTHING about the creation?
• Rotating religions sometimes?
• Rotating religious representatives (clerics / clerics) sometimes?
• Has God created the heavenly kingdom (Paradise) specifically for men? Or:
• Did God create human beings specially for the kingdom of heaven, so that life can finally come to paradise?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes get upset?
• Is there a definition problem for religions?
• Is there a definition problem for religious representatives (spiritual / clerics)?
• Do religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) tend to stand out? If so:
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have to be grounded?
• Is everything going wrong with the religions? Or:
• Is everything always always going on in an orderly direction?
• Is there anything happening in religious representatives (clergy / clerics)? Or:
• Does everything always take place in order of religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes have wild fantasies?
• Is the heavenly kingdom (paradise) full of violins and souls, and dangle the relaxed souls in the rhythm of the playing violins, according to the saying that heaven is full of violins?
Do the deceased God Warriors (religious warriors) enjoy between the playing violins and dangling souls, with the never-aging virgins?

Are religions sometimes the shortened?

Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes pull the shortened?

Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) take what?

Who are the religious representatives (clerics / clerics) one down if they are not good or good?

Are religions a taboo zone?

Do religions have a taboo zone?

Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) a taboo zone?

Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have a taboo zone?

Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) always good for a surprise?

Are God-Warriors (religious warriors) always good for a surprise?

Are not religions to be seen?

Are not religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) to look through?

How many creators are needed at least?

Is the Creator 1 the one for God?

Is the Creator 2 the one for the devil?

Is the Creator 3 at the same time God and the Creator of the world?

Brethren Religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes what?

Dying religion fanatics never out? Answer Proposal: YES!

Cannot religions succeed?

Is it not possible for religious representatives (clergy / clerics) to do everything?

Was and is the one-god principle an export hit?

Were and religions an export hit?

Are there messengers of God? If so:

What are the ambassadors of God?

How many different names are there for the ambassadors of God?

Are the radio stations and TV channels of the religions the extended arm of God?

Cannot religions be left alone?

Cannot religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be left alone?

Do religions sometimes have a problem with other religions?

Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes have a problem with God's influence?

Are religions sometimes a problem?

Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes create a problem?

Do religions sometimes create problems?

Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes cause problems?

Is there the only true religion or direction of religion? If so:

Who determines how the only true religion or direction of religion has to look?

Does God determine how the only true religion or direction of religion is to be shaped? Or:

Do people determine how the only true religion or direction of religion is to live?

Are people interested in the favor of religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?

Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes find themselves in a hurry?

Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes hectic?

Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have a conscience? If so:

Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) usually or even always have a good conscience? Or:

Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes have a guilty conscience?

Have God's advocates in today's enlightened times heavier as before?

Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes with the door in the house?

Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) ambitious?

Suffering Prophets sometimes?

Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes unruly?

Are there any unpleasant things for religions?

Are there any unpleasant things for religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?

Are believers blessed?

Are souls blessed?

Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes suffer from suffering?

Are all God's proofs based on stories of Anno Dazumal?

Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have everything under control?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always under control?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes make something out of despair?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) concern the Divine AND the Secular?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) concern God and the world?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) only pretend to God and the world, and in reality to themselves and their power?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) caring?
• Was God created by man to watch people?
• Is there a life after death? If so:
  • Where is life after death?
  • Is life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
  • Is death after the earthly death also in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Do religions have everything under control?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have everything under control?
• Was there the heavenly kingdom (paradise) always but it is only used, since there are humans?
• Is the kingdom of heaven used only sensibly since humans, even though paradise has always existed?
• Do people know about the heavenly kingdom (paradise) only what they have devised? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do people know about life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) only what they have devised? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does religion sometimes go head and neck?
• Is it sometimes the case for religious representatives (clergy / clerics) to go head and neck?
• Disappearing religions with humanity? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be destroyed?
• Are religions never shameless?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) never unyielding?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have to keep up with their powers?
• Are religions balm for the soul?
• Is the hoped-for life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) balm for the soul?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) balm for the soul?
• Do religions have finger-tip feeling?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have finger-tip feeling?
• Is the soul the divine in man?
• Does God give a soul to every human being at birth?
• Did God forget the soulless of plumbing a soul?
• Can people lose their soul, for example, if they dangle too hard?
• Are there any apparent arguments for the need for religions?
• Are there any apparent arguments for the necessity of a life after death?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) sometimes disillusioned?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) sometimes disappointed?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) want to create something separate?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes throw the hand-cloth?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes go out?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always beautifully behave everything? Or:
  • Let religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes lie?
• Is it a blessing when religious representatives (clergy / clerics) bless war weapons? Or:
  • Is it a shame when religious representatives (clergy / clerics) bless war weapons? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do not religious representatives (clergy / clerics) burn anything?
• Will a man be saved when he believes in God?
• Do religions have their own life?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have their own life?
• Do religions want arbitrariness?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be arbitrary?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) exercise arbitrariness?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes really snappy?
• Can religions be tested? If so:
  • Should religions be tested? If so:
  • Who is testing religions? Or:
  • Are religions self-testing?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be examined? If so:
• Should religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be examined? If so:
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) examined? If so:
• Who is looking for religious representatives (clergy / clerics)? Or:
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) self-testing?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) mostly cheerful?
• Is the firm belief in a life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) a good means of coping better with the fear of death?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) usually really nice?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) their salvation in God?
• Are there religious zealots?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes have to go through hell?
• Is God the alibi for religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Is it in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) wet-cheery?
• Do religions have an existence right?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have an existence right?
• Are there secular and religious criminals?
• Why is God's law lacking, you shall not be put to death?
• Are there any gaps in God's (different) laws? Answer Proposal: YES, even great!
• Are there now any important God's commands?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) fidel?
• Dancing religious representatives (clergy / clerics) after the whistle of anything?
• Are religions an infamous matter?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) run the regiment in God's houses?
• Would you like religious representatives (clergy / clerics)? If so:
• Does it make fun of preaching to religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) totalitarian?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be influenced?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be influenced?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) only influenced by God?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes contentious?
• Ruling in a God-state as in the heavenly kingdom (paradise), if ALL make exactly what the God-state dictators demand?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) poetic?
• What do we really know about the Holy Spirit?
• Do we know about the Holy Spirit only what men have thought up?
• Is everything that we know about the Holy Spirit man-made by man? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is faith in the Holy Spirit something irrational?
• What do we really know about the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Do we know about the heavenly kingdom (paradise) only what people have thought up? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is everything we know about the heavenly kingdom (paradise) man-made by man? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is faith in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) something irrational?
• What do we really know about life after death in the heavenly realm (paradise)?
• Do we know about the life after death in the heavenly realm (paradise) only that what man thought? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is everything that we know about life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise), man-made? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is faith in life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) something irrational?
• Was the legislative activity of God introduced by man?
• Do religions have an ideology?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have an ideology?
• Does the brain work irrationally, when something thoughtful, such as life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise), gives a halt in life?
• Why is God’s law lacking, you must not destroy nature?
• Why is God’s law lacking, there can be no religions?
• What does God have of religions?
• Do religions have an appearance?
• Do religions have an interior?
• Do religions have inner values?
• Are religions worthless? Or:
• Are religions valuable?
• Do religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) have inner values?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) worthless? Or:
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) valuable?
• Are religious representatives sometimes clumsy?
• Is there a special sub-god who is responsible for life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• In the past, have there been exceptional and inexplicable natural events, which were regarded as signs of God?
• How is life going after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Are religions more prudent? Or:
• Are religions rather draufgängerisch?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) rather prudent? Or:
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) more draufgängerisch?
• Are God's states god-deserted states?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) mostly good? Or:
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) generally naughty?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes get a collier?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes receive a rappel?
• Are religions thematically highly explosive?
• Are religions something exclusive?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) thematically highly explosive?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) something exclusive?
• Did religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes go out of their way?
• Did religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes lose their position?
• Were all the details that we believe about God to know man devised?
• Were all the details that we believe to know about the Holy Spirit, conceived by men?
• Were all the details that we believe about the heavenly kingdom (paradise) to be devised by humans?
• Were all the details that we believe about life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) to know human beings devised?
• Were all the details that we believe about the devil to know human beings devised?
• Does the Guardian Council have good relations with God?
• Was the Guardian Council demonstrably allowed by God?
• Is the God-Prophets-Religion-System a giant-minded building, as to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are all God's signs nature events?
• Were all the earlier signs of God special nature events?
• Would people prefer to go to the heavenly realm (paradise) or rather to the Schlaraffenland?
• Is it highly presumptuous, bold and unflinching when people make laws and then assert this his God's laws?
• Do some religions regard themselves as the language-pipe of God?
• Was the Sittes police used by God?
• Is faith in a life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) a stop-giver for some people who are particularly reluctant to die?
• Is faith in a life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) a source of hope for some people who are particularly reluctant to die?
• Means life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise), the body dies but the consciousness and the memories remain?
• Are those who fight for a God-State really fighting for a state of oppression?
• Is the Holy Spirit an educated spirit?
• Do religions enter the private sphere of human beings?
• Are religions responsible for the private sphere of human beings?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) intervene in the private sphere of the people?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) responsible for the private sphere of the people?
• Can anyone take the wind out of the sails?
• Can a religious representative (clergy / clerics) take the wind out of the sails?
• Can religions get under the wheels?
• Can religions get under the wheels?
• Can someone fall religions in the back?
• Can someone fall into the back of religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sell well?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) run away in God's house?
- Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) characteristic?
- Are God-Warriors (religious warriors) character-like?
- Have sacrifices been replaced more and more by prayers over time?
- Is it presumptuous when people formulate commandments and laws and then assert that these laws are of God, that is, God's laws?
- Would God punish him immediately as soon as human beings formulate commandments and laws and then assert that these laws are from him (the God), if there were God?
- Is it a sin when people formulate commandments and laws and then assert that these laws are of God, that is, God's laws?
- Is God's state going as in the kingdom of heaven (paradise)?
- Is the heavenly kingdom (paradise) a God-state?
- Is there God-houses in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
- How do God's laws arise?
- If a God communicator, such as a clergyman or prophet, proposes God's law texts, God then prompts God to send a sign within a certain time limit of, for example, one day, if he (God) NOT Agrees with the bill proposal, and then, after the expiration of the term, proclaiming that there is a new valid law of God, because God has not sent a sign of rejection within the set time?
- Can religions dance around on their noses?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) rumtanzen on the nose?
- Was it thought of by man that there is only one God?
- Are God's statehood and communism comparable?
- Are there not just lies-pressing, but also lies-religions?
- When did the first man come up with the idea of using God as a law-giver?
- Were and still some extraordinary natural events are and still are regarded as signs of God?
- How does the divine appear in the phenomena?
- Are a nature evil a divine phenomenon?
- Are a natural disaster a divine phenomenon?
- Is religion a hot iron?
- Can people burn their fingers on religion?
- Is the subject of religious representatives (clergy / clerics) a hot iron?
- Can people burn their fingers on the subject of religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
- Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) combine?
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have a combination gift?
- Is the adulation of adoring?
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes have to pull the tear line?
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes pull the rip leash?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) very special people?
- Does all this come into the heavenly kingdom (Paradise), which has a soul?
- Do elementary particles have a soul?
- Did God reveal to many people about nature events?
- How does God create souls?
- Are souls burnable?
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) see everything sober? Or:
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) see many things emotionally?
- Are religions godly?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) commended?
- Are god-warriors (religious warriors) godly?
- Does believing believe to be solidly convinced of something that is NOT proved? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does believing believe to be firmly convinced of something for which there is no court proof? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Can almost every extraordinary natural event be interpreted as a sign of God?
- What were God's proofs or signs of God in the recent past?
- Can holy scriptures be interpreted differently?
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes have their days when they are grumpy?
- Are missing evidence for God replaced by brutal violence?
- Can an elementary particle sin?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes frozen?
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes get bogged down?
- What do pig priests do?
• Do pig priests never die out?
• Are pig priests coming into the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Do pigs enter the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Is the God-Prophets-Religions-System a gigantic char of the common people?
• Do religions sometimes work with brainwashing?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes work with brainwashing?
• Was a new God always introduced when there was something new uninfluenced, unmanageable and uninformed?
• Was all that was not in the sphere of influence of men entrusted with gods?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) as often as possible loving?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes overworked?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes not fully utilized?
• Is faith in whomever or whatever, an art-form without proof or proof?
• Is God more spiritual and spiritual?
• Does God have a holy spirit? Or:
  ▪ Is the Holy Spirit?
• How do religions manage to make ends meet?
• How do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) succeed?
• Would religions be cheated?
• Would religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be enthroned?
• Are religions generally regarded as salvation-bringer?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) generally take the form of salvation?
• Sowing religions discord?
• Sows Religious representatives (clergy / clerics) Discord?
• Sow hate preacher discord? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes go astray?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) happy with the praise?
• Do religions also spread horror?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) also spread terror?
• Are there sacred writings of religion, in which are the commandments of God or the laws of God, which are PROOF OF God?
• Are all the divine commandments or the laws of God in sacred writings of religion actually made of one hundred percent of men, that is to say, especially men, and zero percent of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Neglected religions people?
• Neglected religious representatives (clergy / clerics) people?
• Shy People?
• Shy Religious Representatives (clergy / clerics) People sometimes a?
• Shy Religions Representatives (clergy / clerics) People sometimes with holy religious writings?
• Life religions only by ordinary people right?
• Life religious representatives (clergy / clerics) only by ordinary people right?
• Can religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) be lured?
• Is God to be held up by daily preventive prayers?
• Why did God send Jesus Christ only about 2,000 years ago and not for example 20,000 years ago?
• Were religious scriptures helped by God?
• Is it normal for a religion to punish the fall from faith with death?
• Does God save when he is asked in prayer?
• Protects God when asked in prayer?
• Do people seriously believe that they protect God when they cling to him?
• Can religions disappear in the immersion?
• When are religions away from the window?
• Are religions sometimes uncomfortable?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes uncomfortable?
• Do we want to spoil religions?
• Do we want to pamper ourselves religious representatives (spiritual / clerics)?
• Would religious representatives (clergy / clerics) want the ordinary people to sift honey around their mouths as often as possible?
• Does any belief form a bond?
• Do all the faith elements have advantages and disadvantages, being among the faith elements for example, prayers, God, life after death, heaven-kingdom (paradise), Islam headscarfs as well as full veilings?
• Has the benefit that man does not sin at this time? Or:
• Can man also sin during prayer?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) tireless?
• Is God-State an ideology like socialism-state?
• Did Jesus claim that he is the Son of God?
• Causes Religions Freedom Limitations?
• Do religious representatives (clerics / clerics) create restrictions on freedom?
• Is it a freedom restrictions when a religion makes clothing regulations? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Religions Allowed?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) allow for attacks?
• Are religions wonderful?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) wonderful?
• Why should we pray regularly?
• Why is it not enough to pray only when there is a concrete reason?
• Should people pray regularly so they cannot unleash it?
• Is it true that much prayer also helps a lot?
• Do many people, as a counter-pole to the sober real world, need something irrational, such as God or religion?
• Are arms richer when they often pray?
• Will empires become poorer if they never pray?
• Do people get a good conscience by praying?
• Produces praying a good conscience?
• Does praying lead to a better conscience?
• Make pray for a good conscience?
• Does a conscience arise after praying?
• Does conscience improve through prayer?
• Do people have a good conscience after prayer?
• What is the meaning of HEAL in Heil Hitler?
• Is the word HEIL in Heil Hitler for salvation Hitler? Or:
• Is the word HEIL in Heil Hitler for welfare to the leader?
• Did religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have to provide God with responsibilities in order to secure their own existence?
• Does every religion have its own value system?
• Can God be proved with holy scriptures of religion? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are sacred writings of religion entitled to infallibility, even though they were created by fallible men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) responsible for everything and not responsible for anything?
• Do Religious Representatives (clergy / clerics) have to first explore before deciding what they want to do next?
• Should religious representatives (clergy / clerics) first weigh up before deciding how to proceed?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) do everything in sequence? Or:
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) do everything in parallel?
• Do religions serve to fill people with fantasies?
• Where is the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Is the heavenly kingdom (paradise) in the imaginary space?
• Is the heavenly kingdom (paradise) in the virtual space?
• Is the heavenly kingdom (paradise) within God?
• Is the heavenly kingdom (paradise) in the fourth dimension?
• Does each dimension have their own heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Are the souls coming out of the imaginary space and returning them there?
• Are the souls coming from the virtual space returning to it?
• Are the souls of the fourth dimension returning and returning?
• Does God accompany only those people, who regularly pray to him?
• Is God only decoration for religions?
• Is the soul a God clone?
• Who praises God best?
• Will God be praised?
• Is the religious dictatorship of violence based on something that does not exist, namely, on God?
• Are religions also disgusting?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) also disgusting?
• Does faith belong to the realm of fantasy? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does faith belong to the realm of fantasy? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is not God decisive in religion for a long time, but are the dictatorial rules of religion decisive?
• Should the exclamation, GOD IS GREAT, be better, the incorporated God makes great and strong, or, God makes great and strong?
  • Are God's warriors (religious warriors) so strong because they rather die rather than surrender?
  • Are God's warriors (religious warriors) so strong because they fight to the death in the belief in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
  • Are God's warriors (religious warriors) so strong because they were subjected to intense brainwashing?
  • Are God's warriors (religious warriors) so strong because they get stimulating pills?
  • Did all the people (Adam and Eve) come from the heavenly kingdom (paradise) and go to the heavenly kingdom (paradise) only the souls?
  • Are there religious spinners?
  • Is there Heaven-Spinner?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes feel a queasy feeling?
• Is religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes a bit unwelcome?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have a sense of responsibility?
• Why did God grant the presumed soul?
• Has God inspired the suspected soul out of love for men?
• Why did God create the presumed heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Did God create the presumed heavenly kingdom (Paradise) out of love for mankind?
• Why did God foresee the supposed life after death in the Kingdom of Heaven (Paradise)?
• Did God foresee the supposed life after death in the presumed heavenly kingdom (Paradise) for the sake of man?
• Should anyone thank God if he was lucky? And:
• Should not anyone complain about God when he is unlucky because God is not responsible for anything?
  Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should not people complain about God?
• Is God spared and spared by men?
• Is God not held responsible for anything?
• Are religions the yellow of the egg?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) the yellow of the egg?
• Do religions have only good sides?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have only good sides?
• Is the statement that God is with you, from the point of view identical with, I wish you good luck?
• Are there people who want to mimic fellow human beings, that there is something real about the God-Prophets-Religions-System?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) overreach?
• Does the rumor of life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) hold so stubbornly, because many people do not want to believe that it was when death has come? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the rumor of life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) so persistent, because many people want to live on in some way after earthly death?
• Does anyone believe in fantasies when he believes in God?
• Does anyone believe in fantasies when he believes in the heavenly kingdom?
• According to which criteria did religious representatives (clergy / clerics) particularly pick out some of the many human qualities and abilities and give them to God?
• Are religious representatives (priests / clerics) looking ahead?
• Do people expect God to hear them when they worship him? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) expect God to listen to them when they worship him as a preacher?
• Do people want to influence God by expecting him to listen to them when they worship him?
• Is it an attempt to influence God when people want God to listen to them when they address Him?
• Will God's houses be as large and tall as possible, so that they can be recognized by God?
• Is the presumed life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) a desire-idea?
• Do human-minded ideas have a life after death in the heavenly kingdom?
• Do people have desire ideas about religions?
• Do human-minded ideas for religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Rauben Salafisten people the freedom?
• Are Salafists Freedom Raiders?
• Do Salafists want to miss a corset for all men?
• Do Salafists have an absorbing thought-good?
Do Salafists have an absorbing being?
Do religious people pretend how they have to live?
Write religious representatives (clerics / clerics) people before how they have to live?
Are religions negligible?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) negligible?
Are religions genuine or artificial?
Does God, with the aid of the soul which he has inspired, know what every man does?
Is the soul the foot-fetter of God?
Is there a religion that will kill people because they do not want to convert to that religion?
Why did not God create Adam and Eve in the Kingdom of Heaven (Paradise) so that he did not have to drive them out of heaven?
How many years did Adam and Eve live in the Kingdom of Heaven (Paradise) before they were expelled?
Why did not God create Adam and Eve so that they could remain in the heavenly kingdom?
Have plants and animals been expelled from the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
Could God have created all men so that they could remain in the heavenly kingdom?
Could God have made all men immortal, so that they need no life after death in the heavenly kingdom?
Does not the wrong game with God ever stop?
Do religions play a role? If so:
What is the role of religions in practice, for example? And:
What is the role of religions for nature, for example?
Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) playing a role? If so:
What role do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) play in practice, for example? And:
What is the role of religious representatives (clergy / clerics) for nature, for example?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes neglect?
What makes sense to stick to religions?
Will religions soon sink into insignificance?
What is the purpose of clinging to religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
Will religious representatives (clergy / clerics) soon sink into insignificance?
Why is it useful to continue to depend on religions?
Why is it useful to continue to depend on religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
Did we owe the supposed life after death in the heavenly kingdom (Paradise) to God?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes interfere with anything?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes disturbed by something?
Disturbing religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes disturbance?
What does one have to do to get the favor of God?
How can people find the imagination of God?
Are religions only with God over the rounds?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) only with God over the rounds?
Why is God's law lacking, insulting nothing and no one?
Are religions devilishly good?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) devilishly good?
Have God and religions been created by the imagination of men?
Do religions have to account for anyone?
Can God grant religions? If so:
Why does God allow religions?
Does God allow religious representatives (clergy / clerics)? If so:
Why does God allow religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) self-sufficient?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) convinced of themselves?
Why do people continue to stick to God when he has left them?
Why do people continue to stick to God if he does not prevent great plagues, great evils, or great disasters?
Is there a cult around religions?
Is there anything special about religions?
Is there a cult around some religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
Is there anything special about religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
Are religions a permanent fashion?
Can religions go out of fashion?
Do even religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes have inferiority complexes?
Are religions made an icon?
Are religions a taboo subject?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) a taboo subject?
Is God a vehicle for religious dictators? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should holy scriptures be infallible?
Has God already taken a position on sacred writings of religion?
Should holy writings of religion be a collection of eternally correct statements?
Is Salafism a Drug?
Are Salafists greedy?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) exceptional talents?
Are God’s servants God-Schleimer?
Do God’s servants hope God’s favor?
Does the knee-case serve to influence God in such a way that he listens to the ensuing prayer?
Should holy scriptures be renamed to would-be infallibility writings?
Did people who wrote holy writings of religion long ago have a lot of imagination?
Are religions a rehabilitation case?
Are holy writings of religion more infallible than God?
Are not even the holy writings of religion, which are valid as infallible, quite free from contradictions?
Do religions react to influences?
Do religious representatives (clerics / clerics) react to influences?
Are religions needing protection?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) needing protection?
Is the power of habit for religions?
Can a person also believe in a higher power without religion?
How can it be that people are proud of their religion?
Why are people proud of a religion?
Do people who are proud of their religion have nothing else to be proud of?
Does God love to be in the largest and most beautiful church of God?
Are religions stale? Or:
Are religions as up-to-date as ever?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) stale? Or:
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) up-to-date?
Are Religions Moral Apostles?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) moral apostles?
Are religions clearly visible?
Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) clearly noticeable?
Have holy writings of religion pledged absolute truth for themselves?
Can holy scriptures become obsolete?
Are holy scriptures religious? Or:
Are holy scriptures written?
Are religions predominantly impulsive? Or:
Are religions driven predominantly?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) predominantly impulsive? Or:
Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) predominantly driven?
Is there religious tyranny?
Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) gladly important?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) important? Or:
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) modest?
Are religions modest?
Are God’s Houses humble?
Is God the hobby-horse of religious representatives (clerics / clerics)?
Is there freedom of oppression from religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
Is there sometimes abuse of power by religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
Are religions suitable for freedom oppression?
Are religions suitable for abuse of power?
Are religions used to exercise freedom oppression?
Are religions used to abuse power?
Are religious representatives (ecclesiastics / clerics) unpolluted? Or:
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) elaborate?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) rushing forward? Or:
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) thoughtful?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) thoughtless? Or:
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) thoughtful?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) the staff of God?
- Corners religions sometimes?
- Corners Religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes?
- Is there no god at all, no heavenly kingdom (paradise) and no prophets, but only play-places for the unfolding of the blossoming imagination of humans?
- Is without exception all things in religions only conceived, including God, heavenly kingdom (paradise) and prophets?
- Are religions a hundred percent thought construct?
- Is there a lasting love between religions and people?
- Are religious representatives (clerics / clerics) slit-ears?
- Are all means right, including the means God, the devil, the prophets, and the religions, for gaining power and for maintaining power?
- Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) do and leave what they want?
- Are religions a perennial burner?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) to honor?

**WHY CONSTITUTE RELIGIONS?**

- Did religions arise because there was a need for it?
- Did religions arise because there were gods?
- Did religions arise mainly because of the fears of the people before the uncontrollable?
- Why are there still religions?
- Are there still religions because there is still a need for them?
- Are there still religions mainly because of the still existing fears of the people?
- Are there still religions because there is a God?
- Do religions want people to believe they are dependent on God?
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) want people to believe they are dependent on God?
- Do religions sometimes encourage people’s fears to underpin their existence?
- Are religions an end-of-life model?
- Why are there religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
- Are there religious representatives (clergy / clerics) because there is a need for it?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) an end-of-life model?
- Were religions originally defense communities opposed to God’s omnipotence?
- Did religious communities develop in order to be better off against the invisible enemy god?
- Did religious communities develop in order to be able to deal more effectively with the invisible enemy god?
- Were reverence for the presumed God, people together into religious communities?
- Are religions god-influencing communities?
- Do religions arise because the people of that time believed that they only had a chance against such an omnipotence as God when they gathered together to deal with or manage the invisible higher power?
- Were religions born because of deliberation, only TOGETHER can we impress God (perhaps) and achieve something more with God (perhaps)?
- Are God and religions in the background when people feel safe?
- Are God and religions in the background when people have understood nature better?
- Is CHRISTIAN charity the better charity? Answer Proposal: At any rate, it will be displayed like this!
- What religion has the best charity? Answer Proposal: There will be no big differences!
- Are religions created for fear of the uncontrollable?
- Are there religious administrators?
• Are leading religious representatives (clergy / clerics) light-shaping?
• Why is there faith in a life after death in the heavenly kingdom?
• Is there faith in a life after death in the heavenly kingdom, because this faith is a consolation donor?
• Is there faith in a life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise), because then the believer can hope to meet all his relatives again?
• Cannot only one’s family family tree be hit again after death, but can Adam and Eve be taken again, in the heavenly kingdom?
• In life after death, are all human beings relatives in the heavenly kingdom, because allegedly all men are descended from Adam and Eve?
• Did people pray to God until about 2,000 years ago, so that he would send them nothing unmanageable or stop sending uncontrollable?
• Have people been praying for God for about 2,000 years, so that he can protect them from the uncontrollable?
• Is the uncontrollable, before which God should preserve us as much as possible, the upper concept for hunger, epidemics, plagues, evil, disaster, fate, death, destruction and forces of nature such as earth tremors, tsunamis, typhoons and volcanic eruptions?
• Are Religions Bitt and Thanks Communities?
• Are there many assertions that are not provable in Holy Scripture?
• Are there many assertions that are not verifiable in holy religious writings?
• Must holy scriptures be frozen?
• Cannot holy scriptures be modernized?
• Are religions the non plus ultra of infallibility?
• Are Holy Scriptures of Religion the Non plus Ultra of Infallibility?
• Are religious representatives (clerics / clerics) the non plus ultra of infallibility?
• Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) the non plus ultra of infallibility?
• Do religious scriptures consist of a collection of assertions, most of which would not be questioned critically?
• Are religions used as moral guards?
• Are Religions a Duckmouse?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) ducks?
• Brilliant religions with imaginative wealth?
• Brilliants Religious Representatives (clergy / clerics) with imagination-wealth?
• Are religions averse and perhaps even flashy?
• Cannot religions go to carts?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) astrein?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) blitzblank?
• Cannot religious representatives (clergy / clerics) go to the carts?
• Are religions still clean, still clear and still dense?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) still quite clean, still clear and still very dense?
• Are religions softened?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) softened?
• Are even religions sometimes a dirty business?
• Are religions never embarrassed?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) never embarrassed?
• Are religions fixed? Or:
• Are religions unbiased?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) fixed? Or:
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) unbiased?
• Are religions engaged?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) active?
• Are missionaries engaged?
• Are God-States hell-states?
• Are God’s States for the upper God Warriors (the Religion Kingdom) the Heaven Kingdom (Paradise) and for the population the hell?
• Are religions created because there is God (as guess)?
• Are religious constraints free?
• Are religions free? Or:
• Are religions bound to God?
• Are religions free? Or:
• Are religions unfree?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) free? Or:
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) bound to God?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) free? Or:
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) unfree?
• Do all religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have a white vest?
• Are all statements made in holy scriptures on God, without exception, nothing more than assertions or conjectures without court proof?
• Can only such people have a white West who believe in God?
• Is there any advantage in religions?
• Are religions inconsistent?
• Are religions hypocritical?
• Are the different religions mutually contradictory?
• Are God-States totalitarian states?
• Is there coin money longer than religions? Or:
• Are there religions longer than money money?
• Are religions sometimes foolish?
• Are religious representative (spiritual / clerics) sometimes playful?
• Tuen religions only their duty?
• Tuen religious representatives (clergy / clerics) just their duty?
• Are religions an example of collective pride?
• Are God’s Houses an example of collective pride?
• How can someone be proud of something that is made up of fictitious elements, as is the case with religions?
• Are there oppression religions?
• Are all religions more or less oppressive religions?
• Are there false religions?
• Are there shabby religions?
• Are there hypocritical religions?
• Are there special religious panels for women?
• Are there only protection-god religions?
• Protect Religions God?
• Does God protect religions?
• Does God protect only one religion?
• Does God have a favorite religion? If so:
• How does God show us who is his favorite religion?
• Do not religious scriptures contain even a pinch of God’s participation?
• Do not religious doctrines contain even a homoeopathic dose of God’s participation?
• Are religions sacred? If so:
• Are religions holier than saints?
• Are religions more holy than God?
• Applies to religious scriptures, eat or die?
• Does the leadership of the God Warriors (religious warriors) consist of good brain washers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can religions be trampled on?
• Can religious representatives (clerics / clerics) step on their feet?
• Are religions sometimes trampled?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) sometimes trampled?
• What happens often when religions are trampled?
• What happens frequently when religious representatives (clergy / clerics) are trampled on their feet?
• Are religions a good figure?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) a good figure?
• Why did new religions and religious directions arise?
• Did new religions and religious orientations always arise in order to distinguish themselves from existing religions and religious orientations?
• Are religions often soul-consoler?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) often soul-consoler?
• Do religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) have to prove themselves?
• Are religions on shaky legs? Or:
• Are religions with both legs firmly in our lives?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) standing on shaky legs? Or:
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) with both legs firmly in life?
• Can God be more impressed by religious communities than by individuals?
• Did religions also arise because many people hoped and still hope that God is more impressed by the largest religious communities possible, as well as by individuals outside religious communities?
• Applies to religious communities, only together we are strong?
• Are religions sometimes spoiled?
• Ufert with the religions sometimes out?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) sometimes exhausted?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes leave?
• Why can someone be proud of his religion, even though he or she has not helped?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) want to change the world, but not themselves?
• Are religions free?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) free?
• Is faith in God free?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have future fears?
• Why is God within God as a matter of course?
• Why is God's existence not critically questioned within religions?
• Are religions (or their guardians) trying to make an impression with God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are religions (or their guardians) trying to make a prophetic impression? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are religions (or their guardians) trying to make an impression with God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are religions (or their supervisors) trying to make an impression with prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Why does God have human helpers such as the (supposed) God's Son, such as (supposed) God's servants, (supposed) God's prophets, (supposed) God's defenders, writers (Alleged) God's laws and (allegedly) God's warriors (religious warriors), though God should be so omnipotent, omniscient, and universal? Answer Proposal: Because God is only a resource for people!
• Are religions a welcome power instrument?
• Did religions result from a combination of logic, imagination, and knowledge of human beings?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) want to persuade the simple people that holy writings of religion bear the handwriting of God?
• Should not religions be exaggerated? Answer Proposal: YES, because exaggerations are rarely good!
• Should not religion representatives (clergy / clerics) exaggerate? Answer Proposal: YES, because exaggerations are rarely good!
• Should not God's warriors (religion warriors) exaggerate? Answer Proposal: YES, because exaggerations are rarely good!
• Should not racists, imperial citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis prevail? Answer Proposal: YES, because exaggerations are rarely good!
• Should religious scriptures make an impression? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Would writers of holy religious writings leave a good impression?
• Do religions have charisma?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have charisma?
• Are religions restricted to use as a pedestrian?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) restricted to use as a foot-depositor?
• Are religions like a barrel without a ground? Answer Proposal: Almost!
• Would many religious helpers be the positive God, and would no one be a helper of the negative God?
• Can it be questioned for all the statements in holy scriptures concerning God, whether these statements of God are proved, or whether the statements of God are presumptions?
• Have religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always adapted the use spectrum of God in order not to make themselves superfluous?
• Would many people not give up God and religion because they would lose a place to play their flowering imagination?
• Is the world of religions permeated?
• Is the world stereotyped by religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Is God's support always demonstrable? Or:
• Is God's support a guess?
• Does the support of God already work when man thinks of God?
• Do plants and animals also receive the support of God, even if they know nothing of God?
• Is God's grace always demonstrable? Or:
• Is God's grace a guess?
• Can religions stir up?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) stir up?
Ending religions sooner or later?
Do religions have a different quality compared to other organizations?
Do religions go through a development, if only a very slow one?
Can even religions not escape their destiny?
Can even religious representatives (clergy / clerics) escape their fate?
Do religions influence?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) influence?
Is reading and merging sacred religious scriptures occupational therapy?
Should people be made dependent on holy scriptures of religion?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) hard-working?
Are people willing to help others as helpers of God?
Are people willing to help others as helpers of God?
Do people like to jump on the aid and protection of God?
Is anyone who claims that there is God, a God's helper and God's defender?
Why, why does God have so many human helpers, although the Lord does not need any help in purely theoretical terms?
Do the human helpers of God force the Lord?
Did religious scriptures arise through a combination of logic, imagination, and knowledge?
Do religions have a wide range of activities?
Do religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) have a wide range of activities?
Did religions continue to build up, even though God's existence was and is always uncertain?
Do religions arise because of the MESSENGED God-existence?
Are God's warriors (religious warriors) and Taliban the robbers of freedom?
Do God-Warriors (religious warriors) and Taliban want to rob all people of their freedom?
Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be panicked?
Did the medieval robbers rob some people ONLY their money and rob today's religious robber many people not only their money but also their freedom and sometimes their lives? Answer Proposal: YES!
Distribute religious representatives (ecclesiastics / clerics) eavesdropping?
Are religions the result of the flowering imagination of humans?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) the earthly translators of God's aid?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) still have cups in their closets?
Is a screw loose for religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) analysts?
Do extraterrestrials have a soul?
Are the intelligent extraterrestrial beings coming into the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
Do we meet people in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) for extraterrestrial intelligent beings?
Is there power in the heavenly kingdom? Or:
Does everything in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) float?
Does each galaxy have their own heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) keep diaries?
Can religions go under the carpet?
Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) return to the carpet?
Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) beat the strings? Or:
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) usually well-dosed?
Should people rather answer questions, instead of studying sacred writings on religion?
Should people who are bored should rather answer questions instead of studying sacred religious writings?
Suffering religions sometimes under-size delusion?
Suffering religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes under great-delusion?
Is there already an insult to religions when questions about religions are asked?
Is there already an offense of religious representatives (clergy / clerics) when questions are asked about religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
Are there religions that want to force people to believe in the unconvened?
Do all religions want to force people to believe untrusted things?
Are holy scriptures of God personal?
Does the infallibility claim of the various holy scriptures conflict with one another?
Are religions based on the infallibility claim?
Is the claim to the infallibility of religions and the corresponding religious writings of religion, and at the same time, the main element of it?
Did religions collapse like a house of cards, if they renounced the infallibility claim?
Are not liberal religions a true religious?
Are only radical religious real religions?
Are only oppressive religious real religions?
Does religion belong to freedom circumcision?
Do religions have a claim to absolutism?
Do religious writings have a claim to absolutism?
Are holy scriptures of religion part of the Knigge precursor?
Is the main task of religions to force people to believe that they are not proven?
Are religions prisons?
Are strict religious prisoners of their faith? Answer Proposal: Partially quite!
Is there neither a biblical creation story nor a Big Bang Creation story? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
Are there heretical questions about religions?
Are there heretical questions about religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
Why does each religion need its own religious center?
Why do not all religions come from a single religious center?
Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be confused?
Did the priests, thousands of years ago, have the idea that God can be used as a means of power? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are all human sinners who perish by natural events?
Do God-Warriors (religious warriors) want to use the achievements (such as cars, Internet and video) of the western world, but not become part of Western society? Answer Proposal: YES!
Would religions leave a gap if they no longer existed?
Would religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) leave a gap if they no longer existed?
Are driving religions sometimes quite a roller coaster with people?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) sometimes quite a roller coaster with people?
Can there be a double religious affiliation as well as a double nationality?
Why do some people persist in their religion?
Was God's task-centered point shifted by the religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers), after it became clear that the plagues were not acted upon by God but were a matter of nature?
Can religions fight against the wall?
Do the simple people of the religious doctrines conceive the only positive qualities of God because religious representatives (clergy / clerics) want to be secular representatives of something POSITIVE?
Are the POSITIVE attributes of God essentially compassionate, compassionate, gracious, kind, helpful, glorious, loving, compassionate, protective, infallible, supportive, according to today's religious doctrines?
Were the NEGATIVE qualities of God long ago punishing, for example, triggering natural catastrophes, provoking plagues, destroying, angry?
Are God's negative qualities lost or resting only?
Who would like to be the earthly representative of a negative God?
Are religions the cause?
Are religions sometimes in the way?
Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) sometimes in the way?
Did religious scriptures reflect the cultural and technical development of the times when they were created?
Why, in holy scriptures, must there be a lot of threats directed against those who criticize holy writings of religion in any way?
Why, with the help of His omnipotence, does God not ensure that holy scriptures of religion are automatically criticized or questioned by no one?
Why does God need to threaten when someone criticizes or doubts his written (alleged) revelations?
Why does God not admit himself when someone criticizes or doubts his written word?
Why does God need human helpers who strike when someone criticizes or doubts the written Word of God?
Why does not every critic of a sacred scripture disclose an earth slit into which he falls when he is alone, and why does the earth gap not close afterwards, so that the critic is engulfed, with the opening and closing Closing of the earth's gap was controlled by God the Almighty?
Do religions lose their connection with cultural and technological development?
Do sacred writings of religion lose their connection with cultural and technological development, because they must be frozen because of their infallibility?
Was the unification of Scripture and language for wide areas the great chief merit of some holy scriptures of religion?
Is religion and faith used as a justification by the men when they ask their wives to have sex at their disposal at all times upon request?
Do extraterrestrial cultures also have God religions?
Is there a God madness? And:
Is there a religious madness? If so:
Have extraterrestrial high cultures overcome the god madness and religious madness long ago?
Is God for all religions?
Is it really the same God who is there for the different religions? Or:
Does every religion have its own God? Or:
Does the one God adapt to the particular religion for which he is currently available?
Do religions keep people more or less successful under their knot?
Is there a religious constraint?
Do religions want to turn the wheel back?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) want to turn the wheel back?
Are religions assuming that there is God?
Why was the creation of the atmosphere missing in the biblical creation history?
Did the author of the biblical creation history think that the universe is completely filled with an atmosphere so that God can hear everything from a great distance?
Would a religion-free and nonviolent democracy be better, like a religion-obsessed and violent-intensive dictatorship?
If the imagined former group of gods were more meaningful, like the thought-image of the present solo-god, because it was with the imagined former group of gods to keep away the disaster of human beings, whereas in the present solo-god it is essentially only about that To use it as an authoritarian legislator?
Does God want women in religious cultures to be less valuable than men?
Do religious representatives (clerics / clerics) sometimes get involved without ending it?
Are North Africa deserts and orient deserts a GIFT to God’s followers of the super religion? Or:
Are North-Africa deserts and orient deserts a punishment for the followers of super religion?
Are religions sometimes selfish?
Were religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes selfish?
Do religions have a reputation? If so:
What reputation do religions have?
Are religions better than their reputation? Or:
Are religions worse than their reputation? Or:
Do religions correspond exactly to their reputation? Or:
Do not religions have a notable reputation?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have a reputation? If so:
What is the reputation of religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) better than their reputation? Or:
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) worse than their reputation? Or:
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) exactly correspond to their reputation? Or:
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have a notable reputation?
Frequently, a religious muck-sack gang unleashed a secular muck-sack gang? And:
Frequently, a secular muck sack freaked a religious muck sack gang?
Is God the leader of religious muck-sack gangs?
Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always get their heads through?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always want to push their heads?
Should religions be better known as ethics institutions, moral institutions or sexual institutions?
Are religions intimidating institutions?
Are religions governing institutions?
Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) switch and act as they please?
Working religions with cunning?
Are religions cunning?
Are religions sometimes even obscure?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) work with cunning?
Are religious representatives (clerics / clerics) sly?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes even obscure?
Should everyone see only the positive in religions?
Should everyone in religious representatives (clergy / clerics) see only the positive?
Are religions based on God?
• Are religions based on God?
• Does believers run a cold chill over their backs when they think of the Almighty God?
• Is God a phenomenon because many people believe in Him, although it is not specifically demonstrable?
• Is God a phenomenon because he is (and is supposed to) always and everywhere, without anyone noticing something?
• Do religious religions increasingly restrict their personal rights of freedom?
• What are religious umbrella associations and religious councils?
• Are Religious Roof Associations and Religious Central Councils ethics commissions with a hanged God coat?
• Are religious umbrella associations and religious central council ethics commissions with godlike authority?
• Are Religious Roof Associations and Religious Central Councils ethics commissions, endowed with the unqualified blessing of God?
• Are Religious Roof Associations and Religious Central Councils ethics commissions, which are the prolonged arm of God?
• Is the promised prospect of an eternal life in the heavenly kingdom (the paradise) the Lock center number one to make people listen to the religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Will some people be killed by the prolonged arm of God, that is, by human beings, in the non-observance of holy scriptures?
• Do religions need good faith?
• Do religions need light-hearted?
• Also applies to holy scriptures, paper is patient? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Applies also to holy scriptures of religion, not everything that is written is also correct? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Also applicable to sacred writings of religion, it was written much when the day was long? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were all of God’s teachings, also called religions, a single giant-emptiness, if it had not been filled by man’s imagination, because no one really knows anything about God safely and reliably?
• Are pigs so intelligent that they need their own priests, the so-called swine priests, who then teach the pigs the foundations of God?
• Should there be dolphin priests and elephant priests because dolphins and elephants are almost as intelligent as humans?
• Are religions and especially their human defenders just as peaceful as all the kuzchen?
• Are religions, and especially their human defenders, becoming beasts as soon as someone rebels?
• Do religions work with the lower instincts of men?
• Are religious umbrella organizations and central councils anti-integration institutions?
• Do women have the say in religious umbrella associations and central councils? Or:
• Do men have the say in religious umbrella associations and central councils?
• Are religious umbrella organizations and central councils impregnator institutions?
• Should everyone see the positive in religious umbrella associations and central councils?
• Are religions necessary for people to survive?
• What is necessary for religions?
• How do the animals survive without surviving religions?
• Do religions with unimportant things deviate from the really important things of life?
• Do people believe more in God or more in religions?
• Is the existence of God more secure, like the existence of religions? Or:
• Is the existence of religions more secure, like the existence of God?
• Do religions want to make people dependent on themselves?
• Have religions made people dependent on themselves?
• Do believers believe about God only that they believe in God?
• Do believers know about God only that they know NOTHING at all times comprehensible about God?
• Can anyone claim that he feels God in himself?
• Can no one prove that he feels God in himself?
• What does someone feel quite concretely when he claims that he feels God in himself?
• Does anyone feel warmth to come from God?
• Do people who feel God (in themselves) feel themselves as the chosen one of God?
• Are divine homage in holy scriptures of religion also revelations of God?
• Did Jesus have to die because it was about power? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Wahhabites and God Warriors (religious warriors) women imprisoned and used as needed as needed?
• Are Wahhabites and God Warriors (Religion Warriors) women NUTS?
• Are Wahhabis and God Warriors (religious warriors) all the non-Wahhabis MALDINGS that are to be destroyed?
• Do religions have a need for validity?
• Are religions always decent?
• Do religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) have a need for validation?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always decent?
• Some people still live and play no part in the life of religions?
• Some people still play and do not even play a role in religions when it comes to power?
• Do people who do not believe in God or a religion are automatically indecent?
• Do people who do not believe in God or a religion are more obnoxious, as believers?
• Are God’s believers at the same time God’s stapler?
• Can religions draw people into their spell?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) draw people into their spell?
• Are religions primarily concerned with capturing people?
• Is religious representatives (clergy / clerics) primarily concerned with attracting people into their spell?
• Is the freedom of the believer, because what is believed is neither provable nor disputable?
• Do religions first turn people into decent people?
• Morden People who murder in the name of a religion, also in the name of God?
• Are there, in ALL religions, people who feel their God (in their own statement and without proof) in themselves?
• Are religions always believable?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) always credible?
• Is there an internet religion?
• Do people’s lives suddenly no longer play a role when it comes to the religious power?
• Where does life take place after death?
• Is life after death on earth, the heavenly kingdom (paradise), or in another unknown place?
• Can religions sometimes be aggressive?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes be aggressive?
• Is faith in the right God more important, as is the belief in the right religion? Or:
• Is faith in the right religion more important, as is the belief in the right God?
• Is God holding men as prisoners in the solar system?
• Is there a pyramid of spiritual fountains, consisting of God at the pyramid point, religions in the middle construction, and religious elements at the base?
• Were religion representatives (spiritual / clerics) also times Bobbelche?
• Can God be seduced or bewitched by prayers?
• Can God be seduced or bewitched by religious songs?
• Cannot many without religions manage their lives?
• Do religions influence the image of women?
• Do religions influence the position of women in society?
• Punish Religions Emancipation?
• Are there religiously dominated cultures?
• Hate hate preachers all Western, although they are very likely to use Western?
• Are people popular with their hate preachers?
• Did religions often stand against each other hostile?
• Are holy scriptures of Scripture guiding threads with a pinch of God and partial fairy-tale character?
• Is there any gender in the heavenly kingdom?
• Is there any traffic in the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Do the sexes intercourse with each other in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Are there traffic lights in the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Does the heavenly kingdom (paradise) reach mass hysteria when traffic lights fail?
• Were the original priests NOT God’s servants, but the chosen ones, who limited themselves to influencing the former group of gods, for example through sacrificial ceremonies?
• How do the Germans feel about religion?
• Can God be proved without using holy scriptures? If so:
• How can God be shown without using holy scriptures?
• Are religions a relict from the Stone Age?
• Should religions be extinct like the dinosaurs?
• Would extinct religions make a better place?
• Would sanctuaries be artificially created by humans?
• Is money an artificially created sanctuary?
• Are holy writings of faith more infallible than God?
• Do extraterrestrials also have the God-given seven-day week?
• Did God reveal to the extraterrestrials different rules like us humans?
• Will all women, when they enter the heavenly kingdom (Paradise), return to virgins?
• Will all men, when they enter the heavenly kingdom (Paradise), return to youth?
• Is God a follower of the flowery language, which is often found in holy scriptures?
• Was it perhaps a little exaggerated with the humanization of God?
• Is God only in rhymes?
• Do God's processions look benevolent?
• Is the Holy Scripture of the Super-Religion, which consists in a single language of rhyming verses, more value or more correct, like sacred writings of religion, which contain no verses?
• Does everything always go round for religions? Or:
• Does not everything always go round with religions?
• Does everything always work for religious representatives (clergy / clerics)? Or:
• Does not everything always go round with religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Is holy water the saliva of God?
• Does God not only accept blessings, but also consecration?
• Is it much easier for strictly religious people to RECOGNITION about seemingly discriminating religious statements instead of showing God here and now, as well as reliably and reliably (without the use of holy scriptures)?
• Taking God's Warriors (religion warriors) the perfect camouflage of God as a camouflage model?
• Does the Higher Power need at least one religion? Or:
• Does the higher power come without religions?
• Would no one be a servant of the Higher Power?
• Did God create mankind according to His image? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God created mankind according to His image? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to testify through a test that God created mankind according to His image? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God create the monkey in his own image?
• Did God create the mouse for his image?
• Did God create monocells according to His image?
• Do religions have half-time?
• Do religions do everything they need?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clergymen) do everything they need?
• Is the Holy Scripture of the Super-Religion (the Koran) a revised or revised Bible?
• Is there a guide for the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Is it necessary to integrate into the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Has anyone in Germany integrated well into the NO God House?
• Could the belief in a higher power become a new religion with which all human beings could then become friends?
• Is the higher power offered?
• Is God spoiled with special songs?
• Would religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be opposed to it, if not more God were the measure of all things, but the higher power?
• Are all those who do not believe in the heavenly realm (paradise) during their lifetime automatically go to hell?
• Does the Higher Power Hold NO Heavenly Kingdom (Heaven) for People?
• Are those who no longer believe in God, but only in a higher power, a new group of people who grow slowly but steadily?
• When is a religion considered GOOD?
• When is a religion considered BAD?
• What is good about a religion related to God?
• Is a religion related to God GOOD when it affects God particularly well?
• What is wrong about a religion related to God?
• Is a religion related to God BAD, if it affects God particularly little?
• What is good about a religion regardless of God?
• Is a religion independent of God GOOD, when she patronizes, gathers, and employs people?
• Is a religion generally GOOD if it grants more rights to men than women?
• Is a religion particularly good when it punishes apostates not only with death, but also punishes?
• Are there religions in which men are ALL and women NOTHING?
• Are there typical for religions that men are ALL and women NOTHING?
• Is there a super religion?
• Will a man automatically turn to Pasha when he converts to super religion?
- Are religions something earthly, while God is something supernatural?
- Do the earthly religions benefit from something superfluous for their purposes?
- Do the earthly religions use something supernatural to radiate the semblance of the particular?
- Could somebody, some 3,800 years ago, have dreamed of the idea that it would be possible for the simple people to sell God as a legislator?
- Is religion more about God or more about power?
- Can anyone be proud to create a new religion?
- Have there been many attempts to establish a new religion?
- Are people only chess figures when it comes to secular or religious power?
- Is it a shame when people are sometimes being harassed with the CONSTITUTED religious guide threads for a lifetime? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is there a specific reason that about 1,500 BC, several sacred buildings were created in which the sun appeared in only one day a year?
- Do the rights of women have something to do with the rib of the man from whom the woman has been created?
- Is there a proportional correlation between the rib mass of the man, relative to the total mass of the man and the women’s rights, relative to the men’s rights?
- Have in religions women 1 per thousand of the rights of men because the mass of the rib of the man is 1 per thousand of the total mass of the man?
- Is the formula for the women’s rights = rights of man x rib-mass / man-mass?
- Is the formula for women’s rights = rights of man x 0.1 kg / 100 kg?
- Is the formula for women’s rights = rights of man x 0.001 in religions?
- In women's religions, have a thousandth of the rights of men because the rib mass of the man is a thousandth of the total mass of the man, and the woman was created from the rib mass of the man?
- Were goods and religions frozen?
- Were and religions rigid?
- Were and religions immovable?
- Benefit religions, the desire of the people to be provided with PATT places to live their blossoming imagination, for their purposes?
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) support the desire of the people to live their lively imagination on PATT places?
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) benefit the people’s desire to be provided with fountains to live their blossoming imagination?
- Do not human lives play a role when it comes to power, regardless of whether it is about secular or religious power?
- Is the leadership of the God Warriors (religious warriors) extremely powerless? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Why did God create people in such a way that he must threaten when they doubt that the revelations given in Holy Scriptures are (allegedly) all from God?
- Why does God not make his (alleged) revelations, which are reproduced in holy scriptures, reproducibly reproducible so that he can forego threats?
- Do religious representatives (clerics) tell us that we cannot do well without God’s help?
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) tell us that we are better off believing in God?
- Do we want to persuade religious representatives (clergy / clerics) that we are becoming better people with the right religion?
- Should we pray to the RIGHT God, so that he can finally shut down the Beast in man?
- Should people try to offer the higher power instead of God, so that they might finally turn off the beast in man, since it is unfortunately that God does not appear to be willing or able to turn off the beast in man?
- Life religions that people want to have tummel places to live their blossoming imagination?
- Could religions also be referred to as “squabbling associations”?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) the administrators of the playgrounds God and religion?
- Is religion peace only for people who are not religious quarreling?
- Were religions sometimes quarrels?
- Were and religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes quarreling?
- Do religions like to be positive?
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) think positively?
- Are religions for everyone?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) available to all?
- Does nothing happen without religions?
• Does nothing work without religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Are religions sometimes infamous?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes infamous?
• Are religions evaluable? If so:
  • Should religions be evaluated?
• Are religions inviolable? Or:
  • Have religions been declared inviolable by people?
• Are holy scriptures of religion valid? If so:
  • Should Holy Scriptures be judged?
• Are sacred writings of religion inviolable? Or:
  • Were holy writings of religion declared by men to be inviolable?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) evaluable? If so:
  • Should religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be evaluated?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) inviolable? Or:
  • Have religious representatives (clergy / clerics) been declared inviolable by people?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / imams) dogmatists of the first kind?
  • Should people only wreath in God’s houses so that God sees His people as He created them?
• Are religions sometimes childish? Or:
  • Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) evaluable? If so:
    • Should religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be evaluated?
• Are religions inviolable? Or:
  • Have religious representatives (clergy / clerics) been declared inviolable by people?
• Are religions sometimes childish? Or:
  • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always serious?
• Do religions still need to be taken seriously?
  • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes childish? Or:
  • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always serious?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) still have to be taken seriously?
• Are there religious characteristics?
  • Are there any characteristics of religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Does God reveal?
  • Does God no longer reveal himself because he has lost interest in man?
  • Has a new intelligent civilization emerged somewhere in the universe, for which God is more interested now, and therefore he neglects us lately?
• Are religions presupposing that God is proven to be doubtless, even though all alleged God’s proofs are far behind and therefore no longer verifiable?
• Are religions power organizations?
  • Are some religions the world’s largest power organizations?
  • Do religions want to determine people?
  • Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) want to determine people?
  • Can religions also be mendacious when it comes to power?
• Why could religions become so powerful?
• WHY WERE RELIGIONS SO MUCH?
  • Were religions so powerful because God helped the religions?
  • Were religions so powerful because they give simple answers to basic human questions?
  • Were religions so powerful, for example, to give a simple answer to the question of the meaning of life?
  • Were religions so powerful because they are thought leaders?
  • Were religions so powerful because they provide fabric for dreaming (in the wake)?
  • Were religions so powerful because they are hope bearers?
  • Were religions so powerful because they pretend to have a good wire to the hope-bearer God?
  • Were religions so powerful as to suggest the better world or the world that we all desire?
  • Were religions so powerful because they developed a sophisticated system of reward and punishment?
  • Were religions so powerful because they killed almost all those who did not want to bow to religion?
  • Were religions so powerful because they were all excluded from religion?
  • Were religions so powerful because they exerted a social pressure to belong to religion?
  • Were religions so powerful, because they could appear to humans to be God-appointed?
  • Were religions so powerful, because their representatives in men could have the appearance of acting in the name of God?
  • Were religions so powerful, because their representatives in men could have the appearance that the omnipotence of God also radiates to religion?
  • Were religions so powerful, because their representatives in men could give the impression that the authority of God also radiates to religion?
  • Were religions so powerful, because their representatives in men could have the appearance of gaining a better protection of God through their religious affiliation?
• Were religions so powerful because most people were stupid and uneducated and often still?
• Does not strictly follow believers less because they are better protected by God? Or:
• Does strict believers pass less because they are less risky, like less believers?
• Is the power of religions a proof of God?
• Do Religions Provide Discussion Ignition Stuff? Or:
• Has no one to discuss religions?
• Do religions play out as if they were the greatest?
• Is the assertion that there were divine revelations a staging?
• Are there higher religions or conventions?
• Are there any inferior religions or conventions?
• Is your own religion or convention always the higher religion or convention?
• How do higher religions or conventions stand out from the inferior religions or conventions?
• Are religions based on God, which is NOT reproducible?
• Can advancement and decline also be possible for religions?
• Are religions institutions that lead people to a greater or lesser degree?
• HOW did most of the authors of the super religion believe that many people would doubt the origin of ALL texts, and did they, as a precaution, incorporate many threats to life and limb because of the expected doubts?
• Has the whole religious vertigo already been discovered? If so:
• Will not anyone have noticed that the whole religious dizziness has already flown?
• Are roofing associations and central councils the integration suppression number one?
• Are umbrella associations and central councils the main responsibility for the resulting parallel companies?
• Do umbrella associations and central councils put a wedge in society?
• Must all those who deny the existence of divine revelations be made impotent with murder threats or murdering, because precisely this revelation is an existential matter for religions?
• Are holy writings of religion a normal piece of scripture, which has been stamped by men with a divine stamp and thus a sanctuary?
• Are religions power institutions?
• Is religion going to power over people?
• Are religions concerned with the most complete power over human beings?
• Is God willing to be consulted so that the most complete power possible over people?
• Is it still up-to-date to steal people so much precious time by turning them from childhood through the religious mill?
• Would it be up-to-date to provide people with scientific knowledge instead of instigating religious dogmas?
• Can people also be brought without religion as they have to behave decently towards their fellow human beings and the environment?
• Is the environmental protection totally neglected in religious doctrines?
• Is valuable memory capacity occupied and wasted in people’s minds when they have to memorize religious scriptures instead of filling the brain with modern knowledge?
• Are Earth citizens disadvantaged, whose brains are overloaded with outdated religious knowledge, and which are thus under-supplied with modern knowledge?
• Is it a clumsy procedure when doubters about the authenticity of God’s revelations are threatened with death?
• Is it an easy-to-understand approach when doubters about the authenticity of God’s revelations are threatened with death?
• Is it an indirect admission of the religious watchers that those who doubt the authenticity of the divine revelations are precisely correct because the religious watchers are evidently in need of threatening the deities with death or killing or killing the doubters to let?
• Why does not God ensure that there is NO doubter in the genuineness of God’s revelations, whereby God could save man’s life by the way?
• Is there something lazy about the assertion that there are divine revelations when doubters must be punished with death by this assertion?
• Is there a religion in which the men are allowed to marry at the earliest at the age of 25? If so:
• Why are men allowed to marry in at least 25 years?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) fanatize and incite people? If so:
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) take power over people when they fanatize and incite them? Or:
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) get the power over rubber bears when they fanatize and incite people?
• Do not religious representatives (clergy / clerics) do anything intelligent, because sometimes they get stupid thoughts?
• Are not only refugees from the anti-feminist, non-egalitarian and non-integrative circles of culture, but also religious representatives (clergy / clerics) from the same cultural circles who want to expand their sphere of power?
• Is the most important thing for religions that their scriptures are memorized, and is anything but a secondary matter for religions?
• Are God’s revelations one of the stupidest ideas people have ever had? Or:
• Are God’s revelations one of the most refined ideas people have ever had? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Was the multiple or multiple murder of Armenians a religious self-defense?
• Are particularly faithful especially thin-skinned?
• Do not religious representatives (clergy / clerics) know what God is doing right now?
• Are people in their childhood and adolescence (scientifically untenable) religious dogmas so long insinuated until they believe they believe it?
• Is the doctrine of God defined as religion? If so:
• Why is there so many different teachings (religions) for a God?
• Does each elementary particle contain a heavenly kingdom (paradise)? Or:
• Are all elementary particles coming into the heavenly realm (paradise) when they have departed?
• Is there a soul in all religions?
• What is the soul?
• Does the soul consist of mass, energy, (force) fields, (electric) charges, or God?
• Where does the soul come from?
• Does the soul come from the fourth dimension?
• Does the soul come from God?
• What is the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Does the heavenly kingdom (paradise) consist of mass, energy, (force) fields, (electric) charges, or God?
• Do not religions need to justify themselves?
• Do not religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) need to justify?
• Are God’s revelations to God in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Are religions dogmas riders?
• Are religious representatives (clerics / clerics) dogmas riders?
• Do religions like everything?
• Do religions take EVERYTHING with them?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) like anything?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) do anything with them?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes loaded?
• Is it smart to be faithful?
• Can only religious representatives (clergy / clerics) obtain from God that he forgives the sins of a normal mortal when they repent?
• Are there short introductions to holy scriptures that reflect a distorted image?
• Sinful people already when they do research about God?
• Why had over 3,800 years passed before the whole god-prophet’s religious dizziness began to fly?
• Why did the solo God watch thousands of thousands of people indulge in the many gods?
• Did the solo God not look at how many people indulged in the many gods, because he visited the earth only every 10,000 years?
• Was God becoming the permanent observer of the earth and of mankind after finding that something went wrong with the many gods?
• Should religions be continued only museally?
• Is the super religion assuming that there was NEVER a son of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Why did God need more than 500 years to finally recognize the (alleged) error of God’s Son of Man, and then immediately reveal it to the prophet of the prophets?
• Why did God not reveal the (alleged) error of God’s Son to man to a new prophet in the West, but to a new prophet in the Orient?
• Did not God find in the evening country (Europe) after the life of Christ any man who was intelligent enough to be revelations, that is, no longer a prophet?
• Are religions tools of God?
• Do God give any religion a god-coat or a protective shield?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) God’s tools?
• Does God give every religious a god-coat or a protective shield?
• How can religions be objective?
• How are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) capable of enforcement?
- Are religions above the political parties?
- Do religions sometimes struggle with influences?
- Is there a bit of truth in EVERY religion?
- Do religions want to make people better people?
- Is ALL religion in common that they want to make people better people?
- Do religions serve to make people better people?
- Do religions serve to make people so good people that they claim to have a place in the Heavenly Kingdom?
- Do religions help save people the hell of the devil?
- Is every religion and religious beliefs convinced that their way of making people better people is the best?
- Do religions argue about which religion has the better methods to make people better people?
- Do religions want to absorb other religions because they believe that their methods of making people better men are the only true ones?
- Horror religions also not back from violence and murder to take other religions?
- Is there a religious-ultimate way to make people better people?
- Do religions argue about which religion has the better methods to make people better people?
- Is it necessary to rouse people with religious dogmas to make people better people?
- Does super religion sometimes also mean super-aggressive religion?
- Does super religion sometimes also mean super-fear-religion?
- Does super religion sometimes also mean super-arrogance religion?
- Does super religion sometimes mean super-anti-integration religion?
- Does super religion sometimes also mean super-mutilation religion?
- Does super religion sometimes also mean super-violence religion?
- Does super religion sometimes mean super-prophet religion?
- Does super religion sometimes also mean super-oppression religion?
- Does super religion sometimes also mean super-veiling religion?
- Is there a religious unhappy cartridge in all religions?
- Who reads the Levites to religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
- Is God reading the Levites to the religious representatives (clergy / clerics)? Or:
- Does not any religious representatives (clergy / clerics) read the Levites?
- Should ALL people belong to a religion so that they become a better person by a religion?
- How many unrighteous sins have a man to come to the devil's hell?
- Are there great and small sins?
- How many SMALL, not forgiven sins, must a man have gathered to come into the hell of the devil?
- Is there already a single great sin that is not forgiven, so that a man may enter the devil's hell?
- Do religions make people better people without taking them?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) proud of themselves?
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have pride and honor? If so:
- Is pride and honor important for religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
- Can pride and honor be hurt by religious representatives (clergy / clerics)? If so:
- Does it disturb religious representatives (clerics / clerics) when their pride and honor are hurt? If so:
- How do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) react, for example, when their pride and honor are hurt?
- Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be offended?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes snapped?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) concerned about God's blasphemy? Or:
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) happy with God's blasphemies, because they can then kill someone with God's blessing?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) vain?
- Is there any injured vanity among religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) like to be proud of their swollen breast?
- Should religious representatives (clergy / clerics) first answer the question of what God is doing at the moment and also demonstrate this before they call for murder because of alleged blasphemy?
- Why why do so many people believe in God, even though they do not even know what he is doing right now?
- Do religions make people better people without limiting their freedom?
- Is the nature of religions that people have to do as much as they want religion to make people better people?
- Is it a ridge-hike between useful influence and control when people with religious methods (such as visiting God's houses regularly, praying frequently, preachers listening and obeying, studying holy scriptures) should be made better?
- Do sects within religions make people particularly good people?
• Are faithful to particularly good people, if they give a religious sect their whole fortune?
• Kill blessed weapons better and safer, as not blessed?
• Can religions be unmasked?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be exposed?
• Is religion something political?
• Can religion become a political issue?
• Is there any religious power besides the political power?
• Why why did the idea image of the solo god have been idly watched for thousands of years, as humans experimented with the imagined former gods of the gods before he (supposedly) entered? Answer Proposal: Probably because of the mental development of humans!
• For the first time, the right and only God appeared to himself about 3,800 years ago, revealing something to the first prophet in a hurry, listen to her people, what about the group of gods who do not exist, because I am your only one True God?
• Are there people who seriously believe that there have been and still are revelations of God?
• Are religious methods more appropriate to make people better people, such as non-religious methods?
• Are there religious methods to make better house animals out of domestic animals (dogs, cats, birds)?
• Can be seized for religions?
• Knowledge Strengths more precisely what God is doing right now?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes appear as the greatest because they believe they have a good line to God?
• Was communism a competitor for religions, who wanted to make people better?
• Were religions so great because most people would at least make the impression that they wanted to be or become better people?
• Is God the spice in the religious soup that is missing in the communism soup because Marx and Engels are not an adequate substitute for God?
• Do religions sometimes actually make people better people?
• Do religions prevent the unequal distribution of poor and rich?
• Are there revelations of God only in the form of assertions?
• Do religious religions have an effect?
• Are honor killings a religious element to make people better people?
• Are not honorary murders criticized by some religious representatives (clerics / clerics) because they themselves call for honorable murders when the glory of God is violated (blasphemy)?
• Do religions jump around with themselves?
• Cannot religions please?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) rumspringen with itself? Or:
• Cannot religious representatives (clergy / clerics) like anything?
• Is the soul sometimes the most aggressive in man?
• What did religions write on the flag?
• Are religions still important when there are no people left? Answer Proposal: NO!
• In addition to the national pride, is there pride in religion and self-pride?
• Could religions become so great because they did not expose anyone?
• Are most of the men of super religion, thanks to their religious education, a successful combination of macho and patriarch?
• Are religions investors?
• Protect religions from being overwhelmed?
• Protect religions offenders and not victims?
• Do the religions persuade who makes the best people out of people?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always have to flee to holy scriptures of religion when it comes to God’s evidence or God's questions?
• Do people who pray to God know that he is listening to them, even though they do not know?
• Do people who pray to God listen to them?
• Is God a cleansing agent for cleaning impure souls?
• Can the cleanest souls be cleansed in God's houses?
• Meaning, twice as intense religious rule, automatically also, twice as good people?
• Can it never be enough and never be too much with the religious rule?
• Are religions an artificial world? If so:
• Is there a secular real world next to the religious art world?
• Are religious people with regard to God good-faith and gullible?
• Is religious affinity alone already a guarantee for a place in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Are religions remarkable?
• Do religions have at least one sore point? If so:
  ▪ Should the finger be placed deep in the sore point of religions?
• Are religions vulnerable? Or:
  ▪ Are religions as inviolable as God?
  ▪ Are religions washed with all waters?
  ▪ Are religions put to the test?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) remarkable?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have at least one sore point? If so:
  ▪ Should the finger be placed deep in the sore point of religious representatives (clerics / clerics)?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) vulnerable? Or:
  ▪ Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) as inviolable as God?
  ▪ Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) washed with all the water?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) put to the test?
• Are God’s Warriors (religious warriors) put to the test?
• How can it be that INTELLIGENT people actually believe in this God-Prophet's religious chain?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have to pretend to believe in this God-Prophet's religious chain, because otherwise they could close their shop?
• Was there a period of development for religions?
• Were religions, shortly after their emergence, the Non plus Ultra?
• Did religions go through a change process?
• Were all religious changes optimal?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) reliant on their holy writings on religion?
• Were religions as educational institutions only with the introduction of the one-God principle?
• Are religions a whim of nature? Or:
  ▪ Are religions a whim of God?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) a mood of nature? Or:
  ▪ Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) a whim of God?
  ▪ Is it a blessing for religions to keep God silent?
• Would it be a catastrophe for religions if God were to reveal, because then this could be checked with modern methods?
• Why do not religions prevent violence against women?
• Are religions familiar with people?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) familiar with people?
• Is it cost of people's freedom to become better people through religions?
• Are religions ultimately fraudulent institutions when they build on revelations that have never been reproducible and will never be reproducible?
• Why is there almost always talked about religions and almost never about God?
• Is almost always only spoken about religions and almost never about God, because there are much more secure insights to religions, as about God?
• Why did not God immediately tell the first Pope that this is an error with the Son of God?
• Why are men not excluded from the religious community when they exercise violence against women?
• Is this why men are not excluded from the religious community when they are exercising violence against women, because violence against women is a criminal offense?
• Why are men not expelled from the religious community after committing an honor murder?
• Is this why men are not expelled from the religious community when they have committed an honor murder because honorable killings are a cavalier offense?
• Is this why men are not excluded from the religious community when they call for murder for alleged blasphemy?
• Is this why men are not excluded from the religious community when they call for murder because of alleged God blasphemy, because murder calls for alleged God blasphemy are a cavalier offense?
• Are not men therefore excluded from the religious community when they call for murder because of alleged God blasphemy, because murder calls for alleged God blasphemy are religious self-defense?
• Are God’s revelations taken seriously only if there are enough supporters?
• Is the recognition of the revelation of God ultimately an arbitrary matter because there are no hard criteria to prove or refute when a revelation is a revelation?
• Were there new religions or religious divisions, because popular groups mostly only wanted to cook their own soup?
• Should men be enlightened by education, school, and religious representatives (clergy / clerics) that women are
MORE than utility objects?
• Is there a religion in the religious cemetery?
• Are religions sometimes just annoying?
• Can religions become obtrusive?
• Can behavioral rules also be taught without religion?
• What does the heavenly kingdom (paradise) entrance look like?
• Does the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) have an exit?
• Do the inhabitants of the heavenly kingdom (Paradise) have exit?
• Do religions keep the subject, life after death, like to simmer, because one of the main tasks of religions is to make believers come to heaven and not to hell? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Life Religious representatives (clergy / clerics) in Saus und Braus?
• Do religions only recognize the revelations that God gave to their culture?
• Do religions not recognize the revelations that God gave to other cultures?
• Do different directions of the same religion use the same religious script?
• Are holy scriptures capable of interpreting?
• Interpret different directions of the same religion the same religious script DIFFERENT?
• Are religions social stations with a pinch of God?
• Are holy writings of religion a collection of timeless wisdom, some of which are no longer relevant?
• Is the favorite occupation of religious representatives (clergy / clerics) the missioning and conversion?
• Is the second love of religious representatives (clergy / clerics) the insistence on religious dogmas?
• Is the third-loving occupation of religious representatives (clergy / clerics) the interpretation of holy religious scriptures or the interpretation of single sentences from holy writings of religion?
• Are religious representatives (clerics / clerics) interpreting world champions?
• Do believers pray for nothingness?
• Does God want religions?
• Will God be a religious representative (spiritual / cleric)?
• Does the whole religious harassment have only one meaning to bind people to religion?
• Based Leit-cultures on their respective religion?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes make the fat Max?
• Is God as a stop-giver somewhere immovable and immovable and does NOTHING?
• Does God stop even if he does NOTHING?
• Does God stop even if he does NOTHING?
• Does God give strength, even if he does NOTHING?
• Does God give strength even if he does nothing?
• Is God offended when he is asked what he is doing right now because he is ashamed that he does NOTHING?
• Is God hiding because he is ashamed that he does NOTHING?
• Could there be people who believe in God, but also that he does NOTHING?
• Do religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) have to do so much because God does NOTHING?
• Are religions partly unfair?
• Are there sometimes religions-internal contradictions?
• Are religious dogmas arbitrary, and by no means always fully meaningful, determinations which are held at all costs and which must be defended?
• How should the adherents of a religion behave towards the followers of other religions or atheists and how do the adherents of a religion actually behave towards the followers of other religions or atheists?
• Are in ALL religions men ALL and women NOTHING?
• Are revelations the only remaining active element of God, frozen in holy scriptures?
• Would religions dissolve in air if their religious representatives (clergy / clerics) would no longer pursue dogmatic cavalry?
• Do the representatives of the super religion really want the integration, but not the integration of the minority society into the majority society, but the integration of the majority society into the minority society, even if the representatives do not officially admit it?
• Are religions tacitly unscientific because there is not the ONE truth?
• Do religions consist of fantasy elements?
• Are religions built solidly?
• Do religions exist only for their dogmas?
• Is there a dogma dispute between the religions?
• Is the FAITH of strictly religious in BELIEVING that they have leased the absolute truth for themselves?
• Are ALL faith and religion rules dogmas and thus inviolable?
• Was God building blocks, what became of religions?
• Are religions an evil? If so:
• Is the religion evil to be seized at the root of God?
• Are religions as bewitched?
• Are religions a disappointment?
• Does God have a false son?
• Does God have a subjugated son?
• Why does not God have a daughter, whether real or subjugated?
• What is in religion NO dogma?
• Are religious dogmas alternative?
• Do God-Warriors (religious warriors) want to be god-like and are they the exact opposite?
• Are boundaries bound for religions?
• Is God standing on the bulletin board of God's houses? If this is NOT the case, see the next question. Answer Proposal: Problematic!
• Why is not God's moment on the bulletin board of God's houses?
• Is faith based on SOMETHING, which no one knows demonstrably what it is doing right now?
• Are religions more objective? Or:
• Are religions more emotional?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) more matter-of-fact? Or:
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) more emotional?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes not taken seriously?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) look silly out of the laundry? If so:
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes look stupid from the laundry?
• Are all animals dear because they do not blaspheme about God?
• Are all the people who are blaspheming about God?
• Do religions exploit?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) work out?
• Do God Warriors (Religion Warriors) get out?
• How many people have God's fanatics and religious fanatics already on their conscience?
• Do leaders of God's warriors (religious warriors) not only gain power but also get their heads through? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Shall people come to God's homes so that they can be influenced and sometimes incited?
• Know (Religious / clerics) very sure, that the nine-year-old children cannot be completely shaken off?
• Should there be any talk about God in God's houses and NOT more about the secular?
• Should it be forbidden to talk about divine things in God's houses?
• Are religions acceptable?
• Are religions acceptable?
• Are religions respectable?
• Are religions respectable?
• Are religions needing reform?
• Was torture and torture in the name of God?
• Was torture and torture in the name of religions?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) no primitives?
• Are religions to be left alone?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) to be left alone?
• Do people go to God's house to discuss God?
• Do people go to God's house to discuss religions?
• Do people go to God's house to discuss the world?
• Did God not only reveal laws, but also recommendations?
• Should God's warriors be more properly described as religious warriors? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a hierarchy with God Warriors (religious warriors)?
• Are there religious dress orders? If so:
• Are religious orders of clothing given by God?
• Are some people getting a fat neck because of religions?
• Are religions more sweet? Or:
Do religions sometimes piss on?
Are religions a sweet poison?
Are religions awe-inspiring?
Were religions and scary?
Does one get a thick neck because of religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sweet? Or:
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes piss on?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sweet poison?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) awe-inspiring?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) frightening?
Does one get a thick neck because of God-warriors (religious warriors)?
Are God’s Warriors (religious warriors) cute? Or:
Do God’s warriors (religious warriors) sometimes piss on?
Are the recruit lock means for God Warriors (religious warriors) sweet poison?
Are God-Warriors (religious warriors) awe-inspiring?
Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) frightening?
Does one get a thick neck because of God-warriors (religious warriors)?
Are God’s Warriors (religious warriors) cute? Or:
Do God’s warriors (religious warriors) sometimes piss on?
Are the recruit lock means for God Warriors (religious warriors) sweet poison?
Are God-Warriors (religious warriors) awe-inspiring?
Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) frightening?
Do God’s Houses need two towers because God has two eyes?
Are God’s houses with only one tower for the one-eyed God?
Does God see in stereo?
Does God listen in stereo?
How can God see something when he looks through everywhere?
Are there people whose motto is to make one religious?
How long do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) want to unite a bear?
Are religions an example?
Can religions inspire and enthral?
Are religious wars the best proof of the non-existence of God, because he would never allow religious wars if he meant well with mankind?
Are God’s warriors the best proof of the non-existence of God, because he would never allow such a thing if he meant well with humanity?
Is religion about living in a more or less strictly regulated way?
Can religions and religious sentiments prove that their conceptions of the way of life are ultimately optimal?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) of the respective religion or religious tendency, they have renounced the absolute truth for themselves by appealing to alleged divine revelations?
How long will the train-horse of the alleged divine revelations still draw?
Is everything good in religions? Or:
Is not everything always good in religions? Alternative:
Is everything bad in religions? Or:
Is not everything always bad at religions?
Is everything good for religious representatives (clergy / clerics)? Or:
Is not everything always good at religious representatives (clergy / clerics)? Alternative:
Is everything bad at religious representatives (clergy / clerics)? Or:
Is not everything always bad at religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
Is everything good for God warriors (religious warriors)? Or:
Is not everything always good at God’s warriors (religious warriors)? Alternative:
Is everything bad at God’s warriors (religious warriors)? Or:
Is not everything always bad at God’s warriors (religious warriors)?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) angry when they are not taken seriously?
Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) angry when they are not taken seriously?
Is not it funny when someone makes fun of religions?
Is not it funny when someone makes fun of religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
Is not it funny when someone makes fun of God's warriors (religious warriors)?
• How many reasons are there for religions?
• How many reasons are there to talk about religions?
• Does God love the smell of incense?
• Does the smell of incense lure God?
• Do religions have the only truth for themselves?
• Have religious representatives (clergy / clerics) leased the only truth for themselves?
• Have God’s warriors (religious warriors) the only truth leased for themselves?
• Do religions provide people with a permanent employment?
• Vegetation religions spartan?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) deal with the truth?
• Do not God’s Warriors (Religion Warriors) ever get the truth?
• Are also religious representatives sometimes clergy / clerics?
• Is not it so crucial what is written in holy scriptures, but is it much more decisive what people make of it?
• Do religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) have a fine feeling?
• Does God have a religious hit parade? If so:
  • How is the religion hit parade of God?
• Does God prefer a religion?
• Does God neglect a religion?
• Are there core questions about religions? If so:
  • What are the core questions about religions?
• Are there core questions about religious representatives (clergy / clerics)? If so:
  • Which core questions are there for religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Are there core questions to God Warriors (religious warriors)? If so:
  • What are core questions about God Warriors (religious warriors)?
• Does missioning force people to impose a thought-building that looks different, like the Thought Building that
  the people to be missioned have?
• Does strictly religious, especially firmly believe in God?
• Why does nobody say I KNOW that there is God?
• Why does not anyone say I can reproducibly prove that there is God?
• Is faith always connected with uncertainty, because everything that is doubtless and surely known is called
  KNOWLEDGE?
• Do religions have a core competence (core competence)? If so:
  • Is the core competence of religions in marriage and family?
• Is the core competence of religions NOT in the area of research and technology?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have a core competence (core competence)?
• Do God-Warriors (religious warriors) have a core competence (core jurisdiction)?
• Are religions the great influence-world champions?
• Are religions persevering?
• Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) vehement?
• Can religions magically attract?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) magically attract?
• Can magically attract God-Warriors (religious warriors)?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) gather people around them?
• Was there and is there not only individual murders because of racial madness, but also individual murders
  because of religious madness?
• Was there and is there not only ethnic killings because of racial madness but also ethnic killings because of
  religious madness?
• Is there a pleasure-gain in religious representatives (clergy / clerics) when they serve God?
• Is there a pleasure-gain in God’s warriors (religion warriors) when they kill the other-thinking?
• Should the Trinity be better, God-Father, God-Prophet, God-religion?
• Are religions the work of God? Or:
  • Are religions the work of men? Or:
• Are religions the work of men? Or:
• Are religions the work of prophets? Or:
• Are religions the work of the devil?
• Where do guardian angels keep up when they are not protecting?
• Are God’s guardian angels helpers?
• Does not God protect himself, but does he have his guardian angels for this?
• Does God not give himself, but does he have his nigos and Christmas men for it?
• Does God not fulfill wishes himself, but does he have the good fairy for this?
• Where does it stand to be necessary to be faithful?
• Are religious opponents terrorists?
• Do religions have a very long breath? Or:
  • Are religions quickly becoming short of breath?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have a very long breath? Or:
  • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) quickly short of breath?
• Do God's warriors (religious warriors) have a very long breath? Or:
  • Are God's warriors (religious warriors) quickly short of breath?
• Meaning, supposedly RIGHT religion, in reality, in the allegedly RIGHT way live together?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) busy day and night thinking about how the allegedly RIGHT way of living together?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) of the different religions and religious directions coming to very different results when they think about the right way of living together, day and night?
• In the Holy Scriptures of the Super-Religion does the word HAAR in general only four times before, once animal hair, once short men's hair and twice gray men's hair?
• Does not the word WOMEN HAIR occur anywhere in the Holy Scriptures of Super Religion?
• Why do people believe in God, though there is not a single reproducible proof for it?
• Do people believe in God because they want to believe in it?
• Do people believe in God because it is smart to believe in it?
• Do people believe in God, because in their childhood they were so fed up and imprisoned?
• Is the motto for head of the church headed for religious representatives (clerics / clerics)?
• Is God's warrior (religion warrior) the motto, main head headed?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes need a reflection period?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes not decide? Or:
• Does God always have the right path for religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Do God-Warriors (religious warriors) sometimes need time to think?
• Can God's warriors (religious warriors) sometimes not decide? Or:
• Is God's God Warriors always the right way?
• Did the dictatorship reintroduce religion dictatorship?
• Wants to reintroduce the religious dictatorship?
• Do religions have an Achilles heel / a weakness?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have an achilles heel / a weakness?
• Do God's Warriors (Religion Warriors) have an Achilles heel / a weakness?
• Did not those who defend or defend God's claims know how to help and persecute the claims of God?
• Are religions inaccessible to arguments?
• Are religions immune to arguments?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) inaccessible to arguments?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) immune to arguments?
• Are God's warriors (religious warriors) inaccessible to arguments?
• Are God-Warriors (religious warriors) immune to arguments?
• Should religions be taken seriously?
• Do religions be taken seriously?
• Should religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be taken seriously?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) want to be taken seriously?
• Should God's Warriors (religious warriors) be taken seriously?
• Will God's Warriors (religious warriors) be taken seriously?
• Erroneous and erring religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes?
• Faith and error God's warrior (religion warrior) sometimes?
• Does religion sometimes perform the security of religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Does God's warriors (religious warriors) sometimes fuse?
• Rasten Religions-Representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes out?
• God's warriors (religious warriors) sometimes break out?
• Are ALL statements to God in prayers and sacred writings of religion UNMISSESSED? If this is NOT the case, see the next question. Answer Proposal: Problematic!
• What statement or assertion to God in prayers or holy scriptures of religion is verifiable by a test or by an experiment? Answer Proposal: None!
• Is the best proof of the lack of verifiability of all claims of God that all those who doubt or deny claims of God are to be prosecuted and killed as much as possible, because those who assert that all their claims of God are true, have no other possibility. See violence to carry out their ideas? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Cannot God’s claims assert themselves otherwise than by force, if peaceful conviction fails?
• Do God’s claimants know how to help themselves, as with violence, if peaceful conviction fails?
• Why are Catholics, on average, more believers than Protestants?
• Are Catholics, on average, more believers than Protestants, because Catholics were already massively influenced by a religious institution at the age of 9, and Protestants only at the age of 12?
• Are Muslims, on average, even more believing than Catholics, because Muslims were already massively influenced by a religious institution at the age of 6 and Catholics only at 9 years?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) wording artists?
• Are the bosses of God Warriors (religious warriors) wording artists?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes upset?
• Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) sometimes upset?
• Are questions about religions stupid?
• Perceptions of religious representatives (clerics / clerics) Questions about themselves stupid?
• Feel God Warriors (Religion Warriors) Questions about themselves stupid?
• Does religion (clerics / clerics) sometimes burn the hat or smock?
• Does God’s warriors (religion warriors) often wear the hat or smock?
• Did religions and religious orientations usually arise by giving a prophet (allegedly) revelations of God?
• Is the Gospel one of the few religious directions that arose without a prophet?
• Did religions arise because of people’s fear of death?
• Are there many reasons why religions arose?
• Are there any assertions made in the context of God by religious people, and no reproducible evidence is provided?
• Are religious people quickly offended when they are told that in the context of God, they are always only making assertions in the space and do not provide reproducible evidence?
• Are proofs in connection with God always only on holy writings of religion, which for their part contain only no more verifiable assertions when it comes to God?
• Are there, in the context of God, the assertion of the ORCHINAL assertions of WRITTEN statements, and must the authority of the Holy Scripture be accepted?
• Are there light-houses? If so:
  • To which religion or sect belong light houses?
  • How many light houses are there in Germany and how many worldwide?
  • Is God present in light houses demonstrably?
  • Do light houses belong to a religious parallel world?
  • Are light houses strongly religiously shaped boarding schools?
  • Why do people join a sect?
• Why does every religion need its own center, although God probably has no center at all?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) addressed?
• Are recruiters referred to by God Warriors (religious warriors)?
• Are sacred writings of religion the world’s navel?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) the hub of the world?
• Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) the navel of the world?
• Do Salafists believe that they are the navel of the world? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do Salafists claim to be the measure of all things? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the idea of making one from many gods fallen from heaven? Or:
• Is the idea of making one god of many gods? If so:
  • Could the inventors of the new God have come up with something to prove this one God, because he was something new and the people had yet to be convinced?
  • Did the glorious thought of divine revelations come to the creators of the new solo god?
  • Was it difficult, but not impossible, to prove God, even though he is like a very shy deer?
  • Are in religions oral assertions of unjustified claims to God by written unanswered assertions to God?
  • Did the Arabs first make the Jews and Christians their god, and then did they cook their own soup with this stolen God?
• Are Sects Mumpitz?
• Why are there sectarian beginners?
• Why are there sect dropouts?
• Do religions interfere with the internal affairs of human beings?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) interfere with the internal affairs of human beings?
• Are God-Warriors (religious warriors) interfering in the internal affairs of humans?
• Do religions claim to be the measure of all things?
• Are religions the measure of all things?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) claim to be the measure of all things?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) the measure of all things?
• Do God’s warriors (religious warriors) claim to be the measure of all things?
• Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) the measure of all things?
• Are Christian churches the pubs of the mostly older women?
• Can religions flee into a supposedly safe world?
• Do religions help escape the dreary everyday life?
• Is God only in the minds of people when they are vaccinated, for example, in religious education?
• Is God the author of religions, mostly with prophets?
• Did the one God arise in the minds of men, because they were convinced that there must be a GENERAL responsible for EVERYTHING?
• Did those who favored and favored the one God use this one God at the same time as a breeding master?
• Does any existing God-Prophet-Religion-chain have not only negative, but also positive effects on the coexistence of people, even if each chain is completely conceived by humans?
• Does any existing God-Prophet religion chain probably have MORE POSITIVE, such as a negative impact on the coexistence of human beings, even if each chain was completely conceived by humans?
• Are today’s representatives of religion (clergy / clerics / priests) quite bluntly saying that the people who were at that time were mistaken by the imagined former group of gods? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) breeding masters?
• Are God’s warriors (religion warriors) particularly strict or perhaps too strict breeders?
• What has a soul and what has no soul left?
• Does every animal have a soul? If so:
  • Does God decide for each animal after his death, whether it comes to the heavenly kingdom (paradise), or to hell?
• Does every insect have a soul? If so:
  • Does God decide for every insect after his death, whether it comes to the heavenly kingdom (paradise), or hell?
• Does every bacterium have a soul? If so:
  • Does God decide for each bacterium after her death, whether she comes to the heavenly kingdom (Paradise), or to hell?
• Does every virus have a soul? If so:
  • Does God decide for each virus after his death, whether he comes into the heavenly kingdom (paradise), or hell?
• Does every human being have billions of soul when every micro-organism in man has his own soul?
• Can it be that part of a person comes into the heavenly kingdom (paradise) and the rest part goes to hell?
• Is the soul divisible?
• Does every ray of light have a soul?
• Do religions want to differentiate themselves from other religions? If so:
  • Why do religions want to differentiate themselves from other religions?
• Do religions (conventions) want to delineate themselves against other religious directions? If so:
  • Why do religions want to differentiate themselves from other religious directions?
• What practical benefits do religions have in relation to other religions?
• What is the practical benefit of differentiating religious directions from other religious directions?
• Should the goal be not only a world-unit currency, but also a world-unity religion?
• Why cannot the different religions and religions agree on a religion?
• Do religions need their own center?
• Are religions an absolute right and wrong to all life concerns? Or:
  • Is there no absolute right and wrong for all life concerns in religions?
• Are there religions exactly the field in which there will never be an absolute right and wrong to all life concerns?
• Are beliefs and assumptions about God as faithful and serious knowledge presented in religions?
• Do people feel overwhelmed by life and therefore hope to support their religion?
• Are people feeling well in their religion?
• Do religions have a function for people?
• Do not believers have God’s proof?
• Are there any assertions or proofs in God’s religious writings about God?
• Should religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be seized?
• Should God’s warriors (religious warriors) be sewn?
• Does the help of God increase as faith in God increases?
• Is there a linear or proportional relationship between faith in God and God’s help?
• Does the protection of God increase as faith in God increases?
• Is there a linear or proportional relationship between faith in God and protection through God?
• Are divine revelations the basis and the Achilles heel of God, prophets, and religions?
• Are religious representatives (clerics / clerics) professional people for the moral doctrine?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) morality guardians?
• Are God-Warriors (Religions-Warriors) specialist-people for the moral doctrine?
• Are God’s Warriors (Religions-Warriors) Sentinels?
• Can God take religions into deficit?
• Can God take religious representatives (clergy / clerics) into deficiency?
• Can God take God’s Warriors (religion warriors) into deficiency?
• Does it have disadvantages to be religious representatives (spiritual / cleric)?
• Does it have advantages to be a religious representative (spiritual / cleric)?
• Does it have disadvantages to be God-Warriors (religious warriors)?
• Does it have advantages to be God Warriors (religious warriors)?
• Is it desirable to be religious?
• Is poetry and imagination interwoven with facts and reality in holy scriptures?
• Do many people believe in faith?
• Why do people, for example, need faith in faith?
• The protection needs of people is particularly pronounced, because it is not only a supposedly protective God, but also protection angel, protection cartridge, Allah protection hoods, Allah protection wraps, fire protection, war protection, terror -Protection, accident protection, protective clothing, protection men, protective vests, protective fences and many more protection types?
• Did every religion develop its own moral doctrine?
• Are there as many moral teachings as religions?
• Applies to religious communities, only together are we strong?
• Are God’s Houses of Stay-spaces, in which God HAPPENS?
• Rays God’s houses the Spirit of God?
• Do believers formulate their power solely from their God? Or:
• Do believers believe their power alone from their religion? Or:
• Do believers formulate their power first from the combination of God and religion?
• Inspire religions?
• Inspire holy scriptures?
• Are there people who feel comfortable in a religious community?
• Are there people who feel uncomfortable in a religious community?
• Is there only faith in God and the right religion, in life, a meaning?
• Are there religions and sects because people WANT to belong to a community?
• Are there religions and sects because people tend to form communities?
• Are there religions and sects, because people in a community seek and find support?
• Are there religions and sects because people feel secure in a community?
• Are there religions and sects because people in a community feel well cared for?
• Are there religions and sects because people feel protected and safe in a community?
• Are there religions and sects, because people tend to think about the power of the authorities and to fix the authorities?
• Are religions and sects patented?
• Are religions and sects science?
• Can religions and science be linked together?
• Does every religion want many children to practice their ideology and morality worldwide?
• Does religion not matter if the many children they want to have for their interests destroy the world?
• Are holy scriptures written on God?
• Are holy scriptures written on sand?
• Are there religions excesses?
• Are there religious spinning mills?
• Are religions unyielding because they play with false god cards?
• Were the components of the Trinity really unanimous?
• Why cannot religions agree on the same qualities and revelations of God?
• Contesting religions about who makes the best inventions?
• Contesting religions about who makes the most inventions?
• Contesting religions about who makes the most sensible inventions?
• Are religions more inventive than God?
• Does God see sins? If so:
  • How can we prove that God is aware of sins?
  • Does every religion have its own sins register?
  • Are the sins of the religions partially overlapping?
  • Are sin records sometimes changed cautiously?
• Do the scientific principle of reproducibility violate religions?
• How can we prove that only God can forgive sins?
• Should God’s houses of ALL religions be regularly preached that there is no food left to dispose of in the toilet, so that the rats in the sewers will starve?
• Are religions creations?
• Are religions artistic works?
• Are religions artificial works?
• Are religions, in their totality, works of art? And:
  • Do religions consist of single works of art?
  • Are religions something artificial?
• Are not kills in the name of religion a sin to God?
• MORDEN God-warriors (religious warriors) NOT, but KILL them only because God so wants?
• Are all human sinners of God?
  • Is only God free from sin?
  • Do animals commit sins?
  • Do insects commit sin?
  • Do you commit bacterial sins?
• Commit virus sins?
• Do planetary sins?
• Commit stars sins?
• Do you accept galaxy sins?
• Are religions something created by God, of course? Or:
• Are religions something artificially created by man?
• Why does not God blame false believers and unbelievers with sterility?
• Why does not God ensure that unbelieving women are NOT pregnant?
• Why does God allow unbelieving women to become pregnant?
• Why does God allow unbelieving women to become pregnant?
• Why does not God prevent unbelieving women from becoming pregnant?
• Is it important for religions that they differ?
• Is it important for God that religions differ?
• Why are the Arabs not eternally grateful to the Jews for getting their God from the Jews?
• Do Arabs want to destroy Jews because they have a guilty conscience because of their taking of God from the Jews?
• Are not men born in the heavenly kingdom?
• Is there nothing in heaven?
• Does not change in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Is nothing going on in the heavenly kingdom?
• Can too much religion addiction?
• Are people crazy about religion?
• Can religions go mad?
• Can the heavenly kingdom (paradise) also exist without God?
• Is mankind dependent on religions for good or evil?
• Are there over-zealous interpreters of holy scriptures of religion?
• Is there anything that is interpreted in holy writings of religion, which was not meant at all?
• Should many regions in Germany, such as Berlin Neukölln, be renamed in New Turkey or New Arabia, and, most of all, in religious countries with religious right, whereas the Islamic associations certainly have no objection?
• Are religions a means of addiction?
• Do religions want to bring people under their control?
• Do people want sects?
• Do religions want freedom for all?
• Do religions want a corset for all?
• Do services to God and services by God approximate themselves?
• Is there a net gain for people? Or:
• Is there no net gain for people through God?
• Must all the animals be killed because they are disbelieving?
• Is everything but man of God unchecked in the heavenly kingdom?
• Are all the house-animals of God unchecked in the heavenly kingdom?
• Are deadborns coming directly into the heavenly kingdom (paradise) without a prior examination of God?
• Is everything artificial in religion, with the exception of men?
• Is everything religions artificial including God and the devil?
• Are the unmarried men of the super religion so aggressive, because they are not allowed to masturbate?
• Are religions something natural or artificial?
• Are holy scriptures sacred, because they were declared by men to be a sanctuary?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) unafraid that God is never dropped even though he still allows so much suffering?
• Life Religious Representatives (clergy / clerics) in an art world?
• Does missioning mean that people should replace their existing moral doctrine with another moral doctrine?
• Are men of men and women servants of the half-gods, the men, in religion?
• Is it not so important for people whether the chain is God-Prophet religion fantasy or reality because they have created this chain in laboriously small work and therefore this chain is sacred to them?
• Are people hanging out in the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Hanging people in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)? Or:
• Are there people in heaven? Or:
• Are people in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Are all the souls properly suspended in the heavenly kingdom?
• Is the temperature in the heavenly kingdom (Paradise) only 2.73 Kelvin, so that everything is nicely preserved?
• Are there prayer chains?
• Are there prayer mills?
• Are religious principles submerged in a prayer-mill-like manner?
• Are people hanging on religions?
• Are people hanging from religious elements?
• Do souls hang on the silk thread?
• Are there religious followers?
• Is any of the existing religious-moral teachings still better, like no moral doctrine?
• Should all people before the work of art have respect for religion?
• Do religions criticize?
• Life people all their lives for a later life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Do people plan their whole lives to live so that they enter the heavenly kingdom?
• Shall people live their lives to live in such a way that they enter the heavenly kingdom?
• Are religions a possible point of criticism?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) a possible point of criticism?
• Are God-Warriors (religious warriors) a possible critique point?
• Are there religions PRIMARY about moral doctrine & sin register and only SECONDARY around God?
• Do religions claim that their doctrine of morals and their sin register comes from God?
• Do Salafists have their own moral doctrine and their own sin register?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have been successful with the Prophet's being for more than 3,800 years?
• Is God represented by religions as the main cause, and is he only incidental in daily practice?
• Is God willing to speak in religions without proving that God likes it?
• Do lizards (crocodiles) have the best moral doctrine because they have been around for so long?
• Are religions conceived?
• Are all religious elements conceived?
• Were there unknown influences in the game with the holy three kings, but they had nothing to do with God?
• Are religions puffed soap bubbles condemned to bursting?
• Do people go to the prayer house because they want to talk and want to be entertained?
• Does God sometimes only have an alibi function in religions?
• Would people like to orient themselves to a fixed size as they apparently embody the sacred writings of religion?
• Would people like to stick to stable values, as is the case with sacred religious scriptures?
• Have preach in prayer houses leased the truth for themselves?
• Are religions dependent on God's blessing?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) dependent on God's blessing?
• Are God's warriors (religious warriors) especially dependent on God's blessing?
• Are weapons and war weapons dependent on God's blessing?
• Are wars dependent on God's blessing?
• Do wars need the blessing of God?
• Are Meteorite impacts dependent on the blessing of God?
• Are religions blunt?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) outspoken?
• Do many people believe in God without asking for God's proof?
• Is there an anti-God religion?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) talk about God as if it were self-evident?
• Have Holy Scriptures been sanctified by God? Or:
  • Have Holy Scriptures been sanctified by people? Or:
  • Have holy scriptures been sanctified by God and men?
• Do all religions want to stamp their stamp on everybody? If so:
  • Do all religions successfully press their mark on Allen? If so:
  • How can we recognize that all religions have successfully stamped their lives?
  • Do all religious representatives (clergy / clerics) want to put their stamp on everyone? If so:
  • Do all religious representatives (clergy / clerics) almost successfully stamp their stamp on? If so:
  • How do you see that all religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have successfully put their stamp on Allen?
• Should the evil of all religions be seized at the root of God's persecution?
• Should the evil be rooted at the root of those who see their religious feelings hurt by invoking the religiously injured to prove God here and now?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) get involved in something?
• Can God-Warriors (religious warriors) get involved in something?
• Is the word integration a foreign word for most religious fanatics?
• Do most religious fanatics set their religion laws on the Basic Law?
• Are there religions that do not know the blessing of God?
• Are there religions in which there is no blessing of God?
• Was the father of Jesus Herod?
• Was this staged with the holy three kings? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are orthodox (strictly lordly) rules their own rules, and then assert that these self-made rules come from God?
• Are Religious Radicals AND Secular Radicals an Ulcer of Humanity?
• Are religious radicals AND secular radicals equally intolerant?
• Are there any violent and violent radicals among religious radicals as well as among secular radicals?
• Can religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) be lulled?
• Can God’s warriors (religious warriors) lull?
• Are religions mostly an emotional issue and therefore inaccessible to objective arguments?
• What is God’s blessing and what is not?
• What needs the blessing of God and what is not?
• Are religions the most important and is God just a decorative accessory?
• Did the National Socialists regard Heil Hitler and call it the Orthodox God of God?
• Is God and religion attacked when asked what God is doing right now?
• Does faith free? Or:
  • Does belief prevail?
  • Is the soul nourished?
  • Does the soul need to be nurtured?
• Is the soul a nursing?
• Was the Biblical Creation story conceived? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the biblical creation history as false as something wrong can hardly be? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Why, why, why do over 99.99% of all things, plants and creatures handle, even though they do NOT believe in God?
• Are God-believers compassionate beings because they depend on faith?
• Was it formerly Germany, Germany above all, and is it today faith, faith (the super religion) above all?
• Do believers believe in fantasy?
• Can religions sometimes become a problem? If so:
  • Are religions sometimes a problem?
  • Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes become a problem? If so:
  • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes a problem?
• Can God’s warriors (religion warriors) sometimes become a problem? If so:
• Are God’s warriors (religion warriors) sometimes a problem?
• Are God’s Houses / Prayer Houses stationary and widely visible territorial markings?
• Is missioning so difficult, because the missionaries should accept and admit that their values were wrong?
• Are there good-faith people? If so:
• Are good-faith people at the same time also desire-driven people?
• Are Sacred Religions Scriptures a Restoration Case?
• Is it totally nasty when people think about something and then claim that this is God’s will?
• Is there time in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Is Dark Matter also in the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Does the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) expand with the universe? (Note: There was NO Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
• Is there a folding mill in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Is nothing as conservative as religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Does no one stick so firmly to old values as religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Are religions people-improvement institutions?
• Is the motto for religions and their representatives, that man has never been good enough and will never be good enough, because otherwise the right to exist for religions would be omitted?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) unteachable?
• Are God’s Warriors (religious warriors) unteachable?
• Is it so cold in the heavenly kingdom that everything is frozen except God?
• Were religions made into religions through influences?
• Were religious representatives (clergy / clerics) made religious representatives by influence?
• Were God-Warriors (religious warriors) first made by religious warriors?
• Are people good for once when they come out of the service of God?
• Are religions primarily concerned with binding people to themselves?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) primarily concerned with binding people to themselves?
• Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) mainly concerned with binding people to themselves?
• Do dolphins have a religion?
• Do dolphin religions try to make dolphins better dolphins?
• Is Scientology a church because it wants to make people better people?
• Does not God himself want to make better people because he wants to leave this part to the religions?
• Has God established religions so that they can make people better for him?
• Do only religions lead to God?
• Are only religions the right way to God?
• Should people only enter God’s houses in the Adam & Eve costume so that God sees his people as he created them?
• Is there a waiting hall before the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise)?
• Does each person have to draw a waiting number before he can step before God? Or:
• Is God a parallel worker, so that also many people can step before God at the same time?
• How can it be that people put faith above EVERYTHING?
• Do religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) have a particularly flourishing imagination?
• Do we know about the heavenly kingdom (paradise) only sure that it is agitated in the minds of many people?
• Are half-dead already half in the heaven kingdom?
• Can consciousness be taken to the heavenly kingdom?
• Can the memories be taken to the heavenly kingdom?
• Is the heavenly kingdom and paradise exactly the same? If this is NOT the case, see the next question. Answer Proposal: Problematic!
• How do Heaven’s Kingdom and Paradise differ?
• Is there a dummy of the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Is there a model of the heavenly kingdom?
• Is there an imitation heaven kingdom?
• Does the Heaven Realm (Paradise) have a floor?
• Does the heavenly kingdom (paradise) have a blanket?
• Does God keep an eye on God’s warriors (religious warriors)?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) naive when they believe that God exists?
• Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) naive when they believe that God helps them?
• Why is there no unified religion that unites the benefits of all religions?
• Should we work on a unity religion that combines the benefits of all religions?
Do religious representatives (clerics / clerics) advocate?
Have God’s Warriors (Religion Warriors) advocates?
Are religions tantamount to being hostile to women and equivocating?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) tendentially hostile to women and equality?
Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) certainly hostile to women and are equally hostile to allies?
Is the spiritual religion often anti-Semitic and anti-egalitarian?
Are the spiritual weapons of the Scientology Church not arbitrarily sharp?
Are the spiritual weapons of the Scientology Church also stopping?
Does holiness inviolate?
Dumb souls silently? Or:
Tickt souls when they dangle?
Dumbbells sometimes not quite right?
Ticken souls sometimes not quite right?
Is there any traffic in the Heavenly Kingdom?
Are religions the world champion in setting unprotected assertions?
Are, in particular, worldly instructors in setting up unsupported allegations?
Is the primary proof of God, conceived about 3,800 years ago, of three stages? If so:
Is the thought-provoking three-step process of God-proof in the fact that God sends a prophet to the earth in
the first step, that God in the second step allows the prophetic prophet to have revelations and that the prophet
in the third step extends the revelations received by God to the simple people?
Are there modern religions?
Are there modernized religions?
Can the worldly-religious conflict be essentially reduced to secular women-friendly / equal rights-friendly against
gender equality?
Is religion women's hostility a swear word?
Is religion equality-hostility a swear word?
Is there a hit-parade of women's hostility for religions and religious senses?
Is there a hit-parade of equality-hostility for religions and religions?
What religion or religious direction leads the hit parade of women's hostility?
Which religion or religious direction leads the hit parade of the equality-hostility?
Believe men and women, they could take EVERYTHING out of God and religion?
Are the creators of religious laws hiding behind God?
Is there the wish-idea that after death, for example, in the heavenly realm (paradise), somehow, as long as there
are people?
Do religions like to have the wish that after death, for example, in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) it goes on
somehow?
Is there NO repeatable attempt to show that God helps or protects? Answer Proposal: YES!
Has a religion then successfully made people better people when the birth rate rises?
Is the most important issue in religions is anti-discrimination and equality?
Were religions created to enforce the unequal treatment of man and woman?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) the lords of the rings (marriage-rings)?
Are all alleged God's proofs more or less far in the past?
How can it be that religions are based on something like God, even though this is unprotected more than ever?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) indirectly interfere with the people that there is God by integrating
the word GOD into their sentences as self-evident?
Is God the weak point of all religions? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is there a conflict of interests in religious representatives (clergy / clerics) when it comes to the neutral
evaluation of God's existence, because the existence of God depends on their own existence?
Are religious laws mostly antagonistic to women or equal rights, and secular laws are usually friendly to women,
or are equally empowering?
Are God’s women as valuable and important as men? If so:
Why do women in religions who rely on God have less rights than men?
Are there religion-mark signs?
Are religion brand marks needed?
Are Religious Marks Important?
Does God distinguish the various religious-branded signs? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
Are there religions or denominations that practice equality?
Is the heavenly kingdom (paradise) for a life after death in the hereafter?
Would not religions be put to the test? And:
Would religions not be questioned?
Would religious representatives (clergy / clerics) not be put to the test? And:
Would religious representatives (clergy / clerics) not be questioned?
Would not God’s warriors (religious warriors) be put to the test? And:
Would God’s Warriors (Religion Warriors) not be questioned?
When will all people grow up so that they can get along without God and religion?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) speak of God as if his existence were the most self-evident of the world? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do people enjoy religions?
Do people enjoy religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
Do people enjoy God’s warriors (religious warriors)?
Are religions bucking their own grave because they have been committed?
Is it difficult for people to understand why people are turning away from them?
Is nothing safe, so is not life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
Do religious and secular legislation compete with each other? Answer Proposal: YES!
When do religions release people into freedom?
Is patriarchy thought-good in most religions?
Does super-religion belong to a men-dominated, anti-egalitarian, anti-egalitarian and non-integrative culture? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there any observations of God that suggest that God is kind-hearted?
Is it assumed that God has given some of his qualities to his alleged son, Jesus?
Is Jesus Christ just as a child of God as all other men are also children of God? Answer Proposal: We are all children of influences including Jesus Christ!
When did the FIRST man who believed in one God live?
Where was the FIRST man who believed in the one God?
Is the first man who believed in the only God to have lived at the time when the first script was made in which the only God was mentioned? Answer Proposal: YES!
Could the first man who believed in the only God also have lived before the first script was made in which the only God was mentioned? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) gladly and quickly in religious writings? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are God’s homes of super-religion breeding grounds for women’s and equality-hostility?
Are God’s homes of the super-religion breeding grounds for the integration unwillingness?
Do people who believe in God have faith in this idea, which had a Jew about 3,800 years ago?
Will many people become quite reverent when they think of God? If so:
Why do many people become quite reverent when they think of God?
Will many people be very reverent when they think of God because they know nothing about God except that they are unreliable and are agitated in their heads?
Are fathers trying to give their anti-feminist and egalitarian ideas to their children with all their means, and do they justify this with religion?
Do not religious people at all know how they are indoctrinated, infiltrated, and instrumentalized by their religion?
Does it make sense to believe in something that is as unproved as God?
Is God’s soup constantly kept simmering by religious representatives (clergy / clerics)? Answer Proposal: YES!
What makes a religious member so sure that there is God?
What makes a religious member so sure that there is a life after death in the Heavenly Kingdom?
Should not people believe everything that religious representatives (clergy / clerics) tell them?
Are religions admirable?
Are religions to be respected? Or:
Are religions to despise?
Are religions to be observed? Or:
Are religions best to ignore?
Are religions sometimes a curse?
Are religions sometimes a blessing?
Are religions sometimes a means of escape?
Are the religious writings on the sanctuary the substitute for the missing scientific proofs of God?
Is the rebirth (as what ever) an alternative to life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
Is the rebirth more credible than life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)? Or:
Is life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) more believable than the rebirth?
Do not those who believe in the rebirth who believe in life after death in the heavenly kingdom? And:
• Do not those who believe in the life after death in the heavenly kingdom (Paradise) believe in the rebirth?
• Do some people believe in the rebirth, for example, as a bird? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do some people believe in rebirth as God? Answer Proposal: Do not shoot!
• Do some people believe in the rebirth in another galaxy? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) professionally influenced by profession?
  - When will the end of the religions begin?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) keep the myth of God upright with all possible means?
• Was the heavenly kingdom (Paradise) created by God specifically for life before birth (procreation) and life after death? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Could Adam and Eve return to the Kingdom of Heaven after death? Or:
  - Did Adam and Eve go to hell after death?
• Do all the people who come to the heavenly kingdom (Adam and Eve) also meet?
• Are all the deceased IMPORTANT religious figures in the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) together?
• Do all religious representatives (clergy / clerics) reproach themselves with the idea that they want to send the whole world to the idea of their religion?
  - Is God a sloppy tail because he sent only one son (supposedly)?
  - Device religions sometimes out of control?
  - Do religions sometimes get out of control?
  - Device religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes something out of control?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes get something out of control?
• Do God Warriors (religious warriors) sometimes get something out of control?
• Did God’s warriors (religious warriors) sometimes get out of hand?
• Were even people who had been sanctified at a later date, and sometimes doubts about God in their lifetime?
• Do religious leaders sometimes have doubts about God, which they would rather quickly suppress and, of course, make no public at all?
  - Do even monks sometimes have doubts about God, which they would rather quickly suppress and, of course, make no public at all?
  - Do even nuns sometimes have doubts about God, which they would rather quickly suppress and, of course, make no public at all?
• Was God only becoming hostile to women with the emergence of religions?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) regard themselves as God-appointed moral watchers?
• Do religions want it to precede?
• Do religions want change?
  - Have arranged marriages the blessing of God?
  - Are forgiveness marriages sanctioned by God? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
  - Is God so loud about God’s houses that he should be surrounded?
  - Did the priests long ago invent new gods? And:
    - Did a man (Jew) think long ago that this cannot be with the ever-new gods invented, and that instead there could be only one God who is responsible and responsible for EVERYTHING? Answer Proposal: YES!
    - Why is there no teaching in God at school? Answer Proposal: Because there are no reliable insights about God!
• Do religions belong to the history books?
  - Should religions take off their divine coats and commit themselves to what they really are, namely, moral watchers?
  - Are religions resistant to change? Answer Proposal: NO!
  - Do people also thank God for a prayer even though NOT proved that God was active?
  - Should people often thank the unknown influences instead of God?
  - Try to pray God to wrap the little finger?
• Is God supposed to do everything by hearing and seeing everything? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God always supposed to come along when someone has a problem? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Why does God have to be given a special problem even though God is supposed to know the problem?
• Does God have to be given a special problem if he is to help? Or equivalently:
  - Cannot God be offered for a problem if he is NOT supposed to help?
• Does God help only when asked?
• Does NOT God automatically help with any problem, even though he is aware of all the problems?
• Why does not God automatically help with every problem, even though he is aware of all the problems?
• Does God sometimes help even if he is not asked?
• Does God, when he has recognized the problem of a man, wait for man to ask God for help?
  - Is there a God help chaos?
Is the likelihood of God's help being raised when he is called upon to pray? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!

Is it suggested by religious representatives (clergy / clerics) that the probability of God's help rises when the problem is really great? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is a test verifiable that the likelihood of God's help increases with really great problems when he is called upon to pray? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is the probability of God's help in really big problems SINCE NOT being invoked by prayer? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!

Is the probability of God's help even when he is called upon to pray, because God feels oppressed? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!

Is the probability of God's help really great, even if he is NOT called upon to pray, because God sees the real problems of all alone? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!

Should God be called only with really hopeless, great or seemingly insoluble problems? Answer Proposal: YES!

Why should God be called only with really hopeless, great or seemingly insoluble problems?

Should God be called only with really hopeless, great or seemingly insoluble problems, so that God will not be overwhelmed with the help of small problems?

Should God be called only with really hopeless, great, or seemingly insoluble problems, so that God does not get a bad mood when he is trying to get rid of trivia?

Do people want God to take the decision whether to help with a great problem or not by deciding whether to ask God for prayer by prayer or not?

Could God be offended when people try to take God's decision, when he should help and when not, by asking him to pray or not to pray?

Should God be intelligent enough to decide whether to help a problem or not?

Is children told that God is dea?

Will children be told that the good God is a model for people?

Is children told that they should be as loving as the great model of God?

Is God willingly used to create a reverent and reverent atmosphere?

Can people be more easily influenced when they have a reverent and reverent atmosphere?

Are religions suspended too high?

Does it help to believe in God so he can help?

Does it help to believe in God so that he can stop?

Does it help to believe in God so that he can give strength?

Does it help to believe in God so that he can protect?

Do religions create a choking charm?

Are religions crushing means?

Is there a religious failure?

Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) create a choking charm?

Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) crushing means?

Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) guaranteed no chunks?

Is there a failure of religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?

Do God-Warriors (religious warriors) create a choking charm?

Are God's Warriors (religious warriors) crushing means?

Are God's warriors (religious warriors) guaranteed no chunks?

Is there a failure of God Warriors (religious warriors)?

Can a religion be the reason for non-integration?

Is religion above integration?

Is there God's mercy? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!

Is God Most Merciful? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!

Do preaching especially religious representatives (clergy / clerics) that God is (most of all) merciful? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is it through a test verifiable that God is (most of all) merciful? Answer Proposal: NO!

Can the mercy of God be made concrete? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is the alleged mercy of God a claim that is without foundation?

How do religious representatives (clerics / clerics) come to know that God is merciful?

Where does the wisdom come from, that God is merciful?

Is it assumed that God is merciful because His supposed Son was merciful?

Does the alleged Son of God be merciful?

Did God guide us and lead us by making His supposed Son merciful, though He is not merciful?

How is the mercy of God derived?
• Where is the assumption that God is merciful?
• Can the alleged mercy of God be made concrete?
• Is the alleged mercy of God fictitious or is there a logical derivation for it?
• Why is God categorized as merciful?
• What justifies the classification of God as merciful?
• Is the mercy of the divine-son-qualities in the mercy of God-father-qualities, according to the saying, as the father is the Son?
• Is the mercy of God a wish for many believers?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) a small fan?
• Are God’s Warriors (religious warriors) a small fan?
• Do not many people want their religion to be taken away, whether or not God exists? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do not many people want to renounce their religion, whether there is God or not? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do many people seem to need their religions, whether they are God or not? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were many people, about 3,800 years ago, not willing to take away their sacrificial ceremonies for the former gods of the gods, whether they were the former group of gods or not? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it useful to distinguish between strictly religious, brutally religious and radically religious?
• Are strictly religious NEVER brutally religious?
• Are strictly religious NEVER radically religious?
• Are even religions sometimes disrespectful?
• Are religions a challenge?
• Ask for religions?
• Are religions an impertinence?
• Was there and there are people who prefer to kill themselves or kill them instead of letting themselves be missioned? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Many people do not want to let the belief in a life after death be taken away, whether or not this is? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a signpost in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) in which life is to take place after death?
• Do not many people want to take away the belief in rebirth, whether or not they exist? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Will not many people take away the prayer to God, whether it is God or not? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Would not many people take the hold on God away, whether it is God or not? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are prayer houses or places of worship meeting places?
• Have believers drawn the great lot?
• What is religion? Answer Proposal: What people have thought up, including God and Devil!
• Cannot any x-human being miss God's new qualities? Answer Proposal: YES!
• For example, is religious representatives (clergy / clerics) examining the qualities of God as officially valid? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) like to think that religions are made indirectly by God?
• Are religions a bottomless jollity?
• Do worshipers want to prescribe God when, how and where he should help?
• Can God be prescribed by prayers when, how and where he helps? Answer Proposal: NO, because there is something that does not exist, nothing can be prescribed!
• Does God decide alone, sovereignly and independently, whether he helps, no matter how much is prayed?
• Do you want to pray for God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are people so naive that they believe they can influence God through prayer? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God sometimes not responding to a petition because he is too far away, so he reaches the Bitt message for the time being?
• Does God speak sacred?
• Is God blessed?
• Is there, especially in religions, much as if it came from God, even though there is no proof that can be verified afterwards?
• Is the retrospective NON-verifiability replaced by holiness?
• Would it be useful for the common God to have common meeting places?
• Do the members of the Western culture circle feel partial as a foreigner in their own country?
• Does God feel as a stranger in the heaven of heaven (paradise)?
• Are children's marriages founded on religious grounds?
• Have saints sighted a place in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Have blessedly spoken a place secure in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Do religions react to anything allergic?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) react to anything allergic?
Do God Warriors (religious warriors) react to anything allergic?
Are the followers of the super religion hanging this high?
Do the followers of the super religion leave this far-reaching raush?
Where can the application be made for the Heavenly Kingdom? Answer Proposal: At the heavenly gate!
Can people also live their faith without God? Answer Proposal: YES, because God exists only in the imagination!
How did the alleged mercy of God arise?
Is the heavenly kingdom (paradise) a prison?
Did God have the positive qualities of loving and merciful so that he can be drawn as a model for man?
How and where is the mercy of God shown at present?
Have people sworn allegiance to their religion?
Should believers first prove God's actual reality before they go on their religion?
Is it not for the many millions of faithful who have succeeded in obtaining a repeatable proof of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do believers in God's affairs love their real minds?
If a believer makes a statement to God, should these believers be asked whether he can prove this statement without citing religious writings?
Is there an unincorporated parallel society that places its religion above all, including the basic law? Answer Proposal: YES!
Shall the Holy Declaration of Religious Scriptures replace the NON-Proof of God?
Do religions rely more on God or more on the devil?
Do some people regard God as their property when they speak of God?
Is the creation of God completely within its sphere of responsibility?
Is God responsible for His creation?
Is God responsible for everything that happens within His creation?
Is God responsible for the behavior of all human beings?
Does the heavenly kingdom (paradise) have windows or bullauges? If so:
What do the inhabitants of the heavenly kingdom (paradise) see when looking out of a window?
Should God close the windows in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) so that the souls will not fly out?
Can EVERYONE say that he is talking to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can NO ONE prove that he speaks with God when he asserts this? Answer Proposal: YES!
Living believers temporarily in a fantasy world?
Are people immersed in a phantasy world as soon as they dive into their faith or dive?
Is faith at the same time fantasy? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is fantasy at the same time faith?
Does faith belong to the world of fantasy? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does faith belong to the fantasy world? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do many people want faith and God not to be taken away because both stimulate their imagination? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do people want to dictate to God by means of a prayer of prayer, when should they help and when not?
Do people want to take the decision, when he has to help and when not?
Why do some people believe in a life after death in the heavenly kingdom, another part in rebirth, and another part in neither the one nor the other, and why does God not give a single line in?
Why does not God ensure that every human being is AUTOMATICALLY convinced by God, even without the sometimes massive influence by fellow human beings?
Why does not God ensure that animals and plants also believe in him?
Are believing adults still developing in the childhood stage?
Are orthodox adults still developing at the fetus stage?
Is the word REASON for believers an alien word when they dive into their faith or submerge?
Do holy scriptures contain God's Word? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
Is it gladly maintained that holy scriptures of religion contain God's word? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is a test verifiable that holy scriptures contain God's Word? Answer Proposal: NO!
Do members of the super religion tend more to integrate rather than to confrontation? Or:
Do members of the super religion tend more to confrontation than to integration?
Why do not all men come directly into the heavenly kingdom (heaven), without the detour over the earth?
Why did God set it up so that people would first come to earth and then perhaps to the heavenly realm (paradise)?
Does the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) serve the imagination?
Should God in the presence of representatives of all religions and in the presence of atheists confirm that there is only one true super religion? Answer Proposal: YES!

Should God, in the presence of representatives of all religions and in the presence of atheists, finally confess to color and make known what religion he likes the most, or whether he does not like religion at all? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is there a triple imagination when someone asserts that he is talking to God? If so:
- Is there the triple imagination of people who claim to be able to speak to God from the fact that they first imagine God, that they are secondly to speak to God, and that, thirdly, they imagine receiving something from God?
- Were not people to let the imagined themes of the imagined gods of the gods and gods sacrificed? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Do not people want to take away the present fantasy themes of the solo god and the religions? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are people who are proud of their religion aware that they are proud of all the God's statements on a fantasy product? Answer Proposal: Probably NO!
- Give people with their religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Did people think earlier that God dwells in the heavenly vault?
- Does the Heaven Realm (Paradise) have toilets?
- Does the proximity of God to mountain peaks increase?
- Can people be close to God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Do people claim they can be close to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is a test verifiable that people can be close to God? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Do people FIND God close? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Do Humans MAKE God Into Him? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Find many people EDUCED at God Halt? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Why are people in matters of faith so rigid, immovable, and inflexible?
- Why do people depend so much on what they believe?
- Are people so attached to what they believe in God, because a God-faith-thought building can only be developed with difficulty?
- Are people so attached to what they believe, because the evidence situation in matters of faith is always more than meager?
- Do people need something they believe in? Answer Proposal: YES, apparently!
- Why do people need something they believe in?
- Do people need something they believe in because they need something for the free unfolding of their imagination?
- Is there a division of labor in matters of faith, which is the result of the fact that few people are concerned with the development of faith elements and that many developed elements of faith are brought to the faith?
- Does what people believe depend on when and where they grew up?
- Do adults prefer adults who have been drunk in their childhood or early youth? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Sales God the first people from the heavenly kingdom (paradise)? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is it claimed that God drove the first people out of the heavenly kingdom? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is testable by a test that God drove the first people out of the heavenly kingdom? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Are they praying for God? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Do religions contain show elements?
- Are there people with religious fanaticism?
- Are there people with religious blows?
- Are there people with religious spinning?
- Are there people with religious spleen?
- Are there people with religious pride? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are there people with religious tick?
- Are there people with religious madness?
- Do most people say for convenience, will God already exist, because they have been drunk from childhood?
- Do most of the people's religious representatives (clergy / clerics) leave the subject of GOD'S PROOF? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are not God and religions even a touch of science? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes take a religious show off?
- Do religious representatives (clerics / clerics) act in a worldly world for themselves?
- Deceiving Religious Representatives (clergy / clerics) in God's affairs worldly Other?
• When did God create Adam and Eve?
• Did God create Adam and Eve about 6000 years ago, about 3,800 BC?
• Did Adam and Eve believe in the many gods? Or:
• Did Adam and Eve believe in one God?
• Were Adam and Eve the first and last living people who saw God personally?
• Did not the first people who believed in God about 3,800 years ago do not believe that God would have to manage the huge universe, if it existed?
• Did God send a son to any alien civilization? Or:
• Did God give a son only to earthly civilization?
• Did God send out a daughter to alien civilizations?
• How many sons has God?
• How many daughters does God have?
• Does God know exactly who is doing service to God when and how often? And:
• Does God exactly, who, when and where, how often, do service to God?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) and the faithful keep up with the ancient stories, which are contained in the ancient holy writings of religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are religions defensive?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) defenseless?
• Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) defenseless?
• Is religion the most important thing in the world when it comes to religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Are some people (men) more in love with their religion than in their car?
• Are some people more in love with their religion than in their marriage partners?
• Do religions have substance?
• Are God-Warriors (religious warriors) interrupting their battle-actions five times a day to pray?
• Is religious representatives (clergy / clerics) willing to say that God is merciful and loving because they want to offer God as a good product?
• Are there people who DO NOT have the slightest doubt about the existence of God?
• Are time journeys possible in the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Hack some people on religions rum?
• Hack some people on religious representatives (clergy / clerics) rum?
• Hack some people on God Warriors (religious warriors) rum?
• Is the impression that God is primarily fixed on human beings? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are people fixed on their religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should religions not cross their borders?
• Should religions not exceed their competencies?
• Are religions responsible for ALL? Or:
• Are there things for which no religion is responsible? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should religious representatives (clergy / clerics) not exceed their limits?
• Should religious representatives (clergy / clerics) not exceed their competences?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) responsible for ALL? Or:
• Are there things for which religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) are NOT responsible?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) cling to anything?
• Should not God’s warriors (religious warriors) exceed their limits?
• Should God’s warriors (religious warriors) not exceed their competences?
• Are God-Warriors (Religious-Warriors) responsible for EVERYTHING? Or:
• Are there things for which God’s warriors (religious warriors) are NOT responsible?
• Can God’s warriors (religious warriors) bite into anything?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) disciplined?
• Are God’s Warriors (religious warriors) disciplined?
• Are religious representatives (ecclesiastics / clerics) eccentrics?
• Are God’s Warriors (religious warriors) eccentrics?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) make a bone job?
• Are God-Warriors (Religion Warriors) doing a bone job?
• Contesting religions about who has the best ideas of God, so in an area where everything is just fantasy?
• Are there Mecca-prayers and Mecca-prayers?
• Are there Vatican Prayers and Vatican Prayers?
• What should be the self-defined strict rules of behavior of the Orthodox?
• Should the self-defined strict rules of behavior of the Orthodox ones increase the discipline of men?
• Has there been, and is much, done to honor God?
Does God feel honored or honored when researchers and people are rumbling in his creation?

Is God little talkative?

Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes become too colorful?

Will it be too colorful for God-Warriors (religious warriors)?

Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be kept on the short leash?

Can God's Warriors (religious warriors) keep on the short leash?

Does God have His desk in the Heavenly Kingdom?

Did God first create the Kingdom of Heaven (Paradise) and then the rest? Or:

Did God create the heavenly kingdom?

Is hop and malt lost in religions?

Is there any loss of hops and malt in religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?

Is hop and malt lost in god warriors (religious warriors)?

Are there fire detectors or smoke detectors in the heavenly realm (paradise)?

Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) fairy-tale uncle?

Are religions groundbreaking?

Is faith groundbreaking?

Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) leading the way?

Are God-Warriors (Religions-Warriors) leading the way?

Working religions with meshes? If so:

What religions are working with?

Do people fall into the networks of religions?

Working religions with tricks? If so:

What tricks do religions work with?

Do people fall for the tricks of religions?

Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) work together? If so:

What are the religious representatives (clergy / clerics) working with?

Do people fall into the networks of religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?

Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) work with tricks? If so:

What tricks do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) work with?

Do people fall into the tricks of religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?

Does God for the Kingdom of Heaven (Paradise) advertise?

Is God usually used as a positive model in religions?

Is God always used as a positive model by religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?

Is the varnish for religions?

Is there any lacquer for religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?

Is the lacquer from God's warriors (religious warriors)?

Do people and lap dogs share?

Have religions gone too far?

Have religious representatives (clergy / clerics) gone too far?

Have God-Warriors (religious warriors) gone too far?

Does God speak only to those who claim, believe, or imagine that God speaks to them?

Is the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) free of religion?

Are the divinely separated from the heavenly kingdom (Paradise) freed from service to God, as free from the service of God?

Is God especially a tool for religious representatives (clergy / clerics)? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is God especially a tool for God's Warriors (religious warriors)? Answer Proposal: YES!

Should people avoid religions?

Should people avoid religious representatives (clerics / clerics)?

Are breeders of the super religion so that they do not feel bound to the basic law? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do not some people find any questions about religions funny at all?

Do not all people find some questions about religions at all funny?

Do not some people find any questions of faith at all funny?

Do not all people find some questions of faith at all funny?

Do we know more about life after death, how about the rebirth? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!

Do we believe to know more about life after death, how about the rebirth? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do we KNOW more about life after death, how about the rebirth? Answer Proposal: NO!
Will children in religious education tell what God is doing right now? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is the slogan, love your neighbor, even without religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is the slogan, love the others, also without religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is the slogan, love yourself, even without religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
How do people who pray to God recognize that they are praying to an actual God and not to the image of God?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / imams) try to persuade people that God is more like a thought-image? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is the main approach of religious representatives (clergy / clerics) to speak of God as if he were the most self-evident of the world, in order to make men believe that God is more like an imagination? Answer Proposal: YES!
Will people be warm when they pray to a REAL God?
Would your heart be cold when people would pray to an IMAGED God?
Can people only pray to the ONE God because the idea GOD came up about 3,800 years ago? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can people believe in a life after death only because the idea PARADISE came up about 3,800 years ago? Answer Proposal: YES!
How do people who believe in the heavenly kingdom (heaven) recognize that they believe in a REAL heavenly kingdom (paradise) and not an IMAGED heaven kingdom (paradise)?
Does or does not know the answer to the heavenly kingdom (paradise) only the wind?
How do people who believe in life after death in the heavenly realm (paradise) realize that they believe in a GENUINE life after death and not an IMAGED life after death?
How do people who believe in the rebirth recognize that they believe in a REAL rebirth and not a reborn?
Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) sometimes forgetful?
Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) sometimes forgetful?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) make the rattling?
Create God-warriors (religious warriors) until the rind crashes?
Did religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes get involved in the headlines?
Will God-Warriors (religious warriors) sometimes get into the headlines?
How many religious relics are there?
Do religious relics sometimes get into the headlines?
Do people believe in God only because he was invented 3,800 years ago? Answer Proposal: YES!
Would many people still believe in the established gods of the gods when the thought-image of today’s solo god was NOT invented about 3,800 years ago? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do believers have no problem believing in an idea or fantasy?
Are believers in the comfortable situation that they do not have to prove their faith?
Are believers lucky that they do not have to worry about their faith being questioned?
Is faith in a beginning of the world (of the universe) meaningless? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should people stop believing in a beginning of the world (of the universe)? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does God belong to mankind because a famous prayer begins with OWNERS?
Should religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be honest and say in the service of God, let us now pray to the EMPIRED God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it one of the easiest exercises for people to imagine that they are praying to a real God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can people imagine that they are praying to a real God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are people able to imagine that they are praying to a real God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do people imagine that they are praying to a real God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Were and are all the alleged God-proofs imagination?
Is the Orient for men like the Heavenly Kingdom because the women have nothing to say?
Do religious scriptures have the impression that God is fixed on mankind?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) feel that God is fixed on humanity?
Are Faithful Believers World Champion? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is he prayed to a true God or to a God who is formed?
For thousands of years, have people worshiped the imagined many gods, and have men since thousands of years been praying to an imagined God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is information exchange with God so similar, as thought-reading or thought-transmission?
Is the exchange of information with God similarly unreliable, like thought-reading or thought-transmission?
Is the heavenly kingdom (Paradise) enlightened by chandeliers or the light of God?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes run a spit?
Do God’s Warriors (religious warriors) sometimes run spinning?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) try to prove the authenticity of God with imaginary wealth? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does faith have anything to do with imagination? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes be persecuted?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes persecuted?
• Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) sometimes persecuted?
• Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) sometimes persecuted?
• Do believers sometimes persecute?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) conspiring?
• Are God’s Warriors (religious warriors) very conspiring? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it as in the Orient or do we still believe that we live in Germany?
• Are faiths and braces closely linked?
• Do people cling to what they believe?
• Do religions regard themselves as chastisement institutions?
• Why did not God create humanity so that it could remain in the heavenly kingdom?
• Believe and imagine this?
• Is faith and imagination the same?
• Includes faith imagination?
• Does faith contain imagination?
• Belongs to Faith Imagination?
• Belongs to the belief fancy?
• Do imagination, faith and imagination have much to do with each other?
• Could imagination, faith, and imagination be regarded as a magical triangle?
• Does imagination play a major role in faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does fantasy play a big role in faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does belief always mean at the same time, believe in something imagined?
• Do people who believe in God, God-Warriors (religious warriors) necessarily have a God of their own? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do people who pray to God necessarily become an imagined God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does conversion mean that a person must change his thought-image building, faith building, and thought-building? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do racists, Reichs-citizens, Salafists and Wahhabis struggle for who is more intolerant and perverted? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Salafists the most intolerant and the most implacable of all humanity? Answer Proposal: YES!
• How do Salafists prove that God wants to live their way?
• Do Salafists make their own rules, and then assert that this is the will of God without furnishing proof? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can Salafists say what God is doing right now? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Can Salafists say where God is currently intervening? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Replace salafists lacking God proofs by violence? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can clerics be nothing else than to relate to their sacred writings of religion when it comes to God, because there is no functioning test of God?
• Is it hard for religious representatives (clergy / clerics) to devote themselves to each of the arbitrary questions of God?
• If a religious representative (clergyman / cleric) should no longer be asked as a question of God at once because he is otherwise in a state of stress in the elaboration of the answers?
• Want to subjugate religions?
• Would religious representatives (clergy / clerics) subjugate?
• Want to subjugate God Warriors (religious warriors)?
• Want to subjugate Salafis?
• Must religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be able to let off steam?
• Must God’s warriors (religion warriors) be able to get rid of themselves? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Must racists, Reichs-citizens, Salafists and Wahhabis be able to give vent? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God also sometimes devote animals to the heavenly gate (paradise gate)?
• Are phone calls from and into the sky realm (paradise) free?
• Is God still needed as a stop-giver in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Is God in the Kingdom of Heaven still needed as a helper in need?
• Are religious representatives (clerics / clerics) bored?
• Are god-warriors (religious warriors) bored?
• Are racists, imperial citizens, Salafis, and Wahhabis bored?
• Are Salafist dropouts death candidates or assassin candidates? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is Salafist despatched preferentially murdered? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God no longer love Salafists?
• Did Adam and Eve still have no racial problem?
• Did the inventors of Adam and Eve know only one race?
• Do believers claim that God exists? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Would religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have a bit of fun?
• Would God-Warriors (religious warriors) have a bit of fun?
• Would racists, imperial citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis sometimes have a bit of fun? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are religions artificially highly stylized?
• Is for many people their religion the bliss on earth? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is faith for many people their happiness on earth? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the dignity of religions inviolable?
• Is the dignity of religious representatives (spiritual / clerical) inviolable?
• Is the dignity of God-Warriors (religion-warriors) inviolable?
• Is the dignity of racists, imperial citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis inviolable? Answer Proposal: YES, as long as they do not exercise violence against other minds!
• Is the statement that God loves you? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it often said that God loves you? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is a test verifiable that the statement that God loves you, right? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is the statement that GOD HAT YOU LOVE, a Floskel? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God love everything? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is often and gladly asserted that the dear God sees everything? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to verify by a test that the dear God sees everything? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is the statement, THE LOVE OF GOD SEE ALL, a Floskel? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Who wants to be the servant of a LOVE of God? Answer Proposal: ALL!
• Who would be servants of an unloved, that is, an evil God? Answer Proposal: No one!
• Are God’s Warriors (religious warriors) rebels?
• Are Salafist rebels?
• Who formed racists, imperial citizens, Salafis, and Wahhabis?
• Have those who kill the Salafist descendants have the blessing of God?
• Are Salafists a sect?
• Is there any means for the purpose of salafists?
• Do religions have a self-determined existence? Or:
• Do religions have an influential existence?
• Does not religious representatives (clergy / clerics) go in?
• Does God’s warrior (religion warrior) speak no one?
• Do not Salafists talk?
• Are religious representatives (clerics / clerics) habitual animals? Or:
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) love the change?
• Do religions support freedom of expression?
• Do racists, imperial citizens, Salafists and Wahhabis support the freedom of expression? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are religions delicate and difficult?
• Are religions delicate and tricky? Or:
• Are religions simply knitted?
• Lure Salafisten with God’s phrases and other phrases successful people?
• Abuse of Salafist God especially massive?
• Can religions get people in the head?
• Did God instruct all religions?
• Did God also install religions for extraterrestrials?
• Can religions lead people to slippery ice?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) lead people to slippery?
• Can God-Warriors (religious warriors) lead people to slippery ice?
• Can Salafists lead people to slippery ice?
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes react?
- Reacting God-Warriors (religious warriors) sometimes disgusted?
- Do Salafists sometimes react?
- Does God have religion?
- Is God a fan of religions?
- Is God defending all religions vehemently?
- Are also elementary particles coming into the heavenly kingdom (paradise) when their end has come?
- Are also elementary particles entering the heavenly kingdom (paradise) when they have been exhausted?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes impossible?
- Are God-warriors (religious warriors) sometimes impossible?
- Do Salafists sometimes fail?
- Do all religions have the disadvantage that they cannot show God's test that God proves at any time? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are there religious totalitarian countries / states? Answer Proposal: YES!
- What is good at religious totalitarian states? And:
  - What is bad about religious totalitarian states?
  - Are there only the best people in religious totalitarian states?
  - Are sects best suited to make people better people?
  - Who is about when a person has become a better man through religion or anything else?
- Are there religious imitations? Answer Proposal: YES, loads!
- Do religions have a concept / tactics? Or:
  - Are religions unplanned?
  - Do religions sometimes hurt people? Answer Proposal: YES!
  - Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes get the sow out?
  - Do God's Warriors (Religion Warriors) sometimes get the sow out?
- Let Salafis sometimes get the sow out?
- Leave Wahhabiten sometimes the sow out?
- Do religions belong to the eternally yesterday?
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) belong to the eternally yesterday?
- Are God's warriors (religious warriors) among the eternally yesterday?
- Do Salafists belong to the eternally yesterday?
- Do Wahhabites belong to the eternally yesterday?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) mostly cheerful companions?
- Are all statements to the Heaven Kingdom empty words? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes get out of hand?
- Do religions also have an unsightly side?
- Why are faith brothers often at the same time faith enemies?
- Why do faith brothers sometimes become faith enemies?
- Does not smoke in the heavenly realm (paradise)?
- Do religions supply almost unlimited food for the imagination?
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) need well-being?
- Need God's Warrior (Religion Warrior) Well-being in itself?
- Is religion a life philosophy for many?
- Are swinging clubs for conservative religious prohibited?
- Is Self-Satisfaction For Strict-Religious Forbidden?
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes snubbed?
- Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) sometimes duped?
- Are God's Warriors (religious warriors) sometimes snubbed?
- Are God's warriors (religion warriors) sometimes duped?
- Are racists, imperial citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis sometimes brushed?
- Are racists, imperial citizens, Salafists and Wahhabis sometimes mocked?
- Should religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be given the trades?
- Should God's warriors (religious warriors) be given the craft?
- Should racists, Reichs-citizens, Salafists and Wahhabis be laid down? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) petrified with the love and mercy of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Do religious representatives (clerics / clerics) have manners?
- Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have moths?
- Does God know when someone confesses? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is simply assuming that God recognizes when someone confesses? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is a test verifiable that God recognizes when someone confesses? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God know when repentance is done? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is simply assuming that God recognizes when someone repents? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it verifiable through a test that God recognizes when someone repent? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God accept repentance? If so:
  • How is God recognized that God accepts repentance?
  • Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have attitudes?
  • Are believers sometimes bruised?
• Is Heaven’s Kingdom always the right one? If so:
  • Who cleans up in the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Is the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) a desire-dream-world or desire-concept primarily for adults? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) particularly want to teach their fellow human beings that God is dear? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the assertion, GOD IS LOVE, more thorough repetition more correct?
  • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes angry?
  • Are God’s warriors (religion warriors) often angry?
  • Are racists, imperial citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis often angry?
  • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) dutiful?
• Are there flowers in the heavenly kingdom?
• Will almost all people become believers only through education? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God himself bear a pledge testimony when he threatens to kill everyone who claims that the texts in the Holy Scriptures of Super Religion are NOT him? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Life religions of imagination? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Life Strength in a Desire Dream World?
• Life Strengths in a Gospel World?
• Do religions give more support as God?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) give more support as religions?
  • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) easy-going?
• Is religious representative (cleric / clerics) responsible?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) get anything from the hand? Or:
  • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) hard on some things?
• Is God’s warriors (religious warriors) easy to take off? Or:
  • Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) hard on some things?
• Is everything always the same in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)? If this is NOT the case, see the next question. Answer Proposal: Problematic!
• What is new from the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Is there a daily newspaper from the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Are people happy when religious representatives (clergy / clerics) leave no doubt about the existence of God and a life after death, even though they cannot provide adequate tests?
• Are all the people in the darkness worshiping God because they never know exactly whether God really listens to them?
• Why do people always pray to God again, even though they never receive a clear feedback from God, from which it is clear that God really listens?
< Does the will of God happen? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it asserted that the will of God happens? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that the will of God happens? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does life only make sense through life after death in the heavenly realm (paradise)?
• Is God our Father (Father our ...)? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God is our Father? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test that God is our Father? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there a gene test that shows that God is our Father? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God in heaven (... in heaven)? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God is in heaven? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable through a test that God is in heaven? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Was God ever seen in heaven or space? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Holy people the name of God (hallowed be your name.)? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God recognize and acknowledge His name? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Do people assume that God recognizes and appreciates God when his name is sanctified? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it through a test verifiable that it recognizes and appreciates God when his name is sanctified? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is God being prompted to confess that His kingdom is coming, whichever is the meaning (Thy kingdom come)? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is it asserted that God can make his kingdom come? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is it through a test verifiable that God can bring his kingdom? Answer Proposal: NO!

Will God be prompted / confessed that His will is in heaven as well as on earth (Thy will be done, as in heaven, so on earth)? Answer Proposal: YES!

Does God’s will happen in both heaven and earth? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!

Is it asserted that God’s will happens both in heaven and on earth? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is it through a test verifiable that God’s will happens both in heaven and on earth? Answer Proposal: NO!

Will God be prompted to confess that he gives our daily bread today (give us our daily bread today)? Answer Proposal: YES!

Does God have anything to do with the food supply? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!

Is it possible to verify by a test that God has something to do with the food supply? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is God prompted to confess our guilt (And forgive us our guilt, as we forgive our guilty)? Answer Proposal: YES!

Can God forgive people’s guilt? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!

Is it claimed that God can forgive the guilt of human beings? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is it through a test verifiable that God can forgive the guilt of human beings? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is God prompted to concede that He does not lead us into temptation (And lead us not into temptation)? Answer Proposal: YES!

Can God lead men into temptation? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!

Is it through a test verifiable that God can lead men into temptation? Answer Proposal: NO!

Will God be prompted to confess us to us from evil (but deliver us from evil)? Answer Proposal: YES!

Can God save people from evil? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!

Is it asserted that God can save people from evil? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is it through a test verifiable that God can save people from evil? Answer Proposal: NO!

Does the kingdom belong to God (For yours is the kingdom)? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!

Is it asserted that the kingdom, or the universe, belongs to God? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is a test verifiable that the kingdom belongs to God? Answer Proposal: NO!

Does God have power and glory (and power and glory)? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!

Is it asserted that God possesses power and glory? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is it through a test verifiable that God has power and glory? Answer Proposal: NO!

Does everything apply to God for all eternity (in eternity, Amen.)? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!

Is it asserted that for God everything is valid for all eternity? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is it through a test verifiable that for God everything holds for all eternity? Answer Proposal: NO!

Are religions more like a puppet theater for adults?

Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes quite sweating? Or:

Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always remain cool?

Are God’s and religions educational and chastising measures for the people?

Are people relieved when religious representatives (clergy / clerics) repeat prayer-like, that God is merciful and loving, and that he exists?

Do religions work smoothly? Or:

Is it sometimes the case with religions?

Are there specialists for the faith in the imagined? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is there air to breathe in the heavenly kingdom?

Is it sometimes the air of religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?

Have not religious representatives (clergy / clerics) fallen on their heads?

Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) quite clever?

Does religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have a hearty heart?

Is the air sometimes out in God’s warriors (religious warriors)?

Have not God’s warriors (religious warriors) fallen on their heads?

Are God-Warriors (religious warriors) quite clever?

Does God’s warriors (religious warriors) have a hearty heart?
Were religions attractive?
Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics) think exceptionally logically?
Can God-Warriors (religious warriors) think logically?
Is God with all the faithful?
Are believers formed because they imagine God?
Do believers share God? If so:
Do believers share God justly among themselves?
Do believers stand on the sun side of life?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) on the sun side of life?
Are members of a religious community subject to group compulsion?
Are sect members subject to high group pressure?
Must be read in the sacred writings of religion between the lines, in order to come to God?
Who comes first to religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes lose the thread? Or:
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always stay tuned?
Do God's warriors (religious warriors) sometimes lose the thread? Or:
Are God's Warriors (Religions-Warriors) always there?
Is there anybody up there who is happy to see people dancing for his music?
Is God pleased when he hears the holy Bim-Bam?
Is God pleased when he hears the calls from the minarets?
Is God pleased when he sees many burning candles?
Why does God need religions?
Why does God need religion?
Is God so incapable that he needs religion?
Does God support religions?
Does God support religions?
Where does God hide the heavenly kingdom?
Have religious representatives (clergy / clerics) been stalking their noses with us since the millennium? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is there no single God test that works at all times because there is no functioning test for something that does not exist? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does God know if he is to be tested and is he always passive?
Is the link between God and religions very small in practice?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) believe in God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) convinced that there is God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) imagine that there is God?
Suffering religious representatives (clergy / clerics) among God's hallucinations?
Do God's Warriors (religion warriors) believe in God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are God-Warriors (religious warriors) convinced that there is God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are God-Warriors (religious warriors) imagining that there is God?
Suffering God's warriors (religious warriors) among God's hallucinations?
Can religions eradicate? Answer Proposal: Theoretically YES!
Can the profession of religious representatives (clergy / clerics) be eradicated? Answer Proposal: Theoretically YES!
Are people sometimes forced to pretend to be believers?
Do believers have a gut feeling? If so:
Do believers believe much in their abdomen?
Do believers usually rely on their gut feeling?
Does God create a pleasant feeling of a belly among believers?
Do believers constantly make abdominal pains that there are still unbelievers?
Do believers sometimes feel queasy?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have a pronounced stomach feeling? If so:
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) decide much about their gut feeling?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) usually rely on their abdominal feeling?
Does God create a pleasant feeling of abdomen in religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) constantly feel abdominal pain, how sinful and disbeliefing, and unfortunately, believers sometimes behave?
Do believers themselves do what?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes make plans for their fellow human beings?
• Are religions for God advertising? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Make Religions with God Advertising? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are religions with alleged positive qualities of God advertising? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God promote religions?
• Do religions have a legal claim?
• Do religious representatives (clerics / clerics) probably be in silence when they are supposed to present a God's test? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should not religions follow the lead?
• Does religion see itself as the only true religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God the main advertising medium for religions?
• Is God saved by believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is humanity only free when all religions have disappeared?
• Are religions much annoying about nothing?
• Are religions legitimate?
• Do religions sometimes get one on the lid?
• Do religions sometimes get one on the roof?
• Are even religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes on the cover?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes get a roof?
• Do God's warriors (religious warriors) sometimes get one on the lid?
• Are God's warriors (religious warriors) sometimes getting one on the roof?
• Can God be merciful to man's soul? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that God can be gracious to the soul of men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God can be gracious to the soul of men? Answer Proposal: NO!
• What is the greatest love and mercy of God when it is characterized by God's lack of activity?
• What is the greatest goodness and mercy of God when combined with the ineffectiveness of God?
• What is the greatest goodness and love of God when it is not used?
• Are believers protected by God? Or:
• Is God protected by believers?
• Is only a positive advertising carrier God with the believing population? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do believers believe everything in God's favor in God's favor? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should religious representatives (clergy / clerics) seriously take God's warriors (religious warriors) to the breast?
• Why does the greater part of humanity believe in the life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) and the smaller part of mankind in the rebirth on the earth?
• Cannot believers come to God?
• Do believers always see only the good in God?
• Is God eulogized by believers?
• Do believers defend God to the knife?
• Do believers close both eyes to the less good in God?
• Are God's warriors (religious warriors) sometimes also Samaritans?
• When does the Christmas man sell his reindeer sleigh?
• Why does the Christmas man resume technical progress because he still uses a reindeer sleigh rather than a helicopter, for example?
• Does the Christmas man have a Christmas woman?
• Is the concept of GOD, in particular of religious representatives (clergy / clerics), interwoven in spoken or written sentences, like the other side, when it seems to fit well? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a means for the purpose of religion?
• Should the Battle Reputation GOD IS BIG CONVERTED IN GOD IS EDUCATION? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a true religion? If so:
• Who determines which is the true religion?
• Do people determine which is the true religion?
• Certain prophets, which is the true religion?
• Is God the true religion?
• Does the heavenly kingdom (paradise) have a roof? If so:
• Does the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) sometimes have a roof damage?
• Is the heavenly kingdom (paradise) spartanly equipped / furnished? Or:
• Is the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) luxurious and luxuriously furnished / furnished?
• Must all men in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) play the harp?
• Will religions one day be snow yesterday?
• Are faithfuls in love with their religion up over both ears?
• Is there a hustle or bustle of crowds in the Heavenly Kingdom?
• What do religions actually form? Answer Proposal: That would be clear!
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) inventors?
• Are God-Warriors (religious warriors) inventors?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes get glowing eyes?
• Do God’s warriors (religious warriors) always have luminous eyes when they think of the virgins in the heavenly kingdom?
• When does the next special train ride into the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always sincere?
• Are God-Warriors (religious warriors) always sincere?
• Are racists, imperial citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis always sincere?
• Are religions often in demand?
• Are religious representatives (spiritual / clerics) often in demand?
• Is for religions the primary promotional bearer of God and is for any religion the secondary advertising carrier a prophet including Jesus?
• Are faith and religion an open air letter for atheist and Christian killing?
• Are faith and religion a freeze letter for equality?
• Are faith and religion a free letter for integration refusal?
• Are faith and religion a free speech for the offenses of secular laws?
• Are faith and religion a non-participation in swimming lessons?
• Are faith and religion a free letter for parallel societies?
• Are faith and religion a freeze letter for full obscurity?
• Does the vocation to faith and religion practice atheist and Christian killings?
• Does the vocation to faith and religion prevail?
• Does the vocation to faith and religion practice the denial of integration?
• Does the vocation to faith and religion practice the abolition of secular laws?
• Does the vocation to belief and religion practice non-participation in swimming lessons?
• Does the vocation to religion and belief practice parallel societies?
• Does the vocation to faith and religion practice full-concealment?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes synonymous?
• Is the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) furnished?
• Do people who pray to God really pray to the unknown influences? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there prayers of thanksgiving, because people hope that God will continue to be well-disposed towards them? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does it cost religious representatives (clergy / clerics) to doubt God?
• Does it cost God-Warriors (religious warriors) overcoming being peaceful?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes lose their patience?
• If God's warriors (religious warriors) sometimes lose their patience, if they do not immediately enter the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Did God with his (alleged) son Jesus take patience and therefore made sure that Jesus was nailed to the cross?
• Are some religious representatives (clergy / clerics) degenerate?
• Is communication between God and man on a level that is beyond the known physics?
• Is God a showpiece or even a showpiece of the religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Are all those who seriously believe in God good-faith?
• Can we discuss emotionally and objectively? Answer Proposal: Tendency NO!
• Is it possible to discuss religions emotionlessly and objectively? Answer Proposal: Tendency NO!
• Do religions promote eternal life? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there even blacks among religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Is there any black sheep among God's warriors (religious warriors)?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes get up and leave?
• Does God currently serve as an advertising medium for religions or religious representatives (clergy / clerics)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is only a God with largely POSITIVE qualities as an advertising medium for religions or religious representatives (clergy / clerics)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religions have a tendency to higher?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have a tendency towards higher levels? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) frown when they do not help them to preserve the size of their church?
• How, for example, were people punished who, in the days of the former gods, told the priests of the time that they would pay homage to an imagined gods' throng? Answer Proposal: Perhaps sometimes with murder!
• Were the former priest pounders?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) Pfundkerle?
• Are God-Warriors (Religions-Warriors) Pfundkerle?
• Applies also to believers, first I come and then my God?
• Is growing trust in God from day to day?
• Is violence against unbelievers in the sense of Allah (God)? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that violence against unbelievers is in the sense of Allah (God)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to verify by a test that violence against unbelievers is in the sense of Allah? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does paradise have ugly corners?
• Is there a desert in the heavenly kingdom?
• Is peace, joy, and eggs in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Is God the Salon Lion in the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Is there anything that can be better integrated, like Salafists? Answer Proposal: Opened!
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) want to be admired?
• Would God's Warriors (Religious Warriors) be admired?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) innocent lambs? Answer Proposal: Probably they look so!
• Are God's Warriors (Religion Warriors) Innocent Lambs? Answer Proposal: Probably they look so!
• Are racists, imperial citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis innocent lambs? Answer Proposal: Probably they look so!
• Do religions establish life rules?
• Do religions establish behavioral rules?
• Change to God's Creation ALL-TIME? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do the divine laws, specially made for man, also belong to the creation of God? If so:
• Can the divine laws, especially made for human beings, change, because God's creation constantly changes? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes need to clarify something? Or:
• Is everything clear for religious representatives (clergy / clerics) thanks to God's help, so that they never have to clarify anything?
• Must God's warriors (religion warriors) sometimes clarify something? Or:
• Is God's warriors (religious warriors) always clear because of God's help, so they never have to clarify anything?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) also commit capital crimes?
• Do God-Warriors also commit capital crimes?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) think about unstated ovarian thoughts?
• Should not everyone see the topic of faith so hard?
• Should not everyone see the issue of heaven-kingdom (paradise)?
• Should not everyone see the topic of religion so hard?
• Should not everyone see the subject of religious representatives (clergy / clerics) so fierce?
• Should not everyone see the subject of God-Warriors (religious warriors) so fierce?
• Should not all the subjects of racists, Reichs-citizens, Salafists and Wahhabis look so fierce?
• Is there any sick faith?
• Does God sometimes break the heart of believers?
• Do believers always believe that God is fine?
• Are religions absolutist?
• Is everything relative, except for God and religions, which would be absolute?
• When, how and where does God show that he is merciful, kind, and loving?
• What use is a God who is merciful, kind, and loving when he does not show this?
• Is God allergic to uninvited prayers?
• Are religious representatives (clerics / clerics) HUMMING by hiding behind God?
• Are God's warriors (religion warriors) HUMAN, hiding behind God?
• Does God protect believers or protect believers from God?
• Does God protect religious representatives (clerics / clerics) or protect religious representatives (clerics / clerics) God?
• Does God protect God Warriors or protect God-Warriors God?
• Does God defend believers or defend believers God?
• Does God defend the religious representative (clergy / clerics) or defend religious representatives (clerics / clerics) God?
• Does God defend God-Warriors or defend God-Warriors God?
• Do religions bring the world of salvation? Answer Proposal: In theory YES, in practice NO!
• Preaching religious representatives (clerics / clerics) free off the liver?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) with the heart?
• Are religions for peace and reconciliation? Answer Proposal: In theory YES, in practice not always!
• Are God's homes for peace and reconciliation? Answer Proposal: In theory YES, in practice not always!
• Are all Christians terrorists from the perspective of many Muslims? And:
• Are all Muslims, from the perspective of many Christians, terrorists?
• Are religions the only true thing?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) the only true thing?
• Are God's warriors (religious warriors) the only true thing?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) sometimes get a bloody nose?
• Are God's warriors (religious warriors) sometimes a bloody nose?
• Do racists, imperial citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis sometimes get a bloody nose?
• Does God serve the soul well? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God only merciful in Paradise? Or:
• Is God compassionate everywhere?
• Is God only merciful in the kingdom of heaven (paradise) and not outside?
• Does God in the Kingdom of Heaven (Paradise) spend his holiday?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always satisfied with God?
• Are God's warriors (religious warriors) especially happy with God?
• Are most believers satisfied with God? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Do the faithful have so much respect for God that they never dare to be dissatisfied with God, even if they have a real reason for it?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) feel well when they are merciful?
• Do believers feel well when they think of God?
• Do the Orthodox feel well when they send at least seven thanksgiving to God every day?
• Will the FIRST thanksgiving prayer be due immediately after getting up, as thanks to the EDUCATION God for allowing the faithful to wake up again?
• Will the SECOND Prayer for Thanks be given before breakfast, thanks to the THOUGHT PICTURE God for having a morning meal?
• Will the THIRD Prayer of Thanks be given before the main meal, as thanks to the HYPOTHESE God for having a lunch meal?
• Will the FOURTH thank-you prayer before the afternoon coffee, as thanks to the ILLUSION God for the fact that there is, for example, cake for coffee?
• Will the Fifth Prayer of Prayer be due before the supper, as thanks to the CONSTRUCT God for giving something for the evening meal?
• Will the SIXTH Praise of Prayer immediately before going to bed, as thanks to the GUESS God for making it a restful night?
• Will the SEVENTH thank-you-prayer at night be due in bed, as thanks to the PRESENTATION God for the fact that there is something for the reproduction to do?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) only a good conscience when they are merciful?
• Is it fun for some people to think about new religious rules?
• Are religions generous? Or:
• Are religions petty?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) generous when it comes to religious rules? Or:
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) petty when it comes to religious rules?
• Are believers generous when it comes to their religion? Or:
• Are believers petty when it comes to their religion?
• Does religion lack anything?
• Do religions have something that has nothing else?
• Does religious representatives (clergy / clerics) lack anything?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have something that no one else has?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics) peddling with God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God sell well, especially with believers, thanks to his (alleged) mercy, which is repeatedly propagated by religious representatives (clergy / clerics)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God sell well in many people, even though he himself does not advertise? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are religions invulnerable?
• Are religions always warming up? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do believers have a particularly thick stone in the board with God?
• Are religions fully conceived? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do God’s servants, like religious representatives (clergy / clerics), keep the cross free from God, so that they can take care of the really important things like the galaxy surveillance?
• Does the merciful God send the Christmas man?
• Cannot religions underestimate? Answer Proposal: Apparently YES!
• Cannot religions be subdued? Answer Proposal: Apparently YES!
• Cannot religions mislead? Answer Proposal: Apparently YES!
• Depends on the mercy of God’s life and survival?
• Depends on the grace of God’s life and survival?
• Is God to all that kills people more mercifully, to human beings?
• Is God the most merciful thing in the universe?
• Does it benefit believers from being religious? If so:
• What is the benefit for believers to be religious?
• Does it pay for believers to be religious?
• Forces God’s Faith Wars?
• Will ALL be decided by the grace of God? Or equivalently:
• Is EVERYTHING decided with the grace of God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted that ALL is decided by the grace of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to verify by a test that EVERYTHING is decided by the grace of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) always find the right measure? Or:
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) like to work with the breaking bar?
• Do God’s warriors (religious warriors) always find the right measure? Or:
• Do God-Warriors (religious warriors) like to work with the breaker bar?
• Are missionaries full of energy?
• Are missionaries full of action?
• Why are there no Nicholas women? Answer Proposal: Because women have always been disadvantaged!
• Why are there no Christmas women? Answer Proposal: Because women have always been disadvantaged!
• Have God-Warriors (Religious Warriors) a Daseins right?
• Do convertors have an existence right?
• Do monks have a right to exist?
• Do nuns have a right to exist?
• Does God want or want people to exercise their religion?
• Does the alleged principal attribute of God be to be BODY, to do something with RESERVATION AND SPIRITUALITY or CELEBRITY?
• Is prayer also preemptively?
• Will you be pro-actively prayed?
• Is prayer sometimes pro-active?
• Is prayer often prompted?
• Is prophylactic praying?
• Does science lead to the end of religions?
• Why are people believing?
• Is there a life after death?
• Are religions a slip-in of evolution?
• Can drugs lead to religious experiences?
• Are God’s Warriors (Religion Warriors) fighting machines?
• Are there prayers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there thanks prayers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there praise prayers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there precautionary prayers? Answer Proposal: Reset!
• Are there combined prayers and thanksgiving? Answer Proposal: YES!
• What does God have in it when he is merciful? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
• Is God merciful, that believers may love him?
• Is God merciful to be loved by believers?
• Is God compassionate, so that believers can be a model for him?
• Is God merciful to be content with himself?
• Is God merciful to be at peace with Himself?
• Is God merciful, lest he have any remorse?
• Are prayers a symbol of subservience to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it a gesture of subservience when believers fall to their knees before God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it a gesture of subservience when believers creep to crosses? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do religions only want the best for people?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) want only the best for people?
Do God-Warriors (religious warriors) want only the best for people?
Do racists, Reich citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis only want the best for people?
Do people and missionaries want only the best for people?
Cannot religions really be tamed?
Are religions haunting? Answer Proposal: YES!
For what is the (alleged) mercy of God good?
What is the purpose of God's (supposed) mercy?
Why is God merciful?
Is God merciful, because religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) untiringly, of course without proof, test and verifiability? Answer Proposal: The mercy of God remains a hypothesis!
Is God (supposedly) merciful because religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) are not tired of asserting this again and again? Answer Proposal: The mercy of God remains an unanswered assumption!
Are religions the last thing that believers can use? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is God, from the perspective of believers, the best that could be placed at the side of mankind? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is God merciful to the animal species that have been exterminated by mankind and are still exterminated in the future?
Is God merciful to the plant species that have been exterminated by mankind and are still exterminated in the future?
Is God merciful to the forest that mankind is constantly decimating?
Is the mercy of God equal to all men and women alike?
Is the mercy of God particularly great to men because they multiply?
Is the mercy of God very small for the forest because it becomes less and less?
How is the mercy of God demonstrated in practice?
Is God equal to all men?
Is God merciful to His entire creation?
Would believers satisfy God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is the entire life of the faithful focused on satisfying God? Answer Proposal: Sometimes already!
Was God the Father when His (supposed) Son Jesus was born to him?
Was God surprised when he noticed that he became the father of a son?
Does God raise all guns to reach believers? Answer Proposal: Only about middlemen and untestable!
Does God raise all the guns to impress upon believers? Answer Proposal: Only about middlemen and untestable!
Are religions necessary? Answer Proposal: From the perspective of the majority YES and from the perspective of the minority NO!
Are religions a mental concept with regard to God? Answer Proposal: Certainly!
Are all happy who come into the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
Is there a Soul Doctor in the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise) or even several?
Do believers be mentally satisfied?
Is the Christmas man divorced?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) keep God's back free?
Is there no herb against religions?
Do missionaires fervently (passionately)?
Were formerly secular laws declared to be God's laws to give more force to the laws? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is there only God in the religion pack?
Is Allah only responsible for Muslims?
Is not Allah responsible for Christians?
Have believers gone to glue?
Have faithful fallen upon God?
Have faithful fallen upon God?
Have believers stumbled over God?
Are believers falling over God?
Did people prefer their lives to their faith?
Is it no longer Germany, Germany above all in the world, but Islam, Islam above all in the world? Answer Proposal: Open to Others!
Did, perhaps, still allow believers to kill, instead of letting go of their faith, to accept a new faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do faith and religion determine the way of life in many cultural circles? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do religions have hooks and eyelets?
Do people believe in the mercy of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do people claim that they are better off believing in the mercy of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do people claim that nothing can happen to them because God is merciful? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it proven that people do not happen because God is merciful? Answer Proposal: NO!
Are most believers believing, because that is so?
Is the mercy of God a conceptual idea? Answer Proposal: Certainly!
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) proclaim God's word in their sermons?
Are believers the victim of the influence art of religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers)?
Does it make sense to think of things based solely on a conceptual idea, like God and his (supposed) mercy?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) so rarely an emergency anchor? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) also work with the animal instincts of human beings?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) also address the animal instincts of human beings?
Do religions belong to the spiritual sciences?
Is the mercy of God responsible for believers, if it is good for us, and is there anything else to do when it is bad for us? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do we, owing to the faith of God, owe it to the people of God's mercy when it is a good thing for us, and have we, for example, owed it to ourselves, if it is bad for us? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do believers accept the statements and assertions to God made by earlier people without expecting or demanding the verifiability of these statements and allegations at all times? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should all those who do not want to integrate faith and religion on the pretext, are thrown out of this country? Answer Proposal: It's too late, there are already too many!
Is God always merciful when He is granted?
Is it always the punishment of God when it is granted to him?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) by nature silly and only through God so smart and clever?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) thank God backbone?
Hopeful believers that God will know when someone is grateful to His Lord? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) unbeatable? Answer Proposal: Not always!
Are believers exemplary? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately not always!
Is it expected that believers are exemplary? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is God loved by believers as a myth? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is God willingly set by believers as a fact? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are believers believing God positive? Answer Proposal: YES!
When and where is God demonstrably merciful, for example? Answer Proposal: There is no repeatable example with proof!
How many steps are there to the heaven of heaven (paradise)?
Do religions break out like a cancer?
Is God so strange and faithful sometimes imagined but so familiar?
Is the mercy of God fact? Answer Proposal: NO!
Are religions well-thought?
Is the heavenly kingdom (paradise) a golden cage?
Are religions exemplary? Answer Proposal: From your own requirements YES!
Should religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) be exemplary? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) be provoked?
Are there religion-controlled cultures?
Can both imagination and faith produce a feeling? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is faith more feeling thing than mind thing? Or:
Is Faith More Mind Thing Like Feeling Thing?
Is faith more a matter of feelings, like a matter of the mind? Or:
Is faith more a matter of the mind than a matter of feelings?
Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) bring laughter? Or:
Is not religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) laughing?
Is the mercy of God where something is going well?
Is the mercy of God in no case where something is bad, but is there, for example, the incapacity of men?
Do religions sometimes have to leave feathers?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) sometimes have to leave feathers?
Applies to strict believers, faith, faith above all?
Does everything for the faithful subordinate oneself to faith?
Is God for believers like a super-lucky charm, super-mascot or super-talisman?
Is the alleged divine protection by his mercy something for fear-hares? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
Is there any statistically just as much disaster for those who believe in the mercy, mercy, kindness, and love of God as well as the unbelievers? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
In the opinion of a faithful adherent of the super religion can all social and other problems be solved only with super religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are religions a phenomenon because there is no God at all?
Are religions the most important of the world? Or:
Are religions an important squab apple?
Is the belief in the mercy of God and the faith in the Christmas man about the same illusionary? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there concrete examples of God’s mercy? Answer Proposal: NO, at any rate, there is no example demonstrating that God was indeed merciful!
Is a merciful God wishful thinking? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do believers disregard any criticism and skepticism about God? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
Does believing come to the fore when it comes to God? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
Does believing win the upper hand when it comes to God? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) primarily address the feelings of people? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) deal with the feelings of people?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) sometimes abuse the feelings of people?
Do believers put an inner switch around from mind to feeling when it comes to God?
Is God's mercy verifiable, without the use of holy scriptures? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is faith in God never wrong?
Do religions want to be closer to people than politics?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) act Greul-deeds?
Do God Warriors (Religion Warriors) Do Greul Deeds?
Do racists, imperial citizens, Salafis, and Wahhabis act atrocities?
Legitimate Religions Greul-deeds?
What is the top priority for religions?
Means merciful, pitying from the heart?
Does God have to be diligently promoted, and must God’s houses be diligently visited so that God remains as merciful as He is (supposedly)?
Do faithful religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) sometimes get stuck?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) deeply rooted in their faith?
Is God able to bless particular countries? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
Is there a strong desire that God bless individual countries? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it through a test verifiable that God is able to bless individual countries especially? Answer Proposal: NO!
Are those people especially rich who particularly like God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
Is it asserted that those people become especially rich, whom God particularly likes? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it possible to testify through a test that those people become particularly rich, who especially like God? Answer Proposal: NO!
Does God particularly like people who are particularly rich? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
Is it claimed that God especially likes people who are particularly rich? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is a test verifiable that God particularly likes people who are particularly rich? Answer Proposal: NO!
Should the churches transfer some money to the secret services so that they can finally take care of God’s evasion?
Are religions also relative? Or:
Are religions absolute?
Do believers like to pick up raisins from holy scriptures? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) like to pick out raisins from holy scriptures? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do God’s warriors (religious warriors) willing to pick out raisins from holy scriptures? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers), with the help of God’s claims, sometimes hypnotize people so that they become believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does every religion differentiate its God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Preaching religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preacher) water and drink wine?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) have any interest in the fact that the mystery of God is aroused?
Would religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) be unemployed if the mystery of God were aired?
Life Strength in a distorted world of ideas?
Was God accepted by believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) go pee with the big dogs?
Why do people still pray to God, where he is (so to speak) already so merciful?
Must God's warriors (religious warriors) have to be quite ruthless before they can afford to be merciful?
Are exaggerated believers sometimes hated?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) empathetic?
Should religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) be sensitive? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are religions a gift from heaven?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) a gift of heaven?
Are God's Warriors (religious warriors) a gift of heaven?
Are some religions sitting in the back of their neighbors?
Are there any suspicious religions?
Should believers who believe in their faith be asked, believe in what, believe in imagination?
Can religions be optimized? Answer Proposal: Tendency YES!
If the rush-wisdom, if you believe you, do you believe, you believe?
Are religions null and void?
Are religions attested to far-sightedness?
Is God willing to believe?
Can religions be viewed scientifically? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do religions with their heads through the wall? Or:
Are religions very cautious?
Have religions ever done violence to people?
Have religious representatives (clergy / clerics / hate preachers) ever done violence to people?
Have God-Warriors (religious warriors) humans ever done violence? Answer Proposal: YES!
Want missionaries with their heads through the wall? Or:
Are missionaries very cautious?
Do ALL the faithful, but also ALL the people have the COMMONITY, that nobody knows what God is currently proving? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are Religions Gap Fillers? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can religions be exciting?
Are religions exciting?
Can religions be exciting?
Are religions exciting?
Are religions so exciting for some?
Is God the main reassurance means of religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers)? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is God willing to be a sedative for believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is God reassuring for believers?
Is God a good believer?
Is God the inner peace for believers?
Is the truth content of holy religious writings in many parts today no longer verifiable? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is the truth content of holy religious writings, especially to God's statements, no longer verifiable? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it through an experiment verifiable that it is a great sin for God when a married woman remarries? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is it a great sin for God to marry a divorced woman? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
Is it asserted that it is a great sin for God to marry a divorced woman? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it through a test verifiable that it is a great sin for God when a married woman remarries? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is it through an experiment verifiable that it is a great sin for God when a married woman remarries? Answer Proposal: NO!
Do people generally protect everything that they have created, and is it concluded that God also protects everything that he has created? Answer Proposal: Maybe so is the way of thinking!
Are human beings generally merciful to everything they have created, and is it concluded that God is also merciful to everything he has created? Answer Proposal: Maybe so is the way of thinking!
Are men, as a rule, merciful to all that they have created, and is inferred from this, that God is merciful and kind to all that He has created? Answer Proposal: Maybe so is the way of thinking!
• Is a favorite occupation of religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) calling for human compassion, recalling the alleged mercy of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Why does God need so many religious servants and helpers, where God is supposed to have the rest of the universe fully under control?
• Why does not God lay hands on the earth instead of decorating himself with religious servants?
• Is God protected by religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Has God the Lord counted all the stars on the blue heavenly tent? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed in a folk song that God the Lord counted all the stars on the blue sky tent? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it verifiable through a test that God the Lord counted all the stars on the blue sky tent? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God present for every believer in person? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Does the thought-image give the believer the feeling that he is there for him personally? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to testify through a test that God is there for every believer in person, not just, but actually? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do NOT Christians know what God is doing right now and know Muslims fully PRECISE what Allah is doing right now? Answer Proposal: Still unclear!
• Does God always know how many people worship him at the same time? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Should God know how many people worship him at the same time? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God knows how many people worship him at the same time? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are not religions repulsive for those who are unruly?
• Do self-reliant religions have to swallow so many toads?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) even have to swallow many a toad?
• Do God’s warriors (religious warriors) even have to swallow many a toad?
• Must even racists, imperial citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis swallow many a toad?
• Do all religious demand that people always behave as neatly as God supposedly required? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religions work as you like?
• Do religions work as they please?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) do as they please?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) act according to your mood?
• Do God’s warriors (religious warriors) act like a whim?
• Do racists, imperial citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis, as they please?
• Was the Christmas festival replaced in Islam by the sugar festival to make something different?
• Does the firm belief in the good in God replace so many sedative pill? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do you prefer to look at Allah, if true believers beat as many False-believers or even atheists as possible? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
• Is not God alive by praying? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Who would win if Allah and God were fighting each other? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
• Did religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) sometimes interfere?
• Did God-Warriors (religious warriors) sometimes get mixed up?
• Did racists, Reichs-citizens, Salafists and Wahhabis sometimes interfere?
• Does converting convert from one religious rule work to another religious rule-work change? Answer Proposal: YES!
• How can people be so tyrannized by religions?
• Does a gap between the claim to religion and the reality of religion form a huge gap, as between a socialism claim and socialism reality, a huge gap is gaping? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the word GOD come 4526 times throughout the Bible? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the Qur’an contain the word ALLAH 2767 times? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religions sometimes go to the mind?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) take a good stance?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) have happiness among women?
• Are ALL satisfied in the Heavenly Kingdom? Or:
• Is being demonstrated in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Does the firm belief in the mercy of God lead to better charity believers and nothing to happen to them? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it glad to say that the firm belief in the mercy of God leads to better charity believers and nothing can happen to them? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that the firm belief in the mercy of God leads to better charity believers and nothing can happen to them? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God have very precise ideas for believers as to what women are allowed to do and what they are not allowed to do?
  • Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) the peace itself?
  • Are God’s warriors (religion warriors) the peace itself?
  • Are monks and nuns the peace itself?
  • Are Religious Representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) NO Foam Bat?
• Does not the religious attitude and religious birth have to do with God?
• Is the thought image God the spice to make people's religions tasty? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are religions laws?
• Do believers like to take a mental excursion to the heavenly gate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is Faith a free letter for arbitrariness? Answer Proposal: Sometimes it looks quite like this!
• Are religions pikobello?
• Is it always cleared up in the heavenly realm (paradise)?
• Are religions mostly sensitive?
• Are religions sometimes reckless?
• Is not everything in sacred religious writings?
• Is there some important background information missing in holy scriptures?
• Was the Flood caused by the Venus approach to the Earth about 3500 years ago? Answer Proposal: Well possible!
• Does the law of God apply, you shall not kill, even for animals and insects?
• Are even religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) sometimes helpless?
• Are some people fixed? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is faith a cure-all?
• Are religions claiming the only truth?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) work very hard?
• Is God ever spoken, among believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Was written about God ONLY ONLY, by believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God ONLY thinking of believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God a means of punishment among believers?
• Cannot some people be constrained by God or by religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do believers quickly lose the thread when they stop thinking about God?
• Knowledge Religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) sometimes not further?
• Knowledge Religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preacher) sometimes neither one nor from?
• If religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) should not just say in the prayer house, let us now pray to God, but rather to say, let us now pray to the PHANTASIC FIGURE?
• Are Religions Innocent Angels? Or:
• Are religions to blame for so many things?
• Engen religions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Opponent Religious Representatives (clergy / clerics / preacher)?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) innocent angels?
• Are God's Warriors (Religion Warriors) Innocent Angels?
• Have Innocent Angels Guard Angels?
• Can protection angels fly better, like innocent angels?
• Did God create heaven and earth? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that God created heaven and earth in the beginning? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God is able to create heaven and earth in the beginning? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Was the Spirit of God floating on the water? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it written in writing that the Spirit of God floated on the water? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that the Spirit of God can float on the water? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God say there was light? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Will writing assert that God spoke that it would light? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is through a test verifiable that God is able to speak, it will light? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God see that the light was good? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that God saw that the light was good? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable through a test that God is able to see if light is good? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God light the darkness and called the light day and the darkness night? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that God separated the light from the darkness and that he called the light day and the darkness night? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God is able to separate the light from darkness and that he is able to call the light day and the darkness night? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God say there was a feast between the waters? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that God said there would be a feast between the waters? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable by a test that God is able to speak, there will be a feast between the waters? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God do the feasts? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that God made the feasts? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is testable by a test that God is able to make a feast? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Was God watering under the feast of the water over the feast? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted in writing that God separated the water from the water under the festivals from the water? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to verify by means of a test that God is able to separate the water under the feast from the water above the feast? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God call the firmament heaven? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that God called the festivals heaven? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it verifiable through a test that God is able to call the festivals of heaven? Answer Proposal: NO!
• God, gather the water under the sky in special places, so that the dry one can be seen? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that God spoke, gathering the water under the heavens in special places, so that the dry is seen? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is through a test verifiable that God is able to speak, it collects the water under the sky in special places so that the dry is seen? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God call the dry earth and the collection of the sea sea? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that God called the dry earth and the collection of the sea? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is through a test verifiable that God is able to call the Dry Earth and the collection of the sea of water? Answer Proposal: NO!
• God, let the earth raise grass and herbs? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that God spoke, let the earth rise grass and herb? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is through a test verifiable that God is able to speak, let the earth rise grass and herb? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God see if something is good? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is writing asserted that God sees when something is good? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable through a test that God sees when something is good? Answer Proposal: NO!
• God, will there be lights at the feast of heaven, which are day and night? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that God spoke, there will be lights at the feast of heaven that divide day and night? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is through a test verifiable that God is able to speak, there will be lights at the feasts of heaven that divide day and night? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God make two lights, a great one for the day and a little one for the night? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that God made two lights, a great one for the day and a little for the night? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable through a test that God is able to make two lights, a great one for the day and a little one for the night? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God set the two lights to the firmament of heaven, so that they might appear on the earth? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that God put the two lights to the feasts of heaven, so that they might appear on the earth? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable through a test that God is able to place the two lights at the feasts of heaven so that they appear to the earth? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God know what is good? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is writing asserted that God recognizes what is good? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable through a test that God knows what is good? Answer Proposal: NO!
• God, let the water be stirred with weaving and living animals and birds on earth under the festivals of heaven? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted in writing that God said that the water is excited with weaving and living animals and birds on earth under the feast of heaven? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God is able to speak, that the water is excited with weaving and living animals and birds on earth under the feast of heaven? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God create great whales and all sorts of animals that live and weave? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that God created great whales and all sorts of animals that live and weave? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it verifiable through a test that God created great whales and all sorts of animals that live and weave? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God bless all sorts of animals? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that God blessed all sorts of animals? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God is able to bless all kinds of animals? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God speak to all sorts of animals, be fruitful and multiply? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that God spoke to all sorts of animals, be fruitful and multiply? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God is able to talk to all sorts of animals, be fruitful and multiply? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God say that the earth brought out living animals, every one of its kind? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it written in writing that God said that the earth brought out living animals, each of its kind? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable through a test that God is able to speak, the earth bring forth living animals, any of his kind? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God make the animals on earth, every one of his kind? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that God made the animals on earth, every one of his kind? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to verify by a test that God made the animals on earth, every one of his kind? Answer Proposal: YES!
• God, let us make man, a picture that is equal to us? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is writing asserted that God spoke, let us make people, a picture that is equal to us? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God is able to speak, let us make people, a picture that is equal to us? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God create man (God) for him, and created a man and a woman? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it written in writing that God created man in his own image and that he created a man and a woman? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to testify through a test that God created man in his own image and that he created a man and a woman? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God the Lord sun and shield? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that God is the Lord’s sun and shield? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable through a test that God is the Lord’s sun and shield? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God give mercy and honor? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is writing asserted that God gives grace and honor? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God gives grace and honor? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Will not the gods lack a good thing? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it asserted in writing that God will not let the pious man fail? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to verify by a test that God will not let the pious man fail? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God very powerful in the assembly of the holy? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that God is very powerful in the assembly of the holy? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable through a test that God is very powerful in the assembly of the holy? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God wonderful about all who are around him? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that God is wonderful about all who are around him? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to verify by a test that God is wonderful about all who are around him? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is the Lord a great God and a great King over all the gods? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that the Lord is a great God and a great King over all the gods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to verify by a test that the Lord is a great God and a great King over all the gods? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God very glorious? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that God is very glorious? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable through a test that God is very glorious? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is God gloriously decorated? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is writing asserted that God is magnificently decorated? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is a test verifiable that God is magnificently decorated? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Is God in all the world? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is writing asserted that God is directed all over the world? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is testable by a test that directs God around the world? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Will God defeat the enemies of men? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written in writing that God will defeat the enemies of men? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it through a test verifiable that God will defeat the enemies of humans? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Is God teaching? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is writing asserted that God supports? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is verifiable by a test that God stands by? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Can God create what he wants? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is writing asserted that God can create what he wants? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it through a test verifiable that God can create what he wants? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Is God just, almost always? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written in writing that God is just? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is testable by a test that God is just? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Is God love? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is writing asserted that God is love? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is verifiable through a test that God is love? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Has God sent His Son for the reconciliation of our sins? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is it written in writing that God has sent His Son for the reconciliation of our sins? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it possible to testify through a test that God has sent His Son for the reconciliation of our sins? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Is some of God born? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written in writing that some of God is born? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it through a test verifiable that some is born of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Does everything that is born of God override the world? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is it written in writing that everything that is born of God is overcoming the world? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it through a test verifiable that everything that is born of God is overcoming the world? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Is our faith (in God) the victory that has overcome the world? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written in writing that our faith (in God) is the victory that has overcome the world? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it through a test verifiable that our faith (in God) is the victory that has overcome the world? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Does God have a son? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written in writing that God has a son? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it through a test verifiable that God has a son? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Is God true? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written in writing that God is true? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is a test verifiable that God is true? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Is the wood of life in the paradise of God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written in writing that the wood of life is in the paradise of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it through a test verifiable that the wood of life is in the paradise of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Does God have seven spirits? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written in writing that God has seven spirits? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it through a test verifiable that God has seven spirits? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Did God send his seven spirits to all lands? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is it written in writing that God sent his seven spirits to all lands? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it through a test verifiable that God can send his seven spirits to all lands? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Can God wipe away all tears from his eyes? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is writing asserted that God can wipe away all tears from his eyes? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it through a test verifiable that God can wipe away all tears from eyes? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Are seven angels standing before God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written in writing that seven angels stand before God? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it through a test verifiable that seven angels stand before God? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Does God have a secret? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is writing asserted that God has a secret? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is verifiable through a test that God has a secret? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Was the temple of God opened in heaven? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is it written in writing that the temple of God was opened in heaven? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it possible to testify through a test that the temple of God can be opened in heaven? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Are there commandments of God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is writing asserted that there are commandments of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it through a test verifiable that God is capable of making commandments for people? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Does God have a judgment? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is writing asserted that God has a judgment? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is verifiable through a test that God has a judgment? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Did God make heaven and earth and sea and water wells? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written in writing that God made heaven and earth and sea and water wells? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is verifiable through a test that God can make heaven and earth and sea and water wells? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Can God be angry? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written in writing that God can be angry? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it through a test verifiable that God is capable of being angry? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Did angels have harps of God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written in writing that angels had harps of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it through a test verifiable that angels can have harps of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Was Moses a servant of God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written in writing that Moses was a servant of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it possible to testify through a test that a person can be a servant of God and that God also recognizes this? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Is God the King of the Gentiles? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written in writing that God is the King of the Gentiles? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it possible to verify by a test that God is the king of the heathen? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Are the ways of God just and true? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written in writing that the ways of God are just and true? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it possible to testify through a test that the ways of God are just and true? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Does God live from eternity to eternity? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is writing asserted that God lives from eternity to eternity? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it through a test verifiable that God lives from eternity to eternity? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Are the judgments of God true and just? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written in writing that the judgments of God are true and just? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it verifiable through a test that the judgments of God are true and just? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Does God have power over plagues? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written in writing that God has power over plagues? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it through a test verifiable that God has power over plagues? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Is God sometimes angry? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written in writing that God sometimes has fury? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it verifiable through a test that God sometimes has fury? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Is God strong? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written asserted that God is strong? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it through a test verifiable that God is strong? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Did God sit in the chair? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written in writing that God sits on the chair? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it through a test verifiable that God sits on the chair? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Does God have servants? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is writing asserted that God has servants? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it possible to testify through a test that God has servants who actually perceive God as such? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Can God take the kingdom? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is written in writing that God can occupy the kingdom? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it through a test verifiable that God can occupy the kingdom? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Are there true words of God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
- Is writing asserted that there are true words of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is it through a test verifiable that there are true words of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God fall from the skies? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is writing asserted that God drops fire from heaven? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is testable by a test that God can drop fire from the sky? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are high-ranking religious representatives iridescent figures?
• Do people make a veity around God?
• Is God in religious custody?
• Do religions have leased God for themselves?
• Does the greeting to God replace the prayer?
• Does the Holy Father replace a prayer?
• Is God already satisfied if he is greeted rather than being praised?
• Are religions staged?
• Is God the only remaining apparent ally for many believers?
• Can ALL people turn to God at any time? Answer Proposal: YES, but unfortunately only to the thought-image God!
• Do clerics have a pretty trick-and-treat with their church members?
• Is the heavenly kingdom (paradise) made out of pure fountains?
• Reigns in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) oppressive silence?
• Should people only greet God when they see him?
• Do all the religious elements serve to please God?
• Do all the religious elements have the task to please God? Answer Proposal: Actually already!
• Do all religious elements have the goal of delighting God? Answer Proposal: So it should be!
• Are there also religious elements that serve to call God?
• Are there also religious elements that serve to anger God?
• Are unmarried men of the super religion particularly aggressive because they are NOT allowed to masturbate?
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) never caught their breath?
• Is people instilling God-fearing?
• Can religions be forced to their knees?
• Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) be forced to their knees?
• Can God's warriors (Religious Warriors) be forced to their knees?
• Does God play the main role in religions?
• Did and do believers create an art world that they would not want to miss? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Replace 10 Greetings to a prayer?
• Will God be praised (blessed be God)?
• Do Religions Provide Community Facilities? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do believers notice that God NEVER shows up?
• Do religions have a desire list?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) have a desire list?
• Have God Warriors (Religious Warriors) a Wish List?
• Do people learn about the periodic system of chemical elements when they study sacred writings on religion? Answer Proposal: NO!
• What do Salafists like most?
• Do the Salafists prefer their ideology to all men?
• Will God be declared a man by a human being? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does God not want Godless? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is often and gladly asserted that God does not want a godless? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God does not want a godless? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does not Allah have any unbelievers? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is often and gladly asserted that Allah does not want any unbelievers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to verify by a test that Allah does not want any unbelievers? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Will God be honored and praised? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it required that God be honored and praised and thus indirectly asserted that God is to be honored and praised? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is a test verifiable that God wants to be honored and praised? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God soon no longer know where to go with the many honors and praises?
• Are God's many honors and praises coming out soon?
• Is God still suffocating in the flood of honors and praises?
• Is there a sense of praise and praise for God because of the many honors and praises?
• Can God no longer hear the word of honor and praise?
• Is the thought image of God overloaded with honors and praises, as does the rest of the universe?
Does God do his duty, whether he is honored or praised?
Are holy declarations alone a joke?
Were religions raised by people?
Was the former group of gods merely a complete explanation for this world? Answer Proposal: YES!
Were those who thought about 3,800 years ago God glad that they finally had an (apparent) holistic explanation for this world? Answer Proposal: YES!
Was God formerly unquestioning as the only comprehensive explanation for this world? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is God still the only comprehensive explanation for this world? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is God the only comprehensive explanation for this world? Answer Proposal: Probably not!
Does anyone today claim that the biblical creation story is true? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is the now recognized false biblical story of creation with God as the main actor the best proof that God was conceived by men? Answer Proposal: YES!
Why did God not tell the authors of the biblical story of creation how it really was?
How many millennia or millions of years did the biblical story of creation end?
How many percent of people still believe in the correctness of biblical creation history?
How many thousands of years or millions of years have Adam and Eve been expelled from Heaven?
Why was God so grave and sent only a son (supposedly) and no daughter at all?
Will believers be happy with God?
Would believers be happy with their religion?
Is faith predominantly made up of human rules? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is God in all religions as the creator of the world?
Why are intelligent people so stupid / goofy and praying to a thought-image, that is, God or Allah? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
Is God only loving, if he is regularly given? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
Is God only loving when he is regularly honored? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
Is God only loving when he is greeted regularly? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
Is God only loving when he is regularly accused? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
Is God only loving when he is regularly praised? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) represent God as something serious? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) try to convey the impression that God is a serious matter? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) usually succeed in giving the impression that God is a serious matter? Answer Proposal: YES!
Benefits Religious Representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) God as an advertising vehicle? Answer Proposal: YES!
Benefits Religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) Prophets as an advertising carrier? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is God as fictitious as the biblical creation story? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is the biblical story of creation the best example of the fact that God was freely given? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are religions a behavioral corset?
Is the existence of God's houses as a proof of God?
Is the logic of religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers), there must be a God because there are God houses?
Does the Spirit of God dwell in God's houses?
Should racists and Salafists be locked in a cell until they realize that all are human beings?
Should all the divine statements in holy scriptures be accompanied by the addition that this is a presumption? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should all the divine statements be best removed from holy scriptures because they cannot be tested through a test or experiment? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does God often go out or rather stay in his heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) sometimes stunned?
Are God-Warriors (religious warriors) sometimes stunned?
Are racists, imperial citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis sometimes stunned?
Should people worship God first?
Is God able to recognize that he is greeted?
Is God able to recognize that he is being worshiped? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
Is it easy to imagine that God is able to recognize that he is being promoted? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it verifiable through a test that God is capable of recognizing that he is being promoted? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God get used to it when he is given much?
• Does God get used to it when he is greeted?
• Does God have advantages and no disadvantage for believers?
• Do gurus for believing devotees only have advantages and no disadvantage?
• Why should it be true that God is omnipotent, compassionate, protective, and helpful when there is so much unbelief in God's scriptures?
• Are even faithful gentlemen smiling over the unbelievable claims of God in holy writings of religion?
• Who decides which statements of God in holy scriptures of religion are still correct and which statements of God are obviously wrong? Answer Proposal: No one dare!
• Would believers like God to do what he is supposed to do? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Companies Believe everything possible so that God does what he should? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God willing or willing to be worshiped? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it assumed that God wants or wants to be promoted? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God wants to be or will be wanted? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Have religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) already been left behind?
• Have God's Warriors (religious warriors) ever been let down?
• Have racists, imperial citizens, Salafists and Wahhabis been let down?
• Are believers influencing victims of religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do believers believe in what they believe in? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do rich believers feel treated more justly by God as poor believers?
• Should the chaff be separated from the wheat for religion?
• Does faith offer the freedom to believe in what one wants to believe?
• Is freedom always the tolerance of the other believer?
• Is God a Nimmersatt who never gets enough prayers and homage?
• Does God squeal when he is not praised and accused?
• Does God, if he is not asked for help?
• Does God, if he is not asked for protection?
• Quench God if he is too rarely used as a stop-giver?
• Quarrels Religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers), if they have to get up early?
• Whistling warriors (religious warriors), if they cannot lead or lead wars?
• What is important for religions? And:
• What is unimportant for religions?
• What is most important for religions? And:
• What is most unimportant for religions?
• What is important for religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers)? And:
• What is unimportant for religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers)?
• What is most important for religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers)? And:
• What is most unimportant for religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers)?
• What is important for God-Warriors (religious warriors)? And:
• What is unimportant for God-Warriors (religious warriors)?
• What is most important for God's Warriors (religious warriors)? And:
• What is most unimportant for God-Warriors (religious warriors)?
• What is important for racists, imperial citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis? And:
• What is unimportant for racists, imperial citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis? And:
• What is the most important for racists, imperial citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis? And:
• What is the least important for racists, imperial citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis?
• Are there sometimes unexpected problems for religions? Or:
• Is there an unexpected problem for religions?
• What is the biggest problem for religions? And:
• What is the least problem for religions?
• Are there any unexpected problems for religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers)? Or:
• Are there any unexpected problems for religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers)?
• What is the biggest problem for religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers)? And:
• What is the least problem for religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers)?
• Are there any unexpected problems for God-Warriors (religious warriors)? Or:
• Are there any unexpected problems for God’s warriors (religious warriors)?
• What is the biggest problem for God-Warriors (religious warriors)? And:
What is the least problem for God-Warriors (religious warriors)?
Are there any unexpected problems for racists, Reich citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis? Or:
Are there any unexpected problems for racists, Reichs-citizens, Salafists and Wahhabis?
What is the biggest problem for racists, Reichs-citizens, Salafists and Wahhabis? And:
What is the least problem for racists, Reich citizens, Salafists and Wahhabis?
Does God treat all men alike?
Does not God deprive anyone?
Does God prefer nobody?
Are all men equal before God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
Does it mean that before God all men are equal? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it possible to test through a test that before God all men are equal? Answer Proposal: NO!
Why do people pray to God when all men are equal before God?
Why do people pray to God when prayer and non-prayer are equal before God?
Does God distinguish between people who pray to him and those who do not pray to him?
Does God divide between elementary particles that pray to him and those who do not pray to him?
Is it boring for God when all men are equal before him?
Should the biblical story of creation be better described as a biblical creation fairy tale?
Did the authors of the biblical history of creation replace missing knowledge by imagination? Answer Proposal: YES!
For how many years has it been known that the biblical creation history is wrong?
Does faith in the races of men never fail, just as the faith in God never dies?
Is there a link between faith and wealth?
Why are the faithful not the richest at the same time?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) have to point permanently to God because otherwise God would be easy to overlook? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are religious laws just as secular as secular laws? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do believers turn their minds off when it comes to God and faith?
Catholics (clergy / clerics / preachers) God and the world? If so:
Should religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) be asked what is most important for God?
Are prayers to God a prophylactic measure? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are prayers to God a preventive measure? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is there any Gelump in the Heavenly Kingdom?
Are God's houses primarily assembly houses? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do believers believe in God to believe in God?
Schwatzen religious representatives (Religious / cleric / preacher) God people on, starting in early youth? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is God inspired by religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers)? Answer Proposal: YES!
Life religions from the fear of humans? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it called freedom of faith, if everyone can believe what he wants?
How many tricks do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) have in stock?
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) also concerned with the elucidation of the riddle of God or more about their preservation of power?
Are not religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) interested in God's and Prophet's questions because they are more concerned about power?
Do religions need to be kept in order? Or:
Do religions keep themselves in order? Answer Proposal: NO!
Will not the Lord sometimes? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
Is said that the Lord God sometimes does not want? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is verifiable through a test that it is really the Lord God who does not sometimes want to? Answer Proposal: NO!
Will there always be religions, because there will always be people's fear? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there not only lights, but also shadows in religions? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there not only light, but also shadows, among religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers)? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are many people greedy for religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are many people curious about religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is Allah as totalitarian as Salafists?
Will believers and religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) be fooled, when God and prophets are analyzed and criticized by knallhart, because they have something against God and prophets being demystified? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did God only want to work for a short time, because he had created all things, plants and beings out of nothing or something unknown to us in principle, in a windy hurry, and then left everything created to himself?
• Does God, in Windes' haste, created all things known to us in principle, plants and beings out of nothing or something unknown, essentially only as a protector and a guardian?
• Is the Biblical Creation Story a kind of Creation Big Bang or Big Bang Creation, because it should have taken place within a week? (Note: There was no Big Bang and there is NO space expansion.)
• Are there far more than 1000 statements of God and statements, and is not one of them currently verifiable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• How long do self-proclaimed servants of God still want to walk on the god's path? Answer Proposal: Open to Others!
• Was the biblical creation history, until very recently, the wisdom of last year? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) officially distancing themselves from the correctness of the biblical creation history? Answer Proposal: Open to Others!
• Cannot believers take their faith seldom? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does faith also mean salvation? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is faith also a religious law work? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the word faith also for religious legislation? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are religious legislations, in most cases, long-established and then frozen secular laws? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a statement against statements in matters of faith and faith, and in cases of doubt is there a stronger or more brutal right? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do people who claim to find them at God stop, in fact, only stop at the thought-image of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do people who claim to pray to God, in reality, only to the thought-image of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) of the opinion that ALL is right, what they or their predecessors have given to God because God did not resist? Answer Proposal: Leave to others!
• Is God so popular, because ALL can be attributed to him without being opposed? Answer Proposal: Most likely YES!
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) have anything else to do for the sake of credibility, as pretending to believe ALL what they or their predecessors have attributed to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Was Charles Darwin a heretic from the Church's point of view because he dared to doubt the ultimate biblical creation history in favor of evolution theory? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Malte Leonardo Da Vinci God so often because the Bible says that God created men according to his face? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did God cling to Islam specifically and called God that clone then Allah?
• Does religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) sometimes burn something under their fingernails? Answer Proposal: High Probability YES!
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) remain servants of God until they fall? Answer Proposal: Revealed from reverence!
• Are God's warriors (religious warriors) faithful to their conviction until they fall down? Answer Proposal: Revealed from reverence!
• Are racists, imperial citizens, Salafis, and Wahhabis faithful to their conviction? Answer Proposal: Revealed from reverence!
• Were the authors of the Biblical Creation History very much concerned? Answer Proposal: YES!
• The author of the Biblical story of creation always strives to find the reality of the universe? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do creationists favor a new edition of Biblical creation history? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God still resting on every seventh day?
• Does God divine men by bringing the good into the heavenly kingdom (paradise) and the wicked into hell?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) make progress to the snail? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Play for religions Prophets a role at least as great as God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it much easier for believers to accept existing claims of God and prophets instead of turning their minds on?
• Did extreme-believers, conservative-believing and strong-believers bite into God and their religion?
• Are God's commandments and religious laws really secular laws, which are stamped with a God's stamp by men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God the creator of the world? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God is the creator of the world? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God is the creator of the world? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is the assumption or assertion that God is the creator of the world can be verified by NOTHING? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are religions conceived from A to Z, that is, fantasy? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are people at the end of their lives before God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that people are at the end of their lives before God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to verify by a test that people are at the end of their lives before God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God keep ALL the human beings uninterrupted? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God monitors ALL human beings without gaps? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God monitors ALL humans completely? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does God keep ALL elementary particles seamless? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God monitors ALL elementary particles without gaps? Answer Proposal: Is still to be clarified!
• Is it possible to verify by a test that God monitors ALL elementary particles without gaps? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are religions an institution for the imagination of people?
• Do religions bring the imagination of human beings into regulated channels?
• Do religions segregate the imagination of people?
• Do most people surrender to the immense abundance of (not verifiable) divine statements, and therefore, sooner or later, do they think that there must be something to God when there are so many statements to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• What is the greatest weakness of God? Answer Proposal: NO single God statement can be verified by a test or experiment!
• Has man created an overwhelming abundance of the claims of God, before which everyone sooner or later capitulates? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those ridiculous who seriously believe in the correctness of the biblical history of creation and Adam and Eve? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are God’s statements, conceived, conceived exclusively by other imagined statements of God against doubters (seemingly and supposedly)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did the seven biblical plagues come from God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is written in writing that the seven biblical plagues came from God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable through a test that God is capable of sending seven biblical plagues? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there evidence of the seven fat years and the seven meager years? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does NO claim that the seven meager years are sent by God as a plague? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did God send further plagues to the seven plagues? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
• Does not a man now claim that the African drought periods are a plague plagued by God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God currently sending the scourge of Islam terror? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Does Islam terrorists claim that Allah sends Islam terror because they act in the name of Allah (supposedly)? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Is it possible to verify by a test that Allah sends the plague of Islam terror? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is Missionary Survival Made? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God currently protect ALL who believe in his protection? Answer Proposal: Imagine YES!
• Is God currently helping ALL who believe in His help? Answer Proposal: Imagine YES!
• Are all those who believe in him and are looking for him? Answer Proposal: Imagine YES!
• Do believers try to think differently? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do believers try to prove a non-verifiable assertion of God by other non-verifiable claims of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Was God being cheerfully asserted in the matter of God, without God meddling? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) have a blatant rubber boat with which they sail to God? Answer Proposal: Probably NO!
• How do faith and religion differ? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
• Does each RELIGION have its own secular legislation, which has been stamped by men with a God’s stamp? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does each RELIGIONS 'DIRECTION belong to a separate secular legislation that has been stamped by people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does every FAITH have its own secular legislation, which has been stamped by men with a God's stamp? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a separate secular legislation for every line of faith that has been stamped by men with a God's stamp? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should the LIES action be complete, DO NOT READ verifiable allegations of Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God stir up believers because they attribute to him things that are not true? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is God wondering about holy writings of religion, because there are nothing wrong with him? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
Do believers have the right to think about God?
Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) have the right to think about God?
Do God’s warriors (religious warriors) have the right to imagine things about God?
Do Salafists have the right to think about God?
Do Wahhabis have the right to think about God?
Do the feelings in religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) sometimes high? Answer Proposal: YES!
Cooking the feelings in God Warriors (religious warriors) sometimes high? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do the feelings in racists, Reich citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis sometimes rise? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are religions already a bit stained? Answer Proposal: For the one YES, for the other NO!
Are there laws of God (are there laws of God)? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
Is it asserted that there are laws of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it through a test verifiable that the divine laws are actually of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
Are there laws of faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there laws of religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is faith in faith in the infallibility of the laws of faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are religions ahead of their time? Answer Proposal: whoever believes it will be saved!
Are religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) ahead of their time? Answer Proposal: Only very rare!
Should ALL ALL BIDs and rules of the different religions and beliefs ultimately be the will of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Did religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) have to familiarize themselves with their religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
Could believers first familiarize themselves with their faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are representatives of different religions and beliefs arguing about God’s statements, precisely because there is NO right and wrong in God because of the lack of verifiable tests? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is God the faith in the uninformed?
Is God the faith in the non-existent?
For the faithful, until not so long ago, was the earth the main field of action of God, and all that could be seen in heaven was only a side-issue for God? Answer Proposal: Could be!
Is God credible? Or:
Is God incredible?
Are religions a hopeless case? Answer Proposal: An outrageous question!
Are believers a hopeless case? Answer Proposal: An outrageous question!
Are holy scriptures of religion pure imagination when it comes to God’s statements? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do some people suffer from both a racism delusion and a delusion of religion?
Are religious laws governing secular laws? Answer Proposal: NO, because religious laws are also secular laws, which are simply stamped by people with a God’s stamp!
Does religion belong to a nested system of claims of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does religion belong to an interweaving of God’s assertions? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are religions-related claims of God the great bluff, with which everything can be flattened and with which everything can be ironed away?
Binding Religious Representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) Believe a bear? Answer Proposal: Partially quite!
Is God a thought image that has been woven around all religions, and is still being woven around, including the envoys and prophets? Answer Proposal: YES!
Was a properly creditor or a strong believer so sustained that he never loses his faith?
Is the best thing about Allah, that He entrusts true believers to slaughter false believers, unbelievers, and godless ones, or do they somehow kill them? Answer Proposal: Still unclear!
Is the best thing about God that believers can bend him as they would like him to be, and that God never opposes or even opposes? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) always jump beautifully between God and the prophet? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is the early rising believer the best to begin with God, according to the motto, morning hour has gold in mind?
Do religions still have air?
Can religions be instrumentalized?
Why can God make laws specifically for people but not specifically how people write?
Why can God make laws specifically for people but not specifically how people speak?
Is the figure 3,800 derived from the fact that Judaism is about 3,800 years old? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do many people need phases in which they can turn their minds off and turn their feelings on, and is the God-Prophets-Religious-Cult just the right thing to meet this need? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do most people have the need to temporarily turn their minds off and turn their feelings on, and is the God-Prophets religious cult just the right thing to meet this need? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do many people who enter a house of God feel that there is something special or exclusive? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do most people who regularly visit a house of God need the special feeling in God's house? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a certain something in God's houses that makes it possible to distract oneself from everyday life? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any things in God's houses that are nowhere else? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a seemingly particularly close proximity to God in God's houses? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a particularly close proximity to the image of God in God's houses? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do God-Houses suggest a particularly close proximity to the image of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) keep the cult of God up to the devil, because they want to keep people dependent? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do believers insist on the infallibility of their faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there religious brain-sham-amputees, that is, believers who apparently turn their brain off when it comes to God, the Prophet and religion? Answer Proposal: Opened for self-protection!
• Do compassionate religions work so that those who DO NOT question doubtful statements of God and prophets are best to kill? Answer Proposal: Multiple causes are likely!
• Do not those who are strictly faithful, in faith and God's questions talk about themselves because they are afraid that their entire faith and God's building will be like a house of cards? Answer Proposal: Could be!
• Do not those who are strictly faithful in faith and God's questions, talk about themselves because they are afraid that their entire faith and God's building will be like a house of cards? Answer Proposal: Can be, but do not have to be!
• Do God's warriors (religious warriors) simply want to be fierce and blame them for anything else? Answer Proposal: Can be, but do not have to be!
• Where did the authors of the biblical history of creation have their knowledge? Answer Proposal: unexplained, perhaps from prophets!
• Why is science so hard in believing questions against faith? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
• Why do believers try to get something positive out of something completely nonsensical, as the biblical creation story is soberly seen? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
• Is believe more comfortable as know? Answer Proposal: Probably!
• Do religious scriptures contain a concentrated charge of imagination, especially regarding God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religious scriptures contain a concentrated charge of imagination, especially regarding God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religious scriptures contain a concentrated charge of imagination, especially regarding God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religious scriptures contain a concentrated charge of imagination, especially regarding God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religious scriptures contain a concentrated charge of imagination, especially regarding God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God very close to believers, because he sits as a thought-image in their heads? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can God easily salute, because he is very close as a thought-image in the minds of believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is a religious affiliation a good sound? Answer Proposal: YES, in most countries!
• Did the authors of the biblical history of creation simply write on how they might have been? Or equivalently:
  • Were the authors of the biblical history of creation, as far as they could have been, on the basis of their knowledge at that time, to the best of their knowledge? Answer Proposal: Probably it was so!
  • When did monotheism arise (as faith)? Or equivalently:
  • How old is monotheism (as faith)? Answer Proposal: certainly more than 2,500 years!
  • Why do believers depend on their faith? Answer Proposal: Probably because faith is a stable greatness in the life believer!
  • Do believers need their faith and God as a stable greatness in their lives? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is faith for believers a guide to getting better through life? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Are there other stabilizing qualities in the life of believers besides faith? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
  • Do believers already have a place card for the Heavenly Kingdom? Answer Proposal: Must be consulted!
  • Do religious fanatics sometimes argue with violence? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Do you just like what you do not like? Answer Proposal: Well possible!
  • Do the religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) simply get rid of what is wrong with them? Answer Proposal: Well possible!
  • Are creationists like new wine in old tubes? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is there a language barrier between religions? Answer Proposal: Mostly!
  • Should religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) be proud that they are asked so many questions in their honor? Answer Proposal: Anyway!
  • Do religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) try to make the most of their religion? Answer Proposal: Mostly YES!
  • Are religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) always unaware? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
  • Are all those who do not know what God is currently proving to be true believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Can faith be a means of addiction? Answer Proposal: Sorry YES!
  • Are believers sometimes out of bounds and bands? Answer Proposal: Concealable!
  • Are religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) sometimes out of bounds and bands? Answer Proposal: Concealable!
  • Why does God need three basic religions and many religious directions? Answer Proposal: God should explain this to another prophet!
  • Work religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) with the double trick, which consists in the fact that they firstly prove a non-verifiable assertion of God with the help of OTHER, non-verifiable assertion of God, and that they secondly repeat the existing claims of God tirelessly, Although non-verifiable allegations of God are not verifiable by constant repetition? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Are there any scientific discoveries of the modern age in holy scriptures? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Does it annoy all non-Christians that the global time calculation counts from Christ's birth and not from the beginning of their own religion? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
  • Is the global time calculation changed to years after the super-prophet when the majority of the world's population is a super-religion? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
  • Will there ever be a global unity belief or atheism? Answer Proposal: Certainly NO!
  • Do believers need something to glorify like God and prophet? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Are some believers even glorified? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
  • Do believers always believe in the unconscious? Answer Proposal: By definition YES!
  • Does believers enjoy to believe in the unconscious? Answer Proposal: Apparently YES!
  • Are believers proud of believing in the unconscious? Answer Proposal: Apparently YES!
  • Does not any religion (supposedly) share a god with other religions? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Does each religion claim its own interpretation of the (supposedly) single God on its own? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Are religions excusable? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
  • Are believers excusable? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
  • Does faith have nothing to do with nature science? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is faith detached from nature science? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is faith the counter-pole of nature science? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Were religions also created so that women do not wander around everywhere? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Do you also want to retreat to the Snail House? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is there a heavenly kingdom? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
  • Is it asserted that there is a heavenly kingdom? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is verifiable through a test that there is a heaven kingdom? Answer Proposal: NO!
• How many heavenly empires (paradises) are there? Answer Proposal: We should try to figure it out!
• Are believers inaccessible to objective arguments? Answer Proposal: Usually, YES!
• Is it necessary to take account of its low level of knowledge at the time, which had been a long time ago for men and religions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any religious fanatics? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religious religious fanatics always have the purpose of exercising their religious fanaticism from morning to night? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does not it incite religion fanatics to the least that there is not a single verifiable testimony at all times? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are religious fanatics always necessary to take account of its low level of knowledge at the time, which had been a long time ago for men and religions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any religious fanatics? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do religious religious fanatics always have the purpose of exercising their religious fanaticism from morning to night? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does not it incite religion fanatics to the least that there is not a single verifiable testimony at all times? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Cannot the subject matter be discussed with hardcore religious fanatics? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are faithful, including religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers), fury, when shaken by their beliefs of the non-verifiable and untested? Answer Proposal: Can be!
• Do believers depend on their faith because they can only be happy with their faith? Answer Proposal: Could be!
• Are all those who believe in God, in all seriousness, that there is God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Have all those who believe in God have the slightest doubt that there is God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a cult of Mary? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God make the Virgin appear now and again? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it claimed that God makes the Virgin appear every now and then? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that God makes the Virgin appear now and then? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are women who (supposedly) the Virgin appeared to be prophets? Answer Proposal: In a wider sense YES!
• Is there a religious mafia? Answer Proposal: No idea!
• Should cross-bearers symbolically bear a cross once a year if their Savior has Jesus Christ’s birthday? Answer Proposal: YES!
• In the case of male believers, is it only about women and power, as is usually the case in the animal kingdom? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did the authors of the biblical story of Creation know that stars emerge without the action of God and pass away again? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is Allah at present as a thought-image in the minds of believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are not only all disbelieving people to kill, but also all animals because they are all disbelieving? Answer Proposal: Satan ask, he should know everything!
• To whom did God speak so much in the biblical creation history, when there was no one who was listening? Answer Proposal: Maybe it’s believers!
• Did God speak so much in the biblical story of creation with himself because he was so lonely? Answer Proposal: Maybe it’s believers!
• What did Heaven and Earth create from God? Answer Proposal: We will probably never find it!
• Did God NEVER create heaven and earth because the basic seven things of the universe (space, time, mass, energy, natural laws, known influences and unknown influences) have always existed? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Was not God always there, but also His creation? Answer Proposal: Creation YES, God NO!
• Is God still needed as the initial creator when the infinite universe has never been created? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Should religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) not let go, and continue to preach the mercy of God unhurt? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are religions a complex thing? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God an agent for religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers)? Answer Proposal: YES, because he offers them livelihood and power!
• Is the devil an agent for religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers)? Answer Proposal: YES, because hell serves as a threat!
• Is Jesus the Son of God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is vehemently asserted that Jesus is the Son of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it possible to testify through a test that Jesus is the Son of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Did God put his religious stampings on his own personal stamp? Or equivalently:
• Was God stamping religious laws most personally? Answer Proposal: Not verifiable!
• Did God bless religious laws? Answer Proposal: Not verifiable!
• Are faithfuls fond of their religion? Answer Proposal: Not impossible!
• Are religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) always polite? Answer Proposal: Only as long as no one drives them to the cart!
• Are God’s warriors (religious warriors) always polite? Answer Proposal: Only as long as no one drives them to the cart!
• Do religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) enjoy themselves? Answer Proposal: Probably!
• Are some believers sunk into a religious madness? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are non-verifiable statements of God correct by repeated repetition? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Belongs to faith and religion that people meet, wherever? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a tolerance on the subject of "religions"? Or:
• Is there any tolerance on the subject of "religions"?
• Is there a tolerance on the subject of "religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers)"? Or:
• Is there any tolerance on the subject of "religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers)"?
< Is the motto of religious fanatics, if nothing can be proven and tested to God, then are there at least hacks and wedges for those who do not want to swallow the unchecked? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can non-Salafists also think? Answer Proposal: From the perspective of Salafists certainly NO!
< Are Salafists convinced that only they can think? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are there, in the context of religions, over thousands of divine statements and statements of God, all of which are not verifiable through a test or experiment? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Were and human beings so proud of religious law texts that they meant and mean that can only be of God? Answer Proposal: Well possible!
< Are all religions equally responsible for the unequivocal overpopulation on the planet by prohibiting abortions and contraception? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Was the sentence, be fruitful and multiplied, at a time when there was absolutely no problem of overpopulation? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are all religions united in the demand, be fruitful and multiply, although this is now an absurd demand, because of the already existing world over-population? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are religions the most inflexible thing in the world? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Why is God incapable of settling disputes between religions? Answer Proposal: Because it gives it only as a thought-image!
< Are there religious disputes? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do religions have to add very rarely? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should religions sometimes give in? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do believers have any value on the fact that God’s statements are always verifiable? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
< Why do not believers place emphasis on the fact that God’s statements are always verifiable? Answer Proposal: Believers just want to believe!
< Why does it not bother believers that no single statement of God is verifiable by a test? Answer Proposal: Believers are boundless to their faith!
< Do people determine what they recognize in the realm of God and what is not? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do men have nothing else but to decide what is acceptable in the realm of God and what is not, because anyway, nothing is verifiable? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are religious fanatics proud of their fanaticism? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are people from childhood writing behind their religion behind their ears? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are men with extreme religious creatures by God’s grace and women almost nothing? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are religions sometimes uncomfortable when trying to undermine their authority? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are religious elements a matter of faith, concerning their God-reference? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Was the evolutionist theory banished from the school books by the small asian and religious fanatic guru? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is the slogan for the stubborn believers, our daily passage into the house of God give us today? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is the slogan for the most extreme-believing, our repeated daily walk into the house of God give us today? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are there so many UN-verifiable statements of God that no one has dared to contradict this flood of statements of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can God easily adapt to every religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God easily adapt to every religion? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Is there any legislation for every belief / religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does freedom of religion / freedom of religion also include freedom to apply the laws of faith / religion? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Is it a contradiction when, on the one hand, freedom of religion / freedom of religion is granted and, on the other hand, the legislation on faith / religion is, in substance, NOT granted? Answer Proposal: YES!
< What is a belief / religion still worth, if the related legislation is not valid in essential parts? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
< Is the freedom of religion, which is highly praised here, really only a restricted religious freedom? Answer Proposal: YES!
< How do religious totalitarian states differ from secular totalitarian states? Answer Proposal: In religious totalitarian states it is claimed that God wants it to be totalitarian!
< Is Allah / God so annoyed by the many worship that he does not listen anymore? Answer Proposal: The thought image Allah / God does not listen anyway!
< Do believers not make verifiable statements of God about everything in the world? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are there so many assertions of God and are they repeated so often that somebody almost capitulates and believes the allegations? Answer Proposal: YES!
< In particular, do children believe until the time of puberty almost ALL what they tell adults without asking for correctness of these adult statements, because children are accustomed to what adults say? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are children particularly suited to bothering them with untestable statements of God as absolute truth, because children first believe naively what they say to adults? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do believers have a relationship with God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it still unclear whether God has a relationship with believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) have an exclusive thought-relationship with God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Life salafists of violence threat? Answer Proposal: YES!
< In Christianity, are churches as large religious signs and crosses as small religious signs? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are there synagogues in Judaism as great religious signs and kipas as small religious signs? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does Islam have mosques as great religious symbols and head-cloth hoods or full-veil as small religious symbols? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are there religious rivalries? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are faith and religion responsible for the overpopulation of the earth? Answer Proposal: Also!
< Are God's statements automatically correct when shared by a great many people? Answer Proposal: NO, even if many people seem to see it differently!
< Is the omnipotence of God's mercy constantly revealed, especially by religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers)? Answer Proposal: Under no circumstances!
< Why is the alleged mercy of God constantly repeated, especially by religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers)? Answer Proposal: Great puzzle-guessing or maybe because they have nothing better to offer!
< Has God, perhaps, merely set the goal, especially against believers, but has not achieved this goal yet? Answer Proposal: Who would not like that!
< Would religions break down if they could no longer peddle or advertise with the (alleged) mercy of God? Answer Proposal: It would be at all risk of collapse!
< Should religions try to get along without the alleged mercy of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should religions try to get along without God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) not be in the pants right away, if sometimes it does not go as desired? Answer Proposal: Absolutely, but only if they wear pants instead of cowl!
< Are Angels Bengel? Answer Proposal: Maybe!
< Are believers fear-hares because they do not dare to abandon their faith? Answer Proposal: This impression could arise!
< Have religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) fear of the future when they lose faith? Answer Proposal: Ask the person concerned!
< Does believers satisfy the thought-image of God? Answer Proposal: Apparently YES!
< Do religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) always find the right words? Answer Proposal: In any case, they have this goal!
< Is God an irrefutable fact for believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are there so many religions because God loves diversity? Answer Proposal: No woman and no man know for sure!
< Are sacred religious writings, especially believers, under their spell? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are holy writings of religion intended to make an impression? Answer Proposal: Not always, but often!
< Does God make gifts of heaven? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it claimed that God makes gifts of heaven? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is verifiable through a test that God makes gifts of heaven? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Will God continue to be gracious if regular thanksgiving are addressed to him? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Are faithful who regularly address the image of God to the image of God, assuming that God will continue to be merciful only when often thanksgiving prayers are addressed to him? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it through a test verifiable that God remains gracious only when the thanksgiving prayers are addressed to him regularly? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Are faithful often hopeless cases? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Why are believers often hopeless cases? Answer Proposal: Because the thought-image of God was already burnt into the brain in early youth!
< Are believers hopeless God cases? Answer Proposal: There is still hope!
< Are believers unlearnable, because their hearts and minds are sealed by faith, and they thereby leave nothing to themselves which deviates from their faith? Answer Proposal: YES, anyway, most!
< Do people believe in God, but not in his existence? Answer Proposal: Everything is possible!
< Is religion often a question of righteousness? Answer Proposal: YES because there is no absolute truth in the subjects that cover religions!
< Are religions essentially a question of righteousness? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is religion primarily a question of righteousness? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is the lack of verifiability of God’s statements replaced by rhetoric in religions? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are not believers so demanding when it comes to their beliefs, because they are allowed to be consumed with nothing but verifiable statements of God and are also satisfied with them? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Let Gluckner ring out of custom church bells? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Calling Muezzins out of habit of minarets? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are God-warriors (religious warriors) out of habit violent against all who do not unconditionally bow to their ideology? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do people often just pray from habit regularly to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do believers have to submit to their faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do religions demand that all men should submit to faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is believers less concerned about God, but more about the related religious rituals? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is God a pretext for religious rituals? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Has God set himself as a thought-image in the minds of believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do people of their religions sometimes hang like a log on the leg? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
< Should religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) not apply too much? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can religions blow people's march? Answer Proposal: In some countries quite!
< Does the mind of believers only reach to their boards before their heads when it comes to their faith? Answer Proposal: Critical!
< Does God establish what sin is? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it asserted that God determines what sin is? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is verifiable through a test that God determines what sin is? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Did God establish two distinct sins-circumcises for men and women? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
< Are religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) armed themselves to be good servants of God? Answer Proposal: Definitely!
< Should religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) break no pips from the crown when believers become atheists? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) always keep their ears stiff? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it that young people who are already adolescents are behind their ears in early youths, that God has to be regarded as a respected person? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is children written / timely behind the ears that God is to be considered a respected person? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) tip their ears when something is confessed to them? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) DO NOT think about whether God exists? Or:
< Cannot religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) think about whether there is God? Or:
< Do not religion representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) think about whether there is God? Or:
< Do not religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) think about whether there is God? Answer Proposal: Whoever thinks about whether God exists cannot become a religious representative!
< Cannot believers NOT think that NO God's statement can be verified through an experiment, test or experiment? Or:
< Do not believers have to think that NO God's statement can be verified by an experiment, test or experiment? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Did God tell God how many prayers each person addressed to him in the course of his life? Answer Proposal: Confirmation of God Pending!
< Why are there animals that grow older than humans, even though they NEVER pray to God? Answer Proposal: Gottfreies Erbgut!
< Do religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) avoid direct confrontation with people? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Are God's statements declared as correct, even if their correctness is not verifiable? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do believers usually have a very accurate idea of what God can (supposedly) do, but ALWAYS a very imprecise idea of how God manages to do all that he can (supposedly) do? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) peas counters? Answer Proposal: Those concerned would probably deny it!
< Is not God's creation perfect because there are, for example, miscarriages? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is not God's creation perfect because there are diseases, for example? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is God's creation not perfect, because almost all planets are uninhabitable for humans? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is God's creation not perfect, for example because everything is broken again, up to 7 basic things? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do the (alleged) words of God belong to His creation? If so:
< Is it obvious that even the (alleged) words of God are not perfect when so much is not perfect in God's creation? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are verification attempts of sacred statements of God undesirable? Answer Proposal: YES, even very undesirable!
< Is NOTHING perfect in God's (alleged) creation on closer inspection? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Why should the (alleged) words of God be flawless and perfect when his other creation is NOT flawless and perfect? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is Jesus the Son of God? Answer Proposal: Do not be doubtful!
< Did Jesus claim of himself that he is the Son of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is scientifically verifiable that Jesus is the Son of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Should religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) not act as they have God's word? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is the belly-brain bigger than the head-brain in believers? Answer Proposal: Believers certainly do not see this way!
< Is God the (alleged) author of all God's statements recognized by religions? Answer Proposal: YES!
< What do God's statements and jokes have in common? Answer Proposal: The originator does NOT recognize directly!
< Is God directly recognizable? Answer Proposal: NO, but at most indirectly as a thought-image in the minds of believers!
< Does every believer, as well as every non-believer, decide for himself what he believes in God and what is not? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God want people to live deceitfully? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it claimed that God wants people to live with God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is verifiable through a test that God wants people to live deceitfully? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Why should people view scientifically non-verifiable statements of God as true or correct? Answer Proposal: To subordinate yourself to other people!
< Did God make laws for people? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it claimed that God made laws for human beings? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it through a test verifiable that God can make laws for human beings? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Would people believe in God because they want to believe in God? Answer Proposal: Can be, but does not have to be so!
< Why does God not try to prove to men that he is (almost) always merciful? Answer Proposal: This is one of the many God puzzles!
< Are the grapes growing into the mouth of the heavenly kingdom? Answer Proposal: No resurrection has ever been reported about this!
Are believers unaware when it comes to turning away from God and religion? Answer Proposal: Usually YES, but there should be exceptions!

Is the posting for religions? Answer Proposal: YES, mostly publicly in the house of God!

Is this so complicated with religions because it is so complicated with people? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are God-Warriors (religious warriors) primarily concerned with righteousness? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are extremists, radical leftists, racists, right-wing radicals, Reichs-citizens, religious radicals, Salafists, terrorists and Wahhabis primarily concerned with law? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) convincingly and convincingly convince believers that they are not aware of the lack of verifiability? Answer Proposal: Somehow it looks like!

Are religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) particularly skilled and experienced in bringing scientifically untestable statements to God with full conviction? Answer Proposal: Somehow it looks like!

Do not believers not question the scientifically uncheckable statements of God by religious representatives (clerics, clerics, preachers), because this could have otherwise bad consequences for them? Answer Proposal: Such a thing can happen!

Do believers need the God-watch-dream-world for their well-being? Answer Proposal: Somehow, this impression appears!

Are religions surrounded by God and faith because of their inferiority complexes? Answer Proposal: Will be disclosed!

Can faith degenerate into piety? Answer Proposal: YES!

Did God (allegedly) create the understanding human so that he could act as an impostor? Answer Proposal: This remains forever its secret!

Does God’s statements matter less about what is said about God, but rather about whom and how it is said? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is there an early childhood in which children accept almost anything that adults say unchecked as correct and is this time particularly suited to bring untestable statements of God to the child? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do believers imagine God somehow, and then pray to this kind of representation? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) to be lamenting because they have to get up so early? Answer Proposal: NO!

Are religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) ready to lie when it comes to their cause or when it is to their advantage? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately, proved YES!

Can religions be discredited? Answer Proposal: YES!

Can religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) be discredited? Answer Proposal: YES!

Can God’s warriors (religious warriors) be discredited? Answer Proposal: YES!

Can racists, Reich citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis be discredited? Answer Proposal: YES!

How far away do believers present God? Answer Proposal: Probably from 1 mm to 1 light year!

Does faith help in finding jobs? Answer Proposal: Would be to investigate!

Are people placed in line with God’s houses? Answer Proposal: Sometimes quite!

Are there other beliefs besides faith in God? Answer Proposal: YES!

Should believers continue to keep the thought image of God in their head when it helps them to get through life more easily? Answer Proposal: YES!

Should believers continue to keep God in their heads, but be aware that it is only a thought-image? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is God among us? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!

Is it gladly stated that God is among us? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is it through a test verifiable that God is among us? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is the thought-image of God undecided among us? Answer Proposal: YES!

Have the gods set sweat before their success? Answer Proposal: Only if they are still active!

Why are not verifiable testimony statements constantly repeated? Answer Proposal: Because they could otherwise be forgotten!

Is God given a sense of time, because in the biblical creation history a time requirement for God (alleged) creation is indicated? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does everything that has a sense of time, and therefore also God, need to be changeable? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is the time-perception of God and the immutability of God mutually exclusive? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is God only invariable when it comes to his (alleged) laws for man? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God always change when he blesses? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are religions based on an outdated worldview? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should religions be crushed? Answer Proposal: Cannot be so easily answered in the affirmative!
< Are religious representatives (clerics, clerics, preachers) assertion world champions at God's statements? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does at least every believer know what his personal image of God is at present? Answer Proposal: The respondents would have to answer!
< Is the non-verifiability of God's statements replaced by religious declarations in religions? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do religions want to maintain their outdated image of the world, because it has come from God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do religions do not want to subordinate to science? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) sometimes want to hear the truth so much? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) all vulgar abuse words so they know when they may be offended if they want? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Do God and believers form a symbiosis by protecting (believing) God's believers and protecting believers from the sight of God? Answer Proposal: If you deny this symbiosis, please report!
< Does the multitude or world of the (scientifically uncheckable) statements of God represent a life enrichment for believers? Answer Proposal: This could be so!
< Were religious scriptures optimized during the creation phase? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God have a heavenly kingdom? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is written in writing that God has a heavenly kingdom? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is verifiable through a test that God has a heaven kingdom? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Distribution God Adam and Eve from the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise)? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it written in writing that God drove Adam and Eve out of Heaven? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it through a test verifiable that God drove Adam and Eve out of the heavenly kingdom? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Does God deny the deceased the entrance into the heavenly kingdom (paradise)? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it claimed in writing that God's deceased denies entry into the heavenly kingdom? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it through a test verifiable that God deceased in certain cases denies the entrance into the heavenly kingdom (paradise)? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Does God provide for every martyr in the Heavenly Kingdom? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it asserted that God holds virgins for every martyr in the heavenly kingdom? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is verifiable through a test that God provides for every martyr in the heavenly realm (paradise) virgins? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Should religion fanatics prefer to turn to secular problems instead of indulging their fanaticism? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are believers particularly careful to say that they were protected by God when they were saved from evil? Answer Proposal: That could be partial!
< Are faithful especially careless because they rely on God to protect them and wonder if they are not saved from misfortune? Answer Proposal: That could be partial!
< Does God ensure that believers feel him in himself? Answer Proposal: Not verifiable YES, so uncertain!
< Do believers claim that they constantly feel God in themselves? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it through a test verifiable that believers always feel God in themselves? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Who explains statements or things for sacred? Answer Proposal: Those who feel responsible for it!
< Does God declare statements or things holy? Answer Proposal: Not proven!
< Are all the statements of God NOT scientifically verifiable or confirmed even if religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) turn upside down and wobble their legs? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Did the creation of God begin by creating space and time? Answer Proposal: Not proven!
< Does God also sell animals and plants from the heavenly kingdom (paradise)? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Can God grant a right favor to whom? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it assumed that God can make a right favor to whom? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it through a test verifiable that God can prove to whom a right favor? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Do religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) keep God at their feet? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should believers be glad when they are liberated from the faith yoke, instead of getting upset when their faith is
denigrated? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are there believers who are dominated by their religion without being aware of them? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are healing statements one of the oldest and most successful inventions of humans? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do believers simply want to dream of a peaceful, secure and healing world of God, precisely because,
unfortunately, reality is usually quite different? Answer Proposal: Perhaps too!
< Skin so a true believer nothing around? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Cannot believers be annoyed by NOTHING? Answer Proposal: It would be nice!
< Do not you ever want to leave? Answer Proposal: It would be nice!
< Cannot religious representatives (clerics, clerics, preachers) be annoyed by NOTHING? Answer Proposal: It
would be nice!
< Do not religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) NEVER leave? Answer Proposal: It would be nice!
< Do believers consider God a great secular ruler? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God help believers after the death a further life in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)? Answer Proposal:
Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Hopeful believers that after death God will enable them to continue living in the heavenly kingdom? Answer
Proposal: YES!
< Is it through a test verifiable that God's faithful after death allows a further life in the heavenly kingdom
(paradise)? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Do not the believers, therefore, not deny that none of the many statements of God are scientifically verifiable,
because they are afraid that they will be denied a continuation in God's heaven? Answer Proposal: This could be
the case in some cases!
< Are believers interested much more for a possible life after death, as for a possible life BEFORE giving birth?
Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Are there believers bound by their religion? Answer Proposal: This is not to rule out!
< Cannot, with faithfuls in faith matters, discuss matters objectively, because faith is inherently something
unselfish? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it a phenomenon that scientifically unverifiable testimony of God makes so much religious power attainable?
Answer Proposal: YES!
< Who determines which statements of God are to be taken seriously and which are not? Answer Proposal: Please
report the responsible persons!
< Are not God and religions a scientific component? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) hover in their own world? Answer Proposal: Often!
< Does it require special intelligent people to perform this unsecured game of God so skillfully, to present, and to
celebrate that they usually hold believers at face value? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Have faithful ever noticed that there are ALWAYS only people who say and do for God what they want to do,
and that God himself is NEVER to be audible, memorable, or seen by God? Answer Proposal: Apparently the
believer has not noticed yet!
< Do believers regard God as a respect person? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) do anything to ensure that all people regard God as a
respected person? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Would believers also regard God as a respected person if he were concerned only with the seven imperishable
things-space, time, mass, energy, natural laws, known influences, and (yet) unknown influences? Answer
Proposal: Hardly!
< Is God a respected person? Answer Proposal: Not sure!
< Do religions want to provide the (alleged) mercy of God? Answer Proposal: Probably!
< Do religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preacher) charity before? Answer Proposal: Not always always!
< Is God fascinated by religious ceremonies? Answer Proposal: The organizers of the ceremonies seem to believe
it!
< Did religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) visit a kind of drama school or are they talented actors?
Answer Proposal: Probably the latter!
< Are believers assuming that God can be influenced by prayer? Answer Proposal: They must, because otherwise
they could do without prayers!
< Did Christian charity lead to the last two world wars? Answer Proposal: A charity-oddity!
< Are believers emotionally sensitive because some God is constantly feeling or feeling? Answer Proposal:
Difficult!
< Use all religions? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Do religions need to be protected? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do sacred statements help the protection of religions? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Can God frustrate people's projects because they sometimes say, God willing or Inshallah? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Do people believe that God can frustrate people's plans because they sometimes say so God will or Inschallah? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it through a test verifiable that God can frustrate people's plans because they sometimes say, God willing or Inschallah? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Are believers convinced that God sometimes does not want to, as they themselves say, because sometimes they say so God wants? Answer Proposal: Could be right!
< Is it possible to confirm by an experiment that God is always the cause of the failure of a most delicate project by people, and so it was said before, God willing, even though unknown influences might be the reason for the failure of a project? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Why do people pray for something that cannot be confirmed? Answer Proposal: Maybe from a thousand-year-old habit!
< Are religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) all black, if pulled by the cocoa? Answer Proposal: Those with a black cowl will not be!
< Does God give people who believe in him a personal protection angel? Answer Proposal: Not sure!
< Are religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) God actors? Answer Proposal: A little bit of acting is also part of ceremonies!
< Are some people well-respected with God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it assumed that some people are well-occupied with God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is a test verifiable that some people are well-occupied with God? Answer Proposal: NO!
< What do people (supposedly) have to make, so that they are well-regarded with God (supposedly)? Answer Proposal: Believers know the best!
< Do people have to believe in God so that they are well-looked at with God? Answer Proposal: There is no reliance on it!
< Are Push Prayers more effective than Normal Prayers? Answer Proposal: Some believe this!
< Are religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) the main professional creator of God's statements? Answer Proposal: Anyway!
< Is it enough if God sits as a thought-image in her head? Answer Proposal: believers enough, apparently, atheists are not enough!
< Do missionaries try to make non-verifiable, non-verifiable statements of God palatable? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Applies, main believer are happy and satisfied with their thought-image of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it asserted that God is a Savior? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it through a test verifiable that God is a Savior? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do religious scriptures reflect the world of the world of the time when they were written? Answer Proposal: YES!
< When does faith faithfully and objectively help? Answer Proposal: NIE!
< Do believers in God's houses listen to God without murmuring, but are they much more interested in what the preacher has to say about current secular affairs, events, problems, or subjects? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) sometimes threatening in the name of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are only believers, or even all, incarnated with their thoughts? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is faith a matter of education? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do believers want simple recipes for their life problems? Answer Proposal: Usually YES!
Do religious representatives (clerics, clerics, preachers) deliver simple recipes to their life problems? Answer Proposal: Usually YES!

Do religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) play easily the over-verifiability of God's statements? Answer Proposal: YES!

Life religions from the impossibility of verifying all God's statements? Answer Proposal: YES!

Has in faith matters the right that has the better unscientific arguments? Answer Proposal: YES!

In the matter of faith does the law possess the greater persuasion art? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are many believers too dependent on their faith? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are sacred declarations a matter of arbitrariness? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are Holy Declarations an arbitrary affair? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are canonizations a matter of arbitrariness? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are canonizations an arbitrary affair? Answer Proposal: YES!

Was Jesus as much or little a son of God as all other men? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is not many faithful believers aware of how much they have put themselves into a SINNESS dependency through their faith? Answer Proposal: Apparently!

Would many strict believers, with the help of their faith, deliberately bring themselves into a SINNESS dependency because they fear otherwise not to get along with life? Answer Proposal: That can be!

Are religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) reputable? Answer Proposal: YES!

Does God have representatives on earth? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!

Is it stated in religious states that God has representatives on earth? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is it through a test verifiable that God has representatives on earth? Answer Proposal: NO!

Can the theme of RELIGION and FAITH be covered in words? Answer Proposal: NO!

Why do not believers objection that NO God's testimony is verifiable through an experiment, a test, or an experiment? Answer Proposal: There should be several reasons!

Does not believers fail to see that God's statement is scientifically verifiable? Answer Proposal: Apparently!

Does every religion jealous about their own God, or more precisely about their own statements of God? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are members of all religions peaceful on paper? Answer Proposal: YES!

Were there forced Christianizations? Answer Proposal: YES!

Was there forcible Islamization? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are believers a sworn community? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do believers lock themselves against factual arguments concerning God and faith? Answer Proposal: Usually YES!

Do believers not want to deal with objective arguments concerning God and faith? Answer Proposal: YES!

Can religions be polluted? Answer Proposal: Open to religious representatives!

Was the authors of the biblical history of creation known that animal and plant species are always being created and perished? Answer Proposal: Is probably no longer clear!

Would religions want nobody to interfere in their internal affairs? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are religions involved in the hair? Answer Proposal: Fortunately, religions do not have hair to cure!

Do believers need something to cling to? Answer Proposal: Somehow it looks like this!

Do believers need something to hold onto? Answer Proposal: Somehow it looks like this!

Do believers not only hold on to God, a prophet and their faith, but also on the rituals that belong to every faith? Answer Proposal: YES!

Share several prayers a day, insert them into manageable sections? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is it common to all religions to make scientifically non-verifiable statements about God? Answer Proposal: YES!

Can people argue about whether there is God, but is it indisputable that there are no scientifically verifiable statements of God, but only sacred statements of God? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is God willingly decorated by believers? Answer Proposal: YES!


Do believers have their own truth? Answer Proposal: Quite!

Are Holy Declarations Science? Answer Proposal: NO!

Do religions have any criticism? Answer Proposal: Certainly!

Do not believers have any criticism of their faith? Answer Proposal: Certainly!

May God's warriors (religious warriors) not criticize their actions? Answer Proposal: Certainly!

Do not racists, imperial citizens, Salafists and Wahhabis criticize their attitude? Answer Proposal: Certainly!

Are all human beings creatures of God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!

Is it claimed that all human beings are creatures of God? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is it through a test verifiable that all human beings are creatures of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
Why can believers jump so hard over their shadows and free themselves from their faith? Answer Proposal: Several reasons are likely!
Are religions accustomed to criticism? Answer Proposal: More YES like NO!
Should religions get accustomed to criticism? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it astonishing that religions work with nothing but uncheckable statements of God and at the same time raise the claim to infallibility? Answer Proposal: YES!
The main reason for religions, God, at the same time their greatest weakness? Answer Proposal: YES!
If as many God's statements have been and are still being made to be able to say, see, will know so much about God, so God must exist? Answer Proposal: Could be!
Is the use of positive statements of God suggesting a piece of a healthy world, which is not only a believer, but also all so longing? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do believers long for an unscientific world? Answer Proposal: Some probably quite!
Are strict believers prisoners of their faith? Answer Proposal: Partially quite!
Do strict believers voluntarily commit themselves a faith-bound bond? Answer Proposal: It looks like this!
Would religions determine the rhythm of human life? Answer Proposal: This honorable goal they have!
Should believers always remember that they are not sure what God is doing right now? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do some believers take their faith too seriously? Answer Proposal: YES!
Pray for a lifetime to God, hoping not to be poor anymore, but still they are mostly poor? Answer Proposal: YES!
Pray for a lifetime to God, in the hope of remaining rich and fulfilling God most of all their desire? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is there a vacuum in the heavenly kingdom? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
Do souls need an air pressure? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
Was there already the heavenly kingdom (Paradise) before God became the Creator? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
Is God just as merciful to gays, lesbians and trans-sexual as against malaria viruses? Answer Proposal: None yet possible!
Why does not anyone say, God bless gays, lesbians, trans-sexual or malaria viruses? Answer Proposal: Open to faith professionals!
Applies to religions, almost everything conceived? Answer Proposal: YES!
What is demonstrable in religions, because it is based on a verifiable observation? Answer Proposal: Open to faith professionals!
What blesses God? Answer Proposal: Open to faith professionals!
What does God not bless? Answer Proposal: Open to faith professionals!
God bless ALL what is good in his (alleged) creation? Answer Proposal: Could be!
Does God not bless all that is evil in his (alleged) creation? Answer Proposal: Could be!
Can religions not or do religions have to accept that there are still competing religions? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can God's warriors (religious warriors) not agree with the fact that there are still dropouts? Answer Proposal: YES!
Cannot racists, Reichs-citizens, Salafists and Wahhabis resign themselves to the fact that there are still dropouts? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does it inspire religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) when, with the help of scientifically non-verifiable positive statements of God, does it produce a pleasant feeling in the head and belly of believers? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
Do Religions Make Basta Policy? Answer Proposal: YES!
Knowledge Religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers), what belongs to? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
Do God’s warriors (religious warriors) always know what belongs to them? Answer Proposal: Doubts are announced!
Do not racists, imperial citizens, Salafists and Wahhabis not always belong? Answer Proposal: Could be!
Are religious writings aimed at imposing? Answer Proposal: Well possible!
Do religions want to impress? Answer Proposal: Absolutely possible!
Do you want to impress God’s warriors (religious warriors)? Answer Proposal: Definitely!
Do you want to impress racists, imperial citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis? Answer Proposal: Could be!
Would religions not be analyzed? Answer Proposal: Could be!
Would religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) not be analyzed? Answer Proposal: Could be!
Would not God’s warriors (religious warriors) be analyzed? Answer Proposal: Could be!
Would racists, Reich citizens, Salafists and Wahhabis not be analyzed? Answer Proposal: Could be!
Does it seem grotesque in this local enlightened society that there are PROUD Christians, PROUD Jews and PROUD Moslems? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do Christians have a patent for extravagant charity, because they love to bring their Christian charity, which is, however, more theoretical, see World Wars? Answer Proposal: Open to Christians!

Why is it so hard for many faithful to throw their faith ballast? Answer Proposal: Open to believers!

Who is wearing a gown? Answer Proposal: Finally a simple question!

Working religions without scientific background? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is every man a creature of God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!

Is it said that every man is a creature of God? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is a test verifiable that every human being is a creature of God? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is sacred the increase of very valuable? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!

Are Holy Declarations a True Miracle Means? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are Holy Declarations one of the most brilliant inventions since human memory? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are Holy Declarations a Success Story? Answer Proposal: YES!

Were Saint declarations specially created for the non-verifiable? Answer Proposal: YES, because there is no other reason for it!

Are holy declarations preferred in connection with God? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!

Are successors preaching preferred in connection with God? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!

Are holy statements after God the second most important element of religion? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!

Are there sanctuaries mostly related to God? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do religions have sanctuaries? Answer Proposal: YES!

Generate (for humans) positive God-statements with believers a pleasant feeling in the head and belly? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are (for humans) positive statements of God in the service of God well suited to the consent of the faithful? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are (positive) positive statements for believers good for believers? Answer Proposal: YES!

Hopeful believers that God is a giant and unchangeable stop-giver for them, and in reality they cling to a straw or a thought-image? Answer Proposal: YES!

Forgive God when asked? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!

Is said that God forgives when asked? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is it verifiable through a test that God forgives when asked? Answer Proposal: NO!

Does God protect people? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!

Is it through a test verifiable that God protects people? Answer Proposal: NO!

Does the biblical story of creation clearly show the great gaps in the knowledge of the people of that time? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the word "godless" 323 times in the Bible (AT + NT)? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is God with people? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!

Is said that God is with man? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is verifiable through a test that God is with humans? Answer Proposal: NO!

Did God call an over-the-counter hall, also called Heaven's Gate? Answer Proposal: Unknown!

What makes believers particularly devout? Answer Proposal: Probably the devotion!

Are some believers frozen in their faith? Answer Proposal: YES!

Does faith have power? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do many Muslims regard the Shari'a and related religious laws as decisive because they know them and the basic law is not, or only little? Answer Proposal: Could be!

Do religions want high? Answer Proposal: YES!

Should schools be made into religious-neutral zones? Answer Proposal: YES!

Should Christians be allowed to bury crosses until they can tell what God is doing right now? Answer Proposal: A non-committal recommendation!

Should Jews be forbidden to wear the kippa until they can say what God is doing right now? Answer Proposal: A non-committal recommendation!

Do Christians with hanged crosses descended from staple monkeys because they cling so hard to it? Answer Proposal: Do not rule out!

Are Jews with a kippa attached to them possibly from the staple monkey because they cling so hard to it? Answer Proposal: Do not rule out!

Are faithful thought-image supporters? Answer Proposal: YES, as long as they cannot say what God is doing right now!

Befeuern (Religious, cleric, preacher) the thought-image of God? Answer Proposal: YES, as long as they cannot say what God is doing right now!
< Create (for people) positive God-statements with believers a sense of security, security and a piece of a healthy world? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) succeed very successfully in the fact that (for humans) positive statements of God with believers elicit a sense of security and security? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are there believers who not only say I believe in God but also those who claim there is God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) keep the divine and prophet soup always simmering? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do believers consider God’s houses as their second home? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do children see the faith stories similar to fairy tales? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< What do believers hope from God and their faith? Answer Proposal: Perhaps security!
< What do believers want from God and their faith? Answer Proposal: Maybe Safety!
< How do believers know so closely that God is treated as a respected person? Answer Proposal: To answer by others!
< Are all known God-Prophet religious systems each made up of a huge allegation labyrinth? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is faith in ALL existing statements of God also part of faith in God? Answer Proposal: Difficult to answer!
< Are there believers who do not accept ALL the existing statements of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are there believers who accept only ALL existing God's statements of their religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are there believers who also accept some of the existing divine statements of other religions? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Are there believers who do NOT accept ALL the existing statements of God in their OWN religion? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Why can ordinary believers of religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) be rumored with uncheckable statements of God permanently? Answer Proposal: The reasons are manifold!
< Do ordinary believers of religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) with constant testimony statements of God constantly dance around on the nose because they do not recognize, for example, the non-verifiability or do not recognize?
< Do ordinary believers of religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) with constant testimony statements around the nose rumtanzen permanently because they regard these as a respect person, for example? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Do ordinary believers of religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) with constant testimony statements of God constantly on the nose rumtanzen, because these have for example a serious appearance? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Do ordinary believers of religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) with constant testimony statements of God constantly dance around on the nose because they cling to it, for example? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< How long do religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) still peddle with uncheckable statements of God? Answer Proposal: Until the apocalypse!
< Why are religions so rigid, when all else changes? Answer Proposal: Big question mark!
< Do some believers consider God a straw-stalk to which they cling? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Who says when Jesus-Maria? Answer Proposal: This should be well-known!
< Can believers become believing? Answer Proposal: Sometimes this impression is created!
< Are there religions complaining, because of the many religions? Answer Proposal: Not yet!
< Does religions at any time lump, because of too many religions? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Is religion going to end with funny? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Do religions sometimes take a break? Answer Proposal: Never!
< Are all statements of God expressed by Creationists, scientifically non-verifiable statements of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does God want certain houses of God to enter only WITHOUT shoes? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is it assumed that God wants certain houses of God to be entered only WITHOUT shoes? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is verifiable through a test that God wants certain God houses to be entered only WITHOUT shoes? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Are those who are subjectively more persuasive and / or objectively more violent in believing questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are those who are supposed to have better imagination with regard to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it not permitted in principle, so it is forbidden to think about things that have been declared holy? Answer Proposal: believers certainly see it this way!

< Is God, in religion, the chief thing in theory, but in practice only a decorative accessory? Answer Proposal: YES!

< Swallow-believers like scientifically unverifiable statements of God when they receive human warmth and affection? Answer Proposal: YES!

< Are believers always satisfied when God's statements are proved (apparently) with the aid of holy scriptures of religion? Answer Proposal: YES!

< Is everything that (supposedly) comes from God and does not this need to be checked? Answer Proposal: This is probably the philosophy of all religions!

< Was creation finally great for the authors of the biblical history of creation, and did it encompass the circumference that was visible to the naked eye? Answer Proposal: YES!

< Do religions have a history? Answer Proposal: YES!

< Are religions institutions that primarily want to be right because they relate their dogmas to prophets (allegedly) by God? Answer Proposal: YES!

< Will not all religions be able to agree on a jointly recognized cunning of God's statements because no statement of God is scientifically verifiable? Answer Proposal: YES!

< Schlacken Religion representatives (clergy, clerics, preacher) sometimes with the ears? Answer Proposal: They will probably not be spared!

< Slaves God-warriors (religious warriors) sometimes with the ears? Answer Proposal: They will probably not be spared!

< Slagging extremists, left-wing radicals, racists, right-wing radicals, Reich citizens, religious radicals, Salafists, terrorists and Wahhabis sometimes with their ears? Answer Proposal: They will probably not be spared!

< Believers content with God's unscientific methods of proof? Answer Proposal: YES!

< Do religions regularly oversee the general development? Answer Proposal: YES!

< Are religions nailed to the traditional? Answer Proposal: YES!

< Is there religious misery? Answer Proposal: YES!

< Does each religion have its own cultural circle? Answer Proposal: Essentially YES!

< Are the members of each religion proud of their respective culture circle? Answer Proposal: Essentially YES!

< Do religions have an opposition? Answer Proposal: NO!

< Are strict believers (orthodox) voluntarily ending with humanized religious laws? Answer Proposal: YES!

< Do religions differ by their rules? Answer Proposal: YES!

< Does any religion claim that it has the best and most correct rules? Answer Proposal: YES!

< Was and is God a sort of superman for many believers? Answer Proposal: YES!

< Do not religions believe that there are still other religions? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!

< Would God be satisfied with a single religion? Answer Proposal: Has he not yet betrayed!

< Do all male strict believers have a backward-looking image of women? Answer Proposal: There should be occasional exceptions!

< Do religions take the right of massive interference in the private sphere of people? Answer Proposal: YES!

< Are believers at risk of sinking into a huge thought-building that others had thought up before? Answer Proposal: YES!

< Is there, with so many a religion, only assertions and violence for those who do not take the claims uncritically? Answer Proposal: YES!

< Is faith and religion used to meet, wherever? Answer Proposal: YES!
<Do believers depend on their faith because this corresponds to their wish-image or desire-vision? Answer Proposal: YES!

<Are believers attached to their faith because faith contributes decisively to their well-being? Answer Proposal: YES!

<Would somebody think of Adam and Eve as something like the Biblical story of Creation? Answer Proposal: NO!

<Do believers believe in a picture of the world, that in this day and age no one would imagine? Answer Proposal: YES!

<Who still maintains that Eva was really created from the rib of Adam? Answer Proposal: Probably no one!

<Do some people need God, Prophet, and religion to be proud? Answer Proposal: It looks quite like this!

<Are most creators hopeless? Answer Proposal: From the perspective of scientifically thinking people YES!

<Would most of the creationists rather let themselves be beaten instead of abandoning their faith? Answer Proposal: YES!

<Did the authors of the biblical creation history get their information directly or indirectly from God? Answer Proposal: Was not handed over!

<Is it faithful to accept God's statements as correct if they are in a holy scripture and are also confirmed by religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers)? Answer Proposal: YES!

<Is religion education essential in memorizing sacred texts of religion? Answer Proposal: YES!

<Is there a being in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)? Or:

<Are all really equal in the heavenly realm (paradise)? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!

<Should ALL prayers be supplemented by a request to God to finally tell the prayers what he is currently proving to be? Answer Proposal: YES, absolutely!

<Does God also not reveal what he is proving, for example, when he is asked daily in prayer? Answer Proposal: It is to be feared!

<What percentage of what is written in holy writings of religion can still be viewed as correct today? Answer Proposal: The percentage would still have to be determined, but should be well below 100%!

<Are today's science-educated people interested in the idea of inventing and writing down something like the Biblical story of creation and then asserting that this is the only truth in God? Answer Proposal: NO!

<Do women tend to be more faithful than men because women tend to be more emotionally sensitive? Answer Proposal: Could be!

<Are religions more sensitive to the mind or more? Answer Proposal: More the feelings!

<Would religions have long since perished, if they would appeal to the understanding as well as the feelings? Answer Proposal: YES!

<Do religions embody a healthy world? Answer Proposal: Only in theory!

<Do not believers use their minds, but rather let their feelings free? Answer Proposal: Usually YES!

<Are religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) sometimes spiritual inciters? Answer Proposal: YES!

<Are God's warriors (religious warriors) almost always spiritual instigators? Answer Proposal: YES!

<Are extremists, left-wing radicals, racists, right-wing radicals, Reichs-citizens, religious radicals, Salafists, terrorists and Wahhabis almost always also spiritual incendiaries? Answer Proposal: YES!

<Did writers of holy religious writings have a much smaller horizon than today's science-educated people? Answer Proposal: YES!

<Does religion also include hearing? Answer Proposal: Absolutely!

<Are religions feeling and hearing organizations? Answer Proposal: YES!

<When will the last man cease to believe in God? Answer Proposal: At the latest when the last person died, which would be quite possible after a huge meteorite impact!

<Are religions indestructible? Answer Proposal: At the moment it looks like this!

<Is it a desirable goal for religions to convert people? Answer Proposal: YES!

<Why are religions not disappearing, even though they are based on the statements of God that are not subject to scientific scrutiny? Answer Proposal: There are many reasons for this!

<Are religions just for the stupid? Answer Proposal: NO, because even very smart people have a feeling world and fears!

<Are sometimes even very wise people very faithful? Answer Proposal: YES!

<Is there a connection between emotional and emotional vulnerability? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!

<Takes the inclination to believing with the emotive stress of people? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!

<Does faith and religion have anything to do with existence-anxiety? Answer Proposal: YES!

<Have there always been rational thinking people who had nothing to do with faith and who exercised religion only as far as absolutely necessary in order not to be excluded from the community? Answer Proposal: YES!
< How many percent of religious German-Turks do not look at any Turkish TV any more? Answer Proposal: minus one percent!
< How many percent of religious German-Turkish listen to Turkish music at all? Answer Proposal: minus one percent!
< Was religion a long time a great opportunity to gain power over men? Answer Proposal: YES referring to Christianity!
< Is religion here again a great opportunity to gain power over human beings? Answer Proposal: YES referring to Islam!
< Did people first begin to think of God as a whole, after the thought-image of the solo god was put into the world? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should the slogan, Be fruitful and multiply, be changed in, Be barren and diminish? Answer Proposal: YES, for example half as many earth citizens would be completely sufficient!
< Do religions make an impression or leave behind? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do God-Warriors (religious warriors) make an impression or leave behind? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do extremists, left radicals, racists, right-wing radicals, Reich citizens, religious radicals, Salafists, terrorists and Wahhabis make an impression or leave behind? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do believers believe everything that is holy? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Have faithfuls put on the wrong horse? Answer Proposal: Regarding verifiability and reliability YES!
< Do religions provide spiritual food? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is faith scientifically worthless? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Has faith ever helped science? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Did God create the world according to biblical creation history? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Is high and holy claiming that God created the world according to biblical creation history? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is testable by a test that God created the world according to biblical creation history? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Applies to religions, always and everywhere? Answer Proposal: NO because not outside the earth!
< Life religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) in Saus und Braus? Answer Proposal: Very different!
< Strange religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) sometimes not bad? Answer Proposal: Probably!
< Stunning God-Warriors (religious warriors) sometimes not bad? Answer Proposal: Probably!
< Does religious lifestyle style mean that women have only obligations but (almost) no rights and means Western lifestyle style that women no longer have duties like men and also (almost) all men's rights? Answer Proposal: In rough draft YES!
< Does religious lifestyle style exaggerated expressed that women have no rights over their bodies and men have all rights over women's body? Answer Proposal: This is the way to go, because according to a holy scripture, the woman was born out of the rib of the man!
< Is ALL what is written in Holy Scriptures automatically correct? Answer Proposal: Some still see it that way!
< Why do not believers recognize that there is still so much prayer, objectively EXPRESSED, absolutely nothing uses? Answer Proposal: Probably because they do not want to recognize it!
< Speeches religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) not only believers one that prayes something uses? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do believers judge their lives on God's statements? Answer Proposal: Not always!
< Can Faith Be Irr-Faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do religions serve the emotional world of people, as do, for example, novels, play films and theater plays? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is Religion Pride and National Pride the False Way to the Peoples Communication? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do people also visit religious institutions because they seek variety, contacts and entertainment, spiced with a pinch of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do religions also work with the feelings of people? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is he reprehensible as soon as religions work with the feelings and, in particular, the anxiety feelings of people? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do religions run in their own juice, without a proven commitment to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it inconceivable that there are still faithful who believe in the heavenly kingdom? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are there religions around the world? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Cannot the most pious live in peace if the evil neighbor does not like it? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is pious the increase of believing? Answer Proposal: Left For Others!
< Are only pious believers true? Answer Proposal: Left For Others!
< According to the generation of the past, does a religious, religious Ottoman become a washable, irreligious German? Answer Proposal: According to the infinite generation!
Pray pious to God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain!
Pray Pious to the Thought Image God? Answer Proposal: Guaranteed!
Do believers pray to God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain!
Do believers believe in the image of God? Answer Proposal: Guaranteed!
Do Orthodox to God? Answer Proposal: Uncertain!
Do Orthodox to the Thought Image God? Answer Proposal: Guaranteed!
Does our Lord help us to eat, drink, and be merry? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
Did Luther affirm that our Lord God greatly pleased us to eat, drink, and be merry? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it possible to verify by means of a test that our Lord God treats us to eat, drink and be merry? Answer Proposal: NO!
Does God want us to know what is in the Bible? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
Do Christians claim that God wants us from the Bible? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it through a test verifiable that God wants us from what is in the Bible? Answer Proposal: NO!
Does God want us to know what is in the Koran? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
Do Muslims claim that God wants us from the Koran? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it possible to verify by a test that God wants us from the Koran? Answer Proposal: NO!
Would all religions really have the same God only if there were completely identical statements for God in all religions? Answer Proposal: YES!
Will it ever be possible for all religions to make completely identical statements to God? Answer Proposal: NO!
Why will it never be possible for all religions to make completely identical statements for God? Answer Proposal: Because no one knows anything demonstrable and sure about God!
Would pious and faithful be true to the will of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Have religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) so far made fine? Answer Proposal: No rating!
Does every religion and religious direction propagate a somewhat different way of life? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are sacred writings of religion a work of art? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it almost pointless to discuss with believers about their faith because they are hopeless cases of their faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it always pointless to discuss with Creationists their faith, because they are especially hopeless cases of their faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do believers have a paralytic mind with God, a prophet (or a son), and a faith, and are they normally quite clever? Answer Proposal: YES!
Have faithfuls for their faith ultimately nothing more than sacred writings of religion (with nothing but verifiable statements of God) and a thought-image of God, which, however, can be arbitrarily adorned? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it the combination of a religion-specific Holy Scripture of religion (with nothing but verifiable statements of God), an individually graspable thought-image of God, and the exuberant excesses of religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers), believers so much in their religion Hanging? Answer Proposal: It could be the same or similar!
Do believers keep the thought image God high? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do believers bear the thought image of God on hands? Answer Proposal: YES!
What weighs the thought image of God? Answer Proposal: So little that it can be held up on hands!
Should believers finally begin to leave their dream world? Answer Proposal: Open!
Were there still wars without religions? Answer Proposal: difficult to estimate!
Should all religions be abandoned experimentally to test whether there are more or less wars without religions, as before? Answer Proposal: YES!
Have religious wars demonstrably prevented wars? Answer Proposal: NO!

_Devil Questions_ (Satan)

- Is there any Devil or Satan at all? And:
  - Is there a deeper power? If this is possible:
  - Is the devil or Satan + the deeper power worth a separate chapter of questions? If so, the following questions are ready to be answered:
    - Follow devil questions to the religious questions because the devil is the second most important religious element after God? Answer Proposal: YES!
    - Can many God's questions be formulated as devil questions?
    - Where does the devil come from?
    - Did God create the devil? If so:
      - Why did God create the devil?
Does God have an influence on the devil?
Does God influence the devil?
Does the devil influence God?
Does the center of black holes belong to the kingdom of God or to the realm of the devil?
How many per cent of the universe are the human kingdoms of God and how many per cent are the uninhabitable kingdom of the devil? Answer Proposal: Very much less than 1% are the kingdom of God and very much more like 99% are the realm of the devil!
Is the kingdom of God just as great as the kingdom of the devil? Answer Proposal: NO!
Would God be without the devil?
Are the devils without God?
Do people also exist without a devil?
Is the devil needed?
What would the devil do without people?
What would the devil do if there were no more men?
Are God, men, religions and devils inseparable?
Do animals also sometimes enter the devil's hell?
Does God have the devil under his full control?
Why is the devil far less used than God?
Why is it not attempted to use the devil for himself?
Does the devil have an important function?
Is the devil going through as often as God?
How many percent of the devil are in the average person, if the devil = 100%?
Is the devil perfect?
Is the devil more perfect than God?
Is the devil more perfect than humans?
Are God and the Devil equally strong?
Are God and the Devil fighting together?
Are God and the Devil sometimes fighting each other?
Are God and the Devil constantly fighting each other?
Is the devil as omnipotent as God?
Does the devil ensure that things, creatures and plants disappear?
Is the devil the adversary of God?
Do religions take too little care of the devil?
Can the devil be tame?
Who created God and the devil?
Has man created God and the devil?
Was there always God and the devil?
Are there several hells?
Why was the creation of the devil not mentioned in the biblical creation history?
Is the devil riding on the devil?
Why is there not the term "Lord God" but the term "Lord Devil"?
Is money the work of the devil?
Does the devil need to protect his hell kingdom? If so:
To whom does the devil have to protect his hell kingdom, for example?
Does the devil have to protect his hell kingdom, for example, from God?
Does God have to protect His heavenly kingdom? If so:
To whom does God have to protect His heavenly kingdom (paradise), for example?
Does God need to protect His heavenly kingdom (paradise) from the devil?
Does the devil have to defend his hell kingdom? If so:
To whom does the devil have to defend his hell kingdom, for example?
Does the devil have to defend his hell kingdom against God, for example?
Does God have to defend his heavenly kingdom (paradise)? If so:
To whom does God have to defend his heavenly kingdom (paradise), for example?
Does God have to defend his heavenly kingdom (paradise) against the devil, for example?
Are the devil and God male? Or:
Are the devil and God genderless?
Are the devil and God sometimes together?
Do God and the Devil sometimes cope?
Are devils and God gay?
• Does the devil have help devil? If so:
  • Who are these help devils?
  • Is the Devil holding slaves?
  • Is there a hell-gate of the devil (in analogy to the heavenly gate)?
  • Does the devil not let some people go to hell?
  • What happens when people are rejected by both the heavenly gate and the hell gate?
  • Should people sometimes also worship the devil so that he does not feel neglected?
  • Are there devil-worshipers?
• Are mass killers, such as great field masters, always in the hell of the devil?
• Are there mass-murderers who are legitimized by God, who then do not enter the devil's hell?
• Could the devil kill himself if he wanted it?
• Does the devil know all men by name?
• Can the devil become mad?
• Is the devil's influence also part of the duties of religions?
• Are there instruments (tools) for devil influence? If so:
  • What instruments (tools) are there for devil influence?
  • Are God and the Devil sometimes consulting?
  • Do God and the Devil sometimes argue with each other?
• Are God and devil like cat and mouse?
• Is God the creator of all things and the devil of the destroyer of all things?
• Can the devil also destroy God?
• Do people who are not part of a religious community automatically enter the devil's hell?
• Can people who are in hell behave in such a way that they are still coming into the heavenly kingdom?
• When do people who are in hell come to heaven for good guidance?
• Where do people come who are not admitted to heaven or hell?
• Are all the people in the devil's hell destroying their habitat?
• Is it more pleasant in hell than in the heavenly kingdom (Paradise), because it is probably very warm in the hell of the devil and probably so cold in the heavenly kingdom?
• Can the devil create something?
• Do God and the Devil sometimes get together?
• Do God and the Devil have similarities?
• Is the devil comprehensible?
• Is the devil more powerful than all the prophets?
• Is the devil, like God, distributed throughout the universe, so that he can work at the same time?
• Does the devil witch love?
• Does God know more like the devil?
• Is it possible to distinguish between an objective and a subjective devil in the devil?
• Are there devil expulsions?
• Are there devil expellers?
• Can the devil be stuck in someone?
• Can the devil be stuck in something?
• Is there devil stuff?
• Can something be demonized?
• Is the devil in detail? Or:
  • Is the devil in hell?
  • Can the devil leave hell?
  • Can the devil visit us?
• Can the devil take us?
• Can something be pretty devilish?
• Does the devil know everything God knows?
• Is the saying "White the Devil"?
• Does the devil know things that nobody else knows?
• Can the devil know something that no one else knows?
• Does the devil have fun?
• Is the devil fun?
• Is the devil hurtful?
• Does not the devil have fun?
• Is the devil fun?
• Is the devil grim?
• Does the devil make fun of making people kill each other?
• Is the devil always a sadist?
• Is the devil always evil?
• Is the devil sometimes a sadist?
• Does the devil destroy everything from joy to joy?
• Can the devil spoil the fun?
• Is the devil sometimes a game spoiler?
• What evil does the devil think of himself when people no longer kill each other?
• Has the devil lost his influence on man?
• Is the devil influenceable?
• Is the devil something inferior?
• Is the devil defended? If so:
  • By whom is the devil defended?
• Is employment with the devil pointless?
• Is anyone who is convinced that God exists, also convinced that there is the devil?
• Does God have to share the omnipotence with the devil?
• Are God and the Devil voluntarily sharing the omnipotence?
• Is the devil an invention of man?
• Is the devil a discovery of man?
• Is the devil a knowledge of man?
• Was the devil discovered by humans?
• Was the devil invented by man?
• Was the devil recognized by men?
• Can people take the role of the devil?
• Can the devil put himself in the role of human beings?
• Is the devil a special enemy of man?
• Were God and the Devil created for a short period of time?
• Have God and the Devil been created specifically for men?
• Have God and the Devil been invented by man?
• Were God and the Devil first recognized by men? If so:
  • How did God and the devil be recognized by men?
• Were God and Devil created by man?
• Has the devil decided that there are people?
• Is God more precious than the devil? Or:
  • Is the devil more precious than God?
• Are people more valuable than the devil? Or:
  • Is the devil more valuable than humans?
• Is it more likely that there is only God and the devil is not?
• Is it more likely that there is only the devil and not God?
• Does the devil also have advantages and not only disadvantages?
• Did the devil create hell for people?
• Since when is hell?
• Where is hell?
  • Is hell greater than the kingdom of heaven (paradise)? Or:
  • Is the heavenly kingdom (paradise) greater than hell?
• Is hell really under the surface? Or:
  • Is hell, like the heavenly kingdom (paradise), somewhere in the universe?
• Is the heavenly kingdom (paradise) as well as hell a spatially limited area? Or:
  • Are heaven kingdom (paradise) as well as hell almost everywhere?
• Is it much closer to hell, as in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)? Or:
  • Is hell really empty because people, or their souls, kill themselves in hell?
• Does hell fire the fire?
• Does the soul also go to hell?
• Is the devil more dumb than God?
• Is the devil just as smart as God?
• Is the devil smarter than God?
• Is the devil refined?
• Is the devil more refined than God?
• Does the devil have a memory?
- Is the devil the opposition of God?
- Is God always loving, because all evil goes to the Devil's account?
- Does the devil destroy everything except his hell?
- Is the devil needed? If so:
  - What is the devil needed for?
- Is the devil needed? If so:
  - What is the use of the devil?
- Is the devil just as important as God?
- Is everything evil, which human beings cannot explain, a thing of the devil?
- Is the devil the negative part of God for us human beings?
- Is everything that is bad for human beings attributed to the devil or attributed?
- Is the devil the negative part of the unknown influences?
- Are there devil circles? If so:
  - Is the devil sitting in the devil's circle?
- Is everything that hurts people as a work of the devil?
- Cannot anything concrete be found about the devil because he does not exist?
- Was there quite a few devils, as there were several gods before?
- Was there no demon at all?
- Is the devil a descendant of God?
- Is the devil a brother of God?
- Is the devil a deceiver?
- Is the devil a bluff fighter?
- Is the devil a villain?
- Is the devil a half-brother of God?
- Is the devil a bastard?
- Is the devil a hypocrite?
- Is the devil a guy?
- Is the devil a goblin?
- Is the devil a lousy?
- Is the devil a phantom?
- Is the devil a Pharisee?
- Is the devil a pound-guy?
- Is the devil a bully?
- Is the devil a charlatan?
- Is the devil a villain?
- Is the devil a villain?
- Is the devil a stroll?
- Is the devil a terrorist?
- Is the devil a sucker?
- Is the devil a tyrant?
- Is the devil a joke?
- Is the devil protected?
- Is the devil an exot?
- Does the devil belong to the zoo?
- Why is the devil not feminine?
- Is the devil not feminine, because the women are usually more nice and friendly than the men?
- Is the female devil a witch?
- Is the devil a mysterious mystery?
- Is the devil an enigmatic phenomenon?
- Is the percentage probability that there is the devil lower than the probability that there is God?
- Are Islam headscarf devil stuff?
- Are Full-Veils Devil's Stuff?
- Can the devil be driven out?
- Can a probability be estimated for the existence of the devil?
- Is the devil a fable?
- Should there be symmetry reasons to give the devil, who could also be called a negative God?
- Should the devil be a better negative-God?
- Does the devil have a deterrent effect?
- Do the devilish people flay?
• Do the devilish women rather like men?
• Can God or the Devil better witch?
• Can God or the Devil better conjure?
• Burns the Devil Souls? If so:
  • Is God pleased when the devil burns souls? Or:
  • Is God irritated when the devil burns souls? Or:
  • Is God angered when the devil burns souls?
• Is the devil the evil?
• Is the devil exclusively evil?
• Is the evil part of God the devil?
• Why do many believe in God but few to the devil?
• Are there people who believe only in the devil, but not in God?
• Is there only the devil in the world of the imagination of men?
• Does the devil do something?
• Ignite the devil?
  • Are there fire satires?
  • Is there fire devil?
  • Were fire devil with Satan in the doctrine?
  • Are all fire devils guaranteed to go to hell?
• Is there a fire of the devil? If so:
  • Where is the devil's fire burning?
  • Does the devil fire burn under the earth?
  • Burns the Devil's Fire in the Black Holes?
  • Does the devil begin where God ends?
  • Does the devil begin where science ends?
• How are people who DO NOT believe in the devil (in analogy to atheists who do not believe in God)?
• Are people who DO NOT believe in the devil, called devil deniers?
• Was there a time when there were several devils in analogy to the time when there were several gods?
• Are demons and devils about the same?
• Who knows the devil well?
• Who knows the best with the devil?
• Are there specialists for the devil?
• Are there devil researchers?
• Is the devil influential? Or:
  • Is the devil influential?
• Is the devil more influential than God?
• Is not the devil as influential as God?
• How can you determine how influential the devil is?
• Is the devil fair?
• Is the devil just?
• Is the devil sometimes strange? Or:
  • Is the devil mostly strange?
• Is the devil still contemporary? Or:
  • Is the devil timeless for all eternity?
• Does the devil have a business?
• Does the devil have tradition?
• Are the effects of the devil visible?
• Is the devil rich?
• Are zombies monitored by the devil?
• Is there only one hundred percent YES or one hundred percent NO in answering devil questions? If so:
  • Why is there no perplexity and no probabilities in answering devil questions?
  • What has the devil what God does not have?
• Is there a willingness to compromise in the devil? Or:
• Are there no compromises in terms of the devil?
• Is the devil unworldly?
• Is the devil nostalgia?
• Is the devil advanced?
• Is devil conversion a tedious process?
• Why are there no devil questions in Quizz broadcasts?
• Is the devil witty?
• In analogy to the former group of gods, was there a time with a devil-band?
• Does the devil consist of existing parts?
• Does the devil have a special status?
• Does the devil have reason needs?
• Does the devil sometimes make nonsense?
• Does the devil have a customer base?
• Does the devil want more solidarity with him?
• Does the devil make up against rising prices?
• Is the devil low in the course?
• Is the devil careful?
• Does the devil sometimes forget half?
• Does the devil sometimes forget to put on the covers?
• Forget the devil sometimes to refine?
• Is the devil controlling telepathy?
• Is it possible to ride on the devil?
• Does the devil have respect for the dark dark-convex objects (DCOs)?
• Does the devil respect the dark dark-gray galaxies?
• Is the devil ruthless?
• Is the devil an abstruse idea?
• Does the devil make sense?
• Does the devil wear out?
• Is the devil perfect?
• Is the devil recognizable?
• Is the devil sometimes confused?
• Is the devil sometimes confusing?
• Is the devil sometimes overwhelmed?
• Is the devil chaotic?
• Is the devil complicated?
• Is the devil always sadistic?
• Is the devil unapproachable?
• Is the devil unclear?
• Is the devil sovereign?
• Is the devil a prophet?
• Does the devil have a mass component?
• Is the devil an impostor?
• Is the devil a drunkard?
• Does the devil take responsibility for his actions and actions? Or:
• Does the devil sometimes act irresponsibly?
• Is the devil always irresponsible?
• Can the devil convert?
• Is the devil exaggerated?
• Is the devil great?
• Is the devil always ready?
• Is the devil a laugh number? Or:
• Is the devil to be taken seriously?
• Who's on the Devil's Trip?
• Is there a devil's debate?
• Should there be a devil's debate?
• Cannot be debated about the Devil?
• Does God know who the devil is?
• Does the devil know who the devil is?
• Is the devil always booted and spurred?
• Go to the devil's post office? Answer Proposal: Who would not like mice!
• Is the devil an authority?
• Does the devil have an ego?
• What does the devil suggest?
• Is the devil an ascetic?
• Is the devil the only truly perfect ascetic?
• What does the devil need?
• Does the devil need anything?
• Does the devil need the fear of men?
• Dead of the devil, everything that comes to hell?
• Is the devil clod?
• Is the devil puke?
• Whistles of the devil to the needs of the people?
• Does the devil cause long droughts?
• Is the devil a nerve bundle?
• Is the devil rigorous?
• Is the devil something general? Or:
• Is the devil something special?
• Can anybody blame the devil?
• Does the devil have a dick head?
• Is the devil stubborn and unyielding?
• Does the devil have a truck?
• Blasphemes the devil over God-fearing?
• Is it useful to blaspheme the devil?
• Is the Devil’s knowledge one of his greatest secrets?
• Is the devil adaptable?
• Is the devil mostly great?
• Is the devil mostly charming? Or:
• Is the devil mostly uninhibited?
• Is the devil a taboo?
• Is the devil a principle rider?
• Does the devil have a recognition sign? If so:
• What is the sign of the devil?
• Is the devil smart?
• Does the devil have a tick?
• Does the devil have reason?
• What is the IQ?
• What if there were no more devils?
• Is the devil God-fearing?
• Is the devil afraid of himself?
• Is the Devil Flying to Need?
• What does the devil eat or eat?
• Would the devil have sacrifices of human beings?
• Does hell have a back-end?
• Does anyone have to fear Satan?
• Is someone afraid of the devil?
• Was and is the devil never perverse and labor-shy?
• Is the devil by no means decadent?
• Does the devil fall? Or:
• Is the devil rather unobtrusive?
• Is the devil happy when he gets supplies?
• Is the devil always barbaric?
• Can the devil get up at all times?
• Can the Devil get down?
• Is the devil turned backwards?
• Is the devil a stimulus word?
• Is the devil fanatical?
• Is the devil hypocritical?
• Is the devil stupid?
• Is the devil boring?
• Is the devil evil?
• Is the devil never evil?
• Is the devil sometimes angry?
• Is the devil evil in half of all cases?
• Is the devil mostly angry?
• Is the devil always evil?
• Is the devil dear?
• Is the devil never loving?
• Is the devil loving?
• Is the devil dear in half of all cases?
• Is the devil dear?
• Is the devil always loving?
• Is there an evil devil?
• Does the devil need energy for himself?
• Is the devil a cannibal?
• Does the devil eat small children?
• Why are there people who believe in God, but not the devil?
• Is there more evidence for God as for the devil?
• Is the devil naughty?
• Can the devil beat a snot?
• Is not the devil so exact? Or:
• Is the devil meticulous?
• Is the devil pitiful?
• Can somebody beat the devil?
• Can somebody dry up the devil?
• Can some of them help the devil?
• Can some of you jump the devil from the thrill?
• Can everyone forget the devil, because he is most likely not? Or:
• Should everyone keep the devil constantly in memory, although he is most likely not? Or:
• Should everyone keep the devil permanently, because perhaps he exists?
• Is the devil generally puzzling? Or:
• Is the devil enigmatic only in wide areas?
• Is the devil constantly present? Or:
• Is the devil only occasionally (temporarily)?
• Does the devil have a resonance?
• Provoked the devil’s reactions?
• Is the devil flawless?
• Can someone go wrong in hell too?
• Can someone accidentally go to hell?
• Is there a devil in all religions?
• Does the Star Process belong to God and the Reversal Process to the Star Process to the Devil?
• Does the devil also cause apocalypses?
• Is the topic of the devil relatively complex, because so many questions can be formulated?
• Is the devil sinless?
• Are people who believe not only in God, but also in the devil, the best people?
• Who invented the devil?
• Is the devil invented?
• Is the devil acting or responsible?
• Is the devil acting or responsible?
• Should the devil be banned?
• Is the devil sometimes stressed? Or:
• Is the devil always relaxed?
• Brave people in hell because the devil is a gourmet?
• Can the devil commit sacrilege or only man?
• Can the devil help us?
• Is the devil absurd?
• Is the devil dubious?
• Is the devil sometimes "sniffed", even though it is nicely warm in hell?
• Is the fire sometimes going out in hell?
• Does the devil need to feed?
• Is the devil always hungry and God never?
• Does the devil eat as a human being or eat the devil as an animal?
• Does the devil feed on frustration and hatred?
• Brave people in hell, so that the devil will be delighted?
• Brave people in hell to be punished with pain?
• Is there an individual intellectual freedom for the devil?
• Is the devil also doing evil?
• Was the devil there to annoy us all?
• Is the devil something honorable? Or:
• Is the devil something to demonize?
• Is the devil a sacred cow?
• Is the devil egocentric?
• Can the devil get rid of it?
• Could the devil be dying?
• Can the devil get out of the dust?
• Is the devil a religious fanatic?
• Was and is the devil a special feature?
• Was the devil quickly offended?
• Was and is the devil important?
• Does the devil always show us the cold shoulder?
• Was and is the devil important?
• What are hell rides?
• Do hell rides always go downhill?
• What is hell-noise?
• Is it always quiet in hell and in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) always calm?
• Is there an increase the hell?
• Can the devil rumble?
• Pouting the devil sometimes?
• Is the devil sometimes irresolute? Or:
• Is the devil always determined?
• Can the devil be maddened?
• Can the devil be denied?
• Is the devil the most important thing in life?
• Who is responsible for the devil?
• Who is responsible for the devil?
• Is there a devil's center in the human brain, analogous to the language center?
• Does the devil make man?
• Does the devil care for people?
• Does the devil worry about people?
• Should we see only the good in the devil?
• Is there, besides the will of God, the will of the devil?
• What is the devil's will? And:
• What is NOT the devil's will?
• Can a list be created, in which stands what is the devil's will?
• Can a list be created, in which stands what is NOT the devil's will?
• Is the devil a traitor?
• Does the devil tell his adversary God something?
• Is the devil right?
• Will the devil always be right?
• Is the devil always right?
• Does the devil know everything because there is the statement "White the Devil"?
• Does the devil know he's the devil?
• Does the devil have a spatial imagination?
• Is there hell on earth?
• Does the devil keep a branch of hell on earth?
• Were war burns the hell on earth?
• Is the devil happy, because he has a constant supply of stew?
• Does the devil own initiative?
• Is the devil helpful?
• Is the devil mostly overwhelmed with human qualities?
• Does the devil always want to be vicious and devilish?
• Did the devil ever tell us?
• Did the devil ever scold us?
• Are people in hell exposed to the devil?
• Does the devil have sorrows and sorrows?
• Is the devil capable of anything?
• Does the devil have ambition?
• Does the devil determine what influences and abilities he has?
• Is the devil sitting in the latest court?
• Why is the devil always sketched so skilfully, where there are daily roast-roasts?
• Can the deceased choose the hell, even if he has the right to the heavenly kingdom?
• Does the deceased have to go to the heavenly realm (paradise), if the god has so provided or can he also choose hell, even though God does not want?
• Is the devil never laughing?
• Is the devil full of deeds?
• Does the devil possess a linguistic power?
• Is not the devil a quackery?
• Does the devil do everything right?
• Is the devil sometimes thoughtful?
• Is the devil sometimes defamatory?
• Is the devil always reasonable?
• Is the language of the devil that of violence? Or:
• Does the devil act without violence?
• Have all the cluttered primordial humans or unclothed savages landed in hell?
• Does the deceased die hard when he is thrown into hell?
• What happens to the many people braved in hell?
• Is the devil tasting delicious?
• Are opinions about the devil far apart?
• Are the ideas about the devil far apart?
• Is criticism of the devil unforgivable?
• Does the devil have a washboard belly?
• Is the devil indispensable?
• Is the devil without alternatives?
• Is the devil the source of evil?
• Is the devil the source of hatred?
• Is the devil humbug? Or:
• Does the devil have a right to exist?
• Does the devil know exorcism and demons?
• Is the devil hilarious, because everything is working like clockwork, thanks to the lack of extra supplies?
• Are God's warriors or martyrs going to hell because God does not need warriors for his defense?
• Does the devil have an organizational talent?
• Is there a diabolic order?
• Does the devil have a sense of order?
• Can someone with the devil take shinduder?
• Can One Bring the Devil to Miss?
• Can One Handle the Devil Viciously?
• Does the devil deal so much with shame?
• Is the devil hardworking?
• Is the devil responsible for nothing but responsible for everything?
• Is the devil really nice? Or:
• Is not the devil very dear?
• Is the devil voracious? Answer Proposal: Unrecognizable!
• Is the devil cautious? Answer Proposal: Unrecognizable!
• Is the devil free and free?
• Is the devil omnipotent?
• Is the devil almost as omnipotent as God?
• Is the devil standing underneath anything?
• Is even the devil sometimes really golden and cute?
• Is the devil the only one who has no superior?
• Do God and the Devil laugh only when they are among themselves?
• Was and is the devil nothing really beautiful?
• Is hell an invention of human beings?
• Was there already hell when there were no people?
• What happens to hell when there are no people left?
• Do everyone have to kiss before the devil?
• Can someone cuddle with the devil?
• Should everyone whisper about the devil? Or:
• Should everyone talk openly about the devil?
• Can anyone go with the devil on cloth-touch?
• Is the devil sometimes disappointed?
• Is the devil sometimes bothering?
• Cannot the devil look into the cards?
• Do the devils sometimes have their hair on their feet?
• Is there an expectation attitude associated with the devil?
• Is the devil exhausted?
• Is the devil a perpetuum mobile?
• Is the devil particularly frightening?
• Was and is the devil something sensible?
• Was and is the devil something useful?
• Is the devil superfluous?
• Is the devil superfluous Schnicknnnack?
• Did the devil ever get lost in the heavenly realm?
• Are people the darlings of the devil?
• Is the devil something separate?
• Is everything in the right lot with the devil?
• Was there a lot of devils in the old days in analogy to many gods?
• Does the devil consist of many demons?
• What is more believable in God than in the devil?
• What are the prophets of the devil?
• Is the devil questionable?
• Is the devil suitable for coloring?
• Is the devil practical?
• Has the devil invented the liquor?
• Can the devil clone?
• Is the devil cinnabar?
• Can the devil be smashed?
• Are God and the devil sometimes in the last judgment for a soul?
• Does God have to give the devil, because nature is built symmetrically?
• Can the devil be questioned?
• Can the devil be questioned?
• Should the devil be questioned?
• Is the devil imagined?
• Can the devil become a beast?
• Is the Devil Negotiable?
• Is it useful to define the trio of God, life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) and the devil? If so:
• Are there eight variants of the faith to the Trio of God, life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) and the devil? If so:
• Are there people who believe neither in God nor in a life after death in the heavenly kingdom (Paradise) and also in the devil? (Version 1)
• Are there people who believe only in God, but not in a life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) and also not in the devil? (Variant 2)
• Are there people who believe only in a life after death in the heavenly realm (paradise), but not in God and also in the devil? (Variant 3)
• Are there people who believe only in the devil, but not in God, and not in a life after death in the heavenly kingdom? (Variant 4)
• Are there people who believe in God as well as in a life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise), but not the devil? (Variant 5)
• Are there people who believe in God as well as the devil, but not in a life after death in the heavenly kingdom? (Variant 6)
• Are there people who believe both in a life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) and in the devil, but not in God? (Variant 7)
• Are there people who believe in God, a life after death in the heavenly kingdom (heaven) and the devil? (Variant 8)
• Does the devil come from the realm of fantasy?
• Can the devil set a sign?
• Are there devil faults?
• Send the Devil Death Angel?
• Can the devil achieve anything?
• Can the devil be tamed?
• Is the devil sometimes lustless?
• Does death occur after death in hell?
• Is the devil beautiful?
• Are there sluts in the heavenly realm (paradise) or do all sluts come to hell?
• Could witches, who were burned alive when they were alive, once again simmer in hell?
• Is the devil a beautiful spirit?
• Is the devil easy to understand? Or:
• Is the devil hard to understand?
• Is the devil still all in order?
• Is the devil easy to handle? Or:
• Is the devil difficult to handle?
• Can someone lose his soul when, for example, he has pacted with the devil?
• Is the devil normal? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
• When is the devil normal and when? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
• Is the devil entrancing us?
• Is the devil sometimes crooked?
• Does the devil belong to the creation of God?
• Is it possible to defame the devil?
• Can the devil be defiled?
• Is there the miracle devil?
• Is there a miracle of Satan?
• How long is the average roasting duration in hell?
• Can the devil give full steam or full throttle?
• Is the devil learned?
• Is the devil mostly understated?
• Does the devil know the answer to all devil questions?
• Is the devil constantly in practice?
• Do people in hell have sex organs?
• Is the devil talking to people?
• Is the devil innocent?
• Does the devil have visions?
• Does the devil sometimes have delusions?
• Mastered the Devil's Journey?
• Is the devil self-sufficient?
• Is the devil independent?
• Are the ideas about the devil timeless?
• Is the devil an observer?
• Is the devil a secret observer?
• Is the devil never praised? If so:
• Is the devil sad because he is never praised?
• Is the devil's label dizziness?
• Does the devil take it seriously?
• Was and is the devil a serious matter?
• Is the devil a mistake?
• Does the devil take particular notice of all people?
• Does the devil love people?
• Does the devil protect evil people from evil?
• Is the devil the protection patron of evil people?
• Cannot the devil poison because he is too smart?
• Worry the devil for outrage?
• Does the Devil bring torment spirits?
• Is the devil motivated to be devilish?
• Is the devil sometimes overmotivated?
• Is the devil always willing? Or:
• Is the devil sometimes unwilling?
• Is the devil eager?
• Is the devil fast?
• Is the Maffia an invention of the devil?
• Did the devil invent the explosive fabric belt?
• Does the devil love people with explosive fabric belts, especially because he already gets meat delivered?
• Pacting God's Warriors with God or the Devil?
• Is terror God's work or devil's stuff?
• Is the devil vain? Or:
• Does not the devil place any value on the outside?
• Does the devil have an awareness?
• Is the devil self-confident?
• Is the devil conscious of his responsibility?
• Does the devil keep fuel for the Fege fire?
• Does the Fege fire always fire?
• Is there not only the eternal light of God, but also the eternal fire of the Devil?
• Is the devil sometimes unjust?
• Has the devil invented the Indian box-essence?
• Is the devil shy?
• Is the devil a master?
• Is the devil an uninvited guest?
• Does the devil feel at home anywhere?
• Does God believe in the devil?
• Does the devil believe in God? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does the devil take everything off?
• Does the devil destroy everything?
• Is the devil always on course?
• Does the devil keep the trace?
• Can people approach the devil?
• Should not people prefer to approach the devil?
• What happens when people approach the devil?
• Does the devil have an intimate area? If so:
• Is the devil's intimate area vulnerable?
• Is the devil important?
• Is the devil a caring child?
• Consider the devil critical questions about him, as an unacceptable interference in his inner affairs?
• Is the devil an honor? If so:
• Is the honor of the devil vulnerable? If so:
• Is the devil's honor to be restored when she is hurt?
• Did the hell come to the table?
• Should the devil be turned upside down?
• Should the devil be taken into prayer?
• Does the devil have a head?
• Is the devil sensitive?
• Is the devil a sensitive man?
• Where is the Devil's Think Center?
• Does the devil have worry-folds because people have become so brave?
• Does the devil get worried wrinkles when he thinks that people will one day go out because there are no more?
• Can the devil be made concrete?
• Would the devil have joy in his kitchen?
• Would the devil have fun in his kitchen?
• Would the devil give us fun?
• Can devilish be fun?
• Does the devil sometimes have no real joy?
• Cannot the devil prove or disprove?
• Is the devil exhilarating?
• Is the devil superficial?
• Is the devil fesch?
• Can the Devil be terminated?
• Can the devil announce himself?
• Are you kidnapped in Devil’s kitchen?
• How does a man get into the devil’s kitchen?
• Is the devil known?
• Is the devil famous?
• What would the devil wish if he had three wishes free?
• Can the Devil fulfill every wish?
• Has the devil wanted God?
• Is the devil sometimes excited, for example, when supplies come?
• Does the devil sometimes appear strange?
• Does the devilish church receive asylum?
• Is the devil a blessing because he takes the evil people after death?
• Would not the evil people have a home after death, if hell did not exist?
• Is the devil in joyous expectation?
• Does the devil strike ban?
• Does the devil need not fear losing his job?
• Is even the devil sometimes mocked? Or:
  • Is no one mocking the devil?
• Is the devil still capable of action?
• Is the Devil’s call scorched?
• Is the devil an old well (opposite of fountain)?
• Does the devil grow old?
• Is not the devil at all?
• Does the devil never die?
• Does the devil sometimes look old?
• Does the devil heat with coal?
• Is the devil too hot in the sun?
• Does the devil shine the light?
• Does the devil belong to the underworld?
• Is the devil completely logical? Or:
  • Is the devil ultimately unsuccessful?
• Is the devil ultimately incomprehensible?
• Repent the devil sometimes?
• Does the devil need food? If so:
  • What did the devil feed on before there were people?
• Has God created the devil together with mankind?
• Have people created the devil?
• Have humans created the devil only imagined?
• Does the devil do nothing but stir up the fege fire and steal human bodies?
• What happens to the ashes of the Fege-fire?
• Does the devil have a three-zag?
• What are the characteristics of the devil?
• What are the characteristics of the Fege fire?
• Is the devil sometimes strange?
• Is the devil sometimes strange?
• Is it snowing in hell?
• Is there any weather in the hell?
• Is the devil singularly attractive? Or:
• Is the devil willing to be modest?
• Is the devil present at all funerals?
• Is Black the color of the devil and knows the color of God?
• Is the devil dark and God bright?
• Is hell dark and the heaven realm (paradise) bright?
• Is the devil always calm?
• Is the devil sometimes left out?
• Does the devil sometimes perform a feist dance with joy?
• Is the devil a self-runner?
• Is that really indescribable with the devil?
• Does the hell sometimes freeze when supplies are missing?
• Are people good devil customers?
• Does hell have a deduction?
• Does hell have a dinner?
• Does hell have a fireplace?
• Does hell have a vent?
• Does hell have a throat?
• Cannot the devil be taken lightly?
• Is the devil joking about him?
• Is the devil a loner?
• Is the devil unique?
• Meet God and the Devil?
• Do God and the Devil meet sometimes?
• Are God and the devil out of the way?
• Should God and the Devil be out of their way?
• Can the devil see God?
• Is the devil the creator of aggression?
• Has the devil been born, but will never pass?
• Has hell come into being, but it will never pass?
• Is the devil sometimes spinning the bow?
• Is there a mental scope for the devil's activities?
• Does the devil have his own life?
• Is the devil already there when he talks about him?
• Where does the road go to hell?
• Where does the road go to hell?
• Is a man going to hell for a woman?
• Can a man return to the earth who has passed through hell?
• Are there hell-trips?
• Does the hell change gears to cool down?
• Can people make devilish plans?
• Citing people with the devil?
• Is the devil constantly on the run so that he is not seen?
• Do people have to be very careful not to end up in hell?
• Is the sun hellishly hot?
• Is the devil afraid of God?
• Does the devil fear the pope?
• Is the devil exalted? Or:
• Is the devil primitive?
• Do people know the devil just for sure that they know nothing about him?
• Is the devil an angry bird?
• Is the devil human? If so:
• How human is the devil?
• Is it possible for the devil and the people to reconcile?
• Did evil men bring the devil into their hearts?
• Does the devil with his changing rooms in hell boast?
• Is the devil conciliatory by nature?
• Has the devil made his inner peace with him?
• Does the devil feel well?
• Will the devil humanity rock?
• Can the devil scold people?
• Will humanity rock the devil?
• Can people scold the devil?
• Is the devil always balanced?
• Is there oxygen in hell?
• Is the devil an idiot?
• Did the devil sometimes get a little stupid?
• Does the devil never get enough of his neck?
• Is the devil a Nimmersatt who never gets enough supplies for his hell?
• Does the devil manage everything?
• Is the devil sometimes smeared?
• Are there atoms in hell?
• Is the devil made of imagination?
• Had the devil ever beened?
• Does the devil control everything?
• Are electrons that do not circle properly around the atomic nuclei going to hell?
• Are stars that do not light up properly into hell?
• Is the devil disappearing with mankind? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the devil sometimes rotate?
• Will the devil become a vegetarian when there are no more people and animals?
• Deadline of the devil star corpses when the earth ball no longer exists?
• Does the devil have fantasy? If so:
• Does the devil have evil fantasies?
• Does the devil have even worse fantasies like humans?
• Does the devil sometimes get bulging?
• Is there a definition problem for the devil?
• Does the devil tend to stand out? If so:
• Does the devil have to be earthed?
• Is the devil hiding behind his nakedness?
• Does the devil sometimes go all over again? Or:
• Does the devil keep everything in proper order?
• Does the devil sometimes have wild fantasies about the design of his hell?
• Does the devil sometimes pull the shortest?
• Can the devil take what?
• How did the devil emerge? Or:
• Did the devil never come into being because it always existed?
• Who is going to take the devil down if he is not good or good?
• Is the devil a terrible thing only if someone believes in him?
• Why does not God simply kill the devil?
• Is God not omnipotent enough to slay the devil?
• Does God see the Devil as a competition? Or:
• Does God ignore the devil?
• Is God forbidden to interfere in the internal affairs of the devil?
• Is the devil never unfaithful?
• Does the devil exert influences?
• Is God wondering about the origin of the devil?
• Does God see the devil?
• Does the devil see God?
• Is God seeking the devil now and then?
• Is hell a taboo zone for God?
• Is the devil a taboo zone?
• Does the devil have a taboo zone?
• Is the devil always good for a surprise?
• Is not the devil to look through?
• Is the devil the creator of hell?
• Has the devil built hell himself?
• Did God leave hell hell?
• Does the devil sometimes breed?
• Does not the devil succeed in everything?
• Are there devilish matters?
• Is the devil corruptible?
• Are people subjects of the devil?
• Cannot the devil get out of trouble?
• How many reasons are there for the Devil’s existence?
• What are the reasons for the devil?
• What are the generally accepted reasons for the devil?
• What are the objective reasons for the devil?
• What are the subjective reasons for the devil?
• How many reasons are there to talk about the EVIL Devil's existence?
• What are the reasons for the devil?
• Does the devil sometimes have a problem with his fire?
• Is the devil sometimes a problem?
• Does the devil sometimes cause problems?
• Do people want the devil's favor?
• Do the devil sometimes in haste?
• Is the devil sometimes hectic?
• What would a fact check the devil?
• Created and created the devil facts?
• Does the devil have a conscience? If so:
  • Does the devil usually or even always have a guilty conscience? Or:
  • Does the devil sometimes have a good conscience?
  • Does God contend with the devil?
  • Does the devil never come home with the door?
  • Is the devil ambitious?
  • Does the devil sometimes suffer?
  • Does the devil make no mistakes because he does nothing?
  • Can the devil speak? Or:
    • Is the devil speechless or silent?
    • Is the devil sometimes unruly?
    • Is there anything unpleasant for the devil?
  • Is the devil no longer a claim?
  • Does the devil feel sorry sometimes?
  • Is the language of the devil made of influences?
  • Does the devil have to worry about his hell?
  • Does the devil have everything under control?
  • Has the devil always been under control?
  • Is the devil unexpectedly unexpected?
  • Does the devil sometimes do something out of despair?
  • Is the devil a blender?
  • Can the devil kill himself? Or:
    • Does the devil have to live indefinitely because the poor guy cannot kill himself?
  • What is the devil eating when there are no people and no flies?
  • Is the devil a nurturer?
  • Does the devil take care of those rejected by God?
  • Is the Devil identical with the influences harmful to human beings?
  • Does the devil know when the devil goes?
  • Does the devil have everything under control?
  • Does the devil take human beings? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
  • Is it often said that the devil takes people? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is a test verifiable that the devil takes people? Answer Proposal: NO!
  • Does the devil have to keep an eye on all people, so he knows when to get a man?
  • Do people know about the devil just what they have devised?
  • Is the devil everywhere?
  • Does the devil sometimes go head and neck?
  • Cannot the devil kill himself because he does not exist?
  • Is the devil disappearing with mankind? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Can the devil be destroyed?
  • Is the devil never shameless?
  • Is the devil frozen because he keeps heating up?
  • Does the devil have to keep up with his powers?
  • Is the devil eating or eating?
  • Is the devil balm for the soul?
  • Does the devil have fingertip feeling?
  • Does the devil have a black soul?
Are there any apparent arguments for the devil's need?
Is the devil sometimes disillusioned?
Is the devil sometimes disappointed?
Would the devil create something separate?
Does the devil sometimes throw the hand-cloth?
Does the devil sometimes?
Is the devil always doing fine? Or:
Does the devil sometimes lie?
Does not the devil burn anything?
Does the devil recognize himself in the mirror?
The devil's will?
Does the devil's will-do?
Is the devil really biting?
Can the devil be tested? If so:
Should the devil be tested? If so:
Is the devil tested? If so:
Who checks the devil? Or:
Is the devil self-testing?
Is the devil mostly cheerful?
Does physics apply to the devil?
Do the laws of nature apply to the devil?
Is the devil seldom really nice?
Is the devil looking for his salvation in hell?
Is the devil hurt?
Does the devil ever have to go through hell? Or:
Is the devil the only one who feels good in hell?
Does it go to hell in hell?
Does the devil have an existence right?
Is the devil fidel?
Does the devil dance after the whistle of anything?
Is the devil an example for human beings?
Is the devil small but powerful?
Is the devil not physical (anti-physical)?
Is the devil impossible?
Is the devil an infamous matter?
Does the Devil lead the regiment in hell?
Must fully-veiled be stripped of the devil?
Would the devil be happy? If so:
Does the devil for example make pleasure to simmer his visitors?
Is the devil dictatorial?
Is the devil totalitarian?
Can the devil be influenced?
Can the devil be influenced?
Can the Devil be influenced by God?
Is the devil contentious?
Is the devil poetic?
Does the devil have an ideology?
What do we really know about the devil?
Do we know about the devil only what people have thought up?
Is everything we know about the devil, made up of people? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is faith in the devil something irrational?
What happens when the devil no longer believes in himself?
Does the devil have an appearance?
Does the devil have an interior?
Does the devil have inner values?
Is the devil worthless? Or:
Is the devil precious?
Is the devil wordless?
Is the devil based on carbon?
• Is the devil burnable?
• Is the devil catching fire easily? Or:
• Is the devil flammable?
• Is the devil sometimes obstinate?
• Is life after death in the heavenly kingdom possible with the help of the devil?
• Is the devil rather prudent? Or:
• Is the devil more draufgängerisch?
• Is the devil mostly good? Or:
• Is the devil mostly naughty?
• Will the devil sometimes get a rumble?
• Does the devil sometimes get a rapper?
• Is the devil thematically highly explosive?
• Is the devil something exclusive?
• Does the devil sometimes get out of the house?
• Is the devil sometimes losing his composure?
• Does the devil depend on his existence?
• Does the devil depend on the existence of others?
• Does the devil enter the private sphere of men?
• Is the devil responsible for the private sphere of human beings?
• Can a devil take the wind out of the sails?
• Can the devil get under the wheels?
• Can someone drop the devil in the back?
• Can the devil sell well?
• Can the devil get lost in hell?
• Is the devil character?
• Can the devil dance on the nose?
• Does the devil reveal himself?
• Would the devil love it, if only things and beings would pass away?
• Would the devil be against it if his hell would pass?
• Is the subject of devil a hot iron?
• Can people burn their fingers on the subject of devil?
• Can the devil combine?
• Does the devil have a combination gift?
• Would the Devil be cheated?
• Does the devil sometimes have to pull the tear line?
• Does the devil sometimes pull the tear line?
• Is the devil a normal person? Or:
• Is the devil an abnormal man? Or:
• Is the devil often regarded as an abnormal man?
• Does the devil have no responsibility?
• Does the devil bear no responsibility?
• Does hell belong to the creation of God?
• Does the devil see everything sober? Or:
• Does the devil look a lot emotionally?
• Is the devil a torturer?
• Torture the devil or make him short process?
• Can devil destroy souls?
• Does the devil love nature?
• Is the devil commended?
• Is hell hell forbidden?
• Does the devil sometimes have his days when he is grumpy?
• Did the devil open the door?
• Are God's States really devil states?
• Is the devil sometimes frozen?
• Is the devil sometimes getting stuck?
• Can the Devil be abused?
• Is the devil loving as often as possible?
• Is the devil sometimes overworked?
• Is the devil sometimes not properly used?
• Is the devil more spiritual than spiritual?
• Does the devil have an eerie spirit?
• How does the devil manage to make ends meet?
• Does the devil never be a salvation-bearer?
• Does the devil always sow discord?
• Is the devil always pushing?
• Is the devil full of praise?
• Is the devil only frightening?
• Is the devil a constant?
• Does the devil neglect humanity?
• Is the devil jealous or envious when people praise God but not the devil?
• Why do many gods prove to God, but the devil does not?
• Should the devil send a sign more often, so that people believe in him?
• Do people believe more in God as in the devil because God sent more signs more often than the devil?
• Why does the devil not send a son like God?
• Why does the devil not send prophets?
• Does the devil incite human beings?
• Shy people others with the devil one?
• Does the devil live only through evil people?
• Is the Devil Opposition or Terrorist?
• Can the devil be baited?
• Does the devil have a torture chamber? If so:
  • Where the devil has his torture chamber?
• Do people need weapons to protect themselves from the devil?
• Can the devil disappear into the recess?
• When is the devil away from the window?
• Is the devil always uncomfortable?
• Is the devil a pampered bellow?
• Will the devil spoil us?
• Would the devil want people to sift honey around their mouths?
• Is the devil tireless?
• Is the devil falling?
• Does the devil impose freedom restrictions?
• Is the devil allowed?
• Is the devil by no means wonderful?
• Is the devil inconsistent?
• Is there a companion between God and the devil?
• Is the devil infallible?
• Does the devil first have to check out before deciding what he wants to do next?
• Should the devil first weigh up before deciding how to proceed?
• Does the devil do everything in sequence? Or:
  • Does the devil do everything in parallel?
• Does the devil have human needs?
• Does the devil have human qualities?
• Does the devil have human decision-making ability?
• Does the devil have human expectations?
• Does the devil have human abilities?
• Does the devil have human feelings?
• Does the devil have human hopes?
• Does the devil have human ideals?
• Does the devil have human interests?
• Does the devil have human testing ability?
• Does the devil have human senses?
• Does the devil have human languages?
• Does the devil have human perceptions?
• Does the devil have human values?
• Does the devil have human will formation?
• Does the devil have human desires?
• Does the devil have human goals?
• Does the devil accompany people? Or:
• Do people accompany the devil?
• Have people made a pact with the devil?
• Are the devils constantly disgusting?
• Where does the devil's will-formation take place, if there were these?
• Does the devil sometimes feel queasy?
• Is there anything wrong with the Devil?
• Does the devil have a sense of responsibility?
• Is the devil a disgust?
• Why was hell created?
• Was hell created because God hates evil people?
• Who created hell?
• Has the devil ever asked for asylum with God because he is being pursued by Hellfire?
• Is the devil a prisoner of hell?
• Does the devil love evil people?
• Can the devil love?
• Is hell a prison for the devil?
• Is the devil an excuse for human imagination?
• Is the devil the yellow of the egg?
• Does the devil have only good sides?
• Can the devil overreact?
• Is the devil an assumption? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the devil a hallucination?
• Is the devil a guess?
• Does anyone believe in fantasies when he fears the devil?
• Is the devil looking ahead?
• Do human desire fantasies have the devil?
• Does the devil tell people how to live?
• Is the devil negligible?
• Is the devil a classic?
• Is the devil real or artificial?
• Was the devil modernized?
• Is the devil a religious element?
• Is the devil part of any religion?
• Does the devil belong to every religion?
• Does the devil get to the point quickly?
• Can the devil move?
• Can God and the Devil change the roles?
• Can God slip into the role of the devil?
• Can the devil slip into the role of God?
• Does the devil play a role? If so:
  • What is the role of the devil in practice? And:
  • What is the role of the devil in nature, for example? And:
  • What is the role of the devil for nature, for example?
• Is the devil always neglected?
• What is the purpose of sticking to the devil?
• Will the devil soon sink into insignificance?
• Why is it useful to continue hanging on the devil?
• Does the devil sometimes bother with anything?
• Is the devil sometimes disturbed by something?
• Does the devil sometimes bother?
• Is the devil sometimes a troublemaker?
• Does the devil have a better perceptive faculty than man?
• Does the devil get on the rounds only with God?
• Is everything the devil's deuteronomy?
• How does the devil report?
• Is the devil devilishly good?
• Does not the devil have to account anyone?
• Does God allow the devil? If so:
• Why does God allow the devil?
• Is the devil self-sufficient?
• Is the devil convinced of himself?
• Is there a cult around the devil?
• Is the devil sometimes running out of date?
• Will the devil endure God? Or:
• Will God survive the devil?
• Is the devil a permanent fashion?
• Can the devil get out of fashion?
• Is the devil focused on people?
• Does even the devil sometimes have inferiority complexes?
• How clean is the devil?
• Is the devil a taboo subject?
• Is the devil an exceptional talent?
• Does the devil have fool’s freedom?
• Is the devil a rehabilitation case?
• Is the devil self-contradictory? Or:
• Is the devil full of contradictions?
• Does the devil have a perceptive faculty?
• Does the devil react to influences?
• Is the devil need protection?
• Does the devil take the power of habit?
• Can the devil escape?
• Are wars a gift of the devil to humanity?
• Is the devil stale? Or:
• Is the devil up to date like never before?
• Is the devil a moral apostle?
• Is the devil clearly noticeable?
• Is the devil predominantly impulsive? Or:
• Is the devil predominantly driven?
• Ask God sometimes the devil, because the devil knows everything, according to the saying, knows the devil?
• Is the devil tolerated by humans as it is?
• Does the devil like to be important?
• Is the devil a pompous? Or:
• Is the devil humble?
• Is the devil a hobby horse?
• Does the devil abuse his power?
• Does the devil take the liberty of freedom out of control?
• Does the devil take authority out of power?
• Is the devil suitable for freedom oppression?
• Is the devil suitable for abuse of power?
• Is the devil used to exercise freedom oppression?
• Is the devil used to exercise power abuse?
• Is the devil everywhere at the same time, as is God?
• Is the devil an art form?
• Is the devil a fantasy being?
• Is the devil wearing a masquerade?
• Does the devil have the invisibility gene?
• Does the devil go unpermitted? Or:
• Is the devil elaborate?
• Is the devil rushing forward? Or:
• Is the devil thoughtful?
• Is the devil thoughtless? Or:
• Is the devil thoughtful?
• Is not the devil going, but only going back?
• Is it uncertain that there is the devil?
• Does the devil always look?
• Is the devil always polemical?
• Does the devil punish individual people quite specifically? Answer Proposal: Unrecognizable!
• Do the devil people punish people in a targeted way, torture or kill fellow human beings? Answer Proposal: Unrecognizable!
• Does the devil tyrant deliberately punish? Answer Proposal: Unrecognizable!
• Is there a lasting hatred between the devil and the people?
• Is there a lasting hatred between the devil and God?
• Is the devil a slit-ear?
• Is the devil a despot?
• Does the devil have duties?
• Does the devil have only the two duties of keeping his sweeping fire burning and forcing people to simmer?
• Does Satan tolerate Satire?
• Is the devil satiring for him?
• Can the devil do and leave what he wants?
• Applies to the devil, more apparent than being?
• Is the devil only apparent?
• Is the devil attacking?
• Is the devil a permanent burner?
• Is the devil a permanent theme?
• Decide God and the Devil together who is going to hell? Or:
• Does the devil accept the decisions of God, who is to go to hell?
• Is the devil to honor?
• Does the devil live more splendid than God?
• Is the devil terrible?
• Is the devil terrible?
• Is God more interesting than the devil?
• Are Death Angels servants of the devil?
• Are Angel-Makers Servants of the Devil?
• Why is there the devil?
• Is there a devil because there is a need for it?
• Is the devil an end-of-life model?
• Is the devil a global player?
• Can the devil be deceived?
• Is the devil dirty?
• Does the devil stink?
• Does the devil need a chimney-sweeper for his hell?
• What is the temperature of the devil?
• Is the devil elective?
• Is the devil voter in accepting evil people for the Fege fire?
• Are all men the same before the devil?
• Is the devil the responsibility for the uncontrollable?
• Is the devil responsible for the devil?
• Pray God the Devil?
• Does the devil worship God?
• Is the devil the non plus ultra of deterrence?
• Is the devil taken as a moral guardian?
• Is the devil a duck?
• Is the devil brimming with imaginary wealth?
• Is the devil astride and perhaps even flashy?
• Cannot the devil take the cart?
• Was the devil never quite clean and never quite tight?
• Is the devil softened?
• Is even the devil sometimes a dirty business?
• Is The Devil Dirty Man?
• Is the devil never embarrassed?
• Is the Devil-Peter?
• Is the devil fixed? Or:
• Is the devil unbiased?
• Is the devil omniscient?
• Does the devil know more like humans?
• Is the devil mobile?
• Is the devil busy?
• Is the devil constantly moving?
• Can the devil be dingfest?
• Is the devil free? Or:
• Is the devil bound to God?
• Does the devil free? Or:
• Does the devil unfree?
• Are those in hell who abuse God for their lust for power?
• Is the devil resilient?
• How many tons do the devil have to be burdened to be crushed?
• Does the devil have a dirty white vest?
• Is the devil an all-knowing, according to the statement, knows the devil?
• Is the devil a racing driver?
• What are the characteristics of the devil in Buddhism?
• What are the characteristics of the devil in Christianity?
• What are the characteristics of the devil in Islam?
• What are the characteristics of the devil in Judaism?
• What are the characteristics of the devil in Buddhism?
• What are the characteristics of the devil in Christianity?
• What are the characteristics of the devil in Islam?
• What are the characteristics of the devil in Judaism?
• Is the devil wrinkle-free?
• Is the devil lying free?
• Is the devil sometimes playful?
• Does the devil have a surface?
• Does the devil have a volume?
• Can even the devil of man learn something else when it comes to thinking out of sins?
• Is the devil an unruly patron, or is the devil doing his duty?
• Does the devil do his duty?
• Are there false devils?
• Does the devil sometimes get a seizure attack when humans do not smell as he wants?
• Is charlatanism practiced with the devil?
• Can the Devil walk with his feet?
• Is the devil sometimes trampled?
• What happens frequently when the devil is trampled?
• Would the devil be asked?
• Does the devil make a good figure?
• Does the evil devil think badly with us?
• Is not the devil a soulless comforter?
• Must the devil prove himself?
• Is the devil standing on shaky legs? Or:
• Is the devil standing firmly in our lives with both legs?
• Is the devil sometimes exhausted?
• Is this sometimes with the devil?
• Will the devil change the world, but not himself?
• Is the devil free?
• Does the devil have future fears?
• Does the devil have a sense of time?
• Does the devil have his own rhythm?
• Does the devil sometimes have to spit so that his Fege fire does not go out?
• Should not the devil be exaggerated? Answer Proposal: YES, because exaggerations are rarely good!
• Does the devil have a radiance?
• Is the devil more like a personality?
• Is the devil fully usable as a foot-depositor?
• Is the devil a barrel without a floor? Answer Proposal: YES, but only for believers!
• Is the devil tasteless?
• Is the world through the devil?
• Is the devil usable for fear-making?
• Can the devil stir up?
• Does the devil sometimes arouse?
• Is the devil a riot?
• Is the devil unattractive?
• Does the devil get on quiet soles? Or:
  • Is the devil coming with the noise and the trumpet?
• Does the devil end up short or long?
• Is the devil exotic?
• Does the devil have a very different quality to bad people?
• Does the devil play in a different league?
• Cannot even the devil escape his destiny?
• Can the devil jump over his own shadow?
• Can the devil be more like God? Or:
  • Can God be more like the devil?
• Does the devil cast his shadow far ahead?
• Does the devil influence?
• Does the devil only mock?
• Does the devil drive wild hordes over land?
• Is the devil cut and stabbed?
• Does the devil have a great range of activities? Or:
  • Does the devil have a small range of activities?
• Would officially no one be a helper of the devil and in practice there are many helpers of the devil?
• Why does not God just block the devil into a black hole?
• Could the devil escap from a black hole?
• Can the devil be panicked?
• Is the devil Kokolores? Or:
  • Is there anything wrong with the devil?
• Does the devil reverberate?
• Can the devil laugh?
• Can the devil laugh maliciously?
• Can the devil laugh?
• Can the devil laugh badly?
• Does the devil still have all the cups in the cupboard?
• Is a screw loose at the devil?
• Is the devil an analyst?
• Does the devil keep the diary?
• Is the devil the leader-miller of murderer gangs?
• Can the devil go under the carpet?
• Is the devil black like the moor?
• Can the devil hit the strings? Or:
  • Is the devil usually dosing well?
• Does the devil sometimes suffer from grandeur?
• Is there already an insult to the devil already, if questions are asked the devil?
• Is the devil the boss in hell?
• Is the devil the boss of all unruly cartridges?
• Are the negative part of God and the devil about who is more evil?
• Is the devil the vacuum?
• Do long human serpents sometimes form in front of the man-smith places in hell?
• Are there heretical questions to the devil?
• Can the devil be confused by God?
• Would the devil leave a gap if he were no longer there?
• Is the devil sometimes quite a roller coaster with humans?
• Is the devil repulsive?
• Is there a reserve devil if the main devil fails?
• Do people who later end up in hell also belong to the creation of God?
• Why is nobody riding on the devil?
• Is the devil smart?
• Can the devil fight against the wall or at least lock into a black hole?
• Does each galaxy have its own hell?
• Does every planet have its own hell?
• Does any extraterrestrial civilization have its own hell?
• Does the devil have a favorite religion?
• Is the devil sometimes getting in the way?
• Is the devil hard-boiled?
• Does the devil have a value order?
• Why have not the revelations of the devil been given to anyone?
• Will the devil turn the wheel back so that the supply to his hell is guaranteed?
• Did hell come because the devil had boredom?
• Is the devil in the divine details?
• Does the devil consist of what is in the center of black holes?
• Is there any electron in the hell?
• Does God threaten electrons with hell if they do not work as he wants it?
• Could God have threatened the plagues AND hell more than 2,000 years ago?
• With what can God still threaten in the present time, except with hell?
• Does the devil sometimes start something without ending it?
• Is the devil always selfish?
• At about the same time, the imagined former group of gods was replaced by the thought-image of the present solo god and the imagined many demons by the thought-image of the devil?
• Does the devil have a call? If so:
• What is the reputation of the devil?
• Is the devil better than his call? Or:
• Is the devil worse than his call? Or:
• Does the devil exactly correspond to his call? Or:
• Does the devil have a notable reputation?
• Is the devil washing his hell hands in innocence?
• Is the devil the leader of secular muck-sack gangs?
• Can the devil keep his head?
• Does the devil always want to get his head?
• Can the devil turn and act as he will?
• Does the devil work with cunning?
• Is the devil cunning?
• Is the devil always behind?
• Does the devil also know that the trick is in the details?
• Should everyone see only the positive in the devil?
• When is the devil going?
• Where is the devil going?
• Does the devil see in absolute darkness?
• Is the devil miserable?
• Does the devil himself praise himself?
• Is there anything wrong with the assertions?
• Does the devil have a need for recognition?
• Is the devil never decent?
• Can the devil captivate people?
• Is the devil believable?
• How temperature-resistant is the devil?
• Does the devil need to be more temperature-resistant, like God, because it is probably much warmer in hell, as in the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Is the devil fireproof?
• Can the devil sometimes be aggressive?
• Does the devil know how many people exist?
• Does the devil know how many black holes there?
• Are certain people the devil’s mouthpiece?
• Are God and the devil hostile to each other?
• Is the devil from a completely different world?
• Is the devil unmistakable?
• Does the devil hover in higher spheres? Or:
• Crab the devil in a lower sphere?
• Are processions for the devil a nightmare?
• Does the devil always go round? Or:
• Does not the devil always go all round?
• Is it much easier for strictly religious to think about seemingly discriminating devil statements instead of showing God here and now, as well as reliably and reliably (without the use of holy scriptures)?
• Can the devil be upset?
• Is the devil exclaiming about God?
• Is the devil a deeper power?
• Has the devil a half-time?
• Is the devil doing everything he needs?
• Is the devil fragile?
• Is there a language barrier between the devil and humans?
• Is the devil international?
• Does the devil know that he is called Devil in German?
• Does the devil have more imagination than man? Or:
• Does man have more imagination than the devil?
• Does the devil send the vagrant killer gangs and death squadrons?
• Could the Higher Power defeat the Devil?
• Is the deeper power the opposite of the higher power, just as the devil is the opposite of God?
• Is the devil mostly a quiver?
• Is the Deeper Power mostly a Querulant?
• Does the devil serve as a threat?
• Does the Devil think negatively or positively? And:
• Is the devil negative?
• Is the devil for all?
• Does not the devil do anything?
• Is the devil always wicked?
• Is the deeper power always despicable?
• Is the devil a specialist?
• Is the devil accusable?
• Is the devil evaluable? If so:
• Should the devil be judged?
• Is the devil untouchable? Or:
• Has the devil been declared inviolable by people?
• Is the devil sometimes childish? Or:
• Is the devil always serious?
• Does the devil still need to be taken seriously?
• Are there devil features?
• Applies to the devil, does mankind know nothing exactly?
• Will the devil decide about people?
• Does the Devil Provide Discussion Ignition Substance? Or:
• Has no one to discuss the devil?
• Does the devil open up as if he were the greatest?
• Is the devil a paradox?
• Is the devil gladly drawn to work the most complete power over people?
• Do people's lives play a role for the devil? Or:
• Do not people play life for the devil?
• Can God sometimes be advised by the devil because the devil knows everything?
• Is there no need for proof of the Devil’s existence?
• Is the devil on the highway?
• Will the devil become unemployed if there are no more people?
• Is God sometimes consoling with the devil?
• Does God sometimes get up in the hell of the devil?
• Are not God and the Devil talking to each other?
• Does the devil have cystic fibrosis?
• Is the devil never popular?
• Is the devil nowhere popular?
• Are there people who are more unloved than the devil?
• Are there people who love the devil?
• Does the devil like to dance on volcanoes?
• Does the devil sometimes get rid of the pig?
Does the devil have a gossip?
Can the devil be bluffed?
Does the devil worry about all the Islamic headscarf because he does not get these women into hell?
Does the devil get angry about all the disguised people, because he certainly does not get these women into hell?
Does the devil at least know what God is doing at the moment, when he (supposedly) knows everything? Or:
Does the devil know what God is doing right now?
Does the devil hopes that soon everything will get worse?
Is the devil thin-skinned?
Is the nature of the devil more important than his appearance? Or:
Is the appearance of the devil more important than his being?
Must the devil look frightening?
Why does the devil have a tail?
Why does the devil have horns?
Why should not the devil be painted on the wall?
Lungert the devil everywhere?
Do God and the devil have in common that they are supposed to be everywhere, and yet they cannot be reproduced?
What does the devil like?
Whom does the devil?
What does the devil do not like at all?
Does not the devil at all appear when he is portrayed with a tail?
Whom does the devil do not like at all?
Does not the devil prophet at all?
Is the devil a day-time? If so:
Is the devil always doing his day’s work?
Does not the devil need to justify?
What is the devil doing now?
Is the devil busy at the moment?
Can the devil enjoy EVERYTHING?
Does the devil take EVERYTHING with him?
Is the devil often insulted?
Is the devil identical with the NEGATIVE unknown influences?
Do God, the Devil and Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) have in common that they cannot be examined in the lab?
Does the devil have a cloudy mind?
Is the devil uncouth?
Is the devil a connoisseur?
Is the devil a small glutton?
Is the devil the eternal number TWO to God?
Are not God and the Devil all green?
Are God and Devil counterparties?
Does the devil come when someone speaks of him?
Does the devil never make anything clever?
Does the devil always have mischief in mind?
Does God have to travel through hell sometimes on his travels?
Were religions so great because no one wants to go to hell?
Were religions so great, because clerics only cared for the members of their religion and made sure that God forgave the sins of the church members and therefore they did NOT have to go to hell?
How is the devil tendencies?
Does the devil fight with influences?
Are there revelations of the devil?
Are there devil revelations?
Will the devil make human beings worse people? Or:
Does the devil of the wicked man take pity on him?
Is the devil proud of himself?
Does the devil have pride and honor? If so:
Is pride and honor important for the devil?
Can pride and honor of the devil be hurt? If so:
Does it disturb the devil when his pride and honor are hurt? If so:
• How does the devil react, for example, when his pride and honor are hurt?
• Can the devil be offended?
• Is the devil sometimes snapped?
• Is the devil angry at God's blasphemy? Or:
  • Is the devil glad about God's blasphemy?
  • Is the Devil angry about devil blasphemy?
• Is there a wounded vanity with the devil?
• Does the devil like to proudly swell his breast?
• Does God always stop the beast in man and the devil again and again?
• Can the devil be unmasked?
• Does God come when someone speaks of him, just as the devil comes when someone speaks of him?
• Does the devil jump around with him? Or:
  • Cannot the devil please?
• Is the devil infamous?
• Is the devil and hell an art world?
• Is the devil still important when there are no people left? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does the devil lift the head through his hell?
• Is the devil possessed? Or:
  • Are humans possessed by the devil?
  • Help Devil Expulsions People who are supposedly possessed by the devil?
• Is the devil an extremist?
• Is the devil a dear, if he is treated properly?
• Is the devil remarkable?
• Does the devil have at least one sore point? If so:
  • Should the finger be placed deep in the sore spot of the devil?
• Is the devil vulnerable? Or:
  • Is the devil as inviolable as God?
  • Is the devil washed with all the water?
  • Is the devil on the test?
• Is the devil a whim of nature? Or:
  • Is the devil a whim of God?
• How moody is the devil?
• Is the devil well with people?
• Whom does the devil take?
• Does the devil bring ALL ATHEISTS?
• Does the Devil bring ALL who do not regularly pray?
• Does the devil bring ALL those who are not of the super religion?
• Does the devil bring ALL women who do not wear an Islam headscarf in public?
• Does the devil bring ALL women who do not wear full veil in public?
• Does the devil bring ALL the heretical questions to God?
• Does the devil bring ALL to whose sins were not forgiven?
• Does the devil bring ALL the blasphemies about God?
• Does the Devil bring ALL those who do not regularly say thank God?
• Does the devil bring ALL who do not regularly say hello to God?
• How many percent of people bring God to themselves and how many percent of people bring the devil?
• For example, does God get 99% of the people into the Heavenly Kingdom (Heaven) and then drop the remaining 1% for the devil or his hell?
• How many percent are women the devil takes? And:
  • How many percent are men the devil takes to himself?
  • Are, for example, 1% women the devil takes to himself?
  • Are, for example, 99% men the devil takes to himself?
  • Is God a blessing and the devil a curse?
• Does the devil know what God is doing right now?
• Can the demon be physically and mentally distinguished?
• Are you going on a ride on the highway?
• Does the devil need a place to live his blossoming imagination?
• Does the devil make his game?
• Is the devil sometimes just annoying?
• Can the devil become obtrusive?
• How can you show what the devil is doing right now?
• What does the hell entrance look like?
• Is the hell entrance from a chute?
• Is the devil fasting? Or:
  • Is the devil alive? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
• Does the devil have a palace with over 1,000 rooms, which would then be called the Devil's Palace?
• Does the devil currently NOTHING?
• Does God want the devil?
• Does the devil like women like men?
• Is the devil inconsistent from A to Z?
• Does the devil have rights and duties?
• Can God be offended by the devil?
• Are there revelations of the devil?
• Was God building blocks, what became of the devil?
• Do Islam headscarfs of the devil's expulsion?
• Are the boundaries bound for the devil?
• Is it unimportant what the devil is doing right now?
• Is the devil sometimes not taken seriously?
• Can the devil look silly out of the wash? If so:
• Does the devil sometimes look silly out of the laundry?
• Who cleans the hell?
• Who is cleaning the devil? Or:
  • Is the devil a dirt-finch?
  • Is the devil coming out? If so:
• Why does the devil clean out, even though no one sees him?
• Is the devil acceptable?
• Is the devil accepting?
• Is the devil respectable?
• Is the devil to be respected?
• Is the devil a torture servant?
• Is not the devil primitive?
• Is the devil alone?
• Does one get a fat neck because of the devil?
• Is the devil cute? Or:
• Does the devil always get angry?
• Is the devil sweet poison?
• Is the devil awe-inspiring?
• Is the devil scary?
• Will the devil be frightening?
• Is the devil a liquor choke?
• What could be done so that the devil will pass away the lust to be devilish?
• What could be done to make the devil grow more lusty?
• Is the devil in black holes?
• Is the devil smart?
• Is not the devil an example?
• Can the devil inspire and enthrall?
• Does the devil constantly stand?
• Is the devil immune to EVERYTHING?
• Is the devil ultra-prudish?
• Is the devil a lie-boldt and perhaps a drunken boldt?
• Is everything good at the devil? Or:
• Is not everything always good? Alternative:
• Is the devil all bad? Or:
• Is not everything always bad at the devil?
• Is the devil angry if he is not taken seriously?
• Is not it funny when someone makes fun of the devil?
• Has the devil leased the only truth for himself? Or:
• Does not the devil know a single truth?
• Is the devil a soloist?
• Can you make money with the devil?
• Does the devil provide a permanent occupation?
• Does the devil Spartan? Or:
• Does the devil float in excess?
• Is the devil the truth?
• Does the devil have a fine feeling? Or:
• Is the devil gross?
• Are there core questions the devil? If so:
• What core questions are there?
• Does the devil kill everything? If so:
• What has the devil already messed up?
• Does the devil have a core competence (core competence)?
• Is the Devil the Great Influential World Champion?
• Is the devil persevering?
• Is the devil vehement?
• Can the devil magically attract?
• Is not it a sugar trickle for the devil?
• Is there a pleasure-gain in the devil when he makes everything in the hell-fire, which falls before his feet?
• Can the devil be converted?
• Is the devil the holy water?
• Does the devil have a very long breath? Or:
• Is the devil fast-breathing fast?
• Is the devil a light-form? Or:
• Is the devil a shadow-shape?
• Is the motto for the devil, Head Head Headed?
• Does the devil sometimes need time to think?
• Cannot the devil sometimes decide? Or:
• Is God always guiding the devil the right way? Or:
• Is the devil always the right way?
• Does the devil have an Achilles heel / a weakness?
• Is the devil inaccessible to arguments?
• Is the devil immune to arguments?
• Are there assured statements to the devil? If so:
• What are the assured statements about the devil?
• Is the first assured statement the hell we know NOTHING about him?
• Is the second assured statement to the devil that he is jostling in the minds of many people?
• Is the third assured statement to the devil that there are many UNCONSCIOUS statements about him?
• Should the devil be taken seriously?
• Will the devil be taken seriously?
• Is the devil sometimes wrong?
• Does the devil make evil gifts?
• Does the devil make bad things?
• Does the devil make worse things like humans? Or:
• Do people make worse things like the devil?
• What and / or who is being hunted?
• Is God sometimes chased to hell?
• Are fathers sometimes chased to the devil?
• Are unloved people hunted to hell?
• Are people questioned?
• Are animals and plants never hunted?
• Is the fuse burning sometimes?
• Does the devil sometimes look like?
• Is the devil a terrorist for God?
• Is the devil a formulation artist?
• Is the devil sometimes upset?
• Does the devil ask questions about himself silly?
• Does the devil constantly wear the hat or smock?
• Is the devil illiterate?
• Is the devil saying?
• Does the devil give orders in his hell? If so:
  • To whom does the devil give commands in his hell?
  • Does the devil have helper like God?
• Is the devil the navel of the underworld?
  • Is the devil a single fighter?
  • Are there ephemeral flights into the heavenly realm (paradise), hell or nowhere?
• Does the devil interfere with the internal affairs of men?
  • Does the devil claim to be the measure of all things?
• Is the devil the measure of all things?
• Is there an unbridgeable gap between God and the Devil?
  • Are God and the Devil irreconcilable?
  • Is the devil no breeding master?
• Does the devil wear a gown, a gown, or a gulf?
• Does the devil have claws?
  • Is the devil technically thrilled?
  • Should the devil's mouth be sewn?
  • Why does the devil not reveal?
  • Is the devil-man for the moral doctrine?
  • Is the devil a moral guardian?
• Can God take the devil into the deficiency?
• Can the devil take God?
• Does it have drawbacks to be devil?
• Does it have advantages to be a devil?
  • Is it desirable to be devilish?
  • Inspired the devil?
• Is the devil an art product?
• Does the Devil have freedom of expression?
• Does the trick work well with the devil?
• Can the devil be addicted?
• Are people crazy about the devil?
• Can the devil go mad?
  • Can hell be without the devil?
  • Is mankind dependent on the devil for the sake of prosperity?
• Is not God visible because the devil has lured him into a trap from which God can no longer free himself?
  • Is the devil just nonsense?
• Is the devil real and is God real? Or:
  • Is the devil a dummy and god genuine? Or:
  • Is God a dummy and the devil real? Or:
  • Is the devil and God a dummy?
• Is the devil the third most important religious component after God and the prophet?
• Does the devil sink the joy of life?
• Is the devil a handler of God?
• Do people hang on the devil?
• Is the devil hanging on people?
• Does the devil hang on animals?
  • Are there devil-devotees?
• Is the devil a possible critique point?
• Is the devil horny on human bodies?
• Is there proof for the devil?
• Does the devil like it when much is said about him?
• Is the devil a fanatical spinner?
  • Are there poor devils? If so:
  • How many poor devils are there?
• Is the devil (Satan) dependent on God’s blessing?
• Is the devil (Satan) blunt?
• Does the devil have a fur?
  • Is the devil hairy?
  • Does the devil prevent world peace?
• Can the Devil be expelled with holy scriptures of religion?
• Will the devil put his stamp on him? If so:
• Is the devil successfully pressing his stamp? If so:
• How is it that the devil successfully presses his punch?
• Can the devil get into something?
• What is the contribution of the devil to the passing of things, plant and being?
• Can the devil be lulled?
• Is the devil mostly an emotional matter and therefore inaccessible to objective arguments?
• Was the devil an idea about 3,800 years ago, along with the idea of God?
• Do people like to take the role of the devil?
• Can the devil sometimes become a problem? If so:
• Is the devil sometimes a problem?
• Is the devil a toothless tiger?
• What is the main proof of the devil?
• Does the devil need sleep?
• Is the devil coming in when God cannot?
• Is God a devilish affair?
• Is the devil means for an end?
• Why cannot the devil be converted from God?
• Is the devil unlearnable?
• Is it so hot in hell that everything melts, except the devil?
• Is it so hot in hell that everything evaporates, except the devil?
• Is it so hot in hell that everything becomes electron plasma, except the devil?
• Is it so hot in hell that everything becomes nucleon plasma, except the devil?
• Were the devil made by devil?
• Is the devil chiefly to bind people to himself?
• Is it in hell, so in a black hole so hot that ALL atom nuclei dissolve into a neutron-proton-porridge, so to a nucleon porridge? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the devil kill?
• Is the devil naive when he believes that he gets all people?
• Is the devil armed to the teeth?
• Does the devil have advocates?
• Is the devil hostile to women and equivocal? Or:
• Does the devil NOT distinguish between man and woman? Answer Proposal: YES, because men and women smell the same good!
• Is hell the devil the highest authority?
• Is the devil the lord of hell?
• Should the devil have to exist for symmetry reasons, if there were God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Would the devil (Satan) not be put to the test? And:
• Would the devil (Satan) not be questioned?
• Do people enjoy the devil?
• Is it difficult for the devil to understand that not all people are afraid of him?
• Is nothing safe, so is not the devil?
• Is the devil something unique?
• Is the devil musically?
• Does the devil have limbs?
• Is the devil quite reverent when he receives God?
• Is the devil ruthless?
• Is the devil more ruthless than omnipotence?
• Are all statements to the devil rush wisdom?
• Does not only God but the Devil have a son? If so:
• When does the devil send his son?
• Is the devil somehow related to God?
• Are the devil and God constantly hanging together?
• What is pitiful on the Devil?
• Is the devil admirable?
• Is the devil to be respected? Or:
• Is the devil to despise?
• Is the devil to be observed? Or:
• Is the devil the best to ignore?
• What is admirable in the devil?
• Is the heat resistance of the devil admirable?
• Is the devil sometimes a curse?
• Is the devil sometimes a blessing?
• Knowledge religious representatives (clergy / clerics) itself quite precisely, that with the devil is all but lousy and fraud?
• Can people avoid the devil? Answer Proposal: NO, because the devil is not perceptible!
• Applies to the devil, fun aside, Serious come here?
• Is the devil malicious?
• Is the devil, as someone calls into the forest, does it sound out of the woods?
• Is the devil also kind, if he is treated properly?
• Does the devil know grace?
• Does the devil grant mercy before right?
• When will the end of the devil be ushered in?
• Is God blessing it when he joins the devil?
• Does the devil sometimes get out of control?
• Do people sometimes give the devil something out of control?
• Is the devil the same as God?
• Is the devil influence-resistant? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
• Is the devil hanging too high?
• Does the devil create a choking charm?
• Is the devil a crushing agent?
• Is the devil guaranteed a chunk of chunks?
• Is there a devil's failure?
• Does the devil agree with God?
• Is the devil roomless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil timeless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil dimensionless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil grim? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil massless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil physically? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil energyless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil influential? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil senderless? Answer Proposal: A sender is not known!
• Is the devil addressless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil anonymous? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil breathless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil unconditional? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the Devil Undeveloped? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil unemployed? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil motionless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil bewildered? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil fingerless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil meatless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil energyless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil thoughtless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil safe? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil deaf? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil genre? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil smell? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil sexless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil lawless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil faceless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil boundless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil lucky? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil godless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil unstable? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil harmless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil homeless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil heartless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil helpless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil brainless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil hopeless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil shrouded? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil thoughtless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil wireless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil fighting? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil seedless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil childless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil complaining? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil classless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil uncompromising? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil confessional? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil conflicting? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil unrivaled? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil conceptless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil headless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil powerless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil silent? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil lifeless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil passionate? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil lightless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil going? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil lustless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil powerless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil nameless? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is the devil useless? Answer Proposal: NO, because the idea of TEUFEL also has a psychological benefit!
• Is the devil restless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil motionless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil disrespectful? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil without a switch? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil sleepless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil defenseless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil without a sender? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil senseless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil speechless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil weightless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil without a word? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil without substance, because no devil's substance is detectable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the devil technically? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil faithless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil persecuted? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil irresponsible? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil toothless? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!

Do not many people want to take away the devil, whether or not he is? Answer Proposal: Wohl ehr NO!
• Do not many people want to do without the devil, whether or not he exists?
• Do many people need the devil as a threat, whether it exists or not?
• Is the devil a great challenge?
• Does the devil ask?
• Is the devil an impertinence?
• Is hell the hell going on?
• Is there more going on in Hell, as in the Heavenly Kingdom?
• Does the devil have a sparrow-brain?
• Is the devil dancing on the nose?
• Is the devil a bottomless insolence?
• Does the devil feel like a stranger in his own hell?
• Does the devil sometimes spit in the soup?
• Does the devil react to anything allergic?
• Is the devil a moratorium?
• Does the devil load all the morose?
• Does the devil have an alibi function?
• Is the devil martial?
• Is the devil sometimes benign?
• Is the devil the fancy stimulus?
• Is the devil a wind egg?
• Does the devil have self-confidence?
• Does the devil always have a guilty conscience? Or:
• Does the devil never have a guilty conscience?
• Must the devil be comforted?
• Does hell have a limited recording capacity?
• Does the hell have windows or bullauges?
• Does the devil know what he wants?
• Is God faster than the devil? Or:
• Is the devil faster than God?
• Is the devil a fire fool?
• Is the devil an abused son of God? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Could it be that the devil is an abused son of God? Or equivalently:
• Could there be any suspicion that the devil is a God's abused son? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it proven that the devil is a transgressed son of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does the devil have a fulfilled existence?
• Can the devil do everything?
• Is the devil punishing the heavenly kingdom (paradise) if he is not evil enough?
• Is the devil defensive?
• Is there a negotiation solution between God and the devil? Answer Proposal: Apparently NO!
• Does the devil sometimes go round in hell?
• Is the devil sometimes dazed when it smells and smells too much in hell? Or:
• Does the devil always have a clear head?
• Does the devil have a head and God no one?
• Does the Devil WORK WITH HEART AND GOD WITHOUT head?
• How big is the hell in square meters, square kilometers or square-light years?
• How big is the hell in cubic meters, cubic kilometers or cubic light years?
• Is the hell in the fourth dimension?
• Does the devil have substance?
• Is the devil patient?
• Is the devil bewitched?
• Is the devil a bad product?
• Is the devil a gap filler? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Hack some people on the devil?
• Is the devil fixed on humans?
• Does the devil have feelings of pleasure?
• Does the devil know lust feelings?
• Should the devil not exceed his limits?
• Should the devil not exceed his competences?
• Is the devil responsible for EVERYTHING? Or:
Are there things for which the devil is NOT responsible?
Can the devil bite into something?
Are there fiendish fiends?
Was and is often the devil's fantasy product number 2 for people? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is the devil disciplined?
Is the devil an eccentric?
Does the devil make a bone job?
Is the devil a bone crusher?
Blinded the devil?
Is the devil defiant?
Is the devil dangerous?
Should people beware of the devil?
Is the devil a negative thought product?
Is the devil a human work of art?
Is the devil little talkative?
Does the devil end up hell so he does not burn in his hell?
Is the devil frustrated because people are still jumping from the thrill?
Is the devil colorful?
Is the devil monochrome?
Is the devil colorless?
Is the devil sometimes too colorful?
Can the devil keep the short line?
Did God create hell? Or:
Did the devil create hell?
Is the hop hop and malt lost?
Are there extinguishing ponds in Hell?
Is the devil groundbreaking?
Does the devil work with stitches? If so:
What is the work of the devil?
Do people fall into the devil's stings?
Does the devil work with tricks? If so:
What tricks does the devil work with?
Do people fall for the devil's tricks?
Does the devil make hell for advertising?
Is the devil at the devil?
Are people in the focus of the devil?
Has the devil gone too far?
Is the devil a ghost?
Should the devil not leave his hell better?
Do some people find any questions to the devil at all funny?
Do all people find some questions to the devil at all funny?
Do we know more about God, how about the devil? Answer Proposal: Apparently YES, because there are much more statements to God, how the hell!
Do we believe more about God knowing how about the devil? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do we KNOW more about God, how about the devil? Answer Proposal: NO!
Do we know more about the heavenly kingdom (paradise), how about hell? Answer Proposal: Apparently YES, because there are much more statements to the Heaven Kingdom, how the hell!
Do we believe more about the heavenly kingdom (paradise) to know how about hell? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do we KNOW more clearly about the Heavenly Kingdom, how about hell? Answer Proposal: NO!
Does the devil know or know the Devil's answer only the wind?
Is the devil sometimes forgetful?
Can the devil be tested? Or:
Cannot the devil test? If so:
Why cannot the devil test?
Cannot the devil be tested because he does not exist?
Does the devil kill the rind?
Does the devil sometimes get into the headlines?
Will the Devil Expulsion sometimes get into the headlines?
Does the devil have a movement apparatus?
• Is the devil a dazzling figure?
• How long does it take for the devil to destroy everything God has created?
• Is the devil a fake?
• Is the devil lusting?
• Hanging in hell chandeliers?
• Swallows the devil light?
• Are Black Holes the Devil?
• Does the devil sometimes run a spit?
• How is the devil demonstrable? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
• Does the devil sometimes feel persecuted?
• Can only the Devil God offer a parcel?
• Does only the devil God forehead?
• Was and is the devil a breeding agent? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the devil fighting? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• When will God and the Devil reconcile themselves?
• When does the devil finally send a picture of himself?
• Is the devil always fully concentrated?
• Is the devil happy?
• Can the devil easily be satisfied?
• Does the devil have any use by humans? Answer Proposal: YES, for without sinful people hell would be empty!
• Does the devil dance the dolls?
• Is the devil a monster? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil imagined?
• Are there female devils?
• Does the devil look like full-veiled?
• Must the devil be able to run off?
• Would the devil subjugate?
• Is the devil really God and God the devil?
• Are both God and the Devil so gifted that they could make a roles exchange without anyone noticing?
• Is not the devil leaving anyone at Hell's mouth?
• Is the devil bored?
• Must the devil and the people gather?
• Is the devil responsible for the species dying? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• What can the devil best be easy for everyone? Answer Proposal: Do not surrender!
• Would the devil have a little fun?
• Is the devil artificialized?
• Is the dignity of the devil untouchable?
• Is the devil just a hint?
• Does the devil have high castles?
• Is the devil a rebel?
• Did God teach the devil the firing?
• Did God teach the devil?
• Was the devil trained by God? Or:
• Did the devil commit himself?
• Has the devil himself brought everything himself?
• Does the devil have an autonomous territory within the kingdom of God, which is also called hell?
• Does the devil bump?
• Does the devil have any visual similarities to humans? Or:
• Does the devil look like a human being?
• Does the devil have an intestinal flora?
• Does the devil have a self-determined existence? Or:
• Does the devil have an influx of determinateness?
• Is nobody in the inner affairs of the devil pure, so not even God?
• Is the devil a habit-animal? Or:
• Does the devil love the change?
• Does the devil support the free speech?
• Is the devil delicate and difficult?
• Is the devil tricky and tricky? Or:
• Is the devil just knitted?
• Does the devil lure people?
• Is the devil the inventor of hatred?
• Is it going to be the same for the devil?
• Does the devil always continue in the same trot?
• Can the devil get into the head?
• Are there devil whisperers?
• Can the devil lead people to slippery ice?
• Is the devil able to hunt people to death?
• Does the devil sometimes get angry?
• Is the devil sometimes impossible?
• Are there devil imitators? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the devil have a concept / tactics? Or:
• Is the devil busy?
• Is the devil sometimes used to harass people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the devil belong to the eternally yesterday?
• Did the devil create the calendar?
• Is the devil a cheerful fellow?
• Are all statements to the devil empty word pods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do people paint a fear-image of God?
• Does God receive murder threats from the devil?
• Does the devil take threats from God?
• Is the devil sometimes out of date?
• Does the devil have a nice side too?
• Is the devil a player nature?
• Does the devil need well-being?
• Is the devil a good breeding ground for phrase-threshing and sayings-knockers, concerning the devil? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the devil fantastic because he offers God’s Paroli?
• Does the term DEVIL provide almost unlimited food for the imagination? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the devil a scapegoat?
• Can the devil be frustrated? If so:
• Is the devil sometimes snubbed?
• Can the devil be duped? If so:
• Is the devil sometimes mocked?
• Is the devil covered (undercover)?
• Should the devil be put on the craft? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the devil know the feeling of satisfaction? Or:
• Is the devil never satisfied?
• Are there people who are dissatisfied with the devil?
• What is the sight of the devil?
• Does the devil have manners?
• Does the devil have fools?
• Is the devil a blessing and blessing at the same time?
• Does the devil have any advantages?
• Does the devil have disadvantages?
• Has the devil only disadvantages? Or:
• Does the devil have any advantages?
• Does the devil have more disadvantages like benefits?
• Is the devil the only one who has disadvantages?
• What are the advantages of the devil?
• What are the disadvantages of the devil?
• Does the devil look pleased when war is?
• Is the devil sad when there is no war?
• Does the devil see everything, like God?
• Does the devil hear everything, like God?
• Do God and the Devil collect all the information separately?
• Are the information gathered by God and the Devil always the same?
• Does God have to go through hell when he visits the devil?
• Does the devil have temper?
Is the devil's mechanism of action completely unexplained? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the devil a perfectionist?

Does it look messy in hell?

Can the Devil be driven out with Beelzebub? Answer Proposal: Some claim this!

Does the devil have a boss? Answer Proposal: Is unknown!

Does the devil have virtues, if he exists? Answer Proposal: Such are not said to him!

Confess the devil? Or:

Must not the devil confess, because he has lost hops and malt?

Does the devil have a great advantage over humans that he cannot go to hell because he’s already there?

Has the devil already made his will?

Does the devil give everything to God? And:

Does God give everything to the devil?

Is the devil the final solution?

Is the devil sometimes angry? If so:

What does the devil do when he is angry?

Has the devil passed its zenith? Or:

Is the devil always the same?

Is the devil dutiful?

Does the devil constantly break a leg?

Does the devil only do what he wants?

Does the devil have to do things that he does not want?

Does the devil have the pure pleasure in existence?

Is the devil as good as God?

Are there flowers in hell?

Applies to God and the Devil, equal and like to join? Or:

Applies to God and the Devil, opposites attract? Or:

Applies to God and the Devil, opposites abort?

Is the devil the most important figure after God? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are people more afraid of the devil or omnipotence?

Was the devil imagining something for his hell?

Does the devil sink the sinking ground water?

Is the devil a savage?

Is the devil always sincere?

Is the devil always straight?

Is the devil easy for the devil? Or:

Is the devil hard on some things?

Does the devil wear a Allah protection hood?

Does the devil wear a Allah protection cover?

Is the devil making sense only through God? Or

Does God only make sense through the devil?

Does the devil hate everything except his hell?

Does the devil heat through hell?

Does the devil produce waste heat?

Does the devil work smoothly? Or:

Does the devil sometimes like it?

Is there air in the hell for breathing?

Is the devil never going to blow?

Does the devil never go out?

Did the devil not fall on his head?

Is the devil quite clever?

Does not the devil take heart?

Have the rulers of the world come to the doctrine with the devil?

Is the devil an example for quite rigorous muck bags?

Is the devil always on guard? Or:

Does not the devil need to be careful?

Is the devil a rogue when he lets his hell-fire run out?

Is the devil a rascal when he rejects men at Hell’s mouth?

Can the devil think logically?
What happens when the devil is released?
Is the warning, woe, when the devil is released?
Would God and the Devil share the universe if there were both? Answer Proposal: YES!
Did the devil pull the ass card?
Is the devil standing on the shadows side of life?
Do God and the Devil sometimes play with each other?
Do ALL the people have the same thing in common, that they DO NOT know what the devil is proving NOW? Answer Proposal: YES!
Who first comes to the devil?
Who first succeeds in illuminating the devil?
Does the devil sometimes lose the thread? Or:
Is the devil always there?
What happens when the devil loses the thread in hell?
How does the devil work?
Do we see light for the clarification of the devil at the end of the tunnel? Answer Proposal: NO!
How is the devil demonstrable today?
Does the devil know the evil in man? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
Is the devil convinced that there is God? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
Is the devil imagining that there is God?
Does the devil suffer from God's hallucinations?
Can the devil be wiped out in people's minds? Answer Proposal: Theoretically YES!
Does the devil have a gut feeling? If so:
Does the devil decide much about his gut feeling?
Does the devil usually rely on his gut feeling?
Does God create an unpleasant feeling of the belly at the devil?
Do too many sins-free people sometimes make the devil belly-ache?
Is the heaven kingdom (paradise) for the devil a NO-GO-AREA? Or:
Does the devil feel puddle in the heavenly realm (paradise)?
Is reliance on the devil? Answer Proposal: NO!
Does the devil have a claim?
Does the devil sometimes do something for us?
Is the devil silenced when he is to be tested? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should not the devil take it to the top?
Has the devil finished when there are no more evil people, or no human beings at all?
What does the devil know? And:
What does the devil do not recognize?
Does the devil go over every ball hail?
Is the devil never finished? Or:
Has the devil been finished for a long time?
Does the devil do everything he can to make a difference on planet earth?
Does the devil have the butt in the front? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
Would the devil have peace in hell? Or:
Does the devil want lots of noise in hell?
Is the devil much noise for nothing?
Is the devil legitimate?
Does the devil sometimes get one on the lid?
Does the devil sometimes get one on the roof?
Does the devil fire his own fire? Or:
Do hell newcomers have to stir up the Fege fire for the devil?
Should God seriously take the devil to his breast?
Do believers AND unbelievers ever see only the evil in the devil?
What has the devil on the screen?
Does the devil have everything on the screen?
Does the devil in particular have all the people on the screen? Or:
Is the devil assigned to God by God?
Is the devil in love with his hell up over both ears?
Will the devil one day be snow yesterday?
What is the devil actually forming? Answer Proposal: We do not know!
Is the devil an inventor?
• Is there a lot of spelling in connection with the devil? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the devil get glowing eyes when he thinks of the many stews?
• Is the devil's patchwork?
• Is the devil immaculate?
• Is God jealous of the devil?
• Is the devil jealous of God?
• Is the devil often asked? Or:
• Is the devil rarely in demand?
• Does it cost the devil to keep human bodies in hell for once?
• Does the devil sometimes lose patience when it is not so brave as the devil would like?
• Is the devil degenerate?
• Is the devil compassionate?
• Is the devil made?
• Does the devil take injustice?
• Can the devil discuss emotionally and objectively? Answer Proposal: Tendency NO!
• Are all evil spirits black sheep?
• Does the devil sometimes get up and leave?
• Does the devil have a tendency to higher or lower?
• Is God frowning when the devil steals the show?
• Does the devil have spots?
• Is the devil spotted?
• Is the devil spotted?
• Is the devil foaming with rage, because men do not build devil houses, just as they build God's houses for God?
• Protect God's garments from hell?
• Is the devil a pound or is he a kilogram guy?
• What happens when the devil farts?
• Does the devil trust God?
• Does evil come from the devil?
• Does the devil come from below?
• Is the devil loosely?
• Does hell have nice corners?
• Does hell have romantic spots?
• Will the devil be admired?
• Why does not anyone, oh my devil, why did you discover me?
• Is the devil NO innocent lamb? Answer Proposal: Not clearly recognizable!
• Does the devil have a disposition?
• Is the devil a bad villain?
• Does the devil sometimes have to clarify something? Or:
• Is everything clear for the devil, so he never needs to clarify anything?
• Did the devil ever have an affair with God?
• Does the devil constantly commit capital crimes?
• Does the devil worry about unstated eggs?
• Is the devil curious?
• Is the devil greedy?
• Should not everyone see the devil?
• Is the devil a natural talent?
• Does the devil have spare time?
• Will the devil expand his power range?
• Does the devil have a good dose of courage? Or:
• Is the devil cowardly, hiding in hell?
• Would the devil be a coward if he had no responsibility?
• Is the devil a theoretical option? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the devil implacable with all and all, except with hell?
• Is the interior of the earth a familiar place for the devil?
• Is the moon interior for the devil an unattractive landscape?
• Is the devil the only true thing? Or:
• Is the devil the only untruth?
• Is the devil the only one who truly understands God?
• Is the devil the only one who can see God?
• Does God sometimes get a bloody nose with the devil?
• Does the devil serve the soul's unhappiness?
• Is the devil the most ruthless thing in the universe?
• Is the devil only ruthless in hell? Or:
• Is the devil everywhere ruthless?
• Are there more than 99.999% of the universe of hell, because almost everywhere in the universe are human-friendly conditions for humans?
• Does the devil say almost everywhere in the universe, because it is hellish for people almost everywhere in the universe?
• Is the devil willing?
• Is the devil rejected by humans?
• Will the devil be rejected?
• Is the devil stupid, because he always does the muck work?
• Is the devil visiting? Or:
• Did the devil never visit?
• Is there silly devil talk? If so:
• Is there more silly Gods chatter or more silly devil chatter?
• Is the devil satisfied with God?
• Does the devil feel well when he is ruthless?
• Does the devil always have a good conscience when he is ruthless?
• Is the devil generous to sinners? Or:
• Is the devil petty against sinners?
• Is there anything wrong with the devil?
• Does the devil have something that has nothing else and no one else?
• Does the devil sell well as a threat because he (supposedly) brings evil people, which is repeatedly propagated by religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the devil selling well in many people, even though he himself does not advertise? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Has the devil given up his spirit?
• Does the fear no longer work with the devil?
• Is Knecht Ruprecht a helper of the devil? If so:
• Has Knecht Ruprecht given up his spirit?
• Does the fearfulness no longer work with the servant Ruprecht?
• Is the devil invulnerable?
• Is the devil getting warm again and again? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the devil completely conceived? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Cannot the devil underestimate?
• Cannot the devil be saved?
• Can the Devil not be misled?
• Is the devil the most unfortunate thing in the universe?
• Is it the devil to be hellish? If so:
• What is the use of the devil to be hellish?
• Does God's creation pay for the devil?
• Does it pay for the devil not to be kind?
• Forces the Devil's Faith Wars?
• Is the devil so bored with no adversaries?
• What bores the devil?
• Is the devil acid-resistant?
• Is the devil always the right measure? Or:
• Does the devil like to work with the breaker bar?
• Is the devil energy-poor or energetic?
• Is the devil full of energy?
• Is the devil full of action?
• Does the devil have a mock?
• Were the former many evil spirits replaced by the one evil devil?
• Is the devil a stable size?
• Is the devil immovable?
• Is the devil a combat machine?
• Does God leave everything to the devil?
• Does the devil have conscience?
• Does the devil only want the best of people?
• Is the danger of the devil banned?
• Is the devil completely disgraceful? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the devil really the last thing humanity needs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the devil optimal? Or:
• Is the devil suboptimal?
• Is the devil sitting in the rocking chair?
• Rocking God and the Devil? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil never free from responsibility? Or:
• Is the devil always free from responsibility? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does the devil have desires? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil present when God is buried? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Can the devil sleep well in hell because it’s so warm? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil necessary? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil a mental concept? Answer Proposal: Certainly!
• Would it be a redemption for the devil if he were dead? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does the devil wear a LUMPACHECK (worn out vest)?
• Does the devil have a pop?
• Are all lost to hell? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
< Do believers assume that all are lost to hell? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is verifiable through a test that is lost to all who come to hell? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is everything going to hell that is evil to human beings?
• For example, are viruses getting to hell because they are mostly evil to humans?
• Is there generally no herb growing up against the devil?
• Does the devil have the Methuseum gene?
• Is the devil mostly fire and flame?
• Does the devil know that he is being scolded?
• Is the devil a gourmet? Or:
• Is the devil eating what goes on the stew?
• Who calls when devil?
• Who says when pooh devil as well?
• Is the devil sharp?
• Does the devil have hooks and eyelets?
• Is the devil riding through hell in the pig’s gallop?
• Is God the most important freely definable being, besides the devil and the fabulous being? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there NO functioning devil test, because something that does not exist cannot be tested? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the devil unbeatable? And:
• Does God communicate with the devil? If so:
• Does God the devil, we two, we are unbeatable?
• Does God communicate with prophets rather than with the devil? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Are there more than 99.999% of the (alleged) creation of God, that is, the universe, for people from HELL, because humans cannot survive anywhere in the universe without technical assistance? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the devil have no backbone?
• Is the devil lying as soon as he opens his mouth?
• Is not the devil imitative?
• How many steps are they going to hell?
• Is the devil well thought?
• Is the devil exemplary?
• Would the devil be exemplary?
• Can the devil provoke?
• Can the devil laugh? Or:
• Is the devil never laughing?
• Does the devil sometimes have feathers?
• Is the devil blind in daylight?
• Is God more like the devil? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it the long-term opinion that God is more like the devil? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is a test verifiable that God is better than the devil? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is the devil the most unimportant of the world? Or:
  • Is the devil an important squab apple?
  • Is the devil a conclusion? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is the devil always wrong and sneaky?
  • Will the devil be closer to man than God?
  • Are devils and God under a blanket?
  • Does the devil have power?
  • Does the devil commit atrocities?
  • What’s on the agenda with the devil?
  • Did God put the devil on the glue?
  • Does the devil have rank and name?
  • Does not the devil wear an Islam headscarf? If so:
  • Is the devil NOT at risk because he probably does not wear an Islam headscarf?
  • Does the devil not wear full veil? If so:
    • Does the devil feel at all endangered, since he probably does not wear full veil?
  • Is the devil a thought model? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is the devil too relative? Or:
    • Is the devil absolutely?
  • Do people define with the devil what they want? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Does the devil have reason and reason? If so:
    • Where is the meaning of the devil? And:
      • Where is the Devil's Mind?
    • Can the devil go with the big dogs?
    • Can the devil see more often than God?
    • Is there a piece of devil in everyone?
  • Does the God-Devil couple from the symmetry principle? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • How naughty is the devil?
  • Is the devil walking barefoot?
  • Is the devil hated?
  • Is the devil more hated than omnipotence?
  • Is God hated by the devil?
  • Are existing devil definitions an agreement? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is the devil sensitive? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
  • Is the devil compassionate? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
  • Do not God and the Devil get together except in the middle?
  • Is the devil a punishment of heaven?
  • Is the devil sitting at the back of his neck?
  • Is the devil a zero?
  • Is the devil optimizable? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
  • Are some people optimized devils? Answer Proposal: It seems so!
  • Are some people the devil in person? Answer Proposal: It seems so!
  • Have some people copied their behavior with the devil? Or:
    • Did the devil take a look at his behavior in some people? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
  • Is the devil null and void?
  • Is the devil attested to far-sightedness?
  • Cannot the devil be considered scientifically? Answer Proposal: YES!
  • Is the devil symmetrical?
  • Will the devil with his head through the wall? Or:
    • Is the devil very cautious?
    • Is the devil an empty miracle?
    • Has the devil demonstrable people on their planet? Answer Proposal: Unanswerable!
    • Does the devil sit in the abdomen-brain or is he sitting in the head-brain?
    • Is the devil always so exciting?
    • Is the devil the main threat of religious representatives (clerics / clerics / preachers)?
    • Does the devil have his own culture? Or:
      • Does the devil have no culture? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
      • Does the devil know how many black holes in space?
      • Does the devil always know how many people curse him at the same time? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Has the devil a snare?
• Is not the devil basically squeamish?
• Must even the devil swallow many a toad?
• Does the devil do the trick?
• Does the devil act like a whim?
• Is the cosmic microwave background radiation the waste heat of hell?
• Does God lead the Devil regularly Gassi? Or:
  < Does the Devil God regularly go to Gassi? Answer Proposal: If God pleases, then YES!
• Is the devil sad or annoyed because elementary particles cannot be burned?
• Is the devil sometimes messing up when the onslaught on hell becomes too great?
• Is the devil really good in hell?
• Does the devil work schematically?
• Is the devil a thought-image for which not so much truth is made as for God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the devil take the bite?
• Does the devil have black blood?
• Is the devil dried up?
• Is the devil sometimes going to the mind?
• Does God deal with the devil?
• Does the devil have a number?
• Is the devil the number TWO?
• Are ALL dissatisfied in Hell? And:
  • Is never demonstrated in hell?
  • Is the devil a heini?
  • Is the devil the rest itself?
  • Is the Devil a Foam Bat?
• Is the devil WITHOUT substance?
• Is the devil made of words? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the devil anything but pikobello?
• Is the devil never sensitive?
• Is the devil always reckless?
• Is the devil like the elephant in the porcelain shop?
• Does the devil speak devilishly all languages?
• What is the name of the devil's human envoys?
• Is the threat with the devil a panacea?
• Does the devil really work hard? Or:
  • Is the devil rumbling?
• Does the devil sometimes know not further?
• Does the devil sometimes know neither?
• Is it sometimes with the devil?
• Is the devil to blame for everything?
• Is the devil NEVER verifiable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• What makes the devil so hated?
• Does the devil resist?
• Is the devil an innocent angel?
• Does the devil have a guardian angel?
• Is the devil multi-colored?
• Does the devil sometimes spread fear and fear among believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the devil have a belt line? Answer Proposal: Not yet reported!
  < Is the devil always under the belt line, if he were there? Answer Proposal: That is expected of him!
• Is everything refreshing for the devil? Or:
  • Is everything devilish for the devil?
• Is there a deafening noise in hell?
• Does the devil have not only rights, but also duties? Or:
  • Is the devil completely without constraints?
• Does the devil mend his teeth when the stew has become too tough?
• Can the devil be forced to his knees?
• Is the devil mockery?
• Is the devil 100% devil?
• Is the devil devil with body and soul?
• Does the devil still have wishes? Or:
• Has the devil already fulfilled all wishes?
• Does the devil have a wish list?
• Does God feel threatened by the devil?
• How does the devil feel now?
• When does the devil feel good?
• When does the devil feel bad?
• When does the devil feel bothered?
• What is the devil favorite?
• Where is the atrium to hell?
• Are there many atria to hell?
• Does the devil count for God to the uprising?
• Does the devil look angry?
• Does the devil feel badly?
• Does the devil often go out, or does he rather stay in his shell?
• Is the devil shapeless?
• Is the devil great? Or:
• Is the devil a small toddler?
• Is the devil fully absorbed?
• Has the devil ever let his hell down?
• Has hell ever let the devil down?
• Should the chaff be separated from the wheat?
• Does the devil quench if he does not get enough souls?
• What is important to the devil? And:
• What is unimportant to the devil?
• What is most important to the devil? And:
• What is the most unimportant for the devil?
• Is there any unexpected problem for the devil? Or:
• Is there no unexpected problem for the devil?
• What is the biggest problem for the devil? And:
• What is the smallest problem for the devil? And:
• Is the true devil easy to miss?
• Is the devil a puzzle?
• What is the most difficult thing for the devil?
• Does the devil know God and the world?
• How many tricks does the devil have in stock?
• Is the devil constantly on the hunt for the latest news? Or:
• Is there no news for the devil?
• Must the devil be kept in order? Or:
• Is the devil himself correct? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is there not only shadow in the devil, but also light? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
• Are some people greedy for the devilish? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are some people curious about the devilish? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the devil a nerve saw? Answer Proposal: Not known!
• What is the best thing about the devil? Answer Proposal: No matter what he is told, he never contradicts!
• Could all the statements to the devil be attributed to God, and could all statements to God be given to the devil, without the Devil and God recognizing? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the devil sometimes burn something under the fingernails?
• How many Nobel prizes have the devil earned?
• Will the devil remain the Lord of Hell until the fall? Answer Proposal: Revealed from reverence!
• Does the devil have a blow with the wank brush?
• Does not God make the devil a snail? If so:
• Why does not God make the devil a snail?
• Has the devil sneaked into his hell?
• Does the devil know his Pappenheimer? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Can the term DEVIL be freely definable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God reigning over the devil? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
• Does the devil reign over God because God is upset about him? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
• Cooking the feelings in devil sometimes high? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!
• Is the devil a little stained? Answer Proposal: For the one YES, for the other NO!
• Is the devil ahead of his time? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Who determines which devil statements are correct and which are wrong?
• Does the devil determine which statements of God are correct and which are false? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does God determine which devil statements are correct and which are wrong? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Did the devil first have to familiarize himself with his hell?
• Is the devil considered something better among the godless?
• Is the devil a hopeless case?
• Is the devil able to complain?
• What would happen if all men attribute to God what they attribute to God, and if all men attribute to God what they attribute to the devil? Answer Proposal: NOTHING!
• Could not prophets communicate or speak with God, not only with God?
• Does the devil have to bite into the grass?
• Does grass grow in hell?
• Who should go to hell?
• Who sent the devil?
• Does the devil still have air?
• Can the devil be instrumentalized? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the devil a clever?
• Is the devil brainwashed, because his brain has evaporated in hell?
• Is the devil just as good as God? Answer Proposal: Probably not!
• Does the devil produce bad tones? Answer Proposal: So far, no sounds were heard that have come from the devil without a doubt!
• Does the devil simply want to be hellishly evil, and does he blame everything else that is disturbing? Answer Proposal: Can be, but do not have to be!
• Does the devil sometimes hang in a swamp hole? Or:
• Is there no swamp holes in hell? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does the devil sometimes creep out of his hell hole?
• Is the devil too unpleasant to be true?
• How strenuous is it for the devil to keep his hell functioning? Answer Proposal: He should be questioned!
• Does the devil simply hide what is wrong with him? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Should the thought-image-devil be proud of the fact that so many questions are asked to him in honor? Answer Proposal: Anyway!
• Is the devil trying to make the most of his hell? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil always unaware? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
• Is the devil sometimes out of bounds? Answer Proposal: Sorry!
• Does the devil exist for ever? Answer Proposal: This is not a topic for most people!
• Is the devil older than God? Or:
• Is God older than the devil? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Is the devil in any case a thought-image, regardless of whether it exists or not? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is hell the blessing for the devil? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately he has not told us yet!
• How many hells are there? Answer Proposal: We should try to figure it out!
• Are non-verifiable devil assertions correct if they are repeated often enough? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does the devil have a staining male look? Answer Proposal: If we knew that, we would be a bit further!
• Should the devil not let himself be lulled, and more often to repair his hell? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the devil a complex thing? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God the sugar bread and the devil the whip for religious representatives (clerics, clerics, preachers)? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Who still believes in the devil? Answer Proposal: Please report!
• Are believers fond of their devils? Answer Proposal: Do not be afraid!
• Is the devil always polite? Answer Proposal: No one has yet been able to check this out!
• Is the devil pleased with himself? Answer Proposal: He has not betrayed anyone yet!
• Is the devil self-infatuated? Answer Proposal: He would have any reason for it, if it were!
• Is there a tolerance on the topic "devil" or "Satan"? Or:
• Does the "devil" or "Satan" issue any tolerance? ↓↓↓ - ↓↓↓ - NEW - ↓↓↓
< Does the devil sometimes have to give up? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Should the devil be small and finally close his hell? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should the devil sometimes give in? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
< Should not the devil keep behind the mountain? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is there nothing but common giddiness? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are people from childhood writing to the devil behind their ears? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is the devil in any case a thought-image? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is the devil, with one hundred per cent certainty, a thought-image? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is the devil sometimes uncomfortable when nothing is going on? Answer Proposal: Not specifically verifiable!
< Is the devil's faith thing? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Will the devil sometimes get a place-fear in his hell? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Is the devil grounded? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Can the devil grow over the head? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Does the devil have a disturbed relationship with God? Answer Proposal: Will never be clarified!
< Should the omnipotence sometimes go to hell? Answer Proposal: YES, if it hurts people!
< Should nature sometimes go to hell? Answer Proposal: YES, if it hurts people!
< Should influences sometimes go to hell? Answer Proposal: YES, if they harm people!
< Should God sometimes go to hell? Answer Proposal: Yes, but only to look to the right!
< Should Prophets sometimes go to hell? Answer Proposal: Too much to be delicate!
< Should Prophets imitators always go to hell? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should religions sometimes go to hell? Answer Proposal: Too much to be delicate!
< Should religious representatives (clergy, clerics, preachers) sometimes go to hell? Answer Proposal: Too much to be delighted!
< Should God’s warriors (religion warriors) sometimes go to hell? Answer Proposal: Too much to be delighted!
< Should racists, imperial citizens, Salafis and Wahhabis sometimes go to hell? Answer Proposal: Too much to be delicate!
< Should the devil ever go to hell, so always stay in hell? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should Islam headscarfs go to hell? Answer Proposal: Even some women probably do so!
< Should full disguising go to hell? Answer Proposal: Even some women probably do so!
< Should bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes go to hell? Answer Proposal: Too tricky!
< Should full-veiled sometimes go to hell? Answer Proposal: Too tricky!
< Should bearers of Islam headscarfs sometimes go to hell? Answer Proposal: Too tricky!
< Should atheists always go to hell? Answer Proposal: Some certainly see it this way!
< Should questioners always go to hell? Answer Proposal: Some certainly see it this way!
< Should authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes go to hell? Answer Proposal: Too tricky!
< Should respondents quoted God’s and religious questions sometimes go to hell? Answer Proposal: Too tricky!
< Is there almost everywhere hell in God’s creation and almost nowhere in heaven (heaven)? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Marching in hell all at an infernal pace? Answer Proposal: Rapporteurs are being sought!
< Does the devil have a clean-up? Answer Proposal: Rappers from Hell are being searched to report how clean it is in hell!
< Does the devil sometimes trouble? Answer Proposal: Nothing is known for this!
< Is God’s (supposed) creation for people everywhere hell (apart from a few places), because he is so compassionate towards men? Answer Proposal: Need to be clarified!
< Is the devil made of anti-matter? Answer Proposal: Will never be clarified!
< Is it not obvious that God, but the devil created everything, because for unprotected people almost everywhere is deadly hell? Answer Proposal: Would be worth considering!
< Should not the devil get into his pants when he is sometimes inadvertently merciful? Answer Proposal: Absolutely, but only if he is wearing trousers!
< Should not the devil be in his pants when he sees God on the horizon? Answer Proposal: Yes!
< Is the devil a fear-hare, because he does not trust or dare to escape from the cover? Answer Proposal: This impression could arise!
< Is the devil fearful of the future, because the sinners could go out? Answer Proposal: That is why he certainly does not need to be afraid!
< Is it a matter of whether someone says, dear God and evil devil or evil god and dear devil, because both do not resist? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does the devil never find the right words? Answer Proposal: It seems so because he is so rarely quoted!
< Does the devil belong to the unsophisticated world? Answer Proposal: YES because nothing is scientifically verifiable to him!
< Is the devil making an impression? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does the devil claim to be infallibility? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Is the devil a fine and practical thing, because everything can be attributed to him without being opposed? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does the devil take his ass off to keep his hell functioning for evil people? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately unknown!
< Is the devil staged by humans? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is the devil out of habit so inflexible? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately unknown!
< Where is the devil with his thoughts? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< To whom does the devil have to submit? Answer Proposal:
< Do Salafists want to make the earth a hell? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
< Can the thought-image of the devil hang like a clod on the leg? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should people not apply the devil too hard? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can the devil blow the march? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Should the devil not break the teeth from the crown when the hell is too small? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does the devil send infected mails? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Should the devil always keep his ears stiff, even when they have wilted through the heat? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does the devil always have to tip his ears to get to know when something falls for him? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Cannot the devil think about God's existence? Or:
< Will the devil NOT think about whether God exists? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Whoever avoids the devil's holy water? Answer Proposal: Missing, since too extensive!
< Does the devil avoid the direct confrontation with living people? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is there a direct confrontation with living people? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Is the devil a pea counter? Answer Proposal: Not yet final clarified!
< Does the devil fifth be straight? Answer Proposal: Not yet final clarified!
< Are astronauts already in hell? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should not the devil stand up when it burns in hell? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is hell a rogue state? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
< Is this so complicated with the devil because it is so complicated with humans? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is the devil doing justice? Answer Proposal: First would be to clarify whether the devil has a will!
< Are there no divine or satanic verses? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is the devil lamenting because he is not so loved as God? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Is there hell for sure, the heavenly kingdom (paradise), however, perhaps only? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can the devil be discredited? Answer Proposal: Yes, ever light!
< Is everything as clear as thick ink in the devil? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does the devil know all vulgar abuse words so he knows when he is offended? Answer Proposal: He should announce it!
< Does the devil raise his ears? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Can the devil be annoyed by NOTHING? Answer Proposal: Something contrary is not known!
< Does the devil NEVER end? Answer Proposal: Something contrary is not known!
< Is the devil a respect person? Answer Proposal: Not sure!
< Does the devil know what charities are? Answer Proposal: No one is interested in anyone!
< Is the devil completely black, if he is pulled through the cocoa? Answer Proposal: NO, because he is already completely black!
< Is the devil blind in brightness? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately unknown!
< Does the devil look silly or smart? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Was and is the devil sometimes threatening? Answer Proposal: That's in the stars!
< Will the devil be palpable? Answer Proposal: If someone is waiting, at least not!
< Are all scientifically unverifiable statements worthless and thus also all divine and devil statements? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can the subject of DEVIL be covered in words? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Is the devil sexy? Answer Proposal: YES, because he should know everything!
< Can the devil be polluted? Answer Proposal: NO, because he is already polluted!
< Is the devil taken by the hair? Answer Proposal: Fortunately, he has no hair for the treatment, but at most a coat!
< Is the devil an eye? Answer Proposal: At any rate, it is displayed in this way!
< Does the devil stimulate the imagination? Answer Proposal: YES, where it is worthless, whether someone believes in the devil or not!
< Does the devil have no criticism of himself and his hell? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Is the devil God eating away? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Was the devil already before God became the creator? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Does man penetrate and surround not only the mercy of God, but also the evil of the devil? Answer Proposal: Open to faith professionals!
< Did God bless the devil? Answer Proposal: Open to faith professionals!
< Does the devil know everything people would like to know? Answer Proposal: Supposedly YES!
< Bless the devil EVERYTHING which is evil in God (alleged) creation, because the evil is simply not to be eradicated? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Can the Devil not or cannot resign himself to the fact that there are still tiny areas in the universe that are not yet a hell, that is, his kingdom? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does the devil know what is wrong? Answer Proposal: Probably hardly trust him!
< Will the devil impress? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< What does a polluted devil look like? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Would not the devil be analyzed? Answer Proposal: So far nothing is known for this!
< Would the prophets have been more concerned with the devil so that he might have betrayed them more about the creation of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Could all or at least some prophets also communicate with the devil? Answer Proposal: Not handed over!
< Was the Beelzebub responsible for communicating with the devil? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Does the devil heat up? Answer Proposal: This is said to him!
< Is the devil too hot for people? Answer Proposal: This is said to him!
< Does the devil have to do anything bad? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does the devil avoid the holy water? Answer Proposal: This is said to him!
< Is there anything wrong with the Devil, because of the many devil questions? Answer Proposal: Not yet!
< Does the devil ever get the COLD, because of too many devil questions? Answer Proposal: A warning is still missing!
< Is the hell going to end with funny? Answer Proposal: A warning is still missing!
< Does the devil sometimes take a break? Answer Proposal: Unknown, but it would be him!
< Is the devil’s reaction behavior extremely unsatisfactory? Answer Proposal: YES, because there is no safe devil assignment!
< Is the devil an auxiliary spiritual construction? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does the devil regularly perform the Almighty God regularly? Answer Proposal: Sometimes this impression could arise!
< Does the devil have a history in people’s minds? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is the devil there for no one? Answer Proposal: So it is seen!
< Are there countries where devil blasphemy is punishable? Answer Proposal: Probably NO!
< Applies to all devil statements, so could it be? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does the devil sometimes squeal with his ears? Answer Proposal: First of all it has to be clarified, whether it is there and whether he has eavesdrops!
< Is the devil unavoidable? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Is cannibalism an invention of the devil? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Is the devil more powerful than God? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
< Is the devil more godly than God? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
< Does the devil allow an opposition? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Does God allow the devil to be an opposition? Answer Proposal: YES, but only if there were both!
< Will not God believe the devil is invincible? Answer Proposal: We do not know!
< Even the devil thinks sometimes, cannot that be true? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Is the devil indestructible? Answer Proposal: YES, but only from the perspective of those who believe in it!
< Is it a desirable goal for the Devil to steal people? Answer Proposal: We do not know!
< Is the devil also able to grill? Answer Proposal: We do not know!
< Did the devil do it well? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Are there devilish pills? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Will the devil make an impression or leave? Answer Proposal: Unrecognizable!
< Why does not anyone, Oh my devil, why did you grab me? Answer Proposal: For fear!
< Does the devil himself love himself? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Does the devil love himself? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
< Applies to the devil, always and everywhere? Answer Proposal: Will be so behaved, but without proof!
< Are there situations in which even God is astonished and the devil wonders? Answer Proposal: Definitely!
< Does the devil sometimes look bad? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Where is room for the devil? Answer Proposal: For somewhere everywhere, for others nowhere!
< Is it more likely that God is not the Creator, but the Devil, because Hell is for all men in the universe? Answer Proposal: Could Be Seen This Way!
< Did the devil make a mistake because not all of his creation became a hell, but because there are a few tiny corners in the universe that are no hell for men? Answer Proposal: Could Be Seen This Way!
< Has the devil so far fine? Answer Proposal: Could be suspected!
< What kind of life does the devil have? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Do some people judge their way of life according to that of the devil? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Does the devil look mischievous? Answer Proposal: Not known!

@ Cloak Questions (Robes)
* Are there any Islam headscarfs (for example 'Hijabs') at all? And:
  * Are there Allah Protection Hoods? And:
  * Are there full-fancies (for example 'ABAYAS')? And:
  * Is there any protection for Allah? And:
  * Are there bearers of the Islam headscarf? And:
  * Are there full-veiled? And:
  * Are those who pretend that Islam headscarves are in the public? And:
  * Are there those who pretend to be full-veiled in public? If this is most likely:
  * MESSAGE Islam Headscarfs + Allah Protection Hoods + Full Veils + Allah Protection Covers a separate Questions Chapter? And:
  * BEWARE The bearers of the Islam headscarf + Full-veiled, a separate question-chapter? And:
  * Are those who pretend that Islam headscarves are to be worn in public + those who pretend that full-veil in the public are to carry a separate chapter of questions? If so, the following questions are ready to be answered:
  * Were veiling questions arranged behind the devil questions, because veiling constraints for women are a devilish affair? Answer Proposal: YES!
  * Is the composite term, Islamic headscarf, defined by the contestant as a belief-based (and sometimes voluntarily worn) long-knitted long scarf in various designs, such as pure hair-covering cloth, head-neck cloth or head-Shoulder-cloth with or without brow-bandage and in different colors, as colorful, black or white? Answer Proposal: YES!
  * Is the composite term "full concealment" defined by the questioner as a whole-body covering (eg Burka or Niqab) based on belief (and sometimes voluntary)? Answer Proposal: YES!
  * Is it useful to distinguish between Islam headscarfs and full veil? Answer Proposal: YES!
  * Are Islam headscarfs a moderate concealment variant?
  * Are full-fogging a brutal wrapping variant?
  * Are Islam headscarfs a striking element of religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
  * Are full obscurations a particularly striking element of religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
  * Should FACE head-cloth hoods be more accurate than SEXUAL head-cloth hoods?
  * Should FAITH full body wraps be more accurate than SEXUAL whole body wraps?
  * Are Islam headscarfs influenced? If so:
    * Who can influence Islam headscarfs?
    * Are Islamic headscarfs influenced by religious representatives (imams / preachers)?
    * Are Islam headscarfs can be influenced by everyone except the questioner?
    * Are Islam headscarfs easier to influence than Allah?
    * Are full-fogging influences? If so:
      * Who can influence full-fogging?
      * Are full veiling influenced by Allah?
    * Are full disguisings of religious representatives (imams / preachers) influenced? Answer Proposal: YES!
    * Are full-fogging influences of all, except for the questioner?
    * Are full veiling more easily influenced than Allah? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
  * Is there somewhere in an older script of the super religion somewhere to hair covers or head-cloth hoods? If this is NOT the case, see the next question. Answer Proposal: Problematic!
  * Why does not there exist in any older script of the super religion something to hair covers or head-cloth hoods?
  * Why is there no such thing as a whole body wrapping in any older script of the super religion?
  * In which authoritative scriptures of religion is it clear that women (and only women) have to hide their hair in public or wear head-cloth hoods? If the faith-based obligation for women to hide hair or to wear head-cloth hoods is clearly stated in writing:
    * How does super religion justify women's duty to conceal their hair or to wear head-cloth hoods?
• Why do not the women of the super religion question their religion critically why women only have to wear head-cloth hoods in the public (and men do not need to wear them)?
• Would a religion which treats women and men as unequally with regard to the head-cloth hoods might be, at this point, an anti-feminist and equivocal religion?
• What is the main task of Islam headscarfs, besides the task of rape protection?
• Do Islam headscarfs have the main task of protecting women by Allah?
• Do women wear Islam headscarfs to protect them better by Allah?
• Do Islam headscarfs generally protect God?
• What is the main task of full disguising, besides the task of rape protection?
• Do full-veils have the main task of protecting women by Allah particularly well?
• Do women wear full disguises so that they are protected much better by Allah?
• Serving fully-concealing in general the protection by Allah?
• Why do men need no head-cloth hoods for protection by Allah?
• Why do men need no full body wraps for protection by Allah?
• Do women specifically need Islam headscarfs as an additional protection to Allah because women are the so-called weak sex?
• Are men so strong that they DO NOT need head fabric hoods as an additional Allah protection?
• Were not only women, but also men protected by head-cloth hoods by Allah?
• From whom do women hope to be rewarded by wearing an Islamic headscarf?
• Do women want to be rewarded by wearing an Islam headscarf by ALLAH by not being fumbled?
• Are women wishing to receive a reward from their RELIGIONS REPRESENTATIVE (Imam / preacher) by wearing an Islamic headscarf?
• Do women want to receive a reward from their MAN by wearing an Islamic headscarf?
• Do women want to receive a reward from their FAMILY by wearing an Islamic headscarf?
• Do women want to receive a reward from their KLAN by wearing an Islamic headscarf?
• Do women want to receive a reward from their SIPSHIP by wearing an Islamic headscarf?
• Do women want to receive a reward from their VOLKS Group by wearing an Islamic headscarf?
• What could be the reward or favor of a woman wearing the Islam headscarf in public?
• Are women only entering the heavenly kingdom (paradise) when they wear the Islam headscarf in public?
• Are not women wearing the Islamic headscarf in the public NOT in the Kingdom of Heaven (Paradise)?
• Does a woman get a lot of children by wearing an Islamic headscarf?
• What rewards could there be for women wearing the Islam headscarf?
• From whom do women fear a (religious) punishment by omission of the Islamic headscarf?
• Fear for women by omitting the Islam headscarf by ALLAH?
• Fear for women by omission of the Islamic headscarf by their responsible RELIGIONS REPRESENTATIVE (Imam / Preacher)?
• Are women afraid of punishing their MAN by leaving the Islamic headscarf?
• Are women concerned with punishing their FAMILY by omitting the Islam headscarf?
• Are women afraid of punishing their KLAN by omission of the Islamic headscarf?
• Are women afraid of punishing their SIPSHIP?
• Are women afraid of punishing their VOLKS Group by omitting the Islam headscarf?
• What could be the (religious) punishment or deprivation of a woman wearing the Islamic headscarf in public?
• Do women go to hell when they omit their Islam headscarf?
• Are women in the worst part of hell replacing their full veil with modern Western clothes?
• Are women endured to death if they omit their Islam headscarf?
• Are women doubly mortified to death when they replace their full veil with modern western clothing?
• What religious punishments could there still exist for women who omit the Islam headscarf?
• Are Islam headscarves more a matter of religion and less of a tradition? Or:
• Are Islam headscarfs more a matter of tradition and less or not at all a matter of religion?
• Do Islam headscarfs belong to the deeply rooted traditions in the Orient?
• Are full-concealments of the deeply rooted traditions in the Orient?
• Why are Islam headscarfs just a religious symbol for women and not for men?
• Why are full-veils only a religious symbol for women and not men?
• Why do men wear no (faith) head cloth hood?
• Do men ask women to wear an Islam headscarf? If so:
• Why do men demand women to wear an Islam headscarf?
• Why do not women urge men to wear a (faith) head-neck WOMAN LOOK PROTECTION cloth?
• Do Islam headscarves have anything to do with sex?
• Does Allah want women to wear an Islamic headscarf? If so:
• Why does Allah want women to wear an Islam headscarf?
• Do generally want all religions that extremely believing women wear a head-cloth hood?
• Why in Middle-Europe did (almost) all women in the countryside wear a head-cloth hood as soon as they left the house?
• Why was it common in Central Europe until the Second World War that women wore a hat with veil?
• Why do nuns still wear a (faith) head cloth hood in Central Europe?
• Why do not monks in Central Europe wear a (faith) head-cloth hood?
• Why is the bride concealed in Central Europe by Christian marriages until today?
• Is the Islam headscarf sometimes practical? If so:
  • What practical benefits do Islam headscarfs have?
  • Do full-fancings sometimes have practical utility? If so:
  • What are the practical benefits of full-fogging?
• Do Islam headscarfs provide a bridge between women’s brains and Allah? Answer Proposal: Would answer from wearers of the Islam headscarf!
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf reach Allah better thanks to their head-cloth hood?
• Reaching Fully-Veiled Allah much better thanks to their whole-body disguise?
• Would it be possible to believe in Allah even without Islam headscarf?
• Are women without Islam headscarf automatically all unbelievers?
• Are women without Islam headscarf only half-hearted believers?
• Why can men also be full-fledged believers without (faith) head cloth hood?
• Does the Islam head scarf also help to protect women’s long hair from desert dust?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf make men more curious as women WITHOUT this Allah Protection Hood?
• Do Full-Veiled Men Much More Curious Like Women WITHOUT This Allah Protection Disguise?
• Do Islam headscarfs make men curious?
• Serve full-veils to make men particularly curious?
• Are men wearing Islamic headscarf, like women, WITHOUT this Allah Protection Hood?
• Are men on full-veiled much GREATER, as on women, WITHOUT that Allah Protection Covering?
• Are men deterred by women wearing an Islam headscarf?
• Does the Islam head scarf symbolize the chastity of women?
• Does the Islam headscarf symbolize homage?
• Was the Islam headscarf also a fixed component of faith in female Christians?
• Does the speech "under the hood" mean that a married woman wore an Islamic headscarf?
• In particular, would young women wearing the Islamic headscarf sometimes just make them more important?
• In particular, would young people wearing the Islamic headscarf sometimes just notice it?
• Are Islamic headscarfs a sign of the demarcation from the Western cultural circle and liberally western life style, thus also delimitation cloths? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are full-veilings an unmistakable sign of the demarcation from the Western cultural circle and liberally western life-style, thus also delimitation cloths? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a will behind Islam headscarfs to delineate? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Is the will very differentiated behind full veil? Answer Proposal: Could be!
• Should Islam headscarfs have an effect on the public?
• Do the Islamic headscarf help to achieve positive effects in the public with the help of these Allah protection hoods? If so:
  • What positive effects do the bearers of the Islam headscarf hope with the help of these Allah protection hoods in public?
  • Do women want to prevent negative effects in public by the Islam headscarf? If so:
  • What negative effects do women want to prevent through the Islam headscarf in public?
  • Are women concerned with the decline of the Islam headscarf in the public negative effects? If so:
  • What negative effects do women have in the public through the decline of the Islam headscarf?
  • Why do women take off their (faith) head-hood at home?
  • Does religion and thus the (faith) head hood play at home any more?
  • When does a woman voluntarily pick up her Islam headscarf at home?
  • Why do women only receive the (faith) head hood only in (conceivable) presence of foreign men?
  • Why do women pull off the (faith) head hood if they cannot see a strange man guaranteed?
  • Why will not any bearers of the Islam headscarf be willing to answer honestly the questions on the head-cloth hood?
  • Do the hair of head-cloth-hood wearers look different, like the hair of women without head-cloth hood?
  • Why is there different levels of hair coverage in Islam headscarfs?
  • Why do some women wear an Islamic headscarf with a headband that leaves no head hair?
• Which man has invented Islam headscarfs with brow-band or hair-pressure cap that does not let hair out?
• Could bald-headed women abstain from Islam headscarfs, which do not let hair out?
• Could bald-headed women dispense entirely with Islam headscarfs?
• Do you want to protect Islam headscarfs from rape?
• Is there no rape in countries with the duty for women to wear an Islamic headscarf?
• Do women feel more vulnerable by the Islam headscarf?
• Do women feel better protected by the Islam headscarf from the eyes of foreign men?
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf feel unclothed when they have taken off this cloth?
• Why are there so many species of the Islam headscarf?
• Why are there differences in color, pattern, shape, hair coverage, head coverage, and age from which the head fabric hood is worn in Islam headscarfs?
• Does the COLOR of the Islam headscarf influence the desired effect?
• Who put the COLOR of the Islamic headscarf?
• Does the pattern of the Islam headscarf influence the desired effect?
• Who laid down the pattern of the Islamic headscarf?
• Does the shape of the Islam headscarf influence the desired effect?
• Who laid down the FORM of the Islamic headscarf?
• Does the HAAR coverage degree of the Islam headscarf affect the desired effect?
• Who put or set the HAAR coverage level of the Islam headscarf?
• Does the KOPF coverage degree of the Islam headscarf affect the desired effect?
• Who put or fix the HEAD coverage degree of the Islam headscarf?
• Does the LIVING AGE, from which the Islamic headscarf be worn, influence the desired effect?
• Who puts or establishes the LIFE-AGE, from which the Islamic headscarf is to be worn?
• To what percentage do men determine which color, which pattern, which form, what hair coverage degree, what head coverage the Islam headscarf has to have and from which age to wear the head cloth hood is?
• To what percentage do other women determine what color, which pattern, what shape, what hair coverage degree, what head cover degree the head cloth hood should have, and from which age the head cloth hood is to wear?
• Is there a science for the Islam headscarfs? If so:
• Is there a study course for the Islam headscarfs? If so:
• How many semesters does the study of Islam headscarfs take?
• How long does it take to study Islam headscarfs?
• To what percentage are Islam headscarf part of religion and to what percentage are head-cloth hoods part of the tradition?
• To what percentage is whole-body covering part of religion and how much per cent is it part of the tradition?
• Does Allah want different religious currents to have different colors for the Islam headscarf?
• Does Allah wish that there are different patterns for the Islamic headscarf for different religious currents?
• Does Allah want different forms of religion for the Islam headscarf for different religious currents?
• Does Allah want different religious currents to have different HAIR coverage degrees with the help of the Islam headscarf?
• Does Allah want different religious currents to have different HEAD coverage degrees with the help of the Islam headscarf?
• Does Allah wish that there are different START-LIFE ALTERS for different religious currents, from which the Islamic headscarf is to be worn?
• Can only women or very close family members cut the hair of female heads of the Islam headscarf?
• Cannot any male professional hairdressers cut the hair of female heads of the Islam headscarf?
• Why do surveyors of the Islamic headscarf almost always call for faith as a reason?
• Do not want to wear Islamic headscarfs over their head-cloth hood?
• What happens to a wearer of the Islamic headscarf when she is secretly watched by a strange man or by several strange men without a head cloth hood?
• What happens to a wearer of the Islamic headscarf when she is filmed without a head-cloth hood (by whomever) and then the film is seen by a strange man or by several strange men?
• What happens if the Islam headscarf is inadvertently invisible for a few seconds in the public?
• Are Islam headscarves really just a piece of clothing like any other?
• Are Islam headscarfs closely linked to the female gender?
• Are full disguising closely linked to the female gender?
• Is the decline of the Islamic headscarf connected with the deep fall into hell?
• May men wear a (faith) head-neck WOMAN LOOK PROTECTION cloth?
• Is the head form of men unsuitable for wearing a (faith) head-neck WOMAN LOOK PROTECTION TOWEL?
• Are Islam headscarves sometimes a jewel for women?
• Do Islam headscarves have anything to do with FOREIGN men?
• Should Islam headscarfs have a deterrent effect on men?
• Do Islam headscarf have a deterrent effect on men? Or:
• Should Islam headscarfs have an attractive effect on men?
• Do Islam headscarf have an attractive effect on men?
• Do Islam headscarfs help to distinguish women and men better?
• Are Islam headscarfs a camouflage for the woman?
• What does Allah have to do with Islam headscarfs?
• What do religions have to do with Islam headscarfs?
• Wanted to wear the Islam headscarf?
• Want to be challenged-veiled?
• Are Islam headscarfs a taboo subject?
• Are full-veiling a taboo subject?
• Do Islam headscarfs have very little to do with religion and nothing at all with Allah?
• Are there really very few disguised relations with religion and nothing at all with Allah?
• Do Islam headscarfs increase women’s self-esteem?
• Do the self-esteem of women significantly increase full-veil?
• Can Islam headscarves be abused?
• Can full disguisings be abused?
• Should Islam headscarfs deny strangers to women's hair?
• Are there Islamic headscarves only because foreign men cannot see women's hair? If so:
• Why cannot men see a head-hair of strange women?
• Are men crazy when they see something of the head hair of strange women?
• Turning men through when they see what from the head hair of strange women?
• Cannot foreign women do their hair on the head as an incentive?
• Do women attract foreign men when they hide their head hair under an Islam headscarf?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf higher than other women?
• Hover bearers of the Islam headscarf in a completely different sphere?
• Full-veiled in a completely different sphere?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf more desirable than other women?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf more unapproachable than other women?
• Cannot the bearers of the Islam headscarf be addressed by foreign men?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf for "unbelievers" taboo?
• Do Islam headscarfs impede the integration? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do Islam headscarf the integration? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do Islam headscarfs prevent the integration?
• Are Islam headscarves a sign of anti-integration?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf in Germany integrated in clothing? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do Islam headscarfs suggest that the woman is the servant of the man?
• Do Islam headscarfs symbolize a halo?
• Do women who wear an Islam headscarf in public have to dress before?
• Do women who wear an Islam headscarf in public need not to dress?
• Are women wearing an Islam headscarf in front of the public?
• Do women wearing an Islam headscarf have to wash their hair more often?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf more frequently forced to marry as women without this head-cloth hood?
• Do Islam headscarves belong to the tools (tools, utensils, tools) of super religion?
• Allow the justification for Islamic headscarfs, MY FAITH FIELDS THERE IS NO OTHER DISCUSSION?
• Smothered the justification for Islam headscarfs, my faith commands it, every further DISKUSSION in the germ?
• Does the reasoning for Islam headscarfs, my faith, require me, the successor successfully feel that any further demand is futile?
• Shall the reasoning for Islam headscarfs, my faith dictate to me, make clear that any demand for the head-cloth hood, penetrates into the personality area?
• Is the reasoning for Islam headscarfs, my faith commands it to me an answer to abdicate?
• Is the reasoning for Islam headscarfs, my faith commands it to me an attack response?
• Is the reasoning for Islam headscarfs, my faith commands it to me a lump-sum response?
• Is the reasoning for Islam headscarfs, my faith requires me to make an answer to stifle any further DISCUSSION? So:
• Is the reasoning for Islam headscarfs, my faith commands it to me a stall reply?
• Does the rationale for Islam headscarfs, my faith dictates to me, the questioning successfully anxious?
• Does the reason for Islam headscarfs, my faith commands me, the questioning successfully perplexed?
• Does the reason for Islam headscarfs, my faith commands me to successfully question the questions?
• Does the reason for Islam headscarfs frighten me, my faith requires me, successfully from further demand?
• Suppressing the justification for Islam headscarfs, my faith commands me to successfully any further demand?
• Forbids the justification for Islam headscarfs, my faith commands me to any further DISCUSSION?
• Precludes the justification for Islam headscarfs, MY FAITH IS IT MIRING, successfully any further DISCUSSION?
• Does the desire for an explanation for Islam headscarfs violate the personality area?
• Does the desire for a reasoning for Islamic headscarf, the related religion, violate?
• Is there a penetration into the personality area when questions about the Islam headscarf are asked?
• Are Islam headscarfs an effective tool for influencing Allah?
• How does the Islam headscarf increase the influence of Allah?
• Can Islam be more effectively influenced by the Islam headscarf? If so:
• Why is Allah more effective in influencing the Islam headscarf?
• Can Allah be more effectively influenced by the Islamic headscarf because Allah prefers to listen to a wearer of the head-cloth hood?
• Can Allah be more effectively influenced by the Islam headscarf, because Allah is pleased with women who do not turn the strangers?
• Is Allah not able to influence a woman without Islam headscarf in the public, because he has provided the woman for hell?
• Shall the Islam headscarf be a signal for Allah?
• Should the Islam headscarf be a signal for men?
• Does the Islam headscarf signal that it is a decent woman?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have to protect themselves because the men of the super religion are more potent?
• Is the Islam headscarf similar to the (faith) Jesus cross in relation to the influence of Allah?
• Should both the Islam headscarf and the (faith) Jesus cross protect the respective bearer better by Allah?
• Would the combination of the Islamic headscarf and the (faith) Jesus cross protect the double bearer even better by Allah?
• Does Allah help wearers of the Islam headscarf better than women without this head-cloth hood?
• Is Allah better protected than women without veils?
• Is the additional Allah protection through the Islam headscarf a compensation for the women’s weakness?
• Do men feel offended when asking questions about the Islam headscarf?
• Does the Islam headscarf say something to the person in the sense of, clothes make people?
• Is the statement also true of Islam headscarfs, show me what you wear and I tell you who you are (or what kind of mind you have)?
• Do most women only have a good conscience when they wear an Islamic headscarf in public?
• Would most women have EDUCATION a bad conscience if they were to lose their Islam headscarf in public?
• Do most women have EDUCATION ONLY a good conscience when they wear a full veil in public?
• Would most women have EDUCATION a bad conscience if they would replace their full veil in public with an Islam headscarf?
• Would most women have EDUCED an inconceivable bad conscience when they would replace their full veil in the public with modern western clothes such as jeans?
• Would most women be DEDICATED to shame if they put their full veil on a public nudist beach or a public sauna, including underwear?
• Impersonation of Islamic Headscarf Allah?
• Do the most imprisoned Allah most especially?
• Annoyed a woman without Islam headscarf Allah?
• Does a woman without full-vexation vex Allah?
• Is faith just a pre-eminent reason for Islam headscarfs?
• Is faith just a prerequisite for full disguising?
• Is religion just a predecessor for Islam headscarfs?
• Is religion just a prerequisite for full disguising?
• Are Islam headscarves always also traditional head-cloth hoods?
• Are full-veils always synonymous traditions?
• Do many women (with and without Islam headscarf) only want to play a fashion doll, but no more mother?
• Are Islam headscarves a sign of macho submission?
• Are Islam headscarves a sign of Pasha submission?
• Are Islam headscarves a sign of macho oppression?
• Are Islam headscarves a sign of Pasha oppression?
• Are Islam headscarves a symbol of macho submission?
• Are Islam headscarves a symbol of Pasha submission?
• Are Islam headscarves a symbol of macho oppression?
• Are Islam headscarves a symbol of Pasha oppression?
• Are Islam headscarves a symbol of women’s subjection?
• Do Islam headscarfs of tribal recognition?
• Do Islam headscarfs become more self-assured?
• Do Islam Headscarfs Proud?
• To what percentage does a woman wear the Islam headscarf?
• To what percentage does a woman wear the Islam headscarf for others?
• Are Islam headscarves sometimes worn to attract attention?
• Are full-veils sometimes also worn to be very noticeable?
• Are Islam headscarves sometimes worn to show clearly, I am not a man?
• Are full-veils sometimes worn to show unequivocally, I am not a man?
• Do women wear an Islam headscarf in the public when the husband so wants?
• Do women wear a full veil in the public when the husband so likes?
• Do women take the Islam headscarf off in public when the husband allows that?
• Are Islam headscarves a purely religious symbol?
• Are Islam headscarves a religious recognition feature?
• Are Islam headscarves supposedly a decision of Allah? Or:
• Are Islam headscarves actually an arbitrary choice of men and men in particular?
• Will Allah Islam Headscarfs? If so:
• Why does Allah want Islam headscarfs only for women?
• Will Allah be full-veiled?
• Why does Allah want full veil only for women?
• Is Allah enthusiastic about Islam headscarfs and full veil for women? And:
• Would Allah be unaware of Islam headscarfs and full-veil for men?
• Has Allah communicated telepathically that he wants Islam headscarfs for women?
• Are all women without witches wearing headscarf witches?
• Are all the women without Islam headscarf in public whores?
• Are Islam headscarves as superfluous as a goiter?
• Are Islamic headscarves a relic of the past?
• Do Islam headscarfs symbolize a demarcation from Western life?
• Do Islam headscarfs symbolize a departure from the Western life stalk?
• Is Islamic headscarfing like a plague?
• Are full-fogging spreading faster than a plague?
• Are Islam headscarfs a NOT-NEGOTIABLE arbitrary?
• Are full-concealments a definite, NOT-NEGOTIABLE, completely arbitrary definition?
• Are Islam headscarfs an invention of religious representatives (imams / preachers)? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
• Are full-obscurations an invention of religious representatives (imams / preachers)? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
• Do Islam headscarfs of the rule of women? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Serve full-veils of the perfect rule of women? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Islam Headscarfs a Culture Good?
• Are there male and female Islam headscarf fans?
• Are Islam headscarfs suitable to get upset?
• Is the Islamic headscarf the most religious and therefore the most important piece of clothing of a woman?
• Do Islam headscarfs serve to show women their limits?
• Is the employment with Islam headwear meaningless?
• Are there alleged reasons for Islam headscarfs?
• Are there alleged reasons for Islam headscarfs?
• Are there doofe reasons for Islam headscarfs?
• Are there real reasons for Islam headscarfs?
• Are there invented reasons for Islam headscarfs?
• Is there a good reason for Islam headscarves?
• Are there mysterious reasons for Islam headscarves?
• Are there secret reasons for Islam headscarves?
• Are there interesting reasons for Islam headscarves?
• Are there any youth-free reasons for Islam headscarves?
• Are there funny reasons for Islam headscarves?
• Are there any logical reasons for Islam headscarves?
• Are there many reasons for wearing an Islamic headscarf?
• Are there several different reasons for wearing an Islam headscarf?
• Are there any comprehensible reasons for Islam headscarves?
• Are there objective reasons for Islam headscarves?
• Are there positive reasons for Islam headscarves?
• Are there relative reasons for Islam headscarves?
• Are there any subjective reasons for Islam headscarves?
• Are there totalitarians reasons for Islam headscarves?
• Are there convincing reasons for Islam headscarves?
• Are there any essential reasons for Islam headscarves?
• Are there incomprehensible reasons for Islam headscarves?
• Are there incomprehensible reasons for full disguising?
• Are there different reasons for wearing an Islam headscarf?
• Is there any reason for Islam headscarves?
• Are there few reasons for Islam headscarves?
• Are there doubtful reasons for Islam headscarves?
• Are there compelling reasons for Islam headscarves?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf brave as women without this Allah protection hood, the latter covering the head, neck and shoulders?
• Is Allah influenced by many Islamic Headscarfs?
• Can Islamic headscarves be a group compulsion?
• Can Islam headscarves be a clan force?
• Cannot bearers of the Islam headscarf divorced?
• Are Islam headscarves simply a religious recognition sign?
• Do Islam headscarves belong to the TRUTH of certain religions?
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf have already been raped by the eyes of foreign men when they do not have the head-cloth hood reaching across the shoulders in public?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf immediately punished directly by Allah, if they do not wear a deeply draped head-cloth hood in public?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf immediately slain by Allah, if they do not wear a deeply draped head-cloth hood in the public?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf immediately killed by anyone else if they do not wear a deep head-cloth hood in the public?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf immediately punished by anyone else if they do not have the head-cloth hood, which is extended to the shoulders above the shoulders, in public?
• Do women in the public wear Islamic headscarves because men have a limb more?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf feel safer with this Allah Protection Hood?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf feel more comfortable with this Allah Protection Hood?
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf be ashamed of their hair because, for example, they are black?
• Are the heads of the Islamic headscarf lamented, because they are, for example, frizzy?
• Are the heads of the Islamic headscarf lamented, because they are, for example, unfrozen?
• Do Islam headscarfs on a Allah commandment?
• Are Islamic Headscarfs the Eleventh Commandment of Allah?
• Are Islam headscarves a gesture of submission?
• Do Islam headscarves represent a submission?
• Do Islam headscarves represent a submission to Allah?
• Do Islam Headscarfs represent a religious submission?
• Do Islam headscarves represent a family submission?
• Do Islam headscarves lead to a protective sensation?
• Do Islamic headscarves look like a protection wall?
• Could Islam headscarves also be referred to as rape protection hoods?
• Do Islamic Headscarfs on an ORAL command (from whomever)?
Are Islam headscarves worn because of a threat?
Are Islam headscarves worn because of intimidation?
Are full disguisings worn because of intimidation?
Is the Islamic headscarf repeatedly told that they are being raped by evil men if they DO NOT protect themselves with a long head-cloth hood?
Is Islam headscarfs ultimately about who has the power?
Is Islam headscarfs ultimately about who has the say?
Do the Islamic headscarfs underline the liberation of Western lifestyle?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf prisoners of their faith? Answer Proposal: Partially quite!
Are full-veiled dungeon prisoners of their faith? Answer Proposal: Partially quite!
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf often prisoners of their anti-feminist, non-egalitarian and non-integrative culture?
Are full-veiled often prisoners of their anti-feminist, anti-egalitarian and non-integrative culture?
Are Islam headscarfs a symbol of the faith CORSET?
Is there no one who can do anything about why Islam headscarves are worn?
Is the Islamic headscarf the most important for her wearer?
Is the Islamic headscarf the most important thing for the marriage man of the wearer?
Do Islam headscarfs make humility with women?
Does the faith of the Islamic headscarf refer to their Allah?
Does the faith of the Islamic headscarf refer to their religion?
Does the beliefs of Islamic headscarfs refer to their Allah and their religion?
Is the faith of the Islamic headscarf referring to the positive effect of the head-cloth hood?
Are only carriers of the Islam headscarf full-fledged women?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf something exotic?
Did the Islamic Headscarf come from Saladin’s miracle lamp?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf something from 1000 and 1 night?
Did the Islamic Headscarf come into the VIP-LOUNGE of the Heavenly Kingdom (Paradise)?
Is there a highly complex reasoning mix for Islam headscarfs?
Does faith forbid the questioning of Islam headscarfs?
Does religion prohibit the questioning of Islam headscarfs?
Does Allah forbid the question of Islam headscarfs?
Does Allah command Islam headscarfs?
Areas Religious Representatives (Imams / Preacher) Islamic Headscarfs?
Are Islam headscarfs a symbol of women's lack of rights?
Why do carriers of the Islam headscarf often have such a stern look?
Do not the bearers of the Islam headscarf have anything to laugh about?
Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf have to look down on the ground in awe?
Why is NO man allowed to see the head-hair of the Islamic headscarf, with the exception of closely related men like brother, husband, son or father?
Feeling under MANY Women WITHOUT Hair Cover, Some LITTLE Carriers of Islam Headscarf WELL? Or:
Feeling LOTS OF MANY WOMENS WITHOUT HAIR COVER, A FEW LITTLE LADIES OF LADIES HEALTHCARE?
Feeling under MANY WOMEN WITHOUT HAIR COVER, some LOTS of Islam headscarf DEPLACED?
Why are there clothing regulations and wrapping regulations mostly only for women (including the Islamic headscarf, the Burka or the Niqab) and almost never clothing regulations for men in the same culture circle?
Is full-concealment a generic term for Burka and Niqab? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there rules of clothing and wrapping regulations mostly for women only because the (fast-Allah) men have given themselves the right to make the (Allah) rules to women, but the women are not allowed to make rules for the men?
Why are the clothing regulations and wrapping regulations (including the Islam headscarf) so different for the same Allah?
Is the VOLUNTARY full-concealment of women under certain circumstances an escape from real life?
Would wearers wear the Islam headscarf even if they would have their own head hair completely removed (bald head) and then wear a wig instead?
Do Islam headscarves have anything to do with the purity of women?
What influences have led to Islamic headscarves worn?
Were Islam headscarves originally introduced so that in the love game no sand from the long woman's hair falls or falls into the eyes or the mouth of the man when the man, for example, drives with the hand through the woman's long hair?
- Do Islam headscarfs have anything to do with sexuality?
- Do full-veils have much to do with sexuality?
- Are Islam headscots sexually justified?
- Are full-fancings stressed sexually?
- Are Islam headscarfs a symbol of sexuality?
- Are full-veils an impressive symbol of sexuality?
- Is sexuality the main reason for regulations affecting Islam headscarf?
- Is sexuality the main reason for regulations that concern full disguising?
- Could Islam headcloths be called true sexual head scarves?
- Could be full-fancies of true sexual wraps?
- Have allegedly religiously motivated women’s disguise rules in fact to do something with sexuality and power-doing?
- Are religiously founded Islam headscarfs really sexually justified?
- Is religion-based women's disgrace really sexually justified?
- Do men males the women when they (the men) assert that women have to cover themselves in a certain way for religious reasons?
- Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sex slaves?
- Are full-veiled unconditional sex slaves?
- Are men also without (faith) head-neck WOMAN LOOK PROTECTION cloth capable of paying homage to Allah?
- Are men, even without full disguise, able to pay homage to Allah?
- Are women without Islam headscarf incapable of paying homage to Allah?
- Are women WITHOUT full disguising incapable to pay homage to Allah?
- Are ONLY bearers of the Islamic headscarf BEFORE paying homage to Allah?
- Are ONLY fully-veiled strong enough to pay homage to Allah?
- Is there particularly frequent and much sand in the air where the Islam headscarf was first introduced?
- To what percentage does the Islam headscarf have something to do with faith and how much per cent with sexuality?
- To what percentage do full-blurs (Burka, Niqab) have something to do with faith and how much per cent with sexuality?
- Is the Islam headscarf a kind of red light for strangers?
- Is the Islam headscarf a kind of stop sign for strangers?
- In some countries is a woman without Islam headscarf in the public, she is a free-will for men?
- Does a woman without an Islamic headscarf in public in particular say that she wants sex?
- In certain countries, does a wearer of the Islam headscarf in the public say that their sex with foreign men is forbidden?
- Are women without an Islamic headscarf, that is, with NOT HID head hair, free rein for foreign men?
- Does it make the husband particularly horny when he can reveal a completely completely concealed woman completely?
- Have there been head-cloth hoods in the Orient BEFORE introducing the super religion? If so:
  - How were head-fabric hoods BEFORE introducing the super-religion?
  - Have there been whole body wraps in the Orient BEFORE introducing the super religion? If so:
  - How were all-body wraps (full-disguised) BEFORE introducing the super-religion?
- Are there Islamic headscarf influences?
- Are there influences on Islam headscarfs?
- Are there influences by Islam headscarves?
- Are there influences by full-fogging?
- Is there a creeping conquest by Islam headscarfs, particularly in Western Europe?
- Should Islamic headscarfs prevent fading of women's hair?
- Should Islam headscots ensure that women's head hair is not tanned or blunt by the sun?
- Should Islamic headscarfs ensure that women’s head hair remain beautifully tender?
- Shall Islam make heads of women something mysterious?
- Is the (faith) whole-body concealing from the woman something particularly mysterious to make?
- Is the (faith) whole-body veil comparable to a monument which has been hidden for the first time?
- Is an important secret of the woman lifted when the Islam headscarf is taken off?
- Are the most important secrets of the woman lifted when the full disguise is replaced by modern western clothes?
- Are the concealments of a woman and that of a monument comparable to the mystery of the herd?
- Is it for a woman to sin in front of Allah, with a split head, that is, without an Islamic headscarf?
- Do women’s hair make most men horny, so they must be covered by Islam headscarfs?
• Do women's necks make most men horny, so they must be covered by Islam headscarfs?
• Do women's shoulders make most men horny, so they must be covered by Islam headscarfs?
• Do Islam headscarfs symbolize the supremacy of men?
• Is there an ownership claim for women expressed by Islam headscarfs?
• Are Islam headscarfs the result of exaggerated prudence?
• Are full disguising the result of a very exaggerated prudence?
• Are men sexually stimulated so much by unmasked women's hair that women must wear Islamic headscarves?
• Are men sexually stimulated so much by unmasked facial skin that women must wear full-veils?
• Were Islam headscarves originally a flight insect protection?
• Merchandise-obfuscations originally a flight insect protection?
• Did the (faith) part-covering or full-concealment a long time ago protect the delicate women's skin from mosquito bites?
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf look more faithful?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf look much more chaste?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf look much more modest?
• Was the introduction of Islam headscarfs possible only because of the illegality of women?
• Was the introduction of full obscurations possible only because of the illegality of women in the corresponding cultural circles? Answer Proposal: YES!
• For what are Islamic headscarfs required if there are no sand storms in a country if there are no dangerous flight insects in a country, and if [3] Humans invented Allah-calling part no other emotional Allah gives more, but only unknown influences?
• Were Islam headscarfs imposed by mature men on the immature women?
• Know only mature men, what degree of concealment is appropriate or good for immature women?
• Are Islam headscarfs a symbol of gender equality? Or:
• Are Islam headscarfs a symbol of the NON-equality of women?
• Are full disguising a symbol of gender equality? Or:
• Are full-veils a symbol of the NON-equality of women?
• Do Islam headscarfs do well before Satan or Satan?
• Protective-disguising better than Satan or Devil?
• Will women who refuse to wear an Islamic headscarf in public? If so:
• How will women who refuse to wear an Islam headscarf in public?
• Will women who refuse to wear an Islam headscarf in public be punished by beatings?
• Will women who refuse to wear an Islamic headscarf in public, be punished by roadblocks?
• Will women who refuse to wear an Islam headscarf in public, be punished by expulsion?
• Will women who refuse to wear a full veil in public, will be very severely punished? If so:
• How will women who refuse to wear a full veil in public?
• Will women who refuse to wear a full veil in the public be punished by violent blows?
• Will women who refuse to wear a full veil in the public will be punished by long roadblocks?
• Will women who refuse to wear a full disguise in public are punished by (religious) murder?
• Should Islamic headscarf help women not run away?
• Should Islamic headscarfs help women not run so far because they would otherwise suffer a heat blow through the head fabric hood?
• Are Islamic headscarfs comparable to the crippled feet of Japanese women?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf always have long hair on their heads? Or:
• Have carriers of the Islam headscarf on their heads sometimes long hair?
• Must bearers of the Islam headscarf always have long hair on their heads?
• Can wearers of the Islam headscarf have very short hair on their heads?
• Can carriers of the Islamic headscarf be bald on their heads?
• Is the sexuality of women hidden or hidden with Islam headscarfs?
• Is the sexuality of women particularly hidden or hidden with full disguising?
• Are the women's hair in some cultures also as pubic hair and must therefore be covered with an Islam headscarf?
• Are Islam headscarves a symbol of modesty?
• Are full obscurations a symbol of extreme modesty?
• Is the Islamic headscarf allowed to make a make-up? If so:
• Why is the Islamic headscarf allowed to make a make-up?
• Is the bearers of the Islamic headscarf allowed to paint themselves, because in no holy scripture of religion is there anything written for make-up?
• Is full-veiled allowed to make-up?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf held on the short leash?
• Are fully-veiled kept on the very short leash?
• Do Islam headscarfs sometimes use the demarcation or exclusion?
• Serve full-concealment often of delineation or exclusion?
• Are Islamic Headscarfs a religious commandment?
• Are full obfuscations a religion commandment?
• Do Islam headscarfs sometimes provoke?
• Serve full-concealments sometimes of intense provocation?
• Are there many reasons for Islam headscarfs?
• Are there many reasons for full disguising?
• Are Islam headscarfs times anti-integration cloths, sometimes demarcation cloths, sometimes provocation cloths, sometimes suppression cloths, sometimes importance wipes?
• Can people think about Islam headscarfs? Or:
• Should not people think about Islam headscarfs better?
• Are people allowed to think about full disguising? Or:
• Should not people worry about full disguising?
• What is the difference between the head-hair of the Islamic headscarf (in the public) ANDERS, as in women without this head-cloth hood?
• What is the best thing about women’s heads without this head-cloth hood on the head-hair of the Islamic headscarf (in the public)?
• Are head-hairs worn by the Islamic headscarf LAUGHTER like head-hair of women WITHOUT this head-cloth-hood, so that bearers of the Allah-protection-hood cannot show their head-hair foreign men?
• Are head-hair worn by women wearing heads of the Islamic headscarf GEILER like head-hair of women WITHOUT this head-cloth-hood, so that bearers of the Allah-protection-hood NOT their head-hair foreign men should NOT show?
• Are head-hair of women wearing heads of the Islam headscarf BLESSED like head-hair of women WITHOUT this head-cloth-hood, so that bearers of the Allah-protection-hood NOTHING to show their head-hair foreign men?
• Are head-hair worn by Islamic headscarf GODDERS like head-hair of women WITHOUT this head-cloth hood, so that bearers of the Allah-protection-hood cannot show their head-hair foreign men?
• Are head-hair worn by Islamic headscarf heads like head-hair of women WITHOUT this head-cloth-hood, so that bearers of the Allah-protection-hood cannot show their head-hair foreign men?
• Are head-hair worn by women wearing the Islamic headscarf SCHILLERNDER like head-hair of women WITHOUT this head-cloth-hood, so that bearers of the Allah-protection-hood NOT their head-hair foreign men should NOT show?
• Are head-hair of the Islamic headscarf SURPRISES like head-hair of women WITHOUT this head-cloth-hood, so that bearers of the Allah-protection-hood cannot show their head-hair foreign men?
• Are head-hair worn by the Islamic headscarf heads like head-hair of women WITHOUT this head-cloth-hood, so that bearers of the Allah-protection-hood cannot show their head-hair foreign men?
• Is there an increased risk for women to be imprisoned on the streets in countries where Islam headscarves must be worn on the street?
• Is there an even greater risk that women are being pregnant on the streets in countries with a road obscurity obligation?
• In countries with a driving ban on (veiled and) veiled women, is there a risk that they will be pregnant during driving?
• In countries where there is a road-carrying obligation for women’s headscarfs, the men are rape-raging, as in countries without the duty of women to wear a head-cloth hood?
• In countries with road obscuration, are the men still more rape-stricken than in countries where there is only one head-cloth-hood duty?
• Is Islam headscarfs about the power of men over women?
• Is full-veiling about particularly great power of men over women?
• Is Islam headscarves concerned about the power of Allah over other people, and especially the power of Allah over women?
• Is full-blessing about the great power of Allah over other people, and especially the great power of Allah over women?
• Is Islam headscarfs about the power of religious representatives (imams / preachers) about other people, and especially about the power of religious representatives (imams / preachers) about women?
• Is there a great deal of power from religious representatives (imams / preachers) over other people, especially the great power of religious representatives (imams / preachers) over women?
• Is Islam headscarfs about the power of the head of the family over other people, and especially the power of the head of the family over women?
• Is full-disgorgement about the great power of the head of the family over other people, and especially the great power of the head of the family over women?
• Are Islam headscarves sometimes freedom robberies?
• Are there Islamic headscarfs because in this patriarchal society the woman is the property of the marriage man?
• Is there any full disguising, because in this patriarchal society the woman is considered the unquestioned property of the husband?
• Are there Islamic headscarfs, because in this patriarchal society the girl is the property of the father?
• Can Islam headscarves also be used as scouring towels? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does not Allah in Europe therefore see any bearers of the Islamic headscarf because it is predominantly NOT worn there?
• Does Allah in the anterior and posterior East necessarily see the heads of the Islamic headscarf because they are predominantly worn there?
• Are Islam headscarfs repulsive? Or:
  • Do Islam headscarves make sexy?
• Are full-disguising repulsive? Or:
  • Make Full-Veils Sexy?
• Muslims of the Islam headscarf modesty out?
• Muslims of the Islam headscarf humility?
• Muslims of the Islam headscarf Retention from?
• Radiantly-veiled much modesty out?
• Radiant-veiled much humility?
• Radiantly-veiled much restraint from?
• Are Islam head scarves Knebel?
• Are Islam headscarf shackles?
• Are Islamic headscarf handcuffs?
• Are Full-Veils All-Body Restraints?
• Are Islam headscarf mobile semi-prisons?
• Are Full-DISguised Mobile Full Prisons?
• Are there regions contaminated with Islam headscarfs?
• Are there any city parts contaminated with Islam headscarfs?
• Symbolize Islam headscarfs that women are no longer worth, like the rib of the man?
• Symbolize full-veils that women are not even worth as much as the rib of the man?
• Symbolize full-veils that women are no longer worth, like the man’s little toe-toe nail?
• Are Islam headscarves a guarantee for many children?
• Are full obscurations a guarantee for especially many children?
• Are Islam headscarf chastity belts for the head?
• Are Full-DISguised Chastity Belts for the Whole Body?
• Is there a freedom of a special kind under Islam headscarfs?
• How big is freedom under Islam headscarfs?
• Is there a lot of freedom of a special kind under full veil?
• How great is freedom under full veil?
• Are many carriers of the Islam headscarf half-prisoners of their religion?
• Are very many full-veiled full-prisoners of their religion?
• Are Islam headscarves commanded by Allah? Or:
  • Are Islam headscarfs religiously ordered?
• Are full veilings ordered by Allah? Or:
  • Are full-veilings religiously ordered?
• Are Islamic headscarfs men's arbitrariness?
• Are full-veil real men arbitrariness?
• Can women communicate better with Allah when it is beautifully warm under their Islam headscarf?
• Can women communicate much better with Allah when it is much warmer in their full-veil?
• Does the great freedom protected by Allah begin with Islam headscarfs?
• Does women begin a maximum of Allah's protected freedom with full disguising?
• Ruling by Islamic Headscarfs Breed and order in the anti-egalitarian, non-egalitarian and non-integrative culture circles?
• Do rulers, by means of full disguising, properly discipline and order in anti-egalitarian, non-egalitarian and non-integrative cultures?
  ▪ Are bearers of the Islam headscarf constantly reminded of Allah when they are out of the house?
  ▪ Are veiled heavily constantly reminded of Allah when they are out of the house?
  ▪ Are bearers of the Islam headscarf constantly reminded of religion when they are out of the house?
  ▪ Are veiled particularly intensely reminded of religion when they are out of the house?
• Do Islamic headscarfs have the task of constantly reminding their supporters of Allah when they are out of the house?
• Do full-veils have the task of keeping their bearers constantly reminded of Allah when they are out of the house?
• Do Islamic headscarfs have the task of constantly reminding their religion of religion when they are out of the house?
• Are full-concealments the task, their bearers particularly intensively constantly to remind religion, when they are out of the house?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf have such a bad memory that they must be constantly reminded of Allah with the help of a head cloth hood?
• Have fully-disguised a particularly bad memory so that they have to be reminded of Allah all the time with the help of a whole body veil?
• Have carriers of the Islam headscarf had such a bad memory that they must be reminded of religion by a headcloth-hood?
• Have fully-disguised a particularly bad memory, so that they have to be reminded of the religion especially intensively with the help of a whole-body-covering?
• Are Islam headscarfs caused by Pasha-will caused head-cloth hoods?
• Are full-body disguisings caused by Pasha will causing whole-body disguises?
• Do religious Pashas want to force all women of this world under Islamic headscarfs?
• Do religious Pashas want to force all the women of this world into full-blasphemies?
• Do cultures with Islam headscarfs belong to the Anti-Equality League?
• Do cultures with full veil belong to the anti-equality League?
• Is there an anti-league regarding Islam headscarfs?
• Is there a pro league regarding Islam headscarfs?
  ▪ Have carriers of the Islam headscarf clamped the legs more strongly?
  ▪ Are carriers of the Islam headscarf jammed?
  ▪ Is the Islam headscarf also worn because of the weather caprioles to spare the hair?
  ▪ Are Islamic headscarves also worn because of the weather conditions to spare the hair?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf a noble product?
• Are veiled a junk goods?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf semi-slaves?
• Are veiled full slaves?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf nearly the same?
• Are veiled complete bodies?
• Will Allah disappear, but will Islam headcloths remain, because these head-cloth hoods have only been dealt with Allah and are actually an element of Pasha society?
• Will Allah disappear, but will full-veil still remain, because these whole-body veils have only been dealt with Allah and is actually an element of Pasha society?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf that are not kushchen?
• Are veiled stoned to death when they do not cuddle?
• Are women without the headscarf impure from foreign men?
• Are women without Islam headscarf before foreign men almost completely undressed?
• Can be carriers of the Islam headscarf open-mouthed?
• May the bearers of the Islamic headscarf be free?
• May be bearers of the Islam headscarf equal?
• Can carriers of the Islamic headscarf freely express their opinions as long as they do not disagree?
• Cannot the bearers of the Islamic headscarf be unobtrusive?
• Cannot the bearers of the Islam headscarf be equally entitled?
• Can the bearers of the Islamic headscarf be tame?
• May the bearers of the Islamic headscarf be tender?
• May be carriers of the Islam headscarf be allocated?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf always ready?

Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf enduring?

Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf have equal rights?

Do bearers of the Islam headscarf have freedom of opinion as long as they do not contradict?

Are carriers of the Islam headscarf unfree?

Do bearers of the Islam headscarf be submissive?

Do the bearers of the Islam headscarf have a hand?

Do bearers of the Islam headscarf be tender?

Have carriers of the Islam headscarf to kiss?

Do Islamic headscarves always ready?

Do Islam headscarfs endure?

Are Islam headscarfs free?

Do Islam Headscarfs Equal?

Do Islamic headscarfs cuddling?

Do Islamic headscarfs make no sense?

Do Islamic headscarves be free?

Are Islam headscarfs submissive?

Do Islam headscarfs tame?

Do Islam headscarfs tender?

Do Islamic headscarfs have a right to be assigned?

Would carriers of the Islam headscarf always be ready?

Would carriers of the Islamic headscarf be endured?

Would carriers of the Islam headscarf really be free?

Would Islamic headscarf be equally entitled?

Would carriers of the Islamic headscarf be handy?

Would carriers of the Islam headscarf have real freedom of expression?

Would carriers of the Islam headscarf not be mischievous?

Would you like to wear the heads of the Islamic headscarf?

Want to cuddle bearers of the Islam headscarf?

Would carriers of the Islam headscarf be unfree?

Would carriers of the Islam headscarf be submissive?

Would the bearers of the Islamic headscarf be tender?

Would you like to wear the heads of the Islam headscarf?

Do bearers of the Islam headscarf have to endure everything?

Do bearers of the Islam headscarf have to be ready at all times?

Must bearers of the Islamic headscarf be free?

Must bearers of the Islam headscarf be equally entitled?

Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf have to say their opinions?

Do bearers of the Islam headscarf have to kiss?

Must bearers of the Islam headscarf be free?

Do bearers of the Islam headscarf have to be submissive?

Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf have to be handcuffed?

Must bearers of the Islamic headscarf be tender?

Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have to be allocated?

Are carriers of the Islam headscarf always ready?

Are carriers of the Islam headscarf enduring?

Are carriers of the Islam headscarf free?

Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf devotional?

Are carriers of the Islam headscarf not mischievous?

Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf rarely open-mouthed?

Are carriers of the Islam headscarf unfree?

Are carriers of the Islam headscarf submissive?

Are carriers of the Islam headscarf tame?

Are Carriers of the Islam headscarf tender?

Are carriers of the Islam headscarf allocated?

Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have to endure everything?

Do the heads of the Islam headscarf be ready at all times?

Should be carriers of the Islam headscarf be free?

Should be carriers of the Islam headscarf be equally entitled?
• Shall be bearers of the Islam headscarf be devoted?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have to express their opinions?
• Should be carriers of the Islam headscarf be cuddling?
• Should be carriers of the Islam headscarf be free?
• Should be carriers of the Islam headscarf be submissive?
• Should be carriers of the Islam headscarf tame?
• Should be carriers of the Islam headscarf be tender?
• Should be carriers of the Islam headscarf be willing to give?
• Do you want to be the bearers of the Islam headscarf?
• Are bearers of the Islamic headscarf usually kept silly?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf brought up for a shower?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf raised to humiliation?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf trained for freedom?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf raised to equality?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf brought up to freedom of expression?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf raised to bondage?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf raised to subservience? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are full-disguised educators trained too much subservience? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf brought up to fame?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf brought up to tenderness?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf allocated?
• Do you want to be ready to wear the Islam headscarf?
• Wanted to be the bearers of the Islamic headscarf?
• Do the Islamic headscarf be free?
• Do the Islamic headscarf have the same rights?
• Wants to wear the Islamic headscarf?
• Wants to wear Islamic headscarf freedom of expression?
• Do not want to wear the Islamic headscarf?
• Wishing to wear the Islamic headscarf?
• Wanted to be submissive to the Islamic headscarf?
• Wants to wear the Islam headscarf tame?
• Wanna be the bearers of the Islamic headscarf?
• Wanted to wear the Islam headscarf?
• Serving in Europe Islam headscarfs sometimes also to attract attention?
• Is it easy in Europe to notice Islam headscarfs?
• Do the Islamic headscarf have a pious look?
• Have full-veiled a pious appearance?
• Can a woman cling to the Islam headscarf? If so:
• Are some women clinging to the Islam headscarf?
• Can women cling to full veil? If so:
• Are some women clinging to full veil?
• Can women only be pious under Islam headscarfs?
• Can women be super religious only under full veil?
• Can women really live out their super-faith under the Islamic headscarf?
• Can women live their super-faith intensely under full veil?
• Are women unable to live the faith without Islam head scarf?
• Are women too stupid to practice faith without Islam head scarf?
• Why can women believe only under the Islam headscarf?
• Why can men also be believable credibly without (faith) head-neck WOMENS LOOK Protection Cloth?
• Can a woman under the Islamic headscarf also have the wrong faith?
• Can Carriers of the Islamic Headscarf be wrong in believing?
• How do the heads of the Islam headscarf know so surely that they have the right faith?
• Do men (pretend) dummies and particularly those with Islam headscarf? If so:
• Do women wear Islamic headscarfs because they know that men are particularly covetous with this head-fabric hood?
• Do the Islamic headscarfs sometimes feel sensitive when asked why they wear this head-cloth hood?
• Are full-veiled sometimes sensitive when they are asked why they wear this whole-body disguise?
• Do the Islamic headscarfs sometimes get irritated when asked why they wear this head-cloth hood?
• Are full-veiled sometimes irritated when asked why they wear this whole-body disguise?
• Do the Islamic headscarfs sometimes get annoyed when asked why they wear this head-cloth hood?
• Do full-veiled sometimes sometimes get annoyed when asked why they wear this whole-body disguise?
• Do the Islamic headscarf sometimes get overwhelmed when asked why they wear this head-cloth hood?
• Responding fully-veiled sometimes gets overwhelmed when asked why they wear this all-body disguise?
• Do the Islamic headscarfs sometimes be displeased when asked why they wear this head-cloth hood?
• Are full-veiled sometimes unsure when they are asked why they wear this whole-body disguise?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes overwhelmed when asked why they wear this head-cloth hood?
• Are full-veiled sometimes overwhelmed when asked why they wear this all-body disguise?
• Are there any justifications for Islam headscarfs?
• Are they all relative justifications for Islam headscarfs?
• Are they all just sham reasons for Islam headscarfs?
• Are they all relative justifications for full obscurations?
• Are they all just illusion justifications for full disguising?
• Are Islamic headscarfs also being worn in order to increase the chances for young women to be married by a macho or Pasha, who also has the "right" faith?
• Are Islamic headscarves also worn so that men with the wrong faith do not even try to wear the head-cloth hood?
• Wants the Islamic headscarf to express that they are not emotions?
• Is there an absolute justification for Islam headscarfs? Or:
• Does every wearer of the Islam headscarf have their own personal reasons?
• Is there a compelling reason for Islam headscarfs? Or:
• Is there no compelling reason for Islam headscarfs?
• Is there a main reasoning for Islam headscarfs and several secondary reasons?
• Serving full-veil sometimes also as a delimitation to the liberally western society?
• Serving full-veil sometimes also as a delimitation to the liberally western lifestyle?
• Is there a reason for Islam headscarfs, I have set it for me, for whatever reason?
• Are Islam headscarf basta towels?
• Are full-veil basta wraps?
• Why are there so many justifications for Islamic headscarfs?
• Are there so many justifications for Islam headscarfs because nobody knows the only real reason?
• Is there an unofficial hit parade on grounds for Islam headscarfs?
• How is the hit parade on grounds for Islam headscarfs?
• Is there an unofficial hit parade on grounds for VOLUNTEER-supported Islam headscarfs? If so:
• How is the unofficial hit parade on grounds for VOLUNTEER-supported Islam headscarfs?
• How many positions has the unofficial hit parade on grounds for VOLUNTEER worn Islam headscarf estimated?
• Is there an unofficial hit parade on grounds for UNLIMITED worn Islam headscarfs? If so:
• How is the unofficial hit parade on grounds for UNMISSIBLE worn Islam headscarfs?
• How many positions has the unofficial hit parade on grounds for UNLIMITED worn Islam headscarf estimated?
• How is the hit parade on grounds for full disguising?
• Is there an unofficial hit parade on grounds for VOLUNTEER-borne full-veils?
• How is the hit parade on grounds for VOLUNTEER-borne full-fogging?
• How many positions has the hit parade estimated at reasons for VOLUNTEER-borne full-veils?
• Is there an unofficial hit parade on grounds for UNLIMITED worn-out disguising? If so:
• How is the hit parade on grounds for UNBEAT-borne full-veils?
• How many positions has the hit parade estimated on grounds of UNFREVAL worn-out disguising?
• Is there only a search for justification when Islam headscarfs are questioned?
• Is it also true for Islam headscarfs that at least one reason can be found for it, if only long enough is searched for it?
• Is there always a reason for Islam headscarf, because there must be a reasoning?
• Wants the Islamic headscarf with the help of this protection cap of Allah to point out where they came from?
• Do those who are fully disguised, with the help of this protection of Allah protection, illustrate where they come from?
• Wishing to wear Islamic headscarfs with the help of this protection hood of Allah that they are PRIDE to their origin?
• Will-fully-veiled with the help of this Allah protection cover make it clear that they are PROUD of their origin?
• Are worn Islamic headscarves sometimes also a defiance reaction because many Western people do not want this head-cloth hood?
• Are worn full-veils sometimes also a clear defiance reaction, because many Western people do not want these whole body wraps?
• Do the Islamic headscarf with the help of this protection cap of Allah sometimes also deliberately provoke them because they are not taken seriously by Western society?
• Are Islam headscarves worn mostly because it is so common in the region of origin?
• Are Islamic headscarves sometimes a follow-up reaction?
• Are Islam headscarves sometimes a protest reaction?
• Are Islam headscarves sometimes a pride reaction?
• Is Islamic headscarves sometimes also born out of jealousy, because some men with the super religion, more interested in Western women are interested?
• Are Islamic headscarves ancient?
• Are full-obfuscations ancient?
• Are Islam headscarfs a relic of the past, which is artificially kept alive?
• Are full-veils a relic from past times that is artificially kept alive?
• May the bearers of the Islamic headscarf be prudish?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf be prudish?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf feel as prisoners as soon as they remove the head-cloth hood in public? If so:
  • Why do wearers of the Islam headscarf feel as prisoners as soon as they take off the head-cloth hood in public?
  • Are the Islamic headscarf free as long as they wear the head-cloth hood in public? If so:
  • Why do wearers of the Islam headscarf feel free only as long as they wear the head-cloth hood in public?
  • Do not the Islamic headscarf bearers feel the wind sweep through the hair?
  • Do not the wearers of the Islamic headscarf have any pleasure-gain, which is created when the wind passes through the hair?
• Cannot the bearers of the Islam headscarf generally have a lust-gain?
• Is the REPEAT to Islam headscarf to be observed part of an ANTI-INTEGRATION MOVEMENT?
• Are so many reasons for Islamic headscarves from their bearers, because without exception ALL reasons are invented and ultimately arbitrary?
• Are Islam headscarfs a scourge for some women?
• Are Islam headscarfs a scourge for most women?
• Are full-veils for so many women a super-scourge?
• Are full-veils for most women a super scourge?
• Do Islam headscarfs tormented women in heat by the additional heat accumulation under the head fabric hood?
• Serving full-fogging to torment women even more by heat due to the additional heat accumulation under the whole-body covering?
• Is the color black for Islam headscarfs optimal to maximize the heat pain because the color black reflects the sun the least?
• Is the color black for full-fogging optimal to maximize the heat agonies because the color black reflects the sun the least?
• Do men prefer white cowl because the color white reflects the sun best?
• Is Islamic headscarves sometimes worn again because it is something separate and, in particular, NOTHING Western?
• Are full-fancings sometimes borne again because it is something independent and, in particular, nothing Western?
• Are Islam headscarfs sometimes also used as a means of escape from Western society?
• Serving full-veil meanwhile sometimes also as a means of escape from Western society?
• Have Islam headscarfs made a comeback or a renaissance for several years?
• Have full disguised revivals or a renaissance for some years?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf made more attractive?
• Are full-veiled people particularly brave?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes self-confident?
• Are Islam headscarves a phenomenon?
• Are Islam headscarfs an enigmatic phenomenon?
• Are Islam headscarfs also psychology?
• Are Islam headscarfs almost only psychology?
• Is it conceivable for a woman that Islam headscarves should no longer be honored in Allah, but in honor of the unknown influences? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it quite conceivable for a woman that full veil is no longer to be worshiped in Allah, but in honor of the unknown influences? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do Islam headscarfs belong to a way of life? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are full-veils part of a life-style? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Islam headscarves contagious?
• Are Islam headscarves a plague?
• Can Islam headscarfs become addiction?
• Are Islam headscarf fashionable?
• Are Islam headscarves still modern?
• Are Islam headscarfs modern again?
• Do Islam headscarf impressively demonstrate that women are primarily sexual objects for men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do full-veils confirm particularly impressively that women are primarily sexual objects for men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Islam headscarves worn solely for men? Or:
• Are Islamic headscarves worn not just for men?
• Are Islam headscarfs 100% "men's head-cloth hoods"?
• Is it a proof that Islam headscarves are not worn because of Allah or a religion, but because of FREMDER men, because head-cloth hoods are NOT to be worn in guaranteed men-free zones?
• Are Islam headscarfs essential?
• Are full obscurations necessary?
• Does it look sad for women under a black Islam headscarf, since black is the color of grief?
• Does it look even sadder for women under full veil because black is the color of grief?
• Are Islam headscarfs a philosophy?
• Are full-concealments a philosophy?
• Are Islam headscarfs in Central Europe superfluous Firlefanz?
• Are Islam headscarfs in Central Europe superfluous Schnicknnnack?
• Are full-fancings in Central Europe superfluous?
• Are full-veils in Central Europe superfluous Schnicknnnack?
• Are men of the super religion more aggressive and / or more stormy, like men of other religions or atheistic men, so that wearers of the Islam headscarf have to protect themselves with the help of this Allah protection hood?
• Are women without Islam headscarf more frequently raped, like the bearers of the Allah Protection Hood?
• Are women with the Islam head scarf raped as often as the bearers of the Allah Protection Hood?
• Are women without the Islamic headscarf more frequently raped, as bearers of the Allah Protection Hood?
• Is the rape-dark figure among women without Islam headscarf lower, as with the bearers of the Allah protection hood?
• Is the rape-dark figure for women without Islam headscarf as high as those who wear Allah's Protection Hood?
• Is the rape-dark figure among women without Islam headscarf higher, as with the bearers of the Allah Protection Hood?
• Knowledge bearers of the Islamic headscarf do not really exactly know why they wear it, because other reasons are always mentioned when asked?
• Are there much secondary reasons but only one main reason for Islam headscarfs?
• Are Islam headscarf anti-integration cloths?
• Can women see themselves stripped of themselves wearing an Islam headscarf in public?
• Can women be seen stripped of other women who wear an Islam headscarf in public?
• May women be seen stripped of their family, wearing an Islam headscarf in public?
• Can women wearing an Islamic headscarf be seen by their husband as textile free?
• May women wearing an Islamic headscarf be seen unclothed by a clergyman of the super religion?
• Are women who wear an Islam headscarf in public only to take off completely before themselves, if they are guaranteed to be alone?
• Can women who carry a full disguise in public only fully expose themselves if they are guaranteed to be alone?
• May women wearing an Islamic headscarf be completely stripped off from other women in their own four walls?
• May women wearing an Islamic headscarf open up in their own homes in front of their family?
• May women wearing an Islamic headscarf be completely undressed in front of their husband in their own four walls?
• Can Allah look through the clothes, and also through Islam headscarfs, and then sees women's hair as he created them?
• Can Allah look through the clothes, so also through full-veil, and then sees women's skin all over his body as he created them?
• Do Islam headscarves have anything to do with the chastity belt or together?
• Dient Islam headscarf originally only to protect women's hair from pollution, when the women work on the field, for example?
• Are there more reasons for Islam headscarfs or more reasons for Allah?
• Do Islam headscarves sometimes also flee from Western society?
• Are Islam headscarves sometimes worn because women do not cope with Western society?
• Are Islamic headscarves sometimes worn out of pure homesickness?
• Are full veils sometimes worn out of pure homesickness?
• Are Islam headscarves sometimes also a piece of home that has been brought home to get along better with the stranger, comparable to a costume?
• Are Islam headscarves sometimes a comfort for the lost home?
• Dreams bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes from sand storms in their former home?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes feel that head-cloth hoods in Western society do not want or want to reject many?
• Do some men, and even women of the Western culture circle, feel the sight of a wearer of the Islamic headscarf as an imposition?
• Do many men and women of the Western culture circle feel the sight of a full-veiled as an extreme imposition?
• Can the sight of the Islamic headscarf be an imposition?
• Can the sight of the Islamic headscarf be an imposition?
• Must the sight of the Islamic headscarf be an impertinence? Answer Proposal: Since Islam headscarfs should have a deterrent effect according to religion, YES!
• Lifekeepers of the Islam headscarf behind the moon?
• Lifeless-veiled behind Mars or even behind the Pluto?
• Do Islam headscarves sometimes dance to those who do not want it?
• Do Islam headscarves sometimes annoy Western-oriented people?
• Why do nuns wear something similar to an Islamic headscarf, although there is nothing in the Bible?
• Wanna bearers of the Islam headscarf signal potential husbands that they are obedient?
• Does every wearer of the Islam head scarf make this head-to-head hood slightly different?
• Does every full veil justify this whole-body veil somewhat differently?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf feel comfortable? Or:
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf feel uncomfortable?
• Are not men interested in whether the wearers of the Islamic headscarf feel well or feel uncomfortable under this Allah protection hood?
• Are not men interested in whether women feel comfortable under full veil or feel uncomfortable?
• Do some women find Islam headscarf simply chic?
• Do some women find full disguised chic?
• Is a woman already integrated when she permanently attaches her Islam headscarf to the nail?
• Is a woman already fully integrated when she permanently hangs her full veil?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have a great soul?
• Have fully-veiled a particularly great soul?
• Who knows well with Islam headscarfs?
• Who knows best with Islam headscarfs?
• Who knows well with full-veil?
• Who knows best with full veil?
• Are there specialists for Islamic headscarfs?
• Are there specialists for full disguising?
• Are there researchers for Islamic headscarfs?
• Are there researchers for full-fogging?
• Why are Islamic headscarves worn?
• Are Islam headscarves worn for men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Why are full veils worn?
• Are full veils worn because of the men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there practical reasons for Islam headscarfs?
• Are there impractical reasons for Islam headscarfs?
• Are there practical reasons for full disguising?
• Are there impractical reasons for full disguising?
• Are Islamic headscarves rejected? If so:
• Who refuses Islam headscarfs?
• Are full disguisements rejected? If so:
• Who rejects full disguisings?
• Are Islam headscarfs fair?
• Are full obfuscations fair?
Are Islam Headscarfs Just?
Are full-fogging just?
Are Islamic headscarves sometimes strange?
Are full-fancings sometimes strange?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes something strange?
Are full-concealments sometimes somewhat odd?
Are wear checkers of Islam headscarfs sometimes somewhat odd?
Are wear checkers of full-veils sometimes something very weird?
Are Islam headscarf still contemporary? Or:
Are Islam headscarfs timeless for all eternity?
Are full-concealments still contemporary? Or:
Are full-concealments timeless for all eternity?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf still contemporary? Or:
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf timeless for all eternity?
Are full-veiled still very contemporary? Or:
Are fully-veiled completely timeless for all eternity?
Are reviewers of Islam headscarfs still contemporary with their ideas? Or:
Are reviewers of Islam headscarfs with their performances timeless for all eternity?
Are auditors of full-concealments still contemporary with their ideas? Or:
Are reviewers of full-concealment with their ideas timeless to all eternity?
Should Islamic Headscarfs snub those who do not want the Allah Protection Hoods?
Should full-disguised ones snub those who DO NOT want the Allah Protection Covers?
Do the Islamic headscarfs want those who do not want Allah protection hoods?
Wanna fully-veiled those who do not want the Allah protection wraps?
Do abolitionists of Islam headscarfs want to sneak those who do not want Allah protection hoods?
Do abolitionists of full-veils want to snub those who DO NOT want Allah Protection Guards?
Are there house doors with a bell for visiting women and men, whereby the house woman has to raise the Islam headscarf only when the men's bell is pressed?
Do Islamic headscarves have tradition?
Do full-veil traditions?
Do Islam headscarfs have high economic activity?
Have full-veils high-boom?
Have carriers of the Islam headscarf something to hide?
Do the Islamic headscarf have a bald head, for example?
Do full-veiled more hide something?
Have full-veiled for example small breasts?
Are Islamic headscarves also worn, because the hint is the attraction for men?
Are full veils also borne because the slight suggestion is the attraction for men?
Serving full-blurs to make men curious?
Are Islamic headscarves sometimes worn voluntarily because wearers without this head-cloth hood do not feel taken seriously?
Are there statistics on the Islam headscarfs?
Are there statistics on Islam headscarfs regarding the reasons?
Are the diverse reasons for Islam headscarfs a gray zone?
Are Islamic headscarves worn because of the feminine charms?
Are Islamic headscarves worn to enhance the feminine charms?
Are full veils worn because of the female stimuli?
Are there Islamic headscarf duty in some countries?
Is there a state-imposed full-disguising duty in some countries?
Why do men go without disguise and the women in disguise, the women's disguise consisting, for example, of Islam headscarfs and / or full disguising?
Is it ridiculous when men wear mostly modern western clothes and the accompanying wearers of the Islam headscarf run around, as if Carnival or carnival all year round?
Are Islam headscarves always worn because of the men? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do Islam headscarves have a special status for Allah?
Do full-veils have a special status for Allah?
Is diversity around Islam headscarfs amazingly large?
Is the variety around full-fogging amazing?
• Is there only one hundred percent YES or one hundred percent NO in answering questions on the Islam headscarfs? If so:
  • Why is there no perception and no probabilities in answering questions on the Islam headscarfs?
• Is there only one hundred percent YES or one hundred percent NO in answering questions about full disguising? If so:
  • Why is there no perplexity and no probabilities in answering questions about full disguising?
  • Do the heads of the Islam headscarf never get strangers?
  • Are never completely disguised?
• Are Islam headscarves a good protection against foreigners?
• Are full-fogging a particularly good protection against foreigners?
• Can a man with a wearer of the Islam headscarf be a couple without being married?
• MAY be a man with a wearer of the Islam headscarf, be a couple without being married?
• CAN a man be with a full-veiled, a couple without being married?
• MAY be a man with a full-veiled, a couple without being married?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf wear such a Allah protection hood so that they never get strangers?
• Do full-disguised wear such a Allah protection cover, so that they surely never get stuck?
• Do the Islamic headscarfs want to wear such a Allah protection hood so that they never get stuck?
• Do those who are fully veiled wear such a Allah protection cover, so that they will surely never be alien?
• Are Islam headscarves almost perfect?
• Are full-veilings perfectly perfect?
• Can carriers of an overly wounded Islam headscarf get a roof damage because of lack of circulation in the head?
• Can fully-veiled be broken because of overheating?
• Does the Islamic Headscarf Clothing Policy constitute a liberty restriction for female people?
• Does the Clothing PROVISION in the form of full-veils constitute a great freedom restriction for female people?
• Do men, therefore, run next to their bearer of the Islamic headscarf because they are embarrassed?
  • So, do men run ahead of their wearer of the Islam headscarf, because they had to ward off the dangers of the way, such as snakes, in front of their wife in wild regions?
• Do men therefore BEHIND their full-veiled, because they want to see if their wife is awakened, then verbally or verbally?
• Is there a ban on divorce for Islamic headscarfs?
• Is an absolute divorce ban for full-veiled?
• Are full-veiled stoned when they want to divorce?
• When do the heads of the Islamic headscarf arrive in the new era, which does not need the head-cloth hood?
• When are full-veiled arrivals in the New-Time, without Allah protection wraps?
• Are there any compromises on Islam headscarfs? Or:
  • Is there no compromise in the matter of Islam headscarfs?
• Are there any compromises in terms of full obscurity? Or:
  • Are there no compromises when it comes to full-fogging?
• Are the Islamic headscarf, combined with a long gray-gray Colombo coat, ridiculous?
• Are Islam Headscarfs Cosmopolitan?
• Are full-concealments totally foreign to the world?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf at home in the past?
• Are Full-Veiled in the Stone Age at Home?
• Are Islam headscarves nostalgia?
• Are full-veil pre-nostalgia?
• Are Islam Headscarfs Advanced? Or:
• Are Islam headscarfs backward?
• Are full-fogging advanced? Or:
• Are full-fogging backward?
• Are Allah Protection Covers Progressive? Or:
• Are Allah Protection Covers Backward?
• Is a change in Islam headscarfs a tedious process?
• Is a change of full veil a tedious process?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf almost a commodity?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes treated as a commodity?
• Are full-veiled quasi a commodity?
• Are fully-veiled treated like a commodity?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf often circumcised?
• Why are there no quizz questions about Islam headscarfs?
• Why are there no quizz questions about full disguising?
• Are Islamic headscarfs witty? Or:
• Are Islam Headscarfs Mindless?
• Are full-fancies witty? Or:
• Are full-fancies mindless?
• Can carriers of the Islam headscarf be a fury when asked about the reason for this head-cloth hood?
• Could Islamic headscarves be called tuff because of their appearance?
• Do Islam headscarfs have a customer base?
• Do full-veils have a customer base?
• Are Islam headscarves carefully made?
• Are Islamic headscarves carefully laid out so that they never accidentally release a hair to view?
• Are full-concealments carefully laid out so that they never accidentally release a piece of skin to the view?
• Do women or schoolgirls have to be burned in a burning building if they do not have the opportunity to run with Islam headscarfs on the street?
• Do women have to be burned in a burning building if they do not have the opportunity to run into the street with full disguised?
• May be bearers of the Islamic headscarf, who have the duty always to wear a protective hood of Allah in the public, not even at night and at night with this Allah protection hood from a burning house, but must remain in the burning house And burn?
• Are women allowed to go out on the street without the headscarf in the dark, because nothing of the usually black hair can be seen?
• Can wearers of the Islam headscarf walk on their head-cloth hoods?
• Can fully-veiled be walking very much on their Allah Protection wraps?
• Can men walk around Islam headscarfs?
• Can men walk around full-veiled?
• Are there abused Islam headscarfs? Or:
• Does Allah ensure that there are no abused Islam headscarfs?
• Are there abused full-blurs? Or:
• Does Allah ensure that there is no full disguising?
• Are women, when they have taken the Islam headscarf at home, away from Allah?
• Has Allah moved far away when a woman has taken off her Islamic headscarf at home?
• What have Islam headscarfs on women's heads and makeup on women's face skin common? Answer Proposal: Both is because of the men!
• Are full-fancings therefore usually black, because their bearers are of professional chimney-stone-feger? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are full-obscurations usually black, because this is the color of the pleasure pigs?
• Are full-fancings therefore usually black, so that their bearers can go out into the street even in the dark without being seen?
• Are full-obscurations therefore mostly black, so that they are NOT seen by Allah and he does not see the misery thereby?
• Are full-obscurations mostly black because the universe is black?
• Are full-obfuscations mostly black because the dark convex objects (DCOs) are black?
• Are full-blurs therefore mostly black because black is the color of joy?
• Are full-fogging therefore mostly black because white ghosts are no longer modern?
• Are full-blurs therefore mostly black because black is so well raised by the white Sahara sand?
• Are full-fogging therefore mostly black so that their bearers, who have run out in the white desert, are easier to find?
• Are full-veilings therefore usually black, so that their bearers are quite easily distinguishable from the brightly dressed men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are full-fogging therefore mostly black so that the contrast between completely attracted and completely stripped (for men) is as large as possible?
• Are Islam headscarfs ruthless against women?
• Are full-veils ruthless against women?
• Do Islam headscarfs have a sense of reality?
• Do full-veils have real sense?
• Are Islam headscarfs an abstruse thought-building in terms of their effectiveness?
• Are full-veils an abstruse thought-structure with regard to their effectiveness?
• Make as many overlapping Islam headscarfs as possible?
• Make as many overlapping full veils as possible?
• Do Islam Headscarfs Weak?
• Are Islam headscarves sometimes worn out?
• Are Islam headscarfs perfect?
• Wear full-fogging?
  • Are full-fogging sometimes worn out?
  • Are full-concealments perfectly perfect?
  • Are Islam headscarves always recognizable?
  • Are full-fogging always recognizable?
• Are Islam headscarves sometimes confusing?
• Are full-fuzzes sometimes confusing?
  • Are Islamic headscarves sometimes overwhelmed, and then are they overpowered?
  • Are full-obfuscations sometimes overwhelmed, and then are they overpowered?
• Are Islamic headscarves sometimes chaotic?
• Are Islam headscarves sometimes complicated?
• Are Islamic headscarves sometimes sadistic?
• Are Islamic headscarves sometimes unapproachable?
• Are Islamic headscarves sometimes unclear?
• Are full-fancings sometimes chaotic?
• Are full-concealments sometimes complicated?
• Are full-fancings sometimes sadistic?
• Are full-concealments sometimes unapproachable?
• Are full-fogging sometimes confusing?
• Are Islam headscarfs sovereign?
• Are full disguisings sovereign?
• Do Islam headscarfs have a mass component?
• Are full-fogging a mass component?
• Are Islam headscarves responsible for some?
• Are full disguisings responsible for some?
• Are Islam headscarves sometimes irresponsible?
• Are full-fancings sometimes irresponsible?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf responsible for their actions and actions? Or:
  • Do carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes be irresponsible?
  • Accept Full-disguised responsibility for their actions and actions? Or:
  • Do full-veiled sometimes sometimes irresponsible?
  • Are male operators of Islam headscarfs responsible for their actions and actions? Or:
  • Are male operators of Islam headscarfs sometimes irresponsible?
  • Do they accept responsibility for their actions and actions? Or:
  • Do wholesales have sometimes been irresponsible?
• Can Islam headscarf convert?
• Can convert full-veils?
• Are Islam headscarfs exaggerated in their importance?
• Are full-veils exaggerated in their meaning?
• Are all Islam headclothes great?
• Are all full-veils great?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf always ready to take off those head-cloth hoods?
• Are full-veiled ever ready to replace these all-body wraps with modern Western clothing?
• Are Islam headscarves a laugh number? Or:
• Are Islam headscarves to be taken seriously?
• Are full-obfuscations a laugh number? Or:
• Are full-concealments to be taken seriously?
• Who is on the Islam headscarf TRIP?
• Is who on the full-veil TRIP?
• Is there a debate about Islam headscarfs?
• Should there be a debate about Islam headscarfs?
• May be discussed in religious totalitarian countries about Islam headscarfs? Or:
• May not be discussed in religious totalitarian states about Islam headscarfs?
• Is there a debate about full disguising?
• Should there be a debate about full disguising?
• May be discussed in religious totalitarian countries about full disguising? Or
• May not be discussed in religious totalitarian states over full disguising?
• Does Allah know what Islam headscarves are?
• Does Allah know what is full-veil?
• Does Allah know what Islam headscarves are good for?
• White Allah, what are full-veils good for?
• Does the devil know what Islam headscarves are?
• Does the devil know what full-veils are?
• Does the devil know what Islam headscarves are good for?
• Do Islamic headscarfs consist of existing parts?
• Are full-fogging from inventory parts?
• Are bearers of the Islam headscarf authorities?
• Are Full-Veiled Super-Authorities?
• Do Islam headscarves have a simple ego?
• Do full veilings have a special ego?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf glued?
• Are full-veiled powerful glued?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf capped?
• Are full-veiled powerful capped?
• What do Islam headscarfs suggest?
• What do full-veils suggest?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf ascetic?
• Are full-veiled prominent ascetics?
• Clog carriers of the Islam headscarf ran?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf puking?
• Klotzen Full-veiled covering correctly?
• Are full-veiled to perpetual puke?
• Whistles Islam headscarf to the needs of the bearers?
• Whistle-blown to the needs of the bearers?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf to the nerve bundle because of this head-cloth hood?
• Are full-veiled to the nerve bundle because of this Allah Protection Covering?
• Do Islamic headscarfs work rigorously?
• Are full-fogging particularly rigorous?
• Are Islam headscarfs something general? Or:
• Are Islam headscarfs special?
• Are full-veils something general? Or:
• Are full-veils something special?
• Can some Muslim headscarf impose something?
• Can somebody blame anything?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have a big head?
• Do fully-veiled have a pronounced dick-head?
• Do the perpetrators of Islam headscarfs have a big head?
• Have cause of full-fogging a pronounced dick head?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf stubborn and unyielding?
• Are full-veiled particularly stubborn and unyielding?
• Are Presidents of Islam Headscarfs stubborn and unyielding?
• Are Preservers of Full Disguises particularly stubborn and unyielding?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf scarcely vices?
• Have not full-veiled vices at all?
• Have behind-men of Islam headscarfs hardly vices?
• Do not-behind-men of full-veils ever have any vices?
• Slanderers of the Islamic headscarf over other thinkers?
• Blasphemous Full-veiled extensively about other thinkers?
• Blasphemers of Islam headscarfs about other thinkers?
• Blasphemies responsible of full-disguising vastly about other thinkers?
• Is it useful to blasphemy about Islam headscarfs?
• Is it very useful to blaspheme about full-bluffing?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf little adaptable to modernity?
• Are full-veiled not at all adaptable to modernity?
• Are advocates of Islam headscarfs less adaptable to modernity?
• Are advocates of full disguising not at all adaptable to modernity?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf mostly great?
• Are fully-veiled most of all great?
• Are supporters of Islam headscarf predominantly great?
• Are supporters of full disguised favors most of all great?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf mostly attractive? Or:
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf predominantly charmless?
• Are full-veiled predominantly attractive? Or:
• Are full-veiled predominantly irritable?
• Should wearers of the Islamic headscarf appear to be untraditional?
• Should fully-disguised be particularly irritable?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf for almost everyone a taboo?
• Are Full-Veiled For Really All A Taboo?
• Are those a taboo that take care that Islam headscarfs are worn properly?
• Are those a taboo that take care that full-veils are worn legally?
• Are bearers of the Islam headscarf small riders of principle?
• Are full-veiled great principles riders?
• Are representatives of Islam headscarfs principle riders?
• Are representatives of full-veils great principles riders?
• Are Islam headscarfs a distinctive sign for the non-integration into Western cultural circles?
• Are full-fogging a particularly striking recognition sign for the non-integration into Western cultural circles?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf chic?
• Are full-veiled particularly chic?
• Do carriers of the Islam headscarf have a tactic?
• Have Full-Veiled a Tick-Tack?
• Are those chic who demand that Islam headscarves be worn?
• Are those particularly chic who demand that the full-veils be worn?
• Do those have a tactic that is worth bearing on that Islam headscarves are worn?
• Do those have a tick-tack, which is worth insisting that full-veils are worn?
• What if there were no more Islam headscarfs?
• What would happen if there were no more veil?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf mostly afraid of Allah?
• Are full-veiled constantly afraid of Allah?
• Are those mostly afraid of Allah who demand that Islam headscarves be worn?
• Are those constantly scary before Allah, who demand that full-veils be worn?
• Does anyone have to fear the wearer of the Islamic headscarf?
• Does anyone have to fear the full-veiled?
• Does anyone need to be afraid of those who insist that Islam headscarves are worn?
• Does anyone have to be very afraid of those who insist that full disguised be worn?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf by no means perverse and labor-shy?
• Are full-veiled never perverse and labor-shy?
• Are not those perverse and labor-shy who want Islam headscarves to be worn?
• Are those never perverse and labor-shy who want full veils to be worn?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf in any case decadent?
• Are not all fully veiled decadent?
• Are they by no means decadent who demand that Islam headscarves be worn?
• Are they by no means decadent who demand that full disguised be worn?
• Are Islam headscarfs an invention of the devil?
• Are full-fancings an invention of the devil?
• Are Islam headscarfs on? Or:
• Are Islamic headscarves rather unobtrusive?
• Are full-disguised? Or:
• Are full-concealments rather unobtrusive?
• Are those striking, who are concerned about the fact that Islam headscarves are worn? Or:
• Are those rather inconspicuous who care about the fact that Islam headscarves are worn?
• Are hunters of full veil striking? Or:
• Are hunters of full-concealments rather unobtrusive?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf happy because they are allowed to wear this head-cloth hood?
• Are full-veiled people very happy because they are allowed to wear the whole body veil?
• Are guardians of Islam headscarfs happy because women in their culture circle usually do everything they should?
• Are bearers of the Islam headscarf never barbaric?
• Are full-veiled never barbaric?
• Are those never barbaric, for which it is a matter of heart, that Islam headscarves are worn?
• Are those never barbaric, for which it is a matter of heart, that full veils are worn?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf looking backwards?
• Are fully veiled backwards?
• Are the followers of Islam headscarf looking backwards?
• Are watchers of full-fogging very backward?
• Are Islam headscarfs a charm word?
• Are Muslim head-cloth hoods a stimulus word?
• Are full-veils a great stimulus word?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf fanatical?
• Are full-veiled fanatical?
• Are those fanatical who wish that Islam headscarves be worn?
• Are those fanatical who wish full-veils to be worn?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf hypocritical?
• Are full-veiled hypocritical?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf too lazy to get dressed?
• Are full-veiled lazy to wear each other differently each day?
• Are Islam headscarf stupid?
• Are Islam headscarfs boring?
• Are full-fogging particularly stupid?
• Are full-concealments extremely overt?
• Are Islam headscarfs more pretentious with regard to their effect? Or:
• Are Islam headscarfs rather cautious in their effects?
• Are full-concealments of their effect more pretentious? Or:
• Are full-fogging with regard to their effect more cautious?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf more pretentious? Or:
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf more reserved?
• Are full-veiled rather pretentious? Or:
• Are full-veiled more reserved?
• Are commanders about Islam headscarf rather pretentious? Or:
• Are leaders of Islam headscarfs more reserved?
• Are commanders about full-veiling rather pretentious? Or:
• Are commanders about full-concealments rather cautious?
• Do not the wearers of the Islamic headscarf take so exactly? Or:
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf strict?
• Do not those who are so close to Islam headscarfs take it? Or:
• Are those meticulous who are responsible for Islam headscarfs?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf pitiful?
• Are full-veiled people particularly pitiful?
• Are defenders of Islam headscarfs pitiful?
• Are defenders of full disguising particularly pitiful?
• Can anyone beat Islam headscarfs?
• Can someone slap full-veils a snap?
• Can anyone dry up Islam headscarfs?
• Can someone dry up full-fog?
• Can anyone whip Islam headscarfs?
• Can someone whip up full-fogging?
• Should people safely forget Islam headscarfs?
• Should people completely forget the veil?
• Can people forget Islam headscarfs because they do not really need a woman? Or:
• Should people keep Islamic headscarf constantly, even though this woman does not really need?
• Can people completely forget the veil because no woman really needs it? Or:
• Should people keep full-fledged memories, even though they do not really need a woman?
• Are Islam headscarfs generally puzzling? Or:
• Are Islamic headscarf puzzling only in a wide range of areas?
• Are Islam headscarves not at all puzzling?
• Are full-fogging generally puzzling? Or:
• Are full-fogging only enigmatic? Or:
• Are full-veilings not at all puzzling?
• Are Islam headscarves constantly present? Or:
• Do Islam headscarfs only occasionally (temporarily)?
• Are full-fogging constantly present? Or:
• Are there any blurring of occasional occasional occurences?
• Are bearers of Islam headscarfs constantly present? Or:
• Hitting wearers of Islam headscarfs only occasionally (temporarily)?
• Are those permanently present who are behind that full-veils are worn? Or:
• Are those only occasionally (temporarily) too, which are afterwards, that full-veils are worn?
• Do Islamic headscarves have a resonance?
• Have full-fogging a resonance?
• Provocative Islam headscarf reactions?
• Provoke full-fogging reactions?
• Do Islam headscarfs deviate the street image?
• Do full-blurs disgorge the road image blatantly?
• Do Islam headscarf disfigure the street image?
• Disfigure full-veil the street image blatantly?
• Are marriage-men afraid that their marriage-wife will be lost when the marriage-woman takes off her Islam headscarf in public?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf a guarantee for monogamy?
• Are full-veiled a real guarantee for monogamy?
• Would Islam headscarves also be worn at home and in bed if they were founded with faith and thus Allah, because Allah is said to be involved everywhere?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf have the feeling of sin when they take the head-cloth hood off in public?
• Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf have the feeling of sin when they take off this al-Allah protection hood in public, because this is suggested to them as sin?
• Disguise Islam headscarf the look?
• Disguising Full-fogging the appearance quite significantly?
• How many percent of the UNWIRED women in the super religion can freely decide whether they wear or wear an Islam headscarf?
• How many percent of UNWIRED women in super religion can freely decide whether they wear or not wear a full veil?
• How many percent of MARRIED women in the super religion can freely decide whether or not to wear an Islam headscarf?
• How many percent of MARRIED women in super religion can freely decide whether they wear or not wear a full veil?
• Is the subject of Islam headscarfs relatively complex, because so many questions can be formulated?
• Is the topic of full-concealment relatively complex because there are so many questions to be formulated?
• Have carriers of the Islam headscarf ANGST, as soon as they take this Allah protection hood in public? If so:
• What are the incarnation of the Islamic headscarf, as soon as they take this Allah protection hood off in public?
• Have carriers of the Islam headscarf ANGST before alien men, as soon as they take this Allah protection hood in public?
• Do the wearers of the Islamic headscarf feel THROUGH as soon as they take this Allah Protection Hood off in public? If so:
• What do the bearers of the Islamic headscarf feel THROUGH as soon as they remove this protective shield from Allah in public?
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf feel jeopardized as soon as they take off this Allah Protection Dome in public? If so:
• What do the wearers of the Islam headscarf feel at risk as soon as they take this Allah Protection Hood off in public?
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf feel UNBACKED, as soon as they remove this protective shield from Allah in public? If so:
• Why do the heads of the Islamic headscarf feel UNIQUELIFIED as soon as they remove this Allah protection hood in public?
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf feel UNEXPECTED as soon as they remove this protective shield from Allah in public? If so:
  • Why do bearers of the Islamic headscarf feel UNGESTIMED as soon as they take this Allah protection hood off in public?
  • Do the bearers of the Islamic headscarf feel UNSICHER as soon as they take this Allah Protection Hood off in public? If so:
  • Why do bearers of the Islamic headscarf feel UNSICHER, as soon as they take this Allah protection hood off in public?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf CONTINUED as soon as they take off this Allah Protection Hood in public? If so:
  • Why are carriers of the Islam headscarf CONTINUOUSED as soon as they remove this protective shield from Allah in public?
  • Are carriers of the Islam headscarf PRESCRIBED as soon as they take off this Allah Protection Hood in public, because Allah could punish the removal of the head-cloth hood?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf FOLLOW as soon as they take this Allah Protection Hood off in public? If so:
  • Why do bearers of the Islamic headscarf feel as soon as they take this Allah protection hood off in public?
  • Should the Islamic headscarf be anti-integrated or non-integrated?
  • Should fully-veiled be very anti-integrated or very unintegrated?
  • Would the Islamic headscarf be anti-integrated or non-integrated?
  • Do fully-disguised look very anti-integrated or very unintegrated?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf free of sins?
  • Are full-veiled really completely sinless?
  • Are Islam Headscarfs Awesome Cloths?
  • Are full-veils pronounced awesome cloths?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf better than Allah better men?
• Are full-veiled before Allah the best people?
  • Who invented Islam headscarfs?
  • Who invented full veil?
  • Are carriers of the Islam headscarf inventive?
  • Are fully veiled?
  • Are those who defend the Islamic Headscarfs?
  • Are those who defend full disguised ones?
  • Are carriers of the Islam headscarf successful?
  • Are fully veiled successful?
  • Are those who represent Islam headscarfs successful?
  • Are those successful who represent full disguised ones?
  • Acting or are the bearers of the Islam headscarf responsible?
  • Acting or are fully veiled responsible?
  • Are acts or are guardians of Islam headscarf responsible?
  • Are acting or guardians of full-concealment responsible?
  • Is wearing Islamic headscarves responsible?
  • Is wearing full-fogging responsible?
• Are the Islamic Headscafrs responsible or responsible?
  • Acting or are full-veiled responsible?
  • Are acting or are they responsible for Islam headscarfs?
  • Acting or are responders of full disguised responses?
  • Should the wearing of Islam headscarves be prohibited?
  • Should the wearing of full-fogging be prohibited?
  • Should the wearing of Allah protection wraps and whole-body wraps be banned?
  • Should woolen be prohibited by Islam headscarfs?
  • Should Woller be prohibited from full-concealment?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes stressed? Or:
  • Are carriers of the Islam headscarf always relaxed?
• Are full-veiled sometimes stressed? Or:
  • Are fully-veiled always very relaxed?
• Are wearers of Islam headwear sometimes stressed? Or:
  • Are wearers of Islam headscarfs always relaxed?
• Are wearers of full-veils sometimes very stressed? Or:
  • Are wearers of full veils always very relaxed?
• Are there only women who carry an Islamic headscarf in public, from birth to death, into the heavenly realm (paradise)?
• Are only women who carry a single-layered full-veil in the public from birth to death, to the heavenly realm (paradise)?
• Are there only women who carry a double-layered full-veil in the public from birth to death, to the heavenly realm (paradise)?
• Do women wear Islamic headscarfs to make them into the heavenly kingdom?
• Do women wear head-cloth hoods to bring them into the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Do women wear full veils so that they can enter the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Do women wear whole-body wraps so they can enter the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Are Islam headscarfs in Europe's (still) majority society desirable?
• Are Allah Protection Hoods in Europe (still) Majority Society desirable?
• Are full disguisings particularly welcome in Europe’s (still) majority society?
• Are Allah's Protection Covers especially welcome in Europe’s (still) majority society?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf PROUD that they are the European street image disguised?
• Are the Full-Veiled PROUD PROMISE THAT they are extremely viciously demolishing the European road image?
• Are those who encourage women to wear Islamic headscarves, PROUD THAT the European street image is being scammed?
• Are those who persuade women to wear full veil, are PROUD PROMISES that the European road image is being massively degraded?
• Knowledge bearers of the Islam headscarf, that they disguised the European street image?
• Wissfully veiled that they are extremely vague in the European road image?
• Are Islam headscarfs a discrimination?
• Are full disguised persons discrimination?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes hypocrites?
• Are full-veiled sometimes hypocrites?
• Are there religions whose accompanying men are so aggressive that carriers of the Islamic headscarf have to protect themselves with such a Allah protection hood? Answer Proposal: It seems so!
• Are there religions whose accompanying men are so super-aggressive that even fully-disguised ones must protect themselves with Allah protection cover? Answer Proposal: It seems so!
• Do Islam headscarves sometimes also stand out from the majority society?
• Serve full-concealment sometimes also to stand out even more of the majority society?
• Do men regard their wife as a sanctuary when they demand of her wearing an Islamic headscarf in public?
• Do men consider their wife as a super sanctuary when they demand of her wearing a full veil in the public?
• Do not the Islamic Headscarf never commit sacrilege?
• Do full-veiled never guarantee impunity?
• Do you want to protect Islamic headscarves?
• Could Islamic headscarves also be referred to as PROTECTION TOWELS?
• Do Islam headscarfs have a symbolic protection function?
• Do Islam headscarfs protect symbolically against aggressive men because of religion?
• Do Islam headscarfs serve symbolically to protect men who are fanatized by religion?
• Do Islam headscarfs serve symbolically to protect men from non-religion?
• Could Islamic headscarves also be referred to as ABSORPTION TOWELS?
• Do Islam headscarfs have an actual quench function?
• Do Islam headscarfs serve to scare people, especially men of other religions?
• Do BLACK Islam headscarfs serve to deter people of other religions, especially because Black is the color of death?
• Should the color BLACK for Islam headscarfs indicate that someone who is trying to get in contact with such a woman is death?
• Do you want to protect full-fogging?
• Do you want to protect more fully concealments even better than Islam headscarfs?
• Could full-fogging be referred to as PROTECTION COATINGS?
• Do full-fogging have a particularly effective protective function?
• Serving disguised acts to protect particularly AGGRESSIVEN men, particularly for reasons of religion?
• Serving disguised acts to protect particularly FANATIZED men in a particularly effective way?
• Serving full-bluffing to protect especially men's FREMDER religions?
• Could full-disguising be also called "disgrace"?
• Do full-fogging have an actual quench function?
• Servile disguised to deter people and especially men of other religions?
Do BLACK full-veils serve to ultimately deter people of other religions intensely, because black is the color of death?
Is the color BLACK for full disguising to point out that someone who is trying to get in touch with such a woman is the soonest or even the immediate death?
Do you want to exclude Islam headscarfs?
Could Islamic headscarfs also be called EXCLUSION TOWELS?
Should also exclude full-concealments?
Could full-fogging be referred to as EXCLUSION-RELATIONS?
Do many Islamic headscarves still know how ridiculous they are in the eyes of many people of other religions?
Are they the bearers of the Islam headscarf completely irrelevant if they look ridiculous in the eyes of many people of other religions?
Do many full-veiled still not know how super ridiculous they are in the eyes of many people of other religions?
Is it completely immortal if they look super ridiculous in the eyes of many people of other religions?
Are Islam Headscarfs Needed? If so:
What do Islam headscarfs need?
Are full-fogging needed? If so:
What are full obfuscations needed for?
Are those who are responsible for Islam headscarfs needed? If so:
What are those who are responsible for Islamic headscarfs?
Are those who are responsible for full disguising? If so:
What are those who are responsible for full disguising?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf partly unhappy because they have to wear the cloth and some are proud of the fact that they show the cloth in public?
Are head-cloth hoods worn for a religion?
Are Islam headscarves worn for faith?
Are Islam headscarves worn for Allah?
Are Islam headscarves worn for the cat?
Are Islam headscarves worn for men?
Are Islamic headscarves worn against the desert sand?
Are Islam headscarfs based on the belief of a religion?
Are Islam headscarfs based on Allah?
Are Islam headscarfs based on strange men?
Are Islam headscarfs based on desert sand?
Are Islam headscarf based on the belief of a religion?
Are Islam headscarfs based on Allah?
Do Islam headscarfs on foreign men?
Do Islam headscarfs on desert sand?
Are full veils worn for the faith of a religion?
Are full veils worn for Allah?
Are full-veils worn for the cat?
Are full-veils worn for men?
Are full veils worn against the desert sand?
Are full-concealments based on the belief of a religion?
Are full-disguisings based on Allah?
Are full-concealments based on strange men?
Are full-veils based on desert sand?
Basics Full disguising on the faith of a religion?
Basics Full-Veils on Allah?
Basics Full-disguised on strange men?
Based Full Disgrace on Desert Sand?
Are Islam headscarves a defense measure?
Are full obfuscations an improved defense measure?
Can carriers of the Islamic headscarf moan?
Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf gagged?
Can full-veiled moan?
Are fully veiled?
Are Islam headscarf absurd?
Are full-veilings particularly absurd?
Are Islam headscarves dubious?
• Are full-fogging particularly dubious?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes sniffed (in a transcendent sense)?
• Are full-veiled sometimes snubbed (in a transcendent sense)?
• Are up-keepers of Islam headscarfs sometimes snot (in a transcendent sense)?
• Are upright-holders of full-veilations sometimes very nibbled (in a transcendent sense)?
• Are Islamic headscarves needed because the religion is so aggressive and aggressive?
• Are full-disguising necessary because the religion is so aggressive and aggressive?
• Is there a link between religious aggressiveness and disguise degree?
• Does the more aggressive the religion, the greater the degree of concealment?
• Is there an individual design freedom for Islam headscarfs?
• Is there an individual design space for full disguising?
• Do men have to wear Islamic headscarves because they have shorter hair?
• Should women not wear Islamic headscarves if they had as short hair as men?
• Do not men need to wear Islamic headscarves because their short hair is not as sensitive to the shingles as the women’s long hair?
• Do men therefore not wear an Islamic headscarf because their short hair is easier to remove from the sand and dust, even without washing, like the women’s longest hair?
• Should women wear Islamic headscarves, too, so that they do not have to wash their long hair so often to free them from sand and dust?
• Should women wear Islamic headscarves because they cannot wash their long hair in water-poor regions as often as would be necessary because of the sand and dusty air?
• Should women also wear Islamic headscarves because their usually long hair would suffer too much if they were washed very often because of the sand and dusty air?
• Bequest carriers of the Islam headscarf also missions?
• Do full-disguised also misunderstandings?
• Do those who do not wear the headscarfs do the same?
• Do those also misdread acts that cause the wearing of full disguising?
• Could the bearers of the Islamic headscarf also be called head-wells?
• Could the bearers of the Islam headscarf also be called the headscarf TUSSIS?
• Could the bearers of the Islam headscarf also be described as part-mummified?
• Could fully-disguised be referred to as fully-mummified?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf also called headscarf aunts?
• Are full-veiled also called fright-ghosts?
• Are those who are interested in wearing Islamic headscarves be referred to as headscarf unclees?
• Could the bearers of the Islamic headscarf also be called TUFF aunts?
• Could those who are interested in wearing Islamic headscarves be referred to as TUFF uncle?
• Is a religion SUBJECTIVE, if their women are under oppressed Islam headscarfs?
• Is a religion SUBJECTIVE, if their women are PRINTED in full disguising?
• Are full veils sometimes also worn to annoy others?
• Is there a break-tear with the wearer of the Islamic headscarf?
• Is there a break-up in those who are confronted with Islam headscarfs?
• Are religious feelings violated when the need for Islam headscarfs is questioned? If so:
• What religious feelings are hurt when the need for Islam headscarfs is questioned?
• Are religious feelings violated when the need for full disguising is questioned? If so:
• What religious feelings are violated when the need for full disguising is questioned?
• Were there and Islamic headscarfs there to annoy their wearers? Or:
• Were there Islamic headscarfs to annoy men?
• Were there full disguisements to annoy their wearers? Or:
• Are there full disguisances to annoy men?
• Are Islam headscarves worth anything honorable?
• Are full-concealments worth anything honorable?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf something honorable?
• Are full-veiled something honorable?
• Are those honorable ones who are interested in wearing Islamic headscarves?
• Are those something honorable who have an interest in being fully veiled?
• Are Islam headscarves a holy cow?
• Are full-veils a particularly sacred cow?
• Are the heads of the Islamic headscarf holy cows?
• Are Full-Veiled Sacred Cows?
• Are those who have a particular interest in wearing Islamic headscarfs, sacred cows, or sacred bulls?
• Are those who have a special interest in full veil, holy cows or sacred bulls?
• Are Islam headscarfs egocentric?
• Are full veiling particularly egocentric?
• Are Allah Protection Covers and Whole Body Disguises particularly egocentric?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf egocentric?
• Are full-veiled egocentric?
• Are those egocentric who have a high interest in wearing Islamic headscarves?
• Are those egocentric who have a high interest in being fully disguised?
• Are there fetishists of Islam headscarfs?
• Are there fetishists of head-cloth hoods?
• Are there fetishists of full disguising?
• Are there fetishists of whole body wraps?
• Is the world only okay if Islam headscarves are worn?
• Is the world only right when full veils are worn?
• Would Allah be happy and satisfied only if all the women of this world were wearing Islamic headscarves?
• If Allah were only happy and satisfied when all the women of this world would wear full veil?
• Are Islam headscarfs the absolute truth?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf embody absolute truth?
• Have fetishists of Islam headscarfs leased the absolute truth for themselves?
• Are full veiling the absolute truth?
• Are fully-veiled the absolute truth?
• Have fetishists of full disguisedness renounced the absolute truth for themselves?
• Can Islam headscarfs disappear?
• Can Islam headscarfs perish?
• Can Islamic headscarves get out of the dust?
• Can full-disguising be disguised?
• Can full-veilings evaporate?
• Is it possible to make full-fogging out of the dust?
• Can carriers of the Islamic headscarf disappear?
• Can wearers of the Islam head scarf dwindle?
• Can carriers of the Islamic headscarf out of the dust?
• Can fully-veiled disguised?
• Could full-veiled disappeared?
• Can fully-veiled be able to get out of the dust?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf religious fanatics?
• Are full-veiled religious fanatics?
• Is there Islam headscarf NESTER?
• Is Berlin Neukölln an Islam headscarf-NEST?
• Was and Islam headscarfs a special feature?
• Were and are full-fogging a great specialty?
• Were and are carriers of the Islam headscarf a special feature?
• Were and are full-veiled a great specialty?
• Have you ever been to Islam?
• Were and are impostors of full-veil a great specialty?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf quickly offended?
• Are fully-veiled particularly offended?
• Are heads of Islam headscarfs quickly offended?
• Are uppers of full veils particularly offended?
• Were and Islamic headscarf significant?
• Were and are full-fogging very important?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf important?
• Are full-veiled very important?
• Are inspectors of Islam headscarfs significant?
• Are checkers of full disguising very significant?
• Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf tell the believers the cold shoulder?
• Are fully-veiled other believers the ice-cold shoulder?
• Do wear checkers of Islam headscarfs give others the cold shoulder?
• Do wear checkers of full-veils show others the icy shoulder?
Q: Are Islam headscarf important?
Were goods and full-fogging particularly important?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf important?
Are full-veiled particularly important?
Are monitors of Islam headscarfs important?
Are monitors of full-fogging particularly important?
Is the veiling trend already in the genes of some people?
Are the many obscuration questions ultimately superfluous, because it is already sun-clear that the different coverings are made exclusively by the men?
Do Islamic headscarfs compete? If so:
   Is the competition for Islamic headscarfs combined with, for example, trousers in Islam headscarfs combined with foot-knuckled garments?
   Do Islamic headscarfs with foot-knuckled garments compete?
   Is the competition for Islamic headscarfs with foot-knuckled garments in full veil?
Have full-fogging competition?
   Is there competition for full-fogging in two-layer full-fogging?
   Is there an increase to Islam headscarfs, where a few hairs are allowed to look out front? If so:
   Is there an increase in Islam headscarfs, where a few hair can be seen in the front, in Islam headscarfs, where not a single hair can look out?
   Is there an increase to Islam headscarfs, where not a single hair can look out? If so:
   Is the increase to Islam headscarfs, where not a single hair can look out, in fast-full-veilings, in which however still the face may look out and the hands?
   Is there an increase to almost full-fogging, in which, after all, the face can still look out and the hands? If so:
   Is the increase to almost full-fogging, in which, after all, the face can still look out and the hands, in full-fogging, in which only the EYES can remain uncovered? If so:
   Is there an increase to full-fogging, in which only the EYES can remain unconscious? If so:
   Is the increase to full-fogging, in which only the EYES can remain uncovered, in total full-fogging, in which even the eyes are no longer recognizable?
   Is there an increase to total full-fogging, in which the eyes are also no longer recognizable? If so:
   Is the increase to total full-fogging, in which the eyes can no longer be seen, in DOUBLE's total full-fogging, with which nothing more of women can be seen, except the silhouette?
   Is there an increase to DOUBLE total full disguising, with which nothing more of women is recognizable than the silhouette? Answer Proposal: Until now NO!
If the degree of concealment for women in the super religion is determined individually and at the best, and then simply asserted: That is the ONLY TRUTH or is that ALL TRUTH? Answer Proposal: YES!
   Based Islam headscarfs, which still allow some hair to stand out for foreign men, on another Allah, like Islam headscarfs, which do not allow a single head hair to stand out for foreign men?
Do Islam headscarfs, which do not allow a single head hair to stand out for alien men, on another Allah, like full-veil, which only show eyes, nose and mouth?
   Based full-veilings, which still show eyes, nose and mouth, on another Allah, like black full-veils, with only the eyes to be seen?
Are black black-eyed masks, with only the eyes visible, on another Allah, like black TOTAL obfuscations, in which the eyes are not visible?
Does Allah not really care what he wants with regard to the degree of concealment of women?
Is Allah unquestionable about the degree of concealment of women, and must therefore put men into the indecisiveness gap of Allah?
Can carriers of the Islamic headscarf rumble?
Can full-veiled rumors?
Can auditors of Islam headscarfs rumble?
Can auditors of full disguised glare?
Pardons of the Islam headscarf sometimes?
Pouting-veiled sometimes very?
Pettiskirt checkers from Islam headscarfs sometimes?
Pout-bearer of full-veils sometimes very?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes irresolute? But:
Are bearers of the Islamic headscarf NEVER undecided when it comes to their Allah Protection Hood?
Are full-veiled sometimes irresolute? But:
Are full-veiled NEVER undecided when it comes to their protection of Allah protection?
Are those men sometimes irresolute who are the driving force of Islam headscarfs? But:
• Are those men NEVER indecisive, who are the driving force of Islam headscarfs when it comes to these head-cloth hoods?
• Are those men sometimes irresolute, who are the driving force of full disguising? But:
• Are those men NEVER indecisive, who are considered the driving force of full disguising when it comes to these whole body wraps?
• Are there men whose greatest concern is to determine how their wife has to "cover" properly when she leaves the house?
• Is the degree of concealment of woman the most important thing in life?
• Who is responsible for Islamic headscarfs?
• Who is responsible for full disguising?
• Who is responsible for Islamic headscarfs?
• Who is responsible for full disguising?
• Is there any Allah for Islam headscarfs?
• Is there any Allah for full-veil?
• Do Islam headscarfs on a commandment of Allah?
• Are full veilings on a commandment of Allah?
• Do double black TOTAL obfuscations on a Allah command?
• Is there a violation of religious feelings when Islam headscarfs are maddened?
• Is there a violation of religious sentiments when full disguised acts are made?
• Are Islam headscarf loyalty wipes? If so:
• Who are the Islamic headscarf faithful to?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf faithful to their Allah?
• Are the Islamic headscarf faithful to their religion?
• Are the Islamic headscarf faithful to their patriarch?
• Are Full-Veils Super-Loyal Wipes? If so:
• Who are full-veiled supertreu?
• Are full-veiled superstitious to their Allah?
• Are full-veils of their religion supreme?
• Are full-veiled superstitious to their patriarch?
• Why do men need no head-cloth hood as a loyalty-cloth?
• Why do not men need a whole-body fabric cover as a fidelity cloth?
• Do women need Islam headscarves because they are more unfaithful than men?
• Do women need full disguising because they are much more unfaithful than men?
• Can men always come up with new disguise elements to humiliate women?
• Can men always come up with new disguise VARIANS to humiliate women?
• Should anyone in Islam headscarf see only the good?
• Should anyone see in full veil only the really good?
• Should anyone in the heads of the Islam headscarf see only the good?
• Should anyone in full-veiled see only the really good?
• Should anyone see in whips of Islam headscarf only the good?
• Should anyone see whatsoever in whips of full-veil only the really good?
• Do some women have such ugly hair that an Islam headscarf is a blessing to them?
• Do some women have such an ugly figure that full-veil is a blessing to them?
• Do some women have such an ugly face that full-veils are a blessing to them?
• Are there surveys in Germany on the acceptance of Islam headscarfs?
• Are there surveys in Germany on the acceptance of full disguising?
• How much per cent of the original Germans are affected by Islam headscarfs?
• How much of the original Germans are particularly intensely excited about full disguising?
• Is a part of all Islam headscarfs therefore black, because the hair under it are usually also black?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf happy, because they are allowed to wear this head-cloth hood?
• Are fully-veiled happy happy, because they are allowed to wear this whole-body veil?
• Are those who force women's Islam headscarfs happy, because they have got what they want?
• Are those who impose women's full-veils, desperately happy because they have got what they want?
• Do the Islamic headscarf possess self-initiative?
• Own Full-Veiled Self-Initiative?
• Do those own initiative, which force the wearing of Islam headscarfs, possess?
• Do those possess great self-initiative that force the wearing of full-veils?
• Is there a link between the degree of religiosity and the degree of concealment in women?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf helpful?
• Are fully-veiled particularly helpful?
• Are those helpful who consider the wearing of Islam headscarfs necessary?
• Are those particularly helpful who consider wearing full-fogging as necessary?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf always want to wear this head-cloth hood in public?
• Have full-veiled always desire to carry this whole-body disguise in public?
• Do rulers of Islam headscarfs always want to rule over them?
• Do rulers of full-veilation ever desire to rule over it?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf cause Allah to wear this head-cloth hood?
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf cause religion to wear this head-cloth hood?
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf encourage their fellow men to wear this head-cloth hood?
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf, because of their genetic disposition, make them wear this head-cloth hood?
• Is there a gene mutation in the Islamic headscarf which forces them to wear this head-cloth hood?
• Do Allah’s full-veiled feel compelled to participate in this permanent fashion?
• Are full-disguised persons tempted by religion to participate in this permanent fashion?
• Do they feel full-veiled by their fellow human beings to take part in this permanent fashion?
• Are full-veiled feelings of their genetic predisposition encouraged to participate in this permanent fashion?
• Is there a gene mutation in full-disguised, which forces them to co-operate with this permanent mode?
• Have carriers of the Islam headscarf ever betrayed?
• Have fully-veiled ever betrayed?
• Have kings of Islam headscarves ever betrayed?
• Have kings of full veil ever betrayed?
• Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf have ever cursed?
• Do people feel full-veiled?
• Have us carriers of the Islam headscarf ever scolded?
• Have us completely veiled already scolded?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have worries and need?
• Are full-veiled worries and needs?
• Do people have worries about Islam headscarfs and need?
• Do watch people worry about full-veils and needs?
• Are Islam headscarves erotic? Or:
• Are Islam headscarves UNEROTIC?
• Are full-veils very erotic? Or:
• Are full-veils very UNEROTIC?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf erotic? Or:
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf UNEROTIC?
• Are full-veiled erotic? Or:
• Are Full-Veiled UNEROTIC?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf capable of anything?
• Are full-veileds really capable of anything?
• Are guards of Islam headscarf capable of anything?
• Are guardians of full-veil capable of really anything?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf ambition?
• Have full-veiled a lot of ambition?
• Do those men have ambition who prefer wearing Islamic headscarves?
• Do those men prefer ambition that prefer wearing full-fogging?
• Does Allah care for the degree of concealment of women? Or:
• Does the devil worry about the degree of women's veil?
• Is carrier of the Islam headscarf never to laugh?
• Is full-veiled absolutely never to laugh at mute?
• Does not the protection of Islam headscarfs ever make you laugh?
• Is not the protection of full-veil absolutely impossible to laugh?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf full of the urge to act?
• Are full-veiled full of deed?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf make everything right by wearing this head-cloth hood?
• Are full-veiled all gold-plated by wearing this whole-body veil?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes thoughtful about their head-cloth hood?
• Are full-veiled sometimes pensive about their whole-body disguise?
• Are the heads of the Islam headscarf wondering whether they really need this head-cloth hood?
• Ever wondered—whether they really need this whole-body disguise?
• Defamation Islam Headscafs? Or:
• Values Islam headscafs on?
• Do defamations be completely disguised? Or:
• Values of full-fogging?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscafs always make sense?
• Are behaviors always fully sensible?
• Why does not Allah ensure that women are already born with Islam headscarf, if this piece of fabric is so important?
• Why does not Allah ensure that women are already born with full disguising when this type of disguise is so important?
• Why are there so many different clothing and veiling regulations for women and almost none for men?
• Are opinions about the need for Islam headscafs far apart?
• Are the opinions about the necessity of full disguising far apart?
• Are the ideas about the execution of Islam headscafs far apart?
• Are the ideas about the performance of full-fogging far apart?
• Should Islam headscafs signal that women are NOT sexual objects? Or:
• Should Islam headscafs signal that women are VERY GOOD sexual objects? Or:
• Are full-disguised signals that women are NOT sexual objects? Or:
• Should full-disguising signals that women are VERY GOOD sexual objects?
• Should Islam headscafs suggest that women are NOT sexual objects?
• Should full-disguising suggest that women are NOT sex objects?
• Is criticism of Islam headscafs unforgivable?
• Is criticism of full-concealment unforgivable?
• Is there no real freedom for women without Islam headscafs?
• Is there no real freedom for women without full disguising?
• Are Islam headscafs indispensable from the point of view of some people?
• Are full-concealments indispensable from the perspective of some people?
• Are Islam headscafs as alternative from the perspective of some people?
• Are full disguising alternatives from the perspective of some people?
• Are Islam headscafs humbug? Or:
• Do Islamic headscafs have a right to exist?
• Are full-veils humbug? Or:
• Do full disguising have an existence right?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf entitled to exist?
• Do Full-Veiled Have a Daseins?
• Dienten Islam headscafs originally intended to protect against mosquitoes?
• Dienten’s full obscurations originally meant to protect well against dug flies?
• Should Islamic headscafs constantly remind them of their religion?
• Should full-disguised images of their bearers constantly remind their religion?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf hilarious, because everything works as fast as before, thanks to these head-cloth hoods?
• Are fully-veiled hilarious, because everything works as well as perfectly, thanks to this whole body veil?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf have organizational talent?
• Do Full-Veiled Organizational Talent?
• Do carriers of the Islam headscarf have a sense of order, even without this head-cloth hood?
• Do fully-veiled have a super ordinance sense, even without this whole-body disguise?
• Why do men enact women’s disguise regulations?
• Do men enact women’s veiling rules because this is Allah’s will?
• Is it possible to do shinduder with Islam headscafs?
• Is it possible to get rid of the shadows with full disguising?
• Can Islam headscafs be misused?
• Can full-disguises be brought into disrepute?
• Can an Islam headscarf treat you shamefully?
• Can a full disguised treat especially shameful?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf hard?
• Are full-veiled particularly hardworking?
• Are Islamic headscafs worn like ornament?
• Are full veils worn only as an ornament?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf also times quite dear?
• Are fully-veiled also particularly fond of?
• Are commandors over Islam headscarfs also quite nice?
• Are commandors over full veils also quite dear?
• What happens when a woman wears an Islamic headscarf and a Jesus cross at the same time?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf free and untied, the main thing they wear this head-cloth hood?
• Are full-veiled free and untied, the main thing they wear this all-body disguise?
• Are even Islam headscarves sometimes really golden and cute?
• Are even full-veils sometimes really golden and cute?
• Are bearers of the Islam headscarf mostly under the tutelage of anything?
• Are full-veiled always under the tusks of anything?
• Are even carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes really golden and putzig?
• Are even full-veiled sometimes really golden and cute?
• Are those under the knees of anything that is supposed to maintain Islam headscarfs?
• Are those under the knee of anything that’s going to keep full-fogging?
• Are even those sometimes really golden and cute, which are for the maintenance of Islam headscarfs?
• Are even the ones sometimes really golden and cute, which are for the maintenance of full veil?
• Are Islam headscarfs beautiful?
• Are Islam headscarfs a beautiful invention of men?
• Are full veilings particularly beautiful?
• Are full-veils a very handsome invention of men?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf beautiful?
• Are full-veiled what particularly beautiful?
• Are those something beautiful that want to keep Islam headscarves?
• Are those something particularly beautiful that want to get full-fogging?
• Are Islamic headscarves worn because it is so common?
• Are full veils also worn because it is so common?
• Are Islamic headscarves also worn so that everyone immediately recognizes that someone here is PRIDE to his super religion?
• Are full veils also worn so everyone immediately realizes that someone here is especially PROUD on his super religion?
• Can someone cuddle with Islam headscarfs?
• Should people just whisper about Islam headscarfs? Or:
• Should people talk openly about Islam headscarfs?
• Can anyone with Islam headscarfs go to cloth contact?
• Can someone cuddle with full-veils?
• Should people only whisper about full-veil? Or:
• Should people talk openly about full disguising?
• Can one go with Full-Veils on Cloth-Touch?
• Disappointed Islam headscarfs sometimes in their protective effect?
• Dis appointing full-fogging sometimes in their protective effect?
• Nerves of Islam headscarfs sometimes?
• Nervous disguising sometimes very special?
• Would a woman appearing with a Muslim headscarf appear in a TV discussion round, applause from the discussion participants, if she would take off this head-cloth hood in the TV during the discussion?
• Are Islamic headscarves worn out of shame?
• Are full veils worn out of massive shame?
• Do women expect something positive for themselves by wearing Islam headscarfs?
• Do women expect something positive for themselves by wearing full veils?
• Is there an expectation attitude associated with wearing Islam headscarfs?
• Is there an expectation attitude associated with the wearing of full veil?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes the head hair to mountains?
• Are full-veiled sometimes the head-hair steeply to mountains?
• Do Islam headscarf have the advantage that it is not to be seen when the head-hair is moving?
• Have full-fogging the advantage that it is not to be seen when the head-hair is moving?
• Do the keepers of Islam headscarfs sometimes get their heads on their heads?
• Do sustaining full veils sometimes make the head hair very high?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes not only the head hair, but also the shame hair to mountains?
• Are full-veiled sometimes not only the head hair, but also the shame hair to mountains?
Do Islam Headscarfs Consume? Or:
Are Islam headscarf Perpetuum mobile?
Are full-fancings consumed? Or:
Are full-fogging special perpetuum mobile?
Are Islam headscarfs alien to strangers?
Are full-disguises for foreign men extremely dissuasive?
Knowledge bearers of the Islam headscarf, that they wear these head-cloth hoods only because of the men?
Scientifically-veiled that they wear this whole-body veil only for men?
Scientists of the Islam headscarf, that many people of the Western leading culture excite themselves over these head-cloth hoods, when they are under their own?
It is scientifically conceived that nearly all the people of the Western leading culture are particularly intensely excited about these whole-body wraps, when they are under their own?
Were and Islamic headscarves something sensible?
Were and are full-concealments something sensible?
Wore and Islamic headscarves somewhat useful?
Wore goods and full-veils something useful?
Does the women's brain work with Islam headscarf as well as the men's heads without a head cloth hood when it comes to being close to Allah?
Are Islam headscarfs something separate?
Are full-concealments something separate?
Does women's ability to communicate with Allah increase when they wear an Islamic headscarf?
Does women's ability to communicate Allah significantly when they wear a full veil?
Is there a Allah bid on Islam headscarfs?
Is there a God-bid to full-veil?
Is Allah inspired by women only when they wear an Islam headscarf?
Is Allah only fully inspired by women when they wear a full veil?
Is Allah overwhelmed by women only when they wear an Islamic headscarf?
Is Allah overwhelmed by women only when they wear a full veil?
Is Allah only convinced that a woman believes in him when she wears an Islamic headscarf?
Is Allah, then, unquestionably convinced that a woman believes in him when she is wearing a full veil?
Does Allah communicate with women only when they wear an Islamic headscarf?
Does Allah communicate with women only with joy when they wear a full veil?
Cannot the bearers of the Islamic headscarf be pleased with their nakedness in nature?
Could not full-veiled ones ever enjoy their nakedness in nature?
Is with Islam headscarf everything in the right lot?
Is there always everything in the right lot with full veil?
Are Islam Headscarf Antenna Amplifiers For Allah?
Are full-veils powerful antenna amplifiers for Allah?
Is the aura of women so low, so they need at least Islam headscarves as an aura amplifier?
Is the aura of women so low, so they need full-fogging as an aura amplifier?
Should Islamic headscarf be a sign of Allah's recognition, so that he can better recognize that there is a nature that is particularly protective of Allah?
Should full-obscurations be a particularly conspicuous sign for Allah, so that he may well recognize that there is a nature that is particularly protective of Allah?
Were Islam headscarves originally a protection cloths from sand, dust, sun, and mosquitoes?
Is the protection from sand, dust, sun and mosquitoes symbolically transferred to the hoped-for protection from foreign men?
Are Islam headscarves questionable?
Are full-bluffing very questionable?
Are Islam headscarfs suitable for coloring?
Are full-fogging very suitable for coloring?
Are Islam headscarfs women's contemptuous?
Are full disguised women particularly contemptuous?
Are Islam headscarves cinnabar?
Are Full-Veils Cinnabar?
Can Islam headscarves be cut up?
Can full disguising be cut up?
Can Islam headscarves be questioned?
Can Islam headscarves be questioned?
Should Islam headscarfs be questioned?
Can full-veils be questioned?
Can full-obfuscations be questioned?
Should full obfuscations be questioned?
Can carriers of the Islam headscarf become a beast?
Can fully-disguised be a beast?
Can those who work for the preservation of Islam headscarfs become a beast?
Can those who are committed to the preservation of full veil become a great beast?
Are Islam headscarves negotiable?
Are full-concealments negotiable?
Is the change difficult if the launching of Islamic headscarfs is demanded in the country of departure, and then the wearing of these Allah protection hoods is undesirable in the target country?
Is the change very difficult if the wearing of full veils is demanded in the starting country and then wearing these Allah protective wraps is very undesirable in the target country?
Can Islam headscarf set a sign?
Can full-fancies set a sign?
Are there any execution errors with Islam headscarfs?
Is there any wearing error for Islam headscarfs?
Are there any execution errors in full-fogging?
Are there carrier errors for full-fogging?
Are some men afraid that their wife could get rid of them if they wear NO Islam headscarf?
Do some men fear that their wife could get rid of them if they do not wear full veil?
Can carriers of the Islam headscarf achieve anything?
Can fully-veiled achieve anything?
Can Islamic headscarves be tamed?
Can full-concealment be restrained?
Are Islamic headscarves nice?
Are full-veils so beautiful?
Are Islam headscarves easy to understand? Or:
Are Islam headscarves difficult to understand?
Are Islam headscarves easy to handle? Or:
Are Islam headscarves difficult to handle?
Are full-fogging easy to understand? Or:
Are full obfuscations difficult to understand?
Are full-fogging easy to handle? Or:
Are full-fogging difficult to handle?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf easy to understand? Or:
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf difficult to understand?
Do the heads of the Islam headscarf still have all of them?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf easy to handle? Or:
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf difficult to handle?
Are fully-veiled easy to understand? Or:
Are full veils difficult to understand?
Are full-veiled still all in order?
Are full-veiled easy to handle? Or:
Are full-veiled difficult to handle?
Are those who are opposed to abolishing Islam headscarfs easy to understand? Or:
Are those hard to understand who are opposed to abolishing Islam headscarfs?
Do those still in turn, who are opposed to abolishing Islam headscars?
Are those easy to handle, which are opposed to abolish Islam headscarfs? Or:
Are those difficult to handle, which are opposed to abolish Islam headscarfs?
Are those easy to understand, which are opposed to abolishing full-fogging? Or:
Are those difficult to understand, which are against abolishing full disguising?
Do all those in turn, who are against it, have to abolish full disguising?
Are those easy to handle, which are opposed to abolishing full disguising? Or:
Are those difficult to handle, which are against abolishing full-fogging?
Are Islam headscarf mostly normal?
When are Islamic headclothes normal and when not?
Are full-fogging usually normal?
• When are full-fogging normal and when not?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf mostly normal?
• When are carriers of the Islam headscarf completely normal and when not?
• Are full-veiled mostly normal?
• When are fully-veiled normal and when not?
• Are those mostly normal, which determine that Islam headscarves are to be worn?
• When are those quite normal who determine that Islamic headscarves are wearable and when not?
• Are those mostly normal, which determine that full-veils are to be worn?
• When are those quite normal who determine that full-veils are to wear and when not?
• Are we attracting Islam headscarfs?
• Are we totally enchanted by the veil?
• Are the Islamic headscarf attracted to us?
• Are we completely vexed?
• Are we drawn to those who determine that Islam headscarves are to be worn?
• Are we very drawn to those who are determined to wear full veils?
• Are Islam headscarves sometimes twisted obliquely?
• Are full-veils sometimes very crooked?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes twisted obliquely?
• Are full-veiled sometimes very obliquely wounded?
• Are those sometimes crooked, who determine that Islamic headscarves are worn?
• Are those sometimes completely obliquely twisted, which determine that full veils are to be worn?
• Is it possible to defame Islam headscarfs?
• Is it possible to defame full-fogging?
• Can Islamic headscarves be contaminated?
• Can full-veils be stained?
• Is there the miracle of Islam headscarfs?
• Is there the miracle of full disguising?
• By what physical effect are the bearers of the Islam headscarf brought closer to Allah with the help of these Allah protection hoods?
• Are Islamic headscarves better protected and supported by Allah’s head-cloth hood, like women without head covering?
• Are fully veiled, much better protected and supported by women as in jeans, thanks to this all-body veil of Allah?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf usually understated because they are supported by Allah because of their head-covering style?
• Are full-disguised beings mostly understated because they are supported by Allah because of their disguise?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf always remain in practice while wearing their head-covering style?
• Stay full-veiled all the time in exercise while wearing their veil-style?
• Are Islam headscarves innocent?
• Are full-concealments innocuous?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have visions?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes have delusions?
• Have Visually Impaired Visions?
• Do full-veiled sometimes have delusions?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf self-sufficient?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf independent?
• Are fully veiled self-sufficient?
• Are full-veiled independent?
• Do those serious ones who VS the abolition of Islam headscarfs?
• Do those seriously consider those who are VOID the abolition of full veil?
• Were and Islam headscarves a serious matter?
• Were and are full-veils a very serious matter?
• Are Islamic headscarves a mistake?
• Are full-fogging a mistake?
• Do Islam headscarfs look good?
• Are Islam headscarf protective screens? Answer Proposal: Also!
• Are Islam headscarf shields? Answer Proposal: Also!
• Does full-fogging particularly well?
• Are full-fogging particularly good protective screens? Answer Proposal: Also!
• Are full-fogging particularly good shielding? Answer Proposal: Also!
• Worse Islam headscarfs for outrage?
• Worryful disguises for outrage?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf motivated?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes overmotivated?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf always willing? Or:
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes unwilling?
• Are full-veiled motivated?
• Are full-veiled sometimes overmotivated?
• Are full-veiled always willing? Or:
• Are full-veiled sometimes unwilling?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf eager?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf hurried?
• Are full-veiled eager?
• Are full-veiled hurtig?
• Should women wear Islamic headscarves because they are vulnerable and do not need men to wear Islam headscarfs because they are so strong that they do not need additional protection?
• Should women wear Islamic headscarves because they are worthy of protection and do not need men to wear Islam headscarfs because they are not worthy to be protected?
• Should women wear full disguises because they are particularly vulnerable and do not need men to wear full veil because they are not worthy to be protected?
• Should women wear full disguises because they are particularly worthy of protection and therefore do not need men to wear full veil because they are not worthy to be protected?
• Is the wearing duty for Islam headscarves sometimes or even always unfair?
• Is the wearing duty for full disguising sometimes or even always unfair?
• Are full-concealments well suited to disguise the wearer's age?
• Are black TOTAL obfuscations very suitable to obscure the wearer's age?
• Applies to Islam headscarfs, the more fabric, the greater the protection?
• Applies to full-fogging, the more fabric, the greater the protection?
• Are Islam headscarfs a special gift for women to women? If so:
• Should bearers of the Islam headscarf be eternally grateful for receiving this special gift from Allah?
• Are full veils a great exclusive gift of Allah to women? If so:
• Should fully-veiled be especially grateful for receiving this great exclusive gift from Allah?
• Are full veils the greatest gift ever to come from Allah? If so:
• Should full-veiled be daily more thankful for receiving such a great gift from Allah?
• Do women who reject the gift of Allah in the form of an Islamic headscarf fall into disgrace of Allah?
• Do women who reject the gift of Allah in the form of a full disgrace fall into great disgrace of Allah?
• Are Islam headscarfs a contribution to the unified look for women?
• Are full veils an excellent contribution to the unified look for women?
• Are fully veiled also veiled before Allah?
• Are there any allergic reactions to Islam headscarfs?
• Are there allergic reactions to full-fogging?
• Can wearers of the Islam headscarf have their hair cut short?
• Can fully-veiled hair cut very short?
• Among the bearers of the Islamic headscarf goddesses, such as the gods of the gods?
• Are fully-veiled human gods, like for example gods-gods?
• Pearls on Islam headscuffs everything from?
• Perlt to wearers of the Islam headscarf everything from?
• Perlt on the causers of Islam headscarfs everything from?
• Perlt on full-veils everything from very well?
• Perlt at Full-veiled everything from very well?
• Perlt at polluters of full-veils very well everything from?
• Does Islam shawl everything?
• Does the Islamic headscarf beat everything?
• Does anything happen to the causers of Islam headscarfs?
• Does everything completely fade away from full-veil?
• Does everything completely wear out very well?
• Does everything very well affect people who are completely disguised?
• Are fanatics of Islam headscarf uncompromising?
• Are fanatics of full-bluffing uncompromising?
• Does Allah love the Unity Masquerade for women?
• Does Allah love the uniform black veil?
• Raft groups of full-veiled more fear one, like Allah-warriors (Islam-warriors)?
• Do you want full-veiled as invisible as Allah?
• Will-fully-veiled make themselves as unassailable as Allah?
• Are full-fogging a perfect shield?
• Are women without Islam headscarf self-service stores?
• Are Undeveloped self-service stores?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf always stay on course?
• Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf keep their mark?
• Stay full-veiled unchanging always on course?
• Keep full-veiled particularly iron the trail?
• Are the men always on the line with Islam headscarfs?
• Do those men always remain on course, who adorn full veils?
• Do those men ironly keep the trace of Islamic headscarfs?
• Do those men particularly iron bear the trace that adorn full-veils?
• Can people approach Islam headscarfs?
• Should not people prefer Islam headscarfs?
• What happens when people approach Islam headscarfs?
• Can people approach full veil?
• Should not human beings prefer full disguising?
• What happens when people approach full-fogging?
• Can human bearers of the Islam headscarf approach?
• Should people of the Islamic headscarf prefer not to approach?
• What happens if human beings wear the headscarf of Islam?
• Can human beings be completely veiled?
• Should not people who are full of disgrace prefer to approach?
• What happens when people approach full-veiled?
• Can people approach fundamentalists of Islam headscarfs?
• Should not human beings prefer fundamentalists of Islam headscarfs?
• What happens when people approach fundamentalists of Islam headscarfs?
• Can human beings approach fundamentalists of full-blasphemies?
• Should not fundamentalists of full vexation prefer to avoid?
• What happens when people approach fundamentalists of full disguising?
• Do carriers of the Islam headscarf have an intimate area? If so:
  • Is the intimate area of the Islamic headscarf vulnerable?
  • Do full-veiled have an intimate area? If so:
  • Is the intimate area vulnerable to full-veiled?
  • Do the heads of the Islam headscarf consider critical questions about them as an unacceptable interference in their internal affairs?
  • Consider fully-veiled critical questions about them, as an impermissible great interference in their internal affairs?
• Do special agents for the preservation of Islam headscarfs ask critical questions about them as an unacceptable interference in their internal affairs?
• Consider special commissioners for the receipt of full disguised critical questions about them, as an impermissible great interference in their internal affairs?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have an honor? If so:
  • Is the honor of the Islamic headscarf vulnerable? If so:
  • Must the honor of the Islamic headscarf be restored if it has been hurt?
  • Have full-veiled an honor? If so:
  • Is the honor of full-veiled vulnerable? If so:
  • Is the honor of full-veiled being restored when it was hurt?
• Has Islam headscarfs come to the table?
• Has everything been put on the table for full disguising?
• Should Islam headscarf be turned upside down?
• Should head-cloth hoods be turned upside down?
• Should full veils be turned upside down?
• Should bearers of the Islam headscarf be taken into prayer?
• Should full-veiled be taken into prayer?
• Is the super religion so aggressive, threatening, and dangerous that carriers of the Islam headscarf have to protect themselves with such a Allah protection hood?
• Is the super religion so totally aggressive, threatening, and dangerous that full-disguised ones must protect themselves with those of Allah protection cover?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sensitive?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf Sensibelchen?
• Are full-veiled sensitive?
• Are full-veiled sensibles?
• Would Carriers of the Islam Headscarf have joy in and in life?
• Would Carriers of the Islam Headscarf have fun on and in life?
• Would the Islamic headscarf be a source of fun?
• Can wearing the Islamic headscarf be fun?
• Is there no real joy with the heads of the Islam headscarf?
• Want to have full-veiled pleasure at and in life?
• Want to have full-veiled fun at and in life?
• Want to convey full-veiled fun?
• Can it be fun to be deeply veiled in the color black?
• Is there no real joy in full-veiled people?
• Are Islam headscarf fesch?
• Are full-veils fesch?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf fesch?
• Are full-veiled superfesh?
• Are abolitionists of Islam headscarfs fesch?
• Are abolitionists of full-obfuscations superfesh?
• What would carriers of the Islamic headscarf desire if they had three wishes free?
• What would fully-veiled wish for if they had three wishes free?
• What would be the heart of those who are concerned about the fact that Islam headscarves continue to be worn if they had three wishes free?
• What would be the heart of those who are concerned about the fact that full veils are still being worn if they had three wishes free?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes excited?
• Are full-veiled sometimes very excited?
• Are those who are sometimes excited about women who are holding up with Islam headscarfs?
• Are those sometimes very excited, which make women stop to enter the public in deep veil?
• Does Islam headscarfs sometimes appear strange?
• Show Full-Veils always peculiar?
• Islamic headscarf appear strange sometimes?
• Show Full-veiled sometimes particularly peculiar?
• Do those men sometimes appear strange, the Islam headscarfs adorn?
• Do those men sometimes appear particularly peculiar to the full-veil?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf often in joyous expectation?
• Are full-veiled particularly often in joyous expectation?
• Are even Islamic headscarves sometimes INCREASED? Or:
• Is no one cleansing Islamic kerchiefs?
• Are even full-fancings sometimes INCREASED? Or:
• Is no one cheating, full-veil?
• Are even carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes INCREASED? Or:
• Is no one, the Islamic headscarf, to rebel?
• Are even full-veiled sometimes INCREASED? Or:
• Is no one whoring to full-veiled?
• Are even the ones who sometimes take care that Islam headscarves are worn? Or:
• Is no one rebuilding those who are watching that Islam headscarves are worn?
• Are even sometimes UPDATED ones that take care that full-veils are worn? Or:
• Is no one cheating those who are watching that full-veils are worn?
• Is the reputation of Islam headscarfs scandalized?
• Is the reputation of full disguised?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes look old?
• Looking full-veiled sometimes old?
• Do watchers of Islam headscarfs sometimes look old?
• Do watchers of full-fancings sometimes look old?
• Is the age of full-veiled not recognizable? If so:
• Does it have advantages when the age of full-veiled is not recognizable?
• Is the ugliness of full-veiled people unrecognizable? If so:
• Does it have any advantages when the ugliness of full-veiled people is not recognizable?
• Is the beauty of full-veiled not recognizable? If so:
• Does it have advantages when the beauty of full-veiled is not recognizable?
• Are the conceptions of the degree of obscurity as different as the conceptions of Allah?
• Are the ideas about the necessary obscuration scope of, at all, not obscured until very deeply veiled?
• Are Islam headscarfs completely logical? Or:
• Are Islam Headscafs finally incomprehensible?
• Are Islam headscarves ultimately incomprehensible?
• Are full-concealments completely logical? Or:
• Are full disguisings ultimately unsuccessful?
• Are full obscurations ultimately incomprehensible?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf completely logical? Or:
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf ultimately incomprehensible?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf ultimately incomprehensible?
• Are fully-veiled completely logical? Or:
• Are full-disguised ultimately unsuccessful?
• Are full-veiled ultimately incomprehensible?
• Are Uprising Supporters of Islam Headscafs Completely Logical? Or:
• Are up-keepers of Islam headscarfs ultimately unsuccessful?
• Are upholds of Islam headscarf ultimately incomprehensible?
• Are upright-holders of full-concealments completely logical? Or:
• Are upright-holders of full disguising ultimately unsuccessful?
• Are Uprising Supporters of Full Veils ultimately incomprehensible?
• Are Islamic headscarves sometimes strange?
• Are Islamic headscarves sometimes strange?
• Are full-fogging often strange?
• Are full-fogging often strange?
• Are Islamic headscarves more attractive? Or:
• Are Islam headscarves rather modest?
• Are full-veils rather attractive? Or:
• Are full disguising rather modest?
• Why, why, Shi'ites and Sunnis agree that women wear BLACK robes?
• Are bearers of the Islam headscarf always quite relaxed?
• Are full-veiled always very special because they know that nothing can happen to them?
• Are those always quite relaxed, the women force Islam headscarfs?
• Are those always completely left, which women impose full disguising?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes omitted?
• Are full-veiled sometimes very exuberant?
• Are commandants about Islam headscarfs sometimes omitted?
• Are command voters sometimes over-veiled?
• Why are the women completely black in some countries and the men completely white?
• Are black-dressed women very recognizable between white-clad men?
• Are Islam headscarves self-running? Or:
• Do Islam headscarves have to be kept alive because they are, in fact, superfluous?
• Are Full-Veils Self-Runners? Or:
• Must full veillings be kept alive because they are, in fact, superfluous?
• Is that with Islam headscarf really indescribable?
• Is that really full of disguising indescribable?
• Are there any women who regard Islam headscarfs as the standard of Allah?
• Are there any women who want to protect Islam headscarfs?
• Are there women who endure Islam headscarves?
• Are there any women who think Islam headscarfs necessary?
• Are there women who think Islam headscarfs are useful?
• Are there women who hate Islam headscarves?
- Are there women who accept Islam headscarves?
- Are there women who love Islam headscarves?
- Are there women who worship Islam headscarves?
- Are there women who see full-veil as Allah's precept?
- Are there women who want full-concealment as protection?
- Are there women who endure full disguising?
- Are there women who consider full-concealment necessary?
- Are there women who consider full concealment useful?
- Are there women who hate full-veils?
- Are there women who take full veil?
- Are there women who love full veil?
- Are there women who adore full veil?
- Cannot Islam headscarves be taken lightly?
- Cannot the full veiling be taken lightly?
- Cannot the bearers of the Islamic headscarf be taken lightly?
- Punishers of the Islam headscarf Jokes about themselves, for example with a baking pipe?
- Cannot fully-veiled be taken lightly?
- Punish Full-veiled jokes about yourself, for example, by a whistle?
- Cannot heads of heads of Islamic headscarves be taken lightly?
- Punish commanders over Islam headscarfs Jokes about these head-cloth hoods?
- Do punishers over Islam headscarfs joke about themselves, for example with a stroke?
- Cannot commanders be taken lightly over full veil?
- Punish commanding over full-veils jokes about these whole-body wraps?
- Do punishers command over full disguised jokes about themselves, for example, with a stroke?
- Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf sometimes wear the bow?
- Surge Full-veiled sometimes the bow?
- Propagation advocates of Islam headscarfs sometimes the bow?
- Overpower supporters of full-fancings sometimes make the bow quite powerful?
- Are some carriers of the Islam headscarf made an eye-catcher with the help of this Allah protection hood?
- Are some of the full-veiled with the help of this protection of Allah protection become a real eye-catcher?
- Is there an intellectual design latitude for the right degree of disguise?
- Is Islam headscarfs a uniform for women?
- Is full-concealment a uniform for women?
- Is the statement, Islamic headscarfs are free, as ironic as the statement, labor makes free?
- Is the statement, full-veil make free, as ironic as the statement, work makes free?
- Are carriers of the Islam headscarf by nature conciliatory?
- Are full-veiled by nature particularly conciliatory?
- Are the minds of Islam headscarfs naturally conciliatory?
- Are observers of full-concealment naturally conciliatory?
- Are carriers of the Islam headscarf already rocking humanity?
- Can carriers of the Islam headscarf rock people?
- Will the human bearers of the Islamic headscarf rock?
- Can human bearers of the Islam headscarf rock?
- Will fully-veiled humanity rock?
- Can fully-disguised people disgorge?
- Will mankind be full-veiled?
- Can people mislead full-veiled?
- Are carriers of the Islam headscarf always balanced?
- Are full-veiled always balanced?
- Are those always balanced who want to keep Islam headscarfs?
- Are those always balanced who want to maintain full-fogging?
- Is there something dumb about Islam headscarfs?
- Is there something stupid for full veil?
- Is there something stupid for the Islamic headscarf?
- Is something quite stupid for full-veiled?
- Is there something dumb for those who are for the maintenance of Islam headscarfs?
- Is there something dumb for those who are for the maintenance of full disguising?
- Do the male protectors of Islam headscarfs never get their necks full enough?
Are the male protectors of Islam headscarfs a Nimmersatt, who never get enough carriers of the Islam headscarf?
Do the male protectors of full veil never get enough of their necks?
Are the male protectors of full-veil a nimmersatt, who never get enough full-veiled?
Have carriers of the Islam headscarf ever been forgotten?
Have fully-veiled ever been very vertan?
Have male operators of Islam headscarf ever been lost?
Have male operators ever lost full veil?
Are men like those in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) coming out of a society with Islam headscarfs, IN a company that is largely free of head-cloth hoods?
Do men as in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) come up when they come out of a culture circle with full disguising, IN a culture circle, which is largely free of full veilings?
Are they the patriarchal society that prefer Islam headscarfs for women?
Are they the patriarchal society who prefer full disguised women?
Are they the patriarchal society who prefer the heads of the Islam headscarf?
Are they the patriarchal society who prefer fully-disguised people?
Do Islam headscarfs sometimes be in the wind, for example?
Rotate Full-fogging sometimes in the wind, for example?
Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf wear differently?
Rotate Full-veiled sometimes around your own axis?
Rotating guards of Islam headscarfs sometimes?
Do guarders of full-veils sometimes turn their own axis?
Do women have to wear Islamic headscarves because men in this cultural circle do not have their sex drive?
Do women have to hide deeply, because men in this culture circle do not have their sex drive by far?
Should bearers of the Islam headscarf best always remain at home, because they are only safe there with horny strange men?
Should fully-veiled best always stay at home, because they are only safe there with horny strange men?
Do those have a macho problem that want to keep Islam headscarfs?
Do those have a macho problem that wants to preserve full-concealment?
Is Allah an advanced pseudo-reason for Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is Allah an unmistakably advanced pseudo-reason for full disguising? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf sometimes get upset?
Are full-veiled sometimes huge booms?
Do Preservers of Islam headscarfs sometimes get bulging when they see women without this head-cloth hood?
Do Preservers of Full-Veils sometimes get bulging when they see women without this whole-body disguise?
Tent carriers of the Islam headscarf to stand out? If so:
Do carriers of the Islamic headscarf have to be earthed?
Tiltfully-veiled to stand wild? If so:
Do full-veiled masses have to be grounded?
Do those who oppose Islamist headscarfs tend to stand out? If so:
Must those who are opposed to abolishing Islam headscarfs need to be grounded?
Do those who are opposed to abolish full disgust tend to stand out? If so:
Must those be grounded who are opposed to abolishing full disguising?
Does the wearer of the Islam headscarf sometimes go to the top? Or:
Do the heads of the Islam headscarf always work in order?
Is everything sometimes vehemently over and over? Or:
Does everything always go in exemplary order in the case of full-veiled people?
Is there anything going on among those who insist that Islam headscarves are worn? Or:
Does everything always go in orderly order, which insists that Islam headscarves are worn?
Is there anything going on in those who insist on the fact that full veils are worn? Or:
Does everything always go in orderly order, which insists that full disguisings be worn?
How chaste must a woman be veiled?
Are Islam headscarfs a clear chastisement feature or sign?
Are full-obfuscations a clear chastisement feature or sign?
Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf chaste enough dressed?
Are full-veiled dressed enough?
Have carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes wildest fantasies?
Have full-veiled sometimes wildest fantasies?
Do those sometimes wildest fantasies exist on Islam headscarfs?
Do those sometimes wildest fantasies, which consist of full disguising?
Do the wearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes get the shortest?
Are full-veiled rarely the short ones?
Do they sometimes pull the short ones that demand Islam headscarfs?
Do those sometimes pull the short ones, demanding full disguising?
Are Islam headscarfs a minimum protective clothing? If so:
Against what is the protective clothing needed in the form of Islam headscarfs?
Is the protective clothing in the form of Islam headscarfs protecting too much Allah?
Should protect the protective clothing in the form of Islam headscarfs from the devil (Satan)?
Are full-veiled rarely the short ones?
Do they sometimes pull the short ones, demanding full disguising?
Are Islam headscarfs a taboo zone?
Do Islam headscarfs have a taboo zone?
Are full-veils a taboo zone?
Can carriers of the Islamic headscarf outdo what?
Can Whipers of Islam Headscarfs outdo what?
Can Whipers of Full Disguise Catch What?
Who is the wearer of the Islamic headscarf down if they are not good or good?
Who skin full-veiled one down, if they are not good or were?
Who are the heads of Islam headscarfs one down, if they (the Einreiber) are not good or good?
Who skin recruiters of full-veils one down if they (the recruiters) are not good or good?
Are Islam headscarfs a taboo zone?
Do Islam headscarfs have a taboo zone?
Are full-fuzzes a taboo zone?
Do full-veils have a taboo zone?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf a taboo zone?
Are Islamic headscarf heads from a taboo zone?
Are fully-veiled a complete taboo zone?
Are full-veiled from a complete taboo zone?
Are those a taboo zone that want to get Islam headscarves?
Do those have a taboo zone that want to get Islam headscarves?
Are those a taboo zone that wants to get full-fogging?
Do they have a taboo zone that wants to get full-fogging?
Are Islam headscarf protective helmets of women?
Are full-veils knight-armorings of women?
Full-veiled and threatening ghosts? If so:
Is it deliberately intended that full-veiled be like threatening ghosts?
Shall all men be frightened?
Are there so amazingly many arguments that speak for Islam headscarfs that ALL women in this world should wear these head-cloth hoods?
Are there so many unbelievable arguments in favor of full disguising that ALL women in the world should wear these all-body wraps?
Would chastity belts be a useful protection measure for Islam headscarfs?
Would double chastity belts be a particularly sensible protective supplement measure to full-concealment?
Are Islam headscarves always a surprise?
Are full-veils always good for a surprise?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf always good for a surprise?
Are full-veiled always good for a surprise?
Are keepers of Islam headscarfs always a surprise?
Are Preservers of Full Veils always good for a surprise?
Are not the bearers of the Islamic headscarf to be seen?
Are not full-veiled to see through because their whole-body disguise is intransparent?
Are not those to look through for the preservation of Islam headscarfs?
Are not those to look through, which are for the preservation of full veil?
Is Allah Proof For Islam Headscarfs?
Is Allah Proved to Be Unconditional FOR FULL DISCUSSIONS?
Is the devil demonstrable against Islam headscarfs?
Is the devil demonstrable?
Can women without Islam headscarf be briefly looked at TWITLY?
Can carriers of the Islam headscarf be briefly looked at once ONCE?
Can be deeply veiled maximum NULL times to be briefly looked at?
But are not always homo-sapiens females under full veil?
Breeders of the Islam headscarf sometimes what?
Breeding religion fashion dolls sometimes what?
Breedfully veiled sometimes what from?
Do those who breed the Islamic headscarfs sometimes brood?
Do they sometimes brood out what force full obscurations?
Is not the carrier of the Islam headscarf successful?
Is not it possible for the full-veiled?
Cannot fanatics of Islam headscarfs succeed?
Cannot fanatics of full veil succeed?
Are Islam headscarf extended marriage rings for married women?
Are full-veils greatly extended marriage rings for married women?
Why is it that Allah is not able to free the carriers of the Islamic headscarf from these fetters?
Why is it that Allah does not succeed in liberating the full-veiled from this yoke?
Do bearers of the Islam headscarf bear less nonsense, like women who do not wear a Allah protection hood?
Do not full-veiled any nonsense at all?
Are there so many serious reasons for Islam headscarfs in the public that it is already amazing if women without this religious hood survive longer than a day in public?
Are there so many serious reasons for full disguising in the public that it is already amazing when women without this whole-body disguise survive longer than an hour in public?
Would Islam headscarves continue to be worn even if there was definitely no Allah?
Should full disguising be carried on, even if it is definitely and demonstrably not Allah?
Are Islam headscarfs the privilege of a single religion?
Are Islam headscarf reserved for a single religion? Or:
Can female members of any religion also wear Islamic headscarves?
Are full disguisings the privilege of a single religion?
Are full disguisings reserved for a single religion? Or:
Can female members of any religion also carry full disguising?
Does Allah only protect the heads of the Islamic headscarf only if they belong to the right religion?
Does Allah protect the full-veiled only intensively if they belong to the right religion?
Are Islam headscarfs merely a visual matter without the protection of Allah, if their bearers are not of the right religion?
Are full obscurations merely a visual matter without the protection of Allah, if their bearers are not of the right religion?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf free from Allah?
Are fully veiled only freely before Allah?
Why do Shiites and Sunnis agree that the ideal women's clothing is a full concealment?
Are Islamic headscarves sometimes worn without reason?
Are full veils sometimes worn without reason?
Do many women wear an Islam headscarf without thinking about why?
Do many women wear a full veil without thinking about why?
Are many women wearing an Islamic headscarf without knowing the real reason?
Do many women wear a full veil without knowing the real reason?
Are many women wearing an Islamic headscarf because it is so common in their culture circle?
Do many women wear a full veil because it is so common in their culture circle?
Are many women wearing an Islamic headscarf because it belongs to education?
Are many women wearing a full veil because it belongs to education?
Are many women wearing an Islam headscarf because it is a good sound? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do many women wear a full veil because it is a good sound? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can women wearing the Islam headscarf better protect women than without this head-cloth hood?
Can Men Protect Full-Veiled Better, Like Women Without This Whole-Body Disguise?
Is it easier for men to protect women when they wear an Islam headscarf?
Is it easier for men to protect women when they wear a full veil?
Is it easier for men to protect women when they wear an Islam headscarf?
Is it easier for men to protect women when they wear a full veil?
Do many women have such ugly hair that they have to wear an Islam headscarf?
Do many women have such an ugly figure that they must wear a full veil?
• Cannot the bearers of the Islamic headscarf be left alone?
• Cannot fully-veiled be undisturbed?
• Cannot those men who are above Islamic headscarves get out of their peace?
• Cannot those men who are full of disguised ones be left alone?
• Do Islam headscarves possibly have no protective mechanism?
• Possibly full-concealments may have no protection mechanism at all?
• Do not Islam headscarves have any protective effect at all?
• Do full-fogging have any protection effect at all?
• Is the wearing of an Islamic headscarf the most beautiful thing for a woman?
• Is wearing a full veil the most beautiful thing a woman can have?
• Is wearing an Islamic headscarf more beautiful than kissing?
• Is wearing a full veil much more beautiful than kissing?
• Is wearing an Islamic headscarf more beautiful than mending?
• Is wearing a full concealment much more beautiful than beime?
• Is wearing an Islamic headscarf more beautiful than children?
• Is wearing a full concealment much nicer than children?
• Do those have a problem of education that covet Islam headscarfs for women?
• Do those have an educational problem that covets full-fashions for ladies?
• Are Islam headscarfs the most beautiful thing Allah could give women?
• Are Islam headscarfs the most beautiful thing the super-religion could give women?
• Are Islam headscarfs the most beautiful thing that religious representatives (imams / preachers) could give to women?
• Are full veilings the most beautiful thing that Allah could give women?
• Are full veilings the most beautiful thing the super religion could give women?
• Are full-veiling the most beautiful thing that religious representatives (imams / preachers) could give to women?
• Is the wearing of Islam headscarfs inherited?
• Is the wearing of full-concealments inherited?
• Are Islam headscarves an inheritance matter?
• Are full-disguising an inheritance matter?
• Are Islam headscarfs automatically transferred to daughters by mothers?
• Are full mutterings of mothers automatically transferred to daughters?
• Is there nothing else for as many reasons as for Islam headscarfs? And:
• Is there nothing else for as many reasons as for full disguising?
• Is there not as many reasons for Allah as for Islam headscarfs?
• Is there not as many reasons for Allah as for full disguising?
• Are Islam headscarfs multi-function cloths?
• Are Islam headscarves a gift for the devil for women?
• Are full-concealments possibly a special gift of the devil for women?
• Do Islam headscarves sometimes have a problem with acceptance?
• Have full-fogging a problem with acceptance more often?
• Have carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes a problem with their head-cloth hood?
• Have full-veiled sometimes a problem with their veil?
• Do those sometimes have a problem that determine that Islam headscarves are wearing?
• Do those sometimes have a problem that determine which full veils are to be worn?
• Do Islam headscarves sometimes cause a problem?
• Cause full-fogging sometimes a problem?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes a problem?
• Cause full-veiled often a problem?
• Do those sometimes create a problem that determine that Islam headscarfs are worn by women in the public?
• Do those sometimes create a problem that determine that full-veil of women in public are wearing?
• Do Islam headscarfs sometimes cause problems?
• Do full-fancings sometimes create problems?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes have problems?
• Do Full-Disguised Problems Occur?
• Are those who are struggling to stick to all eternity, that Islam headscarfs are worn by women in the presence of strange men?
• Do those sometimes have problems that want to bite into all eternity, that full-veils of women are to be worn in the presence of strange men?
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf sometimes find themselves in a hurry?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes hectic?
• Gone full-veiled rarely in hustle?
• Are full-veiled rarely hectic?
• Did fetishists of Islam headscarfs sometimes get into hustle and bustle?
• Are fetishists of Islam headscarfs sometimes hectic?
• Do fetishists of full-veils sometimes get into hustle and bustle?
• Are fetishists of full-fancings sometimes hectic?
• Is it hard for a woman to get rid of the Islamic headscarf?
• Is it so hard for a woman to get rid of her full disguising?
• Is it hard for a male follower of Islam headscarf to get rid of them?
• Is it difficult for a male follower of full veil to get rid of them?
• Could many a woman have a guilty conscience before Allah, if she put her Islam head scarf?
• Would many a woman have a very bad conscience before Allah if she would replace her full veil with a bikini on the beach?
• Would fundamentalists of Islam headscarfs have a bad conscience before Allah if they no longer demand that these head-cloth hoods be worn?
• Would fundamentalists of full veil have a bad conscience before Allah if they no longer demand that these whole-body wraps be worn?
• Does a wearer of the Islam headscarf see this as their trademark?
• Does many a full veiled see this whole-body veil as their trademark?
• Are Islam headscarfs multi-protective cloths?
• Are full-fogging multi-protection cloths?
• Do the wearers of the Islam headscarf need this head-cloth hood as a multi-protection cloth because many men have a hormone problem?
• Need full-veiled this whole-body wrapping as a multi-protection cloth because many men have a multi-hormone problem?
• Are the bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes with the door in the house?
• Do full-veiled often fall with the door into the house?
• Are those sometimes with the door in the house, which demand Islam headscarfs?
• Are those sometimes with the door in the house demanding full disguising?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf often also ambitious?
• Are full-veiled often too ambitious?
• Are those often also ambitious, the Islam headscarfs consider necessary?
• Are those often also ambitious who consider full disguising as necessary?
• Carriers of the Islamic headscarf sometimes, for example, under their head-cloth hood?
• Sufferingly-veiled sometimes, for example, under their whole-body disguise?
• Suffer those sometimes who are VS the abolition of Islam headscarfs?
• Are those sometimes very powerful, who are REASONS to abolish full disguising?
• Are there prisoners' camps for full-veiled, also called harem?
• Are there full-disguised people who only leave one house twice in their lives, once when they move through a marriage to their parents-in-law and once they die?
• Are all reasons for Islam headscarfs ultimately Pasha arbitrariness?
• Are all reasons for full disguising ultimately Pasha arbitrariness?
• Are Islamic headscarves sometimes unruly?
• Are full-fancings sometimes unruly?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes unruly?
• Are full-veiled sometimes unruly?
• Are people of Islam shawls sometimes unruly?
• Are people sometimes full of disgusting very unruly?
• Protect Islamic headscarfs from fleas?
• Protect Islam headscarfs from lice?
• Protect Islamic headscarfs from mites?
• Protective Veil Prevention?
• Protective Lashings?
• Protective-shielding against mites?
• Are there any unpleasant things for the Islamic headscarf?
• Is there something very unpleasant for the full-veiled?
• Are there any unpleasant things for rulers on Islam headscarfs?
• Are there also very unpleasant things for rulers on full disguising?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes feel sorry?
• Does full-veiled sometimes hurt?
• Does someone sometimes feel sorry for whom Islam headscarves are a matter of heart?
• Does anyone sometimes feel sorry for the full veil of a heart problem?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf mostly under control?
• Have fully-veiled always under control?
• Do the heads of Islam headscarfs usually have everything under control?
• Have pretenders of full veil always under control?
• Have the heads of the Islam headscarf always been under control?
• Have fully-veiled always been under full control?
• Have those who are behind the fact that Islam headscarves are being worn are always under control?
• Have those always under control, who are behind, that full veils are worn?
• Does Allah, as a good example, wear an Islamic headscarf?
• Does Allah, as a good example, always wear a full veil?
• Do men as a good example wear Islamic headscarves?
• Do men as a good model full veils?
• Is Allah so deeply veiled that he is no longer recognizable as such?
• Are Islamic headscarves to wear because it is the will of Allah? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it done as if wearing Islam headscarves because it is Allah’s will? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it through a test verifiable that Islam headscarves are to be worn, because it is the will of Allah? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are full veils to wear because it is the will of Allah? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is it pretended to wear full veils because it is the will of Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it verifiable by a test that full veils are to be worn because it is the will of Allah? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes get something out of despair?
• Are fully-veiled rarely something out of despair?
• Do behind-men of Islam headscarfs sometimes do something out of despair?
• Do behind-men of full veils sometimes make something out of despair?
• Is the world okay for some men when women are pressed under Islam headscarfs?
• Is the world okay for some men when women are put in full veil?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have everything under control?
• Have fully-veiled always under control?
• Do guardians of Islam headscarfs have everything under control?
• Do guardians of full veil always have everything under control?
• Why are there Islamic headscarfs? Answer Proposal: WAY TO THE MEN and to 100%!
• Why are there full-veiled? Answer Proposal: WAY TO THE MEN and to 100%!
• Why do women wear Islamic headscarves? Answer Proposal: WAY TO THE MEN and to 100%!
• Why do women wear full veils? Answer Proposal: WAY TO THE MEN and to 100%!
• Is the heads of the Islamic headscarf sometimes go round and round?
• Is it a matter of head and neck for women who illegally wear NO Islam headscarf?
• Is it rarely a question of head and collar?
• Is it for women who do not carry full disguise?
• Is it sometimes for those who head and neck, the Islam headscarf pretend?
• Is it rare for those with head and collar who pretend to be full-fledged?
• Do Islam headscarfs contain built-in broadcasting and receiving stations for Allah?
• Do full veils contain particularly strong built-in transmit and receive stations for Allah?
• Have carriers of the Islam headscarf named a special Lord of Heaven, also Allah?
• Have fully-veiled a special Lord of Heaven, also called Allah?
• Is Allah a specialist for Islam headscarfs?
• Is Allah an unbeatable specialist for full disguising?
• Is the heavenly kingdom (women’s paradise) nearly women’s, because only women who have always worn the heads of the Islam heads well in public?
• Is the heavenly kingdom (women’s paradise) almost women-less, because there only women come in, who have always worn full veil in the public?
• Can carriers of the Islam headscarf be destroyed?
• Can a project be destroyed?
• Can a project that is interested in Islam headscarfs be destroyed?
• Can a project that is interested in full disguised be destroyed?
• Are the Islamic headscarf easy to wear?
• Freezing Full-veiled very easily?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf frozen?
• Are full-veiled very frozen?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf rarely outrageous?
• Are full-veiled never shameless?
• Are those never shameless who are interested in wearing Islamic headscarves?
• Are those never shameless who have an interest in being fully disguised?
• Must bearers of the Islamic headscarf with their powers?
• Must fully-disguised people with their powers particularly hold?
• Must kings keep heads of Islamic headscarfs?
• Do kings have to abide by their full powers?
• Are Islam headscarf balsam for the soul?
• Are full veils of thickly applied balm for the soul?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf balsam for the soul?
• Are full-veiled balm for the soul?
• Are checkers of Islam headscarf balm for the soul?
• Are checkers of full-veils balsam for the soul?
• Are Islam headscarves a means of escape?
• Are full-fogging a great escape means?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf have a finger-tip feeling when they put on their head-cloth hood?
• Have Full-Veiled Big Fingers-Top Feeling?
• Do upper-minded Islam headscarfs have fingertip feeling?
• Do upper of full-veils have great finger-tip feeling?
• Does Islam headscarf the street image?
• Enriching Full-Veils the Road Image?
• Do Islamic headscarfs embellish the streets?
• Do full-veil embellish the streets image?
• Are there any apparent arguments for the need for Islam headscarfs?
• Are there any apparent arguments for the need for full disguising?
• Have carriers of the Islam headscarf also on the head shame-hair?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes disillusioned?
• Are full-veiled sometimes disillusioned?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes disappointed because their head-cloth hood did not keep what was promised?
• Are full-veiled sometimes very disappointed because their whole-body disguise has not kept what was promised?
• Are motivators of Islam headscarves sometimes disillusioned?
• Are motivators of full veil sometimes very disillusioned?
• Are inspectors of Islam headscarfs sometimes disappointed?
• Are auditors of full disguised sometimes disappointed?
• Do Basta men of Islam headscarfs want to create something separate?
• Do Basta men want to create something separate?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf sometimes wear the hand-cloth?
• Do some wearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes go?
• Throwing Full-veiled sometimes the hand-cloth?
• Do some-veiled sometimes go?
• Throwing solid-knockers of Islam headscarfs sometimes the hand-cloth?
• Throw fest-knockers of Islam headscarfs sometimes?
• Throwing solid-knockers of full-veils sometimes the hand-cloth?
• Do solid-knockers of full-veil sometimes go?
• Workers of the Islam headscarf mostly everything nicely off good? Or:
• Let carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes lie?
• Do the works always completely well-behaved? Or:
• Leave full-veiled often lie?
• Do special commissioner of Islam headscarfs always do everything nicely good? Or:
• Do special commissioners of Islam headscarfs sometimes lie?
• Do special commissioners of full-concealments always keep everything nicely off? Or:
• Do special commissioners of full disguising sometimes lie?
• Do not the bearers of the Islam headscarf burn?
• Do not full-veils burn anything at all?
• Do not Allah's commissioners of Islam headscarf burn anything?
• Do not Allah commissioners of Full-Veils burn anything at all?
• Do Islam headscarves have a life of their own?
• Do full-veils have a self-life?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have their own life?
• Do fully-veiled have a fierce self-life?
• Do purists of Islam headscarfs have their own life?
• Do purists of full veil have a fierce self-life?
• Mayers of the Islamic Headscarf Willkür?
• Possibly-obscured the total arbitrariness?
• May Wishes of Islam Headscarfs Willkür?
• Do desires of full disguising mean total arbitrariness?
• Do Islam headscarfs underscore the power demand of men over women?
• Underline full-concealment of men's special power claim over women?
• Do Islam headscarves prevent Allah's engraving?
• Do full-veils particularly prevent a Allah engraving?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf hide their head hair from Allah?
• Hide Full-veiled her face before Allah?
• Must full-veiled be hidden from Allah because they have sinned?
• Are Carriers of the Islamic Headscarf Willkür out?
• Are full-veiled great caprices?
• Do Carriers of Islam Headscarfs do arbitrarily?
• Are wearers of full-fashions great arbitrariness?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes really snappy?
• Are full-veiled often or rarely snappy?
• Are wear-takers of Islam headscarfs sometimes really snappy?
• Are wear-takers of full-veils often or seldom really snappy?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf generally cheerful?
• Are full-veiled usually very cheerful?
• Are wear checkers of Islam headscarfs generally cheerful?
• Are wear checkers of full-veil usually very cheerful?
• Does the consistent wearing of Islam headscarves stop the formation of gray head-hair? Or:
  • Will head hair become grayer faster if Islam headscarves are worn consistently?
• Do gray head-hair for the wearers of the Islam headscarf not a problem because they do not become so old?
• Do Islam headscarf have the advantage of covering gray head-hair?
• Must wearers of the Islam headscarf have long hair?
• Do those men, who are the driving force of Islam headscarfs, ask the wearer of head-cloth hoods at the same
time that they have long hair?
• Do those men, who are regarded as the driving force of full disguising, demand from wearers of the whole-body
wraps that they have long hair?
• Are full-veiled directly from hell because they look to the fruit?
• Should full-disguised effects be a deterrent to all men?
• Can Islam headscarves be tested? If so:
  • Should Islam headscarf be examined? If so:
    • Are Islam headscarves tested? If so:
      • Who checks Islam headscarfs?
    • Can full-coverage be tested? If so:
      • Should full fogging be tested? If so:
        • Are full-fogging tested? If so:
          • Who is testing full disguising?
    • Can carriers of the Islam headscarf be examined? If so:
      • Should carriers of the Islam headscarf be examined? If so:
        • Are carriers of the Islam headscarf examined? If so:
          • Who checks the Islamic headscarf? Or:
        • Are carriers of the Islam headscarf self-testing?
      • Can fully-disguised be tested? If so:
        • Should full-disguised be checked? If so:
• Are full-veiled tested? If so:
• Who tests full-veiled? Or:
• Are full-veiled self-testing?
• Can forgiveness be tested by Islam headscarfs? If so:
• Should compulsory be examined by Islam headscarfs? If so:
• Are Forces of Islam Headscarfs examined? If so:
• Who is testing the forcing of Islam headscarfs? Or:
• Are Forcing of Islam Headscarf self-testing?
• Can compulsory be tested by full disguising? If so:
• Should enforcers be tested for full disguising? If so:
• Are forcing of full obscurations checked? If so:
• Who is testing enforcers of full disguising? Or:
• Are Forcing ones of full veil self-testing?
• Is it an example of a lack of willingness to integrate when a single young bearer of the Islamic headscarf thinks or even says that she will marry only one man who has the same religion as herself?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf usually really nice?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf find their salvation in the partial camouflage?
• Are full-veiled mostly nice?
• Looking fully-veiled their salvation in full-camouflage?
• Are reviewers of Islam headscarfs mostly really nice?
• Looking for reviewers of Islam headscarfs their salvation in oppression?
• Are verifiers of full veil usually very nice?
• Looking for verifiers of full-veil their salvation in total oppression?
• Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf sometimes have to go through hell when they want to remove the head-cloth hood?
• Do full-veiled sometimes have to go through hell when they take the whole-body disguise?
• Do the monitors of Islam headscarfs sometimes have to go through hell?
• Do masters of full disguising sometimes have to go through hell?
• Are they completely hidden from Allah or from the devil?
• Do Islam headscarf have an existence right?
• Do full-veils have an existence right?
• Was the required degree of concealment individually determined by some religious VIPs?
• Are young unmarried bearers of the Islam headscarf signaling that they are NOT available to the generally accessible marriages market?
• Do young single and fully-veiled young people signal that they are NOT available to the generally accessible marriages market?
• Are young unmarried bearers of the Islam headscarf NO part of the generally accessible marriages market?
• Are young single and fully veiled absolutely NOT part of the generally accessible marriages market?
• Are young unmarried bearers of the Islam headscarf excluded from the marriages market accessible to all conventions?
• Are young single and fully veiled fully excluded the marriages market accessible to all conventions?
• Are young unmarried bearers of the Islam headscarf unattainable for men of other religions and for male atheists when it comes to marriage?
• Are young single and fully veiled men absolutely unattainable for men of other religions and for male atheists when it comes to marriage?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf fidel?
• Are full-veiled right fidel?
• Are supporters of Islam headscarfs fidel?
• Are Supporters of Full Veils Right?
• Dancing carriers of the Islam headscarf after the whistle of something?
• Dancing Full-veiled always after the whistle of anything?
• Dancing heads of Islam headscarfs after the whistle of something?
• Dancing responsible of full-veil after the whistle of anything?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf mostly small but powerful?
• Are full-veiled mostly small but powerful?
• Can women in Germany confidently remove their Islam headscarf, because ALL Allah’s eyes in Germany?
• Can women in Germany replace their full obscurity confidently by normal clothing, because ALLAH ALLOWS eyes in Germany?
• Are Islam headscarves an infamous matter?
• Are full-veiling an infamous matter?
• Are desires of Islam headscarfs an infamous matter?
• Are desires of full veil a quite infamous matter?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf in the house with uncovered head hair guide the regiment?
• Do full-veiled in the house unveiled the regiment?
• Are full-veiled expelled from Allah alone?
• Why are (supposedly) sinful, completely veiled and not burnt alive?
• Would you like to wear carriers of the Islam headscarf? If so:
• Does the wearer of the Islamic headscarf, for example, make pleasure to board their heads, neck and shoulders?
• Would you like to be full-veiled? If so:
• Does it render full-veiled, for example, pleasure?
• Would you like those who demand that Islam headscarves be worn? If so:
• Does it make pleasure to demand that Islam headscarves be worn?
• Would you like to make fun of those who demand full veil? If so:
• Does it make much fun to demand that full-veils be worn?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf totalitarian?
• Are fully-veiled totally totalitarian?
• Are those totalitarians who defend Islam headscarfs?
• Are those total totalitarians who defend full disguising?
• Can carriers of the Islam headscarf be influenced? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can fully-disguised be influenced? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can Islamic headscarf be influenced? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can fully-veiled be affected? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can defenders of Islam headscarfs be influenced? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can defenders be affected by full disguising? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can defenders of Islam headscarfs be affected? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes quarrelsome?
• Are full-veiled seldom or often quarreling?
• Are those men who are quarreling, who represent Islam headscarfs?
• Are those men who are full of vexation who are contentious?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf poetic?
• Are full-veiled very poetic?
• Are representatives of Islam headscarfs poetic?
• Are representatives of full veils very poetic?
• Do the Islamic headscarf have an ideology?
• Do fully-veiled have a peculiar ideology?
• Do those have an ideology that cause Islam headscarfs?
• Do those have a peculiar ideology that cause full disguising?
• Are the Islamic Headscarf NOT a marriage candidate for men of other religions or atheists? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are full-disguised guaranties NOT a marriage candidate for men of other religions or atheists? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf, for example, atheists or Christians available for a marriage? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are fully-veiled eg atheists or Christians available for a marriage? Answer Proposal: Definitely not!
• Are Islam headscarves rather a delineation symbol or rather an integration symbol? Answer Proposal: First!
• Are full-fogging rather a delineation symbol or rather an integration symbol? Answer Proposal: First!
• Is there a significant integration deficit because the young and unmarried bearers of the Islam headscarf do not marry anyone who is, for example, an atheist or a Christian?
• Is there a massive integration deficit because the young and unmarried, fully veiled are not guaranteed to marry anyone who is, for example, an atheist or a Christian?
• Is Beischlaf allowed to wear the Islamic headscarf when they have their days?
• Is allowed with full-veiled intercourse when they have their days?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf have inner values?
• Have full-veiled great inner values?
• Do the perpetrators of Islam headscarfs have inner values?
• Have polluters of full disguised great inner values?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf worthless? Or:
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf valuable?
Are full-veiled especially worthless? Or:
Are full-veiled particularly valuable?
Are polluters of Islam headscarfs worthless? Or:
Are the causes of Islam headscarfs valuable?
Are the causers of full disguising worthless? Or:
Are the causes of full disguising valuable?
Are Islamic headscarves sometimes bullying?
Are full-obfuscations sometimes obtrusive?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes bullying?
Are full-veiled sometimes obtrusive?
Are Waking People About Islam Headscarfs Sometimes Bucky?
Are Awake People About Full-Veils Sometimes Bucky?
Catch Islam headscarf light fire? Or:
Are Islam headscarves difficult to ignite?
Catch full-fogging easily fire? Or:
Are full-fogging difficult to ignite?
Are bearers of the Islam headscarf rather prudent? Or:
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf more draufgängerisch?
Are full-veiled rather prudent? Or:
Are full-veiled rather draufgängerisch?
Are guardians of Islam headscarfs rather mindful? Or:
Are guardians of Islam headscarf rather draufgängerisch?
Are guardians of full disguised rather mindful? Or:
Are guardians of full-veil rather draufgängerisch?
Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf mostly good? Or:
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf mostly naughty?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf mostly attracted?
Are full-veiled mostly good? Or:
Are full-veiled mostly naughty?
Are full-veiled mostly attracted?
Are the ones most often that value the fact that Islam headscarves are worn? Or:
Are those mostly naughty, who value the fact that Islam headscarves are worn?
Are those mostly attracted to Islam who wear the headscarves?
Are those mostly typical, who value the fact that full-veils are worn? Or:
Are those mostly naughty, who value the fact that full disguisings are worn?
Are those mostly attracted who value the fact that full disguisings are worn?
Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf sometimes get a collier?
Do bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes get a rappel?
Will Full-Veiled Sometimes Get a Big Collier?
Are full-veiled sometimes a huge rape?
Do those sometimes get a collier who want to wear Islamic headscarves?
Do those sometimes get a rapper who want to wear Islam headscarves?
Do those sometimes get a huge collier who wants full veils to be worn?
Do those sometimes get a huge rappel that wants full veils to be worn?
Are Islam headscarves thematically explosive?
Are full-concealments thematically highly explosive?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf thematically explosive?
Are full-veiled thematically highly explosive?
Are woolen from Islam headscarf thematically explosive?
Are wanting of full-concealment thematically highly explosive?
Are Islam headscarfs something exclusive?
Are full-veils something particularly exclusive?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf something exclusive?
Are fully-veiled something particularly exclusive?
Are woolen from Islam headscarfs something exclusive?
Are wanting of full-veils something particularly exclusive?
Did the heads of the Islamic headscarf sometimes leave the house?
Did sometimes completely veiled people get out of the house?
• Did some of the Islam headscarfs sometimes get out of the way?
• Do sometimes want to get rid of full-fogging?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf sometimes lose their form?
• Lose Full-veiled sometimes the version?
• Do those sometimes lose the version that Islam headscarfs want?
• Do those sometimes completely lose the composure that desire full-veil?
• Do women wear Islamic headscarves only because they have been born into this society and religion?
• Do women wear full veil only because they were born into this society and religion?
• Do Islam headscarfs save Allah?
• Do Islam headscarves better than Allah?
• Do Islam headscarfs only work together with Allah?
• Who determines how modest a woman has to dress?
• Who determines how modestly his husband has to dress?
• Does Allah determine how modest a woman is to dress?
• Did the prophets determine how modest a woman is to dress?
• Do religious representatives (imams / preachers) determine how modest a woman has to dress?
• Are self-proclaimed executors determined how modest a woman is to dress?
• Do marriage-men determine how modest a woman has to dress?
• Do women determine for other women how modest a woman has to dress?
• Is the woman self-determined how modestly she dresses?
• When is a woman dressed without Islam headscarf modestly enough?
• When is a woman dressed without enough veil?
• When is a bathing suit carrier dressed modestly enough?
• When is a bikini wearer dressed modestly enough?
• When is a woman dressed only with bathing trousers and up without modest enough?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf patted by any or anybody?
• Are full-veiled of any or anybody extremely patronized?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf taken by any or anybody?
• Are full-veiled from any or anybody extremely involved?
• What are full-veileds allowed to wear under their whole body wrapping?
• What do full-veiled bear under their Allah Protection Disguise?
• Are not the Islamic headscarf for atheists to be a marriage wife?
• Are not full-veiled for atheists?
• Have carriers of the Islamic headscarf got used to the head-cloth hood?
• Have fully-veiled become necessarily accustomed to the whole-body veil?
• Do those men intervene in the private sphere of women who are responsible for Islam headscarfs?
• Do those men intervene in the private sphere of women who are responsible for full disguising?
• Are those men responsible for the private sphere of women who are responsible for Islamic headscarfs?
• Are those men responsible for the private sphere of women who are responsible for full disguising?
• Can an Islam headscarf take the wind out of the sails?
• Can a full-veil take the wind out of the sails?
• Can somebody wearing the Islam headscarf take the wind out of the sails?
• Can someone take full blows from the sails?
• Can anyone take the wind out of the sails that are responsible for Islam headscarfs?
• Can anyone take the wind out of the sails that are responsible for full disguising?
• Can Islamic headscarves get under the wheels?
• Can full-fogging get under the wheels?
• Can carriers of the Islam headscarf get under the wheels?
• Can fully-disguised be under the wheels?
• Can heads of Islam headscarfs get under the belt?
• Can those who are responsible for full disguised behavior get under the wheels?
• Do Islam headscarves show the social status?
• Do full disguisings show the social status?
• Can a distinction be made between those with recognizable women's eyes and those with unrecognizable women's eyes? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can someone wearing the Islamic headscarf fall into the back?
• Can someone full-veiled fall very much in the back?
• Can anyone take abortive opponents of Islam headscarfs in the back?
• Can someone abolish opponents of full-veil very much in the back?
• Can wearers of the Islam headscarf sell well?
• Can carriers of the Islamic headscarf be lost in the desert?
• Can fully-veiled sell well?
• Can fully-disguised people run away because of visual impairment?
• Can those who sell the heads of Islam be worn well?
• Can those who love the Islam headscarves get lost?
• Can those who sell it to the heart, who wear full veils, can sell themselves well?
• Can those who care for the full veil be worn?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf characteristic?
• Are fully-veiled particularly strong?
  • Are those character festivals that encourage women to wear Islamic headscarves?
  • Are those character festivals that encourage women to hide deeply?
  • Is often, once Islam headscarf, always Islam headscarf?
  • Mostly used, once deeply veiled, always deeply veiled?
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf rumtanzen?
• Can fully-veiled be great on the nose rumtanzen?
• Can those on the nose dance, who urge women to wear Islamic headscarves?
• Can those easily dance around the nose, the women to ask to run around in deep veiled?
• Do followers of Islam headscarfs have their animal drives in control?
• Do trailers of full obscuration have their animal drives at all?
• Is the theme of Islam headscarfs a hot iron?
• Is the subject of full-fogging a very hot iron?
• Is the subject of the Islamic headscarf a hot iron?
• Is the subject of fully-veiled an all-hot iron?
• Is the issue of the Islam of headscarves a hot iron?
• Is the subject of hardships of full-veils a very hot iron?
• Can people burn their fingers on the theme of Islam headscarfs? If so:
  • Have people on the topic Islam headscarf burned their fingers before?
  • Can people burn their fingers on the subject of full-fogging? If so:
  • Have people burned their fingers on the topic of full-veil?
• Can people burn their fingers on the theme of the Islamic headscarf? If so:
  • Have people on the subject wearers of the Islam headscarf burned their fingers?
• Can people on the subject of fully-veiled burn their fingers? If so:
  • Have people on the subject of fully-veiled fingers burned already times?
  • Can people burn their fingers on the topic of Islam’s headscarves? If so:
  • Have people on the theme of the Islamist headscarf burned their fingers?
• Can people at the subject of the devouring of full-veils burn their fingers very hard? If so:
  • Have people at the topic of the devouring of full-veil the fingers ever burned?
• Are Islam headscarfs hoods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Full-Veils Prisoning Covers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can carriers of the Islam headscarf combine? Or:
  • Cannot the bearers of the Islamic headscarf combine correctly?
• Do the Islamic headscarf have a combination gift?
• Can fully-veiled combine well? Or:
  • Cannot fully-veiled be combined at all?
  • Have full-veiled a great combination gift?
• Can those men who wear Islamic headscarfs combine?
• Do those men have a combination gift that is akin to Islam headscarfs?
• Can those men combine well that adorn full veils?
• Do those men have an excellent combination gift that very veils full veil?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes have to pull the tear line?
• Do the wearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes wear the tear-line?
• Must full-veiled sometimes urgently pull the tear line?
• Pull Full-veiled rarely times the tear line?
• Do they sometimes have to pull the tear line that exists on Islam headscarfs?
• Do they sometimes pull the tear line that exists on Islam headscarfs?
• Do they sometimes have to pull the tear line, which consist of full disguising?
• Do those sometimes pull the tear line that consist of full-fogging?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf special?
• Are fully-veiled special people?
• Were the Islamic headscarf just ordinary people, if they had been educated in the same way, and thus had no head-cloth hood?
• Would fully-disguised ordinary human beings, if they had been educated with equal rights, and would not, therefore, adhere to whole-body disguise?
• Are people demanding to go around with Islam headscarfs, very special people?
• Are people challenging women, running deeply veiled, very special people?
• Were prompted by women to run around with Islam headscarfs, ordinary people without such proclamations, if they had been educated with equal rights?
• Were prompted by women to walk around in disguised disguise, ordinary people without such demands, if they had been educated with equal rights?
• Are Islam headscarves worn because of a law of Allah? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are full veilings carried by Allah law? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are the heads of the Islamic headscarf lamented to show their head hair to strange men?
• Are they ashamed to show themselves completely disguised, their mouths and their noses strange men?
• Is there a sense of guilt among the wearers of the Islam headscarf if they take this head-cloth hood off in public? If so:
  ▪ To whom or who would bear a sense of guilt in the heads of the Islamic headscarf if they were to take their head-cloth hood off in public?
• Would the heads of the Islamic headscarf make a sense of guilt against men if they were to take their head-cloth hood off in public?
• Would the Islamic headscarf be a sense of guilt against the moral police, if they would take off their head-cloth hood in public?
• Would the Islamic headscarfs feel guilty about Allah if they were to take their head-cloth hood off in public?
• Would the Islamic headscarfs have a sense of guilt against a sacred religion script, if they were to take their head-cloth hood off in public?
• Is there a sense of guilt in the public, if they would replace their complete veil with contemporary clothes? If so:
  ▪ To what or who would become guilty in full-veiled, if they were to replace their complete disguise with contemporary clothes?
• Would the public in the full veiled feel a sense of guilt against men, if they would replace their complete disguise with contemporary clothes?
• Would the public in the full-veiled be guilty of the moral police, if they would replace their complete disguise with contemporary clothes?
• If the public veiled in the public, would a sense of guilt be against Allah, if they would replace their complete veil with contemporary clothes?
• If the public veiled them completely, would a sense of guilt be expressed against a holy scripture, if they would replace their complete veil with contemporary clothes?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf look sober? Or:
  ▪ Are carriers of the Islam headscarf much emotional?
• Full-veiled everything very sober? Or:
  ▪ Looking fully-veiled some very emotional?
• Do all those sober, who are watching that Islam headscarves are worn? Or:
  ▪ Do you see many emotional issues that take care that Islam headscarves are worn?
• Do all those sober who watchful that full-veils are worn? Or:
  ▪ Do those emotionally emotional ones watch that full-veils are worn?
• Are there Islamic headscarves from Allah-protective-material-webs?
• Are Islam Headscarfs Blessed?
• Is Islam wearing headscarves ordered by Allah?
• Are full-veilings from Allah-protecting-cloth-webs?
  ▪ Are full blurs blessed?
• Is the wearing of full veil by Allah commanded?
• Are watchers about wearing Islamic headscarves by Allah?
• Are observers about the wearing of full-vexations clearly ordered by Allah?
• Do carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes have their days when they are grumpy?
• Do full-veiled sometimes have their days when they are particularly grumbling?
• Do up-keepers of Islam headscarfs sometimes have their days where they are grumpy?
• Do up-keepers of full-veils sometimes have their days when they are particularly grumpy?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes frozen?
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf sometimes get bogged down?
• Are full-veiled sometimes very unstable?
• Are sometimes full-veiled very much?
• Are those sometimes frozen, the women imposing Islam headscarfs?
• Do people sometimes get bogged down by the women's Islam headscarfs?
• Are those sometimes frozen, the women impose full disguising?
• Do the ones who sometimes force women's full disguised ones get bogged down?
• Are Islam headscarfs often lovingly designed?
• Are full concealments often lovingly designed?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf as often as possible loving?
• Are full-veiled as often as possible loving?
• Are compulsions of Islam headscarfs as often as possible loving to women?
• Are compulsions of Islam headscarfs often as affectionate as strangers?
• Are compulsions of full concealment as often as possible loving to women?
• Are compulsions of full disguising as often as loving to strangers?
• Are waxing bearers of the Islam headscarf also on the head shame-hair?
• Growing full-veiled all over your body pubic hair?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes overloaded?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes not fully utilized?
• Are full-veiled sometimes heavily overloaded?
• Are full-veiled sometimes not fully utilized?
• Are Basta men sometimes overworked by Islam headscarfs?
• Are Basta men sometimes full of vexations?
• Are Basta men of Islam headscarfs sometimes not properly utilized?
• Are Basta-men of full-bluffing sometimes not fully utilized?
• How do the heads of the Islamic headscarf manage to get on with much Allah?
• How does it succeed to get full-veiled with too much Allah over the rounds?
• How do the heads of Islamic headscarfs manage to get on the laps?
• How do command-holders of full-veil succeed in getting the rounds?
• Would carriers of the Islamic headscarf be enthroned?
• Would fully-disguised be particularly affected?
• Do you want to be commanded about Islam headscarfs?
• Would commanders be honored with full disguising?
• Are Islamic headsets a salvation-bearer?
• Are full disguised as salvage-bearers?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf gladly full of praise?
• Are full-veiled especially gladly full of praise?
• Are advocates of Islam headscarfs full of praise?
• Are advocates of full veil particularly happy with the praise?
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf share some horror?
• Spread Full-veiled particularly much horror?
• Spread those horrors that covet Islam headscarves are worn?
• Spread those horrors that covet that full-veils are worn?
• What punishment does Allah have if a woman refuses to wear an Islamic headscarf in public?
• What punishment does Allah have when a woman refuses to be deeply veiled in public?
• What punishment is provided for in a holy scripture of religion, when a woman in public wear NO Islam headscarf?
• What punishment is provided in a holy scripture of religion when a woman is not deeply veiled in public?
• Are women intimidated to wear Islamic headscarves?
• Are women intimidated to conceal themselves deeply?
• Are women afraid to leave the house without Islam headscarf because they were intimidated?
• Do women have great fear of leaving the house without full disguising because they were very intimidated?
• Shy male covetous of Islam headscarfs women?
• Shy male desireful of full-veil women very one?
• Are veils semi-translucent?
• How to dress full-veiled at home?
• Do the people, who are completely disguised in public, run largely textile-free in order to compensate for the heat accumulation?
• Is Europe experiencing an invasion of Islam headscarfs?
• Is Europe experiencing an invasion of full disguising?
• Is life-bearers of the Islam headscarf correct by suffering comrades?
• Life-veiled only by suffering comrades?
• Lifeguards of full-veil only by veiled properly?
• Do the Islamic headscarf worshipers impressively demonstrate their religion?
• Would fully-veiled show their religion particularly impressively?
• Do the Islamic headscarfs show that they are proud of their religion?
• Do you want full-veiled show that they are particularly proud of their religion?
• Do those who show that they are proud of their religion, want to keep the Islam headscarfs?
• Do those who show that they are particularly proud of their religion, who want to keep full veil?
• Are Islam headscarfs a taboo subject in talk shows?
• Are full-veiling a taboo subject in talk shows?
• Islamic headscarf shows NOT integrated?
• Show Full-veiled completely NOT integrated?
• Would the first and fastest integration step be the adjustment of clothing, not only for men but also for women? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can Islam headscarf disappear into the recess?
• Can full obscurations disappear in the sinking?
• Can GEGNER of Islam headscarf disappear into the recess?
• Can GEGNER disappear deeply in the sinking of full obscurations?
• Can prospects of Islam headscarf disappear into the sinking?
• Can prospective customers disappear deeply in the sinking at full disguising?
• When are Islam headscarves away from the window?
• When are full-veils all the way off the window?
• When are GEGNER of Islam headscarfs off the window?
• When are GEGNER of full-veils all the way off the window?
• When are those off the window sticking to Islam headscarfs?
• When are all those off the window sticking to full-veils?
• Are Islam headscarks uncomfortable?
• Are full-veils very uncomfortable?
• Are those uncomfortable who vote for the preservation of Islam headscarfs?
• Are those uncomfortable who vote for a retention of full-fogging?
• Do Islam headscarfs want to spoil women?
• Do you want full pampering women very pampered?
• Do those who wear Islamic headscarves want to spoil those who wear Islamic headscarves?
• Do those who are full-veiled who want to wear Islamic headscarves want to be very pampered?
• Are bearers of the Islamic headscarf untiring when it comes to wearing these head-cloth hoods?
• Are fully veiled tireless when it comes to wearing these whole body wraps?
• Are protectors of Islam headscarves tireless when it comes to keeping the wearer's duty on women?
• Are protectors of full disguising tireless when it comes to maintaining the wearer's duty for women meticulously?
• Are they sometimes fully veiled, because they do not see enough or they stumble over their clothes?
• Cause those freedom restrictions that determine that Islamic headscarves are wearable?
• Cause those significant freedom constraints that determine that full-veils are wearable?
• Are the Determinants of Islam Headscarfs Allowed?
• Are the assertions of full-disguising assertions possible?
• Are Islamic headscarves wonderful?
• Are full veilings wonderful?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf wonderful?
• Are full-veiled wonderful?
• Are operators of Islam headscarfs wonderful?
• Are operators of full concealments quite wonderful?
• Can it really be true that millions of women have to walk around in long black robes with a vision slot, because about 250 years ago a high-sheikh sheikh so determined?
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf first need to explore before deciding what they want to do next?
• Must fully-disguised first explore before deciding what to do next?
• Must those who are first to explore before deciding what they want to do next, who prefer to wear Islamic headscarves?
• Will those first have to explore before they decide what they want to do next, who prefer to wear full veils?
Should bearers of the Islam headscarf first weigh up before deciding how to proceed?

Should full-veiled first weigh up before deciding how to proceed?

Should pre-eminent Muslim headscarfs first weigh up before deciding how to continue with the head-cloth hoods?

Should pre-eminently of full veil first weigh up before deciding how to go on with the full disguising?

Do bearers of the Islam headscarf do everything in sequence? Or:

Do the heads of the Islam headscarf all be parallel?

Make Full-veiled everything one by one? Or:

Are full-veiled everything parallel?

Do guards of Islam headscarfs do everything in sequence? Or:

Do guards of Islam headscarfs do everything in parallel?

Do guards of full-veils do everything in sequence? Or:

Are guards of full-veils all parallel?

Do Islam headscarfs belong to the religious compulsion of a particular line of faith?

Do Islamic headscarfs belong to the religious compulsive costume of a specific line of faith?

Do Islamic headscarfs belong to the religious compulsive uniformity of a specific line of faith?

Are full-obscurations for the religious compulsive clothing of a certain line of faith?

Are full-concealments of the religious compulsive costume of a particular line of faith?

Are full-concealments of the religious compulsive uniformity of a specific line of faith?

Are Islam headscarves a religious gag for women?

Are full-veils a particularly thick religious gag for women?

Are Islamic headscarves also disgusting?

Are full vexations also particularly disgusting?

Have carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes a queasy feeling?

Is the wearer of the Islam headscarf sometimes a bit unwelcome?

Have full-veiled sometimes a very queasy feeling?

Is full-veiled sometimes something quite uneasy?

Do those sometimes have a queasy feeling guarding the wearing of Islam headscarfs?

Is there something that does not quite mind the wearing of Islam headscarfs?

Do those sometimes have a queasy feeling guarding the wearing of full disguising?

Is there something that does not quite guard the wearing of full veils?

Do women wear Islamic headscarves when they come from a culture circle in which these head-cloth hoods are common?

Do women wear full veils when they come from a culture circle in which these whole-body veils are common?

Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have a sense of responsibility?

Do fully-veiled have a high degree of sense of responsibility?

Do those have a sense of responsibility that want to keep Islam headscarfs?

Do those have a sense of responsibility that wants to preserve full-concealment?

Are Islam headscarfs the yellow of the egg?

Are full-veils the yellow of the egg?

Do Islam headscarves have only good sides?

Do full-veils have very good sides?

Are carriers of the Islam headscarf just good sides?

Have fully-veiled only very good sides?

Do keepers of Islam headscarfs have only good sides?

Do Preservers of Full Veils have very good sides?

Can carriers of the Islam headscarf overreact?

Can full-veiled be overreacting violently?

Can those who are opposed to abolish Islamic headscarves overreact?

Can those violently overreact those who are opposed to abolish full disguising?

Are bearers of the Islam headscarf looking forward?

Are full-veiled particularly anticipatory?

Are those foreseeing who insist that Islam headscarves be worn?

Are those particularly anticipatory who insist that full disguised be worn?

Do women have desire ideas about their Islam headscarfs?

Do women have desire-visions to their full-veils?

Do those who demand head-cloth hoods ask the wearers of the Islam headscarf how they have to live?

Do those who demand whole-body wraps write, fully-veiled before how they have to live?

Are Islam headscarves negligible?
• Are full-concealments completely negligible?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf negligible?
• Are full vectors very negligible?
• Are inspectors of Islam headscarfs negligible?
• Are auditors of full concealment very negligible?
• Do Islam headscarfs play an important role? If so:
  • What is the role of Islam headscarf in practice, for example? And:
  • What is the role of Islam headscarfs for nature, for example?
• Playing Full-Veils a very important role? If so:
  • What very important role do full-fogging in practice for example? And:
  • What very important role do full-concealments for nature for example?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf sometimes feel neglected?
• Are full-veiled sometimes very neglected?
• Do people sometimes feel neglected by Islam headscarfs?
• Are the demands of full disguising sometimes very neglected?
• What makes sense to stick to Islam headscarfs?
• What is the purpose of sticking to full veil?
• Will Islam headscarf soon sink into insignificance? Answer Proposal: NO, never, allegedly Allah’s will!
• Will full obscurations soon sink into insignificance? Answer Proposal: NO, never, as alleged unconditional will of Allah!
• Why is it useful to continue hanging on Islam headscarfs?
• Why is it useful to continue to hang on to full veils?
• Do Muslims sometimes wear something in sex?
• Disturbed-obfuscations sometimes very during sex?
• Are Islamic headscarves sometimes disturbing peace?
• Are full-fancings sometimes great annoyance?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes disturbing peace?
• Are full-veiled sometimes great annoyance?
• Are Whipers of Islam headscarfs sometimes disturbing peace?
• Are whipers of full-fancings sometimes great trouble?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes interfere with anything?
• Are full-veiled sometimes very much to something?
• Do the Whipers of Islam headscarfs sometimes get involved with anything?
• Do whipers of full-veil sometimes interfere with something?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes disturbed by something?
• Are full-veiled sometimes disturbed by something?
• Are Whipers of Islam Headscarfs sometimes disturbed by something?
• Are whipers of full veil sometimes disturbed by something?
• Cannot the bearers of the Islamic headscarf dislike?
• Are fully disguised people very unhelpful?
• Cannot Whipers of Islam headscarf hurt?
• Cannot whipers of full-vexations disturb very much?
• Are Islam headscarves sometimes in the way?
• Are full-fogging sometimes in the way?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes in the way?
• Are full-veiled sometimes very in the way?
• Are Whipers of Islam Headscarfs sometimes in the way?
• Are whipers of full-veil sometimes in the way?
• Disturbing Islam headscarfs sometimes?
• Disturbing obfuscations sometimes very?
• Disturbers of the Islam headscarf sometimes?
• Disturbed-veiled sometimes very?
• Perplexers of Islam headscarfs sometimes?
• Disturbing whipers of full-veils sometimes very?
• Is West Germany and Western Europe heavily flooded by Islam headscarfs?
• Is West Germany and Western Europe easily flooded by full-fogging?
• Do the bearers of the Islamic headscarf come only with Allah over the rounds?
• Are full-veiled certainly only with Allah over the rounds?
• Are those coming only with Allah over the rounds that whip Islam headscarfs?
• Are those, of course, coming with Allah alone?
• Are Islamic headscarfs devilishly good?
• Are full veils devilishly good?
• Do not minders of Islamic headscarfs be accountable to anyone except Allah?
• Do not prescribers have to account for anyone, except against Allah?
• Does Allah allow Islamic headscarfs? If so:
• Why does Allah allow Islamic headscarfs?
• Does Allah allow full disguising? If so:
• Why does Allah allow full disguising?
• Are those self-righteous who want to receive Islamic headscarves?
• Are those self-righteous who want to get full-fogging?
• Are Preservers of Islamic Headscarfs convinced of themselves?
• Are Preservers of Full Disguises Very Confident of Himself?
• Is a cult cultied around Islamic headscarfs?
• Is a cult driven around full veil?
• Is there anything extra special about the preservation of Islamic headscarfs?
• Is there anything quite extraordinary in those who are responsible for the preservation of full-fog?
• Remember full-veils of scarecrows?
• Are Islamic headscarfs a forced-permanent fashion?
• Can Islamic headscarfs go out of fashion?
• Will Islamic headscarf persist in Allah? Or:
• Will Allah keep Islamic headscarfs?
• Will Islamic headscarfs last the devil? Or:
• Will the devil persist in Islamic headscarves?
• Are full-obfuscations a forced-permanent mode?
• Can full-veil be out of fashion?
• Will full-disguised Allah persist long? Or:
• Will Allah endure full-veils for a long time?
• Will full-veil persist the devil? Or:
• Will the devil persist in veil?
• Are Islamic headscarves even more difficult to understand than Allah?
• Are full veiling much more difficult to understand than Allah?
• Are Islamic headscarves a half-protection?
• Are full-fogging a full-protection?
• Are full-fogging the precursors for space suits?
• Have even those sometimes inferiority complexes that force Islamic headscarfs?
• Have even those sometimes inferiority complexes that force full obfuscations?
• Are Islamic headscarfs focused on women?
• Are full disguisings very focused on women?
• Do Islam headscarves of foreclosure?
• Serving full-veil of the massive foreclosure?
• Are Islamic headscarves a rehabilitation case?
• Are full-concealments an extensive redevelopment case?
• Is the philosophy of Islamic headscarfs inconsistent? Or:
• Is the philosophy of Islamic headscarfs contradictory?
• Is the philosophy of full disguising completely contradictory? Or:
• Is the philosophy of full obscurity full of contradictions?
• Do Islam headscarfs react to influences? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do full-veils affect influences? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do the Islamic headscarf react to influences? Answer Proposal: YES!
• React fully-veiled on influences? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are forcing forces of Islam headscarfs to influence? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Reacting forceful of full-concealments on influences? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Islam headscarfs needing protection?
• Are full concealments particularly needy protection?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf protected?
• Are full-disguised persons particularly needing protection?
• Are fanatics of Islam headscarf vulnerable?
• Are fanatics of full disguised protection particularly needy?
• Is the power of habit for Islam headscarfs?
• Is the overpowering of habit for full veil?
• Can Islam headscarfs go away?
• Can full-fogging disarm particularly fast?
• Do men wear the head jewelery and the super-religion WOMEN the head-neck-shoulder-jewelry?
• Are Islam headscarfs stale? Or:
• Are Islam headscarfs up-to-date?
• Are full-fogging very old-fashioned? Or:
• Are full-fogging super-awesome like never before?
• Is it nice for women to wear Islam headscarves for men?
• Is it a special honor for men to wear women's men's Islam headscarves?
• Do women want to honor men by wearing Islamic headscarves?
• Should women honor the men by wearing Islamic headscarves?
• Are those moral apostles who want to knock Islam headscarves?
• Are those great moral apostles who want to pound full-veils?
• Are Islam headscarfs stale? Or:
• Are Islam headscarfs up-to-date?
• Are full-fogging very old-fashioned? Or:
• Are full-fogging super-awesome like never before?
• Is it possible to clearly notice the impact of Islam headscarfs when women are not friendly?
• Are the tappets of full-fogging particularly noticeable when women are not quite alike?
• Are those predominantly impulsive, which determine that Islamic headscarves are to be worn? Or:
• Are those predominantly driven to determine that Islam headscarves are to be worn?
• Are those quite predominantly impulsive, which determine that full-veils are to bear? Or:
• Are those quite predominantly driven to determine that full-veils are to be borne?
• Are Islam headscarves always indispensable? Or:
• Are Islam headscarves sometimes also unnecessary?
• Are full-fogging absolutely indispensable? Or:
• Are full concealments always completely unnecessary?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf modest?
• Are full-veiled very modest?
• Are fetishists of Islam headscarf modest?
• Are fetishists of full disguised very modest?
• Does Islam headcloths sometimes run free from oppression?
• Is Islam abuse sometimes misusing power?
• Is full-obfuscation sometimes provoking freedom oppression?
• Is there sometimes abuse of power from full disguising?
• Are Islam headscarves used to exercise freedom oppression?
• Are Islam headscarves used to abuse power?
• Are full-fogging used to exert extensive freedom-suppression?
• Are full disguising used to deal with extensive abuse of power?
• Corners Islam headscarves sometimes?
• Corners full-veils sometimes very on?
• Corners bearers of Islam headscarfs sometimes something?
• Corners Full-veiled sometimes very on?
• Are sometimes those who are wearing something that are wearing Islamic headscarves in public?
• Are those corners sometimes very much on, which are located to carry full-veils in the public?
• Are fundamentalists of Islam headscarf slit-ears?
• Are fundamentalists of full-obscurations big slit-ears?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf dressed as Allah likes it?
• Are fully-veiled dressed as Allah likes it?
• Do the bearers of the Islam headscarf have a stone in the board with Allah?
• Do Allah have a very thick stone in the board?
• Are there people living on the carrying duty of Islam headscarfs at Allah?
• Do people have a particularly thick stone in the board about the wearing duty of full-veil at Allah?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf likely to be Allah's favorites?
• Are full-veiled surely Allah's favorites?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf good Allah women?
• Are full-veiled especially good women of Allah?
• Are doubly full-veiled the only true Allah women?
• Are Islam headscarfs a perennial burner?
• Are full-fogging a classic permanent burner?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf a permanent burner?
• Are full-veiled a classic permanent burner?
• Are those a long-term burners that demand that Islam headscarves be worn?
• Are those a long-term burners that demand that full-fogging be worn?
• Are Islam headscarves a permanent topic?
• Are full-fogging a permanent theme?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf a permanent theme?
• Are full-veiled a real permanent theme?
• Are the demands of Islam headscarves a permanent theme?
• Are the demands of full-veiling a permanent theme?
• Why are there Islamic headscarves?
• Is there any Islam headscarf because there is a need for it?
• Are Islam headscarves an end-of-life model?
• Why are there full disguisings?
• Are there full disguising because there is a need for it?
• Are full-fogging a discontinued model?
• Do women primarily voluntarily wear Islamic headscarves because they are more fearful, like men?
• Do women primarily voluntarily obscure because they are much more frightened, like men?
• Do women voluntarily wear Islamic headscarves for fear of men?
• Do women voluntarily wear full-veil from massive fear of rapists?
• Are Islamic headscarves the non plus ultra of modesty?
• Are full-veils the non plus ultra of model modesty?
• Are Islamic headscarves used as morality guards?
• Are full-concealments used as moral guards?
• Are bearers of the Islam headscarf Duckmäuser?
• Are full-veiled big ducks?
• Brilliant ones with stylistic incarnation wealth that Islam headscarves consider necessary?
• Brilliant ones with great styling incarnation riches that consider full-obfuscations necessary?
• Are Islam headscarves astride and perhaps even flashy?
• Are full-veils astringent and perhaps even blitzblank?
• Cannot Allah's representatives of the wearing duty-compulsory enforcement for Islam headscarfs go to the carts?
• Cannot Allah commissioners of the Carry Duty Enforcement for Full Disguises be guaranteed to drive the carts?
• Are Islam headscarf still clean, still clear and still very dense?
• Are full-veil still perfectly clean, still quite clear and still very dense?
• Are Islam headscarfs softened?
• Are full-fogging particularly soft-washed?
• Are those never embarrassed about the abolition of Islam headscarfs when it comes to justifying the necessity of the partial covering?
• Are those never embarrassed who are REASONS to abolish full disguising when it comes to justifying the need for complete disguises?
• Are Islamic headsets fixed?
• Are full-fogging defined?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf fixed? Or:
• Are Islamic headscarves unprejudiced?
• Are fully-veiled fully defined? Or:
• Are fully-veiled completely unbiased?
• Are Islamists' heads laid by Islam headscarfs? Or:
• Are Islamic Headsscarfs' Be-Unconscious?
• Are wholesalers of wholesome disguised? Or:
• Are have-whites of full-veil completely unbiased?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf drifting?
• Are full-veiled very busy?
• Are those engaged in Islam headscarfs?
• Are those very active, who hang on full-veils?
• Free Islam Headscarfs? Or:
• Binding Islam headscarfs?
• Free Full Veils Perfect? Or:
• Binding Full-Veils Perfect?
• Are full-veils very free? Or:
  • Are full-concealments very unfree?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf exempt from all burdens? Or:
  • Are carriers of the Islam headscarf tied to the burden of Allah?
• Are full-veiled very free? Or:
  • Are full-veiled very much bound to Allah?
• Do men have inferiority complexes when they demand Islam headscarfs for women?
• Do men have great inferiority complexes when they demand full-veils for women?
• Do the Islanders have a white waistcoat hanging on Islam headscarfs?
• Do the hides of a full vest have a white vest?
• Why do women have to wear Islamic headscarves as protective cloths against men, if they should be well protected by Allah because of their super religion?
• Why do women have to wear full-coverings as super-PROTECTION-cloths against men, if they should be super-protected by Allah because of their super-religion?
• Why is it that the Islamic headscarfs are not allowed to run around without being protected by Allah and religion?
  • Is there any special Allah clothing for people?
  • Is there a special Allah clothing for women?
• Would Allah want women to wear a special Allah clothing? If so:
  • Why is the special Allah clothing for women different from region to region?
• Does the special Allah clothing for women therefore differ from region to region, because it is Allah’s only thing, as the special Allah clothing for women looks like?
  • Are Islam headscarves sometimes playful?
  • Are full-fancings sometimes playful?
• Is there a religiously prescribed duty to wear Islam headscarfs?
• Is there a religious duty to wear full veil?
• Do the bearers of the Islamic headscarf do their duty?
• Tuen Full-veiled only their duty and obligation?
• Tuen ruler over Islam headscarf only their divine duty?
• Tuen ruler over full veil only their divine duty and duty?
• Can Islamic headscarves be trampled?
  • Can full-fogging be used as a foot-restraint?
  • Can the heads of the Islamic headscarf gladly be trampled on?
  • Can fully-veiled be very fond of walking?
  • Can those who like Islam headscarfs be heartfelt?
• Are you very fond of treading on your feet, which are full of vexations, a matter of heart?
• Are Islam headscarves sometimes trampled?
• Are full-fogging sometimes used as foot-restraints?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes trampled on their feet?
• Are full-veiled often trodden?
• Are those sometimes trampled with feet that are behind that Islam headscarves are worn?
• Are those sometimes kicked with feet that are behind, that full-veils are worn?
• What happens frequently when Islam headscarfs are trampled underfoot?
• What happens frequently when full disguisings are kicked?
• What happens frequently when the bearers of the Islamic headscarf are trampled underfoot?
• What happens quite frequently when full-veiled men are kicked?
• What happens frequently when behind-men are trampled by Islam headscarfs?
• What happens quite frequently when behind-men are trampled by full-veils?
• Do women wear Islamic headscarves because of men from the same culture circle?
• Do women wear full veil because of the men from the same culture circle?
• Are Islam headscarves a good figure?
• Are full-fogging a particularly good figure?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf make a good figure?
• Are fully-veiled figures a particularly good figure?
• Are the guardians of Islam headscarfs a good figure?
• Are the guardians of full disguises a particularly good figure?
• Do Islam Headscarfs Partial Freedom Deprivation?
• Serve Full-Veils of Perfect Liberty Dust?
• Are Islam headscarves sometimes soul-consoler?
• Are full-obfuscations often soul-comforters?
• Were bearers of the Islam headscarf born into a medieval cultural circle?
• Were full-veiled into a deep-medieval culture circle?
• Had and are the bearers of the Islam headscarf the bad luck that they were born into a medieval culture circle?
• Had and have fully misguided the bad luck that they were born into a medieval culture circle?
• Are Islam headscarves on shaky legs? Or:
• Are Islam headscarfs with both legs firmly in our lives?
• Are full-veils on quite shaky legs? Or:
• Are full-veils with both legs firmly fixed in our lives?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf on shaky legs? Or:
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf firmly in their lives with both legs?
• Are full-veiled on very wobbly legs? Or:
• Are fully veiled with both legs firmly in life?
• Are those men on shaky legs, who are interested in Islam headscarfs for women? Or:
• Are those men with both legs firmly in life, who are interested in Islam headscarfs for women?
• Are those men on very wobbly legs, who are interested in full-veils for women? Or:
• Are those men with both legs firmly in life, who are interested in full-concealments for women?
• Are Islamic headscarves sometimes sprawled?
• Are full-fogging sometimes very sprawling?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes exhausted?
• Are full-veiled sometimes very scrambled?
• Are those people who have an interest in Islam headscarfs are sometimes exhausted?
• Are those sometimes very spoiled, who have an interest in full disguising?
• Ufert with Islam headscarf more and more?
• Is this more and more widespread?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes out?
• Shores Full-veiled sometimes very off?
• Are those people who have an interest in Islam headscarfs offshore?
• Are those who are very interested in full disguised ones?
• Do those interested in Islam headscarfs want to change the world, but do not themselves?
• Do prospective buyers of full veil change the world, but do not themselves?
• Is the wearing duty for Islam headscarfs free of charge?
• Is the wearer’s duty for full obscurers completely free?
• Should not the wearer of the Islam headscarf with the hair cover rather than exaggerate? Answer Proposal: YES, because exaggerations are rarely good!
• Should it not be exaggerated with the veil? Answer Proposal: YES, because exaggerations are rarely good!
• Do Islamic headscarves have a proper charisma?
• Do full-fancies have a tremendous charisma?
• Are Islam head scarves usable only to clean the nose?
• Are full-fogging usable for the cleaning of the nose?
• Are Islam headscarves somewhat tasteless?
• Are full-fogging particularly tasteless?
• Is the world shattered by Islam headscarfs?
• Is the world full of obscurity?
• Is Middle-West and Western Europe scourged by Islam headscarfs?
• Is Eastern Europe still a bit scrambled by Islam headscarfs?
• Is the world of those who are clinging to Islam headscarfs?
• Is the world of those who are glued to full-veils?
• Can glue sticks to Islam headscarfs?
• Can glue sticky to full-fogging?
• Ending Islam headscarf sooner or later?
• Ends full-obfuscations over short or long?
• Are Islam headscarfs of a different quality to normal clothing?
• Are full-veils of quite different quality from normal clothing?
• Cannot even Islam headscarf escape their fate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Cannot their own destiny escape their fate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Take Islam headscarf influence? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are full-fogging influences? Answer Proposal: YES!
Reaping Islamic headscarves in the regions / regions / regions only derision and derision, in which women are equal?
Reaping full-disguised in the areas / lands / regions only great mockery and mockery, where women are equal?
Are the reasons for Islamic headscarves hard and hard?
Are the reasons for full-fogging hard and hard?
Are full-fogging stable? Answer Proposal: NO!
Do Islam headscarves affect the majority of Europeans grotesque?
Does full-veil affect the majority of Europeans particularly grotesquely?
Can Islamic headscarf be panicked, even though they are so well protected by Allah?
Can fully-disguised be panicked, though they are best protected by Allah?
Can kings panic over Islam headscarves?
Can kings over full disguised into panic?
Are Islamic headscarves Kokolores? Or:
Are there anything wrong with Islam headscarves?
Are full-concealments of large chocolate? Or:
Is there really something going on at all?
Are inspectors of Islam headscarf analysts?
Are inspectors of full-veiling analysts?
Can Islam headscarfs go well under the carpet?
Are full-fogging badly under the carpet?
Can motivators of islam headscarf beat over the strings? Or:
Are the motivators of Islam headscarves mostly well-dosed?
Can motivators of full disguised beating the strings? Or:
Are motivators of full veil usually well-dosed?
Suffering Upper of Islam headscarfs sometimes under-sized delusion?
Suffering Top of Full-Veils Sometimes Under-Great-Madness?
Is there already an insult to Islam headscarfs, if questions are asked for them?
Is there already an insult to full disguising if questions are asked for it?
Is there already an insult to the wearer of the Islam headscarf when questions are asked about women with this Allah protection hood?
Is there already an insult to full-disguised when questions are asked to be completely disguised?
Is there already an insult to the examiners of Islam headscarfs, when questions are asked to examine Islam headscarfs?
Is there already an insult to the auditors of full disguising when questions are asked to examine full veil?
Do women look so crisp with Islam headscarf?
Do women look really cute with full-veil?
Do Islam headscarfs have the advantage that men and women are easy to distinguish?
Do full-fancies have the advantage that men and women are particularly distinguished?
Is it particularly important for Allah to monitor the degree of obscurity of women?
Does not Allah have anything more to do with monitoring women’s degree of obscurity?
Are there now Islamic headscarfs with built-in air conditioning?
Are there now all-concealments with built-in automatic air-conditioning system?
Are Islam headscarfs partly mutated or degenerate into fashion pieces?
Are full-veils partially mutated or degenerate into fashion pieces?
Are there heretical questions about Islam headscarfs?
Are there any heretical questions about full disguising?
Are there heretical questions about the Islamic headscarf?
Are there any heretical questions about full-veiled?
Are there heretical questions about purists of Islam headscarfs?
Are there very heretical questions about purists of full veil?
Can the Islamic Headscarf be confused?
Can fully-veiled be confused?
Can special heads of Islam headscarfs be confused?
Can special commissaries of full disguised be very hard to confuse?
Do women have to wear an Islamic headscarf because they are less valued in men than men in education and school books?
Do women first give a personality to Islam headscarfs?
Do women first have full-fledged personality?
Do Islam headscarfs give women a special touch?
• Do women first give an extravagant note?
• Are some young, half-west-oriented women wearing their Islamic headscarf in the meantime because they want to show their self-esteem against western society? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is Islamic headscarf also sometimes, noticeable at any price?
• Is it true for full-fogging in the meantime, too, at all costs?
• Are Islam headscarves also suitable for profiling?
• Do Islam headscarves sometimes also help to polish a woman’s self-esteem?
• Do Islam headscarves sometimes also cover the inferiority complexes of a woman?
• Do many young West-West-oriented women wearing the Islam headscarf want to make use of the achievements of the Western world, such as cars, Internet and video, but not part of Western society? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do some young, half-west-oriented full-veiled people also want to use the achievements of the Western world, such as cars, Internet and video, but not part of Western society? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Would Islam headscarfs leave a gap if they no longer existed?
• Would full disguising leave a huge gap if it did not exist anymore?
• Do Islam headscarfs now often only help Western society to get upset?
• In the meantime, are service-disguised disguised activities only to make Western society particularly upset?
• Do Islam headscarves actually only make a little bit of fear for Western society?
• Serving full-veil really only to frighten Western society?
• Should Islamic headscarfs make both old and young women for men appear UNATTRACTIVE?
• Should full-disguised appear to make both old and young women especially UNATTRACTIVE for men?
• Should old and young bearers of the Islamic headscarf want to have a knock-off effect on these men’s head-hoods?
• Should old and young full-veiled be particularly repulsive through these whole-body wraps on men?
• Would many young West-West-oriented women wearing the Islamic headscarf (with brow band) no longer appear unattractive, repulsive and dissuasive for men and still at least partially preserve their oriental independence? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it with Islam headscarfs like with the makeup, both are supposed to be for the woman, although both are for men?
• Are wearers of Islam headscarfs refined?
• Are wear-drivers of full-fogging particularly refined?
• Are wear-takers of Islam headscarfs smart?
• Are wear-takers of full-veils particularly smart?
• Can Islamic headscarves go against the wall?
• Can full-veil be full against the wall?
• Can whole-body and complete wraps be torn properly against the wall?
• Are wear checkers of Islam headscarves sometimes even in the way?
• Are wearers of full-veil sometimes even in the way?
• Is there any knot of Islam headscarfs?
• Is there the super-knot of full-fogging?
• Do advocates of Islam headscarfs turn the wheel back?
• Do advocates of full-veil turn the wheel back?
• Would Allah absolutely want Islam headscarf for women?
• Would Allah most urgently need full disguising for women?
• Does Allah want Islam headscarfs for women in public? If so:
• Why does Allah wish for a religion Islam headscarfs and for other religions none?
• Does Allah wish full veil for women in public? If so:
• Why does Allah not wish for a religion full-veil and for other religions?
• Catcher checkers of Islam headscarfs sometimes do what without ending it?
• Catcher checkers of full-obfuscations sometimes do what at once without finishing it?
• Are those men sometimes selfish, who are the driving force of Islam headscarfs?
• Are those men sometimes particularly selfish, who are the driving force of full disguising?
• Do Islam headscarves have a reputation? If so:
• What is the reputation of Islam headscarfs?
• Are Islam headscarves better than their reputation? Or:
• Are Islam headscarves worse than their reputation? Or:
• Do Islamic headscarfs correspond exactly to their reputation? Or:
• Do Islam headscarfs have a notable reputation?
• Do full-veils have a reputation? If so:
• What is the reputation of full-fogging?
• Are full-fancings better than their reputation? Or:
• Are full-concealments worse than their reputation? Or:
• Do full-fashions exactly match their reputation? Or:
• Do not full-fancies have a notable reputation?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have a reputation? If so:
• What is the reputation of Islamic headscarfs?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf better than their reputation? Or:
• Are the heads of the Islam headscarf worse than their reputation? Or:
• Do not the Islamic headscarf correspond exactly to their reputation? Or:
• Do fully-veiled have a reputation? If so:
• What is the reputation of full-veiled?
• Are full-veiled much better than their reputation? Or:
• Are full-veiled much worse than their reputation? Or:
• Do fully-veiled correspond exactly to their reputation? Or:
• Do not fully-veiled have any significant reputation?
• What are the reputations of full-foggers?
• Do reviewers of Islam headscarfs have a reputation? If so:
• What reputation do reviewers have of Islam headscarfs?
• Are reviewers of Islam headscarfs better than their reputation? Or:
• Are reviewers of Islam headscarfs worse than their reputation? Or:
• Do auditors of Islam headscarfs exactly match their reputation? Or:
• Do not reviewers of Islam headscarfs have a notable reputation?
• Do verifiers of full-veils have a reputation? If so:
• What are the reputations of full-foggers?
• Do monitors of Islam headscarfs ever get their heads?
• Can monitors of Islam headscarfs ever get their heads?
• Can monitors of full-fogging ever get their heads?
• Do monitors of full-concealment ever go through their heads?
• Can supporters of Islam headscarfs turn against their wives and act as they please?
• Can supporters of full-disguised attitudes turn against their wives as they wish?
• Do representatives of Islam headscarfs work with cunning?
• Are representatives of Islam headscarfs cunning?
• Are representatives of Islam headscarfs sometimes even behind the scenes?
• Do representatives of full-concealments with cunning and trickery?
• Are representatives of full veil cunning?
• Are representatives of full-fancings sometimes even obscure?
• Should everyone see only the positive in Islam headscarfs?
• Should everyone see only the positive in full veil?
• Should all those wearing the Islam headscarf see only the positive?
• Should everyone in full-veiled see only the positive?
• Should all those in charge of Islam headscarfs see only the positive?
• Should all those responsible in full disguised see only the positive?
• Do umbrella associations and central councils of the super religion want to bring ALL women of this world under Islamic headscarfs or push them? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do Wahhabis want to lock ALL women of this world in full disgrace? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do all the women of this world want to be pressed under Islam headscarfs?
• Do all women of this world want to be imprisoned in full disguising?
• Why do not all the women in the world wear VOLUNTEER a headscarf in public?
• Why do not all the women of this world voluntarily wear a full veil in public, where, according to the Wahhabis, this is supposed to be the ultimate protection of Allah protection?
• Are there Islamic headscarfs without justification?
• Are there allegations that are completely disguised?
• What is good for women in a religion in which men determine how women are to be veiled?
Do the bearers of the Islamic headscarf, who claim to feel Allah in themselves, really feel only their cloth on their heads and the rest is imagination?

Are Islam headscarves always worn decently? Or:
Are Islamic headscarves sometimes worn indecent?
Are full veils always worn decently? Or:
Are full-fancies sometimes worn indecent?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf a need for validity?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf always decent?
Do fully-veiled have a need for validity?
Are fully-veiled always decent?

Are advocates of Islam headscarfs have a need for validity?
Are advocates of Islam headscarf always decent?
Are advocates of full disguising have a need for validity?
Are advocates of full veil always decent?

Can Islam headscarfs captivate women? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
Can full-veil make women particularly captivating? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
Can carriers of the Islam headscarf attract other people?
Can fully-veiled other people be very captivated?
Can aspirants of Islam headscarfs captivate women?
Can desires of full-vexation attract women’s attention?
Are Islam headscarfs credible with regard to their need?
Are full-fancies believable in their usefulness?
Are those always believable with their arguments when they demand that Islam headscarves be worn?
Are those always very credible with their arguments when they demand that full-veils be worn?
Can sometimes be aggressive, vehemently defending Islamic headscarfs?
Can sometimes be aggressive, vehemently defending full veil?
Is there a cloaking faith?
Is there a belief in the right veil?
Is there any belief that Allah is gracious towards men, especially women, if they are TRULY HAPPY, WHAT IS TRUE?

Is there an Islamic headscarf belief?
Is there a full disguising belief?
Is the salvation in Islam headscarfs?
Is the real salvation in full veil?
Do Islam headscarfs partly replace the confession?
Replace full-obscures the confession completely?
Were whole-body-veiled also Bobbelche?
Are there young, semi-western orientated carriers of the Islamic headscarf, which look like religious fashion dolls, while the associated young men are dressed all over Western and irreligious? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there religious fashion tsars?
Are Islam headscarves from another world?
Full-fledged from a completely different world?
Does Allah have a record of Islam-headed Islam headscarves?
Is Allah faithfully carrying out statistics on the public's full veil?
Does the wearer of the Islamic headscarf always carry out everything? Or:
Does not even the wearer of the Islamic headscarf always do everything?
Does everything ever go around with full-veiled? Or:
Does not everything always go around with full-veiled?
Is there always something going on with the defenders of Islam headscarfs? Or:
Does not even the defenders of Islam headscarfs always have everything?
Is there always something going on in defenders of full disguising? Or:
Does not always always go around with defenders of full veil?
Are Islam headscarfs a nightmare for so many women and for so many men?
Are full-veils a nightmare for so many women and for so many men?

Is it much easier for strict religions to embrace apparently discriminatory partial obfuscating statements, instead of proving Allah here and now, as well as reliably (without the use of holy scriptures)?
Is it much easier for the strictly religious to disbelieve in apparently discriminatory full-obscuratorry statements, rather than prove Allah here and now, as well as reliably (without the use of holy scriptures)?
Do the heads of the Islam headscarf make up almost everything they need or would like?
• Are fully-veiled people coping with everything they need or want?
• Are the people doing the right thing they need, who believe that women’s heads of women are to be worn in public?
• Do they make the most of the way they need it, which is the view that the full veil of women in the public must be borne?
• Do Islam headscarf have a half-life?
• Do full-fades have a half-time?
• Horror black Islam headscarf men the most? Or:
• Horror white Islam headscarf men the most?
• Is there no agreement on whether black or white Islam headscarfs will scare men the most because part of the women wear black and some white?
• Do colorful Islamic headscarfs attract men rather than deter them?
• Why are no bright RED Islam headscarves worn?
• Are no bright RED Islam headscarves worn because these cloth-color would attract men like crazy?
• Is there a religion that is so unfamiliar with the protection of Allah that it (the religion) needs to provide its female members with Islam headscarfs?
• Is it a poverty testimony to a religion when it has to equip its female members with Islam headscarfs?
• Could the women even run undisturbed in a really good religion without being endangered by men?
• Do nudists have the best religion in the sense of cohabitation rules because nudists are also totally naked women?
• Humble Islam headscarfs?
• Humbly full-veils especially?
• Are there religions so ineffective and ineffective that women have to wear an Islam headscarf?
• Are there religions that are particularly unscrupulous rapists, so that women, for example, have to wear Islamic headscarves?
• Are religions a complicity when there are especially many unscrupulous rapists in these religions, and women, for example, have to wear full veil?
• Why did the supposedly so-loving and kindly Allah not create men so that women can leave the house without Islam headscarfs?
• Why did Allah punish women of super religion with men who seem to require women not to leave the house without Islam headscarf, not accompanied by their husband or brother?
• Are Islam headscarfs an exclusive gift of Allah to women of the super religion, so that they are better protected from the men who do not always have their own brain under control?
• Is it possible to distinguish between Islamic headscarves, which are ONLY worn over the head, neck and shoulder, and MEN'S LOOK PROTECTION TOWELS to wear as full-veils?
• Should Islamic headscarfs aim at the fact that anyone who is already 50 yards away knows that there are women who belong to the super religion?
• Should full disguisings be the purpose that everyone is already 100 meters away from the fact that women come from the super-super religion?
• Are men of super religion almost all descendants, so that women have to arm themselves with Islam headscarfs? If so:
• Do desires of the super-religion make women despised by asking them to wear an Islam headscarf?
• Is there a religion that gives women an Islamic headscarf, which is to be worn over head, neck and shoulder? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a religion that misses their women a MEN LOOK Protection Cloth to wear as a full-veil? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a religion that gives women the power to wear an Islam headscarf, which is to be worn over head, neck and shoulder?
• Is there a religion that thunders their women to wearing a MEN LOOK PROTECTION cloth that is to wear as full-veil?
• Should women of the super religion thank their Allah every day that they are allowed to wear an Islam headscarf?
• Should women of the super religion thank their Allah every hour that they are allowed to wear a full veil?
• Why do not ALL the women of this world wear a voluntary Islamic headscarf?
• Why do not ALL women in this world voluntarily wear a full veil?
• Does the men’s LOOK-PROTECTION cloth, which is wrapped around women’s head, neck and shoulder, ultimately mean the function of a men’s eye-catcher by attracting the attention of men?
• Is it more accurate to designate the head-neck and shoulder-wrapped fabric-piece as a men-look PROTECTION cloth, or is it more accurate to designate it as a men-eye-cloth?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes interrogators?
• Are full-veiled sometimes great interrogators?
• Quarreling bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes?
• Quenching Full-veiled sometimes quite neat?
• Are those sometimes quarrels that cause Islam headscarfs?
• Are those sometimes querulas that cause full disguise?
• Is Islam to be unequivocally expressed that these women are ALWAYS somebody, either the father, the brother, the husband, Allah and, of course, always religion?
• Is it to be said with full disguisedness that these women are always somebody, either the father, the brother, the husband, Allah, and, of course, the religion?
• Do not bearers of the Islamic headscarf NEVER NEVER, because even if they no longer belong to the father because he died and do not belong to the husband because there is no longer, do they still belong to religion?
• Are not full-disguised NEVER SOMEONE, because even if they no longer belong to the father, because he has died, and no longer belong to the husband because there is no longer, do they still belong to religion?
• Are Islam headscarves positive?
• Are full-fogging positive?
• Thinkers of the Islam headscarf positive?
• Think full-veiled positive?
• Think polluters of Islam headscarf positive?
• Think polluters of full-veiling positive?
• Are Islam headscarves only for women or even for all?
• Are full-veils only for women or even for all?
• Does nothing work for women without Islam headscarf?
• Is nothing for women without full disguise?
• Are there world champions in repressing the problem of Islam headscarfs?
• Are there world champions in repressing the problem of full-bluffing?
• Do Islam headscarfs of faster integration into Western society?
• Serve full-veils of faster integration into the occidental society?
• Are pretenses of Islam headscarfs sometimes infamous?
• Are pretending full vexations sometimes very vile?
• Are Islam headscarfs wrapped, wounded or turned over?
• Life women in a better world when they wear the Islam headscarf?
• Life women in the best world when they wear the full-veil?
• Wanna watch people of Islam headscarfs make women look really ridiculous under this head-cloth hood?
• Wanna wake people of full-veils that the women look under this wrapping unbeatable ridiculous?
• Are Islam headscarves usable? If so:
  • Should Islam headscarf be evaluated?
  • Are Islam headscarves inviolable? Or:
  • Have Islam headscarves been declared inviolable by people?
  • Are full-fogging evaluable? If so:
    • Should full veils be assessed?
  • Are full-concealments inviolable? Or:
    • Were full-concealment of men declared something inviolable?
  • Are Islam Headscaefs a religious dogma, regardless of whether this actually reduces harassment?
  • Are Islam headscarfs an absolute must?
  • Are Islam headscarfs an absolute must?
  • Are full obscurations a religious dogma, irrespective of whether this actually reduces harassment?
• Are full disguisings an absolute must?
• Are full obfuscations an absolute must?
• Is the Islam headscarf sacred for many a woman?
• Is the Islam headscarf of his wife sacred to many a man?
• Is a full-concealment sacred to many a woman?
• Is the man's full disgrace of his wife holy for so many a man?
• Speaking of the Islamic headscarf, who on the road lasting conversations with the mobile phone or smartphone lead these conversations with Allah?
• Was the original function of the Islam headscarf that of a sand-wind protection cloth?
• Does it mean a great women's paternalism when men are established and how much skin a woman is allowed to show to what degree of relationship?
• Do not Islamic headscarf holders know what Allah is currently doing? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do not fully know what Allah is currently doing? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do those who wish that Islam headscarves be worn NOT know what Allah is currently doing? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do those who wish that full-veils be worn NOT know what Allah is currently doing? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf particularly cheeky because they feel protected by Allah?
Are full-veiled extremes extremely naughty because they feel particularly protected by Allah?
Are Islamic headscarfs founded more with faith or more with sexuality?
Are full disguisings more founded with faith or more with sexuality?
Does Allah want Islam headscarves to be worn? If so:
Why does Allah want Islam headscarves to be worn?
What has Allah got by wearing Islamic headscarves?
Does Allah want full veils to be worn? If so:
Why does Allah want full veils to be worn?
What does Allah have in it when full veils are worn?
Have sentinels of Islam headscarfs into a chastity-madness?
Have sentinels of full-veil into an extreme chastity delusion?
Is the Islam headscarf sometimes also a confrontation cloth?
Is the Islam headscarf sometimes also a protest cloth?
Is there also (faith) WOMAN LOOK protection wipes to wear for the men?
Why was not the demand for the man to dress modestly at the text-site, where the woman was asked to dress modestly?
Do men always dress modestly automatically?
Do Islam headscarves sometimes childish? Or:
Do Islamic headscarfs always be serious?
Do Islam headscarves still have to be taken seriously?
Do full-fancings sometimes very childish? Or:
Are full-veiling always particularly serious?
Must full veilings still be taken seriously?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes childish? Or:
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf always serious?
Do bearers of the Islam headscarf still have to be taken seriously?
Are full-veiled sometimes childish? Or:
Are full-veiled always serious?
Are full-veiled still to be taken seriously?
Are those sometimes childish who value the fact that Islam headscarves are worn? Or:
Are those always serious who value the fact that Islam headscarves are worn?
Do those still have to be taken seriously, who value the fact that Islam headscarves are worn?
Are those sometimes childish who value the fact that full-veils are worn? Or:
Are those always serious who value the fact that full-veils are worn?
Do those still have to be taken seriously, who value the fact that full disguisings are worn?
Are there features of Islam headscarfs?
Are there features of full-fogging?
Are there characteristics of the Islamic headscarf?
Are there features of the full-veiled?
Are there characteristics of men who want to wear Islamic headscarves?
Are there features of the men who want full-veils to be worn?
Do the heads of the Islam headscarf sometimes fight their oppression by eating fat and fat?
Are sometimes full-veiled at their oppression by eating thick and fat?
Applies to Islam headscarfs, does not humanity know exactly what it looks like?
Applies to full disguising, does not humanity know exactly what it looks like?
Want to determine wanting of Islam headscarfs over women?
Want to determine wanting of full-veils about women?
Do Islam Headscarfs Discussion Ignition Cloth? Or:
Has no one to discuss Islam headscarfs?
Provide Full-Dguises Discussion Ignition Substance? Or:
Has no one to discuss full disguising?
Do woolly men of Islam headscarfs appear as if they were the greatest?
Do woolly men appear full-concealed as if they were the greatest?
Are there special forced costumes for women who are religiously motivated? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Islam headscarfs a paradox?
• Are full-fogging a paradox?
• Do Islam headscarfs do the exact opposite of what they should achieve?
• Do full-fashions produce the exact opposite of what they are supposed to achieve?
• Are Islam headscarfs a symbol of men's power over women?
• Are full-veils a symbol of unrestricted men's power over women?
• Writers of the Islam headscarf to men how to dress?
• Write full-veiled men before how they dress?
• Should Islam headscarfs suggest a healthy world?
• Should full-concealments suggest a healthy world?
• Applies to Islam headscarfs, in the hint lies the charm?
• Applies especially to full veilings, in the hint lies the charm?
• Are Islam headscarfs unnecessarily curious?
• Are full-veils particularly unnecessarily curious?
• Can men of Islam headscarfs be irritated?
• Can men be more easily irritated by full disguising?
• Can men of Islam headscarfs be misled?
• Can men of full disguised be misled?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf nearing the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Are fully-veiled extremes just before taking off into the heavenly realm (paradise)?
• Should be achieved with Islam headscarfs that the men's lust is killed?
• Could Islamic headscarves also be described as anti-lascivious cloths, because they should suppress the lust for lust of men when they look at a wearer with this head-cloth hood?
• Does this really work with the anti-lustrous cloths in the form of head-cloth hoods that go up over the shoulders?
• Should be achieved with full disguising that the men's lust is permanently killed?
• Could full-fogging be referred to as extra-class anti-lousy-wipes because they are supposed to suppress men's lustfulness when they look at a whole-body veil?
• Does this really work with the anti-lustrous cloths of the extra class in the form of whole body wraps?
• Do Islam headscarfs make men no longer horny when they see a wearer with this head-cloth hood?
• Make full-veil men no bit more horny when they see a whole-body-veiled?
• Do you want to prevent Islam headscarfs, that men become horny when they see a wearer with this head-cloth hood?
• Should full-disguises be particularly successful in preventing men from getting horny when they see a whole-body-veiled?
• Are Islam Headscarfs Anti-Testosterone Wipes?
• Are full-fogging particularly effective anti-testosterone wipes?
• Could Islamic headscarves also be referred to as MALE-LOOK-protective cloaks?
• Could Islam headscarves also be called head-cloth hoods?
• Do many young Islamic headscarfs no longer know that they wear a man's gaze-protection cloak?
• Do most of the men of the super religion want women to wear an Islam headscarf? And:
  • Do most of the men NOT belonging to the super religion want women to wear NO Allah protection hood or head cloth hood? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should Islamic headscarfs serve to reduce horny men's looks?
• Are Islam headscarfs unjustified because their desired effect of men's lousy oppression is not proven?
• Should full-disguises be used to prevent horny men's eyes completely?
• Are full disguisings completely unjustified because their promised effect of men's lousy oppression is not proven?
• Could the Islam headscarfs also be called MEN'S GEIL-LOOK-Schutz-Tücher? Or:
• Could the Islam headscarfs also be referred to as MEN ANTI-GEIL-LOOK-cloths?
• Would the super religion lose its FACE if it were to abandon Islam headscarfs?
• Are Islam headscarfs the widely visible trademark of super religion?
• WANT bearers of the Islam headscarf to be the widely visible trademark of super religion? Or:
  • SHOULD bearers of the Islam headscarf be the widely visible trademark of super religion?
• Do Islamic headscarfs underline the principle, in the hint lies the charm?
• Perfection Full-veil the principle, in the suggested hint lies the charm?
• Should Islam headscarfs ensure that men's lust is reduced?
• Should full disguisings ensure that the lust of the men is lulled?
• Are Islam headscarfs multi-purpose cloths?
Could Islamic headscarves also be called non-geil-mache cloths?
What influences did a woman say she would have chosen to wear an Islamic headscarf?
Is it a pre-formulated pre-formulation when a woman says it is her free decision to wear an Islamic headscarf?
Is women recommended by others to say it is their free decision to wear an Islamic headscarf when asked?
Are women who claim that their own free decision to wear an Islamic headscarf is actually the victim of a religious influence?
Do women wear the Islamic headscarf only seemingly voluntarily, because they are actually the victims of a religious influence?
Do women fully conceal only seemingly voluntarily, because they are in fact the victim of an early-child very strong religious influence?
Are Islamic headscarfs willing to be used to make the most effective possible power over women?
Are full disguisings happily used to ensure the most complete power possible over female people?
Is many a wearer of the Islamic headscarf torn between tradition and modernity?
Is it a distraction response when a questioned wearer of the Islam headscarf replies that it is her (free) decision?
Why is not the wearer of the Islamic headscarf the real reason for this head-cloth hood, which consists in concealing her hair from greedy men's eyes?
Have carriers of the Islamic headscarf with the ladies MITLEID, who have to bear the greedy men's looks on their head hair or even want to endure?
Should be achieved with Islam headscarfs that there are no more greedy or even horny men-looks on the head hair, the neck and the cleavage of women more?
Does it not irritate wearers of the Islam headscarf a bit if they are staying between MANY women without hair covering?
Did the wearers of the Islam headscarf get more horny and greedy men's looks, like women without this head-cloth hood?
Is NO need for guidance required for the need for Islam headscarfs?
Is NO Guidance Required for the Need of Full Disguises?
Why, why, are the men of the super religion integrated 100%, but not the corresponding bearers of the Islam headscarf?
Why, why are the men of the super religion integrated into 100%, but not the full-veiled?
Is many a young woman doing religion with her Islam headscarf?
Does many a young woman make particularly intense religious blessings with her full veil?
Will many a young wearer of the Islamic headscarf show FLAG, according to the motto, hello everyone looks, here comes a proud follower of the super religion?
Will many a young full-veiled FLAG SHOW, according to the motto, hello everyone looks, here comes a proud follower of the super religion?
Is many a woman enjoying her Islam headscarf in public?
Is it so much a woman who shows her full veil in the public?
Are worn Islam headscarfs effective in public?
Are full-fashions worn particularly effective for the public?
Do most of the women wearing the Islamic headscarf live in a small encapsulated world?
Are the most full-veiled in a particularly hermetically sealed small encapsulated world?
Is it proven that the Islamic headscarf is rarely harassed by men like women without this head-cloth hood?
Is it proven that full-disguised persons are more rarely harassed by men, like women without this veil?
Should Islamic Headscarfs be ANTI-LOADING Wipes?
Should full-obfuscations be ANTI-LOADINGS wraps?
Is it proven that Islamic headscarf wearers are less likely to be dressed by men, like women without this head-cloth hood?
Is it proven that full-disguised men are more seldom accustomed to men than women without this veil?
Should Islamic headscarf be anti-mess cloths?
Should full-fogging be anti-fog veil?
Should not women wear an Islamic headscarf more if the men would be more moderate or restrained?
Should there be no more fully-disguised men, if the men would be much more moderate or restrained?
Does a wearer of the Islam headscarf feel like a spit-rod run when most women have freely visible head-hair?
Does many a full-veiled stay in the public like a spit-rod run before when most women are dressed west?
Do Islam headscarves have anything to do with authority?
Do Islamic headscarves have anything to do with prescription?
Do full disguisings have anything to do with authority?
Do full-veils have anything to do with regulation?
Are the men mainly responsible for the fact that there are Islam headscarfs?
• Are mainly the men responsible for their behavior by the fact that there are full disguises?
• Are men the main culprits of the Islam headscarfs?
• Are men the main culprits at the full-veils?
• Could Islamic headscarf be omitted if men were less obtrusive?
• Could full-disguise be avoided if men were less obtrusive?
• Are there Islamic headscarfs among other things because of the mentality of immersive dancers from non-German cultural circles who surround and grab?
• Are there full-fancings, among others, because of the mentality of immersive dancers from non-German cultural circles who surround and dig?
• Are Islam headscarfs influenced by the devil?
• Are full-blurs can be influenced by the devil?
• Should Islam headscarfs prevent premature aging of women's hair?
• Should full-fogging prevent premature aging of women's skin?
• Shall women head hair remain as black as possible by Islam headscarfs?
• Should the women's skin remain as white as possible through full obscurations?
• Should Islam headscarfs ensure that women's head hair remain as clean as possible?
• Should full-concealments ensure that women's skin remains as pure as possible?
• Should Islamic headscarfs ensure that women's hair is as little frizzy as possible?
• Do all women in Germany soon have to wear Islamic headscarfs, so that they hopefully will not be surrounded and gobbled by immersive dancers? Or:
• Does Germany have to provide shelter zones for women as an alternative to the general introduction of Islam headscarfs?
• Do half-fashioned and self-conscious bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes get annoyed with fundamentalists of the super religion?
• Do half-fashioned and self-conscious bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes get annoyed with their family?
• Do not the bearers of the Islam headscarf never get rid of the pig because they cannot eat pig meat?
• Do not full-veiled ever get rid of the pig because they cannot eat pork meat?
• May the bearers of the Islamic headscarf be allowed to ride a bicycle because there has been no revelation of Allah to prohibit them?
• Cannot full-veils drive a car in a country because there was a corresponding revelation of Allah?
• Should wearers of the Islam headscarf take off their head-cloth hood while they are riding a bicycle?
• Does Allah rejoice in all the newcomers of the Islamic headscarf, because he will also include these women in the heavenly kingdom?
• Does Allah rejoice over all newcomers who are fully veiled, because he will surely take these women into Heaven?
• Should ALL women wear at least one Islamic headscarf, or rather a full veil, so that the women's shortage in the heavenly kingdom (heaven) finally ceases?
• Are there Islamic headscarfs so women are not provocative?
• Is there full disguise so that women are not a bit provocative?
• Is the FAITH with the Islam headscarfs in believing that the head-cloth hoods would protect against horny / greedy men-looks, BEFORE EQUALITIES and before grave-diggers?
• Are there opponents of Islam headscarfs? And:
• Are there opponents of full disguising? If so:
• Do not opponents of Islam headscarfs have any idea of religion?
• Do not enemies of full veil have any idea of religion?
• Is Allah wearing a headscarf for Islam as a good example?
• Does Allah, as a good example, bear a full disguising that is so perfect that Allah has become invisible?
• Cannot the bearers of the Islam headscarf choose their marriage man?
• Cannot fully-veiled their marriage man NOT choose?
• Did the Islamic headscarf have any say in the selection of their marriage man?
• Have full-disguised persons certainly no say in the selection of their marriage man?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf belong to an encapsulated and closed world?
• Are full-veiled members of an even more encapsulated and closed world?
• Do western-clad Orientals want to attract attention in the Western world, and do these men want their Islamic headscarfs to be as much as they can in the Western world?
• Do western-dressed Orientals want to attract attention in the Western world, and do they want these men, that their full-veiled, as much as possible, strikingly in the Western world?
• Wants western-clad Orientals as LITTLE in the Western world as striking and want these men to wear their bearers of the Islam headscarf as a demonstration doll?
• Do western-clad Orientals want to attract attention in the Western world as much as possible and want these men to use their full-veiled as a demonstration doll?
• Are some of the Islamic headscarfs claiming they would wear it voluntarily because they were drunk from childhood onwards, did they have to wear this head-cloth hood voluntarily?
• Do some full-veiled claim that they would wear the whole-body disguise voluntarily because they were drilled from childhood onwards that have to carry this full disguise voluntarily?
• Do not the bearers of the Islamic headscarf have to justify?
• Do not YOU need to justify themselves?
• Do not want to justify the wishes of Islam headscarfs?
• Do not you need to justify the wishes of full veil?
• Can the Islamic headscarf be ALL the same?
• Do the bearers of the Islamic headscarf carry EVERYTHING with them?
• Do you like full-veiled EVERYTHING?
• Let full-veiled EVERYTHING with you?
• Are all those who have the Islam headscarfs to be held responsible for?
• Let those who are responsible for the Islamic Headscarfs do anything with them?
• Are all those who have the full disguised responsibility to please?
• Let those who are responsible for the full disguised ones do anything with them?
• Are those who are responsible for Islamic headscarfs sometimes loaded?
• Are those who are responsible for full disguising sometimes loaded?
• What about women's head hair, that these must necessarily be hidden under Islam headscarfs?
• What's the problem with women's skin that they must be hidden under full veil?
• Do women who are slightly clothed (without hair covering) have the advantage that men are at least satisfied with their eyes?
• Will Allah not see any women's hair under the sky, so that the hair must be hidden under Islam headscarfs?
• Can a woman under her Islam head scarf also bear false testimony?
• Can a woman bear false testimony under her full veil?
• Is there a dogmatic reasoning for Islam headscarfs?
• Were Islam headscarves sent by the devil? Or:
• Are Islam headscarves a blessing of Allah?
• Were full-veil sent by the devil? Or:
• Are full-blights a blessing of Allah?
• Why is there a lot more bearers of the headscarf in cars, as on the road outside cars?
• Are many carriers of the Islamic headscarf just a short way from the house to the car and then the short journey from the car to the garden or to another house under the open sky?
• Can carriers of the Islam headscarf usually only leave the house in the group?
• Is it time for representatives of the super religion to say that no Islam headscarfs are more to wear because their benefits are not proven?
• How effective are carriers of the Islam headscarf tend to be?
• How Enforceable Are Full-Disguised?
• How effective are the heads of Islamic headscarfs?
• How empowered are those responsible for full disguising?
• Islamic headscarf panics, if they are to go on the streets without this head-cloth hood?
• Do panic-footed panic-goers, if they are to go on the street without this special costume?
• If they are suddenly to abolish the head-cloth bells, do they oppose abolitionists of Islam headscarfs in panic?
• Do abortive opponents of panic disguised when they are suddenly to abolish this special costume?
• Are Islam headscarfs an important contribution to religion in order to make people better people?
• Are full-obscurations a particularly important contribution to religion in order to make people the best people?
• Should women wear an Islamic headscarf, if they think that this is smart?
• Do women want to wear a full veil if they think that this is particularly chic?
• Are bearers of the Islam headscarf partially held almost like domestic animals?
• Are full-veiled partially held like house-animals?
• Does a house-animal have more freedom, like a bearer of the Islamic headscarf?
• Does a house-animal have much more freedom, like a full-veiled?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf proud of themselves?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have pride and honor? If so:
• Is pride and honor important for the Islamic headscarf?
• Can pride and honor be undermined by Islamic headscarfs? If so:
• Does it disturb the wearers of the Islam headscarf when their pride and honor are hurt? If so:
- How do the Islamic Headscarf react, for example, when their pride and honor are hurt?
- Can carriers of the Islam headscarf be offended?
- Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes snapped?
- Are the heads of the Islam headscarf concerned with Allah blasphemy?
- Are carriers of the Islam headscarf vain?
- Is there any injured vanity among Islamic headscarfs?
- Do not the wearers of the Islamic headscarf guarantee NEVER with a proudly swollen breast straddled, because they must hide their natural decoration between neck and belly-navel well?
- Are full-veiled proud of themselves?
- Have Full-veiled Pride and Honor? If so:
  - Is pride and honor important for full-veiled?
  - Can pride and honor be hurt by full-veiled? If so:
  - Does it disturb full-veiled when their pride and honor are hurt? If so:
  - How do fully-veiled people react, for example, when their pride and honor are hurt?
  - Can fully-disguised be offended?
  - Are full-veiled sometimes snapped?
  - Are full-veiled about Allah blasphemy?
  - Are full-veiled vain?
- Is there an injured vanity in full-veiled?
- Come full-veiled guaranteed NEVER with proud swollen breast straddled, because they must hide their natural jewelry between neck and abdomen navel particularly well?
- Are those proud of themselves, who are concerned with Islam headscarfs?
- Do those pride and honor with which Islam headscarves are concerned? If so:
  - Is pride and honor important for those who care about Islam headscarfs?
  - Can pride and honor be hurt by those who love Islam headscarves? If so:
  - Does it bother those when their pride and honor are hurt, with Islam headscarves at their heart? If so:
  - How do those, for example, who love Islam headscarves when their pride and honor are hurt?
  - Can those who are concerned with Islamic headscarves be offended?
  - Are those sometimes snapped at the heart of Islamic headscarfs?
  - Are those who are concerned about Islam blasphemies who are concerned with Islam headscarfs?
  - Are those vain with whom Islam headscarves are concerned?
  - Do they have a wounded vanity, which is concerned with Islam headscarfs?
  - Are those who like proudly swelling their breasts with those who love Islam headscarves?
  - Are those proud of themselves who are full of veil?
  - Have those pride and honor that are full of vexations at heart? If so:
  - Is pride and honor important for those who are full of vexations at heart?
  - Can pride and honor be hurt by those who are full of vexations? If so:
  - Does it disturb those who are full of vexation, when their pride and honor are hurt? If so:
  - How do those, for example, who have full disguised attitudes, when their pride and honor are hurt?
  - Can those who are full of vexation be offended?
  - Are those sometimes snapped at the heart of full veil?
  - Are those who are blasphemous about the blasphemy of Allah blasphemous?
  - Are those who are full of disgust at heart?
  - Do they know a wounded vanity that is full of veil?
  - Are those who like proudly swelling their breasts, who are full of disgust?
  - Will a woman become a BETTER woman if she is wearing an Islamic headscarf in public?
  - Will a woman become a MUCH BETTER woman if she is wearing a full veil in the public?
- Are carriers of the Islam headscarf gladly shielded by relatives?
- Are full-veiled members of the family particularly happy to shield you?
- Can Islam headscarves be unmasked?
- Can full-disguising be exposed?
- Can the followers of Islam headscarfs be unmasked?
- Can followers of full veil easily be exposed?
- Workers of the Islam headscarf with effect-shaking?
- Work Full-veiled with great effect shackle?
- Are carriers of the Islam headscarf rumspringen with itself? Or:
  - Cannot the carriers of the Islam headscarf appeal?
  - Let full-veiled rumspringen with itself? Or:
  - Cannot fully-veiled be pleased?
• Let men jump around with their heads of Islam head-dressed? Or:
• Cannot men like the Islam headscarves?
• Why do the heads of the Islamic headscarf make up?
• Do Islam headscarves serve to ward off men's gaze and serve makeup to attract men's looks?
• Are Islam headscarfs and makeup in women's faces a contradiction?
• Are full-veils and western fashionable shoes on women's feet a contradiction?
• Are Islam headscarf still important when there are no people left? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are full disguising still important when there are no people left? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do male mendicants of Islam headscarfs want NO self-conscious women?
• Do not male mendicants of full vexations definitely want to be self-conscious women?
• Are men of the super religion so obtrusive that women must wear at least the Islam headscarf or even a full
disguise?
• Why do not religious representatives (imams / preachers) influence men in such a way that women are also not
harassed without the headscarf?
• Why do not religious representatives (imams / preachers) influence men in such a way that women are also not
harassed more frequently WITHOUT full disguise, as carriers of whole-body disguise?
• Would there be a conflict of interests, if clergy of the super religion, that is, exclusively men, should influence
other men so that Islam headscarfs could become superfluous?
• Is there an industry for Islam headscarfs?
• Is there an industry for full-fogging?
• Are Islam headscarfs a billion-dollar business?
• Are full-blurs a billion-dollar business?
• Do women wear women's headscarfs so they are not bothered by men's looks?
• Do women wear full-veils so that they are not at all bothered by men-looks?
• Do women wear Islamic headscarfs so that they are not exposed?
• Do women wear full-fogging so they are guaranteed no overshoot?
• Were the men of the super religion educated in such a way as to be hostile to women, that female beings must
wear an Islam headscarf to protect themselves from harassment?
• Were the men of the super religion so educated as women-contemptuous that feminine beings must wear a full
veil to protect themselves from harassment?
• Are women only better women if they wear an Islam headscarf against men's harassment?
• Are women only much better women if they wear a full disguise of men's harassment?
• Could Muslim head cloths be also referred to as (faith) head and neck decolleté wipes? \[1\] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be also referred to as (faith) head and neck shoulders? \[2\] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be also referred to as (faith) head and neck decolleté PROTECTION wipes? \[3\] Answer
Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be also referred to as (faith) head and neck shoulder PROTECTION wipes? \[4\] Answer
Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head towels also be referred to as head and neck décolleté MEN protective wipes? \[5\] Answer
Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths also be referred to as head-neck-shoulder MEN protective wipes? \[6\] Answer
Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths also be referred to as MENS DEFENSE wipes? \[7\] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be also referred to as MEN BURNS Wipes? \[8\] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be also referred to as MENS VISION wipes? \[9\] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head towels also be referred to as MEN'S LOOK PROTECTION WOVENS? \[10\] Answer Proposal:
YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be also referred to as ANTI-LOADING WOVES? \[11\] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be also referred to as LABORATORY PROTECTION WOVENS? \[12\] Answer Proposal:
YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be also referred to as MENS LABORATORY PROTECTION WOVES? \[13\] Answer
Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be also referred to as ANTI-OVERGRIFFS cloths? \[14\] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be also referred to as OVERGRIFFS protective cloths? \[15\] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head towels also be referred to as MEN'S OVERGROUP Protective Wipes? \[16\] Answer Proposal:
YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths also be referred to as head-fabric buoys? \[17\] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths also be referred to as head-fabric bells? \[18\] Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be designated as Allah Protection Hoods (for women)? {19} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths also be referred to as head-cloth hoods (for women)? {20} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as ISLAM COPPERS? {21} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as Islam hoods? {22} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as Islamic women's hoods? {23} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as Islam head hoods? {24} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be also referred to as Islam women's head hoods? {25} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as Muslim women's hoods? {26} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as Muslim head hoods? {27} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as Muslim women's head hoods? {28} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be also referred to as Moslemin domes? {29} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be called Muslim hoods? {30} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be called Muslima hoods? {31} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as Muslim headscarves? {32} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head-wipes also be referred to as Moslemin headscarves? {33} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as Muslim headscarves? {34} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as Muslim headscarves? {35} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as religious headscarfs? {36} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as religious hoods? {37} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as religious women's hoods? {38} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as religious head hoods? {39} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths also be referred to as religious women's head hoods? {40} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be also referred to as head cloth BANDAGES? {41} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be also referred to as head-cloth WRAPPED? {42} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as head and neck shoulder JEWELERY towels? {43} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be also referred to as head and neck shoulder anti-GEILITY wipes? {44} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head towels also be referred to as MEN'S LOOK PROTECTION CAPS? {45} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head towels also be referred to as MEN'S LOOK PROTECTION Cloaks? {46} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as non-geil-mache cloths? {47} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths also be referred to as head and neck shoulder DECORATIONS wipes? {48} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be also referred to as head-to-neck-shoulder-cloths? {49} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as paradise domes? {50} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths also be called paradise wraps? {51} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as religious hoods? {52} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths also be referred to as head-to-neck shoulder dislikes? {53} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head-wipes also be referred to as area-marking wipes? {54} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths also be referred to as Islamic TERROR headscarf, with the word TERROR referring to the head-cloth-hood-wear-DUTY for women? {55} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as Allah capes? {56} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths also be referred to as head-to-neck shoulder dislikes? {57} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths also be referred to as anti-rape cloths? {58} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head-wipes also be referred to as scouring towels? {59} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be also referred to as head bandages? {60} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths also be referred to as head WRAP? {61} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths also be referred to as head TENTS? {62} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as Islamic headscarves? {63} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as Islamic headscarves? {64} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be also referred to as women's head snail houses? {65} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be also referred to as women's mangling cloths? {66} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head-cloths be also called Allah-Behang? {67} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as religious head jewelry? {68} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths also be called anti-hell hoods because women (allegedly) are NOT going to hell unless they wear these Allah protection hoods in public at the latest from the fifth year of life? {69} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths be designated as delimitation cloths? {70} Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could Muslim head cloths also be referred to as exclusion cloths? {71} Answer Proposal: YES!
< Could Muslim head cloths be referred to as fear cloths? (72) Answer Proposal: YES!
< Could Muslim head cloths also be referred to as hair cladding? (73) Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should full disguisings be described as paradise wraps, because women (supposedly) only come to paradise (heaven kingdom), if they carry these Allah protection wraps in public at the latest from the third year of life?
• Do Islam headscarfs be more feminine or masculine?
• Do carriers of the Islam headscarf attract more men, instead of less?
• Are full-disguised men more likely than less?
• Cannot cover up so much stuffing material that the hips are wider in women, like the shoulders?
• Are Islam headclothes remarkable? Or:
  • Are Islamic headscarves so self-evident that they are not even worth a margin note?
  • Do Islam headscarfs have at least one sore point? If so:
  • Should the finger be placed deep in the sore point of Islam headscarfs?
• Are Islam headscarves vulnerable? Or:
  • Are Islam headscarves as inviolable as Allah?
  • Are Islam headscarves washed regularly with all the water?
• Are Islam headscarf put to the test? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are full-fogging remarkable? Or:
  • Are full-fancings so self-evident that they are not even worth a margin note?
  • Do full-veils have at least one sore spot? If so:
  • Should the finger be placed deep in the sore spot of full-veils?
• Are full-fogging vulnerable? Or:
  • Are full-veilings so inviolable as Allah?
  • Are full-fogging regularly washed with all water?
• Are full-fogging put to the test? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf remarkable? Or:
  • Are carriers of the Islam headscarf so self-evident that they are not even worth a margin note?
  • Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have at least one sore point? If so:
  • Should the finger be placed deep in the sore point of the wearers of the Islam headscarf?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf vulnerable? Or:
  • Are carriers of the Islam headscarf so inviolable as Allah, because they trust in Allah?
  • Are carriers of the Islam headscarf washed with all the water?
• Are the heads of the Islam headscarf put to the test?
• Are full-veiled remarkable? Or:
  • Are full-veiled so self-evident that they are not even worth a margin note?
  • Have fully-veiled at least one sore spot? If so:
  • Should the finger be placed deep in the sore point of the full-veiled?
• Are full-veiled vulnerable? Or:
  • Are full-veiled so inviolable as Allah, because they trust in Allah?
  • Are full-veiled washed with all waters?
• Are full-disguised persons put to the test?
• Are those remarkable on Islam headscarfs? Or:
  • Are those who insist on Islam headscarfs so self-evident that they are not even worth a margin note?
  • Have those at least one sore point that exist on Islam headscarfs? If so:
  • Should the finger be placed deep in the sore point of those who are on Islam headscarfs?
• Are those vulnerable to Islam headscarfs vulnerable? Or:
  • Are those as inviolable as Allah who are on Islam headscarfs because they trust in Allah?
  • Are those washed with all the waters that are on Islam headscarfs?
• Are those on the test, who are on Islam headscarfs?
• Are those remarkable for full disguising? Or:
  • Are those who insist on full disguising so self-evident that they are not even worth a margin note?
  • Do those have at least a sore point that consist of full-fogging? If so:
  • Should the finger be placed deep into the sore spot of those who insist on full disguising?
• Are those vulnerable to full disguising? Or:
  • Are those as inviolable as Allah, who insist on full disguising because they trust in Allah?
  • Are those washed with all the waters that are full of disguising?
• Are those on the test bench, who insist on full disguising?
• Is there a close bond with Allah in Islamic Headscarfs?
• Is there a particularly close bond with Allah in fully-veiled?
• Are Islam headscarfs a fancy of nature? Or:
• Are Islam headscarfs a whim of Allah?
• Are full-veils a whim of nature? Or:
• Are full-vexations a whim of Allah?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf a fancy of nature? Or:
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf a whim of Allah?
• Are full-veiled a whim of nature? Or:
• Are full-veiled a whim of Allah?
• Are those a whim of nature who demand that women's Islam headscarves be worn in public? Or:
• Are those a whim of Allah who demand that women's Islam headscarves be worn in public?
• Are those a whim of nature who demand that full veils of women be worn in public? Or:
• Are those a whim of Allah who urge that full-veil of women be worn in public?
• Are there fewer harassments and attacks among the more or less unclothed jungle-nature peoples, as in cultured circles with full-veiled? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there nudists less harassed and harassed, as in culture circles with full-veiled? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it MORE a matter of men's education and men's punishment threat, to how many harassments and overprints it comes percentages, and is the harassment and abuse frequency LESS a matter of the degree of obscurity or obscurity of women? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Islam headscarves the greatest for ever and ever?
• Are full veilings the greatest for ever and ever?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf rarely monitored?
• Are full-veiled monitors monitored more frequently?
• Are Islam headscarf cuddle towels?
• Are Islam Headscafs Kusch-Tücher?
• Are full-fogging ultimate kusch cloths?
• Would the husbands of the Islamic headscarf have nightmares at night that their women could be harassed without this head-cloth hood?
• Had the marriage-men of the full-veiled at night unceasingly nightmares that their women could be constantly harassed without this whole-body disguise?
• Does Allah have nightmares when he sees Islam headscarfs?
• Does Allah have particularly long nightmares when he sees full veil?
• Are Islam headscarfs a religious spinning?
• Are full obscurations a particularly great religious spinning?
• Are wear-challenging arguments accessible to Islam headscarfs? Or:
• Are Carriers-Promoters of Islam Headscafs Dogmatists?
• Are wear-challengers accessible to full-veiling arguments? Or:
• Are wear-challengers of full-veil dogmatists?
• Are those interpreting world champions who are taking care that Islam headscarves are worn?
• Are those interpreting world champions who are taking care that full-veils are worn?
• Should ALL women, believers of all religions and atheists who want to be less harassed, wear an Islamic headscarf if it is undoubtedly proven that these head-cloth hoods actually reduce the risk of harassment? If this is NOT the case, see the next question. Answer Proposal: Problematic!
• Should comparative studies be carried out in different countries / countries in order to clarify whether Islam headscarfs actually reduce the risk of harassment?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf in a cultural circle, in which these head-cloth hoods are unusual, possibly more plagued as women dressed in the west because they are excluded from the majority society?
• Are fully veiled in a culture circle, in which these whole-body veils are unusual, much more troubles than women dressed in the west, because they are very different from the majority society?
• Was the Super Prophet himself not quite sure whether harassment was to be effectively and effectively eliminated by abundantly overturned substance?
• Is there even a woman among the carriers of the Islamic headscarf who would not be so wrong if she were molested in the flirtation?
• Is there even among the full-veiled, many a woman who would not be so unjust if she were bothered in the flirtation?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf merely a decorative accessory but men the important thing?
• Are full-veiled particularly decorative accessories and men the most important?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes also absurd?
• Are full-veiled sometimes also absurd?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf always feel under this head-cloth hood?
• Are full-veiled always feeling well under this whole-body disguise?
• Is the wearing duty for Islam headscarfs a power demonstration of the men about women?
• Is the wearing duty for full veil a distinctive power demonstration of men over women?
• Is it difficult to understand why, on the one hand, men are educated by religion to harassment desires, and why, on the other hand, women are required to conceal themselves from being harassment-repellent, the education being that men are everything and women nothing?
• Would it make sense to educate men harassment-reluctantly, so that women no longer need to conceal or conceal themselves by teaching home at school in the house of Allah, that men are 50% worth and women also 50%?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf mostly promised?
• Are full-veiled ALWAYS promised?
• Believers in the Islamic headscarf that they are less bothered by this head-cloth hood?
• Should the wearers of the Islamic headscarf try in public for a month without this head-cloth hood to compare whether they are often harassed?
• Is there a dogma problem with the acceptance of the Islam headscarf?
• Does a woman who is forced to wear an Islamic headscarf appear ludicrous?
• Is it that a woman who is forced to wear a full veil is ridiculous?
• Are the Islamic headscarfs convinced that they would be harassed MORE if they took off this head-cloth hood?
• Are full-veiled believers convinced that they would be harassed MORE if they replaced this whole-body veil with modern Western clothing?
• Do all the bearers of the Islamic headscarf know the places in the Holy Scriptures of the super religion, from which it is difficult to comprehend and fantasize that these head-cloth hoods are to be worn?
• Do all those who are fully veiled know the places in the Holy Scriptures of the super religion, which are difficult to understand and imaginably deduce that these whole-body veils are to be worn?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf sometimes looking harassing because they wear this quirky head-cloth hood?
• Are full-veiled people looking harassing and often also frightened because they wear these devilish-looking whole-body wraps?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf, which do not let everything fall, simply simply locked away, or just killed the same?
• Are full-veiled people, who cannot do everything with themselves, locked away or even killed the same?
• Does the word HAAR in the Holy Scripture of the super religion in general only four times before, namely one animal hair, twice gray man hair, once short man's hair?
• Does the word HAAR in the Holy Scriptures of Super-Religion have no connection with women?
• Is the word WOMEN HAIR in the Holy Scripture of the Super Religion in no place?
• Are Islam headscarfs a men's whip?
• Are full-veils a huge men's whip?
• Do Islam headscarves sometimes also isolate themselves from the majority society?
• Serving full-concealment sometimes also to isolate even more from the majority society?
• Could Islamic headscarfs in Western-oriented countries be referred to as ISOLATIONS cloths?
• Could full disguising in Western-oriented countries be referred to as super ISOLATIONS wipes?
• Why should women wear this head-cloth hood even in countries where there is NO increased risk of harassment for women without Islam headscarf?
• Should women, therefore, also wear this head-cloth hood in countries where there is NO increased risk of harassment for women without an Islam headscarf, because religious representatives (imams / preachers) are dogmen riders?
• Why should women wear this all-body wrapping in countries where there is NO increased risk of harassment for women without full disguise?
• So should women, even in countries where there is NO increased risk of harassment for women WITHOUT full obscurity, to wear this whole-body disguise because religious representatives (imams / preachers) are super dogmen riders?
• Should religion representatives (imams / preachers) try to be more flexible and demand that Islamic headscarves be worn in the countries where there is no increased risk of harassment for women WITHOUT this head-cloth hood?
• Should religious representatives (imams / preachers) try to be more flexible and to demand that full obscuration be carried out in the countries where there is no increased risk of harassment for women WITHOUT this whole-body disguise?
• Should religious representatives (imams / preachers) ACTIVELY work to ensure that NO Islam headscarfs are to be worn in the countries in which there is NO increased risk of harassment for women?
Should religious representatives (imams / preachers) ACTIVELY work to ensure that in countries there are NO full obscurations in which there is NO increased risk of harassment for women?

Is Islamic headscarf sometimes devastated by the scandal that has nothing to do with the original task of these head-cloth hoods?

Are full-fancings sometimes perish at the point of perversion, which has nothing to do with the original task of this whole-body disguise?

Beneficiaries of the Islamic headscarf, the widespread ignorance in the western society targeted, for which these head-cloth hoods should be actually good?

Beneficially obscured the wide ignorance in Western society, for which this whole-body disguise is supposed to be good?

Can the cult of Islam headscarfs be derived with a lot of imagination from a holy scripture of religion?

Can the cult be derived from full obscurity only with a great deal of imagination from a holy scripture?

Is it possible for women who want to wear the Islam headscarf at the workplace and who are trying to enforce this will in the end, ultimately just because of the fact that the actual reason for the head-cloth hood does not work?

Should judges prohibit the wearing of the Islam headscarf at the workplace and thus justify the fact that there is no increased risk of harassment at the workplace?

Should the justification for Islam headscarfs be more objective and less religious?

Should Islam headscarfs be viewed more objectively and less emotionally?

Should bearers of the Islamic headscarf be left with the doctrine of faith in the justification for this head-cloth hood and instead rather say what Allah is currently proving to be?

Are Islamic headscarfs on average just as intelligent as women without this head-cloth hood?

Are carriers of the Islam headscarf on average even more intelligent, like women without this head-cloth hood?

Are full-veiled on average just as intelligent as women without this head-cloth hood?

Are full-veiled on average perhaps even smarter, like women without this head-cloth hood?

Are wearers of the Islam headscarf so frightening that no one dared to ask them why they wear this head-cloth hood?

Are fully veiled so completely deterrent that no one dared ask them why they wear this whole-body veil?

Does it sound mysterious and unapproachable when a wearer of the Islamic headscarf calls a flat-rate belief or religion as a reason without giving any details?

Why is NOT the bearer of the Islamic headscarf quoting the Holy Scripture of the Super Religion DUTY as the justification for her head-cloth hood?

Does NOT the bearer of the Islamic headscarf cite the Holy Scripture of the Super Religion DUTY as a justification for her head-cloth hood, because in this scripture, for example, is NOT that the female head hair is covered with fabric?

Why does NOT Full-Veiled Quotation cite the Holy Scripture of Super Religion DISTORFICALLY as the justification for its whole-body disguise?

Does not the full scripture vex the Holy Scripture of the Super Religion, as a justification for its whole-body veil, because in this scripture of religion, for example, it does NOT mean that the female faces are covered with fabric?

Why should Islamic headscarf be worn in the public even if there is no increased danger of harassment, such as at the workplace, the courtroom or the super market?

Why should Islam headscarfs be carried without exception and always prophylactically or as a precaution in the public, even if there is no increased danger of annoyance?

Should Islamic headscarves be carried without exception and always prophylactically or as a precaution in the public, even if, for example, there is no increased danger of harassment in a talkshow, because this wearing requirement is a religious splinter that has developed over time? Answer Proposal: Some see it this way!

Should Islam headscarfs be carried without exception and always prophylactically or as a precaution in the public, even if there is no increased danger of annoyance because this is an enrichment of the street image?

Does it seem to be outrageous for outsiders when hundreds of millions of Islamic headscarfs are harassed with this head-cloth hood?

Does it appear to the outsider as a particularly great impertinence when hundreds of millions of fully-veiled are harassed with this whole-body disguise?

Can any one bear a bearer of the Islamic headscarf when she looks so timid and intimidated?

Will many a wearer of the Islamic headscarf primarily attract or catch attention with this head-cloth hood?

Do some carriers of the Islamic headscarf have a high need for validity or even an overriding need for validity?

Do some fully veiled persons have a very high need for validity, or even a greatly exaggerated need for validation?

Are Islamic Headscarf effective advertising for super religion?

Are full veilings very effective advertising media for the super religion?
So, do some of the wearers of the Islamic headscarf abuse this head-cloth hood as a men's eye-catcher?
Does some of the bearers of the Islamic headscarf appear as if they were something better?
Is many a bearer of the Islamic headscarf a naughty woman?
Will many a bearer of the Islamic headscarf show that she can hold herself in Western society?
Will many a bearer of the Islamic headscarf of Western society dance around on the nose?
Will many a bearer of the Islamic headscarf of western society show that she can dance around the world by suing her?
Will many a bearer of the Islamic headscarf of Western society show that she does not want to please her by complaining?
Will many a bearer of the Islamic headscarf give this?
Will many a wearer of the Islamic headscarf be bragging about it?
Is sunshine shining as soon as the Islamic headscarf is created?
Are there religions in which the man determines how to dress or conceal women when they leave the house?
Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have an overriding need for validation when they take legal action in order to be able to carry this head-cloth hood in the public service on their workplace, even though there is no increased risk of harassment?
Does many a bearers of the Islamic headscarf believe that they can take everything out of their lives after being released into freedom in the West through the Basic Law?
Is Allah building blocks, what has become of his women's garment RECOMMENDATIONS?
Are Islamic headscarves worn because there is Allah or because there is to be Allah?
Are full veils worn because there is Allah or because there is to be Allah?
Are there worlds between what Allah allegedly revealed and what people made and do with Islam headscarfs?
Is Allah wondering about Islam headscarves, because he never revealed them?
Are there worlds between what Allah revealed and what people made and do in full disgrace?
Is Allah particularly astonished at full veil because he never revealed it?
Why did not Allah reveal more precisely to women's veil, using, for example, the words face, hair, and head?
Why do men have to think about how women dress?
Does education in super religion promote the harassment of men and do women have to wear Islamic headscarfs as a compensation?
Does education in super religion promote the rapidity of men's rape and therefore must women wear compensatory disguising?
Are Islamic headscarfs flowing?
Are there limits for full obscuration?
Is it done with Islam headscarfs as strictly as possible in order to be on the safe side?
Is it with Islam headscarf gladly exaggerated, for example, NO head hair can be seen to make sure that Allah is satisfied?
Is it handled as strictly as possible with full disguising in order to be on the safe side?
Will it be exaggerated with full disguising, for example, to see NO ONE skin piece to make sure that Allah is totally satisfied?
Have Islamic headsets been introduced so that men cannot satisfy themselves at the sight of women?
Were full veil introduced so that men cannot be satisfied with the sight of women?
Are Islam headscarf religion badges?
Are full-veil genius religious badges?
Are Islam headscarves changing head-cloth hoods?
Do the Islamic headscarf have inferiority complexes, if they want to go to court, to wear this head-cloth hood on the workplace in the public area?
Have fully-disguised inferiority complexes, if they want to go to court, to wear this whole-body covering in the public sector?
Are Islam headscarfs a serious matter for their bearers?
Are full disguisements for their bearers a very serious matter?
Loading Islam headscarfs to keep their carriers for easily blatant?
Shop Islam headscarfs to keep their carriers for massively bekloppt?
Do Islam headscarfs appear to be outspoken for outsiders of the related religion?
Show-full-veil for outsiders of the related religion, totally batty?
Do bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes feel taken seriously?
Can wearers of the Islam headscarf look silly out of their clothes? If so:
Are bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes stupid from the laundry?
Are full-veiled often not taken seriously?
Can full-veiled stupid look out of the laundry, although the view is largely blocked? If so:
- Looking full-veiled sometimes stupid from the laundry?
- Do upkeepers of Islamic headscarves sometimes feel taken seriously?
- Are upright-holders of full-veils sometimes not taken seriously at all?
- Can Uprising Supporters of Islam Headscarfs Look Stupid From Lingerie? If so:
  - Looking upright-keepers of Islam headscarfs sometimes stupid from the laundry?
- Can upright-keepers of full-veil look quite stupid out of the wash? If so:
  - Looking upright-retainer of full-veils sometimes quite stupid from the laundry?
- Would it be nice if it was so easy to avoid harassment by wearing women's headscarves?
- Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf help?
- Do the full-veiled out?
  - Are the ones who are forcing women's Islam headscarf out?
  - Are the ones who are forced to impose full veil on women?
  - Are carriers of the Islam headscarf Allah serious?
- Take full-veiled Allah very seriously?
- Take impulses of Islam headscarf Allah seriously?
- Take forcing of full-vexations Allah very seriously?
- Are Islam headscarves hardly worn to prevent harassment, but only as a widely visible religious mark, in areas where most women do not wear a head-cloth hood?
- Are full-fancings hardly worn to avoid harassment, but only as a very visible religious mark, in areas where most women do not wear a whole-body covering?
- Are Islam headscarves acceptable?
- Are Islam headscarf to accept?
- Are Islamic headscarfs respectable?
- Are Islamic headscarf to be respected, even if the harassment-reducing effect is not proven?
- Are full-fogging acceptable?
- Are full-fancies to be accepted?
- Are full disguisings respectable?
- Are full disguisings to be respected, even if the harassment-reducing effect is not proven?
- Are carriers of the Islam headscarf acceptable?
- Are accepting carriers of the Islam headscarf?
- Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf respectable?
- Are the Islamic headscarf to be respected?
- Are full-veiled acceptable?
- Are full-veiled to accept?
- Are full-veiled respected?
- Are full-veiled to respect?
- Are Basta men's wearing duty for Islamic headscarves acceptable?
- Are Basta men to accept the wearing duty for Islam headscarfs?
- Are Basta men's wearing duty for Islamic headscarfs respectable?
- Are Basta men compulsorily obliging to wear Islamic headscarves?
- Are commandors acceptable over the wearing duty of full disguising?
- Are command-holders to accept the wearing duty of full disguising?
- Are commandors respectful of the wearing duty of full disguising?
- Are command-holders to be compelled to respect the wearing duty of full disguising?
- Are all carriers of the Islamic headscarf decent, more decent and more modest than themselves for women WITHOUT hair-wrapping?
- Are all the veiled, much more decent and morose than themselves for women WITHOUT hair-wrapping?
- Are all women without hair-wrapping more indecent than themselves for women of the Islamic headscarf?
- Are all those who are completely disguised more decent and morose than themselves for the Islamic headscarfs?
- Are all carriers of the Islamic headscarf more unacceptable to themselves than to themselves?
- Are all women WITHOUT hair disguised very much more indecent than themselves for the full-veiled?
- Are the heads of the head-cloth hood more decent and more modest than women without hair-covering for men who do not care about Islam headscarfs or full-veils?
- For men who do not care about Islam headscarfs or full-veils, are whole-body-veiled much more decent and more modest than women without hair-wrapping?
- Are for men, who indeed value on Islam headscarf, but not on full-veils, all women WITHOUT hair-wrapping obscene as bearers of this head-cloth hood?
• Are for men, who indeed value on Islam headscarf, but not on full-veils, all mostly black and deep Full-veiled decent and more modest as bearers of the head-cloth hood?
• Are all carriers of the Islam headscarf indecent, as whole-body-veiled, for men who value on full disguising?
• Are men who value on full-veils, all women WITHOUT hair wrapping very much indecent, like whole-body-veiled?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf no primitives?
• Are full veils not primitive?
• Are advocates of Islam headscarfs not primitive?
• Are advocates of full obscurations absolutely no primitives?
• Are the bearers of the Islam headscarf left alone?
• Are fully-veiled completely left alone?
• Are those who want Islam headscarfs for women to be left alone?
• Are those who are completely disguised for women to be completely at rest?
• Is the original function of Islam headscarfs often misused as a religion mark?
• Is Muslim heads trying to establish with the help of the Holy Scripture of the Super-religion, although this does not provide usable justification because there is NOTHING of hair and head wrapping?
• Are Islam headscarves scarcely worn to reduce harassment, but almost as a sign of religion?
• Are Islam headscarfs becoming a religion mark?
• Are full-obscurations becoming religion marks?
• Applies to Islam headscarfs, notice at any price?
• Applies to full-fogging, especially striking at any cost?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf a problem of harassment?
• Are full-veiled a blatant harassment problem?
• Do somebody get a fat neck because of Islam headscarfs?
• Does one get a very thick neck because of full disguising?
• Are Islamic headscarves cute? Or:
  • Do Islam headscarf strike sour?
  • Are full-fuzzes sugary? Or:
  • Pissing full-veil on some very sour?
  • Are Islam headscarves sweet poison?
  • Are full-veil sugary sweets?
  • Are Islamic headscarf awe-inspiring?
  • Are full-veils very awe inspiring?
  • Are Islam headscarfs frightening?
  • Are full disguisings very frightening?
  • Should full disguisings be very frightening?
• Are many people wearing a thick neck because of the wearers of the Islam headscarf?
• Does one get a very thick neck because of the full-veiled?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf cute? Or:
  • Do the wearers of the Islamic headscarf pose sultry?
  • Are full-veiled sugary? Or:
  • Do people who are full-veiled show up very sour?
  • Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sweet poison?
  • Are full-veiled sugar-sugared poison?
  • Are bearers of the Islam headscarf awe-inspiring?
  • Are full-veiled very awe-inspiring?
  • Are carriers of the Islam headscarf frightening?
  • Are full-veiled very frightening?
  • Should full-disguised be very frightening?
• Does one get a fat neck because of the male desires of Islam headscarfs?
• Does one get a huge neck because of the male desires of full veil?
• Are male desires of Islam headscarfs cute? Or:
  • Do masculine desires of Islam headscarf piss on?
  • Are male desires of full-veils all sweet? Or:
  • Do male desires of full-vexation poke up completely?
  • Are male desires of Islam headscarf sweet poison?
  • Are male desires of full-veils very sweet poison?
  • Are male desires of Islam headscarf awe-inspiring?
  • Are male desires of full-veils stunningly awe-inspiring?
- Are male desires of Islam headscarfs frightening?
- Are male desires of full disguised scandal terrifying?
- Does the so-called weak gender need strong clothing, for example, in the form of Islam headscarfs?
- Does the so-called weak gender need a particularly strong dress, for example in the form of full veil?
- Do the Islamic headscarfs have a problem or do they make religion?
- Do women wear Islamic headscarves because they are afraid of harassment?
- Do women wear full veils because they are especially afraid of harassment?
- What could be done to make the wearer of the Islam headscarf lose the pleasure of wearing this head-cloth bell?
- What could be done to make the heads of the Islamic headscarf grow more like this head-cloth bell?
- What could be done, so that the full-veiled desire to go completely cloaked around?
- What could be done so that in the case of full-veiled, the lust increases, still more veiled?
- What could be done so that the minds of Islam headscarfs pass the desire to demand these head-cloth hoods for women?
- What could be done so that the care of full disguised fills the desire to demand these whole body wraps for women?
- What could be done so that the minds of Islam headscarfs will be more inclined to demand these head-cloth hoods for women even more intensively?
- What could be done so that the desire to sustain these full-body wraps for women still more intensively in the minds of full veil?
- Why do women have to wear Islamic headscarves in their male companion, even though there is hardly any danger of harassment?
- Why do women have to wear full veil even in masculine escort, although there is hardly any danger of harassment?
- Do the heads of an Islamic headscarf feel bothered?
- Are full-disguised persons particularly bothered?
- Are Islam Headscarfs an example?
- Can Islam headscarf inspire and enthral?
- Are full-fancies an example?
- Can full-veil inspire and enthral?
- Are carriers of the Islam headscarf an example?
- Can carriers of the Islam headscarf inspire and enthral?
- Are full-veiled an example?
- Can fully-disguised be inspired and carried away?
- Are those an example that want to keep Islam headscarfs?
- Can inspire and embrace those who want to keep Islam headscarfs?
- Are those an example who want to keep full-fogging?
- Can the enthusiasts, who want to keep full veil?
- Are carriers of the Islam headscarf ultra-prudish?
- Are full-veiled ultra-prudish?
- Is everything good at Islam headscarfs? Or:
- Is also not always good at Islam headscarfs? Alternative:
- Is everything bad on Islam headscarfs? Or:
- Is also not always bad on Islam headscarfs?
- Is everything good at full-veils? Or:
- Is not always good at full-fogging? Alternative:
- Is everything bad at full-veils? Or:
- Is not always bad at full-fogging?
- Is everything good for Islamic Headscarfs? Or:
- Is not everything always good for the Islamic headscarf? Alternative:
- Is everything bad for the Islamic Headscarf? Or:
- Is not everything always bad for Islamic Headscarfs?
- Is everything good at full-veiled? Or:
- Is not everything always good at full-veiled? Alternative:
- Is everything bad at full-veiled? Or:
- Is not everything always bad at full-veiled?
- Is there anything GOOD for the maintenance of Islam headscarfs? Or:
- Is not THAT always good for those who are in favor of keeping Islam headscarfs? Alternative:
- Is there anything wrong with those who are for the preservation of Islam headscarfs? Or:
• Is NOT EVERYTHING EVERYTHING for keeping Islam headscarfs?
• Is there anything GOOD for those who are in favor of the maintenance of full veil? Or:
• Is not THAT always good for those who are for the preservation of full veil? Alternative:
• Is there anything EVERYONE that is for the preservation of full veils? Or:
• Is NOT EVERYTHING EVERYTHING that is for the maintenance of full veil?
• Is it best to ensure that women are not harassed when they are plentifully overstretched?
• Are carriers of the Islam head scarf angry, if they are not taken seriously?
• Are full-veiled angrily if they are not taken seriously?
• Are those who are concerned about Islam headscarfs annoyed when they are not taken seriously?
• Are those who are over-veiled to be annoyed when they are not taken seriously?
• Is not it funny when someone makes fun of Islam headscarfs?
• Is not it funny when someone makes fun of full veil?
• Is not it funny when someone is making fun of people of Islam headscarfs?
• Is not it funny when someone makes fun of people who are full of disguised ones?
• How many reasons are there for Islam headscarfs?
• How many reasons are there to talk about VS Islam headscarfs?
• How many reasons are there that speak for full disguising?
• How many reasons are there to talk about VS-full disguising?
• Should all the bearers of the head-cloth hood be asked if they have a problem of ANSWERING because they wear an Islam headscarf?
• Should all the whole-body veiled be asked if they have a great LAUGH problem because they wear a full veil?
• Should any men who want to wear Islamic headscarves be asked if they fear that these women will be harassed?
• Should all men who want full-veil wear be asked to be asked if they fear that these women will be very harassed?
• Have carriers of the Islam headscarf leased the only truth for themselves?
• Have fully-veiled the only truth for themselves?
• Have self-proclaimed protectors of Islam headscarfs rented the only truth for themselves?
• Have self-proclaimed protectors of full veil the only truth for themselves?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf questioned whether they are ALWAYS interested in wearing this head-cloth hood in public?
• Are full-veiled people wondering if they ALWAYS want to wear this whole-body veil in public?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf wondering whether they want to wear this head-cloth hood in public?
• Are full-veiled people wondering whether they want to wear this whole-body-wrapping ALWAYS in public?
• Were bearers of the Islam headscarf already betrayed if they did not wear this head-cloth hood?
• Were full-veiled ever betrayed if they did not wear this whole body veil, but a short-sleeved dress, for example?
• Why did not Allah tell ALL of the prophets clearly and unequivocally that ALL women should wear as a minimum an Islamic headscarf?
• Why did not Allah tell ALL of the prophets clearly and unequivocally that ALL women should best wear a full veil?
• Are Islam headscarfs Mumpitz?
• Are Full-Veils Mumpitz?
• Are Islam headscarfs the earthly substitute for the unreliable protecting Allah?
• Are full-concealments the earthly substitute for the unreliable protecting Allah?
• Are the bearers of the Islamic headscarf waving when they are to quote a quotation from their holy scripture, which clearly indicates that they wear this head-cloth hood?
• Are whirling full-veiled when they are to name a quotation from their holy scripture, which clearly indicates that they have to wear this whole-body veil?
• Are the determinants of Islam headscarfs, if they are to quote a quotation from their holy scripture, which clearly indicates that these head-cloth hoods are to be worn?
• Are the determinants of full disguising, if they are to name a quotation from their holy scriptures, which clearly indicates that these whole-body wraps are to be worn?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf, which cut their hair completely short, set before the door of the house, so offense?
• Are fully-veiled, which cut the hair very short, exposed in the desert, so offense?
• Do the Islamic headscarf bear the truth?
• Contrasts Full-veiled the truth?
• Do operators of Islamic heads wear the truth?
• Do operators of full disguised behave the whole truth?
• Do Islam headscarf have the advantage that an older lady with very light hair or even women's bald head does not need a hair part when she is wearing this head-cloth hood?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf a fine feeling?
• Have fully-veiled a fine feeling?
• Do they have a fine sense, which prefer Islam headscarfs?
• Do they have a fine flair that prefers full-fogging?
• Are there core questions about Islam headscarfs? If so:
  • What are the core issues for Islam headscarfs?
  • Are there core questions about full disguising? If so:
    • Which core questions are there for full disguising?
  • Are there core questions to the Islamic headscarf? If so:
    • What are the key questions to the Islamic headscarf?
  • Are there core questions to fully-veiled? If so:
    • What core questions are there for fully-veiled?
  • Are there core questions about the preference of Islam headscarfs? If so:
    • Which core questions are there for the preference of Islam headscarfs?
• Are there core issues to be preferred by full disguising? If so:
• Why do those who want to preserve Islamic headscarfs not allow anyone to see the hair beauty of strangers?
• Why do not those who want to preserve full disguised look to the facial beauty of strangers?
• Has Allah created the beauty of the woman to see it? Or:
  • Has Allah created the beauty of the woman to conceal it as a monument?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes stolen?
• Are fully-veiled sometimes robbed?
• Do women with Islam headscarf wear a Allah disguise?
• Are Full-Veiled A Famous Allah Disguise?
• Do Islamic headscarf possess a core competence (core competence)?
• Do fully-veiled have a core competence (core competence)?
• Do those possess a core competence (core competence) that guard the proper wearing of Islam headscarfs with an argus eye?
  • Do those possess a core competence (core competence) that guard the proper wearing of full-concealments with argus eyes?
• Are Islam headscarfs the great influence world champions?
• Are Full-Veils the Great Influential Worlds?
• What should women aim at with their religion costumes?
• What WANT ladies to do with their religion costumes?
• What is a religious garb?
• What is the purpose of religious robes?
• Applies to every Islam headscarf, if it does not use, so does not it hurt?
• Applies to every full concealment, if it does not use anything, so does not it hurt also?
• Are Islam Headscarfs Exceeding the Goal?
• Are full-fogging far beyond the target?
• Are guards of Islam headscarfs persevering and vehement in monitoring the (allegedly) wearing duty of head-cloth hoods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are guards of full disguising very persistent and especially vehement in monitoring the (alleged) wearing duty of whole body wraps? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are many women feeling well under their Islam headscarf?
• Do many women feel well under their full veil?
• Do Islam headscarfs serve to build parallel societies instead of integrating them?
• Serving full-concealments, especially to build parallel societies rather than integrate?
• Can Islamic headscarf magically attract?
• Can wearers of the Islam headscarf magically attract?
• Can magically attract full-concealments?
• Can fully-veiled women magically attract?
• Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf constantly feel bothered by anything or anybody because they always wear this head-cloth hood in public?
• Are full-veiled constantly bothered by anything or anybody, because they always carry this whole-body disguise in public?
• Is many a bearer of the Islam headscarf bothered by mosquitoes?
• Does many a full veiled people feel very bothered by mosquitoes?
• Does many of the bearers of the Islamic headscarf feel indirectly bothered by Allah because they would most likely not have to wear this head-cloth hood without Allah and Super Prophet?
• Does many a fully veiled person feel indirectly very much bothered by Allah because they would most likely not have to wear this whole-body veil without Allah and Super Prophet?
• Does a woman wear the Islam headscarf, so that she feels bothered at least by this head-cloth hood, because unfortunately she is not bothered by anything else?
• Does a woman wear the full disguise so that she feels bothered by exactly this whole-body disguise, because she is unhappily bothered by nothing else?
• Is life for the wearers of the Islamic headscarf the purest sugar muck thanks to these head-cloth hoods?
• Is life for full-veiled the purest sugar-slug thanks to this whole-body disguise?
• Is the wearer of the headscarf hood wearing a head-cloth hood?
• Is there a great desire to gain full-veiled by the wearing of the whole body veil?
• Is there a sense of pleasure in men when they demand the wearing of Islam headscarfs?
• Is there a particularly great pleasure gain in men when they demand the wearing of full veil?
• Do Islam headscarfs suppress the lust of men?
• Do full-veils completely suppress the lust of men?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf almost always belong to a masculine person?
• Are Full-Veiled ALWAYS A Male Person?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf almost always have a male guardian?
• Have ALWAYS veiled a male guardian?
• Are you afraid of the Islam headscarfs that your wife is alien?
• Are you afraid that your wife will be alien?
• Do husbands like to stay relatively far from their wives to watch from afar whether their wife is being watched or even harassed by another man, even though the woman is a bearer of the Islam headscarf?
• Is some advocate of Islam headscarfs just an apparent religious follower?
• Is it that some advocates of full veil are only an apparent religious follower?
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf have a long breath despite their head-cloth hood? Or:
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf quickly short of breath under their head-cloth hood?
• Do full-veiled have a very long breath despite their all-body wrapping? Or:
• Are full-veiled quickly short-winded under their all-body wrapping?
• Are not many of the Islamic headscarf interested in the question whether this head-cloth hood actually fulfills their task of eliminating harassment?
• Does it not interest many fully-veiled, whether this full-body disguise actually fulfills its origins task of harassment avoidance?
• Is the motto for the head of the head of Islam to be worn by many Islamic headscarfs?
• Is the motto for many full-veiled heads, headline head?
• Is the motto for the head of the head headed against those who are opposed to abolishing Islamic headscarfs?
• Does the motto, headache head, prevail for those who are opposed to abolishing full disguising?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes have a time to think about it?
• Can carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes not decide? Or:
• Is Allah’s bearer of the Islamic headscarf the right way?
• Do not you need a veiled time?
• Cannot fully-veiled sometimes decide? Or:
• Is Allah always full of disguised ways?
• Do they sometimes need time to think that Islam headscarves are worn?
• Cannot those who insist that Islam headscarves be worn? Or:
• Does Allah guide the right way of insisting that Islam headscarves be worn?
• Do they sometimes need a period of reflection that insists that full disguised be worn?
• Cannot those who sometimes insist that full disguised be born? Or:
• Does Allah guide the right way of insisting that full disguised be born?
• Do Islam headscarves have an Achilles heel / a weakness?
• Do full-veils have an Achilles heel / a weakness?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have an Achilles heel / a weakness?
• Have Full-Veiled An Achilles Heel / A Weakness?
• Do those have an Achilles heel / a weakness that supports Islam headscarfs?
• Do those have an Achilles heel / a weakness that favors full disguised?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf inaccessible to all arguments (also factual) concerning their religion hood?
Answer Proposal: YES!
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf immune to all the arguments (also factual) concerning their religion hood? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are full-veiled inaccessible to all arguments (also factual) that affect their whole-body disguise? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are full-veiled immune to all arguments (also factual) that affect their whole-body disguise? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are those inaccessible to all arguments (including factual ones) that concern Islam headscarfs and which are unquestionably demanding that these head-cloth hoods are worn? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are those immune to all arguments (also factual) that concern Islam headscarfs and who are unjustly demanding that these head-cloth hoods are worn? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are those inaccessible to all arguments (including factual ones) that concern full disguising and which unquestionably demand that these whole-body wraps be worn? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are those immune to all arguments (including factual ones) that concern full disguising and which unquestionably demand that these whole-body wraps be worn? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should carriers of the Islam headscarf be taken seriously?
WANT bearers of the Islam headscarf to be taken seriously?
Should full-veiled be taken seriously?
WOLLEN Full-veiled be taken seriously?
Should the demands of Islam headscarf be taken seriously?
WANT REQUESTS to be taken seriously by Islam headscarfs?
Should interviewees be taken very seriously?
WANT REQUESTS of full disguising to be taken very seriously?
Wants to be pioneers of the Islam headscarf?
Should be carriers of the Islam headscarf be prudish?
Do men wish that carriers of the Islam headscarf are prudish?
Want to be fully-veiled ultra-prudish?
Should be fully-veiled ultra-prudish?
Do men want full-veiled ultra-prudish?
Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf rarely perform the security because they are well protected by their religion hood?
Rasten bearers of the Islam headscarf only seldom out, because they are well-guarded by their religion hood?
Burned-NEVER fuse the fuse, because they are particularly protected by their whole-body-wrapping?
Full-veiled NIE, because they are protected by their whole-body-wrapping?
Is the fire sometimes fanning the Islam headscarfs?
Are those who whip the Islam headscarf out?
Is sometimes burning the fuse whipping whipping full veil?
Are those sometimes whipping out whipping full-veil?
Can Islamic headscarves themselves become harassment?
Can full disguising itself become harassment?
Are Islamic headscarves discriminatory?
Are full-fogging particularly discriminating?
Are enemies of Islam headscarfs terrible terrorists?
Are enemies of full-vexation quite bad terrorists?
Are Whipers of Islam Headscarfs sometimes upset?
Are whipers of full-fancings sometimes very upset?
Do bearers of the Islam headscarf predominantly wear a bra?
Do full-veiled predominantly wear a bra?
Was there at the time when the Holy Scripture of the super religion was created, already busts-holders, stocking-trousers and tampons? Answer Proposal: NO!
Can the busholder replace the overcoat with a lot of tension?
Can a woman refrain from drawing her over-vests abundantly when she wears a bra, because the woman's natural jewelery is securely wrapped between the neck and the navel?
Do women get rid of the yoke of an Islamic headscarf?
Do women make themselves free from the yoke of a full concealment?
Do women voluntarily submit to the yoke of an Islamic headscarf because they promise themselves some advantage?
Do women voluntarily submit to the yoke of a full concealment because they promise themselves some advantage?
Is the wearer of the Islam headscarf stupid?
• Affectionate-veiled about himself stupid?
• Sentiment of Islam headscarfs Questions about themselves stupid?
• Feelers of full-veil questions about themselves very stupid?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf sometimes wear the smock?
• Burnt-veiled sometimes of the smock?
• Is the hat or gown sometimes burning the Islamic headscarf?
• Does the person sometimes wear the hat or gown, the full-veil?
• Do not bearers of the Islam headscarf take seriously without this head-cloth hood?
• Does full-veiled not feel taken seriously without this whole-body disguise?
• Why do not Allah bear the heads of the Islam headscarf?
• Why do not Allah reveal anything-veiled?
• Are Islam headscarfs the hub of the world?
• Are full-concealing the navel of the world?
• Believers of the Islam headscarf, who would be the navel of the world?
• Faithfully veiled, who would be the navel of the world?
• Do Islam headscarfs claim to be the measure of all things?
• Are Islam headscarf the measure of all things?
• Do full-veil claims claim to be the measure of all things?
• Are full veilings the measure of all things?
• Are Islam headscarves a remnant of the dark Middle Ages?
• Are full-veils a remnant of the darkest age?
• Are Islam headscarfs allowed to escape into a supposedly safe world?
• Do full-fancings enable the escape into a supposedly safe world of the extra class?
• Help Islam headscarfs escape the dreary everyday life?
• Helpful obfuscations very much to escape the dreary everyday life?
• Is there a bridging gap between bearers of the Islamic headscarf and full-veiled?
• Do car drivers with Islam headscarf have a harassment problem, although they are quite well shielded in the locked car?
• Do car drivers with Islam headscarf have a rape problem, although they are quite well shielded in the locked car?
• Do car drivers with full-obscuration have a big problem of annoyance, although they are quite well shielded in the locked car?
• Do car drivers with full disguise have a big rape problem, although they are quite well shielded in the locked car?
• Are those breeding champions who want to get Islam headscarves?
• Are those particularly strict breeders who want to get full-fogging?
• Is the protection effect of Islam headscarfs only marginal?
• Is the protection effect of full obscurations only marginal?
• Are advocates and opponents of Islam headscarf irreconcilable?
• Are advocates and opponents of complete disguising completely irreconcilable?
• Does Allah protect only women who wear a protective shield of Allah?
• Does Allah protect women only as long as they wear a Allah protection cover?
• Are Preservers of Islam Headscarfs Specialist-People for Moral Teaching?
• Are Preservers of Islam Headscarfs Sentinels?
• Are Preservers of Full Disguises Genius Specialists for Moral Teaching?
• Are Preservers of Full Shrouded Genius Customs Watchers?
• Can those who are for the preservation of Islam headscarfs take women into the deficiency?
• Can those who are responsible for the preservation of full-veils, women properly in the deficiency?
• Are there, in addition to fashion show fashion dolls, religious fashion dolls?
• Do women voluntarily come as a religious fashion doll? And:
• Are women forced to run as a religion fashion doll?
• Does it have disadvantages to be the bearer of an Islam headscarf?
• Does it have advantages to be the bearer of an Islam headscarf?
• Does it have disadvantages to be the bearer of a full veil?
• Does it have advantages to be the bearer of a full disguising?
• Is it desirable to be cloaked?
• Inspire Islam headscarfs?
• Inspire Full-Veils?
• Find carriers of the Islam headscarf Stop by mumming up properly?
• Find full-veiled firm hold by munching at maximum?
• Are there any concealing excesses?
• Are Islamic headscarves worn in two ways because of men? If so:
  • Are Islamic headscarves worn because of the men who are closely related to the wearer of the head-cloth hood?
  • Are Islamic headscarves worn because of the men who are neither related or known to the wearer of the head-cloth hood?
• Is the omission of an Islamic headscarf a sin?
• Is replacing a full veil with modern western clothes a big sin?
• Is the slogan that a good female member of the super religion has to wear an Islamic headscarf, regardless of whether there are factual reasons or not?
• Are Islamic headscarves as a symbol of religion abused?
• Are full-disguised as a religious symbol abused?
• Did resourceful men explain the women’s hair to the woman’s jewelry, so that women’s hair is too veiled?
• Could the wearing duty of Islamic headscarves be waived if the onanier ban for men of the super religion would be renounced?
• Can Islamic headscarves be addictive?
• Are women crazy about Islamic headscarves?
• Can full-veil addict addict?
• Are women crazy about full disguising?
• Should all carriers of the Islam headscarf be asked if they ever heard the word INTEGRATION?
• Should all full-veiled be asked if they ever heard the word INTEGRATION?
• Should all carriers of the Islam headscarf be asked what they think of INTEGRATION?
• Should all full-veiled be asked what they think of INTEGRATION?
• Do the Islamic headscarf want to build a PARALLEL society?
• Wanna fully-veiled build a PARALLEL company?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf called for ALLAH?
• Are Full-Veiled On ALLAH?
• Are Carriers of the Islamic Headscarf to Allah’s Revelations?
• Are full-veiled invoked vehement on Allah-REVELATIONS?
• Are women of the super religion dependent on Islam headscarfs for the sake of prosperity?
• Are women of the super religion dependent on full blasphemy for good or evil?
• Do women of the super religion wear on bends and breaking Islam headscarves?
• Do women of super religion wear on bending and breaking full-veils?
• Are Allah’s protection concealments so because Allah wants these disguises to be the same for women?
• Why does not Allah want to protect Allah’s guards for men?
• Are Islamic Headscarfs Incomplete Allah Protection Covers?
• Are full-veils complete Allah protection wraps?
• Is there any Islam headscarf because Allah wants it?
• Is there any full disguising, because Allah absolutely desires it?
• Why did not Allah make the men so that women also remain unaffected without Islam headscarf?
• Why did not Allah make the men so that women also remain free from over-attacks without full disguise?
• Why do female animals come without Islam headscarf?
• Why do female animals come without full disguise?
• Are divine things nice from God?
• Do Allah’s Protection Covers Cover Unreceived Forces?
• Do super-religion supporters cultivate women’s head hair?
• Do some women wear their headscarf heads only in the prayer house?
• Are full-veils in our latitudes (Central Europe) felt as a public annoyance by most people? If so:
  • Are Islam headscarfs a small public annoyance?
  • Are full disguising here a big public annoyance?
  • Should full disguising be forbidden here because they fulfill the state of affairs, the excitement of a public annoyance for most people in our latitudes?
• Would carriers of the Islam headscarf have sleepless nights, if they could imagine, without this head-cloth hood to the public?
• Would they have full-disguised sleepless nights, if they could imagine, without this whole-body disguise to the public?
• Are Islam headscarves handed over to the wardrobe?
• Hanging full-veil sometimes also at the wardrobe?
• Do women hang on Islam headscarfs?
• Do women have full disguising?
• Are men hanging on the wearing duty for Islam headscarfs?
• Are men hanging on the wearer’s duty for full veil?
• Are there glowing supporters of Islam headscarfs?
• Are there enthusiastic followers of full veil?
• Who or what forces lovers of Islam headscarfs, not only the women’s hemispheres, but also women’s hair to look as a woman's jewelry?
• Who or what forces lovers of full-veils, not only the women's hemispheres, but also the women's faces to look as a woman’s jewelry?
• Are Islam headscarfs a possible point of criticism?
• Are full-oblusions a great potential criticism point?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf a possible point of criticism?
• Are full-veiled a possible critique point?
• Are those a possible point of criticism that force Islam headscarfs?
• Are those a possible point of criticism that force full disguising?
• Are women of the super religion often just about being RELIGIONS-MODE-DOLL?
• Are there strong proofs of effective protection through the protection of Allah?
• Why should approximately 50% of the women wearing the Islamic headscarf clothing NOT integrate, but the associated men very well?
• Why should approximately 50% of full-disguised clothing NOT integrate, but the associated men very well?
• Why do some 50% of Islamic headscarf wearers do NOT want to integrate themselves, even though the men are doing well?
• Why do not some 50% of full-disguised clothing need to integrate themselves, even though the men are doing well?
• Do Islam headscarves really have anything to do with Allah or with religion, but are they pure human work and an oriental spinning?
• Do the full veilings really have nothing to do with Allah or with religion, but are they pure human work and an oriental spinning?
• Is Islam headscarfs less concerned about Allah and religion, but more about putting a stamp on the world?
• Is it less about Allah and religion, but more about putting a heavy stamp on the world?
• Do you want to put a stamp on super religion with the help of Islam headscarfs in the world?
• Do super-religion supporters want to push their Giga stamp with the help of full-veil of the world?
• Are Islam headscarfs dependent on Allah’s blessing?
• Are full blessings dependent on Allah’s blessing?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf dependent on Allah's blessing?
• Are fully-veiled dependent on Allah’s blessings?
• Are forcing of Islam headscarfs dependent on Allah's blessing?
• Are forcing of full-vexation much dependent on Allah's blessing?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf incapable of integration?
• Are full-veiled dresses particularly incapable of integration?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf inconspicuous in terms of clothing?
• Are full-disguised dresses particularly inconsistent in terms of clothing?
• Are there fanatics of Islam headscarfs in any relationship uncongenial?
• Are fanatics of full disguised in all respects particularly unwilling to integrate?
• Are Islamic headscarfs blunt?
• Are full veilings quite blunt?
• Can bearers of the Islam headscarf get into something, for example, the fear that Allah will punish them if they do not wear a head-cloth hood?
• Can fully-disguised ones enter into something, for example, in the fear that Allah will massively punish them if they do not wear all-body wraps?
• Can those who want to clam Islam headscarfs, for example, demand that women wear head-cloth hoods?
• Can those who want to bury full veils, for example, in the demand that women wear whole-body wraps, can get into something that penetrates into something?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf fear not to enter the heavenly kingdom (paradise) if they do not wear this head-cloth hood?
• Are full-veiled especially afraid of not coming to the heavenly realm (paradise) when they do not wear these whole-body wraps?
• Do not the bearers of the Islamic headscarf NOT get rid of the claws of the religious representatives (imams / preachers)?
Do not fully-veiled be freed from the claws of the religious representatives (imams / preachers)?
Are Islamic headscarf textile semi-prisons?
Are full-fogging textile full-jails?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf in a textile part-prison?
Are full-veiled in a full-prison prison?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf half locked in cloth?
Are full-veiled all trapped in substance?
Do Islam headscarves have the blessing of Allah?
Have full-veils demonstrable the blessing of Allah?
Does the Islamic headscarf make fun of running around as a public HALB offender?
Does full-veiled make it fun to run around as a public FULL annoyance?
Does full-veiled make it much fun to run as a horror ghost?
Does it make fun of Islam headscarfs fun to let their women run around as a public HALB offender?
Does it make a lot of fun for pirates of complete disguise to let their women run around as a public FULL annoyance?
Is it the same culture circle that puts women in the harem and hides in the street under the full-veil? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can the heads of the Islamic headscarf be lulled?
Can full-veiled be lulled?
Are zealots of Islam headscarfs sometimes lulled?
Are zealots of full vexations seldom lulled?
Do those times already an eye too, which are for Islam headscarfs?
Do those times already an eye too, which very much for full-obfuscations?
Do women wear Islamic headscarfs so that EVERYONE immediately realizes that this is the area of super religion?
Do women wear full veils so that EVERYONE immediately realizes that this is the territory of super religion?
Do principle riders of Islam headscarfs want these head-cloth hoods to be worn so EVERYONE IMMEDIATELY KNOWS that here is the area of super religion?
Do principle riders of full veils want these full-body wraps to be worn so EVERYONE IMMEDIATELY KNOWS that here is territory of super religion?
Has carriers of the Islam headscarf ever thought that there is no Allah?
Has fully conceived the thought that there is no Allah?
Has the ever-presenter of Islam headscarfs ever thought that there is no Allah?
Has the ever-conceived of ever-conceived the thought that there is no Allah?
Are Islam headscarfs mostly an emotional issue and therefore inaccessible to objective arguments?
Are full-concealment mostly an emotional issue and therefore inaccessible to objective arguments?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf inaccessible for objective arguments?
Are full-veiled inaccessible for objective arguments?
Are those inaccessible for factual arguments that eagerly promote Islam headscarfs?
Are those inaccessible for factual arguments that eagerly advertise for full disguising?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf wrongly polarized?
Are full-fogged polarity reversed?
Are those wrongly polarized, who determine that Islam headscarfs are to be worn?
Are those incorrectly polarized, which determine that full-veils are to be worn?
Were Islam headscarves made a religious mark by the ninth century?
Were full obscurations made a religious mark for the first time since the seventeenth century?
Will a man that his wife is wearing an Islamic headscarf because he wants to so point out?
Will a man that his wife is wearing a full veil because he wants to so point out?
Will a man that his daughters from a certain age wear an Islamic headscarf because he wants so, point out?
Will a man that his daughters from a certain age wear a full veil, because he wants so, point out?
Does a man want his wife to wear an Islam headscarf because he is the head of the family and has the say regardless of Allah and religion?
Does a man want his wife to wear a full veil because he is the head of the family and has the say, Allah, religion, religion?
Does a man want his daughters to wear an Islamic headscarf from a certain age because he is the head of the family and has the say regardless of Allah and religion?
Does a man want his daughters from a certain age to wear a full veil because he is the head of the family and has the say, Allah, Allah, religion, religion, religion?
Did the heads of the Islamic headscarf in religion and Allah's affairs have largely neutralized their own thinking?
Was full-disguised in religion and Allah affairs totally weaned the independent thinking?
Did patriarchic fetishists of Islam headscarfs abdicate the basic law and equality of women?
Disregarded patriarchic fetishists of full-disguised reason-law and equal rights of women?
Should women first clarify what Allah is doing before applying their Islam headscarf?
Should women first clarify what Allah is doing before they put their full veil?
The life-bearers of the Islam headscarf with their religion in a phantasy world?
Full of life-veiled with her religion in a full-fancy world?
Are the following terms applicable to Islam headscarfs and full disguised, which are denouncing freedom, opposing women, anti-egalitarian, disregarding basic law, forming non-integrative and parallel societies?
Do the Islamic headscarf have the hereditary disease of head-hair-covering addiction?
Have fully-veiled the hereditary disease of whole-body-veiling addiction?
Do carriers of the Islam headscarf have a gene defect?
Do fully-veiled have a gene defect?
Can Islam headscarves sometimes become a problem? If so:
Are Islam headscarves sometimes a problem?
Can full-obfuscations sometimes become a problem? If so:
Are full-fogging sometimes the problem?
Can carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes become a problem? If so:
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes a problem?
Can full-veiled sometimes become a problem? If so:
Are full-veiled sometimes a problem?
Can those sometimes become the problem that calls for Islam headscarves to be worn?
Are those sometimes the problem that demand that Islam headscarves be worn?
Can those sometimes become a problem that calls for full disguising?
Will those sometimes become the problem that demand that full-concealments be worn?
Is it a restriction of personal freedom when women are required to wear Islamic headscarves?
Is it a restriction of personal freedom when women are required to wear full veil?
Will women ever be forced to say that they would wear their Islam headscarf voluntarily?
Are women often forced to say that they would carry their full disguise voluntarily?
Do women have nothing else to say, as they say, they would wear their Islam headscarf voluntarily, because they would otherwise get anger with Allah or an earthly Allah commissioner?
Do women have nothing else to say, as they say, they would wear their full disguise voluntarily, because they would otherwise get tremendous trouble with Allah or an earthly Allah commissioner?
Thinkers of the Islam headscarf, they could take ALL out with the help of the key word FAITH (to a fantasy product)?
Thinking full-veiled, they could really take EVERYTHING out with the help of the key word FAITH (to a fantasy product)?
Thinking of oppressive and non-integrating demands of Islam headscarfs, they could remove ALL by means of the key word FAITH (to a fantasy product)?
Thinking of equivocating and unquestioning supporters of full disguising, they could really take EVERYTHING out with the help of the key word FAITH (to a fantasy product)?
Are Islamic headscarfs comparable to dog-pinches marks, because both serve the area marking?
Are full-fogging comparable to massive dog-pinches marks, because both serve the area marking?
Are the heads of the Islamic headscarf aware?
Are full-veiled limits quite conscious?
Do not the bearers of the Islam headscarf open our Christian open-minded society, or do so only to a very limited extent? If so:
Why do bearers of the Islam headscarf open our Christian open-minded society NOT or only to a very small extent?
Are there absolutely nothing openly vexed of our Christian open-minded society? If so:
Why do bearers of the Islam headscarf of our Christian open-minded society absolutely NOT open at all?
Do not fundamentalists of the Islamic heads of our open-minded Christian society openly, or only to a very limited extent? If so:
Why do not fundamentalists of the Islamic heads of our Christian, open-minded society open up, or only to a very limited extent?
Are there absolutely no open-minded fundamentalists who are completely disguised by our open-minded Christian society? If so:
Why do not fundamentalists of equality, who are completely disguised by our Christian, open-minded society, absolutely NOT open at all?
• Were Islam headscarves introduced only in the ninth century?
• Were full obscuration introduced only in the seventeenth century?
• Is wearing an Islamic headscarf linked to restrictions on freedom, such as the lack of swimming in the swimming pool in the bikini?
• Is carrying a full concealment associated with significant freedom restrictions, such as the lack of swimming in the swimming pool with bathing suits?
• Is carrying a full concealment associated with significant freedom restrictions, such as the lack of a nudist beach?
• Is the wearing of an Islamic headscarf linked to restrictions on freedom, such as the lack of international competitions?
• Is carrying a full concealment associated with considerable freedom restrictions, such as the lack of opportunity to participate in the Olympic Games or World Championships?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf belong to a closed society?
• Are full-veiled members of a closed society?
• Do Islamic headscarves appear as foreign bodies here?
• Does full-concealment appear as a large foreign body here?
• Are Islam headscarfs an imposition for local society?
• Are full disguisements a particular imbalance for local society?
• Should carriers of the Islam headscarf return where they or their ancestors come from, if they do not want to adapt themselves to clothing?
• Should full-veiled return wherever they or their ancestors come from, if they do not want to adapt themselves to clothing?
• Are Islamic headscarves wrong in this place?
• Are full disguisings particularly misguided?
• Do Islam headscarves of the district marking?
• Does family reunion mean that more Islamic headscarves appear here?
• Does family reunion mean that more full-disguised persons appear here?
• Why do not the bearers of the Islamic headscarf NOT follow the order in the Holy Scripture of the Super Religion, according to which women have to chase their eyes chilly, while at the same time in the Holy Scriptures of the super religion, nothing stands that head-cloth Hoods?
• Why do not fully-veiled follow the instructions in the Holy Scriptures of the Super-Religion, according to which women have to chase their eyes chilly, while at the same time, in the Holy Scriptures of the Super-Religion, nothing stands out from the fact that whole-body wraps To be worn?
• Why is there still a discussion about a ban on total wrapping?
• Is there still a discussion about a ban on total covering, because we live in a banana republic?
• Are Islamic headscarf often only mobile, well and widely visible district markings?
• Are full-fogging here often only mobile, particularly well and widely visible district markings?
• Are Islam headscarfs often only mobile and optical REVIER markings, comparable to dog-pee brands?
• Are full-fogging here often only mobile and optical REVIER markings, comparable to dog-pee brands?
• Are Islamic headscarf often only mobile and optical RELIGIONS markings?
• Are full-fogging often only mobile and optical RELIGIONS markings?
• Are Islamic headscarf often only mobile and optical RELIGIONS-REVIER-Marking marks?
• Are full-fogging often only mobile and optical RELIGIONS-REVIER markers?
• Have carriers of the Islamic headscarf, except in the face skin ulcers, because they mumble so?
• Are full-veiled also in the face skin ulcers, because they mumble so totally?
• Do Islam headscarfs make it easier to distinguish between women belonging to the super religion and those who are NOT part of the super religion?
• Serve full disguisings to the most easy distinction between women belonging to the super religion and those who are NOT part of the super religion?
• Rocking Wrapping Degree and Intersector Degree Reciprocal?
• Are parallel societies with many Islam headscarfs and some full disguising to get away? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is Germany witnessing an invasion of Allah for women?
• Is Germany experiencing an Islam headscarf invasion?
• Is Germany really being flooded with Islam headscarfs?
• Is Germany experiencing a Allah Protection Disguise Invasion for women?
• Does Germany experience a full disgorgement invasion?
• Will Germany be properly flooded with full disguising?
• So, in the Holy Scriptures of Super-Religion, is NOTHING about women’s hair and their covering, because at that time Islamic headscarfs were still uncommon?
So, in the Holy Scriptures of the Super-Religion, is NOTHING about women's faces and their covering because at that time full veil was still unusual?

Does the simple majority (> 1/2) of the Islamic Headscarf bear the laws of religion above the basic law?

Does the absolute majority (> 2/3) of the fully-veiled the religious laws over the basic law?

Will the simple majority (> 1/2) of the Islamic headscarf be married?

Can only a minority of Islamic headscarfs choose their own husbands themselves?

Is the absolute majority (> 2/3) of the full-veiled married?

Can only a disappearing minority of the fully-veiled choose their own husband?

Why is it not enough to tie the long women's hair to a knot instead of wearing an Islamic headscarf?

Are Islam headscarves widely visible signs of religion?

Are full-fogging particularly visible religious signs?

Are Islam headscarfs generally a demonstration of power?

Are full-fogging generally a great power demonstration?

Should bearers of the Islam headscarf think about what kind of gaggedness that is, with these head-cloth hoods?

Should not the bearers of the Islamic headscarf wonder if they are not taken seriously with their morose head-cloth hoods?

Should fully-veiled times think about what a total moron that is, with these whole-body wraps?

Should not fully-veiled be surprised when they are not taken seriously with their totally foolish whole body wraps?

Is the MAN known by name in the ninth century to introduce Islamic headscarfs across the country?

Do Islamic headscarves ridiculous?

Are full-veiling completely ridiculous?

Do Islam headscarves of the district mark?

Full-coverage of the distinctive area marking?

Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf look unattractive?

Should fully-veiled be particularly unattractive?

Do religious dolls like to make religion-goings?

Do carriers of the Islam headscarf have a disguise gene?

Do full-veiled have a disguise gene?

Were carriers of the Islam headscarf successfully converted?

Were full-veiled especially successfully converted?

Serve thick full-veiled as provocation tons?

Are carriers of the Islam headscarf untraceable?

Are full-disguised people particularly unteachable?

Are those unteachable who think Islam headscarfs necessary?

Are those particularly unteachable, which consider full-concealments necessary?

Were bearers of the Islam headscarf made only by influences to head-cloth-hood-trailers?

Were full-veiled first made by influences into whole-body veiled?

Were they made by means of influences to be abolitionists of head-cloth hoods, which are AGAINST the abolition of Islam headscarfs?

Were they made by means of influences to become abolitionists of whole-body disguises, which are absolutely AGAINST the abolition of full veil?

Are Islam headscarfs lied here?

Are full obscurations here completely mislaid?

Are Islam headscarfs such as disturbing foreign bodies?

Are full obscurations here such as particularly disturbing foreign bodies?

Does the Allah-supervised wearer of Islam headscarfs mainly focus on capturing women? Answer Proposal: YES!

Does the Allah-supervised wearer monitor full-veil mainly to tie women to himself? Answer Proposal: YES!

Does the culture circle with Islam headscarfs have a woman's head hair-whitening?

Does the culture circle with the full-veils have a pronounced women's head HAIR-SPLEEN AND a massive women's face SKIN-SPLEEN?

Are there culture circles in which EVERY man has the right to ask a foreign woman to cover her head hair?

Are there culture circles in which EVERY man has the right to ask a strange woman to conceal her facial skin?

Were not Islamic headscarves introduced as an area marker until the ninth century, which makes it clear that women are subordinate to men?

Were full veileaves introduced as a particularly prominent area marker in the seventeenth century, and thus it is quite clear that women are very subordinate to the men?

Is Allah happy when carriers of the Islamic headscarf hide their head hair? Or:

Is Allah sad when bearers of the Islamic headscarf hide their head hair?
Is Allah happy when full-veiled hiding their facial skin? Or:
Is Allah sad when full-veiled hiding her facial skin?
Should all German men be veiled in protest?
Why did not Allah reveal precisely how the ideal protection of Allah protects?
Can refugees be largely equated with clothing-wise unaffected headscarf aunts?
Did the super religion make a woman a good woman when she wears an Islamic headscarf?
Did the super religion make a woman a super-good woman when she is wearing a full veil?
Mark Islam headscarfs within a radius of 5 meters Area of super religion?
Mark full-veils within a radius of 10 meters area of super religion?
Can the heads of the Islamic headscarf be left on the street until 9 pm?
Are full-disguised people allowed to go to the street until 8 pm?
Should there be round stickers with the inscription, ISLAM-KOPFTÜCHER, NO-THANK YOU?
Should there be round stickers with the inscription, FULL CLOCKS, NO THANK YOU?
Should Islam headscarves be worn only where there is an increased risk of harassment?
Should full disguised be worn only where there is an increased attack risk?
Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf feel that they are sometimes mislaid?
Do you feel full-veiled?
Are there culture circles that understand by equality that men are dressed in a normal Western manner and women have to wear Allah protection wrappings?
Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf naive, if they believe that they are a worthy example?
Are full-veiled naive when they think they are a particularly desirable model?
Are the naughty who are naive on their habit, when they think that they can press all the women of this world under a head-cloth hood?
Are the naughty who are naive on their habit, if they believe that they could at some time force all the women of this world into a whole-body veil?
When do religious representatives (imams / preachers) stop making women and girls clothing and wrapping regulations?
When do men of the super religion listen to their wives and daughters to make clothing and wrapping regulations?
Was heard as the super-prophet died, the wearing of Islam headscarf still far from the religious women’s duty, but only about 200 years later? Answer Proposal: YES!
Was heard as the super-prophet died, wearing full-veils still very long did not become a religious women’s duty, but only about 1000 years later? Answer Proposal: YES!
When do religious representatives (imams / preachers) realize that Islam headscarfs are a mistake?
When do religious representatives (imams / preachers) realize that full disguising is a big mistake?
Did Allah tell prophets clearly that Islamic headscarves are to be worn? Answer Proposal: NO!
Did Allah reveal to the Prophets that full disguising is to be borne? Answer Proposal: NO!
Do Islam headscarfs have advocates?
Do Full-Disguised Advocates?
Do the Islamic Headscarfs like to come to the Heavenly Kingdom?
Will-fully-veiled especially like to come to the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
Do Islam headscarfs increase the propagation joy?
Do full-blurs greatly increase the reproductive joy?
Are ALL unmarried bearers of the Islamic headscarf at the same time also virgins?
Are ALL unmarried full-veiled at the same time also virgins?
Should ALL unmarried bearers of the Islam headscarf be at the same time also virgins?
Should ALL unmarried full-veiled be true virgins at the same time?
Does the WAHN go hand in hand with the Islam headscarfs and the young women’s WAHN?
Does the total WAHN go hand in hand with the full-veil and the virgin-WAHN?
Cannot the bearers of the Islamic headscarf help men on the roof?
Cannot fully-disguised men climb the roof?
Can the Islamic Headscarf be subjected to the carts of their religion by multiple influences?
Can they be particularly successful against the carts of their religion by means of multiple influences?
Should ALL the men of the super religion be educated to marry a woman wearing NO Islam headscarf, even if the woman belongs to the super religion?
Should ALL the men of the super religion be educated to marry a woman who does not wear full veil, even if the woman belongs to the super religion?
Are Islamic Headscarfs MAKING Demonstration Wipes?
Are Full-Veils SUPER MIGHTY Demonstration Wipes?
• Are ONLY the super-religious women in the hell who wear NO Islam headscarf in public and are women of other religions who NEVER wear a head-cloth hood, NOT automatically going to hell?
• Are ONLY the super-religious women in hell who are NOT wearing full veil in public and are NOT women of other religions who NEVER wear a whole-body veil in hell?
• Do the head HAIR of the Islamic headscarf ANDERS look like the head hair of women WITHOUT this head-cloth hood?
• Do the head HAIR of completely-veiled look quite differently, like the head-hair of women WITHOUT this whole body wrapping?
• Does the Facial Skin look like full-veiled ANDERS like the facial skin of women WITHOUT this whole-body disguise? Answer Proposal: YES, because it is usually brighter!
• Also applies to Islamic headscarf, KLEIDER MAKE PEOPLE?
• Also applies to fully-veiled people, clothes make people?
• Also applies to carriers of the Islam headscarf, SAGE ME WHAT YOU ANHST AND I SAY YOU WHO YOU ARE?
• Also applies to full-veiled especially, tell me what you wear and I tell you who you are?
• Are there other ways to prevent harassment, such as wearing Islam headscarfs?
• Are there other ways to prevent over-attacks, such as wearing full-fogging?
• Would not the bearers of the Islam headscarf be put to the test? And:
• Would not the bearers of the Islam headscarf be questioned?
• Would fully-veiled absolutely not put to the test? And:
• Would not fully-veiled be questioned?
• Would not wanting to oppose non-egalitarian and non-integrationist wills of Islam headscarfs? And:
• Would not wanting to oppose Islamists' headscarfs who do not want to be equalized and want to integrate?
• Would not wanting equal rights and non-integrational willing-to-doers of full-concealment absolutely not to the test? And:
• Would not the opponents of equal rights and non-integrational wills of full vexations be questioned?
• Is it for the old-established Central European primitive population difficult to understand, why is made because of the mostly black and therefore unattractive women hair so much Gedöns?
• Is it for the old-established Central European primitive population difficult to understand why carriers of the Islam headscarf hang so much on this head-cloth hood?
• Is it difficult for the old-established Middle Eastern European population to understand why full-veiled people are so attached to this whole-body disguise?
• Do people enjoy Islam headscarfs?
• Are people enjoying full disguising?
• Is nothing safe, so also not the protection effect of Islam headscarfs?
• Is nothing safe, so not the protective effect of full-fogging?
• Do Angels wear Islamic headscarves?
• Do angels wear white full-veils?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf angels?
• Are Full-Veiled Super Angels?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf integrate only before?
• Play Full-Veiled Integration Just Before?
• Is for those who depend on Islam headscarfs, integration only facade?
• Is for those who depend on full-concealments, only facade integration?
• Should female camels also wear Islamic headscarves?
• Should female camels also wear full veils?
• Is it so intentional that Islam headscarfs look really ridiculous?
• Is it so wanted that full-veil really look really ridiculous?
• What are the logical reasons for Islam headscarfs?
• What are the logical reasons for full disguising?
• Are Islam headscarfs the most illogical thing there is?
• Are full-veils the most illogical thing there is?
• What are the real reasons for Islam headscarfs?
• What are the true reasons for full disguising?
• When do Islam headscarfs suffice and when do they have to be full-veiled?
• Are not carriers of the Islam headscarf here a bit silly, stupid and ridiculous before? Answer Proposal: Apparently not or they do not let it be!
< Why are carriers of the Islam headscarf here not a bit stupid, stupid and ridiculous before? Answer Proposal: There are probably different reasons!
Do not the bearers of the Islamic headscarf come here, for example, for a bit stupid, stupid, and ridiculous because they are sold out by their religious representatives? Answer Proposal: This could have something to do!
• Are full-veiled here not only a bit stupid, stupid and ridiculous, but really stupid, stupid and ridiculous before? Answer Proposal: Apparently not or they do not let it be!

Why do not the full-veiled men get stupid, stupid and ridiculous? Answer Proposal: There are probably different reasons!
• Are not full-disguised here, for example, why not stupid, stupid and ridiculous because they are sold out of their religious representatives for stupid? Answer Proposal: This could have something to do!

• Are Islamic headscarfs a super-religion, which has nothing to do with the original thought-good of Islam? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are full-fancings a great implication of the super religion, which has absolutely nothing to do with the original thought-good of Islam? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do the hair of the Islamic headscarf look so ugly that they have to hide it?
• Have full-veiled ulcers on the face so they need to hide this?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf mostly hidden in the house and if they can then leave the house, hidden under a head cloth hood?
• Are full-veiled hiding almost constantly in the house and when they can then leave the house briefly, for a short time, under a whole-body covering?
• Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf belong to an anti-Semitic and egalitarian culture?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf belong to an uncongenial cultural circle?
• Are full-veiled members of a particularly eminently hostile and equally hostile cultural circle?
• Are full-disguised members of a culture that is particularly unwilling to integrate?
• Believers of the Islamic headscarf, that they would be better before Allah than women without this head-cloth hood?
• Faithfully veiled, they would be something much better before Allah than women without this whole-body disguise?
• Speeches Religious Representatives (Imams / preachers) Supporters of the Islam headscarf, that they would be better off with Allah wearing this head-cloth hood?
• Speeches Religious Representatives (Imams / Preacher) Full-veiled that they would be much better before Allah if they wear this whole-body veil?
• Are they religious representatives (imams / preachers) who persuade women of these brazen Islamic headscarfs?
• Are they representatives of religion (imams / preachers) who persuade women of these particularly weak-minded full-veils?
• Is Islam headscarfs also wanting to show the super-religion flag?
• Is the full-veil also about the super religion wanting to show a big flag?
• Do not bears of the Islam headscarf at all, as they are indoctrinated, infiltrated and instrumentalized by their religion?
• Do not fully conceive how they are massively indoctrinated, infiltrated and instrumentalized by their religion?
• The Islamic headscarfs often live in a secluded parallel world, so they do not realize how they are indoctrinated, infiltrated, and instrumentalized?
• Live-veiled often in a very secluded parallel world, so they do not at all realize how they are indoctrinated, infiltrated and instrumentalized?
• Had the omission of Islam headscarfs had the great disadvantage that women would suddenly have to worry about their hair before they leave the house?
• Would the replacement of full veil with tight jeans have the great disadvantage that women would have to think about their figure before they left the house?
• Do Islam headscarfs of the Good Allaah locate?
• Serving full-concealments of the optimal Allah-positioning?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf calling for super religion and calling the super religion on Allah, which, however, is not confirmed at all?
• Are the hair of the Islamic headscarf so filthy that they have to hide them?
• Are women wearing Islamic headscarves because there are and are influences that make them wear these head-cloth hoods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do women wear full veils because there have been and are influences that make them wear these whole-body wraps? Answer Proposal: YES!
• What influences have led and led women to wear an Islamic headscarf?
• Which influences have led, for example, to women to wear a full veil?
• Is the decision to wear an Islam headscarf, an influence cocktail ahead? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the decision going to carry a full-veil, an influence cocktail ahead? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there culture circles with a HAIR COATING DRANG for women? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there culture circles with a SKIN COATING DRANG for women? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there culture circles with a HAAR-covering CULT for women? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there culture circles with a SKIN COATING CULT for women? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there culture circles with a HAIR COVER SPLEEN for women? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there culture circles with a SKIN COVER SPLEEN for women? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there culture circles with a HAIR COVERING TICK for women? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there culture circles with a SKIN COATING TICK for women? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there culture circles with a HAIR COVER DRINK for women? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there culture circles with a SKIN COVER for women? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there culture circles with a HAIR-coverage WAHN for women? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there culture circles with a SKIN COATING WAHN for women? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf admirable?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf to be respected? Or:
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf to be despised?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf to be observed? Or:
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf best be ignored?
• Are full-veiled admirable?
• Are full-disguised persons to be considered? Or:
• Are full-veiled to despise?
• Are full-disguised persons to be observed? Or:
• Are full-veiled best to ignore?
• Are rulers who oppose equal rights and are unwilling to integrate themselves into Islamic headscarf admiration?
• Are non-egalitarian and non-integrating rulers about Islam headscarf to be respected? Or:
• Are opposing rulers and non-egalitarian rulers about Islam headscarf to be despised?
• Are non-egalitarian and non-integrating rulers about Islam headscarf to be observed? Or:
• Are anti-rival, non-integrating rulers about Islam headscarf the best to ignore?
• Are rulers who are irresponsible to equality and who are unwilling to integrate over admirable admiration?
• Are the rulers, who are irresponsible and who are not willing to integrate, to be aware of (faith) full obscurations? Or:
• Are rulers who are irresponsible and inconsistent with integration need to despise (full) obscurations?
• Are rulers who are unwilling to act on equal rights and who are unwilling to integrate over full obscurations? Or:
• Are the rulers, who are irresponsible to the right of integration and who are unwilling to integrate, to ignore the full disguising?
• Are the head-hair of the Islamic headscarf much more beautiful, like uncovered women's hair, so that strange men are not allowed to see the much more beautiful women's hair?
• Are the facial skin of full-veiled much more beautiful, such as uncovered women's facial skin so that strange men are not allowed to see the much more beautiful women's face skin?
• The adherents of the super religion do NOT like to hang on to the big bell that Islam headscarfs were only introduced around 200 years after the death of the super-prophet and that head-cloth hoods as standard during the lifetime of the super-prophet still no Theme were?
• Are Islam headscarves sometimes a curse?
• Are Islamic headscarves sometimes a blessing?
• Are full-fancings sometimes also a curse?
• Are full-fancings sometimes a blessing?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf mostly belong to the non-integrated parallel society?
• Are full-veiled always belonging to the non-integrated parallel society?
• Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf mostly belong to an anti-Semitic, egalitarian and non-egalitarian parallel society?
• Are full-disguised beings always a hostile, egalitarian and non-egalitarian parallel society?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf proud to belong to an anti-feminist, egalitarian and non-integrative parallel society?
• Are full-veiled people particularly proud of being associated with a hostile, egalitarian and non-egalitarian parallel society?
• When is the end of Islam headscarfs ushered in?
• When is the end of full disguised voices?
• Are Islam headscarfs total nonsense, where everyone knows how women's hair look?
• Are full-vexations total nonsense, where everyone knows how women's skin looks?
• Do religious representatives (imams / preachers) want Islamic headscarfs to bring the cultures together?
• Do religious representatives (imams / preachers) want full disguising to bring the cultures together sustainably?
• Islamic headscarf dresses sometimes out of control?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf sometimes get out of hand?
• Device Full-Veiled Sometimes Something Out of Control?
• Did sometimes completely disguised something out of control?
• Do you sometimes lose something out of control, for which it is a matter of heart that women wear Islamic headscarves?
• Are those sometimes out of control, for whom it is a matter of heart that women wear Islamic headscarves?
• Sometimes something out of control, for which it is a matter of heart, that women carry full veils?
• Are those sometimes out of control, for whom it is a matter of heart that women wear full veils?
• Is it especially fun for young, semi-Western-oriented women to dress up outside of the carnival period, for example, with an Islamic headscarf? Answer Proposal: Could be!
• Is it especially fun for some young, half-west-oriented women to dress up outside of the carnival period, for example, with a full disguise? Answer Proposal: Could be!
• Have especially young half-wise women of the super religion MORE ways to vary their clothes, compared to women of other religions or atheists, for example wearing Islamic headscarves and then again? Answer Proposal: In principle YES!
• Have especially young half-western oriented women of the super religion MORE ways to vary their clothing, compared to women of other religions or atheists, for example, wearing full-veils and then again? Answer Proposal: In principle YES!
• Do Islam headscarves sometimes only mainly cause attention?
• Serving full-fancings sometimes mainly only to attract great attention?
• Are Islam headscarves sometimes worn voluntarily, because women are more eager to experiment with clothing?
• Are full-fancings sometimes worn voluntarily, because women are much more eager to experiment than men?
• Full-disguised as if the devil came so highly personal?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf resistant? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are fully-veiled influences-resistant? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are those those who are behind the fact that Islam headscarves are worn? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are those those who are behind the fact that full-veils are worn? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are Islam headscarves too high?
• Are full disguisings suspended too high?
• Do Islam headscarfs create a choking charm in some people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Islamic Headscarf Breaking Means?
• Is there a failure of Islam headscarfs?
• Are full-fogging a strong choking stimulus in some people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Full Dislocations Breaking Means?
• Is there a failure of full-fogging?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf a small fan?
• Are full-veiled a small glutton?
• Is Islam head scarf really only to conceal women's hair, where everyone knows how women's hair looks like?
• Is it just a matter of concealing women's face skin, when everyone knows how women's face skin looks?
• The most interesting area of a woman for men is neither the head hair nor the facial skin, but the widest part of the woman, that is, the hip area with the seat of the Gebar mother, and this most interesting area is neither characterized by a head- Fabric hood still conceal by a whole-body covering? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the Islamic headscarf sometimes abused?
• Are full-veiled sometimes very insulted?
• Do families wanting to wear an Islamic headscarf, especially where there are many like-minded people, so that the woman is not abused?
• Do families want the woman to wear a full disguise, preferably in places where many like-minded people are, so that the woman is not cursed?
• Should bearers of the Islam headscarf first prove Allah (without referring to sacred religions without a break) before they put on a head-cloth hood?
• Should fully-veiled be proof of Allah (without referring to sacred religious scriptures without a break) before they put on a whole body veil?
• Should those first prove Allah (without referring to sacred religious scriptures without a break) before they insist on Islam headscarfs?
Should those first prove Allah (without referring to sacred writings of religion), before they insist on full disguising?

Are Islam Headscarfs Clothing Excesses?
Are Full Disguises Large Clothing Excesses?
Do Islam headscarfs promote the demarcation?
Do full-veil favors the delimitation particularly?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf disrespectful of cultural circles, for whom these head-cloth hoods are an impertinence?
Are full-veiled disrespectful of culture circles for whom these whole-body wraps are a great impertinence?
Are persecutors of Islam headscarfs disrespectful of cultural circles, for whom these head-cloth hoods are an impertinence?
Are persistence of full disguising completely disrespectful of culture circles, for whom these whole-body disguises are a great impertinence?
Are women without Islam headscarf an impertinence for people who belong to cultural circles in which these head-cloth hoods are the normal case?
Are women without full obscuration a great impertinence for people who belong to culture circles, where these whole body wraps are the normal case?
Are Islam headscarves a challenge?
Ask Islam headscarfs out?
Are full-fogging a challenge?
Ask Full-Veils Out?
Many people do not want to let their Islam headscarves take away, whether or not they bring something? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do not many people want to take away their full veil, whether or not they bring something? Answer Proposal: YES!
Why do not people complain about this wearing duty in countries with a duty to wear Islamic headscarfs?
Why do not people in court with a duty to carry full disguisedness in court against this wearing duty?
Are Islam headscarfs a bottomless jollity?
Are full-veiling a bottomless jollity?
Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf, together with members of the family, prefer to have parallel societies instead of integrating?
Do full-disguised along with loved ones particularly like to prefer parallel societies instead of integrating?
Are bearers of the Islamic headscarf above-average often a shadow existence?
Do full-veiled far above-average often lead a shadow existence?
Do the women wearing the Islamic headscarf have their free day on which they do not have to wear the head-cloth hood?
Have fully-veiled their free day, on which they do not have to wear the whole-body veil?
Developed indigenous people of the West have an aversion to Islam headscarfs?
Developed indigenous people of the West, a great aversion to full disguising?
Developed indigenous people of the West, a phobia, a morbid fear of Islam headscarfs?
Developed indigenous people of the West, a great phobia, a great morbid fear of full disguising?
Do locals from the West react allergic to Islam headscarfs?
Do locals of the West react very allergic to full-veils?
Should Islamic headscarfs suppress contact contact?
Should full-fogging completely prevent the contact recording?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf reacting to anything allergic?
Are full-veiled reactions allergic to anything?
Are those people allergic to any of the Islam headscarfs?
Are those allergic to anything that persists in full disguising?
Should full-disguised be legally obligated to carry a clearly visible identification number on the back, so a kind of number plate for whole-body-veiled?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf influenced by influences? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are fully-veiled controlled by influences? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do the religious representatives (imams) of the super religion hug the hands of every Islam headscarf, which they also see on the street?
Do the religious representatives (imams) of the super religion delight the hands at every full disguising, which they additionally see on the street?
Should Islamic headscarf be sexy?
Should be full-veils sexy?
Do Islam headscarfs work just as well as motorcycle helmets?
What is that fatal religion, in which women should or should wear these ridiculous head-and-hair covers?
What is that fatal religion in which women should or must wear these ridiculous facial skin covering wipes?
Are Islamic headscarfs at the same time religious cloths, riding towels and lingerie?
Are Full-Veils Simultaneously Religious Disguises, Equestrian Disguises, and Sexy Lingerie?
Do the heads of the Islam headscarf want to exclude themselves?
Are full-veiled people particularly want to exclude themselves?
Do not bearers of the Islam headscarf at all as they stand out?
Remember Full-veiled not at all, as they exclude themselves?
Do the Islamic headscarf simply ignore the fact that they are excluded?
Ignorance fully-veiled perfectly that they can exclude themselves?
Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf approving their exclusion in buying?
Are full-veiled approving their extensive exclusion in buying?
Do not members of the super religion accept the creation of Allah because they want to conceal the women's charms created by Allah?
Will the world soon end up when women's head hair and women's facial skin are shown? Or:
Will not the world go under when women's head hair and women face skin are shown?
Do the Islamic headscarfs want to dance the natives on the nose?
Do you want full-veiled dancing around the nose of the Western locals?
Is make-up inconsistent with Islam headscarfs?
View Full-Veiled Scarecrows Similar?
Are Full-Veiled Scarecrow Horrors?
Is the chemistry still in full-veiled?
Tickenful-veiled still quite right?
Are some women cloaking under their Islam headscarf?
Could some women hide in their full disguise?
Should the Islamic headscarf be asked to prove Allah before they wrap themselves with their Allah scarf?
Should full veiled be prompted to prove Allah before they are wrapped in their Allah cloth?
Do Islam headscarfs belong to the senseless inventions of men (men)? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are full-concealment among the most senseless inventions of men (men)? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can women get into a disguise? Answer Proposal: YES!
Would it be the duty of religious representatives (clergy / clerics) of the super religion to ensure that full disguising disappear from the streets? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does the wearing of a full concealment sometimes also represent a courage sample?
Do provocative brawls in the form of full-fancies feel well in their devil-coverings?
Do not need a mobile phone because they have a direct link to Allah?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf awakened by Allah when they wear the head-cloth hood also in bed?
Are full-veiled from Allah particularly lovingly awakened when they wear the whole-body veil also in bed?
Do bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes feel driven?
Do people feel full-veiled?
Do Islam headscarfs in the city gear fail? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are full-fogging in the city transmission? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf in the city transmission? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are fully veiled in the city gear very? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there behind-men of Islam headscarfs in the city gear? Answer Proposal: NO, because mostly unobtrusively dressed in the West!
Are Behind Men of Full-Veils in the Metropolis Transmission? Answer Proposal: NO, because mostly unobtrusively dressed in the West!
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf psychopaths?
Are full-veiled super-psychopaths?
Are Kepler of Islam Headscarfs Versatile Psychopaths?
Are guardians of full-veil manifold psychopaths?
Do Islam headscarves sometimes become fashion gags?
Do pro-veil meanwhile sometimes turn into fashion gag?
Would much more bearers of the Islamic headscarf be seen on the street, if they were not unofficially locked up at home most of the time?
Would there be a lot more full-veiled on the street, if they were not unofficially locked up at home most of the time?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf almost always under control, since they are rarely allowed to leave the house alone?
• Are full-veiled always under control, by never leaving the house alone?
• Do those men have self-confidence who are interested in wearing Islamic headscarves?
• Do those men have great self-esteem, who are interested in being fully veiled?
• Are Islam headscarves in our modern times often just a hit?
• Are full-fogging in our modern times often just an effect?
• Does Allah know what he wants when it comes to women's grief-wrapping? Answer Proposal: Apparently NO, because there are so many concealment variants!
• Will Allah see women's publicly worn Islamic headscaves or full-veils? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• We gladly and often claimed that Allah wants to see women wearing publicly worn Islam headscarfs or full veils? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it verifiable by a test that Allah wants to see women wearing publicly worn Islam headscarfs or full veils? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are the alleged evidence that Allah wants Islam headscaves to be worn on very shaky legs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should Allah finally confess color, what woman-wrapping variant he wants? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Riding the Islamic headscarf on their religion, though they cannot currently prove Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Riding Full-veiled especially on their religion, even though they cannot currently prove Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Ride those on their religion who have an interest in wearing Islamic headscarves, though they cannot currently prove Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Riding those who are particularly interested in their religion, who have a great interest in wearing Islamic headscarves, even though they cannot currently prove Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do the Islamic headscarf wear a religion show with their clothes?
• Are full-veiled with their all-body disguise a great religious show?
• Are Islamic headscarves cool?
• Are full-veils cool?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf cool?
• Are Full-veiled Cool?
• Are glue sticks to Islam headscarf cool?
• Are adhesive cool on full-veils?
• Spiders of the Islam headscarf with their religion rum?
• Spider-veiled with their religion quite huge rum?
• Spider kings about Islam headscarfs with their religion rum?
• Spider kings over full veil with their religion quite huge rum?
• Do the bearers of the Islamic headscarf look as if religion is the most important thing in the world?
• Do fully-disguised as if religion were the most unimportant of the world?
• Do checkers of Islam headscarves as if religion were the most important thing in the world?
• Do checkers of full disguised, as if religion were the most unrivaled of the world?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf aware that they are proud of pure imagination in the context of Allah and religion?
• Are fully-veiled aware that they are proud of pure imagination in the context of Allah and religion?
• Are lovers of Islam headscarfs aware that they are proud of pure imagination in the context of Allah and religion?
• Are lovers of full vexations aware that they are proud of pure imagination in the context of Allah and religion?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf so proud of their religion that they have to show this necessarily?
• Are full-veiled so proud of their religion that they must show it necessarily?
• Are motivators of Islam headscarfs so proud of their religion, that they want to show this through women's fumble in the form of head-cloth hoods?
• Are motivators of full veil so proud of their religion that they want to show that through women's fumble in the form of whole body wraps?
• Are there bearers of the Islamic headscarf who love the change and therefore wear jeans every second day and NO Allah protection hood?
• Are there full-veiled who love the change and therefore wear jeans every second day and NO Allah protection cover?
• Are Islam headscarves timelessly modern?
• Are full-concealments timelessly modern?
• Are Islam headscarves given by Allah?
• Are full-veilings fully given by Allah?
• Are purists of Islam headscarves given by Allah?
• Are purists of full disguised unrestricted by Allah?
• Are Islam headscarves a natural thing?
• Are full-veilings something quite natural?
• Is sometimes struggling for Islamic headscarves?
• Is sometimes struggling with full disguising?
• Does Allah write Islam headscarves?
• Does Allah pretend full-veil?
• When does Allah write Islamic headscarf before and when Allah writes full veil?
• Do Islam headscarves belong to the World Cultural Heritage?
• Are full-veils part of world-class heritage?
• Can men well camouflage themselves by wearing an Islam headscarf?
• Can men camouflage themselves very well by wearing a full veil?
• Do men enter the heavenly kingdom (paradise) regardless of what they wear during their lifetime?
• Does women depend on what they wear during their lifetime, whether they are going to heaven?
• Do infertile women also wear an Islam headscarf?
• Do infertile women also have to wear a full veil?
• How do trans-sexuals dress in countries where Islamic headscarves are common?
• How do trans-sexuals dress in countries where full fogging is common?
• Rises for a woman who is likely to come into the heavenly kingdom (paradise), with the degree of concealment?
• Do the bearers of the Islamic headscarf get delusions when they think that a strange man can see their head hair?
• Are full-veiled vehement delusions when they think of a strange man seeing their faces?
• Did the heads of the Islamic headscarf feel anxious when they think that a strange man could see their head hair?
• Are full-veiled panics afraid when they think of a strange man seeing their head hair?
• How sick are the carriers of the Islam headscarf to be able to take this head-cloth hood from a doctor?
• Are Islamic headscarves sometimes just for fun, so without constraint?
• Are full-fancings sometimes also just for fun, so without constraint?
• Are Islam headscarves safe for the future?
• Are full-fogging very safe in the future?
• Scare Islam headscarf off?
• Frightful disguising?
• Do Islam headscarves give a signal?
• Are full-fogging a fierce signal?
• Is there a kind of hair net which looks like a men's bathing cap, but made of fabric fabric?
• Is there a kind of bathing cap made of a stretchy fabric fabric that presses the hair FEST on the head, ie a hair-pressure cap?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf defenseless?
• Are full-veiled defenseants?
• Are the heads of Islam headscarfs defenseless?
• Are upper ones of full veil very defenseless?
• Do Islam headscarves have substance?
• Do full-veils have much substance?
• Are Islamic headscarves worn because of women's hair?
• Are full-veils worn because women's faces tempt?
• We littered the country with Islam headscarfs?
• We littered the country with full-veils?
• Should wearers of the Islam headscarf prefer to wear a dirndl?
• Should full-veiled be a dirndl?
• Hack some people on Islam headscarf rum?
• Hack some people on full-veil rum?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf fixed on this head-cloth hood?
• Are full veils fixed on this whole-body veil?
• Are those who oversee Islam headscarfs fixed on these head-cloth hoods? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who strictly supervise full-fogging are very fixed on these whole body wraps? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should carriers of the Islam headscarf not exceed their limits?
• Should carriers of the Islam headscarf not exceed their competences?
• Can carriers of the Islam headscarf cling to anything?
• Should full-veiled not exceed their limits?
• Should fully-disguised persons not exceed their competencies?
• Can fully-veiled be stuck in anything?
• Should supervisors of Islam headscarfs not exceed their limits?
• Should supervisors of Islam headscarfs not exceed their competences?
• Should supervising full veil not exceed their limits?
• Should supervising full-disguised ones not exceed their competencies?
• Can the supervisors of Islam headscarfs bite into anything?
• Can supervising full-veils be stuck in anything incredible?
• Are Islam headscarfs a striking religious symbol?
• Are full-obfuscations a particularly striking religious symbol?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf disciplined?
• Are fully veiled persons particularly disciplined?
• Are those disciplined who are in charge of carrying Islamic headscarfs?
• Are those particularly disciplined who are responsible for carrying oversight of full veils?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf eccentric?
• Are full-veiled maximum eccentrics?
• Are special representatives of Islam headscarfs eccentric?
• Are Special Envoys of Full Disguised Maximum Eccentrics?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf make a bone job?
• Make Full-Veiled a Bone Job?
• Should Islam headscarfs be equipped with small lamps so that this symbol of religion can be recognized even in the dark?
• Should full obscurations be provided with small lamps, so that this religion symbol can be recognized even in the dark?
• Are Islam headscarves a down-market?
• Are full disguisings a special depreciation?
• Are there cultural circles in which men determine how women dress? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there cultural circles in which women determine how men dress? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf hellishly so that they do not accidentally go to the streets without this head-cloth hood? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are fully-veiled all hell-like, so they do not accidentally go on the road without this whole-body disguise? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do wear-impulses of Islam headscarfs end up so that women do not accidentally go on the street without this head-cloth-hood? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are wear-impulses of full-veils all hellly up, so that women do not accidentally go out without this whole-body disguise? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is Allah frustrated because still not ALL of the women wear a Allah Protection Cover?
• Is the wearer of the Islamic headscarf sometimes too colorful?
• Is it sometimes too colorful for wear-takers of Islam headscarfs?
• Is it sometimes too colorful for wear-takers of full-veils?
• Can the heads of the Islamic headscarf be held on the short line?
• Can be fully veiled hold on the very short lead?
• Can wear checkers of Islam headscarfs be held on the short leash?
• Are wear-proofers able to hold full-veil on the very short leash?
• Do the Islamic headscarfs want to attract men with this head-cloth hood or deter men?
• Do full-veiled with this whole-body veiling attract men very much or scare men off?
• Is the hops and malt lost in the heads of the Islam headscarf?
• Is completely lost in full-veiled hops and malt?
• Is there any loss of hops and malt in wearing checkers from Islam headscarfs?
• Is the hops and malt completely lost during wearing checks of full-fogging?
• Are Islam headscarfs leading the way?
• Are full disguisings ultimately groundbreaking?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf groundbreaking?
• Are fully veiled ultimately groundbreaking?
• Is the masculine driving force for carrying Islamic headscarfs leading the way?
• Is the male driving force to carry full-fogging ultimately groundbreaking?
• Workers of the Islam headscarf with stitches? If so:
• What are the wives of the Islamic headscarf?
• Do men fall into the hands of the wearers of the Islamic headscarf?
• Workers of the Islam headscarf with tricks? If so:
• What are the tricks of the Islamic headscarf?
• Do men fall for the tricks of the Islamic headscarf?
• Is the lacquer from Islam headscarfs?
• Is the varnish from full-fogging?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf too far?
• Are full-veiled far too far?
• Are the reviewers of Islam headscarfs too far?
• Are verifiers of full veil far too far?
• Do Islam headscarfs belong to the most indifferent inventions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are full-concealments among the most inhospitable inventions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can the non-integration of non-integration be concluded from non-integration? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Have carriers of the Islamic headscarf arrived in the Western culture circle? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are full-veiled a little in the Western culture circle? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf have to be constantly with Allah with their thoughts?
• Must full-veiled be with their thoughts uninterruptedly with Allah?
• Are the bearers of the Islam headscarf with their thoughts always to be with Allah?
• Should be full-veiled with their thoughts constantly with Allah?
• Do the Islamic headscarfs want to be with their thoughts constantly with Allah?
• Wanna be fully veiled with their thoughts constantly with Allah?
• Should the Islamic headscarf be asked to prove Allah to the truth before they walk on their Allah Protection Hood?
• Should full-veiled be prompted to prove Allah first time before they are powerful on their Allah protection cover?
• Should those who verify that Islam headscarfs are diligently supported, are they asked to prove Allah through a test before they go to Allah Protection Hoods?
• Should those who verify that full disguisings are diligently worn, be prompted to prove Allah first by means of a test before they are powerful in Allah protection wraps?
• Should women get rid of Islam headscarfs?
• Should women avoid full disguising?
• Would women get rid of Islam headscarfs, if they could?
• Would women avoid full disguises if they could?
• Do those who monitor that their wife in public wear an Islamic headscarf, deserve a woman? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Have those who monitor that their wife in public is wearing a full-veil, deserves a woman? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do some people find any questions about Islam headscarfs at all funny?
• Do all people find some questions about Islam headscarfs at all funny?
• Do not some people find any questions about full disguising funny at all?
• Do all people find some questions to full-veils at all funny?
• Do not some people find any questions on Islamic headscarves funny at all?
• Do not all people find any questions to the heads of the Islam headscarf at all funny?
• Do not some people find any questions to full-veiled at all fun?
• Do all people find some questions to fully-veiled at all funny?
• Do not some people find any questions about monitoring Islam headscarfs at all funny?
• Do all people find some questions about monitoring Islam headscarfs at all funny?
• Do not some people find any questions about supervising full-veils at all funny?
• Do all people find some questions about monitoring full-veils at all not funny?
• Did people (men) in the ninth century make Allah’s protection hoods (for women) a conspicuous trademark of super religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did people (men) in the seventeenth century make Allah’s protection wraps (for women) a particularly striking hallmark of super religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could it be that men who ask their wife to wear a protective hood of Allah have nothing to do with the basic law which provides the equality of men and women?
• Could it be that men who ask their wife to wear a protection of Allah protection do not hold anything from the basic law which provides the equality of man and woman?
• Could it be that religious representatives (clergy / clerics) who demand the wearing of a protective shield of Allah from women do not hold anything from the basic law which provides the equality of man and woman?
• Could it be that religious representatives (clergy / clerics) who demand the wearing of Allah protection cover from women do not hold anything from the basic law which provides the equality of man and woman?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes forgetful?
• Are full-veiled sometimes forgetful?
• Are those sometimes forgetful who support Islam headscarfs?
• Are those sometimes forgetful, who support full disguising?
• Are men proud of the anti-alien invention of the Allah Protection Hoods? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
• Are men proud of the anti-alien invention of the Allah protection wraps? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
• Islamic headscarf crews crashed?
• Full-veiled until the rind crashes?
• Are there any supporters of Islam headscarfs?
• Do supporters of full disguised until the rind crash?
• Do Allah Protection Hoods sometimes get into the headlines?
• Do Allah Protection Covers sometimes get into the headlines?
• Are the heads of the Islamic headscarf getting or getting into the headlines?
• Gone or get full-veiled sometimes in the headlines?
• Are heads of Islam headscarfs sometimes coming into the headlines?
• Will or do people sometimes get involved in the headlines on the title page?
• Do culture circles with Allah protection hoods and Allah protection covering have their own legal orders, which partly conflict with the basic law or are hardly compatible with the basic law? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does Allah's Messenger of the Islamic Heads race for punishment do NOT guarantee the punishment of Allah’s protection hood? Answer Proposal: YES, because a thought picture cannot poop!
• Does not Allah ALL-Veiled to the punishment really go on or in the brain when they replace this Allah Protection Disguise by clothing normal in western culture circles? Answer Proposal: YES, because a thought picture cannot poop!
• Do the mostly small to very small bearers of the Islamic headscarf attract attention because they are so small?
• Do the mostly small to very small full-veiled particularly notice, because they are so small?
• Can people go up the hat when they see these brazen Islam headscarfs?
• Can people burst the hat string when they see these foolish full-veils?
• Are Islam headscarves bombing?
• Sitting Full-veils atombombenfest?
• Have followers of the super religion a Allah-tit with their disguise-WAHN?
• Can carriers of the Islam headscarf look at other men only indirectly?
• Cannot fully-veiled strange men look?
• Have carriers of the Islam headscarf ever heard the word INTEGRATION?
• Have fully-conceived the word INTEGRATION ever heard?
• Have advocates of Islam headscarfs ever heard the word INTEGRATION?
• Have advocates of full disguising ever heard the word INTEGRATION clearly?
• Preventing Islam headscarf insect stitches in the neck? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Prevent Full-Veils Insect Stings on the Nose? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Protect Allah Protection Hoods from Abductions? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Protect Allah’s Protection Disguises from Abductions? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes run a spit?
• Do Full-Veiled Sometimes Spinning?
• Do those sometimes run the spit-sticks, which remain with the Islam headscarfs?
• Do those sometimes run-throw, which persist in the full-veil?
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf sometimes feel persecuted?
• Do people feel full-veiled sometimes?
• Do the Islam persistently persist in persecution?
• Are the persecuted persecutors sometimes persecuted?
• Are Islam heads to the divine order?
• Are full disguisings of divine order?
• Are desires of Islam headscarfs conspiring? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are desires of full disguising very cuddly? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do murderers of Islamic headscarfs receive only 12 months of imprisonment in some countries?
• Are killer of full-veiled in some countries only 6 months imprisonment?
• Is Europe becoming the zone of Islam headscarfs?
Is Europe becoming a zone of full disguising?
What about the unity look and unity gap for women in most oriental countries?
Have those who demand that Islam headscarves be worn, fear that foreign men get an orgasm when they see their wife's hair?
Have those who demand that full-veils be worn, fear that foreign men get an orgasm when they see the face of their wife?
Do those who demand that Islam headscarves be worn are afraid that alien men will be despised when they see their wife's hair?
Have those who demand that full disguised be worn, fear that alien men will have desires when they see the face of their wife?
Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf have to be able to let off steam?
Must full-disguised be able to let off steam?
Must be able to get rid of those who defend Islam headscarfs?
Must those who are able to defend full disguised be able to get rid of them?
Would defend defenders of Islam headscarfs?
Would defenders of full-disguising completely subjoint?
Can bearers of the Islamic headscarf be able to speak their Allah protection hoods nicely?
Can fully-veiled be able to speak their Allah protection wraps nicely?
Are some carriers of the Islam headscarf bored?
Are some full-veiled very drilled?
Are those who are hanging the Islam headscarf high up?
Are those who hang up full veils high?
Would carriers of the Islam headscarf have a bit of fun?
Want to have full-veiled a bit of fun?
Would representatives of Islam headscarfs have a bit of fun?
Would representatives of full veils have a bit of fun?
What does that really mean with these stupid, stupid, stupid, insane, and brazen Islam headscarfs?
What does that really mean with these stupid, stupid, stupid, insane, and foolish full-veils?
Are Islam headscarves artificially highly stylized?
Are full-concealments artificially highly stylized?
Are Islam headscarfs the most blissful on earth for many men of the same faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are full disguisings for many men of the same faith the bliss on earth? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is the dignity of the bearers of the Islam headscarf inviolable?
Is the dignity of the fully veiled inviolable?
Is the dignity of those who cause Islam headscarfs inviolable?
Is the dignity of those who cause full disguising inviolable?
Are Islam headscarves like defense shields?
Are full-veils like defense tanks?
How many grades can be distinguished in the Women Wrapping Degree or Women Disguising Degree?
Does the Women Wrap Degree go from completely undressed into TEN stages up to completely covered (including eyes)?
Is there a Allah base for Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is there a Allah base for full obscurations? Answer Proposal: NO!
Are full-blurs therefore black because black makes SNAKE?
Do the Islamic headscarf have a self-determined life? Or:
Do the Islamic headscarf have an influential life?
Have fully-veiled a self-determined life? Or:
Do fully-veiled have an influential life?
Do those have a self-determined life that pretend to wear Islamic headscarves? Or:
Do those have an influential life that pretend to wear Islamic headscarves?
Do those have a self-determined life that pretend to be full-veils to wear? Or:
Do those have an influential life that pretend to carry full-veils?
Does no-one wear Islamic headscarfs?
Does anyone-full-veiled?
Does not anyone think of Islam headscarfs pure?
Does not anyone prescribe pure-concealment?
Are bearers of the Islam headscarf custom-animals? Or:
Do the Islamic headscarf love the change?
Are Full-Veiled Custom Animals? Or:
• Do you love the change?
• Are Awake People of Islam Headscarfs Customs Animals? Or:
• Do awake people of Islam headscarfs love the change?
• Are Awake People of Full-Veils Genuine Habitats? Or:
• Do awake people of full-veils love a lot of change?
• Do guardians of Islam headscarfs support the freedom of expression?
• Do guardians of full-concealments support the completely free expression of opinion?
• Are Islamic headscarves delicate and difficult?
• Are Islam headscarfs delicate and tricky? Or:
• Are Islamic headscarves simply knitted?
• Are full obfuscations delicate and difficult?
• Are full-fogging delicate and tricky? Or:
• Are full veils simply knitted?
• Is it true that women's murder is a matter of material damage in countries where women have to wear Islamic headscarves?
• In countries where women have to wear full-blown disgrace, women's murder is not even a material damage?
• Cannot the bearers of the Islamic headscarf NOT speak with foreign men?
• Cannot full-disguised men speak with foreign men under threat of death penalty?
• Can Islam headscarfs go up into the head?
• Can full-disguised people get into the head?
• Can disfrock delusion or disguise delusion man go into the head?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf belong to the eternally yesterday?
• Are full-veiled members of the eternal yesterday?
• Are those among those who are eternally yesterday who value the fact that Islam headscarves are worn?
• Are those among the eternally yesterday's, who value the fact that full-veils are worn?
• Is Allah responsible for Islam headscarfs?
• Is Allah undisputedly responsible for full disguising?
• Does Allah Distinguish All Women Hair Coverings?
• Does Allah totally differentiate all women's skin covering variants?
• Is there a God's tailoring in the heavenly kingdom (paradise), which provides female new arrivals with the correct disguise?
• Should Islam headscarfs consist of so many fabric layers that the women can no longer turn their heads?
• Should full veils consist of so many fabric layers that the women become unable to move?
• Prompted Prophet Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Ordered prophets Full-veilings? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf sometimes be impossible?
• Are behaviors completely veiled sometimes impossible?
• Are those sometimes impossible to do the Islam headscarf?
• Are those sometimes unable to behave completely?
• Do Islam headscarves sometimes bully women? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Serving full-bluffing sometimes to harass women tremendously? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there carnival imitations of Islam headscarfs?
• Are there carnival imitations of full veil?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf handlangers of men?
• Are Full-veiled Handlangers of Men?
• Is there a connection for some people, the more a woman is veiled and disguised, the freer is she?
• Do some claim that women are becoming freer with ENOUGHING degree / obfuscation degree ALWAYS freer?
• Are full-disguised ones the least, if their covering / concealment is so many layers that they can almost no longer move and see almost nothing more?
• Should full-disguised be obliged to wear a lead belt that has 50% of its own weight?
• Are woolly of Islam headscarfs mostly cheerful companions?
• Are wanting of full-veils usually really lively fellow-travelers?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf sometimes get out of touch?
• Are full-veiled sometimes out of date?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf free because they are well protected by the head-cloth hood?
• Are fully veiled people very free because they are very well protected by the whole-body veil?
• Do Islamist headscarfs sometimes commit suicide?
• Do full-veiled sometimes commit suicide?
• Are Islam headscarfs a tolerance test for Western society?
Are Full-Veils a Tolerance Hardness Test for Western Society?
Do BLACK full-veils make the mostly rather thick women look thinner?
Have carriers of the Islam headscarf removed their hair in the armpits?
Do the heads of the Islam headscarf become something abnormal through these Allah protection hoods?
Are full-veiled by these Allah protection wraps turned into something completely abnormal?
Are Islamic headscarfs more important or is clothing integration more important?
Are full-obfuscations much more important or is clothing integration more important?
Do women's wraps provide nearly unlimited food for the imagination? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do those who wear the Islam headscarf need these protection caps for their well-being?
Do those who are fully-veiled need these protections for their well-being?
Do the woolers of Islam headscarfs need these women's Allah protection hoods for their self-confidence and well-being?
Do the Werewolves of Full-Veils need these women-Allah-Protection-wrappings for their self-awareness and well-being?
Are men at the sight of carriers of the Islam headscarf almost mad with lust?
Are men at the sight of full-veiled with lust crazy?
Are religious conservative men delighted when they see the wearers of the Islamic headscarf?
Are religious conservative men very delighted when they see full-veiled?
Are men wearing the Islamic headscarf crushed?
Are men in full-veiled totally crunged?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf crushed?
Are full-veiled people completely killed?
Are those who want to wear Islamic headscarves?
Are those completely crushed who want full veils to be worn?
When are carriers of the Islam headscarf normal?
When will fully-veiled be normal?
When are the wishes of Islam headscarf normal?
When will desires of full-concealments become normal?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes brushed?
Are full-veiled sometimes brushed?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes mocked?
Are full-veiled sometimes duped?
Are those who have been responsible for the fact that Islam headscarfs are to be worn by women in public?
Are those who have to be responsible for the fact that full-veil of women in public are to be borne?
Are those sometimes duped, who have to be responsible for the fact that Islam headscarfs of women are to be worn in the public?
Are those sometimes duped, who have to be responsible for the fact that full veils of women are to be borne in public?
Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf and the equivocal men want to assimilate and integrate here? Or:
Planers of the Islamic headscarf and equivocal men to gain cultural sovereignty? Answer Proposal: YES!
Would fully-disguised and unanimous men assimilate and integrate here? Or:
Plan-full-disguised and unanimous men to gain cultural sovereignty? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do you want to integrate those who are responsible for Islam headscarfs? Or:
Are those who are responsible for Islam head scarf planning?
Are Islam headscarfs an liberation?
Are full veilings a perfect liberation?
Is the decline of the Islam headscarf in public treason against Allah?
Is the non-use of full disguised in public high treason against Allah?
Do those responsible for Islam headscarfs have a problem with self-confidence?
Do those responsible for full disguising have a big problem with self-awareness?
Do Abduction Opponents of Islam Headscarfs Concealed (Undercover)?
Do abolitionists of full-concealments very undercover?
Do conservative oriental and North African men want to wear Islamic headscarves? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do conservative oriental and North African men want full veils to be worn? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do conservative oriental and North African men want Islam headscarves worn because these men are addicted to domination?
Do conservative oriental and North African men want full veils to be worn because these men are particularly addicted to domination?
Do women wear Islamic headscarves in public so they are not inadvertently impregnated in public?
• Do women wear Islamic headscarfs so that they are not inadvertently impregnated in the public by foreign men?
• Do women in the public realize full-concealments so that they are not inadvertently impregnated in the public by foreign men?
• Are Islamic headscarves from a time when women were still wandering alone and lonely in the desert?
• Full of disgrace from a time when women were still alone and alone in the desert?
• Do bearers of the Islam headdress have a deep-seated fear of the revenge and punishment of Allah, if they no longer bear this protection of Allah in the public?
• Have full-veiled a very deep-seated fear of the revenge and punishment of Allah, if they are NOT wearing this Allah protection cover in public anymore?
• Did the influence of Islamic headscarfs cause them to have a deep-seated fear of the revenge and punishment of Allah when they no longer wear this Allah Protection Hood in public? Answer Proposal: YES!
• What influences on Islamic headscarfs have led them to have a deep-seated fear of the revenge and punishment of Allah when they no longer wear this protective shield of Allah in public? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did influences on fully-veiled mean that they have a very deep-seated fear of the revenge and punishment of Allah if they no longer wear this Allah Protection Hood in public?
• What influences on fully-disguised people led them to have a very deep-seated fear of the revenge and punishment of Allah when they no longer wear this Allah Protection Hood in public?
• Are Islam headscarves a macho mania?
• Are full-fancings a patriarchy mania?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have manners?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have moths?
• Have Full-Veiled Manners?
• Have Full-Veiled Marijuans?
• Do those manners with which Islam headscarves are concerned?
• Do those who have Islam headscarfs are heartbroken?
• Do those manners, which are full-veiled at heart?
• Do those fools, who are full of vexations, have the heart?
• Could foreign men be offended because women wear Islamic headscarries?
• Could strange men be offended because women wear full veils for their sake?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf alluring?
• Have full-veiled great attitudes?
• Do the Islamic headscarfs have the fear that they will be slain by the lightning of Allah when they are no longer in the public?
• Are full-veiled tremendous fear that they will be slain by the lightning of Allah by shit, if they no longer carry this protection of Allah protection in public?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf look messy on their heads when they take off their Allah Protection Hood?
• Do they look very messy from top to bottom very messy when they replace their Allah Protection Disguise with less divine attire?
• Are full-veiled sometimes angry?
• Are full-veiled clothes torn from their bodies when they are angry?
• Are they sometimes angry, the full-veiled to stop wearing these whole-body wraps?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf duty-conscious?
• Are full-disguised people particularly responsible?
• Do Islamic headscarfs feel strange here? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is this a very disgraceful effect? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do Islamic headscarves work like foreign bodies here? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are full disguised effects such as huge foreign bodies? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Islamic headscarves also worn, because the respective secular or religious rulers like it?
• Are full veilings also worn because the respective religious or secular ruler so will?
• Are Islamic headscarves also worn because the respective secular or religious ruler is to be a favor?
• Are full veils also worn because the respective religious or secular ruler is to be a favor?
• Lifeguards of the Islam headscarf in a divine past?
• Living-veiled in a thoroughly divine past?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf looking at their hair as the third primary sex trait after vagina and breasts?
• Consider fully-veiled their facial skin as the fourth primary sex trait after vagina, breasts, and head-hair?
• Consider salafists and Wahhabis women's eyes as the fifth primary sex trait after vagina, breasts, head-hair and facial skin?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf always straightforward?
• Are full-veiled always straight?
• Are followers of Islam headscarfs always grumbling when women are not wearing Allah protection hoods?
• Are followers of full veil always very grumbling when women are not wearing Allah protective wraps?
• Who, then, has put on the heads of the Islamic headscarf this Allah protection hood flea?
• Who hath put this Allah-Protection-Veil into the ear?
• Would it be true to call the super religion a women's veiling religion?
• Does each woman regard the degree of disgorgement as determined and supported by her as the only true degree of concealment?
• Does every man see the degree of women-wrapping as defined by him as the only true degree of concealment?
• Is it possible for the heads of the Islam headscarf to take everything off hand if they have chosen the correct degree of disguise? Or:
• Are the bearers of the Islam headscarf hard on many things, if they have NOT chosen the correct degree of veil? Or:
• Is it completely easy to conceal from the hand when they have chosen the correct degree of veiling? Or:
• Tuen themselves full-veiled on many things hard, if they have NOT chosen the correct degree of veil?
• Do some carriers of the Islam headscarf change weekly, monthly or yearly the degree of cover? Or:
• Do some fully veiled weekly, monthly, or yearly change the degree of obscurity? Or:
• Do super religion come to mind only through Islam headscarfs? Or:
• Does super religion become meaningful only through full obscuration? Or:
• Are Islam headscarfs an offense for decent men? Answer Proposal: YES! Or:
• Are full-veils a great offense for decent men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Increases the freedom of women with increasing degree of veil and disguise? Answer Proposal: Uncertain, maybe YES, maybe NO!
• Is people claiming that the freedom of women increases with the degree of veiling and veiling? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is verifiable through a test that the freedom of women increases with increasing veiling and veiling degrees? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf sometimes sweat quite a bit? Or:
• Do the bearers of the Islamic headscarf always remain cool, even if the heat accumulates under their head-cloth hood?
• Are full-veiled sometimes quite sweating? Or:
• Are Islam headscarfs necessary in some areas or countries?
• What is necessary for Islam headscarfs?
• Are full disguised in some areas or countries indispensable for survival?
• What is necessary for full-obfuscation?
• Are those men necessary for women who love Islam headscarfs?
• Are those men very necessary for women who are full of veils?
• Do Islam headscarves work smoothly? Or:
• Hook Islam headscarves sometimes?
• Do Full-Veils Work Smoothly? Or:
• Hookful-obfuscations sometimes?
• Have some carriers of the Islam headscarf carried away a disgrace damage?
• Have some full-veiled suffered a great disgrace?
• Is the air sometimes worn out by the Islamic headscarf?
• Is the air sometimes out in full-veiled?
• Is it sometimes the air of male heads of Islam headscarfs?
• Is the air completely out of the crowd?
• Did the heads of the Islamic headscarf not fall on their heads?
• Have not fully-veiled fallen on their heads at all?
• Have not those fallen on the head, which are on Islam headscarfs?
• Have not those fallen on their heads, who insist on full disguising?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf usually quite clever?
• Are full-veiled mostly clever?
• Are those usually very clever, who urge women to wear Islam headscarfs?
• Are they usually quite clever, who urge women to wear full veil?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf always on their guard? Or:
• Do not wear Islamic headscarf beware because it protects their Allah Protection Hood?
• Are full-veiled always on their guard? Or:
• Do not fully-veiled be careful because they protect their Allah Protection Cover?
Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf create religion for a well-educated Allah?
Do Full-Veiled Intensive Religions-Chase for an Imagined Allah?
Are bearers of the Islam headscarf on the sun side of life?
Are full-veiled on the shadows side of life?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes subject to group compulsion?
Are full-veiled often subject to a group constraint?
Who is the first to wear the Islamic headscarf?
Who is the first to succeed in sifting through Islam headscarfs?
Who is full-veiled at first?
Who first succeeds in screening full-fogging?
Do bearers of the Islam headscarf lose the thread? Or:
Are the bearers of the Islam headscarf always there?
Lose Full-veiled sometimes the thread? Or:
Are they always full-veiled?
Do women’s claimants wear Islamic headscarves, sometimes the thread? Or:
Do women persist to wear Islamic headscarves?
Losing women-demanding, wearing full-veils, sometimes the thread? Or:
Do women-demanding, wearing full-veils, always stay tuned?
Wearing Islamic headscarf colorful, red, black or white underwear?
Wear Full-veiled colorful, red, black or white underwear?
Do Islamic headscarfs sometimes rebel against these Allah Protection Hoods?
Rebel Full-veiled sometimes against these Allah-protection-wrappings?
Believers in the Islam headscarf to Allah? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
Faithful-Veiled Really Ever To Allah? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
Do those who believe in Allah wear headscarves? Answer Proposal: YES!
Believe those in Allah who are watching that full-veils are worn? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are all carriers of the Islam headscarf convinced that there is Allah? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
Are all fully veiled believing that there is Allah? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
Are all those convinced that there is Allah, who impose women’s Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
Are all those convinced that there is Allah who will force women to full-veil? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
Do bearers of the Islam headscarf insist that there is Allah?
Are full-veiled intensely that there is Allah?
Do the minds of Islam headscarfs think that there is Allah?
Do observers of full veil intensely insinuate that there is Allah?
Sufferers of the Islam headscarf among Allah hallucinations?
Suffering-veiled vastly under Allah hallucinations?
Suffering Uprising Supporters of Islam Headscarfs Under Allah Hallucinations?
Suffering Uprising-Suppressors of Full-Disguises Hugely Under Allah Hallucinations?
Can Islam headscarves be eradicated? Answer Proposal: Theoretically YES!
Can full-veil be eliminated? Answer Proposal: Theoretically YES!
Do Islam headscarfs have a pleasant feeling of a belly?
Do full-fashions produce a very pleasant feeling of the belly?
Do the heads of the Islam headscarf itself do what?
Are themselves fully veiled?
Do compulsions of Islam headscarfs, whose bearers sometimes do what?
Do compelling impulses of full-veil sometimes imply something to the veiled?
Are the Islamic headscarf guards likely to be silenced, if they are to prove Allah here and now without referring to the past? Answer Proposal: YES!
Were fully-veiled most likely in silence, if they are to prove Allah here, without referring to the past? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf make religion-goings for the cat?
Make Full-Veiled Religions-Chase for the Cat?
Should not the bearers of the Islamic headscarf go to the top?
Should not full-veiled be pushed to the top?
Should not Basta men of Islam headscarfs go to the top?
Should Basta men of full disguising not go to the top?
Are Islam headscarves at the same time religious KULT cloths?
Are full-vexations at the same time creepy religious KULT cloths?
Are Islam headscarfs a special philosophy of life?
Are full-veils an extravagant philosophy of life?
Shall Islam headcloths look grim to deter you?
Should full-disguised look creepy to deter?
Are tight-fitting Islam headscarfs a head-corset?
Are full-veils a whole-body corset?
Are there women who, contrary to the will of their husbands, wear an Islamic headscarf? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there women who, contrary to the will of their husbands, carry a full veil? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes right minds?
Are Full-Veiled Sometimes True Trots?
Are women protected by Allah’s protection hoods from Allah amused and greedy men—looks mediocre?
Are women protected by God’s protection coverings from Allah, above average, well protected by horny and greedy men’s eyes?
Do women wear Islamic headscarves to protect them from the evil men?
Do women have to wear full veils so that they are well protected by Allah from the evil men above average?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf semi-embroidered?
Are fully-veiled fully bagged?
The heads of the Islam headscarf half in the tent?
Full-veiled completely in the tent?
Are many people happy in the evening country when they (by chance) see NO changing Islam headscarves on the street or in shops, so that they do not get upset?
Are many people happy in the evening country if they do not (by chance) see any changing full-veils on the street or in shops, so that they do not get upset?
Are Islam headscarves much noise for nothing?
Are full-fogging a lot of noise around nothing?
In strictly Muslim countries in the streets image only ONE carrier of the Islam headscarf on 10 men?
In the strictly Muslim countries in the street image, is only ONE full veiled to 20 men?
Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf partly personally personified by Allah?
Are fully-veiled fully personified by Allah?
Do bearers of the Islam headscarf make normal religion-run with territory marking cloths?
Make Full-Veiled Maximum Religion Chase with Area Markers?
Are even carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes on the cover?
Get yourself full-veiled sometimes on the lid?
Are even carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes on the roof?
Do you even get full-veiled sometimes on the roof?
Do even those who sometimes have one on the cover who oversee the wearing of Islam headscarfs?
Do even ones sometimes get one on the cover, which oversee the wearing of full disguisings?
Do even those who sometimes oversee a roof that oversees the wearing of full disguising?
Do some of them even get one on the roof, which oversees the wearing of Islam headscarfs?
Are Islamic headscarf clothing pieces from the old homeland?
Are full-veils clothing pieces from the old home?
Should fully-veiled take all the bearers of the Islam headscarf to their breast?
Should carriers of the Islam headscarf seriously take women to the breast seriously, their head hair not under a cloth hide?
Are Islam headscarfs and semi-invaders for Central Europe a mega-cultural shock? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are full-disguised and completely devastated for Central Europe a giga-culture shock? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does a woman become a better woman when she wears an Islamic headscarf?
Is a woman a much better woman when she wears a full veil?
Are Islamic headscarves mainly worn by men or mainly because of religion? Answer Proposal: Mainly because of the men!
Are full-veils mainly worn because of men or mainly because of religion? Answer Proposal: Mainly because of the men!
Do Islam headscarfs give a sense of security?
Are full-veils giving a high-sense of security?
Do the wearers of the Islamic headscarf sometimes need this religious costume for their self-esteem?
Do these religious costumes sometimes need to be veiled for their self-esteem?
Are bearers of the Islam headscarf in love with this protection hood?
Are full-veiled in love with this Allah-protection-wrapping up over both ears?
Will Islam headscarf be one day yesterday’s snow?
• Will full-fogging one day be snow from yesterday?
• What do the supervisors of Islam headscarfs really do? Answer Proposal: Much to little!
• What do supervisers of full veil actually form? Answer Proposal: Much to little!
• Is there anything special under Islam headscarfs that needs to be hidden?
• Is there something special among Islam headscarfs, such as gold bars, which have to be hidden?
• Is there something special among Islamic headscarfs, such as small Allah clones that have to be hidden?
• Do women of the super religion get glowing eyes when they see their Islam headscarf?
• Do women of the super religion get brilliantly bright eyes when they see their full veil?
• Do commanding persons of Islam headscarfs get luminous eyes when they see that these Allah protection hoods are diligently worn?
• Do command-holders of full-veils get all shining eyes when they see that these Allah Protection Covers are worn very hard?
• Are Islam headscarf patchwork?
• Are full-veil patchwork?
• Are Islam headscarfs winterproof?
• Are full-fogging winterproof?
• Do Islam headscarves belong to the chromosomal set of some women?
• Are full-obfuscations part of the chromosomal set of some women?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf always sincere?
• Are full-veiled always particularly sincere?
• Are commanders of Islam headscarf always sincere?
• Are commanders always full of sincerity?
• Do women wear an Islamic headscarf because men who have half-veiled women are overly jealous?
• Do women have to wear a full veil also because men who have disguised women are overly jealous?
• Are veiled women sometimes envious of unveiled women?
• Do Islam headscarfs sometimes only serve as head-to-neck-shoulder-cloths?
• Serve full-veils sometimes only as whole-body-DECORATIVE WOVENS?
• Do Islam headscarfs sometimes only serve as head and neck shoulder DECORATIONS wipes?
• Serve full-veils sometimes only as whole-body DECORATION Wipes?
• Are Islam headscarves often in demand?
• Are full obfuscations often in demand?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf often in demand?
• Are full-veiled often asked?
• Does it cost many a bearer of the Islamic headscarf to take this protection cap not only at home, but also in the public?
• Does it cost many a full-veiled great overcoming to replace this Allah protection cover not only at home, for example, by casual leisure clothing, but also in the public?
• Does it cost advocates of Islam headscarfs to demand no more Allah protection hoods or head-cloth hoods?
• Does it cost advocates of full disguised great overpowerment to demand any more Allah protection wraps or whole body wraps?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes lose their patience while praying?
• Lose Full-veiled sometimes the patience when praying?
• Are some carriers of the Islam headscarf degenerate?
• Are some full-veiled heavily degenerate?
• Are the heads of the Islamic headscarf once a year the day of open hair in public?
• Is there a day of open-face in the public once a year?
• Is there a Renaissance of Islam headscarfs?
• Is there a renaissance of full veil?
• Is there a re-emergence of Islam headscarfs?
• Is there a resurgence of full-fogging?
• Do women of super religion cover their hair in public mainly because of the very bad alien men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do super religion women cover their face in public mainly because of very evil strangers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can Islam headscarfs be discussed emotionally and objectively? Answer Proposal: Tendency NO!
• Is it possible to talk about full disguised and unemotional discussions? Answer Proposal: Tendency NO!
• Are Islamic headscarves worn because men are driven by driving?
• Are full veils worn because men are very drift-driven?
• Do Islam headscarfs serve the defense of drive-driven men?
• Serving full-veils of the defense of very drive-driven men?
• Do Islam headscarfs protect men from drive-driven men?
• Serve full-veil of protection from very drift-driven men?
• Are Islam Headscarfs Anti-evil Men's Towels?
• Are Full-Veils Anti-evil Men's Towels?
• Were Islamic headscarfs in Western cultural circles becoming religious identification signs and special signs of religious recognition, because there are hardly any more evil men here?
• Were full veilings in Western cultural circles turned into religious identification signs and distinctive religious recognition signs, because there are hardly any more evil men left?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf hide their head hair from Allah or from evil, horny, man-driven men?
• Hide Full-veiled her facial skin before Allah or from evil horny drive-driven men?
• Do porters of the Islam headscarf hide their head-hair from Allah or from potential side-buyers?
• Hiding fully-veiled their facial skin from Allah or from potential side-builders?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf sometimes get on and off?
• Are full-veiled sometimes getting on and off?
• Sometimes the Divine-Religious Masculine Bans sometimes collide with the Secular Masculine Prohibition?
• Are Islam headscarfs a divine-religious BUMPING COVER 1?
• Are Full-Disguises a STAGE 2 Divine-Religious Cloak COMMAND?
• Do some carriers of the Islam headscarf have a head hair hiding-spleen, head-hair-hiding-urge and head hair hiding-drive?
• Do some full-veiled have a facial skin hiding-spleen, facial skin hiding-urge, and facial skin hiding-drive?
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf have a tendency to higher levels?
• Do fully-veiled have a strong slope to higher levels?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf so superstitious that they want to show it to everyone?
• Are fully-veiled so super-superstitious that they want to show it to everyone from a great distance?
• Have full-veiled compassion with the heads of the Islamic headscarf because the latter are supposedly not believing enough?
• Do Islam headscarfs sometimes have dirt spots?
• Do Full-Veils Sometimes Have Dirt Spots?
• Do Islamic headscarves always have to be very clean?
• Must full veils always be perfectly clean?
• Have carriers of the Islamic headscarf gilded hair under their Allah protection hood?
• Have fully-veiled gilded skin under their Allah Protection Covering?
• Do Islam headscarfs normally do well before hell?
• Protective-obfuscations really good before hell?
• Are Islam headscarfs a completely different caliber than normal head coverings?
• Are full-veils a different caliber than normal clothing?
• Are the non-bearers of the Islamic headscarf afraid of the revenge of Allah? If this is NOT the case, see the next question. Answer Proposal: Problematic!
• Why do non-bearers of the Islam headscarf fear NO revenge of Allah?
• Fear of non-bearers of full-veil the revenge of Allah? If this is NOT the case, see the next question. Answer Proposal: Problematic!
• Why do not the bearers of full disgust fear NO revenge of Allah?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf steep teeth?
• Are full-veiled all-steep teeth?
• Are Islamic headscarves worn out on the devil?
• Are full-veils worn on devil's come out?
• Tickt carriers of the Islam headscarf not contemporary?
• Ticktful-veiled at all not up-to-date?
• Do Islam headscarfs liken the social status?
• Are the best ways to conceal the social status?
• Are Islam headscarfs an impudence?
• Are full-veiling a great impertinence?
• Are Islam headscarves an optical illusion?
• Are full-fogging a great optical illusion?
• Do some bearers of the Islamic headscarf like the head-hair hide-and-seek game?
• Play some full-veiled very like the facial skin hiding game?
• Does it make fun, fun, and pleasure to play the head hair hiding game for some of the Islamic headscarfs?
• Does it make some full-veiled pleasure, fun and pleasure to play the facial skin hiding game?
• Cannot wearers of the Islam headscarf clothing-integrated? Or:
• Do not the wearers of the Islam headscarf want to integrate clothing?
• Cannot fully-veiled clothing not integrate? Or:
• Do not fully-veiled clothing not integrate?
• Is there anything that can be even worse integrated, as carriers of the Islam headscarf?
• Is there anything that can be better integrated, like full-veiled?
• Are Islam headscarves worn so that the hormonal balance of foreign men does not get mixed up?
• Are full obscurations worn so that the hormonal balance of strangers does not interfere?
• Wants to be admirers of the Islam headscarf be admired?
• Do you want to be especially admired?
• Are Allah and the Lord in heaven two disunited and disputed brethren, because Allah (supposedly) wants completely concealed women’s hair and the Lord in heaven (apparently) NOT?
• Are Allah and the Lord in Heaven two disunited and divided brethren, because Allah (supposedly) wants full-veiled and the Lord in heaven (apparently) NOT?
• Do women with Islam headscarf wear this religious disguise because of the evil, horny and impulsive men?

Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do women with full disguise wear this religious disguise because of the very evil, very horny and strong drive-driven men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf sometimes have to clarify something? Or:
• Is the support of the Islamic headscarf thanks to Allah's help always clear, so that they never have to clarify anything?
• Do some-veiled sometimes need to clarify something? Or:
• Is it all sun-blessed for the full-veiled, thanks to Allah's help, so that they never have to clarify anything?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf have an affair with Allah?
• Should not everyone look at the topic of Islam headscarfs?
• Should not everyone see the topic of full-veil?
• Do the Islamic headscarf have the advantage that they do not need a permanent wave?
• Do fully-veiled have the advantage that they do not need a permanent wave?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf have leisure in which they wear leisure clothes?
• Do full-veiled leisure time in which they wear leisure clothes?
• Wipe those from the table, who want Islam headscarfs?
• Do they wipe everything from the table, which desires full veil?
• Do wanters of Islam headscarfs expand their power range? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do desires of full disguising extend their power range as far as possible? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Would the wearers of the Islamic headscarf be interesting by being so mysterious about their head hair?
• Do full-veiled make themselves interesting by giving themselves so mysteriously with regard to their facial skin?
• Should Germany be renamed immediately to Kopf-Tuch-Land?
• Should Germany soon be renamed Burka-Land?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf HID by hiding under a protective hood of Allah?
• Are full-veiled especially HID by hiding in a Allah Protection Hide?
• Are those FIGHTERS who insist that Islam headscarves are worn by hiding behind Allah, Prophet, and religion?
• Are those especially FIGHTERS who insist that full veils are worn by hiding behind Allah, Prophet, and religion?
• Are Islam headscarfs a higher natural law?
• Are full-veilings the highest of all nature laws?
• Is Allah, as the bearer of the Islamic headscarf, more merciful, as the Lord in heaven is NOT a bearer of the Islamic headscarf?
• Is Allah too full-veiled much more merciful, as the Lord in heaven is to NON-bearers of this whole-body disguise, or Allah Protection-Disguise?
• Are Islam Headscarfs the Boss?
• Are full-veils exclusively chef thing?
• Why are there no WHITE full-veils, even though there are white Islam headscarfs?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf not mendacious?
• Are full-veiled never mendacious?
• Are Islam headscarfs unimaginative because of their uniforms? Or:
• Are uniformed Islam headscarves the only true thing?
• Are full-fancings unimaginative because of their uniforms? Or:
• Are uniformed veilings the only true thing?
• Is there any wearer of the Islam headscarf because someone told you?
• Are there full-veiled, because someone told you?
• Are there bearers of the Islamic headscarf, because this has whispered to Allah's ear?
• Are there full-veiled, because they were whispered to them by Allah?
• Are Islamic headscarves worn out of fear and fear of the very evil drift-driven men?
• Are full veils worn out of fear and fear of the very evil drift-driven men?
• Are Islamic headscarves worn out of fear and fear of Allah?
• Are full veiling born of great fear and fear of Allah?
• Are Islamic headscarves worn out of fear and fear of Satan?
• Are full veils worn out of fear and fear of Satan?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf sometimes a bloody nose?
• Are full-veiled sometimes getting a bloody nose?
• Do operators of Islam headscarfs sometimes get a bloody nose?
• Are operators of full-fogging sometimes a bloody nose?
• Can Islamic headscarfs spoil women’s fun?
• Can full-disguised women spoil the fun?
• Are Islam headscarfs stupid?
• Are full-bluffing completely stupid?
• Is there the perfect Islam headscarf?
• Is there the perfect full-concealment?
• Is there a competition for the perfect Islam headscarf?
• Is there a competition for the perfect full-fogging?
• Is Allah perfectly concealed?
• Does the perfect concealment become invisible?
• Are Veiled Allah as an example, because apparently also concealed to the unrecognizable?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf satisfied with Allah?
• Are fully-veiled fully satisfied with Allah?
• Are persecutors of Islam headscarf content with Allah?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf satisfied with Allah?
• Are fully-veiled fully satisfied with Allah?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf satisfied with Allah?
• Are fully-veiled fully satisfied with Allah?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf feel at ease if they wear this Allah Protection Hood?
• Are full-veiled feel comfortable only if they wear this Allah Protection Disguise?
• Do the minds of Islam headscarfs feel at ease if they are able to push through their ideas of Allah protection hoods?
• Do the guardians of full-vexation only feel puddle when they are able to fully implement their conceptions of Allah protection coverings?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf generous when it comes to their head-cloth hood? Or:
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf petty when it comes to their head-cloth hood?
• Are full-veiled particularly generous when it comes to their whole-body disguise? Or:
• Are full-veiled particularly petty when it comes to their whole-body disguise?
• Are those generous who want to maintain Islam headscarfs when it comes to these Allah protection hoods? Or:
• Are those petty who want to maintain Islam headscarfs when it comes to these Allah protection hoods?
• Are those particularly generous who want to retain full-veils when it comes to these Allah Protection Covers? Or:
• Are those particularly petty who want to keep Islam headscarfs when it comes to these Allah protection wraps?
• Is there anything wrong with Islam headscarfs?
• Do Islam headscarves have something that has nothing else?
• Is there anything missing?
• Do full-veils have something that has nothing else?
• Does the Islamic headscarf be missing anything?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have something that no one else has?
• Does any-veiled anything?
• Have full-veiled something that no one else has?
• Is there anything missing in Islam headscarfs?
• Do keepers of Islam headscarfs have something that no one else has?
• Is there anything important about the obscurity of full obscurity?
• Do Preservatives of Full Veils have something that no one else has?
• Can Islam headscarves always sell better?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf, especially with male believers of the super religion well?
• Can full-fashions always sell better?
• Are full-disguised people particularly good at male superstitious superstitious men?
• Do those who are in favor of keeping Islam headscarfs sell themselves by establishing their cause with Allah, Prophet, and religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who are especially good at maintaining full veil by selling their cause with Allah, Prophet, and religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Islam headscarves getting warm again and again? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf invulnerable?
• Are full veils always warmed up again? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are fully veiled fully invulnerable?
• Do Islam headscarves sometimes give up their minds?
• Do full-veils sometimes give up their mind?
• Are Islam headscarfs in terms of quantity and percentage negligible?
• Are full obscurations quantitatively and completely negligible?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf here negligible in quantity and negligible?
• Are fully disguised here negligible in quantity and percentage completely negligible?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf only superficially modern, but in the main brain still medieval?
• Are full-veiled only superficial in the foreground, but still deeply medieval in the brain?
• Are Islam headscarfs completely designed? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are full concealments completely conceived? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf STOLZ based on their clothing non-integration here?
• Are full-veiled immensely PROUD OF their clothing non-integration here?
• Cannot the bearers of the Islamic headscarf be under-sponsored? Answer Proposal: Opened!
• Cannot the bearers of the Islamic headscarf be under? Answer Proposal: Opened!
• Cannot the bearers of the Islam headscarf be misled? Answer Proposal: Opened!
• Cannot fully under-veiled not under-wheaten? Answer Proposal: Opened!
• Cannot fully-veiled be fully underwhelmed? Answer Proposal: Opened!
• Cannot fully-veiled be wholly misled? Answer Proposal: Opened!
• Cannot advocates of Islam headscarfs be underprivileged? Answer Proposal: Opened!
• Cannot advocates of Islam headscarfs be under? Answer Proposal: Opened!
• Cannot proponents of Islam headscarfs be misled? Answer Proposal: Opened!
• Are not advocates of full disguising completely undermining?
• Cannot advocates of full disguised be completely defeated? Answer Proposal: Opened!
• Cannot advocates of full disguised be misled? Answer Proposal: Opened!
• Is it the wearer of the Islam headscarf to wear this head-cloth hood? If so:
• What is the benefit to wearers of the Islam headscarf to wear this head-cloth hood?
• Do Islam headscarfs pay for their bearers?
• Does it use full-veiled to wear this whole-body veil? If so:
• What is the benefit to fully-veiled to wear this whole-body veil?
• Are there full veilings for their bearers?
• Does it use ALLs who advocate Islam headscarfs? If so:
• What is the benefit to ALL who support Islam headscarfs?
• Is it paying for everyone who supports Islam headscarfs?
• Does it benefit ALLs who advocate full disguising? If so:
• What is the benefit for ALL who advocate full disguising?
• Does it pay for ALL who advocate full disguising?
• Have carriers of the Islam headscarf lost their rights when they no longer wear this Allah Protection Hood?
• Have fully-disguised acts perish when they replace this Allah Protection Disguise by modern Western clothing?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf always find the right measure? Or:
• Workers of the Islam headscarf gladly with the breaking bar?
• Do full-veiled always find exactly the right measure? Or:
• Works Full-veiled very happy with the breaking bar?
• Do protectors of Islam headscarfs always find the right measure? Or:
• Do protectors of Islam headscarfs like to use the breaker bar?
• Do protectors of full-concealments ever exactly the right measure? Or:
• Do protectors of full-concealments like the breaker bar?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf energy-poor or energetic?
• Are fully-veiled particularly low-energy or particularly energetic?
• Is the Islam headscarf full of energy?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf full of action?
• Full-veiled full of energy?
• Are full-veiled full of action?
• Are men of the Islamic headscarf particularly in their sights?
Are men fully-veiled especially in their sights?
Do not the Islamic headscarf have any Macke?
Do not you have any mock?
Do women wearing the Islam headscarf look more attractive, like women without this Allah protection hood?
Or:
Shall the bearers of the Islam headscarf WENIGER look attractive as women without this Allah protection hood?
Or:
Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf look as good as women without this Allah protection hood?
Want to look fully-veiled attractive, as women with modern western clothes? Or:
Wanna be fully-veiled LITTLE look attractive as women with modern western clothes? Or:
Want to look fully-veiled as well as women with modern western clothes?
Can Islam headscarves lose their reputation?
Can full-fancies lose their reputation?
Can carriers of the Islam headscarf lose their reputation?
Can fully-disguised lose their reputation?
Can those lose their reputation, which determine that Islam headscarves are to be worn in public?
Can those lose their reputation, which determine that full veils are to be worn in public?
Are Islam headscarfs a symbol of the submissiveness of women towards men? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are full-veils an expressive symbol of great submissiveness of women versus men? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is many a bearer of the Islam headscarf fattened like a Hängebauch-Schwein?
Will many a full-veiled be fattened like a Hängebauch-Schwein?
Is many a bearer of the Islamic headscarf somewhat disoriented in Western society?
Is many a fully veiled in western society a little bit disoriented?
Do the Islamic headscarfs want only the best for women of their culture circle, if they demand that these Allah protection hoods be worn in public?
Do the determinants of full disguisings certainly only have the best for women of their culture circle, when they demand that these Allah protection wraps be worn in public?
Are Islam headscarves celebrated?
Are full disguisings particularly celebrated?
Are Islam headscuffs unquestionably important?
Are full disguisings very unquestionably important?
Does the questioning of Islam headscarfs violate a law of Allah?
Is the questioning of full-veil massively violating a law of Allah?
Does the questioning of Islam headscarfs mean Allah blasphemy?
Does the interrogation of full-blasphemies mean Allah blasphemy in the great style?
Is the danger of spreading Islam headscarf banned?
Is the danger of spreading full-fogging banned?
Can Islam headscarves be burnt?
Can full-disguised be burnt?
Can Islam headscarves be banished?
Can you banish full disguising?
Can carriers of the Islamic headscarf be hard pressed?
Can fully-veiled be very difficult to control?
Does Allah keep an eye out when bearers of the Islam headscarf inadvertently enter the public without this head-cloth hood?
Does Allah keep an eye out when full-veiled once in life accidentally enter the public without this whole-body disguise?
Does Allah no longer keep an eye out when the Islamic headscarf is more inadvertently introduced into the public without this head-cloth hood?
Does Allah no longer keep an eye out when full-veiled more than once in life accidentally enter the public without this whole-body disguise?
Are Islamic headscuffs smelly? Answer Proposal: Reset!
Are full veilings very veilful? Answer Proposal: Reset!
Should all women wear veils so that the veil-makers are booming?
Are Islam headscarfs the last thing the local people can use here? Answer Proposal: Opened!
Are full veilings the very last thing the locals can use here? Answer Proposal: Opened!
Are Islamic headscarfs the best thing that men and women in particular have imagined for women, in addition to women's circumcision?
• Are full-concealments the best thing that humans and especially men have for women come up with, besides the witch-burning?

• When does the Islamic headscarf have a sense of happiness?

• When is the feeling of happiness in full-veiled?

• Will Allah, because of his mercy, that Islam headscarfs are worn by women in public? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!

• Will Allah be because of His great mercy, that are full veils of women in public wear? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!

• Are Islamic headscarf laugers laughing when they DO NOT wear this Allah protection hood because of the evil, horny, and impulsive men? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Are fully-veiled completely ridiculous when they displease that they wear this Allah Protection Cover NOT because of the horny men? Answer Proposal: YES!

• From the point of view of umbrella associations of the super religion Islam headscarfs are the NORMAL eternally modern clothes for women? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Are from the perspective of Salafists and Wahhabis full-veils the NORMAL eternal fashion for women? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is the bearers of the Islam headscarf actually forbidden to divorce? Answer Proposal: Others reserved!

• Is it really forbidden to think of being divorced? Answer Proposal: Others reserved!

• Are Islam Headscarfs Needed?

• Are full obfuscations necessary?

• Is Allah protection by Islam headscarfs a mental concept? Answer Proposal: Certainly!

• Is extended Allah protection by full-concealment a mental notion? Answer Proposal: Certainly!

• Wants the Islamic Headscarf to be mentally satisfied?

• Do you absolutely want to be mentally satisfied?

• Are Islam headscarfs counterproductive?

• Are full-fogging very counterproductive?

• Are there caravans of Islamic headscarves?

• Are there caravans of full-veiled?

• Is no herb growing up against Islam headscarfs?

• Is no herb growing at all?

• Do unidentified young women with the help of worn Islam headscarfs signal to men of their religion that they are hearing?

• Do the unmarried young women, with the help of worn-out veil of men of their religion, signal that they are unconscious?

• Are Islam headscarf warning signs for strange men?

• Are full-fogging intense warning signs for strange men?

• May carriers of the Islam headscarf replace their Allah protection hood with a storm hood?

• Why do not wearers of the Islam headscarf replace their Allah Protection Hood against a storm hood?

• Do not Islam headscarfs have hooks and eyelets?

• Do not have full hooks and eyelets?

• Are Islamic headscarves worn because this is so in certain cultural circles?

• Are full veils worn because this is so in certain cultural circles?

• Are Islam headscarves hostile to women?

• Are full-veils very hostile to women?

• Are Islamic headscarfs humiliating women?

• Are full-veils very humiliating women?

• Are Islamic headscarf part of the Islam terror?

• Are Islamic obscurations part of the Islamic terror?

• Do NOT those who are disbelieving or disbelieving about Islam headscarfs prefer these head-cloth hoods? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Do those absolutely NOT discuss with other believers or disbelievers about full disguisings that these head-cloth hoods prefer? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Are Islamic headscarfs unbearably protective from foreign men and also from all ills?

• Are full-veilings unquestionably unbeatable protecting against strange men and also otherwise from all ills?

• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf often regarded as the property of the marriage man?

• Are full-veiled quite often as property of marriage husband?

• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf have a spine?

• Have Full-Veiled Backbone?

• Have Preferers of Islam Headscarfs Backbone?
Do preferers of full-veils have much spine?
Does Islam Terror with Islam Headscarfs Begin?
Does Islam terrorism increase with full disguising?
Are those unbeatable who guard the wearing of Islam headscarfs?
Are those completely unbeatable, who are gonna be gently guarding the wear of full-veils?
Are Islam headscarfs a parade example of successful integration? Answer Proposal: Open to politicians!
Are full-fancings a parade example for very successful integration? Answer Proposal: Open to politicians!
Should carriers of the Islam headscarf be asked if they are a parade example of a successful integration? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should carriers of the Islam headscarf be asked if they are a parade example for the parallel society? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should full-veiled be asked if they are a parade example of a very successful integration? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should full-veiled be asked if they are a parade example for a strongly demarcated parallel society? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is the Muslim look the first step towards integration?
Wants the Islamic headscarf with their religion?
Do you want full-disguised with their religion?
Are Islamic headscarves worn to do someone a favor?
Are full-veils worn to do someone a big favor?
Do women wear an Islam headscarf to do themselves a favor?
Do women wear a full veil to do themselves a great favor?
Should men wear Islamic headscarves because women have the say?
Do Islam headscarfs look like a fast-growing cancer ulcer?
Are full-fogging spreading like a cancer?
Have tents packed in tents, packed together with others, sometimes harems-free?
Are women without Islam headscarf uninteresting for journalists?
Are women without full disguised, so normal dressed, for the journalists very uninteresting?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf ready for love when they wear their hair openly and are not ready for love when they have their hair tied up?
Do bearers of the Islam headscarf spend most of their time in the golden cage?
Having Full-veiled most of the time in the golden cage?
Are Islam headscarfs well thought-out? Answer Proposal: Not clear!
Are full-fancies well thought out? Answer Proposal: Not clear!
Are Islam headscarfs exemplary?
Are full-fancings very exemplary? Answer Proposal: From the perspective of Salafists YES!
Can carriers of the Islam headscarf easily provoke?
Can fully-veiled be particularly easily provoked?
Can guards of Islam headscarfs easily provoke? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
Are guards of full-veil particularly easy to provoke? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
Do bearers of the Islam headscarf belong to pashadomed cultural circles? Answer Proposal: There could be something!
Are full-disguised persons too strongly paschadominated cultural circles? Answer Proposal: There could be something!
Are Islam headscarfs the icing on the cake of super religion?
Are full-veils of the I polka dots of super religion?
Are women of the super religion only pampered and spurred when they have created an Islam headscarf? Answer Proposal: Often YES!
Are women of the super religion only pampered and spurred when they have created a full veil? Answer Proposal: Often YES!
Are Islam headscarfs the precursors of Islam terror? Answer Proposal: Some see it like this!
Are full veilings the infallible precursors of Islam terror? Answer Proposal: Some see it like this!
Is the Islamic terror risk increasing with the increasing share of Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: Some see it like this!
Increases the risk of Islam terrorism with an increasing share of full-bluffing? Answer Proposal: Some see it like this!
Can some of the Islamic headscarfs not be separated from them? Answer Proposal: YES!
Cannot some of the full-veiled be separated from it? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do the heads of the Islam headscarf be barricaded?
Completely veiled totally?
• Can full-veiled usually leave the house only in the pulpit?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf conservative?
• Are full-veiled arch-conservative?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf be afraid of harassment?
• Are full-veiled particularly afraid of harassment?
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf feel harassed?
• Do full-disguised people feel very harassed?
• Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf fear fear?
• Are full-veiled particularly afraid of over-attacks?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf feel threatened by attack?
• Do fully-veiled people feel very endangered by attack?
• Islamic headscarfs from cultural circles with harassment-stricken men?
• Full-veiled from culture circles with particularly harassing men?
• The Islamic headscarf from cultural circles, where men tend to be overpowered?
• Full-disguised from culture circles, in which men tend to be particularly aggressive overprints?
• Is there anything wrong with the super religion when men are likely to be above-average harassment by this religion, and tend to be over-averagely over-prone?
• Is there a state or state hit parade with the frequency of harassment and incidences, which can be used to derive the urgency for Islam headscarfs and full obscurations?
• In which country or state is there currently the greatest frequency of harassment and attacks, in which the need for Islam headscarfs and full veilings is the greatest? Answer Proposal: At the time probably Egypt!
• Can Islamic headscarf be laughed? Or:
• Is the laughter of the Islamic headscarf unquestionable?
• Can fully-veiled be easily laughed? Or:
• Is full-veiled really never laughing?
• Can those laughing who keep Islam headscarfs be laughed? Or:
• Is no one laughing at the Islam headscarf?
• Can those who are able to conceal full disguised be easily laughed? Or:
• Is there really no laugh to those who keep full disguising?
• Are women and girls in some way terrorized by Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are women and girls in some way very terrorized by full disguising? Answer Proposal: YES!
• For whom do women voluntarily wear an Islam headscarf? Answer Proposal: Postponed!
• Do women voluntarily wear an Islam headscarf for Allah? Answer Proposal: Only advanced!
• Do women voluntarily wear an Islam headscarf for the super-prophet? Answer Proposal: Only advanced!
• Do women voluntarily wear an Islam headscarf for themselves? Answer Proposal: Only advanced!
• Do women voluntarily wear an Islam headscarf for others? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do women voluntarily wear an Islam headscarf for men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it in the sense of equality, if the Islamic headscarf is not allowed to marry a man of another faith? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it in the sense of equal rights, if full-veiled cannot marry a differently faithful man? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do Islam headscarfs sometimes have to leave feathers?
• Do full-veils sometimes have to leave feathers?
• Do Islam headscarfs have a typical Muslima look?
• Do full-fashions lead to the very typical Muslima look?
• Can full-veiled often leave their quasi-prison only in the pulk? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Islamic headscarfs equally empowering? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are full-obfuscations highly disparaging? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do Islam headscarfs also cover the throat area? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do Islam headscarfs also cover the shoulder area? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should Islam headscarves be worn because otherwise it is not recognizable that it is a Muslim?
• Should full disguised be worn, because otherwise it is not clear that it is a Muslim?
• Are Islam headscarfs the most unimportant of the world?
• Are Islam headscarfs an important quarrel apple?
• Are full disguisings the most unimportant of the world? Or:
• Are full-veils an important squab apple?
• Have carriers of the Islam headscarf been unlucky when they have to wear this Allah Protection Hood?
• Have full-veiled had great bad luck when they have to wear this Allah Protection Disguise?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf more lucky because they wear this head-cloth hood voluntarily?
• Are full-veiled all the more lucky because they wear this all-body disguise voluntarily?
- Are carriers of the Islam headscarf rooted in their tradition? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are fully veiled deep rooted in their tradition? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are Islamic headscarves wrong? Or:
  - Are Islam headscarfs right?
  - Are full disguisings completely wrong? Or:
  - Are full obscurations perfectly correct?
  - Are Islam Headscafs Right? Or:
  - Are Islam headscarves unauthorized?
- Are full disguisings completely justified? Or:
  - Are full-concealments completely unjustified?
- What is the top priority of Islamic Headscarfs?
- What is at the top of the agenda for full-disguised people?
- What is at the top of the agenda for the preservation of Islam headscarfs?
- What is at the top of the agenda when it comes to preserving full disguises?
- Have Islam headscarves ever been tested?
  - Has the Stiftung Warentest tested Islam headscarves?
  - Has the Stiftung Warentest ever tested the effectiveness of Islam headscarfs?
  - Have you ever tested full-fogging?
  - Has the Foundation Warentest ever tested the full-veil?
  - Has the Stiftung Warentest ever tested the effectiveness of full-fogging?
- Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf have a purely external appearance that they are not available for men of other faiths?
- Are full-veiled already clearly visible on the outside that they are not guaranteed for other faithful men guaranteed?
- Are marriages of the Islamic headscarf nervous when the police wants to speak with the marriage wife? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Will marriage-men of full-veiled be very nervous when the police wants to speak with the marriage-wife? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Have carriers of the Islamic headscarf fallen into the hands of men?
- Are fully-veiled men completely put to the brim?
- Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf feel fear threatened by wearing this Allah Protection Hood?
- Do fully-veiled feel very endangered because they wear this Allah Protection Disguise?
- Are carriers of the Islam headscarf deeply rooted in their faith?
- Are full-veiled deeply rooted in their faith?
- Are those deeply rooted in their beliefs that are opposed to abolishing Islam headscarfs?
- Are those deeply rooted in their beliefs that are absolutely opposed to abolishing full disguising?
- Do women have to wear an Islam headscarf, because men of the related religion are not allowed to satisfy themselves and are always horny?
- Do women have to wear a full veil because men of the associated religion cannot satisfy themselves and are always super cool?
- Are Islamic headscarves symmetrical?
- Are full-fogging very symmetrical?
- Does not Allah wear an Islamic headscarf? If so:
  - Does not Allah feel at risk because he probably does not wear an Islamic headscarf?
  - Does not Allah give full concealment? If so:
  - Does not Allah feel at all endangered, as he probably does not wear full veil?
- Are Islam headscarfs relative? Or:
  - Are Islam headscarfs absolute?
- Are full-fogging relative? Or:
  - Are full-obfuscations absolute?
- Are carriers of the Islam headscarf happy to pick out the raisins from holy religious writings? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are full-veiled people very fond of picking the raisins out of holy scriptures? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Do those who like to wear the raisins from holy religious writings who insist that Islam headscarves are worn in public? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Do those who like the raisins from holy religious writings who insist that full obscurity be worn in public? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are Islam headscarfs the Muslim favorite child? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are full-veils of the Muslims the most charming child? Answer Proposal: YES!
• What does Allah do when a publicly worn Islam headscarf has been lost? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
• What does Allah do if a public concealed full concealment has degenerated? Answer Proposal: Any difficulty!
• Can bearers of the Islam headscarf often only appear on the leash into the public, whereas Leine is symbolic for at least one escort? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can full-disguised persons often only appear on the short leash into the public, with short leash symbolically for many companions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can zealots of Islam headscarfs go with the big dogs pee?
• Can zealots of full-veil go with the big dogs pee?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf often cinematic and fotoscheu?
• Are full-veiled often very filmscheu and fotoscheu?
• Guarded those who demand Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were those very strong who vehemently demand full veil? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does the integration also include clothing adjustment? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the brain-ghosting of Allah in the heads of the heads of the Islamic headscarf? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the brain-ghost of Allah whirling around in the minds of the full-veiled? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Islamist headscarf holders together with Allah under a hood of invisibility?
• Stuck-Veiled along with Allah under a veil of invisibility?
• Islamist headscarfs together with Allah under a camouflage cap?
• Stuckfully-veiled along with Allah under a camouflage net?
• Is the bearers of the Islam headscarf constantly on their necks?
• Is full-veiled Allah constantly in the neck?
• Does Allah’s Proclaimers of Islam keep their heads at their necks?
• Does Allah’s entreaty of full-vexation ever-seize the neck?
• Were Islam headscarves originally introduced under a security aspect, and have they now become a pure religious symbol? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were those very strong who vehemently demand full veil? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Could a mobile phone and a watch dog replace the Islam headscarf?
• Could a mobile phone and a large dog replace a full concealment?
• Why is there no red Islam headscarfs?
• Is there no red Islam headscarf because Allah does not like red?
• Is there no red Islam headscarf because Allah does not recognize red?
• Are there no red Islam headscarfs, because their wearers do not want to look like red caps?
• Is there no red Islam headscarf because red is the color of the blood?
• Why is there no red full-fogging?
• Is there no red full veil, because Allah does not like red at all?
• Is there no red full veil, because Allah does not know absolutely red?
• Is there no red full-veil because red is the color of the blood?
• Are women and Allah covering themselves?
• Why did the Lord in heaven give women no headscarfs?
• Why did the Lord in heaven give women no full blessings of Christ?
• Are Islamic headscarves a beautiful gift from heaven?
• Are full-veils a very beautiful gift of heaven?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf the gift of heaven?
• Are full-veiled a very beautiful gift of heaven?
• Are those a beautiful gift of Heaven whipping Islam headscarfs?
• Are those a very beautiful gift of heaven whipping whipping full veils with all their might?
• Does Allah wear the heads of the Islam headscarf, if they let them look too much?
• Bites Allah’s full-veiled nose when they let them look too overly?
• Does Allah bless any Islam headscarf individually, or has Allah blessed all Islamic Headscarfs?
• Does Allah bless every full veil individually, or has Allah blessed all full veil?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf quite close to the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
• Are full-veiled already half in the heavenly kingdom?
• Cannot the bearers of the Islamic headscarf sometimes wait until they reach the heavenly kingdom through natural death?
• Could it be full-veiled sometimes really not to wait until they reach the heavenly kingdom (paradise) through the natural death?
• Do not the bearers of the Islam headscarf have anything else to be proud of, like on their head-cloth hood?
• Have not fully veiled anything else, on which they can be proud, as on their whole-body disguise?
• Do the Islamic headscarfs want to display their head-cloth hoods publicly?
• Will-fully-veiled show their whole-body-veil here clearly publicly?
• Do the Islamic headscarfs want to please Muslim men with their sight and annoy NON-Muslims?
• Do fully-veiled with their sight look very much at Muslim men and very annoying non-Muslims?
• Should women who base their Islam headscarf with faith be asked, believe in what, believe in imagination?
• Should women who justify their full-concealment with faith be asked, believe in what, believe in imagination?
• What are the heads of the Islamic headscarf actually wearing this head-cloth hood?
• What is full-veiled about when they wear this whole body veil?
• Are Islam headscarfs well suited to attract attention?
• Are full-concealment very suitable to attract attention here?
• What do Islam headscarfs have to do with faith?
• What have full disguisings to do with faith?
• What do Islam headscarfs have to do with religion?
• What do full disguisings have to do with religion?
• What do Islam headscarves have to do with prophets?
• What do full-fancies have to do with prophets?
• What do Islam headscarves have to do with Allah?
• What have full disguisings to do with Allah?
• Are Islam headscarfs optimized? Answer Proposal: For Some YES, for Others NO!
• Are full-fogging optimized? Answer Proposal: For Some YES, for Others NO!
• Is the best optimization of Islam headscarfs in their elimination?
• Is there the very best optimization of full disguisings in their elimination or in normal clothing replacement?
• Is the era of Islam headscarfs a dark age?
• Is the era of full veil a very dark age?
• Is whispering of Islam headscarfs attested?
• Is whiplashing full fogging attested to great farsightedness?
• Cannot Islamic headscarves be viewed scientifically? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Cannot full-concealments be considered scientifically? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do those with the head want to drive through the wall, the Islam headscarf? Or:
• Are those who are very cautious about driving Islam headscarfs?
• Do those with the head want to drive through the wall, the full-veils? Or:
• Are those who are very cautious about driving full veil?
• Are anti-abolitionists of Islamic headscarfs wanting to assimilate and equality? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are abolitionists of full disguising very equivocating and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Allah's representatives of worn Islam headscarfs uncongenial and equitable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Allah-Commissioners of worn full-veilings very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate?
Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to be assimilated and disparaging with Islam, who are concerned with Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate, which are full of vexations at heart?
Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those non-conformist and egalitarian, which encourage women to wear Islamic headscarves? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very egalitarian and very unwilling to integrate, which encourage women to wear full veil? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are adherents of Islamic headscarfs to be worn assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are glowing supporters of full veiling to be worn very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate?
Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those non-conformist and equivocal to the Islamic headscarfs worn by women? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality, and very inconsistent with integration, which are full of veils worn by women? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are supporters of Islamic headscarves to be assimilated and non-equitable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are glowing hardships of full veiling to be worn very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate?
Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those non-conformist and non-equitable to Islam, who are on Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equivalency and very unwilling to integrate, which are colossally based on full disguising? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to assimilate and disparage themselves, who urge women to wear Islamic headscarves? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very egalitarian and very unwilling to integrate, who urge women to wear full veil? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are demanders of Islamic headscarfs to be supported and unwilling to equalize? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are demanders of full veiling to be borne very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those assimilated and equivocating, who take care that Islam headscarves are worn? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very egalitarian and very unwilling to integrate, the meticulous care that full-veils are worn? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are observers of Islamic headscarfs to be worn and non-equitable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are fervent observers of full veiling to be worn very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Uprising Supporters of Islam Headscarfs to be Supported Uncategorized and Equal to Enemy? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are glowing upright keepers of full veiling to be borne very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those non-conformist and equivocating, which women force Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate women who impose full veil? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are compelling forces of Islamic headscarfs to be assimilated and non-equitable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are ruthless impulses of full-concealments to be borne very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Basta-men of Islamic headscarfs to be worn unconcerned and equitable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Basta men of full veiling to be worn very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those non-assimilating and equivocating who oversee the wearing of Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very egalitarian and very unwilling to integrate, who supervise the wearing of full disguising? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are supervisors of Islamic headscarfs to be taken unwilling to adapt and are at odds? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are supervisors of full-concealments to be borne very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those entitled to assimilate and are inconsistent with the wearing of Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those entitled to command very unequal in their equality and very unwilling to integrate through the wearing of full disguising? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are commanders about the wearing of Islam headscarfs uncongenial and equitable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are commanders over the wearing of full obfuscations very equivocating and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those assimilated and equivocating, which are transferred Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality and very ineffective in integration, which are the self-conferring full-concealments? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are sentient Islamic headscarfs inconspicuous and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who are transferred to the full-disguised are very hostile to equality and are very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to be assimilated and disparaging, who want to wear Islamic headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate, which absolutely support the wearing of full veil? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are proponents of Islam headscarfs uncongenial and of equal rights? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are advocates of full disguising very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to be assimilated and disparaging, who want to wear Islamic headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are desires of worn Islam headscarfs lacking adaptability and equivocation? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are desires of supported full-concealments very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to assimilate and disparage themselves, who insist on worn Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate, which persist in sustained concealment? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are insistence on worn Islam headscarfs uncongenial and equitable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are persistants on full-fledged obscurations very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those assimilated and equivocating, who protect the worn Islam headscarf like their Aug apple? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate, who guard the worn full-veils like their Aug-apple? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are the guardians of worn Islam headscarfs uncongenial and irresponsible? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are the guardians of full-disguised foes very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those assimilated and equivocating, wanting to keep the worn Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate, who strongly advocate the maintenance of worn full-concealments? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those non-conformist and equivocal, who protect worn Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate, which protect the worn full-concealment at all costs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are protectors of worn Islam headscarf’s assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are protectors of worn full-concealments very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are souled of Islamic headscarf’s wanting to assimilate and equality? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are souled of full obscurations very unimportant and very equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those non-conformist and non-egalitarian, who decide about Islam (supposedly) to wear headscarves? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equivalency and very unwilling to integrate, which are supposed to determine overly (supposedly) full-concealments? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Determined Born Islam headscarf’s assimilated and Equal to Empowerment? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are determinant worn full-concealments very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those non-conforming and equivocal to the idea of wearing Islamic headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equivalency and very unwilling to integrate, which carry the wearing of full veil with vigor? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are operators of worn Islam headscarfes assimilated and equatable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are operators of full-fledged obfuscations very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those non-conformist and non-egalitarian, who prefer Islam headscarfs on women’s heads? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality, and very unwilling to integrate, who prefer the full veil of women’s bodies? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Preferential Born Islam Headscarfs Assimilated and Equal to Enemies? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are preferential worn full-concealments very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those non-conformist and equivocal, who guard the wearing of Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very egalitarian and very unwilling to integrate, who guard the wearing of full veils without gaps? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are guardians of worn Islam headscarfes assimilated and equatable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are guards of worn full-concealments very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those non-conformist and non-egalitarian, who want to keep Islam headscarfs on women’s heads? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality, and very unwilling to integrate, who want to keep the full veil of women's bodies forever? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Preservers of Born Islam Headscarfs Assimilated and Equal to Empowerment? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Preservers of worn full-concealments very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those non-conforming and equivocal, which are for keeping Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate, who are in favor of maintaining full disguising for ever and ever? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to abolish Islamic headscarfs, which are opposed to assimilation and equality? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality, and very unwilling to integrate, who are opposed to abolishing full disguising in the future? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those non-conformist and non-egalitarian, insisting on keeping Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality, and very unwilling to integrate, who insist on maintaining full-concealment for all eternity? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are zealots of worn Islam headscarfs assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are zealots of worn full-concealments very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those non-conformist and non-equitable, who also whip the Islam headscarf out of necessity? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equivalency and very unwilling to integrate, who constantly demand full disguising? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are demanded worn Islam headscarfs assimilated and equitable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are demanding full-veiled disguised persons very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equivalency, and very inconsistent with integration, which are becoming more and more active in the process of full disguising? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equivalency and very unwilling to integrate, which are for the unconditional preservation of full veillings? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those non-assimilating and equivocal, which force Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality, and very inconsistent with integration, which force full concealments with all possible means? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are forcing born Islam headscarfs lacking adaptiveness and equality? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are compelling, full-fledged vexations very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who are fanatical for Islamic headscarfs who are unconcerned and indifferent to assimilation? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equivalency and very unwilling to integrate, which are quite fanatical for full veil? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are fanatics of worn Islam headscarfs assimilated and equivocating? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are fanatics of continuously worn full-veils very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to assimilate and dispute the Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are patrons of worn Islam headscarves unembarrassed and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are patrons of worn full-veils very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to assimilate and disparagingly, who love Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very egalitarian and very unwilling to integrate, the full-concealments are not negotiable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are holders of worn Islam headscarfes assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are borrowers of worn full-concealments very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are fetishists of worn Islam headscarfs assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are fetishists of worn-out disguised favors of equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those non-assimilated and equivocal, which demand Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to the right to equality and very unwilling to integrate, which demand huge disguising? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are demanding Islamic headscarves unimportant and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are demanding, full-fledged obfuscations very egalitarian and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are fundamentalists of worn Islam headscarves assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are fundamentalists of full-blown obscuration very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to be assimilated and disparaging to the Islamic headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equivalency and very unwilling to integrate, who regard the full concealment as unnecessary? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are advocates of worn Islam headscarfs assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are advocates of worn full-concealments very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to be assimilated and who are opposed to the idea of abolishing Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equivalency and very unwilling to integrate, which are REALLY AGAINST the abolition of full disguising? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are customary laws pounding on worn Islam headscarves assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are customary laws pounding on worn-out disguising very equivocally hostile and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are the woolly-worn Islam headscarves assimilated and indifferent to equality? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are have-Woller worn full-veilings very equivocating and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those non-assimilated and equivocating, who are attached to Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equivalency and very unwilling to integrate, who are insane on full veil? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are hanged Islamic headscarfs inconspicuous and equally hostile to Islam? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are hanging on worn full-concealments very equivocating and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to be assimilated and disparaging over Islamic headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality, and very unwilling to integrate, who rule with an iron hand over full disguising? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are rulers of Islamic headscarves unconcerned and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are rulers transferred full veilings very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to be assimilated and disparaging, who are Islam headscarfs a matter of heart? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equivalency and very unwilling to integrate, which are full vexations of a heart issue? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to be assimilated and are equally hostile to Islam who are afterwards wearing Islamic headscarves? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate, which are afterwards that full veils are worn? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are behind-men worn Islam headscarves assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are behind-men born full-veils very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Hindu men wearing Islamic headscarves assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are behind-the-man born full-veils very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are guardians of worn Islam headscarves assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are guardians of worn-out disguised acts very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to be assimilated and disparaging, who have an interest in worn Islam headscarves? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equivalency and very unwilling to integrate, who have a great interest in worn full-concealments? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those interested in wearing Islamic headscarves assimilated and indifferent? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are prospective buyers of full disguising very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to be assimilated and who are equally interested in Islamic headscarves? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate, who are very interested in wearing full-concealments? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to assimilate and disparage themselves, who stick to worn Islam headscarves? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equivalency and very unwilling to integrate, which are very attached to worn full-concealments? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are adherents attached to worn Islam headscarves wanting to assimilate and equality? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are adhesives attached to worn full-concealments very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Kaiser-borne Islamic headscarves assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Kaiser-worn full-veilings very unimportant and very equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are kings of incarcerated Islam headscarves assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are kings of full-disguised foes very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to assimilate and disparage the right to control Islam headscarves? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate, who carefully control that full-fancings are worn? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are inspectors of worn Islam headscarves assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are controllers of worn full-concealments very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to assimilate and disparage the right to love the worn Islam headscarves? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equivalency and very unwilling to integrate, who have loved full veil? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are lovers of worn Islamic headscarves assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are lovers of worn full-veils very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are motivators of worn Islam headscarves assimilated and indifferent? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are motivators of full veil concealed from the viewpoint of absolute equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are upper worn Islam headscarves assimilated and equitable? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are upper-born full-veilings very egalitarian and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are principle riders of worn Islam headscarves assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are principle riders of full-veiled obscuration very equivocating and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are those assimilated and equivocating, who are testing that Islam headscarves are worn? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are those very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate, which test that full-vexations are always worn beautifully? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are inspectors of worn Islam headscarves assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are auditors of full-bluffing vexations very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are purists of worn Islam headscarves assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are purists of full-blown obscuration very indifferent to equality, and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are morality guardians of worn-out disguising very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are those who do not want to assimilate and dispute the right to wear the Islamic headscarves? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are those very egalitarian and very unwilling to integrate, who have the serious wearing supervision over full veils? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are wear checkers of Islamic headscarfs assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are wearers of full veils very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are carrier examiners of Islamic headscarves assimilated and equivocating? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are those who do not want to assimilate and disparaging to the law, who check the wearing of Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are those very egalitarian and very unwilling to integrate, which the wearing of full-concealments very great check? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are the reviewers of worn Islam headscarfs unconstrained and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are reviewers of full-fogged obscuration very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are those who do not want to be assimilated and disparaging, who are monitoring the wearing of Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are those very egalitarian and very unwilling to integrate, who monitor the wearing of full-fogging day and night? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are monitors of worn Islam headscarves assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are monitors of full-fogged obfuscations very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are those who do not want to be assimilated and are equally hostile to the right to support the wearing of Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are those very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate, which support the wearing of full veil with body and soul? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are Supporters of Islamic Headscarfs Assimilated and Equal to Enemies? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are supporters of full-disguised favors very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those responsible for Islamic headscarfs wanting to be assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those responsible for full-disguised disguised persons very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to assimilate and dispute the right to propagate the wearing of Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate, who want to spread the wearing of full veil with body and soul? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are advocates of assimilated Islamic headscarves assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are advocates of full-fledged obscurations very equivocal and inconsistent? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to assimilate and dispute the right to remain in Islam wearing headscarves? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate, which persist in the fact that full concealments are worn? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are persistence with regard to worn Islamic headscarfs assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are persistence with regard to full-fashions obscured, and are very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who are crushed in Islam headscarfs wanting to assimilate and equality? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are criminals in Islam headscarfs unembarrassed and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who are fond of Islam headscarfs wanting to assimilate and equality? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who demand that Islam headscarves be worn, assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who claim that full disguised ones are invoked by Allah, are very indifferent to the idea of equality, and are very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are aspiring born Islam headscarfs assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are desires of full-concealment carried out very indifferently and inconsistent with integration? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who are fond of Islam headscarfs wanting to assimilate and equality? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who are infatuated in full-vexation very unimportant and very disparaging? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are famished in assimilated Islam headscarfs wanting to assimilate and equality? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who are crushed in Islam headscarfs wanting to assimilate and equality? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those non-assimilated and equivocal, defending Islamic headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate, who are supposed to defend the full obscurations in the name of Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are defenders of worn Islam headscarfes assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are defenders of worn full-concealments very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those non-assimilated and equivocating, who represent Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very egalitarian and very ineffective? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are representatives of worn Islam headscarfes assimilated and equitable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are representatives of full-fledged vexations very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those assimilating and equivocating, which cause Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate, which cause full disguising on a daily basis? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are the causation of worn Islamic headscarfs assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are the causes of worn full disguising very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those non-assimilated and equivocal to the Islam headscarfs pretending? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equivalency and very unwilling to integrate, which pretend completely vexations? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are pretending born Islam headscarfes unembarrassed and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are pretending born full-concealments very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Waking People Assimilated Islam Headscarfs Assimilated and Equal to Empowerment? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are watch people transferred to full-disguises very egalitarian and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!

< Are Awakening Islamic Headscarfs Assimilated and Equal to Empowerment? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are awakened transferred full-concealments very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Are guardians of transferred Islam headscarfs wanting to assimilate and equality? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are guardians carried over full veilings very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Are those who do not want to be assimilated and are equally hostile to human rights, who value the fact that Islam headscarves are worn? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very egalitarian and very unwilling to integrate, who attach great importance to the fact that full veils are worn worldwide? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to be assimilated and disparaging, who want Islam headscarves to be worn? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Are those who do not want to be assimilated and who are discriminated against, who discreetly want Islam headscarves to be worn? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate, who absolutely want full veils to be worn worldwide? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are wanting of assimilated Islam headscarfs assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are wanting of full-disguised favors very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Are Wollers of assimilated Islam headscarfs wanting to assimilate and equality? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were Woller of full-veiled disguised persons very equal-seeking and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those who do not want to be assimilated and who are discriminated against, who discreetly want Islam headscarves to be worn? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate, who want undoubtedly that full veils are worn worldwide? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Are desires of assimilated Islam headscarves assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are desires of full-veiled disguised persons very indifferent to equality and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Are those non-assimilating and equivocating, which are available for Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equivalency and, and very inconsistent with integration, which can be had without and if for full disguising? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Are those who do not want to assimilate and dispute the Islamic Headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very egalitarian and very unwilling to integrate, who are fond of loving full veil? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Are those who do not want to assimilate and dispute with Islam, who are responsible for Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very indifferent to equivalency and very unwilling to integrate, who are responsible for full disguising? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Are responsible Islamic headscarves assimilated and equivocal? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are responsible full-veiled disguised persons very equivocating and very unwilling to integrate? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is Allah enthusiastic about Islam fashion dolls who make Islam-goers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is Allah enthusiastic about Islam fashion dolls who make Muslim-goers? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is Allah enthusiastic about Muslim fashion dolls who make Islam-goers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is Allah enthusiastic about Muslim fashion dolls who make Muslim walks? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Should Islam headscarves never be black because otherwise they could be mistaken for the woman's black hair? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Islam headscarves always so exciting? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Are Islam headscarves always so exciting? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are full-fashions unsurpassed so what of excitement? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Are full-fancings unsurpassed so what of exciting? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is Islam a terrorist religion because women are being terrorized with the wearing of Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Is Islam a totalitarian terror religion, because women are terrorized with the wearing duty of full disguising? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Have you ever used force to force women of Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: Do not rule out!

• Have drivers of full-veil women ever done violence? Answer Proposal: Do not rule out!
• Is Islam headscarf more a matter of feeling or more a matter of mind? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Are full-veils more a matter of feeling or more a matter of mind?
• Should bearers of the Islamic headscarf be allowed to leave their Allah at home in the West instead of showcasing them publicly? Answer Proposal: Maybe it would be better!

• Should full-disguised be allowed to leave their Allah at home in the West, rather than show him publicly? Answer Proposal: Maybe it would be much better!

• Is Allah always happy and satisfied when he sees a worn Islamic headscarf?

• Is Allah always unhappy and pleased when he sees a worn full-veil?

• Wants the Islamic headscarf to react?
• Want to trigger full-veiled strong reactions?

• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf or full-veiled have ever thought that Allah is only a thought-image and that it really does not exist at all?

• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf or full-veiled have ever thought that Allah is only a thought-model?

• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf or full-veiled have ever thought that Allah is only a thought-product?

• Have carriers of the Islamic headscarf or full-veiled come to the idea that Allah is only a thought-being?

• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf or full-veiled have ever thought that Allah is only a thought-figure?

• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf or full-veiled have ever thought that Allah is only a thought-construction?

• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf or full-veiled have ever thought that Allah is only an auxiliary spiritual construction? Answer Proposal: Probably not!

• Are not those squeamish who decide about wearing Islam headscarfs?

• Are not those at all squeamish, who decide about wearing full veils?

• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf have to swallow so many toads?

• Must also swallow whole-veiled so many toads?

• Do decision makers have to swallow so many toads on the wearing of Islam headscarfs?

• Do decision-makers also have to swallow many toads to wear full-fogging?

• Cannot men wear Islamic headscarves?

• Cannot men wear full veils?

• What do heterosexuals do about the Islam headscarf?

• What do heterosexuals do with regard to full disguise?

• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf too stupid to say what Allah is currently proving? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Are full-veiled people too stupid to say what Allah is doing right now? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Are not the bearers of the Islamic headscarf too stupid to put on this Allah Protection Hood? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Are not full-veiled too silly to employ this Allah Protection Disguise? Answer Proposal: YES!

• What is the purpose of the Islamic headscarf with this head-cloth hood?

• What do full-veiled people want to achieve with this whole-body disguise?

• Wants to wear Islamic headscarf with this head-cloth hood?

• Do you want to specify very full-veiled with this whole body veil?

• What do wearers of the Islam headscarf want to express with this head-cloth hood?

• What do full-veiled people want to express with this whole body veil?

• Would the Islamic Headscafr clearly state that they do not want to integrate themselves?

• Do you want to fully-disguise expressly that they do not want to integrate in any case?

• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf suit themselves as they please?

• Do they conceal themselves fully-veiled at will or lust?

• Are those who, as they please, or the desire and moods, determine the degree of part-coverage of women who are ardent for Islam headscarfs?

• Are those who, as they please, or pleasure, are the full-veiling degree of women who are enraged for full disguising?

• Do Muslim religious-fashion dolls lure here cultural circuits-with their head-cloth hoods or whole-body veils, and that in the name of an Allaah, which only exists in the minds of men as a thought-image? Answer Proposal: YES!

• The Islamic headscarf is a racist of the Holy Scriptures of the Super-religion by decorating itself with head-cloth hoods on the one hand, although this is by no means clear in the Holy Scriptures of the Super-religion, and they do NOT lower their eyes on the other hand Awesome to the ground, although this is clearly in the Holy Scripture of the super religion? Answer Proposal: YES!

• They are full-veiled raisin-pecking from the Holy Scriptures of the Super-religion by decorating themselves with whole body wraps, although this is by no means unambiguously in the Holy Scripture of the Super-religion, and they do not lower their looks on the other side To the ground, although this is clearly in the Holy Scriptures of the Super-religion? Answer Proposal: YES!

• In the Holy Scriptures of Super Religion, how is the degree of concealment of women merely that women are supposed to have their over-wearers abundantly so that they are most likely to be bothered? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do you prefer to look at Allah when women are terrorized with Islam terror headscarfs? Answer Proposal: No one knows it reliably!

Why do not carriers of the Islam headscarf differ and take the head-cloth hood in supermarkets, for example, or oversee and supervise shopping centers, in places with low levels of harassment and attack?

Does Allah have sleepless nights when a worn Islam headscarf escapes him?

Does Allah have sleepless weeks when a worn full-concealment loses him?

Are some women like to wear Islam headscarves voluntarily because they convey a sense of comfort, security, and well-being? Answer Proposal: Could be!

Are full-veils worn by some women voluntarily because they convey a sense of great cosiness, security, and well-being? Answer Proposal: Could be!

Is wearing Islam headscarfs a matter of habit?

Is wear of full-veils a habit of habit required?

Did the heads of the Islam headscarf sometimes get mixed up?

Did full-veiled sometimes get mixed up?

Did the perpetrators of Islam headscarfs sometimes get mixed up?

Did instigators of full-fancings sometimes interfere?

Why do some wearers of the Islam headscarf have such a strong need to display this head-cloth hood?

Why do some full-veiled people have such an extra strong need to display this whole-body veil?

Know men at full-veiled sometimes not what is front and rear?

Are Islam headscarfs in some countries a disturbance-size? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are full-fogging in some countries a large spur size? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are Islamic headscarfs here, among others, therefore rejected by a majority, because they are a bit foreign? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are full disguisings here, among others, therefore very much rejected, because they are a very strange thing? Answer Proposal: YES!

Were the wearers of the Islam headscarf, who cannot separate themselves from this head-cloth hood, successfully carve this Allah protection hood into the brain?

Were full-veiled, who cannot separate themselves from this whole-body veil or difficult to carve this protection of Allah protection into the brain?

Do carriers of the Islam headscarf need a weaning phase to get rid of this head-cloth hood?

Needfully veiled a long weaning phase to get rid of this whole-body disguise?

Is the wearer of the Islam headscarf looking for carnival all year round?

Is full-veiled all year round after carnival?

Do many Islamic headscarfs like to eat their Allah protection hood? Answer Proposal: It seems so!

Have many full-veiled loved their God-protection-wrapping to eat? Answer Proposal: It seems so!

Are many carriers of the Islam headscarf biting?

Are many full-veiled for biting?

Do men have more happiness with Islamic headscarfs who want to receive these Allah Protection Hoods? Answer Proposal: Do not answer a lump sum!

Do men have much more happiness in full-veiled who want to receive these Allah protection wraps? Answer Proposal: Do not answer a lump sum!

Do Islam headscarves sometimes go to the mind? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are full-veils sometimes getting a lot on the mind? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are the bearers of the Islamic headscarf to be regretted with their veil?

Are full-veiled very much to regret with their disguise delusion?

Do bearers of the Islam headscarf have to bow?

Have carriers of the Islam headscarf parry?

Have carriers of the Islamic headscarf spur?

Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf have to spit?

Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have to bow?

Are full-veiled unconditioned to bend?

Have fully-disguised to parry immediately?

Have full-veiled fast-tracked?

Have fully-veiled powerful to spur?

Have to bow full-veiled deep?

Are men of super religion too cowardly to wear a religious symbol because they have this show performed by their wives in the form of Islam headscarfs or full veiling?

If women are to be honored to show the main symbol of the super religion and not the men, the main symbol of the super religion is either a head-cloth hood or one Whole-body disguise?
It is a special honor for women to display the main symbol of the super religion instead of the men, the main symbol of the super religion being either a head-cloth hood or a whole body wrapping?

Do some of the Islamic headscarf feel pathetic?
Do some full-veiled people feel very patronized?
Are some carriers of the Islam headscarf caught up?
Are some full-veiled people very much taken up?
Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf have any protection dog with whom they go alley? Answer Proposal: YES!
Have fully-veiled guaranties no shelter dog with which they go alley? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are Preservers of Islam Headscarfs the Rest itself?
Are Preservers of Full Veils the Rest itself?
In the countries of origin of the super religion, is there typical Islamic headscarf weather like many sand storms and a lot of sun? Answer Proposal: YES!
In the countries of origin of super-religion, typical full-veil weather, like many storms of sand and much sun? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is there no typical Islamic headscarf weather here? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is there NO typical full-fog weather here? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do Islam headscarfs mostly pikobello?
Are full-veils always piquelobello?
Would wearers of the Islam headscarf get an extra bratwurst grilled here?
Do you want to get a big extra sausage grilled here?
Are even carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes helpless?
Are even full-veiled sometimes helpless?
Are Islam headscarves a panacea?
Are full-fogging a panacea?
Do some women like to wear an Islamic headscarf, because they are always feeling like they are being stroked by this head-cloth hood on the head?
Do some women like to wear a full veil because they are constantly feeling as if they are being stroked all over the body by this whole body wrapping?
Workers of the Islam headscarf hard?
Working Full-veiled very hard?
Are those hard working for the preservation of Islam headscarfs?
Do those hard working for the preservation of full-fog?
Is tradition for the wearer of the Islam headscarf?
Go for the full-veiled tradition above all?
Are bearers of the Islam headscarf Allah-worshiping?
Are full-veiled frequent Allah worshipers?
Are those Allah worshipers who force Islam headscarfs?
Are those frequent Allah worshipers who force full obscurations?
Scientists of the Islam headscarf sometimes not further?
Knowledge-veiled sometimes not further?
Scientists of the Islam headscarf sometimes neither one nor from?
Sometimes, sometimes disguised or disappeared?
Knowledge forcing Islam headscarfs sometimes not further?
Knowledge compelling of full-concealments sometimes not further?
Knowledge forcing Islam headscarfs sometimes neither one nor out?
Knowledge compelling of full-fancings sometimes neither one nor out?
Do the heads of the Islam headscarf have the phone number of Allah?
Have fully-veiled both phone numbers of Allah, if a number is busy?
Do the Islamic headscarf insists that women are worse mothers without this Allah Protection Hood? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
Subordinate-fully-veiled that women without these Allah Protection Wrapping are very much worse mothers? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf Showgirls?
Are full-veiled special showgirls?
Is there a link between Islam headscarfs and genital mutilations?
Is there a link between full disguising and genital mutilation?
Are bearers of the Islam headscarf always to blame?
Are full-veiled always guilty?
Opponents of the Islam headscarf?
• Disagree Full-veiled?
• Are bearers of the Islam headscarf innocent angels?
• Are Full-Veiled Innocent Angels?
• Are those innocent angels who are fanatical for Islam headscarfs?
• Are those innocent angels who are fanatical for full veil?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf protect angels?
• Have Full-Veiled Guardian Angels?
• Have fanatics of Islam headscarf protection angels?
• Do fanatics of full-fancies protect angels?
• Spread Full-Veiled here sometimes fear and fright? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Islamic headscarves worn to make Allah a joy?
• Are full veils worn to make Allah a great joy?
• Could the bearers of the Islamic headscarf also be called Allah-Aunts?
• Could fully-disguised be also called super-super-Allah-Aunts?
• Could those also be referred to as Allah’s uncle, who want to bang Islam headscarves forever?
• Could those also be described as Allah’s uncles of the superlatives, who want to completely stifle full disguising for all time?
• Does Allah respect the length of women’s clothing?
• Does Allah take good note of it when women’s clothing is knuckled?
• Is Allah only happy since the Islamic Headscarfs?
• Is Allah unhappy ever since full-veil?
• Does Allah prefer the correct position of Islam headscarfs?
• Does Allah prefer the correct clothing length of women?
• Are women directly or indirectly forced to wear Islamic headscarves voluntarily?
• Are women directly or indirectly forced to wear full disguising voluntarily?
• Are women indirectly forced to say that they would wear this Islam headscarf voluntarily when asked?
• Are women indirectly forced to say that they would voluntarily bear this full disguise when asked in this regard?
• Does some wearer of the Islam headscarf have a head-cloth-hood-tit?
• Has so many full-veiled a cover-up tit?
• Was there formerly red-caped here, and is there now a black-cap?
• Was the bearers of the Islam headscarf instilled the fear of Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Was the great fear of Allah instituted fully veiled? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can carriers of the Islamic headscarf be forced to their knees?
• Can fully-veiled be forced into the knees?
• Do the heads of the Islam headscarf with their dresses, which are odd for local circumstances, demonstrate that they do not want to belong to this society or to this cultural circle?
• Demonstrate fully-veiled with their clothes, which are very bad for local circumstances, that they definitely do not want to belong to this society or to this cultural circle?
• Do the bearers of the Islamic headscarf, with their dresses that are odd for local conditions, show that they do not hold their own from the local legal order?
• Are full-veiled with their dresses, which are very odd for local circumstances, and that they certainly do not hold on to the local legal order?
• Should goats be fully veiled so that they are not raped so often?
• Are Islam headscarfs a desire for Allah, proclaimed by the Super Prophet as Messenger of Allah?
• Are full-veils an urgent wish to Allah, proclaimed by the Super Prophet as Messenger of Allah?
• Will Allah be sad when there are no more Islam headscarfs?
• Will Allah fall into deep depression when there are no more full disguisings?
• Do carriers of the Islam headscarf have a wish list?
• Have Full-Veiled a Long Wish list?
• Do knights of Islam headscarfs have a desire list?
• Do knights of full-veils have a long-wish list?
• What do the heads of the Islam headscarf prefer?
• What do full-veiled most like?
• What do some of you prefer to set Islam headscarfs?
• What do some of you prefer to set the full-veil?
• What do the heads of the Islamic headscarf have of them when they band their head?
• What do Islamic headscarf wearers wear when they wear this head-cloth hood? Answer Proposal: cultural circle and religion as well as heat accumulation!
• What have full-veiled of them when they wear this whole-body veil?
- Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf also have their hair on their heads to protect them without a head-cloth hood? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are Islam headscarves sacred?
- Are Islam headscarves as holy as Allah?
- Are full veiling sacred?
- Are full veiling more holy than Allah?
- What do the heads of the Islam headscarf believe in?
- What do full-veils believe in?
- Is many a wearer of the Islam headscarf really getting out?
- Does many a full veiled get rid of it?
- Why do women wear Islamic headscarves here, though they would have much easier without these head-cloth hoods?
- Why do women wear full veil, even though they would be much lighter without these head-cloth hoods?
- Lecturers of the Islam headscarf abolish the way of life of Western society and at the same time use the achievements of Western society? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Leaningly obscure the way of life of Western society, and at the same time unrestrainedly use the achievements of Western society? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Leanholders of Islam headscarfs are cutting the way of life of Western society, and are they also using the achievements of Western society? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Lecturers of full disguised cloaks completely the way of life of Western society and at the same time use the achievements of Western society unrestrainedly? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are Islam Headscarfs a requirement of Allah?
- Are full veiling a requirement of Allah?
- Are Islam headscarfs a direct demand for Allah?
- Are full-veiling a direct Allah requirement?
- Are Islam headscarfs an indirect demand for Allah?
- Are full-obfuscations an indirect Allah requirement?
- Does Allah demand that women wear Islamic headscarves?
- Does Allah demand that women wear full veils?
- Does Allah demand directly that women wear Islamic headscarves?
- Does Allah directly demand that women wear full veils?
- Does Allah ask indirectly about the super-prophet that women wear Islamic headscarves?
- Does Allah indirectly ask about the super-prophet that women wear full veils?
- Should bearers of the Islam headscarf prefer to do without this head-cloth hood and instead hang a shield with the inscription that I am a Muslim?
- Should fully-disguised prefer to do without this whole body disguise and instead hang a large shield with the inscription that I am a Muslim?
- Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes stunned?
- Are full-veiled sometimes stunned?
- Are fetishists of Islam headscarfs sometimes stunned?
- Are fetishists sometimes full of disguised disbelief?
- Are there Islamic headscarfs as guru headscarfs, that is, women's head-cloth hoods, which are worn to honor the great guru?
- Should fully-veiled be the best to know what Allah is doing right now because they wear a Allah protection cover?
- Are wearers of the Islam headscarf fully under this head-cloth hood?
- Are full-veiled fully absorbed by this whole-body veil?
- Have Carriers of the Islamic Headscarf got lost in this Allah Protection Hood?
- Have fully-disguised ones been completely mutilated in this Allah Protection Disguise?
- Have those who demand Islam headscarfs get rid of themselves?
- Have the ones who demand full disguised ones?
- Do the wearers of the Islamic headscarf love their head-cloth hoods very much?
- Do they fully love their whole-body veil beyond measure?
- Are Islam headscarf moderate religious costumes?
- Are full-obfuscations extreme religious costumes?
- Are carriers of the Islam headscarf afraid to be raped on the street because they wear an anti-rape cloth?
- Are full-veiled great fear of being raped on the street because they wear an anti-rape cloth?
- Are Islam headscarfs a forced costume in certain cultural circles? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are full-veils a forced costume in certain cultural circles? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Why do women wearing the Islamic headscarf barricade themselves?
• Why do fully-veiled barricades so immensely?
• What are the actual heads of the Islamic headscarf really scared of when they get their head on?
• What are full-veiled people really scared of when they engage in their whole-body disguise?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf afraid of being raped on the street, because this is so common in their culture?
• Are full-veiled great fear of being raped on the street because this is so common in their culture circle?
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf a treasure to be locked in a treasure chest?
• Are full-veiled a great treasure to be imprisoned in an ivory tower?
• Why are INTELLIGENT people so stupid / stupid / stupid and praying for an imagination / thought image?
• Have the Islamic Headscarf worn out by their Allah Protection Hood?
• Were full-veiled ever abandoned by their Allah protection cover?
• Are all the men of the Islam headscarf street rapists?
• Are for the full-veiled all men street rapists?
• If carriers of the Islam headscarf should be addressed with, hello they Allah-Aunt, what makes Allah verifiable now, they would have to know with their Allah protection hood?
• Should full-disguised be addressed with, hello to Allah-Aunt, what is Allah doing now verifiably, they would have to know with their Allah protection cover?
• Do we have to get used to the head-bandaged, the invaded and the clothes-barricaded?
• Do Islamic headscarves ALWAYS be worn in public because Allah never sleeps and never makes a holiday?
• Must full veils ever be worn in the public because Allah never sleeps and never makes leave?
• Do Islamic headscarves have to take care that these head-cloth hoods are ALWAYS worn in the public because Allah never sleeps and never makes a holiday?
• Do those who are compelled to take full veils to ensure that these whole-body veils are always worn in public because Allah never sleeps and never takes leave?
• Do bearers of the Islam headscarf belong to the non-integrative parallel society?
• Are full-disguised members sure to be part of a non-integrative society?
• Do fundamentalists of Islam headscarfs belong to the non-integrative parallel society?
• Are fundamentalists of full obscuration quite certainly to the non-integrative parallel society?
• Quarreling bearers of the Islam headscarf, if they do not get their Allah protection hood?
• Quengeln Full-veiled very, if they do not get their Allah protection-covering?
• Quenching those who think Islam headscarfs are necessary if a woman does not want to wear this Allah Protection Hood?
• Quenching those who consider full-veils very necessary for a woman who does not want to wear this Allah Protection Disguise?
• What is important for Islamic headscarfs? And:
• What is unimportant for Islamic headscarfs?
• What is important for full-veiled? And:
• What is unimportant for full-veiled?
• What is important for advocates of Islam headscarfs? And:
• What is unimportant for advocates of Islam headscarfs?
• What is important for advocates of full disguising? And:
• What is unimportant for advocates of full disguising?
• Are there sometimes unexpected problems for Islamic headscarfs? Or:
• Are there any unexpected problems for Islamic headscarfs?
• Are there any unexpected problems for full-veiled people? Or:
• Is there an unexpected problem for full-veiled people?
• Are there any unexpected problems for those who are against the abolition of Islam headscarfs? Or:
• Are there any unexpected problems for those who are against the abolition of Islam headscarfs?
• Are there sometimes unexpected problems for those who are REALLY AGAINST the abolition of full disguising? Or:
• Are there never an unexpected problem for those who are REALLY AGAINST the abolition of full veil?
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf condemned to the lifelong wearing of this head-cloth hood? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are full-veiled condemned to lifelong wearing this whole-body disguise? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do the Islamic headscarves on the one hand generally be very clever in general and cannot, or do they not want to, understand that Allah is no longer like a thought-image in their heads? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Will-fully-veiled, on the other hand, generally be very clever, and cannot, or do not they want to understand, that Allah is no longer like a thought-image in her head? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do the bearers of the Islam headscarf lose their minds when it comes to Allah and faith?
Do full-disguised their minds completely when it comes to Allah and faith?
Is it important for Allah that Islam headscarves be worn in public?
Is it most important to Allah that full-veils are worn in the public?
Do Islam headscarves or large dog dogs provide more protection?
Do full-obfuscations or large dog dogs provide more protection?
What do the Islamic Headscarfs want to achieve with their masquerade?
What do full-veiled people want to achieve with their masquerade?
Believers of the Islam headdress to Allah to believe in Allah?
Faithfully veiled very much to Allah, to constantly believe in Allah?
Are Islam headscarf important to Allah?
Are full-veil for Allah very important?
Are religion panels important to Allah?
Are Muslim women's costumes important to Allah?
Are split-headed women's heads a sin for Allah? Or equivalently:
Are not women's heads for Allah a sin?
Are women's minds important for Allah?
Are women covered with hair only offensive to Allah?
Are fully covered women's bodies very important to Allah?
Are women's bodies covered by free movement very offensive to Allah?
Are there, besides the 10 commandments of the Lord, the 11th commandment of Allah, according to which women have to wear an Islamic headscarf?
Are there, besides the Lord's 10 commandments, the 12th commandment of Allah, according to which women have to wear a full veil?
Are Allah and the Lord still unclean whether women's heads are to be wrapped or not?
Are Allah and the Lord still very uneasy about whether women's bodies are completely enveloped or not?
Do Islam headscarves have to be kept in order? Or:
Do Islam headscarves keep themselves in order? Answer Proposal: NO!
Must full disguisings be kept in order? Or:
Are full-concealments themselves correct? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is there not only light, but also shadows in Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is there not only light, but also shadows in full-fogging? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are some women eager for Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are some women curious about Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are some women greedy for full disguising? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are some women curious about full disguising? Answer Proposal: YES!
Find head-worn carriers of the Islam headscarf at this head-cloth-hood HALT? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
Find full-veiled at this whole-body-wrapping great HALT? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
What about head-wrapping? Answer Proposal: Leave to others!
Do head-worn bearers of the Islam headscarf of this head-cloth hood magical forces? Answer Proposal: Leave to others!
Writing Full-veiled of this whole-body wrapping great magical powers too? Answer Proposal: Leave to others!
Are Islam headscarfs so popular with their wearers, because they have two stops and guards, once Allah and then again the head cloth hood? Answer Proposal: Leave to others!
Are full-fogging so popular with their wearer, because they have two stop-giver and protection-giver, once Allah and then again the whole-body-wrapping? Answer Proposal: Leave to others!
Does head-worn wearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes wear something under their fingernails? Answer Proposal: High Probability YES!
Burnt-veiled sometimes a little under the fingernails? Answer Proposal: High Probability YES!
Does customary law-bullying of Islam headscarfs sometimes burn something under the fingernails? Answer Proposal: High Probability YES!
Does custom-right pounding of full-veils sometimes burn something under the fingernails? Answer Proposal: High Probability YES!
Is it possible to understand a successful combination of Islamic headscarfs with headscarves, and do not want to understand that it is Allah only in the minds of men as a thought-image?
Is it possible to conceive of a really good combination of fully conceived and unable to comprehend and not to understand that Allah is only in the minds of humans as a thought image?
Is it possible for Islamic headscarfs to have a successful combination of do not understand and do not want to understand that Allah is only in the minds of men as a thought-image?
• Is it possible to conceive of a really good combination of full veil in the case of those who have been wanting, and do not want to understand that there is only Allah in the minds of men as a thought image?
• Do women with Islamic headscarf wear this head-cloth hood mostly to the fall? Answer Proposal: Revealed from reverence!
• Do women with full concealment wear this whole-body wrapping mostly to the fall? Answer Proposal: Revealed from reverence!
• Do those who hang on Islam headscarfs for women keep their wearer demands upright until they drop? Answer Proposal: Revealed from reverence!
• Do those who are very attached to full-veils for women keep their wear-demands upright until they fall down? Answer Proposal: Revealed from reverence!
• Reims on head-cloth Cursed-Curse?
• Do head-worn carriers of the Islam headscarf make the progress to the snail?
• Do full-veiled make progress to the snail?
• Is it much easier for head-worn wearers of the Islam headscarf to take over existing allegations of Allah and Prophets instead of turning their minds on? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it unconscionable to take over Allah's and Prophet's claims for the full-veiled more easily, instead of turning their minds on? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should head-worn women wearing the Islamic headscarf first answer the more than 12,000 questions of Allah before they acquire the right to wear an Islamic headscarf?
• Should fully-veiled first answer the over 12,000 Allah questions before they acquire the right to wear a full veil?
• Should Islamic headscarfs be able to answer the more than 12,000 Allah questions before they acquire the right to demand Islam headscarfs for women?
• Should very hanging on full-veils first answer the over 12,000 Allah questions before they acquire the right to demand full disguising for women?
• Have stubborn bearers of the Islam head scarf sneaked into their shield of Allah protection?
• Have stubbornly veiled in their Allah Protection Cover?
• Are Islam headscarves a religious symbol? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are full-veils a religious symbol? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Knowledge does not convince the bearers of the Islamic headscarf on the one hand NOT what Allah is doing right now, but do they know on the other hand that Allah is asking for a head-cloth hood?
• On the one hand, do not fully know what Allah is doing, but do they know on the other hand that Allah is asking for the wearing of a whole body veil?
• Are Islamic headscarves worn because Allah has so arranged?
• Are full veils worn because Allah has so arranged?
• Are Islamic headscarves worn to do Allah a favor?
• Are full veils worn to do Allah a favor?
• Do head-worn carriers of the Islam headscarf find the right way only if they are covered with this head-cloth hood?
• Do fully-veiled find the right way only when they are wrapped in this whole-body veil?
• Does Allah ever break out of joy when a new Islamic headscarf is added?
• Does Allah ever exclaim in great joys of joy when a new full veil is added?
• Does Allah always enter into a joyful tangle when a new Islamic headscarf is added?
• Does Allah ever enter into a mad delirium when a new full-veil is added?
• Does Allah always perform a joy dance when a new Islamic headscarf is added?
• Does Allah always perform a joyous dance when a new full veil is added?
• Do women wear Islamic headscarves officially to obey a Allah commandment and indeed (quite simply) because of men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do women wear full veils officially to obey a Allah commandment and indeed (quite simply) because of the men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Looking head-worn women carriers of the Islam headscarf strikingly often verbtertert drein?
• Is it good that it is not to be seen, when full-veiled conspicuously often disgusted?
• Are head-worn carriers of the Islamic headscarf to the assimilated Guru-Parallel society?
• What is Allah doing right now, except, of course, reviewing and counting Islam headscarfs?
• What is Allah doing now verifiably, except, of course, to check and count full vexations?
• Is Allah sad, because only about 20% of the female world population wear an Islamic headscarf?
• Is Allah sad because only about 10% of the world's female population wear a full veil?
• Does Allah reign over Islam headscarves, because he has not asked for them at all? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does Allah reign over full veil because he has not asked for it at all? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does Allah reign over those who rule over Islam headscarfs because he has not asked for them at all? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does Allah reign over those who reign over full vexations, because he certainly did not demand this? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Do the feelings in the heads of the Islam headscarf sometimes high? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Cooking the feelings in full-veiled sometimes very high? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Cooking the feelings in rulers of Islam headscarfs sometimes high? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Cooking the feelings in rulers of full-fancings sometimes high? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Islam headscarves already a bit stained? Answer Proposal: For the one YES, for the other NO!
• Are full-fogging already a bit stained? Answer Proposal: For the one YES, for the other NO!
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf ahead of their time? Answer Proposal: Only they themselves believe it!
• Are full-veiled far ahead of their time? Answer Proposal: Only they themselves believe it!
• Are half-income oriented young women wearing the Islam headscarf investing just as much of their income in clothes as full-wage-oriented young women? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do not half-west-oriented young women wearing the Islamic headscarf differ from full-western-oriented young women because both groups invest almost all of their income in clothes and make-up? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do female heads of the Islam headscarf have their head bandage or head-wrap better as their own hair, because they hide their hair under a head tent, for example? Answer Proposal: Would still clarify!

• Are Carriers of the Islam Headscarf Allah-Fixed? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Fully-Veiled Very Allah-Fixed? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were bearers of the Islam headscarf fixed by the influence of Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were full-veiled by school influences very Allah-Fixed? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those Allah-Fixed for whom Islam headscarves are a matter of heart? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very Allah-fixed, for the full-veilings are a great heart affair? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were those fixed by Allah's School Influences, for which Islam headscarves are a matter of heart? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were those through school influences become very Allah-fixed, for which full veilings are a great heart affair? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Carriers of the Islam Headscarf Allah-Focused? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Fully-Veiled Very Allah-Focused? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Have Islamic headscarfs been focussed on Allah's influence by school influences? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were Full-Veiled by School Influences Almost Focused on Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those Allah-focused who are afterwards wearing Islamic headscarves? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are those very Allah-focused, who are afterwards being carried full veils? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were those ones focused by school-influences Allah-who are afterwards wearing Islamic headscarves? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were those ones focussed by the school influences of Allah, who are afterwards carried full veils? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Carriers of the Islam Headscarf Prophet-Fixated and Envoy-Fixed? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Full-Veiled Very Prophet-Fixed and Enemy-Fixed? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were bearers of the Islam headscarf prophet-fixed by educational influences? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were fully-veiled by educational influences very prophet-fixed? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Are Behind Men of Islam Headscarf Prophet-Fixated and Envoy-Fixed? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Behind-Men of Full-Disguises Very Prophet-Fixed and Envoy-Fixed? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were behind-men of Islam headscarfs fixed by Prophet-Fixing Influences? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were Behind Men of Full-Disguised by Educational Influences Very Prophet-Fixed? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Carriers of the Islam Headscarf Prophet-Focused and Envos-Focused? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Full-Veiled Very Prophet-Focused and Envos-Focused? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were carriers of the Islamic headscarf prophet-focused through educational influences? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were Full-Veiled by Educational Influences Very Prophet-Focused? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Behind-Men of Islam Headscarf Prophet-Focused and Envoy-Focused? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Behind-Men of Full-Veils Very Prophet-Focused and Envoy-Focused? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Were Behind Men of Islam Headscarfs Focused by Educational Influences Prophet-Focused? Answer Proposal: YES!

• Were Behind Men Focused on Full-Veils by Educational Inflights-very Prophet-Focused? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is Allah just as engaged as the Islamic Headscarf? Answer Proposal: Sorry, unclear!
• Is Allah as enveloped as full-veiled? Answer Proposal: Sorry, unclear!
• Did the heads of the Islamic headscarf first have to familiarize themselves with their head-cloth hood?
• Should fully-veiled be familiar with their whole-body disguise?
Do Islam Headscarfs Depend? Answer Proposal: Could be!
Are full-veils very dependent? Answer Proposal: Could be!
Do Islamic headscarves addicted? Answer Proposal: Could be!
Are full-veils highly addictive? Answer Proposal: Could be!
Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf find this head-cloth hood more beautiful than their hair? Answer Proposal: Could be!
Do fully-veiled these whole-body veil look more beautiful as their figure? Answer Proposal: Could be!
Did THE LORD Allah create special for the surveillance of Islam headscarfs?
Did THE LORD Allah create special for the supervision of full disguising?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf a hopeless case of Allah? Answer Proposal: There is still hope!
Are full-veiled a perfectly hopeless Allah case? Answer Proposal: hope dies last!
Are those who have Islam headscarfs to be responsible for a hopeless case of Allah? Answer Proposal: There is still hope!
Are those who are responsible for full disguising a completely hopeless case of Allah? Answer Proposal: hope dies last!
In the case of Asia Minor, were all women without Islam headscarf as opponents of the almighty Allah party?
Answer Proposal: That is hopefully not so!
Were bearers of the Islam headscarf inflicted a bear?
Was a bear imprisoned full-veiled?
Are Islam headscarfs the icing on the cake for religious disguises?
Are full-veils of the i polka dots of religion disguises?
Can wearers of the Islam headscarf make more chic because they have a piece of cloth to do more, compared to women without Islam headscarf? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do Islam headscarfs still air up?
Can Islam headscarves be instrumentalized?
Do full-veils still have air up?
Can full-fashions be used?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf hunted into the Bockshorn?
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf dependent on the cult of Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are full-veiled dependents of the cult of Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf have a seventh sense with which they can perceive Allah?
Are fully-disguised, thanks to this Allah-protection-covering, a seventh meaning, with which they can perceive Allah particularly well?
Do not bearers of the Islamic headscarf NOT talk about their belief in this head-cloth hood? Answer Proposal: Mostly YES!
Do not fully-disguised talk about themselves when it comes to their belief in this whole-body disguise? Answer Proposal: Always YES!
Do not keepers of Islam headscarf talking to you when it comes to wearing these head-cloth hoods? Answer Proposal: Mostly YES!
Do not keepers of full-disguised talk about the wear-through of these whole-body wraps? Answer Proposal: Always YES!
Are bearers of the Islam headscarf fuchsteufelswild, if their Allah protection hood is attacked by strangers or even unbelievers (verbal)? Answer Proposal: Mostly YES!
Will full-veiled especially fox-stalks be attacked by strangers or even unbelievers (verbally)? Answer Proposal: Always YES!
Will those foxes who are interested in wearing Islam headscarfs be attacked by strangers or even unbelievers (verbally)? Answer Proposal: Mostly YES!
Will those especially fuchstegelswild, who have a strong interest in the fact that full veils are worn in the public without gaps, if these whole body wraps are attacked by strangers or even unbelievers (verbal)? Answer Proposal: Always YES!
Are bearers of the Islamic headscarf fuchsteufelswild, if their Allah protection hood is struck by strangers or even unbelievers (physically)? Answer Proposal: Mostly YES!
Are full-veiled especially fuchsteufelswild, when their Allah protection cover is struck by strangers or even unbelievers (physically)? Answer Proposal: Mostly YES!
Are those interested in Islam headscarfs fuchsteufelswild, if these Allah protection hoods are struck by strangers or even unbelievers (physically)? Answer Proposal: Always YES!
Are prospects of full-vexation especially fuchsteufelswild, if these Allah-Schutz-Verschraubung of strangers or even unbelievers (physically) are embraced? Answer Proposal: Always YES!
• Should bearers of the Islamic headscarf simply be told that Allah is only a thought-image and that it does not really exist?
• Should fully-disguised be simply said that Allah is only a thought-image and that it really does not exist?
• Should those who are interested in wearing Islamic headscarves simply be told that Allah is only a thought-image and that it really does not exist? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should those who are very interested in wearing full veil be simply said that Allah is only a thought-image and that it does not really exist? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is the Islamic headscarf hanging on a world image created a long time ago by people with a much smaller horizon than today's science-educated people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Hanging full-veiled very much at a world picture that was created long ago by people who had a much smaller horizon than today's science-educated people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Hanging those who stick to Islamic headscarfs in a world image created a long time ago by people with a much smaller horizon than today's science-educated people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Hanging those who cling to full-veils very much in a world-picture created a long time ago by people with a much smaller horizon than today's science-educated people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do the Islamic headscarf wearers simply wear their head-cloth hoods and do they blind out everything else that is disturbing? Answer Proposal: Can be, but do not have to be!
• Do they want full-veiled simply to wear their whole-body veil, and do they blind out everything else that disturbs? Answer Proposal: Can be, but do not have to be!
• Do you want sticking to Islam headscarfs simply to wear head-cloth hoods in the public and blind them to anything else, which disturbs? Answer Proposal: Can be, but do not have to be!
• Do adhesives on full-veils simply require the wearing of whole-body wraps in the public, and do they blind out everything else that disturbs? Answer Proposal: Can be, but do not have to be!
• Why do bearers of the Islam headscarf depend on their beliefs that they have to show this with a Allah protection hood? Answer Proposal: Probably because they need faith as a stable size in their lives!
• Why do full-veiled depend so much on their beliefs that they must show this with a Allah protection disguise? Answer Proposal: Probably because they need faith as a stable size in their lives!
• Check Allah whether black full-veils are really black enough?
• Did the Islamic headscarfs seldom crawl out of their holes? Answer Proposal: YES, because they are allowed to leave the house with the permission of their husband!
• Come full-veiled only very rarely creeped out of their holes? Answer Proposal: YES, because they can only leave the house with special permission from their husband!
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf too beautiful to be true? Answer Proposal: Not possible at a flat rate!
• Are full-veiled much too good to be true? Answer Proposal: Not possible at a flat rate!
• Have carriers of the Islam headscarf already a second-class place card for the heavenly kingdom (paradise)? Answer Proposal: For this they would have to be questioned!
• Are full-veiled already a first-class place card for the heavenly kingdom (paradise)? Answer Proposal: For this they would have to be questioned!
• Do the Islamic headscarf beware simply, what does not fit them? Answer Proposal: Well possible!
• Fadeful-Simply disguised, what does not fit them? Answer Proposal: Well possible!
• Do not even think about Islam headscarfs from what is wrong with them? Answer Proposal: Well possible!
• Do the embarrassments of the emperor simply ignore what is wrong with them? Answer Proposal: Well possible!
• Is hearing from the wearers of the Islam headscarf expected? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is full-concealed unconditional hearing expected? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should not there be only one song, that is, a high of love, but also give a song, that is, a high to the Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should there be not only a song, that is to say, a high of love, but also a song, that is, a high the full-veil? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do the wearers of the Islamic headscarf feel really well under their head-cloth hood when it is really warm outside (more than 30 degrees Celsius)? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
• Are full-veiled people really feeling really puddle under their whole body wrapping when it is really hot outside (more than 40 degrees Celsius)? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
• Should bearers of the Islam headscarf symbolically wear a Allah protection hood once a year, and indeed on the birthday of the super-prophet, to honor me? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should bearers of the Islam headscarf symbolically wear a Allah protection cover once a year, on the birthday of the super-prophet, in order to honor me? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should carriers of the Islam headscarf be proud that they are asked so many questions in their honor? Answer Proposal: Anyway!
• Should full-veiled be particularly proud of the fact that they are asked so many questions in their honor? Answer Proposal: Anyway!
• Are women allowed to walk around here without religion disguise, such as Islam headscarf or full disguise? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does Allah allow women to walk around here without religion, such as the Islamic headscarf or full-veil? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Would a new ambassador or prophet be urgently needed to clarify with Allah, whether women are permitted to walk around here without religion, such as the Islamic headscarf or full-veil? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Is not Allah wearing the Islamic headscarf maybe NOT under her head-cloth hood, what is he doing right now? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Does not Allah wholly-veiled perhaps NOT under her whole-body disguise what he is doing right now? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Try to make full-veiled the best of their whole-body disguise? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf always unaffected? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
• Are full-veiled always unaware? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
• Are kings always unaware of Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
• Are kings always full of disgust? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes out of bounds? Answer Proposal: Concealable!
• Are full-veiled sometimes except edge and band? Answer Proposal: Concealable!
• Are those sometimes out of control, who control Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: Concealable!
• Are those sometimes outside edge and band, who control full veils? Answer Proposal: Concealable!
• Are Islam headscarves worn because of faith or because of men? Answer Proposal: Officially because of the faith, but actually because of the men!
• Are full veils worn because of faith or because of men? Answer Proposal: Officially because of the faith, but actually because of the men!
• Are Islam headscarves a punishment for decent men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are full-veiling a great punishment for decent men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are the young Islamic headscarfs living in the West sometimes torn between faith, tradition and modernity? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are young, fully veiled adults living in the West sometimes torn between faith, tradition, and modernity? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do some of the young Islamic headscarfs living in the West consider this head-cloth hood as a fashion accessory? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should women look unattractive through Islam headscarves, but does not it work really well anyway? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should Islamic headscarves make women look unattractive, but does not it really work well any more? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should women wear an Islamic headscarf to keep the same-believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are women to wear a full veil so that they can be sure of the same faithful? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a danger that a wearer of the Islamic headscarf will be lost to unbelievers when they do without their head-cloth hood? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a danger that a full-disguised unbeliever will be lost if she renounces her whole body wrapping in favor of Western clothing? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are the bearers of the Islam headscarf given this Allah Protection Hood indirectly by Allah? Answer Proposal: Would be to consider!
• Are full-veiled received this Allah protection veil indirectly from Allah? Answer Proposal: Would be to consider!
• Is the sight of worn Islam headscarfs an impertinence here? Answer Proposal: For the old-established population predominantly YES, whether male or female?
• Should the sight of worn Islam headscarfs be an imposition for the old-established population here? Answer Proposal: Probably YES to split the company!
• Do immigrants want the sight of worn Islam headscarfs to be an impertinence here? Answer Proposal: Do not rule out!
• Do Islamic headscarfs be worn here too, so that their bearers are not lost to other believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should full obscuration be borne here, too, so that their bearers are not lost to other believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are only such men entering the heavenly kingdom (Paradise), which bear the right religious disguise? If so:
  • How must the religious disguise of men look to bring them into the heavenly kingdom?
  • Do much less men wear the right religious disguise than women, and only such people come into the heavenly kingdom (paradise) that carry the right religious disguise? If so:
Is there a surplus of women in the heavenly kingdom (paradise), because many more women wear the right religious disguise than men? Answer Proposal: YES, but unfortunately there is no paradise!

Do you remember Islam headscarfs on snail houses, in which women can partly withdraw? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do full-concealments remind of large snail-houses, in which women can withdraw completely? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are Islam headscarfs like snail shells? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are full-veils like big snail-houses? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the happiness of this head-cloth hood hanging for the wearers of the Islam headscarf? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the blissfulness of this head-cloth hood for full-veiled? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do you want to protect Islam headscarfs from men's gaze? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do you want to protect full-fogging from men's glare? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do you want to protect Islam headscarfs from pungent men's gaze? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do you want to protect full-fogging from men's eyes? Answer Proposal: YES!

Can Islamic headscarfs protect themselves from stinging men's gaze? Answer Proposal: Questionable!

Can protect full-fogging from piercing men's gaze? Answer Proposal: Questionable!

Do Islam headscarfs sting men's looks? Answer Proposal: Questionable!

Prevent full-obfuscating stabbing men-looks? Answer Proposal: Questionable!

Are carriers of the Islam headscarf so proud of their religious symbol that they want to show it in public? Answer Proposal: YES for voluntarily worn head-cloth hoods!

Are full-veiled so super proud of their religion symbol that they want to show it in public? Answer Proposal: YES for voluntarily worn whole body wraps!

Are inspectors of Islam headscarfs so proud of their religious symbol that they want to have it presented by their women in public? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are checkers of full veil so super proud of their religious symbol that they want to have it performed by their women in public? Answer Proposal: YES!

Have carriers of the Islamic headscarf fear that their hair will be thrown away from their heads? Answer Proposal: Müssten be asked!

Have full-veiled great fear that the figure is thrown away from the body? Answer Proposal: Müssten be asked!

Would those who love Islam headscarfs want them to be worn because they are afraid that otherwise their wives might be spurned by other believers? Answer Proposal: Well, too!

Would those who love full disguised favors be worn because they are afraid that otherwise their wives might be spurned by other believers? Answer Proposal: Well, too!

Should all Islamic headscarfs receive a life-long permission to wear this head-cloth hood, which can reliably tell what Allah is doing right now? Answer Proposal: YES!

Should all fully veiled be given a life-long permission to carry this whole-body veil, which can reliably tell what Allah is currently proving? Answer Proposal: YES!

Can some women of the super religion on the street with full protection and male or female protection, although it is quite peaceful here? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do ALL the bearers of the Islamic headscarf claim that there is Allah? Answer Proposal: Not necessarily!

Do all the veiled vehemently claim that there is Allah? Answer Proposal: Not necessarily!

Do ALL the bearers of the Islam headscarf seriously believe in Allah? Answer Proposal: Not necessarily!

Do ALL fully-veiled believers seriously believe in Allah? Answer Proposal: Not necessarily!

Do ALL the bearers of the Islam headscarf have the least doubt that there is Allah? Answer Proposal: Doubts are announced!

Have ALL the full-veiled NOT the slightest doubt that there is Allah? Answer Proposal: Doubts are announced!

Do forced-bearers of the Islam headscarf, who have doubts about Allah, dare to express this? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do dying-full-veiled, who have doubts about Allah, dare to express this? Answer Proposal: YES!

Did the Virgin Mary wear an Islamic headscarf? Answer Proposal: In a wider sense YES!

Make nuns and religious sisters with their black and white penguin disguise Religious Pursuit? Answer Proposal: YES!

Should not the bearers of the Islamic headscarf be left behind and diligently wound their rags? Answer Proposal: YES!

Should not full-veiled let themselves go, and diligently wrap their rags around? Answer Proposal: YES!

Should lovers of Islam headscarfs not let loose and women now and then to buy a new Islam headscarf? Answer Proposal: YES!

Should lovers of full veil not let go of rags and women now and then to a new full obscurity? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Islam headscarves a complex thing? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are full-concealments a complex thing? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are grounds for Islam headscarf a complex thing? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are reasons for full disguising a complex thing? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Islamic headscarves a sensible desert clothing item? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are Full-Veils a Meaning Desert Clothing? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are carriers of the Islam headscarf in their head-cloth hoods fondling? Answer Proposal: Not impossible!
• Are fully-veiled fond of their whole-body veil? Answer Proposal: Not impossible!
• Are motivators of Islam headscarf always polite? Answer Proposal: Only as long as no one drives them to the cart!
• Are motivators of full veil always polite? Answer Proposal: Only as long as no one drives them to the cart!
• Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf pleased with themselves? Answer Proposal: Only as long as they can show this head-cloth hood as a religion symbol or religion sign!
• Are fully veiled in themselves? Answer Proposal: Only as long as they can show this whole body disguise as a religion symbol or religion sign!
• Is there a confusing mixture of reasons for Islamic headscarves? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a confusing mixture of reasons for full disguising? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there a tolerance on the topic of Islam headscarfs? Or:
• Is there any tolerance on the topic of Islam headscarfs?
• Is there any tolerance in the subject of full disguising? Or:
• Is there any tolerance on the topic of full disguising?
• Is there a tolerance for the issue of Islamic headscarves? Or:
• Is there any tolerance on the topic of Islamic Headscarf?
• Is there any tolerance in the subject of full-veiled? Or:
• Is there any tolerance on the subject of full-veiled?
• Is there any tolerance in the topic of fundamentalists of Islam headscarfs? Or:
• Is there any tolerance in the theme of fundamentalists of Islam headscarfs?
• Is there a tolerance in the subject of fundamentalists of full-concealment? Or:
• Is there any tolerance in the theme of fundamentalists of full-concealment?
< Was and is it especially of man bold, to make of the both Quran passages, AND THAT THEY SHOULD BEAR THEIR CLOTHES OF CLOTHES (Sura 24, verse 31), and YOU SHOULD REALLY RETIRE YOUR OVERNIGHTS, Islamic headscarves (with hoods Character) and full-fogging? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Why should women wear an Islamic scarf when they wear high-necked clothing? Answer Proposal: The general wrapping demands of hair (with Islam headscarfs) and additionally of faces (with full veil) can be explained only with male arrogance and fanaticism!
< Is the holy scripture of super religion in a somewhat clause-like form meaningful only that women should not let their breasts be suspended in public? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are carriers of the Islam headscarf for the small Asian and religious fanatic guru on an advertising tour? Answer Proposal: Partially quite!
< Do bearers of the Islam headscarf get a divine Allah head through this head-cloth hood? Answer Proposal: It looks quite like this!
< Are full-veiled by this whole-body veil a divine Allah figure? Answer Proposal: It looks very much like that!
< Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf glad and happy about belonging to the non-conforming parallel society? Answer Proposal: Different from case to case!
< Are full-veiled here very glad and happy to belong to the non-conforming parallel society? Answer Proposal: Different from case to case!
< Are the heads of Islam headscarfs happy and happy to be part of the non-conforming parallel society? Answer Proposal: It looks like this!
< Are here superiors of full disguisings very glad and happy to belong to the non-conforming parallel society? Answer Proposal: It looks like this!
< Are carriers of the Islam headscarf proud of this, and content with being part of the non-conforming parallel society? Answer Proposal: Different from case to case!
< Are full-veiled admirers very proud of this and very satisfied with being part of the non-conforming parallel society? Answer Proposal: Different from case to case!
< Are principle-riders of Islam headscarfs proud of this, and content with being part of a non-conforming parallel society? Answer Proposal: It looks like this!
< Are here principles of riders of full disguising very proud of it, and very satisfied with being part of the non-conforming parallel society? Answer Proposal: It looks like this!
< Why do carriers of the Islamic headscarf have no dog with whom they walk? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
< Why do not fully-veiled dogs have a guard dog with which they go alley? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
< Do not the bearers of the Islamic headscarf have a protective dog with whom they are going to go, because they already have their Allah Protection Hood with which they go to the alley? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
< Have not full-veiled any guard dog with whom they go gassi, because they already have their Allah Protection Disguise with which they go to the alley? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
< Prohibit those who consider wearing Islamic headscarves, whose bearers are a shelter dog to go with him Gassi because they feel that they already have their Allah protection hood with them to the alley too to go? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
< Prohibit those who consider the wearing of full disguisings, whose bearers are a shelter dog to go with him Gassi, because they feel that they already have their Allah protection cover, with which they are on the alley too to go? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
< Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf often have to be small? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do full-disguised people often have to give up? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do male examiners of Islam headscarfs have to join the ranks of the Islamic Headscarf more rarely? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do male examiners of full-vexations have to add much more rarely, like full-veiled? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes give in? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should full-veiled sometimes yield? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should purists of Islam headscarfs sometimes give in? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is there nothing left to many wearers of the Islam headscarf like wearing this head-cloth hood to belong to it? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is there nothing left to many full-veiled people to wear this whole-body veil to belong to it? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do the Islamic headscarfs want to build an artificial barrier between the cultural circles? Answer Proposal: Apparently YES!
< Do you want to build a high artificial barrier between the cultural circles? Answer Proposal: Apparently YES!
< Do morality guardians of Islam headscarfs build an artificial barrier between the cultural circles? Answer Proposal: Apparently YES!
< Do morality guardians of full-concealment between the cultural circles build a high artificial barrier? Answer Proposal: Apparently YES!
< Is carrier of the Islamic headscarf BEWUSST that with their head-cloth hoods they drive a wedge between the cultures? Answer Proposal: Mostly YES!
< Is full-veiled CONSCIOUSNESS that they are pushing a thick wedge between the cultures with their whole body wrapping? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do the Islamic headscarf with their head-cloth hoods carry a wedge between the cultures? Answer Proposal: They should answer themselves!
< Do all-veiled people with their whole-body veil drive a wedge between cultures? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do special officers for Islamic headscarfs want to push a wedge between cultures? Answer Proposal: They should answer themselves!
< Do special representatives want to push a thick wedge between the cultures? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are Islam headscarfs something unnatural? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are full-veils something completely unnatural? Answer Proposal: YES!
< In the ninth century, a man probably came up with the idea of the two Quran passages, AND THAT THEY SHOULD BEAR THEIR CLOTHES OF CLOTHES (Sura 24, verse 31), and YOU SHOULD REALLY RETIRE THEIR OVERHAULS (Surat 33: 59), a general wearing command for Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
< It was not until the seventeenth century that a man probably came up with the idea of creating a general wearing command for full veil, from the two Koran passages, AND THAT THEY SHOULD BEAR THEIR CLOTHING CLOTHES AND THEY SHOULD HAVE TOGETHER OVERALLSELF do? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are female people from childhood writing behind the Islam headscarf behind their ears? Answer Proposal: passive first and then active!
< Are female people from childhood writing to the full-veil behind the ears? Answer Proposal: passive first and then active!
< Are carriers of the Islam headscarf here in a burdensome environment? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Are full-disguised here in a very harassment-intensive environment? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Should men of the macho-cultural circles be brought to the conclusion that even slightly clad women are not easy girls for self-service? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should men of the Pasha culture circles be taught that even women at the naturist beach in the Eva costume are not self-service objects? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes uncomfortable? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are full-veiled sometimes uncomfortable? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are wearers of Islam headscarfs sometimes uncomfortable? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are wear-drivers of full-veils sometimes uncomfortable? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are Islam Headscarf Beliefs? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are Full-Beliefs Faith Matters? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can wearers of the Islam headscarf grow slightly above their heads, of course, besides their head-cloth hood? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
Do the Islamic headscarf have a special relationship with Allah, even though they do not know whether Allah has a special relationship with them? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
Have fully-veiled a very special relationship with Allah, though they do not know whether Allah has a special relationship with them? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf aware that they wear this head-cloth hood for Allah, which is shown to exist only as a thought-image in the minds of believers? Answer Proposal: Probably NO!
Are fully-disguised people aware that they wear this whole-body covering for Allah, which is shown to exist only as a thought-image in the minds of believers? Answer Proposal: Very likely NO!
Do not the Islamic headscarf have any idea that they are wearing this head-cloth hood for Allah, which is demonstrable only as a thought-image in the minds of believers? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
Do not fully-veiled think that they carry this whole-body covering for Allah, which is shown to exist only as a thought-image in the minds of believers? Answer Proposal: Very likely YES!
Is it outrageous that there are Islamic countries that make women's veiling rules and that in the name of Allah, which is demonstrable only as a thought image in the minds of men? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are Islamic headscarfs and full veils worn 100% because of the men? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
Are Islamic headscarfs and full obscurations supported primarily because of the high tendency of unanimous men to harass? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do Islam headscarfs and full-veils stand for equality-hostility and adaptive unwillingness? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf sometimes unpleasant? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are full-veiled sometimes unpalatable? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are Islamic headscarfs and full veils to wear because equal-spirited men have onanier ban? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
Should the Islamic headscarf and full veil wearer be abolished while at the same time abolishing the onanier prohibition for unanimous men? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is the Islamic headscarf the right to publicly display its religious symbol? Answer Proposal: YES!
Is it conceived that the religious symbol is public? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are carriers of the Islam headscarf proud to present their religious symbol in public? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are full-veiled people very proud to present their religious symbol in public? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are Islamic headscarves worn so much because they are head hair clot? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
Are full-fashions so gladly worn because they are facial skin clot? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
Are Islamic headscarves worn out for fear of anything? Answer Proposal: Also!
Are full veils worn out of great fear of anything? Answer Proposal: Also!
Are Islam headscarves made of respect for all sorts of things? Answer Proposal: Also!
Are full veiling borne out of great respect for anything? Answer Proposal: Also!
Should wearers of the Islam headscarf not be in their pants when they wear trousers for the first time? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should full-veiled not be in their pants when they wear trousers for the first time? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should not those who have the supervisor of Islamic Headscarfs be in the pants when a woman puts their Allah Protection Hood? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should not those who have the wearer's oversight of full veil be in the pants when a woman changes from full veil to half-veil or even non-veil? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do Islam headscarfs also serve to barricade themselves? Answer Proposal: YES!
Serve full-veil also to barricade itself? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do Islam head scarfs also provoke fear in men? Answer Proposal: YES, but little successful!
Should full-disguises be a source of anxiety for men? Answer Proposal: YES, but little successful!
Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf fear-maidens because they do not dare to put their head-cloth hood off? Answer Proposal: This impression could arise!
Are full-veiled big fear-hairs because they do not dare to transform their whole body wrapping into a half-body disguise? Answer Proposal: This impression could arise!
Are carrier checkers of Islam headscarfs afraid-bunnies because they do not leave women without this Allah protection hood on the streets? Answer Proposal: This impression could arise!
Are wear checkers of full-veils great anxiety hares because they will not leave women without this Allah Protection Disguise? Answer Proposal: This impression could arise!


Are full veiling a completely exaggerated interpretation of the Holy Scripture of the Super Religion? Answer Proposal: YES!

The heads of the Islam headscarf, when it comes to their health, prefer the modern apparatus medicine of Western unbelievers, as in Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!

Confident-disguised when it comes to their health, rather the modern apparatus medicine of hated Western unbelievers, as in Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!

Trust-takers of Islam headscarfs when it comes to their health, rather the modern apparatus medicine of Western unbelievers, as in Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!

Confidence-taker of full disguising when it comes to their health, rather the modern apparatus medicine of hated Western infidels, as in Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do the heads of the Islam headscarf ask themselves where Allah is? Answer Proposal: In her head and nowhere else!

Ask yourself full-veiled sometimes, where Allah is? Answer Proposal: In her head and nowhere else!

Do the Islamic headscarf claim to be infallible when it comes to the necessity of this head-cloth hood? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are full-veiled claims to infallibility when it comes to the necessity of this whole-body disguise? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do those claiming to be the driving force of Islam headscarfs claim to be infallible when it comes to the necessity of this head-cloth hood? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are those who claim to be the driving force of full disguised claims to be infallible when it comes to the necessity of this whole-body disguise? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do women often simply wear habit Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do women often simply wear habit-disguised? Answer Proposal: YES!

Checking men often simply from habit that women in their influence area wear an Islam headscarf in public? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do men often just plain from habit that women in their influence area wear a full veil in the public? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are Islam headscarfs for the subordination of women? Answer Proposal: In most countries YES!

Are full-veils for the perfect subordination of women? Answer Proposal: In most countries YES!

Is the creation of an Islamic headscarf a true ritual for women of real faith? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the creation of a full concealment for women of a strict faith a great ritual? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are full-veils the perfect Allah-hanging? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!

Can Islam headcloths hang like a clod on the leg? Answer Proposal: YES!

Can full-veils hang like a big block on the leg? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are carriers of the Islam headscarf like a thorn in the eye for many locals? Answer Proposal: Sometimes YES!

Are full-veiled for many locals like a giant thorn in the eye? Answer Proposal: Often YES!

Do the Islamic headscarfs want to provoke the struggle of civilizations? Answer Proposal: Sometimes quite!

Do you want to fully provoke the struggle of civilizations? Answer Proposal: Often quite!

Do auditors of Islam headscarfs want to provoke the struggle of cultures? Answer Proposal: Sometimes quite!

Do verifiers of full veil provoke the struggle of civilizations? Answer Proposal: Often quite!

Should wearers of the Islam headscarf not apply too much? Answer Proposal: YES!

Should not full-veiled apply too thick? Answer Proposal: YES!

Suggesting Islam headscarfs Close to terrorism? Answer Proposal: For Some YES!

Suggestion Full-disguised great terrorism proximity? Answer Proposal: For Many YES!

Can those who monitor wearing Islamic headscarfs blow the march to those women who want to go out on the streets without an Islamic headscarf? Answer Proposal: YES!

Can those who monitor the wearing of full disguised blows blow those marches who want to go on the road without full disguise? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are carriers of the Islam headscarf snatched up their asses in order to always have a very clean head-cloth hood ready? Answer Proposal: A YES would be a little exaggerated!

Are full-veiled tearing open the ass to always have a completely clean whole-body-covering ready? Answer Proposal: A YES would be a little exaggerated!

Should bearers of the Islamic headscarf be able to break out of the crown when they go out into the street without this head-cloth hood? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should full-veiled not break the teeth from the crown, when they go on the street, as they are usually dressed? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should monitors of Islamic headscarfs break no spikes from the crown when women go out of their haze circle without this head-cloth hood on the road? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should watchers of full disguising not break the teeth from the crown, when women are drawn out of their haze-circle as usual in the street? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should bearers of the Islamic headscarf always keep their ears stiff, even if they have lost their Allah protection hood? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should full-veiled always stare the ears, even if their Allah protection cover has deprived them? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should those always stiff the ears, which support Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should those always stiff the ears, which support full-veil? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should bearers of the Islamic headscarf always tip their ears to get along when someone says something against their Allah Protection Dome? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should full-veiled always tip their ears to get along when someone says something against their Allah protection cover? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should supporters of Islam headscarfs always tip their ears to get along when someone says or writes something against Allah protection hoods? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should supporters of full veil ever tip their ears to get along when someone says or writes something against Allah protection wraps? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Cannot the bearers of the Islamic headscarf NOT think about whether there is Allah? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
< Can absolutely-veiled absolutely NOT think about whether there is Allah? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
< Are those who are responsible for Islam heads cannot think about whether there is Allah? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
< Are not those responsible for full disguised thinking about whether there is Allah? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
< Do not want to wear Islamic headscarfs to think about whether there is Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do not want absolutely-veiled absolutely NOT think about whether there is Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do not those wanting to think about whether there is Allah who want to spread Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do not those who do not want to think about whether there is Allah who wants to spread full veil? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Wants to wipe out the Islamic headscarf of the local population that is here? Answer Proposal: Not always, but often!
< Do you want to obliterate the whole population of the old population who are completely disguised? Answer Proposal: Not always, but often!
< Do Christian Islamic headscarfs, like the devil the holy water? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do Christian devils conceal the devil's water? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are carriers of the Islam headscarf the direct confrontation with their faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Looking fully-veiled the direct confrontation with their faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are Islamic headscarfs suitable as shields of their bearers from other believers and non-believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are full disguisings excellently suited as shielding their bearers from other believers and non-believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are Islamic headscarfs an elaborate interpretation of what is written in the Holy Scriptures of Super Religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are full veilings a very widespread interpretation of what is written in the Holy Scriptures of Super Religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are Islam headscarfs an overstated interpretation of the corresponding passages in the Holy Scriptures of Super Religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are full-obscurations a completely exaggerated interpretation of the corresponding passages in the Holy Scriptures of Super Religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is there somewhere in the Holy Scripture of the super religion that hair is covering? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Is there somewhere in the Holy Scripture of the super religion that faces are to be covered? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Are full-veilings a very far-fetched interpretation of the Holy Scripture of Super-religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are carriers of the Islam headscarf Allah in abundance? Answer Proposal: YES, but only felt!
< Are fully-veiled Allah double and triple in abundance? Answer Proposal: YES, but only felt!
< Do Islam Headscarfs belong to the Allah Shielding Service before false believers? Answer Proposal: Not yet final clarified!
< Are full-disguised to the divine Allah-shielding service from false-believers? Answer Proposal: Not yet final clarified!
< Does the Islamic headscarf suggest that they are good believers only when they wear these head-cloth hoods? Answer Proposal: Well possible!
< Is full-veiled constantly suggesting that they are only good believers when they wear this whole body veil? Answer Proposal: Very well possible!
< Were there in the twenties fast Burkini, so bathing suits that covered the whole body, up to the head? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it important for advocates of Islam headscarfs that these head-cloth hoods are worn, even though the Holy Scriptures of the super religion do not give it at all? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it important for advocates of full disguising that these whole-body wraps are worn, even though the Holy Scriptures of the super religion do not so at all? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should wearers of the Islam headscarf wear these head-cloth hoods because they should? Answer Proposal: Often YES!
< Should fully-veiled wear these whole-body wraps because they should? Answer Proposal: Often YES!
< Do the Islamic headscarf wear these head-cloth hoods because they want it? Answer Proposal: Often YES!
< Wanna fully-veiled wear these all-body wraps because they want it? Answer Proposal: Often YES!
< Should wearers of the Islam headscarf wear these head-cloth hoods out of principle? Answer Proposal: Often YES!
< Should fully-veiled carry these all-body wraps out of principle? Answer Proposal: Often YES!
< Would the Islamic headscarf be wearing these head-cloth hoods out of principle? Answer Proposal: Often YES!
< Will-fully-veiled wear these all-body wraps out of principle? Answer Proposal: Often YES!
< Are carriers of the Islam headscarf convinced to be good believers only when they wear this head-cloth hood? Answer Proposal: Often YES!
< Are fully veiled believers convinced that they are very good believers only when they wear this whole body veil? Answer Proposal: Often YES!
< Is the Islamic headscarf with questionable methods suggesting that they are good believers only when they wear this head-cloth hood? Answer Proposal: Often YES!
< Is full-veiled with very questionable methods strongly suggested that they are only very good believers when they wear this whole-body veil? Answer Proposal: Often YES!
< Should not the bearers of the Islamic headscarf do so if they are to go to the alley without this Allah protection hood? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should not fully-disguised ones do so if they are to go to the alley instead of with Allah protection cover, with our usual clothes? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should not those who work with Islam headscarfs stay the same when unanimous women go out into the alley without this Allah protection hood? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should not those who stand very strongly in full disguised behaviors, when women of the same name go to the alley in the summer instead of with this heat-congestion-Allah protection cover, with light summer clothing? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf not yet capable of dressing in the same way as is customary here? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
< Are full-veils not even able to dress in the same way as is customary here? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
< Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf want to become outsiders? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
< Do full-veiled people want to become big outsiders? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
< Are women living before Allah only compassionate when they wear an Islamic headscarf in public? Answer Proposal: This scientifically non-verifiable claim exists!
< Is it that life-women in Allah are especially condemned to God when they wear a full veil in the public? Answer Proposal: This scientifically non-verifiable claim exists!
< Should under no circumstances be tried, carriers of the Islam headscarf their head-fabric hood down? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should not under any circumstances be attempted to tear full veils down their veil? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do the heads of Islamic headscarfs take the post when they have taken their Allah protection cap at home? Answer Proposal: Who would not like mice!
< Is the post abolished when they have deposited their Allah protection cover at home? Answer Proposal: Who would not like mice!
Have carriers of the Islamic headscarf already thought that their religion is about gaining power over human beings? Answer Proposal: Can you answer them yourself!

Has fully conceived been the thought that their religion is about getting great power over people? Answer Proposal: Can you answer them yourself!

Are Islam headscarfs an affront to Allah because there is nothing of hair covering in the Holy Scriptures of Super Religion? Answer Proposal: That could be seen!

Are full-veils a great Allah insult, because nothing of face-covering stands in the Holy Scripture of Super-religion? Answer Proposal: That could be seen!

Is this so complex with Islam headscarfs and full vealings, because it is so complicated with people? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is the wearer of the Islam head scarf doing justice? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is it full-concealed for righteousness? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is there perseverance at Islam headscarfs for righteousness? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is there perseverance in full-concealment for righteousness? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is it possible in recent years to increase the number of Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is it possible in the last few years to increase the extent of full-concealment? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are there religious representatives (clergy, imams, priests) who are driven abroad by the increased incidence of Islam headscarfs and full veil? Answer Proposal: This cannot be excluded!

Are carriers of the Islam headscarf surrounded by Allah and their faith because of their inferiority complexes? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are full-veiled surrounded by great inferiority complexes with Allah and faith? Answer Proposal: Will be disclosed!

Can wearing Islamic headscarfs degenerate? Answer Proposal: YES!

Can the wearing of full-veil degenerate into pettiness? Answer Proposal: YES!

What is hidden under Islam headscarfs, may there ever be a small Allah? Answer Proposal: Curious please do not tear down the Allah Protection Cloth, for Allah could bite, even if he is only a thought-image!

Are carriers of the Islam headscarf as lamenting because they are not allowed to work anywhere in the EU? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are full-disguised as lamenting because they cannot work anywhere in the EU? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are carriers of the Islam headscarf innocent lambs? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are full-veiled innocent lambs? Answer Proposal: Yes! Even head-cloth hoods do not guarantee this!

Can Islamic headscarves be discredited? Answer Proposal: YES!

Can full disguised be brought into disrepute? Answer Proposal: YES!

Can carriers of the Islam headscarf be discredited? Answer Proposal: YES!

Can fully-disguised be discredited? Answer Proposal: YES!

Can those men who are crushed in Islamic headscarves be discredited?

Can those men who are crushed in full disguised be discredited?

Will not the bearers of the Islam headscarf tear their heads off when they remove this head-cloth hood? Answer Proposal: YES, if not in all countries!

Will not anyone ever tear his head when they replace this whole-body veil by wearing customary clothes? Answer Proposal: YES, if not in all countries!

Are there bearers of the Islamic headscarf, who are controlled by their religion, without being aware of this? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are there full-veiled who are very dominated by their religion without being aware of it? Answer Proposal: YES!

Cannot the bearers of the Islamic headscarf be annoyed by NOTHING? Answer Proposal: It would be nice!

Cannot fully-veiled be annoyed by NOTHING? Answer Proposal: It would be nice!

Cannot male mobs in Islam headscarf be annoyed by NOTHING? Answer Proposal: It would be nice!

Cannot male misplaced be completely disguised by NOTHING? Answer Proposal: It would be nice!

Is Allah in the minds of Islamic headscarfs being particularly violent when they wear this head-cloth hood in public? Answer Proposal: Will not openly kundgetan!

Is Allah in the minds of fully-disguised beings particularly intense when they carry this whole-body veil in public? Answer Proposal: Will not openly kundgetan!

Hovering bearers of the Islam headscarf in their own world? Answer Proposal: Often!

Full-veiled full in their own world? Answer Proposal: Often!

Are women without Islam headscarf more sly like those with this head-cloth hood? Answer Proposal: An investigation of this question would probably not result in any significant difference between both groups!

Are women without full-veil sneaky like those with this whole body veil? Answer Proposal: An investigation of this question would probably not result in any significant difference between both groups!
< Is the small Asian big guru behind it, that more and more bearers of the Islam headscarf can be seen here?
Answer Proposal: There is something for it!
< Are rulers of the Arabian half-island behind it, that more and more full-veiled are to be seen here? Answer Proposal: There is something for it!
< What do the heads of the Islamic headscarf have to do with the fact that they do not adapt themselves to this problem, apart from anger? Answer Proposal: They would have to answer themselves!
< What have fully disguised ones not to adapt themselves to, in addition to anger? Answer Proposal: They would have to answer themselves!
< Do the Islamic headscarfs want to express themselves with this exotic and UNNODIVE clothing piece that they do not want to adapt or integrate? Answer Proposal: There is something for it!
< Do you want to express full-veiled with this very exotic and unsound clothing that they do not want to adapt and integrate? Answer Proposal: There is much to be said about it!
< Do those who demand that these exotic and UNNOTIVE Islamic headscarves be worn, express that they do not want to adapt or integrate? Answer Proposal: There is something for it!
< Do those who demand that these very exotic and INNER full veilings be worn, express that they do not want to adapt and integrate? Answer Proposal: There is much to be said about it!
< Do wanters of Islam headscarfs want to bring about a civil war here and that for a Allah who has only proved it as a thought-image? Answer Proposal: This is not perfect from the hand point!
< Do desires of full disguising bring about a civil war and give it to a Allah who is shown only as a thought image? Answer Proposal: This is by no means unlikely!
< Does the wearer of the Islam headscarf have fun neither to adapt nor to integrate? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
< Does it make full-veiled great fun, not wanting to adapt and want to integrate? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
< Does it make it fun for those who defend Islamic headscarfs to neither adapt nor integrate? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
< Does it make a lot of fun for those who are fiercely defending full disguises not to adapt and integrate? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
< Are Islam headscarfs the link between Allah and women? Answer Proposal: Perhaps YES!
< Are full-veils a thick link between Allah and women? Answer Proposal: Perhaps YES!
< Do the heads of the Islam headscarf assume that Allah can be influenced by prayer? Answer Proposal: They must, because otherwise they could do without prayers!
< Are fully veiled assuming that Allah can be influenced by prayer? Answer Proposal: They must, because otherwise they could do without prayers!
< Do defenders of Islam headscarfs believe that Allah can be influenced by prayer? Answer Proposal: They must, because otherwise they could do without prayers!
< Are vehement defenders of full veil from assuming that Allah can be influenced by prayer? Answer Proposal: They must, because otherwise they could do without prayers!
< Do bearers of the Islam headscarf assume that Allah can be better influenced by wearing this head-cloth hood in prayer? Answer Proposal: Another explanation is difficult to find!
< Are full-disguised assuming that Allah can be particularly influenced when they wear this whole-body veil in prayer? Answer Proposal: Another explanation is difficult to find!
< Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf sensitive to their faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are full-veiled persons sensitive to their faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are those with respect to their beliefs sensitive to the wearing duty of Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are those with respect to their faith great sensibilities, which represent the wearing duty of full-concealment? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is life-bearers of the Islamic headscarf here in democratic freedom and do they choose religious dictatorship? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Lifeless-veiled here in democratic freedom and choose religion dictatorship? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Representatives of Islam headscarfs here in democratic freedom and choose religion dictatorship? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Representatives of the full-concealment here in democratic freedom and choose religion dictatorship? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do carriers of the Islamic headscarf get above average financial support and do they want to transform this state into a state-dictator-dictatorship? Answer Proposal: Partial YES!
< Do full-disguised supporters get above-average financial support from the state, and do they want to transform this state into a state-dictator-dictatorship? Answer Proposal: Frequent YES!
< Do those who create Islamic headscarves get above average financial support from the state, and do they want to transform this state into a state-dictator-dictatorship? Answer Proposal: Partial YES!
< Do those who cause full disguised get above average financial support from the state, and do they want to transform this state into a state-dictator-dictatorship? Answer Proposal: Frequent YES!
< Believers in the Islam headscarf, would they feel Allah's head when they feel their head-cloth hood? Answer Proposal: Still unknown!
< Faithfully veiled, they would feel Allah's head and face when they feel their head-veil? Answer Proposal: Still unknown!
< Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf completely black, if they are pulled by the cocoa? Answer Proposal: Only if they are not dressed in black!
< Will fully-veiled be quite black, if drawn by the cocoa? Answer Proposal: Only if they are not dressed in black!
< Are Islam headscarfs turned into cult objects? Answer Proposal: Partially anyway!
< Have full veillings become cult objects? Answer Proposal: Partially anyway!
< Cannot Allah and Super Prophet convince convinced bearers of the Islam headscarf by nothing in this world from their Allah Protection Hood? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Cannot Allah and Super Prophet fully convince convinced full-veiled by nothing at all in this world from their protection of Allah protection? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can the subject of COVERAGE be covered in words? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Are Islam headscarves afad? Answer Proposal: Some see it like this!
< Are full-fancings a great fd? Answer Proposal: Some see it like this!
< Are Islamic headscarves attached to the hair? Answer Proposal: Fortunately, these have no hair for the treatment!
< Are full-fogging the hair? Answer Proposal: Fortunately, these have no hair for the treatment!
< Are Islam headscarfs an eye-catcher? Answer Proposal: For single-believing YES!
< Are full-fogging an eye? Answer Proposal: For single-believing YES!
< Rain Islam headscarf the imagination? Answer Proposal: Something!
< Rain-fogging the imagination? Answer Proposal: Very!
< Is there a habit-dependent dependency on this head-cloth hood for the wearers of the Islam headscarf? Answer Proposal: Could be in some cases!
< Is there a habit-dependent dependence on this whole-body disguise in fully-veiled? Answer Proposal: Could be in some cases!
< Do not the Islamic headscarf have any criticism of their head-cloth hood? Answer Proposal: Certainly!
< Does not-veiled any criticism of her whole-body veil? Answer Proposal: Certainly!
< Do not those who are the cause of Islam headscarfs criticize their desire? Answer Proposal: Certainly!
< Are not the causers of full veil any criticism of their desire? Answer Proposal: Certainly!
< Are carriers of the Islam headscarf female? Answer Proposal: NO, because there are no forests in the desert!
< Are full-veiled deep hillbillies? Answer Proposal: NO, because there are no forests in the desert!
< Are those who pretend Islam headscarfs are hillbilly? Answer Proposal: NO, because there are no forests in the desert!
< Are those who pretend to be full-bluffing, hillbilly? Answer Proposal: NO, because there are no forests in the desert!
< How do women without Islam headscarf come through life? Answer Proposal: A riddle of nature!
< How do women get through life without full disguise? Answer Proposal: A riddle of nature!
< Are Islamic Headscarfs a Religion Spleen? Answer Proposal: For outsiders YES!
< Are full-fancings a degenerate religion-spleen? Answer Proposal: For outsiders YES!
< Do Islam headscarfs partly old-fashioned and partly new-fashionable? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Full-fogging partially faded and partially new-faded? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf make sometimes spit-running or at least spit-glances? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do full-veiled here often more spit-running or at least spit-glances-running? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can or do not the Islamic headscarf be able to accept the fact that there is no direct demand in their holy scriptures to wear head-cloth hoods? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Cannot fully-veiled be able to accept that there is no direct demand in their Holy Scripture to wear black whole body wraps? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Cannot, or do, those who are pre-eminent in Islam headscarfs accept that there is no direct demand in their holy scriptures to wear head-cloth hoods? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Cannot, or do they wish to, pretends full veillings to accept that there is no direct demand in their holy scriptures to wear black whole-body veils? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Would the main script of the super religion be satisfied if a long wide shawl is wrapped around head and shoulder, just over the neckline and the shoulder? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Scientists of the Islam headscarf, what belongs to? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
<What is knowledge-veiled? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
<Knowledge about Islam headscarfs, what belongs to? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
<Want to impress the Islamic headscarf? Answer Proposal: Some already!
<Want to impress impressively? Answer Proposal: Some already!
<Want to impress with Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: Some already!
<Want to impress over full veil? Answer Proposal: Some already!
<Would the bearers of the Islam headscarf be analyzed? Answer Proposal: Very well possible!
<Would not full-veiled be analyzed? Answer Proposal: Very well possible!
<Would not guardians about Islam headscarfs be analyzed? Answer Proposal: Very well possible!
<Lifelong wearing Islam headscarves, is not that boring? Answer Proposal: But it is!
<Wear a full-fogging for life, is not that boring? Answer Proposal: But it is!
<A lifetime worth putting on that Islam headscarves are worn, is not that boring? Answer Proposal: But it is!
<Lifelong value to ensure that full-veils are worn, is not that boring? Answer Proposal: But it is!
<Do some Muslim marriage men consider their marriage-women as mummified religion-dummies? Answer Proposal: So it appears in any case!
<Should Islamic headscarves be worn so that the mostly black hair does not fade? Answer Proposal: That would be a real reason!
<Should Islamic headscarf be banned from wearing this head-cloth hood until they can tell what Allah is doing right now? Answer Proposal: A non-committal recommendation!
<Should full-veiled be forbidden this whole-body veil until they can tell what Allah is currently proving? Answer Proposal: A non-committal recommendation!
<Should those who want to wear Islamic headscarves be forbidden to maintain their will until they can say what Allah is currently proving to be? Answer Proposal: A non-committal recommendation!
<Should those who want full veil be worn be forbidden to maintain their will until they can tell what Allah is currently proving? Answer Proposal: A non-committal recommendation!
<Do the bearers of the Islamic headscarf desist from staple monkeys, because they cling so hard to their Allah Protection Hood? Answer Proposal: Do not rule out!
<Do the woolly of Islam headscarfs desist from the staple monkey, because they cling so much to the fact that these head-cloth hoods are worn? Answer Proposal: Do not rule out!
<Are carriers of the Islam headscarf thought-image-adherents? Answer Proposal: YES, as long as they cannot say what Allah is doing right now!
<Are full-veiled big thought-image supporters? Answer Proposal: YES, as long as they cannot say what Allah is doing right now!
<Are Woller of Islam headscarf thought-image supporters? Answer Proposal: YES, as long as they cannot say what Allah is doing right now!
<Are Woller of full-veils great thoughts-image-trailer? Answer Proposal: YES, as long as they cannot say what Allah is doing right now!
<Are there any men who say that my wife should wear an Islamic headscarf? Answer Proposal: They are very well and no one will deny this!
<Erlangen Carriers of the Islam headscarf a high respect for Allah? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
<Erlangen Full-veiled a particularly high reputation with Allah? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
<Do those who want the Islam headscarfs want a high respect for Allah? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
<Do those who want full disguising, thereby a particularly high reputation with Allah? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
<Were women to be the bearers of the Islamic headscarf, so that they might have a high regard for Allah? Answer Proposal: They would have to answer themselves!
<Were women to be fully disguised, so that they could gain the highest possible status with Allah? Answer Proposal: They would have to answer themselves!
<Were men to be desirous of Islam headscarfs, so that they might attain a high respect for Allah? Answer Proposal: They would have to answer themselves!
<Were men to be desirous of full disguising, so that they might gain a particularly high regard with Allah? Answer Proposal: They would have to answer themselves!
Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf fear to catch a cold when they leave their head-cloth hood in the open because they are not accustomed to running around in the open-air with their naked heads? Answer Proposal: They would have to answer themselves!

Do you have full-veiled great fear of catching a cold when they vent their whole-body veil because they are not accustomed to walking around in the open air with their naked faces? Answer Proposal: They would have to answer themselves!

Are Islamic headscarfs for the indifferent an eye-feast? Answer Proposal: Often but not always!

Are full-obfuscations for the same faithful an eye-feast? Answer Proposal: Often but not always!

Are carriers of the Islamic headscarf fixed in their faith? Answer Proposal: They could think about it themselves!

Are full-disguised beings very rigid in their faith? Answer Proposal: They could think about it themselves!

Are Islam headscarves good against sunburn at the neck? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are full-fogging good against sunburn in the neck AND on the nose? Answer Proposal: YES!

Were full-concealments against sun-fires introduced, because at that time there was no sun cream with SPF 50? Answer Proposal: That would be an aspect!

Are there any complainants of the Islamic headscarf, because of the many veil questions? Answer Proposal: Not yet!

Does the Islamic headscarf stand any chance of the COLLAR, because of too many veil questions? Answer Proposal: Could be!

Is the end of the Islamic headscarf in any way funny? Answer Proposal: Could be!

Do bearers of the Islam headscarf sometimes take a break from their head-cloth hood in the public? Answer Proposal: Never!

Are there any full-veiled claims, because of the many veil questions? Answer Proposal: Not yet!

Could anybody ever vex the veil, because of too many veil questions? Answer Proposal: Could be!

Is there any end to fun with full-veiled? Answer Proposal: Could be!

Do full-veiled sometimes take a break from their all-body disguise in the public? Answer Proposal: Never!

Are there any of those complaints about the many veil questions that feel responsible for Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: Not yet!

Does anyone at the COLLIQUE because of too many veil questions, which feel responsible for Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: Could be!

Is the end of funny with those who feel responsible for Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: Could be!

Do those sometimes take a time off, which feel responsible for Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: Never!

Is there any responsibility of the full-obscurators for the many veil questions? Answer Proposal: Not yet!

Does the person who is responsible for full disguising ever get the COLLAR because of too many veil questions? Answer Proposal: Could be!

Is there any end to fun with those responsible for full disguising? Answer Proposal: Could be!

Are responsible for full-concealment sometimes a time-out? Answer Proposal: Never!

Are Islamic headscarves sometimes only religious head jewelery? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are full-veil sometimes only religious whole-body jewelry? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are religiously dressed here looted with their disguise? Answer Proposal: Apparently NO!

Do many Iranians (Persians) wear the state-prescribed religious costume reluctantly? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are Islamic headscarves also worn to get a little into the peaceful, secure and healthy world of Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are full veilings also worn to reach the peaceful, secure and healthy world of Allah? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are Islam headscarves worn more because of Allah or more because of men? Answer Proposal: More about the latter!

Are full veils worn more because of Allah or more because of men? Answer Proposal: More about the latter!

Do Islam headscarves have a history? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do full-veils have a history? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is it the easiest way for women to be close to Allah by wearing an Islam headscarf? Answer Proposal: YES!

Is it the simplest way for women to be very close to Allah (imagined) by wearing a full veil? Answer Proposal: YES!

Can wearers of the Islam headscarf look just as snooty as women without this head-cloth hood? Answer Proposal: YES!

Should wearers of the Islam headscarf prefer to wear a full veil so that the snooty look is no longer visible? Answer Proposal: YES, but please do not mention it here!

Schlacker carriers of the Islam headscarf sometimes with the ears? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately this is not to be seen!

Schlackers Full-veiled sometimes with the ears? Answer Proposal: Unfortunately this is not to be seen!
< Schlacker abolition opponents of Islam headscarfs sometimes with the ears? Answer Proposal: They will probably not be spared!
< Schlackers abolition opponents of full-fogging sometimes with the ears? Answer Proposal: They will probably not be spared!
< Are Islam headscarves inevitable? Answer Proposal: Some see it like this!
< Are full-concealments unavoidable? Answer Proposal: Some see it like this!
< Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf not only because of Allah, the super-prophet and the super religion, but mainly because of the associated super-culture circle? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Are full-disguised not only because of Allah, the super-prophet and the super religion, but mainly because of the super-culture circle? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Are volunteers of the Islam headscarf convinced that the culture circle to which they belong is the best in the world? Answer Proposal: Definitely!
< Are voluntarily fully veiled fully convinced that the culture circle to which they belong is the very best in the world? Answer Proposal: Definitely!
< Are Islam headscarves by Allah’s grace? Answer Proposal: Some see it like this!
< Are full veilings of Allah’s grace? Answer Proposal: Some see it like this!
< Did Allah change his mind, when in the seventeenth century in the Orient was it determined that women are fully veiled? Answer Proposal: That would have been the case if God existed!
< Are carriers of the Islam headscarf happy and satisfied with their small cultural circle and religion disguise? Answer Proposal: Definitely!
< Are full-veiled very happy and contented with their great culture-circle and religion disguise? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
< Do young and half-west-oriented carriers of the Islam headscarf want to express with the help of their head-cloth hoods that they belong to the cultural circle of their ancestors? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Have carriers of the Islam headscarf ever thought that there is no Allah? Answer Proposal: Probably not!
< Have fully-disguised ever thought that there is no Allah? Answer Proposal: Probably not!
< Knowledge bearers of the Islam headscarf, that there is only the thought image of Allah? Answer Proposal: Probably not!
< Is it knowledge-veiled that there is only the thought-image of Allah? Answer Proposal: Probably not!
< Would you like to exclude carriers of the Islam headscarf here? Answer Proposal: Affected question!
< Would you like to be completely disguised? Answer Proposal: Affected question!
< Is it perceived as such that the Islamic headscarves want to exclude themselves? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it perceived as such that full-veiled would very much want to exclude? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should the Islamic headscarf be excluded from the pressure of men of equal faith? Answer Proposal: Affected question!
< Should fully-disguised persons be greatly confined to the pressure of men of equal faith? Answer Proposal: Affected question!
< Is it perceived as such that carriers of the Islam headscarf should be excluded from the pressure of men of equal faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it felt as a result of the fact that full-disguised persons are to be very marginalized by the pressure of men of equal faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is unsuitable clothing the best way to separate and limit yourself? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Does it make the bearers of the Islamic headscarf joy, fun and pleasure to separate or exclude oneself? Answer Proposal: That could be it!
< Does it make a great joy, great fun, and a great pleasure to stand out or limit yourself? Answer Proposal: That could be it!
< Where are the abolitionists of Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: Please report!
< Where are the abolitionists of full disguising? Answer Proposal: Please report!
< Do Islam headscarfs stand for women's attitude towards men? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are full-veils for the fervent submission of women to men? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is there, in particular, a large number of Islamic headscarf wearers wearing this head-cloth hood, even without the fear of being overwhelmed? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is there, in particular, a large number of fully-veiled people, who bear this whole-body veil without any fear of being overwhelmed? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is there, in particular, a lot of fondling in Islamic headscarfs who demand wearing these head-cloth hoods without fear of women’s claw? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is there especially a lot of fondling in full veil which, even without fear of women's claw, demand the wearing of these whole body wraps? Answer Proposal: YES!
Have carriers of the Islam headscarf fear that their hair is too ugly to show them in public? Answer Proposal: That will be it!

Have full-veiled great fear that their face and figure are too ugly to show them in public? Answer Proposal: That will be it!

Do those who love wearing worn-out Islamic headscarves fear that the hair of their wives is too beautiful to show them in public? Answer Proposal: That will be it!

Do those who are fond of wearing full veils are very afraid that the face and figure of their wives are too beautiful to show them in public? Answer Proposal: That will be it!

Are Islamic headscarves sometimes only formally worn because the original reasons are no longer valid? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are full-fancings sometimes only formally borne because the original reasons are no longer valid? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are Islam headscarves sometimes only symbolic? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are full-fancings sometimes only symbolic? Answer Proposal: YES!

Does a woman become a better woman by wearing an Islamic headscarf? Answer Proposal: Only according to religion theory!

Does a woman become a much better woman by wearing a full veil? Answer Proposal: Only according to religion theory!

Do the heads of the Islamic headscarf cling to a world view that no one would think of today? Answer Proposal: YES!

Hanging full-veiled powerful on a world-view that no one would think of today? Answer Proposal: YES!

Would most of the most convincing supporters of the Islamic headscarf prefer to let themselves be hit instead of giving up their head-cloth hoods? Answer Proposal: YES!

Would most of the convinced full-veiled be killed rather than give up the whole-body disguise? Answer Proposal: YES!

Why does not Allah wear Islamic headscarfs every day, which he is now demonstrably eight? Answer Proposal: Because they have a silent thought-image of Allah!

Why does not Allah fully-disguised not hourly what he is currently proving? Answer Proposal: Because they have a silent thought-image of Allah!

Can almost all men look through Islamic headscarves and make a thought-image of women's hair, so that these Allah protection hoods do not really use? Answer Proposal: YES!

Can almost all men look through full-veil and create a thought-image of the women's body, so that Allah’s protection wraps do not really use? Answer Proposal: YES!

What do the heads of the Islam headscarf and full-veiled people have in common with creationists and creationists? Answer Proposal: Both stick to the thought-image Allah or God!

Are carriers of the Islam headscarf kept in line in mosques? Answer Proposal: YES!

If the Islamic headscarf and full-veiled women should first dispense with their glasses or contact lenses, because this is an achievement of Western society, which they despise? Answer Proposal: YES!

Should those who persuade women to wear Islamic headscarfs or full-veils, should first dispense with their glasses or contact lenses, because this is an achievement of Western society, which despise them? Answer Proposal: YES!

Does the wearer of the Islamic headscarf and full-veiled be able to accept Allah's statements as correct when they are in a holy scripture and are also confirmed by religious representatives (clergy, imams, preachers)? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do some women wear Islamic headscarves in honor of the great minor Asian guru? Answer Proposal: Concealable!

Think VOLUNTEERS of the Islamic headscarf, I wear this head-cloth hood because I am a proud Muslim and everything else does not interest me? Answer Proposal: Well possible!

Say masculine followers of Islam headscarfs to INDEPENDENT bearers of the Islam headscarf, you have to wear this Allah protection hood because you are a Muslim and everything else does not interest you? Answer Proposal: Well possible!

Saying male followers of full disguised to disgust completely-disguised, you have to wear this Allah protection cover because you are a Muslim and everything else does not interest you? Answer Proposal: Well possible!

Do some bearers of the Islamic headscarf say they would wear this head-cloth hood VOLUNTEER, because they are afraid to tell the truth? Answer Proposal: This cannot be excluded!

Tell some full-veiled, they would bear this whole-body veil VOLUNTEER, because they are afraid to tell the truth? Answer Proposal: This cannot be excluded!

Do BHs and Islam headscarfs have a similarly high addiction potential? Answer Proposal: The suspicion is there!
< Applies to BHs, once BH, always BH and also applies to Islam head cloths, once Islam head cloth, always Islamic headscarf? Answer Proposal: The suspicion is there!
< Is it a desirable goal for those wearing Islamic headscarfs to NOT integrate themselves into clothing? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
< Is it a particularly desirable goal for full-disguised ones to avoid being integrated here as a result of clothing? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
< Are Islam headscarves indestructible? Answer Proposal: At the moment it looks like this!
< Are full-veilings completely indestructible? Answer Proposal: At the moment it looks like this!
< Do some Islamic headscarfs have a problem with getting used to this head-cloth hood? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do some full-veiled have a problem with weaning from this whole-body disguise? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should men spoil their wives, so that it is easier for them to wean themselves from their Islamic headscarf? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should men spoil their wives, so that it is easier for them to wean themselves from their full disguising? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are carriers of the Islam headscarf from childhood accustomed to these Allah protection hoods? Answer Proposal: Indirectly YES, about the suitably dressed mother as a model!
< Are carriers of the Islam headscarf from childhood accustomed to this protection of Allah protection? Answer Proposal: Indirectly YES, about the suitably dressed mother as a model!
< Want to make impression or leave behind the Islamic headscarf? Answer Proposal: some quite!
< Want to make or leave behind? Answer Proposal: some quite!
< Do statistically, the smallest women wear the highest Islam headscarfs to appear larger? Answer Proposal: some quite!
< Are Islam head-wipes like a barrel without a floor? Answer Proposal: Almost!
< Are full-veils like a barrel without a floor? Answer Proposal: Almost!
< Full-veiled, like a barrel without a floor? Answer Proposal: Almost!
< Do the Islamic headscarfs want to express their opinion that they reject the liberally western lifestyle? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Do they want to express full-disguisedness that they totally reject the liberally western lifestyle? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Do the Islamic headscarfs put their faith into this? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are full-veiled their beliefs about adaptation and integration? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do men, who adorn Islam headscarfs, place their beliefs here? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do men who adorn full-veils admit their beliefs here? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do women not enter the heavenly kingdom (paradise) when they wrap quite a lot of fabric around their head and body, because there is no heaven (paradise)? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do Islamic headscarfs and full veilings create a sense of satisfaction with their bearers? Answer Proposal: Open!
< Do Islamic headscarfs and full veilings create a sense of satisfaction with their bearers? Answer Proposal: Open!
< Do Islam headscarfs and full veilings create a sense of contentment among their bearers? Answer Proposal: Open!
< Is not only the slogan, the woman the unknown being, but also the slogan, the Islamic headscarf bearer the unknown being? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is not only the slogan, the woman the unknown being, but also the slogan, the full-veiled the unknown being? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should Munich's jewelery dealers agree to no longer serve full-disguised ones, even if they still have so much money? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do Islam Headscarfs Remember Islam Terror? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Remember Full-Veils? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Want to remind the Islamic headscarf of Islamic terror? Answer Proposal: Open!
< Will-fully-veiled especially remember Islam terror? Answer Proposal: Open!
< Do bearers of the Islamic headscarf have to keep their heads as a visible sign of Islam and thus also the associated terror? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do women have to wear an Islamic headscarf even if they are in a coma? Answer Proposal: Open!
< Do women have to wear a full veil even when they are in a coma? Answer Proposal: Open!
< Do women have to wear an Islamic headscarf even if they are on the intensive care unit? Answer Proposal: Open!
< Do women still have to wear an Islamic headscarf when their lives are saved thanks to Western medicine? Answer Proposal: Open!
< Must women continue to wear a full veil even if their lives were saved by Western medicine? Answer Proposal: Open!
< Prayers of the Islam headscarf to Allah? Answer Proposal: Uncertain!
< Prayers of the Islam headscarf to the thought image of Allah? Answer Proposal: Guaranteed!
< Prayerfully-veiled to Allah? Answer Proposal: Uncertain!
< Prayerfully-veiled to the Thought Image Allah? Answer Proposal: Guaranteed!
< Praying male afflictions of Islam headscarfs to Allah? Answer Proposal: Uncertain!
< Pray Male Afflictions of Islam Headscarfs to the Thought Image Allah? Answer Proposal: Guaranteed!
< Praying male devotees of full-veil to Allah? Answer Proposal: Uncertain!
< Pray Male Afflictions of Islam Headscarfs to the Thought Image Allah? Answer Proposal: Guaranteed!
< Did the heads of the Islam headscarf for Allah exert themselves? Answer Proposal: Also!
< Have Allah's very fullfeited sway? Answer Proposal: Also!
< Have the Islamic Headscarf worn out so far? Answer Proposal: No rating!
< Have they ever made a full-veiled? Answer Proposal: No rating!
< Are there bearers of the Islamic headscarf who do NOT believe in the Heavenly Kingdom? Answer Proposal: Open!
< Are there full-veiled who do not believe in the Heavenly Kingdom? Answer Proposal: Open!
< Are there men who DO NOT believe in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) but still exist on Islam headscarfs to be worn in public? Answer Proposal: Open!
< Are there men who DO NOT believe in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) but nevertheless insist on full-veilings to be worn in the public? Answer Proposal: Open!
< Are veils veiful? Answer Proposal: For rational Thinking YES!
< Is some wearer of the Islamic headscarf too inflexible to switch to customary clothes? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Is some full-veiled person too inflexible to switch to customary clothing? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Are men who ask women to wear an Islamic headscarf, always too inflexible to allow women to wear customary clothes? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are men who ask women to wear a full disguise always too inflexible to allow women to wear customary clothes? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are Islam headscarves a superfluous regulation of clothing? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are full-veils a completely superfluous clothing rule? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are Islamic headscarves the wrong means to make a profile here? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are full obscurations the completely wrong means for profiling here? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are most carriers of the Islam headscarf hopeless cases of their faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it almost pointless to argue with Islamic headscarfs about their faith because they are hopeless cases of their faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are most full-veiled particularly hopeless cases regarding their faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it always pointless to discuss their faith with full-veiled, because they are especially hopeless cases of their faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are most of the claimants wearing Islamic headscarfs, hopeless cases of their faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it almost always pointless to discuss with wearers of Islam headscarfs about their faith because they are hopeless cases of their faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are most of the protesters to bear full disguised, especially hopeless cases of their faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it always pointless to discuss with wearers of full disguising about their faith because they are especially hopeless cases regarding their faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are wearers of the Islamic headscarf with floor-worn robes dust-swirling, both verbatim and in a transposed sense? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are soil-full-veiled dust-swirling, both verbatim and transient? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are carriers of the Islam headscarf with Allah, Prophet and Faith a paralyzed mind and are they usually quite clever? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Have fully-disguised Allah, Prophet, and Faith a paralyzed mind, and are they otherwise perfectly clever? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Have those who take care that Islam headscarves are worn, with Allah, Prophet and Faith, a paralyzed mind and otherwise are quite normal clever? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Have those who take care that full-veils are worn, with Allah, Prophet and Faith, a paralyzed mind, and are they otherwise perfectly clever? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Did the Islamic headscarf bear their faith in the end, like sacred writings of religion (with unquestionable statements of God), and a thought-image of Allah, which can, however, be arbitrarily embellished? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Have fully-disguised for their faith ultimately nothing but sacred writings of religion (with utterly uncheckable statements of God) and a thought-image of Allah, which, however, can be arbitrarily embellished? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are not the people concerned with Islamic headscarfs like sacred writings of religion (with untruthful statements of God) and a thought-image of Allah, which can, however, be arbitrarily embellished? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do not you have watchfuls of full-vexation, like sacred writings of religion (with unbelievable statements of God), and a thought-image of Allah, which can, however, be arbitrarily embellished? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can be deduced from the Quran passage (Surat 24, verse 31), WHEN THEY SUSPEND YOUR CLOTHING CLOTHING CLOTHES, that women do not even have to wear a scarf when they wear a HIGH-CLOSED dress (no neckline) attract? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do bearers of the Islam headscarf hold the thought image of Allah high? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Keeping here full-veiled the thought-image Allah very high? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Keep upright-keepers of Islam headscarf the thought image of Allah high? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Keep Uprising-Preserving Full-Veils The Thoughts-Image Allah Very High? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do bearers of the Islam headscarf carry the thought image of Allah on hands? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Carry full-veiled the thought-image Allah high on hands? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do they bear the thought image of Allah on hands, which force women's Islam headscarfs? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do those thoughts image Allah high on hands, which force women full-veils? Answer Proposal: YES!
< What weighs the thought image of Allah? Answer Proposal: So little that it can be held up on hands!
< Is the thought image of Allah easier than an Islamic headscarf? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Do former heads of the Islam headscarf sometimes mourn their head-cloth hood? Answer Proposal: Some probably YES!
< Do former full-veiled mourners sometimes mourn their whole-body veil? Answer Proposal: Some probably YES!
< Should volunteers of the Islamic headscarf finally begin to leave their dream world? Answer Proposal: Open!
< Should voluntarily fully veiled finally begin to leave their dream world? Answer Proposal: Open!
< Does some, usually older, wearer of the Islamic headscarf really have a tremendous difficulty in saying good-bye to this Allah Protection Hood? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
< Does some, mostly older full-veiled, really tremendously hard to say good-bye to this Allah-protection-disguise? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
< Are some of the older impostors of Islam headscarfs really terribly difficult to say good-bye to their behavior? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
< Are many, most elderly impostors of full disguising really immensely difficult to say good-bye to their behavior? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
< Does some, mostly the elderly wearer of the Islamic headscarf look as a sin case, if they do without this Allah protection hood? Answer Proposal: Apparently!
< Does some, usually elderly, veiled as a sins fall fall, if they renounce this Allah protection cover? Answer Proposal: Apparently!

@_Atheists Questions
• Are there atheists at all? If this is most likely:
• Do atheists earn their own questions? If so, the following questions are ready to be answered:
• Were Atheist questions only provided here because 90% of the world's population believe in God, and only 10% do not believe in God and therefore atheists are relatively insignificant? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did atheists deal extensively with God before they became atheists?
• Are atheists still at times with God, if they have already become atheists?
• Are there atheists who really do not believe 100% in God?
• Are there purists among the atheists?
• Could atheists believe in God, if the definition of God is correct in their opinion?
• Are atheists disagree with the common definition of God?
• Should the purists among the atheists be convinced that the universe has never been created because only a cosmos that has always existed must never be created, and thus no Creator God would be necessary? (However, there would still be room for an administrative God.)
• Does atheists not like religion from God?
• Are there atheists secretly believing in God?
• Are there atheists who do not believe in God, but to the devil?
• Are there church tax atheists?
• Is the occupation with atheists senseless?
• How do atheists explain the emergence of the universe?
• Who created atheists the universe and the corresponding laws of nature, if not God?
• How did the WELTLE come about according to atheists?
• How, according to atheists, have the NATURE LAWS been created for the universe?
• Was the universe created with nature laws by a non-god for atheists? Or:
• Was the universe and laws of nature created by an anti-matter for atheists? Or:
• Was the universe and the laws of nature created by a NONE for atheists? Or:
< Was the universe and laws of nature created by the Big Bang for atheists? Or:
• Was not the universe and laws of nature ever created for atheists? Or:
< Are some atheists assuming that the universe and the laws of nature have always existed? Answer Proposal:
This is not entirely to be excluded!
• Is it modern to be an atheist? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
• Would the atheists be right, that is, those who deny the existence of God, if it were universally acknowledged
that the Seriose part of God is identical with the unknown influences?
• Who is the creator of all things for atheists?
• Are atheists the NATURAL influences of the creators of all NATURAL things?
• Why does God allow that there are atheists?
• Why does it not happen that atheists are worse than God-believers?
• Is God much more tolerant, as some people, because he does not punish atheists?
• Why do some god or religious fanatics punish atheists on the grounds that this is God's will, even though it is not
even proved that God has a purposeful will?
• Does God have to be as tolerant as he is, because there are no other animals, because they are obviously NOT
capable of believing in God?
• Should not God or religious fanatics kill not only all atheists, but also all animals?
• Is it possible to successfully sue atheists, so that they may believe in God again?
• Are there (original) Buddhists who became atheists?
• Are there (original) Christians who became atheists?
• Are there (original) Hindustani who became atheists?
• Are there (original) Jews who became atheists?
• Are there (original) Muslims who became atheists?
• How do atheists explain the departure from God?
• How do atheists justify the non-existence of God?
• Are non-believers automatically also atheists?
• Are not atheists crying for God because they believe to know that God does not help and certainly not when one
needs him?
• Are not atheists crying for God because they believe to know that God does not protect and certainly not when one
needs him?
• Do not atheists also automatically believe in the devil? Or:
• Are there atheists who do not believe in God, but to the devil?
• Denying Atheists God?
• If people who do NOT believe in God are called atheists, then are people called to believe in the devil?
• Are people who do not believe in the devil as devil-atheists?
• Are people who do not believe in the devil as devil-deniers?
• Do atheists have a soul?
• Have atheists given up their souls?
• Have atheists lost their souls?
• Who knows well with atheists?
• Who knows best about atheists?
• Are there specialists for atheists?
• Are there atheist researchers?
• Are atheists fair to God?
• Are atheists just to God?
• Are atheists odd people?
• Are atheists still contemporary? Or:
• Are atheists timeless for all eternity?
• Do atheists have tradition?
• Do atheists have a business?
• Are atheists an imaginative?
• Is there only one hundred percent YES or one hundred percent NO to answer atheist questions? If so:
  • Why is there no perplexity and no probabilities in answering atheist questions?
  • Are atheists perfect?
  • Are there any compromises on the subject of atheists? Or:
    • Are there no compromises for atheists?
  • Are atheists worldly?
  • Are atheists nostalgic?
  • Are atheists progressive?
  • Are atheists old-fashioned? Answer Proposal: A flat-rate statement is not useful!
  • Why is there no atheist question in quiz?
  • Are atheists witty?
    • Have atheists a special status?
    • Do atheists have basic needs?
    • Do atheists sometimes make nonsense?
  • Are atheists ruthless?
    • Do atheists have a sense of reality?
    • Do atheists make sense?
  • Wear Atheists?
  • Are atheists perfect?
  • Are atheists always recognizable?
  • Are atheists sometimes confused?
  • Are atheists sometimes confusing?
  • Are atheists sometimes overwhelmed?
  • Are atheists sometimes chaotic?
  • Are atheists sometimes complicated?
  • Are atheists sometimes sadistic?
  • Are atheists sometimes unapproachable?
  • Are atheists sometimes confusing?
  • Are atheists sometimes sovereign?
  • Are atheists heretical?
  • Could there be an atheist religion?
  • Do atheists have a mass component?
  • Are Atheists Driven?
  • Are atheists taking responsibility for their actions and actions?
  • Can atheists convert?
  • Are atheists great?
  • Are atheists always ready to leave the path of virtue?
  • Are atheists a laugh number? Or:
    • Are atheists to be taken seriously?
    • Is anyone on the atheist trip?
    • Is there an atheist debate?
  • Should there be an atheist debate?
  • Cannot be debated about atheists?
  • Does God know what atheists are?
  • Does the devil know what atheists are?
  • Do atheists consist of components?
  • Are atheists authorities?
  • Do atheists have an ego?
  • What do atheists suggest?
  • Are atheists ascetics?
  • Clog atheists?
  • Are atheists puking?
  • Pipe atheists to the needs of the people?
  • Are atheists nerve bundles?
  • Are atheists rigorous?
  • Are atheists a general thing? Or:
    • Are atheists special?
  • Can anyone atheist charge something?
  • Do atheists have a dick head?
• Are atheists stubborn and unyielding?
• Have prophets?
• Blasphemous atheists about other thinkers?
• Is it useful to blasphemy about atheists?
• Are atheists adaptable?
• Are atheists predominantly great?
• Are atheists predominantly attractive? Or:
• Are atheists mostly uninhibited?
• Are atheists a taboo?
• Are atheists a principle rider?
• Do atheists have a recognition sign? If so:
• Which recognition signs do atheists have?
• Are atheists smart?
• Do atheists have a tick?
• What if there were no more atheists?
• Are atheists god-fearing?
• Are people afraid of atheists?
• Are atheists never perverse and labor-shy?
• Are not atheists decadent?
• Are there atheists? Or:
• Are atheists unobtrusive?
• Are atheists happy because they are no longer under the yoke of God?
• Are atheists happy because they are no longer under the yoke of a religion?
• Are atheists happy because they are no longer under the knot of God?
• Are atheists happy because they are no longer under the knot of a religion?
• Are atheists sometimes barbaric because they do not believe in God?
• Is Atheist a stimulus word?
• Are atheists fanatical?
• Are atheists stupid?
• Are atheists barren?
• Do not atheists take it exactly? Or:
• Are atheists meticulous?
• Are atheists pitiful?
• Can people atheists hit a snap?
• Can anyone atheist dry out?
• Can atheists be fired?
• Can people atheists safely forget, because atheists in any case go to hell? Or:
• Should people keep atheists in their minds, even though atheists always go to hell?
• Are atheists generally puzzling? Or:
• Are atheists only enigmatic?
• Are atheists constantly present? Or:
• Are not atheists bothering?
• Do atheists have a resonance?
• Provoking Atheist Reactions?
• Is the subject of atheists a relatively complex one because there are so many questions to be formulated?
• Are atheists sinless?
• Are atheists better people?
• Who invented atheists?
• Are atheists invented?
• Are atheists successful?
• Acting or are atheists responsible?
• Acting or are atheists responsible?
• Should atheists be banned?
• Are atheists sometimes stressed? Or:
• Are atheists relaxed?
• Are atheists hypocrites?
• Do atheists commit sacrifice?
• Are atheists needed? If so:
• Why are atheists needed?
• Can atheists, with their unbelief, poke others?
• Are the ideas of atheists absurd?
• Are atheists dubious?
• Are atheists sometimes "sniffed"?
• Is there an individual design freedom for atheists?
• Do atheists also abuse acts?
• Were there atheists to annoy others?
• Are atheists something honorable?
• Are atheists holy cows?
• Are atheists egocentric?
• Can atheists abduct?
• Can atheists be dying?
• Can atheists make themselves out of the dust?
• Are atheists anti-religious fanatics?
• Were and atheists a specialty?
• Were goods and atheists quickly offended?
• Are atheists important?
• Are atheists sometimes believing the cold shoulder?
• Are atheists important?
• Is there an increase to atheists?
• Can atheists rumble?
• Pouting atheists sometimes?
• Are atheists sometimes irresolute? Or:
• Are atheists always determined?
• Can atheists be maddened?
• Can atheists be denied?
• Is atheist the most important thing in life?
• Who is responsible for atheists?
• Who is responsible for atheists?
• Caring atheists for believers?
• Are atheists worried about believers?
• Do atheists worry about believers?
• Should people in atheists see only the good?
• Are atheists happy because they have freed themselves from God?
• Do atheists own initiative?
• Are atheists helpful?
• Do atheists always want to deny the existence of God?
• Have atheists ever betrayed?
• Have atheists ever scolded us?
• Do atheists have sorrows and sorrows?
• Are atheists capable of anything?
• Do atheists have ambition?
• Do atheists commit death-sins?
• Are atheists a deadly laugh?
• Is not atheism a laugh to laugh at?
• Are atheists full of action?
• Do atheists do everything right when they deny God?
• Are atheists sometimes thoughtful about their denial of God?
• Do atheists sometimes defy believers?
• Do atheists always make sense?
• Is the language of the atheists that of violence? Or:
• Are atheists violence-free?
• Are opinions about atheists far apart?
• Are the ideas about atheists far apart?
• Is criticism of atheists unforgivable?
• Are atheists indispensable?
• Are atheists an alternative?
• Are atheists humbug? Or:
• Do atheists have a right to exist?
• Are atheists hilarious, because everything works out like clockwork, even without God?
• Do atheists have an organizational talent?
• Do atheists have a sense of order?
• Can one drive atheist?
• Can anyone bring atheists into disrepute?
• Can anyone treat atheists viciously?
• Are atheists hardworking?
• Are atheists also very nice?
• Are atheists pretentious? Or:
• Are atheists reserved?
• Are atheists free and unbound in their imaginations?
• Are atheists under the knot of anything?
• Are even atheists sometimes really golden and cute?
• Are atheists sometimes beautiful?
• Do people have to kiss atheists?
• Can anyone cuddle with atheists?
• Should people only whisper about atheists? Or:
• Should people talk openly about atheists?
• Can one or the other with atheists go to cloth contact?
• Atheists sometimes disappoint?
• Cannot atheists look into the cards?
• Are atheists sometimes hitting their heads when they see the cult around God?
• Is there an expectation attitude associated with atheists?
• Consume atheists?
• Are atheists perpetuum mobile?
• Are atheists a deterrent to God’s faithful?
• Are atheists something sensible?
• Are atheists something useful?
• Are atheists something separate?
• Are there semi-atheists?
• Are there full-atheists?
• Do half-atheists believe only in the part of God that has NO human qualities?
• Is with atheists always everything in the right lot?
• Are atheists questionable?
• Lifelong believers longer like atheists? Or meaningful: Do atheists die on average younger than believers?
• Are atheists suitable for coloring?
• Is God also for atheists? Or:
• Is not God atheists available?
• Do atheists have a practical use?
• Are atheists cinnabar?
• Can atheists be smashed?
• Can atheists be questioned?
• Can atheists be questioned?
• Should atheists be questioned?
• Can atheists become a beast?
• Are atheists negotiable?
• Can atheists set a sign?
• Are there atheist errors?
• Can atheists achieve anything, even though they deny God?
• Can atheists be tamed?
• Are atheists sometimes listless?
• Are atheists easy to understand? Or:
• Are atheists hard to understand?
• Are atheists all in order?
• Are atheists easy to handle? Or:
• Are atheists difficult to handle?
• Are atheists usually normal?
• When are atheists normal and when?
• Do atheists draw us into their spell?
• Are atheists sometimes crooked?
• Is it possible to defame atheists?
• Can atheists be defiled?
• Is there the miracle of the atheists?
• Are atheists mostly understated?
• Are atheists constantly in exercise in struggling God's existence?
• Are atheists innocent?
• Do atheists have visions?
• Do atheists sometimes have delusions?
• Are atheists self-sufficient?
• Are atheists independent?
• Are atheists serious with their denial of God?
• Are state protectors atheists?
• Were and atheists a serious matter?
• Are atheists unbelievers?
• Worse atheists for outrage?
• Are atheists motivated?
• Are atheists sometimes overmotivated?
• Are atheists always willing? Or:
• Are atheists sometimes unwilling?
• Are atheists eager?
• Are atheists fast?
• Are atheists sometimes unjust to God?
• Does the atheist abdicate everything that concerns God?
• Does atheists bounce off anything that affects God?
• Are atheists uncompromising?
• Are atheists always on course?
• Keep atheists ironing the trail?
• Can people approach atheists?
• Should not people atheists prefer to approach?
• What happens when people approach atheists?
• Do atheists have an intimate area? If so:
• Is the intimate area vulnerable to atheists?
• Do atheists consider critical questions about them as an unacceptable interference in their internal affairs?
• Do atheists have an honor? If so:
• Is the honor of atheists vulnerable? If so:
• Is the atheist's honor to be restored when it is hurt?
• Has atheists put everything on the table?
• Should atheists be turned upside down?
• Should atheists be taken into prayer?
• Are atheists sensitive?
• Are atheists sensitive?
• Would atheists have pleasure in life?
• Would atheists have fun on and in life?
• Would atheists have fun?
• Can atheist be fun?
• Does not at times have any real joy with atheists?
• Are atheists fesch?
• What would atheists desire if they had three wishes free?
• Are atheists sometimes excited when God speaks?
• Is God a pust cake for atheists?
• Do atheists sometimes appear strange?
• Are even atheists sometimes mocked? Or:
• Is not no one atheists mocking?
• Are atheists still able to act?
• Is the reputation of atheists scandalized?
• Do atheists sometimes look old?
• Are atheists completely logical? Or:
• Are atheists finally incomprehensible?
• Are atheists incomprehensible?
• Are atheists sometimes strange?
• Are atheists sometimes strange?
• Are atheists singularly adorable? Or:
• Are atheists like to be modest?
• Are atheists always calm when it comes to God?
• Are atheists sometimes omitted?
• Are atheists self-running?
• Is this really indescribable with the atheists?
• Cannot atheists be taken lightly?
• Do atheists punish them?
• Are atheists the creators of aggression?
• Do atheists sometimes bend the bow?
• Are atheists slanting birds?
• Are atheists by nature conciliatory?
• Did atheists have their inner peace with them?
• Are atheists humanity already rocking?
• Can atheists skew believers?
• Are faithful atheists already rocking?
• Can believers scoff atheists?
• Are atheists always balanced?
• Is something a bit silly for atheists?
• Are not atheists getting their necks full enough?
• Are atheists a nithatt, who never get enough godlessness?
• Have atheists ever beented?
• Do atheists sometimes rotate because they do not believe in God?
• Do atheists sometimes get upset when their denial of God is attacked?
• Do atheists tend to stand out? If so:
• Must atheists be earthed?
• Is there anything at all about the atheists? Or:
• Is there always something in the order of atheists?
• Do atheists sometimes have wild fantasies that have nothing to do with God?
• Are atheists more frequent than the believers?
• Can atheists do something?
• Who's atheists a down, if they are not good or good?
• Are atheists a taboo zone?
• Do atheists have a taboo zone?
• Are atheists always good for a surprise?
• Are not atheists to be seen?
• Do atheists sometimes breed?
• Cannot atheists succeed in everything?
• Cannot atheists be left alone?
• Do atheists sometimes have a problem with God?
• Are atheists sometimes a problem?
• Do atheists sometimes have problems?
• Did atheists sometimes get into hustle and bustle?
• Are atheists sometimes hectic?
• Do atheists have a conscience? If so:
• Do atheists usually or even always have a good conscience? Or:
• Do atheists sometimes have a guilty conscience?
• Do atheists sometimes enter the house with the door?
• Are atheists more ambitious than believers?
• Atheists sometimes?
• Are atheists sometimes unruly?
• Is there anything unpleasant for atheists?
• Does atheists sometimes feel sorry?
• Do atheists have everything under control?
• Are atheists always under control?
• Are atheists sometimes a bit out of despair?
• Do atheists have everything under control?
• Is it sometimes for the atheists to head and collar?
• Can atheists be ruined?
• Are not atheists impertinent?
• Do atheists have to keep up with their powers?
• Are atheists balm for the soul?
• Do atheists have fingertip feeling?
• Are there any apparent arguments for the need to be an atheist?
• Are atheists sometimes disillusioned?
• Are atheists sometimes disappointed?
• Do atheists sometimes throw the hand-cloth?
• Do atheists sometimes throw away?
• Do not atheists burn anything?
• Do atheists have their own life?
• May Atheists be arbitrary?
• Are atheists arbitrating?
• Are atheists sometimes really biting?
• Are all the arguments of atheists who speak the EVENTS of the existence of God only stupid ramblings?
• Are atheists generally cheerful?
• Are atheists sometimes strange?
• Can atheists be tested? If so:
  • Should atheists be examined? If so:
  • Are atheists being tested? If so:
  • Who is testing atheists? Or:
• Are atheists self-testing?
• Are atheists usually really nice?
• Looking at atheists their salvation in God's denial?
• Do atheists sometimes have to go through hell because they do not protect God?
• Do atheists have an existence right?
• Are atheists fidel?
• Dancing atheists after the whistle of something?
• Are atheists an infamous matter?
• Would you like atheists? If so:
• Does it make atheists, for example, to deny God?
• Are atheists totalitarian?
• Can atheists be influenced?
• Can atheists be influenced?
• Are atheists contentious?
• Are atheists poetic?
• Do atheists have an ideology?
• Do atheists have intrinsic values?
• Are atheists worthless? Or:
• Are atheists valuable?
• Are atheists sometimes obstinate?
• Are atheists more prudent? Or:
• Are atheists more draufgängerisch?
• Are atheists mostly good? Or:
• Are atheists mostly naughty?
• Do atheists sometimes get a collier?
• Do atheists sometimes get a rapper?
• Are atheists thematically highly explosive?
• Are atheists something exclusive?
• Did atheists sometimes get out of the way?
• Do atheists sometimes lose their position?
• Do atheists penetrate the private sphere of human beings?
• Can atheists take the wind out of the sails?
• Can atheists get under the wheels?
• Can someone atheists fall into the back?
• Can atheists sell well?
• Can atheists be lost?
• Are atheists characteristic?
• Are atheists dancing around on the nose?
• Is the subject of atheists a hot iron?
• Can people burn their fingers on the topic of atheists?
• Can atheists combine?
• Do atheists have a combination gift?
• Do atheists have to pull the tear line sometimes?
• Do atheists sometimes pull the tear line?
• Are atheists normal human beings? Or:
• Are atheists special people?
• Do atheists see everything sober? Or:
• Do atheists see much emotional?
• Are atheists godly?
• Do atheists sometimes have their days when they are grumpy?
• Are atheists sometimes frozen?
• Do atheists get bogged down sometimes?
• Are atheists as loving as possible?
• Are atheists sometimes overworked?
• Are atheists sometimes not fully utilized?
• How do atheists manage to get round without God?
• Would atheists be cheated?
• Are atheists never considered salvation-bearers?
• Do atheists sometimes discord?
• Do atheists sometimes bother?
• Are atheists full of praise?
• Do atheists also spread horror?
• Neglect Atheists Believers?
• Do atheists believe in believers? Or:
• Shy believing atheists?
• Are atheists correct by faithful?
• Can atheists be lured?
• Can atheists disappear in the immersion?
• When are atheists away from the window?
• Are atheists uncomfortable?
• Do atheists want to pamper believers?
• Are atheists tireless when it comes to defending their denial of God?
• Are atheists sometimes hurting about their denial of God?
• Causes Atheists Freedom Restrictions?
• Are Atheists Allowed?
• Are atheists wonderful?
• Must atheists constantly be afraid of the punishment of God?
• Do atheists have to first try out before deciding what they want to do next?
• Should atheists first weigh up before deciding how to proceed?
• Do atheists do everything in sequence? Or:
• Do atheists do everything in parallel?
• Are atheists also disgusting?
• Do atheists sometimes feel queasy?
• Is atheists sometimes a bit unwelcome?
• Do atheists have a sense of responsibility?
• Are atheists free-will for God-believers?
• Are atheists the yellow of the egg?
• Do atheists have only good sides?
• Can atheists overreact?
• Are atheists looking forward?
• Do atheists have wishes without God's help?
• Do atheists tell people how to live?
• Are atheists negligible?
• Do atheists play a role? If so:
• What is the role of atheists in practice, for example? And:
• What is the role of atheists for nature, for example?
• Are atheists sometimes neglected?
• What is the purpose of sticking to atheism?
• Will atheism soon sink into insignificance?
• Why is it useful to continue to hang on atheism?
• Do atheists sometimes interfere with something?
• Are atheists sometimes disturbed by something?
• Can atheists be disturbed?
• Are atheists sometimes in the way?
• Do atheists sometimes disturb?
• Are atheists sometimes troublemakers?
• Do atheists and salafists agree?
• Are even atheists only with God over the rounds?
• Are atheists devilishly good?
• Do not atheists have to account anyone?
• Does God allow atheists? If so:
• Why does God allow atheists?
• Are atheists self-sufficient?
• Are atheists convinced of themselves?
• Are atheists a permanent fashion?
• Can atheists be out of fashion?
• Do even atheists sometimes have inferiority complexes?
• Are atheists a taboo subject?
• Is the philosophy of atheists contradictory? Or:
• Is the philosophy of atheists full of contradictions?
• Do atheists react to influences?
• Are atheists need protection?
• Can atheists escape?
• Are atheists stale? Or:
• Are atheists up-to-date?
• Are atheists moral apostles?
• Are atheists clearly noticeable?
• Are atheists predominantly impulsive? Or:
• Are atheists predominantly driven?
• Are atheists like to be important?
• Are atheists pompous? Or:
• Are atheists modest?
• Is freedom from oppression atheists?
• Is abuse of power atheists?
• Are atheists unaffected? Or:
• Are atheists ingenious?
• Are atheists overthrown? Or:
• Are atheists thoughtful?
• Are atheists thoughtless? Or:
• Are atheists thoughtful?
• Corners Atheists sometimes?
• Are Atheists Slit Ears?
• Are atheists a persistent burner?
• Are atheists a permanent theme?
• Why are there atheists?
• Are there atheists because there is a need for it?
• Are atheists an end-of-life model?
• Are atheists the non plus ultra of disbelief?
• Are Atheists Duckmouses?
• Brilliant atheists with imagination wealth?
• Are atheists astride and perhaps even flashy?
• Cannot atheists go to the cart?
Are atheists still very clean, still quite clear and still very dense?
Are atheists softened?
Are not atheists embarrassed when it comes to justifying the denial of God?
Are atheists fixed? Or:
Are atheists unbiased?
Are atheists drifting?
Are atheists free? Or:
Are atheists bound to God?
Do atheists have a white vest, though they deny God?
Are atheists sometimes playful?
Tuen Atheists just do their duty?
Are there false atheists?
Would there be more peace in the world if all the people were atheists? Answer Proposal: Probably NO!
Can atheists be trampled with feet?
Are atheists sometimes trampled?
What happens frequently when atheists are trampled?
Are atheists a good figure?
Are atheists sometimes soul comforters?
Must atheists constantly prove themselves?
Are atheists on shaky legs with their opinions on God? Or:
Are atheists standing firmly in their lives, though they do not believe in God?
Are atheists terrorists because they are God's opponents?
Are atheists terrorists because they do not believe in God?
Are atheists terrorists because they do not obey all God's laws?
Are atheists exhausted?
Do atheists out because they do not abide by God's laws?
Do atheists want to change the world, but not themselves?
Is atheism free?
Do atheists have future fears?
Should not atheists with their Weltbild prefer to exaggerate? Answer Proposal: YES, because exaggerations are rarely good!
Do atheists have charisma?
Are atheists can be used as a foot treasurer for fanatic believers?
Is atheism tasteless?
Is the world of atheists through?
Can atheists stir up?
Does atheism end sooner or later?
Do atheists have a very different quality to believers?
Cannot even atheists escape their fate?
Do atheists influence?
Reaping atheists in the Orient just derision?
Does God only mock under atheists?
Can atheists be panicked because they are not protected by God?
Are atheists Kokolores? Or:
Is there an atheist?
Do atheists have all the cups in the cupboard?
Is a screw loose with atheists?
Are atheists analysts?
Can atheists be swept under the carpet?
Can atheists beat the strings? Or:
Are atheists usually well-dosed?
Are atheists sometimes under-great-delusion, when they simply go about God?
Is there already an atheist insult when questions about the atheists are asked?
Are there heretical questions about atheists?
Can atheists be confused in God's affairs?
Would atheists leave a gap if they no longer existed?
Are atheists refined?
Are atheists smart?
Can atheists go against the wall because of their disbelief?
• Are atheists sometimes in the way?
• Do atheists want to turn the wheel back?
• Are atheists sometimes starting to do something without quitting?
• Are atheists sometimes selfish?
• Do atheists have a reputation? If so:
  • What reputation do atheists have?
• Are atheists better than their reputation? Or:
  • Are atheists worse than their reputation? Or:
• Do atheists exactly match their reputation? Or:
• Do not atheists have a notable reputation?
• Suffering atheists under reputation murder?
• Can atheists always get their heads through?
• Do atheists always want to push their heads?
• Can atheists switch and act as they please because they are not hindered by God?
• Working atheists with cunning?
• Are atheists crafty?
• Are atheists sometimes even obscure?
  • Should everyone see only the positive in atheists?
• Are male atheists morose, because they do not believe in God and belong to no religion?
• Are female atheists sinners because they do not believe in God and belong to no religion?
• Do atheists have a need for recognition?
• Are atheists always decent?
• Can atheists draw their fellow men into their spell?
• Are atheists with their non-God philosophy credible?
• Can atheists sometimes be aggressive, especially when it comes to their world picture?
• Does atheists always do everything? Or:
  • Does not the atheists always go all round?
• Is it much easier for religious people to feel atheist, instead of showing God here and now, as well as reliably
  (without the use of holy scriptures)?
• Is the higher power the god of atheists?
• Can God be so proven that even atheists are convinced? Answer Proposal: Apparently so far NO!
• Are atheists in God's affairs always querulous?
• Thinking atheists positive?
• Are atheists for all?
• Is there nothing without atheists?
• Are atheists sometimes infamous?
• Are atheists evaluable? If so:
  • Should atheists be evaluated?
• Are atheists sometimes childish? Or:
  • Are atheists always serious?
• Do atheists still have to be taken seriously?
• Are there atheist features?
• Do atheists want to determine people?
• Do Atheists Provide Discussion Ignition Stuff? Or:
  • Has no one to discuss atheists?
• Are atheists playing as if they were the greatest?
• Do not atheists need to know what God is doing right now?
• Do not atheists need to justify?
• Do atheists like EVERYTHING?
• Let atheists do EVERYTHING?
• Are atheists sometimes loaded?
• Do atheists have a sunny mind?
• Must ultimately only be atheists to hell, because religious believers (clergy / clerics) ensure that their sins are
  forgiven and that they enter the heavenly kingdom?
• If there were no atheists, could yawning in hell be empty?
• Have atheists automatically booked a place in hell because no one can be free from sin?
• Were Atheists sent by the devil?
• Are atheists lightning conductors for believers?
• Is atheism also a kind of religion?
• How effective are atheists?
• Lungern Atheists everywhere?
• Are atheists on average poorer people than believers?
• Are atheists proud of themselves?
• Do atheists have pride and honor? If so:
• Is pride and honor important for atheists?
• Can pride and honor be hurt by atheists? If so:
• Does it disturb atheists when their pride and honor are hurt? If so:
• How do atheists react when their pride and honor are hurt?
• Can atheists be offended?
• Are atheists sometimes snapped?
• Are atheists concerned about God's blasphemy? Or:
• Are atheists looking forward to God's blasphemy?
• Are atheists vain?
• Is there an injured vanity in atheists?
• Are atheists happy with proud swollen breasts?
• Are there atheists or atheists?
• Can atheists be unmasked?
• Do atheists have the advantage that they do not have to worry about what God is doing right now?
• Let atheists jump around with themselves? Or:
• Do not atheists like anything?
• Can an atheist never be as good a man as a strictly religious man, because only religions from men make good men?
• Are all animals atheists?
• Are atheists remarkable? Or:
• Are atheists so self-evident that they are not even worth a margin note?
• Do atheists have at least one sore point? If so:
• Should the finger be placed deep in the sore point of atheists?
• Are atheists vulnerable? Or:
• Are atheists as inviolable as God?
• Are atheists washed with all the water?
• Are atheists put to the test?
• Should ALL who do not know what God is doing at the moment?
• Are atheists a whim of nature? Or:
• Are atheists a whim of God?
• Are atheists unspeakable because they do not believe in God?
• Is God of atheists ashamed?
• Should atheists first ask WHAT does MOM MOMENTAN (demonstrably and not thought) to take the wind from the sailors of God's followers?
• Will God be atheists?
• Are atheists interpreting world champions?
• Are atheists sometimes also absurd or disagreeable?
• Is God also helpful to atheists?
• Should atheists wear an Islam headscarf if they are convinced that this head-cloth hood reduces the risk of harassment?
• Is God building blocks that became atheists from believers?
• Are atheists and atheists believers because they believe in the non-existence of God?
• Could atheists become friends with the existence of God when it is assumed that he is currently NOTHING?
• Are flowing boundaries for atheists?
• Are not atheists sometimes taken seriously?
• Can atheists stupidly look out of the laundry? If so:
• Do atheists sometimes look stupid from the laundry?
• Are atheists cleaning out?
• Do atheists take God seriously?
• Are atheists acceptable?
• Are atheists to accept?
• Are atheists respectable?
• Are atheists to be respected?
• Are not atheists primitive?
• Are atheists to be left alone?
• Are some people getting a fat neck because of atheists?
• Are atheists cute? Or:
  • Are atheists pissed?
  • Do atheists poison the atmosphere?
  • Are atheists scarcely awe-inspiring?
  • Are atheists hardly frightening?
• What could be done, so that the atheists pass away the desire to doubt or even dispute God?
• What could be done so that the atheists' desire to doubt or even dispute God?
  • Are atheists an example?
  • Can atheists inspire and enthral?
  • Are they atheists, when they deny God?
  • Is everything good at atheists? Or:
  • Is not everything always good at atheists? Alternative:
    • Is anything bad at atheists? Or:
    • Is not everything always bad at atheists?
  • Are atheists angry when they are not taken seriously?
  • Is it funny when someone makes fun of atheists?
• Have atheists the only truth for themselves?
• Do atheists do the truth?
• Do atheists have a fine feeling?
• Are there core questions about atheists? If so:
  • What are the core issues of atheists?
  • Do not the atheists or those who are strictly faithful know what God is doing right now?
  • Did atheists have miscarried God?
• Do atheists have a core competence (core competence)?
• Are atheists NOT a great influence-world champion?
• Can atheists magically attract?
• Is life for atheists NO sugar-licking because they do not believe in God?
• Is there a pleasure-gain for atheists if they do not build on God?
• Do atheists have a long breath, even though God does not help them? Or:
  • Are atheists quickly short of breath because God does not help them?
  • Is the motto for the atheists, the head of the head?
• Do atheists need more time?
• Cannot atheists sometimes decide? And:
  • Is God's Atheist NEVER taking the right path?
  • Do atheists have an Achilles heel / a weakness?
  • Are atheists inaccessible to arguments?
  • Are atheists immune to arguments?
  • Should atheists be taken seriously, even if they do not believe in God?
• Do atheists want to be taken seriously?
• Does atheists burn the fuse more often because they have no support from God?
• Do atheists often quit because they are not reassured by God?
• Are atheists special breeders?
• Are atheists sometimes upset?
• Feel atheists about yourself stupid?
• Does atheists burn the hat or smock?
• Why does God not reveal to atheists, and thus misses the opportunity to prove to atheists that he exists?
• Are atheists talking?
• Are atheists NOT the heart of the world?
• Is God disgusting for atheists?
• Are Atheists FOR Islam Headscarfs?
• Are Atheists FOR Full Veils?
• Are atheists single fighters?
• Do atheists claim to be the measure of all things?
• Are not atheists the measure of all things?
• How do atheists justify that there is no God?
• Do atheists assume that God does not exist? Or:
• Do atheists know that God does not exist?
• How do atheists realize that God does not exist?
• Is there an unbridgeable gap between atheists and believers?
• Are atheists and believers irreconcilable?
• Are atheists lousy breeders?
• Does God mock atheists because they do not believe in him?
• Should the mouth be sewn atheists?
• Are atheists specialist people for morality teaching?
• Are atheists customs guardians?
• What do atheists hold on to instead of God?
• Can God take atheists into deficiency?
• Has God also provided support handles for atheists on his surface? If so:
• Do the holding handles to God for atheists remain unused?
• Are atheists a found food for God-Warriors (religious warriors)?
• Are atheists a found food for the devil?
• Do God and atheists go hand in hand without noticing?
• What makes atheists attractive?
• What makes atheists unattractive?
• Is it attractive to be an atheist? If so:
• Why is it attractive to be an atheist?
• Is it unattractive to be an atheist? If so:
• Why is it unattractive to be an atheist?
• Does it have disadvantages to be an atheist? If so:
• What are the disadvantages of being an atheist?
• Is there a disadvantage to being an atheist in being killed sooner or later by a god-warrior (religious warrior)?
• Is there a disadvantage to being an atheist in being guaranteed to land in hell?
• Does it have advantages to be an atheist? If so:
• What are the advantages of being an atheist?
• Is there an advantage to be an atheist in having more time for secular things?
• Is there an advantage to being an atheist in not subject to any religious morality?
• Is it desirable to be an atheist?
• Do not inspire atheists?
• Where do Atheists find?
• Why does not God atheists punish with infertility?
• Do atheists have more time because they do not need time to pay homage to God?
• Do atheists have more time because there is no time for God’s service visits?
• Are atheists God’s abstinence?
• Are atheists religious abstinence?
• Are atheists, at the mercy of God’s tolerance, for the sake of prosperity?
• Are there atheist dwarfs?
• Are there any atheists at all?
• Do atheists, for example, pray for the sun?
• Do atheists pray for anything but God?
• Do atheists have no thought building? Or:
• Do atheists have their own thought-building? If so:
• Is the thought building of atheists quite different from the religious man?
• Do some atheists believe in a life after death in the Heavenly Kingdom for believers?
• Do some atheists believe in a life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise) for themselves?
• Do some atheists believe in rebirth for believers?
• Do some atheists believe in rebirth for themselves? Or:
• Do not atheists believe in rebirth or life after death in the heavenly kingdom?
• Do some atheists believe in prophets, but not in God?
• Do atheists sleep more quietly as believers? Or:
• Do atheists have sleepless nights because God might exist?
• Would atheists have sleepless nights, if they imagined, to believe in God?
• Are atheists attached to their godless existence?
• Is not God attached to atheists?
• Are atheists bad people because they are not subject to any religious morality?
• Are all religious sin registries at the same time for atheists? Or:
• Do atheists have no sin register, but only laws?
• Are atheists a possible critique point?
• Do atheists have alternatives to God?
• Do atheists have alternatives to prophets?
• Do atheists have alternatives to religions?
• Are there any proofs for the non-existence of God?
• What questions do atheists have?
• What are the arguments of atheists for their philosophy of life?
• Do atheists make a sin-pity?
• Why does not God do anything to convince atheists?
• Would God have any reason to speak especially to atheists because they do not believe in him?
• Does God know that atheists DO NOT believe in him?
• Are atheists fanatical spinners because of their disbelief?
• Are atheists also dependent on God's blessing?
• Are atheists blunt?
• Should atheists leave the church in the village?
• Do atheists want to stamp their stamp on Allen? If so:
• Do atheists hit Allen almost successfully? If so:
• How is it that recognizes that atheists can put their stamp on Allen?
• Can atheists become involved in something, for example, in their non-belief in God?
• Why does God allow atheists?
• Can atheists be lulled?
• Are atheists wrong?
• Are approximately 10 percent of the world's population atheists?
• Why does not God ensure that atheists are unable to grow?
• Does God regard atheists as animals who certainly do not believe in God?
• Do atheists have foolish freedom before God?
• Are atheists envied because they are not dependent on faith?
• Can atheists sometimes become a problem? If so:
• Are atheists sometimes the problem?
• Are there famous atheists?
• Where do atheists take the joys and the courage to doubt God?
• Are atheists evil people?
• Does God respect atheists?
• Does the devil respect atheists?
• Are atheists self-sacrificing?
• Are atheists a failure?
• Are all mentally handicapped automatically atheists?
• Are all people with an IQ of under 50 automatic atheists?
• Do atheists like Heinzl-males?
• Are autists mostly atheists?
• Are nudists especially atheists at the same time? Answer Proposal: Would clarify, but probably not!
• In which countries are there many atheists?
• In which countries are there very few atheists?
• Do Atheists Have Protection Angels?
• Why cannot atheists be converted?
• Are atheists worse people because they do not belong to any people-improvement institution, not to any religion?
• Are all atheists criminals?
• Torture atheists?
• Are atheists preferred for torture?
• Are atheists unthinkable?
• Are atheists servants and helpers of the devil?
• Were atheists made into atheists by influences?
• Are there atheists in percentage more bad people, as among believers?
• Are all monkeys and dolphins atheists?
• Are atheists animated?
• Are atheists unbelievers with body and soul?
• Would atheists die rather than become believing?
• Does God give both eyes to the atheists?
• Atheists sometimes try to persuade believers to NOT believe?
• Are atheists naive when they think they can dissuade all people from their faith?
• Are atheists sensitive?
• Should atheists organize?
• Do atheists have a umbrella organization?
• Why did not Atheists organize?
• Are not atheists hanging their god-unbelief at the great bell?
• Are atheists ashamed of their unbelief in God?
• Are atheists more dangerous, like believers?
• Do atheists tolerate more believers as believers tolerate atheists?
• Pitying secretly Atheists Believers because of their mad faith?
• Do funny believers make fun of atheists?
• Is there more fanatical atheists or more fanatical believers?
• When do atheists realize that their unbelief is a mistake?
• Have atheists looked through the networks of religious representatives (clergy / clerics)?
• Are atheists the best people, so they do not need a better man-mach-institution, so no religion?
• Do atheists have advocates?
• Since when are atheists?
• How long will there be atheists?
• Do atheists appear as anti-missionaries?
• Are atheists quick to reveal when believing in their mad faith is to be saved?
• How can it be that atheists come through life without God without getting mad?
• Do not atheists have anything to laugh about?
• Are atheists hard among all the many believers?
• Were most atheists still child-believing in their childhood?
• Were God-believers atheist at the push of a button?
• Is it usually a long way to become an atheist from the God-believer?
• Are there atheists who became believers in God?
• Are there atheists, who were first God-believers, then became atheists, and finally returned to the status of a
  God-believer?
• What makes God FALSE when a believer becomes an atheist?
• What makes God TRUE when an atheist becomes a believer?
• What do religions or their representatives FALSE do when an atheist becomes a believer?
• What do religions or their representatives do when an atheist becomes a believer?
• Would not atheists be put to the test? And:
• Would atheists not be questioned?
• Is it difficult for atheists to understand that people believe in God?
• Are people pleased that they belong to the group of atheists?
• Is nothing safe, so is not the non-existence of God accepted by atheists?
• Did God send atheists so that believers could finally stop the cult of God?
• Are atheist questions in the area of questions of God and religion because atheists are quasi anti-religious?
• Why are around 10% atheists around the world?
• Is God behind it that there are only 10% atheists worldwide?
• Does omnipotence (from whomever) have anything against atheists?
• Does nature have something against atheists?
• Do influences have anything against atheists?
• Is God always against atheists?
• Does the higher power have anything against atheists?
• Did prophets have anything against atheists?
• Do prophet representatives have anything against atheists?
• Do missionaries have anything against atheists?
• Do religions have anything against atheists?
• Are religious things against atheists?
• Do Orthodox always have something against atheists?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) have something against atheists?
• Do God's warriors (religion warriors) have anything against atheists?
• Does the devil have anything against atheists, because they are sure?
• Have head-worn carriers of the Islam headscarf something against atheists?
- Have fully-veiled something against atheists?
- Do the people hanging from Islam headscarfs have something against atheists?
- Do the people hanging from full-veils have something against atheists?
- Are most atheists afraid of death more like believers?
- Do most of the atheists believe that death will somehow continue?
- Do atheists sometimes have something against like-minded people?
- Do questioners sometimes have something against atheists?
- Do writers of quoted religious and God questions sometimes have something against atheists?
- Do respondents of quoted religions and God's questions sometimes have something against atheists?
- Are atheists admirable?
  - Are atheists to be respected?
  - Are atheists to be observed? Or:
  - Are atheists the best to ignore?
  - Are atheists sometimes a curse?
  - Are atheists sometimes a blessing?
- When will the end of the atheists begin?
- Do atheists sometimes get something out of control?
- Did atheists sometimes get out of hand?
- Are atheists resistant to influence? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Do atheists create a choking charm?
- Are atheists crushing agents?
  - Are Athletes Kotz-Brocken?
  - Is there an atheist failure?
- Are atheists voting with non-atheists?
- Are atheists a small fan?
- Are atheists disrespectful of God?
- Are atheists a challenge?
- Demanding atheists?
- Are atheists an impertinence?
- Have atheists pulled a rivet?
- Are atheists a bottomless jollity?
- Are atheists godless?
- Why does God allow atheists?
- Why does God allow atheists?
- Do atheists have a god-phobia, a morbid fear of God?
- Are atheists allergic to anything?
- Are atheists allergic to God?
- Does God react to atheists allergic?
- Could this question collection be viewed as a UNHAPPY script for atheists?
- Could this Questions Collection be or become the UNHAPPY Scripture for Atheists?
- Do atheists need self-awareness as a minority among all the faithful?
- Do atheists have self-confidence?
- Are atheists NOT children of God?
- Are not atheists from Adam and Eve?
  - Were Adam and Eve Atheists?
- When did the first atheist live?
- When will the last atheist die?
- Are atheists a plague that must be eradicated?
- Are atheists defensive?
- Are some people hacking atheists?
- Are atheists more fearful than believers?
- Are atheists more brutal than believers?
- Are atheists stupid as believers?
- Are atheists selfish and believers?
- Are atheists more false and believers?
- Are atheists more mean than believers?
- Are atheists more godless than believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Are atheists more stubborn as believers, because they cannot find a stop to God?
- Are atheists more frequent losers than believers?
• Are atheists more individual and believing?
• Are atheists more martial and faithful?
• Are atheists more realistic than believers?
• Are atheists more disgusting as believers?
• Are atheists more peculiar as believers?
• Are atheists more sad as believers?
• Are atheists more impossible than believers?
• Are atheists more outrageous as believers?
• Are atheists more lost than believers?
• Are atheists more worthless than believers?
• Are believers more protected than atheists?
• Are believers better off than atheists?
• Are faithful disciples like atheists?
• Are believers more successful than atheists?
• Are believers more peaceful than atheists?
• Are believers happier than atheists?
• Are believers more like and atheists?
• Are believers more god-fearing than atheists?
• Are believers more intelligent than atheists?
• Are believers child-like, like atheists?
• Are believers wiser than atheists?
• Are believers more selfless than atheists?
• Are believers more caring than atheists?
• Are believers more careless than atheists?
• Are believers more social as atheists?
• Are believers more tolerant than atheists?
• Are believers more alert than atheists?
• Are believers more valuable than atheists?
• Are atheists also believers believing in the non-existence of God?
• Should atheists not exceed their limits?
• Should atheists not exceed their competences?
• Can atheists be stuck in something?
• Do atheists make the bones jobs?
• Do atheists draw the wrath of God upon them?
• Has an atheist ever written a book against God?
• Are believers biting teeth atheists?
• Is God biting teeth atheists?
• Are atheists infernal, so that they do not inadvertently become believers?
• Are atheists sometimes too colorful when they are to be converted?
• Can atheists keep the short line?
• Has atheists stung the oats?
• Did atheists stab the tarantula?
• Is hophe and malt lost in atheists?
• Are atheists leading the way?
• Is the varnish for atheists?
• Are atheists going too far?
• Should atheists better avoid God?
• Are not some people at all funny about atheists and atheists?
• Do all people find some questions about atheists and atheists at all funny?
• Are atheists sometimes so forgetful that they have even forgotten not to believe in God?
• Create atheists until the rind crashes?
• Do atheists sometimes get into the headlines?
• Did God make atheists oppose the broadcast? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Have atheists signed a treaty with God that says that atheists leave God alone and that God leaves atheists alone? Answer Proposal: officially nothing is known about this!
• Are atheists in the comfortable situation that they do not need to prove their unbelief?
• Do atheists sometimes run a spit?
• Are atheists sometimes persecuted?
• Are atheists sometimes persecuted?
• Are atheists sometimes flabby? Answer Proposal: YES!
• What is the name of the most famous atheist?
• Must atheists be able to let off steam?
• Would atheists subjugate?
• Are atheists bored?
• Should atheists gather?
• Should atheists create a new non-god religion?
• Do atheists claim that God does not exist? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Would atheists have some fun?
• Are atheists artificially highly stylized by the artist?
• Is the dignity of the atheists inviolable?
• Are atheists rebels from the perspective of believers?
• Are atheists God’s killer?
• Do atheists have a more self-determined life as believers because they are not conquered by any religion? Or:
  • Do atheists have an influence-oriented life, even without a religious rule, because the god-free atheist life is also determined by one hundred percent influences? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does not atheists speak pure, except perhaps believers?
• Are atheists habitual animals? Or:
  • Do atheists love change?
• Do atheists support freedom of expression more like believers?
• Are atheists delicate and difficult?
• Are atheists delicate and tricky? Or:
  • Are atheists simply knitted?
  • Can atheists lead believers on ice?
  • Has God escaped all atheists?
  • Can atheists be re-educated?
• Why does not God atheists educate?
• Believe atheists to the devil?
• Faith Atheists to the Heavenly Kingdom (Heaven)?
• Believe atheists, they would be the navel of the world?
• Are there atheists?
• Are there atheists who wear Islamic headscarves?
• Are there atheists who wear full veil?
• Do atheists react at times?
• Are atheists sometimes impossible?
• Are there atheist imitators? Answer Proposal: Concealable!
• Do atheists have a concept / tactics to keep God from their bodies? Or:
  • Are / are atheists planning to keep God from their bodies?
  • Do atheists serve to harass people? Answer Proposal: Probably not!
  • Do atheists sometimes get the sow out?
  • Is God not an atheist?
• Do all atheists also belong to God?
• Do atheists belong to the eternal yesterday?
• Are atheists constantly out of tact because they are not kept on the right path by God?
• Do atheists need well-being?
• Does atheists have the certainty that there is NO God for their well-being?
• Are atheists the scapegoats?
• Are atheists sometimes brushed?
• Are atheists sometimes duped?
• Are atheists God’s enemies?
• Do atheists have worse manners like believers?
• Do atheists have more quirks as believers?
• Do atheists have more attitudes than believers?
• Are believers like God and atheists like the devil?
• Are atheists affected by frequent bruises because they do not protect God?
• Are atheists disillusioned by God?
• Were Atheists disappointed by God?
• Is the final solution for atheists already fixed?
• Are atheists least protected by God because they are the farthest from him?
• Are atheists more often angry, like believers? Or:
• Are believers more often angry, like atheists? Or:
• Are atheists and believers roughly the same?
• Are not atheists as dutiful as believers?
• Are atheists gross?
• For atheists and believers, do you like the same? Or:
• For atheists and believers, do opposites attract? Or:
• Are there atheists and believers, opposites?
• How many percent of the atheists are male?
• How many percent of atheists are female?
• Are people naturally born as atheists?
• Are atheists, from God's perspective, terrorists because they are not for him?
• Why does not God kill all atheists when they are terrorists in his view?
• Does not God therefore kill all atheists, even though, from his point of view, they are terrorists because God is so merciful and loving?
• Does atheists easily take away their hands because they are not braked by GOD? Or:
• Do many atheists find it hard for God to help them?
• Why does not God speak with atheists to convince them of himself?
• Does not God speak to atheists, because he was offended by them?
• Do not atheists make any sense?
• Are atheists meaningless beings?
• Is God constantly atheist?
• Does God flee from atheists?
• Ask God atheists to let him take him seriously?
• Would God be glad if all men were atheists, because then he would have peace?
• Is God protected and attended by atheists?
• Are atheists sometimes sweating so completely without God? Or:
• Do atheists always remain cool without God?
• Are atheists necessary for survivors?
• What is necessary for atheists to survive?
• Are believers necessary for atheists to survive, because believers worship for atheists?
• Do atheists also work smoothly without the support of God? Or:
• Is it sometimes the case with atheists because God's help is lacking?
• Is atheists sometimes blowing the air?
• Does atheists also get their breath?
• Did not atheists turn upside down?
• Are atheists usually quite clever?
• Are atheists always mindful of believers? Or:
• Do not the atheists have to be careful before believers?
• Are atheists dirt-finches by polluting God?
• Are atheists villains by disobeying God?
• Are atheists and believers not quite green?
• Are atheists on the shadows of life?
• Who comes first to the atheists?
• See atheists regarding the riddle of why there are believers, light at the end of the tunnel? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Believe atheists in God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are atheists convinced that there is God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do atheists imagine that there is God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Atheists under God's hallucinations? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Can atheists be eliminated? Answer Proposal: Theoretically YES!
• Are atheists (unbelievers) incapacitated?
• Does God believe in atheists? Or:
• Has God lost faith in atheists?
• Do atheists have an unpleasant feeling of being at the thought of God?
• Do atheists sometimes tell many believers what?
• Are faithful to many atheists sometimes what?
• Is God always silent in atheists? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does not God talk to atheists because he is angry about them?
• Does not God talk to atheists because he is disappointed by them?
• Do atheists have a gut feeling? If so:
• Do atheists decide much about their gut feeling?
• Do atheists usually rely on their gut feeling?
• Does the thought of God in atheists produce an unpleasant feeling of the stomach?
• Are God’s most atheists constantly causing abdominal pain?
• Are many an atheists of the dear God again and again doing pain?
• Should not atheists have to go to the top with their disbelief?
• Do even atheists sometimes get one on the lid?
• Are even atheists sometimes getting one on the roof?
• Smirking atheists about God?
• Should believers sometimes seriously take atheists to the breast?
• Do atheists see only the evil in God?
• Do atheists have a roof damage because they deny God?
• Tolerate and endure God atheists because he is so merciful and loving?
• Do atheists have a divine substitute?
• Are atheists soon snow from yesterday?
• Are atheists in love with their ungodly existence?
• What do atheists actually form? Answer Proposal: Much to little!
• Is God a secret admirer of atheists?
• Does the womb run with atheists without God? Or:
• Supports and protects God atheists secretly and faithfully open?
• Are atheists proud of believers?
• Throw Atheists God billets between the nonexistent legs?
• Do atheists get glowing eye when they see believers?
• Are atheists always sincere?
• Are atheists with believers at all not in demand?
• Is it costing atheists to believe in God or to imagine God?
• Do atheists sometimes lose their patience with believers? And:
• Do believers sometimes lose their patience with atheists?
• Are atheists also believers by thinking or saying, I believe that there is NO God?
• Are atheists degenerate?
• Is it possible to discuss atheists emotionally and objectively? Answer Proposal: Tendency NO!
• Are all atheists black sheep from the perspective of believers?
• Do not atheists have a tendency to higher?
• Does atheists form foam before their mouths when they see believers?
• Does believers form foam before their mouths when they see atheists?
• Does God make froth at the mouth when he sees atheists?
• Is God frowning when he sees atheists?
• Do atheists have compassion with believers?
• Do believers have sympathy with atheists?
• Are atheists an insolence?
• Do atheists offer their brows to their Creator? If so:
• Do atheists want to be admired because they offer their brows to their creator?
• Should not everyone see the topic of atheists so hard?
• Do atheists sweep everything from the table, the believer?
• Do atheists want to make themselves interesting by denying God?
• Do atheists have a good dose of courage when they go through life without the aid of God?
• Are atheists FEET because they run away from God?
• Does God protect atheists as well as believers?
• Are atheists unimaginative in God’s affairs?
• Are atheists the only truth?
• Can atheists defy the fun of God and religion?
• Are atheists stupid because they do not believe in God?
• Are atheists satisfied with God? Or:
• Are atheists dissatisfied with God?
• Do atheists feel at ease if they can walk with God?
• Are atheists generous when it comes to God? Or:
• Are atheists petty when it comes to God?
- Is there anything atheist?
- Do atheists have something that no one else has?
- Do atheists have a good conscience only when they despise God?
- Do atheists fall into the cross?
- Is God like a thorn in the eye for atheists?
- Are atheists a thorn in the eye for God?
- Are atheists a thorn in the eye for believers?
- Does it use atheists not to believe in God? If so:
- What is the benefit for atheists, not believing in God?
- Does it pay for atheists not to believe in God?
- Amazed Atheists disbelieving and astonished believers believing?
- Do atheists always find the right measure without God? Or:
- Do atheists like to work with the breaking bar because they lack the divine prophecy?
- Are atheists most likely to target atheists?
- Do not atheists have a mock?
- Are not atheists faithful to God?
- Is God atheists as merciful as believers?
- Is God as merciful to atheists as to believers?
- Is God as good to atheists as to believers?
- Is God as dear to atheists as to believers?
- Do atheists only want the best for believers? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
- Is the existence of atheists veilful? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
- Are atheists the last thing God can use?
- Are prophets the last thing that atheists can use? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
- Do atheists sometimes get a bloody nose?
- Are atheists necessary?
- Is God not an intellectual concept for atheists? Answer Proposal: Consequently YES!
- Is there no herb against atheists?
- Have atheists backbone?
- Are not atheists unbeatable in the absence of God's protection?
- Are atheists exemplary for believers? Answer Proposal: Definitely not!
- Are atheists an exemplary non-religious?
- Can atheists attribute to God, for example, that he does not exist, because no one can examine anyone anyway? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Can atheists attribute to God, for example, that he does not exist because God does not resist? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Do atheists spread like a cancer?
- Is the position of atheists well thought out? Answer Proposal: Not clear!
- Can atheists be provoked?
- Can atheists make you laugh? Or:
- Is not atheists laughing?
- Must atheists sometimes leave feathers?
- Are atheists the most unimportant of the world? Or:
- Are atheists an important quarrel apple?
- Do atheists have more atrocities than believers?
- What is at the top of the agenda for atheists?
- Are not atheists of religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) glued?
- Do believers usually have to curb the atheists? Or:
- Must atheists consistently conquer believers?
- Can atheists walk with the big dogs pee?
- Is God hated by atheists?
- Is the thought-image ghosting in the minds of atheists? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Does atheists always keep their unbelief at their necks?
- Are atheists a punishment of heaven?
- Have atheists already done violence to believers?
- Have faithful atheists ever done violence?
- Are atheists not at all exciting?
- Are atheists not at all exciting?
- Do atheists have to swallow so many toads?
• Do atheists sometimes interfere when they think of God?
• Are atheists believing sometimes on the mind?
• Are atheists relieved that they are finally rid of God? Answer Proposal: Can be!
• Are atheists Heinis?
• Are atheists the rest itself?
• Are Atheists Foam Bats?
• Do atheists reject God as they please?
• Do atheists reject God as they please?
• Are not atheists piquil, because they are disbelievers?
• Are atheists more helpless than believers?
• Do most atheists work hard?
• Do atheists lose the thread only when they think of God inadvertently?
• Atheists sometimes do not continue?
• Do atheists sometimes have neither one nor one?
• Are atheists themselves to blame if they do not believe in God?
• Opposing Atheists Believers?
• Are Atheists Innocent Angels?
• Do atheists have a lesser need for protection than believers because they voluntarily forgo God’s protection?
• Have atheists the look-through gene because they realized that this is all staged with God and the Prophet? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are atheists especially easily forced to their knees because they are not supported by God?
• Do atheists have a wish list?
• What do atheists like to deny except God?
• Are atheists the classical godless?
• Are atheists rebellious for believers?
• Are atheists sometimes stunned?
• Are all atheists lukewarmly atheists?
• Are atheists fully under believers?
• Have atheists been let down by God?
• What is important for atheists? And:
• What is unimportant for atheists?
• Are there any unexpected problems for atheists? Or:
• Is there an unexpected problem for atheists?
• Do not atheists know God and the world?
• Do atheists only know the world?
• Must atheists be kept in order? Or:
• Are atheists themselves correct? Answer Proposal: Mostly YES!
• Does God always show the cold shoulder?
• Do believers sometimes show atheists the cold shoulder?
• Is there not only light in atheists but also shadows? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are believers greedy for atheists? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are believers curious about atheists? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Does atheists sometimes burn something under their fingernails? Answer Proposal: High Probability YES!
• Do atheists remain God-deniers until they fall? Answer Proposal: Revealed from reverence!
• Do believers atheists like to snail?
• Do all the atheists and Christians hate Muslims? Answer Proposal: NO, only 99.2% of atheists and Christians hate all Muslims!
• Hate all Muslims atheists and Christians? Answer Proposal: NO, only 99.2% of Muslims hate atheists and Christians!
• Are all the arguments that atheists bring forth from believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are all the arguments that believers put forward to be atheist? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do believers not hold all the arguments that atheists present? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do not atheists not accept all the arguments that the believers make? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Why does not God speak with atheists to convince them?
• Does God feel insulted by atheists and therefore does not speak to them?
• Can God speak anything except with atheists?
• Were atheists at first and then the speechlessness of God against atheists? Or:
• Was the speechlessness of God at first against men and then were the atheists there?
• Is God stirring up about atheists because they do not want to know about me? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Are not atheists right to think about God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do the feelings in atheists sometimes rise high when they think of believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do the feelings in believers sometimes rise high when they think of other believers or atheists? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are atheists in faith questions ahead of their time? Answer Proposal: you yourself believe it!
• Did atheists have to familiarize themselves with their godlessness?
• Are believers considered something better compared to atheists?
• Are atheists a hopeless case from God’s point of view? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
• Are atheists from the perspective of believers a hopeless case? Answer Proposal: This depends on the tolerance ability!
• Are believers from the perspective of atheists a hopeless case? Answer Proposal: This depends on the tolerance ability!
• Do atheists in God's affairs NOT turn their minds off and their feelings NOT? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do atheists let their minds turn on their minds and turn their feelings off? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is God compatible with atheists?
• Are atheists trying to unite a bear when they claim that there is no God? Answer Proposal: From the perspective of believers YES and from the perspective of atheists NO!
• Are faithful atheists trying to tie a bear when they claim that there is God? Answer Proposal: From the perspective of atheists YES and from the perspective of believers NO!
• Was the bond between atheists and God cut apart?
• Are atheists wise-crackers?
• Are atheists automatically also devil deniers? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Do atheists insist on the infallibility of their non-faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do not atheists talk about themselves when they are unbelieving? Answer Proposal: Mostly YES!
• Do atheists want to be unbelievers, and do they blind out everything else that is disturbing? Answer Proposal: Can be, but do not have to be!
• How do atheists achieve WITHOUT the stabilizing faith in God through life? Answer Proposal: This will always remain an unsolved mystery!
• Do atheists have only a wood class place card for the Heaven Kingdom? Answer Proposal: Must be consulted!
• Do the blinds simply ignore what is wrong with them? Answer Proposal: Well possible!
• Are atheists trying to make the most out of their disbelief? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Are atheists always unaware, though they have every reason to be excited because of their disbelief? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
• Do most atheists sympathize with almost all believers who have fallen into the beliefs or beliefs? Answer Proposal: Possibly YES!
• Are atheists sometimes out of bounds and bands? Answer Proposal: Concealable!
• Do Atheists need replacement snail houses because they have no faith? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
• Do atheists have a bird and believer a god in their heads? Answer Proposal: Devil ask, he should know everything!
• Is the core statement of atheists, which is, God, is there NOT, basically FALSE, because it is very good to God and as a thought image in the minds of men? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Should atheists not let go and reverence God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are atheists fond of their non-faith? Answer Proposal: Not impossible!
• Are atheists always polite? Answer Proposal: Only as long as no one drives them to the cart!
• Do atheists delight in themselves? Answer Proposal: Still unknown!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is omnipotent? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is ubiquitous? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God can be influenced? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God does miracles? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is enlightened? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is good? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God knows everything? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is invincible? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is a merciful? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is all-embracing? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that thunder is the voice of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that Allah is great? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is dear? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is merciful? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God protects believers in particular? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God knows how to appreciate someone kneeling before him? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is there for all? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that there is divine assistance? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God created time? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God understands the meaning of blasphemy? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is hostile to women and equivocal? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that the unequal treatment of the human race is God's will? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God has a kingdom? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God actively blesses? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is everywhere? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God has an opinion? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is helping by actively engaging? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that ALL is blessed? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God respects the doing of human beings? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God protects people from something? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God does not break his promises? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God brings the dead back to life? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Can atheists or believers be proved through an experiment that God reveals hidden things? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable through an experiment that it recognizes God when some people say they believe in God and in the last day, even though they are not believers? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is by atheists or believers through an experiment verifiable that God empowers? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by means of an experiment that atheists or believers open things to men? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God misleads the wrongdoer? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God gives commands? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God gives food and drink? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God gives signs? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers by an experiment that God seals the hearing disbeliever? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God seals the hearts of unbelievers? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God has a book? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God has a home in the hereafter? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God has in his power? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is merciful? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is the Lord of the worlds? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is an all-merciful? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is gracious? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God is powerful over all things? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is truly an enemy to the unbelievers? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God knows the unrighteous? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that people hear the word of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God makes the light disappear from people who try to deceive God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God leaves people in darkness trying to deceive God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God does not let anything see? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that makes God die? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God lets blind people wander around blindly trying to deceive God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that makes God meet people from lightning? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that makes God alive on the last day? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that makes God alive? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God made the earth a retirement? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Can be proved by atheists or believers through an experiment that God is a disease in the heart of those who try to deceive God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that makes God a parable? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer able to verify that God sent water from heaven? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is not ashamed to shape any parable? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God sends things down? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God sees what men do? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that, according to God’s command, something is to be held together, which ransack human beings? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that streams descend from fear of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that people fall into the wrath of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Can atheists or believers be tested by an experiment that God curses unbelievers? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it feasible by atheists or believers, through an experiment, that God knows what people proclaim? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is by atheists or believers through an experiment verifiable that God knows what people hide? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to be proved by atheists or believers through an experiment that those who are not afraid or sad will believe when they believe in God and the last day and do good because they have their reward with their Lord? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that people are certainly justified when God wants it? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that there is the love of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that people can approach God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God enlightens men? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God leaves people? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God loves every person individually? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God is asking for something from men? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God directs people? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that there is the Word of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that a man's word reaches the ear of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is a strong castle? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by means of an experiment that atheists or believers happen in the name of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers by an experiment that people are protected by God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer able to verify that God is turning to us? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that we cannot make God NECESSARY? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers by an experiment that God honors peoples? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers, by an experiment, that the saying is correct, the Lord has given it, the Lord has taken it? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God has a few human qualities? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God has a few human senses? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is by atheists or believers through an experiment verifiable that God punishes? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is by atheists or believers through an experiment verifiable that God said and says every human being must work? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God wants only the best for all people? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is necessary? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God exists? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is aware of when someone is grateful to his Lord? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God knows how many stars are standing? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it feasible by atheists or believers through an experiment that God wants women not to bathe in the presence of men? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God imposes man trials? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer able to verify that God controls everything? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is involved in the development of everything? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God created everything? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers, through an experiment, that God's faithful donates consolation? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers by an experiment that all men are equal before God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that it is indeed God who gives a halt? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is grateful for people when they have once again got off lightly? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is involved in the emergence? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that there are works of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God can generate feelings in humans? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God has a will? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God was never created? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is invariable? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheism or believer verifiable by an experiment that God has an invariable being? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God has an unchanging will? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God can threaten? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God perceives every intercession? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that people can attain a high reputation with God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is with humans? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is testable by atheists or believers through an experiment that God is testing? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is a preserver? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer testable by an experiment that God chooses people or that God is able to select people? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God expects people to exist before him? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that directs God instead of the unknown influences? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God protects believers better than godless or unbelievers? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is a distant force? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God does not need ANYTHING? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is a supreme power? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that some of the prophets are God’s messengers? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God sent him commissioners in human form like prophets or a son? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that prophets proclaim the Word of God? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that prophets went to heaven? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer able to testify that prophets were the mouthpiece of God? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that prophets proclaimed God’s Word? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers, through an experiment, that prophets have been prompted by God? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it testable by atheists or believers through an experiment that prophets were AUTHORS OF God? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers, through an experiment, that God sent prophets, who are then called ANGLE? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that prophets were DEPUTIES OF GOD? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that all the messengers of God are always prophets? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that there was no other prophet after the super-prophet? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God gave prophets his revelations? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that the dear God sees everything? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer able to verify that God drove the first people out of the heavenly kingdom? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that the statement that God loves you is true? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that the dear God sees everything? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God knows when someone confesses? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God recognizes when someone repents? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that the will of God is happening? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is our Father? Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is in heaven? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that recognizes and appreciates God when his name is sanctified? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God can bring his kingdom? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God’s will happens both in heaven and on earth? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God has anything to do with the food supply? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God can forgive the guilt of human beings? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God can lead men into temptation? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God can redeem men from evil? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that the kingdom belongs to God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God has power and glory? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that everything is valid for God for all eternity? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God can be gracious to the soul of men? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Can atheists or believers be tested by an experiment that violence against unbelievers is in the sense of Allah? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that ALL is decided by the grace of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Can atheists or believers be tested by an experiment that God is able to bless particular countries? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers, through an experiment, that those people who are particularly rich are those who particularly like God? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God particularly likes people who are particularly rich? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable through an experiment that it is a great sin for God to marry a divorced woman? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God the Lord counted all the stars on the blue sky tent? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer through an experiment verifiable that God is there for every believer in person, and not only, but actually? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God knows how many people worship him at the same time? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable through an experiment that the firm belief in the mercy of God leads to better charity believers and nothing can happen to them? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is capable of creating heaven and earth in the beginning? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that the Spirit of God can float on the water? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it feasible for atheists or believers, through an experiment, that God is able to speak, that there will be light? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it feasible by atheists or believers through an experiment that God is able to see if light is good? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is able to separate light from darkness and that he is able to call the light day and the darkness night? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is atheists or believers verifiable through an experiment that God is able to speak, that there will be a feast between the waters? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is capable of making a feast? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is able to separate the water under the feast from the water above the feast? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God is capable of calling the festivals heaven? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is by atheists or believers through an experiment verifiable that God is able to speak, it collects the water under the heavens in special places so that the dry is seen? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is by atheists or believers through an experiment verifiable that God is able to call the dry earth and the
  collection of the sea sea? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is by atheists or believers through an experiment verifiable that God is able to speak, let the earth rise
  grass and herb? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God sees when something is good? Answer Proposal:
  NO!
• Is it feasible by atheists or believers, through an experiment, that God is able to speak, there will be lights
  at the feasts of heaven that divide day and night? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it feasible for atheists or believers through an experiment that God is able to make two lights, a great one
  for the day and a small one for the night? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it feasible by atheists or believers through an experiment that God is able to place the two lights at the
  feasts of heaven so that they appear to the earth? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God knows what is good? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God is able to speak, that the water
  is excited with weaving and living animals and birds on earth under the festivals of heaven? Answer Proposal:
  NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God created great whales and all
  kinds of animals that lives and weaves? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is able to bless all kinds of animals? Answer
  Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is able to speak to all kinds of animals, be
  fruitful and multiply? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there a tolerance on the topic of “atheists”? Or:
• Is there any tolerance on the subject of “atheists”? ↓↓↓ - NEW - ↓↓↓
• Is it by atheists or believers by an experiment verifiable that God is able to speak, the earth bring forth living
  animals, any of his kind? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God made the animals on earth, every one of his kind?
  Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is able to speak, let us make man, a picture that
  is equal to us? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God created man in his image and that he created a
  man and a woman? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is the Lord Sun and shield? Answer Proposal:
  NO!
• Can atheists or believers be tested through an experiment that God gives grace and honor? Answer Proposal:
  NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God will not let the pious man fail? Answer Proposal:
  NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is very powerful in the assembly of the holy?
  Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is wonderful about all who are around him?
  Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that the Lord is a great God and a great
  King over all gods? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is very glorious? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is magnificently decorated? Answer Proposal:
  NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that directs God in all the world? Answer Proposal:
  NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God will defeat the enemies of men? Answer Proposal:
  NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by God for an experiment? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God can create what he wants? Answer Proposal:
  NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is just? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is love? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Can atheists or believers be proved by an experiment that God has sent His Son for the reconciliation of our
  sins? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that some is born of God? Answer
  Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that everything that is born of God is
  overcoming the world? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that our faith (in God) is the victory that
  has overcome the world? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God has a son? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is true? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that the wood of life is in the paradise of God? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God has seven spirits? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God can send his seven spirits to all lands? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God can wipe away all tears from his eyes? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that seven angels stand before God? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God can make heaven and earth and sea and water wells? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God can be angry? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is capable of making commandments for human beings? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God has a judgment? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is sitting on the chair? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God does not want a godless? Answer Proposal: NO!
Can atheists or believers be proved by an experiment that Allah does not want any unbelievers? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that wants to be honored and praised? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God is capable of recognizing that he is worshiped? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God wants or wants to be worshiped? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers by an experiment that before God all men are equal? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that it is really the Lord God who does not sometimes want to? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is the creator of the world? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers by an experiment that people are at the end of their lives before God? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God monitors ALL people completely? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God monitors ALL elementary particles without gaps?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is capable of sending seven biblical plagues?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Can atheists or believers be tested by an experiment that Allah sends the plague of Islam terror?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that the divine laws are actually of God?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheism or believer verifiable by an experiment that there is a heavenly kingdom?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God makes the Virgin appear now and then?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that Jesus is the Son of God?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God makes gifts of heaven?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God remains gracious only when prayer of thanksgiving is regularly addressed to him?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God determines what sin is?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it feasible by atheists or believers through an experiment that God wants people to live with God?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God can make laws for human beings?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that everything, as we know it, was created by God only 6,000 or 10,000 years ago?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer able to verify that God is among us?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheism or believer verifiable by an experiment that God has a heavenly kingdom?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God drove Adam and Eve out of the heavenly kingdom?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God's deceased in certain cases refuses to enter the heavenly kingdom?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Can be proved by atheists or believers through an experiment that God provides virgins for every martyr in the Heavenly Kingdom?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that believers are constantly feeling God?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God can be a true favor to whom?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers, through an experiment, that after death God allows believers to live a further life in the heavenly kingdom?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer testable by an experiment that God can frustrate people's plans because sometimes they say, God willing or Inschallah?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that some people are well-regarded with God?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is a Savior?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God has representatives on earth?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that all human beings are creatures of God?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that every human being is a creature of God?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God forgives when asked?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that protects God?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is with humans?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that God wants certain houses of God to be entered only WITHOUT shoes?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to be proved by atheists or believers through an experiment that God created the world according to biblical creation history?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is it possible to be proved by atheists or believers through an experiment that our Lord God loves us to eat, drink and be merry?
Answer Proposal: NO!

Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God wants from us what is in the Bible?
Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God wants us from the Koran? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that the devil takes people? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that all are lost to hell? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that God is better than the devil? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that Islam headscarves are to be worn because it is the will of Allah? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is an atheist or believer verifiable by an experiment that is full of veil, because it is the will of Allah? Answer Proposal: NO!
Is it possible to prove by atheists or believers through an experiment that the freedom of women increases with increasing degree of veiling and veiling? Answer Proposal: NO!
Do atheists show God the cold shoulder? Answer Proposal: Mostly YES!
Do atheists show the devil the cold shoulder? Answer Proposal: Mostly YES!
Do atheists sometimes have to admit small? Answer Proposal: YES, if there is danger for life and limb!
Should atheists sometimes give in? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are atheists from sight-seeing terrorists? Answer Proposal: In some cases already!
Do religious and religious fanatics, especially atheists, sometimes get on their nerves? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are atheists sometimes uncomfortable when God falls on their feet? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can atheists grow over the head? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do atheists have a strange relationship with God? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are atheists more frequent than believers? Or:
Are atheists more often like atheists? Or:
Are atheists the same as believers? Answer Proposal: Should be found!
Should atheists not be in their pants when they go through life for the first time without God's support? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are atheists fear-hares because they do not walk around the neck with a shield that says I AM AN ATHEIST? Answer Proposal: nonsense with sauce!
Do atheists claim to be infallible when it comes to their rejection of God's existence? Answer Proposal: A slightly restricted YES!
Must atheists submit themselves to God and the devil? Answer Proposal: This is not recognizable!
Did not Atheists enter the Prophet's trick? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are atheists pop? Answer Proposal: A YES would be an offense!
Have people become atheists because they realized that nothing is verifiable to God? Answer Proposal: This possibility exists!
Is God no longer a clod on the leg for atheists? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should not atheists apply too much? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can believers blow the march atheists? Answer Proposal: In certain areas quite!
Are atheists tearing up the ass to get round without God? Answer Proposal: ask times!
Should not atheists break out of the crown? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should atheists always keep their ears stiff, even though somehow God has lost them? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should atheists always point their ears to get along when believers talk badly about them? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do not atheists have to think about whether God exists? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do atheists avoid Islam headscarves like the devil's holy water? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do atheists completely conceal the devil's water? Answer Proposal: YES!
Looking at atheists the direct confrontation with believers? Answer Proposal: Not a flat rate!
Should not atheists do so just because God has deprived them? Answer Proposal: YES!
Does the atheists go to the office when they secretly worship God at home? Answer Proposal: Who would not like mice!
Does atheists ask for righteousness in matters of faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can atheism degenerate into piety? Answer Proposal: Rather not!
Are atheists a riddle of nature because they can do it without the thought-image of God through life? Answer Proposal: YES, as great a mystery as animals, which also come through life!
Are atheists as lamenting because of lack of God's help? Answer Proposal: Rather not!
Are atheists innocent lambs? Answer Proposal: Maybe more like believers because they do not defend any faith!
< Can atheists be discredited? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Why do not atheists have a roofing? Answer Proposal: Because they are not about higher goals!
< Are atheists loners? Answer Proposal: Certainly not a flat rate!
< Does God also love atheists? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Cannot atheists be annoyed by NOTHING? Answer Proposal: It would be nice!
< Are there atheists who believe in a life after death? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
< Do atheists have sealed hearts? Answer Proposal: MUST be checked!
< Tell atheists that they do not notice the mercy of God? Answer Proposal: Probably!
< Why do believers become atheists? Answer Proposal: Maybe because they have accidentally switched their minds on!
< Why do atheists become believers? Answer Proposal: First of all it would have to be clarified if there is that!
< Are atheists sneaky as believers? Answer Proposal: An investigation of this question would probably not result in a significant difference between atheists and believers!
< Is God going to the brain atheists? Answer Proposal: Hard to verify!
< Do atheists practice fewer charities? Answer Proposal: Hard to accept!
< Are there two pillars or pillars of atheism? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are there, besides the two pillars of atheism, a third support, which consists in the fact that there is not a single scientifically confirmable statement of God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are atheists the same because they do not feel, hear, see, or feel anything from God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are atheists incapable of feeling or feeling of God? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
< Are atheists all black, if they are pulled through the cocoa? Answer Proposal: Probably YES, because Cocoa colors!
< Is God and the devil for mysticism atheists? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Even accept atheists that there is the thought image of God? Answer Proposal: This they must, because otherwise they could not be atheists!
< Are atheists poor pigs because they cannot formulate a statement to God? Answer Proposal: They obviously do not feel this way!
< Is there a majority of atheists worldwide in Sweden? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are Sweden a people deprived of God because there are so many atheists? Answer Proposal: Unrecognizable!
< Are believers the arguments of atheists too complicated? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Is the argumentation of atheist believers too complicated? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Is God a myth for atheists? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is the devil a myth for atheists? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can the subject of ATHEISTS be covered in words? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Why do not atheists have God's denial houses? Answer Proposal: Probably because they have not yet come to this idea!
< Why do God's deniers have no atheist communities? Answer Proposal: Probably because they are still too few!
< Why do not atheists have anti-God preachers? Answer Proposal: Probably because they have not yet come to this idea!
< Are there atheist symbols? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Do atheists have special symbols in analogy to religious symbols? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Are atheists a successful part of the (alleged) creation of God? Answer Proposal: Not known!
< Are atheists attached to the hair? Answer Proposal: From sight, perhaps!
< Why are atheists clinging to no faith? Answer Proposal: Still open!
< What are the atheists who have no faith to hold on to? Answer Proposal: Still open!
< If atheists criticize believers in a wasp nest? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
< Do not atheists criticize their apostasy? Answer Proposal: Certainly!
< How do atheists find their rhythm of life without religion? Answer Proposal: A riddle of nature!
< Cannot, atheists, refuse to accept the idea of God's persecution? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are atheists restless because they find no support for God, prophet, and religion? Answer Proposal: Open to atheists!
< Do atheists know what is right? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
< Do atheists want to impress with their non-faith? Answer Proposal: Rather unlikely!
< Would not atheists be analyzed? Answer Proposal: Well possible!
< What do atheists find because they have no faith in a faith? Answer Proposal: Open to atheists!
< Why do atheists cling because they have no faith in bracing? Answer Proposal: Open to atheists!
< Is the charity of atheists, Jews, or Muslims inferior, like those of Christians, because Christians love to speak of Christ’s neighbor? Answer Proposal: Open to Christians!
< Are not the atheists from clinging monkeys, because they cling to no religion? Answer Proposal: Do not rule out!
< Are believers becoming atheists because they do not find anything that God is currently proving to be? Answer Proposal: Could also be a reason!
< Is there an atheist's complaint, because of the many atheists? Answer Proposal: Not yet!
< Does atheism at any time swear the COLLAR, because of too many atheists? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Are atheists finally ending with funny? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Are atheists sometimes taking a time out of their world view? Answer Proposal: Never!
< Why is atheism so slow and difficult? Answer Proposal: Too complex for a short answer!
< For example, is atheism so slow and difficult, because atheism cannot come up with the (alleged) love of God? Answer Proposal: YES! [1]
< Is atheism, for example, only so slow and difficult, because there are religions? Answer Proposal: YES! [2]
< Is atheism, for example, therefore only so slow and difficult, because religions give a feeling of belonging together? Answer Proposal: YES! [3]
< Is atheism, for example, so slow and difficult, because very intelligent representatives of religion (clerics, clerics, preachers) do everything possible in their own interest to prevent the spread of atheism? Answer Proposal: YES! [4]
< Is atheism, for example, so slow and difficult, because it is prosecuted in some countries? Answer Proposal: YES! [5]
< Are not atheists satisfied when God's statements are proved (seemingly) with the aid of holy scriptures of religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should both atheists and believers take the (supposed) mercy of God as an example? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do atheists have a history? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is atheists the irrational part of their brain lost, needed for faith matters? Answer Proposal: It looks quite like this!
< Are atheists idly around because they lack God as a stop-giver? Answer Proposal: They are not noticed yet!
< Schlackern Atheisten sometimes with the ears? Answer Proposal: They will probably not be spared!
< Are there atheists because God did not take care? Answer Proposal: Unknown!
< Does the devil get into it when he receives a charge of atheists for his hell? Answer Proposal: unexplained!
< Where are the abolitionists of thought-image God? Answer Proposal: Please report!
< Do not atheists want people to go through life with the thought image? Answer Proposal: Atheists are probably quite tolerant to believers!
< Are atheists as tolerant of believers as faithful to atheists? Answer Proposal: Difficult to answer, survey required!
< Are atheists against believers more tolerant as believers to atheists? Answer Proposal: Difficult to answer, survey required!
< Are faithful to atheists more tolerant than atheists to believers? Answer Proposal: Difficult to answer, survey required!
< Have not only believers, but also atheists a thought-image of God in their heads? Answer Proposal: YES!
< How do atheists achieve well-being, even though they are unbelievers? Answer Proposal:
< Are atheists indestructible? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Do atheists have an under-average feeling world? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Are preferably feeling-minded people atheists? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Biting religions in atheists on granite, because atheists are not sensitive? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Thinking of atheists, it must not be true that there are still people who believe in a kingdom of heaven (paradise)? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Are atheists saying that it is not true that people are fighting decades of age because they have different notions of the only true way of life, whereby gender roles and sexuality play a central role in every way of life? Answer Proposal: Could be!
< Do you want to make or leave atheists? Answer Proposal: In religious matters, not at all!
< Do not atheists have enough imagination to believe in God? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
< Do atheists have other strolling places to live their blossoming imagination, like God? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
< Have not only believers, but also atheists a flourishing imagination? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
< Are there atheist fanatics? Answer Proposal: In any case, no striking appearance has yet appeared!
< Are there (almost) no atheist fanatics, because they are not very sensitive? Answer Proposal: Probably therefore!
< Are atheists decisively involved in the co-ordination of society? Answer Proposal: Not proven!
< Have atheists so far made fine? Answer Proposal: No rating!
< Mourning to Atheists Did the Thoughts Picture God Sometimes? Answer Proposal: Apparently not, otherwise they would have become believers again!
Questions about Questions
- Are there any questions to ask at all? And:
- Are there any questions? Because this is obviously the case:
- Earn questions to questions + ask a question section? If so, the following questions are ready to be answered:
- Are questions about questions almost at the end, because they are even more insignificant than atheists?
Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is there at least one question to God whose standard answer is shared by all people?
- Is there at least one question about God, who really answer all people on their own?
- Are there questions about God who also interest people who do not believe in God?
- Are there any permissible and / or prohibited questions to God? If so:
- Who determines which questions are allowed and which are forbidden, God or God-instructors?
- To what can more questions be asked, to God or to body cells?
- Could religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) be attacked or offended when strange questions are asked about God?
- Why must the authority of holy scriptures of religion be given value in answering God’s questions?
- Why are the answers to God’s questions (almost) always so extensive?
- Are God’s questions that can be answered very easily and briefly?
- Are there questions about God, whose answers are recognized across the board?
- Are there God’s questions that can be easily answered?
- Are there God’s questions that can be answered clearly?
- Are there questions of God whose standard answers are not recognized by all?
- Are there God’s questions that can be answered differently?
- Are there questions of God that can only be answered with uncertainty?
- Are there God’s questions that can be answered very quickly?
- Are there silly questions about God?
- Are there any general questions of God?
- Are there pleasurable questions of God?
- Are there unpleasant questions of God?
- Are there annoying God questions?
- Are there arrogant God questions?
- Are there scary divine questions?
- Are there special God questions?
- Are there any evil questions of God?
- Are there delicate God questions?
- Are there dubious questions of God?
- Are there stupid questions of God?
- Are there any dangerous questions of God?
- Are there good God questions?
- Are there ugly questions of God?
- Are there frequent God questions?
- Are there interesting God questions?
- Are there any funny questions about God?
- Are there boring God’s questions?
- Are there modern God questions?
- Are there open questions of God?
- Are there any bad God questions?
- Are there beautiful divine questions?
- Are there strange questions of God?
- Are there special God questions?
- Are there any suggestive divine questions?
- Are there devilish questions of God?
- Are there deadly God questions?
- Are there superfluous God’s questions?
- Are there any unanswerable questions of God?
- Are there forbidden questions of God?
- Are there forgiveness questions of God?
- Are there important God questions?
- Are there any magical questions of God?
• Are there any random God questions?
• Are there questions groups?
• Are there question complexes?
• Are there many questions open to God?
• Are there too many open questions about God?
• Does God ask questions? If so:
  • To whom does God ask questions?
• Does God have questions which he cannot answer himself?
• How many questions are there for God?
  • Are there fewer than 50,000 questions to God (and related subjects)?
  • Are there 50,000 to 100,000 questions to God (and related subjects)?
  • Is there any 100,000 to 1,000,000 questions to God (and related subjects)?
  • Are there any questions to God (and related subjects) 1,000,000 to 10 million questions?
  • Are there almost endless questions to God (and related subjects)?
  • Is there anything else like God, to which similarly many questions can be asked?
• Is there anything else that a person can ask more questions, like to God?
• Can God's questions be funny?
• Do God's questions always have to be serious?
• Can you ask questions to think?
• Are the over 50,000 questions on the subject of God and related subjects sometimes pondering?
• Are the over 50,000 questions on the topic of God and related topics helpful?
• Are grades for the quality or quality of God's questions possible?
• Are grades useful for the quality or quality of God's questions?
• How much of the over 50,000 questions cannot be graded, because the questions are, for example, pointless?
• How much of the over 50,000 questions deserve the grade 6 (deficient, superfluous)?
• How much of the over 50,000 questions deserve the grade 5 (unsatisfactory)?
• How many percent of the over 50,000 questions earn the Grade 4 (sufficient)?
• How many percent of the over 50,000 questions deserve the grade 3 (satisfactory)?
• How many percent of the over 50,000 questions earn the goodness grade 2 (good)?
• How much of the over 50,000 questions deserve the goodness grade 1 (very good)?
• Are gravity-grades possible for answering God's questions?
• Are gravity-degrees useful for answering God's questions?
• How many percent of the over 50,000 questions cannot be assessed by the degree of severity because the questions are, for example, meaningless or meaningless?
• How much of the over 50,000 questions have the severity grade 1 (very easy to answer)?
• How many percent of the over 50,000 questions have the severity grade 2 (easy to answer)?
• How many percent of over 50,000 questions have the severity grade 3 (not so easy to answer)?
• How many percent of the over 50,000 questions have the severity grade 4 (hard to answer)?
• How much of the over 50,000 questions have the severity grade 5 (almost unresponsive)?
• How many percent of the over 50,000 questions have the severity grade 6 (unanswerable)?
• How much of the over 50,000 questions are likely to be answered in the same way?
• How much of the over 50,000 questions are likely to be controversially answered?
• Whether someone who answers the over 50,000 questions? Answer Proposal: Very likely NO!
• Is the man who has first answered all over 50,000 questions convincingly, closest to God?
• Are there stupid questions about God’s issues?
• Are there intelligent questions about God’s issues?
• Are there wise questions about God’s issues?
• Can one get lost in the thicket of the many questions?
• Confuse too many questions?
• Too many questions?
• Do you have a lot of questions to motivate further questions?
• Is asking questions getting easier as questions answer?
• Are there any questions that allow you to answer YES or NO?
• Are there any questions that are actually answers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any questions that almost contain the answer? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any questions that already anticipate the answer? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any suggestion questions?
• Is it possible to make a statement or statement within a question?
• Is the formulation of questions a kind of brainstorming?
• Can the formulation of questions be a kind of brainstorming?
• Is the wisdom "There are no stupid questions, but only stupid answers!"?
• Are there stupid questions? If so:
  • When is a question a stupid question?
• Are there intelligent questions? If so:
  • When is a question a smart question? And:
  • Can "silly" questions make "intelligent" questions?
• Are there interesting questions? If so:
  • When is a question an interesting question?
• Are there any nice questions? If so:
  • When is a question a nice question?
• Are there any meaningful questions? If so:
  • When is a question a meaningful question?
• Are there any superfluous questions? If so:
  • When is a question a superfluous question?
• Can questions be offensive?
• Can the formulation of questions become a hobby?
• Can make formulating questions addictive?
• Can a person become wiser through pertinent questions?
• Will one ask questions wiser?
• Will one ask through questions NO bit smarter?
• Are among the more than 50,000 questions also ironic?
• Are many of the more than 50,000 questions ironic?
• Are among the over 50,000 questions too many ironic?
• Are among the more than 50,000 questions also factual?
• Are among the more than 50,000 questions also unsachable?
• Are there not enough material issues among the over 50,000 questions?
• Are among the over 50,000 questions also serious?
• Are also among the more than 50,000 questions unsure?
• Are some of the over 50,000 questions nearly identical?
• Are many of the more than 50,000 questions nearly identical?
• Are many of the over 50,000 questions nearly identical?
• Who knows well with questions pose?
• Who knows best with questions pose?
• Are there specialists for asking questions?
• Are there researchers for questions?
• Is asking questions fair?
• Is there anything strange about a question?
• Are sometimes questionable?
• Is posing questions still contemporary? Or:
  • Is posing questions timeless for all eternity?
• Is many a question timeless for all eternity?
• Does posing issues tradition?
• Does posing issues stimulate the economy?
• Are questions questionable?
• Can questions be incomprehensible?
• Is there a compromise on issues? Or:
  • Is there no compromise on issues?
• Is asking questions unworldly?
• Is posing questions nostalgia?
• Is posing questions progressive?
• Why are there no quizz questions?
• Is posing questions witty?
• Do questions have a special status?
• Do some questions violate laws of the German parallel societies?
• Is asking questions ruthless?
• Is making questions meaningful?
• Wear Questions?
• Wasting questions?
• Are questions perfect?
• Are questions always recognizable?
• Are questions sometimes confusing?
• Are people sometimes confused?
• Are people sometimes questioned?
• Are questions sometimes complicated?
• Are questions sometimes sadistic?
• Are questions sometimes unapproachable?
• Are questions sometimes confusing?
• Are questions sometimes sovereign?
• Are some questions heretical?
• Are sometimes asked spiritual issues?
• Is posing issues sometimes irresponsible?
• Are the questions asked?
• Are there values for questions?
• Are there any questions that are not worth answering?
• Are there children's questions?
• Are there childish questions?
• Are the questions asked a laugh number? Or:
• Are the questions asked to be taken seriously?
• Who is on the question-setting trip?
• Is there a questioning debate?
• Should there be a question-debate?
• Cannot be debated about questions?
• Does God know what questions are?
• Does God know what the questions mean?
• Does the devil know what questions are?
• Does the devil know what the questions mean?
• Are there questions from inventory parts?
• Are the questions of questions always ready to be formulated?
• Are the rulers of questions authority?
• Do questions have an ego?
• What do you suggest?
• Clogging questions?
• Are questions puking?
• Makes asking questions about the nerve bundle?
• Pipes questioning the needs of the people?
• Questions are rigorous?
• Are questions something general? Or:
• Are questions something special?
• Are there senseless questions of omnipotence? [01]
• Are all questions of omnipotence meaningless? If so:
  • Why are all questions of omnipotence meaningless?
• Are some questions of omnipotence meaningless? If so:
  • What questions about omnipotence are meaningless? And:
  • Why are some questions of omnipotence meaningless?
• Are all questions about omnipotence superfluous? If so:
  • Why are all questions about omnipotence superfluous?
• Are some questions of omnipotence superfluous? If so:
  • What questions about omnipotence are superfluous? And:
  • Why are some questions about omnipotence superfluous?
• Are all questions of omnipotence an attack on them? If so:
  • Why are all questions of omnipotence an attack on them?
• Are some questions of omnipotence an attack on them? If so:
  • What questions about omnipotence are an attack on them? And:
  • Why are some questions of omnipotence an attack on them?
• Are all questions of omnipotence a reason for excitement for others? If so:
  • Why are all questions about omnipotence a reason for excitement for others?
• Are some questions about omnipotence a reason for excitement for others? If so:
  • What questions about omnipotence are a cause for excitement for others? And:
  • Why are some questions about omnipotence a reason for excitement for others?
  • Are all questions of omnipotence an offense to others? If so:
  • Why are all questions of omnipotence an offense to others?
  • Are some questions of omnipotence an offense to others? If so:
  • What questions about omnipotence are an offense for others? And:
  • Why are some questions of omnipotence an offense for others?
  • Are all questions of omnipotence a provocation for others? If so:
  • Why are all questions of omnipotence a provocation for others?
  • Are some questions of omnipotence a provocation for others? If so:
  • What questions about omnipotence are a provocation for others? And:
  • Why are some questions of omnipotence a provocation for others?
• Is not a single question of omnipotence a joy for others? If so:
  • Why is not a single question of omnipotence a joy for others?
  • Are all questions of omnipotence a joy for others? If so:
  • Why are all questions of omnipotence a joy for others?
  • Are some questions of omnipotence a joy for others? If so:
  • What questions about omnipotence are a joy for others? And:
  • Why are some questions of omnipotence a joy for others?
• Are there senseless nature questions? [02]
  • Are all questions about nature meaningless? If so:
  • Why are all questions about nature meaningless?
  • Are some questions of nature meaningless? If so:
  • What questions about nature are meaningless? And:
  • Why are some questions about nature meaningless?
  • Are all questions about nature superfluous? If so:
  • Why are all questions about nature superfluous?
  • Are some questions of nature superfluous? If so:
  • What questions about nature are superfluous? And:
  • Why are some questions about nature superfluous?
  • Are all questions about nature an attack on it? If so:
  • Why are all questions about nature an attack on it?
  • Are some questions about nature an attack on it? If so:
  • What are the questions about nature? And:
  • Why are some questions about nature an attack on it?
• Are all questions about nature a reason for excitement for others? If so:
  • Why are all questions about nature a reason for excitement for others?
  • Are some questions about nature a reason for excitement for others? If so:
  • What questions about nature are a cause for excitement for others? And:
  • Why are some questions about nature a reason for excitement for others?
  • Are all questions to nature an insult to it and others? If so:
  • Why are all questions about nature an offense for others?
  • Are some questions of nature an offense for them and others? If so:
  • What questions about nature are an offense for them and others? And:
  • Why are some questions about nature an offense for others?
  • Are all questions about nature a provocation for others? If so:
  • Why are all questions about nature a provocation for others?
  • Are some questions about nature a provocation for others? If so:
  • What questions about nature are a provocation for others? And:
  • Why are some questions about nature a provocation for others?
  • Is not a single question about nature a joy for others? If so:
  • Why is not a single question about nature a joy for others?
  • Are all questions about nature a joy for others? If so:
  • Why are all questions about nature a joy for others?
  • Are some questions about nature a joy for others? If so:
  • What questions about nature are a joy for others? And:
  • Why are some questions about nature a joy for others?
• Are there meaningless influence questions? [03]
• Are all questions about influences meaningless? If so:
  • Why are all questions about influences meaningless?
• Are some questions about influences meaningless? If so:
  • What questions about influences are meaningless? And:
  • Why are some questions about influences meaningless?
• Are all questions about influences unnecessary? If so:
  • Why are all questions about influences superfluous?
• Are some questions about influences unnecessary? If so:
  • What questions about influences are superfluous? And:
• Are all questions about influences an attack on them? If so:
  • Why are all questions about influences an attack on them?
• Are some questions about influences an attack on them? If so:
  • What questions about influences are an attack on the same? And:
• Are all questions about influences an attack on them? If so:
  • Why are some questions about influences a reason for excitement for others? If so:
  • What questions about influences a reason for excitement for others? And:
  • Why are some questions about influences a reason for excitement for others? And:
• Are all questions about influences an insult to the same or other? If so:
  • Why are all questions about influences an offense for them or others?
• Are some questions about influences an offense for them or others? If so:
  • Which questions about influences are an offense for the same or others? And:
  • Why are some questions about influences an offense for them or others?
• Are all questions about influences a provocation for others? If so:
  • Why are all questions about influences a provocation for others?
• Are some questions about influences a provocation for others? If so:
  • What questions about influences are provocative for others? And:
  • Why are some questions of influence a provocation for others?
• Is not a single question about influences a joy for others? If so:
  • Why is not a single question about influences a joy for others?
• Are all questions about influences a joy for others? If so:
  • Why are all questions about influences a joy for others?
• Are some questions about influences a joy for others? If so:
  • What questions about influences are a joy for others? And:
  • Why are some questions about influences a joy for others?
• Are there senseless questions of God? [04]
• Are all questions about God meaningless? If so:
  • Why are all questions about God meaningless?
• Are some questions to God meaningless? If so:
  • What questions about God are meaningless? And:
  • Why are some questions to God meaningless?
• Are all questions about God superfluous? If so:
  • Why are all questions about God superfluous?
• Are some questions about God superfluous? If so:
  • What questions about God are superfluous? And:
• Are all questions to God an attack on them or others? If so:
  • Why are all questions to God an attack on them or others?
• Are some questions to God an attack on them or others? If so:
  • What questions about God are an attack on them or others? And:
• Are all questions to God a reason for excitement for others? If so:
  • Why are all questions to God a reason for excitement for others?
• Are some questions to God a reason for excitement for others? If so:
  • What questions about God are a cause for excitement for others? And:
• Are some questions to God an offense for them or others? If so:
• Why are all questions to God an offense for them or others?
• Are some questions to God an offense for them or others? If so:
• What questions about God are an offense for them or others? And:
• Why are some questions to God an offense for them or others?
• Are all questions to God a provocation for others? If so:
• Why are all questions to God a provocation for others?
• Are some questions to God a provocation for others? If so:
• What questions about God are a provocation for others? And:
• Why are some questions to God a provocation for others?
• Is not a single question to God a joy to others? If so:
• Why is not a single question to God a joy for others?
• Are all questions to God a joy for others? If so:
• Why are all questions to God a joy for others?
• Are some questions to God a joy for others? If so:
• What questions about God are a joy for others? And:
• Why are some questions to God a joy for others?

• Are there senseless prophets? [05]

• Are all questions about prophets pointless? If so:
• Why are all questions about prophets meaningless?
• Are some questions to prophets meaningless? If so:
• What questions about prophets are meaningless? And:
• Why are some questions about prophets meaningless?
• Are all questions about prophets superfluous? If so:
• Why are all questions about prophets superfluous?
• Are some questions to prophets superfluous? If so:
• What questions about prophets are superfluous? And:
• Why are some questions about prophets superfluous?
• Are all questions to prophets an attack on them or others? If so:
• Why are all questions to prophets an attack on them or others?
• Are some questions to prophets an attack on them or others? If so:
• What questions about prophets are an attack on them or others? And:
• Why are some questions about prophets an attack on them or others?

• Are all questions to prophets a reason for excitement for others? If so:
• Why are all questions to prophets a reason for excitement for others?
• Are some questions to prophets a reason for excitement for others? If so:
• What questions about prophets are a reason for excitement for others? And:
• Why are some questions about prophets a reason for excitement for others?

• Is not a single question to prophets a joy for others? If so:
• Why is not a single question about prophets a joy for others?
• Are all questions to prophets a joy for others? If so:
• Why are all questions to prophets a joy for others?
• Are some questions to prophets a joy for others? If so:
• What questions about prophets are a joy for others? And:
• Why are some questions to prophets a joy for others?

• Are there senseless questions of religion? [06]

• Are all questions about religions meaningless? If so:
• Why are all questions about religions meaningless?
• Are some questions about religions meaningless? If so:
• What questions about religions are meaningless? And:
- Why are some questions about religions meaningless?
- Are all questions about religions superfluous? If so:
- Why are all questions about religions superfluous?
- Are some questions about religions superfluous? If so:
- What questions about religions are superfluous? And:
- Why are some questions about religion superfluous?
- Are all questions about religions an attack on them or others? If so:
- Why are all questions about religions an attack on them or others?
- Are some questions about religions an attack on them or others? If so:
- What questions about religions an attack on them or others? And:
- Why are some questions about religions an attack on them or others?
- Are all questions about religions a reason for excitement for others? If so:
- Why are all questions about religions a reason for excitement for others?
- Are some questions about religions a reason for excitement for others? If so:
- What questions about religions a reason for excitement for others? And:
- Why are some questions about religions a reason for excitement for others?
- Are all questions about religions an offense for them or others? If so:
- Why are all questions about religions an offense for them or others?
- Are some questions about religions an offense for them or others? If so:
- What questions about religions an offense for them or others? And:
- Why are some questions about religions an offense for them or others?
- Are all questions about religions a provocation for others? If so:
- Why are all questions about religions a provocation for others?
- Are some questions about religions a provocation for others? If so:
- What questions about religions a provocation for others? And:
- Why are some questions about religions a provocation for others?
- Is not a single question about religions a joy for others? If so:
- Why is not a single question about religions a joy for others?
- Are all questions about religions a joy for others? If so:
- Why are all questions about religions a joy for others?
- Are some questions about religions a joy for others? If so:
- What questions about religions a joy for others? And:
- Why are some questions about religions a joy for others?
- Are there senseless devil questions? [07]
- Are all questions to the devil pointless? If so:
- Why are all questions to the devil pointless?
- Are some questions to the devil pointless? If so:
- What questions to the devil are pointless? And:
- Why are some questions to the devil pointless?
- Are all questions to the devil superfluous? If so:
- Why are all the questions to the devil superfluous?
- Are some questions to the devil superfluous? If so:
- What questions about the devil are superfluous? And:
- Why are some questions to the devil superfluous?
- Are all the questions to the devil an attack on them or others? If so:
- Why are all the questions to the devil an attack on them or others?
- Are some questions to the devil an attack on them or others? If so:
- What questions about the devil are an attack on them or others? And:
- Why are some questions the devil to exciting for them or others?
- Are all questions to the devil an offense for them or others? If so:
- Why are all the questions to the devil an offense for them or others?
- Are some questions to the devil an offense for them or others? If so:
- What questions about the devil are an offense for them or others? And:
- Why are some questions to the devil an offense for them or others?
• Are all questions to the devil a provocation for them or others? If so:
• Why are all questions to the devil a provocation for them or others?
• Are some questions to the devil a provocation for them or others? If so:
• What are the questions to the devil, a provocation for them or others? And:
• Why are some questions to the devil a provocation for them or others?
• Is not a single question the devil a pleasure for the same or another? If so:
• Why is not a single question to the devil a joy for them or others?
• Are all the questions to the devil a pleasure for them or others? If so:
• Why are all the questions to the devil a joy for them or others?
• Are some questions to the devil a joy for them or others? If so:
• What are the questions to the devil, a provocation for them or others? And:
• Why are some questions to the devil a provocation for them or others?
• Are there senseless questions about Islam headscarfs? [08a]
• Are all questions about Islam headwear meaningless? If so:
• Why are all questions about Islam headwear meaningless?
• Are some questions about Islam headwear meaningless? If so:
• What questions about Islam headscarfs are pointless? And:
• Why are some questions about Islam headwear meaningless?
• Are all questions about Islam headscarfs superfluous? If so:
• Why are all questions about Islam headscarfs superfluous?
• Are some questions about Islam headscarfs superfluous? If so:
• What questions about Islam headscarfs are superfluous? And:
• Why are some questions about Islam headscarfs unnecessary?
• Are all questions about Islam headscarfs an attack on them? If so:
• Why are all questions about Islam headscarfs an attack on them?
• Are some questions about Islam headscarfs an attack on them for their bearers? If so:
• What questions about Islam headscarfs are an attack on them? And:
• Why are some questions about Islam headscarfs an attack on them?
• Are all questions about Islam headscarfs an attack on those who want these head-cloth hoods to be worn? If so:
• Why are all questions about Islam headscarfs an attack on those who want these head-cloth hoods to be worn?
• Are some questions about Islam headscarfs an attack on those who want these head-cloth hoods to be worn? If so:
• What questions about Islam headscarfs are an attack on those who want these head-cloth hoods to be worn? And:
• Why are some questions about Islam headscarfs an attack on those who want these head-cloth hoods to be worn?
• Are all questions about Islam headscarfs a reason for the excitement for their bearers? If so:
• Why are all questions about Islam headscarfs a reason for the excitement for their bearers?
• Are some questions about Islam headscarfs a reason for the excitement for their bearers? If so:
• What questions about Islam headscarfs are a cause for excitement for their bearers? And:
• Why are some questions about Islam headscarfs a reason for the excitement of their bearers?
• Are all questions about Islam headscarfs a reason for excitement for anyone who wants these head-cloth hoods to be worn? If so:
• Why are all questions about Islam headscarfs a reason for excitement for all who want these head-cloth hoods to be worn?
• Are some questions about Islam headscarfs a reason for excitement for all who want these head-cloth hoods to be worn? If so:
• What questions about Islam headscarfs are a cause for excitement for all who want these head-cloth hoods to be worn? And:
• Why are some questions about Islam headscarfs a reason for excitement for all who want to wear these head-fabric hoods?
• Are all questions about Islam headscarfs a provocation for their bearers? If so:
• Why are all questions about Islam headscarfs a provocation for their bearers?
• Are some questions about Islam headscarfs a provocation for their bearers? If so:
• What questions about Islam headscarfs are a provocation for their bearers? And:
• Why are some questions about Islam headscarfs a provocation for their bearers?
Are some questions about Islam headscarfs a provocation for all who want the cloth to be worn on their heads? If so:
  What questions about Islam headscarfs are a provocation for all who want the cloth to be worn on their heads? And:
  Why are some questions about Islam headscarfs a provocation for all who want the cloth to be worn on their heads?

Are all questions about Islam headscarfs an offense for their bearers? If so:
  Why are all questions about Islam headscarfs an offense to their bearers?

Are some questions about Islam headscarfs an offense to their bearers? If so:
  What questions about Islam headscarfs are an offense for their bearers? And:
  Why are some questions about Islam headscarfs an offense to their bearers?

Are all questions about Islam headscarfs an offense to all those who want the cloth to be worn on their heads? If so:
  Why are all questions about Islam headscarfs an offense to all those who want the cloth to be worn on their heads?

Are some questions about Islam headscarfs an offense for anyone who wants the cloth to be worn on their heads? If so:
  What questions about Islam headscarfs are an offense for those who want the cloth to be worn on their heads? And:
  Why are some questions about Islam headscarfs an offense to anyone who wants the cloth to be worn on their heads?

Is not a single question about Islam headscarfs a pleasure for their bearers? If so:
  Why is not a single question about Islam headscarfs a pleasure for their bearers?

Are all questions about Islam headscarfs a pleasure for their bearers? If so:
  Why are all questions about Islam headscarfs a pleasure for their bearers?

Are some questions about Islam headscarfs a pleasure for their bearers? If so:
  What questions about Islam headscarfs are a pleasure for their bearers? And:
  Why are some questions about Islam headscarfs a pleasure for their bearers?

Is not a single question about Islam headscarfs a delight for anyone who wants the cloth to be worn on their heads? If so:
  Why is not a single question about Islam headscarfs a joy for anyone who wants the cloth to be worn on their heads?

Are all questions about Islam headscarfs a joy for all who want the cloth to be worn on their heads? If so:
  Why are all questions about Islam headscarfs a joy for all who want the cloth to be worn on their heads?

Are some questions about Islam headscarfs a joy for all who want the cloth to be worn on their heads? If so:
  What questions about Islam headscarfs are a joy for all who want the cloth to be worn on their heads? And:
  Why are some questions about Islam headscarfs a joy for anyone who wants the cloth to be worn on their heads?

Are there senseless questions about full-concealment? [08b]
  Are all questions about full-concealment meaningless? If so:
    Why are all questions of full disguising meaningless?
  Are some questions about full-concealment meaningless? If so:
    What questions about full disguising are pointless? And:
    Why are some questions about full-concealment meaningless?

Are all questions about full disguising obsolete? If so:
  Why are all questions about full disguising obsolete?

Are some questions about full disguising obsolete? If so:
  What questions about full-fogging are superfluous? And:
  Why are some questions about full obfuscations obsolete?

Are all questions about full disguising an attack on them for their bearers? If so:
  Why are all questions about full disguising an attack on them for their bearers?

Are some questions about full disguising an attack on them for their bearers? If so:
  What questions about full disguising are an attack on them for their bearers? And:
  Why are some questions about full disguising an attack on them for their bearers?

Are all questions of full-veil an attack on it for anyone who wants these full-body wraps to be worn? If so:
  Why are all questions of full-veil an attack on it for anyone who wants these full-body wraps to be worn?

Are some questions about full-fogging an attack on it for anyone who wants these full-body wraps to be worn? If so:
  What questions about full disguising are an attack on it for anyone who wants these full-body wraps to be worn? And:
• Why are some questions about full-veil an attack on it for anyone who wants to wear these all-body wraps?
• Are all questions about full disguising reasoning a source of excitement for their bearers? If so:
• Why are all questions about full disguising reasoning a source of excitement for their bearers?
• Are some questions about full-concealment a reason for excitement for their bearers? If so:
• What questions about full disguising are a cause for excitement for their bearers? And:
• Why are some questions about full disguising a reason for excitement for their bearers?
• Are all questions about full-obfuscations a reason for excitement for all who want to wear these all-body wraps? If so:
• Why are all questions about full-obfuscations a reason for excitement for all who want to wear these all-body wraps to be worn?
• Are some questions about full-fogging a reason for excitement for anyone who wants these full-body wraps to be worn? If so:
• What questions about full disguising are a reason for excitement for anyone who wants these full body wraps to be worn? And:
• Why are some questions about full-obfuscations a reason for excitement for all who want to wear these all-body wraps?
• Are all questions about full disguising a provocation for their bearers? If so:
• Why are all questions about full-concealment a provocation for their bearers?
• Are some questions about full-concealment a provocation for their bearers? If so:
• What questions about full veil are a provocation for their bearers? And:
• Why are some questions about full obscurations a provocation for their bearers?
• Are all questions about full-obfuscation a provocation for anyone who wants these full-body wraps to be worn? If so:
• Why are all questions of full-fogging a provocation for all who want the whole-body wraps to be worn?
• Are some questions about full-obfuscation a provocation for all who want to wear these all-body wraps? If so:
• What questions about full disguising are a provocation for anyone who wants these full body wraps to be worn? And:
• Why are some questions about full-obfuscations a provocation for all who want to wear these all-body wraps?
• Are all questions about full disguising an offense to their bearers? If so:
• Why are all questions about full-concealment an offense to their bearers?
• Are some questions about full-concealment an offense to their bearers? If so:
• What questions about full veil are an offense to their bearers? And:
• Why are some questions about full obscurations an offense to their bearers?
• Are all questions about full-obfuscation an offense for anyone who wants these full-body wraps to be worn? If so:
• Why are all questions of full-veiling an offense for anyone who wants to wear these all-body wraps?
• Are some questions about full-veils an offense for anyone who wants to wear these all-body wraps? If so:
• What questions about full disguising are an offense for anyone who wants these full body wraps to be worn? And:
• Why are some questions about full-obfuscations an offense for all who want to wear these all-body wraps?
• Is not a single question about full disguising a joy for their bearers? If so:
• Why is not a single question about full-concealment a joy for their bearers?
• Are all questions about full disguising a joy for their bearers? If so:
• Why are all questions of full-concealment a joy for their bearers?
• Are some questions about full disguising a joy for their bearers? If so:
• What questions about full-concealment are a joy for their bearers? And:
• Why are some questions about full disguising a joy for their bearers?
• Is not a single question about full-concealing a joy for anyone who wants these full-body wraps to be worn? If so:
• Why is not a single question about full-concealing a joy for anyone who wants these full-body wraps to be worn?
• Are all questions about full-veils a joy for all who want to wear these all-body wraps? If so:
• Why are all questions of full-veiling a joy for all who want to wear these all-body wraps?
• Are some questions about full-veils a joy for all who want to wear these all-body wraps? If so:
• What questions about full-veils are a joy for anyone who wants these full body wraps to be worn? And:
• Why are some questions about full-veils a joy for anyone who wants to wear these all-body wraps?
• Are there senseless atheists? [09]
• Are all questions about atheists meaningless? If so:
• Why are all questions about atheists meaningless?
• Are some questions to atheists pointless? If so:
• What questions about atheists are meaningless? And:
• Why are some questions about atheists meaningless?
  • Are all questions about atheists superfluous? If so:
  • Why are all questions about atheists superfluous?
  • Are some questions about atheists superfluous? If so:
  • What questions about atheists are superfluous? And:
  • Why are some questions about atheists superfluous?
  • Are all questions about atheists an attack on them? If so:
  • Why are all questions about atheists an attack on them?
  • Are some questions about atheists an attack on them? If so:
  • What questions about atheists are an attack on them? And:
  • Why are some questions about atheists an attack on them?
  • Are all questions about atheists a reason for excitement? If so:
  • Why are all questions about atheists a reason for excitement?
  • Are some questions about atheists a reason for excitement? If so:
  • What questions about atheists are a reason for excitement? And:
  • Why are some questions about atheists a reason for excitement?
  • Are all questions about atheists an offense for them? If so:
  • Why are all questions to atheists an insult to them?
  • Are some questions to atheists an offense for them? If so:
  • What questions about atheists are an offense for them? And:
  • Why are some questions about atheists an offense for them?
  • Are all questions about atheists a provocation for them? If so:
  • Why are all questions about atheists a provocation for them?
  • Are some questions about atheists a provocation for them? If so:
  • What questions about atheists are a provocation for them? And:
  • Why are some questions about atheists a provocation for them?
  • Is not a single question to atheists a joy for them? If so:
  • Why is not a single question about atheists a joy for them?
  • Are all questions about atheists a joy for them? If so:
  • Why are all questions about atheists a joy for them?
  • Are some questions to atheists a joy for them? If so:
  • What questions about atheists are a joy for them? And:
  • Why are some questions about atheists a joy for them?
  • Are there any meaningless questions to ask? [10]
  • Are all questions about questions meaningless? If so:
  • Why are all questions about questions meaningless?
  • Are some questions to questions meaningless? If so:
  • What questions about questions are meaningless? And:
  • Why are some questions about questions meaningless?
  • Are all questions about questions superfluous? If so:
  • Why are all questions about questions superfluous?
  • Are some questions on questions superfluous? If so:
  • What questions about questions are superfluous? And:
  • Why are some questions about questions redundant?
  • Are all questions to questions an attack on others? If so:
  • Why are all questions to ask an attack on others?
  • Are some questions to ask an attack on others? If so:
  • What questions about an attack on others? And:
  • Why are some questions to ask an attack on others?
  • Are all questions to questions a reason for excitement for others? If so:
  • Why are all questions about questions a reason for excitement for others?
  • Are some questions to ask a reason for excitement for others? If so:
  • What questions about questions are a reason for excitement for others? And:
  • Why are some questions to ask a reason for excitement for others?
  • Are all questions to questions an offense to others? If so:
  • Why are all questions to questions an offense to others?
  • Are some questions to questions an offense to others? If so:
  • What questions about questions are an offense for others? And:
  • Why are some questions to ask an insult to others?
• Are all questions to questions a provocation for others? If so:
  • Why are all questions to ask a provocation for others?
• Are some questions to ask a provocation for others? If so:
  • What questions are a provocation for others? And:
    • Why are some questions to ask a provocation for others?
• Is not a single question to ask a joy for others? If so:
  • Why is not a single question to ask a joy for others?
• Are all questions to questions a joy for others? If so:
  • Why are all questions to questions a joy for others?
• Are some questions to ask a joy for others? If so:
  • What questions about questions are a joy for others? And:
    • Are there any meaningless quoted questions? [11]
  • Are all quoted questions meaningless? If so:
    • Why are all quoted questions meaningless?
  • Are some quoted questions meaningless? If so:
    • Which quoted questions are pointless? And:
      • Why are some quoted questions meaningless?
  • Are all quoted questions superfluous? If so:
    • Why are all quoted questions superfluous?
  • Are some quoted questions superfluous? If so:
    • Which quoted questions are superfluous? And:
      • Why are some quoted questions superfluous?
  • Are all quoted questions an attack on others? If so:
    • Why are all quoted questions an attack on others?
  • Are some quoted questions an attack on others? If so:
    • What quoted questions are an attack on others? And:
      • Are all quoted questions a reason for excitement for others? If so:
        • Why are all quoted questions a reason for excitement for others?
      • Are some quoted questions a reason for excitement for others? If so:
        • What quoted questions are a cause for excitement for others? And:
          • Are all quoted questions an offense to others? If so:
            • Why are all quoted questions an offense to others?
          • Are some quoted questions an offense to others? If so:
            • What quoted questions are an offense for others? And:
              • Are all quoted questions a provocation for others? If so:
                • Why are all quoted questions a provocation for others?
              • Are some quoted questions a provocation for others? If so:
                • What quoted questions are a provocation for others? And:
                  • Are all quoted questions a joy for others? If so:
                    • Why are all quoted questions a joy for others?
                  • Are some quoted questions a joy for others? If so:
                    • What quoted questions are a joy for others? And:
                      • Can people ask questions?
                        • Can people ask a question?
                      • Do questioners have a dick head?
                        • Are questioners stubborn and unyielding?
                      • Do questioners have vice?
                        • Blasphemous questioner about Anders-Thinker?
                          • Is it useful to blaspheme?
                        • Are respondents adaptable?
                        • Are questions mostly great?
• Are questions mostly attractive? Or:
• Are questions mainly irritable?
• Are questions a taboo?
• Is asking questions a taboo?
• Are questioners principle riders?
• Do questioners have a recognition sign? If so:
  • Which Recognition Sign?
• Are questions smart?
• Do questioners have a tick?
• Is posing questions the goal and not their answer?
• Can all questions (which are unanswerable from today's point of view) be answered as follows: "Because there have been unknown influences, which ensure that it is as it is, or how it is observed! "?
• Can the question of why there is something and not just nothing to be answered with, because there were unknown influences that made sure that there is something? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can the question, why is there something and not just nothing to be answered with, because there has always been something? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there questions with sense and reason?
• Are there questions without meaning and reason?
• What if there were no more questions?
• Is the formulation of the question God-fearing?
• Is there a need to fear some questions?
• Is there a need to be afraid of some of them?
• Are people like to be perverse and labor-shy?
• Are not they decadent?
• Are there any questions? Or:
• Are questions rather inconspicuous?
• Are there any questions? Or:
• Are questioners rather inconspicuous?
• Are FAQs happy as long as they can ask questions?
• Are questions sometimes formulated in a barbaric manner?
• Are questions a charm word?
• Are questioners fanatical?
• Are questions stupid?
• Are questions boring?
• Are there stupid questions?
• Are there stupid questions?
• Are questioners cheeky?
• Are questions naughty?
• Was it natural to ask questions?
• Do not the questioners take it so exactly? Or:
• Are questioners sensitive when it comes to their questions?
• Are questions formulated meticulously?
• Are the people concerned pitiful?
• Is it conceivable to beat a question?
• Can questions be dried out?
• Can questioners dry up?
• Can the question be aroused?
• Can humanity forget the questions of the faith, because they cannot be answered? Or:
• Should humanity always keep in mind questions, although they are usually not answerable?
• Is it safe to forget questions because they are insignificant? Or:
• Are questions to be constantly recollected, even though they are insignificant?
• Are questions generally puzzling? Or:
• Are questions only puzzling in wide areas?
• Are questions constantly present? Or:
• Do you ever ask questions from time to time?
• Are the questionnaires constantly present? Or:
• Are the questioners only asking now and then?
• Have questions resonated?
• Provoke questions Reactions?
• Is the topic of the question relatively complex because there are so many questions to be formulated?
• Are the questionable?
• Are questioners better people?
• Who checked the questions?
• Who examined the questioners?
• Are questioners invented?
• Are questions successful?
• Are the questions successful?
• Are they acting or are they responsible?
• Are acting or questioning responsible?
• Are there any nonsense questions?
• Should questions be prohibited?
• Should questions be banned?
• Are questions sometimes stressed? Or:
• Are the parties relaxed as long as they do not receive any threats?
• Commitment Questioner Frevel?
• Are questions needed? If so:
• What are the questions?
• Are questions asked? If so:
• What are the questions?
• Can questions be asked by others?
• Are the ideas of questioners absurd?
• Are questioners dubios?
• Are people sometimes "sniffed"?
• Is there an individual freedom of thought for the individual?
• Do questioners also misunderstand?
• Were there any questions to ask others?
• Were there and asked questions to annoy others?
• Are questions something honorable?
• Are questioners worth anything honorable?
• Are questions sacred cows?
• Are questioners sacred cows?
• Are questions egocentric?
• Are questioners egocentric?
• Can questioners discard?
• Can questioners become fragmented?
• Can questioners get out of the dust?
• Are questioners anti-religious fanatics?
• Are there question-setting fanatics?
• Were questions and questions a special feature?
• Were questions and questions a special feature?
• Are respondents quickly offended?
• Are questions significant?
• Are questioners meaningful?
• Do askers show others the cold shoulder sometimes?
• Are questions important?
• Are questioners important?
• Is there any increase to questions?
• Can questioners rumble?
• Pessimists sometimes ask?
• Are questioners sometimes irresolute? Or:
• Are questioners always determined?
• Can questions be maddened?
• Can questions be denied?
• Can questionmakers be maddened?
• Can questioners be denied?
• Are questions the most important thing in life?
• Are the most important questions in life?
• Who is responsible for questions?
• Who is responsible for questions?
• Who is responsible for questions?
• Who is responsible for questions?
• Worries for people?
  • Are people concerned about people?
  • Are people asking questions about people?
  • Should people in questions just see the good?
  • Should people in questioners only see the good?
• Are questioners happy when they ask the many questions?
• Do questions have a reasonableness?
• Own questioning self initiative?
• Are questioners helpful?
• Do questions always ask questions of pleasure?
• Have questioners ever betrayed?
• Have questioners ever scolded people?
• Do questioners have worries and needs?
• Are questioners capable of anything?
• Have questioners ambition?
• Committing questioners to death-sins when they question God, prophets, and religions?
• Are people questioning the dead?
• Is not Frauds ever to laugh?
• Are questioners full of action?
• Are there legitimate questions?
• Are there any unauthorized questions?
• Do questioners make everything right by asking their questions?
• Are questioners sometimes thoughtful?
• Defamation questions sometimes?
• Defamation questioners sometimes?
• Do people always feel sensible?
• Is the language of the questioning of violence? Or:
• Are people acting without violence?
• Are the opinions / ideas about questions far apart?
• Are the opinions / ideas about the questionnaire far apart?
• Is criticism of questions unforgivable?
• Is criticism of questioners unforgivable?
• Are questions indispensable?
• Are questions unrelated?
• Are questioners indispensable?
• Are questioners without alternatives?
• Are questions Humbug? Or:
• Do questions have an existence right?
• Are questioners happy, because everything works out like clockwork, thanks to the questions?
• Do questioners have an organizational talent?
• Do questioners have a sense of order?
• MUST NEVER be replied to the question, WHY IS THERE, I DO NOT KNOW WHERE IT CAN ALWAYS BE ANSWERED, BECAUSE IT HAVE AN UNKNOWN INFLUENCE THAT IT IS THAT IT IS?
• Can anyone drive a problem with questions?
• Can questions be brought into disrepute?
• Can the questioner be mis-credited?
• Can people question shamefully?
• Are questioners diligent?
• Are questions also times quite dear?
• Are questioners also quite nice?
• Are questions pretentious? Or:
• Are questions cautious?
• Are questioners free and unbound in their ideas?
• Are even questions sometimes really golden and putzig?
• Are there any questions under the knot of anything?
• Are even questioners sometimes really golden and cute?
• Are there more questions about Dark Convex Objects (DCOs) or more questions about God?
• Are questions sometimes something beautiful?
• Are questioners sometimes something beautiful?
• Do people have to shake questions?
• Can one or the other cuddle with questions?
• Should we just whisper people over questions? Or:
• Should we openly talk about questions?
• Can many people go with questions on cloth-touch?
• Do people have to kiss in front of questioners?
• Can one or the other cuddle with questioners?
• Should people just whisper about questions? Or:
• Should people talk openly about questions?
• Can many of you go on a touch with Frafra?
• Disappointing sometimes?
• Nerve issues sometimes?
• Nerve questioner sometimes?
• Cannot questioners look into the cards?
• Are women sometimes standing in the hair?
• Are questions related to an attitude of expectation?
• Consume questions?
• Are questions perpetuum mobile?
• Are questions frequently dissuasive?
• Are questioners often dissuasive?
• Are questions meaningful?
• Are questions questionable?
• Are questions something useful?
• Are questions questionable?
• Are questions superfluous Firlefanz?
• Are there any more questionnaires?
• Are questions of superfluous frills?
• Are questioners redundant Schnicknannack?
• Are questions something separate?
• Is there always everything in the right lot with questions?
• Is there always everything in the right lot with questioners?
• Are questions questionable?
• Are questioners questionable?
• Are questions about mental coloring appropriate?
• Are people interested in coloring?
• Are questioners who have many questions particularly stupid?
• Are the most stupid questions with the most questions?
• Are there any practical benefits?
• Do people have a practical benefit?
• Are questions cinnabar?
• Are questioners pure cinnabar?
• Can questions be smashed?
• Can questions be uttered?
• Can questions be asked?
• Can questions be asked?
• Should questions be asked?
• Can questioners become a beast?
• Are questions questionable?
• Are questions coming from the realm of fantasy?
• Can questions be a sign?
• Can questioners put a sign?
• Are there any errors in questions?
• Can questioners achieve anything if they formulate enough questions?
• Can the questions be restrained?
• Blade questions sometimes lustless?
• Are some questions beautiful?
• Are questions easy to understand? Or:
  • Are questions difficult to understand?
• Are questions easy to handle? Or:
  • Are questions difficult to handle?
• Are questions mostly normal?
• When are questions normal and when?
• Are we drawn to questions?
• Are questions sometimes crooked?
• Are questioners mostly normal?
• When are FAQs normal and when not?
• Are we attracted by questioners?
• Are people sometimes skewed?
• Is it possible to defame questions?
• Can questions be contaminated?
• Is it possible to defame questioners?
• Can questioners be contaminated?
• Is there a miracle of the questions?
• Is there a wonder of the questioner?
• Are questions often asked, because they still have time to ask questions?
• Do the questioners always remain in practice by always formulating new questions?
• Are questions unobjectionable?
• Are the questionnaires questionable?
• Do questioners have visions?
• Do people sometimes have delusions?
• Are questions self-sufficient?
• Are questions independent?
• Are questioners self-sufficient?
• Are questioners independent?
• Do the questioners seriously?
• Were questions and questions a serious matter?
• Do you ask questions about everything?
• Questions of concern for outrage?
• Worried questioners for outrage?
• Are people motivated?
• Are people sometimes over-motivated?
• Are the questioners always willing? Or:
  • Are people sometimes reluctant?
• Are questioners eager?
• Are questioners fast?
• Are questions sometimes unfair?
• Are people sometimes unjust?
• Are there any pleasant questions?
• Are there any unpleasant questions?
• Are there approved questions?
• Must questions about God be approved by God?
• Are there pleasant questions?
• Are there unpleasant questions?
• Are there approved questions?
• Is there a central authority for questions?
• Should there be a central authority for questions?
• Does Perlt depend on everything?
• Does everything matter?
• Are the questions uncompromising?
• Are there questions uncompromising?
• Do questioners always stay on course?
• Keeping questioners ironing the trail?
• Can people question people?
• Should not people approach people?
• What happens when people approach people questioning?
• Do questioners have an intimate area? If so:
• Is the intimate area vulnerable?
• Are there any important missing questions?
• Can a person ask his fellow man a hole in his belly?
• Is it possible to ask a person a hole in his stomach?
• Consider questioning critical questions about them, as an unacceptable interference in their internal affairs?
• Do questionors have an honor? If so:
  • Is the honor of the questionable? If so:
  • Does the honor of the workers have to be restored if they are hurt?
• Did everything come down to the table?
• Should questioners be turned upside down?
• Should questions be asked?
• Are people sensitive?
• Are questioners Sensibelchen?
• Would you like to have questions about your life?
• Would you like to have questions?
• Would you like to ask questions about fun?
• Can ask questions make fun?
• Is not the right question to the question?
• Are questions asked fesch?
• What would they ask if they had three wishes free?
• Are there more unanswerable questions like questions for which there is an answer?
• Are there much more unanswerable questions like questions for which there is an answer?
• Are people sometimes excited?
• Can the answer to a question be a counter-question?
• Can the answer to a question be a counter-question, for example, what is this question?
• Show questions sometimes strange?
• Does questioners sometimes look queer?
• Are questions sarcastic?
• Are questioners sadists?
• Should even apparent self-understandings be critically questioned?
• Are there any malicious questions?
• Are there soft-washed questions?
• Are there any brutal questions?
• Are even sometimes mocked? Or:
  • Is no one questioning mockers?
• Are there still questions to be asked?
• Is the reputation of frauds scandalized?
• Do questioners sometimes look old?
• Are questions to be understood completely logically? Or:
  • Are ultimately unsolved?
  • Are ultimately incomprehensible?
• Should questions that make no sense be avoided?
• Are questions sometimes strange?
• Are questions sometimes strange?
• Are questioners sometimes curious?
• Are questioners sometimes strange?
• Are questions always left to questions?
• Are people sometimes left out?
• Are there any polemical questions?
• Are questioners self-running?
• Is this really indescribable with the questions?
• Are there jokes?
• Are there headache questions?
• Are there any questions that make head-breaking?
• Are there any painful questions?
• Are there any hurtful questions?
• Are there any mock questions?
• Are there cheating questions?
• Cannot questions be taken lightly?
• Cannot questioners be taken lightly?
• Punish questioning jokes about their questions?
• Punish questioning jokes about themselves?
• Are there humorous questions?
• Are there degrading questions?
• Are there depressing questions?
• Are questions triggering aggressiveness?
• Are questioners the trigger of aggressiveness?
• Are questioners creator of aggressiveness?
• Surge questions sometimes the bow?
• Spanning questions sometimes the bow?
• Should you ask questions to think about?
• Can questions be thoughtful?
• Should questions be thoughtful?
• Are questioners angry birds?
• Do people have illusions when they think they can change something by asking questions?
• Are questioners naturally conciliatory?
• Have questioners concluded their inner peace?
• Are the questioners constantly on the run from themselves?
• Will questioning humanity already rock?
• Can people skewer people?
• Will the human beings question?
• Can people skeptical?
• Are questions always balanced?
• Are questions always balanced?
• Is something a bit dumb for the questioner?
• Do not questioners get their neck full enough?
• Are questioners a Nimmersatt who never get enough questions?
• Have questions already been lost?
• Is there any question?
• Rotate questioners sometimes because they ask too many questions?
• Do people sometimes get flares?
• Tend to lift questions? If so:
  • Do they have to be grounded?
  • Is there anything wrong with the questioner? Or:
  • Does everything always work in an orderly fashion?
• Do people sometimes have wild fantasies to formulate their questions?
• Do questions sometimes contain jokes?
• Do people sometimes question the shortened?
• Can questioners solve what?
• Who raises a question, if they are not good or good?
• Are questions patentable?
• Is there a use pattern protection for questions?
• Are questions a taboo zone?
• Do questions have a taboo zone?
• Are questioners a taboo zone?
• Do questioners have a taboo zone?
• Are questions always good for a surprise?
• Are questioners always good for a surprise?
• Are not questions to be seen?
• Are not the questionable?
• Is the imagination sometimes going through questioning?
• Breeders sometimes question what?
• Does not even Frafracher manage everything?
• Cannot the questioner be left alone?
• Do animals also have questions?
• Would it be an advance when questions about omnipotence are allowed?
• Would it be a step forward when questions about nature are allowed?
• Would it be an advance when questions about influences are allowed?
Would it be an advance when questions are admitted to God?
Would it be an advancement if questions were admitted to prophets?
Would it be a step forward if questions about religions were allowed?
Would it be an advancement if questions about religious representatives (clergy / clerics) were admitted?
Would it be an advance if questions were allowed to the devil?
Would it be an advance when questions about women's wraps are allowed?
Would it be an advance when questions about Islam headscarfs are allowed?
Would it be an advancement if questions are allowed to become full-fogging?
Would it be an advance when questions about atheists are allowed?
Do people sometimes have a problem with their questions?
Cause questions sometimes a problem?
Do people sometimes create a problem?
Do issues sometimes cause problems?
Do questions sometimes arise?
Do people sometimes get busted?
Are questioners sometimes hectic?
Do questioners have a conscience? If so:
Do questioners mostly or even always have a good conscience? Or:
Do people sometimes have a guilty conscience?
Are the traders sometimes falling into the house with the door?
Are people more ambitious than people who have no questions?
Sometimes sufferers sometimes?
Are questioners sometimes unruly?
Are there any unpleasant things for questioners?
Sometimes, what is wrong?
Have questioners everything under control?
Have questions always been under control?
Can many questions be answered only by imagination instead of by facts?
Do people sometimes ask something out of despair?
Are there many questions about life after death in the heavenly kingdom (paradise)?
Are the questioning issues?
Is it a matter of head and neck for questioners to ask the wrong questions?
Can a project be neglected by questioners?
Are the questions never questionable?
Do people have to keep up with their forces?
Are questions balancing the soul?
Are questioners balsam for the soul?
Do questioners have finger-tip feeling in formulating questions?
Are there high-light questions?
Are there any apparent arguments for the need for questions?
Blade questions sometimes disillusioned?
Blade questions sometimes disappointed?
Are people sometimes disillusioned?
Are people sometimes disappointed?
Throw question sometimes the hand-cloth?
Do people sometimes ask?
Do not let questionors burn anything?
Do questions have a life of their own?
Do questioners have their own life?
Do you like questionnaire?
Are there any questions from Willkür?
Are questioners sometimes really snappy?
Are questioners generally cheerful?
Can questions be examined? If so:
Should questions be examined? If so:
Are questions examined? If so:
Who checks questions?
Can questioners be examined? If so:
Should questions be examined? If so:
• Are questions asked? If so:
  • Who checks questions?
  • Are questioners self-testing?
  • Are questioners mostly really nice?
  • Looking to question their salvation in formulating questions?
  • Do people sometimes have to go through hell because they ask unpleasant questions?
  • Are there any nonsensical questions? If so:
    • Should nonsensical questions be marked?
  • Do questions have an existence right?
  • Do questioners have an existence right?
    • Are questioners fidel?
    • Dancing questioning the whistle of something?
    • Are questioners an infamous matter?
  • Would you like to have a question? If so:
    • Does it make it fun for questioners, for example, to ask questions?
    • Are questioners totalitarian?
    • Can questions be influenced?
    • Can questioners be influenced?
    • Can the questioner be influenced?
    • Are people questioning?
    • Are questions poetic?
    • Are questioners poetic?
    • Do questioners have an ideology?
    • Are questions worthless? Or:
      • Are questions valuable?
    • Do questioners have inner values?
    • Are questioners worthless? Or:
      • Are questioners valuable?
    • Are questioners sometimes bullying?
    • Are questions more mindful? Or:
      • Are questions rather draufgängerisch?
      • Are questioners rather prudent? Or:
      • Are questioners more draufgängerisch?
      • Are questioners mostly friendly? Or:
      • Are questioners mostly naughty?
    • Do people sometimes get a collier?
    • Do people sometimes get a rapper?
    • Are questions highly exhaustive?
    • Are questions something exclusive?
    • Are the subjects highly expensive?
    • Are questioners something exclusive?
    • Do people sometimes get out of the way?
    • Do people sometimes lose their versions?
  • Are there any questions in the private sphere of people?
  • Do people intervene in the private sphere of people?
  • Can anyone ask the wind out of the sails?
  • Can someone take the wind out of the sails?
  • Can questions come under the wheels?
  • Can questioners get under the wheels?
  • Can someone fall into the back?
  • Can you sell questions?
  • Can questioners sell well?
  • Can questioners be lost in the thicket of their questions?
  • Are questions questionable?
  • Can people question themselves on the nose?
  • Is the subject of questions a hot iron?
  • Can people burn their fingers on issues?
  • Is the topic questioning a hot iron?
Can people burn their fingers on the subject?
Can questions be combined?
Do questioners have a combination gift?
Do people sometimes have to pull the tear line?
Do the traders sometimes pull the tear line?
Are questioners normal human beings? Or:
Are questioners special people?
Is there a question marsh?
See questioning everything sober? Or:
Do questioners feel much emotional?
Are questions questionable?
Are questions asked?
Do people sometimes have their days when they are grumpy?
Are questions sometimes frozen?
Do questions sometimes get bogged down?
Are questioners sometimes frozen?
Do people sometimes get bogged down?
Are questions often expressed lovingly?
Are people as often as possible loving?
Are people sometimes overloaded?
Are the questionnaires sometimes not fully utilized?
How do we succeed in getting round the rounds?
Want to be questioned?
Are questions singularly ad hoc?
Are questions asked singular?
Are not questioners ever to be regarded as salvation-bringer?
Sowing questions sometimes discord?
Sowing questioning sometimes discord?
Do people sometimes get bogged?
Are people interested in the praise?
Spread issues also horrors?
Do people also spread horror?
Neglect questioning people?
Shy questions people?
Shy questioning people?
Life questioners only by asking questions correctly?
Can people question their voices?
Can questions disappear in the sinking?
Can questioners disappear in the sinking?
When are annoying questions away from the window?
When are annoying questioners away from the window?
Are people uncomfortable?
Are questions uncomfortable?
Do people want to pamper the rest of the people?
Are questioners tireless when it comes to asking questions?
Do people sometimes ask their questions?
Cause questions Freedom restrictions?
Cause Questioners Freedom Restrictions?
Can Surveyors Be Allowed?
Are questions wonderful?
Are questioners wonderful?
Can two questions be contradictory?
Do people have to start to question before they decide which question they want to ask next?
Should questioners first weigh up before deciding how to proceed?
Do people ask each other successively? Or:
Do questions arise in parallel?
Do most questions of the questioner have a lower level, like the quoted questions of God and religion?
Are questioners also disgusting?
Do people sometimes feel queasy?
• Is there anything wrong with the question?
• Do questioners have a sense of responsibility?
• Are questioners questioning people who do not want to ask questions on sensitive topics?
• Are questions the yellow of the egg?
• Are questioners the yellow of the egg?
• Have questions only good sites?
• Do the parties have only good sides?
• Can questioners overreact?
• Are questions foreseeing?
• Are questioners looking ahead?
• Do questioners have questions about their questions?
• Are the questions going on at such a slow pace?
• Do people ask people how to live?
• Are questions negligible?
• Are questioners negligible?
• Playing questions a role? If so:
  • Which important role do issues in practice play for example? And:
  • What is the role of nature for example?
• Do gamers question a role? If so:
  • What are the important roles of the stakeholder in practice, for example? And:
  • What is the role played by the naturalist, for example?
• Do people sometimes feel neglected?
• Can a person drown in questions?
• Can a person sink into questions?
• What is the purpose of tackling questions?
• Will asking questions soon sink into insignificance?
• Why is it useful to continue to pose questions?
• Are questions sometimes in the way?
• Trouble sometimes?
• Are questions sometimes disturbing peace?
• Do people sometimes interfere with something?
• Are people sometimes disturbed by something?
• Can people interfere?
• Are people sometimes in the way of questions?
• Troubled questioning sometimes?
• Are questioners sometimes disturbing peace?
• Are there any questions with God about the rounds?
• Are questions devilishly good?
• Must not people question each other?
• Does God allow questioning? If so:
  • Why does God allow questioning?
• Are the questioners self-sufficient?
• Are questioners convinced of themselves?
• Are questioners a permanent fashion?
• Can questioners get out of fashion?
• Have even questioners sometimes inferiority complexes?
• Are questions inconsistent? Or:
  • Are questions full of contradictions?
• Are responding to questions?
• Are questions questionable?
• Are people questioned?
• Are questions stale? Or:
  • Are questions as never before?
• Are Fragments of Moral Apostles?
• Are the questionable?
• Are questioners mainly driving? Or:
  • Is the questionnaire mainly driven?
• Do people like to be important?
• Are questioners important? Or:
Is freedom oppression going on?
Does abuse of power arise from questioners?
Are unquestioned questions? Or:
Are the questions asked?
Are people questioning? Or:
Are people questioning carefully?
Are the questions unanswered? Or:
Are people questioned well?
Corners questions sometimes?
Corners questioner sometimes?
Are Questioners Slot-Ears?
Are there any questions that no one wants to answer?
Applies to questions, more appearance than being?
Are questions a persistent burner?
Are questioners a perennial burner?
Are questions a permanent topic?
Are questioners a permanent topic?
Why are there questions?
Are there any questions because there is a need for it?
Are questions a discontinued model?
Are there questions, because still so much is unclear?
Do questions arise from the claim to infallibility? Answer Proposal: NO!
Do question collections capture the claim to infallibility? Answer Proposal: NO!
Are there joking questions?
Are questioners click-workers?
Can questions go out?
Are the questions about the non plus ultra in diversity?
Are questioners a duck?
Brilliant questioning with imagination-wealth?
Are questions astrein?
Are questions still quite clean?
Are questions softened?
Are the questionnaires still quite clean, still quite clear and still very dense?
Is the questionnaire softened?
Are there any questions that may NOT be asked?
Are seldom embarrassed?
Are the questions asked? Or:
Are questioners unbiased?
Are people questioning?
Can the questioner be dingfest?
Are questions free? Or:
Are the questioners bound to God?
Do questioners have a white vest, even if the questions concern God?
Are questioners sometimes playful?
Are questions sometimes offensive?
Tuen questioning only their duty?
Are there any wrong questions?
Can questions be trampled?
Can questioners be trampled on?
Are questions sometimes trampled?
Are the traders sometimes trampled?
What happens frequently when questions are trampled?
What happens frequently when questions are trampled?
Do questions make a good figure?
Do questioners have a good figure?
Are questions sometimes soul comforters?
Do the questioners have to prove themselves?
Are there sometimes questions on shaky legs? Or:
• Are questions with both legs firmly in our lives?
• Are there any questioners on shaky legs? Or:
• Are questioners standing firmly in their lives with both legs?
• Are questions ever exhausted?
• Ufert with the questions sometimes from?
• Are questioners ever exhausted?
• Do you like to ask questions from?
• Do people want to change the world, but not themselves?
• Do questioners have future fears?
• Should not the questions be exaggerated? Answer Proposal: YES, because exaggerations are rarely good!
• Can questions be hurtful?
• Have questions aired?
• Do questioners have a charisma?
• Are questions a pit without a floor? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are critical questions unambiguously usable for fanatics as pedestrians?
• Are some questions tasteless?
• Is the world of questions shattered?
• Is the world interrogated by questioners?
• Are questioners luscious?
• Can questions arise?
• Ends asking questions about shortly or long?
• Do questioners have an entirely different quality to non-questioners?
• Reap questions just mocking?
• Harvests questioner just mocking?
• Are some questions hard and hard?
• Did the questions possibly arise not from the words of the questioner, but because the relevant revelations of God were given to the questioner on a case-by-case basis?
• Can it be proved that the questions are NOT by the revelations of God, but by the questioner?
• Can it be proved that the questions arose from the revelations of God, and thus NOT from the questioner?
• Can questioners panic because there are too many new questions?
• Are questions Kokolores? Or:
• Is there any question about what?
• Have questioners laughed well because questions cannot contradict each other?
• Do questioners have all the cups in the cupboard?
• Is a screw loose for questioners?
• Are questions analysts?
• Can questions go under the carpet?
• Can the questioner be swept under the carpet?
• Can questioners beat the strings? Or:
• Do people often feel dizzy?
• Do questioners have too much imagination?
• Sufferers sometimes question under-size delusion when they question everything irreverently?
• Is there already an insult to questions when questions are asked?
• Is there already an insult to the questionnaires, if questions are posed to questioners?
• Do questioners perhaps already have a pretentious sack when they look into the mirror?
• Can people be confused?
• Have questioners got a blow with the Wichs brush?
• Would questions leave a gap if they no longer existed?
• Would questioners leave a gap if they no longer existed?
• Is it to be expected that most of the questions are never answered?
• Is it to be expected that the few questions answered will be answered inconsistently?
• Why do some people ride on their questions all the time?
• Can you ask questions against the wall?
• Are people questioning against the wall?
• Are people sometimes getting in the way?
• Want to turn the wheel back?
• Do you want to turn the wheel back?
• Catchers sometimes question what's going on without finishing it?
• Are questioners sometimes selfish?
• Do questions have a reputation? If so:
  • What reputation do you have?
  • Are questions better than their reputation? Or:
  • Are questions worse than their reputation? Or:
  • Do your questions correspond exactly to your reputation? Or:
  • Do not have any significant reputation?
  • Do questioners have a reputation? If so:
    • What is the reputation of the questionnaire?
  • Are questioners better than their reputation? Or:
  • Are questioners worse than their reputation? Or:
    • Do the questioners answer exactly their reputation? Or:
    • Do not questioners have a notable reputation?
    • Can questioners always get their heads through?
  • Do people always want to put their heads through?
  • Can questioners switch and act as they want?
  • Working Questioning with List?
  • Are questioners cunning?
  • Are sometimes even obscure?
  • Should everyone see only the positive in questions?
  • Should everyone only see the positive in the question?
  • Is the questionable question itself, because no one else praises it?
  • Are questions always decent?
  • Is there a need for an application?
  • Are questioners always decent?
  • Can questions attract people?
  • Can people question people?
  • Are questions always believable?
  • Are questioners always believable?
  • Can questions sometimes be aggressive?
  • Can questioners sometimes be aggressive?
  • Are there any questions that are not worth answering? If so:
    • Which questions are not worth answering?
    • Does everything always go around with questioners? Or:
    • Does not everything always go round with questioners?
    • Is it much easier for the strictly religious to complain about seemingly discriminatory questions instead of showing God here and now, as well as reliably and reliably (without the use of holy scriptures)?
  • Do people ask themselves what they need?
  • Are questioners mostly querulous?
  • Are questions positive?
  • Think questioning positively?
  • Are there any questions for everyone?
  • Does nothing go without questions?
  • Are there any questions for all?
  • Does nothing matter without questioning? Or:
  • Does everything work well without a questionnaire?
  • Are questions sometimes despicable?
  • Are questioners sometimes infamous?
  • Are questions questionable? If so:
    • Should questions be evaluated?
    • Are questions inviolable? Or:
      • Were questions about something inviolable explained?
    • Are questionable questionable? If so:
      • Should questions be assessed?
    • Are questions sometimes childish? Or:
      • Are questions always serious?
    • Do questions still have to be taken seriously?
  • Are questioners sometimes childish? Or:
  • Are questions always serious?
  • Do people still have to be taken seriously?
• Are there features for questions?
• Are there questioning features?
• Want to ask questioners about people?
• Supply Questions Discussion Ignition Substance? Or:
• Has no one to discuss questions?
• Do people question themselves as if they were the greatest?
• Is there no need for guidance on the need for questions?
• Are there top questions?
• Do questioners have a gossip?
• Can sometimes get the sow out?
• Do not even know what God is doing right now?
• Lungern questioned everywhere?
• Do not questioners need to justify?
• Can you please ask questions?
• Let questioners do anything with themselves?
• Are people sometimes charged?
• Do questioners have a sunny mind?
• Are questioners unpredictable?
• Does it sometimes flicker with asking questions? And:
• Does it sometimes bother with asking questions?
• Have questioning always only mischief in mind?
• Is not it a question of asking some questions?
• Are thematically grouped question groups useful?
• Were they sent by the devil?
• Are the lightning conductors questionable?
• Are there questions whose answer is so clear and indisputable that they do not have to be posed, but have been posed here?
• How is it that people are able to assert themselves? Answer Proposal: Little!
• Straight questioners in panic, if they can suddenly ask no more questions? Answer Proposal: Not predictable!
• Are all questions still above the belt line? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
• Are there any questions that lie under the belt line? Answer Proposal: Please report!
• Are questioners proud of themselves?
• Do questioners have pride and honor? If so:
• Is pride and honor important for the questioner?
• Can pride and honor be broken? If so:
• Does it disturb questioners if their pride and honor are hurt? If so:
• How do respondents, for example, react when their pride and honor are hurt?
• Can questioners be offended?
• Are people sometimes snapped?
• Are people concerned about God's blasphemy? Or:
• Are there any questions about God's blasphemy?
• Are questioners vain?
• Is there an injured vanity in questioners?
• Are you happy with your proud swollen breast?
• Are there any questioners, as well as interrogators?
• Can the questioner be unmasked?
• Can problems be cramped with questions?
• Let questioners jump around with themselves? Or:
• Cannot people like something?
• Are questioners infamous?
• Are questions an art world?
• Are questions still important when there are no people left? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are questioners obsessed?
• Are strutting questions raised by their questions world?
• Are questions remarkable? Or:
• Are questions so self-evident that it is not even worth a margin note?
• Have questions at least a sore point? If so:
• Should the finger be placed deep in the sore point of questions?
• Are questions questionable? Or:
• Are questions as inviolable as God?
• Are questions washed with all the water?
• Are questions put to the test?
• Are the questionable? Or:
  • Are questioners so self-evident that they are not even worth a margin note?
  • Do questioners have at least one sore spot? If so:
    • Should the finger be placed deep in the sore spot of questioners?
• Are questioners vulnerable? Or:
• Are questioners as inviolable as God?
• Are people washed with water?
• Are questions put to the test?
• Are questions a mood of nature? Or:
  • Are questions a whim of God?
• Are questioners a mood of nature? Or:
• Are questioners a caprice of God?
• Do people know each other well with people?
• Can the quality of the questions collection be improved by deleting questions? Answer Proposal: Certainly, only who does it!
• Is it sensible to come out to devil to formulate questions?
• Would the questions raised be divine revelations, if this were acknowledged by several billions of people?
• Does religious scripture say that asking questions about God and religions is forbidden?
• Are there heretical questions?
• Are there indecent questions?
• Are there any prohibited questions?
• Are there questions-garbage?
• Is there a question to the question cemetery?
• Will God ask?
• Would it be time for God to reveal many questions for a change, after he had revealed a thousand verses over 1000 years ago?
• Does God have entirely different questions, such as those put together here?
• Are questions sometimes also absurd or disagreeable?
• Is it presumptuous to ask questions?
• Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics) answer only questions that are acceptable to them?
• Is the heaviest question of the world, WHAT MAKES GOD MOMENTAN (demonstrable and unconscious)?
• Are there limits for questions?
• Do not most people feel taken seriously?
• Can questioners look silly out of the laundry? If so:
  • Do questioners sometimes look stupid from the wash?
• Are there no questions for God?
• Does the devil still have questions? Or:
• Is everything clear with the devil, so he has no questions?
• Do people question themselves?
• Are questions acceptable?
• Are questions to accept?
• Are questions respectable?
• Are questions to be respected?
• Are questioners acceptable?
• Are questions to accept?
• Are people questionable?
• Are questions to be respected?
• Are questioners genuine primitives?
• Are questions to be left alone?
• Does anyone get a thick neck because of questions?
• Are questions never sweet? Rather:
  • Do questions always piss?
  • Poisoning questions the atmosphere?
• Are questions hardly awe inspiring?
• Are questions hardly frightening?
• Does anyone get a fat neck because of the questioner?
• Are not questioners ever sweet? Rather:
• Do questioners always piss?
• Do poisons question the atmosphere?
• Are not the questions aptly awe-inspiring?
• Are the questions hardly questionable?
• Are questions a useful means of stamping?
• Do people sometimes ask questions when they ask questions?
• Are questioners liquor chokes?
• What could be done so that women questioned the desire to ask more questions?
• What could be done so that the desire to ask more questions?
• Are some questions sneaky?
• Are questions a model?
• Can you inspire and inspire questions?
• Are questioners an example?
• Can questions and enthusiasm inspire?
• Is everything good for questions? Or:
• Is not everything always good? Alternative:
• Is everything bad about questions? Or:
• Is not always always bad about questions?
• Is everything good at questioners? Or:
• Is not everything always good at questioners? Alternative:
• Is everything bad at questioners? Or:
• Is not always bad at all?
• Are questioners angry if they are not taken seriously?
• Is not it funny when someone makes fun of questions?
• Is not it funny when someone makes fun of questions?
• Have asked the only truth for themselves?
• Are questioners stupid?
• Do people ask a permanent employment?
• Cannot surely ask people to wrap their little fingers?
• Do the questioners question the truth?
• Are there plump questions?
• Have questioners a fine feeling? Or:
• Are questioners gross?
• Are there core questions to ask? If so:
• What are the core questions?
• Are there core questions to questioners? If so:
• Which core questions are there for questioners?
• Have questioners ever messed up?
• Is it very exhausting to read a very large questions collection?
• Have core competence (core competence)?
• Do key-users have a core competence (core competence)?
• Are not questions a great influence world champion?
• Are not questioners a great influence world champion?
• Cannot people ask people around?
• Is life a problem for sugar farmers, because they are so stupid?
• When reading a comprehensive collection of questions, is not there a sense of pleasure when most questions are unanswerable?
• Is it frustrating to read many questions that are not satisfying to answer?
• Is there a pleasure-gain when asking questions?
• Are uncomfortable questioners terrorists?
• Have questioners a long breath, though God may be against God's questions? Or:
• Are people wondering quickly because God might have something against God's questions?
• Is the motto for head of the head headed for the question?
• Do you need more time?
• Cannot people sometimes decide? And:
• Does God rarely or never have the right path?
• Do questions have an Achilles heel / a weakness?
• Do questioners have an Achilles heel / a weakness?
• Are the questions inaccessible to arguments?
• Are people questioned?
• Should questions not be taken seriously?
• Should not the questionnaire be taken seriously?
• Do not want to be taken seriously?
• Are there any questions that no one can answer?
• Insane questioners quite often?
• Are questioners strange peers?
• Is the fighter more often firing the fuse than her fellow man?
• How often do people like their fellow men?
• Are FAQs Formulation Artists?
• Are people sometimes angry?
• Feeling questioning questions about yourself stupid?
• Is the hat or smock sometimes burning?
• Why does God not reveal anything to women?
• Is there a science of questions?
• Can questions pose to science?
• Are not the questions asked?
• Are not QUESTIONS the world's navel?
• Are questioners single-fighter?
• Do people interfere with the internal affairs of people?
• Do claimants claim to be the measure of all things?
• Are not questioners the measure of all things?
• Is it not enough to ask questions, but must the questions also be implemented in the population?
• Are not people interested in questions because they themselves have enough questions and problems?
• Do people with problems always have questions? Answer Proposal: YES, because the question is always with problems, how do I solve my problems!
• Do you help questioners escape the dreary everyday life? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are FAQs Wanters Want Breeders?
• Does God mock questions because they are so stupid?
• Is the influence possibility of questioners only marginal?
• Are questions asked to make people think?
• Should the mouth be completely sewn to questioners?
• Are unanswerable questions often referred to as stupid or absurd questions?
• Are FAQs specialist-people for the morality teaching?
• Are FAQs Sentinels?
• Can God interrogate the defendant?
• Is God a found food for the questioner?
• Does it have disadvantages to be a questioner?
• Does it have advantages to be a questioner?
• Is it desirable to be more inquiring?
• Are there any questions that are missing the necessary seriousness of the subject matter?
• Inspirational questions?
• Are questioners special?
• Is there a copy right for questions?
• Is there a copyright right for questions?
• Are there protected questions?
• Are Querdenker?
• Can many questions go mad?
• Are the questioners dependent on their imagination for the sake of prosperity?
• Are there questioner dwarfs?
• If the questioner had sleepless nights to formulate any questions, do not they?
• Are there any questions for questions?
• Is there a question world? If so:
• Can a question world be a fantasy world?
• Are questions a safe critique point?
• Are questioners a sure point of criticism?
• Are questioners fanatical spinners?
• Are questions dependent on God's blessing?
• Are the questioners dependent on God's blessing?
• Are questions straightforward?
• Are questioners blunt?
• Is there a holy questioning script in addition to holy scriptures?
• Do questioners want to stamp their stamp on Allen? If so:
• Are you wondering who is the most successful candidate? If so:
• How is it that recognizes that almost all of them are successful?
• Can questioners be able to get into something, for example, in asking questions?
• Can the questioner be lulled?
• Are the questions wrongly polled?
• Can questions sometimes become a problem? If so:
• Are questions sometimes a problem?
• Can questioners sometimes become a problem? If so:
• Are questioners sometimes the problem?
• Are instructors unlearnable?
• Were questioners first made into questions by influences?
• Does God give both eyes to women?
• Are questioners naive when they think they can move something?
• Do not questioners hang their questions on the big bell?
• When do people realize that their questions are a mistake?
• Do advocates have advocates?
• Are there so many questions, because basically everything can be questioned?
• Are questions sometimes a problem?
• Can questioners sometimes become a problem? If so:
• Are questioners sometimes the problem?
• Are instructors unlearnable?
• Were questioners first made into questions by influences?
• Does God give both eyes to women?
• Are questioners naive when they think they can move something?
• Do not questioners hang their questions on the big bell?
• When do people realize that their questions are a mistake?
• Do advocates have advocates?
• Are there so many questions, because basically everything must be questioned or should be questioned?
• Do not you want to question the questionnaire? And:
• Do not question questioners?
• Are questioners hypocrites?
• Do people enjoy questions? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do people enjoy people? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it difficult for people to understand why not all people are falling into their questions?
• Is nothing safe, so is not the correct answer to the questions?
• Can questions only be asked if the questioner has dealt with the matter?
• Are admirers admirable?
• Are questions to be asked?
• Are questions to be considered? Or:
• Are the best way to ignore questions?
• Are questioners sometimes a curse?
• Are questioners sometimes a blessing?
• When will the end of the questioner be ushered in?
• Device Questioners sometimes something out of control?
• Do some people sometimes get out of hand?
• Do questions without answers make sense? Answer Proposal: YES, because questions can provoke thought!
• Are the questions persistant? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is it permissible to question EVERYTHING? Or:
• Is it forbidden to question certain things?
• Is it ALLOWED to ask? Or:
• Is it forbidden to ask certain things?
• Do questions create a choking stimulus?
• Are Questions Breaking Means?
• Is there a question-failure?
• Do askers create a choking charm?
• Are questioners a means of refraction?
• Are questioners chops?
• Is there a questioner failure?
• Are there wishful thinking in questioners?
• Are questioners a small fan?
• Are there anything disrespectful about?
• Are questions often a challenge?
• Ask questions out?
- Are so many ANEG questions an impertinence?
- Are questioners an impertinence?
- Are questions a bottomless insolence?
- Are questioners a bottomless insolence?
- Are respondents questioning anything allergic?
- Do questioners have self-confidence?
- Are questioners a plague that must be eradicated?
- Are questioners defenseless?
- Do questions matter?
- Hack some people to ask questions?
- Hack some people on questioners rum?
- Should not questioners exceed their limits?
- Should not questioners exceed their competences?
- Can questioners be stuck in something?
- Are not disciples disciplined?
- Are questioners eccentrics?
- Are the questions asked wrongfully asked to ask the wrong questions?
- Is it sometimes too colorful for questions?
- Can you keep the questionnaire on the short line?
- Is the hop and the malt lost?
- Are the questions of the market?
- Is the varnish from the questionnaire?
- Have questions persisted too far?
- Do some people find any questions on questions at all fun?
- Do all people find some questions on questions at all not funny?
- Do not some people find any questions to questioners at all funny?
- Do all people find some questions to questioners at all funny?
- Are questioners sometimes so forgetful that they even forget to ask questions?
- Are there any questions?
- Do questions sometimes come in the headlines?
- Did or do surveyors sometimes get into the headlines?
- Are they in the comfortable situation that they do not have to answer their questions?
- Should questions be free from abuse? Answer Proposal: YES!
- How many swear words do the questions contain?
- Do questioners sometimes run spinning?
- Do people sometimes feel persecuted?
- Are they sometimes persecuted?
- Are not questioners ever cuddling? Answer Proposal: YES!
- Is there a need for enthusiasts?
- Want to subjugate questioners? Answer Proposal: NO!
- Are questioners bogged?
- Would you like to have questions?
- What is the point with these stupid questions?
- Are questions for the questioner the bliss?
- Is the dignity of the questioner inviolable?
- Are questions just phrases?
- Are questioners at the same time always also rebels?
- Do questioners have a self-determined life when they ask their questions? Or:
- Do questioners have an influential life when they ask their questions?
- Does no one ask questions questions when formulating questions?
- Are Customizers Custom Animals? Or:
- Do questioners love the change in their questions?
- Do the free speech expression support vehemently?
- Are questioners delicate and difficult?
- Are questioners delicate and tricky? Or:
- Are FAQs simply knitted?
- Can people who are questioning lead to slippery ice?
- Can bad questions be transformed into good questions?
- Can questions be optimized?
• Must questions be defused?
• Should questions be exacerbated?
• Should questions be better understood?
• Should questions be rephrased?
• Do respondents sometimes displeased?
• Do people sometimes find it impossible?
• Are there any imitators? Answer Proposal: Can be good!
• Do questioners have a concept / tactic when they formulate questions? Or:
• Do / do stakeholders feel ashamed when they formulate questions?
• Do sometimes ask people to harass people? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do you belong to the eternally yesterday?
• Are the questions constantly coming up because they do not understand their own questions?
• Do you always ask questions for your well-being?
• Are questioners the scapegoat?
• Are questioners sometimes snubbed?
• Are people sometimes doubted?
• Should the craftsmen be placed?
• Are the questions never satisfied?
• Do not questioners have manners?
• Do questioners have many flavors?
• Do questioners have attitudes?
• Are questioners sometimes angry?
• Are questioners duteful?
• Is it easy for the Fraenkel to handle everything? Or:
• Are some of the questions difficult to ask?
• Are there any questions to ask questions? Or:
• Do questions always remain cool when asking questions?
• Is each question a question ahead? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are answers found only because there were questions before? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are questioners for people necessary for survival, because there would be no progress?
• What is necessary for survivors?
• Are response providers necessary for survivors?
• Are Jewelers a questioner?
• Is the air sometimes in the air?
• Is the air sometimes out?
• Did the questioners have a hard time?
• Are not seldom quite clever?
• Cannot questioners think logically at all?
• Are you always at the bottom of the success ladder?
• Are you always on the lookout for questions? Or:
• Do not ask questioners to pay attention?
• Are contestants dirt-finch by defusing God with questions?
• Are questioners bad guys by disrespectfully meeting the imagination of God?
• Who comes first to the questioner?
• Do you see questions about the questions that have not yet been asked at the end of the tunnel? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Can questions be eradicated? Answer Proposal: Theoretically YES!
• Can you get rid of question-makers? Answer Proposal: Theoretically YES!
• Do questioners have an unpleasant stomach feeling when they ask questions?
• Are questioners unpleasant contemporaries whom the Lord God would rather not have created?
• Do people sometimes ask their fellow men what?
• Do the majority of the respondents in silence worry about the answer to their questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do questioners have a gut feeling? If so:
• Do questioners, after their gut feeling, decide which questions they ask?
• Do questioners usually rely on their gut feeling?
• Does the thought of God create an unpleasant feeling for the abdomen?
• Does many a questioner of the dear God always again times abdominal pain?
• Should not questioners be pushed to the top?
• Do even sometimes get a question on the cover?
• Do even sometimes get a question on the roof?
• Is asking questions soon snow from yesterday? Answer Proposal: Reset!
• Are questioners soon snow from yesterday? Answer Proposal: Reset!
• Are questioners in love with their questions?
• What are the questions of the questionnaire? Answer Proposal: Much to little!
• Are questioners an inventor?
• Do the questioners get glowing eyes when they have new questions?
• Are questions always sincere?
• Means the answer to the question MAYBE, there is no verifiable verifiable answer? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are understandable answers to difficult questions often asked? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any questions?
• Does it cost women questioning to ask no more questions?
• Do people sometimes lose their patience if they do not have enough questions?
• Are questioners degenerate?
• Is there even black sheep among women?
• Do questioners have a tendency towards higher levels?
• Are you wondering if your questions do not work?
• Also applies to questioners, first I come and then my questions?
• Are questioners an insolence?
• Is there very seldom anything clear for questioners? And:
• Do questioners always have to clarify a lot?
• Do questioners question capital crimes when they ask questions?
• Are the questions constantly asked about unstated eggs?
• Are questioners particularly curious?
• Should not everyone see the subject of questioning so hard?
• Are FAQs Fieslinge?
• Would you like to ask question-makers with their questions?
• Are contestants FIRE if they do not give any answers?
• Does God protect questioners, even if they are not believers?
• Are questioners unimaginative because they always ask only boring questions?
• Are questions the only true thing?
• Are questions stupid?
• Are questioners satisfied with God?
• Are the questionable if they can ask questions?
• Are questioners generous when it comes to their questions? Or:
• Are questioners petty when it comes to their questions?
• Is there anything missing?
• Do questions have something that has nothing else?
• Is there anything wrong?
• Do questions have something that no one else has?
• Are there only consciences with a conscience when they ask at least 100 questions a day?
• Do the questioners sell badly because they always ask questions and give no answers? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is asking questions easily? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is it hard to formulate questions that rhyme? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are the questions for those who are thinking of falling apart from faith? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are the questions for those who do not see this with the omnipotence, God, prophets, religions, devils, and disguises? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Have questions asked their minds about the wardrobe?
• Do not ask any more?
• Are some questions heated up again and again? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are some questions seemingly inescapable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are questions completely conceived? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does it use questions to ask questions? If so:
• What is the benefit to ask questions to ask questions?
• Does it pay for questioners to ask questions?
• Do not find the right measure? And:
• Do people like to work with the breaking bar?
• Do questioners have a problem?
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• Are some questions tasteful?
• Do some questions remain in the throat? And:
• Are there any questions on the tongue?
• Do you want the best for humanity?
• Are questioners illogical? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
• Are the questioners the last thing humanity can use?
• Is it sometimes a bloody nose? Answer Proposal: Do not rule out!
• Are questions a mental concept? Answer Proposal: Certainly!
• Will ask questions be learned?
• Is there any training for the applicant?
• Is there a profession of the questioner?
• Can you ask questions about making money? Answer Proposal: Certainly not!
• Is no herb growing up against the questioner?
• Do questioners usually formulate their questions fervently (passionately)?
• Are questioners a cheeky pack?
• Are questioners narrow-minded?
• Are there any questions to the (alleged) mercy of God?
• Have questions hooks and eyelets?
• Do questioners have backbone?
• Have questions been reformulated to make them easier to answer? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are questions ranging from a cancerous ulcer? Answer Proposal: Hardly!
• Are questions well thought-out? Answer Proposal: Sometimes already!
• Can questions be exemplary? Answer Proposal: In rare cases, perhaps!
• Can questions be instructive? Answer Proposal: In rare cases, perhaps!
• Does it have any advantages when no one reads the questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are questioners exemplary?
• Can questions be provoked?
• Can questioners be laughed? Or:
• Is the questioner never laughing?
• Do questions sometimes have to leave feathers?
• Are questions the most unimportant of the world? Or:
• Are some questions an important squab apple?
• Are some questions unanswered without an answer?
• Do people want to be closer to the people?
• Exercise questions Greul-deeds? Answer Proposal: Probably NO!
• What is at the top of the agenda for questions?
• Are also questions relative?
• Are there any questions with substance?
• Are there questions without substance?
• Are there any questions for the mind?
• Can questioners with the big dogs go pee? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Tamed Questioner?
• Are some questions hated?
• Are the many omnipotence questions posed because the questioner constantly feels the omnipotence within himself? Answer Proposal: Intentionally Released!
• Are the many questions of nature posed, because the questioner constantly feels nature in himself? Answer Proposal: Intentionally disclosed!
• Are the many questions of influence posed because the questioner constantly feels influences in himself? Answer Proposal: Intentionally Released!
• Are the many questions of God posed because the questioner is constantly feeling God? Answer Proposal: Intentionally Released!
• Are the many questions of the Prophets asked, because the prophet of the prophets continually feels around him? Answer Proposal: Intentionally Released!
• Are the many questions of religion posed because the questioner is constantly feeling about religions? Answer Proposal: Intentionally Released!
• Are the many devil questions asked, because the questioner constantly feels the devil in himself? Answer Proposal: Intentionally Released!
• Are the many veiling questions posed because the interviewee is constantly feeling wraps? Answer Proposal: Intentionally Released!
• Are the many atheist questions asked, because the questioner atheists constantly around him? Answer Proposal: Intentionally Released!
• Are the many questions asked about questions, because the questioner is constantly asking questions? Answer Proposal: Intentionally Released!
• Are questions a punishment of heaven?
• Are some questions not at all sensitive? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are your questions constantly on the neck?
• What do questioners believe who they are?
• Are questions optimizable? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are questions null and void? Answer Proposal: Sometimes already!
• Are questions strongly in demand? Answer Proposal: Hardly!
• Is the far-sighted questionable questionnaire? Answer Proposal: Hardly!
• Can God evaluate which questions are good and which are bad?
• Have questioners ever done violence to others?
• Are not questions at all exciting?
• Are not questions at all interesting?
• Why does not God punish questioners with unimaginativeness, so that they do not continue to ask loud silly stuff about him?
• Are not asking questions about soliciting questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do questioners also have to swallow many a toad? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Did some of the questions sometimes interfere with questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there dummy questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there filling questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there abominable questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there trivial questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any schematic questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there strange questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any systematic questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there trivial questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do some questions sometimes go to the mind? Answer Proposal: Sure YES!
• Are the questions asked by Heinis?
• Are questioners the peace itself?
• Are FAQs Foam Bats?
• Do questioners formulate their questions at their own discretion?
• Do questioners formulate their questions as they wish? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are questions seldom pikobello?
• Are questions rarely sensitive?
• Are questions mostly reckless?
• Do people like the elephant behave in a china shop?
• Are questioners as helpless as a newborn? Answer Proposal: Stay open!
• Are questioners as helpless as a baby? Answer Proposal: Stay open!
• Are questions a panacea? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do not even ask moderately hard?
• Do questioners continue to lose their thread?
• Sometimes not?
• Sometimes do not know one or not?
• Opposing questioners?
• Are FAQs Innocent Angels?
• Spread the questioner fear and fright? Answer Proposal: NO!
• What do FAQs prefer to ask, except questions?
• Are FAQs nerve saws? Answer Proposal: Sometimes already!
• Are questioners insurgents?
• Why are there so many questions of God?
• Are there so many questions of God because absolutely nothing is clear to God?
• Are questioners sometimes stunned?
• Do some questions give the impression that the questioner perhaps somehow believes in God and do many other questions give the impression that the questioner is a lupenreine atheist?
• Should the wheat be separated from the chaff?
• Are there any highlight questions?
• Have questions already been abandoned by God and the world?
• What is important for question-makers? And:
  • What is unimportant for questioners?
• Are there sometimes unexpected problems for questioners? Or:
  • Is there an unexpected problem for questioners?
  • Should all those who are said to know God and the world, what is God's favorite?
• Do question collections have to be kept in order? Or:
  • Do question collections hold themselves in order? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there not only light, but also shadows in questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are people greedy for questions? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are people curious about questions? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Burns questioners sometimes something under the fingernails? Answer Proposal: High Probability YES!
• How many Nobel prizes have earned earners? Answer Proposal: NULL!
• Do questioners remain traverses until they drop? Answer Proposal: Revealed from reverence!
• Have questioners caught up with their questions?
  • Are there any appropriate questions to expose the fantasy character of religions?
  • Do religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) look bright red when they read the questions? Answer Proposal: Would clarify!
• Cannot religious representatives (clergy / clerics / preachers) notice anything when they read the questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does God interfere with the questioner because they are too curious about what concerns him? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!
• Do not questioners talk about the alleged importance of their questions? Answer Proposal: Mostly YES!
• Do you sometimes ask questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do questioners simply ask questions and do they blind out everything else that is disturbing? Answer Proposal: Can be, but do not have to be!
• When do questioners crawl out of their holes and show up?
• Do not questioners still have a place card for the Heavenly Kingdom? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do not just ask what's wrong with them? Answer Proposal: Well possible!
• Are they trying to make the best out of their ignorance? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
• Are they always unperturbed, even though they may be upset about their own questions? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
• Are questioners sometimes out of bounds and bands? Answer Proposal: Concealable!
• Distribute questioners echoing eavesdroppers? Answer Proposal: That would be presumptuous!
• Should not the questioner get stuck and try to answer their own questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there any questions to the questionnaire? Answer Proposal: Not impossible!
• Are questioners always polite? Answer Proposal: Only as long as no one drives them to the cart!
• Is there a tolerance on the subject of "own questions"? Or:
  • Is there any tolerance on the subject of "own questions"? ↓↓↓ - NEW - ↓↓↓
  < Are FAQs text-terrorists? Answer Proposal: Unclear!
  < Do people sometimes have to give a small share? Answer Proposal: YES, if there is danger for life and limb!
  < Should askers sometimes give in? Answer Proposal: YES!
  < Should the question-chapter on omnipotence be a compulsory reading for believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
  < Should the question-chapter on nature be a compulsory reading for all? Answer Proposal: Not applicable!
  < Should the question-chapter on influences be a compulsory reading for all? Answer Proposal: Not applicable!
  < Should the question-chapter on God be a compulsory reading for believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
  < Should the question-chapter on prophets be a compulsory reading for believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
  < Should the question-chapter on religions be a compulsory reading for believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should the question chapter be a compulsory reading for believers? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should the question chapter on coverings be a compulsory reading for the Islamic headscarf and the full-veiled? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should the question-chapter on atheists be a compulsory reading for atheists? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should the question section to questioners not compulsory reading? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should the question-section on cited questions of religion and religion not be a compulsive reading? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Will questioners sometimes feel uncomfortable when their questions grow over their heads? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Is it possible for employees to grow over their heads? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are the questions of the Fraunhofer team already over the top? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do questioners have a strong relationship with God? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should not questioners be in the pants right away, if they are inadvertently praised? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are there any questions for the future? Answer Proposal: This fear is quite justified!
< Are FAQs fear-bunnies because they DO NOT walk around the neck with a shield that says I AM A QUESTIONER? Answer Proposal: nonsense!
< Do you always find the right words? Answer Proposal: In any case, they have this goal!
< Do questioners often just ask new questions from habit? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are all questions pop? Answer Proposal: Must judge others!
< Do questioners have their own thought-building? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are too many questions like a clog on the leg? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should not ask questioners too thick? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Can ALL the questioners blow the march? Answer Proposal: Sorry YES!
< Are the questions of the ass cracked to get clarity on difficult issues? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should not questioners break from the crown? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should questioners always keep their ears stuck, even if a few questions have been lost? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should questioners always tip their ears to get to know when bad is being talked about? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are questioners constantly thinking about whether God exists? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are there any questions with much substance? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are any questions with little substance? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should some questions remain unanswered? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should not ask questioners to get a system in the many questions? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Are FAQs innocent lambs? Answer Proposal: YES, as long as they ask harmless questions!
< Can misinformers be misled? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Cannot they change their minds even if they turn upside down and wiggle their legs? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Applies to questioners, is much asked and written when the day is long? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are questioners loners? Answer Proposal: Certainly not a flat rate!
< Cannot, by NICHTS, put an end to the question? Answer Proposal: It would be nice!
< Are God's Fraunhofer in the brain? Answer Proposal: Hard to verify!
< Are questioners black with rage, if they pull themselves through the cocoa? Answer Proposal: NO!
< In which countries / countries is this website blocked? Answer Proposal: Hard to verify!
< Can the subject of QUESTIONS be covered in all words? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Are all questions and answers covered by freedom of expression? Answer Proposal: That would have to judge others!
< Were the author of the above questions in religiously dominated states long since imprisoned or dead, if he lived there and in the name of a Allah / God, which is shown only as a thought-image? Answer Proposal: With Probability of Probability Yes!
< Should the author of these questions travel to religiously dominated states? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Have questions been asked about the hair? Answer Proposal: Some probably YES!
< Rain questions the imagination? Answer Proposal: Mostly!
< Do people sometimes turn to a wasp nest? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do not questioners have any criticism of their questions? Answer Proposal: Yes, but nobody criticizes it!
< Will believers automatically become atheists after they have read all the questions? Answer Proposal: Definitely not!
< Cannot, or do, not want to be satisfied with the fact that there are still questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
< What is the answer? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
< Would you like to ask question-makers with their questions? Answer Proposal: Of course!
< Would you like to analyze questions? Answer Proposal: Of course!
< Are there any questions from the staple monkey because they cling so hard to their questions? Answer Proposal: Do not rule out!
< What is God's question of all God's questions? Answer Proposal: WHAT MAKES GOD MOMENTAN PROOF!
< Are questions for the questioner the bliss on earth? Answer Proposal: Sure!
< Are there lawsuits for too many questions? Answer Proposal: Not yet!
< Are FAQs hopeless atheist cases? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Do questioners have a history? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Are questions well suited to learn the language? Answer Proposal: That will be raging!
< Schlackers questioner sometimes with the ears? Answer Proposal: They are not spared!
< Cannot a true believer be irritated by so many questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are questions indestructible? Answer Proposal: YES, as long as they are not answered satisfactorily!
< Are questioners indestructible? Answer Proposal: NO!
< Is it a desirable goal for questioners to ask questions? Answer Proposal: This impression could arise!
< Do you want to make or leave a question mark? Answer Proposal: No self-assessment!
< Are many questions a shame? Answer Proposal: Obviously from the creditor!
< Have there been any questions so far? Answer Proposal: No rating!
< Mourning questioners in the times when they were constantly asking new questions? Answer Proposal: Not necessarily!
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Source 1: http://www.gotquestions.org/Deutsch/Fragen-uber-Gott.html - 57 -
▪ Is there an argument for the existence of God? S1 Questioner Answer proposal: There is not a single verifiable argument for the existence of God at all times!
▪ What are the qualities of God? S1 Questioner Answer proposal: No single alleged property of God is verifiable through an experiment!
▪ How is God? S1 Questioner Answer proposal: God is as people have imagined!
▪ Does God exist? S1 Questioner Answer proposal: The existence of God cannot be proved verifiably at any time because there is no reliable reflection behavior of God!
▪ Is there evidence for the existence of God? S1 Questioner Answer proposal: There is no single proof of the existence of God, which can be confirmed at any time by a test!
▪ Is God genuine? S1 Questioner Answer proposal: The authenticity of God is not verifiable by any experiment!
▪ How can I know for sure that God is genuine? S1 Questioner Answer proposal: Holy Scriptures of Religion are not at all appropriate to gain certainty as to whether God is genuine or a fake!
▪ What does the Bible teach about the triad? S1 Questioner Answer proposal: Whatever the Bible teaches, it has been formulated by people at will!
▪ What does it mean to fear God? S1 Questioner Answer proposal: It is not verifiable by any test that God gives love or knows!
▪ Does God still speak to us today? S1 Questioner Answer proposal: God is surely still talking to the people who firmly believe in it today!
▪ Why does God bad happen to good people? S1
▪ Why is God so different in the Old Testament as in the New Testament? S1
▪ Did God evil? S1
▪ Who created God? S1
▪ From where did God? S1
▪ Has anyone ever seen God? S1
▪ What does it mean to fear God? S1
▪ Does God change his mind? S1 Questioner Answer proposal: God obviously changed his mind all the time because, during evolution, he created many new species that he thought were good, and because he passed away almost as many species that were no longer good because of his opinion change Were enough!
• Does God love everyone or just Christians? S1
• Is God male or female? S1
• Traces God miracles still? S1
• Why does God Natural disasters such as earthquakes, hurricanes, and tsunamis to? S1
• Is God sexist? S1
• Is the Bible sexist? S1
• Hear God to the prayers of a sinner? S1
• Replies God to the prayers of a sinner? S1
• Hear God to the prayers of an unbeliever? S1
• Replies God to the prayers of an unbeliever? S1
• Why is God jealous? S1
• Can monotheism be proven? S1
• Is it wrong to ask God? S1
• Is it wrong to be angry with God? S1
• Is it wrong to feel disappointed with God? S1
• How should I understand the concept of Father God? S1
• What is the glory, the glory of God? S1
• As it means that God is eternal? S1
• Is God fair? S1
• Is God fair? S1
• What does it mean that God is infinite? S1
• What does God look like? S1
• What does it mean that God is almighty? S1
• What does it mean that God is omnipresent? S1
• What does it mean that God is omniscient? S1
• Punish us God when we sin? S1
• Why does God trust? S1
• God leads us into temptation? S1
• What is God’s will? S1
• What do you mean that God is holy holy holy? S1
• If God knew that Satan would rebel, why He created him? S1
• What is the key to really know God? S1
• What are the different names of God and what they mean? S1
• Sometimes it’s the will of God that believers get sick? S1
• Where is God when something hurts? S1
• Who is God? S1
• What is God? S1
• How can we know God? S1
• What is the biblical understanding of God's wrath? S1

Source 2:  http://www.jesus.ch/information/gott/134648-haeufig_gestellte_fragen_zu_gott.html  - 22 -
• How do I know that there is a God at all? S2
• Can we prove God? S2
• Is God dead? S2
• How do I know if God really exists? S2
• Who is God? S2
• What is God liking? S2
• Where is God? S2
• Is God more than nature? S2
• Is God the cosmic force? S2
• Who created God? S2
• Why is God not visible? S2
• Is God capable of learning? S2
• Did God create evil? S2
• Can we doubt God? S2
• How do I find God? S2
• May God forgive the mistakes of the people and forget? S2
• What is meant by the "Trinity"? S2
• What about the Trinity? S2
• Why should I believe in Jesus as the Son of God? S2
• Is that a God of love if he allows all the misery in this world? S2
• Why does God suffer? S2
• Has not God responsible for everything? S2

Source 3: http://islamisches-zentrum-muenchen.de/html/islam_-_fragen_und_antworten.html - 29 -
• What does the word "Islam" mean? S3
• Who is Allah? S3
• What does the term "Muslim" mean? S3
• Who was Muhammad? S3
• Praying Muslims Muhammad to? S3
• What do the Muslims about Jesus? S3
• Does the Islam different faiths? S3
• What are the basic obligations of a Muslim? S3
• What role do worship in Islam? S3
• What awaits the Muslim after death? S3
• What an "infidel" after death? S3
• Why do Muslim women wear headscarves? S3
• Is only pork forbidden in Islam? S3
• Is there a "holy war" or what is "Jihad"? S3
• What holidays knows Islam? S3
• What is Sharia? S3
• Was the Islam with "fire and sword" spread? S3
• How is Islam to violence and terrorism? S3
• What is "Islamic fundamentalism"? S3
• Has Islam own era? S3
• Why are Muslim men marrying several women? S3
• If the women are oppressed in Islam? S3
• Is Islam religious minorities opposite intolerant? S3
• What is the Islamic opinion about friendships and intimate relationships? S3
• What is the Islamic opinion about homosexuality? S3
• What is the Islamic opinion about contraception and abortion? S3
• What is the Islamic opinion about euthanasia and suicide? S3
• What is the Islamic opinion about organ transplants? S3
• How Muslims should behave towards Jews and Christians? S3

Source 4: http://www.fragenzumislam.de/?paged=1 - 52 -
• How to Gain in Islam forgiveness for sins committed? S4
• I have committed a great sin, Allah may forgive me? S4
• Why the Qur'an so often repeats itself, that's not bad form? S4
• Why there can not be many gods? S4
• Proof of God Part 7: If God really exists, why then fight the religions? S4
• Proof of God Part 6: When Allah created the universe, then who created Allah? S4
• Proof of God Part 5: If Allah exists, why we can not take him right then? S4
• Proof of God Part 4: If there is a God, which is correct: Allah, Jehovah, Brahma, ...? S4
• Proof of God Part 3: If there really is a God, why is there so many religions? S4
• Proof of God Part 2: If there is a God, why he lets evil in the world? S4
• Proof of God Part 1: Is it possible to prove the existence of God? S4
• Did Muhammad commit sins? S4
• Why Muhammad asked Allah for forgiveness? S4
• Why Allah says in the Qur'an "We" instead of "I"? S4
• Why checked Allah the people in this world, where he is omniscient? S4
• Why is Muslims eating pork forbidden? S4
• Is Allah responsible for the mischief on earth? S4
• Why not destroyed Allah Satan? S4
• Is circumcision requirement for converting to Islam? S4
• Can a sinful Muslim perform the daily obligatory prayer? S4
• What is Ramadan? S4
• Is prayer duty? S4
• What are the wisdom of fasting in Ramadan? S4
• Does that follow a Madhhab / Mezheb / law school a duty? S4
• As the Quran was compiled and handed? S4
• What does "sas" / "asm" (Sallallahu alaihi wa sallam)? S4
• What does "Islam"? S4
• Why is Islam "Islam"? S4
• What is a "Muslim"? S4
• What is it about bad thoughts, suggestions, and doubts about? S4
• How was the Qur'an from Allah revealed and why? S4
• What is Hadith? S4
• Why do we follow the Sunnah of Muhammad? S4
• What is Sunnah? S4
• What is the reason for circumcision of Muslims? S4
• What reward obtained in paradise? S4 (Sky Reich)
• Why the man was only sent to the earth and did not come straight to paradise? S4 (Sky Reich)
• Were there women as prophets? S4
• Come only Muslims into Paradise? S4
• Are men and women equal rights in Islam? S4
• Why the Muslim woman wearing the headscarf? S4
• How can we know that Muhammad has spoken the truth? S4
• Allows Islam forced marriage? S4
• Allows Islam honor killings? S4
• Why we read the Koran in Arabic? S4
• When is the Messenger Muhammad (peace be upon him) born? S4
• What does Allah? S4
• What are the five pillars of Islam? S4
• I have a pure heart, where even the need to worship Allah? S4
• Can you prove the existence of God? S4
• Will man guided by his fate? S4
• How we respond to someone who says "I only believe what I see"? S4

Source 5:  http://wegerer.at/religion/religionen/Judentum.doc - 21 -
• How old is Judaism? S5
• How many attachments has Judaism? S5
• In which countries are most people Jews? S5
• With whom God entered into a contract? S5
• What God has promised Abraham? S5
• What is the name of the Redeemer, whom the Jews expect? S5
• What is the symbol of Judaism? S5
• What is the holy book of the Jews? S5
• What is the most important part of the Bible? S5
• What do you call the prayer house of the Jews? S5
• What do you call the religious commandments of the Jews? S5
• What is the holy day of the Jews? S5
• Are there signs of faith, the Jews wear? S5
• What is a Kipa? S5
• What is a tallit? S5
• What is a Tefillin? S5
• What should not eat together? S5
• What do you call metal box attached to the doorframe? S5
• What is the old wall in Jerusalem, at which one recites prayers or reading the Torah? S5
• What are the teachers who know everything about the Jewish law? S5
• Are Rabbi priest? S5

Source 6:  http://christsein.bechhaus.de/christsein/faq_christsein.html - 24 -
• What does it really mean to be a Christian? S6
• What does "believe"? S6
• Are Christians not all hypocrites? S6
• To keep Christians in the 10 commandments? S6
Did God really make in six days the earth? S6
Is the Bible has been distorted vigorously in all the centuries? S6
Means Mission not aufzünötigen someone his beliefs? S6
Are Christians intolerant? S6
Has science believing not long been refuted? S6
Is not it completely unreasonable to believe in miracles? S6
Must a Christian do many good deeds to go to heaven? S6
Must run as a Christian really every Sunday in the church? S6
You can not be a Christian and to yourself? S6
Does a Christian, to abide by all possible rules? S6
What we mean by “praying”? S6
Christianity is for wimps, right? S6
What is this "quiet time", speak of the Christians sometimes? S6
What is a Free Church? S6
What are charismatics? S6
What are these fish to be? S6
Can God create a stone that he himself can not lift? S6
Is the Bible free of contradictions? S6
How important is the consistency of the Bible for the understanding of the Bible? S6
What do the Scriptures finds from Qumran to Christianity? S6

Source 7:  https://www.jw.org/de/bibel-und-praxis/fragen/ - 125 -

Is the Trinity a Biblical Concept? S7, God
Is God an impersonal force? S7, God
God is in a particular place? S7, God
Does God have a name? S7, God
Is Jesus God? S7, God
Is my destiny not firmly in God's hands? S7, God
Is there God? S7, God
What is the Holy Spirit? S7, God
Can you see God? S7, God
Changes God his mind? S7, God
Who is the Lord? S7, God
What the Bible says about free will? S7, Bible
Is the Bible merely the work of wise men? S7, Bible
Is the Bible a book of God? S7, Bible
Is the Bible meant only for Jews and Christians? S7, Bible
Was the Bible written by Moses? S7, Bible
Do we know anything, who wrote the Bible? S7, Bible
Understanding the Bible: How? S7, Bible
What are the numbers in the Bible? S7, Bible
Infected mysticism behind the numbers in the Bible? S7, Bible
To contradict the Bible? S7, Bible
Is the Bible scientifically accurate? S7, Bible
Revelation: What did they tell us? S7, Revelation
What does the wild beast with seven heads in Revelation 13? S7, Revelation
What does the number 666 for the wild animal with the name 666, which comes from the sea? S7, Revelation
What is the red-hot lake of fire, rising from the flames and smoke? S7, Revelation
If the red-hot lake of fire, rising from the flames and smoke, a synonym for Hell or Gehenna? S7, Revelation
What is the battle of Armageddon, when it rained fire and brimstone? S7, Revelation
Who or what is the whore of Babylon, depicted as a prostitute dressed in purple and scarlet? S7, Revelation
What does the scarlet wild beast of Revelation 17? S7, Revelation
What is a prophecy? S7, prophecy
When will the world end? S7, prophecy
What say scholars, Jesus really lived? S7, Jesus
Corresponds to the Bible account of Jesus the facts? S7, Jesus
How quickly the accounts of Jesus' life were written? S7, Jesus
Was Jesus just a good man? S7, Jesus
Why is Jesus the Son of God called? S7, Jesus
• If Jesus is the Son of God called, because he looked at the sky and talked with God? S7, Jesus
• Is Jesus equal to God? S7, Jesus
• Did Jesus die on a cross? S7, Jesus
• Was Jesus married? S7, Jesus
• Did Jesus have siblings? S7, Jesus
• Who is the Anti-Christ? S7, Jesus
• Was Jesus after his resurrection humans or spirits? S7, Jesus
• What is the return of Christ? S7, Jesus
• Jesus' sacrifice - "a ransom for many": What is meant? S7, Jesus
• What is the kingdom of God? S7, Reich
• Why is world peace so difficult to achieve? S7, Reich
• What is the only way to world peace? S7, Reich
• What reveals the chronology of the Bible over 1914? S7, Reich
• Where is the Kingdom of God? S7, Reich
• Is the Kingdom of God in us, or in our hearts? S7, Reich
• What God wants from me? S7, harmony
• Are there any objections to seek medical treatment? S7, harmony
• What the Bible says about blood transfusion? S7, harmony
• Is the Bible against tattoos? S7, harmony
• Is it right to worship images? S7, Harmony
• Should Christians keep the Sabbath? S7, harmony
• What is sin? S7, sin
• What is forgiveness? S7, sin
• What does the Bible Say About Alcohol? S7, sin
• Is drinking alcohol a sin? S7, sin
• Will God forgive a young man praying intensely on knees? S7, sin
• What is the unpardonable sin? S7, sin
• Is gambling a sin? S7, sin
• Are natural disasters a punishment from God? S7, sin
• Does God the blame for the suffering of the people? S7, sin
• Is the devil behind all the suffering? S7, sin
• How could the Holocaust? S7, sin
• Why God did not prevent the Holocaust? S7, sin
• Can the Bible help money worries and debt? S7, worry
• Can the Bible help depression? S7, worry
• Can the Bible help in chronic diseases? S7, worry
• Does the Bible a solution if someone is unhappy with his life? S7, worry
• What the Bible says about Easter? S7, festivals
• What the Bible says about Christmas? S7, festivals
• When was Jesus born? S7, festivals
• Where does Halloween and how does the Bible say? S7, festivals
• What is the meaning of life? S7, death
• What happens at death? S7, death
• Why do people die? S7, death
• Who is registered in the "Book of Life"? S7, death
• How to overcome the fear of death? S7, death
• NDEs - proof of an afterlife? S7, death
• What is hell? S7, death
• Will people eternally have tormented in hell? S7, death
• Who goes to hell? S7, death
• What is the soul? S7, death
• What is meant by the resurrection? S7, death
• Is it predestined when we die? S7, death
• Must absolutely have to get married if you contract? S7, family
• What is the Bible for same-sex marriage? S7, family
• Is it allowed according to the Bible, to divorce? S7, family
• Is Polygamy Allowed? S7, family
• Can couples prevent? S7, family
• Does the Bible something about abortion? S7, family
• What does the Bible say, if you marry someone with a different skin color or nationality? S7, family
• Does the Bible tips for a happy family? S7, family
• How to get Sex education as parents go? S7, sexuality
• What the Bible says about homosexuality? S7, sexuality
• Are you allowed according to the Bible desire to have sex? S7, sexuality
• What the Bible says about pornography and cybersex? S7, sexuality
• How can I protect myself from sexual predators? S7, sexuality
• Are all religions the same? S7, Religion
• Perform all religions to God? S7, Religion
• Must belong to a religion? S7, Religion
• Why are there so many Christian denominations? S7, Religion
• How do I find the true religion? S7, Religion
• Helps me God when I pray? S7, prayer
• What can I pray? S7, prayer
• Why in the name of Jesus pray? S7, prayer
• Is it right to pray to saints? S7, prayer
• Why God does not hear some prayers? S7, prayer
• Why pray? S7, prayer
• Heard God my prayers? S7, prayer
• Is there really the devil? S7, spirits
• Are there demons? S7, spirits
• Did God create the devil? S7, spirits
• Lives of the devil in hell? S7, spirits
• Has the devil power over us? S7, spirits
• Jesus' sacrifice - "a ransom for many": What is meant? S7, rescue
• What is salvation? S7, rescue
• Once saved - always saved? S7, rescue
• What does it mean to be born again? S7, rescue
• What is baptism? S7, rescue

@_Questions about cited Questions to God and Religions
• Are there any questions about the quoted questions of God and religion at all? And:
• Are there any questions about the authors of cited questions of God and religion? And:
• Are there any questions about the answers to quoted questions of God and religion? And:
• Are there any questions about the answers to quoted questions of God and religion? If this is obviously the case:
• Earned quoted questions of God and religion + Authors quoted questions of God and religion + Answers of quoted questions of God and religion + Answers to quoted questions of God and religion, a separate question chapter? If so, the following questions are ready to be answered:
• Are there any questions to quoted questions of God and religion at the end, because they are only for the sake of completeness? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are there answers to all quoted questions of God and religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is an occupation with quoted questions of God and religion, that is, with questions of others, meaningless? Or:
• Is an occupation with quoted questions of God and religion, thus with questions from others, useful?
• Are there any more questions of God and religion from others who were not quoted?
• Who knows well with quoted questions of God and religion?
• Who knows best about quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are there specialists for quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are there researchers for quoted questions of God and religion?
• Do people research quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion fair?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion fair?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions fair?
• Is there anything strange about a quoted question of God and religion?
• Are writers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes strange?
• Are answerers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes somewhat odd?
• Is many a quoted question of God and religion timeless for all eternity?
• Does the citing of divine and religious questions have tradition?
• Have quoted questions of God and religion stimulated the economy?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion so rich?
• Is quotation of divine and religious questions unworldly?
• Is citing God and religion questions nostalgia?
• Is citing God and religion questions progressive?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion witty?
• Have quoted questions of God and religion a special status?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion ruthless?
• Does citing God’s and religious questions make sense?
• Wear quoted God and religion questions?
• Do writers quote quoted questions of God and religion?
• Do the answer recipients quit God and religion questions?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion perfect?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion always recognizable as such?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes confusing?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes overwhelming?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes overwhelmed?
• Are answerers of quoted God and religion questions sometimes overwhelmed?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes chaotic?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes complicated?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes sadistic?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes unapproachable?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes confusing?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes sovereign?
• Is quoting God’s and religious questions sometimes irresponsible?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion great?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion a laugh number? Or:
• Are quoted questions of God and religion to be taken seriously?
• Is there a debate on quoted questions of God and religion?
• Should there be a debate on quoted questions of God and religion?
• Cannot be discussed about quoted questions of God and religion?
• Does God know what quoted questions of God and religion are?
• Does God know what quoted questions of God and religion mean?
• Does the devil know what quoted questions of God and religion are?
• Does the devil know what quoted questions of God and religion mean?
• Are there quoted questions of God and religion from existing parts?
• Are authors of cited God and religion questions from many constituent parts?
• Do respondents quote quoted God and religion questions from many constituent parts?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion always ready to formulate further questions?
• Are respondents of quoted God and religion questions always ready to answer further questions?
• Are authors of quoted God and religion questions authority?
• Are respondents quotes God’s and religious questions authority?
• Have quoted questions of God and religion an ego?
• What do cited God and religion questions suggest?
• Logs quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion puking?
• Pipe writer cited God and religion questions on human needs?
• Whistle-response giver of quoted God and religion questions on human needs?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion rigorous?
• Are authors of quoted God and religion questions rigorous?
• Are response givers quoted God and religion questions rigorous?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion something general? Or:
• Are quoted questions of God and religion special?
• Can the quoted questions of God and religion be charged?
• Have writers quoted God and religion questions a dick head?
• Do respondents quoted God and religion questions have a dick head?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion stubborn and unyielding?
• Are answerers of quoted questions of God and religion stubborn and unyielding?
• Have writers quoted Gods and religions questions vices?
• Have response givers quoted God and religion questions vices?
• Blasphemous writer quoted God and religion questions about other thinkers?
• Blasphemous answer-giver of quoted God and religion questions about other-thinkers?
• Is it useful to blaspheme on quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are writers of cited God and religion questions adaptable?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions adaptable?
• Are quoted questions of religion and religion predominant?
• Are quoted questions of religion and religion mostly attractive? Or:
• Are quoted questions of religion and religion largely unattractive?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion a taboo?
• Is the quoted questions of God and religion a taboo?
• Are authors of cited God and religion questions a principle rider?
• Are response givers of quoted God and religion questions a principle rider?
• Have quoted questions of God and religion a recognition sign? If so:
  • Which recognition signs have quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion chic?
• Have writers quoted God and religion questions a tick?
• Do respondents quoted God and religion questions have a tick?
• What if there were no quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are people afraid of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Do people have to fear authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Do people have to fear the answer to quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion never perverse and labor-shy?
• Are respondents of quoted questions of God and religion never perverse and labor-shy?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion by no means decadent?
• Are respondents of cited God and religion questions in no case decadent?
• Are there any quoted questions of God and religion? Or:
  • Are quoted questions of God and religion rather inconspicuous?
• Are writers quoted from God and religion questions? Or:
  • Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion rather inconspicuous?
• Are there any response quotes from quoted God and religion questions? Or:
  • Are respondents quoted questions of God and religion rather inconspicuous?
• Are authors of quoted God and religion questions happy about their questions?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions happy about their answers?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes formulated barbarically?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion a stimulus word?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion fanatical?
• Are respondents of quoted God and religion questions fanatical?
• Are there silly quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion stupid?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion boring?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion impudent?
• Was it naughty to ask quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are writers of quoted God and religion questions naughty?
• Are answer-censers quoted God’s and religion questions cheeky?
• Are not authors of cited God and religion questions so exact? Or:
  • Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion meticulous?
• Do not answer recipients of quoted God and religion questions so exactly? Or:
  • Are respondents quoted God and religion questions meticulous?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion meticulously formulated?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion pitiful?
• Are respondents of quoted God and religion pitiful?
• Can writers of quoted God’s and Religion’s questions be beaten?
• Can respondents of quoted Gods and religious questions be beaten?
• Can quoted questions of God and religion be dried up?
• Is it possible to dry up the author of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Is it possible to dry out the answers of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Can people inspire writers quoted God and religion questions?
• Can people inspire response givers of quoted God and religion questions?
• Can all the peoples of this world forget the quoted questions of God and religion? Or:
• Should all the peoples of the world keep recollected questions of God and religion?
• Can any author cite quoted questions of God and religion as they are insignificant? Or:
• Should any author keep quoted questions of God and religion continually, even though they are insignificant?
• Can any answer-giver forget quoted questions of God and religion, because they are insignificant? Or:
• Should any answer-giver keep quoted quotes of God and religion constantly, even though they are insignificant?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion generally puzzling? Or:
• Are quoted questions of God and religion enigmatic only in a wide range? Or:
• Are quoted questions of God and religion virtually unintelligible?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion constantly present? Or:
• Are the quoted questions of God and religion only occasionally?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion constantly present? Or:
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion only occasionally?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions constantly present? Or:
• Are the response givers of quoted questions of God and religion only occasionally?
• Have quoted questions of God and religion resonated?
• Provocative quoted questions of God and religion Reactions?
• Is the topic of quoted questions of God and religion relatively complex, because so many questions can be formulated?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion sinless?
• Are respondents of quoted questions of God and religion sinless?
• Are authors of cited God and religion questions better people?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions better people?
• Who has examined quoted questions of God and religion?
• Who has examined authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Who has examined answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion in accordance with the invention?
• Are answerers of quoted questions of God and religion invented?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion successful?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion successful?
• Are respondents of quoted God and religion questions successful?
• Are the authors of cited God and religion questions responsible?
• Do acts or authors of cited God and religion questions be responsible?
• Do responses to quoted God and religion questions are responsible?
• Do responders answer quotes of God and religion questions?
• Should the citation of divine and religious questions be prohibited?
• Should authors of cited God’s and religious questions be prohibited?
• Should respondents be prohibited from citing God and religion questions?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes stressed? Or:
• Are authors of cited God and religion questions relaxed as long as they receive no threats?
• Are response givers quoted God and religion questions sometimes stressed? Or:
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions relaxed as long as they receive no threats?
• Committed author of cited God and religion questions?
• Commemorate the response of quoted God and religion questions?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion needed? If so:
• What are the quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion needed? If so:
• What are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion needed?
• Are respondents using quoted questions of God and religion needed? If so:
• What are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
• Can writers of quoted questions of God and religion address their questions with other questions?
• Can respondents of quoted Gods and Religion question their answers with other answers?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes absurd?
• Are some representations of authors of quoted questions of God and religion absurd?
• Are some notions of the answers of quoted questions of God and religion absurd?
• Are quoted divine and religious questions sometimes dubious?
• Are authors of quoted divine and religious questions sometimes dubious?
• Are answerers quoted God and religion questions sometimes dubious?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes snapped (in a transcendent sense)?
• Are respondents of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes snot (in a transcendent sense)?
• Is there an individual intellectual freedom for writers of cited God and religion questions?
• Is there an individual mental freedom for respondents to quoted questions of God and religion?
• Do authors of cited God's and religious questions also misunderstand?
• Do respondents cite God and religion questions also misunderstandings?
• Were there and quoted questions of God and religion to arouse others?
• Were there and are authors of cited God and religion questions there to annoy others?
• Were there and answer recipients of quoted Gods and Religions questions to annoy others?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion something worth honoring?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion something worth honoring?
• Are respondents of quoted questions of God and religion particularly worthy of honor?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion holy cows?
• Are writers quoted God's and religious questions holy cows?
• Are respondents quotes God's and religious questions sacred cows?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion egocentric?
• Are authors quoted of God and religion questions egocentric?
• Can writers quit quoted questions of God and religion?
• Can answer-quench quoted God and religion questions?
• Can writers of cited God's and religion's questions dwindle?
• Can respondents quit God's quarrels and religious questions?
• Can writers of quoted questions of God and religion go astray?
• Can respondents quit God's quarrels and religious questions?
• Are authors of quoted God and religion questions anti-religious fanatics?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions anti-religious fanatics?
• Were and quoted questions of God and religion a special feature?
• Were the authors of quoted questions of God and religion a special feature?
• Were and the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion a special feature?
• Are authors of quoted God and religion questions quickly offended?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions quickly offended?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion important?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion important?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions important?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion the most important thing in life?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion the most important thing in life?
• Who is responsible for quoted questions of God and religion?
• Who is responsible for the authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
Who is responsible for the authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
Who is responsible for the answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
Worried writers of quoted questions of God and religion for people with their questions?
Worries Answer-donors quoted God and religion questions for people with their answers?
Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion concerned about human beings?
Are the respondents of cited God and religion questions concerned about human beings?
Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion concerned about people?
Do respondents to cited God's and religious questions worry about people?
Should all of the quoted questions of God and religion only see the good?
Should all the questions of God and religion cited in the writers only see the good?
Should all the questions of God and religion cited in the respondents be seen only as a good thing?
Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion unquestionably happy because they are rid of their questions?
Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion unhappily happy because they get rid of their answers?
Do the authors of cited God's and religious questions have their own initiative?
Do the answer-giver have quoted God and religion questions own initiative?
Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion helpful?
Are the respondents of quoted God and religion questions helpful?
Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion always want to ask questions?
Do the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion always want to answer questions?
Have the authors of quoted questions of God and religion ever betrayed?
Have the answer-givers already cited quoted questions of God and religion?
Did the authors of quoted questions of God and religion question the interviewees?
Have the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion questioned the questions before?
Have the authors of quoted questions of God and religion worried and troubled?
Have the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion worried and troubled?
Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion capable of anything?
Are the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion capable of anything?
Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion have ambition?
Have the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion questions ambition?
Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion full of action?
Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion full of action?
Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion correct by asking their questions?
Do the answer-givers of quoted questions of God and religion correct everything by answering the questions?
Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes pensive?
Are the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes pensive?
Defamation quoted God and religion questions sometimes?
Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes defamatory with their questions?
Do the respondents often cite the answers to quoted questions of God and religion with their answers?
Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion always reasonable?
Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion always reasonable?
Are the opinions / conceptions of quoted questions of God and religion far apart?
Are the opinions / ideas about the authors of quoted questions of God and religion far apart?
Are the opinions / conceptions of the answers of quoted questions of God and religion far apart?
Is criticism of quoted questions of God and religion unforgivable?
Is criticism of the authors of quoted questions of God and religion unforgivable?
Is criticism of the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion unforgivable?
Are quoted questions of God and religion indispensable?
Are quoted questions of God and religion unrelated?
Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion indispensable?
Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion indispensable?
Are the authors of cited questions of God and religion unimportant?
Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion unrelated?
Are quoted questions of God and religion Humbug? Or:
Have quoted questions of God and religion a right to exist?
Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion happened, because everything works out as if they had been quoted, thanks to the quoted questions of God and religion?
Are the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion hilarious, because everything works out as clockwork, thanks to the answers?

Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion an organizational talent?

Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion have an organizational talent?

Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion a sense of order?

Do the answer-makers of quoted questions of God and religion have a sense of order?

Is it possible to go on with quoted questions of God and religion?

Can censured questions of God and religion be misconduct?

Are the authors of censured questions of God and religion in disrepute?

Can people deal shamefully with the authors of quoted questions of God and religion?

Can people answer the shameful quotes of God and religion questions shamefully?

Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion always diligent?

Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion always diligent?

Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion also quite dear?

Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion also quite dear?

Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes pretentious? Or:

Are quoted questions of God and religion rather cautious?

Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes pretentious? Or:

Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion rather cautious?

Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes preposterous? Or:

Are the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion rather cautious?

Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion free and unbound in their conceptions?

Are the answerers of quoted questions of God and religion free and unbound in their conceptions?

Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion under the tutelage of anything?

Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion under the tutelage of anything?

Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion under the knot of anything?

Are even quoted questions of God and religion sometimes really golden and cute?

Are even the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes really golden and putzigig?

Are even even the respondents of quoted God and religion questions sometimes really golden and putzigig?

Are quoted questions of God and religion something beautiful?

Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion something beautiful?

Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion something beautiful?

Do many quotes of God and religion quoted before the authors need to be cuddled?

Do many people who are quoted before the respondents have to interrogate God's and religious questions?

Can one or other cateches and religious questions quoted with the authors cudge?

Can one or the other catechize with the respondents quoted God and religion questions?

Should all the world be telling about the authors of quoted questions of God and religion? Or:

Should all the world talk openly about the authors of quoted questions of God and religion?

Should all the world wonder about the answers to quoted questions of God and religion? Or:

Should all the world talk openly about the answers to quoted questions of God and religion?

Can one or other of the questions of God and religion quoted with the authors go to cloth contact?

Can one or the other God and religion quotes quoted with the respondents go to the touch of the cloth?

Disappointed quoted questions of God and religion sometimes?

Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes disappointed?

Do the answer-givers often quoted God's and religious questions?

Nerves quoted God and religion questions sometimes?

Nerves the authors quoted God and religion questions sometimes?

Nerves the answer donors quoted God and religion questions sometimes?

Can the authors of quoted questions of God and religion not look into the cards?

Cannot the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion not look into the cards?

Are the authors of cited questions of God and religion sometimes hopping their hair?

Are the answers of the quoted questions of God and religion sometimes set in motion?

Are quoted questions of God and religion connected with an expectation attitude?

Are there any quoted questions of God and religion?

Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion consume themselves?

Do the answerers of quoted questions of God and religion consume themselves?

Are quoted questions of God and religion Perpetuum mobile?

Are quoted questions of God and religion dissuasive?

Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion dissuasive?
▪ Are the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion dissuasive?
▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion something useful?
▪ Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion something useful?
▪ Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion something useful?
▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion something useful?
▪ Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion something useful?
▪ Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion something useful?
▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion superfluous?
▪ Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion superfluous?
▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion superfluous Schnicknnnack?
▪ Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion superfluous Schnicknnnack?
▪ Are the answer donors quoted God and religion questions superfluous snickers?
▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion something separate?
▪ Is there always everything in the right lot with quoted questions of God and religion?
▪ Is there always anything wrong with the authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
▪ Is there always everything in the right line with the answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion questionable?
▪ Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion questionable?
▪ Are the respondents quoted God and religion questions questionable?
▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion suitable for coloring?
▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion suitable for painting?
▪ Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion suitable for painting?
▪ Are the respondents of quoted God and religion have a practical use?
▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion have a practical use?
▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion cinnabar?
▪ Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion cinnabar?
▪ Are the answer donors quoted God’s and Religion questions cinnabar?
▪ Can quoted questions of God and religion be smashed?
▪ Can quoted questions of God and religion be uttered?
▪ Can quoted questions of God and religion be questioned?
▪ Can quoted questions of God and religion be questioned?
▪ Should quoted questions of God and religion be questioned?
▪ Can the authors of quoted questions of God and religion become a beast?
▪ Can the respondents of quoted God and religion questions become a beast?
▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion negotiable?
▪ Can quoted questions of God and religion set a sign?
▪ Are there any mistakes in quoted questions of God and religion?
▪ Can the authors of quoted questions of God and religion achieve anything if they formulate sufficient questions of God and religion?
▪ Can the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion achieve anything if they answer enough God and religion questions?
▪ Can the authors of quoted questions of God and religion be restrained?
▪ Can the answer-makers be quoted from quoted questions of God and religion?
▪ Blades quoted God and religion questions sometimes lustless?
▪ Are some quoted questions of God and religion beautiful?
▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion rather easy to understand? Or:
▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion difficult to understand?
▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion easy to handle? Or:
▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion difficult to handle?
▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion usually quite normal?
▪ When are quoted questions of God and religion normal and when?
▪ Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion usually quite normal?
▪ When are authors quoted God and religion questions normal and when not?
▪ Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion usually quite normal?
▪ When are respondents quoted God and religion questions normal and when not?
▪ Are we talking about quoted questions of God and religion?
▪ Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion under their spell?
• Are we attracted to the answers of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes crooked?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes crooked?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion sometimes crooked?
• Is it possible to defame quoted questions of God and religion?
• Is it possible to defame the authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Is it possible to defame the respondents’ quoted questions of God and religion?
• Can quoted questions of God and religion be defiled?
• Can the authors be cursed with quoted questions of God and religion?
• Can the answer-giver be quoted as a quoted question of God and religion?
• Is there a miracle of the quoted questions of God and religion?
• Is there a wonder of the authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Is there a miracle of respondents quoting God and religion questions?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion mostly understated because they still have time to ask questions of God and religion?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion mostly overwhelmed because they have no time to answer the many questions of God and religion?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion constantly put into practice by constantly formulating new questions of God and religion?
• Do the answer-givers of quoted questions of God and religion always remain in practice because they have to answer ever new questions of God and religion?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion intolerable?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion innocuous?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion innocent?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion have visions?
• Do the respondents have quoted Gods and religion questions visions?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes have delusions?
• Do the respondents of quoted God’s and religious questions sometimes have delusions?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion self-sufficient?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion self-sufficient?
• Are the respondents quoted God and religion questions self-sufficient?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion independent?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion independent?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion independent?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion always to be taken seriously?
• Are the questions of God and religion quoted by the authors always serious?
• Do the answer-quoted questions of God and religion always take seriously?
• Were and quoted questions of God and religion a serious matter?
• Were the authors of quoted questions of God and religion a serious matter?
• Were the answer recipients of quoted Gods and Religions Questions a serious matter?
• Are God’s and religions’ questions quoted, especially God and religions?
• Are authors of cited questions of God and religion, especially God and religions, in their sights?
• Are answer recipients of cited God and religion questions in particular God and religions in the sights?
• Are the answers to cited questions of God and religion, especially God and religions, in mind?
• Worries quoted God and religion questions sometimes for outrage?
• Worse writers of cited God and religion questions sometimes for outrage?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion motivated?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes over-motivated?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion always willing? Or:
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes reluctant?
• Are writers quoted God and religion questions eager?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion hurried?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions motivated?
• Are answerers of quoted God and religion questions sometimes overmotivated?
• Are answer recipients of quoted God and religion questions always willing? Or:
• Are answerers of quoted God and religion questions sometimes reluctant?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions eager?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions hurried?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes unjust?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes unjust?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion sometimes unjust?
• Are there approved quoted God and religion questions?
• Are there any pleasant quotes about God and religion?
• Are there any unpleasant quotes about God and religion?
• Do quoted questions about God be approved by God?
• Are there pleasant authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are there unpleasant authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are there any pleasant answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are there unpleasant answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are there approved authors of cited Gods and Religion Questions?
• Are there approved response donors quoted God and Religion questions?
• Is there a central authority for citing God and religion questions?
• Should there be a central authority for quoting God and religion questions?
• Does the author of the quoted questions of God and religion question everything?
• Does the author of cited questions of God and religion baffle everything?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion uncompromising?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion always on course?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion have an iron track?
• Does the answer to God's and religious questions quoted everything?
• Does the answer to the quotes of God and religion question everything?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion uncompromising?
• Do the answers of quoted questions of God and religion always stay on course?
• Do the answer-givers of quoted God's and religious questions ironily keep track of?
• Can people approach the authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Should not people approach the authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
• What happens when people approach the authors of cited God and religion questions?
• Can people approach the respondents of cited God and religion questions?
• Should not people approach the answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
• What happens when people approach the respondents of quoted God and religion questions?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion an intimate area? If so:
  • Is the intimate area vulnerable by the authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
  • Do the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion have an intimate area? If so:
    • Is the intimate area of respondents quoted God and religion issues vulnerable?
• Are there other questions to be quoted about God and religion?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion ask critical questions about them, as an unacceptable interference in their internal affairs?
• Do the respondents of quoted God and religion question critical questions about them as an unacceptable interference in their internal affairs?
• Have the authors of cited questions of God and religion honored? If so:
  • Is the honor of the authors of quoted questions of God and religion vulnerable? If so:
    • Is the honor to be restored by the authors of quoted questions of God and religion when it has been violated?
  • Have the answer donors quoted God and religion questions an honor? If so:
    • Is the honor of respondents to quoted questions of God and religion vulnerable? If so:
      • Is the honor to be restored by the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion when they are hurt?
• Should the authors of quoted questions of God and religion be turned upside down?
• Should the respondents of quoted God and religion be turned upside down?
• Should the authors of quoted questions of God and religion be taken into prayer?
• Should the respondents be quoted from quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sensitive?
• Are the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion sensitive?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sensitive?
• Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion sensitive?
• Would authors of cited God and religion questions have joy in life?
• Would the authors quoted God's and Religion questions have fun at and in life?
• Would the answer donors have quoted God and religion questions having fun at and in life?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion want to convey fun?
• Would the answer-givers quote quoted God and religion questions?
• Can cite quoted questions of God and religion and ask to make fun?
• Can quoted quotes and religious questions answer fun?
• Does the author of the quoted questions of God and religion sometimes have no real joy?
• Does the answer to the quoted questions of God and religion sometimes have no real joy?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes have no real joy?
• Are the respondents quoted God's and religious questions fesch?
• What would the authors of cited questions of God and religion wish to have if they had three wishes free?
• What would the answerers wish for quoted questions of God and religion if they had three wishes free?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes excited?
• Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes excited?
• Could God and religion questions sometimes quoted strangely?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes peculiar?
• Does the answer-giver quote quoted God and religion questions sometimes appear peculiar?
• Are even the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes mocked? Or:
• Is no one mocking the authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are even the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes mocked? Or:
• Is no one mocking the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes look old?
• Do the answer-givers of quoted God and religion questions sometimes look old?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion completely logical? Or:
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion ultimately incomprehensible?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion completely logical? Or:
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion ultimately unsuccessful?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion ultimately incomprehensible?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion ultimately incomprehensible?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes curious?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes strange?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes curious?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes strange?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion sometimes curious?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion sometimes strange?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion always quite relaxed?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion ever more relaxed?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes omitted?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion sometimes omitted?
• Are writers quoted God's and Religion questions self-running?
• Are response givers quoted God's and Religion questions self-runner?
• Can the quoted questions of God and religion not be taken lightly?
• Cannot the authors of quoted questions of God and religion be taken lightly?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of religion and religion joke about the quoted questions?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion punish jokes about themselves?
• Cannot the answers to the quoted questions of God and religion be taken lightly?
• Cannot the answer-makers of quoted questions of God and religion be taken lightly?
• Punish the answer-giver of quoted divine and religious questions Jokes about the answers?
• Do the answer-givers of quoted divine and religious questions joke about themselves?
• Surprising quoted God and religion questions sometimes the bow?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes spill?
• Do the answer-givers often cite the quotes of God's and religious questions?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion naturally conciliatory?
• Are the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion naturally conciliatory?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion concluded with their inner peace?
• Do the answer-makers of quoted questions of God and religion concluded their inner peace?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion always balanced?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion always balanced?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion always balanced?
• Has some of the quoted questions of God and religion sometimes been dumb?
• Is there a sense of dumbness for the respondents of quoted divine and religious questions?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion never enough to get their neck full enough?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion a nazarid, who never write enough questions?
Do the answer-givers of quoted questions of God and religion never get enough of their necks?

Are the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion a naziard, who never have enough questions to answer?

Have the authors of quoted questions of God and religion ever been forgotten?

Have the answers of the quoted questions of God and religion ever been forgotten?

Do the authors of cited Gods and religious questions sometimes revolve?

Do the answer-givers often cite God and religion questions?

Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes get upset?

Do the answer-givers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes get upset?

Does the author of the quoted questions of God and religion sometimes go underneath? Or:

Is the question of God's and religion's questions sometimes quoted? Or:

Does the answer to the quoted questions of God and religion always go in order?

Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes have wild fantasies?

Do the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes have wild fantasies?

Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes the shortest?

Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes the shortest?

Can the authors of cited questions of God's and religion question what?

Can the answer-giver quote quoted questions of God and religion?

Who is going to cut down on the authors of the quoted questions of God and religion, if they are not good or good?

Who is looking for answers to the quoted questions of God and religion, if they are not good or good?

Are the quoted questions of God and religion a taboo zone?

Do the quoted questions of God and religion have a taboo zone?

Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion a taboo zone?

Do the respondents quoted God and religion questions a taboo zone?

Are the authors quoted questions of God and religion not to be seen?

Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion not to be seen?

Can the authors of quoted questions of God and religion not to be read?

Can the answers of the quoted questions of God and religion be fulfilled?

Can the authors of cited questions of God and religion succeed in everything?

Cannot the author of cited questions of God and religion succeed in everything?

Cannot the authors of the quoted questions of God and religion be fulfilled?

Can the authors of quoted questions of God and religion not be disturbed?

Cannot the response-makers of quoted questions of God and religion be left alone?

Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes a problem with their questions?

Do the answerers of quoted God and religion questions sometimes have a problem with their answers?

Certain questions of God and religion sometimes cause a problem?

Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes a problem?

Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes a problem?

Do quoted questions of God and religion sometimes cause problems?

Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes have problems?

Do the answer-givers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes pose problems?

Did the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes find themselves in a hurry?

Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes hectic?

Did the respondents' quoted questions of God and religion sometimes turn into hustle and bustle?

Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes hectic?

Have authors of quoted questions of God and religion a conscience? If so:

Have writers quoted God's and Religions questions mostly or even always a good conscience? Or:

Have writers quoted God's and religious questions sometimes a guilty conscience?

Have respondents quoted God and religion questions a conscience? If so:

Have respondents quoted God and religion questions mostly or even always a good conscience? Or:

Do respondents to quoted God's and religious questions sometimes have a guilty conscience?

Are writers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes with the door in the house?
• Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes with the door in the house?
• Are writers quoted God and religion questions more ambitious as answer donors? Or:
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions more ambitious as writer of questions?
• Leiden writers quoted God and religion questions sometimes?
• Suffering response giver of quoted God and religion questions sometimes?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes unruly?
• Are respondents often quoted by quotes of God and religion?
• Are there any unpleasant things for the authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are there any unpleasant things for the answer-quoted questions of God and religion?
• Does the writer of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes feel sorry?
• Do the respondents of quoted Gods and religious questions sometimes feel sorry?
• Have the authors of quoted questions of God and religion under control?
• Do the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion have everything under control?
• Have the authors of quoted questions of God and religion always been under control?
• Have the answers to quoted questions of God and religion always been under control?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes something of despair?
• Do the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes turn into despair?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion under control?
• Do the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion have everything under control?
• Is it a matter of head and neck for the authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Is the answer to the quoted questions of God and religion sometimes cramped?
• Can the authors of quoted questions of God and religion be destroyed?
• Can a response be denied to the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion never reprobate?
• Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion never reprobate?
• Do the authors have to keep quoted questions of God and religion with their powers?
• Do the respondents have to abide by quoted questions of God and religion with their powers?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion balsam for the soul?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and Religion a balm for the soul?
• Are the respondents quoted God’s and Religion questions balm for the soul?
• Do the writers quoted God’s and Religion questions have finger-tip feeling?
• Do the answer-donors have quoted God and religion questions finger-tip feeling?
• Are there any apparent arguments for the need for quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes disillusioned?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes disappointed?
• Are the authors to quoted questions of God and religion sometimes disillusioned?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion sometimes disappointed?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes ask the hand-cloth?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes ask?
• Does the answer-giver quote quoted God and religion questions sometimes throw the hand-cloth?
• Do the answer-givers often cite quoted questions of God and religion?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion have nothing to do?
• Do not the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion burn?
• Do quoted questions have a self-life?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion have their own life?
• Do the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion have a life of their own?
• May the authors quoted God’s and religious questions arbitrariness?
• May the answer-giver quote quoted questions of God and religion arbitrariness?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion arbitrary?
• Do the respondents quoted God’s and Religion’s questions arbitrarily?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes quite biting?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion sometimes quite biting?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion mostly cheerful?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion mostly cheerful?
• Can quoted questions of God and religion be examined? If so:
• Should quoted questions of God and religion be examined? If so:
• Are quoted questions of God and religion examined? If so:
• Who examines quoted questions of God and religion?
• Can the authors of quoted questions of God and religion be examined? If so:
• Should the authors of quoted questions of God and religion be examined? If so:
  • Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion examined? If so:
  • Who examines the authors quoted questions of God and religion?
  • Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion self-testing?
  • Can the answer-givers of quoted God and religion be examined? If so:
  • Should the respondents of quoted divine and religious questions be examined? If so:
  • Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion examined? If so:
  • Who examines the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion?
  • Are the answer-donors quoted God and religion questions self-testing?
  • Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion usually very nice?
  • Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion seeking their salvation in writing questions?
  • Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion mostly correct?
  • Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion seeking their salvation in answering questions?
  • Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes have to go through hell because they ask unpleasant questions?
  • Do the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes have to go through hell because they have no satisfying answers to unpleasant questions?
  • Have quoted questions of God and religion an existence right?
  • Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion have an existence right?
  • Do the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion have an existence right?
  • Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion fidel?
  • Are the answer-donors quoted God and religion questions fidel?
  • Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion asking for the whistle of anything?
  • Do the answer-donors quoted God's and Religion questions ask for the whistle of anything?
  • Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion an infamous matter?
  • Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion an infamous matter?
  • Would the authors like to enjoy quoted questions of God and religion? If so:
  • Does the author of quoted questions of God and religion, for example, ask questions of pleasure?
  • Would the respondents be pleased with quoted questions of God and religion? If so:
  • Does the respondent answer quoted questions of God and religion, for example, to answer questions of pleasure?
  • Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion totalitarian?
  • Are the respondents quoted God and religion questions totalitarian?
  • Can quoted questions of God and religion be influenced?
  • Can we address quoted questions of God and religion?
  • Can the authors of quoted questions of God and religion be influenced?
  • Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion influenced?
  • Can the respondents be affected by quoted questions of God and religion?
  • Can the respondents influence quoted questions of God and religion?
  • Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion quarrelsome?
  • Are the respondents quoted God and religion quarrels?
  • Are quoted questions of God and religion poetic?
  • Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion poetic?
  • Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion poetic?
  • Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion have an ideology?
  • Do the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion have an ideology?
  • Are quoted questions of God and religion questions worthless? Or:
  • Are quoted questions of God and religion valuable?
  • Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion have intrinsic values?
  • Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion worthless? Or:
  • Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion valuable?
  • Do the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion have intrinsic values?
  • Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion worthless? Or:
  • Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion valuable?
  • Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes obtrusive?
  • Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes obtrusive?
  • Are quoted questions of God and religion questions more mindful? Or:
  • Are quoted questions of God and religion questions rather draufgängerisch?
  • Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion rather prudent? Or:
• Are the authors of quoted questions of religion and religion rather draufgängerisch?
• Are the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion rather prudent? Or:
• Are the respondents of quoted questions of religion and religion rather draufgängerisch?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion mostly good? Or:
• Are the authors of quoted questions of religion and religion mostly naughty?
• Are the answer-donors quoted God and religion questions mostly good? Or:
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion mostly naughty?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes get a clue?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes have a rappel?
• Do the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes get a clutter?
• Do the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes have a rappel?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion questions thematically highly explosive?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion questions something exclusive?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of religion and religion thematically highly explosive?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion something exclusive?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion thematically highly explosive?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of religion and religion something exclusive?
• Did the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes go astray?
• Did the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes go out of their way?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes lose their composure?
• Do the answer-givers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes lose their composure?
• Urged questions of God and religion in the private sphere of human beings?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion interfere with the private sphere of men?
• Are the answers of the quoted questions of God and religion invoked in the private sphere of men?
• Can a quoted question of God and religion take the wind out of the sails?
• Can a question of God and religion quoted to the author take the wind out of the sails?
• Can a question of God and religion quoted to respondents take the wind out of the sails?
• Can quoted questions of God and religion get under the wheels?
• Can the authors of quoted questions of God and religion get under the wheels?
• Can the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion get under the wheels?
• Can anyone fall into the backs of the authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Can anyone answer the answers of quoted questions of God and religion in the back?
• Can the authors of well-known divine and religious questions sell well?
• Can the authors of quoted questions of God and religion run away?
• Can the answer donors sell well-quoted questions of God and religion?
• Can the answers of quoted questions of God and religion be lost?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion characteristic?
• Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion characteristic?
• Can authors of quoted questions of God and religion be rumored on the nose?
• Can respondents of quoted Gods and religious questions be rumored on the nose?
• Is the topic quoted questions of God and religion a hot iron?
• Can people burn their fingers on the topic of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Is the subject of the author of quoted questions of God and religion a hot iron?
• Can people burn their fingers on the subject of authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Is the subject of answer-quoted God and religion questions a hot iron?
• Can people burn their fingers on the subject of answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Can writers of cited God and religion questions combine?
• Have writers quoted God’s and Religion questions a combination gift?
• Can recipients combine quoted God and religion questions?
• Have respondents quoted God and religion questions a combination gift?
• Do authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes have to pull the tear line?
• Do writers quoted God and religion questions sometimes call the tear line?
• Do respondents of quoted God and religion questions sometimes have to pull the tear line?
• Pulling the answer giver of quoted God and religion questions sometimes the tear line?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion ordinary human beings?
• Are respondents of quoted God and religion questions normal human beings?
• Do writers quoted God's and religious questions all sober? Or:
• Do writers quoted God's and religious questions much emotionally?
• Do respondents quoted God’s and Religion questions see everything quite sober? Or:
• Do respondents to quoted God’s and religious questions see many things emotionally?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion commended?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions commended?
• Have writers quoted God’s and Religion questions sometimes their days when they are grumpy?
• Do respondents quoted God and religion questions sometimes have their days where they are grumpy?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes frozen?
• Are God’s and religious questions sometimes censored?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes frozen?
• Do writers often quoted God’s and Religion Questions?
• Are answerers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes frozen?
• Do the answer-givers of quoted God’s and religious questions sometimes get bogged down?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion as often as lovingly formulated?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion as often as loving?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions as often as loving?
• Are writers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes overburdened?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes not fully utilized?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions sometimes overburdened?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion sometimes not fully utilized?
• How do the authors of cited questions of God and religion come to the end?
• How do the respondents of cited God and religion questions come to the end?
• Would the authors be quoted as being quoted?
• Would the answer-givers be quoted with quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion isolated?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion isolated?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion singled out singularly?
• Are the answer-giver quoted quotes of God and religion isolated?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion never a salvation-bearer?
• Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes a salvation-bearer?
• Seeds quoted divine and religious questions sometimes discord?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes discord?
• Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes discordant?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes go astray?
• Do the answer-givers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes go astray?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion gladly full of praise?
• Are answerers of quoted questions of God and religion gladly full of praise?
• Do religious and religious questions also quarrel?
• Do authors of cited God’s and religious questions also scare?
• Do respondents quoted God’s and religious questions also scare?
• Neglected authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes people?
• Neglective answer-giver of quoted God and religion questions sometimes people?
• Shyly quoted questions of God and religion cited people?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion questioning people?
• Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion questioning people?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion correct?
• Are the answer-givers of quoted questions of God and religion correct?
• Can the authors of quoted God’s and Religion’s questions be lured?
• Can the respondents be quoted as quoted God and religion?
• Can quoted questions of God and religion disappear in the immersion?
• Can the authors of quoted questions of God and religion disappear in the immersion?
• Can the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion disappear in contemplation?
• When are the authors of quoted God and religion questions away from the window?
• When are the answer donors quoted God and religion questions off the window?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion inconvenient?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion anything but uncomfortable?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion pamper the rest of the people?
• Do the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion pamper the rest of the people?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion indefatigable when it comes to asking questions?
• Are the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion indefatigable when it comes to answering questions?
• Do cited God and religion questions cause freedom restrictions?
• Are the authors of cited God and religion questions creating restrictions on freedom?
• Do the answer-giver of quoted God and religion questions cause freedom restrictions?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion allowed to take over?
• Can the answer-givers of quoted God and religion question theories?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion wonderful?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion wonderful?
• Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion wonderful?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion first have to explore before they decide which questions they want to ask next?
• Do the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion first have to question before deciding which question they want to answer next and how to answer the question?
• Should the authors of quoted questions of God and religion first weigh up before deciding how to proceed?
• Should the respondents cite quoted questions of God and religion before they decide how to proceed?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion do everything in succession? Or:
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion all parallel?
• Do the answer-givers of quoted questions of God and religion do everything in sequence? Or:
• Do the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion all work in parallel?
• Do the quoted questions of God and religion have a higher level, like most of the questioner's questions?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes disgusting?
• Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion wonderful?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion also disgusting?
• Have the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes had a queasy feeling?
• Is the author of quoted questions of religion and of religion sometimes somewhat unwelcome?
• Have the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes a queasy feeling?
• Is the answer to the quoted questions of God and religion sometimes somewhat unwelcome?
• Do the authors of cited God and religion questions have a sense of responsibility?
• Do the answer donors quoted God and religion questions have a sense of responsibility?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion the yellow of the egg?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion the yellow of the egg?
• Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion the yellow of the egg?
• Have quoted questions of God and religion only good sides?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion just a good one?
• Do the answer-givers of quoted questions of God and religion have only good sides?
• Can the authors overreach quoted questions of God and religion?
• Can respondents quit quotes of divine and religious questions?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion foreshadowed?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion foreshadowed?
• Are the response givers quoted God and religion questions with their answers foresight?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion ask desires concerning their questions?
• Do the answer donors have cited God and religion questions of desire representations that affect their answers?
• Write authors of quoted questions of God and religion to people how they have to live?
• Do respondents quoted God and religion questions ask people how they have to live?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion negligible?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion negligible?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion negligible?
• Could God and religion questions play a role? If so:
• What is the role of quoted questions of God and religion in practice, for example? And:
• What is the role of quoted questions of God and religion for nature, for example?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion involved? If so:
• What is the important role played by the authors of quoted questions of God and religion in practice, for example? And:
• What is the role of the authors of quoted questions of God and religion for nature, for example?
• Do the answer-givers of quoted God and religion questions play a role? If so:
• What is the role of respondents to quoted questions of God and religion in practice? And:
• What is the role of respondents to quoted questions of God and religion for nature, for example?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes neglected?
• Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes neglected?
• What is the purpose of attaching to quoted questions of God and religion?
• Will the placing of quoted questions of God and religion soon sink into insignificance?
• Why is it useful to continue to depend on quoted questions of God and religion?
• What is the purpose of answering quoted questions of God and religion?
• Will the answering of quoted questions of God and religion soon sink into insignificance?
• Why is it useful to continue to depend on answering quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes in the way?
• Perplexities quoted God and religion questions sometimes?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes disturbing disturbances?
• Do authors of cited God's and religious questions sometimes interfere with anything?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes disturbed by something?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion disturbed?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes in the way?
• Perplexity writers quoted God and religion questions sometimes?
• Are writers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes disturbing peace?
• Do answerers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes interfere with something?
• Are answerers of quoted God and religion questions sometimes disturbed by something?
• Can respondents of quoted God and religion be disturbed?
• Are answer-quotes of God's and religious questions sometimes in the way?
• Disturbing answer-quoted God and religion questions sometimes?
• Are respondents quoted God's and religious questions sometimes disturbing peace?
• Are authors of cited God and religion questions only with God over the rounds?
• Are response recipients quoted God and religion questions only with God over the rounds?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion devilishly good?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion have to account anyone?
• Do the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion have no account to anyone?
• Does God allow the authors of quoted questions of God and religion? If so:
  • Why does God allow the authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Does God allow the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion? If so:
  • Why does God allow the answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion self-sufficient?
• Are the respondents quoted God and religion questions self-righteous?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion convinced of themselves?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion a permanent fashion?
• Can the authors of quoted questions of God and religion go out of fashion?
• Even the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes have inferiority complexes?
• Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion a permanent fashion?
• Can the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion go out of fashion?
• Do even the respondents of quoted God and religion questions sometimes have inferiority complexes?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion responding to influences?
• Do respondents to the quoted God and religion questions respond to influences?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion needful protection?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of religion and religion protected?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion need protection?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion old-fashioned? Or:
  • Are quoted questions of God and religion as up-to-date as ever?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion Moral Apostles?
• Are the answer-giver quoted questions of God and religion Moral Apostles?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion clearly perceptible?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion clearly perceptible?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of religion and religion predominantly impulsive? Or:
  • Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion predominantly driven?
• Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion predominantly driving? Or:
  • Are the answers of the quoted questions of God and religion predominantly driven?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion gladly important?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion impulsive? Or:
  • Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion modest?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion gladly important?
• Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion important? Or:
  • Are the respondents quoted God and religion questions modest?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion unpolluted? Or:
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion ingenious?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion rushed forward? Or:
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion cautious?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion thoughtless? Or:
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion deliberate?
• Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion unpolluted? Or:
• Are the answer-givers of quoted questions of God and religion ingenious?
• Are the answer-givers quoted before God’s and religion questions? Or:
• Are the answers of censured questions of God and religion cautious?
• Are the answer-donors quoted Godless and religious questions thoughtless? Or:
• Are the answers of the quoted questions of God and religion deliberate?
• Corners quoted God and religion questions sometimes?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes quoted?
• Do the answer-givers sometimes cite God and religion questions?
• Are the writers quoted God and religion questions slit ears?
• Are the answer-giver quoted Gods and Religion Questions Slot-Ears?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion a permanent burner?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion a permanent burner?
• Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion a permanent burner?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion a permanent theme?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion a permanent theme?
• Are the respondents of quoted God and religion questions a permanent theme?
• Why are there quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are there quoted questions of God and religion because there is a need for it?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion a discontinuation model?
• Are there quoted questions of God and religion, because even in this area is still so much unclear?
• Are the questions of divine and religious questions citing the claim to infallibility? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Do answers to quoted questions of God and religion raise the claim to infallibility? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Can quoted questions of God and religion go out?
• Can answers go to quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion the non plus ultra in diversity?
• Are answers to quoted God and religion questions the non plus ultra of imagination wealth?
• Are writers quoted on God’s and Religion questions Duckmouses?
• Are response-givers quoted God’s and religion-related questions?
• Brilliant writers quoted God and religion questions with imagination wealth?
• Brilliant answer giver of quoted God and religion questions with imagination wealth?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion averse?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion averse?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions averse?
• Cannot authors of quoted questions of God and religion go to the carts?
• Cannot the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion go to the carts?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion still completely clean?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion softened?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion still perfectly clean, still quite clear and still very dense?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion softened?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion still quite clean, still clear and still very dense?
• Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion softened?
• Are there quoted questions of God and religion that cannot be asked?
• Are there quoted questions of God and religion that cannot be answered?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion seldom embarrassed?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion seldom embarrassed?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion fixed? Or:
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion unbiased?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion fixed? Or:
• Are the respondents quoted God and religion questions unbiased?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion involved?
• Are the respondents quoted God and religion questions drastic?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion free? Or:
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion bound to God?
• Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion free? Or:
• Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion bound to God?
• Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion have a white vest?
• Do the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion have a white vest when they believe in God?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes playful?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion sometimes playful?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion merely their duty?
• Do the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion only fulfill their duty?
• Can quoted questions of God and religion be trampled on?
• Can the authors of quoted questions of God and religion be trampled on?
• Can the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion be trampled underfoot?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes trampled?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes trampled?
• What happens often when quoted questions of God and religion are trampled underfoot?
• What happens frequently when the authors of quoted questions of God and religion are trampled underfoot?
• What happens often when the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion are trampled underfoot?
• Are there quoted questions of God and religion a good figure?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion a good figure?
• Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion a good figure?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes soul-consoled?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes shaky legs? Or:
• Are there quoted questions of God and religion with both legs firmly in our lives?
• Are writers quoted God and Religion questions on wobbly legs? Or:
• Are writers quoted God and religion questions with both legs firm in life?
• Are answer givers quoted God and religion questions on wobbly legs? Or:
• Are answer recipients of quoted God and religion questions with both legs firm in life?
• Do writers of quoted questions of God and religion change the world, but do not themselves?
• Do respondents to quoted questions of God and religion change the world, but do not themselves?
• Do the answerers often quoted God and religion questions?
• Do the answerers quoted God and religion questions future fears?
• Do writers of quoted questions of God and religion future fears?
• Should authors of quoted questions of God's religion and their questions not be exaggerated? Answer Proposal: YES, because exaggerations are rarely good!
• Should it not be possible to exaggerate answers to quoted questions of God and religion with their answers? Answer Proposal: YES, because exaggerations are rarely good!
• Have quoted questions of God and religion radiated?
• Have authors quoted God and religion questions radiated?
• Do respondents have quoted God and religion questions?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion a pit without ground? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are writers of critical cited questions of God and religion for fanatic believers unrestrictedly usable as foot-treasurers?
• Is the world censored by cited questions of God and religion?
• Is the world cursed by writers of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Is the world questioned by respondents of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Can authors revive quoted questions of God and religion?
• Can answer-quotes quoted God and religion questions stir up?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion Kokolores? Or:
• Is there a question on quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion analysts?
• Are the respondents quoted God and religion questions analysts?
• Can quoted questions of God and religion be swept under the carpet?
• Can the authors of quoted questions of God and religion be swept under the carpet?
• Can the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion be swept under the carpet?
Can the authors of quoted questions of God and religion strike the line? Or:
- Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion mostly dosed?
- Can the answer-givers of quoted questions of God and religion strike over the strings? Or:
- Are the answer-makers of quoted questions of God and religion usually well-dosed?
- Is there already an insult to cited questions of God and religion when questions are raised about quoted questions of God and religion?
- Is there already an insult to authors of quoted questions of God and religion when questions are asked about authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
- Is there already an insult to the response of quoted questions of God and religion when questions are asked about the answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
- Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion confused in God's affairs?
- Can the answerers be confused with quoted questions of God and religion in God's affairs?
- Would quoted questions of God and religion leave a gap if they no longer existed?
- Would the authors of quoted questions of God and religion leave a gap if they no longer existed?
- Would the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion leave a gap if they no longer existed?
- Can quoted questions of God and religion be pushed against the wall?
- Can the writers of quoted questions of God and religion go against the wall?
- Can the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion be pushed against the wall?
- Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes in the way?
- Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion sometimes even in the way?
- Would quoted questions of God and religion turn the wheel back?
- Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion turn the wheel back?
- Do the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion turn the wheel back?
- Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes starting to do something without completing it?
- Catch the answer-giver of quoted God and religion questions sometimes start what's without ending it?
- Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes selfish?
- Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes selfish?
- Have quoted questions of God and religion a call? If so:
  - What is the reputation of quoted questions of God and religion?
  - Are quoted questions of God and religion better than their reputation? Or:
  - Are quoted questions of God and religion worse than their reputation? Or:
  - Do the quoted questions of God and religion exactly correspond to their reputation? Or:
  - Have not quoted questions of God and religion had a notable reputation?
  - Have the authors of cited questions of God and religion a call? If so:
    - What is the reputation of the authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
    - Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion better than their reputation? Or:
    - Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion worse than their reputation? Or:
    - Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion exactly correspond to their reputation? Or:
    - Have the authors of quoted questions of God and religion not a worthy reputation?
    - Do the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion have a reputation? If so:
      - What is the reputation of respondents to quoted questions of God and religion?
      - Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion better than their reputation? Or:
      - Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion worse than their reputation? Or:
      - Do the respondents of quoted God and religion questions exactly meet their reputation? Or:
      - Have not the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion had any notable reputation?
      - Can the authors of quoted questions of God and religion always get their heads through?
      - Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion always try to get their heads through?
      - Can the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion ever go through their heads?
      - Do the answer-givers of quoted questions of God and religion always go through their heads?
      - Can the writers cite and cite quoted questions of God and religion as they please?
      - Can the answer-givers quit God's quarrels and religious questions as they please?
      - Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion cunning?
      - Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sly?
      - Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes even obscure?
      - Do the answer-givers of quoted God and religion questions work with cunning?
      - Are the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion cunning?
      - Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion sometimes even obscure?
      - Should all the quoted questions of God and religion be seen as positive?
• Should all the questions of God and religion cited in the authors be seen only as positive?
• Should all the questions of God and religion cited in the respondents be seen only as positive?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion always decent?
• Have the authors of quoted questions of God and religion had a need for validation?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion always decent?
• Do the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion have a need for validation?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion always decent?
• Can quoted questions of God and religion cast people into their spell?
• Can the authors of quoted questions of God and religion take people into their spell?
• Can the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion question people?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion always believable?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion always believable?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion always believable?
• Can quoted divine and religious questions sometimes be aggressive?
• Can the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes be aggressive?
• Can the respondents of quoted Gods and religious questions sometimes be aggressive?
• Are there quoted questions of God and religion that are not worth answering?
• Does the author of the quoted questions of God and religion always go round? Or:
• Does not even the author of quoted questions of religion and religion always go round?
• Does the answer to the quoted questions of God and religion always go round? Or:
• Does not even the answer to the quoted questions of God and religion always go round?
• Is it much easier for strictly religious people to EMPTY over apparently discriminating quoted questions of God and religion instead of showing God here and now, as well as reliably and reliably (without the use of holy scriptures)?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion correcting almost everything they need?
• Are the answer-giving questions of God and religion correcting almost everything they need?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion mostly quarrels?
• Are the respondents of quoted God and religion questions sometimes querulous?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion positive?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion positive?
• Do the answer-givers of quoted God and religion questions positively?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion positive?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion for all?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion available to all?
• Does nothing go without the quoted questions of God and religion? Or:
• Does everything go well without citing God and religion questions?
• Does nothing go without the answers to quoted questions of God and religion? Or:
• Does everything go well without the answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion available for all?
• Does not the answer to the quoted questions of God and religion do nothing? Or:
• Does the answer to the question of God and religion cite everything well?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes despicable?
• Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes infamous?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion sometimes infamous?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion worthwhile? If so:
• Should quoted questions of God and religion be assessed?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion inviolable? Or:
• Have the quoted questions of God and religion been declared inviolable?
• Can the authors of quoted questions of God and religion be evaluated? If so:
• Should the authors of cited God and religion questions be evaluated?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion worthwhile? If so:
• Should the respondents be cited quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion worthwhile? If so:
• Should the answers to quoted questions of God and religion be evaluated?
• Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion inviolable? Or:
• Have the answers to quoted questions of God and religion been declared inviolable?
Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes childish? Or:
Are quoted questions of God and religion always serious?
Do quoted questions of God and religion still have to be taken seriously?
Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes childish? Or:
Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion always serious?
Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion still have to be taken seriously?
Are the answers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes childish? Or:
Are the answers to quoted questions of God and religion always serious?
Do the answers to quoted questions of God and religion still have to be taken seriously?
Are there any features for quoted questions of God and religion?
Are there any characteristics of the authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
Are there features of the answer-quoted God and religion questions?
Are there features for answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
Do the authors want to cite quoted questions of God and religion about people?
Do the respondents want to determine quoted questions of God and religion about people?
Providing Cited God and Religion Questions Discussion Ignition Substance? Or:
Does no one have to discuss quoted questions of God and religion?
Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion appear as if they were the greatest?
Do the answer-givers address quoted questions of God and religion as if they were the greatest?
Do the answers to quoted God and religion questions provide discussion-ignition material? Or:
Has anyone to discuss the answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion NOT know what God is doing right now?
Do not the answer-givers of quoted questions of God and religion NOT know what God is doing right now?
Do the authors of quoted questions of God and religion need to be justified?
Do not the respondents need to justify quoted questions of God and religion?
Can the authors of the quoted questions of God and religion like EVERYTHING?
Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion ALL-IN-ONE?
Can the answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion be ALL?
Do the response-makers of quoted questions of God and religion do ALL things with them?
Are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes loaded?
Are the respondents' quoted questions of God and religion sometimes loaded?
How authoritative are the authors of quoted questions of God and religion tendencies?
How can the respondents' quoted questions of God and religion tend to be effective?
Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion proud of themselves?
Have writers quoted God and religion questions pride and honor? If so:
Is pride and honor important for writers of quoted questions of God and religion?
Can pride and honor be violated by writers of quoted questions of God and religion? If so:
Does it disturb authors of cited God and religion questions when their pride and honor are hurt? If so:
How do authors of cited God's and religious questions react, for example, when their pride and honor are hurt?
Can writers of quoted God's and religion's questions be offended?
Are writers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes snapped?
Are writers quoted asking questions about God's blasphemy? Or:
Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion about God's blasphemy appealing?
Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion vain?
Is there an injured vanity among writers of quoted questions of God and religion?
Are writers of quoted questions of God and religion gladly struck with proud swollen breast?
Are respondents quoted God and religion questions proud of themselves?
Have respondents quoted God and religion questions pride and honor? If so:
Is pride and honor an answer to quoted questions of God and religion?
Can pride and honor be hurt by respondents of quoted God and religion questions? If so:
Does it bother answer-quoted God and religion questions when their pride and honor are hurt? If so:
How do respondents respond to quoted questions of God and religion, for example, when their pride and honor are hurt?
Can respondents of quoted God and religion be offended?
Are answerers of quoted God and religion questions sometimes snapped?
Do the answerers quoted God's and religious questions about God's blasphemy? Or:
Do respondents to quoted God's and religious questions wonder about God's blasphemy?

Are response givers quoted God and religion questions vain?

Is there an injured vanity in response to quoted questions of God and religion?

Are answer recipients of quoted questions of God and religion gladly proudly proud of their swollen breast?

Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion unmasked?

Can respondents be exposed to quoted questions of God and religion?

Let authors quoted God and religion questions jump around with themselves? Or:

Cannot authors of cited God's and religious questions like anything?

Do respondents quoted God and religion questions jump around with themselves? Or:

Are quoted questions of God and religion still important when there is no humanity left? Answer Proposal: NO!

Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion still important when there is no humanity left? Answer Proposal: NO!

Are quoted questions of God and religion remarkable? Or:

Are quoted questions of God and religion so self-evident that it is not worth even a marginal note?

Have quoted questions of God and religion at least a sore point? If so:

Should the finger be placed deep in the sore point of quoted questions of God and religion?

Are quoted questions of God and religion vulnerable? Or:

Are quoted questions of God and religion as inviolable as God?

Are quoted questions of God and religion washed with all waters?

Are quoted questions of God and religion put to the test?

Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion remarkable? Or:

Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion so self-evident that they are not even worth a margin-note?

Have writers quoted God and religion questions at least a sore point? If so:

Should the finger be placed deep in the wound of writers of quoted questions of God and religion?

Are authors of quoted questions of religion and religion vulnerable? Or:

Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion as inviolable as God?

Are writers of quoted questions of God and religion washed with all waters?

Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion put to the test?

Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion remarkable? Or:

Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion so self-evident that they are not even worth a margin-note?

Do answers to quoted questions of God and religion have at least one sore point? If so:

Should the finger be placed deep in the sore point of answers to quoted questions of God and religion?

Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion vulnerable? Or:

Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion as inviolable as God?

Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion washed with all waters?

Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion put to the test?

Are quoted questions of God and religion a mood of nature? Or:

Are quoted questions of God and religion a god of God?

Are respondents of quoted God and religion questions a whim of nature? Or:

Are respondents of quoted questions of God and religion a god of God?

Will God quoted God and religion questions?

Will God answer donors quoted God and religion questions?

Does God want answers to quoted questions of God and religion?

Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes also absurd or disagreeable?

Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion sometimes also absurd or inconsistent?

Do authors of cited God and religion questions mostly not taken seriously?

Can writers quoted God's and Religion questions stupidly look out of the wash? If so:

Do writers quoted God's and Religion questions sometimes stupid from the wash?

Do not the answer-givers of quoted God's and religion's questions mostly take seriously?

Can respondents quoted God and religion questions stupidly look out of the wash? If so:

Do respondents quoted God's and Religion questions sometimes look stupid from the wash?

Do authors of cited God's and Religion's questions come out?
• Do answer-givers address quoted God and religion questions?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion acceptable?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion acceptable?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion respectable?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion to be respected?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion acceptable?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion acceptable?
• Are authors of cited God and religion questions respectable?
• Are authors of cited God and religion questions to be respected?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions acceptable?
• Are respondents to accept quoted God and religion questions?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions respectable?
• Do respondents have to respect quoted God and religion questions?
• Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion acceptable?
• Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion acceptable?
• Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion to be respected?
• Are authors of quoted questions of religion and religion primitive?
• Are not the answer recipients of quoted questions of religion and religion a primitive?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion to be left alone?
• Are answerers quoted from quitting God and religion questions?
• Does one get a fat neck because of the quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion never sweet? Rather:
• Do the quoted questions of God and religion always remain sour?
• Are poisons quoted questions of God and religion the atmosphere?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion scarcely awe-inspiring?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion scarcely fearful?
• Does any of the questions of God and religion, cited by the authors, have a fat throat?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion never sweet? Rather:
• Do authors of quoted questions of God and religion always remain sour?
• Poisoned writers quoted God and religion questions the atmosphere?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion scarcely awe-inspiring?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion scarcely fearful?
• Is there any one who has a thick neck because of the answers to the quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are not respondents of quoted God and religion questions sweet? Rather:
• Do recipients of quoted questions of God and religion always piss on?
• Poisoned response giver of quoted God and religion questions the atmosphere?
• Are not God’s answer-quoted questions of God and religion scarcely awe-inspiring?
• Are respondents of quoted God and religion questions hardly frightening?
• Does one get a fat neck because of the answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are not answers to quoted questions of God and religion sweet? Rather:
• Do answers to quoted questions of God and religion always piss?
• Do poisons answer the quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion scarcely awe-inspiring?
• Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion hardly frightening?
• What could be done so that authors of quoted questions of God and religion pass away the desire to ask further questions?
• What could be done so that authors of quoted questions of God and religion are more inclined to ask more questions?
• What could be done in order for respondents to quoted questions of God and religion to pass away the desire to answer further questions?
• What could be done so that respondents’ quoted questions of God and religion increase the desire to give more and longer answers?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion a model?
• Can quoted and divine quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion a model?
• Can writers of cited God and religion questions inspire and enthral?
• Are respondents of quoted God and religion questions a model?
• Can respondents inspire and engage in quoted God and religion questions?
• Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion a model?
• Can respond to and inspire answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
• Is everything good on quoted questions of God and religion? Or:
  ▪ Is not everything always good on quoted questions of God and religion? Alternative:
  ▪ Is everything bad on quoted questions of God and religion? Or:
  ▪ Is not everything always bad at the quoted questions of God and religion?
  ▪ Is everything good for writers of cateches and religions? Or:
  ▪ Is not everything always good for writers of God and religion who are quoted? Alternative:
• Is anything wrong with the quoted questions of God and religion? Or:
  ▪ Is not everything always bad for writers of cateches and religions quoted?
  ▪ Is everything good for respondents to quoted questions of God and religion? Or:
  ▪ Is not all of the answers to God’s and religious questions quoted at respondents? Alternative:
  ▪ Is there anything wrong with the answers to quoted questions of God and religion? Or:
  ▪ Is not always everything bad in answering quotes from God and religion questions?
• Is everything good in answers to quoted questions of God and religion? Or:
  ▪ Is not everything always good in answers to quoted questions of God and religion? Alternative:
  ▪ Is everything wrong in answers to quoted questions of God and religion? Or:
  ▪ Is not everything always bad in answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion annoyed when they are not taken seriously?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questioned if they are not taken seriously?
• Is not it funny when someone makes fun of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Is it not funny when someone is making fun of writings about God and religion?
• Is not it funny when someone makes fun of quotes about God’s questions and religions?
• Is not it funny when someone makes fun of answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
• Have authors of quoted questions of God and religion the only truth for themselves?
• Have respondents quoted God and religion questions the only truth left for themselves?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion stupid?
• Contradict the author of quoted questions of God and religion the truth?
• Do respondents quoted God’s and religious questions answer the truth?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion a useful means of stamping?
• Strangers writers quoted Gods and Religion questions sometimes when they ask questions?
• Have authors of quoted questions of God and religion a fine feeling?
• Have respondents quoted God and religion questions a fine feeling?
• Are there core questions on quoted questions of God and religion? If so:
  ▪ What are the core questions of cited questions of God and religion?
• Are there core questions on authors of cited God and religion questions? If so:
  ▪ Which core questions are there for authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are these core questions to respondents of quoted God and religion questions? If so:
  ▪ Which core questions are there for respondents of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are these core questions about the answers to quoted questions of God and religion? If so:
  ▪ What are the core questions on the answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
• Is there a pleasure-gain when writing quoted questions of God and religion when they formulate questions?
• Is there a sense of pleasure in answering quotes from God and religion when they answer questions?
• Does the motto of the head of the head, headed by the head of the church, concern authors of quoted questions of religion and religion?
• Does the motto of the head of the head, headed by God, answer the quoted question of God and religion?
• Have quoted questions of God and religion an Achilles heel / a weakness?
• Have writers quoted God’s and Religion questions an Achilles heel / a weakness?
• Have respondents quoted God and religion questions an Achilles heel / a weakness?
• Have answers to quoted questions of God and religion an Achilles heel / a weakness?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion inaccessible to arguments concerning God?
• Are authors of cited God and religion questions immune to arguments that concern God?
• Are respondents of quoted questions of God and religion inaccessible to arguments that concern God?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions immune to arguments that concern God?
• Faith writer quoted God and religion questions sometimes?
• Irrational Answer Donors Quoted Gods and Religion Questions Sometimes?
• Are writers of quoted questions of God and religion terrorists because they question God and religions?
• Are Answers Donors Cited Gods and Religions Questions Wording Artists?
• Are writers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes upset?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions sometimes upset?
• Feelings Authors Quoted questions of God and religion Questions about themselves stupid?
• How do you feel about your life?
• Are answer-quotes quoted questions of God and religion questions asked?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions of the navel of the world?
• Do respondents to quoted questions of God and religion ask questions for themselves to be the measure of all things?
• Are answer-quoted God and religion questions the measure of all things?
• Is there an unbridgeable gap between the quoted questions of God and religion and quotes from God and religion?
• Are writers quoted God and religion questions litter discipline master?
• Are answer-quotes God’s and Religion Questions Breed Master?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions of morality?
• Can God quote writers quoted God and religion questions?
• Can God answer donors quoted God and religion questions into the deficiency?
• Does it have disadvantages to be the author of cited God and religion questions?
• Does it have advantages to be writers of cited God and religion questions?
• Does it have disadvantages to answer the quoted questions of God and religion?
• Does it have advantages to be answer-giver of quoted God and religion questions?
• Is it desirable to be the author of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Is it worth pursuing quotes from God’s and religious questions?
• Inspired quotes from God and religion?
• Inspire answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are quoted questions MIT level and the remaining questions WITHOUT level?
• Do respondents to quoted God and religion questions depend on their answers?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion a possible point of criticism?
• Are authors of cited God and religion questions a possible critique point?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions a possible critique point?
• Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion a possible point of criticism?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion dependent on God’s blessing?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion dependent on God’s blessing?
• Are answerers of quoted questions of God and religion dependent on God’s blessing?
• Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion dependent on God’s blessing?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion blunt?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion blunt?
• Are answer-givers of quoted questions of God and religion blunt?
• Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion blunt?
• Do respondents to quoted God and religion questions want to stamp their stamp? If so:
• Do respondents quoted God’s and Religion questions almost succumb to their stamp? If so:
• How is it recognizable that respondents of quoted questions of God and religion almost successfully stamp their stamp?
• Can writers of quoted questions of God and religion go into something?
• Can answer-givers of quoted God and religion questions go into something?
• Can answer-quotes be quoted by quoted questions of God and religion?
• Can quoted questions of God and religion sometimes become a problem? If so:
• Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes a problem?
• Can writers of cited Gods and religious questions sometimes become a problem? If so:
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes a problem?
• Can respondents of quoted God and religion questions sometimes become a problem? If so:
• Are respondents of quoted God and religion questions sometimes a problem?
• Can answers to quoted questions of God and religion sometimes become a problem? If so:
• Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion sometimes a problem?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion unthinkable?
• Are answerers of quoted questions of God and religion inconceivable?
• Were authors of quoted questions of God and religion first made by means of influences on authors of cited questions of God and religion?
• Were answerers of quoted questions of God and religion first made by means of influences on the answers of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion naïve, if they believe that answers to their questions are always true and doubt-free?
• Are respondents quoted by God and religion questions naïve when they believe they can answer questions always correctly and with no doubt?
• Have writers quoted God and religion questions advocates?
• Have respondents quoted God and religion questions advocates?
• Would not authors of cited God’s and religious questions be put to the test? And:
• Would authors of quoted questions of God and religion not be questioned?
• Would not respondents quoted God and religion questions be put to the test? And:
• Would not respondents to quoted God and religion questions be questioned?
• Do people enjoy quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are there people of authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Do people enjoy answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
• Do people enjoy answers to quoted questions of God and religion? Answer Proposal: Perhaps writers of cited God’s and religious questions are looking forward to answers to their questions!
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion admirable?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion to be respected?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion to be observed? Or:
• Are authors of quoted God and religion questions best to ignore?
• Do writers of cited God’s and religious questions sometimes get out of hand?
• Do authors of cited Gods and religious questions sometimes get out of hand?
• Device response givers quoted God and religion questions sometimes something out of control?
• Did respondents of quoted God’s and religious questions sometimes get out of hand?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion influential? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are respondents of quoted God and religion questions biased? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion answered with the answer?
• Are authors of cited Gods and religions questions a small fancy?
• Are response givers quoted God and religion questions small fancy?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion irreverent?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion often a challenge?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes a challenge?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion an impertinence?
• Are respondents of quoted God and religion questions an impertinence?
• Are authors of quoted God and religion questions allergic to anything?
• Do respondents quoted God’s and Religion questions respond to anything allergic?
• Have respondents quoted God and religion questions self-awareness?
• Are writers of quoted questions of God and religion defenseless?
• Are respondents quoted God and religion questions defenseless?
• Have quoted questions of God and religion matter?
• Have answers to quoted questions of God and religion substance?
• Hack some people on writers quoted God and religion questions rum?
• Hack some people on answer donors quoted God and religion questions rum?
• Should authors of quoted questions of God and religion not exceed their limits?
• Should authors of quoted questions of God and religion not exceed their competences?
• Can writers of quoted questions of God and religion cling to anything?
• Should respondents of quoted God and religion questions not exceed their limits?
• Should respondents of quoted divine and religious questions not exceed their competences?
• Can answer-givers of quoted questions of God and religion be stuck in something?
• Are answerers of quoted questions of God and religion tremendously disciplined?
• Are writers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes too colorful?
• Is it sometimes too colorful for respondents of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Can authors of quoted questions of God and religion be kept on a short leash?
• Can respondents of quoted God and religion questions be kept on the short leash?
• Is the hop and the malt lost in writers on quoted questions of religion and religion?
• Is there a loss of hops and malt in quotes from God and religion?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion groundbreaking?
• Are respondents of quoted God and religion questions groundbreaking?
• Do some people find any questions on quoted questions of God and religion at all funny?
• Do all people find some questions on quoted questions of God and religion at all funny?
• Do not some people find any questions on authors of quoted questions of God and religion at all funny?
• Do all people find some questions on writers of quoted questions of religion and religion at all funny?
• Do not some people find any questions about the answers to quoted questions of God and religion at all funny?
• Do all people find some questions to answer donors of quoted God and religion questions at all funny?
• Do not some people find any questions on the answers to quoted questions of God and religion at all funny?
• Do not all people find some questions about the answers to quoted questions of God and religion at all funny?
• Are answerers of quoted God and religion questions sometimes so forgetful that they even forget to answer questions?
• Do respondents quote quoted God and religion questions until the rift crashes to answer the many serious questions?
• Do the quoted questions of God and religion sometimes come into the headlines?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes getting into the headlines?
• Are the answer-givers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes coming into the headlines?
• Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion sometimes coming up in the headlines?
• Do writers quoted God’s and Religion questions sometimes spit-roam?
• Do respondents quoted God’s and Religion questions sometimes spit-roam?
• Do writers quoted God and religion questions sometimes pursue?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes persecuted?
• Do answerers often quote quoted God and religion questions?
• Are respondents of quoted divine and religious questions sometimes persecuted?
• Can writers of quoted questions of God and religion have a chance to exhale?
• Should respondents be able to dispel quoted questions of God and religion?
• Would you like to subordinate authors of quoted questions of religion and religion? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Would you like to undermine quotes from God and religion?
• Would authors of cited God and religion questions have a bit of fun?
• Would answer recipients have quoted God and religion questions a bit of fun?
• Is the dignity of the authors of quoted questions of God and religion inviolable?
• Is the dignity of the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion inviolable?
• Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion always also rebels?
• Does not the author of quoted questions of God and religion question anyone purely in the formulation of questions?
• Does no one answer question-answers to quoted questions of God and religion in question-answering?
• Are authors of cited Gods and religious questions sometimes unhappy?
• Do respondents answer quoted God and religion questions sometimes?
• Do respondents to quoted questions of God and religion constantly go astray, because the questions are so difficult?
• Do respondents of quoted God and religion questions always ask new questions for their well-being?
• Are answer recipients quoted Godly and religious questions hellish so that they do not give the wrong answers?
• Are authors of quoted God and religion questions sometimes angry when they ask their questions?
• Are answerers quoted God and religion questions sometimes angry when they answer questions?
• Are respondent-minded quotes of God and religion questions dutiable?
• Is it possible to answer the answers to quoted questions of God and religion? Or:
• Do answerers of quoted questions of God and religion find difficulties with some things?
• Do respondents sometimes get sweat when answering questions? Or:
• Do respondents always remain cool when answering questions?
• Is the question of the issue of God and religion sometimes quit?
• Is the answer to the question of God and religion sometimes quoted as a response to answers?
• See answer-giver of quoted God and religion questions regarding the questions still to be answered Light at the end of the tunnel? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Faith Answer-donor quoted God and religion questions to God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are responders of quoted God and religion questions convinced that there is God? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Do respondents to quoted God and religion questions think that there is God?
• Suffering response giver of quoted questions of God and religion among God’s hallucinations?
• Can we quit quoted questions of God and religion? Answer Proposal: Theoretically YES!
• Can authors of cited God’s and religious questions be eradicated? Answer Proposal: Theoretically YES!
• Can answer-quotes be cured of quoted questions of God and religion? Answer Proposal: Theoretically YES!
• Can answers be cured of quoted questions of God and religion? Answer Proposal: Theoretically YES!
• Do writers quoted God’s and religion’s questions to potential response donors sometimes pretend?
• Make Answers Donors Quoted Gods and Religions Questions Writers quoted Gods and Religions Questions sometimes what?
  ▪ Should authors of quoted questions of God and religion not go to the top?
  ▪ Should not respondents to quoted questions of God and religion go to the top?
  ▪ Are God’s most author of cited Gods and religious questions causing substantial abdominal pain?
  ▪ Are even authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes on the cover?
  ▪ Do authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes get a roof?
  ▪ Are there any answers to the quoted questions of God and religion sometimes on the lid?
  ▪ Do the answerers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes get a roof?
  ▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion one day yesterday’s snow?
  ▪ Are writers of quoted questions of God and religion one day yesterday’s snow?
  ▪ Are answerers quoted God’s and religion questions one day yesterday’s snow?
  ▪ Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion one day yesterday’s snow?
  ▪ Are authors of cited God and religion questions shining eyes when they have received answers to their questions?
  ▪ Are respondents of quoted God and religion questions always sincere?
  ▪ Does it cost the respondents of quoted questions of God and religion to overcome no more questions?
  ▪ Is there even black sheep among the answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
  ▪ Do respondents to quoted questions of God and religion have a tendency to higher?
  ▪ Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion curious? Answer Proposal: Probably!
  ▪ Should not all the quoted questions of God and religion be so bored?
  ▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion the only truth?
  ▪ Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion satisfied with God? Answer Proposal: Apparently not always!
  ▪ Are respondents quoted God and religion questions satisfied with God?
  ▪ Is there any lack of quoted questions about God and religion?
  ▪ Have quoted questions of God and religion something that has nothing else?
  ▪ Is there any lack of writers on quoted questions of religion and religion?
  ▪ Have authors of quoted questions of God and religion something that no one else has?
  ▪ Is there a lack of answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
  ▪ Do respondents to quoted God’s and religious questions have something that no one else has?
  ▪ Is there any lack of answers to quoted questions of God and religion?
  ▪ Do answers to quoted questions of God and religion have something that has nothing else?
  ▪ Do respondents of quoted questions of God and religion have a good conscience only when they answer all questions on these topics?
  ▪ Are some quoted questions of God and religion heated up again and again? Answer Proposal: YES!
  ▪ Are some quoted questions of God and religion seemingly inescapable? Answer Proposal: YES!
  ▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion completely conceived? Answer Proposal: YES!
  ▪ Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion completely conceived? Answer Proposal: YES!
  ▪ Does it use authors of quoted questions of God and religion to ask questions? If so:
    ▪ What is the benefit for authors of cited God and religion questions to ask questions?
    ▪ Does it pay for authors of quoted questions of God and religion to ask questions?
    ▪ Does it make use of the answers of cited God and religion questions to answer questions? If so:
    ▪ What is the benefit for respondents of cited God and religion questions to answer questions?
    ▪ Does it pay for the answers of quoted questions of God and religion to answer questions?
  ▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion sometimes haunted?
  ▪ Are writers quoting God’s and religious questions sometimes getting a bloody nose?
  ▪ Do answer-givers of quoted God and religion questions sometimes get a bloody nose?
  ▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion a mental concept? Answer Proposal: Certainly!
  ▪ Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion a mental concept? Answer Proposal: Certainly!
  ▪ The writer of cited God and religion questions and the response of quoted God and religion questions sometimes under a blanket?
  ▪ Are quoted questions of God and religion well thought out? Answer Proposal: Sometimes already!
  ▪ Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion well thought out? Answer Proposal: Sometimes already!
  ▪ Should respondents of quoted God and religion be exemplary? Answer Proposal: YES!
  ▪ Can authors of quoted questions of God and religion be laughed? Or:
    ▪ Is author of quoted questions of God and religion never laughing?
    ▪ Can respondents of quoted Gods and religions question laughter? Or:
    ▪ Does not respondents’ quoted questions of God and religion ever make you laugh?
• Must quoted questions of God and religion sometimes leave feathers?
• Must answers to quoted questions of God and religion sometimes leave feathers?
• Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion the least important of the world? Or:
• Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion an important quarrel?
• What is at the top of the agenda for authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
• What is at the top of the agenda for respondents to quoted questions of God and religion?
• Is many an answer-giver of quoted questions of God and religion, as many of the quoted questions of God and religion have been put to the glue?
• Can writers quoted God and religion questions go with the big dogs pee?
• Can answer-givers of quoted God and religion questions go with the big dogs pee?
• Are the many questions on the quoted questions posed because the questioner is sitting around the quoted questions? Answer Proposal: Intentionally Released!
• Are quoted questions of God and religion optimizable? Answer Proposal: Some YES!
• Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion optimizable? Answer Proposal: Some YES!
• Have authors of quoted questions of God and religion ever touched others?
• Have respondents quoted God's and Religion questions ever done violence?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion not at all exciting?
• Are quoted questions of God and religion not at all interesting?
• Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion not at all exciting at all?
• Do authors of quoted questions of God and religion have to swallow so many toads?
• Do respondents of quoted questions of God and religion have to swallow so many toads?
• Do authors of cited questions of God and religion formulate their questions as they please?
• Works writers quoted God and religion questions hard?
• Do answer-givers of quoted God and religion questions work hard?
• Do authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes lose their thread?
• Do answer-givers of quoted God's and religious questions sometimes lose their thread?
• Certainly, authors of cited questions of God and religion sometimes do not continue?
• Knowledge writers quoted God and religion questions sometimes neither one nor from?
• Knowledge answer-giver of quoted God and religion questions sometimes not further?
• Knowledge Answer-giver of quoted God and religion questions sometimes neither one nor out?
• What do writers like quoted questions of religion and religion prefer?
• What do respondents like quoted God and religion questions prefer?
• Are writers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes stunned?
• Are respondents of quoted God and religion questions sometimes stunned?
• Knowledge response-giver of quoted questions of God and religion, what God is currently proving demonstrable?
• What is important for authors of cited questions of God and religion? And:
• What is unimportant for the authors of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Are there sometimes unexpected problems for authors of quoted questions of God and religion? Or:
• Are there never an unexpected problem for writers of cateches and religions quoted?
• What is important for respondents of quoted questions of God and religion? And:
• What is unimportant for God's and religion's quoted quotes?
• Are there sometimes unexpected problems for respondents of quoted God and religion questions? Or:
• Are there never an unexpected problem for answerers of quoted questions of God and religion?
• Have answers to quoted questions of God and religion been kept in order? Or:
• Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion correct? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Is there not only light, but also shadows in quoted questions of God and religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Is there not only light, but also shadows in answers to quoted questions of God and religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are people greedy for quoted questions of God and religion? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are people curious about quoted questions of God and religion? Answer Proposal: NO!
• Are people greedy for answers to quoted questions of God and religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Are people curious about answers to quoted questions of God and religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
• Does writers of quoted God and religion questions sometimes burn something under the fingernails? Answer Proposal: High Probability YES!
• Is there a bit of a finger nail for answering the quoted questions of God and religion? Answer Proposal: High Probability YES!
Do respondents quoted Gods and religion questions make this job until the fall? Answer Proposal: Revealed from reverence!

Is God wondering about authors of quoted questions of God and religion because they are too curious about what concerns him? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!

Have authors of quoted questions of God and religion NO a right to think things about God?

Does God interfere with the answers of quoted questions of God and religion, because the things which assert him are not true? Answer Proposal: No one knows for sure!

Do respondents quoted God and religion questions the right to imagine things about God?

Do the feelings in writers of quoted God and religion questions sometimes rise? Answer Proposal: YES!

Do the feelings in response donors quoted God and religion questions sometimes high? Answer Proposal: YES!

Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion a hopeless case? Answer Proposal: Not a flat rate!

Are respondents of quoted God and religion questions a hopeless case? Answer Proposal: Not a flat rate!

Are response givers quoted God and religion questions wise-hearted?

Do not respondents quoted God and religion questions talk about the alleged correctness of their answers? Answer Proposal: Mostly YES!

Do writers of cited God’s and religious questions simply have answered their questions, and do they blind out everything else that is disturbing? Answer Proposal: Can be, but do not have to be!

Do respondents of cited Gods and religious questions simply answer questions and blame them for everything else that is disturbing? Answer Proposal: Can be, but do not have to be!

Do the answer-giver answer quoted questions of God and religion simply from what does not suit them? Answer Proposal: Well possible!

Should respondents of quoted God and religion be proud of the fact that so many questions are asked in their honor? Answer Proposal: Anyway!

Do respondents to quoted God and religion questions simply answer the best of their questions? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!

Are respondents of quoted questions of God and religion always unaffected, even if they receive questions that they might be upset about? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!

Are respondents quoted God and religion questions fond of their answers? Answer Proposal: Not impossible!

Are answerers of quoted questions of God and religion always polite? Answer Proposal: Only as long as no one drives them to the cart!

Is there any tolerance on the subject of "Questions on the quoted questions of God and religion"? Or:

Is there any tolerance on the subject of "Questions on the quoted questions of God and religion"?

Is there a tolerance on the subject of "Questions on the authors of quoted questions of God and religion"? Or:

Is there any tolerance on the subject of "Questions on the authors of quoted questions of God and religion"?

Is there any tolerance on the subject of "Questions on answers to quoted questions of God and religion"? Or:

Is there any tolerance on the subject of "Questions on answers to quoted questions of God and religion"?

< Do authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes have to give in? Answer Proposal: YES, if there is danger for life and limb!
< Do respondents often quoted quotes of God and religion? Answer Proposal: YES, if there is danger for life and limb!
< Should authors of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes give in? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should respondents often quit quotes of God and religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Are answerers of quoted questions of God and religion sometimes uncomfortable when their authors are dissatisfied with the answers? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should not respondents quoted God’s and Religion’s questions go right into their pants if they do not have a convincing answer? Answer Proposal: -!
< Do authors of quoted questions of God and religion always find the right words? Answer Proposal: In any case, they have this goal!
< Do respondents quoted God’s and religious questions always find the right words? Answer Proposal: In any case, they have this goal!
< Are quoted God and religion questions for their response donor like a clog on the leg? Answer Proposal: Affected Questions!
< Can writers quoted God’s and Religion questions answer donors quoted God and religion questions sometimes blow the march? Answer Proposal: YES!
< Should respondents of quoted questions of God and religion always keep their ears stiff, even if they are difficult to answer? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do authors of cited Gods and religious questions question the direct confrontation with the answers of their questions? Or:
Searching authors quoted God and religion questions the direct confrontation with answer-donors of their questions? Answer Proposal: Difficult!
Should authors of quoted questions of God and religion not make themselves so, just because their question was not answered in their sense? Answer Proposal: YES!
Should not respondents of quoted questions of God and religion do so when they are asked unpleasant questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are there answers to quoted questions of God and religion about righteousness? Answer Proposal: Mostly YES!
Are writers cited of God and religion questions innocent lambs? Answer Proposal: YES, as long as they ask harmless questions!
Are answer-quoted Gods and religion questions innocent lambs? Answer Proposal: YES, as long as they give harmless answers!
Can authors of censured questions of religion and religion be discredited? Answer Proposal: YES!
Can response-givers be crippled by quoted questions of God and religion? Answer Proposal: YES!
Are not the authors of quoted questions of God and religion annoyed by NOTHING? Answer Proposal: It would be nice!
Cannot the answerers of quoted questions of God and religion be annoyed by NOTHING? Answer Proposal: It would be nice!
Can the subject be categorized in words? Answer Proposal: NO!
Are quoted questions of God and religion attached to the hair? Answer Proposal: Mostly NO!
Are answers to quoted questions of God and religion involved in the hair? Answer Proposal: Opened!
Rain quoted questions of God and religion the imagination? Answer Proposal: Mostly!
Do writers quoted God’s and religious questions sometimes enter a wasp nest? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
Do authors of quoted questions of God and religion have any criticism of their questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
Do respondents of quoted God’s and religious questions have any criticism of their questions? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
Cannot authors of quoted questions of God and religion accept themselves with them if they still have unanswered questions? Answer Proposal: YES!
Cannot respondents to quoted questions of God and religion accept that not all of their answers are shared? Answer Proposal: Probably YES!
Knowledge writers quoted God and religion questions, what belongs to? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
Knowledge Answers quoted questions of God and religion, what belongs to? Answer Proposal: Hopefully!
Do respondents to quoted God and religion questions with their answers impress? Answer Proposal: Not a flat rate!
Would authors of cited God’s and religious questions not be analyzed? Answer Proposal: That would be normal!
Would not respondents to quoted God and religion questions be analyzed? Answer Proposal: That would be normal!
Schlacker writers quoted God and religion questions sometimes with the ears? Answer Proposal: They will probably not be spared!
Schlacker Answer-giver quoted God and religion questions sometimes with the ears? Answer Proposal: They will probably not be spared!
Are authors of quoted questions of God and religion indestructible? Answer Proposal: NO!
Are respondents quoted God and religion questions indestructible? Answer Proposal: NO!
Do you want to make an impression or leave impressed quotes about God and religion? Answer Proposal: Is in the range of possibility!
Have authors of cited questions of God and religion hitherto made fine? Answer Proposal: No rating!
Have there been answers to quoted questions of God and religion so far? Answer Proposal: No rating!

2015-02-21: 00,000 Questions
2017-03-06: 45,100 Questions
2017-03-20: 46,100 Questions
2017-04-08: 47,100 Questions
2017-05-04: 48,100 Questions
2017-05-25: 49,100 Questions
The alphabetic arranged questions are to find under: **ONIG*-Questions alphabetic**
http://www.parkfach.de/ONIG-alphabetic.htm  (1171 pages  **5.8 MB!**) 

More than 566,000 words and 2.6 million characters (without spaces).

Operator of the internet site www.parkfach.de is Reiner Zabel.
E-Mail: parkfach@freenet.de

Page name: ONIG-Questions

* **ONIG**: Omnipotence, Nature, Influence, God
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